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To be sure, the Crimean Khanate was an annoying neighbor. A detailed study of the material and demographic losses suffered by Poland-Lithuania in result of the Tatar raids committed in the years 1605–1633, by far not the uniquely violent period in the relations between the two states, disclosed that out of the 29 years covered by the study only 12 passed without any raids. A field research conducted in 1948 in a number of Polish villages near Rzeszów, a region once distant from the Commonwealth’s southeastern border and admittedly not the one most exposed to Tatar raids, revealed a traumatic memory of the seventeenth-century Tatar raids that almost overshadowed more recent experiences of WW1 and WW2. Anybody familiar with the Roman Catholic Church’s attitude towards the inviolability of marriage, expressed even today, will be persuaded how demographically serious were the Tatar raids on learning that in 1624 a Polish bishop of Przemyśl allowed those members of his flock, whose husbands or wives had been kidnapped by the Tatars and apparently still alive as slaves in the Crimea, to remarry. A calculation, once proposed by Halil Inalçik on the basis of Ottoman tax registers and confirmed by the present author on the evidence of Russian and Polish sources, suggests that the number of Slavic slaves transported across the Black Sea between 1500 and 1700 might have approached two million and surpassed the number of Black slaves transported in the same period across the Atlantic.
Michael Khodarkovsky refers to “the towns not built and fields not plowed” while asking to what extent the Tatar raids were responsible for Russia’s weak urbanization in comparison to Western Europe.\(^4\) Prevented by the Crimean Tatar military strength from reaching the warmer Black Sea, Russia could still find compensation in less hospitable Siberia and one might argue that, if not for the Crimean Khanate, the Russian drive towards the Pacific Ocean would have occurred at a slower pace, if it had occurred at all. No similar compensation offered itself to Poland-Lithuania, and it is its southern provinces, inhabited mostly by Ruthenians (later called Ukrainians) and constituting the present-day Ukraine, which suffered the most from the Tatar raids.

No wonder that the Tatars were rarely liked by their northern neighbors. In 1618, a Polish publicist, Szymon Starowolski (himself of Ruthenian origin), compared the Tatars to locusts and lice and proposed their ejection from the Crimea.\(^5\) More projects followed in the following decades and in the 1640s the governments in Warsaw and Moscow seriously contemplated a joint conquest of the Khanate’s lands. Nevertheless, it soon proved, like many times earlier and afterwards, that mutual controversies were stronger than the declared Christian solidarity and in 1654 the tsar turned against Poland-Lithuania, while the khan resolved to support the latter. The Crimean loyalty, demonstrated during the so-called “long alliance” (1654–1666), helped the Commonwealth to survive and earned the Tatars long-lasting gratitude among Polish historians,\(^6\) even though the alliance was followed by a series of new hostilities, when the khans stood at the Porte’s side in the Polish-Ottoman wars of the late 17th century.

The Tatars did not fare well in the opinion of the European Enlightenment. Emeric de Vattel, the famous Swiss lawyer who had entered the service of Augustus III, the king of Poland and the elector of Saxony, published in 1758 in London his monumental *Law of Nations*, where he maintained that: “those peoples, such as [...] certain modern Tatars who, though dwelling in fertile countries, disdain the cultivation


of the soil and prefer to live by plunder, fail in their duty to them-

selves, injure their neighbors, and deserve to be exterminated like wild
beasts of prey (méritent d’être exterminés, commes des bêtes féroces et
nuisibles).”7 When the Crimean Khanate was annexed by Russia in
1783, few Western intellectuals would disagree with Catherine II, who
praised this move as the triumph of civilization.

Paradoxically, Poland-Lithuania did not live much longer and
was dismembered between St. Petersburg, Berlin, and Vienna in the
three successive partitions of 1772, 1793, and 1795. To much regret,
historians rarely trace the careers of such brilliant Russian generals
and diplomats as Aleksandr Suvorov and Osip Igelström in the con-
text of their deeds in both war theatres: the Crimean-Ottoman and
the Polish ones.

By the late 19th century, the cult of real politics, assisted by social
Darwinism, helped to promote the image of the Crimean Khanate as
well as the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth as unruly states and
anarchic societies, who in fact deserved their fate of being swallowed
by more effective neighbors. Typical for that period is the classical
monograph by Vasilij Smirnov entitled “The Crimean Khanate under
the suzerainty of the Ottoman Porte.”8 By stressing the “Ottoman
suzerainty,” Smirnov advertently pointed to the fact that the Khan-
ate had never been really independent and the Tatars, immature for a
home rule, in fact benefited by escaping the despotic and corrupt yoke
of the sultan and entering the benign and civilized rule of the tsar. Had
Edward Said studied Russian history, he would have hardly found a
better example of an orientalist scholar than Smirnov.9

7 Emeric de Vattel, Le droit des gens ou principes de la loi naturelle, appliqués à
la conduite et aux affaires des nations et des souverains (London, 1758), vol. I, p. 78
(reprinted along with the English translation by Charles Fenwick in the three-volume
edition: The Classics of International Law. Edited by J. Brown Scott (Washington,
1916); for the English translation of this fragment, see vol. 3, p. 38); the above passage,
which further goes on justifying the extermination of the North American Indians
(though not those from Peru and Mexico who cultivated the soil), is also quoted in:
Anthony Pagden, Lords of all the World. Ideologies of Empire in Spain, Britain and
8 Vasilij Smirnov, Krymskoe xanstvo pod verxovenstvom Otomanskoj porty do
načala XVIII veka (St. Petersburg, 1887); followed by the second part entitled Krymskoe
xanstvo pod verxovenstvom Otomanskoj porty v XVIII v. do prisoedinenija ego
k Rossii; in: Zapiski Odesskago Obščestva istorii i drevnostej, vol. 15 (Odessa, 1889):
152–403; both volumes were recently republished in 2005.
9 For a proposal to look at the Russian imperial experience through Said’s lenses,
cf. Ewa Thompson, Imperial knowledge: Russian literature and colonialism (Westport,
Connecticut, 2000).
The “colonial” perspective, typically promoted by victorious conquerors, also gained popularity among numerous members of “native” intelligentsias, such as the Crimean Tatar Ismail Bey Gaspirali or his Polish contemporary Aleksander Świętochowski, who accepted the Spencerian motto of the “survival of the fittest.” Critical towards the past of their respective societies, they aimed to modernize them through education and were ready to adopt models from the West, and even—if necessary—from Russia.

WW1, culminating in a series of revolutions and state implosions, put in question the Enlightened European rationalism, so much praised by Max Weber shortly before the war’s outbreak. It also gave a chance to rebuild ancient states, seemingly condemned to oblivion. The territory of the former Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth had turned by then into a breeding ground of conflicting modern nationalisms, which could all claim their roots in medieval and early modern past. The foundation (or restoration) of the now separate (and mutually conflicted) republics of Poland and Lithuania in 1918 proved more durable, but short-lived independence was also declared by Belarusians and Ukrainians, the descendants of ancient Ruthenians, transformed by then into modern nations by their respective intelligentsias. Also the Crimean Tatars had their moment of spotlight and in 1917 summoned a local parliament under the traditional medieval name: Kurultay. The extension of suffrage to Crimean Tatar women was not only unprecedented in the Muslim world, but preceded by almost three years the Nineteenth Amendment to the US Constitution and by almost thirty years a similar reform in France.10

Although the Tatars failed to gain independence, historical studies on the Tatar past blossomed in the first decade of the Soviet Union. They were conducted in a relatively liberal atmosphere by Russian, Ukrainian, and Tatar scholars. Yet, few of these scholars were to survive the Stalinist hecatomb that followed. Let us invoke just a few academics, whose studies—often suddenly interrupted—are cited throughout the present volume: Mixail Xudjakov, a historian of the Kazan Khanate, arrested on 9 September 1936 and executed on 19 December of the same year as a “Trockist;”11 Aleksandr Samojlović, a prominent

turkologist and the director of the Oriental Institute of the Soviet
Academy of Sciences, arrested on 3 October 1937 and executed on
13 February 1938 as a “Japanese spy;”12 Ahatanhel Kryms’kyj, a leading
Ukrainian turkologist, arrested in July 1941, who perished in prison in
Kazakhstan in January 1942. The last days of Vladimir Syroečkovskij,
a brilliant Russian historian, whose insights into the structure of the
Crimean society are still surprisingly fresh, are even less known. Fedir
Petrun’, a Ukrainian scholar who painstakingly studied the historical
geography of the Black Sea steppe, was luckier and survived the repres-
sions, but discontinued his academic activity. His research remained
almost completely forgotten until it was republished in 1993, in the
Ukrainian journal Sxidnyj svit that was also restored to life after sixty
years of silence.

Then followed WW2 with its demographic and material losses that
particularly affected Eastern Europe. If it were not enough, in 1944 the
whole Crimean Tatar nation was collectively accused of collaboration
with the Nazis and deported to Central Asia by the Soviet authorities.

In the following fifty years, few publications appeared in the Soviet
Union that would seriously treat the Crimean Khanate, and even
those few ones were embellished with obligatory Marxist-Leninist jargon mixed with old imperial claims, adopted by then by the officially
revived Russian nationalism. To give a few examples of small “tricks”
detectable even in the most valuable monographs published in that
period: when Boris Grekov and Aleksandr Jakubovskij published their
monograph on the Golden Horde, they provided it with the title that
unmistakably invokes the “orientalist” discourse: “The Golden Horde
and its Downfall” (cf. the classical topos of decline or fall in the “ori-
entalist” historiography of the Ottoman Empire).13 In turn, the title of
the painstaking study by Aleksej Novosel’skij reads: “The Struggle
of the Muscovian state with the Tatars in the first half of the 17th cen-
tury,” as if only focusing on the struggle excused the author’s interest

---

12 On the arrest and execution of Samojlovič, see Fedor Ašnin, Vladimir Alpatov,
Dmitrij Nasilov, Repressirovannaja tjurkologija (Moscow, 2002), pp. 7–20; the fates of
numerous turcologists, executed in the 1930s, are also described in a recent book by
Ahmet Buran, Kurşunlanan türkoloji (Ankara, 2010) [first published in 2007].
13 Boris Grekov and Aleksandr Jakubovskij, Zolotaja Orda i eë padenie (Moscow –
Leningrad, 1950) [a revised and enlarged version of the first edition that had appeared
in 1937].
in the Muscovian-Crimean relations. As late as in 1987, Gennadij Sanin flavored his monograph on the mid-seventeenth-century relations between Moscow and Baghchasaray with a mixture of biased judgments on the primitive and parasitic character of the Crimean economy, strengthened by a quotation from Friedrich Engels on Russia’s “progressive” role in the Orient. To be sure, all the above monographs are still useful today, although they must be read with a grain of salt. A much worse image was offered by Soviet encyclopedic and popular books, which refuted the Tatars’ claims to legitimate statehood and “reduced the Crimean Khanate to a predatory nest acting under the wings of the Turkish emperor.”

Against the above background, it comes as a surprise that in the same period a leading Tatar scholar, Mirkasym Usmanov, managed to publish a monograph that not only met the highest scholarly standards but was entirely devoid of usual dismissing comments on the Tatar past. It certainly helped that Usmanov published his book in Kazan and focused on a relatively “safe” and less politicized topic, namely diplomacy and chancery. Besides, he consciously preferred the term *ulus Džuči* to the more widely known “Golden Horde,” not only as more scholarly correct but also in the hope to avoid negative connotations that the term “Golden Horde” usually evoked among censors.

After the fall of the Soviet Union, official barriers to study the Tatar and Turkic past largely disappeared and monographs treating its various aspects mushroomed in the recent two decades in the Russian Federation. Anna Xoroškevič and Aleksandr Vinogradov reminded that the Russian-Crimean relations had not always been hostile, while Il’ja Zajcev and Vadim Trepavlov restored the memory of the Khanate of Astrakhan and the Nogay Horde. While all the above studies were

---

17 Oral communication to the author in Kazan in April 2008; Usmanov’s monograph: *Žalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv.* (Kazan, 1979), will be repeatedly invoked in the present study.
written and published in Moscow, also Kazan reclaimed its position as a major international center of Tatar studies.\textsuperscript{20}

Tatar studies also revived in the Ukraine, where many scholars became affected by the powerful individuality of Omeljan Pritsak, who had always appreciated the input of Turkic elements in the making of the Ukrainian culture. A very interesting book has been recently published (in Russian) in the Crimea: its Ukrainian author, Oleksa Hajvoronskyj, infatuated with the history of the Crimean Khanate, aims to make it a common heritage of the peninsula’s contemporary inhabitants with no regard to their nationality: be they Russians, Ukrainians, or Tatars.\textsuperscript{21} The latter, whose large part has returned to the Crimea despite official bans and economic strains, also vividly participate in discussing their homeland’s past, although this activity has so far resulted in multiple historical websites rather than fully researched scholarly monographs. Before one makes any judgment, one must keep in mind that many members of the contemporary Crimean Tatar intelligentsia spent their youth in tents illegally erected by their parents on the confiscated grounds of their grandparents that no longer belonged to them, and at times these tents were set on fire by “unknown individuals.” How many an Ivy League college student would have written a decent Ph.D. if he/she were to live in a tent on the Harvard Yard, temporarily raided by hooligans and secret police?

Outside the Soviet Union, Tatar studies were continued in Turkey, especially by historians of Tatar origin, to mention only Akdes Nimet Kurat, Halil Inalcık, and—from a younger generation—Hakan Kırmılı. Nevertheless, a suspicious attitude towards any pan-Turkic sympathies, demonstrated by the Turkish authorities especially after 1944, set visible limits to the development of this study area until the 1990s.

In Central-Eastern Europe, Turkic and Tatar studies traditionally flourished in Hungary and Poland, where ideological restraints were less visible than in other communist countries. The research by István Vásáry and Mária Ivanics seriously contributed to our knowledge of

\textsuperscript{20} Cf. an interesting volume published in result of the international conference held in Kazan: \textit{Istočnikovedenie istorii Ulusa Džuči (Zolotoj Ordy). Ot Kalki do Astrapaxani 1223–1556}. Edited by M. Usmanov (Kazan, 2002).

\textsuperscript{21} Oleksa Hajvoronskyj, \textit{Poveliteli dvux materikov}, vol. 1: \textit{Krymskie xany XV–XVI stoletij i bor'ba za nasledstvo Velikoj Ordy} (Kiev-Baghchasaray, 2007); vol. 2: \textit{Krymskie xany pervoj poloviny XVII stoletija v bor'be za samostojatel'nost’ i edinovlastie} (Kiev – Baghchasaray, 2009).
the Tatar, and especially Crimean Tatar chancery. The Polish input into the Crimean Tatar studies will be treated below. Here, it is worth mentioning that before WW2 an émigré Crimean Tatar historian, Abdullah Zihni Soysal, lived and worked in Warsaw.22

In the Western academia, studying the Tatar past was hardly a fashionable topic, but at least scholars were not constrained by ideological or administrative barriers. During the cold war, the fact that Tatar studies remained a taboo in the Soviet Union could even make their funding in the West more likely. For instance, when in 1978 Alan Fisher published a book that was to become for years the standard English language narrative of the Crimean Tatar past, it appeared in the Hoover Institution’s series: Studies of Nationalities in the USSR.23 Largely due to one individual, an emigrant from Russia Alexandre Bennigsen, also Paris became a leading center for studying Islamic peoples of the Soviet Union. Bennigsen gathered an excellent team of scholars able to study Ottoman, Crimean, as well as Russian sources and initiated the edition of documents from the Topkapi Palace Archives regarding the Crimean Khanate. He introduced it with a touching and perhaps still up-to-date statement: *Nul état n’a pas été autant décrié, honni et calomnié que le khanat tatar de Crimée, le dernier survivant du grand Empire mongol, le plus occidental des héritiers de la Horde d’Or.*24


Yet another Eastern European refugee, Josef Matuz, who had migrated to Germany from Hungary, made a lasting contribution to the studying of the Crimean chancery. Still another, Omeljan Pritsak, had promoted a number of students in North America before he returned to his native Ukraine in the 1990s. It is also within the US academia where a pathbreaking article was published in 1967 by Edward Keenan, who not only rejected the commonly held Euro- and Slavocentric views, regarding Tatars and other Turkic nomads as “Asiatic barbarians,” but praised the pragmatism and tolerance, characteristic for the “steppe diplomacy.”

In the Polish modern national historiography, developed in the 19th century, the Crimean Tatars certainly figured as former invaders, but also at times as allies against Russia. Having in mind the Russian domination of Poland for the whole of the 19th and most of the 20th century, no wonder that the Crimean Khanate was typically treated more favorably by Polish historians than by their Russian colleagues. In 1935, Ludwik Kolankowski concluded that the political benefits for Poland-Lithuania resulting from the alliance with the Khanate “had prevailed over the irritating aspects of everyday neighborhood.”

In 1959, Zbigniew Wójcik labeled the Crimean Khanate as “the trusted ally in the struggle against Muscovy”—a bold compliment indeed if we remember that his book was published in communist Poland. Admittedly, such a pro-Tatar attitude can be justly criticized as equally biased as the anti-Tatar one, since the Tatars were praised not for their own virtues but merely as a useful instrument against Moscow.

Another flaw of the nineteenth-, and even twentieth-century Polish historiography was the treatment of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania as merely a part of Poland and the resulting disregard of the former’s separate stateship tradition. For instance, in 1881 a prominent Polish historian Kazimierz Pułaski published a book entitled “the relations of Poland with the Tatars,” even though most documents used in his
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26 Sprawa chanatu Girejów [...] miała w sobie tak ważne i cenne dla Polski-Litwy momenty i walory, że górowały one nad drażniącem codziennem sąsiedzkiem w tych stronach pożyciem; see Ludwik Kolankowski, “Problem Krymu w dziejach jagiellońskich,” Kwartalnik Historyczny 49 (1935): 279–300, esp. p. 287.

study originated from the Lithuanian chancery and were originally composed in Ruthenian in Cyrillic script. Given the Polonization of Lithuanian elites by Pułaski’s times, best illustrated by the fact that the Polish national epic Pan Tadeusz, published in 1834 by Adam Mickiewicz, opened with the author’s invocation “O Lithuania, my fatherland,” pronounced in Polish, this appropriation of the Lithuanian tradition into the Polish one was hardly surprising and not unique in the era of nationalisms. In due time, it was reciprocated by Lithuanian, Belarusian, and Ukrainian national historiographies who all claimed the heritage of the Grand Duchy and in turn tended to ignore the Polish influence on the decision making processes in Vilnius. For instance, even today, the uneasy relations between Jogaila (i.e., the Polish king Vladislaus Jagiello) and his cousin, the Lithuanian grand duke Vytautas, are often viewed differently by Polish and Lithuanian historians. The former tend to stress Jogaila’s more “mature” character and dismiss Vytautas’ policy as “adventurous” and “separatist,” while the latter are eager to disregard Jogaila’s role as Vytautas’ suzerain. As we will see, this historiographic conflict dates back to the 15th century and is fairly reflected in the correspondence that circulated in the triangle between Qırq Yer, Vilnius, and Cracow.

Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, Polish historians have rarely described the conflicts with the Tatars in the frames of the “civilizational struggle” between Christianity vs. Islam or Europe vs. Asia, instead stressing the pragmatic attitude of the two sides. The term antemurale Christianitatis (“bulwark of Christianity”), popular in the Polish domestic and external propaganda since the Middle Ages, was reserved rather for the relations with the Ottoman Empire. Only the Polish pre-Huntingtonian, Feliks Koneczny, chose to see an anti-Catholic axis between Istanbul, Qırq Yer, and Moscow already in the 15th century and regarded Mengli Giray’s policy as subject to the designs of the “Ottoman caliphate” (sic). Koneczny’s historiosophical theory that focused on the clash of civilizations, though appreciated by Arnold Toynbee, had yet—and perhaps luckily—a weak impact on future generations of Polish historians.

Apart from the studies by Kazimierz Pułaski, Feliks Koneczny, and Ludwik Kolankowski, devoted to the Polish-Lithuanian, or rather Lithuanian-Polish, political relations with the Crimean Khanate in the 15th and 16th centuries, one must mention a number of recent publications by two Ukrainian scholars, Borys Ćerkas and Feliks Šabul’do. All the above studies are primarily based on the Lithuanian Register books that remain by far the most rich mine of information regarding this subject.

For the 17th century, we have at our disposal three valuable studies by Bohdan Baranowski that roughly cover the years 1624–1660.30 Recently, these studies have been supplemented by a detailed monograph by Dariusz Skorupa that covers the years 1595–1623.31 For the later part of the century, one should mention a number of publications by Zbigniew Wójcik as well as other scholars, either focused on Warsaw’s relations with Baghchasaray or invoking them as the factor influencing Warsaw’s relations with other capitals, most notably Moscow and Istanbul.

Perhaps the most neglected is the history of the relations between Warsaw and Baghchasaray in the 18th century. Notwithstanding a few articles devoted to separate subjects, the reader must still rely on the outdated monograph of the Polish-Ottoman relations by Władysław Konopczyński, where Baghchasaray plays but a marginal role.32

The only book that chronologically covers the entire history of the Polish-Crimean relations is the popular monograph by Leszek Podhorodecki, published in 1987. Although it mostly follows the extant literature and relies on Alan Fisher’s monograph in the description of the Tatar state and society, it provides a useful narrative of the long-term neighborhood that lasted almost four centuries.33

Regrettably, with the sole exception of Baranowski, none of the Polish historians quoted above had a command of Oriental languages that
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31 Dariusz Skorupa, *Stosunki polsko-tatarskie 1595–1623* (Warsaw, 2004); although very valuable, the monograph is based solely on the archival material available in Poland; moreover, the author does not make use of Oriental sources; cf. my review from this book in *Kwartalnik Historyczny* 112 (2005), no. 4, pp. 137–144.
33 Leszek Podhorodecki, *Chanat krymski i jego stosunki z Polską w XV–XVIII w.* (Warsaw, 1987).
would enable them the use of the Crimean and Ottoman chronicles as well as primary sources. On the other hand, Polish turcologists rarely endeavored into purely historical topics although they largely contributed towards studying the Khanate’s past by editing heavily annotated source editions and studying the Crimean Tatar language and historical toponymy. Even Zygmunt Abrahawicz, whose impressive knowledge of the Crimean past transpires from his numerous dispersed publications, usually limited himself to sharing it merely in footnotes or, at best, in short articles.

The above historiographical sketch does not pretend to list all relevant authors or exhaust the whole literature on the history of the Crimean Khanate, and especially its relations with Lithuania and Poland. Its major aim is rather to point out that sometimes the present author had to enter in polemics with his predecessors who wrote a century ago, and at times he had to establish facts on the basis of primary sources, although initially he considered such task as lying beyond the scope of the present study.

Part I of the book aims to provide the reader with a basic chronology, more detailed in cases when diplomatic negotiations and embassies resulted in formal instruments of peace. A *longue durée* approach, adopted in the present study, enables one to see the continuity and changes more clearly. When studied carefully, the *yarlıqs* from ca. 1462, 1507, and 1560, at first sight almost identical in form and contents, disclose as many similarities as differences, reflecting the evolution of chancery forms and the changing political equilibrium between the two partners. It is hoped that more detailed narratives will follow, whose authors will focus on aspects only touched upon, or entirely left beyond the present study.

Part II traces the evolution of chancery forms, the typology, composition and contents of instruments of peace, and the procedure of peacemaking. As the Lithuanian and Polish chancery practices and diplomatic procedures are better known than the Crimean ones, the

---

author focuses especially on the latter. In order to shed more light on the khan’s chancery, Crimean documents sent to other capitals, especially to Moscow, are often invoked for comparative reasons, along with extremely rich reports of Russian envoys, who described the ceremonial at the khan’s court.

The largest part of the present volume consists of the instruments of peace, published in original languages along with English translations (apart from the documents in Latin and Italian that are published only in the original). Out of the seventy-one instruments, selected for publication, forty-six were issued by the Crimean side: three of them can be classified as donation *yarläqs*, nine as “donation yarläqs cum sartnames,” six as sartnames, nineteen as ‘ahdnames, three as oath-yarläqs, and six as “others.” Most of these documents were issued by the khans, but four were issued by the qalgas (1527, 1637, 1640, and 1667, the latter issued collectively by the qalga and other Crimean notables), one by the nureddin (1640), one by the khan’s son and heir apparent who yet was not a qalga (1517), and two by the Crimean envoys sent to Poland (1541 and 1599). Moreover, eight formulas of the oaths, taken by the khans, the Crimean envoys sent to Poland-Lithuania, or the Crimean plenipotentiaries appointed to negotiate the peace, which have been recorded and preserved, are published as well.

The number of Polish-Lithuanian instruments, whose texts are preserved, is much smaller: these are eleven royal instruments of peace, one of them addressed only to the qalga (1637). In addition, three formulas of the oaths, taken by the king, the Senate members, and the commissioners appointed to negotiate the peace, have been recorded and preserved. The author also decided to publish three ready formulas of the khans’ instruments, prepared by the royal chancery in 1535, 1619, and 1622, although these formulas could not be regarded as instruments of peace unless they were accepted by the other side, rewritten in the Crimean chancery and corroborated by the khan (on the typology of documents, see Part II; cf. also the list of *Instruments exchanged between the Crimean Khanate and Poland-Lithuania*, appended on pp. 516–518).

Only fifteen instruments are preserved in the original, all issued by the Crimean side and today held in Warsaw. In addition, the texts of the oaths, taken in 1667 reciprocally by the Crimean and Polish commissioners, were written down and authenticated by Grand Hetman Jan Sobieski. Today they are also preserved in the Polish archives, bearing Sobieski’s handwritten signature, so they can be considered as
“the originals,” too. The facsimiles of the above mentioned seventeen instruments are enclosed at the end of the present volume.

Of the seventy-one texts preserved today in the original, copies, or translations, only twelve are written in Turkish: one in Khwarezmian Turkic and the remaining eleven in a mixture of Crimean Tatar and Ottoman Turkish, with the rising impact of the latter. One Crimean instrument is composed in Italian (1514), although it also contains seals \((\text{nişans})\) engraved in Arabic script. Twenty-three texts are extant in Ruthenian, thirty-one in Polish (including two Crimean documents corroborated with seals engraved in Arabic script), and four in Latin. The \(\text{şartname}\) of 1520, luckily preserved in the Khwarezmian Turkic original, is published along with its contemporary Ruthenian translation; the comparison between the two language versions facilitates one to reconstruct the original terminology of other Crimean instruments that are today preserved only in Ruthenian translations.

The above statistics demonstrate that most of the published instruments are preserved merely in Ruthenian or Polish copies or translations. As such, they have not evoked so far much interest among scholars specializing in Oriental chanceries. On the other hand, historians who have studied these translations without referring to analogous documents preserved in the Turkish originals, often have been unable to determine their function and reconstruct their proper composition and terminology. Although most of the instruments, published in the present volume, have already been published before (references to previous editions are provided in the headings of respective documents), these editions are dispersed, typically devoid of annotations, and quite often contain faults. It is for the first time when they are published together in a volume devoted to the diplomatic relations between the Crimean Khanate and Poland-Lithuania. It is hoped that by this means scholars specializing in diplomatic history, Islamic chanceries, or simply Eastern Europe, will receive rich material, reflecting the diplomatic relations between two (originally three) early modern states situated on the edge of the Western Latinity, Eastern Slavonic Orthodoxy, Islamic Middle East, and the steppe nomad world extending between the Black Sea and northern China.

The very term “European Periphery,” used in the title of the present volume, is somewhat provocative. At the outset, it is worth stressing that there is nothing inherently positive in the adjective “European” as contrasted with “non-European” or “Asian.” As to the noun “Periphery,” long time ago scholars like Immanuel Wallerstein, and before him
Marian Małowist, demonstrated that no “center” could survive without a “periphery” and the latter not only depended but also influenced the former.

To be sure, the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, extending to the lands of modern Belarus, Ukraine, and even western Russia, can be described as Eastern rather than Central European, notwithstanding the amusing fact that today no nation and no government in Europe wants to be located in “Eastern Europe.” The Crimean Tatars and Nogays, relative newcomers from Central Asia attached to Islam, even though settled in the old nest of Greek civilization and mixed with its ancient inhabitants, were still more “Eastern European,” if they were—or wanted to be—European at all. A telling proof of the two states’ peripheral status in regard to Europe is provided by the fact that the Crimean Tatar documents were usually drawn on Italian paper while the Polish gifts to the khans consisted mostly of English cloth. Nevertheless, if early modern Europe is sometimes identified with the radiation of Italian renaissance, all three East European states, Poland-Lithuania, the Crimean Khanate, and Muscovy, should be defined as fully European. The Polish royal court was one of the leading centers of renaissance art to the north from the Alps. Acquainted with the Italian art at the court of his older brother in Buda, in 1502 Sigismund—still as a prince—committed an Italian master from Florence, Francesco, with a renaissance reconstruction of the Wawel Castle in Cracow. Three years earlier, another Italian master, Aloisio Lamberti da Montagnana, was hired by the envoys of Ivan III with the task of rebuilding the Moscow Kremlin. Yet, on his way from Italy to Moscow, Aloisio was detained in the Crimea, where Mengli Giray put him in charge of embellishing his new residence in Qırq Yer. Only in 1504 he was allowed to proceed to Moscow to become famous as Alleviso Nuovo (Rus. Aleviz Novyj), the coauthor of the renaissance reconstruction of the Kremlin.35

The early modern “European Periphery,” depicted in the present study, was tremendously rich if measured by cultural traditions, reli-

gions, and languages. It is there where one could find multilingual neighborhoods, Roman Catholic chapels illuminated with Byzantine frescos, wooden mosques remindful of parochial churches, and renaissance synagogues designed by Italian architects, who were simultaneously commissioned to execute royal tombstones.

Much of this world perished during the last “modern” and “rational” century of nationalisms, to be recently reappreciated in the new mosaic known as the European Union.
A NOTE ON PLACE-NAMES, PROPER NAMES, AND FOREIGN TERMS

Most of the localities referred to in the present study are situated within the present borders of Ukraine, Moldova, Romania, Poland, Lithuania, Belarus, and Russia. In the early modern times, the Crimean Khanate was inhabited by the Tatars, Nogays, Circassians, Turks, Armenians, Greeks, Jews, Karaites, Italians, and of course Ruthenians, mostly slaves but also free immigrants, not to mention other ethnic groups. In Poland-Lithuania, the Poles, Lithuanians and Ruthenians (ancestors of modern Ukrainians and Belarusians, but also of modern Russians in areas extending further to the east) shared the common space with Germans, Jews, Armenians, and many others, including Muslim Tatars. All these peoples had their own names for their habitats, in their proper languages. Moreover, many of them used a number of languages simultaneously, for instance Latin at school but Polish at home, Polish at the law court but Ruthenian at home, Armenian at church but Kipchak Turkic at home, or—like Nikolaus Copernicus—Latin in scholarly publications, but German in private correspondence. For instance, the city of L’viv, situated today in the Ukraine, was known as Lwów to its Polish inhabitants, L’vov and later L’viiv (but still not L’viv) to the Ruthenians, Lemberg to the Germans, while the Latin term Leopolis continued to be used in official documents. If we add the Armenians and Jews, who also had legitimate rights to refer by their proper terms to the town in which they had been born and lived, the confusion will be complete. The question now arises: which of the above languages and forms should be promoted and used in a book written today in English?

In the few cases when a town or a river has a standard English equivalent, the author may feel relieved from making a choice, although the objectivity of “standardized forms in English” might be put in question. As these forms often origin from the 19th century, no
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1 Many of the thoughts expressed in the present essay originated during my endless discussions with Victor Ostapchuk. I would like to thank Victor for them; even if we did not always agree, they stimulated me to clarify my arguments, and sometimes reconsider my points.
wonder that most of the terms regarding Eastern and Central-Eastern Europe tend to be either Russian or German, since the only states to be found in the area on nineteenth-century maps were Russia, Prussia, and Austro-Hungary. For this very reason, the editors of the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute have recently endeavored to “Ukrainize” a number of standard English terms such as Kiev, Odessa, and Dniester and replace them with Kyiv, Odesa, and Dnister, although so far the effort has not been very successful. The Lithuanians have been more effective and the once common form Vilna has been already replaced by Vilnius in standard English dictionaries (needless to say, neither the former, nor the latter form, respectively Russian/Belarusian and Lithuanian, would satisfy former Polish or Jewish inhabitants of the town, who knew it as Wilno or Vilne respectively).

For the terms that have never had a standard English equivalent, a custom has prevailed for years in the American academia, according to which modern terms, reflecting the current borders and official dominating languages of contemporary nation states, should be preferred. At first sight the rule appears reasonable and protects a writer from accusations of political revisionism. Yet, should we really apply the modern Ukrainian term Jevpatorija for the early modern Crimean port that was known to its Tatar inhabitants as Közlev, or refer to Königsberg—the Prussian royal capital and the town of Immanuel Kant— as Kaliningrad? Even in less evident cases, when the name of a town has never been changed but only pronounced differently, a preference towards one and only one form might be unjustified. A Baltic port, known today as Gdańsk, was known under the same name to a seventeenth-century Polish noble, but its average German citizen then referred to it as Danzig, while in a neighboring Kashubian village it was probably known as Gduńsk. It also had as many as three alternative official Latin names: Gedanum, Gedania, and Dantiscum. Still more confusing is the case of a Tatar fort built on the Crimean isthmus, known as Ferahkerman to the Tatars, but as Perekop to their Slavic neighbors. The latter term was also used by the Tatars when they composed their correspondence in a Slavic language.

Having said all this, I nevertheless decided to honor modern terms as long as the ethnic composition of a given territory or town has not changed drastically since the period described. In some cases, it has brought awkward results: for instance, the names of Ruthenian localities, granted by Crimean khans to Lithuanian rulers, are rendered in
English translation in either Ukrainian, or Belarusian, or Russian form and orthography, depending on the current position of state borders, even though in the 16th century linguistic barriers between Ukrainian, Belarusian, and even Russian were less visible than today.

The one general exception from the above rule is the preservation of the integrity of historical terms, for instance in the names of treaties (hence the “Treaty of Karlowitz” and not the “Treaty of Sremski Karlovci,” and the “Treaty of Zborów” and not the “Treaty of Zboriv”). Also, whenever English equivalents existed, such as Cracow, Warsaw, Vilnius, Kiev, Dnieper, Dniester, Podolia, or Volhynia, they were used instead of contemporary place-names.

Personal names present a problem as well. For instance, in the instrument from 1513, issued by Sigismund I in Vilnius on behalf of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, we encounter the name of the Lithuanian chancellor, recorded in Cyrillic script in a standard Ruthenian form, along with the patronymic: Mykolaj Mykolaevyč Radyvylovı́ča (Миколай Миколаевич Радивиловича). He was a Lithuanian Roman Catholic, who certainly spoke Ruthenian and Polish fluently; perhaps he also spoke Lithuanian, but this matter is disputable and cannot be proven due to the lack of written evidence. Today, the members of this aristocratic family are entirely Polonized and live in Poland under the family name Radziwiłł. In the Lithuanian historiography the family is known as Radvila. Which form should we use today in an English-language publication when referring to a member of this family who lived in the early 16th century: Ruthenian, Polish, or Lithuanian? Departing from the fact, that the protagonist was a Roman Catholic while in the given period the Ruthenian identity was strongly associated with the Greek confession, the present author excluded the Ruthenian option and chose from the remaining two the Polish one against the Lithuanian one, on the premise that the protagonist used the former rather than the latter form of his family name, at least in writing. Nevertheless, the choice remains disputable and it is always risky to attribute modern identities to early modern characters. In the same document from 1513, we find another Lithuanian dignitary recorded as Kostentyn Ivanovyč Ostrozkyj (Костентин Иванович Остrozкии). As he was an Orthodox and the family originated from ethnic Ruthenian lands of the Grand Duchy, it was resolved to record his name in the Ruthenian form. In consequence, in the English translation of this document, the name of Mikołaj Mikołajewicz Radziwiłł, recorded in the modern
Polish orthography, will be followed by the name of Kostjantyn Ivanovyč Ostroz’kyj, recorded in the modern Ukrainian orthography rendered in Latin transcription.

As it is impossible to satisfy all tastes, a reader upset with the forms chosen by the author should be assured that the choices do not reflect any revisionist schemes and do not intend to awake nationalistic demons or offend anybody’s sensibility. Besides, in the era of postmodernism any form, even cherished by the tiniest minority, should be considered equally legitimate as the one preferred by a current or former majority.

Place-names and personal names written in languages using Latin script (e.g., Polish or Lithuanian) are rendered in their original orthography, while Cyrillic names (e.g., Ukrainian, Belarusian, or Russian) are transcribed according to the rules explained below (see Principles of publication). Recording Turkic personal names and place-names, especially encountered in the Crimea, causes a serious headache as these names have been recorded in various scripts (Arabic, Cyrillic, Latin) and pronounced differently in different times by different speakers. For instance, the Tatars from the southern Crimea inclined towards the Oghuz forms, while those from the north towards the Kipchak ones. In the present volume, a slight predilection has been given towards the former as such predilection was also detectable in the Crimean chancery, at least since the mid-17th century. Besides, some of the Oghuz forms have been already domesticated in English through the medium of Ottoman Turkish, like the dynasty name Giray (not Gerey or Kerey) or the historical name of the Tatar fort Islamkerman (not Islamkermen).

Modern Turkish names, e.g., the names of present-day Turkish authors, are rendered in the modern Turkish alphabet, which is based on the Latin one, but with some letters having different sound value (e.g., “c” for “dj”) and some letters added. For the transcription of Tatar documents, recorded in Arabic script, and for rendering original Tatar terms (italicized) in the English text, a more “sophisticated” version was used, based on the modern Turkish alphabet but with a few additional letters for the sounds encountered in Tatar but lacking in standard modern Turkish (see Principles of publication). Finally, Tatar place-names and personal names appearing in the main text, footnotes, and English translations of the published documents are recorded in standard English letters with the addition of three signs: “ö,” “ü,” and unpalatalized “ı.” I have chosen the latter option after
much hesitation, persuaded by the fact that: a) some names of prominent personages are already used in English so commonly that an alternative form might confuse the reader (e.g., *Tokhtamış* and not *Tohtamış* or *Toqtamış*); b) modern Turkish alphabet, being the most obvious alternative, lacks a few sounds encountered in Tatar (especially the velar “k” and “g”), while a fully scholarly transcription might be hardly digestible for the reader; on the other hand, by using the letter “q” and such standard English digraphs as “sh,” “ch,” “kh,” or “gh,” we can fairly render the pronunciation of Tatar names without the necessity of using diacritical marks.

Royal names are usually rendered in the English form, as has been customary so far. Hence, after their respective enthronements Jan Sobieski turns into John III, and Stanisław Poniatowski into Stanislaus Augustus. An exception has been made for the Muscovian rulers named Ivan, Vasilij, and Fedor, although perhaps it would be more justified to refer to them as John, Basil, and Theodor.

Finally, foreign terms are in general given in italics (e.g., *mirza* or *staresta*), with the exception of historical terms already adopted in English, such as hetman, hospodar, bey, agha, or khan. The present author decided that the titles of qalga and nureddin, appearing repeatedly in the text, also deserve to be adopted into standard English hence they are not italicized. It is hoped that his humble contribution to the language of Shakespeare and Joseph Conrad (*alias* Józef Korzeniowski) will survive the present publication.
PART ONE

A CHRONOLOGICAL SURVEY
CHAPTER ONE

ON THE QUEST OF GENGHISID LEGACY: SHAPING EASTERN EUROPE (1240–1523)

From Batu to Tokhtamish. The foundation and internal making of the Golden Horde

In 1240, a large Mongol army led by Batu Khan captured Kiev, the political and spiritual capital of medieval Eastern Slavdom known as Ruthenia (Rus’). In the following year, Batu invaded Hungary, while the northern detachment of his army entered Poland. Henry the Pious, the duke of Silesia and Cracow who aspired to the Polish royal crown, tried to stop the invaders at the head of Polish and German knights, but perished in the battle of Legnica (Germ. Liegnitz).

The Mongol invasion of Hungary and Poland was ephemeral, but their presence further to the east proved more lasting. Historians will argue forever, whether by capturing Kiev the Mongols destroyed a flourishing economy and culture, thus affecting a further development of what is today Ukraine, or perhaps their conquest was facilitated by an internal crisis already affecting medieval Ruthenia on the eve of their appearance. Whatever our judgment might be, the Mongol conquest of Kiev facilitated the rise of another center of power in the north, namely Moscow. In 1308, a Muscovian duke succeeded by inviting the metropolitan (Orthodox archbishop) of Kiev to settle down in Moscow, thus turning the latter into a new spiritual center of Ruthenian lands.

Medieval chroniclers as well as nineteenth-century Russian historians often explained the rise of Muscovy by its uncompromising struggle against the “Mongol yoke.” Yet, the reality was more complicated. Muscovian dukes (grand dukes since 1328) knew how to use the Mongol suzerainty, declaring loyalty to the khan and then invoking the latter’s authority to subjugate neighboring principalities. The Mongols never perceived northern woodlands as an attractive area of direct expansion. These lands were unsuitable for grazing horses and—on the other hand—offered less booty than urbanized lands of China, Central Asia, Middle East, or even Hungary. Hence, the khans preferred to reappoint local rulers with formal diplomas (yarlıqs), control
them through Mongol lieutenants (daruğas), and order them to assist Mongol officials (basqaqs) in the collection of tribute.

The vast empire, created by Genghis Khan, preserved its unity for mere two generations. Further expansion of Genghis Khan’s grandsons, Batu in Eastern Europe, Hulagu in the Middle East, and Kublai in China, rendered virtually impossible to control by one ruler the territory extending from Hungary to Vietnam. Imprecise rules of inheritance, allowing any Genghisid prince to claim supreme authority, made things still worse. In fact, already under Batu Khan (r. 1227–1255/56) the western part of the Mongol Empire, consisting of Eastern Europe, Western Siberia, and Northern Khwarezm, enjoyed full autonomy, and Batu’s successors regarded themselves as sovereign rulers. Their state came to be known in historiography as the Golden Horde or the ulus (“people” or “patrimony”) of Djochi,1 while the contemporaries simply referred to it as the Great Horde (ulu orda).

In the 14th century, the court culture of the Golden Horde underwent gradual Islamization, accompanied by Turkization.2 In the western provinces of the Genghisid empire, Mongols constituted a tiny minority while Turks, especially those speaking western, Kipchak dialects, prevailed both in the khan’s army and among the conquered inhabitants of the Black Sea steppes. With time, Turkic and Turkified inhabitants of the Golden Horde came to be known as Tatars.

Following the death of Djanibek Khan in 1357, the Golden Horde entered a prolonged dynastic crisis. Numerous pretenders fought for the throne, bidding for internal and external support. Though the conviction that only a Genghisid prince could claim the khan’s title held strongly deep into the early modern era, successful commanders, who adopted more modest titles of emirs, such as Mamay (d. 1382) or Edigü (d. 1419), were often more powerful than the khans. The

---

1 Djochi was Genghis Khan’s oldest son; due to his premature death, his patrimony was directly inherited by his son, Batu.

2 This opinion was contested by Arkadij Grigor’ev, who maintained that Mongol had been the official language of the Golden Horde at least until 1380 while Turkic had been used by the khan’s chancery merely in communication with foreign courts; cf. idem, “Oﬁcjal’nyj jazyk Zolotoj Ordy XIII–XIV vv.,” in: Tjurkologičeskij sbornik (1977) (Moscow, 1981): 81–89, esp. p. 89. Yet, in a more recent publication the same author admits that the shift from Mongol to Turkic had already occurred in 1350s, or even earlier in the chanceries of the Horde’s dignitaries, who could not claim a Genghisid descent; cf. idem, Sbornik xanskix jarlykov russkim mitropolitam. Istočnikovedčeskij analiz zolotooordynskix dokumentov (St. Petersburg, 2004), pp. 209–210.
most successful among such non-Genghisid “imposters” was Timur, or Tamerlane (d. 1405). Apart from creating an empire of his own in the former Genghisid domains in Central Asia, he was to largely influence the events on the Volga. In ca. 1376, Timur helped a Genghisid refugee pretender, Tokhtamish, to ascend the throne of the Golden Horde.³

First Lithuanian encounters with Tatars

It was precisely in the first years of the dynastic crisis in the Golden Horde, when the grand duke of Lithuania, Algirdas (r. 1345–1377), expanded his principality by annexing the southern Ruthenian lands of Podolia and Kiev. In 1362, he cemented his conquest by defeating local Tatar troops at the Synja voda (today Synjuxa), a left tributary of the Boh river. Yet, a Polish historian convincingly argued that Algirdas would not risk an open confrontation with the Golden Horde and his conquests might have been tacitly authorized by the Horde’s de facto ruler, Mamay, who regarded the Lithuanian neighbor as a useful ally against Muscovy as well as the emir’s domestic opponents. Indeed, having conquered Podolia, the Lithuanian rulers continued to send a tribute from this province to the khans until the 15th century.⁴ According to a recent hypothesis, Algirdas might have even received a formal (now lost) yarlaq from Mamay, confirming his possession of the southern Ruthenian lands in return for the payment of the tribute.⁵

After the death of Algirdas, his son Jogaila (or Jagiello) inherited the Lithuanian throne. His reign was initially frustrated by his uncle Kęstutis and then, after the latter’s imprisonment and murder (1382),

---


⁴ Stefan Maria Kuczyński, Sine Wody (Warsaw, 1935), pp. 55–57. In 1401, the Dominican monks in Kamjanec’ [Kamieniec Podolski] were exempted from a number of taxes save the tributum Thartharorum, which they were still obliged to pay; if even the clergymen were not exempted, it implies that ordinary subjects paid this tax, too; cf. Adam Chmiel (ed.), Zbiór dokumentów znajdujących się w Bibliotece hr. Przedziecekch w Warszawie (Cracow, 1890), p. 11.

by Kęstutis’ son, Vytautas. In 1385, the position of Jogaila was substantially strengthened as he was invited to the Polish throne. In 1386, Jogaila was baptized as the last pagan ruler in Europe, adopted the Christian name of Vladislaus and was crowned in Cracow. The following year witnessed the establishment of Latin Catholic hierarchy in Lithuania and introduction of Christianity to Lithuanian subjects (admittedly, most of these subjects were Orthodox Ruthenians who did not need to be introduced to Christianity). Jogaila’s royal coronation did not discourage Vytautas from another rebellion in 1389. Finally, the two cousins reached reconciliation in 1392. While Vytautas acknowledged Jogaila (now Vladislaus) as his suzerain and the supreme ruler of both Poland and Lithuania, he was elevated to the post of grand duke and secured autonomous rule in Lithuania for life.

The following years brought a full-scale Lithuanian engagement in the southeast. The ambitious policy of Tokhtamısh, who avenged Mamay’s defeat at Kulikovo Pole (1380) by restoring Muscovian obedience to the Horde (1382) and then invaded Central Asia, was frustrated by his former patron. In 1391, Timur dethroned Tokhtamısh, but the latter managed to regain his throne. In 1393, Tokhtamısh sent his famous yarlıq to Jogaila, written on 20 May (8 Redjeb 795 A.H.) in a camp on the Don river. Having announced his victory over internal enemies, the khan pronounced his wish to keep friendly relations with Jogaila and promote mutual trade. Yet, he also required the latter to “collect incomes from the lands [or peoples] that belong to us” (bizge baqar ėllerning çıqışların çıqarub) and send them to the Horde. The yarlıq refers to earlier correspondence between the two rulers, whose contents are unknown as it is not preserved. Therefore, it is impossible to resolve whether Tokhtamısh’s demand to send him tribute was a

---

6 Polish eastern expansion began in the 14th century. In the years 1340–1366, Poland annexed the Ruthenian principality of Halyć (Galicia) and in 1387 Moldavia became a Polish vassal. The Polish lords, who invited Jogaila to the throne hoped that this move would result not merely in a union, but incorporation of Lithuania to Poland. Before ascending the throne, Jogaila had to marry Jadwiga Anjou, a female descendent of the Polish royal Piast dynasty.

7 The yarlıq, recorded in Uighur script and composed in Khwarezmian language containing various Kipchak Turkic elements, is preserved in Warsaw, Archiwum Główne Akt Dawnych [hereafter, AGAD], Dokumenty pergaminowe, no. 5612. It is published in facsimile along with an Arabic script transcription and Russian translation in Jarlyk xana Zolotoj Ordy Textamyşa k pol’skomu korolju Jagajlu 1392–1393 goda. Edited by M. Obolen’skij (Kazan, 1850).
novelty or, quite possibly, reflected a former custom, perhaps dating from the times of Algirdas and Mamay. What is clear is that the tribute was expected not from the whole of Lithuania (and certainly not from Poland), but from the lands that had previously belonged to the Golden Horde, namely the southern Ruthenian provinces conquered by Algirdas.

In 1395, Timur again invaded the Golden Horde, destroyed its capital of Saray on the Volga, and replaced Tokhtamish with another Genghisid prince, Timur Qutlug. The latter was supported by a powerful Nogay emir, Edigü. Defeated and humiliated, Tokhtamish took refuge in Lithuania along with his family and a number of followers. His sore condition, referred to by a telling phrase “when his horse was growing sweaty [beneath him]” (Ruth. koly kon’ eho potnyj byl), and the assistance extended to him by Vytautas were to form a historical basis of “eternal friendship,” invoked in the future correspondence between Vilnius and the Crimean khans, who regarded Tokhtamish as their legal ancestor.

In 1397, Tokhtamish concluded a treaty with Vytautas and probably issued a yarlıq that is not preserved, but whose contents were convincingly reconstructed by Antoni Prochaska. In return for military assistance, the exiled khan confirmed Vytautas in his holding of all southern Ruthenian lands that had once belonged to the Golden Horde. Prochaska’s assumption that Vytautas was required to pay tribute from these lands, is rather disputable. Still, even assuming that the tribute issue was absent, one should ask what benefit could Vytautas draw from this treaty? In return for the grant of the lands that he already possessed, bestowed by a refugee pretender, he was expected to engage in a risky military adventure. A Ruthenian chronicler put into Vytautas’ lips a statement reflecting his calculations: “we will set out to

---

6 Cf. n. 5 above.

9 Prochaska strengthens his argument by the fact that in 1401 a tribute for the Tatars was collected in Podolia (cf. n. 4 above) and by invoking the yarlıq from 1507, in which Mengli Giray reportedly admonished Sigismund: “you should make no excuses and you should pay levies and tribute;” see Antoni Prochaska, “Z Witoldowych dziejów: I. Układ Witolda z Tochtamyszem 1397 r.,” Przegląd Historyczny 15 (1912): 259–264, esp. p. 263. The first argument invites consideration, although one can argue that in 1401, following the Lithuanian defeat of 1399, a tribute was paid not to Tokhtamish but to his victorious opponent. The second argument results from Prochaska’s misreading as the quoted order is addressed not to Sigismund but to the inhabitants of the lands granted with the yarlıq, whereas the khan orders them to obey the Lithuanian ruler and pay him [emphasis mine-DK] due taxes; cf. Document 8, n. 37.
subdue the Tatar land, defeat Khan Timur Qutlug, take his kingdom and divide his wealth and property, and we will put Khan Tokhtamish on his throne in the Horde, and in Caffa, in Azov, in the Crimea, in Astrakhan, in the Trans-Yaik Horde,10 in the entire seashore, and in Kazan; and this all will be ours and the khan will be ours.”11

In 1397, Vytautas and Tokhtamish led a common expedition, reaching as far as the Don river. In 1398, the allies directed their campaign towards the Black Sea shore and even invaded the Crimea. Several castles, then founded by Vytautas between the lower Boh and the lower Dniester, were to serve as reminders of his grandiose plans for another century. All these plans were dashed in August 1399, when Lithuanian troops, supported by Tokhtamish’s Tatar followers and Polish volunteers led by the palatine of Cracow, Spytek from Melsztyn, were routed by Edigü and Timur Qutlug in the battle on the Vorskla river, a left tributary of the Dnieper. Spytek was killed, Tokhtamish found another refuge in Siberia, where he was reached by death in ca. 1406, and Vytautas was forced to renew his bonds of vassalage with Jogaila and Poland.12

Although his “great plan” collapsed, in the following years Vytautas expanded Lithuanian borders to the east, successfully competing with Moscow for the suzerainty over the Ruthenian lands. Neither did he resign from supporting the sons of Tokhtamish in their claims for the throne. One of them, Djalaleddin, participated in 1410 in the Polish-Lithuanian battle against the Teutonic Order at Grunwald,13 and two

10 Named after the river Yaik [today Žajyq in Kazakh or Ural in Russian].
12 The question, to what extent was Vytautas independent from Jogaila in his eastern policy, has been heavily biased by nationalist historiographies. Many Lithuanian, but also Ukrainian (Hruševskyy) historians extolled Vytautas for his striving to restore Lithuanian independence, sometimes regarding Jogaila as a mere traitor of the Lithuanian “national cause.” On the other hand, Polish historians (Prochaska, Kolankowski) often patronized Vytautas, regarding him as a “good warrior” but “weak politician,” able at most to realize the plans drawn by his more sophisticated cousin; for a more critical treatment of this issue, see Michał Żwan, “Stosunki litewsko-tatarskie za czasów Witolda, w. ks. Litwy,” Ateneum Wileńskie 7 (1930): 529–601, esp. pp. 530–533. In a recent study by Jan Tyszkievicz, again Jogaila’s diplomatic skills (and Vytautas’ lack of them) are stressed, though the author admits that the matter is disputable; see idem, Tatarzy na Litwie i w Polsce. Studia z dziejów XIII–XVIII w. (Warsaw, 1989), p. 121.
13 In the German historiography known as the battle of Tannenberg.
years later successfully ascended the throne of the Golden Horde. Yet, any plans to build a lasting Lithuanian influence on the Volga were frustrated by internal fighting within the Horde. Between 1412 and 1419, four sons of Tokhtamish competed for the throne, fighting each other. In 1418, even powerful Edigü was forced to look for refuge in the Crimea, and in 1419 two old enemies, Vytautas and Edigü, reached reconciliation. In the meantime, thousands of disenchanted followers of Tokhtamish settled in Lithuania, forming the community of Lithuanian Tatars, whose descendants live today in Lithuania, Belarus, and Poland.

The prestige of Vytautas among the Tatars is confirmed by the relation of Gilbert de Lannoy, an envoy of King Henry V of England, who traveled in 1421 to Constantinople through Poland, Lithuania, the Black Sea steppe and the Crimea. Until his death in 1430, Vytautas continued to play his role of a “khan maker.” When the new khan of the Golden Horde, Ulug Muhammed, was ousted in 1424, Vytautas offered him refuge and helped to regain his throne three years later.

The disputed collapse of the Golden Horde

Most textbooks teach us that in the early 15th century the Golden Horde entered a terminal crisis that led to its complete demise by 1502. On its ruins, new khanates arose, namely those of Kazan, Astrakhan, Sibir, and the Crimea. Yet, the issue is not so simple. Ulug Muhammed, who had claimed the throne of the Horde from 1419, was ousted several times by his rivals, and in 1445 arrived at Kazan. This date is often regarded as the beginning of the Khanate of Kazan. However, Ulug Muhammed never signed his resignation from the throne of the Golden Horde! He treated himself as the only legal khan, though he controlled merely a part of the Horde’s territory.

---

16 *Gilbert de Lannoy i jego podróże*. Edited by J. Lelewel (Brussels, 1843), pp. 64–83.
Ulug Muhammed’s archrival, Küchük Muhammed (d. 1459), left two sons, Ahmed and Mahmud, the latter one regarded as the founder of the Khanate of Astrakhan. In his recent study, Il’ja Zajcev challenges this view arguing that at least until 1502 the rulers of Astrakhan regarded themselves as the rulers of the Golden Horde, treating their seat on the lower Volga as the base for future reconquests. Therefore, according to Zajcev, we can speak of the Khanate of Astrakhan only after 1502.

Similar arguments hold for the Crimean Khanate. Judging by military power, the Giray khans could not initially compete with stronger rivals, but they soon entered the game, eventually claiming hereditary rights not only to the Black Sea steppe, northern Caucasus, Kazan and Astrakhan, but even Siberia as late as 1654! In 1991, Leslie Collins published a very important article that is still largely overlooked in historiography. Discussing the events of 1502, when according to common wisdom the Great Horde (the term used for the later Golden Horde) was crushed by the Crimean Khanate, Collins argued that in fact the Horde was not destroyed but strengthened and augmented. Mengli Giray simply took over most of the subjects and territories from his distant Genghiside cousin, Sheikh Ahmed. The Girays’ conscious claim to the heritage of the Golden Horde is expressed in the oath of the Crimean envoy taken in Lithuania by the end of 1506, in which his lord is referred to as the ruler “of the two hordes: the Trans-Volgine [i.e., the Great Horde] and of Perekop [i.e., the Crimean Horde].” The program of Mengli Giray was continued by his son, Mehmed Giray, who aimed to control the whole Volga basin. In the latter’s official intitulatio the Crimea was not even mentioned as he

---

17 The descendants of Ahmed and Mahmud were archenemies of the Girays; see Document 10, n. 7.
19 See Document 64.
21 On Sheikh Ahmed, the grandson of Küchük Muhammed, see Document 9, n. 27.
22 See Document 7.
was declared the ruler of all the Mongols (barça Moğul padişahı), whereas the documents of his 17th-century successors referred to the khans as the rulers “of the Great Horde, the great country and the Crimean throne” (uluğ orda uluğ yurtnıŋ ve taht-i Qırımnıŋ), clearly showing the ideological priorities, with the geographic reference to the Crimea preceded by more grandiose titles. With the Russian conquests of Kazan (1552), Astrakhan (1556), and Sibir (1582–1598), the khanate of the Crimean Girays remained the only Genghisid remnant of the Golden Horde. If we acknowledged the legal claims of the Girays, we would no longer discuss the collapse of the Golden Horde at the turn of the 15th century, but its impressive survival for another three centuries, although on a diminished territory.

The rise of the Giray khanate in the Crimea and the yarlıq of Hadji Giray for Lithuania

Hadji Giray traced his origin from Togha Timur, a younger brother of Batu. His father, Giyaseddin, supported Tokhtamish and probably perished in the battle of Vorskla. According to a tradition, recorded in the 16th century, the future Crimean khan was born as a refugee in Lithuania near the castle of Trakai and owed his throne to Vytautas. Admittedly, his first effort to secure the Crimean throne occurred during Vytautas’ lifetime in 1428, but he had to wait another 13 years until securing his power in 1441. By that time, he had repeatedly sought

---

23 See Document 20.
25 The nickname Giray (alternatively pronounced in the Crimea as Kerey, Kirey, Gerey, or Girey) probably originates from the tribal affiliation of Hadji’s tutor (atalıq), who belonged to the Kerey tribe. The future khan adopted this name out of respect, and later on it was adopted by all dynasty members; cf. Halil Inalcık, “Girāy,” EI2, vol. 2 (Leiden, 1965): 1112–1114, esp. p. 1112.
26 Michalonis Lituiē De moribus Tartarorum, Lituanorum et Moschorum fragmina X (Basle, 1615), p. 3 [reprinted in: Mykolas Lietuvis, Apie totorių, lietuvių ir maskvėnų papročius dešimt įvairaus istorinio turinio fragmentų (Vilnius, 1966)].
27 The last date was established by Oleksa Hajvoronskyj on the basis of Hadji Giray’s first minted coins and his name being mentioned by the Genovese authorities of Caffa; see idem, Poveliteli dvux materikov, vol. 1, p. 34, n. 32.
refuge in Lithuania, enjoying support of the grand dukes Sigismund and Casimir, and even held a post of the lieutenant of Lida.

In his recent book, Oleksa Hajvoronskyj praises Hadji Giray for satisfying himself with the Crimea and not entering a risky fight over the Volga steppe. It does not mean that the first Giray ruler refrained from dynastic struggles at all. Between 1433 and 1454, the struggle for the heritage of the Golden Horde was often intertwined with the struggle for the Lithuanian throne. Three pretenders (not counting Hadji Giray) fought then for the throne of the Golden Horde:

1) Ulug Muhammed, the former ally of Vytautas, who finally settled in Kazan;
2) Seyyid Ahmed, the grandson of Tokhtamısh;
3) Küchük Muhammed, the son of Timur Qutlug, who eventually prevailed and left to his sons the rule of the so-called Great Horde, with its capital in Saray on the Volga.

In 1433, Seyyid Ahmed claimed the throne of the Horde with the support of the Lithuanian malcontent, Švitrigaila, a younger brother of Jogaila, who shortly reigned Lithuania in the years 1430–1432, but was deposed in favor of Vytautas’ younger brother, Sigismund. In the ensuing Lithuanian civil war (1432–1435), Švitrigaila was supported by the Teutonic Order and Seyyid Ahmed, while Sigismund by Poland and Hadji Giray. No wonder that in Vilnius and Cracow Seyyid Ahmed was regarded as a nuisance while Hadji Giray, the client of Sigismund, earned his opinion of a trustful ally. The devastating raids of Seyyid Ahmed into Lithuanian and Polish lands continued even after the final defeat of Švitrigaila. In 1442, Vladislaus III, the king of Poland, reached a “permanent peace” with Seyyid Ahmed, but it was paid for with the promise of an annual “gift” to be collected and sent from Podolia.

---

28 A younger brother of Vytautas and the grand duke of Lithuania in the years 1432–1440.
29 Jogaila’s younger son, the grand duke of Lithuania in the years 1440–1492; also the king of Poland since 1447.
31 As Vladislaus, Jogaila’s older son, was also the king of Hungary (and died two years later in the battle of Varna), the peace was confirmed in Buda; see Ludwik Kolankowski, Dzieje Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego za Jugiellonów, vol. 1: 1377–1499 (Warsaw, 1930), p. 259.
In 1454, Seyyid Ahmed supported another Lithuanian malcontent, Semen Olelkovyč from the Lithuanian princely family, whose grandfather was Jogaila’s older brother. Frustrated by the centralizing policy of Casimir (grand duke of Lithuania 1440–1492, also the king of Poland since 1447), a group of Lithuanian notables planned to put Semen on the Lithuanian throne with the support of Seyyid Ahmed. Yet, a prompt relief by Hadji Giray resulted in a rout of Seyyid Ahmed’s troops. While Semen was pardoned by Casimir and bestowed the principality of Kiev as a life tenure, Seyyid Ahmed, who took refuge in Kiev, was imprisoned and spent the rest of his life in Lithuanian captivity.

It might appear as a paradox that having helped to eliminate Seyyid Ahmed, the grandson of Tokhtamısh, the Girays would later consequently stress their former loyalty to Tokhtamish and thus claim their rights to his inheritance. Many years later, in 1480 Mengli Giray would also demand the return of Seyyid Ahmed’s followers, allowed to settle down in Semen’s lands after 1454, as the Girays regarded these people as their hereditary subjects.32

In 1465, Hadji Giray also crossed his sword with Mahmud, a son of Küchük Muhammed, defeating his troops on the Don river, abducting many of his subjects and settling them down in the Crimea.

Friendly relations between Casimir and Hadji Giray continued until the latter’s death in 1466. A Polish chronicler, Jan Długosz, describes

---

32 Cf. Document 6, n. 4. A “canonical” chain of succession, legitimizing the Girays’ dynastic rights, is recorded in a Lithuanian report dated 1506. The Crimean envoys, invited to dine with the king, then recalled the ancient mutual friendship dating from the times of “Tokhtamish, Djalaleddin, Djabbarberdi, Köpek, Keremberdi, Kadërberdi, [Ulugh] Muhammed, Seyyid Ahmed, Hadji Giray, and Nur Devlet” (Taktamyş, Çzelehdyñ, Perberdy, Kebek, Keremberdy, Kaderberdy, Mahmet, Sylexmat, Ažy Gyrej, Mordovlat) until the reign of Mengli Giray; see Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 8 (1499–1514). Užrašymų knyga 8. Edited by A. Baliulis, R. Firkovičius and D. Antanavičius (Vilnius, 1995), p. 53. All the aforelisted rulers descended from Genghis Khan’s grandson, Togha Timur (Tuqay Timur), yet they belonged to three different branches: a) Tokhtamish, his five sons and his grandson, Seyyid Ahmed; b) Ulugh Muhammad, who had a common great great grandfather with Tokhtamish; c) the Girays, more closely related to Ulugh Muhammad than to Tokhtamish; on the confused Genghisid genealogy, cf. Abul’-Gazi, Rodoslovnoe drevo tjurkov. Edited by G. Sablukov (Kazan, 1906), pp. 156–157; and a genealogical tree in Magamet Safargaliev, Raspad Zolotoj ordy (Saransk, 1960). The Lithuanian report from 1506 is quoted in Zajcev, “Zapisi genealogij i pravlenij krymskix xanov i krymskie srednevekovye istoričeskie xroniki,” Vostok. Āfro-aziatskie obščestva: istorija i sovremennost’ (2008), no. 4, pp. 28–36, esp. p. 28. Yet, using a corrupt version from Sbornik knjazja Obolenskago, Zajcev omitted Seyyid Ahmed, whose presence on the list explains the claim by Mengli Giray to rule over his former subjects.
a solemn Crimean embassy that was received in Nowy Korczyn in December 1461. The envoys carried precious gifts, including a camel covered with costly textiles, and assured the king of the khan’s wish to keep friendship and face common enemies. Perhaps the aforementioned embassy brought the solemn *yarlıq* that is preserved today in a Polish translation. Yet, the document is confusingly dated 22 September 1461 AD, and simultaneously in the Muslim year 867 A.H. While the Christian date fits perfectly with the arrival of the khan’s embassy to Poland in the late fall of 1461, the Muslim date does not fit at all as it refers to the period between September 1462 and September 1463! We either have to assume that the Crimean chancery was unfamiliar with the Muslim calendar [*sic*], or that the Christian date is erroneous and the *yarlıq* was brought by another embassy not recorded by Długosz, probably to Lithuania and not to Poland. The latter hypothesis is confirmed by the document’s contents. It is addressed to Casimir as the grand duke of Lithuania, and to his Lithuanian and Ruthenian councilors and subjects, whereas Poland is not even mentioned. Moreover, it lists Podolia along with its major castle of Kamjanec’ among the lands granted by the khan to Lithuania.

---


34 See Document 1. Already Pułaski concluded that the *yarlıq* of Hadji Giray had been probably (Pol. *zapewne*) delivered by the embassy described by Długosz; see *idem, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną*, p. 3. The *yarlıq* is preserved in two copies, one in a 16th-century manuscript, another in the so-called Naruszewicz Folders (Teki Naruszewicza) from the 18th century, without any reference to the original or earlier copies. A Polish bishop and historian, Stanisław Siestrzeniecicz Bohusz, maintained that he had seen “this diploma,” apparently referring to the original, in 1772 in the Załuski Library in Warsaw (*sej diplom ja videl v Varšave v 1772, v Biblioteke Zaluskago*); see *Stanislav Sestrencevič Boguš, Istorija Carstva Xersonesa Tavrijskago* (St. Petersburg, 1806), vol. 2, p. 247, n. 1 [this remark is entered only in the Russian version of his book and missing in the French one; cf. Stanisław Siestrzeniecicz de Bohusz, *Histoire du Royaume de la Chersonese Taurique* (St. Petersburg, 1824), p. 352, n. (h)]. However, a century later, when the Załuski Library was held in St. Petersburg, Vasilij Smirnov was already unable to find the said diploma; see *idem, Krymskoe xanstvo*, pp. 240–241. Shortly before WW2, the Załuski Library was restored to Poland and perished in 1944.

35 The Muslim year 867 A.H. lasted from 26 September 1462 till 14 September 1463. It is worth noting that 22 September could not fall in the year 867 A.H. at all, as it began after that date and ended before it.
In the period concerned, a heated conflict over Podolia reemerged between the Lithuanian and Polish lords, and Casimir strove hard to appease it. An arrival of such document to Poland would certainly increase the tension and would not serve well the Crimean-Polish relations. Neither would it explain the high opinion that Hadji Giray enjoyed in the eyes of Długosz—an ardent representative of the Polish clergy, full of mistrust towards the Lithuanians. Lacking further evidence, we must conclude that the khan’s yarlıq was either issued on 22 September 1461 and brought to Poland, or rather it was drawn at least one year later and brought to Lithuania.

Hadji Giray’s yarlıq invokes the Lithuanian hospitality once experienced by Tokhtamısh, referred to as “our elder brother.” The document is apparently based on two earlier yarlıqs, whose texts are today lost: the one granted by Tokhtamısh to Vytautas probably in 1397 and another, granted by Hadji Giray to Sigismund somewhere between 1432 and 1440. In return for the Lithuanian assistance, Tokhtamısh had once granted a number of lands to Vytautas, his grant was then confirmed by Hadji Giray in the latter’s yarlıq addressed to Sigismund, and finally reconfirmed in the yarlıq sent to Casimir. The document contains a list of towns, provinces and estates, making up the whole southern and eastern territory of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, namely: Volhynia (Luc’k), Podolia (Kamjanec’, Bracłav), the Black Sea steppe between the lower Dniester and the lower Boh (Karaul, Jabu, Balykly, Dašov), the Dnieper Ukraine (Kiev, the lands along the Dnieper down to its mouth), the estates on the rivers Vorskla (Losyčy, Xotmyšl’, Nycjany), Sula (Sneporod, Hlyns’k, Synec), Sejm (Putyvl’, Žolvaž, Bryryn, Ryl’sk, Kursk), and Desna (Černihiv, Novhorod-Sivers’kyj, Starodub, Brjansk), the lands extending between the upper Sejm and the upper Donec (the tümen of Jagoldaj along with Mužeč and Oskol), the province of Smolensk, the lands on the upper Oka (Mcensk, Ljubutsk, Kozel’sk, Volkonsk, Spażsk), and finally the lands of the Duchy of Rjazan’ (Tula, Berestej, Retan’, Pronsk) that acknowledged Lithuanian suzerainty only in the years 1428–1434. Moreover, in return for Casimir’s friendly acts, Hadji Giray granted him the

---

39 On this estate and its holder, see Document 8, n. 18.
republics of Pskov and Velikij Novgorod that had long constituted the bone of contention between Vilnius and Moscow.

In fact, Hadji Giray had no control over these lands, perhaps with the exemption of the Black Sea steppe. Most of them had long belonged to Lithuania while others remained independent, but were contested by both Lithuania and Muscovy (the Duchy of Rjazan’, Pskov, and Velikij Novgorod). Yet, by granting them the khan acted as a suzerain, even if he did not demand any tribute from Casimir. This act fairly reflected the old balance of power between the Golden Horde and Lithuania, but certainly not the actual state of affairs. Therefore, it is striking that Lithuanian rulers, being simultaneously the kings of Poland, did not resent this custom. Moreover, they willingly accepted similar “grants” from Hadji’s successors for another century! The most likely explanation would be that they treated such acts as a security against Tatar raids and, moreover, a legitimization of their territorial claims against Muscovy.

When Hadji Giray died in 1466, the Polish chronicler dedicated him a eulogy, praising him as the ruler, who sub omni tempore sui imperii pacem optimam cum Regno Polonie [. . .] custodivit et tenuit; humanus civilisque et bene agendi cupidus, friendly towards Christians, and even ready to assist King Casimir against his Muslim coreligionists.40

**Internal and external factors in the making of the Crimean Khanate**

The lack of established rules regarding the inheritance of the throne among the Genghisid family members, which so often frustrated the internal stability of the Golden Horde, was to constantly influence the Crimean politics as well. At the moment of his death, Hadji Giray left seven living sons, of whom the oldest, Nur Devlet, ascended the throne.41

In the Crimean hierarchy, next to the Giray family members stood the clan leaders called qaraçis or qaraçı beys.42 Usually this title

---

41 Hajvoronskyj, Povelitel’ dvux materikov, vol. 1, p. 103, n. 1.
42 The institution of four qaraçis (also referred to as “ulus emirs” in al-Umari’s description of the Golden Horde) can be traced to the early Genghisid state and was present in other Genghisid successor states as well; see Uli Schamiloglu, “The qaraçı beys of the Later Golden Horde: Notes of the organization of the Mongol world
applied to the leaders of four major clans, though the composition of the “privileged” clans changed with time. Until the early 16th century, these were the Shirins, Barıns, Arghıns, and Qıpchaqs, of whom the Shirins were by far the most influential. The Shirin clan leaders, Mamaq and then his brother Eminek, were to play a major role in the crucial decade between 1468 and 1478.

Another factor that influenced political life of the early Crimean Khanate was the Genovese colony of Caffa. Its economic prosperity and very survival depended on the cooperation with hinterland rulers, first the khans of the Golden Horde and later the khans of the Crimea. The Italians formally acknowledged the khan’s suzerainty by sending him annual gifts and the khan’s representative (tudun) resided in Caffa, collecting taxes from its Tatar inhabitants and a share of its port’s customs incomes. Although in theory subject to the khans, the rich and walled city could itself influence the Crimean policy, especially during a dynastic crisis. In response to the Ottoman conquest of Constantinople (1453) and the subsequent conquests of the Black Sea ports of Amasra, Sinop, and Trebizond (1459–1461), in 1462 Caffa acknowledged the suzerainty of King Casimir of Poland, though this suzerainty would remain purely nominal.

Among other external actors who were to affect the political life of the Khanate, one should mention the descendants of Küchük Muhammed, ruling the Great Horde on the Volga, King Casimir of Poland and Lithuania (r. 1440/47–1492), Ivan III of Muscovy (r. 1462–1505), and especially the Ottoman sultan, Mehmed II (r. 1451–1481).
Soon after his accession, Nur Devlet aimed to secure his reign by sending embassies to neighboring rulers. In the spring of 1467, a Tatar envoy named Qoshar arrived in Poland with the official announcement of Hadji Giray’s death and the new khan’s desire to maintain the peace. On his way back to the Crimea, Qoshar was accompanied by a royal envoy, Albert (i.e., Wojciech) Borowski, who delivered Casimir’s condolences and declaration to keep peace. Later in the same year, Borowski returned to Poland with a treaty document issued by Nur Devlet on 17 September 1467, in his residence in Qırq Yer. The form of this document, written in quite sophisticated Latin, is unusual for the Crimean chancery and does not bear any similarity to the *yarlıq* and *şartname* issued by Hadji Giray and Mengli Giray. It is possible that the clerk charged with its preparation was an Italian from Caffa, fluent in Latin and Western chancery forms. From a later correspondence we learn that Nur Devlet also issued a *yarlıq* concerning the Lithuanian lands, collected by the Lithuanian embassy of Jan Kučukovyč.

Nur Devlet did not remain in power for long. His younger ambitious brother, Mengli Giray, who tried to reach for the throne already in 1467, secured the support of the Genovese and the Shirins and defeated Nur Devlet in a civil war that lasted from June 1468 till January 1469. The new khan notified his accession to King Casimir and later in the same year promptly warned him of a pending invasion by the Tatars of the Great Horde. The king reciprocated by sending Albert Borowski again to the Crimea.

---

47 *Joannis Dlugossii Annales seu Cronicae incliti Regni Poloniae. Liber duodecimus: 1462–1480*, p. 183. The arrival of the Crimean embassy is not dated, but it is recorded by Długosz among the events that occurred between April and May 1467. The editors of Długosz’s chronicle confuse the arrival of this embassy with the return of the subsequent embassy of Borowski which should be dated not earlier than November 1467; cf. *ibidem*, p. 505, n. 37.

48 See Document 2. Its dating according to the Christian calendar is confirmed by the dating according to the Muslim era: the month of Safer of the year 872 A.H. lasted from 1 till 29 September 1467.

49 The *yarlıq*, which was probably based on the *yarlıq* of Hadji Giray, is not extant, but it is mentioned in a letter by Mengli Giray sent in 1506 to the Lithuanian Lords Councilors; see Pułaski, *Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną*, p. 292.


Early in the year 1472, Casimir sent to Mengli Giray another envoy, Jan Kierdej.\(^{52}\) On his way back, Kierdej was accompanied by a Tatar envoy named Zafer (or perhaps Sefer or Djafer), who carried Mengli’s letter, announcing his will to maintain peace.\(^{53}\) Finally, a formal royal instrument of peace was issued in Cracow on 27 July 1472.\(^{54}\) Having invoked the formal oath, sworn by the khan and his retinue in the presence of Kierdej, and the peaceful contents of Zafer’s embassy, the king engaged on his behalf and on behalf of his subjects to firmly observe the peace and mutual friendship. The document, drawn by the Polish chancellor, was corroborated by the archbishop of Gniezno, two bishops, and other notables, of whom eleven were mentioned by names.

Although Casimir was simultaneously the ruler of Poland and Lithuania, it seems that in that period the Crimean-Polish negotiations were conducted separately from the Crimean-Lithuanian ones. While Latin was used in the Crimean-Polish relations, the correspondence between Qırq Yer and Vilnius was conducted in Ruthenian. Shortly after the Polish embassy of Kierdej, a Lithuanian envoy, Bohdan Sakovyč, accompanied by a scribe Ivas’ko, was sent to the Crimea and returned with a new yarlıq issued by Mengli Giray.\(^{55}\) While in the royal instrument from 1472 Casimir figures merely as the king of Poland, in the khan’s yarlıq he is referred to exclusively as the grand duke of Lithuania, and Poland is not even mentioned.

Like the earlier yarlıq of Hadji Giray, the yarlıq of Mengli Giray is preserved only in Polish translation. Its dating is again confusing, as it is dated in 1472 AD, and simultaneously in the Muslim year 878 A.H. that lasted from 29 May 1473 to 17 May 1474. The contents of both yarlıqs are almost identical. Although a few localities have been

\(^{52}\) On the envoy’s identification, see Document 3, n. 3.

\(^{53}\) The first royal letter from the beginning of 1472, whose approximate date can be established on the basis of the ensuing correspondence, is not extant. The khan’s response (cum sigillo meo litera) was dated in the year 876 A.H. (the ending LXVI is an obvious mistake, it should read LXXVI) and accompanied by a separate letter to Casimir’s son, Vladislaus, congratulating the latter on his accession to the throne of Bohemia. Both Mengli’s letters are preserved in Latin copies and published in Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, p. 199. The Muslim year 876 lasted from 20 June 1471 till 7 June 1472, but the khan’s letters can be tentatively dated more precisely in the spring of 1472.

\(^{54}\) See Document 3.

\(^{55}\) See Document 4, along with biographic details on the envoys in notes 31–32.
added\textsuperscript{56} and a few others are missing.\textsuperscript{57} These changes do not seem to reflect any conscious political decision. The omissions are probably due to scribal neglect, while the addition of new localities, perhaps on the insistence of Lithuanian envoys or in result of a double check with an original list that is now lost, does not really change the geographical shape of the territory "granted" to Lithuania. Again, the khan "granted" to Casimir the lands of the Duchy of Rjazan\textsuperscript{58} and the Republic of Velikij Novgorod, contested by Muscovy. The issue was timely since Novgorod had accepted Lithuanian patronage in 1470, but then its troops had suffered a crushing defeat in a confrontation with Muscovy in 1471. In the given context, the omission of Pskov in the \textit{yarlıq} seems incidental as Novgorod was more politically important and more distant from Vilnius.

The Lithuanian-Muscovian conflict over Novgorod contributed to a reversal of alliances that was soon to spoil the relations between Casimir and Mengli Giray. Looking for an effective diversion against Muscovy, in 1471 the Lithuanian diplomacy encouraged Ahmed, the son of Küchük Muhammed and the khan of the Great Horde, to attack Ivan III. For Mengli Giray, any rapprochement between Vilnius and the descendants of Timur Qutlug was equal to treason. Thus, he resolved to enter an alliance with Moscow. Ivan III, endangered from the west and south by the alliance between Vilnius and Saray, welcomed this opportunity. Early in the year 1474, a Crimean envoy named Hadji Baba (\textit{Azbaba}) arrived at Moscow and swore an oath (Rus. \textit{pravdu dal}) on behalf of Mengli Giray. His mission was followed by a solemn Crimean embassy, headed by a member of the Shirin clan, Devletek (Eminek’s son), who brought a formal treaty instrument issued by the khan (Rus. \textit{jarlyk šertnoj}) and witnessed the oath sworn by Ivan III in March 1475.\textsuperscript{59} The new alliance, openly directed against Khan Ahmed and King Casimir, materialized already in the summer of 1474, when

\textsuperscript{56} Volodymyr in Volhynia, Sokolec’ in Podolia, Majak on the lower Dniester, Kačybej on the Black Sea shore, Čerkasy on the Dnieper.

\textsuperscript{57} Synec on the Sula river, Putyvl’ and Žolvaž on the Sejm river.

\textsuperscript{58} For this time even its capital of Perejaslav’ is singled out.

Crimean troops commanded by Haydar, Mengli Giray’s brother, and Eminek, raided southern provinces of Poland and Lithuania.60

After Mamaq’s death in 1473, Eminek became the qaraçı of the Shirins and obtained the lucrative post of tudun in Caffa. Yet, early in the year 1475 he was deprived of his functions and forced to seek refuge in the Caucasus. In revenge, he stirred a civil war and invited the Ottomans to intervene. Mehmed II long awaited an opportunity to lay his hand on the riches of Caffa. On 6 June 1475, the Genovese colony surrendered before the Ottoman commander, Gedik Ahmed Pasha. Caffa became the center of a new Ottoman province which encompassed the southern coast of the Crimea (it consisted of the former Genovese lands and the Gotho-Byzantine principality of Theodoro-Mangup, conquered in the same year). Mengli Giray was arrested and taken to Constantinople, and Nur Devlet, who had been interned by the Genovese in the years 1469–1475, was restored to the Crimean throne.

It soon turned out that Nur Devlet, being in conflict with his brother Haydar, was unable to stabilize his rule. To make things worse, the troops of the Great Horde invaded the Crimea in 1476, and the peninsula was ruled for sometime by Khan Ahmed’s representative, Djanibek. Eminek again called for an Ottoman intervention, asking Mehmed II to send back Mengli Giray and promising that for this time the khan would not encounter any opposition.61 The sultan agreed and Mengli Giray regained his throne to rule for another 37 years.

**Between Istanbul, Moscow, and Vilnius: the long reign of Mengli Giray (1478–1515)**

Although the existence of a formal treaty, reportedly concluded in 1478 and establishing the bonds of vassalage between the Ottomans

---

60 Kolankowski, *Dzieje Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego*, pp. 321–322. Feliks Koneczny believed that this raid had occurred without Mengli’s knowledge, invoking a phrase from the Długosz chronicle: *iniussu sui cesaris* and stressing that both Eminek and Haydar had been the khan’s enemies; see *idem*, “Sprawy z Mengli-Girejem 1473–1504,” p. 147. Yet, an open conflict between Eminek and Mengli Giray began only in the fall of 1474. Besides, the arguments that the khan had been unaware of a given raid were used all to often by the Crimean diplomacy and should be taken with a grain of salt.

61 See Eminek’s letter to Mehmed II from October 1478, published in *Le khanat de Crimée*, pp. 70–75.
and the Girays, has been convincingly rejected in historiography,\(^6^2\) it goes without saying that after 1475 no Crimean khan could ignore the Ottoman presence, not just across the sea, but in neighboring Caffa as well.

Mengli Giray’s relations with Moscow were influenced by common interest mixed with political blackmail. Certainly, Muscovy was a valuable ally against the Great Horde and an attractive trade partner. Yet, Ivan III also had another argument. After Mengli regained the Crimean throne, his brothers Nur Devlet and Haydar initially took refuge in Kiev, but in the fall of 1479, unrestrained by Lithuanian authorities, left for Muscovy. In April 1480, in a fine piece of diplomatic hypocrisy, Ivan instructed his envoy to the Crimea to assure Mengli Giray that he had invited his brothers only for the khan’s own sake, so that they do not plan anything wrong against him.\(^6^3\) In 1486, Nur Devlet was put on the throne of the Khanate of Qasım (centered in Gorodec Meščerskij, renamed as Kasimov, on the Oka river), a puppet state controlled by Muscovian rulers, which served as a safe haven for dissatisfied Genghisid pretenders and simultaneously as a buffer against Tatar raids from the southeast (i.e., the Great Horde). After Nur Devlet’s death in ca. 1491, the Khanate of Qasım remained in the hands of his sons until ca. 1512, when it was granted to a prince from another branch of the Genghisid dynasty.\(^6^4\)

The Crimean-Muscovian alliance was directed against both the Great Horde and Poland-Lithuania, but the two partners perceived its priorities differently. For Ivan III, it was an equally useful tool against Khan Ahmed, who still demanded a tribute from Moscow and treated its ruler as his vassal, and against Casimir, whose Ruthenian territories were regarded by the Muscovian ruler as his rightful heritage, to be sooner or later “reunited.” For Mengli Giray, the struggle with the Great Horde seemed to be much more important. Therefore, it is not all that surprising that in 1480 he made an effort to reconcile with Vilnius, apparently hoping for an isolation of the Great Horde. In the spring of 1480 Hadji Baba (Azbaba), the same Crimean envoy who

---


\(^6^3\) Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 1, pp. 17–18.

had sworn the treaty with Muscovy in 1474, arrived at Vilnius and swore an oath to keep peace in the presence of Casimir.\textsuperscript{65} The oath was pronounced on behalf of the khan, his qalga and younger brother Yaghmurcha,\textsuperscript{66} his other relatives, and the Crimean nobles. The envoy also promised that if the king sent his envoy to the Crimea, the peace would be personally confirmed by Mengli Giray, Eminiek, and other notables.\textsuperscript{67}

After a few months’ delay, in September 1480 Casimir sent to the Crimea his envoy, Prince Ivan Hlyns’kyj (Pol. Gliński), a noble descendant of Tatar settlers in Lithuania. Almost simultaneously, Crimean troops raided Lithuania. Nevertheless, in mid-October Mengli Giray took a solemn oath in Hlyns’kyj’s presence, promising to keep friendship and prevent his subjects from raiding Casimir’s “people, lands, or waters.” The text of the oath was recorded in the khan’s instrument of peace, referred to as “oath-letter” (Ruth. \\textit{prysjažnyj lyst}) and sent to Vilnius.\textsuperscript{68} To Casimir’s confusion, Mengli’s instrument also required the king to send him back the Tatar subjects allegedly donated by Hadji Giray to Prince Semen Olelkovyč.\textsuperscript{69} On his way back, Hlyns’kyj was accompanied by two Tatar envoys, Bayrash (\textit{Bajraš}) and Seyyid Ahmed (\textit{Sedyxmat}), who were provided with several letters.\textsuperscript{70} In a letter given to Bayrash, the khan apologized for the recent raid, blaming his “ill advisers” (\textit{ljudy lyxy}), but also the royal side for having detained Hadji Baba for so long and temporized in sending Hlyns’kyj’s embassy.\textsuperscript{71}

\textsuperscript{65} On a more precise dating of Hadji Baba’s embassy, see Document 5, n. 10.
\textsuperscript{66} On Yaghmurcha (Yaģmurça), who remained loyal to Mengli Giray for his whole life, see Document 5, n. 8.
\textsuperscript{67} The text of the oath has been recorded and is preserved; see Document 5.
\textsuperscript{68} See Document 6.
\textsuperscript{69} The issue, referring to the events of the year 1454 (see above), remained unsolved for another 20 years; cf. Document 6, n. 4.
\textsuperscript{70} Although both Tatar envoys are mentioned together in Mengli Giray’s letter from October 1480, the first one arrived earlier, along with Hlyns’kyj, and the second one in January 1481. Perhaps Bayrash was merely a courier, and Seyyid Ahmed an envoy proper? For a corrected chronology of the Crimean-Lithuanian correspondence from the years 1480–1486, recorded in a Lithuanian chancery book in distorted order, see Egidijus Banionis [Banënis], “K вопросу о генезисе пословских книг (1480–1486),” in: Issledovanija po istorii Litovskoj metriki, vol. 1 (Moscow, 1989): 64–84, esp. pp. 80–81.
\textsuperscript{71} \textit{Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 4 (1479–1491). Užrašymų knyga 4.} Edited by L. Anužytė (Vilnius, 2004), p. 92; the letter was earlier published in \textit{Russkaja Istoricheskaja Biblioteka izdavaemaja Imperatorskoju Arxeografičeskoju Komissieju}, vol. 27: Litovskaja
Historians still disagree on Mengli’s real intentions in 1480. Was his desire to keep peace with Casimir genuine, frustrated only by the king’s indecisiveness? Or was the khan just buying time, trying to soften the Lithuanian stand during the decisive confrontation between Muscovy and the Great Horde?

When Hlyn’skyj was on his way back from the Crimea, Khan Ahmed had already been waiting three months for Lithuanian reinforcements, in order to begin a planned joint invasion of Muscovy. The reinforcements never arrived and the khan, having encountered a strong Muscovian army across the Ugra river, returned home without an actual fighting. The “Ugra standoff” of 1480 was to arise in the Russian national mythology to the symbolic end of the “Tatar yoke,” especially as Ahmed perished soon afterwards in an engagement with dissatisfied Nogays. Whatever the actual importance of these events was, Mengli Giray’s luring Casimir into peace negotiations, interrupted by the Crimean raid in September, certainly did not help the king to organize assistance for his distant ally.

Following Ahmed’s death in January 1481, Temir, a powerful Nogay leader, whose role in the Great Horde was similar to that of Eminek’s in the Crimea, asked Mengli Giray for protection over the late khan’s sons. The protection was surprisingly granted, but soon after the relations between the two hordes deteriorated anew and later in the same year a large raid of the Great Horde devastated the Crimea. Having suffered humiliation and defeat, Mengli Giray could no longer ignore monits from Moscow, reminding him of his treaty obligations against Vilnius, and besides he apparently wanted to make up for the losses suffered by the Crimean economy.

In September 1482, a large Crimean army conquered, burned and looted Kiev, taking numerous captives, including the palatine Ivan Xodkevyč (Pol. Chodkiewicz) along with his family. Although no invasion of comparable size occurred after that date, the Lithuanian-Crimean relations became openly hostile and embassies were rare. In the following decade, Mengli Giray was again busy combating the khans of the Great Horde: Murtaza, Seyyid Ahmed (not to be confused

---


For a recent reevaluation of these events, see Khodarkovsky, Russia’s Steppe Frontier, pp. 77–82.
with Tokhtamısh’s grandson, long dead by that time), and Sheikh Ahmed, commonly referred to in his correspondence as “the children of Ahmed” (axmatovy dety). Also Ivan III temporarily turned his attention to the north and east, capturing Tver (1485) and making first efforts to subjugate Kazan. Casimir faced an imminent danger from the south, when in 1484 the Ottoman sultan Bayezid II invaded Moldavia, which was a Polish tributary, and annexed two Black Sea ports, Kilia and Moncastro (known to the Slavs as Bil’horod/Bialogród and to the Turks as Akkerman). All this contributed towards less intensive diplomatic and military contacts between Vilnius and Qırq Yer. Somewhat surprisingly, in the years 1487–1491 Lithuania faced three raids of the Great Horde, its supposed-to-be ally, apparently undertaken for economic reasons.

In 1491, the nomads of the Great Horde, who in the preceding years had grazed their herds on the lower Dnieper, retreated to the Volga, relieving their pressure from both the Lithuanian and Crimean borderlands. In the spring of 1492, Mengli Giray notified Ivan III of his construction of a new fort on the lower Dnieper, on the “royal land” below the river crossing named Tavan (na korolevoj zemli niže Tavani), declaring his readiness to march against Kiev by harvest time, providing that he received Muscovian reinforcements. The khan expressed his hope that, God permitting, the two allies would soon take Vilnius and Cracow.73

Writing his letter, Mengli Giray was unaware of Casimir’s death on 7 June 1492 that was to trigger a full-scale Muscovian invasion of Lithuania. The Lithuanian-Muscovian war of 1492–1494 resulted in the Muscovian annexation of the lands on the upper Oka (apart from Mcensk and Ljubutsk), once “granted” to Lithuania in Mengli’s yarlıq.74

The death of Casimir also terminated the Polish-Lithuanian union as the thrones of Poland and Lithuania were divided among his sons,


74 On these lands and the shifting loyalties of their autonomous princes, see Mixail Krom, Mež Rus’ju i Litvoj: Zapadnorusskie zemli v sisteme russko-litovskix otnošenij konca XV—pervoj treti XVI v. (Moscow, 1995).
respectively John Albert and Alexander. Admittedly, the two brothers cooperated in their foreign policy and mutually consulted important decisions. Curiously enough, Mengli Giray, still unaware of Casimir’s death, notified the Lithuanian court of his construction plans on the lower Dnieper, not disclosing his designs of a large scale Crimean-Muscovian invasion. His letter was answered on 27 June 1492 already by Grand Duke Alexander, who notified the khan of his father’s death and expressed his amazement that Mengli wished to violate his own yarlıq, in which he had granted the disputed lands to Lithuania. Referring to the new Tatar fort on the Dnieper as Tjahyn, Alexander stressed that if Mengli Giray behaved in a peaceful manner, he could receive it as a fief.

In 1493 Lithuanian troops, commanded by two Tatar “renegades:” Prince Bohdan Hlyns’kyj and Özdemir, Mengli’s youngest brother remaining in Lithuanian service, destroyed Tjahyn. The infuriated khan sent his troops to raid the Lithuanian Ukraine. In 1494, the Crimeans reached Volhynia and defeated the Lithuanian-Polish troops at Vysnivč, while Mengli Giray began the construction of a new Dnieper fort that later became known as Djankerman or Djankermen (lit. “New Town”) to the Tatars and as Očakov to the Slavs (today Ukr. Očakiv). A peace between Vilnius and Moscow, concluded in 1494 and cemented by Alexander’s marriage with Ivan’s daughter, did not

---

75 The union was reestablished in 1501 when Alexander was elected the king of Poland after John Albert’s death. For the first time such a break of the Polish-Lithuanian union occurred in 1440, when the Lithuanian lords put Casimir on the throne of the Grand Duchy without consulting his older brother, Vladislaus III, who had been the king of Poland since the death of Vladislaus II (Jogaila) in 1434. The death of Vladislaus III (also the king of Hungary) in the battle of Varna (1444) enabled the election of Casimir to the Polish throne and the reestablishment of the union in 1447.

76 In the same period Casimir’s oldest son, Vladislaus, was the king of Bohemia (1471–1516) and Hungary (1490–1516). Yet, notwithstanding a lip service paid by the three brothers to the idea of an anti-Ottoman crusade, the Jagiellonian foreign policy never attained the level of homogeneity that was later attributed to the House of Habsburg.

77 Lietuvos Metrika (1427–1506). Knyga Nr. 5. Užrašymų knyga 5. Edited by E. Banionis (Vilnius, 1993), pp. 55–56; the letter was earlier published by Pułaski.

78 The modern term Ukraine, referring to a European state, originally referred to the borderlands of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, especially its southern borderland inhabited by a mixed Ruthenian-Tatar population.

79 The new fort was situated in the Dnieper and Boh estuary, in a better defensible site; see Vladimir Syroečkovskij, ”Puti i uslovija snošenij Moskvy s Krymom na rubeže XVI veka,” pp. 220–221.
prevent Tatars from further raids of Lithuania, although in 1496 both sides returned to negotiations and Alexander urged Mengli Giray to send him an oath letter (lyst prysjaźnyj).  

In 1497, in a much delayed reaction to the Ottoman conquest of Kilia and Akkerman, King John Albert led the Polish troops to Moldavia. The official aim of his expedition was an anti-Ottoman crusade that was to result in the reconquest of the Black Sea ports. Less openly, the Jagiellonians also planned to remove Stephan the Great, whose policy was too independent for their taste, from the Moldavian throne and replace him with their younger brother, Sigismund (the future king of Poland). Sensing the danger, Stephan sided with the Ottomans and the Polish king suffered a humiliating defeat from his former vassal.

Though Lithuania did not participate in the Polish-Ottoman war, Alexander gathered his troops in southern provinces. A planned Lithuanian attack against Mengli Giray, coordinated with a Polish advance in Moldavia and an invasion of the Great Horde from the east, did not materialize, but a Lithuanian commander, Kostjantyn Ostroż’kyj (Pol. Konstanty Ostrogski), defeated Crimean troops in a battle near Braclav, where Mengli’s son and the future khan, Mehmed Giray, was wounded and temporarily captured.

A formidable Ottoman-Crimean revenge occurred in 1498, when the Muslim troops reached as far as Sanok in present-day Poland. A Turkish undated map, preserved in the Topkapi Palace and depicting a planned attack of Ottoman galleys against Kiev, origins probably from that period. In 1499 Polish-Ottoman negotiations began, resulting in a truce that was converted into a lasting peace by 1503. Simultaneously, a peace was proposed by Mengli Giray to Alexander on the condition that the latter would pay him a tribute. The offer would almost certainly have been rejected, if Muscovy had not resumed its

---

80 Lietuvos Metrika (1427–1506). Knyga Nr. 5, p. 111; the letter was earlier published by Pułaski.
81 For the chronology of military engagements in the years 1493–1497, see Kolankowski, Dzieje Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego, pp. 417–422 and 429–436.
84 Kolankowski, Dzieje Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego, p. 441.
attack on Lithuania in 1500. In dire circumstances, Alexander empowered his envoy Dmytryj Putjatyč, the palatine of Kiev, to secretly offer Mengli Giray a tribute from the provinces of Kiev, Volhynia, and Podolia, calculating three grossi (Ruth. den’hy) yearly per a subject’s head, and in addition a tribute from the recently lost province of Putyvl’, if the khan assisted Alexander to reconquer it from the Muscovites. However, on the eve of Putjatyč’s departure, his mission was cancelled and an offensive alliance was concluded instead with Sheikh Ahmed, the khan of the Great Horde.

In 1501, Sheikh Ahmed along with his troops and people entered eastern Lithuanian provinces, pushing out the Muscovian troops from their recent conquests: the regions of Ryl’sk, Novhorod-Sivers’kyj, and Starodub. The khan urged Alexander to join the offensive, but the latter was busy securing the Polish throne after the death of his brother, John Albert. Sheikh Ahmed’s initial success turned into a disaster due to both natural and human reasons: the extremely harsh winter of 1501/1502 and Mengli Giray’s order to burn the steppe. Facing starvation, most of Ahmed’s subjects, including his own wife, defected to the Crimea and submitted to Mengli. In June 1502, Mengli defeated the remnants of the Great Horde on the Sula river, forcing Ahmed to take refuge on the Volga. In the following winter also Tevkel, the son of Temir, the powerful Nogay leader and a leading figure in the Great Horde, entered Mengli’s service. Tevkel’s descendants would later form a powerful Crimean clan of the Manghıts (also referred to as Mansurs). Late in the year 1503, Sheikh Ahmed returned to the Black Sea steppe in vain hope of regaining the loyalty of his people, but he was chased out by the Crimean troops. Having arrived at Kiev, he

---

85 See the instruction dated 27 November 1500, in Lietuvos Metrika (1427–1506). Knyga Nr. 5, pp. 154–156; it was earlier published by Pulaski.
87 See the letter of Sheikh Ahmed to Alexander, in Lietuvos Metrika (1427–1506). Knyga Nr. 5, p. 170; it was earlier published by Pulaski.
88 See Mengli’s letter to Ivan III, reporting his order to set fire in the steppe in order to prohibit wintering to Ahmed’s people (i jaz velel požary puskati, čtoby im negde zimovati), in Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snosenij, vol. 1, pp. 377.
89 Leslie Collins convincingly demonstrated that the historical tales of Mengli’s capture of the Horde’s capital of Saray on the Volga resulted from a misunderstanding. Mengli would not have time in 1502 to lead an expedition to the Volga and the whole drama was resolved solely on the Dnieper and Sula rivers. When relating “the capture of the Horde” by Mengli Giray, Russian chroniclers referred to Sheikh Ahmed’s mobile military camp (ordu) and not his town on the Volga (cf. n. 90 below).
would then spend over two decades in Lithuanian custody, regarded as the warranty of good behavior from the side of the Crimean khans.90

The catastrophe of Sheikh Ahmed certainly did not help Lithuania in its war against Muscovy. In 1503, a truce was concluded between Alexander and Ivan III, sanctioning the Muscovian annexation of the last Lithuanian strongholds on the Oka (Mcensk and Ljubutsk) and vast tracts on the Sejm and Desna rivers, with such important centers as Putyvl’, Ryl’sk, Kursk, Černihiv, Novhorod-Sivers’kyj, Starodub, and Brjansk, all of them once listed in the yarlıqs of Hadji Giray and Mengli Giray.

Mengli Giray proved Ivan’s valuable ally by both destroying (or rather absorbing) the Great Horde and weakening Lithuania through constant raids. Yet, not unexpectedly, their common success bore seeds of a future conflict. Both Ivan III and Mengli Giray had political plans regarding Kazan. Through a political marriage with Nur Sultan, the widow of the Kazan khan, Ibrahim (d. 1479), Mengli had become the stepfather of two competitors for the Kazan throne: Muhammed Emin and Abdullatif. As long as Sheikh Ahmed was dangerous, Mengli coordinated his policy with Ivan III and had to swallow the latter’s interventions in Kazan’s internal affairs, such as the one in 1502, resulting in the removal and arrest of Abdullatif and his replacing with Muhammed Emin.91 Yet, having chased out Sheikh Ahmed and secured loyalty of many of his subjects, Mengli gained strength and prestige that validated his aspirations to the heritage of the Golden Horde. The change of his Weltanschauung was best demonstrated by his repeated demands of a tribute from Moscow, rising in frequency since the beginning of the 16th century. The reorientation of Mengli’s foreign policy was influenced by a fresh newcomer, Tevkel, once the advisor of Sheikh Ahmed and also Nur Sultan’s brother, who remembered well his lost pasturelands on the Volga.92

Apart from the Volga, Ivan III and Mengli Giray soon found another area of contest in result of the Muscovian expansion towards the Dnieper. The Crimeans did not resign from raiding the former

92 Cf. Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 163–164.
Lithuanian territories after they had been annexed to Muscovy, causing understandable protests of their ally. Along with the straining of Crimean-Muscovian relations, yet another factor contributed to Mengli’s rapprochement with Vilnius: although Sheikh Ahmed had been defeated, he was still dangerous as long as he was alive and kept in Lithuanian custody.

The years 1503–1506 were characterized by continuous Tatar raids against Lithuania, but also intensification of diplomatic contacts. In 1505 a Lithuanian envoy, Jakub Ivašencovyč, was sent to the Crimea with a proposal to renew the peace. In reply, Mengli sent a courier named Batush, notifying Alexander that he had already sworn to keep friendship in the presence of Ivašencovyč. An oath had also been taken by Mengli’s brother Yaghmurcha, the khan’s second son Ahmed, the Shirin qaraçı Devletek, the Barın qaraçı Devlet Bakhti, and other beys. In return for his declaration, the khan, who was surprisingly well informed of Sheikh Ahmed’s whereabouts, required that his old enemy be arrested in the presence of Batush and imprisoned in Kaunas. While Ivašencovyč was detained in the Crimea until the return of Batush, the khan asked Alexander to prepare a new great embassy, to be headed by the palatine of Trakai “as was the ancient custom,” or another person of high rank, so that the great envoy should arrive at the khan’s court and swear an oath in the king’s name. Alexander accepted the proposal, let Batush witness the imprisonment of Sheikh Ahmed, and sent him back along with a royal courier, Petr Fursovyč.

Even the raid of Mengli’s two younger sons, Feth Giray and Burnash Giray, who were defeated by Myxajlo Hlyns’kyj at Kleck (in Belarus) on 5 August 1506, did not frustrate the negotiations. Sending his new embassy, Mengli assured the king that the raid had been unauthorized

---

93 On his career, see Document 8, n. 39.
94 The former envoy to Moscow, see above.
95 *Lietuvos Metrika* (1427–1506). *Knyga Nr. 5*, pp. 231–232; the letter was earlier published by Pułaski (where the name of Devlet Bakhti is omitted). Referring to the palatine of Trakai, Mengli Giray had in mind Bohdan Sakovyč, who had collected Mengli’s first *yarlıq* (see Document 4, n. 31) and whom the khan mentioned by name and function in another letter from 1506; see *Lietuvos Metrika*. *Knyga Nr. 8*, p. 59. In fact, Sakovyč was nominated the palatine of Trakai ten years after he had completed his mission.
96 On the campaign of 1506, see Stanisław Herbst, “Kleck 1506,” in: *idem, Potrzeba historii czyli o polskim stylu życia. Wybór pism* (Warsaw, 1978), vol. 2: 214–230 [the article was first published in 1934].
and its rout well deserved. Judging by the fact that the khan already knew the result of the raid, but did not know about Alexander’s death on 19 August, we may assume that his embassy left the Crimea in late August 1506. It was headed by Mengli’s trusted courtier, Tevkel (Tjuvikel) Ulan (not to be confused with the Manghit leader), composed of numerous envoys sent by the Giray family members and clan leaders, and joined by Jakub Ivašencovyč, finally allowed to return home. In his letter to the king, Mengli expressed his gratitude for the imprisonment of Sheikh Ahmed and reiterated his peaceful intentions, which were to be confirmed with solemn oaths, sworn by the Crimean envoys in front of the king and his councilors. The khan again asked the king to send a great embassy, which would complete the whole somewhat prolonged procedure. The royal envoys would swear an oath by the king’s soul in front of Mengli Giray and witness an oath taken by the khan and his retinue. In conclusion, Mengli criticized Muscovian duplicity and proposed to form a triple alliance between Alexander, Mengli Giray, and Muhammed Emin, the khan of Kazan, who had recently waged war against his former protectors and successfully withheld a siege by the Muscovian troops. Muhammed Emin’s envoy also participated in the Crimean embassy, carrying his lord’s letter invoking the past friendship between Vytautas and Ulug Muhammed.97

Initially sent to Alexander but learning of his death, the Crimean embassy did not return; instead it was received by his brother and successor, Sigismund. By the end of the year 1506, Tevkel Ulan swore a solemn oath in the presence of Sigismund and his councilors, assembled in Mielnik. The oath was pronounced on behalf of Mengli Giray, referred to as the khan of the two hordes, the Trans-Volgine (Zavolskoe, i.e., the Great Horde) and of Perekop (Perekopskoe, i.e., the Crimean Horde). It stipulated that neither the khan nor his subjects should commit any harm to Sigismund’s domains, either the Polish Crown or the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and promised Mengli’s assistance against Sigismund’s enemies, particularly the Muscovian ruler.

97 For the letters of Mengli Giray and Muhammed Emin, see Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 8, pp. 50–51 and 56–57; these letters were published earlier (in Latin script) by Pułaski. On Tevkel Ulan’s biography, see Document 7, n. 2. On the war between Muscovy and Kazan in the years 1505–1506, see Xudjakov, Očerki po istorii Kazanskogo xanstva, pp. 60–67.
Tevkel also engaged that the oath would be confirmed by the khan personally in the presence of royal envoys, who were to be dispatched to the Crimea.98

Having witnessed the Crimean oath, Sigismund reciprocally swore his own oath along with his Polish and Lithuanian councilors, and immediately dispatched a courier named Soroka, who was further to proceed to Kazan. The promised great Lithuanian embassy left shortly afterwards, headed by Jurij Zenovevyč, the future governor of Smolensk, and—again—Jakub Ivašencovyč.99 The envoys returned in the late summer of 1507, accompanied by a Crimean embassy, headed by Mamish Ulan, who carried two important documents issued by Mengli Giray. The first one, drawn on 2 July 1507, was a typical yarlıq, similar in form and contents to the former yarlıqs of Hadji Giray and Mengli Giray.100 Invoking the old friendship between Hadji Giray and Vytautas, the khan “granted” anew to Lithuania numerous lands along with their inhabitants, grouped into units referred to by the Mongolian-Turkish term tümen. The yarlıq enumerates all the lands that were listed in the former documents, with a single, apparently accidental omission of Novhorod-Sivers’kyj.101 Moreover, it lists a few additional settlements.102 Following the arguments of Myxajlo Hruševs’kyj, Fedir Petrun’ rightly concluded that the contents of this yarlıq reflected geographical realities from the last years of Vytautas’ life (1428–1430).103 Yet, given the political context in 1507, the anachronism was at least partly deliberate. Arguably, Mengli Giray had no intention of stirring

98 The text of the oath has been recorded and is preserved; see Document 7. On the reception of the Crimean embassy in Mielnik, see "Litovskija upominki tatarskim ordam. Skarbovaja kniga Metriki Litovskoj 1502–1509 gg." Edited by M. Dovnar-Zapol’skij, in: Izvestija Tavričeskoj učenoj arxivnoj komissii, vol. 28 (Simferopol, 1898): 1–81, esp. pp. 52–53.
99 Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, pp. 109–111, 296–300; Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 8, pp. 54–56 and 58–59. Pułaski refers to Zenovevyč as the “palatine” of Smolensk; yet, he became the governor (namestnik) of Smolensk only in 1507, apparently in reward for his embassy; see Document 8, n. 38.
100 See Document 8.
101 Also an unidentified locality named Čynamir was omitted; yet, perhaps it was identical with the estate of Donec that was first listed in 1507.
102 Čornyj Horod on the lower Dniester, Zvynyhorod to the southwest of Čerkasy, Xoten’ to the southeast of Putyvl’, Myloljub in the tümen of Jagoldaj, Donec on the Donec river.
a Polish-Lithuanian conflict by “granting” western Podolia along with the castle of Kamjanec’ (incorporated to the Polish Crown in 1430) to Lithuania. But by “granting” of eastern territories that had either been lost to Ivan III in the years 1494 and 1503, or had never belonged to Lithuania, like Pskov, Velikij Novogrod, and Perejaslav’ Rjazan’skij, the khan cemented and encouraged the military cooperation with Sigismund in the approaching war against Muscovy.

The second document by Mengli Giray, referred to as “oath-letter” (Ruth. prysjaźnyj lyst), was dated 14 July 1507. It was issued on behalf of the khan, but also on behalf of his younger brother Yaghmurcha, his five sons: Mehmed, Ahmed, Mahmud, Feth, and Burnash, his nephew Yapancha, and a number of Crimean notables: Muslim clergymen, service beys, the leaders of the four aristocratic clans of the Manghıts, Sedjevüts, Shirins, and Barıns, other commanders, courtiers and the khan’s servants, both mentioned and not mentioned by name, who had all confirmed its contents by their oaths. The ceremony of oath taking, referred to in the document, was central in the peacemaking procedure and reflected the hierarchical order of both societies concerned. While the Lithuanian envoys took their oath on behalf of King Sigismund and the Lithuanian lords, beginning with the bishop of Vilnius, the khan and all those present reciprocated by swearing to keep the peace on their part.

The document reconfirmed the yarlıqs of Tokhtamısh and Hadji Giray that had granted Ruthenian lands to Lithuania, without specifying the lands concerned (that was already done in the yarlıq). The khan also promised to send a Tatar army commanded by his brother or son with the task of assisting Sigismund to fight his enemies. In return, Mengli Giray expected Lithuanian assistance in his own campaigns. In a separate clause, the khan demanded that the king execute Halek Sultan, the nephew of Sheikh Ahmed, and the latter’s other prominent retinue members, who had found refuge in Lithuania. Less

---

104 The term “service beys” (i.e., beys), coined by Syroečkovskij (in Russian: služilye or služebnye knjaz’ja), was adopted into English by Manz. It refers to the courtiers of either noble or humble origin, who owed their status to their service and devotion to the khan and not to their place in the clan hierarchy. Unlike the members of the aristocratic clans, namely the Shirins and Manghıts, the service beys did not intermarry with the Giray dynasty; cf. Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” Učenye zapiski Moskovskogo Gosudarstvennogo Universiteta im. M. V. Lomonosova, vyp. 61 (1940): Istorija (vol. 2): 3–71, esp. p. 35; and Manz, “The clans of the Crimean Khanate,” pp. 291–293.
important followers of Sheikh Ahmed were to be enslaved and settled in Lithuanian domains, far away from the Crimean border. While Mengli openly required the execution of Sheikh Ahmed’s closest supporters, he was more circumspect in regard to the person of the former khan. The document only quotes the vaguely worded promise by Lithuanian envoys reportedly given to Mengli Giray: “and in regard to your enemy Sheikh Ahmed, as you said, so we will do.” Yet, in a separate letter sent to Sigismund, Mengli openly demanded the execution of Sheikh Ahmed in the presence of the Crimean envoys.¹⁰⁵ Not by accident Mengli’s embassy was headed by Mamış Ulan, one of the khan’s most loyal and experienced service beys, who was entrusted to look to the fulfillment of his lord’s wish.¹⁰⁶

The document also provided that, following the promise of the Lithuanian envoys, the Lithuanian treasury was to reimburse Mengli’s expenditures on the construction and maintenance of the fort of Islamkerman, recently built on the left shore of the Dnieper near the Tavan’ crossing, with the annual quota of 4,500 florins. Though this provision could be regarded as a form of tribute, an apparent rationale of the Lithuanian policy makers was that the new castle prevented Tatar raids unauthorized by the khan and provided greater security for merchants and envoys.

Referring to a future campaign against Muscovy, the treaty provided that if the Tatars conquered territories that had formerly belonged to Lithuania, they should restore them to Sigismund, but in return a special tax was to be collected annually from their inhabitants and sent to the Crimea.

The khan also promised to punish any of his subjects—regardless of their rank—, who would violate the peace by raiding the royal lands. If the culprits managed to escape, the khan would order to arrest their wives and children and deliver them to royal agents in the aforementioned border castle of Islamkerman.

The Lithuanian Register book, where the above document has been copied, contains an additional list of the Crimean dignitaries who had

¹⁰⁵ On this issue and the fate of Sheikh Ahmed, see Document 9, notes 27, 30, and 33.
¹⁰⁶ On Mamış Ulan, the experienced diplomat and the lieutenant of Qırq Yer, see Document 9, n. 12. Apart from his diplomatic function, he is also listed in the very document that he brought among the dignitaries who had sworn to keep its provisions, with his name being preceded only by the Giray family members and Muslim clergymen.
confirmed its contents with their oaths. The list was apparently dictated by the khan and recorded by Ibir Hodja, a scribe of the Crimean chancery. Only six persons are listed by names, namely Mehmed Giray, Mengli’s oldest son, Mamish Ulan, referred to by the khan as “the next in prominence after me” (po mne pervyj čolovek), and four clan leaders: Agish of the Shirins, Devlet Bakhtı of the Barıns, Merdan of the Arghıns, and Mahmud of the Qıpchaqs. A comparison of this list with the document itself is confusing, because they record differently the composition of the four major clans. The clan leaders listed by names in the document are Tevkel of the Manghıts, Mamish of the Sedjevüts, Agish of the Shirins, and Devlet Bakhtı of the Barıns. Only the last two names appear in both lists, though it is striking that in the document the leader of the once powerful Shirins is listed only in the third place. Priority is given there to Tevkel, a newcomer from the Great Horde and former adviser of Sheikh Ahmed, and to Mamish the Sedjevıt, Mengli’s brother-in-law (not to be confused with Mamish Ulan). The rise in prominence of the Manghıts (Mansurs) and, to a lesser degree, the Sedjevüts in the 16th century is well known in historiography. Yet, so far it has not been precisely described how this process affected the Crimean hierarchy structure. If the number of qaraçı beys was fixed at four, what happened to the beys of the Arghıns and Qıpchaqs, supposedly deprived of the qaraçı status, and how strongly did they resent their downfall? How were they referred to afterwards? The document of 1507 demonstrates that the change was in process earlier than it is often assumed, but again it does not provide an answer. Although neither of the two lists refers to the clan

107 See Document 9, appendix.
108 On Mamish Ulan, see also n. 106 above.
110 The number of four qaraçıs, traced back to the old Mongol tradition and confirmed by comparisons with other Genghisid successor states, is reasserted in the study of Schamiloglu (cf. n. 42 above). Yet, in 1552 Devlet Giray wrote to Sigismund Augustus: “in the times of my grandfather, Mengli Giray Khan, and my uncle, Mehmed Giray Khan, gifts used to be sent from you, our brothers, to six qaraçı beys, our elder councilors” (za deda moeho Men’ Kireja cara, za djady moeho Mahmet Kireja cara, šest’ma kniazem karečeem, Rade našoj staršoj, upomynki ot vas brat’ja naše prysylanı byvaly), naming the Shirins, Manghıts, Barıns, Arghıns, Sedjevüts, and Qıpchaqs; see Kniga posol’skaja Metriki Velikago Knjažestva Litovskago, soderžaščaja v sebe diplomatičeskija snošenija Litvy v gosudarstvovanie korolja Sigizmunda-Avgusta (s 1545 po 1572 god). Edited by M. Obolen’skij and I. Danilović (Moscow, 1843), p. 61; cf. Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” p. 60.
leaders as *qaraçis*, we may safely assume that at least two of them, Agısh and Devlet Bakhtı, were *qaraçis*, but who were the remaining two? Did the Crimean chancery (and society) of the time stick to tradition, still referring to the Argıns and Qıpchaqs as *qaraçis*, while denying this title to the Mangıts and Sedjevüts, in fact more powerful? Or had the change already occurred? How long did the khans keep two alternative lists of the four clan leaders, out of which only one was genuine?111

The Tatar military assistance, expected by Vilnius during the Lithuanian-Muscovian war of 1507–1508, proved disappointing. Kazan reached peace with Muscovy already in 1507 while Mengli Giray, disillusioned by the reluctance, and then open refusal of Sigismund to execute Sheikh Ahmed, did not conduct a single raid against Muscovy and concluded a new treaty with Vasilij III in 1508.112 In reality, small Tatar detachments raided alternatively both Lithuanian and Muscovian borderlands. To make things worse, Myxajlo Hlyns’kyj, the once victorious Lithuanian commander at Kleck, rebelled and defected to Vasilij’s side due to a conflict with King Sigismund. The Lithuanian-Muscovian war was terminated by an “eternal peace” with no territorial gains for Vilnius apart from the castle of Ljubeč.

Although the treaty of 1506–1507 between Sigismund and Mengli Giray was never officially renounced, both sides began to regard it as nonexistent. Negotiations of a new agreement were initiated already by Jacek Ratomski, Sigismund’s courtier sent to the Crimea in 1508, as soon as he learned there about the reconciliation between Mengli and Vasilij III. Ratomski spent almost two years in the Crimea maintaining correspondence with the royal court. In 1509, Mengli Giray sent an embassy to Vilnius asking Sigismund to hand him over Sheikh Ahmed and send him annually 10,000 florins in addition to the already prom-

---

111 One does not gain much help from a preserved list of dignitaries, who swore the peace with Muscovy in 1508, where we find the leaders of all the six disputed clans, listed in the following order: Tevkel, Mamısh, Agısh, Devlet Bakhtı, Merdan, Mahmud, yet with no hint, who was a *qaraçis*, and who was not. The number of *qaraçis* was apparently limited to four, and not six (cf. the discussion in n. 110 above), since a member of Mengli’s retinue, the mullah Baba Sheikh, recalled in his letter to Vasilij III that the oath was sworn by the four *qaraçis* (*četyre karači šert’ dalı*); see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšenij Moskovskago gosudarstva s Krymskoju i Nogajskoju ordami i s Turcij, vol. 2: 1508–1521 gg. Edited by G. Karpov and G. Štendman, in: Sbornik Imperatorskago Russkago Istoricheskago Obščestva, vol. 95 (St. Petersburg, 1895), pp. 20 and 39.

112 See *ibidem*, pp. 19–21.
ised 4,500 florins for the pay (Ruth. alafa < Tur. ulufe) of the garrison of Islamkerman.113 In response, Sigismund entrusted Ratomski with proposing the khan a yearly payment of five to six thousand florins in return for a stable treaty.114 An important role in the negotiations was played by Augustino de Garibaldis, a Genovese from Caffa who had entered the khan’s service. In 1506, provided with Mengli’s credentials, he traveled through Poland to Spain for the reason of family matters (he had two brothers there). Perhaps on his way back from Spain to the Crimea in 1510, he took Sigismund’s letters addressed to the khan and his retinue members. Shortly afterwards, he returned along with another Italian, Giovanni Baptista de San Nicolo, carrying a bunch of letters from the khan, his family, and Crimean notables.115

Disappointed with the short duration of the previous treaty, Sigismund also chose a new intermediary in his negotiations with Qırq Yer. Personally religious and aware of the great influence of clergy in Poland-Lithuania, the king assumed that a Muslim religious authority might ensure that the khan would keep his oath for a longer time. Therefore he wrote to Hadji Baba Sheikh, the mullah at Mengli’s court, whom he later referred to as archiepiscopus imperatoris, asking him for mediation in trust that “the khan and the princes [sultans] would not lie to him.”116 The mullah, who had earlier confirmed with his oath the treaty of 1507 and whose name also figured prominently in the Crimean diplomatic correspondence with Moscow, complied and reported to Sigismund his conversation with Mengli. The khan reportedly reasserted his good intentions and maintained that for the sake of the peace he had emptied his treasury by building two castles that cut passages of Tatar raiders into Lithuania: the one on the Dnieper

113 Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, pp. 359–362. The letter was dated 20 Muharrem 915 A.H., i.e., 10 May 1509. Since Sigismund remained in Poland due to a conflict with Moldavia, Crimean envoys were long detained in Lithuania and the letter was recorded in the Lithuanian Register in 1510, along with the correspondence brought by a following Crimean embassy.

114 Ibidem, pp. 137, 140, 349.


116 “I have heard of you as a spiritual person at [the court of] the great khan, Mengli Giray, so that the khan and the princes [sultans] could not lie to you” (slyšal esmy u velykoho carja Mendligireja tebe duxovnykom, yž car y soltany tobe ne mohut sol-haty), see ibidem, p. 363 (on Hadji Baba Sheikh, cf. Document 9, n. 11). Probably the same rationale lay behind Sigismund’s later insistence that the khan should issue his treaty instrument written “in the Muslim words” (musulmanskymy slowy); cf. ibidem, p. 446.
(i.e., Islamkerman) and another in the Crimean isthmus (Perekop, i.e., Ferahkerman), providing them with soldiers (Tur. azaps) and securing their pay. Mengli added that the remainder of his funds had been distributed among his family members and notables so that they restrain from raiding the royal domains. By pointing to the large size of his family (“as I have nine sons, Mehmed Giray has nine sons, Yaghmurcha Sultan has two sons, Ahmed Sultan has one son, and Mahmud Sultan has two sons”), the khan complained that he had been ruined by providing for his family and therefore asked the king to send him annually 15,000 florins. Although his request could be seen as a plain extortion, it also reflected the importance of slave raids not just for common Tatars, who needed to provide for their families, but also for the Giray princes and young members of Tatar aristocracy, who treated such raids as means of gaining status, enabling them to maintain numerous followers, encouraging patronage and luxurious consumption. As an additional condition of peace, Baba Sheikh invoked the requirement that Sheikh Ahmed should be firmly kept in Lithuanian custody. Apparently Mengli Giray already lost his hope that Sigismund would execute his enemy. In return, the khan would send to Lithuania two Giray princes as hostages to guarantee the peace, namely his second son, Ahmed, and his grandson from among the sons of Mehmed Giray, Mengli’s oldest son and heir apparent. The 15,000 florins destined for the khan were to be amassed in Kiev and released upon the hostages’ arrival.\(^{117}\)

The above conditions of peace, negotiated through the mediation of Baba Sheikh and proposed in the correspondence from the Crimea brought by the two Italians, were reported by Sigismund in a letter to his councilors, sent on 16 September 1510.\(^ {118}\) In his response to the khan, dated in Cracow on 13 November 1510, the king notified Mengli that he accepted his conditions in spite of a recent raid of his younger sons, Mahmud and Burnash. Sigismund proposed that the exchange of the promised 15,000 florins and the Crimean hostages would take place in Kiev on Pentecost (i.e., the spring of 1511), while in the following years the royal gifts would be divided into two halves, delivered

\(^{117}\) For the letter of Baba Sheikh (referred to as Babašyk) to Sigismund, see ibidem, pp. 363–364. These conditions were apparently repeated in the khan’s letter to the king, sent with the same embassy, which is not preserved but is mentioned in Sigismund’s reply; see n. 119 below.

on Pentecost and on St. Martin’s Day (i.e., 11 November). From the royal letter, which refers to Mengli’s writing that is not preserved, we also learn that Mengli’s grandson, not mentioned by name in Baba Sheikh’s letter, was to be chosen from among the two oldest sons of Mehmed Giray, Bahadır and Alp Girays, and that the khan and his retinue members had already taken an oath to keep peace, confirmed by Baba Sheikh’s religious authority. Before the royal envoy managed to depart from Cracow, Mengli sent prompt apologies for the recent raid of his “devilish children” (tyi djavoly dety moi), i.e., Mahmud and Burnash.

In May 1511, both sides declared their readiness for the exchange. In the meantime, it was agreed that besides Ahmed Giray, the second Tatar hostage would be not Bahadır or Alp, but Kemelesh, a younger son of Mehmed Giray. Yet, due to mutual mistrust, the exchange was repeatedly postponed and finally not effected at all. In the following spring, a large Tatar raid occurred again, but the invaders were defeated by the Polish-Lithuanian troops in the battle of Lopušne (in Volhynia) on 28 April 1512. Paradoxically, at the same time a Crimean hostage finally reached Lithuania. This was yet another son of Mehmed Giray, Djalaleddin, whose arrival had been notified with the khan’s letter addressed to Jurij (Jerzy) Radziwiłł, the palatine of Kiev, dated 14 March. Mengli’s decision to finally send his grandson was apparently related to the outbreak of Crimean-Muscovian hostilities, initiated by large Tatar raids of Muscovian lands in the spring of the same year.

The young prince announced his arrival with a letter sent to Sigismund from Kiev on 6 April 1512. He was conducted to Kiev by his father, Mehmed Giray, and accompanied during his stay in Lithuania by three prominent Crimean envoys: Devlet Bakhtı, the qaraçı of the Barın clan, and two Italians in the khan’s service: Vicenzo de Guidulphis and Giovanni Baptista de San Nicolo. While the Tatar hostage

---

119 Pyšeš k nam štož z ruk Babašykovyx […] nam prysjahu este na vyšného Boha včynyly; for the whole royal letter, see Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, pp. 369–372.
121 Ibidem, pp. 166–168, 380–381.
122 On the campaign of 1512, see Herbst, “Najazd tatarski 1512,” in: idem, Potrzeba historii, vol. 2: 260–272 [the article was first published in 1948].
123 The original Mengli’s letter from 14 March (no year is given), composed in Ruthenian and sealed with the khan’s nişan, is preserved in Cracow, Biblioteka Czartoryskich [hereafter, Bibl. Czart.], ms. 2893, pp. 147–148.
was waiting in Kiev, a heated discussion arose at Sigismund’s court concerning the payment of the promised 15,000 florins. Some Polish councilors suggested that if Poland was going to share the burden, Djalaleddin should be kept in Poland, or at least spend alternatively one year in Poland and one in Lithuania, especially since one Tatar prince (Sheikh Ahmed) was already kept in Lithuania. A more prosaic reason of delay was the lack of money. The matter was finally resolved at the Diet at Piotrków and on 14 December 1512 two envoys, Jacek Ratomski and Stanislaw Skinder, were sent along with the money to meet Djalaleddin in Kiev and further proceed to the Crimea. According to their instruction, the royal envoys were to promise that future payments would be sent each year by St. Martin’s Day (11 November), provided that the khan and his subjects do not violate the peace. The envoys were also to refuse once again Mengli’s request to execute or hand him over Sheikh Ahmed, while reassuring the khan that his enemy would remain in custody. Moreover, the envoys were to demand that all Tatar forts on the right shore of the Dnieper, including Očakiv, be restored to Lithuania, and that Mengli should fulfill his earlier promise reportedly given to Alexander, according to which the royal subjects would be allowed to extract salt from the salines in the neighborhood of Kačybej (a Tatar settlement, also known as Hadjibey, situated on the Black Sea shore in the place of present-day Odessa). Like in 1507, the major cause of the rapprochement between Mengli and Sigismund was their anticipated alliance against Muscovy.124

Early in the year 1513, Djalaleddin and his retinue left Kiev and arrived at Vilnius. Since Sigismund was still in Poland, he welcomed them with his letters sent from Poznań on 9 February, announcing his upcoming arrival.125 Yet, before the king arrived at Vilnius, Djalaleddin died for unknown reasons in the summer of 1513.126 Sigismund could not risk a new eruption of hostilities with the Crimea, especially since a series of border skirmishes with Muscovy, which had begun

---

125 Three letters in Latin, addressed separately to Djalaleddin, Devlet Bakhtı, and the two Italians, are published in *Acta Tomiciana*, vol. 1, pp. 159–160.
126 His death must have occurred in July or August; on 8 July, while on his way to Vilnius and sending a letter to the khan from Mielnik, Sigismund still did not know of Djalaleddin’s death. He forwarded his condolences to Mengli only in September, when he sent Hryhoryj Hromyka along with new treaty documents; see Pułaski, *Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną*, pp. 184–185, 410–411, 413–415.
already in the preceding year, evolved into a full-scale war and the Muscovian troops besieged Smolensk. In September 1513, Sigismund issued two instruments of peace, one in Ruthenian on behalf of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and another in Latin on behalf of the Polish Crown, and sent them to the Crimea through his scribe and envoy, Hryhoryj Hromyka. The envoy was instructed to ask for an urgent help against Muscovy, hand over the first rate of the annual “gift,” i.e., 7,500 florins, and promise that the second rate would be sent by St. Martin’s Day. The embassy was joined by the retinue members of the deceased Crimean prince, who carried along his remains.127

The Lithuanian instrument of peace, issued in Ruthenian, was dated 5 September 1513. Invoking the ancient friendship between Sigismunt’s and Mengli’s predecessors, the document recalled Tokhtamısh, Hadji Giray, Vladislaus Jagiełło (Jogaila), Vytautas, Sigismund,128 and Casimir. It is worth noting that Jogaila, although he had corresponded with Tokhtamısh and authorized Vytautas’ Crimean policy as his suzerain, was never mentioned before in the Crimean instruments that only referred to Vytautas. The “invention of tradition” occurred only in 1513 on the initiative of his grandson and, possibly, the latter’s Polish advisers. The document referred to the embassy of Devlet Bakhti, Vicenzo de Guidulphis, and Giovanni Baptista de San Nicolo (although no mention was made of the unfortunate Giray prince, whom they had accompanied), and invoked Mengli’s request that both sides should exchange letters of agreement (Ruth. dokončalnyi lysty) and confirm their contents with oaths. Having pronounced the customary formula that each partner should be a friend of the other’s friends and an enemy of the other’s enemies, the instrument stipulated that Mengli

127 Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, pp. 413–415. Mengli Giray insisted that his family members who had died in exile be buried in the Crimea. In 1504, he persuaded Ivan III to send him the remains of his older brother, Nur Devlet, who had died in Kasimov; Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 1, pp. 544 and 553. In fact, long-distance transport of remains was against the Muslim law, especially its Hanafi school that was observed by the Ottoman Turks and Tatars. The Ottomans at times departed from the Hanafi law and applied the Shafi’i prescripts that were more flexible in this aspect, for instance in 1566, when they transported to Istanbul the remains of Suleyman the Magnificent, who had died on campaign in Hungary; cf. Nicolas Vatin and Gilles Veinstein, “Les obsèques des sultans ottomans de Mehmed II à Ahmed Ier (1481–1616),” in: Gilles Veinstein (ed.), Les Ottomans et la mort. Permanences et mutations (Leiden, 1996): 207–243, esp. p. 225.

128 The younger brother of Vytautas and grand duke of Lithuania in the years 1432–1440, not to be confused with King Sigismund.
Giray should recapture the lands that the Muscovites had conquered from Alexander, and restore them to Lithuania. Moreover, it provided that the khan should assist Sigismund in restoring all the lands that had once been granted to Vilnius with the yarlıqs of Hadji and Mengli Girays. On his part, Sigismund confirmed his promise to keep Sheikh Ahmed in custody and engaged to face jointly with Mengli the descendants of Küchük Muhammed, referred to as “the children of Ahmed and Mahmud.” The king also resigned from any claims regarding the past Tatar raids of Lithuania, as well as Poland, committed during the reigns of John Albert, Alexander, and his own. Furthermore, a favorable treatment was promised to all Giray family members who would come to Lithuania either as allies or refugees. Crimean merchants, who would come to the royal domains, were to enjoy security and freedom on the provision that they paid the customary tolls. Finally, the touchy matter of gifts was settled in the following manner: the annual quota of 15,000 florins was to be equally shared between the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and paid, one half in cash and one half in goods, in two installments: the first one by the Saturday before Pentecost, and the second one by St. Martin’s Day. The document stressed again that these gifts should be reciprocated by Mengli’s military assistance against royal enemies. The instrument was corroborated with the great majestic seal of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and the individual seals of twelve members of the Lithuanian Council, mentioned by names and functions.

The document in Latin, issued on behalf of the Polish Crown, contained the same conditions and was sealed with the seal of the Polish Crown and the seals of three Polish councilors. Their small number, if compared with the number of Lithuanian lords, who corroborated

---

129 On “the children of Ahmed and Mahmud,” see Document 10, n. 7. Apart from Sheikh Ahmed, a son of Ahmed and grandson of Küchük Muhammed, whose appeal in the steppe, especially among the Nogays, was still deemed dangerous by Mengli Giray after a decade of his enemy’s detainment, also the sons of Mahmud: Abdelkarim (r. ca. 1508–1514) and Djanibek (r. 1514–1521), who ruled in Astrakhan, were regarded by the Girays as their hereditary enemies.

130 It is worth stressing that the document, formally labeled as “Lithuanian” in contrast to the “Polish” one issued in Latin, referred to John Albert, who had never ruled Lithuania as he had only been the king of Poland (r. 1492–1501). This might be regarded as proof of ongoing integration of the two states ruled by the Jagiellonian dynasty.

131 See Document 10. As the document is preserved only in copy, the seals are not preserved. They must have been appended to the original sent to the Crimea.
the Lithuanian instrument, was due to the fact that few Polish lords accompanied Sigismund during his stay in Lithuania.\footnote{132 See Document 11. The seals of the Polish lords are not mentioned in the text, but they are referred to in Mengli’s later document (cf. Document 15): kotoryj po frażskyj pysan lyst’, tot pod ljad’skoju velykoju pečat’ju, y pod’ ljadskyx panov trox pečat’ju.}

While the first installment of the gifts, due for the year 1513, was sent in September through Hromyka, the second one, due by St. Martin’s Day, was sent on 30 November 1513 along with an apology for the delay. Sigismund simultaneously asked Mengli Giray to send him back his envoys, Jacek Ratomski and Stanislaw Skinder, dispatched to the Crimea in December 1512 along with the gifts due for the preceding year.\footnote{133 Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, pp. 418–420.}

A new Crimean embassy headed by two envoys: a Tatar noble named Keldish and Augustino de Garibaldis, arrived at Vilnius on 3 February 1514. They brought a new *yarlıq* of Mengli Giray, undated but apparently issued in December 1513. Invoking the ancient friendship and his own two earlier *yarlıqs* sent to Casimir and Sigismund, the khan again “granted” to Lithuania virtually all the localities that had been listed in his *yarlıq* from 1507, including Pskov, Velikij Novgorod, Perejaslavl’ Rjazan’skij, and Tula.\footnote{134 The omission of Čerkasy, Nycjany, Jabu, Kačybej, Majak, and Rył’sk was apparently accidental and perhaps should be attributed to the negligence of the scribe who executed the extant late sixteenth-century Ruthenian copy; this assumption seems to be confirmed by the fact that the three latter localities along with Novhorod-Sivers’kjy, which was omitted in 1507 but entered in earlier *yarlıqs*, are listed in the 16th-century Polish translation of this document; cf. Document 12, n. 1.} The document’s apparent anachronism in fact well served its purpose of cementing the anti-Muscovian alliance. Current events in the Lithuanian-Muscovian war theatre explained the addition of three towns that had never before figured in the *yarlıqs*, but were situated within the disputed area: Radogošč’ to the southeast of Brjansk, on the territory lost by Lithuania in 1503, as well as Polack and Vicebsk, far to the north, belonging to Lithuania, but claimed by Vasilij III.

Unlike the earlier *yarlıqs* that merely listed the “granted” lands, Mengli’s instrument from December 1513 also contained political clauses. The khan, along with his sons, grandsons, and subjects, engaged to maintain peace with Sigismund and assist him to reconquer the lands lost to Muscovy. A separate clause provided that Mehmed Giray, the khan’s oldest son, was to set out with a great Tatar army, assist the
royal forces against Muscovy, and restore to Sigismund his lost territories. Moreover, both sides were to resign from any claims regarding past wrongdoings. To replace the late prince Djalaleddin, Mengli promised to send as a hostage another grandson from among the sons of Mehmed Giray and the latter’s wife Nurum. The khan also granted freedom and security to royal subjects, who would come to extract salt and trade, by referring to them somewhat curiously as “your merchants [coming] from Poland, Lithuania, Germany, and any of your lands.”135 The document stressed that the last privilege was bestowed in return for the royal gifts sent to the khan. In order to strengthen his promises, Mengli Giray referred to the oath that he, along with his sons and retinue members, had sworn in the presence of the royal envoys: Stanisław Skinder, Hryhoryj Hromyka, Jacek Ratomski, and Myxajlo Svynjuska.136 Ratomski and Svynjuska, who arrived at Vilnius along with the Crimean embassy of Keldish and de Garibaldis, were to bear testimony to the khan’s oath. The formula of the oath was recorded separately and sent to Vilnius as well.137

In the spring of 1514, a new Muscovian offensive developed against Lithuania and Smolensk was again besieged. In May, Sigismund sent Keldish and de Garibaldis back to the Crimea, along with the first installment of the annual gifts. The king urged Mengli Giray and his son, Mehmed, to launch a common military action in the approaching summer.138 Instead, on 28 July a new Crimean embassy arrived at Vilnius, headed by Abdullah Ulan and Abdiq Bey, and joined by the returning royal envoys, Skinder and Hromyka. The khan explained that

---

135 ... yljudskoe zemly, y lytovskoe, y z nemeckoe, y so vsyx vašyx zeml’; referring to Germany, the Crimean chancery might have had in mind Royal Prussia, whose inhabitants, especially in the large cities of Danzig (Gdańsk), Elbing (Elbląg), and Thorn (Toruń), were predominantly German; on this issue, see also Chapter 6 in Part II.

136 See Document 12. Skinder and Ratomski were sent to the khan in December 1512, the scribe Myxajlo Svynjuska was sent with a royal letter in July 1513, and Hromyka was sent in September 1513. In December 1513, all the four envoys were in the Crimea (cf. Document 12, notes 29–32). The list of the royal envoys who witnessed the khan’s oath was apparently arranged according to their rank, with Skinder as the lieutenant of Oster at its head.

137 See Document 13. In a letter dated 25 February 1514, Sigismund referred to the recorded formulas of the khan’s oaths sent through Mengli’s subsequent embassies headed by Osman (?), Devlet Bakhtu (1512) and Keldish (1514); see Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, p. 424. It is not certain whether the text recorded in 1514 was identical to the earlier formulas.

138 Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, pp. 426–428.
for the time being he could not send troops against Muscovy, because the Nogay horde, perhaps on Moscow’s instigation, approached the Crimea. Assuring Sigismund of his loyalty, Mengli provided Hromyka with yet another instrument of peace.\textsuperscript{139} The document, drawn probably in June, was very similar to the previous \textit{yarlıq} issued in December. The list of lands “granted” to Lithuania did not really change but for minor variations due apparently to copyists’ negligence, with the notable exception of Kamjanec’ that was probably removed from the list deliberately.\textsuperscript{140} Unlike the earlier \textit{yarlıq}, the instrument brought by Hromyka did not list Mengli’s sons by names, although the khan made his engagements on their behalf, too. Neither did the instrument specify that the Giray prince to be sent as hostage to Lithuania should be a son of Mehmed Giray. More interesting variations occurred in the clause referring to trade. While the previous document merely provided that the royal merchants could come to extract salt, the document brought by Hromyka specified the area, namely the salines near Kačybej. Moreover, it allowed the royal merchants not only to trade in the khan’s domains, but also to travel to the Ottoman port of Caffa. At least some of the above changes must have been entered on the insistence of Hromyka in accordance with his instructions and the royal instrument of peace. Unlike in the earlier version, two clauses of the khan’s instrument, brought by Hromyka, closely reminded in wording the analogous clauses of the royal document from 1513.\textsuperscript{141}

On 30 July 1514, Smolensk fell to Muscovian troops. Even the impressive victory, attained shortly afterwards by the Lithuanian-Polish army at Orša (8 September), did not compensate for the loss of the major fortress. Sigismund notified Mengli of his victory, again asking for Crimean reinforcements. The king also asked the khan through


\textsuperscript{140} In comparison with the previous \textit{yarlıq}, Volodymyr, Kamjanec’, and Černihiv are absent while Nycjany, Kačybej, and Majak reappear (admittedly, Kačybej and Majak also figure in the 16th-century Polish translation that is probably based on the instrument from December 1513; cf. n. 134 above and Document 12, n. 1). For a possible reason of the removal of Kamjanec’ from the list, see below.

\textsuperscript{141} Cf. Documents 10 and 14, especially the clauses beginning with the words: \textit{a kotoryi horody y volosty, zemly y vody, moskovskyy […] zabral y posel…}, and: \textit{a kotorye lyxyi dela byly staly sja…}
his envoy Myxajlo Svyunjuska\textsuperscript{142} for an instrument of peace issued separately for the Polish Crown.

The last issue reflects the rising role of Poland in the Jagiellonian eastern policy. In the 15th century, a tacit “division of competencies” seemed to have regulated the foreign policy of the Jagiellonian double monarchy. While the relations with Western courts, Bohemia, Hungary, and the Ottoman Porte were mostly dealt with by the royal chancery in Cracow, the Muscovian and Crimean affairs usually remained the domain of Vilnius.\textsuperscript{143} The division was also reflected by chancery languages used for international correspondence: respectively Latin for Poland and Ruthenian for Lithuania. Yet, the Polish financial share in the “gifts” (or tribute) sent yearly to the Crimea and the rising involvement of Polish troops in defending Lithuanian lands from either Tatar raids\textsuperscript{144} or Muscovian invasions resulted in the rise of political claims regarding decision making and representation. The proposal to keep the Crimean hostage in Poland instead of Lithuania, voiced in 1512, and the references to the kings of Poland, Vladislaus Jagiełło and John Albert, introduced in the “Lithuanian” instrument sent to the Crimea in 1513, were already mentioned. The major role of Polish military contingents in the Muscovian campaign of 1514 strengthened arguments that Cracow should have a say in the relations with both Moscow and Qırq Yer. Sigismund, who had spent his youth in Hungary and Silesia and then, as king, resided more often in Cracow than in Vilnius, was more inclined than his predecessors to solve such

\textsuperscript{142} Pułaski assumed that Myxajlo had been sent immediately after the victory at Orša, i.e., in September 1514, along with an interpreter named Kuzilman; yet, the royal letter quoted by Pułaski names only Kuzilman as the envoy; cf. \textit{idem, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną}, pp. 191 and 437. Myxajlo was probably sent earlier, along with the Crimean envoys, Keldish and de Garibaldis, returning to the Crimea along with the royal gifts, especially as they are all mentioned together in Mengli’s document from 29 October referring to this issue (see below).

\textsuperscript{143} As late as in the 16th century, Polish statesmen admitted their limited expertise in the Crimean affairs. In 1522 Piotr Tomicki, the Crown vice-chancellor, wrote to Krzysztof Szydłowiecki, the Crown chancellor, that the Lithuanian councilors were more familiar with the Tatar ways (\textit{domini Lithuani, qui artes Tartarorum melius callent}); see \textit{Acta Tomiciana}, vol. 6 (Poznań, 1857), p. 120. In 1541, when a Crimean envoy negotiated in Cracow with the Polish lords councilors in the absence of the king, who was then in Vilnius, the instrument resulting from these negotiations was composed in Ruthenian and entered into the Lithuanian Register, and not the Crown Register; see Document 29.

\textsuperscript{144} Besides, during some Tatar raids, like in 1512, the lands of the Polish Crown suffered more than the lands of the Grand Duchy.
disputes in favor of Poland. His Polish councilors were certainly infuriated when in December 1513 Mengli Giray again “granted” Kamjanec’ to Lithuania, although the fortress had belonged to the Polish Crown since 1430. Probably for that reason Kamjanec’ was not entered in the second version of the yarlıq, brought by Hromyka in July 1514, and was never listed again in the subsequent yarlıqs that “donated” lands to Lithuania. Still, the reference to Vladislaus Jagiełło, entered in both the Ruthenian and Latin versions of the royal instrument sent to the khan in 1513, went apparently unnoticed in the Crimean chancery, as Mengli’s both yarlıqs from 1513–1514 again referred solely to Vytautas as the initiator of the ancient friendship. To summarize, while Poland was mentioned twice in the khan’s document from December 1513, Lithuania was mentioned eight times!

The wish of Sigismund and his Polish advisers was fulfilled on 29 October 1514, when the Crimean chancery prepared an instrument of peace specifically referring to Poland. It invoked the ancient friendship initiated by the Tatar khans with “the great king of Poland, Jagiełło, and thereafter […] the grand duke of Lithuania, Vytautas,” and continued with usual clauses referring to the detention of Sheikh Ahmed, the payment of annual gifts, and the security of trade. The reason of issuing this document was explained in a separate paragraph:

And you, the great king Sigismund […] sent us two letters of agreement […], one in Frankish145 and another in Ruthenian. The letter […] in Frankish you sent us under the great Polish seal […], and the letter […] in Ruthenian, under the great Lithuanian seal. […] And you […] requested […] that we issue a letter of agreement for the Polish Crown and the Lithuanian Duchy; we sent one through our envoy, but we did not send any regarding the Polish Crown. So you sent [again] our envoys Keldish and Augustin, and your envoy […] Myxajlo […]], requesting that we issue a letter of agreement regarding the Polish Crown. And we […] have written and sent this letter of agreement. As the Polish Crown and the Lithuanian Duchy is like one [body] to us, whoever is an enemy to the Polish Crown, will also be an enemy to us. As regards the towns that belong to the Polish Crown, beginning with L’viv [Pol. Lwów], whoever is an enemy to any of your people, castles, towns, and villages that are recorded here, will be also an enemy to us.146

145 The Ruthenian term frjažskyj applied to Latin or any Romance language, in the given case to Latin.
146 See Document 15.
The above document is today preserved in Ruthenian copy. Its lost original was probably in Ruthenian as well, since this language is known to have been used by the Crimean chancery.147 Yet, from another piece of correspondence we learn that the king also asked for a document “written in Muslim words,” drawn on the basis of Latin draft provided by the royal side.148 The expression “Muslim words” apparently referred to the Arabic script Turkic language then used in the Crimean chancery (i.e., Khwarezmian Turkic), but we do not know whether the khan complied with the request. Nevertheless, his chancery prepared yet another version of the instrument regarding Poland, for that time in Italian. The document was issued on 29 November and stamped with two different nişans engraved in Arabic. The Italian text was composed by Augustino de Garibaldis, who also wrote the bottom three lines with his own hand. The document, preserved today in the original, contains the same political clauses as the document in Ruthenian issued on 29 October. Yet, minor variations occur in both form and contents. For instance, when referring to the annual gifts due to the khan, the author specified that the one-half delivered in kind should consist mainly of cloth (prencepalmente in panni). The explanation of the causes that had driven the khan to issue a separate instrument for Poland, entered in the Ruthenian version, was missing in the Italian one, but in return it provided that the Tatars were not to raid li dominii del Regno de Polonia, et prencepalmente le terre de Rossia et de Podolia, come sonno li castelli czo Camyenycz, et gli altri castelli in quelli lochi situati, et qual se vogliano altri castelli appartenenti al decoto Regno de Polonia. This territorial definition, which distinguished the Polish Crown from Lithuania and specifically listed the former’s two southeastern provinces (Ruthenia and Podolia) that were most exposed to Tatar raids, was more precise than the one contained in the Ruthenian version. Interestingly, while in the Ruthenian version Lwów (Ukr. L’viv) was singled out as the major center, in the Italian version it was Kamieniec Podolski (Ukr. Kam’janec’).149

---

147 For an original document of Mengli Giray preserved in Ruthenian, cf. n. 123 above.
148 Esmo [...] k tobe [...] spysok [...] po frjažsky poslaly, žadajučy ažby ty, brat naš, do panštvá našoho, Koruny Polskoe, lyst svoj [...] v toe slovo pysany musulmansky slovy prysla; see Sigismund’s letter to Mengli from 23 December 1514, referring to his former request, published in Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, p. 446.
149 See Document 16.
Both documents regarding Poland, the Ruthenian one from 29 October and the Italian one from 29 November, were delivered to Sigismund early in the year 1515, probably by his returning envoy, Myxajlo Svynjuska. Almost simultaneously, Jacek Ratomski was sent to the Crimea along with the delayed second installment of annual gifts due for the year 1514. Soon afterwards, Mengli Giray died in April 1515.

Rebuilding the Golden Horde. The rise and fall of Mehmed Giray (1515–1523)

A long awaited Tatar raid against Muscovy was finally effected by the new khan, Mehmed Giray, who had played a major political role already in the last years of his father’s reign. In 1515 Tatar troops, assisted by a Lithuanian contingent led by Andrej Nemyrovyč, the palatine of Kiev, invaded the Muscovian lands of Černihiv, Novhorod-Sivers’kyj, and Starodub. While the Lithuanians, equipped with artillery, insisted on besieging the towns that had belonged to Lithuania before 1503, the Tatars were more interested in captives and spoils. Admittedly, the Tatar cavalry was better suited for raids and field battles than reducing fortified strongholds.

In his letter sent to Vasilij III in July 1515, Mehmed Giray explained the raid by the Muscovian conquest of Smolensk against the will of his father, who had granted Smolensk to Lithuania. As a “punishment” and condition of reconcilement, the khan demanded that Vasilij should return not only Smolensk, but also eight towns that had previously been “granted” by Mengli to Ivan III, but were to be restored to Lithuania according to Mehmed’s wish, namely Brjansk, Starodub, Počep, Novhorod-Sivers’kyj, Ryl’ sk, Putyvl’, Karačev, and Radogošć’. Acting as if he were indeed a distributor of the lands in question,

150 From Sigismund’s letter to Mengli Giray that was to be taken by Jacek Ratomski, dated 23 December 1514, we learn that the king was still waiting for the documents though the khan had notified him that they would be taken by Myxajlo upon his return; see Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, p. 446.
Mehmed consciously performed the role of the ancient khans of the Golden Horde, granting at will vast territories to chosen favorites.

Having ascended the throne, Mehmed Giray also sent a solemn embassy to Sigismund, consisting of Bashıbek, a member of the Shirin clan, Augustino de Garibaldis, and a Tatar noble (mirza) named Yabuk (or Chabuk). The envoys were received in Cracow on 25 August 1515. Bashıbek probably delivered a now lost yarlıq of Mehmed Giray, based on the yarlıq of his father. The Crimean envoys accompanied Sigismund on his way from Cracow to Vilnius and were sent back in March 1516 in company of the royal envoy, Stanisław Skinder. Again, Sigismund provided his envoy with “two letters on parchment, with our great hanging majestic seals, one of the Polish Crown, and another of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.”

Only the Ruthenian document, issued on behalf of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, is preserved today. It is dated 14 March 1516 and almost identical with Sigismund’s document from 1513. The name of Mengli Giray was duly replaced by the name of Mehmed Giray, and the name of the former qalga, who had become the khan, by the names of Bahadır and Alp Girays, Mehmed’s two oldest sons. Lithuanian recent territorial losses in its war against Muscovy led to an actualizing provision stipulating that the khan should assist Sigismund in recapturing not only the lands lost by the latter’s predecessors, but also those lost during his own reign (an obvious reference to Smolensk).

---


155 It is interesting that already in 1516 Mehmed’s younger brother and qalga, Ahmed Giray, was not included in the negotiations. In 1519, Ahmed openly rebelled against Mehmed Giray and was replaced in the post of qalga by the khan’s oldest son, Bahadır.
The document was corroborated with the great majestic seal of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and individual seals of ten members of the Lithuanian Council.\footnote{See Document 17.}

Skinder’s arrival to the Crimea coincided with the crisis of the anti-Muscovian alliance. In the summer of 1516 a large Tatar raid, headed by Alp Giray and other princes, reached “as far as the Tatra mountains”—as put by a Lithuanian chronicler.\footnote{Maciej Stryjkowski, *Kronika polska, litewska, żmudzka i wszystkiej Rusi*, vol. 2 (Warsaw, 1846), p. 388.} Although the khan sent usual apologies for the “irresponsible youth,” in fact the Crimean society was divided in its sympathies. Some favored an alliance with Vilnius, others with Moscow, and many waited for the highest bid, expressed in gifts. Ivan Mamonov, Vasilij’s envoy to the Crimea, recorded his conversations with Tatar notables held in 1516. While Bahadir, Mehmed’s favorite and oldest son, supported an attack against Muscovy, Ahmed Giray, the khan’s brother and qalga, was inclined to reconcile with Vasilij and attack Lithuania, if only to frustrate Bahadir’s position.\footnote{Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 2, pp. 359–362.}

In order to assure Sigismund of his sincerity, the khan offered to send one of his two younger sons, Ghazi Giray, as a hostage to guarantee the peace. As Stanislaw Skinder died in the Crimea, a new envoy, Ivan Hornostaj, was dispatched in November 1516 to negotiate the details of the hostage’s arrival. Having met Bahadir on the Dnieper, Hornostaj was reassured that Ghazi would arrive in the following year and returned to Vilnius. In April 1517, Hornostaj again left to the Crimea to see to the fulfillment of the promise, while Olbracht Gasztold, the palatine of Polack, set out to Čerkasy to welcome the hostage and convoy him to Vilnius. In return, he was to release the annual gifts for the khan, to be collected by Bahadir, who had earlier engaged to escort the young prince.\footnote{Pułaski, “Machmet-Girej,” pp. 301–307.} Yet, Bahadir arrived with empty hands because his mother, Nurum Sultan, refused to give her teenage son as a hostage. The family quarrel was later reported by Muscovian envoys in their letters sent to Moscow. According to one report, Nurum had initially consented to send her son, but then, persuaded by the pro-Muscovian faction and softened by the boy’s tears, changed her mind and returned to Qırq Yer along with both younger sons. Infuriated
Bahadır reproached to his father of his being a henpecked husband (“kakoj ty car’, koli tebja žonka ne slušaet; “what kind of a khan are you, if your wife does not obey you!?”), but to no avail. In result, Gasztold refused to release the gifts, though he sweetened Bahadır’s disappoint-ment with some small presents, and the exchange was postponed until the following year. As the only durable effect of their meeting in Čerkasy, Bahadır made a solemn engagement to respect the conditions of his father’s yarlıq, granted to Sigismund in 1515. A copy of Mehmed Giray’s yarlıq along with the text of his son’s oath was given to Gasztold and is recorded in the Lithuanian Register.

The document from 1517 closely resembles the yarlıq of Mengli Giray, issued in June 1514, both in form and contents. The list of lands, “granted” to Lithuania, is almost identical. Apparently, the document was based on the now lost yarlıq of Mehmed Giray from 1515, which in its turn was based on Mengli’s yarlıq from 1514. In the heading, Bahadır is referred to in the first person as the yarlıq’s author, while Mehmed Giray is referred to in the third person as “my father.” But then the clerk charged with redrawing the original yarlıq of Mehmed Giray apparently gave up, and in the remaining part of the document the khan, and not his son, appears in the first person. Such traces of careless editing are visible again and again. At the end of the yarlıq, an additional clause was added that invoked Bahadır’s oath, sworn in the presence of Gasztold on behalf (lit. “with the souls”) of Bahadır, his father, his brother Alp Giray, and his cousin Hemmet.

---

160 Bagatyr’ carevič’ poexal po kaznu bez careviča [...] i Olbrext Bagatyrju kazny ne dal, tolko ego počtil pominkom ot sebja; see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 2, pp. 502–503 (the report of Vasilij Šadrin); see also pp. 472–473 (the report of Il’ja Čeliščev).
161 See Document 18 and n. 1 referring to its dating. Among the Crimean dignitaries, who accompanied Bahadir in Čerkasy and swore the oath along with the Tatar prince, one should mention Aghısh, the Shirin qaraçı, and Abdurrahman, the khan’s lieutenant of Islamkerman regarded as the head of a pro-Lithuanian party among the Crimean nobility; see Borys Čerkas, Ukrajina v polityčnyx vidnosynax Velykoho knjazistvya Lytovs’kogo z Kryms’kim xanatom (1515–1540) (Kiev, 2006), p. 117; on Abdurrahman, see Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” p. 52.
162 Like in the yarlıq from June 1514, the wording of some clauses can be traced back to the royal instrument from 1513; cf. n. 141 above.
163 Only Karaul is missing.
164 Cf. n. 154 above.
165 Cf. Document 18, notes 7 and 26.
Giray, and contained his promise that on the upcoming Easter his another brother, Maqsud Giray, would be sent as hostage to Kiev.

Later in the year 1517, Bahadır led a large raid against Muscovy and effectively opposed the efforts of Muscovian diplomats to convince his father towards a reconciliation. Yet, a year later these efforts succeeded. Mehmed Giray issued a solemn şartname (Rus. šertnaja gramota) that was delivered to Moscow by his envoy, Apaq, and on 1 April 1519, Vasilij III swore to honor its conditions by kissing the cross in the presence of the Crimean envoy. Although the khan admitted in his document that he was bound by the treaty with Vilnius, he engaged to terminate his obligations and face jointly with Vasilij their common enemies: “the children of Ahmed and the children of King Casimir.” He also finally acknowledged the Muscovian acquisition of Lithuanian lands, effected by 1503, promising Vasilij not to raid the latter’s lands surrounding Starodub, Černihiv, Počep, and Homel’ in spite of the fact that he had earlier engaged to restore them to Sigismund. A major reason lying behind this reconciliation was Mehmed’s hope that with Moscow’s help he would conquer Astrakhan. Bahadır stated it openly in his letter to Vasilij: “You have asked me: ‘ask your father [...] to make me his serf and brother.’ And [...] the khan, said: ‘if he only wants to be my brother, he should set out along with me against

166 On Hemmet Giray, see Document 18, n. 32. Notwithstanding the tensions between his uncle, the khan, and his father, Qalga Ahmed Giray, Hemmet seemed to have been in good relations with his cousins. In 1518, he raided Lithuania along with Alp Giray. After Ahmed rebelled against the khan in 1519 and was killed by Alp Giray, Hemmet found refuge in the Ottoman lands.

167 Apaq (Appak in Russian sources) was the leader of the pro-Muscovian faction, who often corresponded with Vasilij III and held conversations with his envoys; yet, his loyalty was not unconditional as in 1521 he advised an attack against Moscow; see Syroechkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” pp. 51–53. In the following generations Apaq’s clan, which came to be known as the Sulesh-oghlu (Suleševy in the Russian sources) after his nephew Süleyman (Suleš), was perceived as traditionally pro-Muscovian and often asked to promote the tsar’s interests at the khan’s court; see Aleksandr Vinogradov, “Rod Suleša vo vnešnej politike Krymskogo xanstva vtoroj poloviny XVI v.,” in: Tjurkologičeskij Sbornik (2005) = Tjurkskie narody Rossii i Velikoj stepi (Moscow, 2006): 26–73.

The term “serf” (xolop), used in Bahadır’s letter, certainly did not flatter the addressee. Quite expectedly, in the fall of 1518 the Tatars raided Volhynia, and in the summer of 1519 nobody else but Bahadır Giray headed a large raid into Poland-Lithuania. Yet, the honeymoon between Moscow and Qırq Yer did not last long. Not only did not Vasilij III help Mehmed Giray to capture Astrakhan, but a new conflict arose over Kazan. In 1519, after the death of Muhammed Emin, the son of Nur Sultan and hence Mehmed Giray’s foster brother, a Muscovian client Shah Ali was introduced on the Kazan throne. Shah Ali, who had earlier been the khan of Kasimov (1516–1519), was the great grandson of Küchük Muhammed and thus an hereditary enemy of the Giray dynasty. Moreover, the new khan, perceived as a Muscovian puppet, encountered opposition among numerous Kazan inhabitants who asked the Crimean khan for intervention.

Realizing that a new confrontation with Muscovy required a reconciliation with Vilnius, in the fall of 1519 Mehmed Giray sent a courier to Sigismund, declining any responsibility for Bahadır’s summer raid. His diplomatic hypocrisy went so far that he claimed that Bahadır had tried to restrain the unruly Tatars but had failed to. Sigismund, who faced a pending war against the Teutonic Order, did not hold grudge for long and even offered a renewal of the annual gifts. Early in the year 1520, Augustino de Garibaldis again arrived in Poland, and in March 1520 a new royal envoy, Anikij Hornostaj, was dispatched to the Crimea.

In October 1520, two instruments of peace were issued by Mehmed Giray. The first one, composed in Ruthenian, was a traditional yarlıq, “granting” numerous lands to Lithuania, but also containing political clauses like the yarlıqs from the years 1513–1517. In comparison with

---

169 […] otcu svoemu volnomu čeloveku done, ctoby menja xolopom i bratom sebe učnil, tak est k nam […] prikazyval. […] i volnoj čelovek car’ molvil: tolko zaočet so mnoju bratom byti, i on by šel so mnoju na Astarxan’; see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 2, p. 609.
the *yarlıq* from 1517, the list of the “granted” lands contains minor variations, due to careless copying rather than conscious decisions to add or remove a given locality. Only the introduction of Trubčevsk, not mentioned in the earlier *yarlıqs*, probably reflected the importance of the region on the Desna river in territorial disputes between Lithuania and Muscovy. As the archaic language of the *yarlıqs* was becoming unintelligible for the contemporaries, the scribe replaced the Mongol term *tümen* with the Ruthenian term *povet* (“district”).

The political clauses of the *yarlıq* were much more specific than those contained in the *yarlıqs* from 1513–1517. The khan promised to assist Sigismund in recapturing the Lithuanian lands annexed by Muscovy, but he simultaneously recalled a Lithuanian offer, reportedly made in 1515, which proposed that future revenues from recaptured lands would be equally shared between the allies. Moreover, the khan demanded that food expenses of Tatar reinforcements, sent to assist Lithuania against Muscovy, should be covered from the royal treasury. As Sheikh Ahmed was still considered dangerous for the Girays after almost two decades of imprisonment, one paragraph provided that he should remain in Lithuanian custody until his death. The royal gifts, previously divided into semiannual installments, were thereafter to be sent in just one installment by Pentecost. Referring to his son Djalaleddin, who had died as a hostage in Vilnius in 1513, Mehmed promised not to hold any grudge against Sigismund, but—unlike in the previous *yarlıqs*—no mention was made of Djalaleddin’s replacement, thus silently providing that the practice of hostage giving would be discontinued. Moreover, the document stipulated that neither side should treat the other side’s envoys as hostages and detain them longer than two months. A paragraph referring to trade allowed the royal

---

172 Luc’k, Sokolec’, Braclav, Kačybej, Majak, and Kursk, which are listed in 1517, are absent in 1520. In return, Volodymyr, Karaul, Černihiv, Novhorod-Sivers’kyj, and Ryš’sk reappear in 1520. The omission of Sokolec’, situated in the Polish Crown, as well as the province of Podolia that had been listed in earlier documents, might have reflected their conscious removal like in the earlier case of Kamjanec’ (see above); however, unlike Kamjanec’, both Sokolec’ and Podolia reappeared in the following *yarlıqs*.

173 For instance, the “*tümen* of Jagoldaj” became *Egoldaev’ povet*. On the problems with the old Ruthenian term *belcy*, encountered already in 1517, see Document 18, n. 5.

174 A provision to pay the khan a special tax from the lands recaptured from Muscovy was already entered in the document from 1507, but it did not stipulate that this tax would amount to as much as one-half of their revenues.
subjects to extract and import salt on the condition that they paid taxes, and authorized the royal merchants “from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, the Polish Crown, and Germany”\(^{175}\) to freely travel in the khan’s domains, granting them a reduction of tolls from seven to three percent *ad valorem*. In return, the khan asked the king to reduce by half the toll paid by the Crimean merchants in Poland-Lithuania.\(^{176}\)

Like in the year 1514, a separate document, referred to as *şartname*, was issued for the Polish Crown. This time it was composed not in Italian, but in Khwarezmian Turkic, and provided with a Ruthenian translation.\(^{177}\) Interestingly, it was addressed not only to King Sigismund, but to his Polish councilors, of whom eight were mentioned by names and/or functions,\(^{178}\) notables, and common subjects as well. Invoking the initiators of the ancient friendship, the *şartname* referred to Jagiello first and only then to Vytautas, in consistence with Mengli’s document for Poland from 1514, but unlike the *yarlıq* issued for Lithuania, which again referred only to Vytautas. The “Polish” document repeated the clauses already contained in the “Lithuanian” *yarlıq*, referring to the preservation of mutual friendship, the detainment of Sheikh Ahmed, the payment of the royal gift (referred to by the Turkish term *bölek*) in one annual installment by Pentecost, the prohibition to detain the envoys of the other side for more than two months, and the stipulation that Polish merchants should pay the toll (referred to as *tamğa*, i.e., the stamp fee) amounting to three percent of the value of their merchandise, and not more. Like in 1514, the khan explained that although he regarded Lithuania and Poland as one country, he issued a separate document regarding the Polish Crown on the request of the other side:

> As you have sent asking us for a *şartname* for your country [*yurt*] of Poland, we have sent you our present *şartname* for your country of Poland [...]. For us, these two countries of Lithuania and Poland are [like] one. Whoever is an enemy to Lublin, L’viv, Kamjanec’ [of] Podolia,

\(^{175}\) On the meaning of the term “Germany,” cf. n. 135 above.

\(^{176}\) See Document 19.

\(^{177}\) See Document 20 (along with Appendix for the Ruthenian translation). Henryk Jankowski describes the language of this document as Khwarezmian, i.e., pre-Chagatay, influenced by Crimean Tatar. I would like to warmly thank Prof. Jankowski for his comments regarding the linguistic aspects of the Crimean documents.

\(^{178}\) Those mentioned by names—three clergymen and five laymen—were probably known in the Crimean chancery as signatories of a previous document sent to the khan, perhaps the now lost royal instrument from 1516 issued in Latin on behalf of the Polish Crown.
Medžybiž, Xmil’nyk, Letyčiv, Zin’kiv, Bučač, Belz, Sokal’, Przemyśl, Chełm, Skala, and your other towns and villages of Poland, and all your numerous people and dominions, will be our enemy as well; [and] whoever contemplates enmity against these two countries, Poland and Lithuania, we will be his enemies.

The list of Polish towns, enclosed in the document, was probably furnished by the royal side and referred to the territories that were most exposed to Tatar raids. From among the listed towns, six were situated in the palatinate of Podolia (Kamjanec’, Medžybiž, Xmil’nyk, Letyčiv, Zin’kiv, and Skala),¹⁷⁹ four in the palatinate of Ruthenia (L’viv, Bučač, Przemyśl, Chełm),¹⁸⁰ two in the palatinate of Belz (Belz, Sokal’),¹⁸¹ and only one further to the west, in the palatinate of Lublin (Lublin). Of the aforementioned towns, only three are situated in present-day Poland (Przemyśl, Chełm, and Lublin), while the remaining ten are today in the Ukraine.¹⁸²

Both documents of Mehmed Giray introduced political changes unfavorable for the royal side: the stipulation that Tatar reinforcements should be financed from the royal treasury and that future revenues from the provinces recaptured from Muscovy should be shared between Vilnius and Qırq Yer, the abolition of the hostage institution that—at least in theory—secured Lithuania from Tatar raids, and the provision to send the gifts to the khan in one installment, due by Pentecoste and not St. Martin’s Day, i.e., by the earlier deadline. Apart from the last provision, hardly realizable for the always cash-hungry royal treasury,¹⁸³ the new provisions admittedly reflected more

¹⁷⁹ In Polish Kamieniec Podolski, Międzybóź, Chmielnik, Latyczów, Zinków, and Skala.

¹⁸⁰ The two former (Lwów and Buczacz in Polish) belong today to the Ukraine and the two latter (Peremyśl and Xolm in Ukrainian) to Poland; all these towns belonged to medieval Ruthenia and had mixed population composed of Catholic Poles and Germans, Orthodox Ruthenians and Greeks, Jews, Armenians, and others.

¹⁸¹ In Polish Bełz and Sokal.

¹⁸² This explains a mistaken assumption sometimes encountered in scholarly literature that the Tatar term körel (< Ruth. korol’ < Pol. król) referred only to the present-day western Ukraine and not the entire Kingdom of Poland; see for instance Edmond Schütz, “Eine armenische Chronik von Kaffa aus der ersten Hälfte des 17. Jahrhunderts,” Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae [hereafter, AO ASH] 29 (1975): 133–186, esp. pp. 164–165. Although the Tatars rarely reached further northwest than Lublin and their interest was focused on southeastern, predominantly Ruthenian provinces of the Polish Crown, the term referred to the whole Kingdom of Poland.

¹⁸³ For instance, in 1514 Sigismund had to rely on private moneylenders while gathering money to be sent to the khan; cf. Pułaski, “Machmet-Girej,” p. 284.
pragmatism, as nobody could ever expect that the Tatars would assist the king to recapture his lost provinces for free. On the other hand, the favorable provisions regarding trade seemed to reflect Mehmed Giray’s genuine interest to develop commercial relations. This interest was apparently motivated by fiscal reasons.

Both Crimean instruments were issued on 21 October 1520 in Ferahkerman (i.e., Perekop), in the name of the khan, his sons,\(^1\) notable, and subjects. The documents referred to the collective oath taken by the khan and his retinue members in the presence of the royal envoy Anikij Hornostaj, the khan’s Christian councilor Augustino de Garibaldis,\(^2\) and two Crimean envoys, who were to deliver the documents to Sigismund: Evliya Mirza from the Shirin clan\(^3\) and a certain Ibrahim Bey.

For unknown reasons, the embassy reached the Polish court only in April 1521, when Sigismund was in Toruń (Thorn), negotiating a peace with the Teutonic Order. Disregarding the stipulation that the envoys should not be detained longer than two months, the king decided to detain Evliya, assuming that the sole presence of a prominent member of the Shirin clan in Poland-Lithuania would be the best guaranty of peace.\(^4\) Only in 1522, the envoy was sent back to the Crimea after he took a solemn oath during the Diet in Hrodna.\(^5\)

In fact, the risk of a Tatar attack against Poland-Lithuania in 1521 was not unlikely, but Mehmed Giray had other concerns. Earlier that year, the young Ottoman sultan, Suleyman, invited the khan to support his planned invasion of Hungary by attacking Poland. Since the king of Hungary, Louis II, was Sigismund’s nephew, the sultan feared a Polish assistance to Hungary and wanted to prevent it by using the Tatars. Mehmed Giray politely refused providing several reasons:

---

\(^1\) The only son mentioned by name was Bahadır Giray, who in 1519 replaced his uncle, Ahmed Giray, as the qalga after the latter had rebelled against Mehmed Giray and had been killed.

\(^2\) Augustino de Garibaldis was apparently singled out from among those present in order to render the khan’s engagements more trustworthy. Augustino was personally known to Sigismund, with whom he also shared common religion.

\(^3\) For more biographical details on Evliya, the son of Devletek and grandson of Eminek, see Document 19, n. 9.


\(^5\) The text of the oath has been recorded and is preserved; see Document 21. The Diet in Hrodna (Pol. Grodno) was held in February and March 1522.
1) the Polish king (Lēh qıralı) was already the khan’s tributary and paid an annual poll tax required from the infidels by the Muslim law (cizya; in the same letter also referred to as harac), amounting to 15,000 florins;

2) a prominent member of the Shirin clan, Evliya Mirza, had been detained by the Poles as a hostage; if Poland was attacked, he would be executed and the khan would face a Shirin rebellion;

3) the old enemy of the khan, Sheikh Ahmed, was detained by the Polish king; if the khan attacked the king, Sheikh Ahmed would be set free and disturb the order in the khan’s domains;

4) after the death of Muhammed Emin, the khan of Kazan, its inhabitants had asked Mehmed Giray to appoint a new khan; in accordance with their wish, he had sent his younger brother, Sahib Giray, but the Muscovian ruler had invaded Kazan, persecuting the Muslims, constructing churches, and promoting infidelity; therefore, the khan decided to send a rescue expedition; his warriors already left and it would be too late to return them and send against Poland;

5) if the khan set out against Poland, the Kazakh nomads, who had recently invaded the Nogay pasturelands on the Volga, might unite with the khan of Astrakhan, who was the ancient enemy of the Girays, and invade the Crimea.

Of the five excuses provided by Mehmed Giray, all but one were pretended. Firstly, the payment of annual gifts, referred to as bölek in the khan’s instrument sent to Sigismund, but conveniently dressed in a Muslim gown in the khan’s letter to the sultan, had not protected Poland-Lithuania from Tatar raids in the previous years. Secondly, in the spring of 1521, when both the Kazan and the Hungarian campaigns were being decided, Mehmed Giray could not know that Evliya Mirza would be detained by Sigismund. Thirdly, the detention of Sheikh Ahmed in Lithuania, though always considered as dangerous to the Crimea, had not prevented Mehmed Giray from his recent alliance with Muscovy in 1518. Finally, if a campaign against Poland-Lithuania exposed the unprotected Crimean peninsula to a nomad invasion, a

---

189 In 1519 the Kazakhs invaded the lands on the lower Volga, which had been earlier inhabited by the Nogays; see Trepavlov, Istorija Nogajskoj Ordy, p. 158.
campaign against Muscovy posed a similar danger and yet, this argument did not discourage Mehmed Giray from his plans.\(^\text{190}\)

Only one argument was true, namely the khan’s plan to introduce his brother to the throne of Kazan. Having concluded the peace with the Polish king and turned down the invitation of the Ottoman sultan, who was too busy conquering Belgrade and Rhodes to promptly react, in the years 1521–1523 Mehmed Giray realized his great plan to rebuild the Genghisid empire in Eastern Europe. Not by accident, he was the only khan in the history of the Giray dynasty, who adopted the pompous title of “the padishah of the Kipchak Steppe and all the Mongols.”\(^\text{191}\) In 1521, Sahib Giray ascended the throne of Kazan while a large Tatar army besieged Muscovy, whose inhabitants, deserted by their ruler, had to ransom their lives and freedom by promising obedience to the khan. In 1522, Mehmed Giray even contemplated a restoration of the independent Duchy of Rjazan’ in order to weaken Muscovy.\(^\text{192}\) His plan to restore the Golden Horde under the rule of the Girays was completed in 1523, when his troops conquered Astrakhan and his son, Bahadır Giray, was introduced to its throne.\(^\text{193}\)

However, the success was transient. Already on the eve of the conquest of Astrakhan, a domestic conspiracy developed in the Crimea. It was headed by the Shirin clan leaders, but also joined by members of other clans, who feared of Mehmed’s ambitions. Evliya Mirza, for whose life the khan ostensibly worried when he was detained by Sigismund, proved ungracious and joined the conspiracy after his return. The Shirins declared their obedience to Sa’adet Giray, the khan’s younger brother kept as a hostage in Istanbul, and asked for an Ottoman intervention. In their letter to the Porte, they accused Mehmed Giray of pro-Shiite and pro-Persian sympathies—a very


\(^{191}\) Deşt-i Qıpçaq barça Moğul padişahı; see Document 20. Oleksa Hajvoronskij took the title “padishah of all the Mongols” (Rus. padişax vsex Mogulov) as a motto for the chapter on Mehmed Giray in his book on the Giray dynasty; cf. idem, Poveliteli dvux materikov, vol. 1, p. 119.

\(^{192}\) On his correspondence with Sigismund, referring to the heir to the Rjazan’ throne who had taken refuge in Lithuania, see Pułaski, “Machmet-Girej,” pp. 345–348.

\(^{193}\) See Zajcev, Astraxanskoe xanstvo, p. 91.
serious accusation in the eyes of an Ottoman sultan.\footnote{For the letter of the Shirin leaders, see \textit{Le khanat de Crimée}, pp. 106–110. It was addressed to the Crimean prince but its contents, especially regarding the Shiite sympathies of the khan, were intended for the Ottoman audience.} Yet, even before Suleyman had time to react, Mehmed Giray and his son Bahadır were killed in ambush at the hands of the Nogays.

\textit{Conclusion}

The developments of the initial decades of the 16th century demonstrated the limits of territorial growth of both the Giray khanate and the Jagiellonian kingdom. The efforts of Mehmed Giray to rebuild the Golden Horde were effectively frustrated in 1523 by his own subjects, the inhabitants of claimed territories, and the neighboring rulers. On their part, the Jagiellonians, who had lost almost one third of Lithuania already by 1503, in addition lost Smolensk in 1514. Fearing a Muscovian-Habsburg encirclement, in 1515 Sigismund appeased Emperor Maximilian by ceding his eventual rights to the thrones in Buda and Prague in favor of the House of Austria. When in 1526 Sigismund’s nephew, Louis II, perished in the battle of Mohács, the alleged Jagiellonian empire in Central Europe ceased to exist.

In the nineteenth century, after both Poland-Lithuania and the Crimean Khanate had disappeared from the political map of Europe in result of the Russian expansion, Polish historiography began to obsessively look for a “point of no return,” when the last obstacles to Muscovy’s further growth had been removed. Many Polish historians, who in the era of nationalism easily appropriated the tradition of a separate Lithuanian statehood, cherished the eastern expansion of Algirdas and Vytautas, and condemned the passivity of Casimir and Alexander, who had let down their allies from the Great Horde in 1480 and 1502. Consequently, they also blamed early modern Crimean and Polish-Lithuanian statesmen for their “inadequate” cooperation against the rise of Muscovy. Yet, such condemnations seem both anachronous and unrealistic.

Most of the lands, claimed by the Girays, consisted of barely inhabited steppes. It was the home of the Tatar cavalry, formidable in raids, pillages, and field battles, but hardly useful for besieging and garrisoning fortresses that were indispensable to really control a claimed
territory. The only settled and urbanized areas of the region were situated along the middle Volga and in the south of the Crimean peninsula. Yet, the former was situated beyond an effective reach for a dynasty based in the Crimea, and the latter, at least its larger part, was controlled by the Ottomans, who had annexed the southern shores of the Crimea in 1475. In effect, the Crimean largest commercial and maritime center of Caffa did not belong to the khans. All this severely limited the economic and political potential of the Khanate.

The demographic and economic potential of Poland, and even of less urbanized Lithuania, was incomparably higher. Yet, one can trace some striking parallels. The largest city of 16th-century Poland was not Cracow, and certainly not Warsaw, but the Baltic city of Danzig (Pol. Gdańsk) with a predominantly German population. Unlike the Crimean khans in Caffa, the Polish kings had a say in Danzig, which formally belonged to them since 1466, but their rights were limited by the city’s impressive autonomy. Relaxed taxation and extensive privileges, enjoyed by the subjects of the Jagiellonian double monarchy, increased its attractiveness in the eyes of neighbors, especially if the latter faced an immediate danger from another direction. This explains the spectacular acts of obedience, addressed to King Casimir from such distant centers as Caffa and Velikij Novgorod, whose inhabitants acknowledged the Jagiellonian suzerainty respectively in 1462 and 1470. Yet, the same factors that determined Casimir’s attractiveness as a patron, also limited the effective means at his disposal. Contrarily to the wishful thinking of his nineteenth- and twentieth-century critics, Casimir had neither fiscal nor military means to face Mehmed II in 1475, and Ivan III in 1471, when these neighboring monarchs subjugated his imagined distant domains.

Having stressed the weakness of early modern states in Eastern Europe and the limits of their effective range, one must also appreciate their durability and lasting traces left until today. Neither of the discussed states should be identified with a modern nation. For instance, in the light of the sources invoked in the present volume, it is worth reminding of the often forgotten role of Tatar settlers in the southern expansion of both Muscovy and Lithuania. While Ivan III settled Tatars in Kasimov on the Oka, Vytautas and Casimir settled the followers of Tokhtamish on the Sula (Hlyns’k), the followers of Ulug Muhammed on the Sejm and Donec (the tümen of Jagoldaj), and the followers of Seyyid Ahmed on the Dnieper (the so-called people of Semen Olelkovyč). Yet, with time, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania
with its own institutions and state tradition provided a base for the development of modern nations, not just the Lithuanians, but also the Belarusians and Ukrainians. When we read the *yarlıq*, granted by Mengli Giray to Sigismund in 1514, Polack, Vicebsk, Kiev, Smolensk, Brjansk, and Kursk are listed together. Today Polack and Vicebsk belong to Belarus, Kiev to the Ukraine, and Smolensk, Brjansk, and Kursk to Russia. *One* explanation might be that already in 1514 a state border separated the first three towns, which were ruled from Vilnius, from the remaining three, which were ruled from Moscow. Though this border underwent several changes and ceased to exist in 1772, when all the six towns were united in the Russian Empire, it proved to be stable enough to shape linguistic and identity variations used by the 19th-century nation builders.

Analogously, the national identity of the Crimean Tatars, developing in the 19th-century Russian Empire, was embedded in the tradition of the Giray khanate, founded four centuries earlier. The existence of the Crimean Tatar nation today, in spite of the 19th-century expulsions and 20th-century deportations, is the best proof of the durability of this state project.
The violent death of Mehmed Giray was followed by a decade of domestic chaos. Having disposed of the khan, the Nogays invaded and devastated the Crimean peninsula. Mehmed’s teenage son, Ghazi Giray, who was once to be sent as hostage to Vilnius, assumed the throne, but simultaneously Sa’adet Giray set out from Istanbul to Caffa. Invited by the Shirins already during Mehmed’s life and supported by Sultan Suleyman, Sa’adet Giray assumed the throne and executed his nephew.195 The new khan, who had spent many years at the Porte, aimed to strengthen his rule by developing infantry and artillery formations, shaped after the Ottoman models, and modernizing key fortresses, beginning with Ferahkerman (Perekop). A strengthening of the khan’s power was certainly not the Shirins’ aim when they had proposed to Sa’adet Giray the throne of his brother. Consequently, when İslam Giray, the oldest living son of Mehmed Giray, returned from Nogay captivity late in the year 1523, many nobles gathered around him initiating a new conspiracy. A rift also occurred within the Shirin clan: while most of its members, including the qaraçı bey Memesh, supported Islam Giray, Bakhtıyar remained loyal to Sa’adet Giray.196 Sa’adet Giray promptly notified the Polish court of his accession, expressing his wish to maintain the ancient friendship.197 Yet, the internal

---

195 Hajvoronskyj convincingly dismisses an alternative version, according to which Ghazi Giray ruled until 1524 and then held the post of qalga for another three months; see idem, Poveliteli dvux materikov, vol. 1, p. 182, n. 13. The latter version is also contradicted by the fact that already in 1523 Sa’adet Giray addressed the Polish court as the new khan; cf. n. 197 below.
196 On Memesh and Bakhtıyar, see Document 22, notes 7–8.
197 Tartarus novus precopensis a Turco constitutus misit huc suam amicitiam offerens et a nobis talem optans, qualis erat cum defuncto; see the letter of Andrzej Krzycki, the bishop of Przemyśl and former royal secretary, to the vice-chancellor Piotr Tomicki, dated 26 July (in crastino S. Jacobi) 1523; published in Acta Tomiciana, vol.
In 1523, Lithuanian troops led by Ostafij Daškovyč, the starosta of Čerkasy and Kaniv, destroyed the Tatar fort of Islamkerman on the lower Dnieper and took along its captured artillery to Čerkasy.\textsuperscript{198} Having concluded an armistice with Muscovy in 1522, Sigismund did not fear a rapprochement between Moscow and Qırq Yer, especially as the potential allies were conflicted over the Kazan issue. At the same time, the king received an embassy from the Nogay leaders Agısh and Mamay, who had engineered the murder of Mehmed Giray. The Nogays asked Sigismund to release Sheikh Ahmed from Lithuanian custody, offering in return their assistance in a conquest of Očakiv and Islamkerman, whose permanent garrisoning by Lithuanian troops would prevent future Crimean invasions.\textsuperscript{199}

In the summer of 1524, the Tatars led by two brothers, Islam and Özbek Girays, raided the Polish Crown’s southeastern provinces. In his later correspondence, Sa‘adet Giray presented this raid as a

---


revenge for Daškovyč’s action, but in fact the khan faced too many dangers to consider a full-scale invasion of Poland-Lithuania. The raid was rather related to several other reasons: the Ottoman pressure on the khan to attack Poland and thus distract Cracow’s attention from Suleyman’s planned invasion of Hungary, usual economic factors that made slave raids so popular among the Tatars, and, last but not least, Sa‘adet Giray’s desire to keep the sons of Mehmed Giray far from the Crimea. In the fall of 1524, Islam Giray returned from the Polish campaign and openly claimed the throne. In the ensuing civil war, Islam initially gained the upper hand, but Sa‘adet successfully withheld a siege in the fortress of Ferahkerman. The khan was assisted by Sahib Giray, who had left the throne of Kazan to his nephew, Safa Giray, and arrived in the Crimea, assuming the post of the qalga. During the domestic conflict, both rivals aimed at securing foreign aid. In February 1525, Sa‘adet Giray sent a šartname to Moscow, inviting Vasilij III to jointly attack Sigismund. In turn, in August 1525, Islam Giray notified Sigismund of his accession simultaneously inquiring about a possible refuge in Lithuania. The civil war ended in 1526 when both sides reached reconcilement. As the price of agreement, the post of the qalga was taken away from Sahib Giray and given to Islam Giray, while Memesh, whom Sa‘adet had earlier deprived of the qaraçı post in favor of Bakhtiyar, was reinstalled in this dignity.

The Crimean temporary reunification resulted in a large raid of Lithuania, commanded by Sahib Giray. It proved unsuccessful and in February 1527 the invaders were defeated near Čerkasy. If the raid aimed to warn Sigismund against any rapprochement with the Nogays and to prevent the release of Sheikh Ahmed, the effect was opposite. In April 1527, the former khan left Vilnius and, escorted by Lithuanian and Nogay cavalrymen, proceeded through Sluck, Kiev, and Čerkasy to Astrakhan, where he soon managed to assume the throne.

---

200 Published in “Istoričeskoe i diplomatičeskoe sobranie del proisxodivšix meždu rossijskimi velikimi kniazjami i byvšimi v Kryme tatarskimi carjami s 1462 po 1533 god.” Collected by A. Malinovskij [hereafter, Malinovskij, “Istoričeskoe sobranie”], in: České říšské a východní Evropy v literatuře, vol. 5 (Odessa, 1863): 178–419, esp. pp. 415–417. The military and political situation of Sa‘adet Giray was apparently so desperate that he chose not to raise the touchy issue of Kazan; cf. Čerkas, “Polityčna kryza v Kryms’komu xanstvi,” p. 103.


Only then, the Crimeans reverted to diplomacy. A fitting pretext to resume peace negotiations was the arrival of a royal courier, Myxajlo Hryhorevyč, dispatched to the Crimea already in 1526. The courier delivered Sigismund’s request that a new hostage from the Shirin clan should be sent to Lithuania in order to replace Djan Giray, the son of Bakhtiyar, who had been detained since 1522.

Probably in the summer of 1527, Sa’adet Giray sent an oath-yarluq (Ruth. jaryk prysjažnyj) to Cracow. The document contained a long list of accusations and complaints, but also a sworn engagement to keep peace in the future. Having invoked the ancient friendship from the times of Hadji Giray, the author regretted that in the times of Mengli Giray and Casimir the latter had chosen to unite with Khan Ahmed and his children, who had ruled the Trans-Volgine state (i.e., the Great Horde). In result, having no other choice, Mengli had allied with “unworthy slave Ivan” (i.e., Ivan III) who, although being of low descent, had never delayed sending his gifts. Interestingly, Sa’adet Giray covered with silence his own overture towards Vasilij III, dating as recently as 1525. The khan went on explaining the rise of Muscovy and the territorial losses suffered by Lithuania by the lack of cooperation between Vilnius and Qırq Yer. He also expressed his amazement that Sigismund preferred unruly Nogays to the Girays and treated the Crimea “as if nobody had remained in the Crimean state and as if this state had no foundation, being reigned by a petty ruler.”

Referring to the recent Crimean civil war, Sa’adet Giray triumphantly noticed that Islam Giray had prostrated before him “having placed a wooden bar on his neck,” and had apologized for his ill-advised rebellion. The khan, requested by Memesh, Bakhtiyar, and other councilors to forgive his nephew, granted him the post of qalga whereas the former qalga, Sahib Giray, received in compensation several forts on the lower Dnieper.

Referring to his relations with Sigismund, the khan expressed his regret that the latter had never sent him embassy or gifts “as was customary among brothers.” On the contrary, Sigismund’s men had destroyed the Tatar forts on the Dnieper and recently delivered Sheikh

---

204 On Myxajlo Hryhorevyč and Djan Giray, see Document 22, notes and 17–18. Djan Giray earlier replaced his uncle Evliya (see above), who was allowed to return to the Crimea only after the former’s arrival.
Ahmed to the Nogays. The khan, whom the king “treated as a nobody,” had therefore no other choice but to send troops against Poland-Lithuania, first commanded by Islam and Özbek Girays (i.e., in 1524), and recently by Sahib Giray.

Notwithstanding the previous hostilities, the khan proposed to Sigismund to restore friendship and jointly attack Muscovy on the condition that the king would send him the overdue gifts for the previous years, accompanied with fitting presents for the qalga, the four qaraçis, and other Crimean notables. Having sworn, along with his retinue, to keep friendship and set out against Muscovy, the khan sent his oath-yarlıq through an envoy named Yankura (or perhaps Yanchura). A great embassy was to follow, headed by Ma’qul Mirza, another son of Bakhtiyar and the khan’s nephew. In return, Sigismund was to send his great embassy and release Djan Giray.205

Islam Giray could not allow Sa’adet to communicate with Sigismund behind his back. Therefore, he also sent an embassy to Cracow, invoking the ancient friendship and regretting past disagreements. One statement contained in his letter was much telling: “by the grace of God I am also a son of the ruler in my state, hence I can prove friendship to our friend or—along with my troops—I can really prove enmity to our enemy.” Islam presented himself and his supporters from the Shirin and Barın clans as Sigismund’s loyal friends, who had persuaded Sa’adet to revive an alliance with Poland-Lithuania and attack Muscovy. In analogy with the khan’s document, Islam Giray issued his own oath-letter (lyst prysjažnyj). The document referred to an oath taken by the qalga and his retinue members. The qalga’s court was modeled after the khan’s one and even included a senior councilor from the Shirin clan, Aydıshke. In return for all his goodwill, Islam asked Sigismund, to whom he referred to as his father, to send him gifts in the amount that used to be sent to his older brother Bahadır, the late qalga of Mehmed Giray. Islam’s embassy, headed by Buydali Mirza, reached Cracow at the same time as the embassy of Sa’adet Giray.206

The procedure of reconciliation, that was to culminate in Ma’qul Mirza’s great embassy, was interrupted by the outbreak of new hostilities in the Crimea. In 1528 Sa’adet Giray executed the Shirin qaraçış,

---

205 See Document 22.
206 See Document 23.
Memesh, and defeated Islam Giray. The latter took refuge in Lithuania, where he was granted pasturelands near Čerkasy. In 1529, an exotic coalition against Sa’adet Giray was negotiated with Lithuanian support between Sheikh Ahmed and Islam Giray. Yet, Sheikh Ahmed died soon after and Islam again reconciled with the khan.

After a relatively quiet year 1530, early in the year 1531 Ma’qul was finally sent to Sigismund as a great envoy and honorary hostage. Unfortunately, later that year Sa’adet Giray discovered a new Shirin conspiracy. Bakhtiyar, Ma’qul’s father, the khan’s former supporter and the qaraçı since the death of Memesh, was executed along with his brother Evliya and several cousins. The power of the Shirins was seriously weakened and Sa’adet Giray notified Sigismund that Ma’qul lost his diplomatic status.

In the last years of Sa’adet Giray’s reign, the Crimean Khanate was in fact divided. The peninsula, along with its main centers, was in the khan’s hands, while the steppes on the lower Dnieper were controlled by the qalga. Sometimes the two reconciled, to restart their fighting on the nearest occasion. Whenever Islam was defeated, he could find refuge in Lithuania, protected by the powerful starosta of Čerkasy, Ostafij Daškovyč. Daškovyč not only supported Crimean malcontents, but often raided Tatar territories along with regular as well as irregular troops that would later become known as cossacks. His profitable activity was sometimes undertaken with Sigismund’s consent, and sometimes without royal knowledge. In February 1532, Sa’adet Giray set out against Čerkasy, irritated by the notorious activity of its commander. Unlike in typical Tatar raids, the khan’s army was furnished with artillery, but Daškovyč withheld the two-weeks siege in March 1532.

---

207 Oleksa Hajvoronskyj explains the execution of Memesh and the outbreak of new hostilities between the khan and the qalga by the raid of Muscovy, undertaken by Islam and Memesh without the khan’s consent in the fall of 1527; see idem, Povelitel’ dvux materikov, vol. 1, p. 174. Yet, in the light of the documents sent earlier by Sa’adet and Islam to Sigismund, a Crimean attack against Muscovy was not so unpredictable.


Soon after the failed siege of Čerkasy, new envoys arrived from both Sa’adet and Islam Girays and negotiations were resumed. In the summer of 1532, Sigismund decided to send two separate embassies: Andrej Mackevyč to Sa’adet Giray and Hleb Es’man to Islam Giray, explaining in his letter to the Lithuanian Council that “in the present time there are two khans in this Horde.”\textsuperscript{211} The king also resolved that in order to appease both Crimean rulers, they should receive 2,000 florins each, but there was no need to send them more in the amount known from the times of Mengli and Mehmed Girays. He argued that the horde was weakened and did not pose a great danger; besides, the formerly sent gifts had not prevented Tatar raids.\textsuperscript{212} Mackevyč was instructed to ask the khan to swear an oath to keep peace with Sigismund and send him a letter of agreement (\textit{dokončan’e}) through the royal envoy. Sa’adet Giray was also expected to send his great envoy, in whose presence Sigismund would swear his oath and send him back along with a royal letter of agreement. An analogous procedure was to be followed by Islam Giray, although the royal instruction did not refer to the qalga’s future envoy as “great envoy.”\textsuperscript{213}

Before the royal envoys left Lithuania, news arrived from the Crimea about the abdication of Sa’adet Giray and his departure to Istanbul. Mackevyč returned from Kiev, asking for new instructions, and was promptly sent again to the new khan, Islam Giray. Sigismund decided that the gifts previously prepared for Sa’adet should be now given to Islam and even augmented, since there was again only one ruler in the Crimea. On the request of Islam, who had always kept good relations with the Shirins, Sigismund also released Ma’qul Mirza.\textsuperscript{214}

After Sa’adet Giray, disenchanted after so many years of contested rule, abdicated and left for Istanbul, Islam Giray finally assumed the long awaited throne. Yet, he was afraid of the Ottoman reaction and desperately needed Sigismund’s support. This explains the fact that he warmly received Mackevyč and immediately sent him back, provided


\textsuperscript{213} \textit{Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 15}, pp. 183–185.

\textsuperscript{214} See Sigismund’s letter to the Lithuanian Council sent in the fall of 1532, published in \textit{ibidem}, pp. 176–179. In the king’s absence, the Council was chaired by the Lithuanian chancellor, Olbracht Gasztold.
with a solemn yarlıq. Curiously, this yarlıq was an almost literal copy of the instrument issued in 1517 by Bahadır Giray during his meeting with Olbracht Gasztold in Čerkasy. It is possible that Gasztold, who had become the Lithuanian chancellor in 1522, provided Mackevyč with a copy of that old document when he was sending the envoy from Vilnius in the royal absence. In his earlier correspondence with Sigismund, Islam Giray had always invoked with esteem the name of his late older brother. Thus, he apparently did not mind to treat Bahadır’s instrument as a model for his own, new yarlıq. Hastened by an imminent Ottoman intervention, the khan simply corroborated Bahadır’s document with his oath and seal, and sent it back through Mackevyč. The document again “granted” numerous lands to Lithuania and provided for an alliance against Muscovy or any other enemies.

The reign of Sahib Giray (1532–1551)

Islam Giray could not ignore the Ottoman power. In a vain effort to gain the Porte’s favor, he officially asked the sultan to designate a new Crimean khan, hoping that he would be the chosen one. Yet, Suleyman chose Sahib Giray, the former Kazan khan and Crimean qalga, who had spent the previous year at the sultan’s court. Provided with

215 Cf. Document 18. Feliks Šabul’do, who by the way confuses Islam Giray with Sa’adet Giray, claims that the yarlıq from 1532 was based on an earlier yarlıq of Mehmed Giray from 1515 (today unpreserved), and not Bahadır’s instrument from 1517. He argues that the engagement to send a Crimean prince to Vilnius, which was entered in the document from 1532, could not have originated in 1517. Besides, he maintains that the instrument from 1532 is stylistically closer to Mengli’s yarlıqs from 1513–1514 than to Bahadır’s instrument from 1517; cf. idem, “Jarlyki,” pp. 262, 265–266. Although the now lost yarlıq from 1515 probably existed, the assertion that the instrument from 1532 was based directly on that yarlıq seems unfounded. Contrary to Šabul’do’s statement, the promise to send a Crimean prince to Vilnius is also present in the document from 1517. Stylistic differences between the instruments from 1532 and 1517 can be explained by the possibility that Islam’s instrument, admittedly more carefully edited, was based on another, today unpreserved copy of Bahadır’s instrument, and not the one that is extant today, entered in the Lithuanian Register.

216 Such an explanation was already proposed by Borys Čerkas in idem, “Ordyns’ka polityka Velykoho Knjazivstva Lytovs’koho,” p. 240. Residing outside of Qırq Yer, Islam Giray was also deprived of a proper chancery that could issue a more sophisticated document.

217 See Document 24. In comparison with Document 18, Byryn and Mumyš (unidentified) are missing, while Karaul reappears; these differences are certainly due to careless copying.
Ottoman janissaries and artillery, the new khan set out from Istanbul while Islam Giray—to his great disappointment—was again appointed the qalqa. After the events of 1475, 1478, and 1523, this was the fourth Ottoman intervention that resolved the question of the Crimean throne, and certainly not the last one.

The Ottoman-Polish relations, which had been hostile on the turn of the 15th century, evolved in the following decades towards a cohabitation and then a formal alliance. In 1525, King Sigismund concluded a peace with Sultan Suleyman, securing his domains at the cost of abandoning Hungary on the eve of an Ottoman invasion. After Sigismund’s nephew, the last Jagiellonian king of Hungary, perished in the battle of Mohács, the Polish king unwillingly honored the Treaty of Vienna (1515) that left Hungary to the Habsburgs, but unofficially favored an anti-Habsburg claimant to the throne in Buda, John Zapolya (r. 1526–1540), who was also supported by Suleyman. In 1533, Suleyman and Sigismund concluded an unprecedented treaty that belied the ideology of Crusade or Djihad, officially professed by both partners, and—contrary to the Muslim law—was not limited to a certain period of time. In 1536, an analogous treaty was concluded between Suleyman and Francis I. In consequence, France and Poland-Lithuania became the two pillars of Ottoman policy in Europe, directed against the Habsburgs.

Given the rising Ottoman influence in the Crimea, the rapprochement between the king and the sultan should have positively influenced the relations between the king and the khan as well. A relevant question arose whether the Polish-Tatar relations were to be still regulated between Cracow and Qırq Yer, or between Cracow and Istanbul. In 1531, a Polish envoy returning from the Porte brought a letter from Sultan Suleyman, who stressed that Sigismund did not need to negotiate separately with Sa’adet Giray since the khan was not a sovereign ruler, owing his position to the sultan and obliged to obey him. The same question returned with the accession of Sahib Giray. Piotr Opaliński,

a Polish envoy traveling to the Porte in order to negotiate the already mentioned “permanent” peace between Sigismund and Suleyman, met in Rumelia, in November 1532, both Suleyman and the new khan, the latter on his way to the Crimea.\textsuperscript{219} When the Polish envoy asked the sultan to forbid Sahib Giray to attack the royal domains, he heard in response, alluding to Islam Giray, that the king should not assist Tatar malcontents. Both provisions were promptly registered in the Ottoman \textit{‘ahdname} issued in Istanbul in January 1533:

\begin{quote}
Al prezente lo imperatore di Tartaria, potentissimo, nominato Sachip Cheraichan, el qual è cresuto a la nostra felicissima Porta e ne le nostre inpreze ett operation suefato tanto, che li è nostro fiol, ett esendo tra noi l’amicizia, li avemo dito che ancor lui vi sia amicho, bisognia che voi eciam teniati con lui bona amicitia ett operar di sorte, che Tartari over parenti del dito imperatore che non li siano obedienti ett scanpando da lui abino da voi recapito e cercando aiuto, non li ascoltareti anci schazarli del vostro paeze e perseguitarli.\textsuperscript{220}
\end{quote}

The king was still unsatisfied with this clause and asked the powerful Ottoman vizier, Ibrahim Pasha, to strongly order the khan to keep peace with Poland-Lithuania. Ibrahim’s letter, written in July 1533, contained a Pythian answer. Admitting that Sahib Giray was like a son to Suleyman and owed his throne to the sultan, the vizier yet stressed that the khan was a sovereign monarch and it was not fitting to include him in the instruments exchanged between other rulers.\textsuperscript{221} Nevertheless, he promised to write to the khan, expecting that the latter would maintain friendship with the king. In the years to come, the royal side would often try to influence the khan by resorting to the Porte, but it would not resign from maintaining direct diplomatic contacts with the Crimea.

Having ascended the throne, Sahib Giray reconfirmed Islam Giray in the post of qalga and unwillingly accepted his rule in the northern

\textsuperscript{219} Dziubiński, \textit{Stosunki dyplomatyczne polsko-tureckie}, p. 97.

\textsuperscript{220} The document, preserved only in Italian translation, is published in Kołodziejczyk, \textit{Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations}, pp. 230–231. An analogous clause was entered in the royal document, issued in Cracow in May 1533; see ibidem, pp. 232–233.

lands around Perekop (Tur. Ferahkerman or Or). The new political division in the Crimea was convenient for Poland-Lithuania. The khan, dependent on the Ottoman support, was expected to behave properly towards the sultan’s ally, while the qalga, who controlled the Khanate’s northern territories bordering on Lithuania, had to maintain good relations with Vilnius as only that secured his semi-independent position vis-à-vis the khan. Another auspicious factor for Vilnius was the rise of anti-Muscovian feelings in the Crimea caused by the arrival of Safa Girey, recently expelled from Kazan by a pro-Muscovian coup d’état. In the summer of 1533, Safa and Islam Girays raided the areas of Kasimov and Perejaslav’ Rjazan’skij. Sahib Giray proudly informed Sigismund about this anti-Muscovian raid, demanding that in return the king should send him the gifts that used to be sent to his predecessors.

The Crimean offer of an anti-Muscovian alliance could not be ignored, especially after the death of Vasilij III in December 1533 and the accession of his three-year-old son, Ivan IV (the future Ivan the Terrible). Sigismund did not waste the opportunity and waged war on Muscovy, hoping to recapture the Lithuanian lost territories. Early in the year 1534, an experienced diplomat, Anikij Hornostaj, was sent to the Crimea to negotiate an alliance. In the spring of 1534, the Tatars again raided the province of Rjazan’, but then a new domestic war broke out in the Crimea. Following the unspoken rules of the Crimean policy, Islam Giray reacted to Sahib’s rapprochement with Vilnius by offering his allegiance to Moscow and raised arms against his uncle.


224 The date of Hornostaj’s departure is unknown; cf. Banionis, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštystės pasiuntinybių tarnyba, p. 199. Borys Čerkas suggests that he set out already in the summer of 1533; see idem, “Polityčni vidnosyny Velykoho knjazivstva Lytovskoho z Kryms’kym xanatom u 1533–1540 rr.,” in: Ukrajina v Central’no-Sxidnij Jevropi (z najdavnišyx časiv do kincja XVIII st.), vol. 3 (Kiev, 2003): 117–128, esp. p. 119. However, from Sigismund’s letter dated 14 October 1533, it appears that his envoy had not yet departed; see Acta Tomiciana, vol. 15, p. 703. It is likely that Hornostaj, who ranked as the great envoy (see Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 15, p. 246), was sent only after the decision to wage war on Muscovy had been taken.

A Tatar raid of Volhynia in October 1534 was probably related to this shift in the qalga’s policy.226

Due to the Crimean domestic conflict, Lithuanian troops could not be reinforced by the Tatars in the Muscovian campaign of 1534 and Hornostaj was forced to find temporary shelter in Ottoman Caffa.227 Nevertheless, late in that year he was sent back, accompanied by the khan’s envoy, Devey Mirza from the Manghıt (Mansur) clan.228 In a letter delivered to Sigismund, Sahib Giray invoked his negotiations with Hornostaj and his consent to issue an instrument of peace that conformed with the ready blank formula prepared by the royal chancery, just as the king had requested.229 Although the khan blamed Lithuanians for their previous inactivity during the Crimean-Muscovian war, he accepted Hornostaj’s proposal to renew the alliance that would be cemented by annual gifts of 7,500 florins in cash and 7,500 florins in cloth, to be sent to the khan. Sahib Giray announced that he had already sworn an oath in the presence of Hornostaj and sent his envoy Devey Mirza, furnished with his solemn letter of agreement (Ruth. lyst dokončal’nyj), to repeat this oath in the royal presence. He also warned that unless he received the gifts he would regard his oath as void.230

---

226 On the raid, see Acta Tomiciana, vol. 16, pt. 2 (Wroclaw etc., 1961), p. 314. The Polish-Lithuanian court realized that even if peace were maintained by both the khan and the qalga, poor Tatars, living on the verge of subsistence, would raid the royal domains on their own initiative; cf. Sigismund’s comment in his letter to the Polish councilors from September 1535: multi tamen sunt in imperio dicioneque illius, qui cum mendicitate atque extrema inopia egestateque laborent, nullius auctoritate contineri possunt, quominus incursionibus et rapinis vitam suam sustentent, fame aloqui morituri, published in Acta Tomiciana, vol. 17 (Wroclaw etc., 1966), p. 614.


228 The choice of Devey reflected Sahib Giray’s conscious policy of promoting the Manghıts against the once omnipotent Shirins; on Devey’s career, see Document 25, n. 1.

229 Pryslal esy do nas posla svoeho pana Onykeja Hornostaja, xotjačy s namy učynyt’ pryjazn’ bratckuju y večnyj myr, y pryslaly este kopeju do nas, jakovyj lyst mel by byty dokončal’nyj; y my vodluh kopej takovyj dokončal’nyj lyst poslay esmo; see Akty otnosjačiesja k istoriī Zapadnoj Rossii, sobrannye i izdannye Arxeografičeskoju komissiju, vol. 2: 1506–1544 (St. Petersburg, 1848), p. 186. The letter is undated and erroneously attributed by the editors to the period between 1527–1533. Judging by the fact that it referred to Hornostaj’s sojourn in the Crimea and mentioned a planned Tatar campaign against Muscovy in the approaching winter (“when the rivers freeze”), it could have been written in the fall of 1534.

230 Ibidem, pp. 185–187. In one place the khan mentioned that he had sent two versions of his letter and asked Sigismund to keep the one of his preference and
Sigismund received the khan’s envoy, but for unclear reasons he refused to accept the khan’s document. The oath of Devey Mirza was heard by the king in January 1535. Its wording closely reminded the oath taken by Evliya Mirza in 1522, but on the royal request it also contained the Tatar engagement to keep peace with Sigismund’s son, the young king Sigismund II Augustus, enthroned in Vilnius (1529) and Cracow (1530) during his father’s lifetime. Unlike Evliya’s oath that referred to the khan’s instrument (Ruth. *lyst prysjažnyj*) which the envoy had already delivered, Devey’s oath referred to the khan’s future instrument that was to be collected in the Crimea by the following royal embassy. The reason for that was the royal refusal to accept the letter of agreement, brought by Devey. The Crimean envoy was formally informed that:

In regard to the letter of agreement that you have brought from Khan Sahib Giray to His Royal Majesty, this letter of agreement does not conform with the letters of agreement that had been previously exchanged to assure eternal peace between the grand dukes of Lithuania and the ancestors of Khan Sahib Giray. Therefore, His Royal Majesty ordered to return the khan’s letter to you, and you should return it to Khan Sahib Giray and forward him the request of His Royal Majesty that the khan should act according to the ancient custom [...] and order to compose his [letter of] agreement properly, and send it to His Royal Majesty through His Majesty’s envoy, Pan Vasyl’ Tyskevyč, as was the custom in the times of his ancestors, the great khans.

---

231 On Sigismund’s diplomatic efforts to include in the Polish-Ottoman treaty of 1533 also the king’s and the sultan’s sons, Sigismund Augustus and Selim, cf. Kolodzieczyk, *Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations*, p. 117.

232 For the recorded text of Devey’s oath, see Document 25; for Evliya’s oath, see Document 22.

233 Što sja dotyčet’ toho lystu dokončalnogo, kotoryj esy ot cara Sahap Kyreja Korolju Eho Mylosti prymes, yno tot lyst dokončalnij ne po tomu spraven, jako pered tym velikyi knjazy lytovskiy s predki carja Sahap Kyrevymy lysty dokončalnyi na myr večnyj day-valy. A tak Korol Eho Mylost’tot lyst carev zasja kazal tobe daty, y ty by eho carju Sahap Kyreju otdal y ot Korolja Eho Mylosti emu movyl, ažby car podle obyčaju starodavnogo v tom sja k Eho Mylosti zaxoval y dokončan’e svoe obyčaem slušnym kazal.
Vasyl' Tyškevyč, sent as a Lithuanian great envoy along with returning Devey Mirza, was provided with a royal treaty document, issued by Sigismund in Vilnius on 10 April 1535. Its form and wording were similar to those of the royal documents from 1513 and 1516. The king promised in his name and in the name of his son, Sigismund Augustus, to maintain peace and friendship with Sahib Giray, referred to as Sigismund's brother, and with Islam Giray, referred to as Sigismund's son although he was not younger than his uncle, the khan. Further standard clauses referred to the expected Tatar help in reconquering of the Lithuanian lands lost to Muscovy, mutual forgiveness of past wrongs, and the freedom of Lithuanian and Polish merchants to import salt from Kačybej and travel to the Crimea, including Ottoman Caffa. For incomprehensible reasons, the Lithuanian chancery removed its traditional engagement not to support “the children of Ahmed and Mahmud” against the Girays, although this clause could serve well to cement the anti-Muscovian alliance.234 Besides, three clauses were formulated differently than in the previous documents:

1) the king diminished almost by half the annual gifts sent formerly to Mengli and Mehmed Girays, and offered to send each year, by 30 June, 200 pieces [postaws] of English cloth for the khan, and 60 pieces for the qalga. Calculating one piece as being worth ca. 33 florins, these gifts would amount to 6,600 and 1,980 florins respectively;235

234 The descendants of Küchük Muhammed then reigned not only in Astrakhan, but also in Kasimov and Kazan, where they enjoyed Muscovian protection. As recently as 1532, Safa Giray had lost the throne of Kazan to Djan Ali, a Muscovian client and the former khan of Kasimov. In 1535, after Djan Ali was murdered, Safa was to regain the Kazan throne.

235 On the terms postaw and “London cloth,” see Document 26, n. 5; in Sahib Giray’s document from 1539 (Document 28) one postaw of London cloth was calculated as being worth 33 florins. Čerkas regards this and the following two clauses as evidence of political success of Hornostaj’s embassy; cf. Čerkas, “Polityčni vidnosyny Velykoho knjazivstva Littuvskoho z Kryms’kim xanatom,” p. 122. Yet, in the aforementioned letter sent to Sigismund through Devey Mirza in 1534, Sahib Giray referred to Hornostaj’s consent to send 15,000 florins yearly (cf. Akty otnosjačesja k istorii Zadnowej Rosii, vol. 2, pp. 185–187). If the khan’s statement was genuine, one might guess that either Hornostaj exceeded his instructions or rather Sigismund changed his mind after his envoy’s return and therefore rejected the khan’s instrument
2) in return, Sigismund asked Sahib Giray to secure that not only his own subjects, but also the loose Tatars (referred to as cossacks) dwelling in the steppes near Akkerman, should not raid the royal lands;

3) the king also asked not to send him great embassies, because providing them with horses and allowances caused “great detriment” to the royal treasury; this clause touched a somewhat confusing economic and cultural aspect of mutual contacts, whereas numerous members of the Crimean society regarded their right to send separate embassies as a mark of their social status and a source of personal enrichment through the extortion of royal gifts.

Sigismund’s document was confirmed with his oath sworn in the presence of Devey Mirza. The ceremony was attended by the members of the Lithuanian Council, of whom ten were mentioned by names and functions. Yet, unlike in 1513 and 1516, their seals were not appended to the document, which was corroborated only by Sigismund’s seal used in the Lithuanian chancery.236

In order to assure the proper form and contents of the document requested from Sahib Giray, the Lithuanian chancery provided Tyškevyč with a ready formula of the khan’s future letter of agreement.237 The envoy was instructed to ask Sahib Giray to issue his instrument accordingly. The formula was apparently based on the yarlıq from 1517, sworn by Bahadır Giray in Čerkasy in the presence of Olbracht Gasztold. It seems that Gasztold, who once accepted this document in Čerkasy, treated it as a model for the rest of his life. Having become the Lithuanian chancellor, already in 1532 he secured that Islam Giray’s instrument was based on that copy.238 In 1535, the yarlıq from 1517 was again to serve as a model for Sahib Giray’s instrument. The dependence of the Lithuanian chancery’s formula on Bahadır’s instrument from 1517 is best visible in referring to Mengli Giray as “our granfather” (sic, Sahib Giray was Mengli’s son) and in misspelling the Ruthenian word belcom as beloholovym, to be found brought by Devey Mirza. Consequently, it is quite possible that in turn Sahib Giray did not accept the new conditions entered in the royal instrument, which merely reflected the royal chancery’s wishful thinking.


237 Such a formula (not preserved) was already given in 1534 to Hornostaj (cf. n. 229 above).

238 Cf. Document 24 and the discussion above.
in both documents.\textsuperscript{239} The formula begins from a usual list of lands to be “granted” to Lithuania. A characteristic change was the addition of Ljubeč in the proposed document from 1535. Ljubeč, a castle situated to the east of the Dnieper and lost to Muscovy in 1503, was the only important stronghold restored to Lithuania after the war of 1507–1508. Hence, no wonder that it was added by the Lithuanian chancery, even though it had never figured in original \textit{yarlıq}s.\textsuperscript{240} As should be expected, the conditions entered in the proposed Crimean document were identical with those present in the royal document. The Lithuanian chancery even provided a proper oath formula, invoking “124,000 prophets and our righteous prophet, His Majesty Muhammad Mustafa.”\textsuperscript{241}

We do not know how Sahib Giray reacted to the fact that his original instrument, sent through Devey Mirza, was returned, and whether he was ready to issue an “amended” version that he was asked for. In fact, Tyškevyč never reached Sahib’s court. Two years later, in a letter sent to the khan, Sigismund explained that Tyškevyč had been arrested by Islam Giray, who had also intercepted the royal gifts. Nevertheless, in the summer and fall of 1535 the anti-Muscovian military alliance made some progress. While the Lithuanians, reinforced by the Poles, conquered Homel’ and Starodub, the Crimeans raided southern Muscovian provinces, and Safa Giray restored his rule in Kazan. The most unexpected blow to Moscow came from the direction of Islam Giray, who again changed sides and devastated the province of Rjazan’. The last fact made Borys Čerkas believe that the “interception” of the royal gifts by the qalga was not accidental. Rather, it served to persuade Islam Giray to reconcile with Vilnius and effectively raid Muscovy. Two years later, after Islam’s death, Sigismund could safely blame the late qalga and assure Sahib Giray that the release of the gifts into his rival’s hands occurred against the will of the royal envoy.\textsuperscript{242}

\textsuperscript{239} Cf. Document 27, n. 5, and Document 24, n. 7. The error was corrected in Islam Giray’s document from 1532; cf. Document 24, n. 7.

\textsuperscript{240} In comparison with Bahadır’s \textit{yarlıq} from 1517, Ljubeč is added, but Vicebsk and Nycjany are missing in the Lithuanian formula from 1535; the latter two variations should be attributed to careless copying.

\textsuperscript{241} See Document 27.

\textsuperscript{242} Čerkas, “Polityčni vidnosyny Velykoho knjazivstva Lytovs’koho z Kryms’kym xanatom,” p. 123; \textit{idem}, \textit{Ukrajina v polityčnyx vidnosynax}, pp. 219–221; the fact that after his “failed” mission Tyškevyč was rewarded with the post of the \textit{starosta} of Čerkasy and Kaniv may further confirm the author’s thesis; cf. Document 26, n. 1. For the royal letter issued in Cracow on 7 December 1537, in which the king explained...
By 1536, the war lost its impetus as Sigismund had budgetary problems while Sahib Giray faced another rebellion of Islam Giray, who resumed negotiations with Moscow. In 1537, a five-year truce was negotiated between Vilnius and Moscow, restoring Homel’ to Lithuania, but leaving Starodub within the Muscovian borders. In the same year, the khan finally succeeded in disposing of his rebellious nephew, who was killed by two brothers, Baki and Devey (the former envoy to Vilnius), the Nogay leaders of the Manghıt clan. In 1538, the Ottoman and Polish troops invaded Moldavia, whose ambitious ruler, Peter Rareş (the son of Stephan the Great), caused trouble to both Istanbul and Cracow. Suleyman invited Sahib Giray to join his expedition, and the Crimean troops participated in the Ottoman conquest of Suceava. In 1539, the khan led his troops to the Caucasus, reducing to submission a number of Circassian leaders, but also facing fierce resistance in Kabarda that was strengthened by extreme climatic conditions. Having returned from his rather unsuccessful campaign just before winter, Sahib Giray sent his son and new qalga, Emin Giray, against Muscovy, but the Crimean troops were attacked by the unruly Nogay leader, Baki. The khan initially imprisoned the latter’s cadet brothers, Devey and Ak Bibi, but then forgave all the three Manghıts, apparently recollecting their help in removing Islam Giray.243

In spite of their de facto cooperation in Moldavia, the relations between Sahib Giray and Sigismund entered a cold phase in 1538. After Sigismund concluded the truce with Moscow, the khan no longer regarded him as his ally. Having removed Islam Giray, Sahib Giray also felt safer on his throne and displayed his rising irritation with the reduced amount of the royal gifts that had once been sent to Mengli and Mehmed Girays. He might have also resented the royal rejection of his instrument once sent through Devey. The freezing of mutual relations was best illustrated by a two-year detainment of a royal courtier, Myxajlo Tyškevyč, sent to renew the peace with Sahib Giray after the death of Islam Giray in 1537. The khan notified Sigismund that his

243 On Emin Giray, see Document 31, n. 10; on the Nogay brothers Baki, Devey, and Ak Bibi, cf. Document 25, n. 1. Many details on the Crimean policy of that period are contained in the chronicle by Remmal Hodja, cf. n. 222 above.
previous consent to the diminished amount of gifts had been temporary, conditioned by his feeble position on the throne due to Islam’s rebellion and by the long absence of his Ottoman protector, Sultan Suleyman, who had been campaigning in distant Persia. In the first year of Tyškevyč’s detainment, Sigismund rejected the khan’s request to augment the gifts, arguing that they had always been given out of his free will and should not be regarded as an obligation. Yet, the king did not want to openly break with the Crimea and finally consented. In December 1539, Myxajlo Tyškevyč was sent home along with the great Crimean envoy, who carried a new instrument of peace. A Crimean courier, Araqchı, sent to announce the embassy’s arrival, simultaneously notified Sigismund of the aforementioned raid of Muscovy, effected by Qalga Emin Giray at the same time.

The yarlıq from 1539 began as usually with a list of lands “granted” to Lithuania. In comparison with the earlier yarlıqs and the Lithuanian chancery formula from 1535, the list was seriously shortened and over thirty place-names were missing. Not only Ljubeč was omitted, but also numerous towns traditionally listed in the yarlıqs, such as Łuć’k, Kačybej, Kursk, Starodub, Tula, Dašov/Očakiv, Pskov, Velikij Novgorod, and many others. The only addition was Čerkasy that had been present in the first two yarlıqs of Mengli Giray, but later forgotten. A tempting explanation would be that the khan at last looked at the map and refused to grant the lands that he himself or the Ottoman sultan claimed (Kačybej, Dašov/Očakiv), those that had never been actually controlled by Vilnius (Tula, Pskov, Velikij Novgorod), and those that had been formally ceded by Vilnius to Muscovy (Kursk, Starodub), or, finally, were so distant from the Crimea that their grant would be entirely fictitious (Łuć’k). Yet, such an explanation can be true only in part. While the omission of the Black Sea lands, claimed by the khan or the sultan especially after the Moldavian campaign of 1538, might have been conscious and seemed consistent, the yarlıq

244 Kolankowski, Zygmunt August, wielki książę Litwy, pp. 171–172; Sahib Giray’s new conditions and Sigismund’s initial refusal are known from the king’s letter to the khan, dated 1 November 1538; see Russkaja Istoričeskaja Biblioteka, vol. 30: Litovskaja Metrika. Otdely pervyj-vtoroj. Čast’ tret’ja: Knigi Publičnyx Del. Tom pervyj. Edited by I. Łappo. (Jur’ev [Tartu], 1914), cols. 11–14.

245 For the contents of the khan’s message brought by Araqchı, see Sigismund’s response sent through the returning Tatar courier on 10 January 1540, published in Russkaja Istoričeskaja Biblioteka, vol. 30, cols. 58–60.
still listed territories situated beyond the then Lithuanian frontiers, such as Smolensk, Putyvl’, and Kozel’sk. The remaining clauses of the yarlıq referred to the mutual friendship, the future Tatar assistance to reconquer the Lithuanian lands lost to Muscovy, forgiveness of past wrongs, the promise to punish by death future evildoers and compensate incurred damages, and the right of Polish and Lithuanian merchants to import salt and conduct trade. Sahib Giray specifically referred to the three clauses entered by Sigismund in his document from 1535:

1) the annual royal gifts were to be worth again 15,000 florins, like in the times of Mengli and Mehmed Girays; these gifts were to be sent by St. George’s Day (i.e., 23 April), partly in cash (2,000 golden florins) and partly in kind; the gift in kind was to consist of 394 pieces [postaws] of English cloth (197 pieces from Poland and 197 pieces from Lithuania), whereas one piece was calculated as being worth 33 golden florins; the fact that the number of pieces was not rounded up to four hundred seems to reflect a hard bargaining on both sides; the khan conceded that the king was not obliged to send his gifts in a year, when the Tatars would raid Poland or Lithuania “in small or large numbers;”

2) in a reference to the royal request that the khan should prevent raids committed by the inhabitants of the steppes near Akkerman, Sahib Giray retorted that Akkerman as well as Očakiv and Azov belonged to the Ottoman emperor and it was not in the khan’s power to control their inhabitants; nevertheless, he promised to punish evildoers from the above regions if they would appear in his domains;

3) the khan agreed to limit the number of Crimean notables entitled to send envoys to the king; these were: the khan, his wives, daughters, and daughters-in-law, the qalga and all the remaining Giray princes (i.e., the sultans), the four qaraçis, and two prominent mirzas from the retinue of each qaraç (i.e., eight mirzas altogether).

Apparently alluding to the fate of Myxajlo Tyškevyč, who had been detained for two years, the khan also promised that future envoys sent by Sigismund or the latter’s son, the young king Sigismund Augustus, would not be mistreated. The document was corroborated with a reference to the oath sworn by the khan and his retinue members.
Unfortunately, the name of the great Crimean envoy, who brought the *yarlıq* of 1539, is unknown.\textsuperscript{246}

After the failed raid of Muscovy by Qalga Emin Giray in the winter of 1539/1540, Qırq Yer and Moscow resumed peace negotiations and even exchanged great embassies in 1540. Yet, the anti-Muscovian atmosphere in the Crimea, resulting from the conflict over Kazan, was further heated by the arrival of an aristocratic defector from Muscovy, Prince Simeon Bel’skij. A descendant of the dukes of Belyj, who also claimed his rights to Rjazan’, Bel’skij aimed to orchestrate an anti-Muscovian coalition composed of Poland-Lithuania, the Tatars, and even the Ottoman Empire. Received at Sahib Giray’s court, he offered his guide services in an invasion of Muscovy.\textsuperscript{247}

By the end of 1540, a decision to invade Muscovy prevailed in the Crimea. Consequently, a Tatar envoy, Ali Hadji (*Alihača*),\textsuperscript{248} was sent to Poland in order to renew the alliance with King Sigismund. A provisional document was negotiated in Cracow between the Polish lords councilors and the Crimean envoy, who promised that the khan would issue his letter of agreement in accordance with the mutually accepted conditions. The document consisted of thirteen clauses, regarding respectively: the mutual friendship and alliance (no. 1); the Tatar help in reconquering the Lithuanian lands lost to Muscovy (no. 2); the right of royal merchants to import salt from Kačybej and to be compensated for any damage suffered from the khan’s men (nos. 4–5); the freedom of royal merchants to travel to the Crimean Khanate and Caffa (no. 6);

\textsuperscript{246} See Document 28. The *yarlıq*, preserved in a Polish translation, is dated in the Muslim year 946 A.H. (19 May 1539–7 May 1540) and simultaneously in the Christian year 1542 (the second dating is apparently wrong). A more precise dating is possible thanks to the preserved royal letter, sent to the khan on 10 January 1540 through the latter’s courier who had announced the great embassy’s arrival (see n. 245 above). From its contents we learn that the great Crimean embassy was already on its way and expected at the royal court. Hence, we can assume that it departed from the Crimea in December 1539.

\textsuperscript{247} Zajcev, “‘Pozabyv Boga, i naše žalovan’e, i svoju dušu…’ (Priklučenija knjazja Semena Fedoroviča Bel’skogo),” in: *idem*, *Meždu Moskovoj i Stambulom. Džučidskie gosudarstva, Moskva i Omskaja imperija (nač. XV—per. pol. XVI vv.). Očerki* (Moscow, 2004): 131–158; cf. Kolankowski, Zygmunt August, wielki książę Litwy, pp. 175–184. The role of Bel’skij in instigating the Crimean invasion of Muscovy in 1541 is attested by the Crimean chronicle of Remmal Hodja; see *Tarih-i Sahib Giray Han*, pp. 55–56 (French translation: 194–195).

\textsuperscript{248} On Ali Hadji Bey, a courtier (*içki bek*) of Sahib Giray Khan, who later participated in the summer campaign against Muscovy, cf. Document 29, n. 2.
the provision that each year the king should send the khan a gift in cloths worth 15,000 florins, in two installments, by 24 June and 1 November (nos. 8–9); the provision that the khan should not send too many and too numerous embassies because it caused great detriment to the royal treasury; Crimean couriers were allowed to arrive in the company of at most two men, while great envoys in the company of at most 25 men (nos. 10–11); the engagement that the Tatars would not raid Poland or Lithuania; the transgressors were to be punished by the khan, their families arrested, and the stolen goods restored to their owners; if the khan failed to do so, the king was released from sending the gifts due for a given year (nos. 7 and 12). The longest clause no. 3 contained a list of lands to be again “granted” to Lithuania by Sahib Giray. The list was identical with the one contained in the proposed formula of the khan’s letter, drawn by the Lithuanian chancery in 1535, and even contained the same errors.²⁴⁹ It ignored the variations introduced in Sahib Giray’s document of 1539. Finally, the clause no. 13 referred to the oath taken by the Crimean envoy, sworn in his own name and on behalf of the khan, and his engagement that Sahib Giray would issue a letter of agreement “being in accord with this draft, but written more broadly.”²⁵⁰

Having sworn an oath upon the above document in the presence of the Polish lords councilors in Cracow, Ali Hadji traveled to Vilnius, where King Sigismund spent the whole year 1541.²⁵¹ There, in the royal presence the Crimean envoy pronounced an oath worded similarly to the oath of Devey Mirza from 1535. Like the former one, it referred to the khan’s obligations in regard to both kings, Sigismund I and his son, Sigismund II Augustus. The Crimean envoy engaged that the provisions of the document, which he had negotiated with the Polish lords councilors, would be respected by the khan and confirmed in his future oath-letter (lyst prysjažnyj). A special reference

²⁴⁹ Cf. Document 27; for the repeated errors, see Document 29, notes 6, 10, 11, 21.
²⁵⁰ See Document 29.
²⁵¹ King Sigismund arrived at Vilnius on 24 May 1540 and remained there until 19 May 1542; see Antoni Gąsiorowski, “Itineraria dwu ostatnich Jagiellonów,” Studia Historyczne 16 (1973): 249–275, esp. p. 267. Both documents related to Ali Hadji’s embassy are undated, but their dating is enabled by a comparison with neighboring documents registered in the Lithuanian Register and by the fact that Hornostaj returned from the Crimea in July 1541. Since the Crimean envoy first negotiated in Cracow and then took an oath in the royal presence, one must assume that he visited first Cracow and then Vilnius.
was made to Anikij Hornostaj, who had already performed successful missions in 1520, 1522, and 1534, and was again appointed the great envoy to accompany Ali Hadji to the Crimea. Apparently having in mind the fate of Myxajlo Tyškevyč and wishing to spare Hornostaj a similar experience, the royal court made Ali Hadji swear that the khan “should not detain the present great envoy, Pan Anikij Hornostaj, or other envoys and couriers who will come from His Royal Majesty to His Majesty the Khan; nor should His Majesty the Khan or the beys, ulans, and officials of His Majesty commit any ignoble or inconsiderate acts to the envoys and couriers of His Royal Majesty, or rob them or their servants.”

Hornostaj and Ali Hadji set out to the Crimea early in the year 1541, apparently provided with a royal instrument that confirmed the clauses negotiated with the Tatar envoy in Cracow. In the summer, Sahib Giray led a great expedition against Muscovy, but the Russian resistance and an internal conflict between the khan and the Nogay leader, Baki, prevented the Tatars from crossing the Oka. Accused of sabotage later that year, Baki was cruelly executed along with his younger brother, Ak Bibi, but the third brother (and former envoy to Lithuania), Devey, was spared and in 1563 was to become the Manghıt qaraçı bey. Not knowing about the failure on the Oka, in July 1541 Hornostaj returned from the Crimea carrying a letter of agreement issued by the khan (unpreserved). Sigismund promptly ordered the starostas of Čerkasy, Kaniv, and other border commanders to respect the newly reached peace and not let the cossacks raid the Crimean lands. Simultaneously, he notified the Lithuanian councilors of exorbitant tribute demands of Sahib Giray, who was not satisfied with the conditions negotiated with Myxajlo Tyškevyč in 1539. The king warned that a possible breaking of the peace by the khan might coincide with the extinguishing of the armistice with Muscovy.

In 1542, Sigismund resolved to prolong the peace on both frontiers. In March, an armistice with Muscovy was extended for another

252 The text of the oath has been recorded and is preserved; see Document 30.
253 A reference to that document can be found in the khan’s instrument from 1542; see Document 31, n. 12.
255 Ibidem, p. 87.
seven years.\textsuperscript{256} Almost simultaneously, Konstantyn Ratomski was sent to the Crimea. He returned in the early fall, accompanied by a Tatar envoy, Biybalush, who carried a new letter of agreement.\textsuperscript{257} The document, shaped again as a traditional \textit{yarlıq}, began with a list of lands “granted” to Lithuania. The list was composed carelessly: some of the localities were registered twice while others, omitted at the beginning of the \textit{yarlıq}, were added at its end. Moreover, the clause granting lands to Lithuania was erroneously confused with the one engaging to restore to Sigismund the lands captured by Muscovy. In result, Sahib Giray promised to restore to Sigismund such towns as Kiev and Luc’k that had never been lost. Nevertheless, the list from 1542 was more complete than the one from 1539.\textsuperscript{258} The following clauses regarded as usually the remission of past wrongs, the security of trade, and the promise to keep friendship. Invoking the clause negotiated in 1541, Sahib Giray confirmed that the king would be released from sending gifts in a year when a Tatar raid occurred without compensation. In regard to the annual gifts, the khan provided that the king should send him London cloth worth 13,000 florins, and in addition 2,000 florins in cash. The clause repeated the provision of the \textit{yarlıq} from 1539 and not the one negotiated with Ali Hadji in Cracow in 1541, whereas according to the latter the whole gift was to consist of cloth. Moreover, the khan insisted that aside from the regular gift, three sets of nine gifts\textsuperscript{259} should be sent yearly to him, and customary gifts should be also sent to his beys, servants, wives, sons, and daughters. The document contained a warning covered in the form of an engagement that “if [the king] sends us [the said gifts], then in that year we are not to bring damage [to him, his states, castles, and villages].” Sahib Giray also rejected the efforts of the royal diplomacy to limit the number of Crimean envoys coming to Poland-Lithuania:

As regards the \textit{qaraçts}, they have each 20,000 or 30,000 servants and they used to send envoys and couriers; should we now reduce their number [i.e., the number of their envoys]? They used to send envoys in the times

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{256} Kolankowski, \textit{Zygmunt August, wielki książę Litwy}, p. 188.
\textsuperscript{258} In comparison with the latter, only Smolensk and Byryn were missing, while Luc’k, Radogošć, Brjansk, and Starodub were reentered.
\textsuperscript{259} On the Turco-Mongolian custom, according to which a gift should have consisted of nine objects, cf. Document 31, n. 15.
\end{footnotesize}
of our ancestors and fathers, we cannot reduce their number. As you have the Lithuanian and Polish lords at your side, so they are their peers at our side.

Nevertheless, the khan consented that unlike his family members and qaraçıs, other Crimean subjects as well as their envoys would not be entitled to royal gifts and provisions. The document, addressed to King Sigismund and his son, Sigismund Augustus, was corroborated by a reference to the oath sworn by the khan, his son and qalga Emin Giray, as well as other retinue members.²⁶⁰

Sahib Giray probably learned about Sigismund’s reconciliation with Muscovy before he issued his yarlıq. That would explain the mistreatment of Ratomski in the Crimea, raised by the king in his response to Biybalush.²⁶¹ In November 1542, Sigismund sent a courier to the khan, explaining the reasons of his decision. Apparently trying to appease the ally’s irritation, the king notified the khan that a new Lithuanian great envoy, Venclav Mykolaevyč, had already set out along with the royal gifts, and asked that he be given a Tatar escort on his way from Čerkasy to the Crimea.²⁶²

The fact that since 1539 the khan did not include Majak, Kačybej, and Dašov (or else Očakiv) in his donation yarlıqs issued for Lithuania, reflected a major change in the equilibrium of power on the northern Black Sea shores that occurred after 1538. Following his Moldavian campaign of 1538, Sultan Suleyman converted the Moldavian castle of Tighina on the Dniester river into the Ottoman fortress of Bender. In the years to follow, Bender would become a center of an Ottoman province (sancak) and the furthest northern stronghold in the region facing Poland-Lithuania, and in the 18th century

²⁶⁰ See Document 31. The yarlıq, preserved in Polish translation, is dated in the Muslim year 949 A.H. (17 April 1542–5 April 1543) and simultaneously in the Christian year 1545 (the second dating is apparently wrong). A more precise dating is possible thanks to the preserved royal response to the Crimean envoy, issued on 12 October 1542 (see n. 257 above). Hence, we can assume that the envoy probably departed from the Crimea in late August or early September 1542.


²⁶² Ibidem, cols. 84–88. Mykolaevyč should be probably identified with the author of a famous description of the Crimea, known under the pen name of Michalon Lituanus; see Jerzy Ochmański, “Michalon Litwin i jego traktat o zwyczajach Tatarów, Litwinów i Moskwicinów z połowy XVI wieku,” Kwartalnik Historyczny 83 (1976): 765–783; cf. also Mixalon Litvin, O nrawax tatar, litovec i moskvitjan. Edited by A. Xoroškevič et al. (Moscow, 1994), pp. 14–25. For the original Latin edition of his treatise, see n. 26 above.
also Russia. Consequently, Suleyman also claimed the lands extending between the lower Dniester and the lower Boh, garrisoning the Tatar fort of Djankerman (i.e., Očakiv) with Ottoman troops. In 1542, Suleyman urged King Sigismund to conduct a common demarcation and commissioners were appointed by both sides, but the demarcation failed due to mutual mistrust. For yet another century, until the first successful Polish-Ottoman demarcation of 1633, the disputed area was formally claimed by all parties concerned: Poland-Lithuania, the Crimean Khanate, and the Porte, although the royal side tacitly accepted the river of Kodyma, being the right tributary of the Boh, as the real limit of its influence. In regard to the lands extending further eastwards, the Lithuanian authorities gathered testimonies of aged local inhabitants, who maintained that since the times of Semen Olelkovyč, who had ruled in Kiev in the years 1454–1470 as a prince subordinate to King Casimir, the ancient border had reached as far as the Dnieper crossing of Tavan’, where ferry incomes had been equally shared between the Lithuanian ruler and the “tsar of Perekop,” i.e., the khan (u Tavanja perevozy byly Vašej Mylosty Hospodarskoje na poly s perekopskym carem), and then further eastwards as far as the upper Donec. Within the “Muslim” zone, extending southwards from the border, the Porte was satisfied with a sort of an Ottoman-Crimean condominium. The Ottomans controlled major strongholds and their immediate neighborhood, leaving the steppe to the Tatars. In the aforementioned yarlıq from 1539, Sahib Giray retorted to the

---

263 Gilles Veinstein, “L’occupation ottomane d’Očakov et le problème de la frontière lituano-tatare 1538–1544,” in: Passé Turco-Tatar présent soviétique. Études offertes à Alexandre Bennigsen. Edited by Ch. Lemercier-Quelquejay, G. Veinstein, S. E. Wimbusch (Louvain-Paris, 1986): 123–155. For obscure reasons, Polish historical maps still depict the area between the lower Dniester and the lower Boh as being Ottoman since 1526 and refer to it by an anachronous name of Yedisan, deriving from a Nogay tribe that settled in the area a century later.

264 In 1569, Lithuania was forced to cede its southern palatinates of Kiev and Braclov to Poland, hence an Ottoman-Lithuanian border turned into an Ottoman-Polish one.


266 See the entry headed “Hranyca knjazstvu lytovskomu z zemljeju tatarskoju perëkopskoju, Očakovom, Belym horodom y zemljeju Voloskoju,” in Lietuvos Metrika (1540–1543) 12–ofī Teismų bylų knyga (XVI a. pabaigos kopija) (Vilnius, 2007), p. 82.
royal request that he should prevent any Muslim raids of Poland-Lithuania, arguing that if the evildoers “flee to Akkerman, Očakiv, or Azov, or if a raid against your state is committed by the cossacks from these castles, then we have no power to confiscate [their captives and spoils] and send back to you, because these castles belong to the Turkish emperor.”

A somewhat ambivalent attitude towards the very concept of territorial rule was best expressed in a letter by Sahib Giray, sent to the Polish king in 1548. When asked to prevent his subjects from grazing their herds in the royal lands on the rivers Boh and Synja voda (Synjuxa), the khan retorted: “this land is neither yours nor mine, but God’s; whoever is stronger, will keep it.”

After the treaty of 1542, for the remaining years of Sahib Giray’s reign his diplomatic relations with Vilnius and Cracow were less intensive. While Poland-Lithuania again extended its armistice with Muscovy (1549), the khan focused his attention on the east. Aiming to subdue the northern Caucasus and the lower Volga, he led several campaigns against the Circassians, invaded Astrakhan (1546–1547), and fought the Nogays. After the death of Safa Giray (1549), he also tried to secure his control over Kazan. His ambitious plans resulted in a conflict with Sultan Suleyman, especially when Sahib Giray refused to assist the Ottomans in their campaign against Persia. The khan’s fate was sealed by gossip of his plan of annexing Ottoman Caffa. In 1551 Suleyman invested Devlet Giray, Sahib’s nephew who resided in Istanbul, and sent him to the Crimea, providing him with Ottoman troops and artillery. Sahib Giray was murdered along with his sons, and the new khan ascended the throne.

267 See Document 28.
The reign of Devlet Giray (1551–1577) and the problematic anti-Muscovian alliance

In September 1551, in his first foreign military campaign, Devlet Giray conquered and burned the Lithuanian castle of Braclav. The raid surprised its inhabitants, but it was not as unexpected as it might have appeared. Although Poland-Lithuania was officially on peaceful terms with both the Crimean Khanate and the Porte, in the 1540s Polish and Lithuanian border commanders committed numerous raids into the Muslim territories, abducting people, horses, cattle, and sheep. These raids were typically presented as a defensive measure and just revenge for the Tatar raids, but they were also quite profitable. Besides, some of them were inspired by the pro-Habsburg faction in Poland, whose members believed that Cracow should join Vienna in its anti-Ottoman war. The peak of this raiding activity was reached in the years 1548–1549, when Suleyman was campaigning against Persia and Sahib Giray was busy with the Nogays and Kazan. These events coincided with the death of Sigismund I in 1548. Although the old king had prudently included his son in his treaties with both Muslim neighbors, after his death it was expected that Sigismund Augustus would solemnly reaffirm his father’s friendly intentions. As the young king procrastinated with sending a great embassy to Istanbul while the border raids continued, the Porte encouraged the Tatars to attack Poland-Lithuania without openly breaking the peace. The first Tatar raid occurred already in 1549, led by Sahib Giray’s son and qalga, Emin Giray. The second one, directed against Braclav, was headed in person by the new khan, Devlet Giray.

The crisis in the mutual relations proved temporary. Late in the year 1551, Devlet Giray sent his envoy, Biytak, son of Abdurrahman, who swore in the khan’s name to keep peace, provided that the king would send annual gifts in the amount that used to be sent to Sahib Giray. In reply, Sigismund Augustus dispatched his courtier, Aleksandr Vladyka, who carried 2,000 florins in cash, 394 pieces of Eng-

lish cloth, and additional three sets of nine gifts. In his letter, issued in May 1552, the khan confirmed that he had received the royal gifts though he complained that the cloth was rotten and the additional gifts of low quality. While he expected future gifts to be more fitting, he added in consolation that his family consisted of merely four wives, two sons, two daughters, and his mother, in comparison to the two wives, six sons, and six daughters of Sahib Giray, hence the royal treasury would save on extra presents. In addition, Devlet Giray urged the king that—for the sake of peace—future great envoys should bring suitable presents for the khan’s twelve councilors and officials, his eight trusted servants, and six qaraçı beys.272 Along with his letter, Devlet Giray sent a new instrument of peace and asked the king to swear a solemn oath “according to the Christian law” in the presence of the khan’s great envoy, Dervish Mehmed Mirza, son of Bulghaq. On 29 August 1552 Dervish Mehmed, accompanied by a second envoy named Kantemir, arrived at Danzig (Gdańsk) and was received at a solemn audience, attended by the king and his Polish and Lithuanian councilors.273

The khan’s instrument of peace, issued in May 1552, typically began with a list of lands “granted” to Lithuania. In comparison with Sahib Giray’s yarlıq from 1542, a few localities were missing while some others, which had been listed in the older yarlıqs, were reentered.274 Four important Ukrainian castles: Ovruč, Žytomyr, Vinnytsja, and Kaniv were registered for the first time, which proves that the document’s author aimed to update its contents. The following clauses regarded the khan’s engagement to restore to Lithuania its lands lost to Muscovy, the mutual forgiveness of past wrongs, and the security of merchants and envoys. Devlet Giray reiterated his promise that no damage should ever be done to Poland, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, or the Ukraine.275 Unlike his predecessor, who explained in 1539

272 On the number of qaraçis, cf. n. 110 above.
273 All the above information is contained in the khan’s letter sent along with the instrument of peace; see Kniga posol’skaja, vol. 1, pp. 60–63. The envoy’s father, Bulghaq, should be probably identified with a prominent courtier (iciki bek) of Sa’adet Giray; cf. Malinovskij, “Istoricheskoe sobranie,” p. 415. Perhaps Dervish Mehmed should be identified with the future leader of the Külük clan (?); cf. Document 41, n. 2.
274 Radogošč’, Starodub, and Brjansk were missing while Sokolec’, Byryn, Vichebsk, and the lands along the Dnieper were reentered.
275 …obejum pan’stvam, Ljackomu y Velykomu Knjazstvu Lytovskomu, abo na Ukrayne; the original meaning of the Slavic word ukrayna/ukraina is “frontier,” but in the given context it already refers to the geographical region—the Ukraine.
that he could not prevent the inhabitants of Akkerman, Očakiv, and Azov from raiding the royal lands because they were Ottoman subjects, Devlet Giray invoked his authority to do so, granted directly by Sultan Suleyman, as:

His Majesty, the Turkish emperor, allowed me to keep a tight rein on these cossacks and restrain them from such acts; even if I punish them for their transgressions, then His Majesty, the Emperor will not reproach me for this.

In return for all these favors, the king was obliged to send each year, by 1 November, his gifts in exactly the same amount as stipulated by the yarlıq from 1542. Like Sahib Giray in 1539, Devlet agreed to limit the number of Crimean notables entitled to send separate embassies to the king; these were: the khan, his wives, the qalga sultan and other Giray princes (i.e., the sultans), three qaraços, and two mirzas—the sons of the above qaraços.²⁷⁶ The document was corroborated by a solemn oath, sworn by the khan, his son and qalga Ahmed Giray, as well as other retinue members.²⁷⁷

A major factor that prompted Devlet Giray to reconcile with Sigismund Augustus after the pillage of Braclav was the imminent danger coming from Moscow. Ivan IV skilfully benefitted from the internal conflicts in both the Kazan and Crimean khanates and resolved to annex the lands on the middle Volga. Devlet Giray tried to prevent this, but his raid of Muscovy in the summer of 1552 proved unsuccessful. On 2 October 1552 Kazan succumbed to the invaders and the khanate ceased to exist.

In 1553, the reconciliation between Poland-Lithuania and the Crimea was confirmed by a new formal treaty between Cracow and Istanbul. Unlike in 1533, when the Ottomans had hesitated to include the khan in the treaty, regarding him as a sovereign ruler, the ‘ahd-name of Sultan Suleyman, issued in 1553, stipulated that the khan was obliged to keep peace in return for “customary payments” (Tur.

²⁷⁶ The yarlıq from 1539 listed four qaraços and eight mirzas. It is worth noting that in his letter to the king, Devlet Giray named six qaraços entitled to receive royal gifts, but apparently only three of them, the beys of the Shirins, Manghıts, and Barıns, were entitled to send their proper embassies; cf. Kniga posol’skaja, vol. 1, p. 61, and n. 110 above.

²⁷⁷ See Document 32.
’adetler) sent from the royal side. An analogous clause was inserted to the royal instrument of peace, sent to Istanbul in 1554, yet with one notable difference: the royal chancery regarded the gifts delivered to the khan as a stipend (Lat. *stipendium*) paid in return for Tatar military assistance. The clause regarding the annual payments for the Crimean khan would reappear in all subsequent Polish-Ottoman treaties until the end on the 17th century and provoke repeated disputes in regard to its interpretation. It was abolished only in 1699 by the Karlowitz Treaty.

The conquest of Kazan encouraged Ivan IV to further his expansion along the Volga. He supported a Nogay malcontent, Ibrahim, against his older brother, Yusuf. In 1554, Ibrahim killed Yusuf and took the rein of the Nogay horde, declaring his loyalty to Ivan. In the same year, Russian troops entered Astrakhan putting on its throne a new khan, Dervish Ali, who acknowledged Muscovian suzerainty. Devlet Giray reacted by raiding Muscovy and defeating a Muscovian army at Sud’bišči in June 1555. As Ahmed Giray perished in the battle, the post of qalga was given to another son of Devlet, Mehmed Giray. Later on, Devlet Giray persuaded the new khan of Astrakhan to expel his Russian advisers, but it only resulted in the final Muscovian annexation of the khanate in September 1556.

The Russian march along the Volga resulted from the conscious policy of Ivan IV, who already in 1547 adopted the title of tsar, developing an expansive imperial ideology. Muscovian aims to control the fertile lands on the Volga and the trade routes leading to Central Asia.

---

278 “Henceforth, as long as the customary payments [’adetler], which used to be given since olden days, are paid on time by the king to the Tatar khan, [and] as long as the king does nothing contrary to the treaty, no meddling or interference, harm or damage should be done to the dominions and subjects of the king by the khan and the Tatar army; in such a manner that when a damage is done by the Tatars, they will be punished according to my noble order;” see Kołodziejczyk, *Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations*, pp. 240–241.

279 *Caesar Przekopecensis durante hoc foedere nulla damna ditionibus nostris inferre debebit. Nos vero stipendium solitum, ut nobis contra hostes nostros assistat, dare illi debebimus*; see *ibidem*, p. 245.


281 I.e., the future khan Mehmed II Giray (r. 1577–1584); on the campaign of 1555, see Vinogradov, *Russko-krymskie otnošenia*, vol. 1, pp. 95–97.

282 On the last years of the khanate of Astrakhan, see Zajcev, *Astraxanskoe xanstvo*, pp. 151–170.
were legitimized by Ivan’s open claim to the heritage of the Golden Horde.283

Following the fall of Kazan and Astrakhan, some of their inhabitants, dissatisfied with “infidel” rule, found refuge in the Crimea. The Nogay civil war of 1554 also resulted in a large Nogay immigration to the west. The newcomers joined the clan of the Manghıts (Mansurs), who had established themselves in the Crimean Khanate in the early 16th century. Another group of the Nogays, dissatisfied with Ibrahim and his pro-Muscovian stand, joined Ghazi Mirza, who created the so-called Little Nogay horde, whose grazing lands extended between the Don and northern Caucasus.284

The influx of refugees to the Crimea strengthened anti-Muscovian feelings among the Tatars and augured well for a Crimean-Lithuanian cooperation against Ivan IV. Yet, in 1556 Vilnius extended its armistice with Moscow for another six years. Moreover, the Crimeans and Ottomans were alarmed by constant raids of a royal subject, Dmytro Vyšnevec’kyj, the starosta of Čerkasy and Kaniv. This adventurous military commander created a semiprivate cossack army composed of Lithuanian and Muscovian subjects and built a fortified camp on the Dnieper island Xortycja, known as the Cossack Sič. In June 1556, Vyšnevec’kyj besieged Očakiv, and in October 1556 he conquered Islamkerman, taking along the captured Tatar guns to the Sič. Devlet Giray retorted by destroying the Sič in 1557 and sending troops to raid Lithuania in 1558. The Crimean-Lithuanian conflict was appeased with the help of Ottoman diplomacy and Vyšnevec’kyj, disenchanted with his royal patron, entered the Muscovian service.285

By maintaining hostile relations with both his northern neighbors, Devlet Giray risked their possible alliance against the Crimea. Yet, a cooperation between Vilnius and Moscow was prevented by mutual

distrust and a new conflict in the Baltic region. In 1557, Sigismund Augustus engaged to defend the remnants of the Teutonic Order in Livonia against a possible Muscovian invasion. The treaty only induced Ivan IV to invade Livonia in 1558. A direct military confrontation between Vilnius and Moscow was thus imminent, although both sides chose to wait till the end of the armistice, due to extinguish in 1562.

In order to secure a Crimean assistance in the upcoming conflict, in 1559 Sigismund Augustus sent his envoy, Skumin Tyškevyč, to renew the treaty with the khan. Tyškevyč returned in 1560, accompanied by a Crimean envoy, Hadji Ali Bey, and carrying a new instrument of peace, issued by Devlet Giray. In his document, the khan “granted” to Lithuania the same localities as in his yarlıq of 1552, and added the usual clauses regarding his engagement to restore to Lithuania its lands lost to Muscovy, the mutual forgiveness of past wrongs, and the security of merchants. The document’s contents reflected the recent activity of Dmytro Vyšnevec’kyj and his cossacks in the Black Sea steppes. Referring to the security of royal merchants, who traveled to take salt in Kačybej, Devlet Giray declined any responsibility for any harm done to them by the Lithuanian or Muscovian cossacks. Besides, the royal side was made responsible for the transport of gifts as far as Perekop, and not Tavan’, as had been stipulated in earlier agreements. The latter change could be easily explained by the recent destruction of Islamkerman which deprived the khan of his major base to patrol the lower Dnieper area. On his part, Devlet Giray reiterated his promise to prevent his own subjects as well as the Ottoman subjects from Akkerman, Očakiv, and Azov, from raiding the royal lands, pledging to severly punish any possible culprits and compensate any damages. The rising presence of the Nogays in the making of the Crimean society was reflected by the fact that the Nogays were for the first time singled out among the Crimean subjects, on whose behalf the khan engaged to keep peace and friendship.


287 Only Luc’k was omitted, apparently by error.

288 Mentioning “the Nogays, who loyally serve us,” in his document, Devlet Giray might have referred to Nogay newcomers, who had joined the Crimean clan of the Manghıts (Mansurs), or the Little Nogay horde, whose leader, Ghazi Mirza, closely cooperated with the khan (or perhaps both goups).
New precise regulations regarded the diplomatic exchange. The document stipulated that Crimean merchants: Turks, Franks, Armenians, and Jews, should not join the khan’s embassies in the hope that they would be granted tax exemptions and royal allowance which was due solely to envoys and couriers. The deadline for sending royal gifts was moved from 1 November to Christmas. The gifts were to be carried by royal envoys as far as Perekop, where they were to be delivered to the khan’s agents who would transport them further to Qırq Yer. Finally, envoys were not to be mistreated or detained longer than a month.

Invoking the past Lithuanian-Crimean cooperation against Muscovy in the times of Mehmed Giray (r. 1515–1523), the document introduced two categories of gifts: ordinary gifts, apparently treated by the khan as a tribute, which were to be sent irrespective of the political situation on the sole condition that the Tatars preserved the peace, and extraordinary gifts, to be sent only in the years when the Tatars raided Muscovy. The latter gifts were to be delivered to the khan and to his son and qalga, Mehmed Giray, amounting to the quotas once received by Khan Mehmed Giray and his son and qalga, Bahadır Giray Sultan. The document was corroborated with a solemn oath, sworn by the khan, his qalga, and other retinue members.

In the fall of 1561, Sigismund Augustus urged Devlet Giray to raid the Muscovian province of Novhorod-Sivers’kyj in cooperation with Lithuanian troops. In the spring of 1562, a large Crimean army, headed by the khan and the qalga, set out against Muscovy. From his camp on the Samara river (a left tributary of the Dnieper), Devlet Giray urged Sigismund Augustus to join the attack. He also confirmed the receipt of the royal gifts, brought earlier that year by Skumin Tyškevyč, although he complained that the cloth was rotten and of poor quality. In June, the Tatars reached the Oka and besieged Mcensk but failed

---

289 A term referring to Latin Westerners, in the given context apparently to the Italians living in the Crimea.
290 See Document 33.
to obtain any substantial gains. Somewhat paradoxically, the campaign of 1562 resulted in a Crimean-Muscovian rapprochement. While the khan was dismayed with Lithuanian passivity, the tsar realized that in order to conduct a campaign in the west, he needed a peace from the south.293 When in 1563 Ivan IV launched a full-scale attack against Lithuania, conquering the fortress of Polack, he simultaneously sent an embassy to the Crimea. Prolonged negotiations resulted in a preliminary reconciliation at the beginning of the year 1564.294

The confrontation between Vilnius and Muscovy over Livonia was soon joined by Sweden and Denmark and the conflict evolved into the First Northern War. While both Nordic participants reached a settlement in 1570, the war between Poland-Lithuania and Muscovy was to last until 1582.295 Both belligerents were ready to lavish gifts onto Devlet Giray in order to get his military support and the khan knew how to exploit it. Having entered negotiations with Moscow, he did not break his relations with Vilnius and refused to enter an anti-Lithuanian clause in his treaty with Ivan IV, thus securing that he would receive gifts from both the king and the tsar. Besides, a peace with the latter was unpopular among the Crimean nobility. In a rare unanimity, the leaders of the Shirins and Manghıts, Hadji and Devey (appointed the Manghit qaraçı in 1563), vehemently opposed a reconciliation with Moscow. The already exchanged preliminary oaths did not prevent Devlet Giray from raiding Muscovy in August 1564,

293 For a recent discussion of the Muscovian diplomacy of that period and conflicting priorities in regard to the southern (i.e., anti-Crimean) and northern (i.e., Baltic) foreign policy, see Vinogradov, Russko-krymskie otnošenija, vol. 1, pp. 147, 171–179, and 189.
295 In 1570, Poland-Lithuania and Muscovy concluded an armistice, but in 1577 Ivan IV launched a new campaign in Livonia and Stephan Báthory reciprocated with a full-scale offensive in 1579, repeated in 1580 and 1581. For a recent English narrative of the First Northern War, see Robert Frost, The Northern Wars: War, State and Society in Northeastern Europe, 1558–1721 (Harlow, 2000), pp. 23–44.
October 1564, and October 1565. In July 1566, the khan resumed the negotiations with Muscovian envoys, although he admitted that for the moment he could not swear an oath in the name of “the whole land” (vsej zemlej in the Russian report) because many beys and mirzas, along with Qalga Mehmed Giray, were overseas, participating in an Ottoman campaign in Hungary (i.e., the Szigetvár campaign). With a predictable logic, a major Tatar raid of Lithuania occurred in the fall of the same year.

Ivan IV did not have time to enjoy his diplomatic success as another shift in the Crimean policy occurred within a few months. Lured by the promises of new gifts coming from Vilnius, the Tatars were also alarmed by the construction of a Muscovian fort on the Terek river (1567). Combined with the alliance between Ivan IV and Temrük, a Kabardian prince, who had become the tsar’s father-in-law in 1561, this was clear evidence of a Muscovian march towards the northern Caucasus, regarded by the khans as their zone of influence. For this time, the Muscovian southward expansion also alarmed Istanbul. Grand Vizier Mehmed Sokollu (in office between 1565 and 1579), who directed the Porte’s policy after the death of Suleyman and accession of his son, Selim II, developed a visionary though hardly realistic plan to dig a channel connecting the Don with the Volga. The channel would enable the transport of galleys and heavy guns towards Astrakhan, and, after its recapture from Muscovian hands, introducing the Ottoman fleet on the Caspian Sea and reaching the silk-producing Caspian provinces of the Ottoman archenemies, the Safavids. In order to attain these goals, Crimean cooperation was indispensable, so the khan was ordered to join the expedition. In the spring of 1569, a large Ottoman-Crimean army, commanded by Qasım Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Caffa, and Khan Devlet Giray, set out against Astrakhan. The campaign turned into a disaster as the allies soon faced extremely unfavorable conditions: lack of water, fodder, and food, attacks by Muscovian regular troops and cossacks as well as Tatar and Nogay

296 Vinogradov, Russko-krymskie otnošenija, vol. 2, pp. 38–48 and 56–57. Filjuškin blames Ivan IV for missing an opportunity to “win the Crimean auction” in the summer of 1564 due to his temporizing and placing ritual, semiotic and financial aspects over political and military ones; see idem, “Proekty russko-krymskogo voennogo sojuza,” pp. 309, 312 and 323.
marauders, and the technical impossibility to dig the planned channel within one season.

As Poland-Lithuania was also at war with Muscovy and the Polish-Ottoman treaty was recently renewed between the king and the new sultan in 1568, Sigismund Augustus was regarded as an ally by both Muslim rulers. A royal envoy, Jędrzej Taranowski, received by Selim II in Istanbul in July 1569, was then invited to join the invading army and found Devlet Giray deep in the steppe. The envoy witnessed the rising tensions between the Turks and the Tatars and left a vivid narrative of the catastrophe.299

Disenchanted with the failed expedition, in 1570 the Ottomans turned their attention to the south and invaded Venetian Cyprus. By an apparent paradox, only then Devlet Giray resolved a full-scale invasion of Muscovy. Firstly, he feared that his previous lack of enthusiasm might invite trouble from the side of the Porte and wanted to make up for the failure. Secondly and more importantly, with the Ottomans gone, he did not have to share the potential gains with the sultan. In 1571, a huge Tatar army attacked and burned Moscow. The humiliated tsar, who had left his capital on the eve of the invasion, promised to “restore” Astrakhan to the khan, who then earned his nickname of the “Capturer of Capitals” (Taht-Alğan). As it soon turned out that Ivan IV was merely temporizing and had no intention to cede Astrakhan, another major Tatar invasion occurred in 1572. Yet this time, the Crimean troops, assisted by the Nogays, were defeated at Molodi, not far from Moscow.300

Although the shared enmity towards Muscovy should promote cooperation between the king and the khan, their mutual relations in the last years of Sigismund Augustus’ reign were not devoid of tensions. Both sides accused each other in Istanbul, trying to win a favorable Ottoman mediation in regard to border skirmishes and the

---


amount of gifts to be sent to the khan.301 From a royal letter, sent to the khan in 1571, we learn that Devlet Giray was unsatisfied with the former agreement, negotiated by Skumin Tyškevyč, blamed his scribe for changing several ancient clauses without his knowledge, and proposed to issue a new instrument of peace. The king expressed his amazement that the khan had first sworn to keep the treaty and observed it for some time, only to change his mind after a while. Nevertheless, Sigismund Augustus admitted that he also was not entirely satisfied with the treaty and sent another envoy, Jurij Bykovskyj, to collect a new instrument from the khan.302 The royal chancery provided Bykovskyj with a ready formula, according to which the khan was to issue his document. The formula, whose text is not preserved, provided that royal envoys were to transport annual gifts only as far as Kiev or Braclov, and not to Perekop as had been provided by the document from 1560. The responsibility for further transport and incurred costs was to be taken by the khan’s agents. If the Tatars rejected this amendment, the royal envoy was instructed to accept the khan’s instrument in its previous form but refuse any alterations.303 We do not know, whether the mission was successful, as no treaty instruments issued by Devlet Giray have been preserved apart from the ones dated 1552 and 1560.

In 1569, a major change occurred on the map of Eastern Europe. Sensing near death, Sigismund Augustus, the last member of the Jagiellonian dynasty without an heir, yielded to the general wish of Polish nobility and convened a Diet in Lublin, where the personal union between Poland and Lithuania was converted into a permanent one. The new federal state was to have one monarch, to be elected by the whole nobility, and one Diet, although numerous institutions, such as military command and chancellery, remained separate for the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. The union was less popular among Lithuanian nobles, especially princely families who feared Polish domination and losing their status. Facing opposition, on the eve of the union Sigismund Augustus—still acting as an hereditary grand duke—had ceded to Poland four Lithuanian provinces: Podlachia, Volhynia, Kiev, and Braclov. This move persuaded the Lithuanian opponents to accept the union in vain hope that the monarch

302 See the royal letter to the khan, published in *Kniga posolskaja*, vol. 1, pp. 309–311.
303 See the envoy’s instruction, published in ibidem, pp. 311–312.
would reverse his move. In fact, numerous nobles from the four provinces concerned accepted their transfer quite easily, and for various reasons: the nobles from Podlachia, Polish or largely Polonized, were already liaised by numerous links with neighboring Polish Mazovia, while the nobles of southern provinces, predominantly Orthodox and Ruthenian, hoped that Cracow would provide more effective defence against the Tatars than Vilnius had done. In fact, due to the loss of its southern provinces, after 1569 Lithuania no longer bordered with the Crimean Khanate. In result, the defence system against Tatar raids was monopolized in the hands of Polish Crown hetmans while the Polish Crown chancery was put in charge of the diplomatic relations with Baghchasaray.304

Polish interregna and the reigns of Mehmed II Giray (1577–1584) and Islam II Giray (1584–1588)

Following the death of Sigismund Augustus in 1572, a fierce competition for the Polish-Lithuanian throne began. Ivan IV, lured with a perspective of his own or his son’s candidacy, temporarily suspended hostilities. A serious candidate came from the House of Habsburg, but this option was equal with an Ottoman invasion. Finally, a French prince, Henri de Valois, was elected in 1573 with the strong French and Ottoman support. His election augured well to the Polish-Crimean relations as the khan would not dare to attack an Ottoman candidate.305 Nevertheless, the young French prince was certainly not pleased upon having received over three dozens of letters sent by the

---

304 As a matter of fact, Lithuania continued to financially participate in the maintaining of diplomatic relations with the Crimea, especially when Tatar embassies traveled through the Grand Duchy as the king resided in Vilnius or headed campaigns against Russia. Nevertheless, Zbigniew Wójcik has calculated that in the mid-seventeenth century the Lithuanian share had not surpassed five percent of the Commonwealth’s expenditures for the diplomatic exchange with the Crimea; see idem, “Some problems of Polish-Tatar relations in the seventeenth century,” pp. 91–92.

305 In a letter to Devlet Giray, the Ottoman sultan Selim II explicitly ordered the khan to support the brother of the French king, recently elected to the Polish throne, provided that the latter would pay the customary tribut to the khan; see Jan Rypka, “Briefwechsel der Hohen Pforte mit den Krimchanen im II. Bande von Ferīdūns Münšeāt,” in: Festschrift Georg Jacob zum siebzigsten Geburtstag. Edited by Th. Menzel (Leipzig, 1932): 241–269, esp. pp. 249–250; Selim’s letter is published in Feridun Bey, Münşe‘atü‘s-Selatin, vol. 2 (Istanbul, 1275 A.H./1858 A.D.), pp. 557–558; the term, translated by Rypka as Tribut, appears in the Turkish text as vėrgū.
Crimean princes, ladies, nobles, and functionaries, invariably demanding gifts for themselves and their retinue members in return for their friendship.\(^{306}\) To say that these letters prompted his escape would be an overstatement, but they certainly added to his bewilderment with the limits of royal power in Poland. Having learned about the death of his brother, Charles IX, in June 1574 King Henry secretly left Poland in order to assume the French throne.

A fierce struggle resumed between the pro-Habsburg and anti-Habsburg factions for the vacated Polish throne. Finally, in 1575 Stephan Báthory, the palatine of Transylvania and Ottoman vassal, was elected with the substantial support wielded by Ottoman diplomacy, and crowned on his arrival to Poland in 1576.\(^{307}\) As the new king envisioned a war with Muscovy, he aimed to confirm the peace with Istanbul and Bağhchasaray. The first task was attained already in 1577, but the second one proved less easy. Jędrzej Taranowski, sent to the khan in January 1577, was detained in the Crimea,\(^{308}\) while the Tatars resumed negotiations with Moscow. Ivan IV, disillusoned by Báthory’s election and endangered by his military plans, desperately

---

\(^{306}\) These letters are preserved in AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 60, t. 76 and ff; k. 65, t. 85 and ff.


\(^{308}\) Kazimierz Dopierała, *Stosunki dyplomatyczne Polski z Turcją za Stefana Batorego* (Warsaw, 1986), pp. 43 and 48. Taranowski had earlier traveled to the khan in 1569. The royal instruction, issued in Toruń on 31 December 1576 and regarding the conditions of a new treaty, is published in *Kniga posol’škaja Metriki Velikago Knjažestva Litovskago, soderžaščaja v sebe diplomatičeskija snašenija Litvy v gosudarstvovanie korolja Stefana Batorija (s 1573 po 1580 god)*. Edited by M. Pogodin and D. Dubenskij (Moscow, 1843), pp. 11–13. In return for Crimean military assistance against Muscovy, Taranowski was to propose the khan a yearly gift of 20,000, or at most 24,000 thalers. Báthory’s negotiating position was weakened by the riot of Danzig, the royal city and Baltic port mostly inhabited by the Germans, which had supported the Habsburg candidate to the Polish throne—the emperor Maximilian II himself (even the emperor’s death in October 1576 did not appease the conflict). In his instruction to Taranowski, the king admitted that due to his conflict with the Germans (i.e., the Habsburgs as well as Danzig) he was unable to obtain Western cloth, hence he proposed that the whole gift be in cash and not partly in cash and partly in cloth like in the previous years.
tried to secure his southern border. In February 1577, the tsar resolved to send a great embassy to the Crimea, even at the cost of his prestige. Although the embassy’s departure was postponed due to the news of the death of Devlet Giray and the enthronement of his son and former qalga, Mehmed II Giray, in 1578 the Muscovian chancery prepared a draft of a treaty. The skillfully drawn document contained Ivan’s engagement that his “palatines and Livonian people” (voevody i livon-skie ljudi) would not attack the Tatar lands. If accepted by the khan, this clause would legitimize Ivan’s claim to his Livonian conquests.

The Muscovian efforts provoked swift reaction of King Stephan, who intervened at the Porte and reinforced his diplomatic mission in the Crimea. Having no news from Taranowski, in April 1578 the king sent yet another envoy, his secretary Marcin Broniowski. The royal envoy, who would later gain due fame as the author of a detailed description of the Crimea, left Poland in April 1578. Taranowski and Broniowski returned together in the summer of 1578, accompanied by a Polish renegade, Ibrahim Bielecki, who brought the list of peace conditions. Apart from overdue gifts, unpaid for several years, Mehmed II Giray demanded that the king suppress the raids of the Dnieper Cossacks and accept the khan’s right to keep peace simultaneously with Cracow and Moscow (and consequently to obtain gifts from both the king and the tsar). Irritated by the prolonged negotiations, in September 1578 King Stephan sent Broniowski again to the khan with a warning that invoked the sultan’s wrath and the possibility of a Polish-Muscovian rapprochement. Consequently, Jędrzej Taranowski was sent to Istanbul in order to secure the Porte’s pressure on the khan. In the spring of 1579, Mehmed II Giray finally issued an instrument of agreement

---

309 Earlier, Ivan IV required that a great embassy be first sent by the Crimean side thus making an appearance that in was the khan who petitioned for peace; cf. Filjuškin, “Proekty russko-krymskogo voennogo sojuza,” p. 325.

310 See ibidem, pp. 328–330; the project of a şartname to be issued by Mehmed II Giray is published in ibidem, pp. 335–336.

311 Dopierała, Stosunki dyplomatyczne Polski z Turcją, pp. 77–78; the royal instruction, given to Broniowski on 4 April 1578, is published in Akta historyczne do panowania Stefana Batorego, króla polskiego, od 3 marca 1578 do 18 kwietnia 1579. Edited by J. Janicki (Warsaw, 1881), pp. 34–37. For Broniowski’s description of the Crimea, see Martini Broniovii de Biezdfedea bis in Tartariam nomine Stephani primi Poloniae regis legati Tartariae descriptio (Cologne, 1595).
and sent it through Broniowski and a Tatar envoy, Kazan Agha.\textsuperscript{312} In the same year, King Stephan declared war on Muscovy and reconquered Polack, lost by Lithuania in 1563. After another two years of campaigns, in 1582 a peace was reached between Stephan and Ivan IV, securing not only the restoration of Polack, but the annexation of Livonia to Poland-Lithuania.

The Crimean-Polish reconciliation was favored by the Ottomans, who needed Tatar assistance in their new war against the Safavids. In the Transcaucasian campaign of 1578, Crimean auxiliaries were commanded by the khan’s brother and qalga Adil Giray, who fell prisoner and was executed in Iran a year later due to an illicit love affair. In 1579, Crimean auxiliary troops were led in person by Mehmed II Giray.\textsuperscript{313}

As the captivity and death of Adil Giray vacated the post of qalga, Mehmed II Giray intended to grant it to his son, Sa‘adet Giray. The move caused vehement reaction of the khan’s brothers, who felt that their rights were violated. In the spring of 1581, the khan’s two cadet brothers, Alp and Selamet Girays, ran from the Crimea heading for Istanbul, but they were captured by the Cossacks in the Polish Ukraine and delivered to the starosta of Čerkasy, Myxajlo Vyšnevec’kyj. After intensive deliberations within the Polish Royal Council and interventions from Istanbul and Bağhchasaray, the Tatar princes were set free, being first made to solemnly swear that in the future they would keep friendship with the Commonwealth.\textsuperscript{314} Meanwhile, a compromise was negotiated in the Crimea. Alp Giray became the qalga while Sa‘adet Giray was given in compensation the new post of nureddin, created especially for him. The introduction of the new dignity, reserved for

\textsuperscript{312} On the return of Broniowski and Taranowski from the Crimea and their following missions, respectively to Bağhchasaray and Istanbul, see Dopierała, \textit{Stosunki dyplomatyczne Polski z Turcją}, pp. 84–88 and 93–97. The name of the Tatar envoy who joined Broniowski, not provided by Dopierała, can be learned from later correspondence (see n. 315 below). The text of Mehmed II Giray’s instrument is not preserved.


\textsuperscript{314} Dopierała, \textit{Stosunki dyplomatyczne Polski z Turcją}, pp. 108–111; the younger of the two princes, the future khan Selamet Giray, would later refer to his oath, taken in front of Prince Vyšnevec’kyj and Chancellor Jan Zamoyski, in his instrument of peace issued in December 1609; see Document 44.
the Giray family members and standing in hierarchy immediately after the qalga, changed permanently the structure of Crimean politics.

Although King Stephan continued to send gifts to the Crimea during his conflict with Muscovy, he was not satisfied with the khan’s instrument brought in 1579. In 1581, a new embassy was sent to the Crimea, headed by a Lithuanian scribe, Andrzej Chorążyc. The envoy was provided with a ready formula of an “amended” instrument expected from the khan. Mehmed II Giray detained Chorążyc almost a year and sent him back along with a Crimean great envoy in November 1582. The khan declared that he issued a new instrument, written word for word in accordance with the royal formula, but simultaneously warned that his engagement would be void if the king did not compensate the Tatars for the losses suffered by them from the Cossacks. The warning caused an angry reaction of King Stephan who reproached the khan that the contents of his message contradicted his outwardly peaceful declarations.

Repeated Ottoman invitations to join distant Persian campaigns caused Mehmed II Giray’s growing irritation. Firstly, he did not want

---

315 In a letter to King Stephan, delivered on 5 January 1583 in Cracow, Mehmed II Giray recalled that his earlier sealed instrument of agreement (Pol. *dokończenie pod pieczęcią*), sent through his envoy, Kazan Agha, “had not pleased His Royal Majesty” (*i Wasza Królewska Miłość tego dokończenia nie polubieli*); see Bibl. Kór., ms. 280, fol. 15b–17a; for another version, see Bibl. Czart., ms. 90 (Teki Naruszewicza), pp. 13–14 (its copyist misread *nie polubiwszy as na polu bywszy, sic). The khan did not refer to the date of Kazan Agha’s embassy, but it was apparently identical with the mission of 1579.

316 On the embassy of Andrzej Chorążyc (alias Andrej Xoružyč; the family later adopted the surname Obryński), see Dopierała, *Stosunki dyplomatyczne Polski z Turcją*, pp. 123–125. The name of the Crimean great envoy who accompanied Chorążyc on his way back to Poland is recorded in Polish sources as Kulozdem murza Bulhakowicz, Kulozdembi (i.e., Kulozdem bej) Bulganowicz, or Kubdembej Bulganowicz (spelled in the Polish orthography, with the Slavic form of the envoy’s patronymic). In his letter to the king, Mehmed II Giray announced that he sent an instrument of peace (*dokończenie*) written word for word (*słowo w słowo*) after the royal formula and sealed with his golden seal (*pod pieczęcią swą złotą*); see Bibl. Kór., ms. 280, fol. 15b–17a; Bibl. Czart., ms. 90 (Teki Naruszewicza), pp. 13–14; Bibl. Czart., ms. 89 (Teki Naruszewicza), pp. 285–287 (another version dated 5 November 1582). Yet, from a preserved royal answer it appears that the Crimean great envoy only announced the imminent arrival of the khan’s instrument (*przez niego rozkazaleś do nas, iże posłałeś nam dokończenie*) but the king still did not receive it as he insisted that the khan should confirm it with an oath (*listęs swój jako nam dajesz znać napisacie kazal, przysięgą byś potwierdziel*); see Bibl. Kór., ms. 280, fol. 35a–39a. Mehmed II Giray’s “ordinary” letters, brought to Cracow in January 1582, are preserved in several copies, but his instrument of peace is not extant. Moreover, it is not certain whether it ever reached Poland.
to fight someone else’s wars while leaving behind his unruly subjects and family members. Secondly, his nickname “Fat” (Semiz) alluded to his growing incapacity to mount a horse. In 1583, he openly quarrelled with the Ottoman commander on the Persian front, Osman Pasha. The latter received an order from Istanbul to depose the khan and was simultaneously approached by Alp Giray, who had been dreaming of his brother’s removal. In 1584, a war broke out in the Crimea. Mehmed II Giray besieged Osman Pasha in Caffa, but his troops were repulsed by the means of the fortress artillery and the guns of the Ottoman fleet. The latter received an order from Istanbul to depose the khan and was simultaneously approached by Alp Giray, who had been dreaming of his brother’s removal. In 1584, a war broke out in the Crimea. Mehmed II Giray besieged Osman Pasha in Caffa, but his troops were repulsed by the means of the fortress artillery and the guns of the Ottoman fleet. Sensing defeat, the khan tried to escape but was killed by Alp Giray. Contrary to the latter’s expectations, the Porte designated as the new khan another brother, Islam Giray, who had spent numerous years in the Ottoman Empire as the guarantor of “proper behavior” of their father (i.e., Devlet Giray).

The new khan introduced the custom of preceding the khan’s name with the sultan’s name in the invocation pronounced during the Muslim Friday prayer (khutbe), which became a visible sign of decline of the Crimean sovereignty. Islam II Giray’s position was further weakened by the fact that three sons of Mehmed II Giray: Sa’adet, Murad, and Safa, found refuge in Muscovy. Sa’adet Giray even temporarily captured the Crimean throne, but was defeated. Fearing that the exiles might be used against him, Islam II Giray resigned from any aggressive designs against the northern neighbor, even though Russia seemed weakened after the death of Ivan IV (1584).

In Poland-Lithuania, internal developments in the Crimea were carefully watched. During the campaigns of 1579–1581, the engagement of Tatar troops in Transcaucasia deprived King Stephan of a potential ally against Muscovy, but the Tatars remained at least neu-

---


318 Smirnov, Krymsko xanstvo, p. 443.
After the turmoil in the Khanate, Broniowski was sent again to the Crimea and returned in May 1585 along with a Tatar envoy, Ali Mirza, who brought an instrument of peace issued by the new khan. Yet, the document’s contents irritated the king since—like earlier Mehmed II Giray—apart from demanding to send him ordinary gifts, the khan conditioned his goodwill on the expulsion of the Cossacks from the Dnieper and compensation of all damages inflicted by them to his subjects. Eventually, the instrument was returned to the Tatar envoy with a request that it should be taken back to the khan in order to be amended.

The prominence of the Cossack issue in the Polish-Crimean correspondence of that period is not accidental. King Stephan is justly credited as the ruler who developed this semi-regular formation and used the Cossacks in his campaigns against Muscovy. Historians still disagree whether his plans of an anti-Ottoman crusade, pronounced in the final years of his reign, were genuine or rather served him to gain legitimacy in the eyes of the pope and the Habsburgs, who still regarded him as an Ottoman creature. What matters here is that after the peace with Muscovy in 1582, Poland-Lithuania did not enter any new war. The Cossacks, unemployed and deprived of salaries and spoils, learned to make their living by raiding the neighboring Crimean, Ottoman, and Moldavian lands. It did not augur well to the future of Polish

---

319 A useful diversion was provided by Tatar raids of Muscovy in 1580 and 1581; cf. Podhorodecki, *Chanat krymski i jego stosunki z Polską*, p. 188. Yet, these raids were of a smaller scale and motivated by economic rather than political reasons.

320 In his letter to Marcin Kromer, the bishop of Warmia (Ermland), dated 1 June 1585, the king referred to a Tatar envoy (orator) who had brought a *foedus in scriptis* from Islam Giray; the document was apparently in Turkish, because the king referred to its being translated *ex arabico in latinum*; Bibl. Czart., ms. 91 (*Teki Naruszewicza*), pp. 497–498. A year later, in his letter to Qalga Alp Giray, dated 8 April 1586, King Stephan recalled that Ali Mirza (referred to as *Alli murza*) had brought him the khan’s *oath-letter* (*lyst prysjažnyj*); see *Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 594 (1585–1600)*. Edited by A. Baliulis (Vilnius, 2006), p. 20.

321 See Bibl. Körn., ms. 281, fol. 235a-235b; Dopierała, familiar with this letter, addressed to Andrzej Opaliński and reporting the events at the royal court, did not understand the phrase *dlatego to przymierze król odsyła* (“therefore the king sends back this instrument of agreement”) and erroneously assumed that the king had sent back the Tatar envoy along with his own, royal instrument of peace; cf. *idem, Stosunki dyplomatyczne Polski z Turcją*, p. 140. In fact, the king had only sent back the khan’s instrument with a request that it should be corrected. Today, neither the original instrument of Islam II Giray, nor its amended version (if it was issued at all) is extant.
relations with southern neighbors, although these relations remained mostly peaceful until King Stephan’s death in 1586.322

The following Polish election revived the hostility between the pro-Habsburg and anti-Habsburg factions and evolved into a civil war. Archduke Maximilian of Habsburg competed for the throne with Sigismund Vasa, the son of King John III of Sweden and Queen Catherine, the sister of Sigismund Augustus, the last Jagiellonian king. In December 1587, the Swedish prince was crowned in Cracow as Sigismund III, but the conflict lasted till January 1588, when Maximilian was defeated and imprisoned by Jan Zamoyski, the powerful chancellor, hetman, and Sigismund’s chief supporter.323

The interregnum, lasting over one year, certainly did not serve well to appease the conflicts along the southern border. Irritated by the unstable situation in Poland, the Porte authorized a Tatar raid and provided the khan with Ottoman janissaries. Islam II Giray departed from Perekop in January 1588, but had to wait another month until the Dnieper froze and enabled the passage of troops. Having arrived at Akkerman, the khan waited for Ottoman reinforcements and unexpectedly died in early April. In his stead, his brother Ghazi Giray was appointed the new khan and sent from Istanbul to the Crimea, but the campaign against Poland was cancelled.324

*In the shade of the Ottoman-Habsburg confrontation: the reign of Ghazi II Giray (1588–1608)*

Ghazi Giray, the son of Devlet Giray, had participated in Ottoman-Safavid campaigns and, taken prisoner in 1581, spent four years in Iranian captivity. After a successful escape, he arrived at Istanbul and

322 In 1585 and 1586, the king twice prepared embassies that were to deliver gifts to the khan; yet, in both cases the envoys were recalled upon fresh news of a Tatar raid; see *Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 594 (1585–1600)*, pp. 20 and 52.
323 Zamoyski was to say that he would rather call Turks for help than let a German [i.e., Maximilian Habsburg] into Poland; see Władysław Konopczyński, *Dzieje Polski nowożytnej* (Warsaw, 1986), vol. 1, p. 176 [first published in 1936].
gained the favor of Sultan Murad III. Having ascended the throne, the new khan simultaneously offered peace to Moscow and Cracow, invoking his influence at the Ottoman court, but in return demanded to send him overdue gifts. When a Russian envoy protested, finding the Crimean financial demands exorbitant, Ghazi II Giray retorted that if not for his dissuasion, Murad III would have led a new expedition against Astrakhan.325 Almost at the same time, Ghazi II Giray made an analogous offer to Cracow while his chancery prepared the extensive list of Crimean dignitaries entitled to receive royal presents (tiiş) in addition to the annual gifts due to the khan.326

Although Sigismund III Vasa initially enjoyed the Ottoman support as an anti-Habsburg candidate, his delay in sending a great embassy to Istanbul soon led to a political crisis. In 1589, the Porte encouraged Ghazi II Giray, who still waited in vain for the royal gifts and was furious because of a recent Cossack raid of Közlev, to pillage Polish southeastern provinces.327 In the following year, a full-scale Ottoman invasion of Poland was expected, but the crisis was appeased.328 In 1591, Murad III confirmed the peace with Sigismund III by a new 'ahdname, while Marcin Broniowski was again sent to the Crimea along with the royal gifts. In the spring of 1592, Broniowski returned to Poland, accompanied by the khan’s great envoy, Qasım, and provided with two solemn documents. The first one, referred to alternatively as a yarlıq or an 'ahdname, was addressed to the general audience: the royal councilors and subjects. Recalling the ancient friendship, Ghazi II Giray deplored that after the death of Sigismund Augustus, during the interregnum and in the times of Stephan Báthory, the Dnieper Cossacks had been unleashed, protected, and even encouraged to raid Muslim lands. Their raids provoked in revenge Tatar raids of Poland, and hence the peace was mutually broken. Having acquitted that he received the gifts, recently brought by Broniowski from the new king,
the khan expressed his hope that from then on, the gifts and presents for himself, his brother and qalga Feth Giray, as well as other Crimean dignitaries, listed in a separate register (defter), would be sent on time, and the Cossacks would be expelled from the Dnieper. In return, he offered security from Tatar raids, the freedom of trade, the right to buy salt in his domains, and the Crimean military assistance against Muscovy in return for an extra monetary allowance. The envoys of both sides were not to be detained longer than two months.329

The second document, also referred to as yarlıq, was addressed to Sigismund III and of similar contents. Like in his earlier negotiations with Muscovy, Ghazi II Giray ascribed to himself the merit of dissuading Murad III from invading Poland. The khan quoted his letter to the Porte, in which he blamed Stephan Báthory for unleashing the Cossacks, since “the Hungarian kings had been old enemies of His Excellency, [...] the illustrious padishah,” but defended the new king, Sigismund III, from the sultan’s wrath. The khan also stressed that, persuaded by Sigismund’s financial promises, he rejected lavish offers from Moscow, ordered a Russian envoy arrested, invaded Muscovy in the previous year (i.e., 1591), and prepared a new campaign in the upcoming summer.330

The role of Cracow and Stockholm in instigating the aforementioned Tatar raids of Muscovy was not negligible. King John III of Sweden, the father of Sigismund III, counted on a Tatar diversion in his approaching war against Muscovy. In 1589, a Crimean embassy traveled through Poland to Sweden, and in 1590 the Swedish-Muscovian war began. In the summer of 1591, Ghazi II Giray reached the suburbs of Moscow at the head of his troops, but the Russian capital was successfully defended by Boris Godunov (the future tsar). In 1592, another Tatar raid, headed by Qalga Feth Giray, devastated the region of Tula. Nevertheless, in the years 1593–1594 a Crimean-Muscovian reconciliation was reached and confirmed by solemn documents, exchanged between Khan Ghazi II Giray and Tsar Fedor Ivanović.331

329 See Document 34.
330 See Document 35.
A major factor that contributed towards the Crimean-Muscovian peace and made it durable for another 15 years, was the Tatar engagement in the long Habsburg-Ottoman war (1593–1606). After the khan was summoned to assist the Ottoman troops, in 1594 the Tatars marched through Poland, heading for Transylvania and Hungary. At the outset of the war, the Ottomans were challenged by the pro-Habsburg stand of the rulers of Wallachia and Transylvania, Michael the Brave (Mihai Viteazul) and Sigismund Báthory, who also exerted pressure on Moldavia. To counter this challenge, the Porte resolved to convert Moldavia into a regular Ottoman province, but this move provoked a Polish response. Although Poland-Lithuania remained neutral in the Habsburg-Ottoman conflict, the devastations made by the Tatars during their unauthorized march in 1594 were deeply resented. Moreover, the turning of Moldavia into an Ottoman province infringed Polish interests and made a direct Polish-Ottoman confrontation imminent. In 1595, a Polish army headed by Jan Zamoyski, the Polish hetman and chancellor, entered Moldavia with the aim to install on its throne a pro-Polish candidate, Ieremia Movilă. From another direction, Moldavia was entered by an Ottoman-Crimean army headed by Khan Ghazi II Giray, Qalga Feth Giray, and Ahmed Bey, the Ottoman governor (sancakbeyi) of Bender and would-be governor-general (beylerbeyi) of Moldavia. In October 1595, when a military confrontation seemed unavoidable, a compromise was reached at Ţuţora (Pol. Cecora) on the Prut river. Movilă was confirmed on the Moldavian throne, but his status of an Ottoman vassal was to remain unalterable. The Porte apparently tried to ease its relations with Poland in view of its pending confrontation with the Habsburgs.
The reconciliation of 1595 was confirmed by a formal 'ahdname, issued by the new Ottoman sultan, Mehmed III, in November 1597. Due to some Polish reservations in regard to its contents, an “amended” version was issued in August 1598. This second version provided that “if an imperial [i.e., Ottoman] campaign is ordered in any direction, while the Tatar khan with the Tatar army must set out and head [in this direction], they should not enter Poland but they should pass through another suitable territory, and they should not annoy Poland.” Moreover, in the hope to gain Sigismund’s support against Vienna, the Porte tempted the Polish king with the prospect of conquering Kassa, Huszt, and Munkács—three northern Hungarian fortresses held by the Habsburgs.

In parallel with the Polish-Ottoman rapprochement, negotiations also took place between Cracow and Baghchasaray. Already in November 1595, straight from the military camp at Ṭuṭora, a Crimean envoy, Djan Ahmed Chelebi, arrived at Cracow in order to collect the promised gifts. While the delivery of gifts was postponed until the return of the Polish embassy from Istanbul, in 1596 Ghazi II Giray was deposed in favor of his brother and qalga, Feth Giray, who gained the Porte’s favor due to his deeds in the Hungarian campaign. Early in 1597, Ghazi II Giray regained the throne and executed his brother, promptly sending again Djan Ahmed to Poland in order to resume the
davia in May 1595. He was soon replaced by another candidate, Ibrahim Bey, the former sandjak bey of Vize. Finally, in order to appease the khan, the Porte resolved to appoint Ahmed Bey, the sandjak bey of Bender, who was a son of the khan’s sister. Nonetheless, the Girays’ dream to exert direct control over Moldavia remained unfulfilled. Unable to secure their exclusive rule over Moldavia, they apparently preferred a joint Ottoman-Crimean or even Ottoman-Crimean-Polish protectorate to an exclusive Ottoman suzerainty; cf. Kortepeter, *Ottoman Imperialism*, pp. 142–146. The information regarding the relation between Ghazi II Giray and Ahmed Bey (referred to as sororis filius chani) origins from a contemporary chronicle by Reinhold Heidenstein; see idem, *Vitae Joannis Zamoscii*, in: *Collectanea vitam resque gestas Joannis Zamoscii magni cancellarii et summi ducis Reipublicae Polonae*. Edited by A. Działyński (Poznań, 1861), p. 121. On the successive appointments of Djafer Pasha and Ibrahim Bey to the governorship of Moldavia, see Mihai Maxim, “Voyvodalık ou beğerbegilik? La politique ottomane envers les principautés roumaines (novembre 1594—février 1596) à la lumière des nouveaux documents turcs,” in: idem, *Romano-Ottomanica. Essays and Documents from the Turkish Archives* (Istanbul, 2001): 163–172, esp. pp. 168–172.

334 Murad III died in January 1595; his death was ominous for his protégé, Ghazi Giray, who was to suffer a temporary deposition the following year.

335 Kołodziejczyk, *Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations*, pp. 127 and 303–323 (for the two new clauses, see pp. 321 and 323). Today Košice is located in Slovakia, and Xust and Mukačeve in Ukrainian Transcarpathia.
negotiations. The Tatar envoy was detained over one year but finally, on 21 April 1598, Sigismund III issued an instrument of peace, to be sent to the khan through a royal envoy, Nikodem Kossakowski.336

The royal document referred to the preliminary agreement reached at Tuțora between Ghazi II Giray and Jan Zamoyski, and contained clauses regarding: mutual friendship, military alliance against Muscovy and other common enemies, remission of past transgressions, freedom of trade, and confirmation of Ieremia Movilă on the Moldavian throne. The royal customary gifts were to be transported each year to Akkerman. A highly contradictory clause asserted the Polish right to the access to the Black Sea and simultaneously required that Tatar troops should not pass through Poland while heading for military campaigns against other states. Having in mind that Tatar auxiliaries regularly participated in Ottoman campaigns in Hungary, it was obvious that they could not omit the Polish territory if it really extended to the Black Sea! Nevertheless, this clause was to reappear in the Polish-Crimean treaties until 1624. In fact, Poland-Lithuania had tacitly resigned from the access to the Black Sea already by 1542, but it was officially confirmed only by the Polish-Ottoman demarcation of 1633.337

Although the royal instrument invoked the tradition of friendship dating back to the times of Mengli Giray and Sigismund I, in a separate instruction Kossakowski was specifically ordered not to accept the customary clause contained in the ancient treaties, by which the khans “granted” Kiev and other lands to Lithuania, because the Tatars “could not donate a thing that had never belonged to them.”338 The envoy

336 In fact, the envoy was provided with two versions of the royal instrument. In the second one, the king unwillingly conceded to the khan’s previous request and engaged to restrain the Cossacks, but Kossakowski was instructed not to display it unless in the utmost necessity. The royal chancery hoped that the khan would accept the first version, in which the Cossack issue was not mentioned. Today only the text of the first version, which was actually used by Kossakowski, is extant. On the Polish-Crimean diplomatic relations in the years 1595–1599, see Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 66–90; idem, “Poselstwo na Krym Nikodema Kossakowskiego. Przyczynek do stosunków polsko-tatarskich w ostatnich latach XVI wieku,” Kwartalnik Historyczny 108 (2001), no. 2, pp. 25–42.


338 Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, p. 79. On this issue, cf. notes 143–144 in Part II.
was to secure that the khan’s instrument be written word for word in accordance with the royal version.

Due to financial problems, Kossakowski left Poland only in December 1598, but he never reached the court of Ghazi II Giray as the latter participated in the Ottoman campaign in Hungary. The Polish envoy remained in Suceava, the old Moldavian capital, corresponding with the khan and the new qalga, Selamet Giray, and negotiating with their envoys. In result of these negotiations, in the summer of 1599 Ghazi II Giray, still in Hungary, issued a letter of agreement and sent it through his envoy, Djan Temir Agha. The Crimean envoy traveled through Moldavia and, having met Kossakowski in Suceava, continued his trip to Poland. On 8 October 1599, he delivered the khan’s document at a solemn audience in Radom. As the khan’s instrument differed in some details from the royal one, Djan Temir Agha was made to draw a provisory document in which he engaged that the khan would issue an “amended” version and until that time no raid should occur in the royal lands. In sum, the royal side was satisfied with the result. Kossakowski was finally ordered to release the gifts and returned from Moldavia late in the year 1599.

The charges of the royal chancery, regarding discrepancies between the royal instrument from 1598 and the khan’s instrument from 1599, seemed ungrounded. In fact, Ghazi II Giray easily accepted all the proposed conditions. He did not even object to the contradictory clause regarding the Polish territorial claims and the closure of Tatar

---

339 See Document 38. The instrument, preserved in Polish translation, is dated 3 Rebi I 1008 A.H. (miesiąca po naszej liczbie Rebel Avela die 3 roku 1008), i.e., 23 September 1599, yet apparently it was issued in October, after or shortly before the audience in Radom, which took place on 8 October; cf. Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, p. 88. Possibly, being far away from the Crimea, the Tatar envoy lost track of time or the error should be attributed to a Polish translator or scribe who confused Rebi I (Rebi’ü’l-evvel) with Rebi II (Rebi’ü’l-ahir).

340 Unfortunately, a list of discrepancies between the two documents, reportedly prepared by Jan Zamoyski, is not preserved. These charges are upheld by Skorupa, yet, he does not provide convincing evidence; cf. ibidem, p. 88. Contrary to Skorupa’s assertions, the khan engaged to assist the king against Muscovy and admitted that the royal gifts should be reciprocated by the Crimean friendship and assistance (the provision, regarding the Crimean military assistance as a necessary condition of the delivery of royal gifts, had been often rejected by the khans who regarded the gifts as a form of unconditional tribute). From a contemporary report on the deliberations of the royal councilors, one learns that their most serious concern was the lack of the khan’s great seal (nişan) on the document; see Bibl. Czart., ms. 97 (Teki Naruszewicz), pp. 917–918; cf. also n. 341 below and n. 270 in Part II.
trailed leading to Hungary, promising that “we will not enter his [i.e., Sigismund’s] lands and soils [extending] as far as the Black Sea […] and if we, along with our troops, are to go to the states of our enemies, we should not pass through the states of the king of Poland.” One gets an impression that the khan did not really care what he promised, being primarily interested in receiving the royal gifts.

Ghazi II Giray did not blindly follow the Ottoman lead in Hungarian campaigns that, apart from spoils, did not bring him political advantages. The mutual Crimean-Ottoman mistrust, so apparent in the campaign of 1569, had not diminished. The khan eagerly acted as a mediator: in 1595 between Istanbul and Cracow, and since 1597 between Istanbul and Vienna, entering secret negotiations with the pro-Habsburg Transylvanian ruler, Sigismund Báthory, and then from 1599 by negotiating directly with Vienna. In the years 1599–1601, all the neighboring powers were alarmed by the rise of Michael the Brave, the Wallachian hospodar, who invaded Transylvania (October 1599) and Moldavia (May 1600), aiming to unite the three principalities under his rule. Ieremia Movilă took refuge in the fortress of Hotin, sending letters to Poland and waiting for a relief. In October 1600, Zamoyski invaded Moldavia, reinstalled Ieremia on its throne, and pursued Michael into Wallachia, enthroning Ieremia’s brother, Simion Movilă, in Bucharest. In August 1601, Michael was murdered upon an

341 See Document 37. The instrument is preserved only in Polish translation that possibly differed from the Turkish original. The latter was corroborated merely with the khan’s signet seal, because his great seal (nişan) was left in the Crimea while the khan was campaigning in Hungary.

342 For instance, in 1605 Ottoman provincial officials were ordered not to let the Tatar auxiliaries to cross to the southern, “Muslim” side of the Danube; see Le khanat de Crimée, p. 143. The order probably resulted from previous experience as in 1598 the Tatars had devastated the Ottoman lands while marching along the southern shore of the Danube; see Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p. 165.

instigation of a Habsburg general to a visible relief in Vienna, Warsaw, Istanbul, as well as Baghchasaray.

While the Polish troops reached the Danube, another conflict was pending in the north. Sigismund III, who inherited the throne of Sweden after the death of his father in 1592, was unpopular in his hereditary kingdom due to his ardent Catholicism. In 1599 he was dethroned, but never acknowledged the loss. In order to draw Polish support against his Protestant uncle, Charles of Södermanland (crowned as Charles IX in 1604), in 1600 Sigismund declared the incorporation of Swedish Estonia to Poland-Lithuania, additionally heating the conflict that was to last until 1660. In the face of a war with Sweden, a reconfirmation of peace in the south was indispensable. In April 1601 a royal envoy, Ławryń (Wawrzyniec) Piaseczyński, set out to the Crimea, provided with a new instrument of peace. The document, issued in Warsaw on 20 March 1601, repeated the clauses of the royal instrument from 1598, with a few detectable variations:

1) the king no longer promised to deny refuge to the khan’s enemies, although he still required that the khan deny refuge to the enemies of Ieremia Movilă;
2) the Polish-Crimean patronage over Moldavia and its ruler was extended towards Ieremia’s brother, Simion, who ruled in Wallachia;
3) the document mentioned by name the qalga Selamet Giray, who was to observe the peace along with his older brother, the khan.344

The two latter additions proved short-lived as was evidenced by future events: Simion Movilă lost the Wallachian throne in the summer of 1601, to regain it a few months later due to another Polish intervention, and to be finally replaced by Radu Şerban in the summer of 1602; also Selamet Giray did not remain in his post for long.

Piaseczyński was received by Ghazi II Giray on 23 August 1601. In the following days, he negotiated the contents of the future Crimean instrument along with Djan Ahmed Chelebi, the experienced Crimean diplomat and former envoy to Poland, who was appointed to this task by the khan. After the khan’s document was issued, on 4 September Piaseczyński was also received by the qalga, Selamet Giray. Yet, on 10 September he recorded in his diary that Selamet escaped from the

344 See Document 39.
Crimea to the Ottoman lands, and on 20 September the post of qalga
was given to the khan’s twelve-year old son, Tokhtamısh Giray. Late
on the same day, Piaseczyński was given a farewell audience by the
khan, and on 4 October he embarked a ship from Közlev to Akker-
man, accompanied by Djan Ahmed. Curiously enough, though the
Polish envoy remained in the Crimea until early October, the Crimean
chancery did not try to amend the khan’s instrument and replace the
name of Selamet by that of Tokhtamish. After both envoys arrived at
Vilnius, Djan Ahmed delivered the khan’s document at a solemn audi-
ence on 27 December 1601.345

Piaseczyński could not control the final result of his negotiations
since the khan’s instrument, entrusted to Djan Ahmed, was unpacked
only in Vilnius. After its contents were made known, the Polish envoy
as well as the royal chancery were deeply disappointed. The somewhat
amusing fact that Poland was not listed among Sigismund’s domains
could be attributed to a scribal error. Yet, other omissions were not so
innocent. While the khan guaranteed security to Moldavia, no men-
tion was made of Wallachia. The document did not contain provisions
concerning the royal claim to the Black Sea shores or the effort to ban
the Tatars from passing through Poland. In fact, the khan’s instrument
of 1601 better conformed with the Crimean chancery tradition than the
document of 1599, issued in a military camp and simply mirroring
the royal instrument. Instead of referring to the agreement of Ţuţora,
the document of 1601 invoked the memory of the ancient khans:
Hadjı, Mengli, Mehmed, and Devlet Girays. The khan required that
the royal gifts, already amassed in Kamieniec, be immediately released
to his envoy, yet in the future the king was to send his gifts not to
Kamieniec, but along the ancient route across the steppe, towards the
Dnieper crossing. The remaining clauses referred to customary mat-
ters such as mutual military assistance, restraining Cossack and Tatar
raids, and security of trade.346

---

345 On Piaseczyński’s three embassies to the Tatars in the years 1601–1603, see
a lengthy article, based on the envoy’s diary that contains his correspondence and
related documents, by Kazimierz Pułaski, “Trzy poselstwa Piaseczyńskiego do Kazi
756–768, 845–864, 945–960; the manuscript diary, entitled “Księga poselstwa Ławryna
Piaseczyńskiego,” is extant in Warsaw, Biblioteka Narodowa, ms. III. 3086. On these
embassies, see also Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 96–117.

346 See Document 40. For Piaseczyński’s critique of the khan’s instrument, cf.
As the royal court refused to accept the khan’s instrument, Piaseczyński was sent anew in order to procure a “better” document. He was to return the khan’s document and exchange it for a new, amended version. The latter was to be based on the Polish instrument of 1601, whose Arabic-script translation was also given to the envoy.347 On 3 March 1602, Piaseczyński set out from Vilnius, again accompanied by Djan Ahmed. The Tatars were infuriated by the Polish reluctance to conclude a final peace, and especially by the delayed delivery of the royal gifts, still detained in Kamieniec. Piaseczyński’s reception in the Crimea in June 1602 was very cold, not devoid of open threats. Ghazi II Giray refused to issue a new instrument, and especially to accept the Polish claim regarding the Black Sea border. He only agreed to prolong a temporary peace and Piaseczyński was sent back to Poland. After he returned to Cracow in August 1602, the royal court resolved not to risk an open break with the Crimea and consented to release the gifts. In October 1602, Piaseczyński once more departed to the khan. Since the latter was campaigning in Hungary, the envoy did not reach him and traveled only as far as Jassy. There, in January 1603 he finally released the gifts to the Tatar envoy, Ali Mirza, and in February returned to Poland.

Late in the year 1603, a new tension occurred between Istanbul and Baghchasaray after the khan deserted the Ottoman campaign in Hungary. Ghazi II Giray secretly notified the Polish court through his special envoy, Djan Anton Spinola, of his intention to ally with Poland, and confirmed his intentions by a proposal to send his son as a hostage. While Zamoyski and other royal councilors cautiously advised to procrastinate with a definite answer, the Ottoman-Crimean tension relaxed and the issue became stale.348

347 According to Piaseczyński’s relation, at the audience in Közlev on 30 June 1602, he returned to Ghazi II Giray the latter’s original document from 1601 and delivered an Arabic-script translation of the royal instrument from 1601 (i podałem mu kopia tego listu [...] po arabsku teraz przełożoną, co sam czytał), so that the khan could compare both texts and issue his instrument in accordance with the royal one; see Pułaski, “Trzy poselstwa Piaseczyńskiego,” pp. 758–759. Skorupa maintains that in 1602 Piaseczyński was given a new royal instrument, although identical in contents with the one from 1601 and therefore not entered in the envoy’s diary and not preserved; cf. idem, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, p. 109.

348 Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 121–123; on Djan Anton or Gianantonio Spinola, a diplomat of Italian origin in the Crimean service, see Document 45, n. 8.
In November 1604, a new great Crimean embassy, headed by Sefer Ghazi Bey, arrived at Cracow. The envoy brought a new instrument of peace, issued by Ghazi II Giray. The document openly referred to Piaśczyński’s embassy and the khan’s previous instrument from 1601. Though the omission of Poland among Sigismund’s domains, which had infuriated the royal side in 1601, was corrected, and the document was updated by replacing the name of Selamet Giray with the name of the new qalga, Tokhtamış Giray, its political contents remained unchanged, to the dismay of the royal court. The khan guaranteed security to Moldavia, but no mention was made of Wallachia. The Polish claims to the access to the Black Sea were ignored. Although the khan promised his military assistance against royal enemies, in return he expected an extra reward apart from the usual gifts. The latter were to be transported at the royal cost along the ancient road to the Crimean side of the Dnieper, and not to Kamieniec. The khan also repeated his rather unrealistic demand that the king should remove the Cossacks from the Dnieper.

Like in 1601, the document was not accepted, although the Crimean envoy was assured that the king was still willing to conclude an agreement. Sigismund also promised to send the annual gifts as soon as his conditions were fulfilled. After Sefer Ghazi left Cracow on 7 January 1605, a new Polish embassy was prepared, to be headed by a royal secretary, Florian Oleszko. According to the royal instruction, dated 6 May 1605, Oleszko was to require that the khan’s instrument be written “word for word” in accordance with the royal one. The Polish Black Sea claims were to be recognized as it had already been done in Ghazi II Giray’s instrument from 1599. Any reference to the Ottoman Porte was to be ejected since the agreement was negotiated with the khan and not with the sultan. The king and the khan were to politically cooperate in both Moldavia and Wallachia. The khan was to resign from the royal gifts due for previous years and not to demand any extra payment for his military assistance. Finally, the Cossacks were not to be mentioned in the treaty, since they did not obey the king and committed as much damage in Poland as in the Crimea. In addition,

349 On Sefer Ghazi Bey, see Document 41, n. 5. His father, Dervish Bey, was the leader of the Külük clan and probably the envoy to Poland in 1552 (then referred to as Dervish Mehmed Mirza); cf. Document 41, n. 2.
351 On Florian Oleszko, see Document 42, n. 7.
Ghazi Giray was asked to protect the Carmelite friars, probably sent earlier from Poland to look after the Catholic captives. After successful negotiations, the khan was to receive the royal gifts, amassed in Kamieniec.\footnote{Skorupa, \textit{Stosunki polsko-tatarskie}, pp. 127–130; cf. Bibl. Czart., ms. 1640, pp. 841–844.}

Oleszko was provided with a new royal instrument, almost identical in contents with the previous instruments of 1598 and 1601. It commenced with a long narration referring to the unsuccessful missions of Djan Ahmed Chelebi (1597), Nikodem Kossakowski (1598), Djan Temir Agha (1599), Ławryn Piaseczyński (1601), and Sefer Ghazi Bey (1604), who had all failed to reach a final agreement. Apart from listing the name of the new qalga, Tokhtamış Giray, the instrument differed from the previous one by a more vaguely formulated clause regarding the mutual protection over Wallachia. The change was easily explainable: after the Polish protégé, Simion Movilă, lost the throne of Wallachia in 1602, the Polish court was less concerned about the safety of its new ruler, Radu Şerban (r. 1602–1611), although it did not entirely resign from the idea of a Polish-Ottoman condominium in Moldavia as well as Wallachia. The royal side also insisted on transporting the gifts for the khan only as far as Kamieniec, and not by the ancient, dangerous road through the steppe to the Dnieper crossing at Tavan', which was obviously more costly.\footnote{See Document 42.}

Finally, a minor but perhaps significant change was detectable in the clause regarding the alliance against Muscovy. While the document of 1601 referred to “the ancient kings of Poland and the grand dukes of Lithuania,” in 1605 the grand dukes of Lithuania were no more recalled. Already in 1598, the royal chancery instructed Kossakowski that under no circumstances was he to accept the humiliating clause granting Kiev and other lands to Lithuania, as this clause originated from the Crimean treaties with Lithuania, but not with Poland, and after the Polish-Lithuanian Union of Lublin (1569) it lost any relevance.\footnote{See Skorupa, \textit{Stosunki polsko-tatarskie}, p. 79. On this issue, cf. notes 143–144 in Part II.} Admittedly, the omission of Lithuania could be accidental, but it more probably reflected a conscious effort to efface any trace of the former Tatar hegemony in Eastern Europe.

Several reasons postponed Oleszko’s departure, to mention only usual financial problems and the death of Hetman Zamoyski on 3 June
1605. In August, Ghazi II Giray, disillusioned with the prolonged negotiations and encouraged by the death of the famous military commander, led a massive raid against the Polish southeastern provinces. Oleszko, who by that time did not even reach the Polish border, was ordered to return to Cracow.\textsuperscript{355}

In the years 1606–1607, Sigismund III confirmed the peace with the new Ottoman sultan, Ahmed I (r. 1603–1617). Though the Habsburg-Ottoman war was over, the Porte was already engaged in a new campaign against the Safavids, therefore it needed a peace in the north. A Polish complaint against the khan caused an Ottoman diplomatic intervention in Baghchasaray. Ghazi II Giray bitterly reminded Sigismund that “up to this time the Ottoman [sultan] has not interfered between us,” but he complied with the sultan’s wish and returned to negotiations. In the spring of 1607, Oleszko again set out to the Crimea and returned through Moldavia in the fall of the same year, accompanied by a Crimean envoy, Ahatey Mirza, who carried the khan’s instrument of peace.\textsuperscript{356}

The khan’s document, dated 24 July 1607 (29 Rebi I 1016 A.H.), is today preserved only in Latin translation by Grzegorz Kochański, a royal chancery translator. Yet, the khan’s \textit{intitulatio} as well as the oath formula are correctly rendered. In its form, the document reflected the Muslim chancery tradition, but in content it closely followed the political clauses of the royal instrument of 1605. At last, the royal chancery obtained what it wanted. After a long narration, recalling the agreement of Ţuţora and the unsuccessful missions of Djan Ahmed Chelebi, Nikodem Kossakowski, Djan Temir Agha, and Sefer Ghazi Bey,\textsuperscript{357} the khan referred to his consent to grant a solemn document requested by Oleszko. The instrument, issued in the name of Ghazi II Giray, the qalga Tokhtamısh Giray, and the nureddin Sefer Giray, guaranteed peace to Poland-Lithuania, Moldavia, as well as Wallachia, military assistance against Muscovy, remission of past transgressions, and security of trade. Like in the times of Mengli Giray, the khan and his family members were allowed to come as guests, allies, or refugees to Poland-Lithuania. The khan was also entitled to the customary royal gifts, to be sent each year by St. Demetrius’ Day (i.e., 5 November).

\textsuperscript{355} Ibidem, pp. 131–136.

\textsuperscript{356} Ibidem, pp. 139–146.

\textsuperscript{357} The missions of Piaseczyński and Djan Ahmed Chelebi (1601) are not mentioned. The latter was not mentioned in the royal instrument either.
Even the controversial clause, regarding the Polish territorial claims reaching the Black Sea, was entered in the khan’s instrument.\footnote{in locis provinciisque illorum ad Mare usque Nigrum in pascuis pecoribus damnum nullum faciemus; see Document 43. This clause had already been entered in Ghazi II Giray’s instrument from 1599 (Document 37), but disappeared from his successive documents of 1601 and 1604.}

After Oleszko’s return, the long awaited royal gifts, divided into several installments, were released to the Crimean envoys between October 1607 and February 1608. On 15 February 1608, the king sent his courier, Florian Zbrożek, notifying the khan of his acceptance of the new treaty.\footnote{Admittedly, some minor matters still needed to be settled. For instance, the king continued to insist that the gifts should be delivered in Kamieniec and not on the Dnieper crossing; see Sigismund’s letter to Ghazi II Giray, dated 15 February, preserved in a copy in: Biblioteka Uniwersytecka w Warszawie, ms. 51 [Liber legationum], pp. 197–199. On Florian Zbrożek and his several missions to the Crimea, see Document 44, n. 8.} Probably at the same time, Ghazi II Giray died after almost twenty years of reign.\footnote{Skorupa convincingly argues that the death of Ghazi II Giray probably occurred in February 1608; see idem, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 145–147. The date and circumstances of the khan’s death are also discussed in Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, pp. 230 and 234 (n. 14).}

\textit{The violent period 1608–1623}

After the death of Ghazi II Giray, his son and qalga, Tokhtamish Giray, ascended the Crimean throne, but the Porte resolved to support his uncle, the former qalga Selamet Giray. Although Tokhtamish duly abdicated, he was killed in a skirmish with Selamet’s qalga, Mehmed Giray (the latter soon quarreled with the khan and was replaced by Djanibek Giray). The accession of Selamet Giray was followed by two Tatar raids of Poland-Lithuania in the summer and fall of 1608. Only in the following year the new khan released Zbrożek, who had been sent to his predecessor, and sent his own courier, Muzaffer Agha, with a formal notification of his accession followed by a request to send him customary gifts. The Crimean courier was received in Vilnius in July 1609. The royal side promised to send the gifts on the condition that the khan issued an instrument of peace identical with the one of Ghazi II Giray. On his way back, Muzaffer Agha was accompanied by Florian Zbrożek, again sent to the Crimea.
In December 1609, Zbrożek was received in Baghchasaray and sent back along with a great Crimean embassy. It was headed by Sefer Ghazi Bey, who had already been in Poland in 1604. The Crimean envoys brought a solemn instrument of peace, issued by Selamet Giray. They were received by Sigismund III in April 1610, in a military camp near Smolensk.361

In his document, dated 20 December 1609 (old or new style), Selamet Giray referred to the earlier mission of Muzaffer Agha and reiterated his wish to live in brotherly friendship with the king, just as his brother, Ghazi Giray, had done, or “even more” as he recalled the oath that he and Alp Giray had sworn in 1581, when they had been captured in Poland.362 The document was issued on behalf of the khan and his two nephews, who were simultaneously his adopted sons, the qalga Djanibek Giray and the nureddin Devlet Giray.363 It contained usual clauses regarding the military assistance against Muscovy, the security of trade, and the protection of the current Moldavian ruler, the Polish protégé Constantin Movilă. Wallachia was not included, although the document admitted that “the kings of Poland used to appoint hospodars of Moldavia and Wallachia.” Unlike the document of 1607, where the touchy issue of Cossack raids was not even mentioned, the instrument of 1609 stipulated that a future peace depended on their effective suppressing by the royal side. In return, the clause regarding the Polish territorial claims to the Black Sea shore was missing altogether.364

As the khan’s instrument differed from the “ideal” one of 1607, Sigismund III did not accept it and refused to send gifts. Nevertheless, the Tatar envoy received 1,000 florins on account of the future

361 Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 148–158. A semi-private Polish support, given in 1604 to False Dimitrij, evolved by 1610 into a full-scale intervention in Muscovy and the candidacy of King Sigismund’s son, Vladislaus, for the tsar’s throne. The conflict culminated in the siege and conquest of Smolensk (1610–1611) and the garrisoning of Polish troops in Moscow (1610–1612).

362 Cf. n. 314 above. Already in 1601, when he held the post of the qalga and received a Polish envoy in the Crimea, Selamet Giray assured that he did not forget the promise that he had given along with his brother, Alp Giray, and the beneficence that they had experienced in Poland from the side of King Stephan; see Pułaski, “Trzy poselstwa Piaseczyńskiego,” p. 365.

363 Djanibek Giray (the future khan) and Devlet Giray (his future qalga) were the sons of Selamet’s older brother, Müberek Giray, whose widow remarried twice, first to Feth Giray, and then to Selamet Giray.

364 See Document 44; on its dating, cf. 478 in Part II.
gifts that were to be delivered immediately after the khan issued an amended version of his document. In order to secure this, Zbrożek was once more sent to the Crimea along with Sefer Ghazi. Yet, Selamet Giray died shortly afterwards and the peacemaking procedure had to begin anew.365

After Selamet’s death, his nephew and adopted son, Djanibek Giray, ascended the throne in June 1610. His rule was challenged by Mehmed and Shahin Girays, whose father, Sa‘adet Giray, was Mehmed II Giray’s son and nureddin, who had lost the struggle for the throne in 1584 and died in exile in Muscovy. The older of the two brothers, Mehmed Giray, had been the first qalga of Selamet Giray, responsible for killing Tokhtamısh Giray in 1608 (see above), but he had then quarrelled with the khan and went into exile. In 1610, the confrontation was won by Djanibek Giray, but the two brothers did not resign from the struggle and were to repeatedly frustrate Djanibek’s reign in the following years.

The Crimean domestic chaos encouraged Tatar raids against Muscovy and Poland-Lithuania, unrestrained by the khan’s authority. Nevertheless, in January 1611 Djanibek issued a letter of agreement and sent it to Sigismund III through an experienced envoy, Djan Anton Spinola.366 In his document, the khan expressed his dismay that although eight months had already passed since his accession, no royal gifts had reached his capital. As an inducement he added that in return for the gifts Tatar troops could be used in the current royal campaign against Muscovy. Djanibek’s instrument, though referred to as a letter of agreement and containing the khan’s engagement to keep peace, was much shorter than the analogous documents sent previously by Ghazi II and Selamet Girays.367

The second decade of the 17th century brought a radical deterioration of the Polish-Ottoman relations that had a direct impact on the Polish-Crimean ones. There were at least three reasons of the rising tensions, related to Moldavia, the Cossacks, and the Habsburgs. After the Ottoman-Habsburg war had been terminated by the Treaty of Zsitvatorok (1606), the Porte strove to regain its full influence in the Danubian principalities. In 1611, the Ottoman protégé Radu Mihnea

366 Cf. n. 348 above.
367 See Document 45.
replaced on the Wallachian throne the more independently minded Radu Şerban. In the same year, the Polish client, Constantin Movilă (Ieremia’s son), lost the Moldavian throne in favor of an Ottoman candidate, Stefan Tomşa II. This meant a radical end of the Polish influence in both principalities. As by that time the Movilăs had entered kinship relations with several Polish magnate families, two semiprivate Polish interventions occurred in Moldavia in 1612 and 1615–1616, aiming to restore the Movilăs in power, but ending with fiascos. In the same period, the activity of Ukrainian Cossacks, remaining at least in theory Polish subjects, reached its apex. By 1616, the Cossacks had raided and pillaged not only the Crimea, but also the Black Sea shores in the Ottoman Balkans (Varna) and Asia Minor (Sinop), reaching as far as the Bosphorus.368 The third factor that infuriated Istanbul was the Polish-Habsburg rapprochement. Sigismund III Vasa, once elected as an anti-Habsburg candidate, soon dismayed many of his supporters, both foreign and domestic. Fascinated by the splendor of the House of Austria and influenced by the spirit of Counter-Reformation, he drew inspiration from the Habsburg policy in both the internal and external domain. In his domestic policy, he supported re-Catholisation and strove to liberate himself from parliamentary bonds. In foreign policy, his gradual rapprochement with Vienna was to result in straining his relations with Istanbul. In 1613, a secret clause was entered into the Polish-Habsburg treaty, providing mutual assistance in quelling rebellions and permitting to recruit mercenaries in each other’s domains. As a result, Polish mercenaries were soon to fight on the Habsburg side against the Transylvanian prince and Ottoman protégé, Gábor Bethlen (r. 1613–1629).

The years 1611–1616 parallely brought rising tensions between Cracow and Baghchasaray. Despite his overture in 1611, Djanibek Giray waited in vain for the royal gifts. During the Polish intervention in Moldavia in 1612, the khan entered Poland but resigned from a full-scale campaign. In 1614, he sent yet another embassy demanding the royal gifts. In response, Florian Oleszko was to depart to the Crimea but his mission was first delayed and then canceled after a large Tatar

raid in September 1615.\textsuperscript{369} Another ominous factor was the Crimean rapprochement with Muscovy confirmed by a solemn embassy in 1614.\textsuperscript{370} Fortunately for Poland, its war against Muscovy, ruled since 1613 by the new Romanov dynasty, was nearing its end. On the other hand, renewed hostilities with Persia made the Ottomans more ready for a compromise.

In the years 1617–1618, the majority of Ottoman troops, assisted by Khan Djanibek Giray, were fighting in the east against the Safavids. Nevertheless, following the second Polish intervention in Moldavia of 1615–1616, in January 1617 Devlet Giray, Djanibek’s brother and qalga, raided the Polish Ukraine. Later the same year, the Ottoman commander in Moldavia, Iskender Pasha, was dispatched towards the Polish border. On 23 September 1617, a last minute reconciliation was reached on the Dniester river between Iskender Pasha and the Polish field hetman, Stanisław Żółkiewski. The Polish side engaged to prevent the Cossack raids and to restrain from meddling in the affairs of Moldavia, Wallachia, and Transylvania by supporting anti-Ottoman pretenders to their thrones. In return, the Ottomans promised to stop the Tatar raids into Poland on the condition that the king sent annual gifts to the khan.\textsuperscript{371} The agreement was duly confirmed by solemn docu-


\textsuperscript{370} See Novosel'skij, \textit{Bor'ba Moskovskogo gosudarstva s Tatarami}, pp. 83–84. Novosel'skij’s assertion that between 1607–1610 a formal anti-Muscovian alliance existed between Warsaw and Baghchasaray is put in question by Skorupa, who stresses the discontinuity of the Crimean politics and invokes several Tatar raids effected against Poland-Lithuania in that period; cf. Novosel'skij, \textit{op. cit.}, pp. 50–55, and Skorupa, \textit{Stosunki polsko-tatarskie}, pp. 159–162. In a recent article, Dmitrij Lisejcev goes even further and argues that if any alliance existed, it was between Moscow and Baghchasaray as Crimean troops assisted Tsar Vasilij IV in the years 1609–1610; see idem, “Russko-krymskie diplomatičeskie kontakty v načale XVII stoletija,” in: \textit{Tjurkologičeskij Sbornik} (2005) = \textit{Tjurkskie narody Rossii i Velikoj stepi} (Moscow, 2006): 238–282, esp. pp. 269–271 and 278. The truth seems to lie in between. Any Tatar raid against Muscovy could be explained by the formal clause entered repeatedly in the Polish-Crimean treaties since the 16th century and was certainly greeted with enthusiasm in Warsaw. In analogy, Tatar raids against Poland-Lithuania were typically presented by the khans in their correspondence with Moscow as a fulfillment of the mutual alliance against Warsaw. The internal crisis, civil war, and foreign intervention in Muscovy undoubtedly induced the Tatars to send troops, who could side with either party and benefit by raiding Muscovian lands and abducting captives. To be sure, the subsequent conquest of Moscow by the Polish troops in 1610 and a Polish candidacy to the Muscovian throne alarmed the Tatars and resulted in a Crimean-Muscovian rapprochement and the acknowledgement of the new Russian dynasty of Romanovs by Baghchasaray.

ments, issued by Sultan Osman II and King Sigismund III respectively in May and December 1619.372

A Crimean plenipotentiary, Alish Mirza, was present at the Polish-Ottoman negotiations of 1617. He insisted that the Commonwealth should send gifts due for the past seven years (i.e., since the accession of Djanibek Giray), but the Ottoman-Polish treaty only stipulated that the gifts should be sent in the following years.373 The Tatar disillusionment became apparent in 1618 when, after several minor raids in the spring and summer, in September a large force, led by Qalga Devlet Giray and Kantemir, the powerful Manghit (Mansur) leader, outmaneuvered Żółkiewski and devastated vast tracts of Poland. Nevertheless, early in the year 1619 Djanibek Giray sent an embassy to Poland, announcing his return from the Persian front and demanding the payment of the gifts. Although the Tatar embassy was coldly received, it was decided to send Florian Oleszko once more to the khan. Oleszko was provided with a royal instruction, dated 25 October 1619, and a ready formula of the khan’s instrument, to be issued by Djanibek Giray.374

The khan’s proposed instrument, drawn by the royal chancery, was almost identical in political contents with the royal instruments of 1601 and 1605 as well as Ghazi II Giray’s instrument from 1607.375 It was only updated by entering the new names of the khan and the qalga (i.e., Devlet Giray), and by enlarging King Sigismund’s intitulatio that now also comprised Černihiv and Smolensk, lost to Muscovy in 1503/1514, recaptured in 1611, and formally restored to Poland-Lithuania by the terms of the Truce of Deulino (Diviliño) in January 1619. The proposed document provided for mutual friendship and military assistance against Muscovy, remission of past transgressions, security of trade, and the right of the khan and his family members to come as guests to Poland-Lithuania. The khan was to explicitly resign from the gifts due for the past years, and in the following years the gifts were to be amassed in Kamieniec by 1 November and further transported to Akkerman on the khan’s cost. The number of Tatar envoys, who would come to Kamieniec to collect the gifts, was not to exceed twelve, and they were to be provisioned by the Polish starosta

372 See ibidem, pp. 354–375.
373 Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 199–201.
375 Cf. Documents 39, 42 and 43.
of Kamienieck³⁷⁶ no longer than two weeks. On his part, the khan was to declare that the royal envoys would not be detained in the Crimea longer than one month. The proposed document also contained the controversial clause regarding the Polish territorial claims reaching the Black Sea and the khan’s obligation not to pass through Poland while heading for military campaigns. Last but not least, the khan was to maintain friendship with the rulers of Moldavia and Wallachia, appointed in mutual consent between the Polish king and the Ottoman sultan. At that moment, both Danubian thrones were again occupied by rulers disposed in a friendly way towards Poland: Gaspar Gražian (Graziani), a Catholic hospodar of Moldavia (r. 1619–1620), and Gavril Movilă, the hospodar of Wallachia (r. 1618–1620) and the son of its former ruler Simion.³⁷⁷

Oleszko did not reach the Crimea until the spring of 1620.³⁷⁸ By that time, the Polish relations not just with Baghchasaray, but also with Istanbul, deteriorated again due to the repeated Cossack raids and the participation of Polish mercenaries, recruited by the Habsburgs, in the Thirty Years’ War. When the Porte resolved to depose Gaspar Gražian from the Moldavian throne, the hospodar asked for Polish support and Hetman Stanisław Żółkiewski entered Moldavia with his troops in September 1620. After the Polish army encamped at Ţuţora (Pol. Cecora), Ottoman and Crimean troops approached, led by Iskender Pasha, Qalga Devlet Giray, and Kantemir. Unlike in 1595, no agreement was reached and Żółkiewski decided to withdraw to Poland. On 7 October 1620, the retreating Polish army was annihilated while its commander was killed. Encouraged by the victory, the Tatars raided Polish provinces while the young Ottoman sultan, Osman II, resolved to lead in person a full-scale invasion of Poland in the following year. New hospodars were appointed to the thrones of Moldavia and Wallachia and called to assist the Ottomans in the Polish campaign. A similar order was delivered to Djanibek Giray.

The Polish-Lithuanian Diet, faced with the largest external threat in the Commonwealth’s history, voted new taxes and called for a full-scale military mobilization. As the Polish grand hetman had been killed and his deputy, the field hetman Stanisław Koniecpolski, taken captive, the

³⁷⁶ Curiously referred to in the Polish document as the bey of Kamienieck (bek kamieniecki).
³⁷⁷ See Document 46.
³⁷⁸ Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 228–230.
command was entrusted to the Lithuanian grand hetman, Jan Karol Chodkiewicz. The Polish-Lithuanian regular troops were assisted by Ukrainian Cossacks commanded by Petro Konaševyč-Sahajdačnyj. In September 1621, the Commonwealth’s troops successfully resisted Ottoman-Tatar assaults in a fortified camp constructed near Hotin. Even the death of Chodkiewicz did not break the defence. Finally, an agreement was reached on 9 October and provisional instruments in Polish and Ottoman-Turkish were exchanged between the two sides, to be later confirmed by solemn documents issued by the king and the sultan.

According to the agreement of 1621, Cossack raids into the Black Sea area as well as the incursions by Tatars and Moldavians into the Commonwealth were to be stopped. Poland was to cease interfering in Moldavia, Wallachia, Transylvania, and Hungary. Polish relations with the Crimean khan and Moldavian hospodars were to remain friendly as stipulated by the previous treaties, with a specific provision that the khan should receive annual royal gifts, to be delivered in the Moldavian capital of Jassy. Finally, the two sides were to appoint commissioners to undertake a demarcation of the common borders. Some differences between the two versions of the agreement, composed in Polish and Ottoman-Turkish, led to future misunderstandings. For instance, in the Polish version the annual gifts for the khan were referred to as żołd (“soldier’s pay”), while in the Ottoman as vėrgū (“gift” or “tax”). Moreover, the Ottoman instrument provided that a fitting pişkeş (“gift” or “tribute”) should be sent to the sultan as well, while in the Polish version this provision is missing! No wonder that the results of the Hotin campaign were differently presented in the two countries, and are sometimes differently presented even today.

The agreement, negotiated in Hotin, was confirmed in the years 1623–1624 by the exchange of solemn instruments between Istanbul and Warsaw. Although the Polish reconciliation with the sultan should have automatically resulted in the one with the khan, the

---


380 After Osman II was deposed and murdered in 1622, he was replaced by his mentally unfit uncle, Mustafa. Mustafa issued his ‘ahdname in February 1623, but was in turn replaced by Murad IV, who issued a new ‘ahdname in October 1623. The peacemaking procedure was completed with a royal instrument, issued by Sigismund III
matter proved more complicated. Djanibek Giray participated in the siege of Hotin, but a Polish proposal to invite him to the negotiations was rejected by the Ottomans, who maintained that the Tatars should simply obey the Porte. Such a stand certainly did not please the khan, whose relations with Sultan Osman II constantly deteriorated.381 To make things more complicated, Kantemir, the khan’s unruly subject who had distinguished himself in the campaign of Ṭuṭora, was in 1621 rewarded by Osman II with the post of the Ottoman governor of Očakiv. In the following years, Kantemir was to build a semi-independent base of power, drawing its strength from the Nogay tribes dwelling in Budjak, whose obedience to either the khan or the sultan was highly questionable.382

In April 1622, even before the Polish embassy left for Istanbul, the royal chancery prepared a mission to the Crimea, performed by Krzysztof Krauzowski. The Polish envoy was accompanied by Djan Anton Spinola, who had come to Poland in 1620 and had been detained during the war. Like Oleszko in 1619, Krauzowski was provided with a ready formula of the khan’s instrument, to be issued by Djanibek Giray.383

381 Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 241–242; the Tatars did not participate in the siege of Hotin very actively, though they effectively cut off the Polish lines of communication and greatly devastated Poland’s southeastern provinces.

382 On Kantemir, cf. Mihnea Berindei, “La Porte Ottomane face aux Cosaques Zaporogues, 1600–1637,” Harvard Ukrainian Studies 1 (1977): 273–307, esp. pp. 291–293. The Ottoman province of Očakiv (Tur. Özü) was created in the late 16th century in order to defend the western and northwestern Black Sea shores against the Cossacks. The province was alternatively named after Silistra, since its governor often resided in this Danubian fortress.

383 Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 227 and 244–251. Skorupa convincingly argues that, contrary to its heading (probably entered later), the document extant in three Polish copies is merely a formula of the khan’s proposed instrument, drawn by the royal chancery, and not the khan’s actual document. This conclusion is fully confirmed by the document’s form and wording which closely resemble the royal chancery formula drawn in 1619. On the other hand, Skorupa’s assertion that Krauzowski was given a royal instrument of peace, whose copy is not preserved (ibidem, p. 246), seems unbased. Krauzowski’s instruction does not mention such a document although it even refers to a copy of the Treaty of Hotin (egzempla pakt pod Chocimiem z cesarzem tureckim zawartych) that the envoy took along to the Crimea in order to refute possible Tatar claims regarding the amount of the gifts. The envoy apparently brought to the khan only an ordinary royal letter, whose copy is preserved among the embassy papers; for the royal instruction to Krauzowski recorded along with Sigismund’s letter to the khan, dated 30 April 1622, see Bibl. Kórn., ms. 326, pp. 997–1003, and Biblioteka PAN w Krakowie, ms. 1051, fol. 457a–459b.
Apart from the changed name of the envoy, entered in the narratio, the formula taken by Krauzowski to Baghchasaray was identical with the one taken by Oleszko, as if nothing had happened between 1619 and 1622. It contained the notorious clause regarding the Polish territorial claims reaching the Black Sea, even though a Polish-Ottoman demarcation had been already decided in Hotin and it was unlikely that the Porte would acknowledge the Polish pretensions. Moreover, the formula again provided that the royal gifts were to be delivered in Kamieniec, even though it had been agreed in Hotin that the delivery should take place in Jassy. Finally, the clauses regarding the rulers of Moldavia and Wallachia, reportedly placed on their thrones upon the wish of the Polish king, were completely anachronous after 1620, when the Porte had removed Polish protégés from both Danubian principalities.

Given his strained relations with the Porte and the unattractiveness of the Polish peace offer, no wonder that Djanibek Giray did not hasten to issue an instrument of peace, either in the form suggested by the Polish side, or any other. In May 1623, while Krauzowski was still in the Crimea, the khan was deposed by the Porte and exiled to Rhodes.

The period of Crimean civil wars and the rise and fall of Kantemir (1623–1637)

In June 1623, the new khan Mehmed III Giray arrived from Istanbul to the Crimea. He was soon joined by his eccentric brother, Shahin Giray, who had spent previous years in Iran, in the service of Shah Abbas the Great, the archenemy of the Ottomans. Mehmed III Giray was known for his ambitious and uneasy character. In 1608, appointed the qalga of Selamet Giray, he helped him to secure the throne by killing...
his rival Tokhtamış (see above), but soon after quarrelled with the khan and went into exile. In 1610, he competed for the throne with Djanibek Giray, but the latter was effectively supported by the Porte. In 1623, Mehmed Giray managed to obtain the support of the Ottoman grand vizier, Mere Hüseyin Pasha, and assumed the throne. The decision was yet reversed, and in 1624 the Porte sent again Djanibek to the Crimea with the assistance of the Ottoman fleet and troops. To Istanbul’s surprise, the brothers Mehmed and Shahin Girays refused to obey, defeated the Ottomans and conquered Caffa, forcing the sultan’s unlucky protégé to return to Istanbul. The Porte then surrendered and Mehmed III Giray was reaffirmed on the throne, although the humiliation was not forgotten.

Using sometimes cruel methods in quelling dissent within the Giray family as well as among the Crimean aristocracy, the brothers also faced domestic opposition. Moreover, many a Crimean Sunnite regarded Shahin Giray, who had long served the Shiite shah of Iran, as an heretic. Facing a virtual boycott from the side of the remaining Giray princes, Mehmed III Giray promoted to the post of nureddin an illegitimate son of Feth Giray nicknamed Choban Mustafa (“Mustafa the shepherd”) and simultaneously gave him a new name: Devlet Giray.

---

386 A crucial role in supporting Djanibek against Mehmed and Shahin Girays was played in 1610 by the Ottoman governor of Caffa, Rizvan Pasha. A local narrative of the Crimean civil wars of 1610, 1623–1624, and 1628 can be found in the chronicle authored by Rizvan’s son, Abdullah; see Zajączkowski (ed.), La chronique des Steppes Kiptchak Tevārīh-i Dešt-i Qipčaq du XVIIe siècle, pp. 41–64 and 85–94. Interestingly the author, though praising his father’s role, knew to appreciate the dignity and virility of the two brothers, who were able to defy the Ottoman suzerainty over the Khanate; cf. Le khanat de Crimée, pp. 336–338.

387 Smirnov, Krymskoe xanstvo, pp. 480–494.

388 The Islamic law did not differentiate between the sons born from wives and slave women, yet, Feth Giray himself denounced the fatherhood of Mustafa. Mustafa was reportedly born from a Polish captive, identified by some authors as Maria Potocka, a legendary wife of a Crimean khan, in whose memory the famous Fountain of Tears (Rus. Fontan slez) in the Palace of Baghchasaray was reportedly constructed; cf. Le khanat de Crimée, p. 337. In fact, the legend is dubious as it was virtually impossible for a woman from the magnate Potocki family to be captured and remain ransomed; besides, the Fountain of Tears was constructed in 1764. For the legend of Maria Potocka, alternatively identified with Dilara Bikech, the favorite concubine of Khan Qırım Giray (r. 1758–1764 and 1768–1769), cf. Kerstin Jobst, Die Perle des Imperiums. Der russische Krim-Diskurs im Zarenreich (Constance, 2007), 255–282. Choban Mustafa, renamed as Devlet Giray, was the protoplast of a side branch of the Giray dynasty named Choban Girays; his son, Adil Giray, reigned in the years 1666–
The external and domestic threat forced Mehmed III Giray to secure peace in the north. Although he did not issue a formal instrument, for which Krauzowski had been sent to his predecessor, the new khan received the Polish envoy and assured him of his peaceful intentions provided that the king sent the customary gifts, restrained the Cossacks and did not support the Habsburgs against Gábor Bethlen. In September 1623, Krauzowski was sent back to Poland along with Ghazi Murad, the khan’s great envoy who carried a letter addressed to the king.\(^{389}\) In December 1623, Mehmed III Giray also received Russian envoys, who brought him annual gifts from the tsar, and swore to keep peace with Moscow.\(^{390}\)

In August 1624, when the Crimean-Ottoman conflict was at its peak, Qalga Shahin Giray sent a letter to Sigismund III, offering Tatar assistance if the king wished to conquer Akkerman, Bender, and Kilia from the Ottomans. The qalga also transmitted a letter of his former patron, Shah Abbas, who had recently captured Ottoman Baghdad, proposing

---


\(^{389}\) Skorupa, *Stosunki polsko-tatarskie*, pp. 252–253. Interestingly, Krauzowski was convinced that the khan’s letter entrusted to Ghazi Murad (referred to as Kaze Murat in the Polish sources) was a sworn instrument of peace (Pol. *poprzysiężone pakta*); such erroneous information is contained in the letter of Hetman Koniecpolski sent to King Sigismund III from Podolia on 23 October 1623, after the hetman had met Krauzowski who was on his way back to Warsaw; see *Źródła do dziejów polskich*, vol. 1. Edited by M. Grabowski and A. Przeździecki (Wilno [Vilnius], 1843), pp. 107–108; this erroneous information is repeated in *Historia dyplomacji polskiej*, vol. 2: 1572–1795. Edited by Z. Wójcik (Warsaw, 1982), p. 85 (the name of the khan’s envoy is misspelled as Kara Murad). For the khan’s letter, issued near Akkerman “in September 1032 A.H.” (i.e., September 1623 A.D.) and preserved in a Polish translation, see Bibl. Kórn., ms. 326, pp. 1051–1053 (another copy with an erroneous date: 27 November, is preserved in Bibl. Kórn., ms. 333, fol. 191a–193a). In fact, it is an ordinary letter in which the khan explicitly engages that he will send a formal instrument of peace only after he receives the royal gifts. The fact that Krauzowski returned without a letter of agreement (Pol. *poseł bez listu przymiernego przyjachal*) is confirmed in the royal instruction to Suliman Rubaj, a royal messenger dispatched to the Crimea after Krauzowski’s return; see Bibl. Kórn., ms. 326, pp. 1057–1058 (dated 12 December 1623). On his part, Sigismund III made clear in his letter to Mehmed III Giray that the customary gifts would not be released unless the khan first issued a letter of agreement required by the royal side (Pol. *poki listu przymiernego [...] nie poślesz*); see the royal letter to the khan, entrusted to Suliman Rubaj and dated 12 December 1623, in Bibl. Kórn., ms. 326, pp. 1059–1060.

\(^{390}\) Novosel’ški, *Bor ba Moskovskogo gosudarstva s Tatarami*, p. 111. The audience took place on 29 November according to the Old Style.
a Persian-Crimean-Polish alliance against the Porte. In return, Shahin Giray asked the king to send him gunpowder and munitions and dispatch the Cossacks in order to assist him and his brother. The offer was so unusual that it caused mixed feelings in the royal entourage and the royal answer was extremely cautious.391 While Shahin Giray still tried to win support among some Polish magnates, he did not waste time and also directly contacted the Cossacks, without asking for a royal permission. On 3 January 1625, the qalga met the Cossack elders at Karrayteben, an elevated spot surrounded by the Dnieper and Kins’ki vody rivers, which served as a traditional place of border exchange. The negotiations resulted in a Tatar-Cossack alliance, confirmed with the exchanging of formal instruments between the two sides.392 For Shahin Giray, the alliance was directed against the Porte, but the Cossacks hoped that it might be equally useful against Poland.

391 Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna w latach 1624–1629, pp. 29–31. The shah’s undated letter, composed in Ottoman Turkish and brought to Warsaw in October 1624, has been preserved in the original; see AGAD, AKW, Dział perski, no. 4; its contemporary Polish translation, apparently made by Samuel Otwinowski, is published (with a wrong date: 1628) in Stanisław Przyłęcki (ed.), Ukrainne sprawy. Przyczynienie do dziejów polskich, tatarskich i tureckich XVII wieku (Lvów [Lviv], 1842), pp. 19–20. Interestingly, Abbas referred to Shahin Giray as the Crimean khan “who sits on the throne of the Genghis-khanid sultanate” (calis-i evreng-i saltanat-i Ėngiz-hani [...] Şahîn Gêrêy Han). The letter did not openly refer to an anti-Ottoman alliance but only invoked the unity and friendship between the shah, the khan, and the king, titled as “one who commands over the Polish kingdoms” (ferman-fermay-i memalik-i Leh). More delicate details were discussed orally with the Persian envoy.

392 Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna w latach 1624–1629, pp. 36–38; cf. idem, “Geneza sojuszu kozacko-tatarskiego z 1648 r.,” Przegląd Historyczny 37 (1948): 276–287, esp. pp. 278–279. The qalga’s instrument, dated 24 December 1624 (according to the Old Style, since in his later correspondence Shahin Giray mentioned the date 23 Rebi I 1034 A.H., i.e., 3 January 1625), has been preserved in a Polish copy. It is published in Stepan Golubev, Kievskij mitropolit Petr Mogila i ego spodvîzniki (Opyt istoričeskago izsledovanija), vol. 1 (Kiev, 1883), appendix: Materiały dlja istorii zapadno-russkoj cerkvi, p. 276. We do not know who corroborated the unpreserved Cossack document, perhaps Kalenýk Andrijevyč, the Cossack hetman between October 1624 and January 1625; cf. Myxajlo Hruševs’kyj, Istorija Ukrajiny-Rus’i, vol. 7 (Kiev, 1995), p. 527, also the English translation by B. Struminski: Hrushevsky, History of Ukraine-Rus’, vol. 7: The Cossack Age to 1625 (Edmonton-Toronto, 1999), p. 412. On Karrayteben, referred to as a market place which served for trade between the Cossacks and the Tatars (uroczysko Karajteben, które jest forum, albo rynek, gdzie Tatarowie z Kozaki wszelkie targi swe miewają), see Bartosz Paprocki, Herby rycerstwa polskiego. Edited by K. Turowski (Cracow, 1858), p. 159 [originally published in 1854]; for the etymology of its Turkic name, see Jurij Kravčenko, “Tjurkizmy v hidronimnij systemi kołys’oho Velykoho Luhu Zaporož’kooho—II,” Visnyk Zaporiz’koho nacional’noho universytetu (2009), Filološči čnauky, no. 1, pp. 91–95, esp. p. 93.
To their disappointment, when in the following months they rebelled against Poland, the awaited Tatar relief did not come.

It is hard to resolve whether Mehmed III Giray authorized the adventurous plans of his younger brother. Yet, their close cooperation lasting till the final catastrophe suggests a tacit division of roles: while the qalga negotiated an anti-Ottoman “crusade,” the khan led a more prudent policy, aiming at a reconciliation with Istanbul and stabilizing his rule. In September 1624, the Porte confirmed Mehmed III Giray on the Crimean throne.\footnote{This fact was reported in September by a Muscovian envoy sent to the Crimea; see Novosel’skij, 
*Bor’ba Moskovskogo gosudarstva s Tatarami*, p. 115; the khan’s official confirmation was also reported on 24 October in the correspondence of the Venetian bailo from Istanbul; see Berindei, “La Porte Ottomane face aux Cosaques Zaporogues,” p. 295.}

Almost simultaneously, the khan issued a formal instrument of peace (şartname) for Muscovy.\footnote{The document, dated 11 September 1624 (28 Zilkade 1033 A.H.), is preserved in a contemporary copy in Arabic script; see RGADA, f. 123 “Snošenija Rossii s Krymom,” opis’ [hereafter, op.] 2, no. 36; published in *Materialy dlia istorii Krymskago xanstva izvlečennyja, po rasporjaženiju Imperatorskoj Akademii Nauk, iz Moskovskago Glavnogo Arxiva Ministerstva Inostrannyx Del*. Edited by V. Vel’jaminov-Zernov and X. Faizxanov [Fejzxanov] (St. Petersburg, 1864), pp. 20–24. Its Russian translation is published under a wrong date (8/18 September 1623) in *Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij*… . Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 47–50.} Having received the sultan’s pardon, in late October 1624 he also issued an instrument of peace for Poland that he had earlier refused to Krauzowski. In the changed political situation, when the Tatars no longer needed Polish assistance against Istanbul but, on the contrary, they could count on Ottoman protection, no wonder that the document largely differed from the formula proposed by the royal side in 1622.

Paradoxically, the document issued by Mehmed III Giray, who had successfully defied the sultan’s will, bore distinct traces of the Ottomanization of the Crimean chancery, especially apparent in the invocation, full of Koranic citations, and in the closing formula. For the first time, the name of the Polish king was followed by an Islamic salutatio, alluding to the hope for his conversion to Islam. These external changes apparently reflected the conscious policy of centralization, applied by Mehmed III Giray.\footnote{On Mehmed III Giray’s domestic policy that followed the Ottoman example, cf. Hajvoronskij, *Povelitel’ dvux materikov*, vol. 2, pp. 86–88. A characteristic scene was recorded by the Muscovian envoys, received by Mehmed III Giray in December 1623; when the khan was requested that also his courtiers should take an oath to keep peace, he retorted that they were not his companions, as had been the case in the...} The khan’s instrument contained a
lengthy narration, referring to the ancient friendship dating back to the times of the khans Mengli Giray and Devlet Giray, and the kings Sigismund I and Sigismund Augustus. In this idealized past, “the poor and [other] subjects of the two states lived in peace,” and the “Tatars and Nogays, who dwelled on both sides of the Dnieper, drinking the Dnieper water and grazing, obeyed the imperial [i.e., Ottoman-DK] authority and remained in peace. Also the Dnieper Cossacks remained in peace, always respecting the illustrious [Ottoman-DK] emperor, without any violation of his will.” According to Mehmed III Giray, the reason of this pristine state was the timely delivery of the annual royal gifts, “partly in cash, partly in beautiful textiles, partly in other customary goods,” which the kings used to send “as far as to the Crimea, to our prosperous seat in Baghchasaray, having loaded them on their own carts.” The khan stressed that the gifts used to be sent not merely to the khans, but also to the qalga and nureddin,396 other Giray princes, the court officials and aghas, as well as the leading beys and mirzas, who represented the Crimean nobility. The document also referred to the Treaty of Ţuţora (1595) and the peace between Sigismund III and Ghazi II Giray, admitting that in their times the royal gifts were transported only as far as Očakiv.397

Expressing his wish to revive the ancient friendship, Mehmed III Giray simultaneously acted as a self-appointed representative of the Ottoman sultan. The first provision of his document required that the royal subjects stop raiding not merely the Crimea, but also Moldavia, Wallachia, and the sultan’s lands around Akkerman, Bender, and Kilia, ironically the same three Ottoman castles that had been offered by Shahin Giray to Poland only two months earlier. The second provision regarded the timely delivery of the royal gifts, destined not only for the khan, but also for Qalga Shahin Giray, the nureddin and other Giray princes, twelve leading aghas, and the leading beys and mirzas. In return, the khan offered mutual military assistance, security of trade, and engaged that his subjects, both Tatar and Nogay, would not raid the royal lands or march through them while heading

---

396 In fact, the post of nureddin did not exist before 1581.
397 In fact, they were transported to Kamieniec along the road that led further to Jassy and Akkerman.
for campaigns. Curiously, the document also contained the controversial clause regarding the Polish territorial pretensions, which the royal chancery had tried to enter so many times in the Polish-Crimean treaty documents. It is hard to guess what Mehmed III Giray had in mind when he engaged that “no [Tatar] troops and no Tatar should be seen [in the lands extending] as far as the Black Sea.”

Mehmed III Giray’s embassy to Poland was entrusted to the experienced Tatar envoy, Sefer Ghazi Bey, who delivered the khan’s ‘ahdnname at the royal court probably in January 1625. For the envoy, who participated in numerous embassies to Poland since 1604, it turned out to be his last mission. On his return way, he embarked a ship in Akkerman and died in an accident on the Black Sea.

Although the pacification process was frustrated by the death of the Tatar envoy, mutual relations were at least temporarily appeased. In 1625, Mehmed III Giray received the royal gifts, though not in the expected quantity. The khan ignored his brother’s treaty with the Cossacks and allowed the royal troops to quell the Cossack rebellion.

398 In the Polish contemporary translation: aż do samego Czarnego Morza wojska żadne, ani Tatarzyn widzian nie będzie.

399 For the khan’s ‘ahdnname, whose contents are summarized above, see Document 48. The document, preserved in Polish translation, is dated “in the middle” (apparently in the second decade) of Muharrem 1034 A.H., i.e., between 24 October and 2 November 1624. It also contains a confusing dating according to the Christian era, namely “in the middle of the month of January of the year 1625,” which perhaps refers to the month when the document was delivered at the royal court. The identity of the Crimean envoy is not disclosed in the document, but we learn it from a later letter by Mehmed III Giray, sent to Sigismund III in 1627 (dated in the month of Safar 1037 A.H., i.e., 12 October—9 November 1627 A.D.), where the khan recalled that he had sent “Sefer Ghazi Bey along with our exalted letter of agreement, written in golden script” (Sefer Gazy Bega z listem naszym wielmożnym przymiernym, złotem pismem pisany, posaliśmy byli) and deplored that upon reaching Akkerman on his return way, the envoy had embarked a ship in desire to reach the khan’s court as soon as possible and had perished at sea (do Białogrodu przyszedszy, a stamtąd w okręt wsiadszy, u nas prędko bydź chcąc, na morzu zginął); the letter, preserved in a seventeenth-century Polish translation, apparently made by Samuel Otwinowski, is published in Stanisław Przyłęcki (ed.), Ukrainne sprawy, pp. 14–17, see esp. p. 15; on Sefer Ghazi’s earlier career, see Document 41, n. 5.

400 Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna w latach 1624–1629, pp. 41–42.
the Crimea.\textsuperscript{401} This was a great relief for the royal side as between May 1622 and June 1624 Kantemir, the then Ottoman governor of Očakiv and simultaneously the Nogay leader, had led four raids to Poland, disregarding both the khan’s authority and the peace between the sultan and the king.\textsuperscript{402} Although the Polish court sent frequent complaints to Istanbul, Kantemir could be secure of his position as he remained the Porte’s major defence against the Cossacks and a counterweight to the rebellious Crimean khan.

The Polish-Crimean peace did not last long. In February 1626, Mehmed III Giray led a devastating raid into Poland. Polish protests in Istanbul were met with a retort that the king had failed to stop the Cossack raids and the gifts for the khan were inadequate, as they covered only a half-year period instead of the expected three years. The Giray brothers apparently still played their “good and bad cop” roles: Shahin Giray did not participate in the raid and even warned—rather belatedly—Hetman Koniecpolski of the danger.\textsuperscript{403}

In the following months, the situation turned still worse as Hetman Koniecpolski along with the main Polish troops, which usually garrisoned in the southeastern provinces, headed to Royal Prussia in order to fight against the Swedes. The clash between Catholic Poland and Protestant Sweden could be justly regarded yet another theatre of the Thirty Years’ War, so the members of the anti-Habsburg coalition, especially the Dutch diplomacy in Istanbul, tried to direct the Porte against Poland. The plan was supported by the Orthodox patriarch Kyrillos Lukaris, who envisioned a broad Orthodox-Protestant coalition against the Catholics. Moreover, King Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden encouraged the Crimean khan to raid Poland, offering to triple the gifts if he assumed the Polish throne. This broader political background combined with prospects of spoils created a favorable atmosphere for a new raid against Poland both in the courts of Istanbul and Baghchasaray and among the rank and file Tatars and Nogays. In October 1626, a large army, recruited in the Crimea and Budjak,

\textsuperscript{401} Berindei, “La Porte Ottomane face aux Cosaques Zaporogues,” p. 294.
\textsuperscript{402} Podhorodecki, \textit{Chanat krymski i jego stosunki z Polską}, pp. 141–147. The last raid was successfully repulsed in the battle at Martyniv. Kantemir “merited” a separate mention in the royal instrument confirming the Polish-Ottoman peace, issued in Warsaw on 1 April 1624. The document stipulated that neither the khan, nor the qalga, Kantemir Mirza, other mirzas, and [rank and file] Tatars should cause harm to the royal domains; see Kołodziejczyk, \textit{Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations}, p. 421.
\textsuperscript{403} Baranowski, \textit{Polska a Tatarszczyzna w latach 1624–1629}, pp. 43–51.
entered the Polish Ukraine. Thanks to a skillful command, the Polish troops assisted by the Cossacks defeated the invaders at Bila Cerkva.404

After the fateful year of 1626, remembered for two Tatar invasions of Poland, the Polish-Crimean relations calmed down due to the revival of tensions between Kantemir and the Giray brothers. In 1627, the Nogay leader managed to return to Budjak and revived hostilities with the Girays. In 1628, Shahin Giray invaded Budjak and Dobrudja, but was defeated by Kantemir at Babadagh. In his turn, Kantemir chased Shahin Giray into the Crimea and besieged the two brothers in Baghchasaray. In a seemingly hopeless situation, the khan and the qalga were rescued by the Cossacks, who answered Shahin’s call and arrived led by their hetman, Myxajlo Dorošenko.405 Now, it was Kantemir who had to seek for refuge in Ottoman Caffa, besieged by the Tatar-Cossack coalition. The conflict was resolved by the Porte that grabbed the opportunity to dispose of the troublesome brothers. In June 1628, a large Ottoman fleet anchored in Caffa, carrying on board Djanibek Giray, who was appointed the khan for the third time. After a panic broke out in the Tatar camp, Mehmed and Shahin Girays along with their Cossack patrons retreated to the Polish Ukraine. Having sworn loyalty to Poland-Lithuania, the brothers, assisted by the Cossacks, returned in November, and then again in June 1629, trying in vain to recapture the Crimean throne. During the second failed expedition, Mehmed III Giray was killed by disappointed Cossacks while Shahin Giray escaped to Iran.406

Although Sigismund III did not officially support the rebelious brothers in their struggle against the Porte, he tacitly accepted the Cossack interventions in the Crimea as a mode to divert the Tatar energy from raiding Poland. It certainly did not dispose the Porte, and particularly Djanibek Giray and Kantemir, well towards the northern neighbor. In August 1629, a Tatar-Nogay army, commanded by Qalga Devlet Giray and Kantemir, entered Poland. The raid was only partly successful as many invaders were killed or captured at the Dniester crossing of Ustja (Pol. Uście) in October 1629. Among the captives

405 Dorošenko was killed shortly after his arrival to the Crimea.
was the future khan, Islam Giray, who was to remain in Poland until 1634, imprisoned in the castle of Rawa.\textsuperscript{407}

In order to appease the situation and prevent a possible Ottoman invasion, a Polish envoy, Aleksander Piaseczyński, was sent to Istanbul in 1630. During his negotiations with the kaymakam Redjeb Pasha, who substituted for the grand vizier then campaigning in Persia, Piaseczyński was assured that the 'ahdname, issued by Sultan Murad IV in 1623, was still in force. Nevertheless, the kaymakam and the envoy wrote down five articles, whose observance was deemed necessary to preserve the peace. The first, most important article provided that the king should remove the Cossacks from the Dnieper islands and stop their raids. In return, the Porte offered to resettle the Nogays from Budjak to the Crimea. Moreover, the king was to send annual gifts to the khan, and in return the khan was to restrain his subjects from raiding Poland. At the same time, negotiations were led on the spot between Murtaza Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Očakiv, and Hetman Koniecpolski. The latter had recently returned from the Swedish campaign and pacified yet another Cossack rebellion in June 1630, hence the Polish authorities could claim that they cooperated with the Porte in restraining the Cossacks. On 9 September 1630, an agreement was reached, consisting of seven articles. Articles 1 and 3 regarded the removal of the Cossacks from the Dnieper islands; article 4—disbanding of troops gathered by both sides; article 5—the obligation of the Polish king to send the customary gifts to the Crimean khan; article 6—the Ottoman engagement to prevent the Tatars from raiding Poland; article 7—the Ottoman engagement to prohibit Kantemir, his brother Aytemir, his cousin Oraq Mirza, and other Nogays dwelling in Budjak to raid Poland; finally, article 2 provided that the Crimean prince, Islam Giray, should be set free from the Polish captivity.\textsuperscript{408}


It was easier to write down the above promises than to fulfill them. Even the seemingly uncomplicated task of setting free Islam Giray was not executed. Nevertheless, the following years witnessed a Polish-Crimean rapprochement. After the calm year of 1631, when the Tatars participated in the Ottoman campaign against Persia, in April 1632 Sigismund III died after over forty-four years of reign. The election of his older son, Vladislaus, went uncontested, but the procedures took some time while there was a risk that the neighbors would benefit from the interregnum and invade Poland-Lithuania. A confrontation was most likely from the side of Sweden and Muscovy as Vladislaus did not resign from his claims to the thrones in Stockholm and Moscow, assuming the titles of the hereditary king of Sweden and of the tsar of Russia, elected during the Time of Troubles in 1610. The Swedish troops were busy fighting in Germany, but in the fall of 1632, Muscovy invaded Lithuania in the hope of reconquering the lands lost by the terms of the truce of 1619. It was clear that the result of the confrontation could be influenced by the stand(s) of Istanbul and Baghchasaray.

Fortunately for Poland-Lithuania, the East European politics of the Muslim courts in the years 1632–1634 was quasi-schizophrenic. In the late spring of 1632, Abaza Mehmed Pasha, the famous former rebel against the Porte, replaced Murtaza Pasha as the governor of Očakiv. During his first year in post, he duly cooperated with Hetman Koniecpolski and even executed the Polish-Ottoman demarcation, stipulated by the agreements of 1621–1624. Yet, at the same time he tolerated Kantemir’s raid into Poland, and in October 1633 he personally crossed the Dniester and attacked the Polish forces, gathered by Koniecpolski near Kamieniec. After an indecisive battle, Abaza returned to Moldavia, to be soon accused by the Porte of insubordination and executed. The question, whether his action was performed with or without the sultan’s consent, remains unresolved. It is likely that the Porte, or at least some of its members, tacitly authorized his attack but then, upon seeing his failure and the simultaneous Polish triumph over Muscovy, dissociated themselves from the risky action and disposed of the troublesome pasha.409

[Poland] to the [imperial] threshold” and not “to send the Tatars imprisoned within [Poland] to the sultanic threshold.”

409 Cf. Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 137–138; somewhat amusingly, in a recent article focused on Abaza Mehmed Pasha, Gabriel Piterberg
The inconsistent Ottoman policy towards the Polish-Muscovian conflict was hesitantly followed by Djanibek Giray, who at first seemed to support Warsaw, then promised his assistance to the tsar, and finally reconciled with Poland. Unlike Kantemir and his Budjak Nogays, for whom Muscovy was too distant, the Crimean Tatars could choose between raiding Poland or Muscovy. Besides, though Djanibek owed his throne to Kantemir, he soon found himself in the shoes of his predecessor, growing uneasy with the ambitions of the Nogay leader. In the fall of 1632, long after Sigismund’s death but still before Vladislaus’ election, the khan issued an instrument of peace and sent to Poland through his envoy, Ibrahim Bey from the prominent Külük clan, whose members had supported the royal interests in Baghchasaray already in the 16th century.\footnote{On Ibrahim and the Külük clan, see Document 49, notes 6–7.}

The instrument, referred to as \textit{‘ahdname} and simultaneously as \textit{yarlıq}, was addressed to the king of Poland, without mentioning the addressee’s name. In the \textit{narratio}, it referred to the earlier correspondence between the Crimean vizier,\footnote{The post of the vizier, also known as the head agha (\textit{baş ağa}) or the khan’s agha (\textit{han ağaşı}), was introduced in the Crimean Khanate by Ghazi II Giray; see Halim Giray Sultan, \textit{Gülbün-i hânân}, p. 44.} Mehmed Agha, and Hetman Koniecpolski, and the latter’s promise to expel the Cossacks from the Dnieper, send the customary gifts, and maintain friendship with the khan. The Crimean document displayed familiarity with the political system of Poland-Lithuania, as it invoked the authorization, given to Koniecpolski by the king and the Diet (Tat. \textit{sem} < Pol. \textit{sejm}), to lead the negotiations. The khan concluded that “because our agha, Mehmed Agha, trusted your hetman, I accepted the peace [and] sent our Crimean troops, which were to set out in hostility to your country, to the Muscovian dominions [instead].” Thereafter, the instrument reiterated the conditions of peace: the payment of royal gifts due for the past five years, the expulsion of Cossacks from the Dnieper, the release of Islam Giray, and mutual assistance in troops and money against common enemies. Djanibek Giray still feared a possible return of Shahin Giray, so he obliged the Polish side not to give assistance to

dated his execution to 1632 and thus deprived his protagonist of a chance to play a major role in East European politics, simultaneously narrowing the factographic base of his own study; cf. \textit{idem}, “The Alleged Rebellion of Abaza Mehmed Paşa: Historiography and the Ottoman State in the Seventeenth Century,” in: \textit{Mutiny and Rebellion in the Ottoman Empire}. Edited by J. Hathaway (Madison, 2002): 13–24, esp. p. 15.\footnote{On Ibrahim and the Külük clan, see Document 49, notes 6–7.}
the former qalga and to arrest him if he arrived in the Polish Ukraine. Apart from sending the customary gifts to the khan, the king was expected to send presents to the Giray family members, including the khan’s mother and two wives, and to numerous Crimean dignitaries, mentioned by names or functions. The document was strengthened by a solemn oath, taken by Djanibek Giray on behalf of his qalga and nureddin, the leaders of the Shirin, Manghit, Arghun, and Sedjevüt clans, and the remaining nobles, officials, and subjects in the presence of Ibrahim Bey. The envoy was empowered to represent the khan and discuss any remaining matters.412

Ibrahim arrived at Cracow on 1 March 1633. King Vladislaus IV warmly received the news of the khan’s friendship and encouraged the Tatars to repeat their raid of Muscovy, but the royal treasury was empty so the Crimean embassy was detained. Instead, the king sent his interpreter to appease the khan. In the following months Vladislaus organized a relief of Smolensk, besieged by Muscovian troops, so the next Crimean embassy found him in a military camp near the fortress, in November 1633. The khan impatiently demanded the release of Ibrahim Bey and the immediate payment of the royal gifts. At the same time, Djanibek Giray intensified his contacts with Moscow and in January 1634 even issued an instrument of peace, promising Tsar Michael Romanov military assistance against Vladislaus.413 The khan’s anger was yet soon mitigated by the news of the royal victory at Smolensk. Moreover, in February 1634 Ibrahim Bey was finally sent back to the Crimea along with a Polish envoy, Stefan Narajowski, who carried the royal gifts, though not in the amount expected by the Tatars.414

After the execution of Abaza Mehmed Pasha, the Polish-Ottoman relations improved as well. In the spring of 1634, Murtaza Pasha returned from the Persian front and resumed responsibilities on the Polish border as the commander-in-chief of Ottoman troops charged with the specific task to restore the peace. In August 1634, an agreement

412 See Document 49; the document was dated in the second decade of Rebi I 1042 A.H., i.e., between 26 September and 5 October 1632.
413 The şartname of Djanibek Giray, issued in the first decade of Redjeb 1043 A.H. (1–10 January 1634), is preserved in RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 41 (due to its bad state of preservation the present author was unable to consult it); it is published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 100–104; its Russian translation is published in Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij… Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 55–59.
was negotiated between Murtaza’s plenipotentiary, Shahin Agha, and Hetman Koniecpolski, to be confirmed by Murtaza in September. It cleared some misunderstandings that had dated back to the Treaty of Hotin and specified that the Polish king was not obliged to pay tribute to the sultan, although he was expected to send “gifts” to the khan. The Tatars and Nogays were to be removed from Budjak, and no official posts were to be given there to Kantemir, his brother Aytemir, or other Nogay mirzas. Both Istanbul and Warsaw were to do their best to prevent the Tatar and Cossack raids, but it was agreed that a minor raid would not be regarded as a cause of war. The Ottoman authorities in Očakiv were ordered not to let the Tatars cross the Dnieper when the latter aimed to raid Poland. The remaining clauses regulated the Polish-Moldavian border conflicts, trade, and diplomatic exchange. In the last days of October, the new Polish-Ottoman peace was confirmed by a solemn ‘ahdname, issued by Sultan Murad IV in Istanbul.415 A few days later, Djanibek Giray issued in Bagchasaray his own ‘ahdname, confirming the Crimean peace with Poland, and sent it through his envoy, Hasan Mirza.

The khan’s instrument, whose narratio was mixed with dispositio, recalled the initial peace offer by Koniecpolski, the khan’s decision to send his previous ‘ahdname through Ibrahim Bey, the accession of Vladislaus to the Polish throne, the embassy of Stefan Narajowski who brought the royal gifts, and the khan’s decision to send a new envoy, Hasan Mirza, along with the current instrument. Djanibek stressed again that though the Tatars had initially planned to raid Poland, they had changed their mind persuaded by the Polish hetman and raided Muscovy instead. Invoking a recent firman, ordering reconciliation with Poland, which he obtained from Murad IV, the khan ascribed himself the merit for persuading the Porte to make peace with Poland through his earlier correspondence with the sultan and Murtaza Pasha. The Crimean instrument stipulated that the Tatars would maintain peace provided that the king sent each year the customary gifts to the khan and his officials. The merchants of both countries were to travel safely and no harm was to touch the royal domains. The khan announced that in fulfillment of the previous royal requests Kantemir,

415 Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 138–139 and 436–457 (Documents 43–45); the sultan’s ‘ahdname was dated in the first decade of Djumada I 1044 A.H., i.e., between 23 October and 1 November 1634.
his brother Aytemir, his cousin Salman-shah, as well as other Nogays and Tatars were ordered to leave Akkerman (i.e., Budjak).\textsuperscript{416} Having invoked this compliance with Warsaw’s request, Djanibek recalled the earlier Polish promise that if the Nogays and Tatars were removed from Budjak, also the Cossacks would be removed from the Dnieper. The detainment of Narajowski in the Crimea was explained by the khan’s desire to first communicate with the Porte and only then send back the royal envoy. Djanibek assured the king that he had never schemed any wrong towards the Polish envoy and he had earlier likewise tolerated the long detainment of Ibrahim Bey in Poland-Lithuania. The khan’s last demand was quite unusual as it stipulated that the king should send “gift and treasure” (\textit{pişkeş ve hazine}) to the Ottoman sultan. Shortly before, in the direct Polish-Ottoman negotiations, Koniecpolski managed to persuade Murtaza Pasha that the Polish king had no tributary obligations towards the Porte, thus removing the misunderstanding that had dated back to the Treaty of Hotin. The khan was either unaware of this compromise or pretended to defend the prestige of the Ottoman padishah more persistently than the Ottoman dignitaries had done.\textsuperscript{417}

Like usually, the khan’s instrument was followed by a letter of his qalga (and the future khan), Mehmed Giray, issued in the latter’s residence at Ordu Saray and sent through a separate envoy, Mustafa Mirza.\textsuperscript{418} Like the khan, the qalga promised to maintain the peace with Poland. The name of Islam Giray, the qalga’s older brother, was no longer mentioned in the correspondence, because the Tatar prince had been finally set free from Polish captivity.

\textsuperscript{416} In fact Kantemir, ordered to join the Ottoman campaign against Persia, ignored the sultan’s will and remained in Budjak. Other Nogays followed Kantemir’s example and refused to settle in the Crimea; see Berindei, “La Porte Ottomane face aux Cosaques Zaporogues,” p. 304.

\textsuperscript{417} See Document 50; the document was dated in the second decade of Djumada I 1044 A.H., i.e., 2–11 November 1634. On the term \textit{pişkeş} and the issue of tribute paying in the Polish-Ottoman relations, cf. n. 280 above and Document 50, n. 23.

\textsuperscript{418} AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 63, t. 24, no. 486; published in \textit{Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva}, pp. 118–119. Like the khan’s instrument, the qalga’s letter (referred to as a \textit{yarlıq}) was dated in the second decade of Djumada I 1044 A.H., i.e., 2–11 November 1634. Ordu Saray is identified by Abrahamowicz with Aq Mesjid Saray or Aq Mesjid, a town situated near modern Simferopol, serving as the qalga’s residence and destroyed by the Russian army in 1736; see Senai, \textit{Historia chana Islam Gereja III}, p. 153, n. 99; cf. Jankowski, \textit{A Historical-Etymological Dictionary}, pp. 184–186.
In the last months of his reign, the aging khan regarded Kantemir as a much greater danger than the distant Safavids, against whom the Tatars had to fight under Ottoman orders. Djanibek even considered to follow the steps of Shahin Giray and invite the Cossacks to jointly attack Kantemir. When invited by Murad IV to march against Persia, he refused giving his age as a pretext and in March 1635 was duly dismissed and exiled to Rhodes.\footnote{Cf. Baranowski, *Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648*, pp. 38–39; idem, “Geneza sojuszu kozacko-tatarskiego z 1648 r.,” pp. 281–282; Berindei, “La Porte Ottomane face aux Cosaques Zaporogues,” p. 304; *Le khanat de Crimée*, p. 336.}

If the Porte hoped that the new khan, Inayet Giray, a younger brother of Tokhtamish Giray who had remained under its protection since the latter’s death (1608), would be more easily manageable, it proved to be wrong. Inayet openly refused to participate in the Persian campaign\footnote{This campaign was to result in the temporary Ottoman conquest of Erevan, lost in the following year.} and endeavored to strengthen his position on the Crimean throne. He appointed his two brothers—Hüsam and Saʿadet Girays, the last remaining sons of Ghazi II Giray—his qalga and nureddin, and in June 1635 sent a new letter of agreement to Vladislaus IV.

Interestingly, Inayet’s instrument was much closer in content to Mehmed III Giray’s ‘ahdname from 1624 than to Djanibek’s instruments from 1632–1634. It began with a reference to the “pristine” times of Mengli and Devlet Girays, when the Polish kings used to send gifts loaded on their own carts as far as Baghchasaray, not merely to the khans, but to their relatives and officials as well. After a further reference to the treaty concluded in the times of his father, Ghazi II Giray (i.e., the Treaty of Ţuţora), Inayet listed the conditions of peace that were to be observed in the future by King Vladislaus: not invading Moldavia, Wallachia, and the sultan’s lands around Akkerman and Kilia; restraining and expulsing the Cossacks from the Dnieper; paying the customary gifts to the khan and his family members, their prominent aghas, and the qaraçı beys. Furthermore, the king was asked to issue his letter of agreement and send it through his great envoy along with the gifts. At the end, the khan’s instrument contained a warning that was missing in the earlier ‘ahdnames: if the king failed in his obligations, a hundred thousand of Tatars, assisted by another hundred thousand of Nogays, Circassians, Kabardinians, Kumyks, and others, were to raid the royal domains “in summer as well as in winter […] with fire and sword with the assistance of God and our Prophet, and
capture the commoners and the noble ones.” “Assuming that each Tatar would take one captive and one head of cattle—continued the khan, adding an interesting arithmetic calculation—, you should consider whether it would not exceed the value of the gifts that you are to send.” Nevertheless, in conclusion Inayet Giray repeated his intention to maintain the peace as an optimal measure.421

The aforementioned instrument was brought to Poland by Ghazi Agha, referred to as a great courier. The text of the document reveals that Ghazi Agha was to be followed by the great envoy, Rüstem Agha, but we do not know whether the latter made his way to Poland and whether he was provided with yet another instrument. Like usually, the khan’s instrument was followed by the letters of other Crimean dignitaries.422 The Tatar embassy was received in Warsaw in October 1635 and sent back to the Crimea, although King Vladislaus refused to appoint a great envoy as it had been requested by the khan.423

Later in the year 1635, Inayet Giray began preparing an expedition against Kantemir. Like his predecessors, Shahin and Djanibek Girays, he invited the Cossacks to jointly attack the Nogays. After a year of preparations, in January 1637 the khan invaded Budjak. Seeing his forces outnumbered, Kantemir took refuge in Istanbul, while Oraq Mirza prostrated before the khan and asked for his pardon. The remaining Nogay commanders, including Aytemir and Salman-shah, were defeated in March 1637 and fell prisoner to the khan. Victorious Inayet Giray ordered a resettlement of the whole Budjak horde to the Crimea. While the khan returned home earlier, the qalga and nureddin escorted the Nogays to the Dnieper crossing near Očakiv. There, the Nogays surprised their guards, killed Hüsam and Sa‘adet Girays, and returned to Budjak. Fearing a Crimean revenge, in the summer of 1637 the Nogays approached Hetman Koniecpolski and asked for Polish protection. Oraq Mirza played a crucial role in these negotiations as earlier he had served in the Polish campaign against Muscovy.424

421 See Document 51.
422 The khan’s instrument is today preserved only in Polish translation; however, the letter of Nureddin Sa‘adet Giray is preserved in original. It was issued in Baghchasaray, dated in the second decade of Muharrem 1045 A.H., just like the khan’s instrument (the latter also contains a more precise date, i.e., 29 June 1635), and sent through a courier named Ghazi Bey; see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 63, t. 8, no. 466.
423 Baranowski, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648, pp. 41–46.
424 See the letters of Krzysztof Dzierżek (the Polish envoy to the khan), Inayet Giray, Vasile Lupu (the hospodar of Moldavia), Mikołaj Zaćwilichowski (a Polish military commander), and Malinowski (the hetman’s envoy to the Nogays), addressed to
Meanwhile, Inayet Giray made his way to Istanbul in vain effort to explain his invasion of Budjak. In an unprecedented act, Sultan Murad IV ordered to strangulate the khan and appointed Bahadır Giray in his place. Inayet’s archenemy, Kantemir, did not live much longer as he was also executed by the Porte.\(^{425}\)

*The Cossack era 1637–1653*

The new khan, Bahadır Giray, persuaded the Nogays to return under his rule, so by October 1637 they broke their negotiations with Poland. Yet, two years later the khan was to violate his promise and execute the main Nogay leaders, including Oraq Mirza and probably Aytemir and Salman-shah as well. Only Azamet Mirza, Oraq’s nephew, escaped the massacre and entered the Polish service.\(^{426}\)

Bahadır Giray appointed his brothers, Islam Giray (the former prisoner in Poland) and Safa Giray, to the posts of qalga and nured-din. The khan notified of his accession not only Warsaw and Moscow, but also Vienna and Stockholm. In July 1637, Bahadır Giray sent to Poland his envoy, Qutlu-shah Bey, provided with an instrument of agreement. Qutlu-shah was accompanied by another envoy, Hüseyin Chavush, who carried a separate instrument of agreement issued by Qalga Islam Giray. On 24 October, the Crimean envoys were received by Hetman Koniecpolski in Bar, and then proceeded to the royal court in Warsaw. In analogy to Inayet Giray’s document from 1635, Bahadır’s instrument invoked the ancient friendship dating back to the times of Mengli and Devlet Girays, on one side, and

---


**Baranowski erroneously treated this event as if it had occurred already in 1637; cf. idem, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648, pp. 76–79 (curiously, on p. 111 of his book Baranowski refers to Aytemir as still alive in 1639); on Azamet Mirza and his later career in Poland, cf. Miron Costin, *Latopis Ziemi Mołdawskiej i inne utwory historyczne*. Translated and annotated by I. Czamańska (Poznań, 1998), p. 170.**
Sigismund Augustus, on the other. It also invoked the reconciliation between Ghazi II Giray and Sigismund III, reached at Ţuţora through the mediation of Jan Zamoyski. The khan engaged not to invade the royal lands but in return he expected that the king would restrain his subjects, especially the Cossacks, from attacking Moldavia, Wallachia, Budjak as well as other provinces belonging to the Ottoman sultan or the Crimean khan. The customary royal gifts were to be sent each year to the khan and his retinue members, and the two sides were to provide security for traveling envoys and merchants. The qalga’s instrument was worded similarly to the khan’s one.427

Although Qutlu-shah arrived with a peaceful mission, he was detained almost two years since the royal treasury lacked money for the gifts. Simultaneously, the royal side tried to appease the Tatars by promptly sending back the remaining members of the embassy, including Hüseyin Chavush, who was provided with a royal instrument of agreement (list przysiężny) addressed to Qalga Islam Giray. The document, probably issued in late November 1637, expressed royal determination to maintain the peace, though Vladislaus IV openly admitted that he was unable to completely eradicate the Cossacks, as “even though our troops routed them, they would hide in rivers and waters and, having stolen through [into new places], they would [again] commit harm.” The king attached some gifts to his letter, but stressed that they were granted out of his free will and not out of duty.428

The khan’s reaction to the detainment of his envoy in Poland was mitigated by violent events in other areas. In June 1637, shortly after Bahadır’s accession, the Don Cossacks conquered the Ottoman castle of Azov (Azaq). It was a heavy blow to the prestige of the Ottoman padi-shah, facilitated by the turmoil in Budjak and the Ottoman engagement in the war against Persia. In 1638, the khan unwillingly participated in the Ottoman expedition that failed to reconquer Azov. In the same

---

427 See Documents 52–53. On the Crimean embassy of 1637, see also Korespondencja Stanisława Koniecpolskiego, pp. 43–44 and 423, and Baranowski, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648, pp. 87–88 and 116 (Baranowski erroneously identifies the qalga’s envoy who accompanied Qutlu-shah with Arslan Bey; in fact, Arslan Bey had arrived already in the summer with the notification of Islam Giray’s promotion to the post of qalga. Qutlu-shah was accompanied by Hüseyin Chavush, whose name is invoked in the qalga’s instrument).

428 See Document 54; on Qutlu-shah’s detainment in Poland, see Document 54, n. 1, and Document 55, n. 8.
year, Nureddin Qırım Giray, who had replaced Safa Giray after the latter’s death, was sent to assist the Ottomans in their siege of Baghdad.\footnote{Le khanat de Crimée, p. 340.}

The Cossacks were well aware that they could not hold Azov for long. Therefore, they offered to submit the conquest to the Russian tsar, their official patron and suzerain. Yet, Moscow was unprepared for a war and assured both Istanbul and Baghchasaray that it had nothing to do with the Cossack action. In fact, in the following years Moscow lavished the Tatars with gifts, brought by numerous embassies, and even obtained a \textit{sartname}, issued by Bahadır Giray in August 1640.\footnote{See Novosel’skij, \textit{Bor’ba Moskovskogo gosudarstva s Tatarami}, pp. 256–293; \textit{Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij}… Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 90–94; Baranowski, \textit{Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648}, pp. 98–99 and 120–122.}

The more effective was the Russian diplomacy, the more likely was a Tatar attack against Poland-Lithuania. In 1637, the Ukrainian Cossacks who had assisted Inayet Giray in his invasion of Budjak returned home with empty hands after Inayet’s fall. Their dissatisfaction evolved into an anti-Polish rebellion, joined by Ukrainian peasants and mercilessly pacified by the Polish authorities. Many Cossacks left to the Don and joined their brethren in fighting and raiding their Muslim neighbors. Thus Istanbul and Baghchasaray had a reason to accuse the Polish king that his subjects participated in the Azov adventure.\footnote{On the participation of Ukrainian (i.e., Dnieper) Cossacks in military actions of the Don Cossacks, especially in the conquest of Azov, see Viktor Brexunenko, \textit{Stosunki ukrajins’koho kozactva z Donom u XVI—seredyni XVII st.} (Kiev, 1998), pp. 211–231.} The accusation provided the Tatars with a good excuse if they wished to raid Poland. The khan also resented that his envoy had been detained in Poland. When Qutlu-shah was finally released in 1639 and the khan received the royal gifts, he was in turn upset with their amount, and the royal envoy, Krzysztof Dzierżek, was detained in the Crimea for over one year.\footnote{On Dzierżek’s embassy, cf. below and Document 55, notes 10–11.} During the first two months of 1640, Qalga Islam Giray, who had already known Poland quite well, led a devastating raid into the Polish Ukraine. Koniecpolski tried to pursue the invaders but his troops were too slow.\footnote{Baranowski, \textit{Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648}, pp. 104–113.}

The issue of the recent Tatar raid was raised by the Polish envoy to Istanbul, sent to the new sultan, Ibrahim. The new Ottoman \textit{‘ahdname}, issued in May 1640, repeated the clauses of the former treaties, including the one stipulating that “one should not permit the Polish Cos-
sacks to form companionship and bring mutual aid to the Cossacks of Muscovy.” The royal document, issued in September, was even more precise, duly forbidding the royal subjects to join *Cosacis Moschoviticis e Dona venientibus*.

After the Polish-Ottoman peace had been renewed, the khan had no choice but to join in. In August 1640, Bahadır Giray issued his instrument of agreement and sent to Poland through a great envoy, Quvvat Bey. The document, referred to as *'ahdname* and simultaneously as *yarlq*, contained a long list of accusations. Referring to the recent Polish-Ottoman reconcilement, the khan commented with a grievance: “although his excellency, the [Ottoman] sovereign, is a great padishah, we are great, too; we also used to make peace with you, our brother.” Bahadır Giray complained that his previous envoy, Qutlu-shah Bey, had been detained in Poland for over two years while the khan’s repeated queries about his envoy’s whereabouts had been evasively turned down. “How could such a thing happen in an orderly state, especially to an envoy going with a brotherly purpose?”—asked the khan rhetorically. He hinted sarcastically that only the news of the Ottoman conquest of Baghdad prompted the king to send the gifts to the khan. Still, their amount was disappointing and Bahadır was scandalized by a remark of the royal envoy, Krzysztof Dzierżek, that the gifts had been given out of free will so the Tatars had no title to complain. The khan’s last grievance regarded the Cossacks, who continued to steal Tatar and Nogay cattle and raid the Black Sea shores of Ottoman Rumelia, in spite of repeated royal promises to restrain them.

Nevertheless, the khan reasserted his peaceful intentions, proven by the sharp measures that he had taken to prevent his subjects from raiding Poland: the removal of Tatars and Nogays from the vicinity of Akkerman and Očakiv to the Crimea, as it had been requested by the king. In return, Bahadır expected Vladislaus to restrain the Cossacks, so that they would not bring harm to any Muslim and so that “the people dwelling on the Black Sea shores may live in peace,” and to send each year the “customary gifts” amounting to 30,000 florins—one half in cash and one half in cloth and furs, apart from the smaller presents for the khan and his entourage.

---


435 See Document 55, dated in Rebi II 1050 A.H., i.e., between 21 July and 18 August 1640; it was probably issued in the third decade of Rebi II like the instrument of nureddin (cf. n. 436 below).
It was the Crimean custom that the khan’s instrument of peace was usually accompanied by letters sent by the qalga, nurreddin, other members of the Giray family, including the khan’s mother and first wife, as well as the Tatar and Nogay dignitaries. Yet, in 1637 also the qalga issued a separate instrument of peace, and in 1640 a step further was made and both the qalga and the nureddin issued separate instruments, referred to as ‘ahdnames like the khan’s instrument. The ‘ahdname of Nureddin Qırım Giray was almost identical in content with the khan’s one, also issued in Baghchasaray, apparently on the same date.\(^n\) Interestingly, it contained more Oghuz vocabulary and grammar elements than the khan’s instrument.\(^m\) The nureddin referred to his elder brother, the khan, repeating the conditions of the latter’s agreement with the king and confirming them in his own name. The only notable difference was that the amount of the royal gifts was not mentioned and Qırım Giray’s document had a shorter ending. The nurreddin appointed his own great envoy, Devlet Ghazi, to carry this document to Warsaw and travel along with the khan’s great envoy, Quvvat Bey.

Also the qalga, Islam Giray, issued his ‘ahdname in a military camp near Perekop. It was dated a few days later and sent through the qalga’s great envoy, Arslan Agha. The instrument was less “Ottomanized” in style than the documents of Bahadır and Qırım Girays, and contained more references to the past. Unlike the instruments of the khan and the nureddin, Islam Giray’s document invoked the Genghisid tradition\(^o\) and the ancient friendship between the Crimean and Polish-Lithuanian rulers dating back to the times of Hadji, Mengli, and Sahib Girays as well as Sigismund Augustus. The qalga explained his recent

\footnote{See Document 56: it was dated more precisely than the khan’s instrument, in the third decade of Rebi II 1050 A.H., i.e., between 10 and 18 August 1640.}

\footnote{Cf. the frequency of Kipchak and Oghuz alternatives such as cibermek/göndürmek, taqı/dahi, and the ablative endings—din/-den, on this issue, see also Chapter 1 in Part II; Oghuz elements are commonly regarded as the signs of Ottomanization of the Crimean chancery.}

\footnote{Interestingly, the qalga refers to himself as the commander of the right wing (ouj qolını) of the Khanate’s troops; in the edition of Vel’jaminov-Zernov and Faizxanov this fragment is mistakenly “corrected” by the addition of a redundant phrase ve sol qolını (“and of the left wing”); cf. *Materiały dla istorii Krymskago xanstva*, p. 260. According to the Genghisid tradition, the qalga commanded over the right wing of the troops while the khan was responsible for the whole army, commanding from the center; cf. Senai, *Historia chana Islam Gereja III*, pp. 151–152, n. 93. Hence, in the khan’s intitulatio both wings should be mentioned, but in the qalga’s intitulatio only the right wing.}
raid of the Ukraine by the continuous Cossack raids of the Crimean as well as Ottoman lands and the inadequate value of the recently brought royal gifts. Like the khan, Islam Giray was scandalized by the remark of the royal envoy that “one should not measure a [freely given] tip.” Nevertheless, if the king restrained the Cossacks and sent proper gifts, the qalga would remit the past wrongs and forbid any future raids. Remarkably, Islam’s instrument contained a clause regarding the security of trade that was missing in the khan’s document, apparently by omission. In conclusion, the qalga encouraged the king to contact him in any matter and offered his mediation between the king and the khan.439

The Crimean envoys arrived at Warsaw in November 1640. Bahadır Giray’s request to send him the “customary gifts” amounting to 30,000 florins—in fact twice as much as the previously agreed sum—was received at the royal court with irritation. One positive result triggered by the request was a thorough search for ancient Ottoman and Crimean documents, conducted in the Crown archives in Cracow and Warsaw in order to demonstrate the envoys that the request of their lord was baseless. The task was masterly accomplished by Samuel Otwinowski, the best translator of Oriental languages in the Royal Chancery. In 1642, Otwinowski completed a manuscript, which contained the copies and translations of Ottoman and Crimean documents, dating back as far as the 15th century, and was dedicated to Chancellor Piotr Gembicki. Until that time, the Crimean envoys were detained in Poland.440

Bahadır Giray had no time to react to one more detainment of his envoy. In 1641, he participated in yet another failed Ottoman-Crimean siege of Azov. There, he contracted the plague and died in October 1641. In the following year, the Cossacks received an order from Moscow to abandon Azov, so they left the ruined fortress to the Ottomans.

In October 1641, the Porte appointed a new khan, Mehmed IV Giray, Bahadır’s younger brother and the former qalga of Djanibek Giray. In March 1642, Quvvat Bey was sent back to the Crimea along

---

439 See Document 57, dated in the first decade of Djumada I 1050 A.H., i.e., between 19 and 28 August 1640.
with a royal envoy, Jerzy Ilicz, who carried gifts for the new khan in the amount regarded proper by the royal side. Mehmed IV Giray confirmed their receipt in a letter sent to King Vladislaus in November 1642, although he remarked that the gifts were of deficient value.\footnote{AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 63, t. 51, no. 518; published in \textit{Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva}, pp. 285–286; dated in Shaban 1052 A.H., i.e., between 25 October and 22 November 1642; see also the letter of the new qalga, Feth Giray, issued in Aq Mesdjid on 29 Shaban 1052 A.H. (i.e., 22 November 1642) and sent along with the khan’s letter: AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 63, t. 50, no. 516; published in \textit{Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva}, pp. 287–290. Both are referred to as “friendly letters” (\textit{muhabbetname}); besides, the khan’s letter is much shorter than a typical \textit{ahdname}; hence, Baranowski’s assumption that both the khan and the qalga sent “letters of agreement” (the Polish term \textit{list przymierny}, used by Baranowski, is equivalent to the Turkish term \textit{ahdname}) is incorrect; cf. Baranowski, \textit{Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648}, pp. 118–119 and 123–124.} Two months earlier, the khan had also confirmed the peace with Muscovy by issuing an official \textit{sahrtname}.\footnote{For the khan’s instrument, dated in September (sic) 1052 A.H. and preserved only in Russian translation, see RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 50; published in \textit{Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšenij}… . Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 99–102.}

Even if the new khan sincerely wished to keep peace, he had limited control over his subjects, who made their living by raiding neighboring lands. In the summer of 1643, a “private” Tatar raid devastated the estates of a Polish magnate, Jeremi Wiśniowiecki,\footnote{By the 17th century, the members of this ancient Ruthenian, Orthodox princely family had become Polonized Roman-Catholics, therefore I use here the Polish form Wiśniowiecki and not the Ruthenian [Ukrainian] one, Vyšnevec’ky.} which extended on the eastern side of the Dnieper. Wiśniowiecki chased the invaders and defeated them already in the steppe.\footnote{Baranowski, \textit{Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648}, pp. 125–128.} Five months later, Tughay Bey, the commander of Perekop from the Arghın clan, led a major raid to the Polish Ukraine, but was defeated by Hetman Koniecpolski at Oxmativ (Pol. Ochmatów) on 30 January 1644.\footnote{\textit{Ibidem}, pp. 131–143; on Tughay Bey, see Senai, \textit{Historia chana Islam Gereja III}, pp. 162–163, n. 169.}

The news of the victory of Oxmativ, disseminated by numerous pamphlets in Poland and Christian Europe, served as a propagandic tool for those who dreamed of an anti-Crimean, or even anti-Ottoman crusade. In February 1644, the Polish-Lithuanian Senate decided to cease the payment of gifts to the khan.\footnote{Baranowski, \textit{Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648}, p. 148.} Neither the Porte nor the Crimean subjects were satisfied with the rule of Mehmed IV Giray. The former expected him to honor the
peace with Poland, while the latter to lead successful campaigns that
would provide Tatar warriors with spoils. In June 1644, the Porte
summoned Islam Giray, the former qalga of Bahadır Giray and once
prisoner in Poland, from his exile in Rhodes and appointed to the
Crimean throne. He owed his accession to the diplomatic skills of his
agha and future vizier, Sefer Ghazi.447

Islam III Giray appointed his brother, Qırım Giray,448 the qalga, and
his nephew, Ghazi Giray,449 the nureddin. In order to gain popularity
among his subjects, the new khan had to authorize a raid against either
Poland-Lithuania or Muscovy. At first, it seemed more likely that the
Tatars would invade Poland after Warsaw had detained a Crimean
envoy, Mustafa Bey, who had arrived in the fall of 1644 with the noti-
fication of the khan’s accession and his proposal to renew the peace.450
Islam III Giray indeed renewed the peace with Moscow in Decem-
ber 1644 but, after the death of Michael Romanov in July 1645 and
the accession of his son, Alexis, the khan was liberated from his oath.
Besides, the notorious activity of the Don Cossacks convinced Istanbul
to authorize a Tatar raid against Muscovy. In the winter of 1645–1646,
Nureddin Ghazi Giray led a large raid to the north. The raid helped
to consolidate the Crimean nobility after a domestic conflict, which
had almost caused Sefer Ghazi’s death and temporarily removed him
from power.451

Poland-Lithuania was not attacked, but the enthusiasm after the
battle of Oxmativ resulted in military plans aiming at no less than the
conquest of the Crimea. Already in the fall of 1644, Hetman Stanisław

447 On Sefer Ghazi and his role in the Crimean politics, see Senai, Historia chana
Islam Gereja III, p. 144, n. 51.
448 On Qırım Giray, the former nureddin of Bahadır Giray, see Senai, Historia
chana Islam Gereja III, pp. 152–153, n. 95; he perished in June 1651, in the battle at
Berestecko between the Crimean-Cossack and Polish forces.
449 On Ghazi Giray, son of Mübarek Giray, see Senai, Historia chana Islam Gereja
III, pp. 154, n. 107; his raid against Muscovy is erroneously dated there in 1644–1645
instead of 1645–1646.
450 In his letter, sent through Mustafa Bey, Islam III Giray engaged to keep peace
on the condition that he received the customary gifts, and urged Vladislaus IV to send
a royal envoy in order to negotiate a new ‘ahdname; see the khan’s original letter in
AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 63, t. 41, no. 504, and its Polish translation in ibidem, k.
65, t. 144, no. 724; the letter is undated, but its date can be established by comparison
with the qalga’s letter, sent with the same embassy and dated in the third decade of
Djumada II 1054 A.H., i.e., between 25 August and 2 September 1644; cf. AGAD,
AKW, Dz. tat., k. 60, t. 69, no. 74.
451 See Novosel’skij, Bor’ba Moskovskogo gosudarstva s Tatarami, pp. 342–353.
Koniecpolski authored a memorial, proposing to ally with Muscovy and attack the Tatars. While Russia would conquer and colonize the Crimean peninsula, Poland would annex the Tatar and Ottoman lands on the Black Sea shores, extending as far as the Danube. An even greater enthusiasm affected Vladislaus IV. The king, whose ambitions had been nourished with grandiose plans since his childhood, dreamed of a great military adventure. Having failed to secure the thrones of Sweden and Muscovy, he now turned his attention to the south. In June 1645, the Ottomans invaded Venetian Crete, so Venice was desperately looking for allies. Inspired by a Venetian envoy, Giovanni Tiepolo, the Polish king developed the idea of an anti-Ottoman crusade, seeing himself at its head. Soon the plan became widely known, especially as the Venetian diplomacy in Istanbul did not try to conceal it, hoping for a last-minute settlement with the Porte. To be sure, the Ottomans did not want a two-front war so they severely ordered the khan not to provoke Poland. Islam III Giray obeyed as he was equally afraid of a possible coalition between Moscow and Warsaw.

In winter, during the Tatar raid against Muscovy, Polish forces were ordered to assist the Russians, albeit their action was not particularly successful. In February 1646, the worried khan sent another embassy to Poland and provided it with an ‘ahdname in the hope to restore the peace and renew the payment of the royal gifts. The Tatar envoy, Islam Agha, accompanied by the envoys of the qalga, nureddin, and other Crimean dignitaries, was received in Warsaw on 24 April.

In the ‘ahdname, brought by Islam Agha, the khan complained that his earlier envoy, sent in the previous year and also furnished with an ‘ahdname, had been detained and then sent back empty-handed, without any gifts. Islam III Giray invoked the ancient friendship that

---

452 Korespondencja Stanisława Koniecpolskiego, pp. 67 and 704–705 (in the earlier scholarship, the memorial was dated to 1645). On the ensuing Polish-Russian negotiations regarding an anti-Crimean alliance, see Boris Florja [Floria], “Plany wojny tureckiej Władysława IV a Rosja (1644–1646),” Odrodzenie i Reformacja w Polsce 36 (1991): 133–145.


454 Baranowski, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648, pp. 160–166.

455 We have no information about the khan’s embassy to the king from 1645. In a letter that reached Hetman Koniecpolski on 3 April 1645, Islam III Giray complained
had once enabled safe contacts and trade between the two countries. He admitted that the Porte urged him to maintain peace with Poland, yet this peace was conditioned by the timely payment of the royal gifts. Complaining on the recent raids of the Cossacks, the khan extolled his patience: “from the autumn months until the present time your Cossacks, serving as guards on the Dnieper river, and your other hunters and brigands, have come four or five times and driven away the Crimean cattle; moreover, they have taken away many Muslims captured as prisoners. What kind of peace, brotherhood, and friendship is that? If you wish to make peace, you should observe your oath and punish your villains.” In conclusion, Islam III Giray engaged in his name and in the name of the qalga, nureddin, other Giray princes, the Shirin and Manghit clans as well as all Tatar and Nogay commanders to maintain the peace on the condition that the king restrained the Cossacks and renewed the payment of the gifts.456

King Vladislaus rejected the offer, yet, in the following months his grandiose war plan was wrecked at the hands of his subjects. Hetman Stanisław Koniecpolski, whose authority could help the king, died on 11 March 1646, even before the Crimean embassy reached Warsaw. The majority of Polish and Lithuanian nobles did not wish for a war and feared a confrontation with the Porte. In the fall of 1646, the Diet forced the king to publicly denounce his war plans and dissolve the troops that he had recruited for Venetian money. Still not discouraged, Vladislaus deliberately humiliated a Crimean envoy during the public audience in June 1647457 and continued secret negotiations with the Cossacks, urging them to attack the Crimea and thus provoke a full-scale military response that would force the Diet to authorize war.

---

456 See Document 58.

457 The Crimean envoy, Ali Bey, brought a letter from Islam III Giray, in which the khan complained that his earlier ‘ahdname, sent through Islam Agha, had not been reciprocated by a Polish embassy and gifts; see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 63, t. 56, no. 526. The envoy was received at the royal court on 17 March 1647 and, after a two-months’ delay, was given a farewell audience on 20 June. The king not only refused to send gifts but also did not allow Ali Bey to kiss his hand; see Baranowski, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648, pp. 184–186.
Yet, also these plans were exposed by the opposition and entirely frustrated. Even the prospect of an anti-Tatar league with Moscow became stale after the Crimean-Muscovian rapprochement in 1647.458

The royal game proved disastrous for Poland-Lithuania. The Cossacks, who regarded themselves as noble warriors, long yearned for noble privileges that were repeatedly denied to them. Whenever they were needed against the Ottomans or Muscovy, their number was formally augmented and they were entered on the royal payroll (so-called register). Yet, after each war ended, they were again treated like peasants and reduced to serfdom. Besides, the Cossacks adhered to the Orthodox Church that was suppressed after the Union of Brest (1596), when the majority of the Orthodox hierarchs in Poland-Lithuania had acknowledged the pope’s authority. Even though Vladislaus was more tolerant than his father and the Orthodox Church was relegalized to exist along with the Uniate Church, the Orthodox subjects of Poland-Lithuania felt like second-class citizens. These social and religious factors, combined with the recent disappointment after the fiasco of the royal plans, led to a great Cossack rebellion that erupted in the spring of 1648 under the leadership of Bohdan Xmel’nyč’kyj, the former participant of the secret negotiations with King Vladislaus. A talented politician, Xmel’nyč’kyj initially presented his cause as the defence of royal authority against unruly lords and that earned him even more popular support in the Ukraine. Simultaneously, he secured the military assistance of the Crimean khan, who sent Tughay Bey, the once unlucky commander at Oxmativ, to help the Cossacks.

Vladislaus IV, who could perhaps appease the situation, died on 20 May 1648. Six days later, the Polish army was annihilated at Korsun’ by Cossack-Tatar troops and both Polish hetmans, the grand and the field one, were sent as prisoners to the Crimea. After another Polish army, hastily mobilized in the summer, was routed at Pyljavci in September 1648, the Cossack-Tatar forces, commanded by Xmel’nyč’kyj and Qalga Qırım Giray, besieged Lwów, whose inhabitants had to ransom their immunity. After Vladislaus’ brother, John Casimir, was

458 On the fiasco of a Polish-Muscovian league, see Baranowski, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648, pp. 187–190; on the Muscovian-Crimean reconciliation in 1647, see Novosel’skiy, Bor’ba Moskovskogo gosudarstva s Tatarami, pp. 397–400; the şartname of Islam III Giray, issued in September 1647 and confirming the peace with Muscovy, is preserved in RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 54a; published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 383–393; its Russian translation is published in Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošeníj…. Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 114–122.
elected to the Polish throne in November 1648, the hostilities were temporarily suspended but no agreement was reached.

In May 1649, Islam III Giray set out in person for a new campaign. In July, the allied Crimean-Cossack forces began the siege of a Polish fortified camp at Zbaraż. The relief expedition, commanded by the new king, almost ended with a disaster when also the royal forces were surrounded at Zboriv (Pol. Zborów) on 15 August. In the desperate situation, John Casimir addressed a peace proposal to Islam III Giray. The ensuing negotiations between the Polish chancellor, Jerzy Ossoliński, and the Crimean vizier, Sefer Ghazi, took place in a tent set up between the two armies. Xmel’nyćkyj realised that the Poles hoped to isolate him and stir a Tatar-Cossack conflict, so he resolved to join the talks, albeit unwillingly. An agreement was reached on 18 August 1649, and on the following day both sides exchanged instruments of peace.\footnote{Senai, \textit{Historia chana Islam Gereja III}, pp. 128–132 and 187–190, notes 486, 490, 498, and 502; \textit{Historia dyplomacji polskiej}, vol. 2, pp. 192–193; on the negotiations, see also Ludwik Kubala, “Oblężenie Zbaraża i pokój pod Zborowem,” in: \textit{idem, Dziesata}, vol. 2: \textit{Szkice historyczne, seria I i II} (Lwów [L’viv], 1923), pp. 98–101 and 121–122; and Hruševský [Hrushevsky], \textit{History of Ukraine-Rus’}, vol. 8: \textit{The Cossack Age, 1625–1650}. Translated by M. D. Olynyk (Edmonton-Toronto, 2002), pp. 579–597.}

The Polish instrument, delivered to the khan on 19 August by a Polish envoy, Andrzej Miaskowski, provided that the king would resume the payment of the customary gifts to the khan. The royal gifts were to be sent each year to Kamieniec and collected there by Tatar envoys. In return, the khan and his subjects were not to raid the royal domains. The second clause regarded the Cossacks, on whose behalf the khan had interceded. While the Cossacks were to return under the royal rule, John Casimir was to remit their rebellion and confirm their traditional liberties. The articles resulting from the direct Polish-Cossack negotiations were to be recorded in a separate document. The following clause regarded mutual assistance to be given by the king and the khan against their common enemies. Although the Tatars hinted during the negotiations that a common alliance might be directed against Muscovy, the “common enemy” was not defined by name in the document. A separate, vaguely formulated clause provided that the Tatars should do their best to cause the least possible damage on their way home through the royal lands. Finally, the Tatars and Cossacks were to lift the siege of neighboring Zbaraż and allow the Polish troops, who
had vigorously defended their camp for over one month, to join the royal army at Zboriv.460

The instrument of Islam III Giray consisted of merely two articles: the first one obliged the king and his ministers to display benevolence towards Bohdan Xmel’nyč’kyj and the Cossacks, whose number (i.e., register) was to be augmented to 40,000; the second article contained all the remaining provisions, obliging the king to send the customary gifts to the khan, not to interfere in the traditional Tatar pasturages on the rivers Ingulec’, Ingul, and Chubartıl (Ukr. Velykaja Vis’), extending to the north into the lands claimed as the Polish Ukraine,461 to display friendship and provide military assistance to the khan, and not to commit any harm to the domains of the Ottoman sultan. In return, Islam III Giray merely engaged that neither he nor his subjects would raid the royal domains. No mention was even made of a Tatar military assistance to Poland. In addition, Islam III Giray openly warned John Casimir against any violation of the treaty.462

In sum, both the wording and the contents of the Polish and Crimean instruments were very different. Besides, neither the Polish nor the Crimean document mentioned some of the important issues. The most humiliating condition could not be entered in the formal treaty as it would be devastating for the king’s public image: there was tacit consent that the Tatars could take along their slaves, already captured in the royal lands, and even keep on collecting them on their way home. The clause providing that the Tatars should cause “the least possible damage” while returning home, entered in the Polish instrument, served only as a face saving device. During the negotiations, the Tatars also insisted that they should obtain the gifts due for the past years. Hence, it was agreed that Islam III Giray would receive 200,000 thalers in the following way: 30,000 on the spot, another 30,000 on his way back to the Crimea, and the remaining 140,000 in the nearest future. As a guarantee of its timely payment, Zygmunt Denhoff, the starosta of Sokal’, was to remain with the khan. Moreover, the khan was to receive an extra payment as ransom for lifting the siege of Zbaraż. In the following direct negotiations between the defenders

460 See Document 59.
461 The Ingulec’ is a right tributary of the Dnieper, the Ingul is a left tributary of the Boh, and the Velykaja Vis’ is a left tributary of the Synjuxa, which in turn is a left tributary of the Boh; on their identification, cf. Document 60, n. 7.
462 See Document 60.
of Zbaraż and the Tatars, held in the presence of royal commissioners on 22 August, its amount was agreed on as 40,000 thalers.463

A separate document, issued by John Casimir, addressed the Cossack demands. Xmel’nyč’kyj obtained less than he had wished for but the khan, satisfied in his own demands, forced the Cossack hetman to accept the deal. Notwithstanding Xmel’nyč’kyj’s dismay, the royal document set foundations for an autonomous Orthodox Cossack state within the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Apart from granting amnesty, confirming Xmel’nyč’kyj in his post, and augmenting the official number (i.e., register) of Cossacks to 40,000, the document established a Cossack Hetmanate, comprised of the three palatinates of Kiev, Černihiv, and Braclav, where only Orthodox nobles could hold offices. The Orthodox metropolitan of Kiev was to obtain a seat in the Polish-Lithuanian Senate and the Jesuits and Jews, equally hated by Orthodox Cossacks, were to leave the Hetmanate. The Cossack postulate to abolish the Union of Brest and restore all Greek-Catholic churches to the Orthodox clergy, was postponed to future negotiations.464

In fact, neither side intended to honor these conditions and soon the war broke out anew.465 In June 1651, a bloody three-day confrontation at Berestečko brought a major defeat of the Crimean-Cossack coalition at the hands of the Polish troops commanded in person by King John Casimir. After the qalga, Qırım Giray, and Tughay Bey perished in the battle, the disheartened khan imprisoned Xmel’nyč’kyj and left the battlefield, enabling the Poles to surround and slaughter the abandoned Cossacks. Set free again, Xmel’nyč’kyj managed to reach a new agreement with the king in September 1651, but the Cossack register was

463 On these additional conditions, see Kubala, “Oblężenie Zbaraża i pokój pod Zborowem,” pp. 100–101 and 108. Denhoff returned from the Crimea in March 1650; see his biography by Eugeniusz Latacz in Polski Słownik Biograficzny (hereafter, PSB), vol. 5 (Cracow, 1939–1946), pp. 118–119.


465 The invitation to a joint invasion of Muscovy, pronounced by the Tatars during the negotiations in Zboriv, was turned down by Warsaw which was satisfied with the existing peace with Moscow dating from 1634. Besides, such an invasion would be unthinkable without Cossack cooperation which was unlikely due to the mutual distrust between the royal court and Xmel’nyč’kyj; see Jan Seredyka, “Nieudana próba włączenia w 1650 r. Kozaków Zaporoskich do antyrosyjskiego sojuszu polsko-tatarskiego,” in: Między Wschodem a Zachodem. Rzeczpospolita XVI–XVIII w. Studia ofiarowane Zbigniewowi Wójcikowi w siedemdziesiątą rocznicę urodzin (Warsaw, 1993): 125–132.
diminished to 20,000 and the Cossack Hetmanate reduced to just one palatinate of Kiev. The fortune turned again in favor of the Crimean-Cossack allies, when in June 1652 a Polish army was massacred at Batoh. The Polish field hetman, Marcin Kalinowski, and numerous nobles (including Marek Sobieski, a brother of the future king) died in the battle or were taken prisoner and then executed.\footnote{Primary sources as well as modern historians differ in explaining the massacre of prisoners, unusual in scale even considering the seventeenth-century standards; one explanation blames the Cossacks as instigators and simultaneously ascribes them a pragmatic motive, unconnected with the wish to avenge Berestečko: by killing captives, the Cossacks deprived the Tatars of a booty that would otherwise discourage the latter from continuing the campaign. No wonder that—according to a Polish eyewitness—many rank and file Tatars tried to hide and rescue their captives by dressing them in Tatar clothes. Also the nureddin, Adil Giray, who commanded the Crimean army, initially opposed the massacre but was later persuaded by Xmel’nyč’kyj and some of the Tatar elders; see Tomasz Ciesielski, \textit{Od Batohu do Żwańca. Wojna na Ukrainie, Podolu i o Mołdawię 1652–1653} (Zabrze, 2007), pp. 34–37. Polish sources and secondary literature confirm that the Tatars were commanded at Batoh by the nureddin, but do not provide his name; cf. Wojciech Długolecki, \textit{Batoł} 1652 (Warsaw, 1995), pp. 117–118. After Qırım Giray’s death at Berestečko, the post of qalga was given to Ghazi Giray, while the vacant post of nureddin was given to the latter’s brother, Adil Giray; see Seyyid Muhammed Riza, \textit{Es-seb’u s-zeyyar ft ahbari muluki Tatar}, p. 162. In the scholarly literature, the chronicler’s phrase \textit{birader-i digeri (“his other brother”)} has been mistaken as referring to Qırım Giray and not Ghazi Giray (\textit{Le khanat de Crimée}, p. 364). Adil Giray could not be a brother of Qırım Giray, since the latter’s father (and also the father of Islam III Giray), Selamet Giray, died in 1610, while the nureddin is described as young and inexperienced in the Polish sources. Besides, Adil Giray’s \textit{tuģra} proves unequivocally that he was a son of Mūbarek Giray, hence Ghazi’s brother and İslam Giray’s nephew; cf. \textit{Materialy dlä istorii Krymskago xanstva}, p. 532.}
the Crown chancellor. On the Polish request, the Cossack delegates were not admitted to the negotiations so they were represented by the Tatar side. On 13 December, the delegates met at a distance of three bow shots from the Polish camp at Žvanec’. The atmosphere was so tense that they negotiated without dismounting their horses. Nevertheless, by 15 December an agreement was reached, which confirmed the conditions from Zboriv. The khan was to obtain 200,000 thalers plus 30,000 a year in the future, while two Polish nobles were to permanently reside in the Crimea as guarantors of the treaty. As to the Cossacks, their number was again to be augmented to 40,000. Both sides agreed not to write down the negotiated conditions so the Treaty of Žwaniec does not exist in a written form. Like in 1649, the Poles distributed extra presents, especially to Sefer Ghazi, in order to soften his stand during the negotiations, and tacitly agreed that the Tatars “collect” captives on their way home.

The long Polish-Crimean alliance 1654–1666

For Xmel’nyckyj, the patronizing attitude of the Tatars combined with the fact that his allies repeatedly ravaged the Ukraine and kidnapped Ruthenian peasants, was more and more intolerable. From the beginning of his uprising, the Cossack hetman had negotiated a possible submission to the tsar. After initial hesitations about breaking with Poland, Moscow accepted the proposal in 1653. The agreement was finalized on 18 January 1654, when the Cossacks gathered in Perejaslav to swear allegiance to Tsar Alexis in the presence of his representative.

Contemporary observers as well as modern historians have differed whether it was a union of two East Slavic nations or rather an annexation of the Ukraine to Russia. Whatever our conclusion might be, the act was of tremendous importance for the geopolitics of Eastern

---

467 For the khan’s sealed credentials, appointing Sefer Ghazi and other unnamed Tatar plenipotentiaries, composed in Polish and addressed to the king, see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 62, t. 19, no. 350 (dated at Husjatyn on 19 December, apparently by error; the date is corrected in the Archives manuscript catalogue to 12 December); the royal sealed full powers for the Polish commissioners is extant in ibidem, k. 62, t. 14, no. 345 (undated).

Europe. Poland-Lithuania was soon to face a full-scale Muscovian-Cossack invasion and fight not only for Kiev, but also for Smolensk and then Vilnius and Lwów as well. For both Warsaw and Baghchasaray, the disproportional rise of Russia presented an imminent danger.

In February 1654 a Polish envoy, Mariusz Jaskólski, departed to the Crimea taking the route through Moldavia. Having arrived at Baghchasaray on 7 April, on the following day he was received by Sefer Ghazi Agha, and the day after by the khan. According to his instructions, Jaskólski asked for Crimean assistance against the Cossacks and Muscovy. During the negotiations, the Tatars raised an issue unheard since decades, namely the khan’s intention to reconquer Kazan and Astrakhan with the help of Poland-Lithuania. This was the evidence that the Genghisid tradition and the contacts between the Crimean and Volgine Tatars were still alive.\footnote{According to the contemporary Crimean chronicle by Hadji Mehmed Senai, it was Sefer Ghazi who inspired Khan Islam III Giray with the idea of reconquering Kazan and Astrakhan; see Senai, \textit{Historia chana Islam Gereja III}, pp. 136 (Polish translation) and "\" (Turkish original).}

To Warsaw, a direct Crimean attack against Russia was preferable to a joint invasion of Ukraine that could serve the Tatars as yet another pretext for pillaging the Commonwealth’s provinces. During his stay in the Crimea, Jaskólski was shown a petition sent by the Tatars from Kazan and Astrakhan, who had asked Islam III Giray to deliver them from the tsar’s rule. In order to further impress the Polish envoy, the Tatars made sure that he could also witness an embassy from the Kalmyks who reportedly proposed an alliance against Moscow, notwithstanding their former hostility towards the Crimea.\footnote{See Jaroslav Fedoruk, \textit{Miżnarodna dyplomatija i polityka Ukrajiny 1654–1657}, pt. 1: 1654 rik (L’viv, 1996), pp. 42, 47–48, and 217.}

In his letter to John Casimir, brought by Süleyman Agha, Islam III Giray invoked the recent reconciliation at Žvanec’, confirmed his friendly intentions towards Poland and assured that Crimean and Nogay troops, strengthened by the troops stationed in Budjak, could immediately attack the Cossacks if the latter refused to break with Moscow. In reference to a recent Muscovian embassy that had invited him to join a planned invasion of Poland, the khan assured that he had declined the offer, because he regarded the plan to erase a state like Poland from the world as shameless and contrary to the will of God, who had created earth, heaven, and all creatures.

Notwithstanding its diplomatic rhetoric, the above statement disclosed a genuine worry concerning the rise of Russia. In his last letter to John Casimir, written in June 1654, shortly before his death, Islam III Giray was again to ask rhetorically: “we do not know where Moscow has drawn so much strength and power from that it has not remained in its natural [i.e., harmless] state.”

---

472 Referred to in the letter as the reconciliation at Kamieniec; in fact the negotiations took place between Žvanec’ and nearby Kamieniec.
473 Yet, such qualification is ungrounded; cf. idem, “Tatarszczyzna wobec wojny polsko-szwedzkiej,” pp. 461 and 463.

---

Easter; see Ambroży Grabowski (ed.), Ojczyste spominki, vol. 1 (Cracow, 1845), p. 131; cf. Fedoruk, Miżnarodna dyplomatija i polityka Ukrajiny, pp. 36–37. Yet, that would imply that the khan’s letter, brought by Jaskólski to Poland, was issued even before his arrival at Baghchasaray (cf. n. 473 below). Süleyman Agha was probably identical with the Crimean envoy, who traveled to Istanbul between December 1653 and April 1654 with the khan’s notification to the Porte of the Treaty of Žwaniec; see Fedoruk, op. cit., pp. 102–103 and 111–112.

---

474 Mosqov bu qadar güçi ve quvveti ne yerden buld hı bilmeziz kendi halinde durm-ayub; see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 62, t. 116, no. 450; published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, s. 856; for a poor Polish translation by Zihni Soysal, see idem, Jarlyki krymskie, p. 39; the letter is undated but it was probably issued in mid-June 1654, since it recalls the past embassy of Jaskólski and refers to a recent departure of Tatar troops, headed by the qalga, against Muscovy, providing its date: 27 Redjeb, i.e., 13 June [1654]. On the Weltanschauung of the Crimean elite in regard to the geopolitical balance of power, cf. Kołodziejczyk [Kolodzejčik], “Krymskoe xanstvo kak faktor stabilizacii na geopolitičeskoj karde Vostočnoj Evropy,” in: Ukraina i sosednie gosudarstva v XVII veke. Materialy meždunarodnoj konferencii. Edited by T. Jakovleva (St. Petersburg, 2004): 83–89, esp. pp. 85 and 88.
Süleyman Agha arrived at Warsaw on 24 June 1654 and was received by the king on 27 June, during the Diet that was held in the Royal Castle. In the following weeks, the Tatar envoy negotiated the project of a treaty directed against Russia with Polish dignitaries. The project was presented to the Diet on 18 July. Two days later, Süleyman Agha swore to observe the new agreement on behalf of the khan, while John Casimir along with the present senators and officials took analogous oaths in the presence of the Crimean envoy. The procedure was to be completed by the oath of Islam III Giray taken in the presence of a future royal envoy.\footnote{See Wójcik, "Feudalna Rzeczpospolita wobec umowy w Perejaslawiu," pp. 100–103; Baranowski, "Tatarszczynna wobec wojny polsko-szwedzkiej," p. 462; Fedoruk, Mižnarodna diplomatiija i politika Ukrajiny, pp. 56–59; Augusiewicz, "Rokowania w sprawie przymierza polsko-tatarskiego w roku 1654," Zeszyty Naukowe Wyższej Szkoły Pedagogicznej w Olsztynie, vol. 13: Prace historyczne, no. 2 (1998): 69–87, esp. pp. 81–82.}

The instrument, negotiated and sworn in Warsaw, stipulated mutual cooperation against Muscovy and Crimean assistance in quelling the Cossack rebellion against Poland. Other clauses regarded mutual security and dispatch of the customary gifts to the khan. Besides, Warsaw aimed to restore the Polish-Crimean-Ottoman condominium in Moldavia and Wallachia, reminiscent of the agreement of Ţuţora (1595), with the participation of yet another actor, George Rákóczi II of Transylvania, who had assisted the Poles in expelling the Cossacks from Moldavia in 1653.\footnote{See Document 61.} Along with the treaty instrument, preserved in a copy, also the texts of the oaths, sworn by John Casimir and the Commonwealth dignitaries in the presence of Süleyman Agha, are extant in the Polish archives. Apart from the usual religious invocations, they contain open engagements to jointly attack Muscovy.\footnote{See Documents 62 and 63.}

In order to witness the oath of Islam III Giray, Mariusz Jaskólski was again sent to the Crimea along with Süleyman Agha. Yet, the peacemaking procedure was unexpectedly disturbed by the khan’s death in late June 1654.\footnote{The Crimean-Ottoman chronicler, Seyyid Muhammed Riza, places the khan’s death in the first decade of Shaban 1064 A.H., i.e., between 17 and 26 June 1654; see idem, Es-seb’u s-seyyar fi ahbari muluki Tatar, p. 167; cf. Smirnov, Krymskoe xanstvo, p. 561.} When the news reached Warsaw in August, Jaskólski was already on his way, so he was urged to continue his trip and sent a new instruction, ordering him to persuade the Tatars that
the royal oath was still binding and make sure that the treaty be confirmed by Islam III Giray’s successor. The time was pressing as a huge Muscovian army had been penetrating deep into Lithuania since June 1654, besieging and capturing numerous fortresses, including Smolensk that would capitulate on 29 September.

After Islam III Giray’s death, Mehmed IV Giray was appointed to the throne for the second time and sent from Istanbul to Baghchasaray. In spite of Xmel’nyč’kij’s diplomatic efforts to restore the Tatar-Cossack alliance, the new khan decided to continue his brother’s policy. On 22 November 1654, he took a solemn oath in Jaskólski’s presence and promised to respect the new treaty with Warsaw. When the envoy insisted, following his instruction, that the treaty should be also confirmed by Tatar dignitaries, he heard from the khan and the vizier that it was unnecessary because, unlike the Polish king, the khan was an absolute ruler. Jaskólski then received the khan’s solemn ‘ahdname which reiterated the treaty conditions.

In his instrument, Mehmed IV Giray invoked the negotiations commenced during the reign of his older brother, the embassies of Sulṭeyman Agha and Mariusz Jaskólski, and his own consent to endorse the previously reached agreement. Apart from the usual stipulations referring to mutual friendship, the delivery of royal gifts, and security of trade, the instrument obliged John Casimir to forgive the Cossacks, should they regret their rebellion and return under his rule. The offensive character of the anti-Muscovian alliance was reflected by a clause, stipulating that:

if [...] by the grace and favor of His Excellency, God (may He be exalted!), it ever falls to our lot that we conquer Astrakhan, Kazan, Terek [i.e., Northeastern Caucasus], Tura [i.e., Siberia], or any [other] Muslim provinces, or [any provinces] inhabited by Tatars or Nogays, neither you, our brother, nor any of the Polish lords should interfere, as [these conquests] will belong to us.

480 An analogous scene occurred 31 years earlier, when Mehmed III Giray demonstrated his centralizing policy by not allowing his retinue members to swear upon the treaty with Moscow; cf. n. 395 above. On Jaskólski’s second embassy to Baghchasaray, see Wójcik, “Feudalna Rzeczpospolita wobec umowy w Perejasławiu,” pp. 106–108; Baranowski, “Tatarszczyzna wobec wojny polsko-szwedzkiej,” pp. 463–465; Fedoruk, Mižnarodna diplomatiija i polityka Ukrajiny, pp. 135–141 and 146–158; Augusiewicz, “Dwa poselstwa Mariusza Stanisława Jaskólskiego na Krym w 1654 roku,” pp. 55–60; see also the envoy’s diary in AGAD, Libri Legationum, no. 33, fol. 41b–45a.
Though hardly realistic, these aspirations reflected the living memory of the tradition of the Golden Horde, still present in the Crimea in the mid-17th century. The above fragment also revealed the composite character of the Girays’ political legitimism, based on the historical claims to the Genghisid heritage, strengthened by religious and ethno-social motives: Mehmed IV Giray thus claimed the rule over all the Muslims once conquered by the tsars and over all the Tatar and Nogay inhabitants of the East European and West Asian steppes. The rising role of the Nogays, migrating to the west under the Kalmyk pressure, in the internal making of the Crimean Khanate was best reflected by the fact that the khan made his engagement not merely on behalf of his Tatar subjects, but also on behalf of the mirzas from the Great Nogay and Little Nogay hordes, as well as five Nogay clans, for the first time mentioned by name in a Crimean instrument of peace addressed to a Polish king: the Oraq-oghlu, Sheydaq-oghlu, Mamay-oghlu, Or-Membet-Bey-oghlu, and Toquz Chubar.\(^{481}\)

In January 1655, the Crimean and Polish allies met in the Ukraine and defeated a Cossack-Muscovian army at Oxmativ. In the spring of 1655, when a Russian embassy arrived at Baghchasaray in vain effort to restore the peace, Sefer Ghazi refused to acknowledge the tsar’s claim to Little Russia (i.e., the Ukraine), expressed in the latter’s new intitulatio, and argued that the Cossacks had remained 800 years [sic] under the Polish rule and then seven years under the Crimean one, hence the tsar’s pretensions were baseless.\(^{482}\) Yet, the Crimean military intervention did not bring a breakthrough in the war. By the summer of 1655, Xmel’nyc’kij had controlled most of the Ukraine while the Muscovian troops, assisted by the Cossacks, had conquered almost the whole Grand Duchy of Lithuania, including Minsk and Vilnius. At that moment, in July 1655, Charles X Gustavus of Sweden invaded Poland-Lithuania, claiming the Polish crown from his Catholic cousin, John Casimir. Witnessing massive defection of his subjects to the victor’s camp, John Casimir left Poland to find refuge in Habsburg Silesia.

The military confrontation of the years 1655–1660 came to be known as the Second Northern War, and in the Polish historiography

\(^{481}\) See Document 64; on the five aforementioned Nogay clans, see Document 64, notes 12–16; on the Great and Little Nogay hordes, cf. n. 284 above and Document 58, n. 10.

\(^{482}\) See Sanin, *Otnošenija Rossii i Ukrainy s Krymskim xanstvom v seredine XVII veka*, pp. 94–96.
as the “Deluge.”

For some time, Mehmed IV Giray remained John Casimir’s sole ally, more trustworthy than most of the king’s subjects. In May and August 1655, the khan twice assured of his loyalty through his envoy, Dedesh Agha, who was to play a major role in the future Crimean-Polish relations. In November, the Tatars besieged Xmelnyc’kij and forced him to suspend hostilities with Poland, at least for the time being. Tatar presence in the Ukraine facilitated the defense of the last strongholds loyal to John Casimir, with Kamieniec and Lwów at their head. Original as well as fake yarlıq, inciting resistance against foreign occupation, circulated among the nobles who had remained loyal to John Casimir. In order to sow terror among the Swedish troops and make them believe that Tatar reinforcements had come, the royal troops as well as irregular guerillas adopted a war cry hałła hałła (Allah, Allah).

The reinforcements came indeed in 1656, when John Casimir returned to Poland and started a campaign to regain his kingdom. A Crimean auxiliary corps, commanded by the khan’s former treasurer, Subhan Ghazi Agha, participated in the Polish-Swedish battle over Warsaw (28–30 July 1656) and in the following campaign against Ducal Prussia, whose duke, Frederick William Hohenzollern (also the elector of Brandenburg), had broken his vassal allegiance to John Casimir and sided with Charles X Gustavus. In the battle at Prostki (8 October 1656), fought between the Polish-Tatar and Swedish-Brandenburg forces, the Tatars took prisoner Prince Bogusław Radziwiłł, a powerful Lithuanian magnate and the leading supporter of Charles X Gustavus, who was nevertheless set free upon the promise of ransom.

Polish-Tatar military cooperation was sometimes disturbed by the fact that the Tatars barely discerned between friend or foe while pillaging the lands through which they marched. The Crimean invasion of Ducal Prussia left deep traces in the local memory and was remembered until the 20th century, but the Tatars were equally “well” remembered in Podlachia, a Polish province through which they returned to the Crimea after their campaign. To be sure, their behavior was not
so unusual if compared to the standards of early modern European warfare.

In November 1656 the tsar, alarmed by the rise of Sweden, granted armistice to John Casimir that allowed the latter to focus on his struggle with Charles X Gustavus. When it seemed that the heaviest crisis was over, an unprecedented agreement was reached on 6 December in Radnót (today Iernut in Romania) between Charles X Gustavus and George Rákóczi II. The signatories envisioned a partition of Poland-Lithuania and invited Frederick William, Bohdan Xmel’nyč’kyj, and Bogusław Radziwiłł to take their share, too. The prince of Transylvania, who hosted the conference, invaded Poland in the following year, but after initial successes he was besieged by the Polish troops in Podolia and forced to capitulate on 22 July 1657. The Tatars, commanded by the khan, did not honor the deal and on 31 July attacked the retreating Transylvanian army between Terebovlja (Pol. Trembowla) and Vyšnivce’ (Pol. Wiśniowiec). Several thousands of Transylvanian troops were enslaved, including János Kemény, left in command by Rákóczi, who had managed to return home with a small retinue.486

By the time of Rákóczi’s rout, the Polish king and the Crimean khan had become the members of an exotic coalition, which also consisted of the Habsburg emperor, Danish king, and ... Ottoman sultan. While Denmark entered the Second Northern War to settle its age-old accounts with Sweden, the Habsburgs could not tolerate the rise of their Protestant archenemy from the times of the Thirty Years’ War

at the cost of an implosion of their Catholic neighbor. The Ottoman motives were less straightforward. Since the outbreak of Xmel’nyckij’s uprising, the Porte passively observed the East European war theatre, tolerating the Crimean support for the Cossacks. Unlike in the 16th century, Poland was no longer regarded an Ottoman ally as both Sigismund III and Vladislaus IV had sided with the Habsburgs during the Thirty Years’ War. Another reason for the Porte’s passivity was its involvement in the war with Venice. Besides, the fierce struggle for the custody over the minor sultan, Mehmed IV (r. 1648–1687), resulted in frequent changes in the post of the grand vizier and prevented any consistent policy. Only in 1656, with the accession of Mehmed Köprülü to the post of the grand vizier, the Porte resumed an active northern policy. The absorption of the Ukraine to Muscovy, perceived as an imminent danger in Baghchasaray, was probably less relevant from Istanbul’s perspective than the rise of the unruly Transylvanian vassal who could upset the political equilibrium in the Balkans. Evliya Chelebi, the famous Ottoman traveler and memoirist, recorded a sultan’s firman, addressed in 1657 to his uncle, Melek Ahmed Pasha, the then governor of Očakiv, ordering him to enter Poland at the head of his provincial troops and fight Rákóczi in alliance with the Poles and the Crimean Tatars. Melek Ahmed promptly set out from his seat in Silistra, but upon reaching the border fortress of Hotin, he stopped his troops and adopted a wait-and-see policy. Only a group of Turkish volunteers, including Evliya, entered Poland and joined a Crimean detachment, commanded by Nureddin Adil Giray, the once commander at Batoh. Evliya recorded his participation in the rout of Rákóczi’s army and the warm reception of Muslim allies by the Polish nobility and soldiers.487

In the spring of 1658, Sebastian Machowski, a Polish cavalry officer, was sent to the Porte with the official acknowledgment of gratitude for

---

the Crimean-Ottoman rescue. In the same year, the Ottoman and Crimean troops commanded by the grand vizier and the khan ravaged Transylvania aiming to depose the Porte’s unruly vassal. Rákóczi offered fierce resistance, but was finally defeated and killed in 1660, while his principality was reduced in both autonomy and size, with the province of Várad (Rom. Oradea) being transferred under direct Ottoman rule.

The membership of the Crimean Khanate in the international coalition during the Second Northern War was sealed by solemn embassies sent from Baghchasaray to Vienna and Copenhagen. In April 1658, a numerous Tatar embassy arrived at Frankfurt in order to congratulate Leopold on his imperial accession. A following embassy arrived in October at Vienna with the khan’s notification of his raid against Rákóczi. Another embassy was sent in May 1658 to Copenhagen. It traveled through Poland and was headed by Meydan Ghazi, an experienced Crimean diplomat. In his letter to Frederick III, Mehmed IV Giray invoked the dramatic situation of “his brother,” John Casimir, surrounded by Muscovian, Swedish and Transylvanian enemies (qardaşımız Lêh qıralı Yan Qazimire etrafında olan Mosqov ve İşved ve Erdel tüşman olub), and encouraged the Danish king to attack not only Sweden, but also Muscovy. Interestingly, the khan also asked the king not to send his fleet to the Mediterranean in assistance to the Venetians, who were still fighting over Crete against the Ottomans.

---

488 See the replies to this embassy by Sultan Mehmed IV and Grand Vizier Mehmed Köprüli, issued in late June 1658; Abrahamowicz, Katalog dokumentów tureckich, pp. 340–343.

489 Vienna, Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, Türkei I, 130 [= old Turcica, Fasc. 64], Conv. B (April-June 1658), fol. 52a–61b, 122a–122b; Conv. D (October–December 1658), fol. 12a–12b and 94a–94b (Sefer Ghazi’s letter brought to Frankfurt in April, misplaced among the correspondence from December)—all letters are preserved solely in Italian translations. Only the second embassy, headed by Ali Agha in October, is recorded in Ivanics, “Posol’stva krymskix tatar pri Venskom dvore v 1598–1682 gg.,” p. 236.

490 On Meydan Ghazi’s embassies to Vienna in 1655, 1656, and 1660, see Ivanics, “Posol’stva krymskix tatar pri Venskom dvore v 1598–1682 gg.,” p. 236; in his first embassy to Vienna, he traveled through Poland provided with the khan’s credentials addressed to the Polish king; see Bibl. Kórn., ms. 991, fol. 498b. Also Meydan Ghazi’s embassy to Denmark was formally announced to the Polish king and chancellor by Mehmed IV Giray and his vizier, Sefer Ghazi Agha; see Baranowski, “Tatarszczyzna wobec wojny polsko-szwedzkiej,” p. 485.

491 Josef Matuz, Krimtatarische Urkunden im Reichsarchiv zu Kopenhagen. Mit historisch-diplomatischen und sprachlichen Untersuchungen (Freiburg, 1976), pp. 125–132 and facsimiles I–II.
Frederick III not only did not attack Muscovy, but was defeated by Charles X Gustavus. Yet, the Swedish triumph caused a rising concern in Europe. Also the Dutch, with their powerful fleet, joined the anti-Swedish coalition. Retreating on all fronts, the Swedes accepted French mediation and the Second Northern War came to an end. According to the Treaty of Oliva (Pol. Oliwa), signed on 3 May 1660, Poland-Lithuania resigned from a greater part of Livonia that anyway had been occupied by the Swedes since 1621. The Polish Vasas also resigned from their claims to the Swedish throne, although John Casimir was allowed to keep his Swedish royal title for life. In return, the Swedish troops evacuated all the remaining territories of Poland-Lithuania. A side effect of the Swedish-Polish war was the sovereignty of Hohenzollern Prussia, a former Polish tributary, acknowledged by John Casimir already in 1657.

The Polish-Lithuanian war with Russia, suspended in 1656, was resumed in 1658. On 16 September 1658, the Commonwealth attained a spectacular diplomatic success as the Cossacks returned under the royal suzerainty. The Cossack Ukraine, labeled as the Duchy of Ruthenia, was to become the third, equal member of the Commonwealth, along with Poland and Lithuania. The Orthodox bishops were to obtain seats in the Senate, and the Cossacks, whose number was to be augmented to 60,000, were to receive extensive autonomy, with an elected hetman and the prospects of nobilitation for their elders. The agreement, reached at Hadjać, even provided for the opening of two universities with a mixed Orthodox-Catholic faculty, and free navigation on the Black Sea. The driving force, favoring reconcilement with Poland on the Cossack side, were the rich members of the Cossack elite, dismayed with the tsar’s patronage and still dreaming of the status of Polish nobles. Their leader was Ivan Vyhovs’kyj, elected to the hetmanate after Xmel’nyc’kyj’s death in August 1657.

The tsar had no intention to resign from his recent acquisition and hoped to incite pro-Muscovian Cossacks to rebel against Vyhovs’kyj. When new Russian troops entered the Ukraine, they were faced by a Cossack-Polish coalition, assisted by substantial Tatar reinforcements. On 8 July 1659, a joint Tatar-Cossack army, commanded by Mehmed IV Giray and Vyhovs’kyj, additionally reinforced by Polish soldiers, obtained an impressive victory at Konotop. Although the Tatars then raided Muscovy reaching as far as Tula, the coalition failed to remove the Russian garrisons from the Ukraine. It soon turned out that the compromise attained at Hadjać encountered strong opposition among
rank and file Cossacks and peasants. In September 1659, Vykovskyj resigned from his post and the Ukraine entered a period of civil war and foreign intervention, labeled by future historians as the “Ruin.”

Jurij Xmelnytskyj, elected the new Cossack hetman due to the popularity of his father, initially confirmed his allegiance to Poland but then renewed the agreement with Moscow. In 1660, the conclusion of peace with Sweden enabled a large Polish-Tatar offensive in the Ukraine that resulted in a renewed allegiance of the Cossack hetman and the capitulation of the Russian army, whose commander, Vasily Sheremetev, was to spend twenty years in Crimean captivity. In 1661, Jurij Xmelnytskyj and Mehmed IV Giray campaigned against Muscovy in the absence of Polish troops, which even led to suspicions in Warsaw that the khan wished to subdue the Ukraine for his own. In 1663, John Casimir led a major expedition against Muscovy that lasted till the beginning of 1664. Crimean reinforcements again took part in the campaign, commanded by two Giray princes and Dedesh Agha. Although some Polish-Lithuanian forays reached the vicinity of Moscow, the campaign did not bring any lasting result. To make things worse, a conflict erupted in Poland between the royal court and Jerzy Lubomirski, the Crown marshal and field hetman, and evolved into a bloody civil war in the years 1665–1666. In 1665, John Casimir notified his Tatar allies that he had to withdraw his best troops from the Ukraine in order to fight the rebel. Lubomirski even tried to win Tatar support for his case, but Mehmed IV Giray remained loyal to the king.

The conflict over the Ukraine (1666–1671)

With the lapse of time, both Warsaw and Moscow came to realize that neither of them was able to control the whole of Ukraine. Since 1663, the country was in fact divided along the Dnieper into the west-

---

492 On the political events in the Ukraine in the years 1658–1659 and the subsequent period of the “Ruin,” see two recent monographs by Tetjana Jakovleva, Rujina het’manščyny. Vid perejaslavs’koji rady-2 do Andrusivs’koji uhody (1659–1667 rr.) (Kiev, 2003), and Piotr Kroll, Od ugody hadziackiej do Cudnowa. Kozaczyzna między Rzeczpospolitą a Moskwą w latach 1658–1660 (Warsaw, 2008).


494 Wójcik, Traktat andruszowski 1667 roku i jego geneza, pp. 214–215.
ern part, controlled by Poland, and the eastern part, controlled by the Russians, who also garrisoned Kiev. Each part was ruled by a separate Cossack hetman, approved by the king and the tsar respectively. Preliminary Polish-Russian negotiations, initiated already in 1662, were resumpted in 1664, after the failure of John Casimir’s Muscovian campaign. The factor that rushed the royal court to hasten the negotiations with Moscow was the deposal of Mehmed IV Giray, the loyal Polish ally since 1654. Tensions between the khan and the Ottoman grand vizier, Ahmed Köprülü, dated from 1663, when Mehmed IV Giray refused to join the Ottoman campaign in Hungary. The khan excused himself by the need to defend the Crimea against the Kalmyks and sent his son in his stead. Even though the Tatars participated in the Ottoman conquest of Érsekújvár (Slovakian Nové Zámky, Tur. Uyvar) and raided Habsburg Moravia and Silesia, the khan’s refusal to arrive in person was not forgotten. In March 1666, Mehmed IV Giray was deposed and summoned to Istanbul, but he chose to take refuge in Daghestan, where he was to die as a dervish in 1674. The new khan, Adil Giray, descended from the Choban Girays, a side branch of the dynasty, considered illegitimate by other family members and extremely unpopular among the Tatars, from the Shirins down to the rank and file. The choice was not accidental: the alienation faced by the new khan, who had spent most of his life in the Ottoman domains, guaranteed his obedience towards the grand vizier, whom he owed the throne.

Initially, Adil Giray assured John Casimir of his friendship and, in June 1666, sent Dedesh Agha to Warsaw. On 3 September, the experienced Tatar diplomat, highly respected in Poland, swore on behalf of his lord to maintain the anti-Muscovian alliance, just as the khan’s predecessors, Islam and Mehmed Girays, had done. Yet, Adil Giray was soon approached by Petro Dorošenko, the Cossack hetman of the “Polish” western Ukraine, who aimed to restore the Ukrainian unity and independence. Disenchanted with both Moscow and Warsaw,

496 Wójcik, Traktat andruszowski 1667 roku i jego geneza, pp. 221–222; Dedesh Agha brought to Warsaw several letters of the khan, the Crimean vizier, and the nureddin, all dated in Baghchasaray on 18 June 1666 and addressed to the king and the Crown chancellor; the envoy delivered the letters at a solemn audience on 11 August; see Bibl. Czart., ms. 160 (Teki Naruszewicza), pp. 603–611; for the text of his oath, see Document 65.
Dorošenko developed a plan to base his rule on the cooperation with Baghchasaray and Istanbul.

On 19 December 1666, a regiment of Polish troops commanded by Colonel Sebastian Machowski (the former envoy to Istanbul) was unexpectedly attacked and destroyed at Brajiliv (Pol. Braiłów or Brahiłów) by a Cossack-Tatar army. Machowski and a number of Polish officers were taken prisoner by the Tatar commander, Nureddin Devlet Giray. After the shocking news reached Warsaw, John Casimir ordered the Polish-Lithuanian commissioners, who had been negotiating a settlement with Moscow, to immediately reach an agreement before their Russian partners could learn of the Polish defeat. On 30 January 1667, an armistice was signed in the border village of Andrusovo, ending the war that had begun in 1654. The armistice was to last till 1680 and was subject to prolongation. It confirmed the division of the Ukraine along the Dnieper (Kiev was to be restored to Poland by 1669) and the cession of eastern Lithuanian territories, along with Smolensk, conquered by the tsar in 1654. Both Warsaw and Moscow knew that their reconciliation must provoke negative reactions in Baghchasaray and Istanbul. Nevertheless, the agreement stipulated that the king and the tsar should formally invite the khan and the sultan to join the peace, and only if the offer was rejected, to form a military alliance against the Muslim neighbors.

In the following months, Warsaw and Baghchasaray blamed each other for the rupture of their alliance. Admittedly, the Tatars were first to attack in December 1666, but they had been aware of the Polish-Russian negotiations long before the signing of the Truce of Andrusovo. As the diplomatic exchange proved futile, a Tatar-

---


498 Wójcik, Traktat andruszowski 1667 roku i jego geneza, pp. 249–257.

Cossack foray commanded by Batır-shah Mirza, who had wintered in the Ukraine, set out in May 1667 to raid Volhynia.\footnote{Majewski, “Podhajce,” pp. 61 and 67–68.} In October 1667, a large Cossack-Tatar army, commanded by Hetman Petro Dorošenko and the khan’s brother, Qalga Qırım Giray, besieged a much weaker Polish army at Pidhajci (Pol. Podhajce). The Polish defence, organized by the Crown field hetman (and future king), Jan Sobieski, proved successful and forced the besiegers to negotiations. In result, two separate agreements were reached, like at Zboriv in 1649: a Polish-Crimean (16 October) and a Polish-Cossack one (19 October).\footnote{Ibidem, pp. 89–93; Wójcik, \textit{Jan Sobieski 1629–1696} (Warsaw, 1983), pp. 139–144.}

The Polish-Crimean instrument of peace was prepared in one common version in Polish. It commenced with a hypocritical preamble declaring that: “His Majesty, […] Qalga Qırım Giray, has entered the domains of His Royal Majesty […] with no other intention but to confirm and renew […] the ancient treaties with His Royal Majesty.” Having invoked the old friendship reigning in the times of Islam III and Mehmed IV Girays, the document provided for mutual remission of past wrongs and declared that any future conflicts should be solved by the means of diplomacy. Colonel Machowski and other Polish soldiers, taken prisoner in December 1666, were to be set free; in return, the Tatars imprisoned on various occasions in Poland were to return to the Crimea. While the Tatars declared military assistance against royal enemies, in return they were promised the customary gifts in annual installments. As the dispatch of the first installment was subject to confirmation by the Polish-Lithuanian Diet, two Polish officers\footnote{These were Lieutenant [porucznik] Mikołaj Złotnicki and Standard-bearer [chorąży] Adam Łychowski; cf Document 69, n. 1.} were to remain in the Crimea as guarantees of the gifts’ delivery. In the meantime, the Tatars were not to enter the Ukraine without royal permission. The Crimean side also promised to restrain the raids of the Nogays, even those who did not acknowledge the khan’s authority, like many members of the clans Oraq-oghlu and Or-Membet-oghlu, and many inhabitants of Budjak. Although the Cossack issues were to be further discussed in direct Polish-Cossack negotiations, the Polish-Crimean instrument stipulated that the Cossacks should be granted amnesty when they return under the royal suzerainty. Finally, the Tatars engaged that they would not commit any harm on their way home; nonetheless, like in the years 1649 and 1653, they were tacitly
authorized to take along the captives whom they already held. For understandable reasons, the Polish authorities did not want to enter the latter provision into the treaty, but Sobieski issued a separate safe-conduct, ordering local military commanders to let the Tatars pass undisturbed along with their human cargo.503

The mutually accepted text was endorsed by the Polish hetman on behalf of King John Casimir and the whole Commonwealth, and by the qalga on behalf of Khan Adil Giray, his successor not mentioned by name, and the whole Crimea. One copy, corroborated by Sobieski and eight Polish officers, was delivered to the Crimean negotiators.504 Another copy, corroborated with seals by Qırım Giray, two other Giray princes, and seven Crimean dignitaries, is today preserved in the Polish archives.505 In addition to the exchange of corroborated instruments, the agreement was confirmed by solemn oaths taken by the Crimean and Polish negotiators. The texts of the oaths were recorded and authenticated by Sobieski with his signature. While the oath of the Crimean negotiators merely referred to the text of the written instrument, the Polish negotiators, apparently on Crimean request, made two additional engagements: they promised that if the Commonwealth were to convert its armistice with Muscovy into a permanent peace, the khan would be notified in advance so that his representative could attend the negotiations; besides, they engaged that the Polish troops would not enter the Ukraine before the Diet endorsed the dispatch of gifts to the khan.506 The reconciliation reached at Pidhajci was promptly confirmed by the khan in a letter brought to Warsaw by a Tatar envoy, Abid Agha, early in the year 1668.507

---

503 See his order, dated 18 October 1667, forbidding to disturb the Tatars on their way home and confirming their right to take along their captives; published in Acta Historica res gestas Poloniae illustriantia, vol. 2: Acta Ioannis Sobieski. Edited by F. Kluczycki, vol. 1, pt. 1 (Cracow, 1880), p. 290.

504 For the names of the Polish signatories, see Document 66, n. 1; the Polish instrument, whose original was taken to the Crimea, is not preserved.

505 See Document 66.

506 For the authenticated texts of the oaths, brought by Sobieski to Warsaw and submitted at the Senate meeting on 13 March 1668, see Documents 67 and 68.

507 See Adil Giray’s letter to the king, dated in Redjeb 1078 A.H. (17 December 1667–15 January 1668), announcing the release of Colonel Machowski and other Polish prisoners from the Crimean captivity, and referring to the earlier departure of Dedesh Agha, who had been sent in order to collect the promised royal gifts; see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 64, t. 3, nos. 531–532.
In spite of the official reconciliation, the Polish statesmen did not trust the Tatars and Cossacks. Two months after Pidhajci, on 14 December 1667, a supplement to the Truce of Andrusovo was signed in Moscow, providing for Polish-Russian military cooperation against the rebel Cossacks and joint defense of both Polish and Russian parts of the Ukraine against the Tatars and Turks. Not unexpectedly, the treaty pushed Hetman Dorošenko even further towards seeking Muslim protection.\footnote{Cf. Wójcik, Między traktatem andruszowskim a wojną turecką, pp. 105–107 and 124–125.}

The Diet convened in Warsaw, which was to confirm the agreement of Pidhajci, was interrupted on 7 March 1668 due to an internal strife between the court and the malcontents. John Casimir, disheartened by the recent civil war and constant opposition, decided to abdicate though he postponed this act until September. Fearing that the breaking of the Diet and internal chaos could provoke a new Tatar raid, the Commonwealth’s authorities reassured Dedesh Agha, who constantly traveled between Baghchasaray and Warsaw, of their peaceful intentions. Even though Dedesh returned to the Crimea without the promised royal gifts, both sides continued the release of captured prisoners. Moreover, on 15 April 1668, Adil Giray solemnly swore to observe the peace in the presence of the Polish guarantees from Pidhajci, still detained as residents in the Crimea until the payment of the royal gifts.\footnote{Ibidem, pp. 180–181; see also the letter, referring to the khan’s oath and dated 17 April 1668, sent to Sobieski by the Polish residents in the Crimea, Mikołaj Złotnicki and Adam Łychowski; published in Acta Historica res gestas Poloniae illustrantia, vol. 2: Acta Ioannis Sobieski, vol. 1, pt. 1, pp. 356–358.}

The khan also issued an instrument, in which he recalled the past friendship from the times of Islam III Giray and Mehmed IV Giray, and invoked his oath confirming the articles from Pidhajci. He specifically promised to release the captives taken in the previous raids of the nureddin, Devlet Giray (December 1666), and Batır-shah Mirza (May–June 1667), and to forbid the sale of Polish soldiers and noblemen, along with their families, as slaves to the Ottoman lands.\footnote{It is worth noting that commoners were not mentioned.} In regard to the Cossacks, Adil Giray envisioned that they would reassert their allegiance towards the king and remain under joint Polish-Crimean patronage. In return, they were not to be harassed by the
Polish troops. Yet, if the Cossacks rioted again, the Tatars would assist the king in routing the rebels.\footnote{See Document 69.}

The years 1667–1672 brought a genuine rapprochement between Warsaw and Moscow. Both courts felt endangered by a possible Ottoman-Crimean expansion in the Ukraine. While the Commonwealth was slowly recovering after the previous calamities, Russia was weakened by the religious conflict over the Church reform and the great Don Cossack uprising, led by Stepan Razin. Moreover, Afanasij Ordin-Naščokin, the influential Russian statesman of the time, argued for a peace with Poland-Lithuania in order to focus on the struggle against Sweden for the access to the Baltic Sea. All these considerations resulted in a more or less loyal cooperation vis-à-vis Baghchasaray. When the Crimean envoy, Abid Agha, arrived at Warsaw early in the year 1668, he was further dispatched to Moscow in order to negotiate a tripartite treaty.\footnote{Cf. Wójcik, Między traktatem andruszowskim a wojną turecką, pp. 20–21 and 180–185. Formally, the dispatch of Abid Agha to Moscow occurred on the request of the khan, who had asked the Polish king to press the tsar to send the customary gifts to Baghchasaray; see the above quoted letter of Adil Giray to John Casimir; AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 64, t. 3, nos. 531–532. Yet, Warsaw’s obvious intention was to display its good relations with Moscow rather than help the khan to pressure the tsar.}

A lasting peace with both Warsaw and Moscow was contrary to the Crimean tradition as it deprived the Tatars of prospective spoils from raiding the territories of their northern neighbors. Nevertheless, fearing isolation, Adil Giray claimed that general peace was also his desire. In the spring of 1670, Crimean envoys in Moscow, Sefer Agha and Shahtemir Atalıq, issued an instrument of peace on behalf of the khan. Invoking the recent Crimean-Polish pacification at Pidhajci, negotiated between Qalga Qırım Giray and Grand Marshal Sobieski (büyük marşalqa Sabiqa), and the recent Polish-Muscovian treaty of 1667, the envoys expressed the desire of their lord, the khan, to become “like a third brother” (üçünci garndağ gibi) of the two “great padishahs:” the king and the tsar.\footnote{See RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 59; published in Materiały dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 584–592; its Russian translation is published in Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij… Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 163–169. The instrument, composed in Crimean Tatar, is referred to by the term zapis, a loanword from Russian.} The Crimean-Muscovian treaty was confirmed by a solemn instrument of peace, issued by Tsar Alexis in Moscow on 7 May 1670. In analogy to the Tatar instrument, the Russian document stipulated that Adil Giray would become a third friend and close
neighbor of the two remaining monarchs.\textsuperscript{514} Alexis duly sent a copy of his document to Warsaw, where it was translated into Polish in July 1670.\textsuperscript{515}

Neither the rapprochement between Warsaw and Moscow nor their tripartite treaty with Baghchasaray deterred Petro Dorošenko from seeking a way to unite the whole Ukraine under his rule. Already in 1667, Dorošenko secured the protection of the kaymakam, Kara Mustafa Pasha, who substituted for the grand vizier, Ahmed Köprülü, then fighting in Crete. In August 1667, Sultan Mehmed IV renewed the peace with Poland and issued a new ‘ahdname, but in a separate letter he warned the Polish king against attacking the Cossacks, who had asked for Ottoman protection.\textsuperscript{516} In 1668, Dorošenko crossed the Dnieper and killed Ivan Brjuxovec’kyj, the hetman of the “Russian” Ukraine, although he failed to secure his conquest against the Russian troops. On 1 June 1669, Mehmed IV issued a formal diploma (berat), investing Dorošenko with the whole of Ukraine as the Ottoman vassal, equal in status to the rulers of Moldavia and Wallachia.\textsuperscript{517} The news of Dorošenko’s having become an Ottoman vassal served as a convenient pretext for Russian diplomats who in the fall of 1669 refused to restore Kiev to Poland, as had been stipulated by the Truce of Andrusovo, arguing that they could not allow the city’s capture by the Muslims.\textsuperscript{518}

To be sure, the Commonwealth did not acknowledge the Porte’s claim to protect the Cossacks. In September 1670, Warsaw invested

\textsuperscript{514} i van bratu našemu Adil Gireevu carevu veličestvu byti s oboimi nami velikimi gosudari v opčej sosestvennoj druzhe, jako treťemu drugu i bližajšemu sosedu; cf. a Russian copy of the document, issued on 27 April 7178 according to the Byzantine calendar, published in \textit{Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšenij}.... Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 156–163, esp. p. 157.

\textsuperscript{515} Cf. Wójcik, \textit{Między traktatem andruszowskim a wojną turecką}, p. 242; a copy of the tsar’s document along with the Russian translation of the oath taken by the Crimean envoys in Moscow in confirmation of their instrument (zapis), are preserved in the Polish archives along with their contemporary Polish translations; see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 60, t. 32, nos. 34–35. For the texts in Russian, published after the copies held in Moscow, see \textit{Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšenij}.... Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 156–163 and 168–169.


\textsuperscript{518} Wójcik, \textit{Między traktatem andruszowskim a wojną turecką}, pp. 206 and 209.
Myxajlo Xanenko as the new Cossack hetman and announced Dorošenko’s deposal, though it was easier said than done. Somewhat unexpectedly, the new Polish protégé was acknowledged by Adil Giray, who did not want to risk an open conflict with both Warsaw and Moscow. Besides, the khan was frustrated by Dorošenko’s communicating with the Porte over his head. This independent move cost Adil Giray his throne. In May 1671, the Porte replaced him with Selim Giray, a son of the former khan, Bahadır Giray. A few months later, when Sobieski entered the Ukraine at the head of the Polish troops in order to support Xanenko, he faced a new Cossack-Tatar coalition between Dorošenko and Selim Giray. The Porte, liberated from other military concerns after the conclusion of the Cretan war in 1669, ordered the governor of Očakiv, Khalil Pasha, to assist Dorošenko and resolved to start in the following year an invasion of Poland-Lithuania on a full scale.

Conclusion

Not unlike in Renaissance Italy, the alliances in early modern Eastern Europe typically followed a “checkboard pattern,” to use the term coined by Garrett Mattingly. In the long period between 1523 and

519 Ibidem, pp. 252–253; cf. Matuz, “Eine Beschreibung des Khanats der Krim aus dem Jahre 1669,” pp. 133–134. In this context, it seems that Wójcik overestimates the role of the Crimean-Muscovian treaty of 1670 in determining Warsaw’s isolation in its approaching confrontation with the Porte; cf. ibidem, p. 245. When the Ottoman-Crimean army invaded Poland in 1672 and the tsar chose to abstain from the conflict, he could not base his decision on the treaty of 1670 because the latter’s signatory, Adil Giray, was no longer in power.


521 Garrett Mattingly, Renaissance Diplomacy (New York, 1988), p. 69. In his now classical book, published for the first time in 1955, Mattingly claimed that this pattern had first developed in Italy, emancipated from religious and moral constraints due to the prolonged secular struggle between the two heads of Western Christendom. Also a Polish scholar, Władysław Pociecha, credited the Italian wife of Sigismund I, Bona Sforza, for the emancipation of Polish foreign policy from the Habsburg and papal influence; cf. idem, Królowa Bona (1494–1557). Czasy i ludzie odrodzenia, vol. 2 (Poznań, 1949), p. 210. To the present author, the claim that realpolitik was invented in Western Europe and only later aped in the rest of the world seems ungrounded and merely reflecting Western biases. Many documents, also edited and discussed in the present volume, prove that the Lithuanian rulers conducted a pragmatic realpolitik already in the 14th and 15th centuries.
1671, the Crimean Khanate often played a decisive role in the confrontation between Poland-Lithuania and Muscovy by supporting one or the other side.

Predictably, the party, whom the Tatars supported, tended to praise them as valuable allies, while the opposite side branded them as “greedy barbarians.” These notions and prejudices found their way to the national historiographies and are still detectable today. The weaker was Poland-Lithuania in its competition with Muscovy, the more often the Tatars came to its rescue, earning the praise of Polish contemporary statesmen as well as modern historians. No wonder that the general assessment of the Crimean Khanate has been more favorable in the Polish historiography than in the Russian one. In the 15th and 16th centuries, the khans alternatively supported one Slavic neighbor against the other. But with the rise of Muscovy at the cost of the Volgine and Siberian khanates, and especially during the mid-17th century crisis that almost erased Poland-Lithuania from the map, the Crimean Khanate turned into “the trusted ally in the struggle against Muscovy”—to quote a 20th-century Polish historian.522

In a recent reassessment of the sixteenth-century Crimean foreign policy, Aleksandr Filjuškin invokes the aphorism coined by the great Russian historian, Sergej Solov’ev: “the Crimean auction” (krymskij aukcion). The term refers to situations when the Crimean military support had to be “purchased” with the gifts, sent from Vilnius and Moscow, and the khan chose whom to support by simply measuring the material value of the received gifts. Nevertheless, Filjuškin admits that the khan’s decision depended not merely on the gifts’ value, but on the notion of the balance of power as well.523 Also the Russian historians who studied the seventeenth-century Crimean policy and were hardly favorable in their opinions on the Tatars admitted that political motives had been no less important than short term material gains in motivating Baghchasaray’s decisions.524

Among the rank and file Tatars, economic concerns certainly dominated in motivating their raids against the Slavic neighbors, but for the

522 Wójcik, Traktat andruszowski 1667 roku i jego geneza, p. 63.
Crimean elite members other concerns—apart from spoils, gifts, and proverbial bribes—mattered, too. They gained experience and broadened geographic horizons far beyond the triangle of Istanbul-Moscow-Warsaw by joining Ottoman campaigns in Iran and Hungary, or by participating in embassies to Vienna, Copenhagen, and Stockholm. Along with the advent of Sweden, another factor, namely the massive westward migration of the Nogays and Kalmyks complicated the East European politics in the 17th century. When united with the Crimean Tatars and obeying the khan, the Nogay cavalymen could seriously strengthen the Khanate’s military power. But when in riot or aspiring to a separate statehood, as was the case in the times of Kantemir, they constituted a formidable challenge to the khan’s domestic and foreign policy. Unlike the Nogays, the Kalmyks never recognized the khan’s suzerainty and caused constant fear among the Crimean population.

Many examples demonstrate the efforts of the Crimean khans to prevent a rise of one dominant power in their surroundings. In the 1560s, the Tatars, alarmed by Ivan IV’s conquests on the Volga, contributed towards the failure of his Baltic plans by de facto participating in the First Northern War. Half-a-century later, Baghchasaray was in turn concerned with the Polish domination of Eastern Europe. In consequence, in 1614 the khan came to terms with the new Muscovian dynasty—the Romanovs, and in the following years the Tatars helped the Ottomans to evict the Poles from Moldavia. When in 1640s, the Polish court developed another expansionist plan that was dangerous to the Crimea, it was met with a terrible response in 1648, when Islam III Giray supported the great Cossack rebellion. Having placed Poland-Lithuania on the verge of disaster, the Crimean court then realized that it opened the pathway to an uncontrollable rise of Russia, especially after the Cossacks acknowledged the tsar’s suzerainty in 1654. The Tatars then reversed their policy and faced Russia and Sweden in the Second Northern War, loyally fighting alongside the Poles and Danes.

The Crimean political impact was also apparent precisely when it was absent. Two heavy blows to the Muslim prestige in the region, the fall of Kazan to the Russians in 1552 and the fall of Azov to the Cossacks in 1637, had been preceded, and perhaps enabled, by political crises in the Crimea that culminated in the depositions and killings of Sahib Giray (1551) and Inayet Giray (1637), respectively. In a seemingly paradox, both depositions and killings were instigated by the Ottoman Porte.
On their part, also the khans knew how to effectively frustrate the plans of their Muslim brethren, the Ottoman sultans, when these plans endangered the Khanate’s sovereignty. The Ottoman expedition against Russia in 1569, though proclaimed in the name of Islam and formally aimed to deliver the Volgine Tatars from the tsar’s yoke, was less than enthusiastically supported (if not openly sabotaged) by Devlet Giray, who feared that a strong Ottoman presence in the region would hamper his own freedom of action. Other similar conflicts were to come, with the most notorious one under the walls of Vienna in 1683.
The Ottoman direct engagement in the Ukraine led predictably to a limitation of the Crimean zone of political influence. Even a khan like Adil Giray, regarded as the creature of the Köprülü family and detested in the Crimean society, tried to prevent the Porte’s meddling in his affairs and ultimately paid with his throne for this insubordination. His successor, Selim Giray, who was to rule with interruptions until 1704 (1671–78, 1684–91, 1692–99, 1702–04), turned out to be the Porte’s most loyal ally during its military confrontation with Christian Europe, but also he knew to struggle for the Crimean proper interests.

In August 1672, the key Polish fortress of Kamieniec Podolski surrendered after a short siege. The Ottoman army, headed by Sultan Mehmed IV and commanded by Grand Vizier Ahmed Köprülü, was assisted by nearly all major vassals: the rulers of Wallachia and Moldavia, the Crimean khan, Selim Giray, and the Cossack hetman, Petro Dorošenko. The Ottomans were also joined by the Lipka Tatars, who had settled in Lithuania in the 15th century and recently rioted against the Commonwealth, frustrated by the rise of anti-Muslim prejudices, symptomatic for the Counter-Reformation.

After the fall of Kamieniec, the khan and an Ottoman commander, Kaplan Mustafa Pasha, proceeded as far as Lwów and forced the city to ransom its freedom while minor Tatar detachments raided the countryside. Nevertheless, the major Ottoman army slowed down its march, satisfied with the conquest and ready for negotiations. On 18 October 1672, an agreement was reached at Bučač (Pol. Buczacz), stipulating that the Polish king would become an Ottoman vassal by paying a yearly tribute to the sultan. The palatinate of Podolia, cen-

---

525 On the term, cf. n. 15 above. The Lipkas usually claimed descent from the followers of Tokhtamish. The truth was more complicated as many of them arrived later and descended from other hordes.
tered in Kamieniec, was converted into a regular Ottoman province (eyalet), and the Cossack Ukraine was to remain under the Ottoman suzerainty, retaining its autonomy. Dorošenko’s position was secured by a clause, entered into the treaty, which forbade his pro-Polish rival, Xanenko, an entry to the Ukraine. The former governor of Očakiv, Khalil Pasha, who had earlier supported Dorošenko, became the first Ottoman beylerbeyi of Podolia. On 23 October, Sultan Mehmed IV confirmed the conditions of the Bučač agreement by issuing a solemn 'ahdname in a military camp near Žvanec'.

The Polish king was surely humiliated, but the Crimean khan did not fare much better. The southeastern provinces of the Commonwealth, which had long constituted a “reservoir” of spoils and slaves for the Tatar warriors, became the appendages of the Ottoman Empire, protected now by the sultan against Tatar raids. The Cossacks, who had enjoyed the Crimean protection since 1648, now entered direct relations with the Porte and shifted their allegiance from Baghchasaray to Istanbul. The devaluation of the prestige of the Crimean khan, whose ancestors had once independently negotiated sophisticated instruments of peace with the Polish kings, is best illustrated by the instrument, issued by Selim Giray on 23 October 1672 in the military camp near Žvanec’—the very same date and place as those of the sultan’s instrument—and delivered to the hands of the Polish commissioners who negotiated the peace with the Porte. The khan merely engaged that he would restrain his subjects from raiding the Polish Kingdom on the condition that he received the annual gifts, augmented by a recently promised supplement amounting to a thousand golden florins. If the khan failed to restrain his troops, he was not to demand the gifts due for the year when such unauthorized raid occurred. Curiously, the de facto lowered status of the khan was compensated by his megalomaniac claim to rule over Siberia and the Bashkirs, reflected in the instrument’s intitulatio.

---

526 On the campaign and pacification of 1672, see Kołodziejczyk, Podole pod panowa
niem tureckim, pp. 56–66; Mehmet İnbaşı, Ukrayna da Osmanlılar. Kamaniçe Seferi ve Organizasyonu (1672) (İstanbul, 2004), pp. 135–182; Wagner, Wojna polsko-turecka
w latach 1672–1676, pp. 228–292; on the Ottoman conquest and administration of Podolia, see Kołodziejczyk (ed.), The Ottoman Survey Register of Podolia (ca. 1681), Defter-i Mufassal-i Eyalet-i Kamaniçe (Cambridge, Mass., 2004), 2 pts.; the Polish and
Ottoman instruments of the Treaty of Buczacz and the sultan’s ‘ahdname issued at Žvanec’ are published in idem, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 494–514.

527 See Document 70.
Selim Giray was perfectly aware that the strengthening of the Ottoman position in the Ukraine would limit the Crimean sovereignty. Although he previously authorized the Tatars to raid Poland-Lithuania, he feared its total collapse and repeatedly offered his mediation before, during, and after the fall of Kamieniec. In October 1672, the khan and his vizier, Subhan Ghazi Agha, actively participated in the Ottoman-Polish pacification.\textsuperscript{528}

In 1673, the Polish-Ottoman war was resumed after the Diet had rejected the humiliating Treaty of Buczacz. On 11 November, the Polish-Lithuanian army commanded by Hetman Sobieski defeated the Ottomans at Hotin. Selim Giray, who maintained regular diplomatic contacts with Warsaw,\textsuperscript{529} excused himself from the campaign by the necessity to defend the Crimea against the pro-Muscovian Kalmyks and the Zaporozhian Cossacks, who had refused to acknowledge the Ottoman suzerainty.

In 1674, the newly elected king John III Sobieski, who owed his throne to the victory of Hotin, addressed the khan with new peace proposals. Sobieski understood very well Selim Giray’s concerns regarding the rise of Muscovy and the parallel loss of the Khanate’s autonomy versus the Porte. A year later, the king instructed his envoys whom he sent to the Crimea to persuade the khan that “the stronger the [Polish-Lithuanian] Commonwealth is, the stronger respect the Crimea will enjoy from the side of the Porte.”\textsuperscript{530}

The chances of a successful Tatar mediation between Istanbul and Warsaw increased when in 1674 the Russians invaded the Ottoman Ukraine and the Porte had to defend Dorošenko against a new enemy. Yet, the Ottomans were unwilling to restore Podolia to Poland, so the Ottoman-Polish hostilities continued along with the Ottoman-Russian ones. After another year of campaigning, in October 1676 an armistice was reached in a military camp near Żurawno (Pol. Żurawno),


\textsuperscript{529} Wagner, \textit{Wojna polsko-turecka w latach 1672–1676}, p. 320.

where the Polish-Lithuanian troops, commanded by King John III, were besieged by an Ottoman-Crimean army, commanded by an Ottoman serasker, Sheytan Ibrahim Pasha, and Selim Giray. The khan not only participated in the campaign and negotiations, but his name honorably preceded the names of Ottoman dignitaries listed in the narratio of the peace instruments exchanged at Żurawno: the Polish one, issued in Latin by the Commonwealth’s commissioners, and the Ottoman one, issued in Turkish by Sheytan Ibrahim Pasha. Like in 1672, no separate treaty was negotiated between Poland-Lithuania and the Crimean Khanate.

The Truce of Żurawno officially relieved the Polish king from the tributary dependance, stipulated by the Treaty of Buczacz, but confirmed the Ottomans in their possession of Podolia and Ukraine. The Porte had still to fight for the latter against Russia, especially since Dorośenko, disenchanted with weak Ottoman and domestic support, abdicated from the hetmanate and defected to the tsar in September 1676. The new Ottoman grand vizier, Kara Mustafa Pasha, replaced Dorośenko with Jurij Xmelnyc’kyj, Bohdan’s son and the former hetman, released on that occasion from the Istanbul prison of Yedikule.

In 1677, the Ottoman-Crimean army, again commanded by Ibrahim Pasha and Selim Giray, failed to install Xmelnyc’kyj on the hetman’s seat in Čyhyryn, which was valiantly defended by the Russians and pro-Muscovian Cossacks. Only in 1678, the Russian garrison evacuated the ruined Cossack capital and by 1681 an Ottoman-Russian peace was reached that divided the Ukraine along the Dnieper.

Selim Giray paid with his throne for the unsuccessful Čyhyryn campaign of 1677 and was replaced with his cousin, Murad Giray. Before the new khan left Istanbul to ascend the throne in the Crimea, he was asked for mediation by Jan Gniński, the Polish ambassador and Sobieski’s trusted confident, who had arrived at the Porte in order to confirm the Truce of Żurawno. The Polish king, who had begun his career as an ardent pro-French factionist, secretly hoped to enter an

531 The Polish and Ottoman instruments of the Truce of Żurawno are published in Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 515–527.
532 See Kara Mustafa’s letter dated 26 Zilkade 1087 A.H. (30 January 1677), ordering the kaymakam, Osman Pasha, to find the “giaour, being the former Cossack hetman” and if alive, to send him immediately to Edirne; published in Franz Babinger (ed.), Das Archiv des Bosniaken Osman Pascha. Nach den Beständen der Badischen Landesbibliothek zu Karlsruhe (Berlin, 1931), p. 47.
alliance with Louis XIV, directed against Brandenburg-Prussia, and less formally against Vienna. In order to attain this, he needed a lasting peace with Istanbul that would also secure him from the side of Russia. He hoped that through the French mediation he would regain at least a part of Podolia in order to appease the domestic opposition. All these expectations were dashed by a frank statement of the khan, expressed during his meeting with Gniński on 26 February 1678: “whether you are sore or you bow, it is equal to us, as the Porte cares neither about your friendship nor your anger.”

The ‘ahdname, issued by Sultan Mehmed IV in April 1678, in fact merely confirmed the Treaty of Buczacz with a few notable exceptions such as the abolishment of tribute and the concession of two Ukrainian fortresses, Bila Cerkva and Pavoloč, to Poland. Sobieski unwillingly accepted the peace, but his disillusion with Paris and Istanbul was to result in his future rapprochement with Vienna and his crucial decision to assist the Habsburgs in 1683.

**In the shade of the great war 1683–1699**

The uncompromising stand of the Porte, recalled in the above quoted dialogue between Murad Giray and the Polish envoy, well reflected the megalomany of the then grand vizier, Kara Mustafa Pasha, that was soon to irritate the khan, too. In 1683, Murad Giray participated in the Hungarian campaign of Kara Mustafa. When the grand vizier decided to besiege Vienna ignoring the warnings of his advisers, the khan openly sabotaged his orders. In result, he was replaced by Hadji Giray, who had gained fame during the battle of Vienna by rescuing the Holy Standard of the Prophet. Yet, after his return to the

---


534 The conflict between Murad Giray and Kara Mustafa Pasha is described in numerous sources, including an almost contemporary Crimean chronicle, whose author, Mehmed Giray, openly criticised the Ottoman haughtiness; see Markus Köhbach, “Der Tārīh-i Mehemmed Giray—eine osmanische Quelle zur Belagerung Wiens durch die Türken im Jahre 1683,” in: _Studia Austro-Polonica 3 = Zeszyty Naukowe Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego 672 // Prace Historyczne_, no. 75 (1983): 137–164; cf. a Polish translation of the relevant fragment in Abrahamowicz (ed.), _Kara Mustafa pod_
Crimea, the new khan soon faced a noble rebellion and in 1684 was in turn replaced by Selim Giray.

The creation of the Holy League in the aftermath of the Christian victory at Vienna completely changed the geopolitical situation of the Crimean Khanate, now endangered in its very existence. Interestingly, initially the Polish king secretly offered Selim Giray peace, and even international warranty of the Khanate’s independence, to be sworn by the League members, on the sole condition that the Tatars would remain neutral. The offer was submitted through Tomasz Golczewski, sent to the Crimea in 1685. The king tried to play on Tatar noble ambitions and the envoy was instructed to wish Selim Giray that “the slaves [i.e., Ottoman viziers] should no longer rule over the free, bold, and ancient [Tatar] nation” and that the khan should reign as a sovereign Muslim monarch “just as the padishah of Bukhara, the king of Persia, the king of India, and some Arab emirs, do.”535 Repeatedly urged by his Habsburg allies to invite the tsar to the League, Sobieski hoped that it would not be necessary if the khan remained neutral. The king preferred a rapprochement with Baghchasaray, or even an exotic alliance with Isfahan,536 to an alliance with Moscow as he knew that the latter would imply the Commonwealth’s final resignation from the lands lost to Russia by 1667.

Although Selim Giray did not openly reject the offer, he procrastinated his answer, and the Polish king finally made up his mind to conclude a lasting peace with the tsar. After the latter joined the League (albeit informally) in 1686, the political situation of the Khanate became dramatic. Even if unrealistic and nourished by war enthusiasm, some projects drawn in Warsaw and Moscow did not augur well to the Tatars. While some Poles expressed their hope that the Russians would invade the Crimea, “put all the Tatars, like chicken, into a sack, and eat them, so that their name be no longer heard in the world,” the Russian government contemplated a forced resettlement of the

---

536 On Sobieski’s efforts to invite the Pershian shah to join the anti-Ottoman alliance, see Chowaniec, “Z dziejów polityki Jana III na Bliskim Wschodzie 1683–1686,” *Kwartalnik Historyczny* 40 (1926): 151–160.
Tatars to Anatolia. In order to survive, the Khanate had to loyally fight at the side of the Porte and entrust its fate to the Ottoman might, still drawing on the impressive human and economic resources. In 1687 and 1689, two major Russian offensives against the Crimea, commanded by Vasilij Golicyn, ended in failure. The defenders were backed by extreme ecological conditions and their own decision to set the steppe on fire, which made it impassable for the horse-driven Russian artillery. Interestingly, the failed expeditions against the Crimea prompted the Russian government to suspend its expansion on the Amur river and reach an agreement with China in 1689.

The Tatars proved invaluable as Ottoman allies in provisioning the Ottoman garrison of Kamieniec Podolski and defending Moldavia and Hungary against the Polish and Habsburg troops. Yet, supporting Ottoman armies in distant Hungary was hardly popular in the society that faced an imminent threat from Russia. Unwilling to join the Ottoman troops in Hungary and struck by the death of his most beloved son, Selim Giray abdicated in the spring of 1691. His successors, Sa’adet Giray (1691) and Safa Giray (1691–1692), disappointed both the Porte and the Crimean subjects. In result, Selim Giray returned to the throne, having performed in the meantime a pilgrimage to Mecca that earned him an honorary title of the Hadji (Tur. Haci or el-Hacc).

538 For a recent English language narrative of Golicyn’s two expeditions, see Brian Davies, Warfare, State and Society on the Black Sea Steppe, 1500–1700 (London-New York, 2007), pp. 178–182. The author seems to have largely overestimated the number of Russian combatants (180,000 in the first campaign!).
540 In some years, the Crimean troops were divided in the following way: the khan remained in the Crimea to defend it against a possible Russian invasion, the qalga assisted the Ottoman troops in Hungary, and the nureddin fought against the Poles in Podolia and Moldavia; see Wagner, “Tatarskie elity władzy w latach 1684–1699,” in: idem, W cieniu szukamy jasności i chwały. Studia z dziejów panowania Jana III Sobieskiego (1684–1696) (Siedlce, 2002): 97–109, esp. p. 101.
The year 1691 also brought the last major Polish offensive in Moldavia, led in person by the ageing king. After its failure, the Polish court contemplated a rapprochement with Paris, who offered its mediation in reaching a separatist peace with the Porte. A Polish-Ottoman reconciliation was also favored in Baghchasaray as it would remove the threat of a joint Polish-Russian attack from the north. The year 1692, Khan Safa Giray sent to Poland his envoy, Dervish Ghazi Mirza, whose father, Subhan Ghazi Agha, had once commanded the Crimean auxiliary corps in the Polish war against Sweden and had participated as the Crimean vizier in the Polish-Ottoman pacification of 1672. Having arrived in June 1692, Dervish Ghazi was received by Grand Hetman Stanisław Jabłonowski and then by the king and the Senate. The envoy offered his patron’s assistance in persuading the Porte to restore to the Commonwealth the territories lost in 1672 (Podolia and the right-bank Ukraine). Despite the interest arisen by the offer, Warsaw decided to postpone the answer and detain the envoy, fearing that the embassy merely aimed to stir conflicts between Warsaw and Vienna on the one side, and Warsaw and Moscow on the other.

---

542 Probably not by accident, precisely in that period direct contacts were established between Baghchasaray and Paris; in the French archives one encounters a “friendly letter” (muhabbetname) sent to the French king through an envoy named Abdusselam from the qalga, Tokhtamısh Giray, referred to on the impressed seal as Toqtamış Gery Sultan bin Safa Gery Sultan (thus Tokhtamısh must have been a younger brother of Khan Safa Giray; their father was also named Safa but had never become the khan, hence was titled merely as sultan; I was unable to find any other reference in regard to Tokhtamısh’s short time qalgaship; the authors of Le khanat de Crimée maintain that Safa Giray’s qalga was Dervish Giray, a son of Selim Giray). The letter does not contain any political clauses but invokes the embassy sent previously by “our elder brother, his excellency the khan” (Qırım hanı ağaçamız hazretleri) and asks the French king to maintain longterm friendship and brotherhood with the Crimea (uzun uzaq dost ve gärda olmaq üzere) and to show due respect to the Crimean envoy; see Paris, Archives du Ministère des Affaires Étrangères, Correspondance politique, Turquie supplément, vol. 27, fols. 109a–109b (a note in French by the Archives’ clerk attributes the letter to the khan de Crimée [sic] Toktamich Guéraï Soultan and provides the Christian year 1692).

543 See the undated letter of Safa Giray, announcing the dispatch of Dervish Mirza to Poland, in AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 60, t. 25, no. 28. On this embassy, cf. Konopczyński, Polska a Turcja 1683–1792, pp. 20–21, and Kazimierz Piwarski, “Sprawa pośrednictwa tatarskiego w wojnie polsko-tureckiej (1692–1693),” in: Studia Historica. W 35-lecie pracy naukowej Henryka Łowmiańskiego (Warsaw, 1958): 351–372, esp. pp. 357–362. Earlier in the same year, secret negotiations regarding a separatist peace were also led between Baghchasaray and Moscow; among the reasons of their failure were the Crimean refusal to resign from the Russian gifts and the Ottoman recent decision to restore the Holy Sites in Jerusalem to the Catholics, aimed at
After Selim Giray returned to the throne, in the spring of 1693 he sent a new envoy named Jokas in order to confirm that the Crimean offer of mediation was still valid. On 5 July 1693, both Crimean envoys solemnly declared that the khan intended to persuade the Porte to restore Podolia and Ukraine to Poland and offered his military assistance against the Commonwealth’s enemies. In the fall of 1693, the Crimean envoys were sent back to the khan along with a Polish envoy, Stanisław Rzewuski. Having reached Selim Giray, who was wintering in Edirne along with the Ottoman grand vizier, the Polish envoy insisted that apart from restoring the lands captured in 1672, the Porte should also cede northern Moldavia to Poland. No agreement was reached and the war was to last five more years.

The Russian conquest of Azov (1696) and the Habsburg victory of Zenta (1697) finally convinced the Porte to seek a peace. The Treaty of Karlowitz (1699), negotiated separately between the Ottoman plenipotentiaries and the representatives of the four Christian powers, provided that Poland-Lithuania as well as Russia were no longer obliged to send gifts to the khan, while the Crimean and Budjak Tatars were strongly prohibited to raid the territories of their Christian neighbors. The crucial article of the Polish-Ottoman treaty provided for the restoration of Podolia and right-bank Ukraine. In return, the Poles had to evacuate their acquisitions in northern Moldavia.

544 Jokas had traveled to Poland as an interpreter and envoy already in the years 1684–1685; see Chowaniec, “Sobieski wobec Tatarszczyzny 1683–85,” pp. 55–58; Wagner, “Tatarskie elity władzy,” p. 106; in the Arabic script he is referred to as Yoqaş; see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 64, t. 5, no. 536.
545 The document, issued in Warsaw in the residence of the Crown chancellor, is composed in Polish and invokes the declaration of Dervish Ghazi Mirza made in the name of Safa Giray, and the more recent declaration, made by Jokas in Polish during his audience with the king. It is corroborated in Arabic script (written in one hand, probably by either Dervish or Jokas, or an embassy scribe): şevketlü Safa Gėrey Han hazretleri tarafından ve cümle Qırım begleri tarafindan elçilik ile gelen bende-i Derviş Mirza, and: şevketlü el-Haci Selim Gėrey Han ‘ali-şan tarafindan elçilik ile gelen bende-i Yoqaş; see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 64, t. 5, no. 536.
547 Russia initially hoped for better treaty conditions and concluded at Karlowitz merely a two-year truce, which was converted into a lasting peace in 1700. Hence, her formal obligation to pay tribute ceased a year later. In fact, both Warsaw and Moscow had stopped sending gifts to the khans already earlier, when they had entered the war with the Porte in 1683 and 1686 respectively.
548 The Polish and Ottoman instruments of the “Polish section” of the Treaty of Karlowitz are published in Kołodzieczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 581–598; see especially the articles 4–6 regarding the Tatar issues.
Selim Giray abdicated after the Karlowitz Treaty, asking the Porte to appoint his oldest son, Devlet Giray, in his stead. The new khan’s reign began with a raid against Poland, headed by his younger brother, Nureddin Ghazi Giray. The Porte promptly reacted, ordering the khan to restore the captured booty and announcing that it would no longer tolerate Tatar raiding of their northern neighbors. When in 1702 the Tatars raided Russia, Devlet II Giray paid with his throne and the aged Selim Giray was reinstalled for the fourth and last time.549

After the new Polish king and the elector of Saxony, Augustus II, allied with Tsar Peter I of Russia and entered a war against Sweden, the Swedish troops invaded Poland and Saxony forcing Augustus to abdicate in 1706 (although he soon cancelled his decision). Already since 1704, the Polish throne had been claimed by a Swedish creature, Stanisław Leszczyński, and the Polish nobility was divided into two factions: a majority supporting Augustus and a minority supporting Stanisław. In 1709, Charles XII of Sweden led his army against Russia, assisted by Leszczyński and Ivan Mazepa, the Ukrainian hetman who hoped to restore the Cossack autonomy with the Swedish support. The Crimean khan, Devlet II Giray, who had been restored to the throne in 1708, wanted to join the campaign, but the cautious policy of the Porte prevented him from doing so.550 Only after Charles XII and his allies, defeated at Poltava, found shelter in the Ottoman fortress of Bender, the Tatars and Ottomans were dragged into a war with Russia. In 1711 Mazepa’s successor, Hetman Pylyp Orlyk, entered a formal alliance with Devlet II Giray and accepted the Crimean patronage over the Ukraine, invoking the seventeenth-century tradition of the Cossack-Tatar alliance.551 Later in the same year, Peter the Great

549 Podhorodecki, Chanat krymski i jego stosunki z Polską, p. 234; Le khanat de Crimée, p. 346.


invaded Ottoman Moldavia but was trapped by Ottoman-Crimean troops in his camp on the Prut river. The Ottomans missed the opportunity to entirely humiliate the opponent and dictated quite docile conditions of a new peace, satisfied with the promise that the tsar would restore Azov to the Porte and evacuate his troops from Poland and the right-bank Ukraine.

The position of Khan Devlet II Giray was closely related to the current state of affairs between Istanbul and St. Petersburg. In 1711, after the news of the missed opportunity caused a scandal in Istanbul, the khan instigated the fall of Baltacı Mehmed Pasha, the Ottoman grand vizier responsible for the Prut Treaty. But in 1713, when the Porte resolved to confirm the peace with Russia, Devlet II Giray, known for his anti-Russian attitude, was promptly replaced on the Crimean throne by his younger brother, Kaplan Giray.552

The Ottoman-Russian reconciliation did not automatically result in a normalization between Istanbul and Warsaw, because the Ottomans continued to support Leszczyński and regarded Augustus II as a Russian puppet. Besides, Istanbul and Baghchasaray revived the idea of a joint protectorate over Ukraine, reminiscent of the times of Petro Dorošenko. In December 1711 and March 1712, Sultan Ahmed III issued two successive privileges for Pylyp Orlyk who was to remain an Ottoman vassal. It took many months until finally in 1714 the great embassy of Stanisław Chomentowski [alias Chomętowski] persuaded the Porte to respect and Karlowitz Treaty and reminded that it was Augustus II, and not Stanisław Leszczyński, who had ratified it in 1699, hence the former should be regarded as the legitimate Polish monarch.553

An analogous task of normalizing the Polish relations with the Crimea was entrusted to Wojciech Szornel, a special envoy to Kaplan Giray sent by the Polish grand hetman, Adam Mikołaj Sieniawski. Szornel was received by the khan in July 1713 in a military camp in Budjak near Qavshan (Rom. Căuşeni; Ukr. Kaušany). The Polish envoy

552 Smirnov, Krymskoe xanstvo pod verxovenstvom Otomanskoj porty v XVIII v. do prisoedinenija ego k Rossii (Moscow, 2005), pp. 17–22; Le khanat de Crimée, p. 347.
assured Kaplan Giray that the king and the Commonwealth wished to observe the Treaty of Karlowitz. He stressed Augustus II’s legitimate position of the monarch elected by the nobility and not appointed by a foreign ruler. When the khan mentioned the king’s previous abdication, Szornel retorted that it was not confirmed by the Diet. Both sides agreed that Augustus II should dispatch a formal embassy to Kaplan Giray. Before his return to Poland, Szornel diplomatically refused to see Stanisław Leszczyński and his Polish supporters, who dwelled in nearby Bender under the Ottoman protection. The envoy persuasively argued that he did not wish to make a false impression that his patron (i.e., Sieniawski) maintained secret contacts with the pretender.554 Diplomatic correspondence continued until 1714, when the khan followed the Porte’s example by acknowledging Augustus II on the throne and relinquishing any claims to the Ukraine.555

In the following years, the Tatars assisted the Ottomans in their distant wars against Venice and Austria, while Poland-Lithuania de facto acknowledged the patronage of Peter the Great, whom Augustus II owed his restoration on the throne. Both Baghchasaray and Warsaw stopped playing independent roles in international politics. A Crimean envoy, Kantemir Mirza, sent in 1718 to notify the accession of a new khan, Sa’adet IV Giray, was shocked by the omnipresence of Russian troops in Poland-Lithuania and offered the Tatar neighborly assistance to “cure the disease.”556 Yet, his own patron soon encountered domestic troubles and was forced to abdicate by 1724.

554 See the relation of Wojciech Szornel, the esquire carver of Mazyr (stolnik mozyrs), sent in embassy to Kaplan Giray from the side of Adam Mikołaj Sieniawski, the Crown grand hetman and the castellan of Cracow; dated in Lwów 22 August 1713; AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 64, t. 13, no. 544.
556 Konopczyński, Polska a Turcja 1683–1792, p. 87; Podhorodecki, Chanat krymski i jego stosunki z Polską, p. 245.
The War of the Polish Succession (1733–1738), the Russo-Ottoman War (1736–1739), and the last Polish-Crimean treaty of 1742

When it seemed that the career of Stanisław Leszczyński was definitely over, in 1725 he experienced a smile of fortune as his daughter, Maria, married King Louis XV of France. In the following years, the French diplomacy worked to secure the support of European courts, including those in Istanbul and Baghchasaray, for the candidacy of Stanisław to the Polish throne after the death of Augustus II.557 When the Wettin died in 1733, Stanisław was smoothly elected by the majority of Polish nobles. Unlike in 1704, when he acted as a Swedish puppet, his second election was entirely legal. Yet, St. Petersburg and Vienna would not tolerate a pro-French ruler in Poland and the Russian troops entered Warsaw installing Augustus II’s son, Augustus III Wettin, on the throne. Stanisław’s last stronghold, Danzig, was taken in 1734 by a Russian field marshal, Burkhard Christoph von Münnich. In Western Europe the War of the Polish Succession (as it came to be known) between the Habsburgs and the Bourbons would continue until 1738, but in Eastern Europe it was resolved in favor of Russia and Austria already in 1734.

The Porte could not passively watch the rise of the Russian might that endangered its own position. Nevertheless, the Ottomans were hesitant to enter a new war as long as their troops were campaigning in Persia. Also Cardinal Fleury, who directed the French foreign policy in that period, was reluctant to fully engage in Eastern Europe as that would require sending French troops and entering a formal French-Ottoman alliance. Nevertheless, the atmosphere along the Ottoman and Crimean northern borders was tense. In 1734 the Crimean khan, Kaplan Giray, gathered his troops in Budjak and approached the Polish border, but despite the requests of Stanisław’s emissaries he refused to enter Poland without an order from Istanbul. Only in 1735, after the fall of Danzig, the Tatars raided Kabarda and Daghestan in the effort to stop Russian southern expansion.558 This move provoked a Russian reply that evolved into the Russo-Ottoman war.

558 Konopczyński, Polska a Turcja 1683–1792, p. 104; Le khanat de Crimée, p. 349.
In March 1736, the Russians besieged Azov and in June invaded the Crimea after having forced the defenses of Perekop. On 28 June (17 June according to the Old Style), the army commanded by Münich successfully stormed Baghchasaray, setting on fire the khan’s palace, including the Crimean archives. The library of the French Jesuits, who left the city before the Russian assault having sheltered their books in the cellar, was drowned in wine by drunken soldiers who opened all the barrels, unable to drink their content.559 Then, somewhat unexpectedly, Münnich commanded his troops to evacuate the Crimea in order to shorten the lines of supply. After Azov and Qılburun (Kinburn) capitulated in July, a full-scale campaign was resumed only the following year. In July 1737, Münnich conquered Očakiv while Field Marshal Lacy invaded the Crimea, defeated Khan Feth II Giray (who had replaced Kaplan Giray in the summer of 1736 after the fall of Baghchasaray) near Qarasu Bazar and burned the town itself. Earlier that year, Austria entered the war, formally to support Russia but in fact jealous of easy Russian conquests. After a failed peace congress in Nemyriv (August–October 1737), the hostilities resumed in 1738. Yet, this time the Russians were far less successful: Lacy entered the Crimea only to withdraw shortly afterwards for the lack of water and fodder, while Münnich was pushed back from the Dniester by the Ottoman commander (serasker) of Bender, Veli Pasha. The latter was assisted by a Crimean prince, Safa Giray, who commanded the Tatar troops in Budjak. Due to infectious diseases that decimated Russian garrisons in

559 Solov’ev, Istorija Rossii s drevnejsix vremen, vol. 20, in: idem, Sočinenija v vosemnadcati knigax, book 10 (Moscow, 1993), p. 398; cf. the English translation by R. Hantula: Soloviev, History of Russia, vol. 35: The Rule of Empress Anna (Gulf Breeze, 1982), p. 12. The loss of the Jesuit library was especially regretted by Captain Manstein, who prepared a description of Baghchasaray on Münnich’s order; see Moscow, Arxiv vnešnej politiki Rossijskoj imperii, f. 123, op. 1, no. 1 “Opisanie domu Xana Krymskago i stoličnago evo goroda Baxčisaraj kapitanom Manštejnom po vzjatju fel’dmaršalom Grafom Minixom onago poluostrova,” fol. 3b. Manstein’s relation is published in Otečestvennyja zapiski, izdavaemyja Pavlom Svin’ynym, pt. 19 (St. Petersburg, 1824): 75–84, esp. p. 84, but it is censored and the fragment regarding the drunken soldiers is missing altogether; the fragment iz kotoryx bol’šaja čast’ sgorela, ili v vinnom pogrebe povredilas'; poneže onye Ezuity, pri otdalenii svoem, knigi dlja soxranenija postavili v takovyi pogreb, reads in the original manuscript version: iz kotoryx bol’šaja čast’ sgorela, ili v vine potopla i povredilasja; poneže onye Jezuity, pri otdalenii svoem, knigi dlja soxranenija postavili v pogreb, v kotoroj naši kozaki vošed i napivšis', p’jany ostatne vino vypustili, i tem pomeniutye knigi potrapili.
the recently conquered fortresses of Očakiv and Qılburun, even these fortresses had to be evacuated.\footnote{Joseph von Hammer, \textit{Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches}, vol. 7 (Pest, 1831), pp. 513–515; Solov’ev, \textit{Istorija Rossii s drevnejšix vremen}, vol. 20, pp. 428–432; cf. the English translation by R. Hantula, vol. 35, pp. 46–50.}

Only in 1739, the Russians obtained a decisive victory: Münnich chose a route through the territory of neutral Poland, invaded northern Moldavia, defeated Veli Pasha at Stavučany, and conquered Hotin on 30 August.\footnote{See Johann Wilhelm Zinkeisen, \textit{Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches in Europa}, vol. 5 (Gotha, 1857), p. 797; Nicolae Iorga [Jorga], \textit{Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches}, vol. 4 (Gotha, 1911), pp. 440–441; Solov’ev, \textit{Istorija Rossii s drevnejšix vremen}, vol. 20, pp. 442–443; cf. the English translation by R. Hantula, vol. 35, pp. 62–63.} The Russian appetite had yet to be restrained after Austria, having suffered a major defeat, unexpectedly conceded to a peace and even agreed to restore Belgrade to the Porte. Fearing isolation and a pending war with Sweden, St. Petersburg was forced to join the negotiations. The Treaty of Belgrade, signed in September 1739, only granted Azov to Russia on the condition that the fortress remained demolished. Both sides also agreed that Kabarda, which had constituted the bone of contention at the outset of the war, should remain independent and neutral.

The Russo-Ottoman solemn pacification, following the Treaty of Belgrade, consisted of the parallel embassies of Aleksandr Rumjancev to Constantinople and Mehmed Emin Pasha to St. Petersburg (1740–1741), and the border demarcation effected by 23 October 1742.\footnote{See Rumjana Mixneva, \textit{Rossija i Osmanskaja imperija v meždunarodnych otnošenijax v seredine XVIII veka (1739–1756)} (Moscow, 1985), pp. 38–70 and 91–92.} The newly demarcated border was almost identical with the post-Karlowitz one, already delimited in 1705. Significantly, though it ran between the Cossack and Tatar lands and the territory to its south belonged—at least in theory—to the Crimean Khanate, the Muslim side was represented by Ottoman, and not Crimean commissioners.\footnote{Cf. the Russian instrument demarcating the border section running from the Dnieper towards the Mius river in the place where it empties into the Sea of Azov, dated 12 October 1742 (Old Style) and published as "Instrument razgraničenija zemel’ meždu Rossieju i Portoju v 1742 godu," in: \textit{Zapiski Odesskago Obščestva istorii i drevnostej}, vol. 2 (Odessa, 1848–1850): 834–835; it is corroborated by the Russian general, Vasilić Repnin, and the Ottoman \textit{qapıcı başı}, Hadji Ibrahim. The same commissioners demarcated the border running between the Don and Kuban rivers through the lands inhabited by the Cossacks and Nogays, being respectively the Russian and Crimean subjects; the border running between the Dnieper and the Boh was demar-
simply ordered by the Porte to observe the new peace and restrain his subjects from any transgressions.\footnote{564}

Although Poland-Lithuania did not participate in the recent war and its relations with the Porte were regulated by the Treaty of Karlowitz, Münich’s unrestrained use of the Polish territory during his Hotin campaign had infuriated the Muslim side and provoked a few Tatar raids into Poland. Therefore, Augustus III decided to send missions to both Istanbul and Baghchasaray in order to appease the situation. The Polish envoy to Baghchasaray, Józef Łopuski, had been appointed already in 1739 with the task to protest against the Tatar raids and the khan’s meddling in Polish domestic affairs. As the war was over before he departed, in 1740 he obtained a new instruction, ordering him to reassure the khan of Warsaw’s peaceful intentions and to stay away from any political intrigues. His departure was once more delayed because

\ \footnote{564 The patronizing attitude of both Istanbul and St. Petersburg towards the Crimean khan is reflected in the reports of the Russian resident in Constantinople, Aleksej Vešnjakov; in reply to a Russian complaint concerning some border problems, the Ottoman grand vizier promised to look into the matter and order the khan to minutely fulfill his decision (eželi takovoe est’, to on vezir’ konečno xanu prikažet, i ukaz daš točno potomu vse ispolnjat’); see Moscow, Arxiv vnešnej politiki Rossiijskoj imperii, f. 89, op. 1, 1742 (year number), no. 6, pt. 2, fol. 488b.}
the Polish court had been distracted by the outbreak of the Prussian-Austrian war. In January 1742, Łopuski obtained a new, much more detailed instruction, supplemented by yet another instruction issued in May. The envoy was to explain that the Russian march through Poland in 1739 had occurred against the will of the Polish authorities. As Münnich had left the Ottoman guns, captured at Stavučany and in Hotin, on the Polish shore of the Dniester, Łopuski was to persuade the khan to patiently wait until the Russians resolve to send the guns back to Hotin. Warsaw apparently feared an Ottoman-Tatar raid that would reclaim the captured guns without asking for either Polish or Russian permission. Finally, Łopuski’s instruction contained a protest against the recent border raids and a demand that the Tatars set free all the Christian captives, especially the Polish ones.565

Since the death of Mengli II Giray, whose clever tactics of cutting the enemy’s lines of supply had saved the Crimea from a third Russian invasion in 1738, the Crimean throne was occupied by Selamet II Giray (r. 1740–1743), the late khan’s younger brother and former qalga. The new ambitious ruler undertook a painstaking reconstruction of the Palace of Baghchasaray, aiming to restore the former splendor of the Girays’ capital.566 Probably in this context we should regard the unusual move that he took to reciprocate Łopuski’s embassy. Instead of merely promising to respect the Karlowitz Treaty, concluded forty-three years earlier between the Polish king and the khan’s Ottoman suzerain, in a “friendly letter” (muhabbetname) addressed to Warsaw, Selamet II Giray issued his proper instrument of peace, referred to as yarlıq and consisting of seven articles. The document, dated 6 December 1742, recalled Łopuski’s arrival in early November and the khan’s wish to reciprocate the royal salutations according to the old, friendly usage. The instrument stressed the khan’s authority not only over the Crimea, but also over Budjak and Kuban along with their Nogay and Circassian dwellers. To be sure, the Treaty of Karlowitz could not be ignored and was duly invoked in the first article. The second article assured security to Polish merchants in the khan’s domains, especially in Budjak, situated on the route between Istanbul and Lwów. The third article guaranteed freedom of travel and the right to reside in the

565 Konopczyński, Polska a Turcja 1683–1792, pp. 142, 146 and 149–152.
Crimea to Christian missionaries. The fourth article regarded a private claim that in fact should have been addressed to the sultan rather than the khan: during the recent war Veli Pasha, the Ottoman commander-in-chief on the Bender front, confiscated the effects of a Polish merchant, who had died in the Anatolian town of Amasya; the effects were loaded on a ship anchored in Akkerman and destined for Poland. On the request of the Polish envoy, the khan promised to intervene at the Porte so that the confiscated effects be released and sent to the merchant’s heirs. The fifth article provided that the border area along the lower Boh should be patrolled and colonized with settlers in order to prevent vagabond Cossacks and Nogays from taking shelter there and plundering the peaceful subjects of the two rulers. The sixth article established the rules of friendly communication between the two sides. Finally, the seventh article referred to the past war: the khan admitted that a number of Ottoman and Crimean troops had entered Poland in revenge for its consent to let Münich march through its territory, but he explained these moves by the necessities of war. In regard to the Ottoman guns and munitions, captured in Hotin and left in Poland by the Russian army, the khan invoked his earlier proposal to redeem them at their real value. At the same moment, he categorically rejected the idea that these guns and munitions could be donated by the Russians to the Polish king, either as a gift or war indemnity. The khan added that this matter should be regulated between Istanbul and St. Petersburg and declared his readiness to honor their solution.

**Last peaceful years 1742–1767**

In the following years St. Petersburg and Istanbul aimed to maintain peace, involved in other war theatres, respectively the European and Persian ones. Governments in Warsaw and Baghchasaray, dispossessed of proper political initiative in the course of the past events, remained

---

567 Already in the 17th century, Catholic missionaries provided religious services for their coreligionists who lived in the Crimea (including many Polish captives). They also endeavored to convert local Armenians and Greeks, whereas the conversion of Muslims was strictly forbidden by the Islamic law. From Łopuski’s report, we learn that the khan authorized both the Latin and Greek Fathers to dwell in his domains, although the latter term probably referred to Greek-Catholic rather than Orthodox missionaries; see Document 71, n. 20.

568 See Document 71.
paralyzed by domestic conflicts. The desire to maintain peaceful reciprocal relations was confirmed by the exchange of embassies between the khans Arslan and Halim Girays (reigns 1748–1756 and 1756–1758 respectively), and King Augustus III. As in these years the Polish grand hetmans, first Józef Potocki (1735–1751) and then Jan Klemens Branicki (1752–1771), almost traditionally headed the opposition, they also maintained diplomatic relations with foreign courts, including Istanbul and Baghchasaray, independently from the royal court. In analogy, the dissatisfied Giray princes and Crimean nobles maintained contacts with Polish dignitaries and even found refuge in Poland-Lithuania despite the protests of the khans.

The European Diplomatic Revolution of 1756 that resulted in the Seven Years’ War caused a shock in Istanbul and Baghchasaray as their traditional ally, France, allied with their ancient enemies, Austria and Russia. It was Frederick II of Prussia who now tried to benefit from the Porte’s confusion and win its support in his desperate fight against the prevailing forces of almost the whole continental Europe. In Baghchasaray, the Prussian agent Paul Boscamp tried to persuade Khan Qırım Giray (r. 1758–1764) to attack Austria or Russia. Yet, in that period St. Petersburg did its best to evade any conflict with the Muslim neighbors and even discouraged the Nogays from rebelling against the khan. Also the French diplomacy, which still enjoyed considerable respect at the Muslim courts, tried to appease their conflicts with Russia in order to leave the latter a free hand to confront Prussia.

---

569 See AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 64, t. 32–36, nos. 568–574.
In 1763, a serious conflict arose between Baghchasaray and Warsaw after some Tatar merchants had been robbed in Poland. Qırım Giray gathered troops in Qavshan and warned to invade Poland, but the conflict was settled through the mediation of the French and Moldavian diplomats, and the Polish authorities agreed to pay an indemnity to the khan. In order to prevent similar conflicts in the future, a special court was established in Braclav, analogous to a similar court in Žvanec that settled border conflicts between the Polish and Ottoman subjects.573

The death of Augustus III in October 1763 opened a new political crisis in Poland. Upon learning of the Polish interregnum, Qırım Giray was ready to saddle his horse and enter Poland in order to support the anti-Russian opposition, but was prevented from doing so by the Porte.574 As it could be expected, in 1764 the Russian troops introduced to the Polish throne a fitting candidate, Stanisław Poniatowski, a former lover of Empress Catherine II, who adopted the royal name of Stanislaus Augustus. Istanbul first refused to acknowledge his election and a Polish envoy, sent from the new king with the notification of his accession, was detained on the border, but finally the Porte resolved to maintain peace with Russia. Qırım Giray paid with his throne for his overly open anti-Russian stand and was replaced by his nephew, Selim III Giray. Yet, the new khan turned out to be equally anti-Russian and

573 Tadeusz Kowalski and Józef Dutkiewicz, “Jarłyk tatarski z r. 1177 H. (=1763 D.),” Rocznik Orientalistyczny 2 (1919–1924): 213–219; Konopczyński, Polska a Turcja 1683–1792, pp. 171–172. The activity of a similar border commission, established by the Russian authorities in the fortress of St. Anne in order to settle conflicts between the Russian and Ottoman subjects, including the Crimean Tatars, is reflected in the documents from the years 1712–1743, preserved in Arxiv vnešnej politiki Rossijskoj imperii, f. 22, op. 1 “Pograničnaja s Turciej komissija v Retranžamente (krepost’ sv. Anny).”

574 See the report of Aleksandr Nikiforov, the Russian consul in Baghchasaray, dated 27 November 1763 (16 November according to the Old Style) and partly based on the eyewitness relation of Regina Pilsztynowa, a Polish female ophthalmologist who enjoyed easy access to the khan’s palace as she cured the women from his harem; Arxiv vnešnej politiki Rossijskoj imperii, f. 89, op. 8, no. 1144, fol. 25a–32b; on the unusual life and career of Pilsztynowa, cf. my article “Die Frau, die mit Männern handelte. Eine Polin am Bosporus,” in: Frauen, Bilder und Gelehrte. Studien zu Gesellschaft und Künsten im Osmanischen Reich / Arts, Women and Scholars. Studies in Ottoman Society and Cultur. Festschrift Hans Georg Majer. Edited by S. Prątor (Istanbul, 2002), vol. 1: 159–165; the events from her life after 1760 have remained obscure until the present day; cf. her biography by Barbara Grosfeld in PSB, vol. 32 (Wroclaw etc., 1981), pp. 30–32. In February 2009, during a research in Moscow, I was lucky to find the aforementioned relation, describing the wherabouts of her arrival and sojourn in Baghchasaray in 1763.
even ordered to close the Russian consulate that had functioned in the Crimea since 1763. Nevertheless, for the time being Baghchasaray had to accept the status quo in Poland although it maintained close contacts with the leaders of the anti-royal opposition from the Potocki and Branicki families.576

From the Confederation of Bar to the first partition of Poland (1768–1772); the Russo-Ottoman War (1768–1774) and the Crimean bitter independence

In spite of the French-Russian alliance during the Seven Years’ War, Paris observed the Russian expansion with rising concern. In 1767 Baron François de Tott, a son of a Hungarian émigré, was sent to the Crimea as the new French consul with the task to help the French envoy in Istanbul to incite the anti-Russian opposition among the Turks and the Tatars. Simultaneously, a conspiracy developed in Poland directed against both King Stanislaus Augustus and the Russian domination. Notwithstanding their strongly proclaimed Catholicism, the conspirators did not conceal their hope for Muslim assistance and assembled close to the Ottoman border, sending emissaries to Istanbul and Baghchasaray. In February 1768, a confederation was formally proclaimed in the Podolian town of Bar under the leadership of Michał Krasinski. In reply, the Polish troops loyal to the king along with the Russian troops garrisoning in Poland were ordered to quell the rebellion.577


576 Cf. the letter of Selim III Giray to Franciszek Salezy Potocki, the palatine of Kiev, from April 1765, in which the khan invokes the ancient friendship between the Girays and the Potocki family and asks the addressee to observe the Karlowitz Treaty; Otčet Imperatorskoj Publicnoj Biblioteki za 1904 god (St. Petersburg, 1911), pp. 123–126; see also the letter of Maqsud Giray to Jan Klemens Branicki, the Crown grand hetman, from June or July 1767, notifying the new khan’s accession (after the short second reign of Arslan Giray) and arrival at Qavshan; published in Władysław Zimnicki, “Jarłyk Maksud ben Selamet Girej Chana z r. 1767,” Rocznik Orientalistyczny 8 (1931–1932): 161–166.

Khan Maqsud Giray hesitated and looked at the Porte that was divided into war and peace factions. In the spring of 1768, he replied to Krasinski’s letter brought by an emissary, Stefan Makowiecki, in which the confederates asked for Tatar assistance. The khan advised them to begin the struggle, assuring them of his sympathy and promising to forward their request to Istanbul. Yet, at the same time, he urged the addressees to unite and beware of treason as gossip of their internal quarrels had already reached the Crimea. The khan’s worries were well grounded as the contents of his letter were immediately made known to the Russians and its copy is today preserved in Moscow.578

In the summer of 1768, a detachment of Cossacks in Russian service chased some confederates to the border town of Balta and massacred its inhabitants, including the sultan’s and the khan’s subjects.579 This move prompted the Porte to demand the withdrawal of Russian troops from Poland and to declare war on Russia in October 1768. Having resolved on the war, the Ottomans reinstalled Qırım Giray, once removed for his anti-Russian stand, to the Crimean throne. Praised by Baron de Tott for his energy, open-mindedness, and taste in Molière and Hungarian wine, the khan gathered the Crimean and Ottoman troops in Qavshan, got in touch with the Polish confederates, and invaded the Russian Ukraine in January 1769, but quickly had to withdraw due to the extremely harsh winter. Unfortunately for the allies’ war plans, he died soon after and was replaced by his inexperienced nephew, Devlet IV Giray.580

578 See Arxiv vnešnej politiki Rossijskoj imperii, f. 123, op. 3, no. 15; the extant Russian translation was made from a Polish translation, acquired by the Russians in Mohyliv on 28 April 1768 (the date is apparently given according to the Old Style) and made from the Arabic-script original.

579 Balta was situated on the border river Kodyma and consisted of the northern part under the Polish administration, initially known as Józefgród, and the southern part under the shared Ottoman-Crimean jurisdiction; on the shared Ottoman-Crimean suzerainty over the lands between the Dniester and the Boh, cf. n. 563 above.

The campaign of 1769 ended in failure. Instead of delivering Poland from the Russian domination, the Ottomans faced the Russian invasion of northern Moldavia and the fall of Hotin.\textsuperscript{581} The Porte replaced Devlet IV Giray with Kaplan II Giray, who loyally assisted the Ottoman troops in the following year’s campaign, but his personal courage did not prevent Muslim defeats on the Larga and Cahul (Kagul) rivers in the summer of 1770, which enabled the Russian occupation of Moldavia and Budjak. At the same time, the Russian Baltic fleet entered the Mediterranean and defeated the Ottoman navy at Çeşme. Reacting to gossip on the khan’s consent to enter negotiations with Russia, the Ottomans replaced him with Selim III Giray, who had already reigned between 1764 and 1767. Yet, replacing one khan with another did not help to alter the desperate military situation of the Crimea, now separated from the main Ottoman army by the Russian troops stationing in Budjak and exposed to a direct Russian invasion.\textsuperscript{582}

Apart from their military victories in 1770, the Russians were also successful in stirring up a domestic conflict between the khan and his Nogay subjects. The Nogay presence in Kuban and the northern Black Sea steppes had been strengthened in the 17th century by numerous waves of immigrants from the Volga, the last one having arrived in 1696. The newcomers were hardly integrated within the Khanate’s society and their feeling of belonging to a larger Muslim community was weakened by their numerous conflicts over the rights to pasturelands with the Tatars and earlier Nogay immigrants. In the 18th century, the Nogays frequently rioted against the khans, asking for Russian assistance. St. Petersburg knew how to benefit from Nogay unrest in the years of Russo-Ottoman wars, but after the Treaty of Belgrade it rather discouraged the Nogays from disobeying the khan.\textsuperscript{583} With the outbreak of the new war, St. Petersburg’s Nogay policy changed once more and the prospects looked promising. Already in January 1769, a Russian emissary returned from Yedisan, reporting the Nogays’ unwillingness to fight against Russia and their open conflict with


\textsuperscript{582} For a recent approach towards the Russo-Turkish War of 1768–1774, see Virginia Aksan, \textit{An Ottoman statesman in War and Peace. Ahmed Resmi Efendi 1700–1783} (Leiden, 1995), pp. 115–169. The author follows the Ottoman sources by referring to the battles of Larga and Kagul as the battles of Falça and Kartal respectively; the last term refers to a lake and plain on the Danube crossing opposite Isaccea.

Khan Qırım Giray, who had imprisoned ten Nogay *mirzas* in order to enforce the obedience of their followers. In 1770, numerous Nogays led by a powerful leader, Djan Mambet Bey, declared independence from Baghchasaray and joined the Russian troops fighting against the Ottomans and the Crimeans.

St. Petersburg soon disenchanted its new allies as it entered into direct negotiations with Baghchasaray, offering to honor the integrity of the khan’s domains in return for his breaking with the Porte. The proposal was initially rejected by both Kaplan II Giray and his successor, Selim III Giray, but the latter capitulated in July 1771, after the Russians had forced the defences of Perekop, captured Ottoman Caffa and entered Baghchasaray. Although offered to continue his reign as an “independent” ruler (the Russians even invoked the Genghisid tradition in order to incite the Tatars to break with the Porte), Selim III Giray preferred to abandon the throne and left for Istanbul. The Crimean beys then elected Sahib Giray, who was ready to accept the Russian conditions. A few months later, the Ottomans gathered all the Giray princes present at the Porte and appointed Maqsud Giray as an “anti-khan.” Yet, the latter was soon to resign unable to enter the Crimea and disenchanted with the Ottoman mistrust and inadequate support.

---

584 See Arxiv vnešnej politiki Rossijskoj imperii, f. 123, op. 4, no. 36: a copy of the report dated 19 January 1769 (Old Style), sent to St. Petersburg by the governor-general of Kiev, Fedor Voejkov.

585 Cf. Fisher, *The Russian Annexation of the Crimea*, pp. 32–37. Djan Mambet Bey is commonly referred to as the leader of the Yedisan Nogays, but in his documents he adopted the official title of “the head commander and general of the Three Hordes” (üç ordunıŋ baş zabıtı mirmiran); see the original credential letter given to a Nogay plenipotentiary (murahhas ve elçi), Temür Shah Mirza, appointed to negotiate with the Russians, dated 2 June 1772 (1 Rebi I 1186 A.H.) and corroborated by Djan Mambet and eighteen other Nogay dignitaries; Arxiv vnešnej politiki Rossijskoj imperii, f. 123, op. 2, no. 80, folder 7, fols. 8b–8a. The folder also contains three credential letters issued separately for the plenipotentiaries of the Djemboyluk, Yedichkul, and Budjak hordes, corroborated by their respective leaders. Contrary to Kočekaev’s statement that these documents were composed in the Nogay language (cf. idem, *Nogajsko-russkie otnošenija*, p. 183, n. 70), their language can be described as pure Ottoman Turkish, although the scribes recorded Nogay names in their original sounding. For instance, Djan Mambet’s name was recorded by the scribe in its Nogay sounding (دجان ممبِت), whereas his seal had its Ottomanized version engraved, namely Djan Mehmed (دجان محمد).


In the following months, Catherine II skillfully played a comedy in order to persuade the European public opinion that her troops invaded the Crimea on the request of its inhabitants, in order to deliver them from the Ottoman yoke. In November 1771, Sahib II Giray and the Tatar people received a Russian charter, “restoring” their ancient independence. At the same time, a Crimean delegation, headed by the khan’s younger brother and qalga, Shahin Giray, arrived at St. Petersburg and was sumptuously received. A mutual infatuation then arose between the young prince and the empress, which was to largely influence future events. On 12 November 1772, a formal treaty was reached in the Crimean town of Qarasu Bazar, the traditional seat of the Shirin beys, between Khan Sahib II Giray and the Russian plenipotentiary, General-major Evdokim Ščerbinin. On the latter’s insistence, the document was also corroborated by a number of Crimean and Nogay leaders, whose presence was to secure that the agreement would be honored. The Crimean Khanate was to remain independent but simultaneously allied with Russia, whose empress guaranteed its sovereignty and the freedom of election of its future khans. Apart from the Crimean peninsula, including the former Ottoman province of Caffa, the khans were to rule over Kuban and the steppe to the north of Perekop, inhabited by the Nogays. Yet, no mention was made about Budjak and other territories extending to the west from the Dnieper that had formerly belonged to the khans. Moreover, Russia was to garrison the Crimean strongholds of Kerch and Yenikale and the khan resigned from any claims to Kabarda.

On 18 November 1772 (22 Shaban 1186 A.H.), Sahib II Giray issued a Declaration of Independence, also countersigned and sealed by the leading Tatar and Nogay notables. It was composed in Russian and French versions, apparently both dictated by his Russian patrons. In the French version, having announced that the Tatars and Nogays had regained their ancient liberty (ayant par la providence divine recouvré...
leur ancienne liberté et independence et s’étant formés en un État indépendent de toute domination étrangere et soumis à son propre gouvernement), the khan declared:

Nous, conjointement avec tous les princes de Schirin et autres princes de Crimée, avec la noblesse et le clergé, et au nom de tout le peuple de Crimée et des chefs, peuples et familles des Nogaïs, et généralement de tous ceux qui participent à l’hereux changement actuel du sort des Tatares, declarons solemnellement par les presentes devant le monde entier et nommement devant la Sublime Porte, que […] nous maintiendrons à perpetuité l’indépendence la quelle appartient en propre aux peuples Tartares, comme en ayant jouï de toute ancienneté et ne l’ayant perdue que dans ces derniers tem[p]s; comme aussi, que nous entretiendrons parmi nous l’ordre qui convient à un État libre et bien reglé, ainsi que le plus propre à nous meriter la confiance des puissances voisines.590

The last sentence, although pronounced in the khan’s name, in fact contained a direct warning of his Russian patrons that if the Tatars misbehaved, Russia would not be obliged to tolerate their independence. This issue was to reappear soon, but for the time-being, in 1774, Istanbul and St. Petersburg, exhausted by the war, concluded the Treaty of Küchük Kaynardja. The treaty confirmed the independence of the Crimean Khanate, although the Ottoman sultan retained religious suzerainty over its Muslim inhabitants, embodied by his title of the caliph that was formally acknowledged by Russia. The Porte also retained the fortress of Očakiv, while the khan regained his authority over the lands extending between the Boh and the Dniester (although not over Budjak). On the other hand, Russia secured its recent strategic conquests: the access to the Strait of Kerch with the right to garrison Kerch and Yenikale, and the access to the Dnieper mouth with the right to garrison Qılburun. The Polish issue, which had been the immediate cause of the war, was not even mentioned in the treaty. The Confederation of Bar had been suppressed by 1772, when Poland-Lithuania suffered the first partition and lost territories inhabited by four and a half million people, to be divided between Russia, Austria, and Prussia.

590 For both the Russian and the French copies, see Arxiv vnešnej politiki Rossijskoj imperii, f. 123, op. 3, no. 6.
The end of the Crimean Khanate (1783) and the demise of Poland-Lithuania (1795)

Although despised by many of his subjects for his weak stand against Russia, Sahib II Giray shared with his critics a concealed hatred towards the Russian patronage. Shortly after the peace had been announced, the khan arrested the Russian resident in the Crimea and asked the Porte to restore its suzerainty over the Khanate. Yet, having severed his relations with St. Petersburg, the khan failed to gain the confidence of Istanbul. His reign was then easily challenged by his cousin and the former khan, Devlet IV Giray, who had earlier inspired an anti-Russian revolt among the Kuban Nogays. After Devlet IV Giray landed in the Crimea, Sahib II Giray abdicated and left for Istanbul in 1775.

For the time being, St. Petersburg acknowledged Devlet IV Giray’s accession, but in 1777 the Russian troops invaded the peninsula and introduced to the throne Shahin Giray, the empress’ favorite and former guest. A radical program of reforms, shaped on the Russian model and enthusiastically introduced by the new khan, provoked an outright rebellion among his subjects. The Porte did not wish to start a new war with Russia, but under the pressure of the street opinion, instigated by Crimean refugees, it appointed Selim III Giray to become the khan for the third time and provided him with auxiliary troops. Having landed on the peninsula, Selim III Giray easily defeated Shahin Giray, especially as the latter’s soldiers massively joined the rebellion. Yet, in the face of another Russian intervention Selim III Giray retreated to Istanbul in 1778. The Russo-Ottoman conflict was resolved in 1779 by the Convention of Aynalı Kavak, in which the Porte recognized Shahin Giray and in return Russia promised to remove its troops from the Khanate. The Convention ultimately deprived the Crimean Khanate of its common border with Poland as the lands between the Boh and the Dniester were declared as belonging to the sultan, and not to the khan.\footnote{Cf. Article 3 of the Treaty of Küchük Kaynardja that granted to the khan “all the lands situated between the rivers Boh and Dniester, extending as far as the Polish border, except for the fortress of Očakov along with its ancient district” (in the Russian version: vsju zemlju do pol’skoj granicy, ležaščju meždu rekami Bugom i Dnestrom, isključaja krepos’ Očakov s ee starym uezdom; in the Turkish version: Aqsu ve Turla nehileri beyinde olan cemi’ arazi Leh memleketi hududına varınca tava’if-i merqua’meye istirdad ve Özi qal’esi qadimi ülkesiyle ke’l-evvel Devlet-i ‘Aliyyemin taht-i tasar-}
Having preserved his throne thanks to the Russian troops, Shahin Giray found himself deprived of the only major group of his subjects that had supported him, namely the Crimean Christians, who were removed from the Khanate by the Russians in 1778, officially for the sake of their own safety. Not dispirited, the khan returned to his reforms and in addition claimed his authority over the territories extending to the west from the Boh and to the south from the Kuban river, drawing his Russian patrons into unpleasant disputes with the Porte. The grandiose plans did not help in increasing the khan’s popularity among his own subjects. When another revolt broke out, first in Kuban and then in the Crimea, Shahin Giray had to seek refuge in Russian Kerch. His brother, Bahadır Giray, assumed the reign for a while in 1782, but the Russian troops once more “restored the order” and reintroduced Shahin to the throne. However, for this time even Catherine was tired with her favorite and in April 1783 the Crimea was formally annexed to Russia.

Acknowledging its military weakness, the Porte initially recognized the annexation, although it was a drastic rupture of the Treaty of Küchük Kaynardja. Yet, in 1787 the Ottomans went to war, demanded the Russian evacuation of the Crimea, and even appointed nominal

---

rufunda bagi qala), with Article 5 of the Convention of Aynah Kavak, providing that the lands between the Dniester, the Boh, the Polish border, and the Black Sea (in the Russian version: meždu Dnestrom, Bugom, pol'skoju graniceju i Černym morem; in the Turkish version: Buğ ta'bir olunur Aqşu ve Leh hududi [ve] Dnyester ta'bir olunur Turlu nehri ve Qara Deniz sahili beyininde) were to be deserted by the Tatars and to return under the sultan’s authority on the condition that—apart from Očakiv—they remained unsettled and deprived of fortifications; for the Russian version of both treaties, see Družinina, Kjučuk-Kajnardžijskij mir 1774 goda, pp. 349–365; for the Turkish version of the treaty of 1774 contained in the instrument issued by the sultan, see Istanbul, Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi, Düvel-i Ecnebiye 83/1 (Rus ecnebi defteri), pp. 142–152; the articles are also published in Mu’ahedat Mecmu’ası, vol. 3 (Istanbul, 1297 A.H./1879–1880 A.D.), pp. 254–273; for the Turkish version of the Convention of Aynah Kavak, see Mu’ahedat Mecmu’ası, vol. 3, pp. 275–284.

92 A hypothesis that by this means the Russian authorities deliberately intended to weaken Shahin’s political and economic position seems tenable but is not confirmed by any source material; cf. Fisher, The Russian Annexation of the Crimea, p. 102. Many Greeks and Armenians opposed the idea of leaving their homeland; large numbers perished in result of their forced resettlement and many others wished to return; see “Sobytija slučivšijasja v Krymu v carstvovanie Šagin-Gereja-xana (perevod s sovremennoj evrejskoj rukopisi sočinennoj karaimom Rabbi-Azar’ja synom Ilii).” Edited and translated by A. Firkovič, in: Vremennik Imperatorskago Moskovskago Obsčestva istorii i drevnosti rossijskix, book 24 (1856), II. Materialy, pp. 101–134, esp. pp. 127–129.
khans from among the Giray princes: first Shehbaz Giray and then Bakht Giray. The Russo-Ottoman war gave a few years of respite to Poland-Lithuania, whose political elites, in liaison with the king, endeavored to liberate themselves from the Russian patronage and, assembled at the so-called Four Years’ Diet (1788–1791), passed a program of reforms embodied by an enlightened constitution that openly invoked the Montesquian principles. The reformers’ enthusiasm was transient as after the Treaty of Jassy (1792), which cemented the Russian victory over the Porte, the Russian troops were released to invade and subdue Poland-Lithuania one more time. Its second partition, resolved in 1793 by St. Petersburg and Berlin, was followed by a desperate uprising led by Tadeusz Kościuszko (1794), whose only result was the third and last partition (1795) that effaced Poland-Lithuania from the map of Europe.

In her letters to Voltaire, Catherine the Great persuaded the French philosopher that her benign plans, aiming to restore order and wellbeing in neighboring countries, were repeatedly frustrated by native fanatics, blinded by religious hatred and medieval superstitions. Admittedly, the Polish confederates of 1768 incessantly invoked Virgin Mary, the icon of the Polish Catholicism, and condemned the royal project to grant equal rights to religious dissidents. Still, a student of their mentality should be confused by the facts that they looked for Muslim support with unequalled pragmatism and that one of their leaders, Kazimierz Pułaski, would later become a hero of the American Revolution, in which the Catholic slogans were admittedly not the highest priority. In parallel with the Polish confederates, also the Crimean rebels constantly invoked religious principles (Islamic in their case) and condemned their detested khan as an infidel. However, it would be unfair to describe their mentality as motivated by purely religious, “irrational” motives.

To be sure, in the 18th century both Poland-Lithuania and the Crimean Khanate went through a deep crisis affecting their states and societies. An average reign of a Crimean khan shortened to less than 3 years in the 18th century, to compare with over 5 years in the 17th century, over 8 years in the 16th century, and almost 10 years
in the 15th century. While in the 16th century, the khans enjoyed unrivalled charisma and power in comparison to Ottoman provincial governors and even refused to be treated on equal footing with the Ottoman grand viziers, in the 18th century the khan could be compared merely with an Ottoman provincial governor, appointed and revoked at will by the Porte. In fact, the Ottoman provincial governors had often more means and followers due to the lengthening of their tenures and the ongoing decentralization in the Ottoman provincial administration. The Polish situation was seemingly different from the Crimean one with only four royal elections in the 18th century, yet they all but one were secured by foreign troops. The sole exception was the second election of Stanisław Leszczyński, and the abrupt end of his reign proves that it was impossible to rule in Warsaw without St. Petersburg’s consent.

---

593 See the appended table: Chronology of the reigns of Crimean khans, Polish kings, and Lithuanian grand dukes (1386–1795); there were six accessions between 1441–1500, twelve between 1501–1600, nineteen between 1601–1700, and thirty in the years 1701–1783; a number of rulers ascended the throne several times.

594 On the “absolutist offensive” launched from Stockholm, St. Petersburg, Istanbul, Vienna, and Dresden against East European noble societies in the early 18th century, see the brilliant and informed study by Orest Subtelny, *Domination of Eastern Europe. Native Nobilities and Foreign Absolutism, 1500–1715* (Kingston-Montreal-Gloucester, 1986), esp. pp. 52–59. The author juxtaposes more effective absolutist states, organized about the goal-oriented (power-oriented) organizational principle against the “welfare associations” of the East European noble elites, based on an associative principle. Although Subtelny does not include the Crimea in his analysis, focusing on Poland-Lithuania, Hungary, Livonia, Moldavia, and Cossack Ukraine, the Crimean Khanate, with its powerful nobility and the limits to the khan’s power, would perfectly fit his model. Somewhat similar conclusions were drawn in the Marxist study by Perry Anderson, who stressed the inevitability of absolutism as a “natural” stage in state and social development characteristic for early modern Europe; see idem, *Lineages of the Absolutist State* (London, 1974), esp. pp. 297–298 referring to the “Polish anomaly.” Both quoted authors believe that the societies which “failed” to develop domestic absolutisms were “punished” by absolutisms from abroad. Yet, their arguments invoke some reservations: firstly, they both chose to ignore such cases as England or the Netherlands, where the spectacular failures of absolutist tendencies did not prevent state and social development (admittedly, Anderson refers to England and his conclusion that “before it could reach the age of maturity, English Absolutism was cut off by a bourgeois revolution” undercuts his very argument that absolutism was a natural stage of development; cf. ibidem, p. 142); secondly, by assuming that power is more important than welfare (admittedly, few elite members in early modern European states—absolutist or not—cared about the peasants’ welfare), one should draw the conclusion that today North Korea is ahead of France because it manages to concentrate a far larger part of its GNP towards power.
The vanishing international position of Baghchasaray and Warsaw is best refeected by the diminishment of their diplomatic status in the eyes of—respectively—St. Petersburg and Istanbul. In the 18th century, the Russian government preferred to settle the Crimean affairs directly with the Porte and resigned from concluding peace treaties with the khans, with a notable exception of the Treaty of Qarasu Bazar (1772), concluded with an “independent” Khanate.\textsuperscript{595} Likewise, the Ottomans sent experienced diplomats and negotiated new agreements with St. Petersburg, Vienna, and Berlin, but in their relations with Warsaw they were satisfied with lip service declarations that the Treaty of Karlowitz should be observed. In 1714, when a Polish envoy in Istanbul succeeded to obtain a new instrument of peace (to be sure, issued by the grand vizier and not by the sultan), it merely invoked the recent Ottoman-Russian treaty of 1713 and provided that its conditions should be also observed by Warsaw.\textsuperscript{596}

Striking parallels can be traced if one studies the biographies of the last Polish king, Stanisław Poniatowski, and the last Crimean khan, Shahin Giray. They were both well educated, ambitious, and full of visions regarding the necessary institutional reforms to be introduced in their states and societies. Yet, they had rather weak personalities and were equally dismayed by the unruliness of their subjects. Moreover, they were both infatuated with Catherine, who knew how to play on their sentiments.\textsuperscript{597} Putting all their trust in the Empress’ goodwill, they saw no other choice but to accept the Russian patronage. In a striking naivety, they both hoped to strengthen their rule and augment their troops with the help of Russia, even though such moves would obviously limit the latter’s influence in the affairs of their respective kingdoms.

Catherine indeed expressed some sentiments towards her both favorites, and sometimes even a striking patience when they and

\textsuperscript{595} On this treaty, see above; on the lowering level of diplomatic contacts between St. Petersburg and Baghchasaray in the 18th century, cf. Kellner-Heinkele, “Na granice vse kak obyčno,” pp. 35–36.

\textsuperscript{596} See Kołodziejczyk, \textit{Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations}, p. 161.

\textsuperscript{597} One is somewhat amused by the lecture of Stanisław’s letters, lamenting that his former lover did not support his projects adequately, or by Shahin’s enthusiasm when in December 1781 Catherine nominated him as captain of her personal guard (\textit{kapitan lejb-gvardii}), admittedly not a very fitting position for a sovereign ruler; for the imperial patent and the khan’s letter expressing gratitude for the nomination, see Arxiv vnešnej politikiRossijskoj imperii, f. 123, op. 3, nos. 105–106.
their subjects “misbehaved,” so she should not be only portrayed as a cynical monster. Yet, she was also the Russian ruler, identifying her fortune with the might of the Russian Empire and surrounded by politicians and generals who did not necessarily share her infatuation with Stanisław and Shahin. Catherine’s advisers were divided into those who would be satisfied with a friendly Poland and a friendly Crimea, controled and dependent on St. Petersburg, and those favoring their direct annexation, even if it invoked large financial and political costs. Finally, the second option prevailed, although Poland-Lithuania was too big to be swallowed by Russia alone and the latter had to appease Berlin and Vienna by allowing them a share of their common neighbor.

After the first partition of Poland, Shehbaz Giray, the former qalga of Devlet IV Giray, warned his cousin Shahin Giray, who then resided in St. Petersburg: “Don’t you know what they [i.e., the Russians] did to their coreligionists, the Poles and their king? [...] If such a thing was done there, then what kind of benefit can you, or the Tatars, expect from the Russian court?”

Certainly, Shahin did not want to listen and was more and more irritated with his subjects, who perceived his attire, manners, and reforms as foreign and coming from the hostile, infidel Russian court. One is tempted to ask what would have happened if the Tatars had accepted the proposed reforms, would the Khanate have survived? An indirect answer is given by the Polish example. When on 3 May 1791 the king and the Diet passed the enlightened constitution, unprecedented in Europe and second in the world only after the American one, Stanisław could enjoy a happy moment of unity with his subjects after so many years of alienation, but in fact the move only hastened the demise of Poland-Lithuania as its neighbors chose not to wait until it rebuilds its power.

---


599 For a historian of the Ottoman Empire, a striking parallel example is offered by the Young Turkish revolution of 1908 that in fact prompted the Austrian annexation of Bosnia, the Bulgarian declaration of independence, and the Greek pronounced annexation of Crete as the neighboring governments resolved to act before the Ottomans might strengthen their state.
with such military machines of the time as Russia or Prussia, neither the Poles nor the Tatars had the slightest chance. When Shahin Giray, dismayed with the slow progress of his military reforms, resolved to buy guns and hire professional soldiers in Poland, the move did not even provoke an uneasiness of his Russian patrons who monitored and authorized the transaction.600

After the demise of his khanate, Shahin Giray spent a few years in Russia, but in 1786 was allowed to leave for the Ottoman Empire. Having passed through Poland, the troublesome guest entered the Ottoman lands, where he was soon exiled to Rhodes and executed in the summer of 1787.601 Stanisław’s fate was only slightly better. After the demise of Poland-Lithuania, he arrived at St. Petersburg, where he was offered a pension and died in 1798, buried in the Catholic Church of St. Catherine. When the church was closed in 1938, the Soviet authorities proposed to transport the royal remains to Poland, but their move caused confusion in Warsaw. The Polish authorities refused to let the “traitor” to the Royal Crypt in the Cracow Cathedral and Stanisław was almost secretly buried in his native town of Wołczyn. Unfortunately, Wołczyn was situated eastward of the Curzon Line and after WW2 Stanisław again found himself in the Soviet Union.602 His last funeral took place in 1995, again provoking a heated political dispute, before the primate of Poland hesitantly let the Freemason king find his last rest in the Warsaw Cathedral.

Parallel lives of Stanisław Poniatowski and Shahin Giray are not the only links between the Polish and Crimean 18th-century history. Numerous Russian military commanders made their careers on the

---

600 See the reports of the Russian resident in Baghchasaray sent to St. Petersburg on 14 June 1780 and 31 May 1781 (both dates according to the Old Style), in Nikolaj Dubrovin (ed.), Prisoedinenie Kryma kRossii. Reskripy, pis’ma, reljacii i donesenija, vol. 3: 1779–1780 gg. (St. Petersburg, 1887), pp. 604–605, and vol. 4: 1781–1782 gg. (St. Petersburg, 1889), p. 89. Contrary to Fisher’s assumption, the Polish contrahent, Wincenty Potocki, had never been a member of the Confederation of Bar and the transaction seemed to have a purely business character; cf. Fisher, The Russian Annexation of the Crimea, p. 117; for Potocki’s career, see his biography by Wacław Szczygielski in PSB, vol. 28 (Wrocław etc., 1984–1985), pp. 227–229.

601 Podhorodecki, Chanat krymski i jego stosunki z Polską, p. 275; Hajворонский, Sozvezdie Geraev, p. 98.

602 For the fascinating history of the royal remains that was classified information in communist Poland, see a short story by Marian Brandys, Strażnik Królewskiego Grobu. Opowiadanie o Józefie Charytonie z Siemiatycz (Warsaw, 1984) [first published in 1981 in the samizdat publishing house Nowa].
Polish and Crimean fronts, to mention only Burkhard Christoph von Münich, the conqueror of Danzig (1734) and Baghchasaray (1736), and Aleksandr Suvorov, the subduer of Kuban (1782) and Warsaw (1794). A brilliant Russian diplomat, Osip Igelström, who organized the Russian administration in the Crimea and on the Kazakh frontier, also served in Poland as the last Russian ambassador (and simultaneously commander-in-chief of the Russian troops) before the outbreak of Kościuszko’s uprising in 1794.

Still, while reading some Polish or Tatar historical narratives, embedded in the nationalist ideologies of the 19th and 20th centuries, one can get a false impression that the whole “nations” (whatever this term might have referred to) unanimously and uncompromisingly opposed the Russian domination that was supported merely by a bunch of corrupt traitors. In fact, economic and career opportunities offered by the ever rising Russian Empire appealed to numerous members of the local nobilities. The opening of Russian Black Sea ports in Kherson and Odessa enabled numerous Polish nobles to profitably export the wheat produced in their Ukrainian estates to Western Europe. Catholic Poles and Muslim Tatars were to serve in the Russian army and bureaucracy from the Danube and Caucasus to Siberia, along with Buddhist Kalmyks and Protestant Baltic Germans. As to the townsmen, though their Russian peers did not enjoy medieval autonomy that reached to the east only as far as the Polish-Lithuanian eastern borders, the vast market of the Russian Empire offered unprecedented opportunities for enterprising individuals. Admittedly, peasants would be less enthusiastic to become Russian subjects since to be a Russian serf or ordinary soldier was no great fun, but nobody asked their opinion.

While watching subsequent Russo-Ottoman wars in the 18th century, many Poles in fact sided with Russia, some motivated by genuine Christian solidarity, others with an opportunistic relief that the attention of their powerful neighbor was turned in another direction.

---


604 For a recent monograph that revisits the topic which has long remained a taboo, see Jarosław Czubaty, *Zasada “dwóch sumień”: normy postępowania i granice kompromisu politycznego Polaków w sytuacjach wyboru (1795–1815)* (Warsaw, 2005).

605 Cf. Konopczyński’s disgusted comments on the poems celebrating Russian victories written by such prominent Polish writers of the time as Adam Naruszewicz and
Russia had also supporters among the Crimean Tatars and Nogays, some simply bought, others attracted by its might and splendor, and often deeply distrustful towards the Ottoman Porte. The situation was gradually changing in the 19th century, when the rising numbers of the Polish and Tatar intelligentsia learned that the Russian Empire was less religion-, confession-, and ethnicity-blind than Catherine II had once wished or declared. In the age of nationalism, Russia was consequently becoming more Russian and Orthodox, while a number of politically active Tatars and Poles chose emigration, uprisings, or joining revolutionary movements. It is also in the 19th century when national narratives began to influence the minds of common people, as they still do today, and when Catherine II became the head villain in both the Polish and the Tatar collective memories.

---

Ignacy Krasicki, and on the unveiling ceremony of John III Sobieski’s monument in Warsaw in 1788, which presented (and still presents today) the mounted king trampling a Turk; the latter ceremony coincided with the beginning of the new Russo-Ottoman war and was intended to convince Catherine II of her popularity in Poland; idem, Polska a Turcja 1683–1792, pp. 275–276 and 283.
PART TWO

A STUDY IN THE CRIMEAN AND POLISH-LITHUANIAN DIPLOMATICS AND DIPLOMACY
CHAPTER ONE

THE LANGUAGE AND PRESERVATION OF DOCUMENTS

*Turkic languages used by the Crimean chancery*

Since the foundation of the Genghisid empire, Mongolian language recorded in Uighur script had prevailed in its chancery usage. Yet, in the empire’s western parts, known after Genghis Khan’s two sons as the *uluses* of Djochi and Chagatay, during the 14th century it gradually gave way to Turkic chancery language.\(^1\) The chancery language used in the *ulus* of Djochi (i.e., the so-called Golden Horde) is today called Khwarezmian Turkic as it developed in Khwarezm, then belonging to Djochi’s *ulus*, and derived predominantly from western Turkic, Kipchak dialects.\(^2\) After Mongolian had faded away, also Uighur script, initially used for recording both Mongolian and Turkic texts, gave way to Arabic, venerated as the script of the Koran by the Islamicized Genghisid rulers of the Golden Horde. In consequence, Khwarezmian Turkic, recorded in Arabic script, was also adopted as chancery

---

\(^1\) On the gradual disappearing of Mongolian, cf. n. 2 in Part I.

\(^2\) Cf. István Vásáry, “A contract of the Crimean khan Mängli Giräy and the inhabitants of Qïrq-yer from 1478/79,” *Central Asiatic Journal* 26 (1982): 289–300, esp. p. 297. Although this language would later influence the development of literary languages among both the Tatars and the Uzbeks, it would be an anachronism to regard it as old-Tatar or old-Uzbek. Mirkasym Usmanov persuasively argues against referring to the language used in the Golden Horde as Chagatay (Khwarezm, where it had actually developed, did not belong to the *ulus* of Chagatay). Usmanov also vehemently opposes crediting Ali Shir Nava’i (1441–1501), the famous Central Asian scholar today claimed as the father of Uzbek national poetry, with contributing to this language’s development. In fact, the language had been in use in Khwarezm, on the Volga, and in the Crimea long before Nava’i was born; see Usmanov, *Žalovannya akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv.*, pp. 101–106. A linguistic analysis of the *yarlıq*, addressed by Tokhtamış to Jogaila in 1393, was already undertaken by the prominent German-born Russian turcologist Vasiliy Radlov [Friedrich Wilhelm Radloff]; see *idem*, “Jarlyki Toktamyša i Temir-Kutlugua,” in: *Zapiski Vostočnago Otdelenija Imperatorskago Arxeologičeskago Obščestva*. Edited by V. Rozen, vol. 3, vypuski 1–2 (St. Petersburg, 1888): 1–40, esp. p. 39. Although the terminology used by the author can be regarded as anachronistic today (especially his use of the term Chagatay), his conclusions convincingly point to the strong presence of northern and western Turkic dialectal elements in the literary language then used by the Golden Horde’s chancery.
language in the Crimean Khanate, whose founders claimed their rights to the Genghisid heritage of the Golden Horde.

The prominence of Turkic literary language(s), based on Kipchak dialects, was not limited to Tatar chanceries. Edward Keenan stressed the importance of Turkic as the language of steppe diplomacy connecting immense territories extending from Cairo to Peking and from Vilnius to Delhi and compared it to “the Latin of this world.” Apart from being used as the spoken and literary language at the Mamluk court in Cairo, in the 16th century Kipchak Turkic reached India, whose conqueror, Babur, composed his famous memoirs in the standard chancery language of his Central Asiatic homeland. Turkic was also widely used by the Muscovian chancery, not merely in its relations with the Tatars, but also with the Mongols and even—through their medium—with China. Until the 18th century, numerous Tatar scribes from Kazan and Kasimov were employed in the Russian chancery and Kipchak Turkic, commonly referred to as “Tatar” or “Muslim” language (besermenskij jazyk), remained the lingua franca of the steppe, facilitating St. Petersburg’s contacts with the Kazakhs and the native inhabitants of Siberia, Central Asia, and the Caucasus.

---

5 In reference to the sixteenth-century Turkic language, used in Central Asian chanceries, the adjective Chagatay is justified and crediting Ali Shir Nava‘i for its refining is fully deserved; cf. n. 2 above.
6 This fact was soon forgotten; a nineteenth-century handwritten catalogue of the Crimean section (fond), preserved in the Russian archives, contained an entry referring to a letter in Tatar, composed by an unknown author and not provided with any translation; only in 1858 it was discovered that the letter had been authored by Tsar Michael Romanov (okazalsja gramotoju pisannuju po tatarski carja Mixaila Feodoroviča) in 7128 (i.e., 1620 A.D.) and addressed to the Altyn Khan, hence the erroneous entry was crossed out and provided with a margin note informing that the letter had been transferred to the Mongolian section; see RGADA, the handwritten catalogue of f. 123, op. 2; entry no. 71 (crossed out). On the role of the Altyn Khans (lit. “the golden khans;” a title referring to several successive members of the same Mongol dynasty) in the early Russian-Chinese encounters, cf. Mjasnikov, The Ch’ing Empire and the Russian State in the 17th Century, pp. 64–71; Marc Mancall, Russia and China. Their Diplomatic Relations to 1728 (Cambridge, Mass.), p. 39.
doxically yet, in the Russian correspondence with the Crimean Tatars, “Tatar” was gradually abandoned in favor of Ottoman Turkish. In this aspect, the Russian chancery simply followed the Crimean one, in which the process of a gradual replacing of Kipchak with Oghuz elements continued from the late 15th until the 18th century. Strikingly, Kipchak Turkic survived much longer in the correspondence between Baghchasaray and Moscow than in the correspondence between Baghchasaray and Istanbul. In their letters to the sultans, the khans had adopted the Ottoman forms and wording earlier, thus presenting themselves as the Porte’s loyal vassals.

While the political pragmatism, demonstrated by the khans through their adopting of Ottoman patterns in their contacts with Istanbul, is evident, the retaining of Kipchak elements in the Crimean correspondence with Moscow is equally explainable. For the khans, drawing their letters in the ancient form of *yarlıq* and keeping these *yarlıq*’s traditional wording was the self-flattering reminder of the preponderance of their forefathers over Muscovian princes. As to the Muscovian side, its declared conservatism would make it reluctant to accept a document deviating from the once established terminology. The above thesis can be supported by the fact that the term *şartname* survived in the Crimean-Muscovian correspondence till the end of the 17th century, while in the Crimean-Polish one it was replaced already in the late 16th century by the term ‘*ahdname*, introduced under the influence

---

8 Cf. a copy of the letter by Catherine II, sent in August 1777 to the new khan Shahin Giray and congratulating him on his accession (in fact facilitated by the Russian troops); the letter is composed in Ottoman Turkish; Arxiv vnešnej politiki Rossijskoj imperii, f. 123, op. 3, no. 2.

9 By the end of the 18th century, even the Nogay subjects of the Crimean khans had adopted Ottoman Turkish in their correspondence; the documents, issued in 1772 by the Nogay leaders, who negotiated their passage from the Crimean suzerainty to the Russian patronage, are composed in Ottoman Turkish, not Kipchak Turkic; cf. n. 585 in Part I.

10 Mengli Giray went so far in presenting himself as a fully “Ottomanized” vassal that in his letter to Mehmed II he adopted an “Ottomanized” form of his name: Bengli and not Mengli; cf. Usmanov, *Zalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv.*, p. 108; for a facsimile of this letter, see *Le khanat de Crimée*, p. 78. Mengli’s great grandson, Ghazi II Giray, known as a talented poet, composed his poetry in both Ottoman Turkish and Kipchak Turkic (Crimean Tatar influenced by the Chagatai and Azeri literary languages, popularized by the poetry of Nava’i and Fuzuli), so he could consciously choose which language to use in his correspondence with different addressees; on the language(s) of his poetry, see İsmail Hikmet Ertaylan, *Gâzi Geray Han: hayâtı ve eserleri* (Istanbul, 1958), pp. 31–32 and 61.
of the Ottoman chancery usage.\footnote{Cf. Chapter 2 below; to be sure, neither term is of Kipchak origin but unlike ‘ahdname, the term şartname had been used by the Crimean chancery before its Ottomanization.} Besides, Moscow preferred Kipchak Turkic to Ottoman Turkish as the language of mutual correspondence because translators of the former were at hand, recruited among the tsar’s subjects, many of them baptized Volgine Tatars, who were more trusted than the Muslims. In sum, the linguistic features of the khans’ correspondence with Istanbul and Moscow can be regarded as two extreme poles: the first one characterized by the strongest Ottomanization while the second one by the strongest preservation of Kipchak components.

Nevertheless, it is hard to agree with Sagit Faizov, who maintains that Kipchak vocabulary and morphology still dominated in the Crimean chancery language as late as the mid-seventeenth century, even though the author draws his conclusions mainly on the basis of the Crimean correspondence with Moscow, admittedly the most “Kipchakized” one.\footnote{Cf. Sagit Faizov, “Iz perepiski krymskix xanov s russkim carem i pol’skim korolem, 1654–1658 gg.,” in: Russkaja i ukrainskaja diplomatiya v meždunarodnyx otnošenijax v Europe serediny XVII v. (Moscow, 2007): 438–478, esp. p. 443.} Many words, recorded in Arabic script and tentatively transcribed by Faizov in a way that is natural for a Volgine Tatar, might have been pronounced differently in the seventeenth-century Crimea, especially in its southern part, exposed to Oghuz linguistic influences, both Ottoman and native.

In regard to the level and pace of their Ottomanization, the Crimean letters addressed to Poland-Lithuania are in between the Crimean correspondence with Istanbul and that with Moscow.\footnote{Usmanov concludes that Baghchasaray’s correspondence with Muscovy and Poland-Lithuania retained more Kipchak features than its correspondence with Istanbul, but he does not differentiate between the first two groups; cf. idem, Žalovannyе aktы Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., p. 108. Also Faizov, who studied the Crimean correspondence with Moscow and Warsaw in the mid-seventeenth century, did not comment on linguistic differences but instead tended to draw general conclusions on the language used in the Crimean chancery; see idem, “Iz perepiski krymskix xanov s russkim carem i pol’skim korolem, 1654–1658 gg.,” p. 443.} Only one document in our volume, the şartname addressed by Mehmed Giray to Sigismund in 1520, is preserved in Khwarezmian Turkic. The following Crimean documents, preserved in Arabic-script originals, are much later and origin from the late 16th century. They already contain a mixture of Kipchak (i.e., Tatar) and Oghuz (i.e., Ottoman
Turkish) elements. Judging merely by its extant Polish translation, an even stronger presence of Ottoman Turkish forms, borrowed from the Ottoman chancery, is visible in Mehmed III Giray’s instrument from 1624. The long cohabitation of Kipchak and Oghuz elements is still reflected in the ‘ahdnames sent in 1640 from Baghchasaray to Vladislaus IV by Khan Bahadır Giray and Nureddin Qırım Giray. Although composed by the same chancery at the same time, and almost identical in contents, linguistically these two documents differ substantially. In the khan’s instrument one finds the Kipchak forms cibermek and taqi, while their Oghuz alternatives göndürmek and dahi are missing altogether; moreover, the Kipchak ablative ending (-din) is over four times more frequent than the Oghuz one (-den). On the other hand, in the nureddin’s instrument the Kipchak ablative ending is only two times more frequent than the Oghuz one, the frequency of the Kipchak and Oghuz alternative verbs cibermek/göndürmek is almost equal (11:9), and the Kipchak form taqi is missing altogether, replaced by its Oghuz alternative dahi. The Kipchak optative suffix -gay/-gey occurs nine times in the khan’s instrument, but only two times in the nureddin’s one. In this last aspect, both instruments are superseded by the one sent in the same year by Qalga Islam Giray, issued not in Baghchasaray but in Ferahkerman (Perekop), which contains as many as thirteen Kipchak optative suffixes.¹⁴

Perhaps the first instrument in our volume, where the Oghuz forms definitely prevail over the Kipchak ones, is the ‘ahdname, sent to Poland in 1646 by Khan Islam III Giray. Interestingly, six years earlier, when he was still the qalga, Islam Giray issued an instrument that was strongly Kipchakized (see above). The Ottomanization had been more or less completed in the following decade. In the ‘ahdname of Mehmed IV Giray, issued in 1654, one finds a purely Oghuz form: hazretlerine olsun, whereas Islam III Giray’s ‘ahdname of 1646 still has: hazretlerige bolsun.

Selamet II Giray’s instrument from 1742 stands apart from the remaining ones as it is a unique document in our volume that origins from the 18th century. It is written in pure Ottoman Turkish, although the glorious Genghisid past is still invoked by the fact that the document is referred to as yarlıq.

¹⁴ Cf. Documents 55–57.
The language of seventeenth-century Crimean documents, preserved in various European archives, has been already studied by several turcologists. Mária Ivanics, who studied the Crimean letters addressed to the princes of Transylvania, observed “the mixing of Kipchak and Oguz elements” but concluded that these letters “seem Ottoman-Turkish rather than Tatar from the linguistic point of view.” Nevertheless, she admitted that while in the Crimean letters sent to Transylvania “the rate of the Oguz elements is greater, [...] in the documents written to the Russian tsars the Kipchak elements are predominant.”15 Josef Matuz, who studied the language of the Crimean letters addressed to Danish kings, found notable differences between individual documents, even those issued in the same period, which reminds of the aforementioned differences between the instruments sent to Poland in 1640. Matuz singled out three linguistic categories: from almost purely Ottoman Turkish letters (8), to the ones with “somewhat more” (etwas mehr) Kipchak elements (12), finally to the most “Kipchakized” ones (3), although he admitted that even the language of the latter cannot be described as purely Kipchak or Crimean Tatar.16 Curiously, a letter sent in 1661 by Mehmed IV Giray is described by Matuz as eher tatarisch and included in the most “Kipchakized” category,17 whereas in our volume the instrument of the same khan, drawn in 1654, is the most “Ottomanized” one (not counting the much later instrument from 1742). Apart from pointing to the already mentioned differences between individual instruments issued in the same period, one can explain this seeming paradox by the fact that while in our collection Mehmed IV Giray’s instrument is one of the latest ones (the second latest preserved in Arabic script), the Crimean letters held in the Danish archives do not date back further than 1658. The instruments of Mehmed IV Giray are thus in average more “Ottoman” than those of his predecessors, but more “Kipchakized” than those of his successors. The Crimean chancery language was also studied by Elżbieta Święcicka, who analyzed four seventeenth-century letters preserved

16 Matuz, Krimtatarische Urkunden im Reichsarchiv zu Kopenhagen, pp. 83–85.
17 Ibidem, p. 119; for the letter’s text, see ibidem, pp. 139–141 and Tafel IV–V (facsimile).
in Stockholm, sent by the women of the Giray dynasty. Using a different method than Ivanics and Matuz, she concluded that the ratio between the Ottoman Arabic/Persian, and the Turkic words in the examined letters was 135:40 and referred to their language as “Tatar-Ottoman.”

Having noticed the gradual Ottomanization of the language of Crimean instruments addressed to the Polish kings, parallel with the preservation of Kipchak elements at least until the mid-seventeenth century, we should wait with more refined conclusions for a thorough analysis that would include all Crimean letters addressed to Polish-Lithuanian recipients, and not just the few ones that can be classified as formal instruments of peace. This task is beyond the scope of the present study and awaits a future researcher.

**Other languages used by the Crimean chancery**

Apart from Khwarezmian Turkic, then a mixture of Tatar and Ottoman-Turkish, and finally pure Ottoman-Turkish, all recorded in Arabic script, the Crimean chancery used other languages as well.

In 1894, a Russian historian Mixail Berežkov published an article, voiced in a truly colonial spirit, typical for that period. The author maintained that Crimean instruments, regarding the peace with Russia, had been in fact drafted by the Muscovian chancery, in Russian, and then sent to the Crimea merely for the khan to corroborate them. According to Berežkov: “the khan’s chancery needed only to translate the Russian draft into Tatar, add the heading titles as well as concluding formulas, and strengthen [thus drawn] documents with a seal.”

As if to console himself for his ignorance of Oriental languages, the author optimistically concluded: “therefore, the Russian texts (Rus. gramoty) are not inferior to the Tatar originals in regard to their content and importance; they are even superior [sic-DK], because the

---


19 ...xanskoj kancelarii ostavalos’ toľko perevesti po-tatarski eot russkij spisok, pribavja zaglavnye tytuly da zaključitel’nyja formuly i skrepja dokumenty pečat’ju; see Berežkov, *Krymskie šertnye gramoty* (Kiev, 1894), p. 3.
Crimean şartnames (Rus. şerti) were simply translations of the Russian drafts.  

Berežkov’s dismissive view of the Tatar chancery was later justly ridiculed by the leading Russian Orientalist, Aleksandr Samojlovič. Perhaps in reaction to such derogatory views of the Tatar culture like Berežkov’s, today we encounter opposite views, especially among Tatar scholars, that diminish or entirely neglect the role of the Russian language—and per analogy any non-Tatar language—in the past foreign diplomatic correspondence of Baghchasaray. Sagit Faizov maintains that the instruments of peace (şart- and ’ahdnames), circulating between Baghchasaray and Moscow, were drawn exclusively in Tatar and issued unilaterally by the khan’s chancery, in analogy to the yarlıqs once issued by the khans of the Golden Horde. Arguing that no seventeenth-century peace agreement between Baghchasaray and Moscow is known to have been composed in Russian, the same author concludes: “one can assume—for the lack of sources [sic-DK]—that also seventeenth-century Crimean-Polish agreements were drawn exclusively in the Crimean Tatar language.” A more balanced view is proposed in reference to the earlier period (15th–16th century) by Usmanov, who nevertheless insists that almost all the letters sent by the Girays to Moscow were composed in Tatar and translated into Russian only in the Muscovian chancery, while the Russian replies were composed in two languages: Russian originals and their Tatar copies.

A modern scholar is faced with the fact that all the earliest Crimean instruments of peace, addressed to Muscovian rulers in the 15th and 16th centuries, are preserved only in copies in Russian. Some of these copies are referred to as translations (Rus. perevod), so we may safely
assume that their originals were written in Arabic script and composed in Khwarezmian Turkic or Tatar. Sometimes, we find additional references to the now lost originals. For instance, in a late sixteenth-century inventory of the Muscovian archives, we read that Mengli Giray’s şartname (Rus. šertnaja gramota), brought in 1508 by Kostjantin Zabolockij and today extant only in a Russian copy, was written in “Muslim script” (besermenskim pis’mom). Some of the oldest Crimean instruments were still extant in 1626, having survived the great fire of Moscow; an official inventory, ordered after the disaster, listed “six old Crimean şartnames, [received] during the reign of Vasilij Ivanovič [r. 1505–1533], the grand duke of the whole Rus’, sent in various years, and one among them addressed to Ivan Vasilevič [r. 1533–1584], the tsar and grand duke of the whole Rus’, written on sheets of paper in Tatar script, very damaged and lacerated, two [of them] with top and bottom parts missing.” The already mentioned fact that also the Muscovian chancery issued documents in Turkic recorded in Arabic script, is further confirmed by a register, executed in 1800 by Aleksej Malinovskij, an employee and the future director of the Russian Foreign Ministry archives. An entry in the register refers to a solemn letter, sent by Ivan III to Mengli Giray in 1481, which was “written in the Tatar language and provided with a golden seal” (pisannaja na tatarskom jazyke s priloženiem zolotoj pečati). Two other letters, drawn in the same year on behalf of Ivan III, were also written in Tatar.

Having asserted the wide usage of the Turkic language and Arabic script in the Crimean-Muscovian mutual correspondence, we may still ask about the role of the Russian language and Cyrillic script. Undoubtedly, in Moscow, Russian functioned as the main language. Even if some instruments, addressed to the khans and Crimean dignitaries, were drawn in Tatar, Muscovian envoys were simultaneously

26 6 gramot krymskix šertnyx, staryx, pri velikom knjaze Vasil’e Ivanoviče vsea Rusii, prislany v roznym godex, i odna iz nix k carju i velikomu knjazu Ivanu Vasil’eviču vsea Rusi, pisany na bumage na listex, tatarskim pismom, vetyx gorazdo i podrany, u dvu[x] verxov i spodu net; see Opis arxiva Posol’skogo prikaza 1626. Edited by V. Gal’cov and S. Šmidt (Moscow, 1977), pt. 1, p. 79.
27 See “Reestr šertnym gramotam Krymskix xanov, zapisjam poslov ix i drugim pos-
provided with their copies in Russian. Besides, the contents of both incoming and outgoing correspondence were recorded in Russian in the Muscovian chancery registers. In the Crimea, the situation was apparently analogous, with Turkic serving as the main language, but also—for practical reasons—with other languages and scripts admitted for diplomatic correspondence.

Having studied the Russian translations of Tatar letters sent to Moscow, Edward Keenan identified Turkic syntax and vocabulary which often transpires through the Russian text. His findings can be fully confirmed by the present author, who has found numerous analogies in the Ruthenian translations of Tatar letters sent to Vilnius. Still, the presence of Turkic calques and loaned expressions in a text extant today in an East Slavic language does not necessarily imply that this text is a translation of a now lost Turkic original. A Tatar native speaker or an assimilated Slav in the khan’s service, charged with drawing a document in Russian or Ruthenian, would be expected to insert Turkic linguistic elements. Turkic expressions also entered the Muscovian chancery language, only to mention such crucial terms as jarlyk and šert'. Ivan III and Vasilij III are even known to have applied the formula slovo moe (lit. “[this is] my word,” a loanword from Turkic sözüm)—originally reserved for the Genghisids only—in their correspondence with Tatar mirzas and beys in desire to raise the prestige of the Muscovian ruler in the addressees’ eyes.

In fact, there are three ways of explaining the presence of Turkic elements in texts extant today in Russian or Ruthenian:

1) the texts that have come down to us may have been translated from the now lost Turkic originals by the translators of the recipients’ chanceries—Slavs or Tatars in the Muscovian and Lithuanian service;

---

28 Cf. Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 207 and 276.
30 For instance, the expression v golovax, often found in the Ruthenian translations of the khans’ letters, does not make much sense for a Slavic speaker but is perfectly understandable in the Turkic context, as it is equivalent to the term başlıq (“to begin with”); the most notoriously loaned expression is of course the term slovo moe (“my word”), which reflects the Turkic formula sözüm, found in the headings of Tatar documents; for more examples, see Document 20, whose text is luckily preserved in both Khwarezmian Turkic and Ruthenian.
31 Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 188 and 276.
2) the texts might have been prepared already in the Crimea by the translators of the Crimean chancery (Tatars, Crimean Christians, or Muscovian and Lithuanian “renegates” in the khan’s service) and sent along with original documents in Turkic in order to facilitate the recipients the correct apprehension of the khan’s message (many Tatars in the Lithuanian and Muscovian service spoke the vernacular, but few of them were able to read the Arabic script);

3) the extant texts might be the copies of the original documents, drawn from the outset in a Slavic language and Cyrillic script by the Crimean chancery and corroborated with the khan’s seal.

While the opinions of Usmanov and Faizov, quoted above, favor the first option, several entries in the Muscovian chancery books, identified by Il’ja Zajcev and the present author, prove that at least some Crimean letters, addressed to Moscow, were originally drawn in Russian or Ruthenian. For instance, in 1492 Mengli Giray addressed Ivan III “in the Russian script” (ruzskim pismom) and in 1502 the khan’s letter sent to Moscow was again referred to as written in the Cyrillic script (a se careva gramota ruskim pismom). In 1528, Sa’adet Giray stressed in his letter to Vasilij III that he had written his letter in Russian (a sju esmi gramotu [...] po-ruski napisal), and two years later the same khan again notified the addressee: “I have issued [my] letters, having written them in your language” (po vašemu jazyku napisav, gramoty [...] dal esmi).  

It is worth questioning which East Slavic dialect was predominant in the khan’s chancery. Anna Xoroškevič draws an example of a letter by Mengli Giray, whose text, recorded in the Muscovian chancery books, contains “old-Belarusian” (i.e., Ruthenian) linguistic elements. Although admitting a possibility that the entry might have been composed by a recent immigrant from Lithuania, employed in

---

32 For the quotations from 1492, 1528, and 1530, see Zajcev, Krymskaja istoriografičeskaja tradicija XV–XIX vekov. Puti razvitija. Rukopisi, teksty i istočniki (Moscow, 2009), pp. 19–20; curiously, the same author seems to underrate the usage of Russian in the khan’s chancery and regards Russian as less important than Latin. For the quotation from 1502, see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 1, p. 377; admittedly, a similar entry on p. 390, referring to the letter of an Ottoman prince residing in Caffa, suggests that the translation was made already in Moscow by a member of the Crimean embassy, who is referred to by his title of bahşî (a se gramota ruskim pismom; a imjani saltanova bakšej u nej ne perevel); on the term bahşî, cf. Document 35, n. 21.
the Muscovian chancery, Xoroškevič yet suggests that the text was rather composed in the Crimea already in the Ruthenian language.\textsuperscript{33}

The use of the East Slavic language(s) along with the Turkic one(s) in the Crimean chancery is unequivocally confirmed by the correspondence between Qırq Yer and Vilnius. After all, before he ascended the Crimean throne, Hadji Giray had spent numerous years in Lithuania and was regarded by contemporaries as a Lithuanian client. The oldest original Crimean document, preserved in Poland, is the letter sent by Hadji’s son, Mengli Giray, to Jurij Radziwiłł, the palatine of Kiev, in March 1512.\textsuperscript{34} Sealed with the khan’s \textit{nişan}, it is composed in Ruthenian and begins with the words: \textit{Velykoe Ordy ot velykoho carja Mengli Gereja Carja slovo (Великоеѡрдыѡ в великого ўрла мейли герэа ўрла слово)}. It was surely not the only document in Ruthenian, issued by Mengli Giray, although it might be the only one extant today. In 1514, in a letter to Mengli Giray, Sigismund acquitted the receipt of the khan’s two letters of identical contents, written in Ruthenian and Tatar (\textit{lysty svoy v odno slovo po rusky y po tatarsky k nam pryslal esy}).\textsuperscript{35} Unfortunately, none of these letters is preserved today in the original, although we find Mengli’s letters from 1514 in numerous Ruthenian copies.

In 1562, when Mengli’s grandson, Devlet Giray, urged Sigismund Augustus to join his campaign against Muscovy, the khan’s letter, issued in a military camp on the Samara river, was again drawn in Ruthenian. Since in that period the khans apparently did not take along their solemn seals (\textit{nişans}) on military campaigns, the letter was corroborated merely with Devlet’s signet seal. Apart from the sealed original, preserved today in the Polish archives, a copy of the khan’s letter is entered in the Lithuanian Register books.\textsuperscript{36} If the original had not been preserved, perhaps some scholars would have argued today that the copy preserved in the Lithuanian Register must be the translation of the lost Turkic original!

There are further hints indicating that there were more than one language options for a khan’s instrument to be issued in. In his \textit{şartname}

\textsuperscript{33} Xoroškevič, \textit{Rus’ i Krym}, p. 19; Mengli’s letter is recorded among the Tatar embassy papers from 1509.

\textsuperscript{34} Cf. n. 123 in Part I.

\textsuperscript{35} Pułaski, \textit{Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną}, p. 445.

\textsuperscript{36} Cf. n. 292 in Part I; for a similar situation, when the khan corroborated his document with a signet seal since he lacked his \textit{nişan} while campaigning in Hungary, see n. 270 below.
the language and preservation of documents

(pryśjaźnyj lyst), sent to Casimir in 1480 and preserved today in a Ruthenian copy, Mengli Giray refers to his oath, “pronounced in [his] own language” (rekučy svoym jazykom) in the presence of the royal envoy as if the oath could have been pronounced in another language as well.37 At times, it was the Christian side that insisted for the khan’s document to be written in the khan’s own language and Arabic script. In 1514, Sigismund asked Mengli Giray for an instrument of peace “written in Muslim words” (pysany musulmanskymy slovy), apparently in the hope that the khan would not break a promise written in Arabic—the sacred script of the Koran.38

Beside Ruthenian, the Crimean chancery used other “infidel” languages as well. The use of Greek is confirmed by Mengli Giray’s letter, addressed in 1481 to Genovese envoys, that is preserved in the original stamped with the khan’s nişan.39 As to the Western languages, the instrument of Nur Devlet, addressed in 1467 to Casimir, is preserved in a fifteenth-century Latin copy that contains a strikingly precise datatio referring to the Muslim calendar (anno Saracenorum octugentesimo septuagesimo secundo mensis Zapher). Furthermore, two letters by Mengli Giray, addressed in 1472 to the kings of Poland

37 See Document 6.
38 Cf. n. 148 in Part I; four years earlier, Sigismund had contacted the chief mułlah at the khan’s court, asking for mediation and invoking the addressee’s religious authority among the Giray dynasty members; see n. 116 in Part I.
39 Encouraged by the death of Mehmed II in 1481, Genova revived its diplomatic activity in the Black Sea region and tried to gain the support of the local rulers, including Mengli Giray, for restoring its suzerainty in Caffa. In September 1481, two Genovese envoys, Bartolomeo da Campofregoso and Lodisio Fiesco, arrived at Kiev (the form Mancreman, encountered in Genovese sources, derives from the Turkish name of Kiev: Mankerman) and, with the consent of King Casimir, began correspondence with Mengli Giray, who invited them to come incognito to his court and discuss the secret project of an anti-Ottoman alliance. The Genovese-Crimean negotiations lasted for two more years but did not bring any result; see Giacomo Grasso, Documenti riguardanti la costituzione di una lega contro il Turco nel 1481 (extratto dal Giornale Ligustico) (Genova, 1880), pp. 21–22, 89–96, and 162–174; cf. Şerban Paposcostea, “Caffa et la Moldavie face à l’expansion ottomane (1453–1484),” in: Colovviul română-italian “Genovezii la Marea Neagră în secolele XIII–XIV.” Bucureşti, 27–28 martie 1975. Edited by Ş. Pascu (Bucharest, 1977): 131–153, esp. pp. 152–153. The Greek text of Mengli’s invitation, addressed to the Genovese envoys and dated on 30 December [1481], is published in Franz Miklosich and Joseph Müller (eds.), Acta et diplomata graeca medii aevi sacra et profana, vol. 3: Acta et diplomata graeca res graecas italasque illustrantia (Vienna, 1865), pp. 292–293, and again, along with a Latin version, in Grasso, Documenti, pp. 168–169; for the facsimile of the original document in Greek, preserved in the State Archives in Genova, see Księga podróży Ewliji Czelebiego. Edited by Z. Abrahamowicz (Warsaw, 1969), p. 325.
and Bohemia, are also preserved in Latin copies recorded in the Polish Crown Register books. Finally, an early sixteenth-century manuscript, held today in Zagreb, contains a Latin copy of a letter addressed by Mengli Giray to John Albert, the king of Poland. It is dated in Qırk Yer on 10 February 1500 (Ex Chercher... millesimo quingen tesimo die decima Februarii) and even contains the standard sözüm formula (Menlicherei verbum meum). Since none of the above letters is preserved in the original, we cannot be entirely sure that they were originally drawn in Latin, but at least the use of Italian, precisely its northern dialect spoken in Genovese Caffa, by the Crimean chancery is well evidenced. Numerous Italians entered the khan’s service after the Ottoman conquest of Caffa and other Black Sea colonies, to mention only Vicenzo de Guidulphis, the son of the Genovese ruler of Matrega (Taman’), and Augustino de Garibaldis, a Genovese from Caffa whose brothers lived in Spain. These characters make perfect representatives of the Genovese diaspora then dispersed between the Caspian and the Spanish New World. The oldest document published in the present volume, which is preserved in the original, is Mengli Giray’s instrument from 1514, provided with the khan’s golden nişan and composed in Italian. It was sent to King Sigismund in response to the latter’s instrument in Latin, issued on behalf of the Polish Crown. The task of drawing the khan’s instrument was entrusted to Augustino de Garibaldis. The Crimean chancery did not make much difference between Italian and Latin and in its correspondence in Ruthenian it referred to both languages as “Frankish” (frjażskyj). It was probably easier to find a clerk fluent in Italian than in Latin since the knowledge of Latin among the members of Italian diaspora was on the decrease. Although Italians continued to serve in the Khanate’s diplomacy into the 17th century, there is no evidence that the Crimean chancery used Italian in the years following the death of Mengli Giray. Due to their

40 For the instrument from 1467, see Document 2. For the two letters from 1472, see AGAD, Metryka Koronna, Libri Inscripti onum, no. 12, fol. 79a–79b; they are published in Pulaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyną, p. 199; on the Crimean embassy from 1472, cf. n. 53 in Part I.


42 On Vicenzo de Guidulphis and Augustino de Garibaldis, see Document 16, notes 10 and 18.

43 A similar process can be observed in the Ottoman chancery: while the fifteenth-century letters sent from Istanbul to Cracow were drawn in Ottoman Turkish or Latin, in the 16th century Italian replaced Latin as the second language.
rising acculturation, Italians themselves gradually forgot their vernacular although they often kept Genovese family names along with Tatar or Tatarized names and titles.\textsuperscript{44}

While many scholars described and often deplored the Ottomanization of the Crimean chancery, another parallel and fascinating process went almost unnoticed. We would call it—\textit{toutes proportions gardées}—the Polonization of the seventeenth-century Crimean chancery. By the late 17th century, Polish had been largely adopted in everyday use by the Lithuanian and Ruthenian nobility, and replaced Ruthenian as the official language of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. It also became widely spoken among the upper strata of Ukrainian Cossacks, Armenian merchants living in Poland-Lithuania, and even Moldavian boyars. To be sure, the usage of Polish as the tool of communication was not equal to the loyalty towards the Polish king and institutions; to give just one example: when in 1653 Bohdan Xmel’nyč’kyj, the leader of the Cossack rebellion against the Polish rule, sent a letter to the Ottoman grand vizier, the letter was composed in Polish and corroborated with Xmel’nyč’kyj’s signature in Polish.\textsuperscript{45}

Many Tatars experienced captivity in Poland, taken prisoner in result of failed raids. While the rank and file were usually settled as slaves and with time they assimilated into the local society, the nobles could hope for redemption or a chance to be released during the nearest pacification, although sometimes they had to wait quite a long time. In the years 1629–1634, such fate fell to the lot of the future khan Islam III Giray, imprisoned in Rawa, where he had many opportunities to meet Polish dignitaries and learn Polish. In the years 1649–1653, the Tatars led by Islam III Giray assisted the Cossack rebellion and took part in numerous engagements with the Polish troops, while in the years 1654–1666 the Tatars and the Poles fought alongside against the Russians and the Swedes. Either in war or in alliance, there were numerous opportunities to learn each other’s customs and sometimes even language. Besides, the Crimean society was anything but homogeneous and there were many Polish “renegades”—both of common and noble

\textsuperscript{44} On the Genovese in the khans’ service, cf. Document 45, n. 8.

\textsuperscript{45} For the letter, preserved in the original in the Topkapı Archives, see Nigâr Anaфarta, \textit{Osmanlı İmparatorluğu ile Lehistan (Polonya) arasındaki münasebetlerle ilgili tarihi belgeler/Historical documents concerning relations between the Ottoman Empire and Lehistan (Poland)} [Istanbul, 1979], no. 19 (pp. 17 and 15–16 of the Turkish and English versions, respectively; see also Figure 5 for the facsimile).
origin—who made career at the khan’s court. Some of them may have been kidnapped, especially at a young age, which facilitated acculturation. Others might have arrived at their free will.46 In the 1660s, a prominent role in the khan’s chancery was played by a certain Islam Bey, who had retained his Polish noble surname along with the new Muslim identity and signed his letters to Polish dignitaries as Isłan Bey Cegielski.47 A prominent Tatar diplomat and go-between in the same period was Dedesh Agha, who spoke Polish, headed numerous embassies to Poland, and even posed for the royal court painter, Daniel Schultz, who executed his portrait in a Polish outfit (a Muslim with an uncovered head!), depicted with his sons and servants in the then fashionable setting composed of a hunting dog, a hawk, and a monkey.48

Having in mind the above background, we should not be surprised that numerous letters sent by the Crimean khans and dignitaries and extant in the Polish archives were composed in Polish. Two documents in the present volume, preserved in the originals and issued by the qalga (along with nine other dignitaries) and the khan, in the years 1667 and 1672 respectively, are composed in Polish and corroborated with seals engraved in Arabic script.49 Moreover, in the 17th century Polish began to serve as a medium for the Crimean correspondence with other European courts, namely Stockholm and Copenhagen. In 1661, Mehmed IV Giray furnished his embassy to Stockholm with a letter in Tatar, accompanied by a Polish translation (perhaps prepared

47 Cf. his letter to Chancelor Mikołaj Prażmowski from 15 May 1663, in AGAD, Dz. tat., k. 61, t. 57, no. 199.
48 The oil painting by Daniel Schultz, one of the best painters of the Polish baroque, born in a German family in Danzig, was executed in 1664 and is preserved in the Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg. Painted during the envoy’s stay in Warsaw, the portrait was apparently a royal gift presented to Dedesh and taken by him to the Crimea. It was probably captured by the Russian army during Münnich’s invasion of the Khanate in 1736. On the adventurous history of the painting and the identification of the portrayed figure, see Gdzie Wschód spotyka Zachód. Portret osobistości dawnej Rzeczypospolitej 1576–1763. Katalog wystawy pod kierunkiem Jerzego Malinowskiego (Warsaw, 1993), pp. 353–354 (a note by Jacek Gajewski), and Bożena Steinborn, Malarz Daniel Schultz. Gdańszchanin w służbie królów polskich (Warsaw, 2004), pp. 136–139.
49 See Documents 66 and 70; on the use of Polish in the Crimean seventeenth-century correspondence, see also Baranowski, Znajomość Wschodu w dawnej Polsce do XVIII wieku (Łódź, 1950), p. 128.
by aforementioned Islam Bey Cegielski) and an explanatory note, also in Polish: “now, having written our letter in Tatar, we send it to you; yet, if there is no one with you who can read it, we send you its Polish translation [as well].”

Also the Crimean letters, addressed to Copenhagen, were often accompanied by Polish translations, on whose basis the Danish royal chancery, which lacked translators of Oriental languages, was able to prepare translations into German. Besides, Josef Matuz, who studied the Crimean documents preserved in the Danish archives, identified a number of Polish translations made—as the author maintained—from Turkish originals that “could not be identified so far” (bisher unauffindbar). Matuz provided his otherwise remarkable study with an explanation that it was unthinkable for a Crimean khan or dignitary to issue a document in another language than Turkish. Perhaps his own credo prevented him from noticing that the Turkish originals had never existed because the Polish “translations” were the actual originals. A visit in the Danish State Archives in March 2009 enabled the present author to establish that most of the alleged “translations” are corroborated with the original seals of Crimean dignitaries (for instance, of the Crimean vizier Sefer Ghazi Agha) with Arabic script engravings. The letters were folded and sealed with wax (the traces of folding and wax are still visible), according to the European rather than the Oriental custom. After they had been folded, solemn addresses in Latin were written on their back, for instance: Serenissimo et Potentissimo Domino Friderico ex Gratia Dei Daniae Regi etc. etc. etc. Amico Nostro honorato. In short, these are undoubtedly the originals, and not translations or copies.

---

50 Teraz list nasz po tatarsku napisawszy Wam posyłamy; luboby też u Was takich ludzi nie było do przeczytania onego, na polski przetłomaczywszy Wam posyłamy; see Karl Zetterstéen, Türkische, tatarische und persische Urkunden im Schwedischen Reichsarchiv (Uppsala, 1945), pp. VI and 98, n. 1; cf. also Święcicka, “The Diplomatic Letters by Crimean Kerāy Ladies to the Swedish Royal House,” p. 64, n. 11.

51 Matuz, Krimtatarische Urkunden im Reichsarchiv zu Kopenhagen, p. 122.

52 Cf. ibidem, pp. 279–280.

53 Bevor wir nun auf die Frage eingehen, wie die Sprache der in Kopenhagen befindlichen krimtatarischen Urkunden beschaffen ist, soll darauf hingewiesen werden, daß die Krimchane und sonstige hohe krimtatarische Würdenträger sich in ihrer Korrespondenz mit Dänemark ausschließlich des Türkischen bedienten. Schreiben der krimtatarischen Potentaten konnten weder in einer anderen islamischen Sprache (Arabisch oder Persisch) noch in einer Europäischen Sprache ermittelt werden; see ibidem, p. 82.

54 Copenhagen, Rigskivet, Tyske Kanzelli, Udenrigske Afdeling, Tatariet AI 1/2/41–47 (46 is missing). It is worth noting that in the same period the Crimean
In their correspondence with the Habsburgs, the Girays did not need to have recourse to Polish since there were many translators of Turkish in Vienna. Nevertheless, Tatar embassies traveling to Germany and Austria through Poland were usually joined by Polish commissioners, who acted as guides, interpreters, and even intermediaries, just like in the case of Baghchasaray’s contacts with the Scandinavian kingdoms.\textsuperscript{55}

In sum, the use of so many scripts (Arabic, Cyrillic, Greek, Latin) and languages (Khwarezmian Turkic, Crimean Tatar, Ottoman Turkish, Ruthenian, Greek, Italian, Polish, perhaps Muscovite Russian and Latin as well) demonstrates the political pragmatism of the Crimean court and the fluency of the Crimean chancery in various cultural spheres.\textsuperscript{56} Scholars, who mourn the Ottomanization of the Crimean culture as the manifest sign of its decadence, should also take into account its impressive adaptability and openness to stimuli coming from different directions. Perhaps here should we look for the roots of the future dynamism, for which the nineteenth-century Crimean Tatar activists and reformers, such as Ismail Bey Gaspiralı, are often credited?

\textit{Languages used by the Lithuanian and Polish chanceries}

When it comes to the beginnings of the Polish and Lithuanian relations with the Tatars, Cracow might claim precedence over Vilnius, because already in 1241 a Polish prince perished at the hands of the

\textsuperscript{55} For just a sample of information regarding the Crimean embassies traveling through Poland to Stockholm, Copenhagen, and Vienna, preserved in the Polish archives and libraries, see Augusiewicz, “Dwa poselstwa Mariusza Stanisława Jaskółskiego na Krym w 1654 roku,” p. 60, n. 83; Bibl. Kórn., ms. 991, fol. 498b and 505a.

\textsuperscript{56} In a letter, sent in 1686 from Baghchasaray to the Transylvanian ruler, Mihály Apafi, Khan Selim Giray proudly proclaimed that there were many people at his court fluent in different languages and scripts, although he admitted that in the given case nobody was able to translate Apafi’s letter that was apparently composed in Hungarian: 

ejerce bu tarafda her dili bilir ve her yazuyu okur adamlar var idi lakin sizden gelen kağıdı okuyup içinde olan hâvalı tercümeye qadar olamadılar ("although there have been people here who have known every language and read every script, yet, having read the letter that had come from you, they have been unable to translate its contents"); see Bucharest, Direcția Arhive Naționale Istorice Centrale, Documente turcești, no. 2349. I would like to thank Michał Wasiucionek for drawing my attention to this latter and providing me with its copy.
Mongol-Tatar invaders. Yet, since the 14th century geographic factors decided that the relations of the Golden Horde, and then the Crimean Khanate, developed more intensively with Vilnius than Cracow, hence we will start our description from Lithuania.

Well into the early modern period, Lithuanian had not been entirely forgotten by the Lithuanian elites. Jogaila and Vytautas are known to have conversed in that language, especially when they did not wish to be overheard. Nevertheless, the official language used by the Lithuanian chancery was Ruthenian, sometimes referred to as “common speech” (prostaja mova) in order to differentiate it from Church Slavonic. Contrary to the latter designation, it was not a vernacular but a literary language, derived from various Eastern Slavic dialects used by the inhabitants of present-day Belarus and Ukraine,\textsuperscript{57} but also containing some Church Slavonic and a rising number of Polish elements. Ruthenian differed from Muscovite Russian, but the two chancery languages were mutually intelligible as they combined Church Slavonic with local Eastern Slavic vernaculars.

Apart from having lexically influenced Ruthenian, Polish also directly entered the chancery usage in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and gradually replaced Ruthenian as the official means of communication. The process began in the 16th century and was completed by 1697, when the Polish-Lithuanian Diet passed the law that Polish should be the official language in both parts of the Commonwealth. By that time the majority of Ruthenian nobles became Catholic and Polonized and opted themselves for introducing Polish, invoking their inability to read the Cyrillic script, although one still heard few voices favoring the preservation of Ruthenian.\textsuperscript{58}

\textsuperscript{57} The often encountered term Old- or Middle Belarusian is insofar imprecise as it conceals the influence of the Volhynian dialect, visible from the times when Vytautas resided in Luc’k; see Andrij Danylenko, “On the Name(s) of the Prostaja Mova in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth,” Studia Slavica Hungarica 51 (2006): 97–121, esp. p. 98; cf. also the classical monograph by Christian Stang, Die westrussische Kanzleisprache des Grossfürstentums Litauen (Oslo, 1935), p. 163.

Since its foundation, the Lithuanian chancery also used Latin and German, especially in its relations with the Teutonic Order. The use of Tatar in the times of Vytautas is also highly probable.\(^5\) In the 15th and 16th centuries, numerous Tatars were employed in the grand ducal chancery, and at least some of them must have had the command of the written language apart from the vernacular.\(^6\) For instance, an entire clan of Tatar envoys and interpreters was founded by Ibrahim Tymirčyn, who had participated in several embassies to the Great Horde and Crimea, and in a more advanced age served in the Lithuanian chancery. As his noble status was questioned by earlier Tatar immigrants to Lithuania, he managed to secure letters from both Mengli Giray and the latter’s mortal enemy, Sheikh Ahmed, certifying the elevated position of his family within the Tatar society.\(^6\) Undeniable proof of the use of the Tatar language in the Lithuanian chancery is provided by a letter of Sigismund I from July 1511. Notifying his two envoys, sent earlier to the Crimea and still remaining at Mengli Giray’s court, of the departure of a new royal embassy headed by Stanisław Skinder, the king informed that the envoy was provided with two letters: “one in Ruthenian, whose contents Stanisław should orally communicate to the khan, and another in Tatar, which you should give to the khan so that he may read it himself.”\(^\text{62}\)

Yet, even if some letters addressed to the khans could be drawn in Tatar or rather two language versions: Ruthenian and Tatar, the
majority of the correspondence was conducted in Ruthenian, especially as this language was also used by the Crimean chancery. With the passing of time, the role of Lithuanian Tatars in diplomatic exchange decreased, partly due to their weakening fluency in the spoken and especially written language in the Crimea.63 Although valued as cavalrymen and allowed to retain their religion, they played a limited role as political or cultural intermediaries. Their momentous return to the fore, caused by their collective desertion in 1672, on the eve of the Ottoman invasion of Poland, helped to refresh their cultural liaisons with the Muslim world, but did not serve well their image in Poland. Even though many returned, persuaded by John III Sobieski and disenchanted with Ottoman realities, their resumed role was again that of soldiers rather than diplomats.

To sum up, in its correspondence with Qırq Yer, Vilnius used predominantly Ruthenian, both in its own instruments and for recording the copies of incoming Crimean documents, even if some of the latter might have been originally drawn in Khwarezmian Turkic (it was demonstrated above that both Khwarezmian Turkic and Ruthenian were used in Qırq Yer). The linguistic Polonization of the Lithuanian chancery was still at its inception by 1569, when the role of Vilnius in the Commonwealth’s relations with the Crimea was overtaken by Cracow. Therefore, Polish did not have time to make its impact. Even those Crimean instruments, addressed to the Jagiellonian rulers (i.e., until 1572), which are extant today in Polish copies, were apparently first composed in (or translated from Turkic into) Ruthenian, and only then recorded in Latin script in Polish.64

As to the Polish chancery, its official language since the Middle Ages had been Latin, but in the 16th century a gradual process of Polonization began. Ruthenian was used as well, though much less commonly

63 Mária Ivanics maintains that Polish commissioners who accompanied the Crimean embassies, traveling to Vienna through Poland, were recruited from among the Polish (or rather Lithuanian) Tatars; see eadem, “Posol’stva krymskix tatar pri Venskom dvore v 1598–1682 gg.,” p. 233. Yet, an examination of the Habsburg financial documents, quoted by Ivanics, where these commissioners are recorded by their Christian names, proves that they were Polish Armenians and not Tatars: in 1660 the Tatar embassy to Vienna was accompanied by a polnischer Commissar Łukasz Abazel, and in 1669 by Krzysztof (Christoph) Dominikowicz; see Vienna, Österreichisches Staatsarchiv, Allgemeines Verwaltungsarchiv, Finanz- und Hofkammerarchiv, Reichsakten, Fasc. 187a, fol. 557a–558b, Fasc. 189a, fol. 290a–291b.

64 These are Documents 1, 4, 28, 31, and 33 from the years ca. 1462, ca. 1473, 1539, 1542, and 1560.
than in Vilnius. After all, many royal subjects were Ruthenians and their number sharply increased in 1569 when the southern half of the Grand Duchy, including Volhynia and Kiev, was annexed to the Polish Crown. In its foreign correspondence with European rulers, including the Ottoman sultans, the Crown Chancery stuck to Latin well into the 18th century, but this rule did not apply to its relations with Moscow and Baghchasaray.\(^{65}\) In the former, Ruthenian predominated while in the latter Ruthenian was gradually replaced with Polish. Anyway, it was certainly easier to find in Baghchasaray a translator from Ruthenian or Polish than from Latin.

It seems that in the times of Sigismund III solemn royal instruments addressed to the khans were already composed in Polish as their texts are extant today only in Polish copies. Nevertheless, Ruthenian was still used along with Polish. Not accidentally, two royal envoys to the Crimea appointed during Sigismund’s reign, Ławryn Piaseczyński and Florian Oleszko, originated from the Volhynian nobility and both served in the Crown chancery as notaries (Ruth. *pysar*) responsible for keeping a separate series of books recorded in Ruthenian, hence their fluency in Cyrillic script was unquestionable. In 1601, Piaseczyński carried along a number of letters in Ruthenian addressed to the khan, qalga, and other Tatar officials.\(^{66}\)

At times, the Polish chancery was able to provide a royal instrument with an Arabic-script Turkish translation, as is evidenced by Piaseczyński’s diary from 1602.\(^{67}\) Yet, the quality of such translations

---

\(^{65}\) Admittedly, the letters of Augustus II sent to Baghchasaray were composed in Latin; cf. n. 80 below.


\(^{67}\) Cf. n. 347 in Part I. Two original letters, issued in Ottoman Turkish by the seventeenth-century Polish chancery, are preserved in the Czartoryski Library in Cracow. They were composed in 1653 and entrusted to Kasper Szymański, a royal envoy dispatched to the Kalmyks. Issued on behalf of King John Casimir and Crown Chancellor Stefan Koryciński, they are addressed “to His Excellency, the sultan, our
depended on the quality of the translators serving at a given time in the Crown Chancery, which ranged from excellent to very poor.

In the 17th century, Polish came to be used in the Crimean chancery as well and often served in mutual negotiations between the Polish and Tatar commissioners. Yet, by the 18th century it had lost much of its attractiveness for the East European elites. At the same time, a number of foreigners, typically of Levantine origin, entered the Polish service as diplomats and translators. Although sooner or later they learned Polish, they often preferred to translate Arabic-script documents coming from Muslim capitals into Latin or French, so these languages gained new prominence in the relations between Baghchasaray and Warsaw.

Original documents published in the present collection

All documents published in the present volume, which are preserved in the original, are held today in the Main Archives of Early Acts (Archiwum Główne Akt Dawnych) in Warsaw, in its section named the Warsaw Crown Archives (Archiwum Koronne Warszawskie). The Polish Crown Archives were founded in the 14th century and initially held in Cracow. After the court moved to Warsaw at the turn of the 16th century, the Crown Archives were organized in two branches—the Cracow and the Warsaw ones—but in 1765 both branches were
united in Warsaw. After the partitions of Poland-Lithuania, in 1795 the Polish Crown Archives were taken to St. Petersburg, and in 1828 they were transferred to Moscow and incorporated into the Moscow Main Archive of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (*Moskovskij Glavnyj Arxiv Ministerstva [Kollegii until 1834] Inostrannyx Del*). In result of Poland’s resurrection after WW1 and the victorious Polish-Soviet war, sealed by the Treaty of Riga (1921), in 1923 the Polish Crown Archives returned to Warsaw where they remain today, having luckily survived the Nazi occupation during WW2.\(^{70}\)

The oldest two instruments of peace, issued by the Crimean khans and preserved in the original in the Crown Archives, are those from the years 1514 (in Italian) and 1520 (in Khwarezmian Turkic).\(^{71}\) One should certainly deplore that no earlier originals are preserved, but it is worth stressing that the oldest original Crimean instrument of peace, extant today in Moscow, is over a century later and origins from 1630.\(^{72}\)

Out of the fifteen original Crimean documents published in the present volume,\(^{73}\) eleven have already appeared in Arabic script in the monumental edition *Materiały dla istorii Krymskago xanstva*, published in 1864 by Vladimir Vel’jaminov-Zernov and Xusain Faizxanov.\(^{74}\) The aforementioned edition contains 378 Crimean documents


\(^{71}\) On the Tatar documents held in the Polish archives, including the *yarlıq* of Tokhtamısh from 1393, cf. Zygmunt Abrahamowicz, “Dokumenty tatarskie i tureckie w zbiorach polskich,” pp. 141–148. The oldest Crimean document preserved in the original (in Ruthenian) is the letter of Mengli Giray from 1512; cf. n. 34 above and n. 123 in Part I.

\(^{72}\) A slightly earlier document from 1624 is preserved in a contemporary copy in Arabic script; cf. n. 394 in Part I. On the oldest original instruments of peace addressed to the Russian tsars and preserved in Moscow, cf. n. 192 below. Admittedly, one can find older Crimean documents preserved in Russian collections, but they are not instruments of peace.

\(^{73}\) Not counting the text of the oath of the Tatar plenipotentiaries from 1667, authenticated by the Polish hetman, Jan Sobieski, with his handwritten signature.

sent to the Russian and Polish courts, which in the 19th century were held together in Moscow, but today are again separated among Moscow and Warsaw. The editors left out the instrument of the Treaty of Zborów (1649)—apparently by neglect, as well as all the Crimean instruments that were not written in Arabic script (even though they were stamped with Arabic-script seals), including the instrument in Italian from 1514 and the instruments in Polish from 1667 and 1672, which are published in the present volume.

Unfortunately, no Tatar instruments, addressed to the grand dukes of Lithuania: Vytautas, Švitrigaila, and Sigismund, who ruled autonomously under the suzerainty of the Polish kings in the years 1392–1440 and are known to have corresponded with the khans, are extant either in the original or in copies. A number of later documents addressed to kings Casimir and Sigismund specifically as Lithuanian and not Polish rulers, are preserved in copies. It is significant that although in 1514 and 1520 the khans issued separate instruments for Lithuania and for Poland, today only those issued for Poland are extant in the original, while those issued for Lithuania are preserved merely in copies. One can assume that the instruments regarding Lithuania had been stored in the Grand Ducal Archives, kept initially in Trakai, and since the early 16th century in Vilnius. Most of them probably perished in the

D. Muxetdinov (Nižnij Novgorod, 2008): 145–149. The collection by Vel’jaminov-Zernov and Faizxanov has recently been reprinted and provided with a new introduction by A. Melek Özyetgin and Ilyas Kamalov; see Kırım yurtuna ve ol tarafırga dair bolgan yarlıqlar ve hatlar. Kırım Hanlığı tarihine dair kaynaklar. [Edited by] V. V. Velyaminov-Zernov (St. Petersburg, 1864). Giriş-Tıpkıbasım. Prepared for publication by A. M. Özyetgin and İ. Kamalov (Ankara, 2009). Alas, the new introduction is unreliable as far as the historical context is concerned. For instance, the authors mistook Sigismund I of Poland for Vasilij III of Muscovy and Frederick Augustus of Saxony (i.e., Augustus III of Poland) for Frederick II of Prussia thus wrongly attributing the addressees of both the oldest and the youngest documents published in the collection; cf. ibidem, p. XI.


great fire of the Vilnius Lower Castle during the Russian invasion of 1655, if they had not been consumed by time already earlier.

A part of the Grand Ducal Archives survived the catastrophe (see below on the Lithuanian Register). Besides, some documents have resurfaced in private archives, especially the Radziwiłł family archives, because the Lithuanian chancellors, among whom one finds numerous Radziwiłłs, notoriously kept state papers in their private archives. Nevertheless, no original Crimean yarlıq, addressed to a Lithuanian ruler, is known to have been preserved in either state or private archives.

The sorrowful fate of the Lithuanian archives affects the present study only in part, because after 1569 the conduct of Crimean affairs was overtaken by the Polish chancery and the incoming instruments of the khans were no longer stored in Vilnius, but rather in Cracow or Warsaw. A more serious handicap, affecting the equilibrium of the present study, is the total absence of original Polish-Lithuanian instruments, sent to Qırq Yer or Baghchasaray, which were probably once kept in the khans’ archives. The only extant instrument, which can be regarded as the original, is the oath of the Polish plenipotentiaries, taken in 1667 at Pidhajci, authenticated by Hetman Jan Sobieski with his handwritten signature, and sent to Warsaw in order to be stored in the Crown Archives. This document is preserved because it was not sent to the Crimea and is preserved today in the Polish and not Crimean archives. The latter are known to have perished in the great fire of the khan’s palace in Baghchasaray during the Russian invasion of 1736.

---

77 The post of the Lithuanian chancellor was held by the Radziwiłł family members in the years 1492–1521, 1550–1579, 1623–1656, and 1690–1719; in addition, the post of the vice-chancellor (podkancelerzy) was held by this family members in the years 1579–1585, 1619–1623, and 1668–1690; in sum, in the years 1492–1521, 1550–1585, 1619–1656, and 1668–1719 either the chancellor or vice-chancellor was a Radziwill; see Urzędnicy centralni i dostojnicy Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego XIV–XVIII wieku. Spisy. Edited by H. Lulewicz and A. Rachuba (Kórnik, 1994), pp. 51–53 and 146–149; on the Lithuanian state papers preserved in the Radziwiłł family archives, see Kennedy Grimsted, “The Archival Legacy of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania,” p. 567, and more recently Waldemar Mikulski, “Dokumenty z archiwum Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego w Archiwum Warszawskim Radziwiłłów,” in: Miscellanea Historico-Archivistica, vol. VII (Warsaw, 1997): 71–83, esp. p. 73. After WW1, these archives were transferred from the Radziwiłł residence in Nesviž (Pol. Nieśwież) to Warsaw, and after WW2 they were nationalized and incorporated into the Main Archives of Early Acts.
Like in the case of the Lithuanian catastrophe of 1655, the Crimean archives were not destroyed entirely in 1736. For instance, after the fall of the Crimean Khanate, the last treasurer (hazinedar), Mehmed Agha, submitted to the Russian authorities over 100 registers, the majority of which contained the records of cases heard at the central Crimean court. The oldest registers originated from the first half of the 17th century and apparently had not been affected by Münnich’s invasion of 1736. Brought from Simferopol to St. Petersburg in 1905, today these registers constitute the section (fond) named Kazy-askerskie knigi Krymskogo xanstva in the Russian National Library. Moreover, in the Russian State Archives of Early Acts in Moscow one finds four original letters addressed to Khan Kaplan Giray, sent in 1714 by the Polish king, Augustus II, his rival Stanisław Leszczyński, and the Polish grand hetman, Adam Mikołaj Sieniawski, all preserved in envelopes with original seals. The question how these letters found their way to Moscow and why they have been incorporated into the Russian correspondence with Istanbul and not with Baghchasaray, merits a further study.

Historians like to mythologize single dramatic events as symbolical moments of destruction of “national heritages”—like the dates of the

---

79 Cf. St. Petersburg, Rossijskaja Nacional’naia Biblioteka, fond 917. On their transfer from Simferopol, see Otcet Imperatorskoj Publicnoj Biblioteki za 1905 god (St. Petersburg, 1912), pp. 38–39. Apart from cases heard by the court, also the contents of numerous yarlıqs, issued by the khans and qalgas, have been recorded in these registers; yet, all these yarlıqs regard domestic matters while no documents concerning foreign affairs have been found there (apart from a number of cases concerning Ottoman subjects who have arrived in the Khanate); for the summary contents of the yarlıqs recorded in these registers until 1774, see Natalia Królikowska, “Law and Division of Power in the Crimean Khanate. A Study on the Reign of Murad Giray (1678–1683).” Unpublished doctoral dissertation. Warsaw, 2010, pp. 234–251 (Appendix I).
80 See RGADA, f. 89 “Snošenija Rossii s Turciej,” op. 4, no. 4. I wish to thank Natalia Królikowska for drawing my attention to this collection. The two letters of Augustus II (in Latin) are dated on 20 August and 7 September 1714 in Rydzyna, and the letter of Hetman Sieniawski (in Polish) on 25 September in Sataniv (Pol. Satanów). They all refer to the returning Crimean embassy of Sefer-shah Bey, who successfully negotiated the reconciliation between the king and the khan. The letter of Stanisław Leszczyński (in Polish) is dated July 1714 in Zweibrücken (Deux-Ponts) and discloses the author’s frustration with the rapprochement between his archenemy and Kaplan Giray. Stanisław invoked his old friendship with the khan and advised him not to trust Augustus II as long as the latter sided with Muscovy; on the political background of this correspondence, see n. 555 in Part I.
Russian invasions of Vilnius (1655) and Baghchasaray (1736). In Russian historiography, an analogous place is given to the invasions of Moscow, respectively by the Tatars (1571), the Poles (1610–1612), and the Frenchmen (1812). The truth is sometimes less clear cut and more complicated. To take one example: the Tatar and Polish invasions of Moscow admittedly brought huge losses to the Russian archives, as is evidenced by the inventories, executed immediately after these disasters on the order of the Russian authorities. Yet, comparable losses were caused by natural forces, especially the great fire of 1626, and still, after all these events, many ancient Crimean documents were extant in Moscow in the 17th century.81 If they are no longer extant today, this is probably due to less spectacular reasons than enemy invasions or fires, namely moisture, worms, human neglect, and—even in our days—the lack of money for their proper maintenance and restoration.

No matter how diligently packed, these documents had been exposed to various dangers even before they reached the relative safety offered by archive vaults. Some were taken to and fro between the capitals concerned in order to be “amended” or to serve as models for future instruments. An illuminating scribal note can be found in the Polish Crown Register, where Mengli Giray’s letter addressed to the king of Bohemia was copied in 1472. While the text of the letter is recorded in Latin, the scribal margin note is in Polish and explains the lamentable state of the khan’s document. While reading the phrase “and the rest has been torn by pigs” (a ostatek swynye wyryły), we can easily imagine a shabby inn cum animal barn in which the Crimean envoys must have spent the ominous night when the mentioned accident occurred.82

To be sure, a horde of drunken soldiers can bring much harm, and victorious commanders, overwhelmed by glory and other more urgent matters, are often deaf to the fate of the captured papers and books. But it is equally likely that the conquerors would preserve them in order to efficiently administer the captured lands, draw taxes from the conquered population, and—last but not least—legitimize their conquest. Even in those rare cases when the conquerors really want to annihilate the cultural heritage of the defeated, like the Nazis in Warsaw after the crushed uprising of 1944, they often fail to do their job “properly”

81 On the inventories of the Muscovian archives ordered and executed in the years 1570s (undated), 1614, and 1626, see notes 25–26 above.
82 AGAD, Metryka Koronna, Libri Inscriptionum, no. 12, fol. 79b; published in Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarscązną, p. 199; on this embassy, cf. n. 53 in Part I.
because they are prevented from doing so by the defeated people’s caretakers (like the aforementioned Crimean treasurer Mehmed Agha) or an inadequate motivation of their own employees.

A decade ago, a belief still prevailed in international scholarly community that the Soviet authorities, along with expelling the Tatars from the Crimea in 1944, deliberately and viciously destroyed their cultural heritage, held in the Soviet archives and libraries. Today we know that at least a part of this heritage is preserved, although the losses suffered by the Tatar culture in the 1930s and 1940s are hard to be overestimated. It remains to hope that one day more documents from the Crimean archives will resurface in one of the tremendously rich Russian collections.

**Official translations held in the Crown Archives**

When written in Arabic script, Crimean letters addressed to Christian courts were sometimes provided with translations made in the khan’s chancery. More often, the Arabic-script letters were translated at the recipient’s court by official translators, hired in all the chanceries that maintained regular contacts with Muslim states. Such translations, kept in the recipient’s archives along with the received originals, assumed an official character and were regarded—certainly by the recipient, though not necessarily by the sender—as equal to the Arabic-script originals.

In the Polish Crown Archives, official translations are preserved on separate sheets of paper or on the reverse side of original documents in Turkish. Their legal value was analogous to the validity of official copies, entered into the Crown Register (see below). In fact, the latter were typically based on the official translations and their texts are often identical. Today, the extant translations are especially valuable if the original letters have not been preserved. For instance, four Crimean instruments: of Ghazi II Giray from 1599, the latter’s envoy, Djan Temir Agha, from the same year, Mehmed III Giray from 1624, and

---

83 Cf. Halil Inalcık, “Znaxidka kadijs’kyx sidžiliv (sudovyx knyh) Krymsk’koho xanatu,” in: *Mappa Mundi. Zbirnyk naukovyx prac’ na pošanu Jaroslava Daškevyča z nahody joho 70-riččja* (L’viv-Kiev-New York, 1996): 308–329, esp. pp. 308–310. The author, who announced the discovery of several dozens of microfilmed Crimean court registers, preserved in a local Crimean archive, did not know the fate of their originals which have been preserved in St. Petersburg, see n. 79 above.
Inayet Giray from 1635, are no longer extant in the original, but their official translations into Polish are preserved in the Crown Archives. The translations of the documents from 1624 and 1635 were made by the Crown translator, Samuel Otwinowski, from the now lost Turkish originals. The translation of the instrument of 1624 even contains Otwinowski’s notes and explanations given in parantheses, which give us an intimate insight into his understanding of Ottoman-Turkish.\(^8^4\) As far as the khan’s instrument of 1599 is concerned, its Turkish original had been already lost by Otwinowski’s times. Charged in 1641 with assembling the ancient Crimean documents, the Crown translator recorded that he could not find it in the Crown Archives so he merely copied an earlier Polish translation. The original of Djan Temir Agha’s instrument from 1599 had also disappeared by 1785, and probably much earlier. It is preserved in the translation done by a royal chancery translator, Machin Chir.\(^8^5\)

**Official copies entered in the Crown and Lithuanian Registers**

In spite of the gradual unification between the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania that lasted with short interruptions since 1386 till 1795, the two states retained separate chanceries until the demise of the Commonwealth. Neither Cracow nor Vilnius formally resigned from maintaining multidirectional diplomatic relations, although at times they admitted limited experience (or interest) in certain areas and matters and left dealing with them to the partner.\(^8^6\)

Since Poland had been a member of Latin Christian Europe since 966, its chancery had a long tradition of diplomatic contacts with the Holy Roman Empire, the Papacy, as well as other western and southern European courts. Cracow also maintained intensive diplomatic relations with Istanbul, because the Polish and Ottoman political interests crossed in Hungary and Moldavia. On the other hand, Vilnius had more experience in the correspondence with Moscow and the Tatar khanates, usually conducted in Cyrillic script. Some directions were of equal importance to both Cracow and Vilnius, like the relations with

---

\(^8^4\) See Document 48, notes 3 and 5–6.
\(^8^5\) On the two instruments from 1599 and their translations, see Document 37, n. 1, and Document 38, n. l.
\(^8^6\) Cf. n. 143 in Part I.
the Teutonic Order or Moldavia. In such cases, the contents of a foreign embassy could be divided in respect to their relevance for either Cracow or Vilnius and entered accordingly into the Polish or Lithuanian chancery books.\footnote{For such division of the papers originating from a single Moldavian embassy, cf. Banionis, "K voprosu o genezise posol'skix knig (1480–1486)," pp. 70–71.} Since the beginning of the 16th century, the rising financial share of the Polish Crown in defending the Lithuanian eastern borders and in preparing gifts for the khans resulted in the rising interest of Cracow in the Muscovian and Crimean affairs. Having incorporated the Lithuanian southern provinces in 1569, Poland simultaneously obtained a common border with Muscovy and territorially cut off Lithuania from the Crimean Khanate. In result, after 1569 the Crimean matters were almost entirely taken over by Cracow while the Muscovian affairs were conducted by Vilnius and Cracow in liaison.

To summarize, by 1569 the correspondence with the Crimea was maintained by both Vilnius and Cracow, although the share of Vilnius was far larger, especially until 1514. After 1569, the role of Vilnius became almost negligible and reflected the marginalization of the Grand Duchy in the Commonwealth’s southern politics. Official copies of documents, regarding the diplomatic exchange with the Crimea, can be thus found in both the Polish and Lithuanian state papers, although the share of the latter sharply decreases after 1569.

In the Polish Crown, the contents of official correspondence, both received from and sent to foreign courts, were usually\footnote{In both the Polish and Lithuanian cases, only a part of the documents, known to have been sent or received by the respective chanceries, is recorded in the extant registers. For instance, from among 2106 documents, known to have been issued in the years 1492–1506, only 934 (i.e., 44%) are recorded in the extant books of the Lithuanian Register. The difference can be explained by two factors: a) not all documents were registered; b) not all the volumes of the Register have been preserved; cf. Pietkiewicz, \textit{Wielkie Księstwo Litewskie pod rządom Aleksandra Jagiellończyka}, p. 37.} recorded in the Crown Register (Lat. \textit{Metrica Regni Poloniae}, Pol. \textit{Metryka Koronna}). Initially, matters concerning either domestic or foreign affairs were recorded indiscriminately in the Inscription Books (Lat. \textit{Libri Inscriptionum}). Yet, at least since 1501 foreign correspondence was entered into the Legation Books (Lat. \textit{Libri Legationum}), which originated from the Inscription Books but developed into a separate category. Nevertheless, it still happened that documents related to foreign affairs were...
copied into the Inscription Books. The fate of the Legation Books was no less adventurous than that of the original documents kept in the Crown Archives. Taken to Sweden in 1655 and restored to Poland after the Treaty of Oliva (1660), in the years 1795–1923 they were kept in Russia along with the Crown Archives. At different times, some books were separated from the main body. For instance, the Legation Book which contains the translation of the khan’s instrument of 1607 is today held in the Warsaw University Library.

Frequent travels of the Jagiellonian rulers to Lithuania did not interrupt the activity of the Crown Chancery. It often happened that the king was accompanied in Lithuania by a Crown chancellor or vice-chancellor (Pol. podkanclerzy), so also in Vilnius he could issue a document on behalf of Poland that would be recorded in the Crown Register.

In the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, an analogous role to the Crown Register was played by the Lithuanian Register (Lat. Metrica Magni Ducatus Lithuaniae). Its Latin title developed in analogy to the title of its Polish counterpart and—like in the case of the Crown Register—its origins date back to the first half of the 15th century. Lithuanian historians have many reasons to be allergic to the notion of the Polish mission civilisatrice, represented by some of their Polish colleagues, especially in the past. Nevertheless, mutual borrowings in the chancery practice in Cracow and Vilnius were inevitable, given the movement of people and the shared experience of common life under one dynasty. Although the Lithuanian chancery had its own ancient roots and used predominantly Ruthenian and not Latin, many developments in Cracow and Vilnius were parallel. Egidijus Banionis has convinc-

---

89 For instance, the instruments of the pacification of 1667 (cf. Documents 66–69) are recorded in the Inscription Book no. 206, whose section covering fols. 618a–752b is entirely devoted to foreign correspondence.
90 The Inscription Books returned to Warsaw (then in the Prussian hands) already in 1799.
92 On the organization of the Polish chancery, especially in the 15th century, see Irena Sułkowska-Kurasiowa, Polska kancelaria królewska w latach 1447–1506 (Wrocław-Warsaw-Cracow, 1967); Waldemar Chorążycewski, Przemiany organizacyjne polskiej kancelarii królewskiej u progu czasów nowożytnych (Toruń, 2007); Księga Metryki Koronnej podkanclerzego Andrzejego Oporowskiego z lat 1479–1483, ze spuścizny Antoniego Prochaski. Edited by G. Rutkowska (Warsaw, 2005).
93 For a view representative for this school, see Witold Kamieniecki, Społeczeństwo litewskie w XV wieku (Warsaw, 1947).
ingly demonstrated that in Lithuania—like in Poland—the Legation Books developed into a separate category only in the 16th century, although already in the 15th century, matters related to foreign affairs had been typically recorded in separate, homogenous fascicles, which were then integrated into larger books of heterogeneous contents.94 Few of the earliest volumes of the Lithuanian Register are preserved in the original.95 Most of the extant volumes are copies made in the years 1594–1607 on the order of Lew Sapieha (Lev Sapeha), the Lithuanian grand chancellor, because already in his times the originals were in poor condition. After the completion of the copies, the originals were either consciously destroyed by the Lithuanian authorities or perished in the great fire of the Vilnius Lower Castle, caused by the Russian invasion of 1655.96

Around 1735, the Lithuanian Register was transferred from Vilnius to Warsaw and integrated with the Crown Register.97 In 1777, it was resolved to transcribe the oldest Cyrillic volumes of the Lithuanian Register into Latin script, because the knowledge of Cyrillic was in constant decrease. The task was supervised by Adam Naruszewicz, a trusted royal secretary, Catholic bishop and former Jesuit, also known as a prominent historian and a leading figure of the Polish Enlightenment. In result, the contents of the earliest sixty-six books were copied into twenty-nine new Latin script books. Following the demise of the Commonwealth, in 1795 all the books of the Lithuanian and Crown Registers were brought to St. Petersburg, but in 1799 the Crown Register (except for the Legation Books) was handed over to the Prussian

94 Banionis, “K voprosu o genezise posol’skix knig (1480–1486),” pp. 64–84.
96 Krzysztof Pietkiewicz initially shared the traditional view that the original books had perished during the Russian invasion of 1655; cf. idem, “Nowa edycja Metryki Litewskiej,” Lituano-Slavica Posnaniensia. Studia Historica 7 (1997): 133–153, esp. p. 134; yet, more recently the same author stated that the original books had been destroyed after the completion of the copies in order to evade future disputes that could result from the existence of two parallel versions; unfortunately he did not support this thesis with any reference; cf. his introduction to Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 9 (1511–1518). Užrašymų knyga 9, p. 11.
97 Cf. Pietkiewicz, “Nowa edycja Metryki Litewskiej,” p. 135; earlier authors have dated this transfer to 1740s.
authorities and returned to Warsaw (then in the Prussian hands). Along with the Crown Register, also twenty-nine Latin-script books of the Lithuanian Register returned to Warsaw and have remained there until the present day.

Most of the volumes of the Lithuanian Register, brought to St. Petersburg in 1795, were transferred in 1887 to the Moscow Archive of the Ministry of Justice. A number of volumes, classified as Legation Books, was transferred to Moscow already in 1828 to be kept in the Main Archive of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs along with the former Polish Crown Archives and the Crown Legation Books. In 1923, during the negotiations following the Polish-Soviet war and the recently signed Treaty of Riga, Moscow refused to restore the Lithuanian Register to Warsaw, although it conceded to restore the Crown Archives and the Crown Register. The refusal based on the argument that the Lithuanian Register belonged to the Lithuanian and Belarusian rather than Polish cultural heritage. On the other hand, independent Lithuania, resurrected after WW1 and primarily entitled to its archival heritage, was then in sharp conflict with Poland over the city of Vilnius, the ancient Lithuanian capital but at that time inhabited mainly by the Poles and Jews. Already involved in military conflict with Warsaw, the government in Kaunas did not risk deteriorating its relations with Moscow by pushing the touchy issue of the historical legacy too far. Although the restoration of cultural assets was discussed between Kaunas and Moscow in the 1920s, the problem remained unsolved until 1940, when Lithuania was annexed to the Soviet Union. Meanwhile, in result of subsequent reorganizations in Moscow in the years 1925, 1940, and 1952, the volumes of the Lithuanian Register, kept formerly in the Moscow Archive of the Ministry of Justice, were rearranged into the section (fond) no. 389 (Litovskaja Metrika) of the Central State Archives of Early Acts (CGADA), although all this time they have remained under the same roof. The volumes, formerly held in the Main Archive of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, were transferred to the same building already in 1925, but only in 1954 they were reintegrated into the main corpus of the Register (therefore they are labeled today with high numbers: 587 to 601).98 Following the col-

98 For a brief history of the Lithuanian Register, see Irena Sułkowska-Kurasiowa, "Metryka Litewska—charakterystyka i dzieje," Archeion 65 (1977): 91–118; the introduction of Egidijus Banionis in Lietuvos Metrika (1427–1506). Knyga Nr. 5. Užrašymų knyga 5, pp. 5–10; Pietkiewicz, "Nowa edycja Metryki Litewskiej," pp. 133–135; on
lapse of the Soviet Union, in 1992 the CGADA was renamed into the RGADA (Russian State Archives of Early Acts = Rossijskij Gosudarstvennyj Arxiv Drevnix Aktov), but the arrangement of its holdings has remained unchanged. Like the first one in 1918, the second resurrection of independent Lithuania in 1990 did not result in transferring the Lithuanian Register from Moscow to Vilnius, but since the Soviet times, the microfilms of the Register books held in Moscow have been available in the Lithuanian State Historical Archives (Lietuvos Valstybės Istorijos Archyvas) in Vilnius.

Ten documents, published in the present collection, are preserved in copies in the Crown Register (six in the Legation Books and four in the Inscription Books). Twice as many, namely twenty-four, are preserved in the Lithuanian Register. From among the nine volumes, in which these documents are copied, four can be classified as Legation Books. The most valuable is book no. 7 that contains 1298 numbered pages filled with the foreign correspondence from the period between the accession of Sigismund (1506) and the 1530s.99 Fourteen instruments, originating from the years 1506–1527, are recorded in this book, including the Ruthenian translation of the khan’s instrument from 1520, which is also preserved in the Khwarezmian Turkic original. Also book no. 524, where an instrument from 1541 is copied, is entirely filled with foreign correspondence. Curiously, neither of the above two books was classified as a Legation Book when the volumes, brought to St. Petersburg in 1795, were divided among the Russian ministries of Justice and Foreign Affairs, and in result they have remained with the main corpus of the Register.100 From among

the Legation Books of the Lithuanian Register, see especially Kennedy Grimsted, with the collaboration of Sułkowska-Kurasiowa, The "Lithuanian Metrica" in Moscow and Warsaw, pp. 61–70. 99 RGADA, f. 389, no. 7 (for its 18th-century Latin transcription, see AGAD, Metryka Litewska, no. 193); a list of its contents is published in Opisanie dokumentov i bumag, xranjačixsja v Moskovskom Arxivе Ministerstva Justicii. Kniga 21: Knigi Liovskoj Metriki (Moscow, 1915), pp. 85–146. The Inventory of the Lithuanian Register by Stanisław Ptaszycki, compiled in St. Petersburg in 1887 and republished by Kennedy Grimsted, is misleading as it repeats the title from the front page, according to which the volume covers only the years 1506–1513. Perhaps due to the volume’s immense size it has remained unpublished until the present day, unlike the other volumes from the same period. Its history and contents certainly deserve a further study; perhaps not by accident its chronological scope coincides with the so-called Acta Tomitiana (on the latter collection, see below).

100 On the other hand, not all the books, transferred to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, were Legation Books.
the Legation Books, then transferred to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and reintegrated into the main corpus in 1954, the books nos. 591 and 595 contain the foreign correspondence from the years 1545–1572 and 1506–1507, respectively, including a few instruments of peace published in the present volume.\footnote{Both books were already published in the 19th century by Mixail Obolen’skij, the director of the Main Archive of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who also published the \textit{yarlıq} of Tokhtamış from 1393; see \textit{Kniga posol’skaja Metriki Velikago Knjažestva Litovskago, soderžaščaja v sebe diplomatičeskija snošenija Litvy v gosudarstvovanie korolja Sigizmunda-Augusta (s 1545 po 1572 god).} Edited by M. Obolen’skij and I. Danilovič (Moscow, 1843), and \textit{Sbornik knjazja Obolenskago} (Moscow, 1838).} The remaining instruments, recorded in the Lithuanian Register and published in the present volume, are dispersed in books containing domestic matters as well.

In spite of the admirable effort, put during the last two decades, especially by Lithuanian and Belarusian scholars, into the publication of successive books of the Lithuanian Register, still much remains to be learned in regard to their internal composition and the interrelation between the separate volumes. Unfortunately, any judgment is severely hindered by the fact that most of the extant copies origin from the late 16th century and do not necessarily reflect the internal arrangement of the lost originals. It is interesting that three instruments, published in the present volume and originating from the years 1506–1507, have been recorded three times in three different books of the Lithuanian Register: book no. 8, classified as an Inscription Book and covering the years 1506–1514 (although containing a few older documents as well), book no. 595, classified as a Legation Book and covering the years 1506–1507, and finally book no. 7, also classified as a Legation Book, but covering a longer period between 1506 and the 1530s. Textual differences between the three versions are mostly negligible, but it seems that copy B., recorded in book no. 8, is slightly better than the other two. One could tentatively suggest that the texts of the three instruments were initially recorded in the current Inscription Book among other entries of mostly domestic character. Then, they were copied into a separate Legation Book, containing the current correspondence with the Tatars and apparently composed in or shortly after 1507. Finally, in the 1530s a new Legation Book was composed, summarizing the relations with the Tatars since the accession of Sigismund I. There, the three instruments were entered again on the basis of the earlier copies.
To sum up, the copies recorded in the Crown and especially the Lithuanian Register books are invaluable for studying the correspondence of Vilnius and Cracow with the Crimea. These copies allow us to reconstruct the form and contents of the original instruments, especially the oldest ones, the majority of which is lost today. From the legal and practical point of view, in Vilnius and Cracow these copies were regarded as equal to originals, because they recorded the wording of royal instruments, whose originals had been sent to the Crimea, or rendered intelligible the khan’s instruments, whose Arabic-script contents were made accessible to their recipients only after they had been translated and recorded in the chancery books in Ruthenian, Latin, or Polish. Nevertheless, one should remember that these copies were sometimes recorded in a shortened, or even careless form. At times, they are inferior not only to the originals, but even to other copies that did not have an official character.102

Other copies preserved in various collections

In 1535, after the death of Piotr Tomicki, the Polish vice-chancellor, his former secretary, Stanisław Górski, began to gather all the documents dating back to the accession of Sigismund I. The collection initially consisted of twenty-nine folders of documents in the original or copies, but was later supplemented and rearranged several times. By the late 16th century, the voluminous collection, later named Acta Tomiciana, had already existed in several versions and several copies. Valued as a handy chancery manual, it assumed a semi-official character and found its way to the libraries of Polish and Lithuanian statesmen, who ordered its purchase or copying. The text of the Latin instrument of Sigismund I from 1513, published in the present volume, can be found in two manuscript collections of Acta Tomiciana that once belonged to Andrzej Opaliński (1540–1593), the grand Crown marshal, and Stanisław Karnkowski (1520–1603), the primate of Poland.103

102 Cf. Document 59, n. 1, and Document 37, passim.
103 On the Acta Tomiciana and their various collections, one of them destroyed in Warsaw in September 1939, see Ryszard Marciniak, “Ze studiów nad zbiorem Acta Tomiciana. Dzieje zwodu sapieżyńsko-radziwiłłowskiego w okresie Oświecenia,” in: Pamiętnik Biblioteki Kórnickiej, no. 16 (1980): 5–16; idem, Acta Tomiciana w kulturze politycznej Polski okresu odrodzenia (Warsaw-Poznań, 1983); for the instrument of 1513, see Document 11.
In 1852, Tytus Działyński, a Polish aristocrat, initiated and sponsored the publication of successive volumes of *Acta Tomiciana*, preserved in his library in Kórnik as well as other collections. Unfortunately, the editors of the earliest volumes did not compare the various copies in order to establish the original and most reliable text of the published documents. Besides, they included a number of documents that had not belonged to the original corpus of *Acta Tomiciana*, without annotating their provenience. This is how four Tatar instruments from the years 1507–1520, preserved in contemporary Polish translations, found their way to the printed version of *Acta Tomiciana*, even though they had never belonged to its original corpus. Their common source of provenience is a sixteenth-century manuscript, held in the Kórnik Library under the current number 222. It contains a separate fascicle, written by single hand in Polish and numbering 38 pages, entitled: “The treaties or agreements concluded by the Polish kings with the Tatar khans of the Crimean Horde [lit. ‘the Horde of Perekop’]” (*Pacta albo dokończenia królów polskich z czarmi tatarskimi Ordy Prekopskiej stanowione*). The fascicle contains nine instruments of peace, issued by the Crimean khans between the years ca. 1462 and 1560, and a letter of Mehmed Giray that is not an instrument of peace. We do not know who commissioned the execution of the fascicle, whether the entered texts were based on the originals, copies, or earlier translations, and whether the task served an official or merely an antiquarian purpose. Four documents in Polish, found in the printed version of *Acta Tomiciana*, are also preserved in Ruthenian versions, recorded in the Lithuanian Register. Sometimes the Ruthenian and Polish versions differ substantially, but they apparently descend from the same, now lost, original or from more complete earlier copies. The remaining five instruments, found in the manuscript, are today extant only in Polish versions, although these versions are apparently translations from

106 These are Documents 8, 12, 15, and 19; in the present volume they are published on the basis of their Ruthenian, more reliable versions, although the variants found in their Polish versions are annotated as well.
107 This is especially true for the two instruments from 1513–1514; cf. Document 12, n. 1, and Document 15, n. 2.
Ruthenian. The most valuable among them is the copy of the oldest extant Crimean instrument of peace, issued by Hadji Giray.

Another valuable collection of Crimean correspondence, today preserved in the Ossolineum Library in Wroclaw, was completed in 1642 by Samuel Otwinowski, the Crown translator mentioned earlier. The manuscript, commissioned by the Royal Chancery, consisted of the Polish translations of numerous Ottoman and Crimean documents, held in the Crown Archives and considered to be still useful in political disputes, especially regarding the amount of gifts to be sent to the khan. The extant original manuscript is provided with Otwinowski’s dedication to Piotr Gembicki, the Crown chancellor of the time.

Seven instruments of peace, published in the present volume, are also recorded in Polish translations in that manuscript. The last large collection that has been searched for the copies of correspondence with the Crimea are the so-called Naruszewicz Fold-ers (Teki Naruszewicza), the majority of which is held today in the Czartoryski Library in Cracow. In 1781, the last Polish king, Stanislaus Augustus (Stanisław Poniatowski), commissioned his trusted collaborator, Adam Naruszewicz, with the task of collecting materials that were to serve the latter in compiling a voluminous History of the Polish Nation. In result of a meticulous teamwork, sponsored by the king, directed by Naruszewicz, and conducted during the following decade in numerous archives and libraries at home and abroad, over 38,000 documents were copied and entered into over 200 folders.

---

108 These are Documents 1, 4, 28, 31, and 33.
109 On the manuscript and the circumstances of its execution, cf. n. 440 in Part I.
110 These are Documents 16, 20, 37, 50, 52, 53, and 54. In the manuscript, Otwinowski did not record all his translations of Oriental documents. For instance, his translations of the Crimean instruments of 1624 and 1635, preserved in separate copies in the Crown Archives, are not entered in the Ossolineum Library manuscript.
111 On Naruszewicz’s supervision of the Latin-script transcription of the Lithuanian Register, cf. above.
112 On the methods applied in gathering the materials and the collections searched by the team, see Stanisław Grzybowski, Teki Naruszewicza „Acta regum et populi Poloni” (Wrocław, 1960); see also the critical review of this book by Jerzy Michalski in Studia Źródłoznawcze 9 (1964): 180–183. After the third partition of Poland-Lithuania, the folders were taken care by Tadeusz Czacki, a prominent Polish historian, and after his death were acquired by the Czartoryski family. During the Polish uprising of 1830–1831, the collection was transported to Paris and in 1876 found its present location in the newly founded Czartoryski Library in Cracow. A number of volumes, confiscated by the Russian authorities in 1831, were taken to St. Petersburg and restored to Poland in 1930. Nine of these volumes survived WW2 and are held today in the state archives in Warsaw (AGAD).
As long as original documents or their contemporary copies are preserved, their late eighteenth-century copies from the Naruszewicz Folders are less important. Yet, some of the latter were based on older manuscripts that are no longer extant today. For instance, three instruments from 1637, published in the present volume, can only be found today in the Naruszewicz Folders. They are provided with identical notes _Ex ms. Bibl. Zalusciæ No. 425_ which refer to the fact that they had been copied after an older manuscript from the Załuski Library, which perished during WW2 (see below).\(^{113}\) Some other copies should also draw our attention. For instance, seven Crimean instruments (ca. 1462, ca. 1473, 1513, October 1514, 1539, 1542, and 1560) are preserved in Polish translations extant in just two collections: the sixteenth-century manuscript of the Kórnik Library (no. 222), which was described above, and the Naruszewicz Folders. Two of these instruments (1513 and October 1514) are also preserved in more reliable Ruthenian versions, so their Polish translations are of a lower value, but the remaining five instruments, including the oldest, fifteenth-century _yarlıqs_ of Hadji and Mengli Girays, are preserved uniquely in the aforementioned two collections. Unfortunately, in this case the copies recorded in the Naruszewicz Folders are not provided with any notes referring to their provenance. In fact, it is highly probable that they were taken from the Kórnik manuscript and hence present no original scholarly value: out of the ten Crimean documents, recorded in the Kórnik manuscript (nine instruments of peace and one “ordinary” letter of Mehmed I Giray from 1516), eight can also be found in the Naruszewicz Folders. Some of the copies in the two collections contain identical errors, especially regarding their datation. Moreover, some fragments written correctly in the Kórnik manuscript are misspelled or omitted in the Naruszewicz Folders as their eighteenth-century compilers were apparently no longer familiar with such terms as _koń potny_ (“a horse growing sweaty”), _kupcy ordobarcy_ (“merchants from the khan’s military camp”), _Frasy_ (“Franks”), or _drzwi_ (lit. “door,” here specifically referring to the khan’s “Porte”). Both the similarities and the differences mentioned above suggest that the Kórnik manuscript served as the basis for the copies entered in the Naruszewicz Folders.\(^{113}\)

---

\(^{113}\) On the most typical notes referring to the provenance of texts entered into the Naruszewicz Folders (for instance: _ex orig. Arch. Regni_ for originals from the Crown Archives), see Grzybowski, _Teki Naruszewicza_, pp. 27–32.
Still, we cannot entirely dismiss that at least some of these copies were based on other sources. It is worth noting that Mengli Giray’s *yarlıq* is correctly dated in the Naruszewicz Folder (878 A.H.), while in the Kórnik manuscript it has an erroneous date 978 A.H. Besides, according to one testimony, the *yarlıq* of Hadji Giray—in the original or a copy—was seen in the Załuski Library in Warsaw in 1772.\textsuperscript{114} As the compilers of the Naruszewicz Folders had access to the Załuski Library, it would be hard to explain why they did not benefit from the collection that they had easily at hand and instead used the copy held today in Kórnik.

The Załuski Library, founded by two brothers and bishops: Józef Andrzej Załuski and Andrzej Stanisław Załuski, was opened in 1747 as the first public library in Poland. Taken to St. Petersburg in 1795, it became the core of the Imperial Public Library (today the Russian National Library), founded the same year by Catherine II. By the force of the Treaty of Riga (1921), it returned to Warsaw, sent in installments in the years 1923–1934 and incorporated into the Polish National Library. Unfortunately, after the Warsaw Uprising in 1944 the National Library was deliberately set on fire by the Nazis and most of its collection perished. Very few manuscripts that had once belonged to the Załuski Library have survived. By lucky chance, one finds among them the lengthy diary of Ławryn Piaseczyński, relating his three embassies to the Tatars in the years 1601–1603. The manuscript also contains a number of documents in Polish copies, including two instruments of Ghazi II Giray from the years 1599 and 1601, and the instrument of Sigismund III from 1601.\textsuperscript{115}

Single instruments of peace, exchanged between the khans and the kings, are also preserved in copies dispersed in various manuscripts, held in several Polish libraries. Their whereabouts can be found in the Bibliography and in the descriptions of the instruments concerned.

Apart from the large manuscript collections, preserved in the countries once belonging to the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, namely Poland, Lithuania (Vilnius), Belarus (Minsk), and Ukraine (L’viv and

\textsuperscript{114} Cf. n. 34 in Part I.

Kiev), copies of instruments of peace, exchanged between Warsaw and Baghchasaray can be perhaps located in Istanbul, Moscow, and other ancient capitals of early modern states, whose rulers carefully watched the international situation developing in the proximity of their own borders. So far, no such copies have been located, but they might be revealed in the course of future thorough research.

For instance, information is known to have been regularly exchanged between Istanbul and Baghchasaray. In 1623, Sultan Murad IV sent Mehmed III Giray a copy of his 'ahdname, granted to Poland-Lithuania, and required that the khan should respect its provisions, too.116 It is therefore not unlikely that also copies of Crimean instruments, exchanged with Warsaw, were sent from Baghchasaray to Istanbul in order to keep the Porte aware of the political developments. In analogy, during the Crimean-Russian negotiations that took place in Baghchasaray in the years 1680–1681, Murad Giray regularly informed the Porte about their progress. Admittedly, neither of the two cases, quoted above, can be treated as sufficient proof that copies of Crimean-Polish instruments of peace were sent to Istanbul. Given the unequal relations between Istanbul and Baghchasaray, the khan was expected to respect the engagements made by the sultan, but not vice versa, so the sultan did not need to know in detail what the khan had promised the Polish king. Moreover, at times the Porte openly dissuaded the Polish court from negotiating directly with the khan, hinting to the latter’s non-sovereign status.117 In these circumstances, sending to Istanbul copies of lofty yarlıqs, in which the khans frequently adopted the pompous titles that were regarded by the Porte as reserved for the Ottoman padishahs, would not be a clever move on the part of the Crimean chancery. The aforementioned Crimean-Russian negotiations in Baghchasaray in 1680–1681 were untypical, because Murad Giray was officially empowered to conclude the peace on behalf of the Porte, and the agreement, reached in January 1681 between the khan and the Russian envoys, was then subject to corroboration by the Ottoman grand vizier, and finally by the sultan. Hence, while it is likely that the news of the Crimean-Polish embassies and agreements reached

---

117 Cf. n. 218 in Part I.
Istanbul, it does not necessarily imply that the texts of these agreements were in extenso sent and recorded in the Ottoman archives.

Another capital, where the Crimean relations with Poland-Lithuania were observed with lively interest, was Moscow. To be sure, it was rather unlikely that copies of instruments, exchanged between the kings and the khans, would reach Moscow by legal channels. Neither Warsaw nor Baghchasaray were interested in sharing the contents of their agreements with the tsar as these agreements were usually directed against the latter. In analogy, if the khans entered agreements with the tsars, they were typically directed against Poland-Lithuania. Given the traditional mistrust in the triangle Warsaw-Baghchasaray-Moscow, an unusual event occurred in 1670. The tsar not only entered peace with the khan which also included the Polish king, but the Russian chancery shared with the Polish side the contents of the instrument, negotiated in Moscow with the Tatar envoys, by sending its copy to Warsaw.\footnote{Cf. n. 515 in Part I.} The uniqueness of this event is related not only to the short term rapprochement between Warsaw and Moscow, but to the unusual fact that this rapprochement did not immediately result in a joint military action against the Crimea that would render any tripartite negotiations out of the question.

Such tripartite negotiations and voluntary sharing of information were yet extremely rare. Usually a rapprochement between two courts resulted in the estrangement of the third one. Nevertheless, Moscow could still acquire copies of instruments of peace, exchanged between Baghchasaray and Warsaw, through spies or “good services” of the members of the respective courts, whose names would be entered on the Muscovian payroll. Yet, no such copies have been located so far in the Russian archives.
CHAPTER TWO

THE CRIMEAN INSTRUMENTS OF PEACE
AND THEIR TYPOLOGY

The “donation yarlıq”

In his discussion of the ancient Turkic term *yarlıq*, Mirkasym Usmanov critically summarizes the extant literature and proposes to apply this term only to the following two categories of documents:

a) genuine *yarlıqs*, i.e., the privileges, grants, orders, appointments, etc., addressed by the khans to their subjects (including the subjects of their vassals);

b) *yarlıq*-messages (Rus. *jarlyki-poslanija*), addressed by the khans to other rulers whom the khans regarded as their vassals.

According to Usmanov, a characteristic trait of these documents was the formula “my word” (Rus. *slovo moe* < Tur. *sözüm*), present in their initial protocol, and the term *yarlıq*, present either in their final corroboration or within their text. The form and contents of a *yarlıq* expressed the binding character of the khan’s will and his suzerainty over the addressee(s). On the other hand, letters addressed by the khans to the rulers whom they regarded as their peers or superiors, as well as the instruments of peace known as *şartnames*, are classified by Usmanov as two separate categories which should not be confused with *yarlıqs*.119

Although neat and useful, Usmanov’s categorization does not fully reflect the complex reality. In his own article, the author invokes *yarlıqs* issued not by the khans, but by their wives and qalgas, who apparently had a share in their husband’s, father’s, or brother’s sovereignty.120 In the 17th century, also the Crimean nureddins referred

---


to their instruments sent to the Polish kings as *yarlıqs*.\(^{121}\) Moreover, it sometimes happened that the very same Crimean document was referred to within its text as both a *yarlıq* and an ‘*ahdname*!\(^{122}\) Finally, if the powerful wife of Mengli Giray, Nur Sultan, could issue a *yarlıq* even though she was a woman and not of Genghisid descent, would it really be unrealistic for a powerful ambitious leader, such as Mamay, to refer to his document as a *yarlıq* even though it would be contrary to the custom, which restricted the right to issue *yarlıqs* to the ruling members of the Genghisid dynasty?\(^{123}\)

In the Lithuanian chancery language, the term *yarlıq* could refer to any letter circulating between the Lithuanian and Tatar courts. For instance, letters sent by grand dukes Casimir, Alexander, and Sigismund to Mengli Giray were sometimes referred to as *yarlıqs*.\(^{124}\) Usmanov might be right that such linguistic abuse reflected the ignorance of the proper Genghisid chancery manners, but nevertheless it remained a fact. His argument that while the Lithuanian chancery confused *yarlıqs* with simple letters, the Muscovian one impeccably differentiated between the terms *jarlyk* and *gramota* (“letter”), is also unconvincing.\(^{125}\) For instance, in 1474 Ivan III instructed his envoy to

\(^{121}\) For instance, see Document 56.

\(^{122}\) For instance, see Document 34, issued by Ghazi II Giray in 1592, which contains the curious phrase “we have stamped this ‘*ahdname*, our noble imperial *yarlıq*, with the golden *nişan*-like seal” (**bu *ahdname* yarlıği *şerif-i haqanımızge altun *nişanlıq* **mührini basub**), and is further referred to as “the ‘*ahdname*, the noble imperial *yarlıq*” (***ahdname* yarlıği *şerif-i haqanı***). Usmanov, who is familiar with the above document, describes it as a *şertnyij jarlyk* (“oath-*yarlıq*”) or *dogovornyij jarlyk* (“agreement *yarlıq*”) and concludes that it belongs to the category of agreements and not *yarlıqs* proper; cf. *idem*, Žalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., pp. 279 and 281.

\(^{123}\) Such a hypothesis was recently raised by Feliks Šabul’do, although the author did not support it by any material evidence; see *idem*, “Čy buv jarlyk Mamaja na ukrajins’ki zemli? (Do postanovky problemy),” pp. 301–317. To be sure, the formula “*my word*” (or rather its variant “*our word*”) was adopted by such non-Genghisid rulers as Timur, Uzun Hasan, and Shah Ismail, the founder of the Safavid dynasty; for the facsimiles of their relevant documents, see Lajos Fekete, “Arbeiten der grusinischen Orientalistik auf dem Gebiete der türkischen und persischen Paläographie und die Frage der Formel *sözümüz*,” *AO ASH* 7 (1957): 1–20, esp. pp. 17–18. In the same article, Fekete published the facsimile of a letter of the Crimean khan’s mother, containing the same formula, but he misread *hazret-i ana biyim sözümüz* (whereas *ana biyim* is the title of the khan’s mother) as *hazret-i ana benim sözümüz* that led him to unnecessary divagations on the redundant double possessive form; see *ibidem*, pp. 15 and 20.


bring from Mengli Giray a “yarlıq of agreement” (jarlyk dokončal’nyj) and in the following year referred to the already received document as an “oath-yarlıq” (jarlyk šertnoj). Yet, when in 1508 Mengli Giray sent an analogous instrument to Ivan’s son, Vasilij III, it was recorded in the Muscovian chancery books as a “letter of agreement” (dokončalnaja gramota) and referred to as “oath-letter” (šertnaja gramota) in Vasilij’s correspondence with the khan. Hence, four different terms were used to describe the very same type of document.

Notwithstanding the often vague and imprecise terminology used by contemporaries, it is possible to single out a distinct type of document that was repeatedly issued by the Crimean khans and sent to Lithuanian, and later Polish-Lithuanian rulers until 1560. In the present study, the term “donation yarlıq” will be used because its main content was the khan’s “donation” of numerous territories to the recipient (in fact, the territories in question had usually belonged to Lithuania long before they were “donated” by the khan). The term corresponds with the Slavic term žalovannyj jarlyk, often encountered in Russian medieval chronicles, but here its usage is limited to those yarlıqs that granted lands and not other privileges.

The Girays, who descended from Togha Timur (Tuqay Timur), Genghis Khan’s grandson and Batu Khan’s younger brother, were more “modest” in historical claims than their main rival and distant cousin, the khan of the Great Horde Sheikh Ahmed, who in 1497 reminded Grand Duke Alexander: “we have lived in brotherhood and friendship with you since the times of the great khan Batu.” The Crimean chancery usually went back only to the past alliance between Tokhtamış and Vytautas, which was well confirmed by historical evidence. The fact that Tokhtamış had also maintained friendly relations with Jogaila, Vytautas’ elder cousin and the king of Poland, was curiously erased from the Crimean memory to reappear only in the 16th century under the pressure of the Polish chancery. It has been recently suggested that already Jogaila’s father, Algirdas, might have received a “donation yarlıq” from Mamay, the de facto ruler of the
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127 See ibidem, vol. 2, pp. 20 and 57.
129 See Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, p. 237.
130 On the Girays’ genealogy and their pretended descent from Tokhtamış, cf. n. 32 in Part I.
Golden Horde in the second half of the 14th century, or rather from a Genghisid prince in whose name Mamay ruled, but this question remains open.\textsuperscript{131}

In 1506, in a letter sent to the lords of the Lithuanian Council, Mengli Giray referred to the ancient \textit{yarlıq}s, by which Tokhtamış had donated Kiev, Smolensk, and other towns to Vytautas, and to the subsequent \textit{yarlıq}s, by which Mengli’s father and older brother, Hadji Giray and Nur Devlet, and then Mengli himself, had confirmed this donation to King Casimir. “Our [past] \textit{yarlıq}s are in your treasury, just look [at them]!”—continued the khan.\textsuperscript{132} Unfortunately, the “donation \textit{yarlıq}” sent by Tokhtamış to Vytautas is not preserved,\textsuperscript{133} but the “donation \textit{yarlıq}” of Hadji Giray, sent to Casimir in ca. 1462, is preserved in a Polish copy and allows one to reconstruct the contents of the earlier \textit{yarlıq}s as well.

Hadji Giray’s instrument perfectly fits the definition of a \textit{yarlıq} proposed by Usmanov, although the term itself does not appear in the document, or at least in its extant Polish translation: it begins with the formula “the word of Hadji Giray Khan” and pronounces the khan’s will to all those present, both the khan’s Tatar subjects grouped into the right and left wings of his army, and the Lithuanian notables, clergymen, and commoners, whom Hadji Giray treats as his subordinates as well. The very fact of donation reflects the khan’s conviction that he had the right to donate the listed lands as their rightful owner, and hence the suzerain of Lithuanian grand dukes. On the other hand, the document invokes the beneficiaries’ past merit, namely the refuge and assistance given by Vytautas to Tokhtamış when the latter’s horse had been “growing sweaty beneath him.” In its major part, the document apparently reiterates the contents of the now lost “donation \textit{yarlıq}” of Tokhtamış from ca. 1397, granting to Lithuania vast tracts

\textsuperscript{131} Cf. n. 123 above.

\textsuperscript{132} \textit{Našy jarlyky v skarbe vašom} [in the original erroneously written \textit{našom}] \textit{est, posmorytye}; see Pułaski, \textit{Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną}, pp. 292–293. In the Crimean correspondence, Casimir is often referred to with his Polish royal title as King Casimir (\textit{Kazimir korol’}), although in Lithuania his official title was not the king but the grand duke (\textit{velykyj knjaz’}).

\textsuperscript{133} Tokhtamış’s \textit{yarlıq} sent in 1393 to Jogaila, which is preserved in the original, does not list any localities “donated” to Lithuania, but only vaguely stresses the khan’s suzerainty over the Lithuanian ruler; cf. n. 7 in Part I. A proper “donation \textit{yarlıq}” must have been granted by Tokhtamış to Vytautas around 1397, after the khan had been ousted by Tamerlane and needed Lithuanian support.
of what is today the Ukraine, Belarus, and western Russia (but significantly, not the “core” Lithuanian lands around Vilnius and Trakai, which were not mentioned because the khan apparently did not claim them as the Golden Horde’s heritage). Moreover, Hadji Giray’s document contains later “strata” that reveal the subsequent updatings made after Tokhtamısh’s death by the following khans:

a) a reference to Tula and several other localities situated in the Duchy of Rjazan’, annexed by Vytautas in the years 1427–1428, shortly before his death in 1430; these localities could have been entered in a “donation yarlıq” of Ulug Muhammed, another ousted khan of the Golden Horde whom the Girays regarded as their legal predecessor and who enjoyed Vytautas’ support after 1424, or already by Hadji Giray, who owed his early career to Vytautas; yet, the existence of “donation yarlıqs” issued by Ulug Muhammed and/or Hadji Giray to Vytautas is not certain; to be sure, the aforementioned localities appear in Hadji Giray’s yarlıq granted to Vytautas’ younger brother and successor, Sigismund (see below);

b) a reference to Sigismund, Vytautas’ younger brother and the grand duke of Lithuania in the years 1432–1440, whom Hadji Giray granted his earlier “donation yarlıq” which is not preserved, but whose text is partly entered in his later yarlıq granted to Casimir;

c) a reference to Pskov and Velikij Novgorod, disputed between Vilnius and Moscow, and currently “donated” by Hadji Giray to Casimir, apparently on the latter’s request.

The “donation yarlıq” of Nur Devlet, invoked in Mengli Giray’s letter from 1506, is not preserved, although Nur Devlet’s treaty instrument sent to Poland in 1467 is extant in a Latin copy. The following “donation yarlıq” was issued in ca. 1473 by Mengli Giray. Its extant Polish translation does not contain the formula “our word” and the term yarlıq is missing altogether, but its form and contents are almost identical with those of Hadji Giray’s instrument. Explaining his munificence in granting so many lands to Lithuania, Mengli Giray invoked the hospitality once extended by Vytautas not only to Tokhtamish, but also to Mengli’s father, Hadji Giray.

In the final years of Casimir’s reign, the Jagiellonian-Giray alliance dissolved due to Mengli’s rapprochement with Ivan III on the one hand, and the Lithuanian support for Sheikh Ahmed, the khan of the Great Horde and Mengli’s archenemy, on the other. By 1503, Mengli
defeated Sheikh Ahmed, who found refuge in Lithuania, yet this event paradoxically enabled a shift of alliances. Mengli’s open claim to the entire heritage of the Golden Horde caused a rising distrust in Moscow, while the khan’s fear that Vilnius might still use Sheikh Ahmed against him made him better disposed towards Lithuanian peace offers. The ensuing pacification of 1506–1507 resulted in the drawing of yet another “donation yarlıq,” issued by Mengli, then over sixty years old, to Casimir’s youngest son, Sigismund. The instrument, preserved today in a Ruthenian copy and probably originally composed in Ruthenian, commences with an invocation followed by the formula: “the word of Mengli Giray, the great khan of the Great Horde.” Unlike the previous documents, where the term yarlıq was missing, the instrument of 1507 is explicitly referred to as yarlıq three times within its text. The “donation” effected by the document comprised of the same territories as in the former yarlıqs, including the Lithuanian lands lost to Moscow between 1494 and 1503, which neither Mengli nor Sigismund controlled at that time. Yet, it was precisely for that reason that the yarlıq was valued in Vilnius since it contained the khan’s recognition of the Lithuanian territorial claims and his promise to help to restore the lost lands.

Although valued by both sides as still politically useful, the “donation yarlıq” of 1507 was yet deemed insufficient as an instrument regulating the relations between the two states, because its anachronous form and contents did not reflect the current issues of their political cooperation. Therefore, Mengli Giray separately issued an oath-letter (prysjažnyj lyst), which was delivered to Sigismund along with the yarlıq.134 Another solution was found in 1513, when the pacification of 1507 was replaced by a new, more stable one. Then, a new type of document appeared that combined the features of a “donation yarlıq” with those of an oath-letter (hence this type will be tentatively referred to as a “donation yarlıq cum şartname”). In December 1513, Mengli Giray issued an instrument that commenced with an invocation followed by the formula: “the word of the great khan Mengli Giray.” Within its text, the document was referred to as yarlıq and the khan also invoked the previous yarlıqs issued by his predecessors, his own yarlıq given to Casimir (i.e., the one from ca. 1473), and his recent pacification with Sigismund of 1507. Yet, having enumerated the
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134 Cf. Documents 8 and 9; on the latter, see below.
lands “granted” to Lithuania in a way typical for a “donation yarlıq,” the document’s narration went on and referred to current political as well as commercial issues, whereas the khan promised to keep his engagements on his own behalf and on behalf of his sons and his subjects. A diligent reading of the instrument also proves that even its first, seemingly fossilized part, was subject to reediting: the yarlıq listed three localities that had never before been “granted” to Lithuania, namely Radogošć’, lost to Muscovy in 1503 and still disputed, as well as Polack and Vicebsk, whose position became vulnerable as the Lithuanian eastern border moved westward, even before the Muscovian conquest of Smolensk in 1514.

In the summer of 1514, Mengli Giray sent a new embassy, provided with a new, slightly reedited version of his instrument, which again can be described as a “donation yarlıq cum şartname.” It was again referred to as yarlıq and contained the formula: “the word of Mengli Giray Khan,” but, like in the previous document from December 1513, the list of the “granted” lands was followed by references to current political clauses and the khan’s engagement to observe them. Apart from the two aforementioned versions of “donation yarlıqs cum şartnames,” later in the year 1514 the Crimean chancery also issued a separate instrument of peace, specifically referring to Poland, whose two versions are discussed below.

When Mehmed Giray ascended the throne in 1515, he sent to Cracow a new instrument of peace, whose text is not extant. The decentralized structure of the Crimean politics is well reflected by the fact that not only the khan, but also his oldest son, Bahadır, who did not even hold the official post of qalga, issued a separate instrument of peace on the request of the Lithuanian side. Bahadır’s document, whose contents were based on the now lost document of Mehmed Giray from 1515, was issued in 1517 and contained an unusual “collective” sözüm formula, which reflected the prince’s incomplete sovereignty that apparently needed to be supplemented by the authority of his late grandfather and his reigning father, and in addition was shared with his younger brother: “the word of my grandfather Mengli Giray, [also] the word of my father Mehmed Giray, the word of [mine,] Bahadır Sultan, [and] the word of my brother, Alp Giray Sultan.” Within its text, Bahadır’s document is not specifically referred as a yarlıq, but it invokes “the ancient yarlıqs of the first khans,” on whose basis it has been drawn. Like in the previous documents, the list of lands “granted” to Lithuania is followed by references to current
political issues. Even though it was issued by a Crimean prince and not the ruling khan, the instrument can be again classified as a “donation yarlıq cum şartname.”

Mehmed Giray’s relations with Sigismund deteriorated in the years 1518–1519, when the khan entered an alliance with Moscow, but then he again changed his mind and designed an ambitious plan to restore the Golden Horde’s unity under the Giray family. Preparing a confrontation with Moscow over the political influence on the Volga, Mehmed Giray restored his alliance with Sigismund and in 1520 issued two separate documents: a “donation yarlıq cum şartname” for Lithuania, and a separate instrument of peace for Poland. Although the former document did not contain the term yarlıq, it commenced with a sophisticated formula: “by the grace of God, Mehmed Giray Khan, the lord of all the lands of the Kipchak Steppe and the hereditary lord of the Tatars, this is my word.” The instrument again consisted of two parts: the “donation” of lands to Lithuania and a detailed list of current political engagements. In the first part, besides Radogošć, Polack, and Vicebsk, already listed previously, the khan entered—apparently on the Lithuanian request—one more town that had been absent in the earlier donations, namely Trubčevsk on the Desna river, lost by Vilnius to Muscov in 1503. Interestingly, the second part of the instrument, containing current political issues, is introduced by a formula that did not appear in the instruments from 1513–1517, namely: “and this is also our word” (eščo slovo naše to est).

In the turbulent years that followed the death of Mehmed Giray, no “donation yarlıq” is known to have been issued until 1532. Then, Islam Giray, who had long dreamed of becoming khan, ascended the throne after the abdication of his uncle, Sa’adet Giray, but shortly afterwards the Porte replaced him with another uncle of his, Sahib Giray. During the few months of his unstable reign, Islam Giray desperately looked for Lithuanian support so he easily consented to issue a “donation yarlıq cum şartname” modeled on the one given in 1517 by Bahadır Giray. The khan, who resided outside Qırq Yer and apparently lacked the assistance of professional chancery clerks, merely corroborated a copy of Bahadır’s instrument that was presented to him.

---

135 Sa’adet Giray’s instrument from 1527 is referred to as an oath-yarlıq (Ruth. jar-lyk pryśjažnyj), but it is not a “donation yarlıq;” this document is discussed below.
by a Lithuanian envoy, without even entering his own name in its intitulatio.\textsuperscript{136}

In 1535, a Lithuanian envoy left for the Crimea provided by the Lithuanian chancery with a ready formula of a new “donation yarlıq cum şartname” to be issued by Sahib Giray. The formula’s text was again based on Bahadır’s instrument from 1517, yet the list of the lands to be “granted” to Lithuania was extended by one more town, namely Ljubeč, situated eastwards from the Dnieper. It was the only stronghold from among those lost to Muscovy by 1503 that had been restored to Lithuania in result of the subsequent war of 1507–1508, hence no wonder that Vilnius aimed to secure Crimean recognition of this fact. We do not know whether the khan then fulfilled the Lithuanian request as no text of a yarlıq from 1535 is extant. The earliest “donation yarlıq cum şartname,” issued by Sahib Giray and extant today, origins from 1539. It is recorded in a corrupt Polish translation and the list of the lands “granted” to Lithuania is substantially shortened: in comparison to the earlier “donation yarlıqs,” over thirty place-names are missing. Some of the omissions probably resulted from careless copying or the fact that a number of strongholds and estates, recorded in the past yarlıqs, lost their importance and sometimes even their location could have been unknown to contemporaries. It is also hard to explain why Sahib Giray refused to confirm the restoration of Ljubeč to Lithuania (Ljubeč is not listed) and simultaneously acknowledged Vilnius’ more exorbitant claims to Smolensk, Putyvl’, and Kozel’sk, which were all in fact controlled by Muscovy. Yet, at least some of the omissions visible in the yarlıq from 1539, namely the absence of lands situated between the lower Dniester and lower Boh, close to the Black Sea shore, might have reflected the khan’s deliberate policy related to current developments, as in 1538 these lands had been officially claimed by Sultan Suleyman after his Moldavian campaign. Interestingly, the khan’s instrument begins with a “collective” sözüm formula that follows the invocation and is reminiscent of the formula used in Bahadır’s yarlıq from 1517, even though unlike Bahadır, Sahib Giray was a sovereign khan: “this is the word of my father, Mengli Giray Khan, and of my elder brother [i.e., Mehmed Giray-DK], and of us, Sahib Giray.”

In 1541, Sahib Giray again issued a “donation yarlıq cum şartname.” It is not extant today, but apparently corresponded with the draft, nego-

\textsuperscript{136} Cf. Document 24 and notes 215–217 in Part I.
tiated earlier that year in Cracow between the Polish lords councilors and the Crimean envoy, Ali Hadji. In 1542, the khan issued another “donation yarlıq cum şartname.” Its first part again listed, somewhat carelessly, the lands “granted” to Lithuania. Apparently the traditional form of a yarlıq was gradually falling into disuse. The very term yarlıq does not appear in the document and the formula “our word” is missing as well (at least in the extant Polish translation). Moreover, the khan’s “donation” of lands to Lithuania, which formally belongs to the instrument’s first section (the “donation yarlıq” proper), is mixed with the khan’s engagement to assist Vilnius in restoring the lands captured by Muscovy, which formally belongs to the instrument’s second section (the şartname).

In 1552, the new khan Devlet Giray addressed his first instrument of peace to the Polish and Lithuanian ruler, Sigismund Augustus. The document again took shape of a “donation yarlıq cum şartname.” The list of towns “granted” to Lithuania was partly updated and contained Ovruč, Żytomyr, Vinnycja, and Kaniv—four Ukrainian castles that had never before been listed in the yarlıqs, but whose inclusion was explainable by their rising administrative and military importance. The instrument contained the proper yarlıq formula: “the word of Devlet Giray Khan, the great khan of the Great Horde,” although it was not referred to as yarlıq within the text. As usual, the list of “granted” lands was followed by specific political clauses and the khan’s solemn promise to maintain the peace with both Lithuania and Poland.

In 1560, Devlet Giray and Sigismund Augustus reconﬁrmed their alliance against Muscovy and the khan issued a new “donation yarlıq cum şartname.” The instrument contained some novelties in its second section, regarding the conditions of mutual cooperation, but its first section, listing the lands “granted” to Lithuania, remained basically unchanged. Only the “our word” formula, present in 1552, is missing in the instrument from 1560 or at least in its extant Polish translation.

The document from 1560 was probably the last one that invoked and reconﬁrmed the then semi-mythical “grant” of numerous lands to Lithuania once effected by Khan Toktamish. In the subsequent

---

137 On the draft, corroborated by the Crimean envoy with his oath, see below. The list of lands to be “donated” by the khan was apparently submitted by the Polish-Lithuanian side and based on the Lithuanian chancery formula from 1535 as both lists are identical and even contain the same errors; cf. n. 249 in Part I.

period, letters sent by the khans to the kings were often referred to as *yarlıqs*, but they no longer took the shape of “donation *yarlıqs*.” Admittedly, the texts of the subsequent Crimean instruments of peace sent to Poland-Lithuania in the years 1571(?), 1579, and 1585, are not extant, so we cannot establish whether they were shaped as “donation *yarlıqs* cum *şartnames*” or simply *şartnames*, and we are confronted with a gap of over thirty years open to scholarly speculations.¹³⁹ What we know for sure is that the earliest Crimean instrument issued after 1560 and preserved is the one from 1592, and it is not a “donation *yarlıq*.” Nevertheless, is seems likely that the abolition of the old instrument type took place already by 1569.

The fact that Hadji and Mengli Girays willingly “donated” Pskov and Velikij Novgorod to Casimir in the time of the heated territorial dispute between Moscow and Vilnius, while their sixteenth-century successors—Mehmed, Sahib, and Devlet Girays—repeatedly “donated” Smolensk to the Jagiellonians long after it had been lost to Muscovy, explains why the Lithuanian grand dukes accepted and sometimes even requested to be granted such humiliating documents as the “donation *yarlıqs*,” whose tenor depicted them as the khans’ vassals and beneficiaries. Mentioning a given town in the khan’s *yarlıq* not only guaranteed—at least in theory—its immunity against Tatar raids, but could be used in territorial disputes with Moscow. The khans consciously applied the carrot and stick method in their relations with their two northern neighbors, as it can be seen from a letter sent by Mehmed Giray to Vasilij III in 1515: as a “punishment” for Vasilij’s “misbehavior” and his recent conquest of Smolensk (1514) without the khan’s permission, Mehmed Giray demanded that the Muscovian ruler not only restore Smolensk to Lithuania, but also cede eight towns that had once belonged to Lithuania but had later been “donated” by Mengli Giray to Moscow in the times of the Crimean-Muscovian friendship.¹⁴⁰ In turn, during the Crimean-Muscovian rap-

---

¹³⁹ In 1571, Jurij Bykovskyj, a Lithuanian envoy, was provided by the Lithuanian chancery with a ready formula, according to which Devlet Giray was to issue a new instrument of peace and send it to Sigismund Augustus; neither the formula nor the khan’s instrument, if the latter was issued at all, are extant. Also the texts of the instruments of 1579 and 1585, sent to Stephan Báthory by Mehmed II Giray and Islam II Giray and brought by the royal envoy Marcin Broniowski, are not preserved. On the embassies from 1571, 1579, and 1585, cf. Part I.

¹⁴⁰ These were Brjansk, Starodub, Počep, Novhorod-Sivers’kyj, Ryl’sk, Putyvl’, Karačev, and Radogošč”; cf. n. 152 in Part I.
prochement in 1525, Sa’adet Giray annulled his predecessor’s decision and promised Vasilij not to raid eight frontier towns (of whom six were identical with the ones mentioned in 1515), for that time referred to as “his” [i.e., Vasilij’s] although they had earlier belonged to Lithuania.\(^{141}\) Studying the Crimean instruments addressed to Vilnius and Moscow, one gets the impression that the khans sometimes granted the same territories simultaneously to both neighbors in order to please the recipients. Admittedly, unlike the Crimean instruments sent to Vilnius, those addressed to Moscow were not shaped as “donation \emph{yarlıqs}” but simply as \emph{şartnames}, whereas the “grant” of given territories was mentioned among other clauses. The reality reflected by Tatar instruments might be regarded today as purely virtual, but the contemporary rulers in Vilnius and Moscow knew how to use these “grants” to their benefit, even if the form and contents of the received instruments infringed their prestige as sovereign monarchs. As late as in 1578, Ivan IV endeavored to obtain Devlet Giray’s formal recognition of his claims to “the whole of Rus’ [including the most recent conquest of Polack]” and to Livonia, hence corresponding entries were entered into the Russian project of a new Muscovian-Crimean treaty.\(^{142}\)

Two closely related factors apparently contributed to the disappearance of a “donation \emph{yarlıq}” from the Crimean-Lithuanian diplomatic practice. The first one was the transfer of Ukrainian territories from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania to the Polish Crown that occurred in 1569, on the eve of the Union of Lublin. In consequence, the Crimean affairs were taken in charge by the Crown chancery in Cracow, for whose clerks an idea to be granted some lands by the Crimean khan must have appeared awkward. The discontinuity was even reflected in the change of the vernacular used for mutual correspondence. While the Cyrillic alphabet and Ruthenian language reigned in the Lithuanian chancery in Vilnius and was commonly understood by

\(^{141}\) These were Starodub, Počepe, Novhorod-Sivers’kyj, Ryl’sk, Putyvl’, Radogošć, Černihiv, and Homel’ (\textit{także i twoix ukrainnyx gorodov Putivļa, Ryškė, Novagorodka, Radogošča, Staroduba, Černignova, Počapa, Gom’ja [. . .] ne voevati}); see RGADA, f. 123, op. 1, no. 6, fol. 87b; published in Malinovskij, “Istoriičeskoe sobranie,” p. 416.

\(^{142}\) See Filjuškin, “Proekty russko-krymskogo voennogo sojuza,” pp. 330 and 335–336; admittedly, Ivan IV did not ask the khan to “grant” him Livonia or Polack but only to recognize his right to keep them, whereas in the instrument from 1560, sent to Sigismund Augustus, Devlet Giray explicitly “granted” him Polack and numerous other lands.
the Crimean chancery clerks in Baghchasaray, the Polish chancery in Cracow used predominantly Latin and Polish (the second gradually gaining importance, especially in domestic matters), although—as it has been mentioned above—in the correspondence with the Crimea Ruthenian continued to be used along with Polish until the reign of Sigismund III. The other factor that contributed to the discontinuity of the ancient tradition was the extinction of the Jagiellonian dynasty with the heirless death of Sigismund Augustus in 1572. The new elective kings, such as the Frenchman Henry Valois, the Hungarian Stephan Báthory, and the Swede Sigismund III Vasa, were not so attached to the tradition of the old amity between the Lithuanian grand dukes and the Tatar khans. On the other hand, they were perfectly aware of the symbolic meaning of the yarlıq and hardly enthusiastic about the idea of becoming the khan’s tributaries.

This change of attitude is best reflected in the instruction given by Sigismund III Vasa to Nikodem Kossakowski, sent in embassy to Ghazi II Giray in 1598. The king, even though he was a Jagiellonian on his mother’s side, showed no respect to the old tradition and explicitly forbade his envoy to accept any instrument that would include the customary clause “granting” Kiev and other lands to Lithuania, because “how could the Tatars donate a thing that had never belonged to them.” Obviously referring to the “donation yarlıqs,” the royal instruction stressed that the ancient treaties had been concluded by Lithuania, and not by the [Polish] Kingdom, and after the unification [i.e., the Union of Lublin of 1569] the khan should model his instrument on his predecessors’ treaties concluded with Poland and not with Lithuania.

---

143 Jakoż tedy mieli to darować, co ich nigdy nie było?; see Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, p. 79; for the entire text of the instruction, see AGAD, Libri Legationum, no. 27, fol. 106a–109a.

144 Kossakowski was ordered to request an instrument shaped on the one addressed by Mengli Giray to Sigismund I as the king of Poland, apparently the one from 1514 (see Document 16). Consequently, the envoy was to reject any instrument similar to the ones formerly addressed to the Jagiellonians as the grand dukes of Lithuania in which the khans granted them Ruthenian lands. It is hard to establish which instrument previously sent to Lithuania the royal chancery clerks had in mind. Kossakowski’s instruction refers to an instrument issued by Mehmed Giray and brought to Lithuania by an envoy named Haraburda (jeśliby [...] powiedzieli, że dokończenie być ma według tego, jako z Mechmetgireiem czarem przez posła Haraburdę było namówiono, na to powiedzieć, że Haraburdo [sic] od Lithewskiego Państwa jeździł i stanowił, ale że potym nastąpiło zjednoczenie Księstwa Wielkiego Lithewskiego z Królestwem Polskim, i z Królestwem teraz ma być stanowienie, słusznie nie według tego, co się działo.
From among the Crimean treaty instruments of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, addressed to the rulers in Moscow, Vilnius, and Cracow, all but four are extant today only in copies, most typically recorded in Russian by chancery clerks in Moscow, and in Ruthenian by chancery clerks in Vilnius. The Crimean chancery of that period is known to have issued documents in Ruthenian, but its standard language was firstly Khwarezmian Turkic, and then a mixture of Crimean Tatar and Ottoman Turkish. It is hard to determine which of the copies, preserved today in the Muscovian and Lithuanian chancery books, are based on the Slavic language originals of the khans’ documents, and which are merely contemporary translations of the lost Arabi-script Turkic originals. This question is particularly important when we try to reconstruct the original terms, by which the Crimean chancery referred to its own instruments. Arguably Slavic language originals, drawn in the Crimean chancery, would more faithfully reflect the original terminology than translations made in Vilnius and Moscow, which were probably influenced and distorted by the notions proper to the recipients.

Scholars, who work solely on Slavic versions of Crimean instruments and are unfamiliar with the terms and procedures typical for Islamic chanceries, are likely to misapprehend the encountered terminology. In his article, strongly biased against the Crimean Tatars, Mixail Berežkov stressed the difference between “donation yarlıq” (žalovannye jarlyki) sent by the khans of the Golden Horde to Muscovian rulers in the times of the Horde’s supremacy, and “oath-letters” (šertnye gramoty) sent by the Crimean khans to Ivan III and his successors. According to Berežkov, the Crimean khans, who turned into Ottoman vassals and hence were no peers to the Muscovian rulers, adopted the new type of
instrument in acknowledgement of their inferior status, because the “oath-letter” embodied a unilateral engagement made by an inferior partner, who swore his loyalty and obedience towards a superior.  

Misunderstandings can also be found in more recent studies. For instance, in her painstaking analysis of the Crimean-Muscovian diplomatic procedures of the late 15th and early 16th centuries, Anna Xoroškevič aims to differentiate an agreement, negotiated and concluded between two equal partners, referred to in old-Russian (and old-Ruthenian) by the term dokončanie, from a unilateral engagement, undertaken by an inferior partner towards his suzerain, and referred to in old-Russian by the term prisjažnaja gramota (lit. “oath-letter”). In fact, both Russian terms, also known in Ruthenian, referred to the very same type of a Crimean document known as šartname, whereas the word šart derived from Arabic شرط (“condition;” in the Tatar usage it also denoted “oath”) and the word name from Persian نامه (“letter” or “writing”). Its most common Russian equivalent was the already mentioned term šertnaja gramota (“oath-letter”), a calque which Fedor Laškov proposed to render as kljatvennaja gramota. Yet, both the Muscovian and Lithuanian chanceries also referred to the Crimean šartnames with the terms prisjažnaja gramota as well as dokončane. The above statement is best illustrated by the fact that the instrument of Khan Mehmed Giray, sent in October 1520 to King Sigismund, which is preserved in both Kwarezmian Turkic original and contemporary Ruthenian translation, is referred to as šartname in the original, and as dokončane in the translation.  

According to a typology proposed by Usmanov, “agreements and oath-letters” (dogovory i šertnye gramoty) should be distinguished as a
separate category of the khans’ documents, different from yarlıqs. Yet, the author blurs his own typology by admitting that among “agreements and oath-letters” one can also find “oath-yarlıqs,” granted by the khans to the rulers, whom they regarded as their vassals, including the grand dukes of Muscovy.\(^{151}\) Usmanov maintains that the Crimean khans sent oath-yarlıqs to Muscovy because they regarded its rulers as their vassals, and oath-letters (şartnames) to Poland-Lithuania because they regarded its rulers as equal, sovereign monarchs. Yet, this argument does not make sense if we remember that the Jagiellonians obtained “donation-yarlıqs,” and in return sent annual gifts, regarded by the khans as tribute. Besides, at least one instrument sent to a Polish-Lithuanian ruler (the one from 1527) is referred to as “oath-yarlıq.”

It should be stressed here that in the Tatar and Turkish practice, an oath could be taken and exchanged between equal as well as unequal partners, for instance by a vassal towards his suzerain, but also by a suzerain towards his vassal or even by a ruler towards his subjects.\(^{152}\) In all the above cases, an instrument referring to such an oath would be labeled as a şartname.

\(^{151}\) Usmanov proposes to divide the khans’ documents into four categories: 1) genuine yarlıqs addressed to subjects; 2) yarlıqs addressed to vassals, both real and imaginary ones (like the Muscovian grand dukes); 3) letters addressed to the rulers regarded by the khans as their peers or superiors (these documents, lacking legally binding formulas typical for yarlıqs and şartnames, remain besides the scope of the present study); 4) agreements and oath-letters. Within the last category, he further distinguishes: a) agreements between equals; b) instruments by which their authors admitted and confirmed their obligations towards superior monarchs (pis’ma-objazatel’stva); c) instruments given to real and imaginary vassals, referred to as oath-yarlıqs (şertnye jarlyki); see idem, “Termin <<jarlyk>>,” pp. 243–244; idem, Žalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., pp. 279–281.

\(^{152}\) An interesting document, containing a written oath taken by Khan Mengli Giray towards his subjects, the inhabitants of Qırq Yer, is published and analyzed in Vásáry, “A contract of the Crimean khan,” pp. 290–300. Usmanov, who was familiar with this document before it was published, regarded the text of the khan’s oath, where Mengli had declared that he should become an infidel and loose his wife if he broke his promise, as humiliating and reflecting the khan’s weak position vis-à-vis his subjects after his recent return to power in 1478; see idem, Žalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., p. 71. Yet, a similar oath was pronounced by Mengli Giray in 1513 in the presence of Polish-Lithuanian envoys, when the khan’s position was hardly weak and it was Sigismund who had asked for peace; hence the oath formula, regarded by Usmanov as unusual and humiliating for the ruler, seems to have been standard at that time; cf. Document 20. Also the Ottoman sultan, Mehmed II, is known to have taken an oath and granted an oath-letter (‘ahdname) to his new subjects, the Italian inhabitants of Pera, precisely when he was at the apex of his power, after the recent conquest of Constantinople in 1453.
The earliest extant Crimean instrument of peace, which can be tentatively classified as a şartname, is the document by Khan Nur Devlet, addressed in 1467 to King Casimir. It is preserved in a Latin copy (perhaps it was originally composed in Latin by an Italian from Caffa?), whose pretentious style differs from the later simpler instruments of Mengli Giray. Nevertheless, it contains a crucial element, namely the khan’s reference to his oath (iura commissi) and his engagement to keep peace with the king.153

The following instrument, which can be classified as a şartname, was issued by Mengli Giray in 1480, apparently in Ruthenian. It is referred to as oath-letter (prysjažnyj lyst) and very short,154 containing only the khan’s oath to maintain friendship and alliance with Casimir and the request that the king should send back the Tatar refugees who were allegedly Mengli’s subjects.155 In 1507, Mengli issued another oath-letter (prysjažnyj lyst) along with his “donation yarlıq,” apparently in order to supplement the latter’s contents. Preserved (perhaps originally composed) in Ruthenian, the instrument refers to the oaths taken not merely by the khan, but also by his family and retinue members. Having shortly reiterated the “donation” of numerous lands to Sigismund, already specified in the yarlıq, the khan promised to prevent his subjects from raiding Lithuania and to send military assistance against Muscovy, demanding in return the execution of his archenemy, Sheikh Ahmed, who had found refuge in Lithuania, and a financial subsidy from the royal side that would be used for the maintenance of the Tatar Dnieper fort of Islamkerman.156

As it has already been mentioned, in December 1513 Mengli Giray issued an instrument that combined the characteristics of a “donation yarlıq” with that of a şartname. Although referred to as yarlıq within its text, its extant Ruthenian copy is provided with the heading:
The heading is fully justified since the document refers to the oaths taken by Mengli Giray along with his family and retinue members. Promising his military assistance, Mengli Giray specifically engaged to help Sigismund to reconquer the latter’s lands that had been lost to Muscovy; the khan also declared that he would forget the past wrongs, expecting the king to do the same, and promised to send one of his grandsons to Lithuania as an honorary hostage; the document allowed royal merchants to come and trade in the khan’s lands, though Mengli expected in return to continually receive royal gifts; curiously, the document did not contain any mention of Sheikh Ahmed, who still remained in Lithuanian custody.157

In June 1514, Mengli Giray repeated his oath and issued a new instrument that reiterated the clauses contained in his document from December. It contained only minor variations, introduced on the request of the royal side, such as the right granted to royal merchants to conduct transit trade with Ottoman Caffa. Like the previous instrument, the document can be described as a “donation yarlıq cum şartname;” in fact both terms: yarlıq and dokončene/dokončane, can be found in its extant Ruthenian copy.158

Both “donation yarlıqs cum şartnames,” issued in 1513–1514, only vaguely refer to a major shift that had recently occurred in the mutual relations. In result of the prolonged negotiations, conducted in the years 1509–1512, Sigismund consented to send a yearly gift to the khan. In expectation of this gift, which in his eyes was equal to tribute, Mengli Giray agreed to send his grandson, Djalaleddin, as an honorary hostage to Lithuania, and after the young prince’s unexpected death in Vilnius in 1513, to send another Giray prince as a replacement. In September 1513, Sigismund issued two solemn instruments of peace, separately as the grand duke of Lithuania (in Ruthenian) and as the king of Poland (in Latin), engaging to regularly send annual gifts to the Crimea.159 Yet, as Poland was to share the financial burden of the promised gifts, the Polish councilors pressed the king to demand that Mengli should issue a separate instrument of peace for Poland. The khan, who had already issued two instruments that year, was apparently somewhat irritated by the royal demand to issue yet another

159 Cf. Documents 10–11.
document. Nevertheless, he agreed and in the fall of 1514 issued a separate instrument regarding Poland, extant today in two versions: a Ruthenian one, dated 29 October and referred to as “letter of agreement” (dokončalnyj lyst), and an Italian one, dated 29 November and referred to as lectra patente. Having invoked his present oath and the oaths previously taken on his behalf by his envoys, Mengli Giray engaged that in return for the royal promise to keep Sheikh Ahmed in custody and to deliver a yearly gift of 15,000 florins—one half from Poland and one half from Lithuania, the Polish and Lithuanian merchants were permitted to conduct trade in the Crimea while the Tatars were to honor the integrity of the Polish Kingdom.160

Bahadir Giray’s instrument from 1517, which apparently reiterates the conditions of the now lost instrument of his father, is referred to in its Ruthenian copy as a lyst dokončannyj, but has been already classified above as a “donation yarlıq cum şartname.” Like in the analogous documents of Mengli Giray from 1513–1514, the “donation” of lands, typical for a yarlıq, is followed by the clauses promising the Crimean military help against Muscovy, declaring to forget the past wrongs and send a new Giray prince as a hostage to Lithuania, and allowing the Polish and Lithuanian merchants to conduct trade in the Crimea. The instrument is corroborated by the solemn invocation of Bahadir’s oath, taken in Čerkasy in the presence of Olbracht Gasztold.161

In 1520, Mehmed Giray issued two instruments of peace, separately for Lithuania and for Poland, just as his father had done in 1514. The document regarding Lithuania, referred to as dokončane, can be again classified as a “donation yarlıq cum şartname” as it contains both the “donation” part and a number of clauses regarding current political issues, confirmed with the khan’s oath. The clauses that follow the “donation” are more extended and specific than those in the documents from 1513–1514 and 1517. Although the khan reiterated his and his father’s former promises to militarily assist Vilnius against Moscow, the Crimean military assistance was to be paid for by the

160 Cf. Documents 15–16; while the Ruthenian version vaguely describes the Polish Kingdom as “beginning with L’viv [Pol. Lwów],” the Italian one specifically refers to its two southeastern provinces, mostly exposed to Tatar raids, the palatinates of Ruthenia and Podolia, and lists “Kamjanec’ [Pol. Kamieniec Podolski] and other castles” though not mentioning L’viv.

Lithuanian treasury, while future incomes from the lands recaptured from Muscovy were to be shared between Vilnius and Qırq Yer. The article providing that Sheikh Ahmed should be kept in custody until his death, which was absent from the previous instruments regarding Lithuania (curiously, in 1514 it was entered in Mengli’s instruments regarding Poland, although Sheikh Ahmed was detained in Lithuania, and not in Poland), reappeared in 1520. In turn, Mehmed Giray no longer promised to send a Giray prince as a hostage to Vilnius. Finally, the clause referring to trade contained an interesting novelty: the khan declared the reduction of tolls due from the royal merchants from seven to only three percent.

Mehmed Giray’s instrument for Poland, issued in 1520, is today the oldest Crimean instrument of peace preserved in the Arabic-script original. Within its text, it is properly referred to as şartname. Nevertheless, it also contains the promulgation of the khan’s will addressed to the general public, including the Tatar as well as the Polish dignitaries, which is in fact typical for a yarlıq. Like the khan’s instrument addressed to Lithuania, the “Polish” şartname contains the clauses regarding the detainment of Sheikh Ahmed, the payment of royal gifts, and the treatment of royal envoys and merchants; yet, unlike the “Lithuanian” instrument, it does not contain any mention of Muscovy or the anti-Muscovian alliance, perhaps because in those times Poland did not even have a common border with Muscovy. Like the “Polish” instrument from 1514, the şartname from 1520 guarantees the inviolability of the Polish territory, which is described by enumerating thirteen towns situated in the Kingdom’s southeastern provinces. In its conclusion, the instrument invokes the oath taken by the khan and his retinue members in the presence of the royal as well as the Crimean envoys who were to deliver the instrument to the king.

In 1526, Sa’adet and Islam Girays, who almost incessantly competed for the throne during the turbulent decade following the death of Mehmed Giray, reached a short term agreement, in result of which Islam became Sa’adet’s qalga. In the following year, both Sa’adet and his ambitious nephew decided to reconcile with Sigismund and sent their instruments of peace to Cracow. Both instruments are extant today in Ruthenian copies. The khan’s instrument is referred to within its text as an “oath-yarlıq” (Ruth. jarlyk prysjażnyj) and contains the standard yarlıq formula “our word.” As to the qalga’s instrument, it is referred to as “oath-letter” (Ruth. lyst prysjażnyj) and also contains the
formula “my word.” It was not for the last time that the royal chancery would receive parallel instruments of peace sent separately by the khan and the qalga.

Sa’adet Giray’s instrument from 1527 is very unusual: on the one hand, if we accept Usmanov’s typology discussed above, by referring to his instrument as a yarlıq, the khan treated King Sigismund as his vassal; yet, on the other hand, the instrument contained numerous accusations and complaints that—at least in our eyes today—were not very fitting for the khan’s dignity and his image of an omnipotent suzerain; the long repetitive narration also seemed superfluous for a solemn instrument of peace, which should merely invoke the past friendship and—eventually—the reasons of its subsequent breaking, express the will to restore the peace, enumerate the political conditions to be mutually observed, and refer to the document’s corroboration with the khan’s oath. In fact, the instrument of Sa’adet Giray contained both typical elements of a treaty, such as the reference to the khan’s oath to keep peace with Sigismund, and numerous minor issues and complaints that were usually treated in separate correspondence.

Although much shorter than the khan’s instrument, the oath-letter of Islam Giray similarly stressed the author’s desire to maintain friendship with Sigismund and referred to the oath taken by the qalga and his retinue members. Islam Giray also invoked his intention to raid Muscovy. In return, he expressed the wish to receive royal gifts in the same amount as had been sent to Bahadır Giray, Islam’s late older brother and the qalga of their late father, Mehmed Giray.

Bahadır’s personage had apparently a strong and lasting appeal to Islam Giray. In 1532, when Islam at last managed to ascend the throne (although for a very short time), instead of issuing his proper instrument, he merely reconfirmed the contents of Bahadır’s “donation yarlıq cum şartname” from 1517, whose copy was submitted to him by a Lithuanian envoy. The text of Bahadır’s instrument, corroborated by Islam, is recorded in the Lithuanian Register. Curiously, it does not even contain an actual date. If not for the heading, provided by

---

162 Cf. the khan’s accusation that Sigismund regarded him as a nobody as if there had remained nobody in the Crimean state, and as if this state had no foundation, being reigned by a petty ruler (y vy mene, brata svoeho kak by za nyšto vydjačy, yžby v perekopskom pan’stve žadnoho čoloveka ne ostalo, any fundamentu net, kak by za maloho hospodarja majučy, tomu pan’stvu); see Document 22.

163 The above conclusion is drawn from the study of other Crimean documents of that period, which are not as “expressive.”
a copyist, and the fact that it is entered among the documents from 1532, and not 1517, one could mistakenly attribute it to Bahadır, and not Islam.

Two instruments are extant from the times of Sahib Giray (r. 1532–1551), drawn in the years 1539 and 1542. Their texts, today preserved in Polish, were apparently translated from Ruthenian, as is evidenced by the term *dokończenie*, unusual in Polish, by which both documents are referred to. The contents of the earlier instrument, issued shortly after the Ottoman annexation of Očakiv, reflect the rising Ottoman influence in the northern Black Sea steppes. Nevertheless, both Crimean instruments are traditionally shaped as “donation *yarlıq* cum *şartname*,” in analogy to the earlier documents of Mengli and Mehmed Girays. Usmanov, who noticed that also Sahib Giray’s *yarlıq*, intended for domestic audience, retained a very traditional form, suggested that it reflected the khan’s conscious strive to emancipate himself from the Ottoman patronage by invoking the Genghisid tradition, in spite of the fact that he had owed his throne to Sultan Suleyman. If it was so, Sahib Giray had a somewhat unexpected ally, who also valued the traditional form of Genghisid instruments. In the years 1534 and 1535, shortly after Sahib’s accession, the Lithuanian chancery twice prepared the ready formulas of the instruments expected from the new khan. Judged by the formula from 1535, whose text is preserved, they invoked in form and contents Mehmed Giray’s “donation *yarlıq* cum *şartname*” from 1515, which was already invoked by Vilnius in its negotiations with Bahadır Giray (1517) and Islam Giray (1532).

The latest two “donation *yarlıq* cum *şartnames*” origin from the times of Devlet Giray (r. 1551–1577) and were sent to King Sigismund Augustus in the years 1552 and 1560. The first one, preserved in a Ruthenian copy, is referred to within its text as both an “oath-letter” (*lyst pryjažnij*) and an “agreement” (*dokončan’e*). The second one is preserved in a Polish copy, apparently translated from Ruthenian, and referred to as *dokończenie* like the instruments from 1539 and 1542.

As it has already been mentioned, the instruments of peace sent to Poland-Lithuania by Devlet Giray (1571), Mehmed II Giray (1579), and Islam II Giray (1585) are not preserved, hence we cannot draw

---

165 See Document 27.
any conclusions about their shape and contents. As if in compensation, in 1592 the new khan, Ghazi II Giray (r. 1588–1608), issued simultaneously two instruments of peace addressed to the new Polish king, Sigismund III (r. 1587–1632). Both documents, composed in Crimean Tatar mixed with Ottoman Turkish, are today preserved in the original.

The first document from 1592 contains the standard yarlıq formula: “my word,” and its contents are promulgated to all those present. Invoking the past Crimean-Polish friendship that dated back to the reigns of Hadji Giray and Casimir, the document yet does not mention the former territorial grants, made by the khans in favor of Lithuania (interestingly, Lithuania is not even mentioned!). Ghazi II Giray regrets the deterioration of mutual relations during the recent Polish interregna and formulates the conditions of lasting peace: the timely delivery of the royal gifts and the removal of Cossack brigands from the Dnieper. In return, the khan offers his military assistance against Muscovy and confirms the right of the royal subjects to extract salt and trade in his domains.

The terminology, by which the above document is referred to, is very interesting. In the corroboration, Ghazi II Giray announces: “we have stamped this ‘ahdname, our noble imperial yarlıq, with the golden nişan-like seal” (bu ‘ahdname yarlığ-i şerif-i haqanimüzge altun nişanlığ mührini basub), and again refers to his document in the datatio as “the ‘ahdname, the noble imperial yarlıq” (‘ahdname yarlığ-i şerif-i haqani). As to the term yarlıq, it has been thoroughly described above so in this place it only remains to be observed that it was still in use in the late 16th century. Yet, the term ‘ahdname requires an explanation because at that time it was commonly used in the Ottoman chancery, but not in the Crimean one. Composed from the words ‘ahd (Arabic ﺩﻤْﻫُ، “oath,” “promise,” “pact”) and name (Persian ناﻤﻪ، “letter” or “writing”), the term referred to the ruler’s written engagement confirmed with his oath. Thus, in the Crimean document from 1592 the term ‘ahdname evidently substitutes for the term šartname, as the terms ‘ahd and šart were equivalent and both referred to the ruler’s oath. This is evidenced in the very text of the instrument, where the terms

---

166 Cf. n. 139 above.
'ahd and şart are repeatedly paired and treated as synonyms: Ghazi II Giray first demanded that the king should keep his engagement and stipulation (‘ahd ve şart üzerine turar bolsalar), then twice referred to his own oath (ant ve şart ve ‘ahd), taken in the presence of the Polish and Crimean envoys, and finally concluded that “it is necessary to keep this engagement, stipulation, and oath” (bu ‘ahd ve şart ve ant üzerine turulmaq kerekdir).168

The second document from 1592, referred to within its text as a yarlıq, has a less formal character and is directly addressed to King Sigismund III. The khan again invokes the ancient friendship and blames the Poles for its recent deterioration. He also quotes his recent correspondence with Sultan Murad III and depicts himself as the defender and protector of Poland against the Ottoman wrath. In return for his goodwill, the khan expects that the Cossacks should be removed from the Dnieper and the royal customary gifts should be delivered on time, not only to the khan, but also to his qalga and the latter’s twelve retinue members. Like Sa’adet Giray’s instrument from 1527, which was described above, Ghazi II Giray’s yarlıq is also very “expressive” and contains so many anecdotic details that one may hesitate whether it should be classified as a “treaty instrument.” Yet, on the other hand it contains the khan’s solemn engagement not to raid Poland, made “by God, with God, and through God,” and lists several clauses whose observing is requisite for the peace to last. Therefore, it should be tentatively classified as an “oath-yarlıq,” just like the instrument of Sa’adet Giray from 1527.

The mixed and confusing terminology, encountered in Ghazi II Giray’s instruments from 1592, has been already observed by Usmanov. The Tatar scholar concludes that the syncretism, noticeable in the late sixteenth-century and later Crimean documents, naturally reflected the process of the amalgamation of the two chancery traditions: the Genghisid and the Ottoman, and should not be regarded as merely a passive adoption of the Ottoman models.169

Unfortunately, the Crimean instruments of peace, sent to the Polish king in the following three decades,170 are preserved only in translations, hence it is hard to draw definite conclusions regarding the

168 See Document 34.
169 Usmanov, Žalovannie akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., p. 283.
170 The agreement of Ţuţora (Pol. Cecora) from 1595 is not regarded here as a “Crimean instrument of peace” because it was corroborated by the khan on behalf of
changes in terminology. The instrument of Ghazi II Giray, sent in 1599 to Sigismund III and invoking the khan’s oath to keep peace with Poland, is referred to in its extant Polish text as a “letter of agreement” (list przemirny). As in that period the Polish term list przemirny (or rather list przymierdy) commonly applied to Ottoman ʿahdnames, it is most likely that the lost Crimean original was termed an ʿahdname, though the term şartname was possible as well. ¹⁷¹

The two following instruments, sent by Ghazi II Giray to Sigismund III in 1601 and 1604, but not accepted by the royal side because their contents did not match the Polish expectations, are similarly referred to in their extant Polish translations as list przemirny and przymierze, respectively. Finally, the last instrument of Ghazi II Giray, containing his oath and dated in 1607, is referred to in its extant Latin translation as foedera et pacis litteres. ¹⁷²

Further on, the instrument of Selamet Giray from 1609, preserved in a Polish translation, is referred to as pakti, and the instrument of Djanibek Giray from 1611 again as a list przymierdy. The latter term also appears on the ready formulas of the instruments of peace to be issued by Djanibek Giray, with which the royal chancery provided the Polish envoys going to the Crimea in the years 1619 and 1622. ¹⁷³ As we remember, both efforts failed and Djanibek did not formally renew the peace until the end of his first reign, but in 1624 his successor, Mehmed III Giray, issued an instrument of peace that is again preserved only in a Polish translation. The translation was made by Samuel Otwinowski, the best translator of Oriental languages in the Royal Chancery of that time. Not surprisingly, Otwinowski referred

¹⁷¹ See Document 37 (a scholar is not much helped by the fact that the term list przemirny or list przymierdy was also used in reference to the royal instrument of peace, sent by Sigismund III to Ghazi II Giray in 1598; cf. Document 36). It is worth noting that the instrument issued roughly at the same time (1598) by Ghazi II Giray to the Transylvanian ruler is referred to as an ʿahdname; see Ivanics, “Der Bündnisplan zwischen dem Chan Gazi Giray II. und dem Fürsten Sigismund Báthory,” p. 198. Yet, one must remember that in the relations with their southern (i.e., Ottoman) and western neighbors the khans adopted the Ottoman language and forms earlier, while traditional Genghisid forms longer prevailed in their relations with the northern neighbors (especially Moscow). Hence, the term ʿahdname used in a Crimean document addressed to Transylvania does not imply that the same term must have been used in a document addressed to Poland.

¹⁷² See Documents 40–41 and 43.

¹⁷³ See Documents 44–47.
to the khan’s instrument employing the term *list przymierny*, the standard Polish equivalent of the original Crimean term, whatever this term was.\textsuperscript{174}

The earliest seventeenth-century Crimean instrument of peace that is preserved today in the Turkish original, is the one issued in 1632 by Djanibek Giray, during his second reign. Within its text, it is referred to as ‘*ahdname* three times, but also once as *şartname*,\textsuperscript{175} and once as *yarlıq* in the introductory formula.\textsuperscript{176} Apparently the terms ‘*ahdname* and *şartname* were regarded as equivalent, although the first one was already more widely used, at least in the Crimean-Polish diplomatic context. The following instrument, issued by Djanibek Giray in 1634, is referred to as *yarlıq* in the introductory formula, but as an ‘*ahdname* in the text proper.\textsuperscript{177}

The instrument of the next khan, Inayet Giray, issued in 1635, as well as the instruments of his successor, Bahadır Giray, and the latter’s qalga, Islam Giray, both issued in 1637, are preserved only in Polish translations and referred to with the Polish term *list przymierny*. But in 1640, as many as three Crimean instruments of peace were sent to Poland and they are all extant today in the originals. These instruments were issued separately by the khan, Bahadır Giray, and his two younger brothers: the qalga, Islam Giray, and the nureddin, Qırım Giray. Interestingly, Bahadır Giray used the identical term: “imperial ‘*ahdname*’ (*ahdname-i hümayun*) in reference to both his own instrument and the one issued three months earlier by the Ottoman sultan Ibrahim, whose contents the khan invoked. The term *yarlıq* appears as well in his document, in the introductory formula,\textsuperscript{178} and besides, in reference to another letter of the khan, sent previously to the king and simultaneously referred to as *muhabbetname* (lit. “friendly letter”).\textsuperscript{179} Hence,

\textsuperscript{174} See Document 48.
\textsuperscript{175} In one place the khan refers to “this imperial ‘*ahdname* and perpetual *şartname*” (işbu ‘ahdname-i hümayun ve şartname-i mü'ebbed-maqrun); see Document 49.
\textsuperscript{176} Cf. the introductory formula: “the message of the noble *yarlıq* […] and the explanation of the transmission of the illustrious ‘*ahdname* is that;” (i’lam-i yarlığ-i şerif ve ifham-i tebliğ-i ‘ahdname-i münif oldur ki); see Document 49.
\textsuperscript{177} See Document 50.
\textsuperscript{178} “The message of the noble monarchic *yarlıq* is that;” (i’lam-i yarlığ-i şerif-i hani oldur ki); see Document 55.
\textsuperscript{179} “We sent to you, our brother, and to your hetmans, our envoy and a number of our men along with our friendly letter [*muhabbetname*] and noble *yarlıq*, announcing friendship and brotherly affection” (elçimiz ve niçe kişilerimizni muhabbetname yarlığ-i şerifimiz birle siz qardaşımızğa ve hetmanlarınızğa dostluq ve qardaşlıq için
we may conclude that in that period the term *yarlıq* still applied to any document that publicly promulgated the will of a Genghisid sovereign or his co-ruling family member (see below), including, though not exclusively, an ‘*ahdname*.

The qalga, Islam Giray, also referred to the khan’s instrument as an “imperial ‘*ahdname*” and declared that his own oath (‘*ahd*), was based on the instrument of his “prosperous and mighty elder brother, the khan” (‘*ahdimiz sa’adetli ve şevketli ağaçımız han [...] hazretlerinin *ahdname-i hümayunları üzerinde*). Nevertheless, he also referred to his own instrument as “our present ‘*ahdname* and şartname” (i*şbu ‘*ahdname ve şartnamemiz*). Moreover, although he was not the ruling sovereign, his instrument was referred to in the introductory formula as “the noble princely”\(^{180}\) *yarlıq*, accompanied by affection” (*yarlıği şerif muhabbet-redif-i sultani*).\(^{181}\) Not to much surprise, we find that also the nureddin, Qırım Giray, referred to his instrument as “my imperial ‘*ahdname*” (*ahdname-i hümâyûnum*), “our ‘*ahdname*” (*ahdnamemiz*), and “the noble princely *yarlıq*” (*yarlıği şerif-i sultani*).\(^{182}\)

While the instrument, issued in 1640 by Islam Giray as the qalga, is simultaneously referred to by all the three typical terms: *‘ahdname*, *şartname*, and *yarlıq*, his instrument from 1646, drawn after he ascended the Crimean throne, is referred to merely as an *‘ahdname*.\(^{183}\) Interestingly, his following instrument, issued in 1649 in a military camp at Zboriv, does not contain any of these terms, although the term *‘ahd* is used when the khan engages not to break his oath (*naqz-i ‘ahd bizim tarafımızdan olmayup*). The omission is perhaps not accidental.

At first sight, judging by its protocol and external form, especially the presence of the khan’s *tuğra* appended as its corroboration, the document appears to be a unilaterally granted privilege\(^{184}\) that would fit the classical category of *yarlıqs* and *‘ahdnames*. Nevertheless, it also contains less usual elements: it was issued not in the khan’s palace but

\(^{180}\) Contrary to the Ottoman usage, in the Crimean context the title *sultan* applied to any prince from the Giray dynasty, but not to the ruling khan; therefore, the adjective *sultani* (lit. “sultanic”) is rendered here as “princely.”

\(^{181}\) See Document 57.

\(^{182}\) See Document 56.

\(^{183}\) See Document 58.

\(^{184}\) The fact that the *‘ahdnames* were usually exchanged between rulers renders their unilateral character questionable, yet they still cannot be described as bilateral treaties typical for our times.
on the battlefield and its contents stemmed from bilateral negotiations, whose results were mutually accepted by the plenipotentiaries of the two sides (although in fact the final instruments of the two sides contained substantial differences as well; cf. Part I). The mutual agreement is recalled in the khan’s instrument, whose contents are referred to as “the conditions agreed upon between [us]” (mabeyinde mün‘aqid olan şurut). By the way, the plural term şurut derives from the singular term şart, the component of the term şartname, though in the given context it is used in its primary meaning and refers to a “condition” (or “stipulation”) rather than “oath.” Notwithstanding all its peculiarities, we will nevertheless regard Islam III Giray’s instrument from 1649 as an ‘ahdname.

The instrument of Mehmed IV Giray, sent to John Casimir in 1654, is again referred to as ‘ahdname, while the terms şartname and yarlıq are missing, just like in Islam III Giray’s instrument from 1646. Interestingly, in the Crimean instrument from 1654 also the royal instrument of peace, brought to the khan by a Polish envoy, Mariusz Jaskólski, is referred to as ‘ahdname. By referring to the royal instrument with the same term as to the khan’s one, the Crimean chancery apparently departed from the concept of unequal relations, embodied by the Genghisid term yarlıq. This development ran counter to the development in the Ottoman chancery, witnessed in the same period. Hence, one may conclude that the process of unilateralization, typical for the seventeenth-century Ottoman chancery, ran in parallel with the bilateralization in the Crimean chancery, which adopted a more realistic and less megalomaniac attitude towards its Christian neighbors.

185 See Document 60.
186 See Document 64. For the text of the royal instrument, brought to the Crimea by Jaskólski and extant today in a copy; see Document 61.
187 In the 16th century, the Ottoman agreements with Poland-Lithuania used to be confirmed with royal instruments, to which the Ottoman chancery referred to as ‘ahdnames, using the very same term that applied to the instruments issued by the sultans. On the contrary, in the 17th century the Porte no longer expected that the peace “granted” to infidels by the omnipotent padishah be confirmed by infidel rulers; if the former insisted on sending their instruments to Istanbul, they were no longer referred to as ‘ahdnames. Simultaneously, Ottoman instruments of peace sent to Warsaw, Venice, and other European capitals assumed the form of nişans—diplomas granted unilaterally by the sultan. On the term nişanization, coined by Hans Theunissen in reference to the development in Ottoman-Venetian relations, and adopted in the context of Ottoman-Polish relations, see Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 75–78.
The ongoing process of bilateralization is also evidenced by the procedure adopted in 1667, during the pacification at Pidhajci (Pol. Podhajce). After the Polish and Crimean commissioners had agreed on the peace conditions, they composed a single instrument in Polish, whose two copies were then corroborated and exchanged.\(^{188}\) Only a few months later, in April 1668, Khan Adil Giray, who had not participated in the negotiations of 1667, formally confirmed the peace with his own instrument.\(^{189}\) The document invoked the khan’s solemn oath taken in the presence of two Polish officers, who had remained in the Crimea as residents (or rather hostages) since 1667. Nevertheless, both to the contemporaries and to a modern historian, the khan’s instrument was of secondary importance since the mutually binding decisions had already been taken at Pidhajci.

The term *yarlıq* did not entirely disappear from the Crimean documents, although it gradually lost its original meaning of a document granted by a sovereign to a vassal or subject. In the second half of the 17th century, the term still appeared, especially in the introductory formula, in the letters sent to Warsaw, Stockholm, and Copenhagen. It can also be found, admittedly only in the introductory formula, in the instruments of peace sent by Murad Giray to Moscow in 1681 and 1682, which were otherwise referred to as *'ahdname* and *şartname*, respectively.\(^{190}\)

In the context of the Crimean-Polish formal peacemaking, the term *yarlıq* resurfaced one more time in the instrument, sent to Poland in 1742 by Selamet II Giray. After the long war of 1683–1699, in which Poland-Lithuania was a member of the Holy League while the Tatars fought side by side with the Ottomans, the Treaty of Karlowitz abolished the “gifts,” formerly paid by the Polish kings to the khans, and severely prohibited any Tatar raids of their northern neighbors’ territories, making the Porte responsible for the khan’s behavior. Moreover, the Polish-Crimean border became shorter due to the Russian

---

\(^{188}\) The instruments and procedure of the pacification of 1667 are separately discussed below.

\(^{189}\) See Document 69. The instrument is preserved in a corrupt Polish translation so we do not know how it was originally referred to by the Crimean chancery; nevertheless, we may safely classify it as an *'ahdname*.

\(^{190}\) On these two instruments, see also n. 192 below; their introductory formulas read *îlam-i yarlıq-i şerif 'ibret-redif-i hani bu dur ki* and *îlam-i yarlıq-i şerif-i hani bu dur ki*, respectively.
annexation of the lands on the lower Dnieper (Zaporozhia), stipulated by the treaties between Moscow and Warsaw, and Moscow and Istanbul, in 1686 and 1700, respectively. The Tatars did not even participate in the peace negotiations as their interests were represented by the Ottoman plenipotentiaries, sent to the Congress of Karlowitz. All this, paired with the diminishing sovereignty of Warsaw and Baghchasaray in regard to their powerful neighbors, resulted in the loosening of their direct political contacts in the 18th century. Nevertheless, mutual interest revived in the years of wars and political crises, most notably in the years 1709–1714, 1733–1742, and 1767–1772. It was after the conflict over the Polish throne (1733–1736), which resulted in an armed Russian intervention and evolved into a European war, and after the Russo-Ottoman War of 1736–1739, in which the Crimean Khanate suffered subsequent Russian invasions and the ruin of the khan’s capital, when Augustus III decided to send missions not only to Istanbul, but to Baghchasaray as well. On his part, the ambitious khan Selamet II Giray did not limit himself to sending an ordinary “friendly letter” (muhabbetname) and paying the usual lip service to the Karlowitz Treaty “that should be observed by the two parties,” but issued a proper instrument of peace that turned out to be the last in the history of the Polish-Crimean relations.

The instrument, provided with the khan’s tuğra and containing seven articles that were discussed with the Polish envoy, is reminiscent of an ‘ahdname, although it is not referred to by this term and does not contain any reference to the khan’s oath. Nevertheless, it is structured like the instrument of peace, in fact more developed than the seventeenth-century Crimean ‘ahdnames. Even though its language is already fully Ottomanized, it is referred to by the term yarlıq, apparently to invoke the glorious Genghisid past. 191

In conclusion, we can affirm that the common crucial element of the şartname, the oath-yarlıq, and the ‘ahdname, was the solemn oath of its issuer—the khan, the qalga, or even the nureddin, invoked in the document and sometimes quoted in extenso. Only two extant instruments, addressed to Polish-Lithuanian rulers, can be classified as oath-yarlıqs, namely the instruments of Sa‘adet Giray (1527) and Ghazi Giray (1592b). Their common feature is their “expressiveness”

191 See Document 71.
and loosely organized structure, but it is hard to conclude whether this was the rule. The standard Tatar/Turkish term that applied to Crimean oath-instruments issued by the late 16th century was šartname. This term appears in the unique instrument, preserved in the Turkish (Khwarezmian Turkic) original: the šartname of Mehmed Giray from 1520. The common usage of the term šartname is best evidenced by the loanword šertnaja gramota, which entered the Russian chancery language.

In the late 16th century, the Crimean chancery gradually adopted the term ‘ahdname, which was equivalent to šartname and apparently entered the Tatar political vocabulary under the Ottoman influence. In the 17th century, the new term was already commonly used in the Crimean instruments of peace sent to Poland-Lithuania. Interestingly, this was not the case in the Crimean relations with Muscovy: the term šartname still prevailed in the seventeenth-century instruments sent by the khans to Moscow, although the term ‘ahdname was known as well.192 This “terminological conservatism” apparently resulted from the fact that the terms šert’ and šertnaja gramota had been domesticated in the Russian chancery language and the recipients would regard with suspicion any terminological innovations on the part of their Muslim partners. Vilnius and Cracow could accept the change easier because the term šert’ had not entered their domestic vocabulary; besides, their chancery clerks were familiar with the term ‘ahdname as it already appeared in the instruments of Sultan Suleyman, addressed to the Jagiellonian kings.

192 The examination of eight instruments, sent by the khans to the tsars in the years 1624, 1630, 1634, 1636, 1646, 1647, 1681, and 1682, whose Turkish texts are preserved in the original or in copies, leads to the following conclusion: the instruments of 1624, 1646, 1647, and 1682 are referred to within their texts as šartnames; the instrument from 1636 is referred to three times as a šartname and once as an ‘ahdname, while the one from 1634 two times as a šartname and once as an ‘ahdname; in the instrument from 1630 an equilibrium is reached: each term appears once and besides a hybrid term şart-‘ahdname appears twice (for instance: bu şart-‘ahdname hattına altun müh-rümüzni qoyduq); solely the instrument from 1681 is uniquely referred to with the term ‘ahdname, but admittedly this instrument was issued on behalf of the Porte in the confirmation of the Ottoman-Russian treaty of Baghchasaray; significantly, in his following instrument from 1682, addressed to the young tsars, Ivan and Peter, Murad Giray referred to his previous instrument, addressed to their late older brother, Fedor (i.e., the one from 1681), as a šartname. For these documents, see RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, nos. 36, 39, 41, 43, 52, 54a, 62, 64; their texts are published in Materiały dlya istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 20–24, 48–51, 100–104, 150–155, 355–359, 383–393, 651–653 (erroneously under the tuğra of Qalga Tokhtamısh Giray), and 689–691.
The sole exception from the aforementioned typology is the instrument of Selamet II Giray from 1742, the unique eighteenth-century document in the present collection. Referred to as yarlıq, it is rather reminiscent of an ‘ahdname, although it does not contain any reference to the khan’s oath.

Solemn instruments of the Crimean khans, confirmed with their oaths and referred to as oath-yarlıqs or şartnames/ahdnames, are known to have been dispatched only to the rulers of Lithuania, Poland, Muscovy, and—in one case—Transylvania. The subordinate position of the khans in their relations with Istanbul apparently prevented them from sending ‘ahdnames to the sultans. In 1469, Mengli Giray still did not hesitate to call Mehmed II “my brother” (qarındaşım), although he did not go as far as his Genghisid cousin, Ahmed, the khan of the Great Horde, who addressed Mehmed II as if the latter were his vassal as late as 881 A.H. (1476/1477). Yet, after the Ottoman invasion of the Crimea and Mengli’s temporary imprisonment, his position vis-à-vis the Porte became weaker, even though Selim I, who was Mengli’s son-in-law, still addressed the old khan “my father” (babam). In the following years, especially after the violent death of the ambitious khan Mehmed Giray, the Porte gradually turned the khans into its vassals, using such tools as the institution of hostages (rehin).

---

193 An overview of the instruments sent to Moscow in the years 1474–1684 can be found in Fedor Laškov, “Krymskija šertnyja gramoty XVI–XVII vv. xranjaščijasja v Moskovskom Glavnom Arxive Ministerstva Inostrannyx Del,” pp. 191–208; the earliest instruments from the years 1474–1531, or rather their contemporary Russian copies and translations, are published in Malinovskij, “Istoriičeskoe sobranie,” pp. 267–419 (due to a typographic error in pagination p. 278 is followed by p. 379, so in fact the edition is shorter than it appears to be); the remaining instruments, again only in Russian copies and translations, are published in Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij…. Edited by F. Laškov (the instruments earlier published by Malinovskij are only registered there). The ‘ahdname of Ghazi II Giray, addressed in 1598 to the Transylvanian ruler and preserved in the original in Vienna, is published along with the German translation in Ivanics, “Der Bündnisplan zwischen dem Chan Gazi Giray II. und dem Fürsten Sigismund Báthory,” pp. 192 and 198.

194 Mengli’s letter, preserved in the Topkapı Archives, is published in facsimile and French translation in Le khanat de Crimée, pp. 41–44; due to the ancient Chinese-Mongolian practice of “honorific elevation,” the name of the sultan is lifted above the main text of the letter and entered below the invocation; the translators unnecessary divided the address qarındaşım Sultan Mehmed into two parts: au sultan Mehmed, entered above the mainbody, and à mon frère, entered within the text. On the “honorific elevation,” used also in the Ottoman chancery, cf. Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, p. 12.

recruited from among the Giray princes who were always eager to replace the ruling khan, stipends (salyane etc.) for the khan and his retinue members, Ottoman troops sent to assist, but also to control the khan, and the Porte’s direct contacts with the khan’s subjects, who were at times encouraged to rise against their ruler. The khans came to be officially confirmed (tasdiq) on their thrones by the Ottoman sultans, who sent them the symbols of investiture. Admittedly, the process of vassalization was impeded by the repeated efforts of subsequent khans to loosen Istanbul’s patronage, and was not completed until the late 17th century. Nevertheless, the relations between Istanbul and Baghchasaray were formally regulated by solemn diplomas (berats), by which the sultans appointed the khans and sometimes even the qalgas, rather than by ‘ahdnames.

While the position of the Ottoman sultan was apparently too high to enable a mutual exchange of peace instruments between Istanbul and Baghchasaray, the status of Ottoman tributaries, the hospodars of Moldavia and Wallachia, was probably too low, at least in the Crimean eyes. The khans repeatedly endeavored to extend their influence to the Danubian principalities and discussed their status in direct negotiations with Istanbul and Warsaw, as is evidenced by the contents of the Crimean-Polish agreements published in the present volume. Never-


197 The texts of the berats or imperial letters (name-i huımyun) of appointment, granted by the Ottoman sultans to the khans Djanibek Giray (1628), Adil Giray (1666), Hadji Giray (1683), Selim Giray (1684), Ghazi III Giray (1704), Kaplan Giray (1707), and to the qalgas Devlet Giray (1628), Feth Giray (1641), Qırım Giray (1666), Devlet Giray (1684), and Sa’adet Giray (1708), are preserved in copies and have been studied by Rypka, “Briefwechsel der Hohen Pforte mit den Krimchänen im II. Bande von Feridüns Münseät,” pp. 263–264; Zdenka Veselá, “Les rapports de la Porte Sublime avec le Khanat de Crimée (1676–1686),” in: Rapports, co-rapports, communications tchécoslovaques pour le Vᵉ Congrès de l’Association Internationale d’Études du Sud-Est Européen (Prague, 1984): 207–220, esp. pp. 216–217; and recently by Sándor Papp, who compares them with similar instruments granted to the rulers of Moldavia, Wallachia, Transylvania, Hungary, and the Cossack Ukraine; see his paper, “Das Krimkhanat und die Beiden Donaufürstentümer als Vasallen des Osmanischen Reiches im 17. Jahrhundert,” read at the conference: “Das frühneuzeitliche Krimkhanat zwischen Orient und Okzident,” held in Munich on 31 March–1 April 2008 (to be published soon). I wish to thank the author for letting me quote this article before publication.
theless, they are not known to have issued ‘ahdnames to the hospo-
dars, even though at times they collected tribute from both Moldavia
and Wallachia. The Transylvanian rulers, who were Ottoman vassals
as well, typically received from the khans letters referred to as yarlqs,
with the sole exception of the ‘ahdname, obtained by Sigismund
Báthory from Ghazi II Giray in 1598. The khan’s decision to send an
‘ahdname to the Transylvanian ruler can be explained by the latter’s
semi-independent role as a political actor in the region. Nevertheless,
the ‘ahdname addressed to Sigismund Báthory is much more sim-
ple in form and content than Ghazi II Giray’s şartnames/‘ahdnames
addressed at the same time to Poland-Lithuania and Moscovy, and
probably remains the sole instrument of this type in the history of the
Crimean-Transylvanian relations.198

Other capitals were too distant for regular bilateral relations to
evolve. By maintaining relations with Isfahan, the khans in addition
risked being accused of favoring the Shiite “heresy” by the Porte, for
whom any rapprochement of Baghchasaray with the Safavids was
equal to treason.199 The contacts between Baghchasaray and Vienna,
evidenced for the years 1598–1682, were irregular and conditioned by
their crossing interests in Transylvania and Poland rather than by a
necessity to maintain direct political or commercial relations. In their
correspondence with the Habsburg emperors, the khans resorted to
the category of less formal “friendly letters” (muhabbetnames), while
no ‘ahdnames are known to have been issued.200 The same can be said

198 I am very grateful to Mária Ivanics for all the information regarding the Crimean-
Transylvanian correspondence; Prof. Ivanics is currently preparing an edition of the
Crimean letters addressed to the Transylvanian rulers, preserved in the Romanian,
Hungarian, and Austrian archives. On the tributary relations imposed on the Molda-
vian and Wallachian rulers by the Crimean khans, see Vasile Mihordea, “Raporturile
Moldovei și Țării Românești cu tătarii în secolele XVI–XVIII,” Revista de Istorie 32

199 Nevertheless, embassies were at times exchanged between the khans and the
shahs; for such exchange in the years 1607–1608 between Ghazi II Giray and Shah
Abbas, see Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p. 228.

It is symptomatic that very few Crimean letters sent to the Habsburg Imperial court
had been preserved in the original, as is evidenced by the nineteenth-century manu-
script catalogue of the Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, and even those few originals
could not be found during the present author’s visit in Vienna in March 2009.
of Baghchasaray’s relations with Stockholm,\textsuperscript{201} or even more accidental contacts with Copenhagen and Berlin.\textsuperscript{202}

To be sure, only few of the letters, sent by the Crimean rulers to Moscow, Vilnius, and Cracow (and then Warsaw) can be described as şart- or ‘ahdnames. Most of them were less formal ordinary letters, in the 17th century referred to as muhabbetnames. The division in contents between an ‘ahdname and a muhabbetname was not always sharp as both could refer to everyday matters and complaints, but also both could contain the khan’s promise (though not a formal oath that was typically contained in an ‘ahdname) to keep the peace. Predictably, this leads to scholarly misunderstandings. For instance, Bohdan Baranowski refers to the letters of Mehmed IV Giray and his qalga, Feth Giray, sent in 1642 to Poland, as “oath-letters” (Pol. listy przymierne), while in fact they are both referred to within their texts as muhabbetnames. Again, the same scholar refers to Islam III Giray’s document from April 1654 as an “oath-letter,” while in reality it took almost another year until the meticulous procedure, initiated by Jaskólski’s embassy in April 1654, resulted in the granting of an ‘ahdname by Islam III Giray’s successor in November 1654.\textsuperscript{203}

If a scholar, specializing in the Tatar history, can be entrapped by the nuances of the Crimean diplomatics, one should not expect more from the archival staff, especially in the countries where Crimean documents are an unusual rarity. In the Danish State Archives two muhabbetnames, sent by Adil Giray and Selim Giray to the kings Frederick III and Christian V, respectively, can be found today in the section named Traktater Tyrkijet.\textsuperscript{204}

\textsuperscript{201} On the history of Swedish-Crimean relations and the Crimean documents held in the Riksarkivet in Stockholm, see Zetterstéen, Türkische, tatarische und persische Urkunden im Schwedischen Reichsarchiv, pp. 78–128; Święcicka, “The Diplomatic Letters by Crimean Keräy Ladies to the Swedish Royal House,” pp. 57–90.

\textsuperscript{202} The khans’ letters addressed to the Danish court in the 17th century are typically referred to as muhabbetnames, and sometimes also as yarlıqs in the introductory formula; cf. Matuz, Krimtatarische Urkunden im Reichsarchiv zu Kopenhagen, p. 60; formal diplomatic relations with Copenhagen and Berlin were initiated by Baghchasaray in the years of the Crimean engagement in the Swedish-Polish war of 1655–1660; cf. idem, “Les relations étrangères du Khanat de Crimée (XV\textsuperscript{c}–XVIII\textsuperscript{c} siècles),” Revue d’histoire diplomatique 102 (1988): 233–249, esp. pp. 243–244. When in 1656 Mehmed IV Giray resolved to write to Frederick William, he asked a Polish envoy then present at his court to help compose the letter in Latin; see Baranowski, Znajomość Wschodu w dawnej Polsce, p. 128.

\textsuperscript{203} On the letters from 1642 and 1654, cf. notes 441 and 473 in Part I.

\textsuperscript{204} Copenhagen, Rigsarkivet, Traktater Tyrkijet, nos. 1–2.
Apart from the oaths invoked or quoted in extenso in instruments of peace, the texts of the oaths, pronounced orally, were sometimes recorded separately. In 1513, after Mengli Giray had pronounced his oath in the presence of Lithuanian and Polish envoys, the text of his oath was recorded, brought to Vilnius and entered into the Lithuanian Register books. Besides, Lithuanian and Polish chancery clerks recorded the oaths formulas, pronounced by Crimean envoys during their solemn audiences at the royal court.

In 1480, a solemn oath was pronounced in Vilnius by a Crimean envoy Hadji Baba, who swore to keep peace on behalf of his lord, Mengli Giray, the latter’s younger brother and qalga, Yaghmurcha, as well as other Crimean dignitaries, including the powerful bey of the Shirin clan, Eminek. In 1506, a similar oath was taken in Mielnik by the next Crimean envoy, Tevkel Ulan, who also promised that Mengli Giray would assist King Sigismund against Muscovy. The reference to the khan as the ruler of “the two hordes: the Trans-Volgine [i.e., the Great Horde] and of Perekop [i.e., the Crimean Horde],” contained in Tevkel’s oath, reflected an effort to legitimize Mengli’s claim to the entire heritage of the Golden Horde after his recent victory over Sheikh Ahmed.

The next oath, recorded in the Lithuanian Register books, was taken in 1522 in Hrodna by Evliya Mirza, a prominent member of the Shirin clan, on behalf of Khan Mehemd Giray. In 1535, another prominent Crimean noble, Devey Mirza from the Manghıt clan, took an oath in Vilnius on behalf of Khan Sahib Giray. On Sigismund’s request, the oath provided that also his son, the young king Sigismund Augustus, would be comprised in the future peace.

Two instruments resulted from the embassy of Ali Hadji, a courtier (içki bek) of Khan Sahib Giray, who traveled to Poland and Lithuania in 1541. Having arrived at Cracow, Ali Hadji negotiated with the royal lords councilors a preliminary agreement that consisted of thirteen
clauses: it reconfirmed the “granting” of lands to Lithuania according to the “donation yarlıqs” of the previous khans and referred to such standard matters as the alliance against Muscovy, the regulation of embassies and trade, and the timely delivery of the royal gifts due each year to the khan. The Crimean envoy corroborated the instrument with an oath, taken on his behalf and on behalf of the khan, and promised that Sahib Giray would send a letter of agreement (dokončan’e, i.e., şartname) that would be “in accord with this draft [Ruth. spysok], but written more broadly, as the other letters of agreement [used to be written].”

Having finished his negotiations in Cracow, Ali Hadji then continued his travel to Vilnius, where King Sigismund stayed between May 1540 and May 1542. There, the Crimean envoy took another oath in the royal presence. His second oath was worded similarly to the one taken by Devey in 1535, but it contained a specific reference to the agreement negotiated in Cracow and an additional stipulation that Anikij Hornostaj, the royal envoy who was to accompany Ali Hadji on his way back to the Crimea, would not be detained there by the khan. Like his predecessor, Ali Hadji engaged that also the young king, Sigismund Augustus, would be comprised in the future peace.

In 1599, a Crimean envoy, Djan Temir Agha, brought the khan’s instrument to the royal court. As the royal side was not satisfied with its contents, the envoy was made to issue a written guarantee in which he assured that the khan would issue an “amended” version in accordance with the royal request. The envoy’s instrument, written in his own hand, was corroborated with his seal. Unfortunately, it is extant today only in contemporary Polish translation.

The next preliminary agreement, which was to be confirmed by a formal ‘ahdname issued by the khan, was negotiated in 1654 by a Crimean envoy, Süleyman Agha, with King John Casimir and the dignitaries assembled for the Diet that was held in Warsaw. The nego-
tations resulted in an anti-Muscovian alliance, whose clauses were entered in an instrument, prepared in Polish by the royal chancery and corroborated by the king. Apart from corroborating the document, John Casimir took a solemn oath to observe its contents, and analogous oaths were taken by the Polish chancellor and other dignitaries. In reciprocity, also Süleyman confirmed the agreement with his oath. While the texts of the oaths taken by the king and Polish dignitaries are extant today, the text of Süleyman’s oath, taken in the Royal Castle, has not been preserved, although the ceremony is well evidenced in Polish sources.

The following oath of a Crimean envoy, preserved and recorded in extenso, originates from September 1666. It was taken in the Royal Castle in Warsaw by Dedesh Agha, an experienced Crimean diplomat who had frequently visited Poland before. On behalf of the new khan, Adil Giray, Dedesh swore to maintain the peace and alliance with King John Casimir and the Commonwealth.

Finally, during the pacification at Pidhajci in October 1667, apart from composing peace instruments corroborated with their seals, the plenipotentiaries of the two sides also pronounced oaths, whose texts have been preserved. The oath of the Crimean plenipotentiaries, taken in the presence of Hetman Jan Sobieski, was recorded in Polish, although it is likely that in the original it was pronounced in Tatar. In March 1668, Sobieski submitted its written text, authenticated by his own signature, at the Senate meeting in Warsaw and it is today extant in the Polish archives.

The oaths, by which Crimean diplomats corroborated preliminary agreements that were due to be confirmed by the khans’ solemn instruments, are also well evidenced in the Crimean-Muscovian diplomatic practice. Several instruments, negotiated and sworn upon by Crimean envoys or plenipotentiaries, are today extant in the original in the Russian archives. For instance, in 1670 two Crimean envoys, Sefer Agha and Shahtemir Atalıq, negotiated and issued in Moscow an instrument of peace on behalf of the khan. It is composed in the Tatar language

---

213 See Document 61; it is discussed below among the Polish-Lithuanian instruments.
214 See Documents 62 and 63; they are also discussed below among the Polish-Lithuanian instruments.
215 Cf. n. 698 below.
216 See Document 65.
217 See Document 67.
and referred to by the term *zapis* (زاパイس), a loanword from Russian, whose meaning was “draft.” The instrument consists of seven sheets of paper, folded and sewn together, thereby making 28 pages, of which 19 are filled with writing in black ink. Of the ten folios, filled with the writing, nine (apart from the first one) are stamped with the seals of the two Crimean envoys, and the last folio is in addition corroborated with the same seals impressed in red wax. The last folio contains the oath of the envoys, recorded at the instrument’s bottom, and ends with the words: “we have sworn on the Koran” (*Quran üstünde şart qılduq*). Interestingly, the document is dated according to the Byzantine era: “in Moscow, the castle of the great khan [i.e., tsar], on the 27th day of the month of April, in the year [7]178 [i.e., 7 May 1670]” (*han-i a’zamın qal’esi Mosqovda tarih-i yüz yetmiş sekizinci yılda Abril aynın yigirmi yedinci gününde*). It also contains a lengthy margin inscription made by a Tatar scribe named Abdullah, who thus corroborated the instrument with his handwriting on the order of the khan’s envoys.

In October 1682, Veli-shah Bey from the Sulesh-oghlu clan, who was made responsible for securing the exchange of embassies (Rus. *rozmen*) and escorting the Russian envoys sent to deliver the tsar’s gifts to the khan, issued a sworn instrument at the border meeting place named Perevoločnaja. The instrument, preserved in the original in Tatar, is referred to within its text as both *şartname* and *temessük*. In its contemporary Russian translation both terms are rendered as *šertnaja zapis’* (“oath-draft”). The Tatar instrument, again dated according to the Byzantine calendar (2 October 7191, i.e., 12 October 1682), is corroborated on the reverse side with a number of seals and

---

218 The inscriptions engraved on the seals read *bende-i Hüda Sefer Ağa bin Mehmed 1080* ("God’s servant, Sefer Agha, son of Mehmed, [in the year] 1080 [A.H."]), and *bende-i Hüdâ Şah-temir Aţalıq bin ‘Osman 1080*, respectively.

219 See RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 59; published in *Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva*, pp. 584–592; its Russian translation is published in *Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij…* Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 163–169. On the political contents of this instrument, referring also to Poland, see Part I.

220 On the Sulesh-oghlu (Suleševy in the Russian sources) and their traditionally prominent role in the Crimean-Muscovian negotiations, cf. n. 167 in Part I.

221 The term *temessük* referred to preliminary drafts also in the Ottoman chancery; even the instrument of the Karlowitz Treaty, issued by Ottoman commissioners, is referred to as a *temessük* because its clauses still had to be confirmed by the sultan; cf. Kołodziejczyk, *Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations*, pp. 47–56.

222 Today, only five seals are extant while the nineteenth-century edition of Veljaminov-Zernov and Faizxanov lists as many as nine seals, including the one of Veli-shah Bey that is today missing (*Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva*, p. 701);
the handwriting of a certain ‘Ayvaz Mirza, who thus authenticated it “on behalf of those mirzas, who do not know the script” (hatt bilmegen mirzalar içün).223

Still more interesting instruments were issued by Veli-shah Bey and his two companions, Qutlu-shah and Dervish Mirza, during the next Crimean-Russian exchange of embassies (rozmen) that took place at Perevoločnaja in October 1683. Then, three instruments were issued in their name that were composed in Russian, each one stamped with their three seals. A corroborative note in Russian entered in the first instrument states: “they gave this writing in the presence of Timofej Protopopov” (pered Timofeem Protopopovym se pismo dali), referring to a Russian embassy member ranked as a diak, who was present at the exchange. A parallel corroborative note in Tatar confirms that “the bey [and] the mirzas inserted their seals” (biy mirzalar múhürleri saldilar).

All the three instruments are written on long and narrow thin pieces of paper, which glued together once formed huge rolls (Rus. stolbec, lit. “column”), stored in the Muscovian archives. Today these pieces of paper are separated again, but they once formed three long documents, consisting of seven, six, and three pieces, respectively. The longest instrument once measured 236 x 17 cm, the middle one 196 x 15.5 cm, and the shortest one 83 x 16.5 cm. The author of all the notes in the Arabic script was a scribe named Abdulghaffar, who authenticated the instruments with his own handwriting. Interestingly, he adopted the Muscovian chancery practice, according to which long documents, consisting of several pieces of paper, were corroborated on their reverse by diaks, who marked the places where these pieces were glued together with their handwriting. One such note on the second instrument states accordingly: “[I], the scribe Abdulghaffar, have placed my hand” (yazıçı ‘Abdulḡaffar qolum qoydım).224

---


224 See RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, nos. 66–68; since these documents are in Russian, they are not published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva; their Russian texts are published in Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij. . . . Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 192–198, but all the Arabic-script entries are omitted. Whether or not some of the Crimean envoys might have been illiterate (see above), the practice of signing documents by scribes only was probably borrowed from the Muscovian chancery, where only one clerk (i.e., diak) authenticated a document with his handwriting (cf. the bureaucratic
The comparison with the rich material preserved in Moscow proves that the Crimean envoys and plenipotentiaries, appointed to negotiate with the Russian or Polish-Lithuanian authorities, were not limited to giving oral oaths on behalf of the khans, but also issued written instruments, corroborated with their seals and/or handwriting and sworn upon in the presence of the dignitaries of the opposite side. The written preliminary instruments negotiated and sworn upon by the Crimean envoys in Poland in 1541 and 1599 were probably not the only ones, though only they are preserved, and only in copies. The Ruthenian term *spysok*, used in 1541, was analogous to the Russian terms *zapis’* or *šertnaja zapis’*, used in the following century. All these terms, along with their Tatar equivalents: *temessük*, *zapis*, and *şartname* (the universal meaning of the latter term was discussed earlier), referred to a common category of instruments, issued by Crimean envoys.

*Other instruments*

What remains to be discussed are the instruments that do not fit any of the categories proposed above. At the outset, it must be explained why two instruments have not been included, namely the instruments issued in 1595 at Țuțora (Pol. Cecora), and in 1676 at Žuravno (Pol. Żurawno). They were corroborated by the khans, sent to Poland, and they certainly must be classified as international treaties.

In 1595, a pending military conflict between the Polish and the Ottoman-Crimean troops, assembled on the Moldavian plain on the Prut river, was evaded thanks to timely negotiations, which resulted in a compromise. Its mutually accepted clauses were recorded in two instruments, exchanged on 22 October. The Polish instrument, composed in Polish, was corroborated by Jan Zamoyski, the grand hetman and chancellor, his deputy Stanisław Żółkiewski, the field hetman, and two other prominent nobles: Jan Stanisław Gólski, the castellan of Halicz and the starosta of Bar, and Jan Tomasz Drohojowski,
the Crown referendary and the starosta of Przemyśl. The instrument of the Muslim side was composed—to quote a contemporary Polish relation—“in Ruthenian [i.e., Cyrillic] letters in Serbian” (ruskimi literami po serbsku). Unfortunately, today it is preserved only in a Latin-script copy, whose language does not resemble Serbian, being in fact broken Ruthenian with some Polish and very few Southern Slavic elements.226

While the leadership of Zamoyski in the Polish troops was undisputable, the hierarchy in the Muslim camp was less obvious. The Muslim troops consisted of an Ottoman contingent, commanded by Ahmed Bey, the sandjakbey of Bender and Kilia and the would-be Ottoman governor of Moldavia, and of a Crimean contingent, led in person by Khan Ghazi II Giray and his brother, Qalga Feth Giray. Although the khan was a vassal of the Ottoman sultan, he—as well as his brother—had the Genghisid blood in his veins and stood higher in hierarchy than an Ottoman bey. In the 16th century, the khans still considered themselves equal only to Ottoman sultans and looked down even at Ottoman grand viziers.227 The Porte, which needed the khan’s military support at the outset of its war with the Habsburgs, could not jeopardize the Muslim unity by secondary issues of prestige. Consequently, in the instruments issued at Tuţora the names of the khan and the qalga precede the name of the Ottoman official. Nevertheless, it is clearly stated that the khan acted on behalf of the Ottoman sultan, being charged and entrusted by the latter to settle the Moldavian crisis. Therefore, the instrument of 1595 should be regarded rather as an Ottoman one, even though it was issued by the Crimean khan, perhaps even by his chancery clerks. To be sure, the pacification at Tuţora was often invoked in subsequent documents exchanged between the khans.
and the kings and played an important role not only in Warsaw’s relations with Istanbul, but also in those with Baghchasaray.

An analogous event occurred in 1676, when a pacification was reached near Żuravno (Pol. Żurawno) between the Polish-Lithuanian army, commanded by King John III Sobieski, and the Ottoman-Crimean army, commanded in liaison by an Ottoman serasker, Sheytan Ibrahim Pasha, and Khan Selim Giray. Although the Ottoman instrument of peace invoked the khan’s name at the prominent first place in its narratio, the document was corroborated only by the monogram (pençe) and seal of Ibrahim Pasha.228

In fact, a situation when the khan issued an instrument of peace on behalf of the Ottoman sultan was by no means unusual. Long before Istanbul and Moscow began to directly negotiate peace agreements, the Porte had entrusted its northeastern policy to the khans, while the direct correspondence between the sultans and the tsars had been irregular and limited to trade issues and ceremonial matters. Even when the first Ottoman-Russian treaty was negotiated in the years 1680–1681, the negotiations took place in Baghchasaray and the khan acted as a mediator. The treaty conditions were first confirmed by a solemn instrument, issued by Khan Murad Giray in January 1681,229 then, a month later, by an instrument of the Ottoman grand vizier,230 and finally, after some hesitations that lasted over a year, by an ‘ahd-name of Sultan Mehmed IV.231

228 Published in Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 520–527.
229 See the ‘ahdname of Murad Giray, dated 3 January 1091 A.H. (i.e., 13 January 1681); RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 62; published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 651–653. Although composed in January, the document was sealed and given to the Russian envoys only on 4/14 March 1681, after the official confirmation of its conditions came from the Porte; see “Spisok s statejinago spiska Velikago Gosudarja Ego Carskago Veličestva poslannikov: stol’nika i polkovnika i namestnika perejaslavskogo Vasil’ja Mixajlova syna Tjapkina, d’jaka Nikity Zotova.” Edited by N. Murzakevič, in: Zapiski Odesskago obščestva istorii i drevnostej, vol. 2, otdelenie vtorge i tretie (1850): 568–658, esp. p. 638.
230 See the temessük of Kara Mustafa Pasha, dated 22 Muharrem 1092 A.H. (11 February 1681); RGADA, f. 89, op. 3, no. 2 (another copy is held along with Murad Giray’s instrument in RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 62); published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 660–662; its Russian translation is published in Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij.... Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 178–180.
231 See the ‘ahdname of Mehmed IV, dated in the third decade of Rebi II 1093 A.H. (29 April–7 May 1682); RGADA, f. 89, op. 3, no. 3; another copy was published in: Feridun Bey, Münşe’atü’s-Selatin, vol. 2, pp. 396–399. On the difficulties with obtaining an ‘ahdname directly from the sultan, and not merely from the khan, faced by the
A document that stands alone for a whole category is the Tatar instrument issued on 16 October 1667, in result of the Polish-Crimean negotiations at Pidhajci. Three seventeenth-century peace agreements, which terminated the major confrontations between the Polish and Crimean troops, figure prominently in the Polish history textbooks, namely the treaties of Zborów (1649), Żwaniec (1653), and Podhajce (1667). Unlike in the years 1595, 1621, 1672, and 1676, when the Tatars acted as Ottoman allies, in the campaigns mentioned above they fought and negotiated on their own. To be sure, each time they were assisted by the Cossacks who had rebelled against the Commonwealth—led by Bohdan Xmel’nyckyj in 1649 and 1653, and by Petro Dorošenko in 1667. Yet, the Tatars did not treat the Cossacks as their peers and patronized them, especially when they no longer needed their military assistance. In result, although in all the three cases pacifications resulted from military confrontations between three parties: the Commonwealth, the Crimean Khanate, and the Cossacks, the Cossack hetmans were not admitted as equals to the negotiations and barely concealed the feeling of being deceived.

The patronizing attitude of the Tatar elites towards the Cossacks resulted from religious as well as social reasons. The Crimean chronicler, Hadji Mehmed Senai, acquitted the heavy losses of the Cossack troops (then the Tatar allies) during the siege of the Polish garrison of Zbaraż (1649) by a Persian verse:

\[
\text{“from whichever side [a man] is killed, it is to the profit of Islam”}^{232}
\]

A telling statement is also contained in a letter by Islam III Giray, sent to John Casimir on the eve of the negotiations that resulted in the agreement of 1653: “I am the lord and monarch of the great Crimean hordes, and Your Royal Majesty is also the mighty lord and monarch of these lands [here]. Almighty God sees that I do not wish Your Royal Majesty anything wrong, [especially as you are] in such dire straits, because I ought to respect you, as one monarch should [respect] another monarch.”^{233} Notwithstanding political exigencies,
on the social level the khans certainly preferred to familiarize with the kings than with the Cossacks, presented in the Polish propaganda as rebellious serfs. Similarly, the Crimean mirzas, who often formed formal brotherhood ties (Pol. pobratymstwo) with the Polish nobles, are not known to have entered similar ties with the Cossacks. A somewhat indifferent attitude of both the Tatar and Polish nobles towards the Ukrainian Orthodox “natives” is perhaps best reflected by the tacit consent of the Polish negotiators, repeated in the years 1649, 1653, and 1667, allowing the Tatars to drive home the enslaved Ruthenian peasants. To be sure, in all the above cases the military situation of the Polish troops was desperate, so not much could have been done to prevent this anyway. The clause was never entered in official peace instruments as it was deeply humiliating for the prestige of the Polish king, and economically ruining for both the Crown treasury and the local nobles. Yet, in the same period, Polish diplomats are known to have fought much more fervently to secure the freedom of the captured Catholic nobles and soldiers.

As it has been argued above, the Polish-Crimean treaties of 1649, 1653, and 1667 were concluded in similar circumstances. Yet, the instruments that resulted from the negotiations are different. In 1649, both monarchs were present in the opposite camps, so the clauses, negotiated between the Polish chancellor, Jerzy Ossoliński, and the Crimean vizier, Sefer Ghazi Agha, were entered in separate instruments, issued and corroborated by Islam III Giray (in Turkish) and John Casimir (in Polish). Especially the khan’s instrument, provided with a tuğra, is reminiscent of a unilaterally granted ‘ahdname, in spite of the fact that it resulted from bilateral negotiations.

In 1653, John Casimir and Islam III Giray were again present in opposing camps. They appointed to the negotiations such prominent personages as the Crimean vizier, Sefer Ghazi Agha, and on the Polish side Chancellor Stefan Koryciński, Grand Marshal Jerzy Lubomirski, and the future field hetman, Stanisław Lanckoroński. Yet, both sides resolved not to draw any written documents, so the commissioners merely confirmed the former treaty of 1649 by oral engagements. In result, no instrument of the treaty of 1653 has ever existed.

Finally, in 1667 the Polish and Crimean armies were commanded by Jan Sobieski, the field hetman and future king, and Qırım Giray, the khan’s brother and qalga. Neither King John Casimir nor Khan Adil Giray participated in the campaign. It could be thus expected that the instruments of agreement would be issued by the hetman and the
The Crimean Instruments of Peace and Their Typology

The Tatar instrument is not reminiscent of the instruments issued by the past qalgas, which had been provided with sumptuous tuğras and solemn invocations. Instead, both sides negotiated a single common instrument, composed in Polish, whose two copies were then corroborated with seals and exchanged. The copy, provided with the seals of the Polish plenipotentiaries, was given to the qalga, while another copy (also in Polish), provided with the seals of the Crimean plenipotentiaries, was given to the hetman. Furthermore, the agreement was confirmed with oral oaths, pronounced by the plenipotentiaries of the two sides. It is worth noting that both the Polish and the Crimean instruments were corroborated and sworn upon not merely by the two commanders, but collectively by a number of dignitaries and nobles present in the two camps. Apart from the qalga, the Crimean instrument is sealed by two other Giray princes, the leader of the Shirin clan, one agha, one bey, and four mirzas, including a member of the powerful Mansur (i.e., Manghit) clan. The seal of the Shirin leader—Mengli Giray, whose given name already invoked the clan’s affiliations with the ruling dynasty—is especially interesting, since its form and inscription disclose his unabashed political ambitions. This fact seems to fairly reflect the political culture then prevalent among the Polish and Crimean nobilities. Even though the nobles accepted the predominance of the monarchs in the political systems of the Commonwealth and the Khanate, they jealously guarded their rights of political participation, especially if the monarch was absent and replaced by a representative, be it a hetman or a qalga.

The last Crimean instrument, included in the present collection, is the one issued by Selim Giray at Žvanec’ on 23 October 1672. Its dating and place of issue are not accidental: on the same day and in the same place, the Ottoman sultan Mehmed IV crowned his victorious campaign against Poland-Lithuania by issuing a solemn ‘ahdname. Although the Tatars participated in the campaign, no separate agreement was negotiated between Warsaw and Baghchasaray and the khan had to satisfy himself with the respective clause of the Ottoman ‘ahdname, which confirmed his right to the customary royal gifts.

---

234 In 1640, Qalga Islam Giray even issued his own ‘ahdname and sent to Poland along with the ‘ahdname of his brother, Khan Bahadır Giray; cf. Document 57.
Nevertheless, the Polish commissioners sent to the Ottoman camp had offered Selim Giray a supplement of the yearly gift, counting on his mediation and aiming to prevent future Tatar raids. In return, they demanded a written guarantee. Such a document, composed in Polish and provided with the khan’s seal, but without his tuğra, was issued accordingly and is extant in the Polish archives. In fact, it can hardly be regarded as a treaty instrument. In spite of the khan’s sumptuous intitulatio, it reflects the diminishing position of the Crimean Khanate on the political map of Eastern Europe in the last decades of the 17th century.236

236 See Document 70.
CHAPTER THREE

THE DIPLOMATIC SECTIONS AND A PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CRIMEAN INSTRUMENTS

Invocatio

Medieval and early modern rulers, both Christian and Muslim, typically commenced their documents with religious formulas. The Genghisid rulers, who adopted Islam, also began to employ such formulas, although pre-Islamic Mongolian documents did not contain an invocatio. According to Grigor’ev, after their conversion to Islam, the khans still did not enter religious formulas in their documents issued in other scripts than Arabic as it was believed that only the Arabic script and language were fitting to praise God.\(^\text{237}\) This usage calls to mind a similar practice known from the Ottoman chancery, which issued documents in Italian, Latin, and other “infidel” languages, but did not provide them with religious formulas that appeared only in the Ottoman documents drawn in Arabic script.\(^\text{238}\)

Although generally correct, Grigor’ev’s hypothesis does not apply to all the extant cases. For instance, Mengli Giray’s document from 1514, preserved in the Italian original, contains an invocatio. Moreover, at least some documents, preserved today in Ruthenian copies, were also originally composed in Ruthenian, and yet they contain invocations to God and Prophet Muhammad. Interestingly, such formulas are regularly missing from the documents addressed to Moscow that are today preserved in Russian translations. Apparently they were consciously omitted by the Muscovian chancery clerks who translated or copied the now lost originals.\(^\text{239}\) The thesis proposed by Usmanov, according to which the invocatio was consciously ignored by Sahib Giray, cannot be supported by the present study as the two yarlıqs of this khan addressed to King Sigismund contain invocations.\(^\text{240}\)

\(^\text{238}\) Cf. Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, p. 8.
\(^\text{239}\) Cf. Usmanov, Žalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., pp. 185–186.
\(^\text{240}\) Cf. ibidem, p. 185, and Documents 28 and 31, whose invocations recorded in contemporary Polish translations are quoted below.
The invocations entered in the Crimean instruments sent to Poland-Lithuania were as follows:

1480  
"Vo imѧ Божъе"  
("In the name of God")

1507 (yarlıq)  
"Починаю, Господи, в Твое имѧ!"  
("I commence, oh Lord, in Your name!")

1513 (December)  
"Починаем, [Господи], в Твое имя, которые же щасте даеть и жальєть, ( giorni есть, ино братство наше в правдь твердо держати и слово свое в правде мети, безъ каждого хитрлѣнства сполнѣти со всемъ чистымъ серцемъ!"  
("We commence in Your name, [oh God,] He who exists, who gives and grants felicity, and [we promise] to keep our brotherhood firmly and in truth, and treat our word sincerely, and fulfill it without any fraud and with an entirely pure heart!")

1514 (June)  
"Почали есми в боже имя, што счастье роздае и жалуетъ тых, которые братство верне держать, и правдѣ и слово свое полнѣт безъ лсты и безъ хитости, съ чистого серца!"  
("I have commenced in the name of God, who gives and grants felicity to those who faithfully keep brotherhood, and who fulfill their oath and word without any deceit or fraud and with a pure heart!")

1514 (October)  
[1] Прочиаємь великого Бога іменемь! Вѣ поживене даєть и жалуеть! Нѣть іншего бога нежли вдінъ Богъ, а Мухамъєметъ посол его!  
("We commence in the name of the great God! He gives and grants nourishment! There is no god but the only God, and Muhammad is His prophet!")

---

241 The original tenor of the Tatar document must have been slightly changed by the translator; the document from the following year, preserved in the original in Italian, begins with the invocation: "We commence in the name of God, who gives felicity [...] to those who [...] keep brotherhood [...] and observe [their] word;" cf. Document 16.
[2] На боже имѧ!
(“In the name of God!”)

1514 (November)  
Al nome de Dio incomenciamo, lo quale da felicitate et ogni bene ac quelli chi ben se adopranо, et chi con verace et fedelmente la fraternita e ll’amicicia coltevano, et la parola de la veritate fermamente sencza dolo et sencza fraude observano.

1517  
Божъимъ именъ починаемъ, которыми щасте даєт и милость тымъ, которыми братскую приꙗзнь правдиве держать и слово свое правдивое сполнꙗют безъ вбмѣлы, съ чистого серꙗца своего.
(“We commence in the name of God, who gives felicity and love to those who truly keep brotherly friendship and fulfill their sincere word, without any deceit, from their pure heart.”)

1520 (șartname)  
[1] Hüve’l-mu’izu’l-mu’în
(“He, the Exalter, the Helper!”)
(“In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful! By the strength of oneness [of God] and the miracles of Muhammad!”)

1532  
Починаю, Боже, во имѧ Твое свѧтое, што щастье даєть и жиꙗве тыхъ, кто братство в правде держать, свое слово полниꙗть безъ хитрости, справедливъмъ серꙗцемъ!
(“I commence in Your holy name, oh God, who gives and grants felicity to those who truly keep brotherhood and fulfill their word without any fraud and with an honest heart!”)

1539  
W imię boże i z łaski bożejja, Sahipgirei car poczynam, bracką przyjaźni sprawiedliwie trzymać, i słowo nasze w sprawiedliwości miecb!

242 The instrument reiterates the contents of Bahadır Giray’s instrument from 1517 so the minor variations between their invocations should be perhaps attributed to the invention of their copyists or translators.
("I, Sahib Giray Khan, commence in the name of God and by the grace of God, [and engage] to justly keep brotherly friendship, and to respect our word!")

1542  
*Poczynamy bożym imieniem i proroctwa Jego Miłości Machometa Proroka!*  
("We commence in the name of God and [invoke] the prophecy of His Excellency, Prophet Muhammad!")

1552  
[1] Пан Бог началемъ есть в кождои речи справедливой!  
("God is the beginning of every just matter!")

[2] Починаемъ напред божьимъ именемъ!  
("We commence in the name of God!")

1592 (*ahdname*)  
[1] Hüve  
("He!")

[2] Bi`l-quvveti`l-ehadiye ve`l-mu`cizati`l-muhammediye  
("By the strength of oneness [of God] and the miracles of Muhammad!")

[3] Allah ve Hüday İzim ve İzêd ve uğan Têngri ta`ala hazretlerining vahdaniyeti ve ʿazameti birlen başlansun  
("Let us commence with [invoking] the oneness and greatness of God, Lord, my [divine] Master, Deity, and omnipresent Heaven—may He be exalted!")

1592 (oath-yarlıq)  
Hüve  
("He!")

1601  
*Za pomocą bożą, a za proroctwem Machometowym!*  
("By the assistance of God and the prophecy of Muhammad!")

1624  
Wielka dzięka i wielka chwała onemu, który wszelkie stworzenie według wolej swej uczyniwszy, człowieka z niszczego prawie stworzywszy żywotem obdarzył, i nad nimi wszystkimi, czyny swojemi przełożył i wywyższył; <takie> [także] ustawiczne i bez przestanku pozdrowienie niechaj będzie onemu, który jest między rodzajem ludzkim
najchwaleniejszy, a z świata tego wybrany; niechaj będzie więc
i tym wszystkim, którzy z jego rodzaju i liniej idą, i którzy jego
spolpracownikami Zakonu były, pozdrowienie i pokój boży niech
na wieki nad niemi będzie!

(“Let the great gratitude and great praise be pronounced to the
One, who created all creatures according to His will, and who,
having created a man from nothing, endowed him with life
and placed him above all his creatures; and let the permanent
and unending salutation be pronounced to the one, who is the
most praiseworthy among mankind and the chosen from this
world;243 also, let the salutation and divine peace be upon all
his descendants and those, who assisted him in [designing his]
Law!”)

1632  Hüve at-tavfiq an-nasir al-mübin
(“He, the Guidance, the Helper, the Manifest!”)

1634  Hüve al-ġani al-muġni al-mu’ti al-mu’in
(“He, the Wealthy, the Enricher, the Bestower, the Helper!”)

1637  Niechaj będą Panu Bogu wielkie nieskończone zawsze dzięki
oddawane, który z wszechmocności swej stworzywszy tak
piękne niebo z niczego, po tym świat i człowieka stworzył, i onego
nad wszystkie bydłeta rozumu daniem wywyższywszy, wszel-
kie stworzone rzeczy pod moc dał. Niechaj będą nieskończone
dzięki Bogu najwyższemu, uprzejme chęci i dzięki oddawane,
że z opatrzności Jego stany wszelkiego stworzenia tak dobrze są
sporządzone. Ale niemniej i za to niechaj wieczna i nieskończona
sława Jego słynie, że za pomocą [proroków] świętych w rozmai-
tych krajach wszystkie narody wiarą są oświeczone, przez którą
za zrządzeniem Jego, prawa wszyscy ludzie pewne na się przyjęli,
któremi się wszyscy prawie monarchowie od wieku wiązać i
przyjaźni jednowczy zwykli.

(“Let the great and infinite gratitude be permanently pro-
nounced to God, who through His almightiness created such
beautiful heaven from nothing, and then created the world
and a man, whom He elevated above all the animals by giving
him reason and placed all the creatures under his power. Let
infinite gratitude be pronounced to the highest God, who so

243 The adjectives “praiseworthy” (Ar. muhammad) and “chosen” (Ar. mustafa) are
obvious references to the two names of Prophet Muhammad.
perfectly arranged the creation through His providence. Moreover, thanks to His eternal and infinite glory, all the nations in different countries were enlightened with faith by holy prophets and, by His ordonance, received firm laws which all the monarchs used to respect and through which they had united in friendship since the ancient times.

1637 (qalga) Panu Bogu najwyższemu niechaj wieczna chwała i dzięki oddawane będą, że z wszechmocności swej z niszczego świat i ziemię, i wszystkie rzeczy na nim będące stworzył, a człowieka rozumu daniem przysłuchawszy nad wszystkie stworzone rzeczy wywyższył. Niechaj będą Stwórcy temu wieczne i nieskończone oddawane dzięki, że On z wszechmocności swej tak na niebie między gwiazdami i planetami, jako i na ziemi między wszystkimi stworzonymi rzeczami, sam przez się i przez zacne święte proroki swe wszelki porządek postanowił i różne narody wiarą swój świętą uczcił i ubogacił, aż do czasów szczęśliwych naszych.

("Let the eternal praise and gratitude be pronounced to the highest God, who through His almightiness created the world, earth, and all things from nothing, and elevated the man above the whole creation by giving him reason. Let the eternal and infinite gratitude be pronounced to the Creator, who through His almightiness created order in heaven, among stars and planets, and on earth, among all the created beings, Himself or through noble and holy prophets, and has ennobled and enriched various nations with His holy faith, and continues doing so until our fortunate times.")

1640

[1] Hüve al-mu’în
("He, the Helper!")

[2] Allahu tebareke ve ta’ala hazretine köb şükürlar ve peygamberimiz Hazret-i Muhammed ‘aleyhi’s-salavat hazretlerine köbdin köb salavat ve tahiyat qılğanmizdin sonra

("After we have pronounced many thanks to His Excellency, God (may He be blessed and exalted!), and great many prayers and salutations to his excellency, our prophet Muhammad (prayers be upon him!) […]")
1640 (qalga)  

Hüve al-mu‘in
(“He, the Helper!”)

1640 (nureddin)  

[1] Hüve al-mu‘in
(“He, the Helper!”)

[2] Allahu tebareke ve ta’ala hazretine köb şükürler ve peygamberimiz Hazret-i Muhammed ʻaleyhi’s-salavat hazretlerine köpdin köb salavat ve tahiyyat qılğanızdın soýra
{“After we have pronounced many thanks to His Excellency, God (may He be blessed and exalted!), and great many prayers and salutations to his excellency, our prophet Muhammad (prayers be upon him!) […]”}

1646  

[1] Hüve al-mu‘in
(“He, the Helper!”)

{“Let the grateful praise and incomparable gratitude be pronounced to His Excellency, the eternal Creator and the Provider of the needs of the caliph of the inhabited portion of the earth (may His glory be exalted and may He be exalted!), whose beneficence is universal and continuous; also, let unlimited salutations and uncounted prayers be pronounced upon their excellencies: God’s beloved, Muhammad Mustafa244 (may salutation and praise be upon Him!), and [his] four sincere helpers,245 family and loyal companions (may the approbation of God—may He be exalted!—be upon them all!)”}

1649  

Hüve
(“He!”)

---

244 Mustafa (lit. “the Chosen”) is the second name of Prophet Muhammad.

245 I.e., the first four caliphs, venerated by the Sunni Muslims: Abu Bakr, Omar, Osman, and Ali.
[1] Hüve
("He!"")

[2] Hand-i firavan veüşür-i bi-payan ol Haliq-i biçun ve Razq-i rub'-i meskun celleşanlıği ve ta'ala ve 'amme nevalü'lı ve tevalı hazretlerine olsun taqı salat bi-'ad ve tahiyyat bi-hadd ol müfahhar-i mevcudat ve server-i ka'imat hatimü'l-enbiya şefi'-i ruz-i ceza a'ni hazret-i Muhammad el-Mustafa salla'llahu ta'ala 'aleyyi ve sellem üzerine olsun ve al ve evlad ve ashab kezeyyene rızvanu'llahi ta'ala 'alehim ecma'in üzerine olsun
{"Let the abundant praise and endless gratitude be pronounced to His Excellency, the eternal Creator and the Provider of the needs of the inhabited portion of the earth (may His fame be exalted and may He be exalted!), whose beneficence is universal and continuous; also, let uncounted prayers and unlimited salutations be pronounced upon the exalted of the universe, the prince of all creation, the seal of the prophets, the intercessor [for sinners] on the Day of Punishment, namely his excellency Muhammad el-Mustafa246 (may God—may He be exalted!—commend and salute him!), and upon [his] family, descendants, and companions (may the approbation of God—may He be exalted!—embellish them all!)"}

1668 Chwała Bogu Najwyższemu, który stworzył wszystkie narody, i nasze [sic] według naszych proroków biszurmański[ej] wiary!
("Glory to the highest God, who created all nations, by our prophets of the Muslim faith!")

1742 Hüve
("He!"")

Typically, the instruments drawn in Arabic script contained on their very top the customary reference to God: Hüve ("He!") or its more sophisticated version. This formula was also used by the Ottoman chancery. Besides, one encounters the second invocatio, which could also be found in documents drawn in Latin or Cyrillic scripts. It typically contained the khan's proclamation that he had commenced his writing from invoking God's name. This maxim evidently derived from the customary Arabic initial formula: bismillahi ("in the name of God!"). Sometimes it was further developed and referred to God

...
as the provider of humanity and to Prophet Muhammad as well. The
document from October 1514 also contains the two *shahadas*, i.e., the
Muslim declaration of creed, asserting that there is no god but the only
God, and Muhammad is His prophet. The most developed sixteenth-
century *invocatio* consists of three separate sections and can be found
in the *‘ahdname* from 1592.

While the upper *Hüve* formula had remained unchanged for the fol-
lowing two centuries, in the early 17th century the Crimean chancery
replaced its standard lower invocation with a new one, reminiscent of
the baroque wording typical for the Ottoman documents of the same
period. It contained the developed formula of praise to God, Prophet
Muhammad, and sometimes the first four Sunni caliphs as well.

**Legitimatio**

Crimean instruments could be corroborated in three ways: by impress-
ing a *nişan*, drawing a *tuğra*, or appending a seal, stamped or attached
with a string. While *tuğras* were always drawn at the top of the docu-
ment, *nişans* could be impressed either at its top or at its bottom, and
seals were typically appended at the bottom. In order to follow the
changes in the use of different marks of corroboration, all these marks
are treated below in one section:

a) *tamğa/nişan*

Only three instruments, published in the present volume, contain origi-
inal *nişans*, hence the reader may be advised to consult the thorough
study by Usmanov, which is based on a far larger sample of documents,
originating from various Genghisid chanceries and addressed to vari-
ous recipients.247

Square seals, occasionally made of precious metals and adorned with
precious stones, were used in the Genghisid chanceries from China to
Iran to Eastern Europe. Their original term *tamğa* disclosed their ini-
tial use as property marks, common among the Turkic peoples (e.g.,
for branding cattle) well into the modern times.248 In the 14th century,

---

248 For their use among the Crimean Tatars, see Osman Akčokraklı, “*Kırım’da
the term was already used in parallel with its Persian equivalent *nişan* (نِشان, “sign”). The inscriptions on the *tamğa* were initially engraved in Uighur script, but the Golden Horde chancery already used Arabic script, precisely its square variant named *Kufi* that is also found in the engravings of medieval coins as well as monumental inscriptions.

The earliest Crimean instrument of peace, preserved in original, is the one from 1514, issued by Mengli Giray. Although it is drawn in Italian, it also contains three *nişans* with inscriptions in Arabic script. Apart from using his own *nişan*, impressed at the top, Mengli Giray corroborated his document with the *nişan* of his father, Hadji Giray, which is impressed twice at the bottom. Already in 1467, during his first reign, Mengli Giray corroborated a document with his father’s *nişan*, which is impressed four times while Mengli’s proper *nişan* is missing entirely. This earlier case may be explained by the fact that perhaps, having recently ascended the throne, Mengli did not have the time for his proper *nişan* to be made and, besides, he felt insecure on the throne so he needed to invoke the authority of his late father. Yet, such an explanation would make no sense in 1514 as Mengli had been in power for almost fifty years by then. What seems even more strange, the *nişan* of Hadji Giray was still used by the latter’s grandson, Sa’adet Giray, who in 1524 corroborated his document with three impressions of his grandfather’s *nişan*, and one impression of his proper signet seal. Like Mengli in 1467, Sa’adet certainly felt insecure as his rights to the throne were instantly challenged by his nephew, Islam Giray, and perhaps he also had no time to order his proper *nişan* to be made. Yet, one can still ask why did he not use the *nişan* of his father, Mengli, instead? A hypothetical answer is that the latter might have been lost in 1523, when the Nogays had ambushed and killed Mengli’s oldest son and Sa’adet’s predecessor, Mehmed Giray. To return to Mengli’s instrument from 1514, sent to Poland, the khan’s decision to impress his father’s *nişan* might have been thought as a conscious invocation of the past friendship that had lasted in Hadji’s times but had been disturbed in the more recent period.

The impression of Hadji Giray’s *nişan* on Mengli’s instrument from 1514 measures 12 × 11.5 cm., but probably the *nişan* itself measured

---

250 Ibidem, p. 38.
12.5 × 12.5 cm. as is evidenced by its other impressions recorded by Usmanov. Its engraved inscription consists of four parts:

[outer frame]
I. the basmala, i.e., the opening verse of the Koran:

\[ \text{Bismillahi’r-rahmani’r-rahimi!} \]

(“In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful!”)

II. the Koranic verse from the 3rd sura (al-‘Imran), chosen as the motto of the khan:

\[ \text{Quli’ilahumma Malika’l-mulki tu’ti’l-mulka man taşa’u} \]

(“Say: ‘O God, King of the kingdom! Thou givest the kingdom to whom Thou pleasest.’”)

[middle frame]
III. the two shahadas, i.e., the Muslim declaration of creed:

\[ \text{La ilaha illa’llah Muhammadun rasul’llah} \]

(“There is no god but God! Muhammad is the Prophet of God!”)

IV. the khan’s title and name:

\[ \text{as-sultan Haci Giray Han} \]

(“The sultan, Hadji Giray Khan”)

Furthermore, the inner frame of the nişan is filled with the trident-shaped family mark (tamğa) of the Girays that with time has become the emblem of the Crimean Khanate, known as the taraq tamğa.

The impression of Mengli Giray’s nişan on the same instrument measures only 5.5 × 5.5 cm, again slightly less than the impressions recorded by Usmanov, measuring 5.7 × 5.7 cm., or even, in one case, 6 × 6 cm. Its engraved inscription consists of merely three parts:

[outer frame]
I. the basmala:

\[ \text{Bismillahi’r-rahmani’r-rahimi!} \]

(“In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful!”)

II. the two shahadas:

\[ \text{La ilaha illa’llah Muhammadun rasul’llah} \]

(“There is no god but God! Muhammad is the Prophet of God!”)

III. the khan’s title and name:

\[ \text{as-sultanu’l-a’zam al-haqaq} \]

[here the inscription in the middle frame begins]
Mengli Gērey Han bin Haci Gērey Han
(“The greatest sultan and the khaqan, Mengli Giray Khan, son of Hadji Giray Khan”)

Again, the inner frame is filled with the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays.\(^{251}\)

The following instrument preserved in the original is the one of Mehmed Giray, drawn in 1520 in Khwarezmian Turkic. It is corroborated with the khan’s nişan impressed at the top, though not the very top: it is placed below the invocation and the first line of the intitulatio. Its dimensions are slightly larger than the ones proposed by Usmanov: 6.5 × 6.5 cm. against 6.3 × 6.3 recorded by the Tatar scholar on the basis of another document issued by Mehmed Giray in 1515. The engraved inscription of Mehmed Giray’s nişan consists, like the one of his father, of merely three parts:

I. the basmala:

\[ \text{Bismillahi`r-rahmani`r-rahimi!} \]
(“In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful!”)

II. the two shahadas:

\[ \text{La ilaha illa`llah Muhammadun rasul`llah} \]
(“There is no god but God! Muhammad is the Prophet of God!”)

III. the khan’s title and name:

\[ \text{as-sultanu`l-a'zam al-haqanu`l-ekrem} \]
[here the inscription in the middle frame begins]

\[ \text{Mehmed Gērey Han bin Mengli Gērey Han 'azze nasruhu} \]
(“The greatest sultan and the most noble khaqan, Mehmed Giray Khan, son of Mengli Giray Khan, may his victory be glorious!”)

The inner frame is again filled with the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays.\(^{252}\)

The last and latest instrument, preserved in the original and corroborated with a nişan, is the one issued by Ghazi II Giray in 1592. The document is provided with two invocations, a proto-tuğra bearing

---


the khan’s name and the sözüm formula (on the tuğra, see below), and, at the fourth place from the top, the nişan. Its size (5.7 × 5.7 cm.) is identical with the one recorded by Usmanov and also almost identical with that of the nişan of Mengli Giray. Yet, its engraved inscription is erroneously reversed and can be read only against the light. Like in the nişans of Mengli and Mehmed Girays, it consists of three parts, although the invocation “İslam!” has been entered between the shahadas and the khan’s name:

[outer frame]
I. the basmala:
   Bismillahi r-rahmani r-rahimi!
   (“In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful!”)
II. the two shahadas:
   La ilaha illa’llah Muhammadun rasul’łlah
   (“There is no god but God! Muhammad is the Prophet of God!”)
III. the khan’s name and lineage (preceded by the invocation “İslam!”):
   Gazi Gêrey Han bin Devlet Gêrey Han
   [here the inscription in the middle frame begins]
   bin Mûbarek Gêrey Sultan bin Mengli Gêrey Han
   (“Ghazi Giray Khan, son of Devlet Giray Khan, son of Mûbarek Giray Sultan, son of Mengli Giray Khan”)

Like in the earlier nişans, the inscription ends with the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays, but the text is written in such a dense manner that one cannot distinguish a third, inner frame. This is caused, in part, by the khan’s desire to draw his ancestry three generations back to Mengli Giray, apparently due to the latter’s esteem, but also due to the fact that Ghazi’s grandfather, Mûbarek Giray, had not been the khan. Still, the engraver could save space by using smaller letters and not entering the untypical expression “İslam!” before the khan’s name. There is also no excuse for making the engraving reverse. Usmanov treats its sloppy execution as proof that by the late 16th century the nişan had gone into disuse.253

253 See Document 34 and Facs. III; for other preserved impressions of the nişan of Ghazi II Giray, see Usmanov, Žalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., pp. 146, 149, 152 and 154.
There is no apparent chronological tendency regarding the changing size of the Crimean nişan. The largest ones are known to have been used by Hadji Giray (12.5 × 12.5 cm.) and Sahib Giray (13.5 × 13.5 cm.), while the smallest ones by Mengli Giray (5.5 × 5.5 cm.) and Ghazi II Giray (5.7 × 5.7 cm.). Sahib, Devlet, and Mehmed II Girays are known to have used nişans of different sizes simultaneously. 254

It is equally difficult to establish a hierarchy of colors, used for the ink in which the nişans have been impressed. Usmanov provides semantic arguments, supported by the evidence from extant documents, according to which the gold (altun) and blue (kök) colors should be regarded as more honorific, used in the most solemn documents, while the red or reddish color (al, hence the Russian and Ruthenian loanword alyj) would be less valued and rather used in documents addressed to lower ranking recipients. Nonetheless, the Tatar scholar treats this hierarchy as “ideal” and admits that it was not always consistent. 255 Still, these nuances were correctly perceived in Moscow and in 1563 Ivan IV categorically forbade his envoy to accept from the khan an instrument that would bear a red nişan (alyj nişan). 256

Although few Crimean documents, addressed to Polish-Lithuanian rulers, have been preserved in the originals adorned with nişans, additional information can be gained from the documents preserved in copies as their texts often refer to the fact of their corroboration with nişans:

---

254 The largest nişan used by Sahib Giray is known from the time when he was the khan of Kazan; his documents issued in the Crimean chancery were corroborated by two smaller nişans measuring 8.7 × 8.7 cm. and 5.7 × 5.7, alternatively; other Crimean nişans, whose sizes are recorded by Usmanov, are known from the reigns of Devlet Giray (three types: 10.5 × 10.5 cm., 8 × 8 cm, and 6.5 × 6.5 cm. or 6.2 × 6.2 cm.) and Mehmed II Giray (two types: 7.8 × 7.8 cm. and 6 × 6 cm.); see ibidem, pp. 39, 43, 45, 48, 144–146, and 176.


256 See Vinogradov, Russko-krymskie otnošenija, vol. 2, p. 84, n. 78; Filjuškin, “Proekty russko-krymskogo voennogo sojuza,” pp. 311–312; cf. also Juzefovič, “Russkij posol’skij obyčaj XVI veka,” Voprosy istorii (1977), no. 8: 114–126, esp. p. 114, and idem, Put’ posla, pp. 23–24. Juzefovič correctly interprets the cultural context of the tsar’s instruction, but he mistakenly identifies the nişan with the khan’s signet seal and attributes the adjective alyj (“red”) to the color of the signet stone and not the ink in which the seal was impressed; admittedly, the term perstennyj nişan (“signet nişan”) can be found in Sa’adet Giray’s letter from 1523, sent to Cracow and preserved in a Ruthenian copy (see RGADA, f. 389, no. 7, p. 885), so it is possible that at times the Tatars themselves referred to signet seals as nişans, but in the given context Ivan IV evidently had in mind a solemn large square seal impressed in red ink.
Table 1. References to the nişans found in the texts of the Crimean instruments

ca. 1462 and ca. 1473 (the same text is repeated)

I daliśmy ten nasz list pod złotą pieczęcią.
(“We have given our present letter under the golden stamp.”)

1507 (yarlıq)

pod zolotym nişanom i pody alymi yarlyq
(“the yarlıq under the golden nişan and under the red stamp”)

1507 (şartname)

signetom i pechatju našej sinjej zapечатав, dali esmo [...] pody
signetom i pody sinjej pechatju [...] liště;
(“we have given [...] the letter under the signet ring and under the blue stamp, having stamped it with our signet ring and blue stamp;”)

1513 (December)

na to alym yarlyq a <z> zolotym nişanom pritopjav

послали есмо;
(“we have sent [this letter of agreement] having stamped [lit. trodden] it with the red stamp and the golden nişan;”)

1514 (June)

zə zolotym nişanom a aloy tomgyo yarlyq

(“the yarlıq with the golden nişan and the red tamğa”)

1514 (October)

ces dokončalnyj liště naši, pody zolotym znamem i pody

черленymi pechatm;
(“our present letter of agreement under the golden stamp and under the red seals”)

1514 (November)

havemo ad questa nostra lectra patente stampati li nostri sigilli de oro, e li

sigilli rossi;

1515 (Mehmed Giray’s instrument quoted in the copy issued in 1517 by his

son, Bahadir Giray)

cesə moi esmi lištə dali, zə zolotoy pechatjy ejmu esmo dali;
(“[I have] given him my present letter with the golden seal;”)

1515 (the same instrument quoted in Islam Giray’s instrument issued in

1532)

lištə naši ces [...], pod zolotym y nişanom a pod aloy tamgyo
(“our present letter under the golden nişan and under the red tamğa”)

1515 (the same instrument quoted in Islam Giray’s instrument issued in

1532)

листь наш и под золотым нişan a под алою тамъгою
(“our present letter under the golden nişan and under the red tamğa”)

1515 (the same instrument quoted in Islam Giray’s instrument issued in

1532)
Table 1 (cont.)

1520 (yarlıq cum şartname)
И золотомъ докончане и[з] золотою печатю послали есмо.
(“And we have sent the golden letter of agreement with the golden seal.”)

1520 (şartname)
bu şartnamemüznüng çınlıġı üçün altun nişan basub
(“for the sake of authentication of our present şartname, we have stamped the
golden şartname with the golden nişan;”)
[contemporary Ruthenian translation: сее докончане для правды золотомъ
написано, и под печатью золотою . . .]

1539
I pieczęciem swoje przyłożył.
(“And I have appended my seals.”)

1542
I daliśmy ten nasz list pod złotą pieczęcią naszą.
(“We have issued our present letter under our golden seal.”)

1552
dali esmo [. . .] see нашу листъ присяжныи [. . .] золотомъ
написанныи, печати золотыи выписнувши;
(“we have given [. . .] our present oath-letter [. . .] written in gold, having
impressed the golden seals;”)

1560
I posyłam [. . .] ten nasz list złotem napisany, pieczęci złote przyłożywszy.
(“And I send [. . .] our present letter written in gold, having stamped it with
the golden seals.”)

1592 (‘ahdname)
bu ‘ahdname yarlıq-i şerif-i haqanımırzge altun nişanlıg mührini basub
(“we have stamped this ‘ahdname, our noble imperial yarlıq, with the golden
nişan-like seal;”)

1607
signis coccineis et ceruleis consignari aureumque nostrum sigillum illis imprimi
curavimus;

1609
złotą pieczęcią naszą przypieczętowawszy
(“having stamped it with our golden seal”)
Only in three cases we are able to check the veracity of such clauses by comparing the above descriptions with the extant original documents from 1514 (November), 1520 (şartname), and 1592. The first one is provided with the golden nişan of Mengli Giray impressed at the top, and the two reddish nişans of Hadji Giray impressed at the bottom, hence the Italian reference to li nostri sigilli de oro, e li sigilli rossi is correct. The second instrument is provided with the golden nişan of Mehmed Giray, so the Khwarezmian Turkic reference to the altun nişan is correct, too.257 Finally, the third instrument is provided with the golden nişan of Ghazi II Giray, so the Turkish reference to the altun nişanlığ is again correct.

Having assured ourselves of the reliability of the narrative descriptions, we may assume that the instrument of Hadji Giray from ca. 1462 was indeed provided with a golden nişan. Mengli Giray’s yarlıq from ca. 1473 was also provided with a single golden nişan, but his yarlıq from 1507 and his four instruments from 1513–1514 were corroborated with both his golden nişans and, in addition, the reddish nişans of his late father.258 Mehmed Giray’s instrument from 1515 is recorded only in later copies, by which his sons, Bahadır and Islam, confirmed the peace with Poland-Lithuania. Unfortunately, the evidence provided by these copies is contradictory: Bahadır’s instrument from 1517 refers merely to “the golden seal,” while Islam’s instrument from 1532 refers to both “the golden nişan and the red tamğa.” The fact that the two later instruments of Mehmed Giray from 1520 were provided merely with his golden nişan suggests that also his instrument from 1515 was provided only with one, golden nişan. Since the copy sworn in 1532 by Islam Giray was probably drafted in Vilnius, it is possible that the Lithuanian chancery “embellished” its text by referring to both the golden nişan and the red tamğa in analogy to Mengli Giray’s instruments, issued at the end of his reign.

From the vague references in the instruments of Sahib and Devlet Girays, preserved only in copies, we may assume that they were also corroborated with golden nişans. Moreover, the “golden seals”

257 Admittedly, the document is also provided with a small oval black signet seal that is not referred to in the corroborating formula; on this seal, see below.

258 Perhaps the instruments from January and June had one golden and one reddish nişan each, while the instruments from October and November had one golden and two reddish nişans each; this hypothesis can be supported by the fact that in the two latter instruments reddish nişans are referred to in the plural and the instrument from November is indeed provided with the two reddish nişans.
appended to the instruments from 1552 and 1560 are referred to in the plural, but it is uncertain whether these instruments were indeed corroborated with more than one golden nişan each. Although Devlet Giray is known to have corroborated his documents with double nişans, these nişans were of different colors, typically blue and reddish.259

The usage of more than one square seal, typically of different color, in the corroboration of the Crimean khans’ documents, is now confirmed by the evidence drawn from both their domestic and foreign correspondence. Eighty years ago, confronted with the confusing references to “the golden nişan and the red tamğa” (zolotoj nišan i alaja tamga) in the corroborating formulas of Mengli Giray’s letters sent to Moscow, Aleksandr Samojlovič could not check their veracity because these letters were preserved only in copies. Therefore, he proposed to regard only the term alaja tamga as referring to the square seal, while the term zolotoj nişan as referring to the handwritten invocation or inscription containing the khan’s name, entered in golden ink at the top of the document.260 Today, we can dismiss the above interpretation by invoking the fact that Mengli’s document from 1514, addressed to King Sigismund and preserved in the original, contains the square seals that are indeed golden and reddish.

The use of blue color is mentioned only twice: Mengli Giray’s şartname from 1507 was reportedly sealed with a blue nişan as well as the khan’s personal signet seal (on signet seals, see below), and in the corroborating formula of Ghazi II Giray’s instrument from 1607, preserved in a Latin translation, all the three colors, commonly used in the khan’s chancery, are mentioned, namely scarlet (coccineum) i.e., reddish, blue (ceruleum), and golden (aureum). The latter reference, if true, contradicts Usmanov’s argument, according to which the nişan went into disuse by the late 16th century, after the missed experiments with the carelessly executed nişans known from the early reign of Ghazi II Giray. Although Usmanov encountered a much later corroborating formula in Selamet Giray’s yarlıq from 1608, preserved in a copy, which refers to “the red nişan and the blue seal” (krasnogo nişana i sinej pečati), he dismissed it as unreliable.261 Yet, the dismissal

---

seems to be made too hastily, especially in the light of the corroborating formula, found in the Polish copy of Selamet Giray’s instrument from 1609, which refers to the “golden seal.” To be sure, the nişans gradually went into disuse, but it is probable that they survived one or two decades longer, at least until the reign of Selamet Giray (d. 1610).

b) signet seal

Unlike the Ottoman sultans, whose documents were typically corroborated merely by the tuğras, the Crimean khans used personal signet seals along with (or instead of) the nişans already in the 15th century. Mengli Giray is known to have corroborated several letters sent to the Muscovian rulers “having stamped [them] with the signet ring and with the blue nişan” (Rus. zapečatav žikovinoju da s sinim nišanom), just as he later corroborated his şartname, sent in 1507 to Sigismund “under the signet ring and under the blue stamp” (pod syhnetom y pod syneju pečatju; see above). Less solemn documents were stamped only with Mengli’s signet ring, without impressing the nişan.\footnote{Cf. ibidem, p. 173.}

Mengli’s son and successor, Mehmed Giray, also corroborated at least some of his documents with both his nişan and his signet seal. His black oval signet seal is impressed at the bottom of his şartname from 1520, which is corroborated at the top with his golden nişan.

Signet seals were used by Crimean princes, too. In 1517, when Mehmed’s son and heir apparent, Bahadır Giray, arrived at Čerkasy and swore on behalf of his father and on his own behalf to keep peace with Poland-Lithuania, he confirmed the instrument, issued previously by his father, by corroborating its copy with his own signet seal (s toho lysta dokončannoho kopeju vypysavšy dal esmy pod pečatju svoeho perstenja).\footnote{See Document 18.}

Admittedly, Bahadır was not the khan so he could not use a nişan, but the next khan, Sa’adet Giray, also corroborated his instrument (jarlyk prysjažnyj), sent in 1527 to Cracow, merely with his signet seal (pod perestennoju pečat’ju). It is hard to determine whether this “devaluation in prestige” was deliberate and related to the cooling of mutual relations, or was it perhaps caused by the fact that the document was issued in Perekop and not Qırq Yer, far away from the
Crimean chancellery. Naturally, also the instrument of Qalga Islam Giray, sent to Cracow in the same year, was provided merely with his signet seal (\textit{pod perestennoju pečat’ju}).

The terms \textit{syhnet, persten’/peresten’}, and \textit{žikovina}, found in contemporary Slavic translations, all refer to signet rings, whose inscriptions, engraved in metal, usually contained the names of the owner and his father. The engravings of the khans’ seals also contained the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (\textit{taraq tamğa}) that was missing in the seals of other dynasty members. After the signet had been smoked over the fire, it was impressed on paper leaving a black imprint of its inscription. The signets of the Genghisids, including the Giray family members, typically assumed an almond-like form and came to be known in Turkish as \textit{bademi mühür} (“almond-like seal”). The division between the almond-like seals of the dynasty members and oval seals used by non-Genghisids, observed in the later centuries and stressed in historiography today, was perhaps less sharp in the times of the early Girays: the earliest preserved signet seal, impressed by Mehmed Giray on his \textit{şartname} sent to Poland in 1520, is oval but not almond-like. Admittedly, the signet seal of Sa’adet Giray, preserved in his original document from 1524, is already almond-like.

We may conclude that the sixteenth-century Crimean instruments were corroborated with signet seals typically in two cases:

a) when an instrument was issued by a Giray prince who did not have his own \textit{nişan};

b) when the khan wanted to strengthen his instrument with his personal seal, impressed along with the \textit{nişan} (Mengli Giray’s and

\footnotesize

\textsuperscript{264} See Document 22; it is also possible that Sa’adet Giray did not have his proper \textit{nişan}; the only document from his reign, provided with a \textit{nişan}, origins from 1524, but the \textit{nişan} is not his own but his grandfather’s, Hadji Giray’s; on this issue, cf. n. 250 and the discussion above.\textsuperscript{265} See Document 23.\textsuperscript{266} Devlet Giray’s seal also invoked his grandfather, Mengli Giray; apparently for legitimizing reasons Devlet traced his ancestry further back because his father, Mūbarek Giray, was not the khan; the same concern probably prompted Devlet’s son, Ghazi II Giray, to fill his \textit{nişan} with the unusually long inscription that traced his ancestry three generations back, again to Mengli, who was Ghazi’s great grandfather (cf. above).\textsuperscript{267} Cf. Usmanov, \textit{Żalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv.}, pp. 140–143 and 171–173.\textsuperscript{268} For the description and pictures of Sa’adet Giray’s seal and several sixteenth-century seals from the later period, see Usmanov, \textit{Żalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv.}, pp. 140–141.
Mehmed Giray’s šartnames sent to Poland-Lithuania in 1507 and 1520; many other cases known from the Crimean-Muscovian correspondence).

Less usual cases, when the khans’ instruments were corroborated merely with signet seals instead of nişans, typically occurred when the instruments in question were of lesser importance or when the khan was away from his capital (like Sa‘adet Giray in 1527), especially on a military campaign. Devlet Giray’s letter, sent in 1562 from a military camp on the Samara river, is provided merely with his signet seal, although this khan is known to have corroborated numerous documents with nişans. When in 1599 Ghazi II Giray issued an instrument of peace for Poland-Lithuania while campaigning in Hungary, its corroborating formula contained a specific explanation: “because we lacked our great seal, which is normally impressed on letters of agreement, as we were in route, therefore we have impressed our signet ring” (A iż wielkiej pieczęci naszy, która bywa u przemirnych listów przykładana, na ten czas przy nas jako w drodze nie było, tedyśmy sygnet nasz do niego przycisnęli).

The above quotation sheds a further doubt in regard to Usmanov’s thesis, according to which the nişans went into disuse by the late 16th century. As we see, as late as 1599, Ghazi II Giray still acknowledged that a proper instrument of peace should be corroborated with a nişan. In 1607, when he was no longer campaigning, the khan apparently corroborated his new instrument, issued in Baghchasaray, with a number of solemn nişans, using the traditional reddish, blue, and golden colors. The custom was also followed by his successor and brother, Selamet Giray, although the latter more modestly used only the golden color.

After the final demise of the nişan or rather its replacement with the tuğra, in the 17th and 18th centuries the instruments of peace, sent to Poland-Lithuania by the khans, qalgas, and nureddins (one case) were typically corroborated with both signet seals and tuğras. In two

---

269 Cf. n. 292 in Part I.
270 See Document 37. The fact that the khan used a signet seal instead of the great golden nişan (nie mając wielkiej złotej pieczęci przy sobie, sygnetem zapieczętował) caused reservations among the royal councilors who advised to wait with the formal pacification until the khan returned to the Crimea and provided his instrument with “the golden seal, according to the custom” (gdy poprawa wedle potrzeby w tym przymierzu będzie i pieczęć zawieszona według zwyczaju złota); see Bibl. Czart., ms. 97 (Teki Naruszewicza), p. 918 (cf. also n. 340 in Part I).
cases, the Crimean instruments were corroborated merely with signet
seals, but these exemptions can be easily explained by the fact that
both instruments, issued in 1667 and 1672 respectively, were issued
on military campaigns.271

The reluctance of the Crimean khans to take along nişans on mili-
tary campaigns is well understandable. Since 1393, when Tokhtamış
had sent Jogaila his yarlıq, provided with the golden nişan, from his
camp on the Don river, shortly before his army was routed by Tamer-
lane, it must have happened many times that Tatar chanceries fell prey
to their enemies, who could even use the captured artefacts to legiti-
mize their own claims. Signet seals were certainly more handy and
easily replacable if lost.

The oldest Crimean signet seals, whose imprints are preserved in the
original documents, belonged to Mehmed and Sa’adet Girays and were
used in 1520 and 1524 respectively. The first one is oval and measures
2.3 cm. in diameter, while the second one is almond-like and its height
is 1.9 cm.272 The dimensions of the signet seals of the Giray family
members, found on the documents published in the present volume,
are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>year</th>
<th>seal’s owner</th>
<th>seal’s height (in cm.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1592</td>
<td>Ghazi II Giray (khan)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1632</td>
<td>Djanibek Giray (khan)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1634</td>
<td>Djanibek Giray (khan)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640</td>
<td>Bahadır Giray (khan)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640</td>
<td>Islam Giray (qalga)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640</td>
<td>Qırım Giray (nureddin)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1646</td>
<td>Islam III Giray (khan)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1649</td>
<td>Islam III Giray (khan)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1654</td>
<td>Mehmed IV Giray (khan)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1667</td>
<td>Qırım Giray (qalga)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inayet Giray</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Takht Giray</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1672</td>
<td>Selim Giray (khan)</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1742</td>
<td>Selamet II Giray (khan)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

271 See Documents 66 and 70; besides, these instruments were composed in Polish
so perhaps the Tatars did not find fitting to embellish them with tuğras, although such
a precedent would not be unusual; Latin script documents provided with nişans or
tuğras are known to have been issued by Muslim chanceries.
272 On these seals, cf. Document 20 and n. 268 above.
All the above seals are almond-like, but only the khans’ seals contain the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays. One would expect that the khans’ seals should be larger than the seals of other Girays, yet this is not always the case. Khan Islam III Giray’s seal from 1646 is slightly larger than his seal from 1640, when he was only the qalga, but then, in 1640, his seal was not smaller than that of his older brother, Khan Bahadır Giray. There is also no clear-cut tendency regarding the changing size of the khans’ seals, though the late seventeenth-century ones are in average larger than those a century earlier. The instrument from 1667, corroborated collectively by the Crimean plenipotentiaries at Pidhajci, contains ten seals altogether: four almond-like and six oval. Apart from the three seals of the Giray princes, already listed above, the fourth almond-like seal (1.9 cm. in height) belonged to the Shirin clan leader. The fact that he used an almond-like seal, otherwise reserved for the Giray dynasty members, becomes less unusual after we notice further details: the Shirin bey was named after Mengli Giray, the past Crimean khan, and in the legend of his seal, in the place where one expects to find the name of his father, we find instead a reference to “his forefather” (ceddiühü), Hadji Giray Khan. All these elements combined reflect the grandiose ambitions of the Shirin clan, whose members regarded themselves as equal to the Girays and strengthened their claims by the fact of the frequent past intermarriages between the members of the two families. A Shirin tradition, recorded after the Russian annexation of the Crimea, claimed that already Tokhtamış had granted the right to use an almond-like seal to the Shirin leader of his time, Ruktemir. Usmanov, who quotes this tradition, convincingly dismisses it as spurious and his arguments can be further strengthened by the fact that—as we have seen—the distinction between almond-like and oval seals was apparently not perceived as important until the early 16th century, when Mehmed Giray used an oval seal himself. Yet, the tradition must have been “invented” long before the coming of the Russians and the usage of almond-like

273 The height of the almond-like seals of the khans Devlet Giray (1.8 cm.) and Mehmed II Giray (2.0 cm.) is given by Usmanov; cf. n. 268 above. Murad Giray’s seal, preserved in a document from 1682, measures 2.2 cm. in height; cf. RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 64.
seals by the Shirins in the 17th century can be now confirmed. The claims of the Shirin leader, expressed by the legend and shape of his seal, were especially telling during the reign of Adil Giray (1666–1671), a descendant of the Choban branch of the Giray dynasty, whose legitimacy was questioned by other Girays and numerous members of the Tatar aristocracy.

The remaining seals, found in the instrument of 1667 and belonging to Crimean commanders and functionaries, are oval and usually smaller than the almond-like ones.

c) baysa or hanging seal

Usmanov flatly rejects any possibility that the Djochid rulers could use hanging seals known from the Muscovian and other European chanceries. His conviction must be related to the fact that he focuses on the period before 1600 when such seals were yet unknown in the Crimean chancery. Nevertheless, already Samojlovič correctly identified the term “golden baysa” (altun baysa), encountered in the corroborating formulas of several seventeenth-century Crimean documents preserved in the Russian archives, with a “hanging seal” (Rus. višlaja pečat’), though he admitted that he had not been able to find such a seal.

In the early Genghisid states, the Chinese term p’ai-tzŭ (hence Mongolian baisa) referred to oval or round “tablets of authority,” given to high officials as “badges of rank,” or to envoys as safe conduct, entitling their bearers to provisions and horses on their journey. Depending on the rank of recipient, tablets were made of wood, iron, copper, silver, or gold. One such silver “tablet,” found in the Crimea near Simferopol, measures 29.7 × 8.8 cm. and bears a typical Uighur-script inscription in Mongol, referring to Keldi Beg, a fourteenth-century khan of the Golden Horde: “By the strength of eternal Heaven and by the protec-

---

274 Cf. Document 66, notes j and 13; the same almond-like seal can be found in the letters of Mengli Giray Bey, sent to the Polish king and chancellor in the years 1661–1664.
276 Samojlovič, “O ’pajza’—’bajsa’ v Džučievom uluse (K voprosu o basme xana Axmata),” p. 1117.
tion of the great might and radiance. An edict [yarḥa] of Keldi Beg. Any person, who shall not respect [this], shall be slain and die.”

The term baysa then reappears in a number of Crimean documents, sent in the 17th century to Moscow. In 1624, Mehmed III Giray concluded his şartname with a corroborating formula: “we have added our golden baysa-like seal” (altun baysalu mıhrümüz ni salduq). In 1630, his successor, Djanibek Giray, referred more vaguely to his “golden seal” (altun mührümüz), but his document, preserved in the original, has three holes at its bottom, evidently left by the string with which this seal was once attached. This fact is confirmed by a contemporary note in Russian, preserved along with the document, which states that it had been sent along with a golden seal (gramota şertnaja [...] prislana [...] za zolotoju pečatju). Today only the black imprint of the khan’s signet seal is visible below the main text and the aforementioned golden seal is no longer extant. In his following instrument from 1634, Djanibek Giray already referred to his “golden baysa” (altun baysamız), hence apparently the explanatory term “seal” (mühr) was no longer needed, because it had become commonly known that baysa was synonymous to seal.

More information, regarding the shape and contents of a baysa, can be gained from Inayet Giray’s instrument, sent to Moscow in 1636. Its corroborating formula: “we have appended our golden baysa to our present şartname” (bu şartname hattımızğa öz altun baysamızı tahturduq), is also extant in a contemporary Russian translation: k sej şertnoj gramote zolotuju svoju pečat’ privesili, whereas the Turkish verb tahturduq is rendered by the Russian verb privesili (“we have attached hanging”). Although the instrument is preserved in the original, no holes left by the string are visible, unlike in the şartname from

---

278 Cf. RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 36; the document, preserved in a contemporary Turkish copy, is also published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 20–24.
279 Cf. RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 39; the Turkish text is published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 48–51.
280 Cf. RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 41; published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 100–104 (in the text: altun basamız [sic] taqtdıq, “we have appended our golden baysa”); due to its bad state of preservation, I was unable to consult the original document.
281 Cf. below for an alternative form taqtur-; its English equivalent, proposed by the Redhouse dictionary, is “to append” or “to attach.”
1630. The lower part of the document, which apparently contained such holes, has been probably ripped or cut off. A note in Russian, preserved with the original document, also refers to the engravings made on both sides of the baysa: a large circle on the obverse contained the names of the khan and his father: ‘İnayet Gërey Han bin Ġazi Gërey Han’, while the names of Inayet’s two brothers, the qalga Hüsam Giray Sultan and the nureddin Sa’adet Giray Sultan, were engraved in two smaller circles on the reverse, both with references to their father, Khan Ghazi II Giray.282 This baysa, containing the names of the khan, the qalga, and the nureddin, who are also referred to in the text of the instrument, was apparently appended to all the solemn documents, issued during the reign of Inayet Giray.

The following reference to the contents of a baysa can be found in the instrument of Islam III Giray, sent to Moscow in 1646. In its corroborating formula, the khan proclaims: “we have ordered to append our golden baysa to our present şartname” (bu şart hattımızغا altun baysamızı taqtururğa buyurduq). The document is preserved in a contemporary Arabic-script copy that also contains a unique testimony in regard to the baysa inscriptions. We read there: “on one side of the golden baysa it has been written: ‘There is no god but God! Muhammad is the Prophet of God!’; and on another side it has been written: ‘Islam Giray Khan, son of Selamet Giray Khan’” (ve altun baysanıŋ bir tarafında La ilaha illa ‘llah Muhammadun ar-rasul ‘llah [sic] deyib yazılğandır ve bir tarafında İslam Gërey Han bin Selamet Gërey Han deyib yazılğandur).283

---

282 A na zolotoj pečati s odnu storonu v krugu vyrezano: Anoėt Girej car’, Kazy Gireev carevič, Kazy Gireev carev syn. A na drugoj storone pečati v odnom krugu vyrezano: Xusam Girej carevič, Kazy Gireev carev syn. A v drugom krugu na toj že storone vyrezano: Snadet Girej carevič, Kazy Gireev carev syn; cf. RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 43; the Turkish text is published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 150–155; the Russian translation along with the description of the baysa is published in Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij. . . . Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 73–76.

283 Cf. RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 52; the Turkish text is published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 355–359; the Russian translation along with the description of the baysa are published in Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij. . . . Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 106–110. The Turkish description of the baysa remains unpublished; it is recorded along with the document’s main text on the typical narrow and thin Muscovian chancery paper (stolbcovaja bumaga), written by the same hand in nice divani script. According to a note published by Laškov, the copy was made in the Crimea and sent to Moscow by the Russian envoys before the original document arrived. The copy was apparently prepared in the Russian embassy quarters as that would explain
The authenticity of the above description, including the unusual form of the shahada (**ar-rasul`llah** instead of **rasul`llah**), can be confirmed by the contents of the **baysa** of Mehmed IV Giray, sent to Warsaw in 1654 (see below). By the time of his predecessor, it seems that **baysas** were only appended to the Crimean instruments sent to Moscow. In 1646, when Islam III Giray sent the aforementioned **şartname** to the tsar, he also sent an **'ahdname** to the Polish king, but the latter document was not provided with a **baysa**: its preserved original copy is devoid of any reference to the khan’s **baysa** and does not contain any holes left by the string, with which a **baysa** would have been attached.

The usage of the **baysa** is also confirmed by the corroborating formulas of the instruments sent to Moscow by Islam III Giray in 1647, and by Murad Giray in 1681 and 1682.284 Besides, a contemporary Russian translation of the document from 1681 refers to the engravings on Murad Giray’s **baysa**: “at this letter there is a golden seal attached with a string; on its one side it has been engraved: ‘There is one God, and Muhammad is God’s messenger’; on the other side it has been engraved: ‘The sultan, son of the sultan, the valiant [Rus. **xrabroj**] sultan Murad Giray Khan, son of Müberek Giray Sultan, [and] Müberek Giray Sultan [was the] son of Selamet Giray Khan.”285

The fragment, rendered in the Russian translation as **saltan saltanov syn, saltan xrabroj** (“the sultan, son of the sultan, the valiant sultan”) is reminiscent of similar phrases, by which the Ottoman chancery

---

284 Cf. RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, nos. 54a (**bu şartname hattımızıga altun baysamızı taqturup yiberdik**, “we have sent this **şartname** having appended to it our golden **baysa**”), 62 (**altun baysali muh姚明iz bilen **'ahdnamemiz**, “our **'ahdname** with our golden **baysa**-like seal”), and 64 (**altun baysalu muhammad** birlen **şartnamemiz**, “our **şartname** with our golden **baysa**-like seal”); all the three documents are published (with slight orthographic changes) in **Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva**, pp. 383–393, 651–653, and 689–691. The original of Murad Giray’s instrument from 1682 contains holes left by the string, like the document from 1630. It is worth noting that in the two later documents from the years 1681–1682 we again find the explanatory term **“baysa-like seal”** (**baysali muh姚明ir**), as if the term **baysa** were no longer as common as in the mid-century.

285 **U toj že gramoty privešena na snurku pečat’ zolotaja, a na odnoj storone vylito: Bog edin est Bog, a Magamet poslannoj Božej; na drugoj storone vyrezano: Saltan saltanov syn, saltan xrabroj Murad Girej xan, Mubarek Girej saltanov syn, Mubarek Girej saltan, Seljamet Girej xanov syn;** cf. RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 62; published in **Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij.**… Edited by F. Laškov, p. 178.
referred to Ottoman sultans. The complete original inscription of the
*baysa* probably read on its one side: *La ilaha illa’llah Muhammadun
rasul’llah* [or *ar-rasul’llah*], and on the other: *sultan ibn sultan sultan
al-Ġazi Murad Gėrey Han bin Miübarek Gėrey Sultan bin Selamet
Gėrey Han*. Like in the analogous cases, described above, Murad Giray
was not satisfied with mentioning his father, Miübarek Giray, who had
not been the khan, but traced his ancestry further back to his grand-
father, Selamet Giray Khan.

By 1681, the contents of the *baysa* had become standardized: the
two *shahada* s on the obverse, and the khan’s name on the reverse. The
engravings of Inayet Giray’s *baysa* from 1636, described above, con-
tained only the names of the khan and his two brothers. But already
in 1642, during his first reign, Mehmed IV Giray provided his instru-
ment sent to Moscow with a golden *baysa* that looked like the later
*baysas*. The document is preserved only in a Russian translation, but
this translation refers to the *baysa* and confirms that it contained the
two *shahada* s and the khan’s name.⁴⁸⁶ A similar *baysa* was used by
Mehmed IV Giray during his second reign, as is evidenced by his
instruments from 1654 sent to Moscow²⁸⁷ and Warsaw (see below).

The latest *baysa*, whose inscription is recorded, was attached to
Selim Giray’s instrument sent to Moscow in 1684. The inscription
was analogous to the one of Murad Giray’s *baysa* from 1681. Recon-
structed on the basis of a Russian contemporary description, it read on
one side: *La ilaha illa’llah Muhammadun rasul’llah* [or *ar-rasul’llah*],
and on the other: *sultan ibn sultan sultan al-Ġazi Selim Gėrey Han
bin Bahadır Gėrey Han*. Unlike Murad, Selim Giray did not need to
trace his ancestry back to his grandfather, because his father, Bahadır
Giray, was the khan. The Russian description of Selim’s document also

⁴⁸⁶ A na zolotoj pečati vyrezano: Veruju vo edinago Boga i v proroka Magmetja; a
na drugoj storone u toe pečati vyrezano: Magmet Girej car Salamat Gireev carev syn;
cf. RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 50; published in *Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij*…. Edited by F. Laškov, p. 102.

⁴⁸⁷ The document sent to Moscow is preserved in a Russian translation that again
refers to the *baysa* and its contents: “a hanging golden seal is attached to the original
letter, and the seal is inscribed: Mehmed Giray Khan, son of Selamet Giray Khan”
(a u podlinnye gramoty privešena zolota pečat’, a v pečati napisano: Magmet Girej
car’ Salam [sic] Gireev carev syn); apparently the Russian translator disregarded the
obverse side that probably contained the two *shahadat*; cf. RGADA, f. 123, op. 2,
no. 56; published in *Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij*…. Edited by F. Laškov,
p. 140.
records that the *baysa* was attached with a silver, or rather silvered, string (*na serebrianom snurku*).288

From among the Crimean documents, sent to Poland-Lithuania, only one is known to have been corroborated with a golden *baysa*, namely the instrument of Mehmed IV Giray from 1654, referred to within its text as “our ‘ahdname, provided with the golden *baysa*” (*altun baysalu ‘ahdnamemiz*). Paradoxically, unlike all the *baysas* sent to Moscow that had been long lost by the times of Samojlovič, the *baysa* of the “Polish” document was still extant in the 1970s, but unfortunately it is lost today. It is still visible on the microfilm, made on 10 March 1976 and held in the archives, and its dimensions can be measured by comparing its size with the size of the extant almond-like seal that is visible on the same microfilm. The *baysa*’s inscriptions were studied by Zygmunt Abrahamowicz, whose notes are preserved in the archives along with the original document. These notes allow one to learn the text of the engravings, both on the side visible on the microfilm but illegible, and on the opposite side. The obverse contained the two *shahadas*, written in the same unusual orthography as those of Islam III Giray’s *baysa* from 1646: *La ilaha illa’lllah Muhammadun ar-rasul’lllah [sic],* while the reverse merely contained a short inscription: *‘ahdname-i Mehmed Gërey Han* (“the ‘ahdname of Mehmed Giray Khan”). The round *baysa*, visible on the black-and-white microfilm, measured 4.8 cm. in diameter. Today, only the silvered string with which it was attached, is preserved.289

All the *baysas*, described above, were once attached to the solemn instruments sent by the Crimean khans to Moscow and Warsaw. Unfortunately, none of them is known to have been preserved. We may conclude that in the 17th century the Crimean chancery began to corroborate its documents with hanging seals made of gold (perhaps gilded silver) and attached with silvered strings. The new usage, introduced first in the correspondence with Moscow, and then with Warsaw, was apparently adopted under the influence of the Russian and Polish chanceries, with which Baghchasaray maintained regular

---

288 *Da u toj že gramoty privešena pečat’ zolotaja na serebrianom snurku, a na nej vyrezano, na odnoj storone: Bog’ edin’, a inogo Boga nest’, Magomet že poslannyj ot Boga; na drugoj storone: Sultan sultanov syn, sultan xrabryj Selim Girej xan, Bagadyr Gireev xanov syn;* cf. RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 69; published in *Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij*… Edited by F. Laškov, p. 201.

289 See Document 64.
diplomatic contacts. Nevertheless, the new seal was “baptized” by a Mongolian term that invoked the ancient Genghisid tradition. In turn, the Arabic inscriptions engraved on the seals stressed the Muslim identity of their owners, and the titles referring to the khans were coined under the influence of the Ottoman chancery.

d) introductory sözüm/sözümüz formula and the development of the Crimean tuğra

A typical introductory formula of Genghisid documents, especially of the yarlıqs, consisted of the khan’s name followed by the expression “our word” (Tur. sözümüz < Mong. üge manu), alternatively rendered in the singular as “my word” (Tur. sözüm). Summarizing the long scholarly discussion on its meaning and proper translation, Usmanov regards this formula as equivalent to the intitulatio. In his book written in Russian, the Tatar scholar proposes to render a model Turkic formula Toqtamış sözüm (whereas this khan’s name can be substituted with any other) as Moe Toktamyševo slovo, regarding such translation the most neat and precise. Unfortunately, its English equivalent: “My, Tokhtamish’s word,” would sound awkward, so in the present volume the form “Tokhtamish: my word” has been preferred instead. In the cases when “sözüm formulas” are preserved in contemporary Ruthenian or Polish translations, our English translation is based on

290 Usmanov, Žalovannye akty Düuieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., pp. 186–205; cf. idem, “Termin <<jarlyk>>,” pp. 238–240; also İnalcık regards the sözüm formula as “the old Turco-Mongol intitulatio;” cf. idem, “Power Relationships between Russia, the Crimea, and the Ottoman Empire as Reflected in Titulature,” p. 410, n. 93. Such classification is somewhat misleading because the sözüm formula typically does not contain any titles but only the khan’s name. This modesty is not accidental: Genghis Khan specifically forbade his successors to use lofty titles that in his times were common among the Muslim rulers; cf. Bertold Spuler, Geschichte der Mongolen, nach östlichen und europäischen Zeugnissen des 13. und 14. Jahrhunderts (Zürich, 1968), p. 50. Besides, the word sözüm has a legitimizing character that is absent from a typical intitulatio of Western chancery documents. The confusion partly results from the fact that the Turco-Persian term sername is typically identified with the Latin intitulatio while in fact these terms differ: the term sername merely refers to the inscription found at the top of the document, and such an inscription does not have to contain the issuer’s titulature that is implied by the Latin term. Lajos Fekete refers to the sername with the German term Kopfteil; see idem, “Arbeiten der grusinischen Orientalistik auf dem Gebiete der türkischen und persischen Paläographie und die Frage der Formel sözümüz,” p. 13. Hence, while the sözüm formula can be certainly identified with the sername, I would hesitate to call it intitulatio.
these translations and does not aim to fully reconstruct the hypotheti-
cal original Turkic form.\footnote{For instance, the formula rendered in Polish: \textit{Chadzigireia cara słowo to jest} is translated: “this is the word of Hadji Giray Khan” and not “Hadji Giray Khan: my word,” even though the lost original (provided that the document was originally composed in Khwarezmian Turkic and not Ruthenian) probably read: \textit{Hacı Gėrey Han sözüm}.}

The introductory \textit{“sözüm formulas,”} recorded in the Crimean instru-
ments sent to Poland-Lithuania by 1600, were as follows:

- ca. 1462: \textit{Chadzigireia cara słowo to jest:}\footnote{\textit{Węgierski Słownik Kultury Turczej} 291} (“This is the word of Hadji Giray Khan.”)
- 1507 (yarlıq): \textit{Великое Wrды великого цара Менъдликги-
reevo слово:} (“The word of Mengli Giray, the great khan of the
Great Horde:”)
- 1513 (December): \textit{Великого царѧ Менъдликгирѣево слово:} (“The word of the great khan Mengli Giray:”)
- 1514 (June): \textit{Царѧ Менъдликгиреево слово:} (“The word of Mengli Giray Khan:”)
- 1514 (November): \textit{Questa dunche è la fedel parola del Serenissimo
Menliguerei, per la gracia de Dio imperatore de la
Grande Orda, de tucta la Tartarea et de la Gazarea
signore et herede et cetera, et del gran consiglio de
da la destra et senestra mano sua, zoe de li legionarii,
millenarii, centorioni, decurioni, et de tucti loro
satrape, duchi, et cetera.}\footnote{This phrase seems to combine the \textit{“sözüm formula”} proper \textit{(Questa dunche è la fedel parola del Serenissimo Menliguerei)} with a fully developed \textit{intitulatio} introduced by the \textit{formula devotionis} \textit{(per la gracia de Dio)}; on this development, see below.}
- 1517: \textit{Деда моего Мелли Кириꙗ слово, втца моего
Магмет Кириꙗ слово, Багатырь солтаново
слово, брата моего Алпъ Кириꙗ солтаново
слово:} (“The word of my grandfather Mengli Giray, [also]
the word of my father Mehmed Giray, the word
of [mine,] Bahadır Sultan,\footnote{The instrument was issued by Prince Bahadır Giray and based on the instrument of his father, Mehmed Giray, issued in 1515; as we see, apart from his own authority} [and] the word of my
brother, Alp Giray Sultan:’”)

\footnote{\textit{Węgierski Słownik Kultury Turczej} 291}
1520 (şartname) Божею милостью Магъмет Киреи цар, Деист-и Сипчокъ всемъ землямъ господарь, татарскимъ с предковъ своихъ господарь, слово мое то есть:
(“By the grace of God, Mehmed Giray Khan, the lord of all the lands of the Kipchak Steppe and the hereditary lord of the Tatars, this is my word:”)

1520 (şartname) Ulu Ordanung ulu hanı Deşt-i Qıpçaq barça Moğul padişahi Muhammed Gёrey Han sözüm:
(“The great khan of the Great Horde, the padishah of the Kipchak Steppe and all the Mongols, Muhammed294 Giray Khan: my word:”)

1527 (khan) Великое Щрды великого царя Садеть Кирея слово нашо то есть:
(“This is our word, [the word] of the great khan of the Great Horde, Sa’adet Giray:”)

1527 (qalga) Великое Щрды великого царя Садеть Кирева брата Слагаль Кгево слово:
(“The word of Islam Giray, the brother of Sa’adet Giray, the great khan of the Great Horde:”)

1532 Деда моего, цара Менъ Кгиреево слово, и втца моего, цара Магмет Киреево слово, Богатыръ солтаново слово, брата моего, Алпъ Киреи солтаново слово:
(“The word of my grandfather, Mengli Giray Khan, and the word of my father, Mehmed Giray Khan, [also] the word of [mine,] Bahadır Sultan,295 [and] the word of my brother, Alp Giray Sultan:”)

1539 Iž z łaski bożej na miescu ojca naszego carem zostałem, ojca naszego, cara Menligireya słowo, i brata naszego starszego cara słowo, i nas, Sahib-kireya słowo to jest:
(“As by the grace of God I have become the khan in the place of our father, this is the word of

(i.e., word), Bahadır invokes the authority of his late grandfather, Mengli Giray, his father, Mehmed Giray, and his younger brother, Alp Giray.
294 An Arabicized form of the name Mehmed.
295 The instrument was nominally issued by Islam Giray but in fact literally reiterated the contents of Bahadır Giray’s instrument from 1517.
In regard to the remaining instruments, from which the “sözüm formula” is missing, it must be remembered that its absence from their extant translations does not necessarily imply that it was missing from the originals as well. For example, it is unlikely that Mengli Giray’s yarlıq from ca. 1473, based on the yarlıq of his father, did not contain such a crucial element. Similarly, the extant Polish translation of Sahib Giray’s instrument from 1542 does not contain the “my word” formula, but without this formula the document’s introductory paragraph does not make sense; besides, this formula is present in Sahib Giray’s earlier instrument from 1539.297

The evidence from the Crimean instruments, sent to Poland-Lithuania, only in part confirms the typology of Usmanov, who regarded the “sözüm formula” as characteristic for a yarlıq (see above). The formula figured indeed in the yarlıqs, but also in several şartnames, such as the instruments from 1514 (November) and 1520. Admittedly, its presence in şartnames was probably less requisite than in yarlıqs.

Ghazi II Giray’s documents from 1592 reflect the development which began already during the reign of Devlet Giray, when the “sözüm formula” adopted the shape of a monogram analogous to the Ottoman tuğra.298 The “sözüm formulas” of the two documents from 1592 are

---

296 I.e., Mehmed Giray.
297 Cf. Document 31, n. 2.
298 Already Devlet Giray’s letter, sent to Sigismund Augustus in June 1572 (dated 1 Safer 980 A.H. and referred to as a yarlıq), is topped with a large inscription Devlet Gėrey Han sözüm (')); which resembles a tugra, especially since the Arabic letter lam in the word Devlet and the two elifs in the words Gėrey
written in gold ink in very large divani script, below the invocation but well above the main body of the text. In the first document, which is also provided with a golden nişan, the “sözüm formula” is placed above the nişan. Although these inscriptions still cannot be properly labeled as tuğras, I would tentatively refer to them as proto-tuğras.

In the Ottoman Empire, the tuğra developed in the 14th century and the earliest extant specimens belong to Sultan Orhan. By the 16th century, the initially simple monogram of the sultan had developed into a highly artistic feature, drawn by a special calligrapher known as tuğrakes, and used to corroborate all the documents issued in the name of the sultan.

The Crimean tuğra fully developed only in the 17th century and was inspired by the Ottoman model. Like the Ottoman one, it contained three vertical strokes that symbolised horse-tail standards. Yet, it usually lacked two loops, sometimes referred to as wings, which made it resemble the monogram of Ottoman viziers and pashas, known as pençe, rather than the tuğra of the Ottoman sultan. For that reason, some scholars had referred to them as pençes rather than tuğras until their dignity has been fully restored by Sagit Faizov. The Tatar

and Han are lengthened and shaped like the three horse-tail standards of the Ottoman tuğra; see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 8, no. 584. Usmanov states that the development of the Crimean (tuğra) was completed in the second half of the 16th century after the reign of Sahib Giray (posle Saxib-Giraja), but he does not provide any examples; see idem, Žalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., pp. 134–135. The earliest Crimean tuğra known to Faizov is the one of Qalga Mehmed Giray from 1576, published by Mária Ivancs; cf. Faizov [Faiz], Tugra i Vselennaja. Moxabbat-name i şert-name krymskix xanov i princev v ornamental'nom, sakral'nom i diplomatičeskom kontekstax (Moscow-Baghchasaray, 2002), pp. 4–5 (for an earlier example, preserved in Mehmed Giray’s letter sent to Poland in 1574, see AGAD, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 116, no. 692). Unlike Faizov, I refer to these early, sixteenth-century examples as proto-tuğras rather than tuğras.

Admittedly, the “sözüm formulas” were placed above the nişans also earlier, for instance in the documents of Tokhtamish (1393) and Mehmed Giray (1520).


To be sure, some tuğras drawn on the Crimean documents held in Moscow contain two loops, like the Ottoman tuğra, but such exceptions are rare: the tuğra of Khan Djanibek Giray from 1628 (albeit most of his extant documents contain typical tuğras without the loops), the tuğra of Qalga Hüsam Giray from 1635, and the tuğra of Khan Inayet Giray, drawn on his şartname sent to the tsar in 1636 (see RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 43); for the color reproductions of these three tuğras, see Faizov, Tugra i Vselennaja, pp. 38 (ill. 3), 42–45 (ill. 9–10), and 50–51 (ill. 15–16).

On the Crimean tuğras, see Sagit Faizov, “Tugry krymskogo xanskogo dvora XVII—načala XVIII st. v protokole i xudožestvennoj strukture gramot xanov i princev,”
scholar has persuasively demonstrated that unlike the pençe, placed on the margin of a document, the Crimean tuğra is drawn, like the Ottoman one, over the main text, directly below the invocation. It symbolically represents the ruler as the mediator between his subjects and God, and is sometimes believed to be shaped after a bird that also “mediates” between earth and heaven. Unlike the pençes of Ottoman dignitaries, the tuğras of the Crimean khans, and even of the Crimean qalgas and nureddins, were drawn in various colors that further stressed their solemn character.

The inscription in a tuğra of an Ottoman sultan consisted of his monogram along with the name of his father, followed by two words: muzaffer (“victorious”), entered directly below the horse-tail standards (whereas the lengthened vertical stroke of the Arabic letter ﺪ made the middle standard), and da’ima (“ever”), written separately to the left of the tuğra.\footnote{For instance, the tuğra of Murad III (r. 1574–1595) read: Murad-şah bin Selim-şah han muzaffer da’ima (“Murad-shah, son of Selim-shah, the ever victorious khan”).} Since the Crimean tuğra was shaped after the Ottoman one, some of its features resembled the inscriptions of the latter (e.g., the word muzaffer), but in fact these features were redundant. On the other hand, the Crimean chancery clerks charged with drawing the tuğra sometimes left out words that did not fit the visual composition even though these words should figure in the monogram. For instance, in the tuğras of Khan Bahadır Giray and his brother, Nureddin Qırım Giray, the surname Gėrey in the name of their father, Selamet Giray, is missing (cf. below). The inscription of Islam III Giray’s tuğra, appended to his instrument from 1649, is especially corrupt and can only be reconstructed by comparing with his earlier tuğra from 1646. As the document from 1649 was issued in a military camp far from the Crimean capital, we may surmise that the clerk who had usually drawn the tuğra was absent and his task was entrusted to a less gifted substitute.

The only fragment easily decipherable in all the Crimean tuğras is the term sözümüz (سوزمژ, “our word”), written to the left of their main
bodies, in the place where the Ottomans inscribed the word *da'ima*. The inscriptions of the Crimean *tuğra* drawn on the documents published in the present volume are as follows:

1632  Canibe Gerey Han sözümüz
1634  Canibe Gerey Han sözümüz
1640  Bahadır Gerey Han bin Selamet [Gerey] Han sözümüz
1640 (qalga)  İslam Gerey Sultan hazretlerimiz sözümüz
1640 (nureddin)  Qırım Gerey Sultan bin Selamet [Gerey] Han sözümüz
1646  İslam Gerey Han bin Selamet Gerey Han sözümüz
1649  İslam Gerey Han bin Selamet Gerey Han sözümüz
1654  Mehmed Gerey Han bin Selamet Gerey Han sözümüz
1742  Selamet-Gerey Han bin el-Hacc Selim Gerey Han sözümüz

As we can see, the Crimean *tuğra* simply adopted the “*sözüm* formula,” removing any details of the khan’s *intitulatio* that had been sometimes inscribed in this formula, and preferring the possessive plural to the possessive singular (*sözümüz* and not *sözüm*). By the mid-17th century, the name of the owner’s father had been added to the inscription, though the clerks charged with drawing the *tuğra* initially had trouble with finding a place for the second Gerey within its text.

The limited sample analyzed in the present study does not allow one to draw general conclusions about the development of the Crimean *tuğra* in the 17th and 18th centuries. Yet, one may safely assume that the lavish colors and impressive size of Djanibek Giray’s *tuğras* must have been inspired by the Ottoman *tuğras* from the same period that were also of impressive size and came in a variety of colors.307 Depending on where they were issued and to whom they were addressed,

---

304 This *tuğra* is more simple than the *tuğra* of Bahadır Giray drawn on his şartname and other letters sent to Moscow; for color reproductions of the latter, see Faizov, *Tuğra i Vselennaja*, pp. 46–49, 52–55, ill. 12–14, 18, 20–22.
305 Faizxanov read this *tuğra* differently: *Qırım Gerey Sultan hazretlerimiz sözümüz*; cf. *Materiały dlia istorii Krymskago xanstva*, p. 256.
306 Written together: سلاطینکرکی.
307 On the Ottoman *tuğras* drawn on the instruments addressed to Poland-Lithuania, see Kołodziejczyk, *Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations*, pp. 10–11 and 43–44.
tuğras of the same khan could differ in size and artistic quality. For instance, Islam III Giray’s tuğra from 1649, drawn in a military camp near Zboriv, whose illegibility has been already deplored, is smaller than his tuğras from 1646, and even from 1640, when he was only the qalga. Besides, the tuğra from 1649 is the only one drawn in black, while the others are drawn in gold and sometimes additional colors as well.

A constant practice in the Crimean chancery, already mentioned above, was the corroboration of the khan’s instrument with his personal signet seal, used not instead but along with the nişan, baysa, or tuğra. Unlike the Ottoman sultans, who avoided attaching personal seals to their letters sent to foreign rulers, the khans did not perceive such a personal touch to be below their dignity. Perhaps they even regarded it useful for creating the liaisons of intimacy between the sender and the addressee. Such an attitude is explicitly worded in the instrument of Mehmed III Giray from 1624, whose corroborating formula, recorded in a Polish translation, reads: “and in order to further raise its validity, we have impressed the seal with our own brotherly hand.”

Table 2. Color and size of the tuğras on Crimean instruments sent to Poland-Lithuania

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Colors used</th>
<th>Height (cm.)</th>
<th>Width (cm.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1632</td>
<td>gold, blue, green, greyish, red</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1634</td>
<td>gold, brown, red, orange, blue</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640</td>
<td>gold</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640 (qalga)</td>
<td>gold on the black background</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640 (nureddin)</td>
<td>gold</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1646</td>
<td>gold</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1649</td>
<td>black</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1654</td>
<td>gold</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1742</td>
<td>gold</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

308 A żeby to ważniej było, ręką swą własną i braterską pieczę przycisnęliśmy; see Document 48. The Polish translation, which records the inscription of the khan’s signet seal, does not refer to his tuğra, but we may safely assume that the instrument was also provided with a tuğra or at least proto-tuğra.
Few fifteenth- and sixteenth-century documents that lack the sözüm formula contain in its stead an intitulatio, which is analogous to the one used in the contemporary European and Ottoman chanceries:

1467 Nordulath magnus imperator Tartharorum
1507 (şartname) Великое Үрды великии цар Менъдликгиреи цар ("Mengli Giray Khan, the great khan of the Great Horde")
1514 (October) Мендли Кгиреи цар, божю милостью Великое Үрды великии цар, всихъ Кипъчаковъ, и Түркменъ, и татарскии господаръ ("[I,] Mengli Giray Khan, by the grace of God the great khan of the Great Horde, all the Kipchaks and Turkomans, and the lord of the Tatars")

Nevertheless, the intitulatio fully developed in the Crimean documents only after the sözüm formula had been incorporated into the tuğra that had been detached from the main text and elevated to the top of the instrument. While the early proto-tuğras of Ghazi II Giray from 1592 still recorded both the khan’s name and his titles, apparently for practical and aesthetic reasons such lengthy inscriptions ceased to be inscribed within the tuğras proper. Therefore, while the tuğra inscription was limited to the khan’s monogram, his full elaborated title was transferred to the intitulatio. This development is already manifest in Ghazi II Giray’s instrument from 1599, preserved in a Polish translation. Its text opens with a short inscription “Ghazi Giray Khan” (Car Kazigierey) that apparently belonged to the proto-tuğra (the Polish translator probably left out the formula sözüm), but then follows a

309 Consequently, the expression sözüm (or sözümüz), absorbed into the tuğra, could no longer be found in the main text; still, in İslam III Giray’s instrument sent in 1646 to Moscow one finds the sözüm formula twice: in the tuğra, and again in the main text, after the lofty intitulatio which ends with the words: sözümüz oldur kim; see RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 52 (the document is preserved in a contemporary copy); published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, p. 355; this intitulatio is quoted in Inalcık, “Power Relationships between Russia, the Crimea, and the Ottoman Empire as Reflected in Titulature,” p. 387.
longer inscription that apparently opened the main text and can be classified as an intitulatio:

1599  Z łaski i miłości bożej, Wielkiej Ordy wielki car Kazigierey
(“By the grace and love of God, the great khan of the Great Horde, Ghazi Giray”)

Further intitulatios found in the Crimean instruments are as follows:

1601  Wielkiej Ordy wielki car, distkypczacki, petihorski, nohaiiski, i nad niezliczonymi Tatary wolny hospodar, Car Kazy Girei
(“The great khan of the Great Horde, the free lord of the Kipchak Steppe, of the Circassians, Nogays, and innumerable Tatars, Ghazi Giray Khan”)

1604  Wielkiej Ordy wielgi car, czerkaski, nogaiski, sanseski, i inszych wszystkich narodów tatarskich dziedziczny cham [sic], Gazi Girey sultan
(“The great khan of the Great Horde, the hereditary khan of the Circassians, Nogays, innumerable Tatars, and all other nations, Ghazi Giray Sultan”)

1607  Magnae Ordae magnus et excellentissimus caesar Destkiperiach, Crimi et Cerkassiae, infinitimorum Nogaivom et innumerabilium Tartarorum magnus et absolutus princeps et chanus Kazigerey Han

310 The expression wolny hospodar (“free lord”), also found in Ruthenian sources (cf. Document 10, n. 3), reflects the ancient Mongol-Tatar notion of sovereignty.

311 The Turkish term Deşt-i Qıpçaq (Kipchak Steppe) is rendered in Polish by the adjective distkypczacki.

312 The Polish and Ruthenian term Petyhorcy (i.e., “those of the Five Mountains”) was analogous to the Russian term Pjatigorcy (cf. the name of the modern town of Pjatigorsk) and referred particularly to the Kabardinians, inhabiting the region extending between the Elbrus range and the Kuma river. Nevertheless, it sometimes applied to other Circassian tribes as well; cf. Aleksandr Nekrasov, Meźdunarodnyje otnošenija i narody Zapadnogo Kavkaza, pp. 27–29.

313 It should read nad niezliczonymi Tatary (“[the lord] of innumerable Tatars”) like in the instrument from 1601. The Polish translator apparently did not understand the Turkish word sansiz (“innumerable,” hence sansiz Tatarın, “of innumerable Tatars”), so he invented a nonexistent Polish adjective sanseski (“of the Sans”).

314 The title of sultan was apparently entered by mistake. While in the Ottoman Empire it referred to the ruler, in the Crimea it referred to the princes but not to the khan himself.

315 Corrupt for Tur. Deşt-i Qıpçaq, i.e., the Kipchak Steppe.
Wielkiej Ordy wielki wolny car, deskiczapski, petihorski, tatarski, i wielu nahayskich narodów mocny i wielki car Salamet Gierey (“The great, free khan of the Great Horde, the mighty and great khan of the Kipchak Steppe, of the Circassians, Tatars, and numerous Nogay peoples, Selamet Giray”)

Wielkiej Ordy wielki wolny car, destkypczacky, wielki newiysky wieliu nacij, pietiorski, bez liczby wielie Tatar wielki car będący Dziambegiery (“The great, free khan of the Great Horde, being the great khan of the Kipchak Steppe, numerous Nogay peoples, the Circassians, and innumerable Tatars, Djanibek Giray”)

Wielkiej Ordy i wielkiego państwa, i pól lipciackich [sic], i stolice krymskiej, i wiele Tatarów, i bez liczby Nahayczków, i prawej strony i lewej strony, i sto tysięcy Tatarów, i wielu w górach siedzących Cerkiesów, i Tatów wielki cesarz i wielki chan, podobny Ferydunowi, zacnością jako słońcem oświecony, możności i sprawiedliwości pełny, najjaśniejszy krymski chan Mechmed Gyray chan (któremu niech Bóg pomocnikiem będzie i niech go błogosławi na długie czasy!) (“[I,] the great emperor and great khan of the Great Horde and great state, the Kipchak Steppe, the Crimean throne, numerous Tatars and innumerable Nogays, the right side and the left side, one hundred thousand Tatars, numerous Circassians dwelling in the mountains, and the Tats, the illus-

316 Recorded in a slightly corrupt form as: wielki newiysky wieliu nacij.
317 Strangely, this intitulatio can be found in the middle of the document and in fact belongs to the narratio.
318 The term Tat appears already in the eighth-century Turkic Orkhon inscriptions denoting “a subjected foreign people.” In the seventeenth-century Crimean context, it probably denoted various peoples of foreign (i.e., non-Turkic) origin living under the khan’s rule, especially the Greeks, Italians, and the remnants of the Goths and Alans inhabiting the mountainous southern section of the Crimea; cf. Edmond Schütz, “The Tat people in the Crimea,” AO ASH 31 (1977): 77–106, esp. pp. 77–84 and 89–97; Ivanics, “Formal and linguistic peculiarities of 17th century Crimean Tatar letters addressed to princes of Transylvania,” pp. 217–218; Alexander Vasiliev, The Goths in the Crimea (Cambridge, Mass., 1936), p. 193. In the now lost original document in Turkish, the reference to the Tats was probably accompanied by a reference to the Tavgaches, like in the later Crimean documents and in the almost contemporary şartname sent by Mehmed III Giray to Muscovy, dated 11 September 1624; cf. RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 36, fol. 5a; published in Materiały dla istorii Krymskago xanstva, p. 21 (the Turkish copy reads: Tat bile Tavgaçınıŋ, whereas in the contemporary Russian translation both terms are left out as they were apparently unknown to the translator; cf Pamjatniki diplomaticheskix snošenij…. Edited by F. Laškov, p. 47). Samuel Otwinowski, the
trious Crimean khan Mehmed Giray Khan (may God assist and bless him for a long time!), similar to Feridun, enlight-
ened with righteousness like with sunlight, full of power and justice”

1632

Uluğ orda ve uluğ yurtını ve taht-i Qırımını ve Deşt-i Qıpçağını ve sansız hem Tatarnı ve sağıssız köp Noğayını ve tağ çıglay Çerkesini ve Tat bile Tavgaçını ve din-i mübin ve islam-i din-i mümininin uluğ padişahı ve uluğ hani ‘azametlü Canibek Gérey Han hazretlerinin edame’llahu ta’ala ila yevmi’il-mizan eyyam-i nusretindin

{“From his excellency, the great padishah and great khan of the Great Horde and great country [yurt], the Crimean throne, the Kipchak Steppe, innumerable Tatars and countless Nogays, mountain Circassians, Tats and Tavgaches, and of the faithful of the manifest religion of Islam, great Djanibek Giray Khan (may God—may He be exalted!—pro-
long his [i.e., my] victorious days until the Day of Judgment!) [...]”}

1634

Uluğ orda ve uluğ yurtını ve Deşt-i Qıpçağını ve taht-i Qırımını ve sansız köp Tatarnı ve sağıssız Noğayını ve Tat bile Tavgaçını ve tağ ara Çerkeçini ve cümle-i müminin ve

author of the extant Polish translation, was probably familiar with the term Tat, but not with Tavgaç, so he left it out. On the Tavgaches, see n. 321 below.

319 Feridun was the legendary ancient Persian hero and king.

320 The Turkish word köp (“many”), often paired in the intitulatio with the terms sağıssız (“countless”) or sansız (“innumerable”), is left untranslated because the phrase “innumerable many Tatars” or “countless many Nogays” would sound awkward in English.

On the Tats and on the earliest known reference to the Tavgaches in the Crimean context, see n. 318 above. In the Old Turkic context the term Tabyaç or Tavyaç referred to a Mongolian speaking tribe in northern China, while in the Karakhanid state it referred to Central Asia. It is doubtful whether the term Tavgaç, adopted by the Crimean chancery in the 17th century, referred to any ethnic or religious group. It rather stressed the dynasty’s historical roots, harmonizing in juxtaposition with the word Tat; cf. Edmond Schütz, “The Tat people in the Crimea,” pp. 98–100 (the author overlooked the earliest reference from 1624 and attributed the introduction of the formula “Tats and Tavgaches” to Djanibek Giray); Ivanics, “Formal and linguistic peculiarities of 17th century Crimean Tatar letters adressed to princes of Transylvania,” pp. 217–218. The vague meaning of the formula, not referring in the Crimean context to any specific ethno-religious community, is confirmed by an entry in Drevnetjurkskij slovar’, where the expression tat tavyaç is explained as vsjakie inozemcy (“all kinds of aliens”); see Drevnetjurkskij slovar’ (Leningrad, 1969), p. 541.
müsliminniŋ uluğ padişahi ‘azametli ve rif’ath ve şevketli uluğ han-i a’zam ve haqan-i mu’azzam Canibek Gėrey Han edame`llahu ta’ala eyyame ‘ömrihi ve devletihi ila yevmi`l-mizan hazretlerinden

(“From his excellency, the great padishah of the Great Horde and great country [yurt], the Kipchak Steppe, the Crimean throne, innumerable Tatars and countless Nogays, Tats and Tavgaches, mountain Circassians,322 and all the faithful and pious ones [i.e., Muslims], the majestic, eminent, mighty and exalted khan, and the esteemed khakan, Djanibek Giray Khan (may God—may He be exalted!—prolong the days of his [i.e., my] life and reign until the Day of Judgment!) [. . .]”)

1635

Wielkiej Ordy, wielkich narodów, stolice krymskiej, pól kypczakich, niezliczonych Tatarów, niezmiernych Nachayców i między górami będących Czerkiesów, i bez osiedla żyjących Tatów, prawej i lewej strony <i> stu, dziesięci, tysięcy, tumanów wielki car i wielki krymski chan, wywyższony, ogromny, ozdobny, najjaśniejszy, wielmożny, miłosierdzie nad ludem pospolitym trzymający, Inaiet Giray chan (którego wielmożności niech Pan Bóg do dni wolej swojej szczęśliwie dopomaga!)

(“The great tsar of the Great Horde and great nations, the Crimean throne, the Kipchak Steppe, innumerable Tatars, countless Nogays, mountain Circassians,323 unsettled Tats,324 and the hundreds, tens, thousands, and tens of thousands [tümen] of the right and the left side, the great Crimean khan, the elevated, great, decorous, illustrious, magnificent, extending his grace unto the common people, Inayet Giray Khan (may God assist his majesty with prosperity until the day of His will [i.e., the khan’s death]!)”)


323 Lit. “Circassians dwelling among mountains,” a literal translation of the Turkish expression tağ ara Çerkes.

324 On the Tats, see n. 318 above. The description “unsettled” (Pol. bez osiedła żyjących) apparently results from a misunderstanding, as the Tats were not nomads. Since in the khan’s intitulatio the Tats were typically paired with the Tavgaches and the latter term was unknown to Otwinowski (cf. n. 318), the Crown translator perhaps mistook Tavgac for Tav-goğ, “wandering in the mountains,” and erroneously applied this term to the Tats (“wandering” > “leading unsettled life” > “unsettled”).
1637

My, wielkich państw i Wielkiej Ordy, i stolice krymskiej, wielkich [pól] <góń> kipczackich i cerkieskich [góń] <pól>, i niezliczonych wojsk tatarskich i nachayskich na prawej i lewej stronie wielki car i chan Bahadyr Gieray chan, syn Selamet Gieray chanów, syna Dewlet Gieriejowegu

(“We, the great tsar and khan of the great states and Great Horde, the Crimean throne, the Kipchak Steppe and the Circassian mountains, and the innumerable Tatar and Nogay troops of the right and the left side, Bahadır Giray Khan, son of Selamet Giray Khan, son of Devlet Giray”)

1637 (qalga)

My, Wielkiej Hordy i wielkich państw krymskich, wielkich gór i szerokich pól tackich i nachayskich, cerkieskich, po lewej i prawej stronie wielkich wojsk wiary musulmańskiej wielki carowicz i kalga krzyski, Islam Gieray sólțan

(“We, the great prince [carowicz] of the Great Horde and the great Crimean domains, the great mountains and wide fields [i.e., steppes] of the Tats, Nogays, and Circassians, the great Muslim troops arranged into the left and the right side, the Crimean qalga, Islam Giray Sultan”)

1640

[1] Uluğ orda ulug yurtnıŋ taht-i Qırımnıŋ ulug han ‘azimü’-ş-şam Bahadır Gėrey Han hazretlerindin

(“From his [i.e., my] excellency, the great and most glorious khan of the Great Horde, the great country [yurt], and the Crimean throne, Bahadır Giray Khan”)

[2] Uluğ orda ulug yurtnıŋ ve Deşt-i Qıpçaqnıŋ ve taht-i Qırımnıŋ ve sansiz köb çerivnin ve sağısız Noğayınıŋ ve Tat bile Tavgaçınıŋ ve tav ara Çerkeçinįŋ ve ong qolınıŋ ve sol qolınıŋ ulug han ‘ali-ş-şam Bahadır Gėrey Han hazretlerindin

(“From his excellency, the great illustrious khan of the Great Horde and great country [yurt], the Kipchak Steppe, the Crimean throne, innumerable troops

325 Strangely, the fragment referring to the sender and the addressee is repeated so this document in fact contains two intitulatios and two inscriptios.
and countless Nogays, Tats and Tavgaches, mountain Circassians, the [troops of the] right wing and the left wing, Bahadır Giray Khan”)

1640 (qalga)

*Uluğ ordanıŋ ve uluğ yurtnıŋ ve taht-i Qırımnıŋ ve Deşt-i Qıpçaqnıŋ ve sansız köb Tatarnıŋ ve sağı̀ssız köb,Noğaynıŋ ve Tat bile Tavgacınıŋ ve tağ ara Çerkeçnıŋ ve oŋ qolnıŋ ve barça ümmet-i Muhammedınıŋ ve yüz on miŋ tümennıŋ uluğ padişahı ve hem uluğ qalğa sultanı bolğan halefü’ş-selatini’l-üzamşerefü’l-havaqini’l-kiram sa’adetlı ve şeca’atlı mén qağılgay İslam Gërey Sultan edame’llahu ta’ala ömrehü ve devletehü ve nasara a’vanahu ve ansarahu hazretlerimizden* (*“From our excellency, me, the prosperous and brave qalğa Islam Giray Sultan (may God—may He be exalted!—prolong his [i.e., my] life and reign, and may He grant victory to his [i.e., my] allies and auxiliaries!), the successor of great sultans and the glory of munificent khakans, who am the great padishah and also the great qalğa of the Great Horde and great country [yurt], the Crimean throne, the Kipchak Steppe, innumerable Tatars and countless Nogays, Tats and Tavgaches, mountain Circassians, the [troops of the] right wing, the whole community of Muhammad [i.e., the Muslims], [commanding over] hundreds, tens, thousands, and tens of thousands [tümens]”*)

1640 (nureddin)327

[1] *Uluğ yurtnıŋ ve taht-i Qırımnıŋ uluğ nured-din Qırım Gërey Sultan dame fi hifzı Rabbina ’l-müste’an hazretlerimizdin* {“From our excellency, the great nureddin of the great country [yurt] and the Crimean throne,

---

326 ve *on qolınıŋ*; in the edition of Vel’jaminov-Zernov and Faizxanov this fragment is mistakenly “corrected” by the addition of a redundant phrase ve sol qolnıŋ (“and of the left wing”); cf. *Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva*, p. 260. While the khan was officially titled the commander of the troops “of the right wing and the left wing,” the qalğa commanded over the right wing only; see also n. 438 in Part I.

327 Like the khan’s document from the same year, this instrument contains two *intitulatio*ns and two *inscriptio*ns; cf. n. 325 above.
Qırım Giray Sultan (may he last under protection of our Lord, whose aid is implored!)

[2] Uluğ orda ve uluğ yurtnıŋ ve Dešt-i Qıpçaqnıŋ ve taht-i Qırımnıŋ ve sansız köb Tartanın ve sağıssız köb Noğayın ve Tat bile Tavgaçın ve taq ara <Tavgaçın ve> Çerkeçın oŋ qolıŋ ve sol qolıŋ uluğ nureddin Qırım Gėrey Sultan hazretlerindin

(“From his excellency, the great nureddin of the Great Horde and great country [yurt], the Kipchak Steppe, the Crimean throne, innumerable Tatars and countless Nogays, Tats and Tavgaches, mountain Circassians, the [troops of the] right wing and the left wing, Qırım Giray Sultan”)

1646 Uluğ yurtnıŋ ve taht-i Qırımnıŋ ve Dešt-i Qıpçaqnıŋ ve sansız köb Tartanın ve sağıssız Noğayın ve taq-ara Çerkeçın ve Tat bile Tavgaçın uluğ padişahı bolğan ‘ali-hazret ma’ali-rütbet Hurşid-tal’at ‘Utarid-fitnat İslam Gėrey Han edame ilahu eyyame devletihi mü‘ebbedeten ila yevmi ’l-mizan hazretlerindin

(“From his excellency of exalted dignity and great rank, of sunny appearance and mercurial intelligence [i.e., clever], Islam Giray Khan (may God eternally prolong the days of his reign until the Day of Judgment!), being the great padishah of the great country [yurt], the Crimean throne, the Kipchak Steppe, innumerable Tatars and countless Nogays, mountain Circassians, and Tats and Tavgaches”)

1649 Tengri tebareke ve ta’ala hazretlerinin ruhmi ve ‘inayeti milen uluğ orda uluğ yurtnıŋ ve taht-i Qırımnıŋ ve taq-arı Çerkesın ve köp Tartanın ve barça Noğayın ve Dešt-i Qıpçaqnın ve bihesab çerinivın uluğ padişahi olan sa’adetli ve devletli ve mabahetli ve şeca’atlı mën uluğ İslam Gėrey Han dame devletihi ila yevmi ’l-mizan hazretlerindin

(“From his excellency, me, the great, prosperous, illustrious, majestic, and brave Islam Giray Khan (may his [i.e., my] reign last till the Day of Judgment!), who am—by the compassion and grace of His Excellency, God (may He be blessed and exalted!)—the great padishah of the Great Horde, the great country [yurt], the Crimean throne, mountain Circassians, numerous Tatars, all the Nogays, the Kipchak Steppe, and countless troops”)

328 Apparently repeated by mistake; cf. the intitulatio in other documents.
1654  

Uluğ orda ve uluğ yurtının ve Deşt-i Qıpçaqını ve taht-i Qırımının ve sansız köb Tatarının ve sağıssız köp Noğayının ve tağ-ara Çerkeçinin ve Tat bile Tavgaçını uluğ padişahi olan ‘ali-hazret ma’ali-rütbet Hurşid-tal’at ‘Utarid-fıtnat mën uluğ Mehmed Gêrey Han dame devletühü ila yevmi‘l-mızan hazretlerindin (“From his excellency of exalted dignity and great rank, of sunny appearance and mercurial intelligence [i.e., clever], me, the great Mehmed Giray Khan (may his [i.e., my] reign last until the Day of Judgment!), being the great padishah of the Great Horde and great country [yurt], the Kipchak Steppe, the Crimean throne, innumerable Tatars and countless Nogays, mountain Circassians, and Tats and Tavgaches”)

1668  

Wielkich Ord, wielkiego państwa, stolice krymskiej, i ord kupczackich, i bez liczby ordy, i Nahaiów, Tatów i Tumanów, w górach cerkieskich wielki car, wielki Adilgierey chan (“The great khan of the Great Horde, the great state, the Crimean throne, the Kipchak horde and countless hordes, and the Nogays, Tats and [Tavgaches],329 and the mountain Circassians, the great khan Adil Giray”)  

1672  

Sielim Giray z bożej łaski chan krymski, oczakowski, perekopski, białogrodzki, budziacki, czerkieski, kipczački, tumienski, baszkurtski, Wielkiego i Malego Nogaiu dziedziczy chan (“Selim Giray, by the grace of God the Crimean khan, the hereditary khan of Očakiv, Perekop, Akkerman, Budjak, Circassia, the Kipchak [Steppe], Tiumen,330 the Bashkirs,331 and the Great and Little Nogay [hordes]”)

---

329 The Polish text reads: Tatów i Tumanów (lit. “of the Tats and Tumans”). Although the word Tuman could make sense here and refer either to a traditional Turco-Mongolian army unit (tümen, i.e., “ten thousand”) or the town of Tiumen in Siberia (cf. n. 330 below), most likely the original document referred to the Tavgaches, who were typically paired with the Tats in the official intitulatio of the Crimean khans. As the term Tavgač was probably uncommon to the Polish translator or copyist, it was replaced by Tuman.

330 Apparently a reference to Siberia, in the instrument of Mehmed IV Giray referred to as Tura (cf. Document 64, n. 8). Tiumen (or Tümen) was a Russian town, founded in 1586 in the place of Chingi-Tura, the former capital of the Siberian Khanate. Admittedly, there was also another Tümen in Daghestan; see Zajcev [Zaitsev], “The Khanate of Sibir,” in: The Turks (Ankara, 2002), vol. 2, pp. 860–866, esp. p. 864.

331 This is the sole mention of the Bashkirs and Bashkortostan in the documents published in the present volume. Nevertheless, it is known that during the Bashkir uprising against the Russian rule in the years 1662–1664, Mehmed IV Giray envisioned a broad anti-Muscovian coalition, composed of the Poles, Ukrainian Cossacks,
1742 Cenab-i tebareke ve ta’ala hazretlerinin ‘avn-i ‘inayet-i ehadiye ve lutf-i hidayet-i ezeliyesiyle ‘ali-hita-i hazra-i ğabra-i Qırım ve Or ve Bucaq ve Quban ve Çerakise-i kuhestan ve ‘amme-i ‘aşair-i Nogaylıvan-i sahra-neşinanın han-i a’zamı celalettii celalettii ‘inayetli şahametli biz Selamet Gërey Han hazretimizden (“From our excellency, the brave, majestic, gracious, and val¬lorous Selamet Giray Khan, [being]—by the aid of the mono¬theistic grace and by the favor of the eternal spiritual guidance of His Majesty [God] (may He be blessed and exalted!)—the greatest Khan of the exalted sphere between the sky and earth, of the Crimea, Or [i.e., Perekop], Budjak, Kuban, the mountain Circassians, and all tribes of the Nogays, dwelling in the steppe”)

The intitulatio of the instruments from 1514, 1599, 1649, 1672, and 1742 also contain the formula devotionis, referring to the grace of God that enabled the Khan to ascend and hold his throne. Corresponding to the Latin Dei gratia, the formula was also used by the Ottoman chancery, apparently in result of its contacts with Christian states. It is hard to resolve whether the Crimean chancery adopted the formula devotionis through the Ottoman medium or rather due to direct borrowing from the Christian neighbors. Nonetheless, the formula had never become fully “domesticated” and is absent from the majority of the khans’ documents published in the present volume.

Tatars, Nogays, Bashkirs, and even Kalmyks, although the latter had no wish to join it; see Michael Khodarkovsky, Where Two Worlds Met. The Russian State and the Kalmyk Nomads, 1600–1771 (Ithaca-London, 1992), p. 98.

332 The territory on the right shore of the Kuban River, inhabited mainly by the Nogays, bordering on the south with Circassia and on the north with Cossack settlements along the Don; on its place in the Crimean-Russian relations in the years 1739–1774, see Kočekaev, Nogajsko-russkie otnošenija v XV–XVIII vv., pp. 133–191; Tamara Feofilaktova, “Kubanskij vopros v russko-tureckix otnošenijax v 1768–1774 godax,” in: Voprosy istorii i filologii (Rostov-na-Donu, 1974): 69–74. For a Russian map of Kuban from the late 18th century, see Khodarkovsky, Russia’s Steppe Frontier, p. 219.

333 On the adoption of the formula devotionis by the Ottoman chancery, cf. Kolodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 11–14.

334 Such opinion is voiced by Inalcık in idem, “Power Relationships between Russia, the Crimea, and the Ottoman Empire as Reflected in Titulature,” p. 387. Yet, the documents invoked by Inalcık origin from the 17th century while the earliest occurrence of the formula devotionis attested in the present study origins from 1514; in that period an import of chancery models from Vilnius, Moscow, or former Italian colonies in the Crimea was no less likely than from Istanbul.
As by the late 16th century the role of the *intitulatio* in the Crimean documents was usually played by the *sözüm* formula,\(^{335}\) in order to follow the changes in the khan’s official title one must examine both the *sözüm* formulas and the *intitulatios*.

Mengli Giray’s victory over Sheikh Ahmed in 1502 had a great impact on his *Weltanschauung*. Mengli’s envoy, sent in 1506 to Lithuania, referred to his lord as the ruler of “the two hordes: the Trans-Volgine and of Perekop” (*obejux tyx ord, Zavolskoe y Perekopskoe*).\(^{336}\) According to Usmanov, it is after 1502 that Mengli Giray officially adopted the title of “the great khan of the Great Horde.”\(^{337}\) Although this view is nuanced by Collins, who reminds that any khan could refer to his encampment and army as the “great horde,”\(^{338}\) both scholars agree that the year 1502 should be regarded as the turning point after which Mengli Giray became the strongest Genghisid ruler in Eastern Europe who could *de facto* and *de iure* claim his rights to the heritage of the Golden Horde.

In the early 16th century, the most typical element of the khan’s title was the formula: “the great khan of the Great Horde” (*Ulu Ordanung ulu hani*), whereas in Ruthenian documents the term “great khan” was rendered as *velykyj car*,\(^{339}\) and in the Italian one as *imperatore*. Less regularly, the khans were also referred to as the rulers of the Kipchaks (1514) or the Kipchak Steppe (1520), the Turkomans (1514), and the Tatars (1514, 1520). In Mehmed Giray’s *şartname* from 1520, preserved in the Khwarezmian Turkic original, one finds the lofty title: “the padishah of the Kipchak Steppe and all the Mongols” (*Deşt-i Qıpçaq barça Moğul padişahı*), which apparently reflected this khan’s inflated ambitions, though admittedly the term “Mongols” might have

---

\(^{335}\) On the problematic identification of the *sözüm* formula with the *intitulatio*, see n. 290 above. Even in the 15th and 16th centuries, some Crimean documents contained *intitulatios* that were distinctly different from *sözüm* formulas; in the 17th and 18th centuries the *sözüm* formula, incorporated into the *tuğra*, and the *intitulatio*, were entirely separated.

\(^{336}\) See Document 7.


\(^{339}\) In the East European chanceries the Turkic term *han* was commonly rendered with the Slavic term *car*; cf. Inalcık, “Power Relationships between Russia, the Crimea, and the Ottoman Empire as Reflected in Titulature,” p. 371; see also Document 20, published in the present volume in the Turkic original along with the contemporary Ruthenian translation.
been simply a substitute of the more common term “Tatars,” found in the analogous place in other Crimean documents from that time.\footnote{Even in the contemporary Ruthenian translation of Mehmed Giray’s şartname from 1520, the expression Deş-i Qıpçaq barça Möğul padişahi is simply rendered as Dest-y Kypčak vsym zemlijam tatarskym hospodar; see Document 20: Appendix.}

In Mengli Giray’s document from 1514, drawn in Italian by a former inhabitant of Caffa, we also find the term Ghazaria, well known from the medieval Genovese documents and referring to the territories extending between the Black and the Caspian seas, which had once belonged to the Khazar Kaganate (in fact roughly identical with the Turkic Deşt-i Qıpçaq).

In Ghazi II Giray’s document from 1601, the khan is also, for the first time, referred to as the ruler of the Circassians and Nogays. Moreover, in Ghazi II Giray’s document from 1607, preserved in a Latin translation, we encounter, for the first time, the term “Crimea,” apparently identical with “the Crimean throne” (Tur. taht-i Qırım) found in the later documents preserved in Turkish.

No later than in 1624, the Crimean khans also adopted the title of the rulers of the Tats and Tavgaches. Both terms were of ancient Turkic origin, but in the seventeenth-century Crimean context they referred to any non-Turkic subjects of the khans. The term Tavgäç, which still causes scholarly discussions, was also alien to the contemporary translators in Warsaw and Moscow, hence it was often left out from their translations or mistranslated.\footnote{Cf. notes 318, 321, and 324 above.}

In a fully developed seventeenth-century intitulatio, the khan was also referred to as the great padishah of the great country (yurt), of the Muslims, and of the troops of the right and the left wing arranged into tens, hundreds, thousands, and tens of thousands (tümenes). Such intitulatio also contained hyperbolic references that compared the khan with the Persian legendary king Feridun and attributed him various qualities associated with the sun and planets.\footnote{See also the khan’s intitulatios contained in the seventeenth-century Crimean letters sent to Transylvania and Denmark, studied by Ivanics, “Formal and linguistic peculiarities of 17th century Crimean Tatar letters adressed to princes of Transylvania,” pp. 215–216; and Matuz, Krimtatarische Urkunden im Reichsarchiv zu Kopenhagen, pp. 69–70.} Interestingly, the intitulatio of Qalga Islam Giray, contained in his instrument from 1640, was more elaborate than the intitulatio of his older brother, the khan, contained in the latter’s instrument sent in the same year.
though admittedly the qalga modestly titled himself the commander of
the troops of merely the right wing of the Crimean army.343

New and atypical elements appear in Selim Giray’s document from
1672, preserved in the original drawn in Polish. The list of the khan’s
holdings contained a number of fortresses and lands situated in the
vicinity of the Polish borders (some of them under joint Crimean-Ottom-
man control), such as Perekop, Očakiv, Akkerman, and Budjak, whose
entering was understandable in a document referring to the relations
with Poland. Moreover, the document referred to Selim Giray as the
hereditary lord of the Great Nogay Horde, the Bashkirs, and Tiumen,
which suggests that the old claims to the Volgine and Siberian heritage
of the Golden Horde were not yet entirely forgotten.

Selamet II Giray’s intitulatio from 1742 was more realistic, while the
fact that Budjak and Kuban were singled out among the khan’s pos-
sessions reflected the rising importance of these lands in the political
and economic making of the Khanate.

Besides the usual title of “khan,” found in the Crimean ruler’s intit-
ulatio, one encounters the title “free lord,” which reflected the ancient
Mongol-Tatar notion of sovereignty. The Persian title of “padishah,”
adopted by Mehmed Giray already in 1520, enters the standard
intitulatio of the Crimean khan only in the 17th century. Although
apparently borrowed from Ottoman Turkish and imitating the lofty
intitulatio of the Ottoman sultan, in the Crimean context the title
underwent certain devaluation. While in the Ottoman chancery usage
it was jealously preserved for the sultan and only at times hesitantly
attributed to friendly foreign rulers, such as the kings of France (but
not the Habsburg emperors), in the Crimea it referred not only to the
khans, but even—in 1640—to the qalga. No wonder that the title of
padishah was also freely applied in reference to the Polish kings (see
below).344

343 In a model combat setting, the command of the right wing belonged to the
qalga, of the left one to the nureddin, while the khan was the commander-in-chief.
In fact, such an order was rarely adopted, only in the cases when the whole Crimean
army set out for a campaign and none of the aforementioned dignitaries were left
behind to guard the Crimean homeland; see also n. 326 above.

344 According to Inalcık, in result of the multiplication and devaluation of the title
“padishah,” the Crimean chancery began to differentiate between “the padishah of
the Genghisid lineage” (Al-i Cengiz padişahı) and “the padishah of the Ottoman lin-
eage” (Al-i Osman padişahı), or to refer to the Ottoman rulers by even more elevated
titles, such as padişah hündkar (“the sovereign padishah”) or padişah-i ‘alempenah
(“padishah, the refuge of the world,” or “ecumenical padishah”); see idem, “Power
In their correspondence with Christian rulers, the khans sometimes invoked their caliphal rights, although the title of “caliph” was not entered in their formal *intitulatio*. In 1640, Bahadır Giray praised God, who had made him “the just shah in this prosperous time, the ruler of the world and the caliph of the epoch.” In 1646, Islam III Giray praised God, who had “placed the crown of caliphate on my blessed head and put the robe of sultanate on my stature full of integrity, adorned the Genghisid throne with my prosperous person, and turned my great gate [i.e., Porte] into the refuge of mankind and the shelter of Islam.” Finally, in 1654 Mehmed IV praised God, who “put the robe of caliphate on my imperial shoulder” (*hil’at-i hilafeti duş-i hümâyununa giyürüp*).345

An illuminating fragment, disclosing the composite nature of the legitimizing aspirations of the Crimean khans, is contained in Mehmed IV Giray’s instrument (although again not in the *intitulatio*) sent to Poland in 1654. Envisioning a joint attack against Russia, the khan requested the Polish king to acknowledge in advance his claims to:

1) Astrakhan, Kazan, Terek [i.e., Northeastern Caucasus], and Tura [i.e., Siberia] (*Ecderhan ve Qazan ve Terek ve Tura*);
2) any [other] Muslim provinces [to be conquered from Russia] (*ve her ne qadar Müsliman vilayetleri*);
3) any [other provinces] inhabited by Tatars or Nogays (*ve Tatar ve Noğay halqı var ise*).

The first category referred to the lands once belonging to the Golden Horde, thus stressing the dynastic claims of the Giray khans to their Genghisid (precisely Djochid) patrimony. The second criterium was religious and expressed the khan’s will to extend his patronage over all Muslims living under the tsar’s hand. Finally, the clan or—to use a more modern language—ethno-social motives drove the khan to

---

345 See Documents 55, 58, and 64; the latter citation is already discussed by Inalcık in *ibidem*, pp. 384–385 and 408. In that period, Muslim jurists commonly agreed that any Muslim ruler could claim the caliphal title on the condition that he defends and supports the Islamic Law; nevertheless, the ambitions of the Ottoman sultans to lead the Islamic world, combined with their patronage over Mecca, resulted in their conflicts with other Muslim rulers, most notably the Shiite Safavid shahs of Persia, Zaydi imams of Yemen, but also their Sunni brethren, the Great Moghuls of India.
claim his rule over all the Tatars and Nogays, previously conquered by Russia.346

Notificatio-promulgatio

A typical Genghisid *yarlıq* was formally addressed not only to its direct receiver, but to all the khan’s subjects, who were required to obey and execute their ruler’s will. If a *yarlıq* was sent to a foreign ruler, the latter’s subjects were addressed as well because they, too, were expected to obey and execute the will of the khan, who regarded himself as their and their ruler’s superior suzerain.347

The list of the khan’s subjects, entered in the Crimean documents sent to Lithuanian rulers, typically opened with the male Genghisid dynasty members referred to as *ulans*,348 followed by military commanders, from the highest to the lowest ones, having under their

---

346 See Document 64; this fragment is already discussed in Part I and quoted (in a simplified translation) by Inalčık in *ibidem*, p. 379.

347 For the categories of social groups and individuals, typically addressed in the *yarlıq*s, cf. Grigor’ev, “Konkretныe formuljary čingizидskих žalованных грамот XIII–XV vv.” (part III), *Učenye zapiski Leningradskogo […] Gosudarstvennogo Universiteta*, no. 383: *Serija vostokovedческих наук*, vypusk 18: *Vostokovedenie 2: Filologičeskie issledovaniya* (1976): 156–166, esp. pp. 162–164, and Usmanov, *Žalovанные акты Джу́чейского улуса XIV–XVI вв.*., pp. 206–228; both authors identify the *notificatio-promulgatio* formula with *inscriptio*; here, it is treated separately while the standard *inscriptio* will be discussed below. Anna Xoroškevič makes a convincing point that one cannot speak of a regular *inscriptio* when the name of the actual addressee (in the given case, a foreign ruler) is mentioned only indirectly; cf. *eadem*, *Rus’ i Krym*, p. 34. Such cases are also typical for Ottoman *ahdnames*, where the name of the foreign ruler, to whom they were in fact sent, was only mentioned in the *expositio-narratio*; hence the term “indirect *inscriptio*,” coined by Hans Theunissen, is now generally accepted; cf. Kołodziejczyk, *Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations*, p. 21.

348 The term *ulan* is somewhat confusing. According to Usmanov, it referred to Genghisid princes who directly commanded over the right and left wings of the army and stood in hierarchy higher than the beys; see *idem*, *Žalованные акты Джу́чевского улуса XIV–XVI вв.*, p. 206. At first sight, this definition fits the given context and can be confirmed by the fact that in the 17th century the right and the left wings of the Crimean army were—at least in theory—commanded by the qalga and the nureddin, who after all were the Genghisid princes. Yet, from other occurrences it appears that the *ulans* should not be identified with the Giray princes, who were distinctly referred to as *sultans* (see the *notificatio-promulgatio* formula of the instrument from December 1513). Even if some (or all?) of the *ulans* could claim the Genghisid lineage, they usually owed their position to their personal merits in the khan’s service, like Tevkel Ulan, sent in embassy to Lithuania in 1506. According to the French authors, in the Crimean context the term *ulan* (or *oğlan*) could refer to a Genghisid prince, but also to a nobleman of elevated status; see *Le khanat de Crimée*, p. 394.
orders tens of thousands \([tümens]\),\(^{349}\) thousands, hundreds, and tens of the Tatar troops, arranged into the right and left wings of the khan’s army. These commanders, recruited from among the Tatar nobility, were titled as beys\(^{350}\) or mirzas.

The address to the khan’s subjects was typically followed by the address to the subjects of the grand duke, graded in a descending social order: from the Ruthenian princes, who traced their ancestry back to Gediminas or Ruryk and were thus related to the Jagiellonians, to metropolitans, [Orthodox] bishops and priests, monks, boyars, townsmen, and commoners. In the address of the instrument sent to Poland in 1520, such standard collective formula was replaced by a more precise one, referring to the Crown dignitaries by their proper names and functions. Unlike the lists of Lithuanian addressees that opened with Gediminid princes and Orthodox metropolitans, the list of the Polish addressees opened with Catholic hierarchs, followed by highest secular dignitaries. The Crimean chancery apparently learned their names and functions from a document previously sent from Poland.

Curiously, after 1520 the Crimean chancery resumed the previous standard formula that was to reappear in the instruments sent to Poland-Lithuania until the late 16th century. Even the instrument from 1592, sent to a fierce Catholic ruler, Sigismund III, addressed the Orthodox metropolitans and bishops \((metropolitleringe ve ivladiqalaringa)\) while no mention was made of Catholic bishops, who had been referred to as \(püskublar\) in the instrument of 1520. To be sure, the Catholic hierarchs enjoyed a much more powerful position than their Orthodox colleagues not only in Poland, but also in Lithuania. Wojciech Radziwiłł, the Catholic bishop of Vilnius, participated in the pacification of 1507 and is in fact mentioned in Mengli Giray’s \(şartname\) from that year, referred to as \(knjaz’ biskup\).\(^{351}\) Among the

\(^{349}\) The actual size of a \(tümen\) could be much smaller than ten thousand of troops.

\(^{350}\) The term “bey” is again somewhat confusing. On the one hand, it referred to clan leaders, including the leaders of the four (or more?) leading clans, who were referred to as the \(qaraçi\) beys or simply the \(qaraçis\) (on the institution and number of \(qaraçis\), see notes 42 and 110 in Part I). Only the clan leader was titled as bey while the remaining clan members were referred to as \(mirzas\). Yet, on the other hand, the title of bey was also conferred to the khan’s trusted officials, who were not necessarily recruited from among the Tatar nobility; for instance, Augustino de Garibaldis, a prominent diplomat of Genovese origin in the Crimean service, is referred to in a Russian source as \(Agusutun knjaz’\), whereas in its context the title \(knjaz’\) was equivalent to bey; see Malinovskij, “Istoričeskoe sobranie,” p. 413.

\(^{351}\) Cf. Document 9, n. 23.
Lithuanian dignitaries, who corroborated the royal instruments sent to the khans in 1513, 1516, and 1535, we encounter the Catholic bishops of Vilnius and Samogitia, but no Orthodox hierarchs. Apparently, the persistent reference to Orthodox bishops in the *notificatio-promulgatio* of the Crimean instruments should not be regarded as a promotion of the Greek creed against the Latin one, but rather as an expression of linguistic conservatism reigning in the Crimean chancery. As the *yarlıqs*’ original content was the “donation” of Ruthenian lands to Lithuania, the principal addressees of these *yarlıqs* were the local elites of the “donated” lands, who were predominantly Orthodox even if Lithuania proper was predominantly Catholic. Besides, it is likely that in the Crimean chancery language of that time, the loaned terms *metropolitler* and *ivladıqalar* (*<Ruth. mytropolyt* and *vladyka*; the endings—*ler* and—*lar* are the Turkish plural) referred to any Christian hierarchs, and not just the Orthodox ones.352

The *notificatio-promulgatio* formulas found in the Crimean instruments sent to Poland-Lithuania are as follows:

**ca. 1462**

*Od prawej i lewej ręki naszej i od wszelkiego państwa naszego ulanom, panom radom, wszelkiego Państwa Ruskiego kniaziom, czerńcom, bielcom i wszelkim pospolitym:*

(“To the ulans and lords counselors of our right and left hand, to the princes, monks, laymen,353 and commoners of the Ruthenian state [sic].”)

**ca. 1473**

*Od prawej i lewej ręki naszej i ode wszego państwa naszego panom radom, kniaziom ruskim i państwom ich, bojarom, vladykom, metropolitom, czerńcom, bielcom i wszelkiemu pospolitemu ludu:*

(“To the lords counselors of our right and left hand and of our whole state, to the Ruthenian princes and [the inhabitants of] their estates, to the boyars, [Orthodox] bishops, metropolitans, monks, laymen, and all common people.”)

---

352 In analogy, the Turkish term *ruhban*, which originally referred to Orthodox monks, in the instruments from 1654 and 1742 refers to Catholic bishops and missionaries, respectively; cf. Document 64, n. 5 and Document 71, n. 20.

353 In old Ruthenian the term *belec* (lit. “[the one wearing] white [garments],” as contrary to a monk referred to as *černec*, lit. “[the one wearing] black [garments]”), referred to a person living in a monastery who had not undergone the rite of hair clipping and thus had remained a layman.
1507 (yarlıq) Правое руки и левое великого власа темникомъ, и тысячником, и сотником, и десятником, вланом, кнꙗзем, и всемъ рꙗсным людемъ, кнꙗзем, бояром, митрополитом и попом, черньцом, и всемъ чорнымъ людем и всемъ послѣствы: ("To the commanders of tens of thousands [tümens], thousands, hundreds, and tens of the great people [ulus] of the right and the left hand, the ulans and beys [Ruth. knjazem], and to all the Ruthenian people, princes, boyars, metropolitan, [Orthodox] priests, monks, and all ordinary people and commoners:"))

1513 (December) Правое и левое руки темникомъ, и пислянникомъ, и сотникомъ, и десятникомъ, и старшому сыну нашему Магмет Кгирею солтану, и сыну моему Ахмат солтану, а Магмуть Кирею, а Бурнаш Кирею, а Мубарек Кирею, и сынов моихъ детемъ солтановымъ, и вланом, и кнꙗземъ, мꙋръзамъ, и вси рꙗскѣ земли городом и местомъ, и митрополитомъ, и владыкамъ, игуменомъ, и черниломъ, и попом, и кнꙗземъ, и паномъ, и богромъ, и мещаномъ, и всему послѣству ("To the commanders of tens of thousands [tümens], thousands, hundreds, and tens of the right and the left hand, to our elder son Mehmed Giray Sultan, to our son Ahmed Sultan, to Mahmud Giray, Burnash Giray, and Mübarek Giray, to the children of my sons, the sultans [i.e., princes], to the ulans, beys [Ruth. knjazem], mirzas, and to the castles and towns of the whole Ruthenian land, metropolitan, [Orthodox] bishops, heads of Orthodox monasteries [ihumens], monks, [Orthodox] priests, princes, lords, boyars, townsmen, and all the commoners:"))

1514 (June) Правое руки и левое руки великого власа темникомъ, и пислянникомъ, и сотникомъ, и десятникомъ, и всемъ тымъ вланомъ и кнꙗземъ, такжъ вси рꙗскѣ земь внутръныхъ и замѢчистыхъ мѢсть и
городов митрополитомъ, владыкамъ, всемъ дыховымъ, кнѣземъ, и богромъ, и мещаномъ, и всему постольству:

(“To the commanders of tens of thousands [tümens], thousands, hundreds, and tens of the great people [ulus] of the right and the left hand, all the ulans and beys [Ruth. knjazem], and also to the metropolitans, [Orthodox] bishops, all clergy-men, princes, boyars, townsmen, and commoners of the inland and fortified towns and castles of all the Ruthenian lands:”)

1517

Праваꙗ рꙋка, леваꙗ рꙋка354 великого влуса
темꙗнкомъ, тисꙗчникомъ, сотникомъ, десꙗтникомъ, вланомъ, кнѢземъ, теж рꙗскимъ
кнѢземъ, мѢстомъ и городомъ, митропо-
литомъ, владыкамъ, бelyголовымъ, чернѢ-
цомъ, кнѢземъ, богромъ, мѢщаномъ, и всѢму
постольству, вамъ зведома бо было, штож мы
ꙗвно чинимъ сѫмъ нашимъ листомъ:

(“To the commanders of tens of thousands [tümens], thousands, hundreds, and tens of the great people [ulus] of the right and the left hand, the ulans and beys [Ruth. knjazem], also to the Ruthenian princes, towns and castles, metropolitans, [Orthodox] bishops, women [sic],355 monks, princes, boyars, townsmen, and all the commoners, you should know that we announce [the following] with our present letter:”)

1520 (yarlıq
cum şartname)

Права рꙋка, леваль рꙋка тмы тмами, сто и
dесѧть χтo мaeт, с уланы, кнѢзи, и м ­ручами,
всeл Рꙋси втчыны митрополитомъ, влады-
камъ, чернѢцомъ, попомъ, и кнѢземъ, паномъ,

354 It should read: Правое рꙋки, левое рꙋки.

355 Apparently by misunderstanding, the scribe changed the term belcom (lit. “to those [wearing] white [garments]”), which had figured in earlier documents and referred to laymen living in monasteries, into belyholovym (lit. “to those with white heads”). The latter term referred to women and is unlikely in the given context (i.e., a social group listed between bishops and monks); yet, the mistake was perpetuated for almost a century as in a document from 1592, composed in Turkish (cf. n. 381 below), we encounter a mysterious term aqbaşlı (lit. “[the one] with a white head”).
the Crimean Instruments 369

To those having [i.e., commanding over] tens of thousands [tümens], thousands, hundreds, and tens of the right and the left hand, the ulans, beys [Ruth. knjazi], and mirzas, and to the metropolitans, [Orthodox] bishops, monks, [Orthodox] priests, and the princes, lords, boyars, townsmen, and all common people of whole Ruthenia:"

Ong qol song qolnung tümen ming yüz on biylegen oğlanlar biyler mirzalarığa barça İleh yurtunung knyaz arşispkü başlıq taqı Ladjlav pişkübi knyaz Matyasğa taqı Premislenüng knyaz pişküb potqanselerğe taqı Kirakuv voyvodasi dizdari pan Qristof ulu qaniselerğe taqı ulu hazineci pan Niqolayğa taqı Qamanice İlav voyvodasi ulu marşalğa taqı Pozna voyvodasıغا taqı Sudomir voyvodasi pan Filyer ulu hedmanğa taqı Lublin voyoda pan Tosunckiye taqı bulardan başqa İleh yurtunung ulu pişkübärlerına ve qaloniqlarıña ve pilebanlarığa ve papaslarığa ve mesçanlarığa ve bayarlarıغا ve barça Ulu Kêngeş panlarığa ve içki daşqısığa ve köp qara ėlge barça tüzünce bilsingler kim:

(To those commanding over tens of thousands [tümens], thousands, hundreds, and tens of the right wing and the left wing, the ulans, beys, and mirzas, and [to] all [the inhabitants] of the Polish country to begin with the Reverend Archbishop;357 also to the bishop of Włocławek, the Reverend Maciej);358 also to the bishop of Przemyśl, the Reverend Bishop Vice-chancellor;359 also to the palatine and warden360 of Cracow, Pan361 Krzysztof, the

---

356 Apparently left out by the copyist.
357 Jan Łaski, the archbishop of Gniezno; for further biographic details about him and the following Polish dignitaries, see the respective notes in Document 20.
358 Maciej Drzewicki, the bishop of Włocławek.
359 Piotr Tomicki, the Crown vice-chancellor (podkanclerzy) and the bishop of Przemyśl.
360 Tur. dizdar; it should be rendered here as Pol. starosta.
361 The Polish title pan is difficult to translate hence it is kept as in the original;
part two—chapter three

grand chancellor;\(^{362}\) also to the grand treasurer,\(^{363}\) Pan Mikołaj;\(^{364}\) also to the palatine [sic] of Kamieniec and Lwów, the grand marshal;\(^{365}\) also to the palatine of Poznań;\(^{366}\) also to the palatine of Sandomierz, Pan Firlej, the grand hetman;\(^{367}\) also to the palatine of Lublin, Pan Tęczyński;\(^{368}\) and apart from those [mentioned above] to the great bishops, canons,\(^{369}\) vicars,\(^{370}\) priests, townsmen,\(^{371}\) knights,\(^{372}\) all lords of the Great Council, those in the inner [i.e., courtiers] and outer service, and to all common people: They should all duly know that [...]"

1532 Правое рѣки и левое великаго ulusа темъ никомъ, и тисечникомъ, и сотникомъ, и десѣтникомъ, кнѣземъ, по тому же рѣскомъ кнѣземъ и паномъ, городомъ, местамъ и волостемъ, и митрополитамъ, и владыкамъ, чернотцомъ и белцомъ, болромъ и мещаномъ, и всемъ посолствомъ, и жѣбы вамъ было ведомо:

("To the commanders of tens of thousands [tümens], thousands, hundreds, [and tens]\(^{373}\) of the great people [ulus] of the right and the left hand, the ulans and beys [Ruth. knjazem], and likewise to the Ruthenian princes and lords, castles, towns, and estates, metropolitans, [Orthodox] bishops, monks and laymen, boyars and townsmen, and all the commoners, thus you should know:"

---

\(^{362}\) Krzysztof Szydłowiecki, the Crown chancellor and the starosta of Cracow.

\(^{363}\) Tur. ulu hazineci, i.e., “the great treasurer;” the term corresponds with the Polish title of podskarbi wielki.

\(^{364}\) Mikołaj Szydłowiecki, the Crown grand treasurer (podskarbi wielki).

\(^{365}\) This entry apparently refers to Stanisław Chodecki, the starosta of Kamienieck Podol (1494–1510) and of Lwów (1501–1529), the Crown grand marshal since 1505; yet, as his brother, Otto Chodecki, was the palatine of Kamienieck (1509–1515) and then of Ruthenia, i.e., the province centered in Lwów (1515–1527), perhaps the entry confuses the two brothers or refers to both of them.

\(^{366}\) Mikołaj Lubrański, the palatine of Poznań.

\(^{367}\) Mikołaj Firlej, the palatine of Sandomierz and the Crown grand hetman.

\(^{368}\) Andrzej Tęczyński, the palatine of Lublin.

\(^{369}\) Pol. kanonik is rendered in the Turkish text as galoniq.

\(^{370}\) Pol. pleban is rendered in the Turkish text as pileban.

\(^{371}\) Pol. mieszczanin (miesczcan in the genitive plural) is rendered in the Turkish text as mescan.

\(^{372}\) Ruth. bojaryn is rendered in the Turkish text as bayarin.

\(^{373}\) Apparently omitted by error; cf. the analogous fragment in the instrument from 1517.
1539 I państwa naszego od prawej i lewej ręki naszej, i wielkiego państwa naszego ułanom i kniaziom naszym,\textsuperscript{374} ruskim państwom, miastom, zamkom, metropolitom, władyskom, czerńcom, bielcom, bojarom, mieszczanom, i wszelkim pospolitym ludziom, czynimy jawno tem naszym listem:

(“<And> [To the commanders\textsuperscript{375} of our right and left hand of our state, to our ułans and beys [kniaziom] of our great state, and to the Ruthenian estates, towns, castles, metropolitans, [Orthodox] bishops, monks, laymen, boyars, townsmen, and all common people, we make known with our present letter:"

1542 Od prawej i od lewej ręki naszej, i od wszelkiego państwa naszego ułanom, kniaziom, murzom,\textsuperscript{376} ruskim państwom, zamkom, miastom, czerńcom, bielcom, i wszelkim aby było jawno, iż [. . .]

(“[To the commanders\textsuperscript{377} of our right and left hand, to the ułans, beys [kniaziów], and mirzas of our whole state, and to the Ruthenian estates, castles, towns, monks, laymen, and all [the people]: It should be known that [...]”

1552 Взъняницу самъ втъ себѣ и втъ всѣхъ верныхъ нашихъ, котори нами служятъ правою и левою рѣкою—вланове, князи, и мързы, тымъ нашимъ докончаниемъ княжатомъ рѣскимъ, замъкомъ, местомъ, митрополитомъ, владыкомъ, черньцомъ и бельцомъ, попомъ и мещаномъ, и всимъ носиполитымъ людемъ:

(“With our present letter of agreement I announce in my name and in the name of all our loyal subjects, who serve us [in the troops of]\textsuperscript{378} the right and left hand—the ułans, beys [Ruth. knjazi], and mirzas, to the Ruthenian princes, castles, towns, metropolitans, [Orthodox] bishops, monks and laymen, [Orthodox] priests, townsmen, and all common people:"

\textsuperscript{374} Written erroneously: \textit{ulanów i kniaziów naszych}; for a correct reading, cf. the earlier documents.

\textsuperscript{375} The text of the Polish translation is corrupt; cf. n. 374 above.

\textsuperscript{376} Written erroneously: \textit{ulanów, kniaziów, murzów}; for the same error, cf. n. 374 above.

\textsuperscript{377} The text of the Polish translation is corrupt; cf. n. 375 above.

\textsuperscript{378} The literal meaning of the Ruthenian translation: “who serve us with right and left hand,” is obviously corrupt, hence it was corrected here.
Ong qolınıng ve sol qolınıng ulüşünng tümen biyle-
gen ming yüz on biylegen oglanlarına ve beklerine
ve mirzalarına ve Rus ve Prus kenazlarına ve
şehir ve kermen beklerine ve metropolitlerine
ve ivładıqalarına ve ağaşlı ve qara tonlarına
mesçanlarına ve barça ulüş kengeş panlarına ve
iki ve tôşqlarına ve köblik qara ėlge barça tüzünce
bilgelerine:

(“To those commanding over tens of thousands
[tümens], and those commanding over thousands,
hundreds, and tens of the right wing and the left
wing of the great people [ulus], the ulans, beys, and
mirzas, and to the princes379 of Ruthenia and Prus-
sia, the commanders of cities and towns, metrop-
olitans and [Orthodox] bishops,380 women [sic]381
and monks,382 townsfolk,383 all lords of the Great
Council, those in the inner [i.e., courtiers] and
outer service, and to all common people; they
should all duly know.”)

Oznajmujemy tym listem naszym niniejszym i na
potym będącym, iż [. . .]

(“We announce with our present letter to those liv-
ing now and in the future that […]”)

379 In theory, the translation of the word kenazlar as “reverends” or “Catholic
bishops” is also possible since the Ruthenian term knjaz’ referred either to “prince”
or “[Catholic] priest.” Yet, albeit Catholic hierarchs were listed in the şartname sent
to Poland in 1520, throughout the 16th century the Crimean chancery stuck to the
customary formula, known from the earliest yarlıqs sent to Lithuanian rulers. The
formula opened with addressing the Ruthenian princes, metropolitans, and Ortho-
dox bishops, while it contained no reference to Catholic hierarchs. This issue is also
discussed above.

380 Ruth. vladyka or Pol. władyka (i.e., “Orthodox bishop”) is rendered in the Turk-
ish text as ivładıqa.

381 Pol. białogłowa (lit. “white head,” i.e., “woman”) is rendered in the Turkish text
as ağaşlı (lit. “[the one] with a white head”). The term itself was apparently entered in
the present and earlier documents by misunderstanding; an earlier scribe, unfamiliar
with the old Ruthenian term belec (lit. “[the one] wearing white [garments]”), which
referred to a layman living in a monastery, changed it into belyholova, i.e., “woman;”
cf. n. 355 above.

382 Ruth. černec, (lit. “[the one] wearing black [garments],” i.e., “monk”) is rendered in
the Turkish text as qara ton (lit. “[the one wearing] black garments”).

383 Pol. mieszczanin (mieszczan in the genitive plural) is rendered in the Turkish
text as mesçan.
The last formula, which differs from the previous ones, should be regarded as merely a calque from the Polish document, issued by Sigismund III in 1598. In fact, after 1592 the traditional *notificatio-promulgatio* seems to have disappeared from the Crimean documents. Typical for the *yarlıqs*, in the 16th century it was sometimes also entered in *şartnames* and *‘ahdnames*, as is evidenced by the documents from 1520 and 1592 (admittedly, the latter one is referred to within its text as both an *‘ahdname* and a *yarlıq*).

In the seventeenth-century Crimean documents, the reference to tens of thousands, thousands, hundreds, and tens of Tatar troops divided into the right wing and the left wing, which had originally figured in the *notificatio-promulgatio* formula, can be sometimes found in the *intitulatio* of the khan, or even the qalga. This shift was already noticed by Ivanics, who also observed that the formula had lost its original meaning, because in the 17th century the Crimean army was no longer divided into *tümen*.

In fact, the earliest occurrence, when the above reference no longer figures in the *notificatio-promulgatio*, but in the khan’s *intitulatio* (more precisely, in the *söüzim* formula), can be located in the document from 1514, drawn in Italian, where Mengli Giray is referred to as the ruler *del gran consiglio de la destra et senestra mano sua, zoe de li legionarii, millenarii, centorioni, decurioni, et de tucti loro satrape, duchi, et cetera.*

**Direct individual inscriptio and salutatio**

Two fifteenth-century Crimean instruments, published in the present volume, do not contain a *notificatio-promulgatio* but are directly addressed to Casimir:

1467 *Serenissimo domino et domino Kazimiro regi Polonie salutem*
1480 *Королю, брате мои*

(“Oh king, my brother”)

---

384 Cf. the documents issued in 1624, 1635, and 1640 (by the qalga), published in the present volume.

Interestingly, Casimir, referred to with his Lithuanian title as “our brother, Grand Duke Casimir” (Pol. bratu naszemu wielkiemu kniaziowi Kazimierzowi) in the yarlıq from ca. 1462 and ca. 1473, is addressed with his Polish royal title in the instruments from 1467 and 1480. The latter choice seems natural in the document from 1467, composed in Latin and sent to Poland, but the instrument from 1480 was sent to Vilnius and negotiated by the Lithuanian diplomacy (Ivan Hlyns’kyj’s embassy), and yet it referred to Casimir as the king and not as the grand duke. Apparently the royal title came to be seen as more prestigious by both the addressee and the sender.

Two instruments from 1527, issued by Khan Saʿadet Giray and Qalga Islam Giray, are likewise directly addressed to Sigismund and also contain a salutatio:

1527 (khan) Լանսկում, լիտովյանին, ռյսկում, պրյուսկում, ժամուտյանին, և մինչև զառուկային տարածք գոսպոդարյուն, բրատու մոեւ կորոլու Սիգիմոնդին մինչապես անչափ պակեմուն
(“[Let] multiple salutations [be pronounced] to my brother, King Sigismund, the lord of Poland, Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Samogitia, and many other states”)

1527 (qalga) Ունի նամսում Սիգիմոնդին կորոլու պոլսկում, մեծում կւնայա լիտովյանին, ռյսկում, պրյուսկում, ժամուտյանին, և մինչև զառուկային տարածք գոսպոդարյուն, մինչապես անչափ պակեմուն
(“[Let] multiple salutations [be pronounced] to our father Sigismund, the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Samogitia, and the lord of many other states”)

It is worth noting that while the khan addressed the king as his brother, thus expressing their equal status, the qalga addressed Sigismund as his father. The difference can be easily explained by two factors: the qalga’s inferior status and the fact that he belonged to a younger generation (Islam was Saʿadet’s nephew).

In 1592, Ghazi II Giray simultaneously issued two separate instruments, one addressed to a general public and provided with the notificatio-promulgatio, and another specifically addressed to Sigismund III. In the following years, the notificatio-promulgatio formula was entirely abolished and replaced with the direct inscriptio, accompanied
with the *salutatio* and followed by a reference to the document’s contents:

1592 (oath-yarlıq)  *Uluğ ulusning ve köb Rusning ve Prusning ve İlehning ve Mazavşning ve Milyanıng ve Qraqovning ve barça qrıstyanlıngın uluğ qrıstyan padişahı qarındaşımız Zigmut qıral köbdin köb selam-i merfu‘ dégeç yahşımızı ve hoşmısız déb386 halınız ve hatırınız sorğanızdın song i’lam-i yarlıq-ı şerif-i muhabbet-i haqani öldür kim:*

(“Great Christian emperor [padişah] of the great people [ulus], of many [lands] of Ruthenia, Prussia, Poland, Mazovia, Sandomierz,387 and Cracow, and of all Christians, our brother King Sigismund!

Having expressed great many exalted salutations, and after we have inquired about your condition and health by asking: “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?” the message of the noble yarlıq [full] of imperial affection is that.”)

1601  *Wielkiemu kniaziowi litewskiemu, ruskiemu, pruskiemu, mazowieckiemu, żmodzkiemu, kiio-wskiemu, podolskiemu, szwedskiemu, wandal-skremu, i nad inszymi paísntwy chrześcijańskiemn dziedzicznemu hospodarowi będącemu, króliowi, bratu naszem, Trzeciemu Zigmuntowi, wielkie pozdrowienie!*

(“[Let] a great salutation [be pronounced] to the grand duke of Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Kiev, and Podolia, being [also] the hereditary lord of the Swedes, Vandals, and of other Christian states, our brother, King Sigismund the Third!”)388

---

386 Here and in the following documents it can be also read deyib.
387 In the Turkish text *Milya*, apparently a corrupt rendering of *Sandomiria*, the Latin name of Sandomierz.
388 The scandal caused by the omission of Poland—apparently unintentional—among Sigismund’s domains inscribed in the present document is discussed in Part I.
Wszystkie Rusi, pruskiemu, z łaski bożej Trzeciemu Zygmuntowi, wielgiemu książęciu litewskiemu, żmudziemu, kijowskiemu, podolskiemu, świedzikiemu, gottskiemu, wandalskiemu, mazowieckiemu, inflanckiemu, i inszych wiele państw samodzierżawcy, dziedzicznemu z dziadów i pradziadów wielgiemu cesarzowi i królowi polskiemu, po zaleceniu wszelakiej życzliwości i chęci naszej carskiej i braterskiej, przyjacielskie oznajmienie:

("After we have pronounced our monarchic, brotherly goodwill and inclination to Sigismund the Third, [the lord] of the whole Ruthenia and Prussia, the grand duke of Lithuania, Samogitia, Kiev, Podolia, [the lord] of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals, the autocratic ruler of Mazovia, Livonia, and numerous other states, the hereditary great emperor from the times of his grandfathers and great grandfathers, and the king of Poland, we [hereby] announce in a friendly way:")

Magnae Russiae, Prussiae, Mazoviae, Samogitiae, Livoniae, Volhiniae, Podoliae, Podlassiae, et Suecorum, Gottorum Vandalorumque magno regi Sigismundo III, regi Poloniae et magno duci Lituaniae, fratri nostro:

Wielkiemu ruskiemu, pruskiemu, mazowieckiemu, żmódzkiemu, inflantskiemu, kjiowskiemu, wołynskiemu, podolskiemu, i świedzkiemu, gottskiemu, wandalskiemu, i wielom państwom dziedzicznemu królowi, Jego Miłości Trzeciemu Zygmuntowi, polskiemu, i wielkiemu księciu litewskiemu, bratu naszemu Jego Królewskiej Miłości wielki pokłon i pozdrowienie!

("[Let] a great greeting and salutation [be pronounced] to the great hereditary king of Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Kiev, Volhynia, Podolia, of the Swedes, Goths, Vandals, and numerous [other] states, His Majesty Sigismund the Third, [the king] of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, His Royal Majesty, our brother!")

Wielkiemu ruskiemu, pruskiemu, i wieliom chrześcijańskim państwom i litewskim wielkiemu panu, mazowieckiemu, żmudziemu, inflianckiemu, kjiowskiemu, wołynskiemu, podolskiemu, świedzkiemu, gottskiemu, wandalskiemu, polskiemu dziedzicznemu panu, bratu naszemu, Trzeciemu Zygmuntowi Jego Królewskiej Miłości wielki pokłon i pozdrowienie!

("[Let] a great greeting and salutation [be pronounced] to the great lord of Ruthenia, Prussia, and numerous Christian states
and Lithuanian [domains], the hereditary lord of Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Kiev, Volhynia, Podolia, of the Swedes, Goths, Vandals, and of Poland, our brother, His Royal Majesty Sigismund the Third!

1624 Wielkich państw i wielkich ord ruskiemu, pruskiemu, mazowieckiemu, żmudzkiemu, inflanckiemu, kiiowskiemu, smoleńskiemu, cirkaskiemu, szwedzkiemu, gottskiemu, vandalskemu, litowskemu wielkiemu cesarzowi, bratu naszemu, królowi polskiemu Zygmuntowi Trzeciemu, którego sprawy dobre niech mają wywyższenie, i przymierze albo pokój stanowiony niech będzie do dnia sądnego trwały.

{“To our brother, the great emperor\textsuperscript{390} of the great states and great hordes: Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Kiev, Smolensk, Cerkasy, of the Swedes, Goths, Vandals, and of Lithuania, the king of Poland, Sigismund the Third (may his affairs be well elevated\textsuperscript{390} and may the established agreement and peace last till the Day of Justice!).”

1632 Uluğ orda ve uluğ yurtınnıŋ ve köp memleketlerınıŋ ve köp Hristyanınıŋ uluğ padişahı qarındaşım Lēh qıralı bolğan qıral musadaqat-ıştimal hazretlerine köpdin köp selam qılp nedir haliniz yahşımısız hoʃmisız dēb haliniz ve hem hatırıñızın xorğanızızdan sonra muhabet birle ilam-i yarlıq-i şerif ve ifham-i tebliq-i ‘ahdname-i münif oldur ki:

(“To the great emperor [padişah] of the great horde [orda] and great country [yurt], and many dominions and many Christians, his excellency, who induces friendly feelings, my brother, the king of Poland: after having expressed great many salutations and inquired about your condition and health by asking: “how are you?,” “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” the message of the noble yarlıq, associated with affection, and the explanation of the transmission of the illustrious ‘ahdname is that:”

\textsuperscript{389} In the lost Turkish original it probably read padişah; cf. the following documents.

\textsuperscript{390} This might be an imprecise translation of the standard Arabic formula hutimet āvakibihā bi’l-hayr (“may his latter moments end with good!”), typically entered by Muslim chanceries after the names of non-Muslims and expressing the hope in their conversion to Islam.
uluġ orda ve uluġ yurtınıŋ ve köp Hrıstyannıŋ ve barça Lēh vilayetleriniŋ uluġ padişahı ve uluġ qıralı qardaşımız ve uluġ dostumuz uluġ padişah... dame hayran biʾs-selameti ila yevmiʾ l-qiyaṃ savbına köp selam qılıp nedir mübarek hatırımız yahşımız hoşımız dėb sorganımızdan sonra ʾilam-i yarlıq-i şerif-i hani oldur ki:

(“To the great emperor [padişah] and great king of the great horde [orda] and great country [yurt], and many Christians and all the Polish provinces, our brother and our great friend, the great emperor...”³⁹¹ (may he remain well and sound until the Day of Resurrection!): after having expressed great many salutations and asked: “how is your blessed health?,” “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” the message of the noble monarchic yarlıq is that:”)

³⁹¹ Empty space was left to fill in the king’s name.

Wielkiemu ruskiemu, pruskiemu, litewskiemu, mazowieckiemu, żmudzkiemu, inflanckiemu, kiiowskiemu, podlaskiemu, smolenskiemu, czerniowieckiemu, i szwedzkiemu, gotckiemu, wandal斯基emu, i wielu inych krześcijan wielkiemu cesarzowi, Czwartemu Władysławowi, bratu naszemu, królowi polskiemu (którego sprawy niechaj Bóg sprawuje do dnia sądnego), wielu państwom rozkazicielowi, wiele nad wielą pozdrowieniom uczyniwszy, o zdrowiu i o powodzeniu Wielmożności Waszej się popytawszy, ten list nasz carski napisawszy posyłamy:

(“To the great emperor of Ruthenia, Prussia, Lithuania, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Kiev, Podlachia [Podlasie], Smolensk, Ćernihiv, and of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals, and of many other Christians, our brother, the king of Poland, Vladislaus IV (may God conduct his affairs until the Day of Justice!), the commander of many states; having expressed great many salutations and asked about Your Majesty’s health and prosperity, we have written and sent our present imperial letter:”)

Wielkich królestw i wielkich księstw polskich, szwedzkich, ruskich, pruskich, mazowieckich, litewskich, inflanckich, gotskich, żmudzkich, wandalских, samogich wielkiemu królowi i monarsze, najjaśniejszemu bratu naszemu Władysławowi Czwartemu, którego Pan Bóg po wszystkie dni niechaj szczęści i
błogosławi, po nawidzeniu uprzejnym zdrowia dobrego przez to pisanie z najjaśniejszym znakiem naszym wiadomo czyniemy, że:

(“After having politely wished good health to the great king and monarch of the great kingdoms and great duchies of Poland, Sweden, Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Lithuania, Livonia, Gothia, Samogitia, Vandalia, and Samogitia, our illustrious brother Vladislaus the Fourth (may God favor and bless him until the end of his days!), we make known by this writing provided with our illustrious sign [i.e., tuğra] that:”)

1637 (qalga) Wielkich królestw i wielkich księstw polskich, szwedzkich, litewskich, ruskich, pruskich, mazowieckich, żmudzkich, infaltskich, gotskich, wandalskich, wielkiemu i najjaśniejszemu monarsze polskiemu, Władysławowi Czwartemu bratu naszemu, po nawiedzeniu pilnym zdrowia dobrego przez to nasze pisanie z najwyższym znakiem naszym sultańskim wiadomo będzie, że:

(“After having promptly wished good health to the great and illustrious Polish monarch of the great kingdoms and great duchies of Poland, Sweden, Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Gothia, and Vandalia, our illustrious brother Vladislaus the Fourth, it will be known through our present writing provided with our lofty princely sign [i.e., tuğra] that:”)

1640

[1] Haliya Lēh memleketiniŋ ve Litvanıŋ ve köb Urusınıŋ ve Purusınıŋ padişahi bolğan qardaşımız Viladislaf Qralğa (“To our brother, King Vladislaus, being presently the emperor [padişah] of Poland, Lithuania, and many [lands of] Ruthenia and Prussia:”)

---

392 Erroneously repeated; first listed as żmudzkich and then as samogickich whereas both terms refer to Samogitia.

393 The qalga refers to his tuğra as “our lofty sultanic sign” (Pol. najwyższy znak nasz sultański); as in the Crimean context the title sultan applied to any prince from the Giray dynasty, but not to the ruling monarch, the adjective sultański (<Tur. sultanı) is rendered here as “princely;” cf. n. 396 below.

394 Strangely, the fragment referring to the sender and the addressee is repeated so this document in fact contains two intitulatio and two inscriptio; cf. n. 325 above.
(To the great king and ruler of Ruthenia, Prussia, all the Polish domains, Lithuania, Samogitia, Mazovia, and many other places: after having expressed great many salutations and asked with affection and brotherliness: “how are you?,” “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” the message of the noble monarchic yarlıq is that:)

1640 (qalga)

Ulūg ordanıŋ ve ulūg yurtnıŋ ve Lēh memleketiniŋ ve Litvannıŋ ve Mazavisqanıŋ ve Ḷmuḍnıŋ ve Ḳflansqanıŋ ve Ḳiyovsqanıŋ ve Ḳoẓ Flansqanıŋ ve köp Ḳhrıṣṭyanıŋ ulūg paɗiŋahı bɔlgan dörtüncü qral qarınดา sımsız Vıładıslav ve köb yerlerinya bolsa hükümdaɾı ngộ mubabetlık birle selam ėdüb nedir haliŋiz ve hatırıŋuz yahşımsız hoşımsız dēb halıniŋ ve hem hatırıŋuz sırganınzdın sıora i’lam-i yarlıq-i şerif muhabbet-redif-i sultanı budurki:

(“To our brother, King Vladislaus the Fourth, the great emperor [padişah] of the great horde [orda] and great country [yurt], Poland, Lithuania, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Kiev, Polack, Smolensk, and of many Christians, and the ruler of many other places: after having expressed friendly salutations and inquired about your condition and health by asking: “how is your condition and health?,” “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” the message of the noble princely yarlıq, accompanied by affection, is that:”)

---

395 The Tatar term Jyumayut must be a corrupt rendering of the Polish term Žmuď (Lith. Žemaitija, i.e., Samogitia).

396 While in the khan’s letter the adjective hani (“monarchic,” lit. “of the khan”) is used, here the qalga refers to his yarlıq as sultanı (lit. “sultanic”); as in the Crimean context the title sultan applied to any prince from the Giray dynasty, but not to the ruling monarch, the adjective sultani is rendered here as “princely.”
1640 (nureddin)\textsuperscript{397} [1] Haliya Lēh memleketiniŋ ve Litvanıŋ ve köb Urusnıŋ ve Purusnıŋ padişahi bolgan qardaşımız… Qırılğa
("To our brother, King…\textsuperscript{398} being presently the emperor [padişah] of Poland, Lithuania, and many [lands of] Ruthenia and Prussia:"
)[2] Uluğ Urusnıŋ ve Purusnıŋ ve barça Lēh memleketleriniŋ ve Litvanıŋ ve Jyumayutnıŋ ve Mazavşanıŋ ve sair köb yėrleriniŋ uluğ qırallı ve hükümdarıq köpdin köb selam aytıb nedir haliŋüz yahşımısız ve hoşmısız dėb muhabbetlik ve qardaşa bírle sorganızdın soŋra i’lam-i yarlıği-i şerif-i sultani oldur ki:
("To the great king and ruler of Ruthenia, Prussia, all the Polish domains, Lithuania, Samogitia, Mazovia, and many other places: after having expressed great many salutations and asked with affection and brotherliness: “how are you?,” “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” the message of the noble princely\textsuperscript{399} yarlıq is that:"
)
Köp Urusnıŋ ve Purusnıŋ ve Litvanıŋ ve Mazavesqaqanıŋ ve İflansqaqanıŋ ve Kiyovsqanıŋ\textsuperscript{400} ve barça Qristyanıŋ uluğ padişahi bolgan dördünci qıral Vladıslav qardaşımız Lēh qıralı olan qıral develet-iştimal dame musalahatuhu ila yevmi’il-mızan huzuriğa muhabbetlik ve tatuliq milen selam edüb nedir haliŋiz ve hatırınız iyümısız ve hoşmısız dėp sorganızdın soŋra ma’lumları ola ki:
("To the presence of the prosperous king of Poland (may his peace [with neighbors] last

\textsuperscript{397} Like the khan’s document from the same year, this instrument contains two intitulatios and two inscriptios; cf. notes 325, 327, and 394 above.
\textsuperscript{398} Empty space was left to fill in the king’s name.
\textsuperscript{399} Cf. n. 396 above.
\textsuperscript{400} The unusual forms Mazavşqa, İflansqa, and Kiyovsqa are apparently derived from the Polish adjectives: mazowiecka, inflancka, and kijowska (“the Mazovian, Livonian, and Kievian [lands]”).
until the Day of Judgment!), our brother, King Vladislaus the Fourth, being the great emperor [padişah] of many Ruthenian, Prussian, Lithuanian, Mazovian, Livonian, and Kievan [lands], and of all Christians: after having expressed amicable and friendly salutations and asked: “how is your condition and health?,” “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” they should know that:)

1649 Devletlü ve muhabbetlü Yan Qazimir Lêhniŋ ve Litvanıŋ ve ’Urusniąŋ Prusnıŋ ve Mazurnıŋ ve Çernihovnıŋ ve Hodnıŋ ve Şvedıŋ Vandalıŋ ve cedişıŋ ve barça hristyanıŋ uluğ qıralı qardaşımız dördüncü qıral-i devlet-ıstimal hazretleriniŋ hatırların muhabbetlik ve tatulıq milen sorğanımızdın soňra ma’lumları ola ki:

(“After we have asked with affection and friendship about the health of his excellency, our illustrious and dear brother John Casimir, the great king of Poland, Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, and Çernihiv, the heir of the Goths, Swedes, and Vandals, and [the great king] of all Christians, the fourth prosperous king, they [i.e., you] should know that:”)

1654 Uluğ Urusnıŋ ve Purusnıŋ ve Lêhniŋ ve Litvanıŋ ve Mazurnıŋ ve Çerniqovanıŋ ve cümle millet-i nasıranıyeniŋ qıralı olan qardaşımız Yan Qazimir qıral musalahat-ıstimal dame musala-hatuhu ila yevmi’l-mizan tarafına muhabbetlik ile selam edüb nedir haliŋiz ve hatırıŋız iyümisiz ve hoşmısiz deyüp sorğanımızdan soňra i’lam ve inha-yi hani budur ki:

---

401 The Turkish word cediş is a rendering of the Polish dziedzic, i.e., “heir;” as the Polish Vasas consistently claimed their hereditary rights to the Swedish throne, their intitulatio, composed in Polish, contained the formula: szwedzki, gotski, wandalski dziedziczny król, i.e., “the hereditary king of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals” (cf. Document 59); apparently the Crimean scribe had at his disposal a document in Polish, containing the intitulatio of the Polish king, and he erroneously took the word dziedziczny (“hereditary”) for its yet another geographic or ethnic component; thus instead of Vandalıŋ ve cedişıŋ ve barça hristyanıŋ uluğ qıralı qardaşımız, the Turkish text should read: Vandalıŋ cedişi or rather Vandalıŋ varisi (“the heir of the Vandals”); on this issue, see also Document 60, n. 2.

402 Hodnıŋ in the Turkish text; cf. the contemporary Polish translation: Gotskiego, i.e., “of the Goths.”

403 The Crimean scribe apparently copied the title of the Polish king from an older Tatar document addressed to Vladislaus IV (Tur. Dördüncü Vladiślav, cf. Document 58), perhaps assuming that the word dördüncü (Tur., “the fourth”) was a permanent element of the royal intitulatio?
(“To our brother, the peace-seeking king John Casimir (may his peace [with neighbors] last until the Day of Judgment!), the king of great Ruthenia, Prussia, Poland, Lithuania, Mazovia, Černihiv, and the whole Nazarene [i.e., Christian] community: after having expressed amicable salutations and asked: “how is your condition and health?,” “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” the monarchic message and communication is that:"

1742

Hala Leh cumhuriniŋ qralı ve liteviski ve ruski ve puruski ve mazeviski ve zmodoniski ve kiyoviski ve.voloniski ve podoloski ve podlaski ve infaniski ve ismoloniski ve sa’ir dahi niçe memleketeriŋ hükümdarı ve qadimi Saqsonya begi olan hürmetli üçbeg[i] mezid-i menziletli kemal-i rabi-et ile mu’tebir dostumuz Fridirik Aġustu qral-i hısn-iştilem-haz-retine nihaye-i safa-i derun üzere selam-i selamet-encam iblaq ve ihda ve merasim-i tafahhus-i dosti-i hatırları icra ve eda olunduqdan soyra müncheni-nıma-i hani bu dur ki: (“After we have sent and directed—with the utmost delight of mind—propitious salutations to his excellency, our venerable, esteemed, high-ranked, and respected friend of perfect esteem, the majestic king Frederick Augustus, the present king of the Polish Commonwealth, the ruler of Lithuania, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Kiev, Volhynia, Podolia, Podlachia [Podlasie], Livonia, Smolensk, and many other domains, and the ancient [i.e., hereditary] prince

---

404 Pol. adjective litewski is rendered in the Turkish text as liteviski.
405 Pol. adjective ruski is thus rendered in the Turkish text.
406 Pol. adjective pruski is rendered in the Turkish text as puruski.
407 Pol. adjective mazowiecki is rendered in the Turkish text as mazeviski.
408 Pol. adjective żmudziński is rendered in the Turkish text as zmodoniski.
409 Pol. adjective kijowski is rendered in the Turkish text as kiyoviski. Though Kiev itself was officially ceded to Russia in 1686, a part of its ancient palatinate remained in Poland-Lithuania.
410 Pol. adjective wołyński is rendered in the Turkish text as voloniski.
411 Pol. adjective podolski is rendered in the Turkish text as podoloski.
412 Pol. adjective podlaski is thus rendered in the Turkish text.
413 Pol. adjective inflancki is rendered in the Turkish text as inflaniski.
414 Pol. adjective smoleński is rendered in the Turkish text as ismoloniski. Though Smolensk was conquered by the Russian army in 1654 and officially ceded to Russia in 1686, the city and its palatinate were still listed in the intitulatio of the Polish kings.
What strikes one on comparing these inscriptio\textsuperscript{s} with the ones contained in the instruments addressed to the Polish kings by the Ottoman sultans,\textsuperscript{416} is the greater familiarity between the khans and the kings, expressed by the often used term “our brother,”\textsuperscript{417} and the more equal status of the two rulers, expressed by their respective titles. In the Ottoman documents, the king’s name was preceded by the rigid \textit{elqab} (i.e., inscriptio) formula, worded almost identically in Ottoman letters addressed to different Christian rulers, and the list of royal domains was limited to a few provinces,\textsuperscript{418} thus making a sharp contrast with the elaborate and extensive \textit{intitulatio} of the sultan. On the contrary, in the Crimean instruments the royal titles were modeled on the genuine ones contained in the royal letters, sent to Baghchasaray. This is illustrated by the fact that many geographic terms appear in the Crimean documents in their Polish form. At times, the royal side was even able to persuade the Crimean partners to acknowledge the claims of Sigismund III, Vladislaus IV, and John Casimir to the throne in Stockholm and refer to the Polish Vasas as the kings of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals.\textsuperscript{419} The only direct Ottoman import into the royal inscriptio\textsuperscript{\prime} composed in Baghchasaray can be seen in the instrument from 1654, where John Casimir is referred to as the king of the whole “Nazarene community” (\textit{millet-i nasraniye}) whereas the latter term, referring to the Christians, was commonly used by the Ottoman chancery.

The Crimean khans apparently did not nourish much hope in the possibility of proselytizing their neighbors, unlike the Ottoman

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item Pol. \textit{Saksonia} is rendered in the Turkish text as \textit{Saqsonya}.
\item On the term \textit{qarındaşımız} or \textit{vardaşımuz} (“our brother”), expressing actual or declared equality between two monarchs and also employed in the correspondence between the khans and the Muscovian rulers, cf. Inalcık, “Power Relationships between Russia, the Crimea, and the Ottoman Empire as Reflected in Titulature,” pp. 375 and 387.
\item Typically, apart from Poland and Lithuania, also Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, and Livonia were listed.
\item Admittedly, for a time also the Porte respected these claims and in the Ottoman \textit{\'ahdnames} sent to Sigismund III and Vladislaus IV Sweden was listed among their domains.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
sultans, who expressed such hope at least in lip service. The Crimean letters, addressed to the Polish kings, did not contain the standard Arabic *salutatio*, known from the Ottoman letters sent to Christian rulers and alluding to the addressee’s ultimate conversion to Islam. The *salutatio*, contained in the Crimean letters, was rather worded in common Turkish vernacular that can be heard even today on the streets of Istanbul, but that was rarely used by the seventeenth-century Ottoman chancery (i.e., *nedir müberek hatırınız yahşımız hoşımız?, “how is your blessed health?, do you feel well?, are you doing well?”). To be sure, some documents contained an Arabic formula that expressed the wish that the king would live in peace until the Day of Judgment (*dame musalhatuhu ila yevmi`l-mizan*), but—unlike the formula contained in the Ottoman letters—it did not directly allude to his conversion.

The fact that Baghchasaray accepted the titles of neighboring rulers more willingly than Istanbul does not imply that the Crimean chancery mechanically copied these titles irrespective of their contents. In a letter to Moscow, sent around 1660, the Crimean vizier Sefer Ghazi Agha rejected the tsar’s haughty title of “the emperor of the West and East” (*Magrib ve Maşriq padişahı*) and mockingly remarked that, leaving aside the East, in the West alone there was the Christian emperor who distributed crowns to seven Christian rulers and, besides, many lands in the West belonged to the Ottoman emperor.

---

420 Perhaps with one exception; cf. n. 390 above. Nevertheless, most of the Crimean instruments issued between 1592 and 1654 contained the ending formula saluting “those who had followed the right path [i.e., Islam],” which was also typically present in the Ottoman letters addressed to “infidels;” on this formula, see below.

421 Cf. Inalcık, “Power Relationships between Russia, the Crimea, and the Ottoman Empire as Reflected in Titulature,” p. 381; the undated letter is published in *Materialy dlya istorii Krymskago xanstva*, pp. 872–875. The reference to the Christian emperor obviously alludes to the Habsburg emperor and the seven German (in fact, one Bohemian) electors, although the letter mistakenly specifies that their number included the kings of Poland, Sweden, Denmark, Spain, and Transylvania. In the letter, the tsar is assigned an even lower position than it is suggested by Inalcık’s translation: the Crimean vizier compares the Russian ruler not with the Habsburg (Inalcık: “like you there is a Christian *Padişah* who crowned seven kings”) but with those petty rulers who were crowned by the Habsburg: “he [i.e., the Habsburg emperor] crowns seven Christian padishahs who are like your padişah; [...] each one of them is a padishah like your padishah” (*seniŋ padişahıŋ gibi yedi Hristyan padişahına tac giydirir [...] her biri seniŋ padişahıŋ gibi bir padişahdır*).
Expositio-narratio and dispositio; manifestatio

The *expositio-narratio* typically invoked the divine assistance in facilitating the khan’s ascent to the throne and expressed his wish to restore the ancient friendship that had once reigned between his forefathers and the addressee’s predecessors. As late as 1520, Mehmed Giray recalled the assistance, once received by Tokhtamish and Hadji Giray, who had arrived in Lithuania on sweating horses, chased from the Horde by their enemies. Interestingly, the Crimean tradition credited only Vytautas as the trusted ally of the two khans, while the name of King Vladislaus Jagiello, who had been Vytautas’ suzerain and the addressee of Tokhtamish’s famous *yarlıq* of 1393, had been obliterated. Jagiello’s name was reintroduced only in 1514 (and only in Mengli Giray’s *şartname* regarding Poland) on the initiative of the Polish Crown chancery.422

While Tokhtamish was no longer mentioned after 1520, the memory of Hadji Giray and his friendship with the Jagiellonian rulers was invoked as late as 1601, and the memory of Mengli Giray was still invoked by 1637 (both Hadji and Mengli Girays are also mentioned in the instrument of Qalga Islam Giray from 1640).

In its later part, the *narratio* typically recalled the events that had led to the issue of the current document, including the previous embassies and treaties. For instance, the instruments of 1599 and 1607 contained references to the Treaty of Ṭuṭora (1595), entered on the initiative of the royal side because the treaty contained clauses favorable for Warsaw, especially the one providing for a joint Ottoman-Crimean-Polish patronage over Moldavia.

The actual political clauses were usually recorded in the *dispositio*. Yet, sometimes the khans merely confirmed the contents of the previous instruments, whose clauses were quoted in the *narratio* (like the donation of lands to Lithuanian rulers attributed to Tokhtamish).

---

422 The mutual relations between Jogaila (Vladislaus Jagiello) and Vytautas have been subject to heated disputes between the Polish and Lithuanian nationalist historiographies. While some Polish historians have condemned Vytautas’ natural political ambitions towards a greater autonomy or perhaps full sovereignty, even branding it as treason, a number of their Lithuanian colleagues have accused Jogaila of having sold out Lithuanian national interests in exchange for the Polish crown and regarded Vytautas as a model Lithuanian patriot. In fact, the mutual charges exchanged between the elites in Vilnius and Cracow and their war over historical memory can be traced back to the 15th century, as it is illustrated by the above case.
Unlike in the Ottoman documents, where the narratio and dispositio were sharply divided by the expression buyurdum ki (“I have ordered that”), in the Crimean documents the elements typical for the narratio and dispositio were often mixed. In some cases, fragments typical for the dispositio were introduced by such Turkish formulas as imdi (“now”), hala (“now”), or işbu ‘ahdnamemizni vėrdim (“I have given our present ‘ahdname, [providing that:]”), but even after these formulas elements typical for the narratio could reappear.

In his analysis of Ottoman documents, Anton Schaendlinger distinguished a separate diplomatic section and proposed to refer to it as the manifestatio. It was usually entered between the narratio and the dispositio and expressed the sultan’s wish to provide for global welfare and peace.423 In the Crimean documents, it is difficult to single out a manifestatio that would be always entered in the same place, but one encounters some typical expressions that refer to the desired effects of the peace introduced between the two parties. One such sentence, found in the instruments from 1513 and 1520, provides that upon witnessing the peace between the two rulers, their friends would rejoice and their enemies would go blind (Tur. dostları söyünüb düşmanları soqur bolub). The two instruments from 1592 contain another typical formula, declaring that “if an orphan, a widow, or ragged beggars were to travel between the two countries wearing golden crowns on their heads, they would not experience any harm or damage from anybody” (Tur. eki curtunıng arasında öksüz oġul ve tul hatun ve yırtca yarlılar başlarınga altun tac urub yürür bolsalar kim kimesnedin zarar ve ziyan körnemey).424


424 See Document 35; similar expressions can be found in Documents 34, 40, and 44 (in the two latter ones entered after the sanctio; cf. notes 440 and 442 below), and in the letter, sent by Qalga Mehmed Giray (the future khan Mehmed II Giray) to the Polish king, Henry Valois, in 1574: eki curtunuznıng arasında öksüz oġul ve tul hatun altun tac başga urunib yürür bolsa bizim ve sizning devletinde kimesne zarar etinürmes; see AGAD, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 116, no. 692.
Because a typical *yarlıq* was formally addressed not to a foreign ruler but rather to this ruler’s as well as the khan’s subjects, its *sanctio* might also refer to these subjects and not to the direct addressee. For instance, Hadji Giray’s “donation *yarlıq*” from ca. 1462 warns that if the inhabitants of the lands “granted” by the khan to Casimir “do not obey, nothing good awaits them.” Likewise, Mengli Giray’s *yarlıq* from ca. 1473 stipulates that if “they do not wish to serve our brother as they had before, then we should raid them, enslave, and return to our brother.” A similar warning, addressed to the inhabitants of the lands “granted” to King Sigismund, is contained in Mengli’s “donation *yarlıq*” from 1507.

Another type of *sanctio*, contained in *şartnames* and *‘ahdnames*, was the issuer’s solemn engagement or oath to respect the conditions of peace. In 1480, Mengli Giray swore that if the king kept his oath given to him, the khan would sooner leave his kingdom than let any harm be committed to Casimir’s people or lands, and that by breaking his oath he would renounce God, Prophet Muhammad, the Koran, and other holy books venerated by the Muslims. The subsequent *sanctios*, recorded in the Crimean instruments, were as follows:

1507 (*şartname*) Если вы сюю прозьб словь моихъ, ты корол Жикгимонът, братъ мои, и з литовскым в головахъ князём бискўм, и с наны, на присꙗзе своеми твердо стоя правꙋ вчините, а иначе не вчините, такжꙋ мы, из се присꙗги нашое и сознаныхъ словъ нашихъ мы естли иначе вчинимъ, вышнего единого Бога втвреченъ тот вдиѥ и Пророка нашего свѧтого Магамета в Божего послѧца проклаѥ вдиѥ.

(“If you, my brother King Sigismund, along with the lords, beginning with the Reverend Lithuanian Bishop [of Vilnius], [fulfill] my above worded request and—keeping firmly your engagement—take an oath and do not break it, neither will we [break it], and if we break our present oath and
confirmed words, [we] will be repudiated by the highest and only God and cursed by our holy Prophet Muhammad, the messenger of God”)

1514 (October)  
На то присягаем Богу, и вѣрою, и Мѣхамедем, пророком нашимъ Его Милостюю, и черезъ сто тысячъ и двадцатъ и чотыри тысячи пророковъ, иже черезъ се нашъ листъ докончальнныя што есмо мовили, инако не маеемо быти.

(“We swear to God by the faith, His Excellency our prophet Muhammad, and by the 124,000 prophets that we will not violate our present letter of agreement or anything that we have uttered”)

1514 (November)  
Et aczuche questa nostra perpetua confederacione et vera fraternetate, et ferma et comone amicicia, facta fra noi, Menliguerei Imperatore, et anco fra li nostri figlioli et nepoti, et tucto il gran consiglio del senestro et del destro lato nostro, et de tocti li duchi, satrape, mursczi, et fra tucti gli altri qualunque subditi se siano de lo nostro stato, et de quale ordene et condecione che se siano, dal una, et fra lo Serenessemo Prencepe, Signor Sigisimondo, re de Polonia et gran duca de Lefania, fratello nostro carissimo, et fra lo stato de la Sua Regal Serenitate, zoe fra li consiglieri del Reame de Polonia et del Gran Ducato de Lefania, de qual se voglia ordene et condecione, et qual se sia suo subdito, dal altra banda, debea stare ferma et stabele, promectemo et ne oblegamo tucte le cose promesse secondo lo ioramento el quale havemo facto con tucti li nostri figlioli et nepoti, et prencepalmente con lo illustre Machmethcherei Soltano, figliolo nostro, integramente servare et inconcussamente tenere, senza nesson dolo, et senza fraude nessona del mondo.  
Et che tucte le sopradecte promesse serveranno

425 Ruth. tot budet’ (lit. “such individual will be”) obviously refers to the khan.  
426 According to a Muslim tradition (hadith), recorded in the collection of Ahmad bin Hanbal, Allah sent 124,000 prophets to the earth, including Prophet Muhammad; cf. Document 13, n. 3.

1520 (ярлык cum şartname)

И тепереп присегаемъ итъ Бога подлугъ воры
нашое, и ста и двадцати тысячъ и чотырокх
тисеачи пророков, и нашого Его Милости
правого пророка Магьмет Масмова:428
воллаги биллаги ю толълаги. На томъ
dокончанъи с правдою твердо стоямъ, то
въдаючи върьте.

(“And now we swear by God, according to our faith, by 124,000 prophets, and by our righteous prophet Muhammad Mustafa: by God, with God, and through God!429 We firmly keep this sworn letter of agreement, thus you should know and trust”)

1520 (şartname)

İmdi bu şartnamemizde yazılıgan barça sözleri-
miz üstüne çinliq birle beng turar üçün men özüm
Mehmed Gërey Han oğlum Bahadir Gërey Sultan
başlıq barça oğlanlarım sultanlar taqi barça
oğlanlar biyler mirzalar ve içki daşqa barça
nok-
erlerim size beng ant şart ètermüz Tengrinin adı
üstüne taqi dinimizden taqi yüz ming yiğirmi tört
ming peyğamberden taqi bizim peyğamberimiz
Muhammad Mustafa hazretinden kim vallahi ve
billahi ve tallahi sizning birle arı çın köngül
dost qarindasımuz bu şartname icinde yazılıgan

427 The word cento (“hundred”) must have been omitted by mistake; cf. n. 426 above.
428 In should read Мустафо or better Мыстафо.
429 The Arabic formula vallahi billahi tallahi is correctly rendered (in Tatar pronunciation) in the Cyrillic text.
barça ėlingizge memleketingizge şehirleringizge kermenleringizge salalaringizga barça sizge sanlu ėlingizge künungüğize barça kişileringizge bizden oğlanlar bizden oğlanlar biylerden mirzalardan içki daşqı nöker ėşimden qazaqlarımızdan barça bizge sanlu kişilerimizden yamanlıq bolmağı bu şartname sözimizden özge türlü bolmağaymuz.

(“Now, in order to keep eternally and truly all our words written in our present şartname, I personally, Mehmed Giray Khan, [along with]—to begin with my son Bahadır Giray Sultan—all my sons, the princes [sultans], also all the ulans, beys, and mirzas, also all my servants [nökers] in the inner [i.e., court] and outer service, we swear to you an eternal oath by the name of God, by our religion, by 124,000 prophets, and by our prophet, His Excellency Muhammad Mustafa, that—by God, with God, and through God!—truly and with all our hearts we should be friends and brothers with you, and no evil should befall on your entire country, kingdom, all cities, towns, and villages listed in this şartname, or on your numerous people and all your men from us, our sons, ulans, beys, mirzas, those in the inner and outer service, our cossacks, and all our numerous men. We should not behave in a manner that differs from our words [contained] in this şartname”)

1527 (khan) И содиночившись, есьмо со всею радою нашою подлугъ своихъ книгъ прыслгу вчинили: воллага вельбилꙗга. И указывочы тое братꙗство и прызꙗнь нашу, которую хочемъ вчинити, и посла нашего великого на то нарадили, и прыслғуныли, и послалъ есьмо до тебе, брата нашего, си наши листы великии прыслжъныи тым посломъ, нашимъ добръымъ а верѣнымъ слꙗгою [...]. И што тотъ слꙗга мои бьдеть итъ мене тебе, брать моему слово мовити, ты бы, брать мою тому верыл, бо мои слова бьдеть тебе говорити. Бо какъ Богъ единъ есть на небе, нехаи бы межы

430 The possessive dative ėlingizge künungüzge derives from el kün, i.e., “people.”
нами также вдвоє слово и присяга твердо была. А ты бы, брат мой прызвынь и присягу твердо держал, такъ какъ и я, а словѣ своему наномь бы еси был.
(“And in unity, along with our council we have sworn by our [holy] books: by God and with God! 431 And in display of our brotherhood and friendship that we want to bring about, we have appointed our great envoy, we have sworn, and we have sent you our present great oath-letters through this envoy, our good and loyal servant [...]. And whatever words this servant of mine passes to you, my brother, you, my brother, should trust, as these will be my words. Just as there is one God in heaven, so let there be one word and firm oath between us. And you, my brother, should firmly keep the friendship and oath as I do, and you should be the master of your word”)

1539 I pieczęciem swoje przyłożył, walahi wie billahy wi tellahy, przysięgam Bogu jedynemu i Machometowi Prorokowi.
(“And I have appended my seals, by God, with God, and through God! 432—I swear to God and Prophet Muhammad”)

1542 Przysięgamy Jedybnemu Bogu, Jego Miłości Machometowi Prorokowi, to jest: wallahy wie billahy wi tellahy—przysięgliśmy, o tym wiercie.
(“We swear to one God and His Excellency Prophet Muhammad: by God, with God, and through God! 433—thus we swore and thus you should believe”)

1552 И на всёмъ на томъ присегу есмо вчинили на справедливости, и впомянувши на вышнего единого Бога, и на пророка нашего Магмедъ Мостаѳꙋ, ведлыг законы нашего присегаемъ то мощъне держати: воллаги во биллологи ва теллологи. Наша присега на томъ ест. Вамъ, брату нашему присегу свою мощъне держати будемъ, и слово наше втъ тое присеги нашое николи не втменъю будетъ.

431 The Arabic formula wallahi ve billahi is rendered (in Tatar pronunciation) in the Cyrillic text as vollaha vel’biljaha.
432 The Arabic formula wallahi ve billahi ve tallahi is correctly rendered in the Polish text.
433 The Arabic formula wallahi ve billahi ve tallahi is correctly rendered in the Polish text.
(“And we have taken oath upon the sincerity of everything [that has been written] above, and having invoked the supreme and one God, and our prophet Muhammad Mustafa, we swear according to our law to firmly keep it: by God, with God, and through God!\textsuperscript{434} Such is our oath. We will firmly keep our oath to you, our brother, and our word will never deviate from our present oath”)
have taken our oath upon the present [conditions]: We sincerely swear to God, who created heaven and earth, and by our Koran, that we display loyalty to our brother and wish to remain in justice and good fidelity with your descendants; and we promise to fulfill everything according to our present letter of agreement; and no damage will be done in any matter to the states of yours, our brother, either the Polish Crown or the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, or any of your castles, villages, estates, your whole state and people, and your entire borderlands; [and we swear] that we wish to remain forever in brotherly and good friendship with you, our brother, the great king Sigismund Augustus, just as it is openly and clearly written in our present letter of agreement. And we have taken oath upon the sincerity of everything [that has been written] above, and having invoked the supreme and one God, and our prophet Muhammad Mustafa, we swear according to our law to keep it in accordance with our present letter of agreement: by God, with God, and through God! Such is our oath. We will firmly keep our oath to our brother, the great king Sigismund Augustus, and our word will never deviate from our present oath.

1592 (‘ahdname) İmdi sën Zigmut qıral qarındaşımız bilmiş bolsunlar kim Özü suyı içindin qazaqlarınıvisión çiqar ve tir kemey zabt qılmas bolursaŋız biz qarindaşınzning tuvarcılarna ve tuvar qarağa zarar qılub ve devletlığ sa’adetlığ padişah hündkar hazretlerining kermenlerine ve re’ayasiğa zarar ve zıyan qılar bolsalar dostlıq ve muhabbatlıq ve barış-yarış bolmay eki çurtmın re’aya ve berayasi zahmet körüb devletlığ padişah hündkar hazretlerindin dahi uyat bolursız bu ‘ahd ve şart ve ant üzerinde turulmaq kerekdir.

435 The Arabic formula vallahi ve billahi ve tallahi is almost correctly rendered in the Polish text.
("Now, our brother King Sigismund, you should know that if you do not expel your cossacks from the Dnieper river and do not restrain and hold them, and if they commit any harm to the cowherds and cattle of ours, your brother, or if they commit any harm or damage to the towns and subjects [re'aya] of His Excellency, the sovereign, the illustrious and prosperous [Ottoman] padishah, there will be no friendship, affection, peace, or companionship, the subjects436 of the two countries will experience trouble, and you will be also shamed by His Excellency, the sovereign, the illustrious padishah. [Hence] it is necessary to keep this engagement, stipulation, and oath")

1599 Jakoż my przez przysięgę naszę czynimy przysięganie swoje królowi polskiemu, przez imię Boga jedynego i proroka Machometa, iż prawdziwie a szczyrze mamy przy słowiech i przysze- kaniach naszych mocno stać. Także i król polski według listu swego przemirnego do nas posłanego ma we wszystkim wypełniać według wiary swej prawdziwej.

("Hence we engage to the king of Poland, with our oath by the name of the one God and Prophet Muhammad, that we should firmly keep our words and promises in truth and sincerity. Also the king of Poland should fulfill everything according to his letter of agreement that was sent to us, in conformity with his true437 faith")

1601 Jakoż list nasz przemirny posłaliśmy z tym upewnieniem, iż—naprzód wspomniawszy imię boże i wyznawając, że od Boga cztyrki księgi zesłane, tak też i proroka prawdziwego, posła bożego Machometa, za ostatniego proroka przyszczenie swoje czynim—chcąc zdzierżeć według tego listu przemirnego, napisanego do was przez posła naszego wielkiego, nam wier- nie zasłużonego Dżan Achmet Czeliebieia, mamy i będziemy pełnić, a kożdemu przyjacieliowi waszemu być przyjacieliem. A nieprzyjacieliowi nieprzyjacieliem będąc, z wami w dobrej przyjaźni, żadnych krzywd i szkód państwam i liudziom waszym czynić nie będziemy. Jako ja sam, car, tak i carewiczy gałgowie, i synowie naszy carewiczy, kniaziowie, ulani, kozacy, bezbaszowie

436 Tur. re'aya ve beraya, a bureaucratic formula used in the Ottoman chancery.
437 It is rather unlikely that the original document, issued in the khan's chancery, referred to the Christian faith as "true." It is apparently a translator's addition.
przeciwko was na konie wsiadać i w państwa waszy wtargiwać, dobram i majątnością szkody czynić, i zabirać nie będziem wszelakiej rzeczy. Z strony naszej pokój zachowywać państwam i liudziom waszym będziemy tak, żeby z strony waszej nam i państwu naszemu, i liudziom naszym był pokój. Aby liudziom ubogim, a na ostatek białym głowam, wdowam między obiema państwby bezpiecznie chodzić wolno by było za szczęśliwymi panowaniami naszemi.

(“Hence we have sent our letter of agreement with the assurance that—having firstly invoked the name of God and confessing that we make our engagement by the four Books sent by God, and by the true prophet, God’s messenger Muhammad, [being] the last prophet—in desire to keep [the above conditions] according to the present letter of agreement, written [and sent] to you through our great envoy, Djan Ahmed Chelebi, who has rendered us loyal services, we should and we will fulfill them and be a friend of any of your friends. And [while] being an enemy of your enemy and remaining in good friendship with you, we will not commit any harm or damage to your states and people. Neither I, the khan, nor the qalga sultans, our sons, the sultans, and the beys, ulans, cossacks, and those committing small raids [beş-baş] will mount horses and set out against you, invade your states, cause damage to [your] estates and goods, nor will we capture anything. On our part we will keep peace with your states and people so that you keep peace with us, our state, and our people. So that during

---

438 According to a Muslim tradition (hadith), recorded in the collection by Ibn Hibban, rearranged by the medieval Muslim scholar Ali bin Balban, God sent to humanity 100 leaves of Holy Scripture (50 to Seth, 30 to Noah, 10 to Abraham, and 10 to Moses before the Torah), and four Holy Books, namely the Torah, the Gospel, the Zabur, and the Koran; see al-Amir ‘Ala’addin ‘Ali bin Balban al-Farsi, al-Ihsan fi taqribi sahih Ibn Hibban, vol. 2 (Beirut, 1988 A.D./1408 A.H.), p. 77. The term Zabur probably refers to the Psalms of David; cf. J. Horovitz and R. Firestone, “Zabūr,” _EI2_, vol. 11 (Leiden, 2001), pp. 372–373 (for a direct reference to the Psalms of David, see n. 441 below). A reference to 104 Holy Books (i.e., 100 minor and 4 larger ones) can be found already in Mengli Giray’s oath recorded in a document from 1478; cf. Document 6, n. 5.

439 Either the passage referring to the qalga is erroneously written in the plural or it refers to the present as well as future qalgas.
our felicitous reigns the poor, and even women and widows may safely travel between the two states")\(^{440}\)

---

\(^{440}\) The last expression, recorded in Polish translation, is mindful of the ones entered in the documents from 1592; cf. n. 424 above.

\(^{441}\) In the Muslim tradition the Psalms of David, referred to as Zabur, were regarded as one of the four Holy Books sent by God to humanity, along with the Torah, the Gospel, and the Koran; cf. n. 438 above.
brotherhood, as we have no other intention or aim; indeed, we will endeavor through our entire life to leave a [good] memory, so that the poor, our merchants and subjects of both sides may pray to God for us, our prosperous health, and long fortunate reign of both of us”)

1607 Quae nimirum foedera et promissiones nostrae ad firmiter inviolabili terque servanda, pro vera Musulmanica fide nostra, per altissimi et praepotentis Dei unitatem novissimorumque temporum veri Prophetae Mechmeti <et> Mustaphae prophetiam per que veritatem caelitus dati veri Alcorani nostri iuramus, quoad ex parte Serenissimi Regis foedera ac obligationes non violabuntur nobisque quolibet anno consueta dona more recepto ad festum Sancti Demetrii exhibebuntur et incolis regni nostri ex parte sui, ipsius magnatum subditorumque suorum damni nihil fiet, nos Kazigerej Chan pactis foederibusque istis insistentes firmiter, quoad vita nos deserverit, contrarii nihil faciemus. Quod si Serenissimus Rex amicitiam nostram his fulcitam obligationibus acceptare noluerit minusque convenientem duxerit, aliam sibi posthac ipse magis idoneam componet.

1609 A ja Panu Bogu jedynemu, i od Pana Boga prorokowi nam zesłanemu Machometowi Mostafie, i sięgam zesłanym Alkoranowi na Alkoranie przysięgam, jako pierwjej przysięję uczyniłem, sam od siebie, synów, braciej naszej, carowiczów, i od murzów, bejów, i wszystkich inszych poddanych naszych, Jego Królewskiej Miłości i Panom Radnym, poddanym, miastam, miasteczkam, zamkom, i wsiom, i wszystkim pospolitym ludziom iż żadnej szkody czynić nie mam póki wieku naszego będzie; w pokoju i w przyjaźni braterskiej z sobą mieszkać mamy, aby ubodzy poddani, siroty i wdowy w pokoju i w rozkoszy byli; i za panowania mego kupcom ze wszelakimi kupiami z państwa Waszej Królewskiej Miłości do państwa naszego, a z państwa naszego do państwa Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, kupcy wolno i bezpiecznie przejeżdżać i odjeżdżać mają; którzy niech za nas i za Waszą Królewską Miłość Pana Boga proszą, aby nam i w inszych monarchiach dobra sława była

(“Hence I swear to one God, the prophet sent to us by God, Muhammad Mustafa, and the revealed book of Koran, by the Koran, as I swore formerly, on my behalf and on behalf of my sons and brothers, the sultans, and the mirzas, beys, and all our subjects, that I should not bring any damage to His
Royal Majesty, [his] Lords Councilors, subjects, towns, boroughs, castles, villages, and all common people, as long as our days last; and we should remain in mutual peace and brotherly friendship, so that the poor subjects, orphans and widows may enjoy peace and joy; and during my reign merchants with all kinds of merchandise may freely and safely travel and return from the state of Your Royal Majesty to our state, and from our state to the state of Your Royal Majesty; may they pray to God for us and Your Royal Majesty, so that we may have a good fame also in other monarchies”)

1611

My, brat Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, my swoim pisaniem, które od Boga mamy, i na tym przysięgę czynimy, według tego, jako był nieboszczyk car Kazigiarej uczynił list przymierny i dal, i ja też z swojej strony taki przymierny list posyłam i według tego czynię przysięgę, żeby obojgom państwom pokój zobopólny był, póki wieku mego będzie; a ja też Waszej Królewskiej Miłości przyjacielowi хочу być przyjacielem, a nieprzyjacielowi nieprzyjacielem, co by ubodzy poddani w pokoju i w rozkoszy mieszkając za nas i za Waszą Królewską Miłość Boga prosili.

(“We, Your Royal Majesty’s brother, swear upon the [Holy] Writing that we have from God, and I send a letter of agreement just like the letter of agreement issued by the late khan, Ghazi Giray, and in accordance to that I take an oath, so that mutual peace may reign in the two states, as long as my days last; and I wish to be a friend of Your Royal Majesty’s friend, and an enemy of your enemy, so that the poor subjects may enjoy peace and joy, and pray to God for us and Your Royal Majesty”)}

1624

Ten tedy list przymierny, i w nim z początku aż do końca napisane i oznaczone sprawy, i artykuły, i punkta mocno, nienaruszenie, do skończenia dni moich trzymać obiecuję, i na Boga wszechmocnego, Boga miłosiernego, i na Proroka naszego przysięgą utwierdzamy.

(“Therefore, I promise to firmly and inviolably keep this letter of agreement along with the matters, articles, and clauses recorded in it from its beginning to its end, until the end of my

442 Cf. n. 440 above.
days, and we confirm it by the oath made upon the almighty and merciful God and our Prophet”)

1632 Vallahi’l-‘azim ve bi´llahi’l-kerim ma damki siz qardašım qıral hazretlerindin hilaf bolmağay hetmanıŋuz sözünçe dostluğunuzda muhkem turğaysız bizim tarafımızdan dahi sözümüzde hilaf ve hata bolmástur yahşılıqdan özge nimerse bolmaq ihtimali yoqdur.

(“By the great God and with the generous God! As you, our brother, your royal excellency, should not do anything contrary [to the peace] and firmly keep your friendship [towards us] according to the word of your hetman, also from our side nothing will occur contrary or in violation of our word; it is unlikely that anything other than good could happen”)

1634 Bizim tarafımızdan size ve memleketinjüze ve köy [ü] kentnüze zarar u ziyan olmaz ömr-i ahırğaça dostuŋuza dost tüşmanıŋuza tüşman olub turдум i’timaḏ edüb beni dost bilesiz vallahi a’lam.

(“And from our side no damage or harm will be done to you, your kingdom, villages, and towns. Until the end of my life I will be a friend of your friend and an enemy of your enemy. Thus you should trust and recognize me as [your] friend. By God who knows best!”)

1635 Myśmy w przyjaźni mocno stali, Wy, to jest brat nasz, król polski, w postanowionym przymierzu macie mocno stać, dlatego się to napisało.

(“As we have firmly kept friendship, [also] you, our brother, the king of Poland, should firmly keep the resolved agreement, therefore this [document] has been written”)

1637 Zaczym te punkta wszystkie w tych paktach naszych wypisane dla dotrzymania statecznej przyjaźni po wszystkie dni panowania naszego przysięgą naszą mocno utwierdzając, przysięgamy na jednego i wielkiego Boga, i proroka naszego prawdziwego, że tym paktom we wszystkim czynić dosyć chcemy, które utwierdzone przysięgą zawierają.

(“Thus, firmly cementing all the articles written in our present instrument of agreement with our oath so that the solid friendship should last until the final days of our reign, we swear by one and great God and by our true Prophet that we want to thoroughly honor the contents of the present agreement, cemented with [our] oath”)

Dlatego te szczęśliwe pakta nasze i wszystkie w nich opisane kondycje przysięgą naszą, że do śmierci po wszystkie dni panowania naszego dosyć czynić chcemy, utwierdzając[c], przysięgliśmy na jednego i miłościwego Boga i proroka naszego prawdziwego.

(“Having cemented our prosperous instrument of agreement and all its conditions with our oath stipulating that we will respect them for all the days of our reign until our death, we have sworn by one and gracious God and our true Prophet”)

Sözümiz bir dir hiç hilaf bolmasdır [...]. ve hala sizinle yahşi söylemekte için burundın bara-kelgen beylerni cibermey özümizge yaqın bolğan iç qullarmızdınız yaqın qulumuz bolğaniyçün Quvvat Beyni cibergenniz yahşi tovrı qulumuzdur siz taqı yahşi muradımızça söyleüşüb ri‘ayet-milen qayta tiz cibergeyüz şulay bilgeyüz!

(“Our word is sound and nothing contrary will happen. [...] And now, in order to have fruitful negotiations with you, we have not sent the beys who used to go previously, but we have sent Quvvat Bey, because he has been our close servant from among our courtiers being close to us. He is our good and loyal servant. And, following our wish, you should converse [with him] amicably, respect [him] and promptly send back. Thus you must know!”)

Sözimizde muhkem turub muhabbetlik birle hat yiberdik ve dostuğunza dost düşmanlığuzga düşman bolub turduq hatrînuğuzga hiç nimerse keltûrmeyezis yahşîluğda dostluqda bûlûmuz siz qarındaşımız qıral hâzetleri de bolsanız dostluq nişanesini ve yahşîluq merasimini yerine ketürüb ‘ömr-i evahirğaça dostluqda ve qardaşluqda bolğaysız şulay bilgeyüz!

(“While firmly keeping our word, we have sent our friendly letter and remained a friend of your friend and an enemy of your enemy. You should not worry about anything as we will truly keep friendship. And you, our brother, his [i.e., your] excellency, the king, should display the sign[s] of friendship and fulfill the ceremonial
duties of [common] wellbeing, and keep friendship and brotherhood until the end of your life. Thus you must know!)

1640 (nureddin)

Sözümüz bir dir hiç hilaf bolmasdır bu kündin sojra dostunuzğa dost ve tüşmanıŋuzga tüşmanınız sol şart bile kim sözde doğru ve muh kem tabılub elçi ve hazine bilen dostluq ve qardaşlıkıŋuz bildirüb ‘ömr-i ahırıça dostluq ve muhabbetlikde ve barça ‘ahd ü peymanda çınlıq etkeysiz oşlay bolgay!

(“Our word is sound and nothing contrary will happen. From this day on, we will be a friend of your friend and an enemy of your enemy, on such a condition that you should loyally and firmly respect the agreement and let [us] know your friendship and brotherly affection through your envoy and by [sending] a treasure, keeping friendship and affection until the end of [your] life, and being completely honest in regard to the treaty and agreement. So it should be!”)

1646

İnşa’llahu ta’ala bizüm bu sözümüzde ve ‘ahd ü qavlimizde hilaf olmayız bu ‘ahdnamemiz bizüm kendi sözümüzündür ortalıqda fesade ba’is ve badi olan eşqıyaya aman vərilmeyüb iki tarafdan haqlarından gelinüb mucib-i ‘ibret lazımdır bi-‘avni’ilahi ta’ala bu tarafdan ol-maqule haramzadılere mer-hamet olunmayub haqlarından gelinür sizün tarafıŋuzda dahi bozğanlıq isteyan eşqıyalarıŋ haqlarından gelesiz muradımız mabeyinde olan sulh u salahıŋ istihkam ve ibqası olub ‘asker-i Tatara tenbih ve te’kid ve bellü başlularına muh kem tehdid vərilib vilayetinjüze aşın olmadan bilkülliye men’ ve zapt olunmuşiyken güç aylarından bu zamanda degin nehr-i Özüde muhafaza hidmetinde olan qazaqlarıŋuz ve sair avcı ve eşqıyalarıŋ durṭ beş kerre Qırım maline çıqub mal sürüp gitdüklerinden gayri nicê Müslümanları götürüp esir etdiler bu maqule barşiq ve qardaşlıq ve dostluq olurmu barşiqlıq etmek muradınız bolsa ‘ahdınız ber-qarar olup haramzadevjüzünį haqqından gelesiz!
(“God—may He be exalted!—willing, we will not act contrary to our agreement, oath, and word, as our present ‘ahdname equals our proper word. [Nevertheless,] in regard to the brigands, who cause and bring mischief in our surroundings, both sides should mercilessly punish them and thus set a warning [to others]. With the help of God, may He be exalted!, on this side no mercy will be given to such villains, and they will be punished. Also on your side, you should punish those looking for trouble. While, in desire to render the peace and amity existing between [us] firm and stable, we have given repeated orders to the Tatar troops and severely threatened our notables, restraining them and forbidding any raids against your country, your Cossacks, serving as guards on the Dnieper river, and your other hunters and brigands have come four or five times from the autumn months until the present time and driven away the Crimean cattle; moreover, they have taken away many Muslims captured as prisoners. What kind of peace, brotherhood, and friendship is that? If you wish to make peace, you should observe your oath and punish your villains.”)

1649 

Bu yazdığıımız hilaflı sıziñ tarafınızdan olursa naqz-i ‘ahd kendi tarafınızdan olmuş olur inşâ’a’llahu ta’ala naqz-i ‘ahd bizim tarafımızdan olmayıp ‘ömr-i ahireçça oğul oğuldan dostluq etmek muradımızdır siz dahi dostluqda muhkem olup ‘ömr-i ahireçça qardaşlıq édesiz böyle bilesiz!

(“If anything contrary to our present writing is done by you, it will be you who will have violated the engagement ['ahd]. God—may He be exalted!—willing, we will not violate the engagement ['ahd] as it is our wish to keep friendship till the end of [our] life, and [then] from father to son. You, too, should keep strongly the friendship and brotherhood till the end of [your] life. Thus you must know!”)

1654

Biz dahi ‘ahd ü yemin éderiz ma damki siziñ tarafınızdan ve bekleriñüz tarafıñdan naqz-i ‘ahd olmayıp ‘ahd ü yemininüzde sadaq olasiz inşâ’a’llahu ta’ala bizim ‘ahd ü yemininiz tağayyür olunmayup eger bizim tarafımızdan ve eger qalgá sultan ve eger nureddin sultan tarafıñdan ve sair sultanlar tarafıñdan ve cemi’ Qırım bekleri ve mirzalarıdan ve ağalarıdan Ulu Noğay ve Küçük Noğay ve Oraq oğulları ve Şeydaq oğulları ve Mamay oğulları mirzalarından ve Or Mehmed Bey oğulları mirzaları ve Toquz Çubar mirzalarından ve Aqkermen ve Çankermende
olan Tatar ve Noğay ‘askerimizden siziñ vilayetinشاه ve serhad qal’elerinشاه zarar u zien olmaq ihtimali yoqdur.

(“We also swear and engage that we will remain in friendship and brotherhood with you, we will be a friend of your friend and an enemy of your enemy. As no violation of the oath should occur from your side or from the side of your lords, and you should sincerely keep your oath and engagement, God—may He be exalted!—willing, there will be no change [either] in our oath and engagement; it is unlikely that any damage or harm will be done to your country or your border castles by us or by the qağa sultan, or the nureddin sultan, or by other princes [sultans], or by any of the Crimean beys, mirzas, or aghas, or by the mirzas of the Great Nogay and Little Nogay [hordes], of the [clans] Oraq-oghlu, Sheydaq-oghlu, and Mamay-oghlu, or by the mirzas of the [clan] Or-Membet-Bey-oghlu, the mirzas of Toquz Chubar,443 or by our Tatar and Nogay troops dwelling in [the vicinity of] Akkerman and Djanqerman [i.e., Očakiv”]

1668 Ażeby tedy strony Polski według umowy we wszystkim dotrzymali, my z naszej strony we wszystkim dotrzymać obiecujemy, że żadnej odmiany nie będzie według przysięgi naszej, i słowa swemu uczyniwszy we wszystkim dosyć. Przysięgam Bogu Najwyższemu, który stworzył niebo i ziemię, powietrze i morze, że w słowie moim żadnej zmazy nie będzie tej przysięgi.

(“As this agreement should be thoroughly observed from the Polish side, [also] from our side we promise to observe it thoroughly and to keep our word without any deviation from our oath. I swear to the highest God, who created heaven, earth, air, and sea, that there will be no erasing of my word and this oath”)

In some Crimean documents, the sanctio reiterates specific clauses that are already recorded in the main text or contains additional matters (like mentioning the khan’s envoy in the instrument from 1640 or listing the Nogay clans in the instrument from 1654) that are unusual in this place. In result, the sanctio of the Crimean documents is not always well discernible.

443 For the above clans, see Document 64, notes 12–16.
In the instruments from 1640 (by the khan and the qalga) and 1649 we find the sanctio formula: “thus you must know!,” which was apparently adopted from the Ottoman chancery. Though inspired by the Ottoman model, in the documents from 1640 the formula had a Kip-chak form: şulay bilgeysiz. Only in the document from 1649 it was already “Ottomanized” and had an Oghuz form: böyle bilesiz. Interestingly, these two different forms can be found in the documents issued by the same person, Islam Giray: as the qalga in 1640 and as the khan in 1649.

The oaths, taken by the khans, typically invoked God and Prophet Muhammad, sometimes followed by 124,000 lesser prophets, as well as the Koran and other holy books, venerated by the Muslims, including the Psalms of David. The oath pronounced by Mengli Giray in 1513, which was separately recorded, also provided that the breaking of his word should automatically result in his becoming a heathen and his wife becoming divorced from him (žona moja nexaj bude vyzvolena, a ja nexaj budu nevernyj pohanyn). Besides, the sanctio often contained the standard Arabic formula that strengthened a religious oath: vallahi ve billahi ve tallahi (“by God, with God, and through God!”). This formula figures not only in Arabic-script originals, but is correctly rendered in their contemporary Ruthenian and Polish translations.

Corroboratio

The corroborating formulas from the period prior to 1609, referring to the nişans and at times signet seals as well, were already invoked above. Typically entered after the sanctio, occasionally they can also be found in the middle of the document. The credential formulas from the later period are quoted below:

1624 A żebę to ważniej było, ręką swą własną i braterską pieczę przycisnęliśmy.
(“And in order to further raise its validity, we have impressed the seal with our own brotherly hand”)

1637

_Aby były oddane do rąk przyjacielskich, one przyjacielską pieczęcią pieczętujemy._

(“And we stamp them with our friendly seal so that they should be delivered to [your] friendly hands”)

1637 (qalga)

_Ze tedy tej przysiędze dosyć czynić chcemy, pakta te nasze zawierając szczęśliwie spokojną rękę pieczęć przyjacielską przyciskamy._

(“As we wish to fulfill this oath, while happily concluding our present agreement we impress [our] friendly seal with a firm hand”)

1654

_Bu tarafađan dahi altun baysalu ‘ahdnamemiz yazdırlup gönderilmişdür._

(“Also on our part, we ordered to write down and sent our ‘ahdname, provided with the golden baysa’”)

1668

_Dla utwierdzenia przyjaźni pieczęcią moją utwierdziłem i przyciśnalem._

(“In order to corroborate the friendship, I have confirmed and stamped with my seal”)

1672

_Na co się ręką naszą podpisujemy i pieczęć naszą przycisnąć rozkazaliśmy._

(“In order to attest it, we hereby sign with our hand and we have ordered to impress our seal”)

It seems that the *corroboratio* of Crimean documents, if it was present at all, referred to the *nişan*, the signet seal, or the baysa, but not to the *tuğra*. Although numerous Ottoman formulas were adopted by the Crimean chancery, the standard Ottoman *corroboratio*: ‘alamet-i şerife i’timad qilalar (“they should trust to the noble sign [i.e., tuğra]”) cannot be found in the khan’s instruments, published in the present volume.

**Concluding salutatio**

The instruments from 1592 (oath-*yarlıq*), 1632, 1634, 1640 (apart from the one issued by the khan), 1646, and 1654 contain the typical Arabic

---

446 The formula is entered in the middle of the document and not at its end; on the *baysa*, see above.
ending formula: “Salutation unto whomsoever has followed the right path [i.e., Islam]!” (ve’s-selam ‘ala men ittaba’a ‘l-Hüda), or its variant: “I have nothing to add but a prayer for whomsoever has followed the right path [i.e., Islam]!” (baqi ve’d-du’a ‘ala men ittaba’a ‘l-Hüda). It apparently figured in the instruments from 1604, 1611, 1624, and 1637 (issued by the qalga) as well, and is recognizable in their extant Polish translations. Commonly used in the Ottoman chancery, the formula was probably adopted in Baghchasaray in the late 16th century.

Since the above formula alluded to the addressee’s desirable conversion to Islam, in the changed political circumstances of the 18th century it was perhaps found too much provoking. Selamet II Giray’s instrument, sent to the Polish king in 1742, ended with a more “politically correct” formula, based on the former one, but modified and changed even grammatically with the application of the Persian optative form bad: “I have nothing to add but: let [us] always be healthy and sound!” (baqi hemvare s̱ihhat ʿafiyet ʿaqibet bad).

Datatio and locatio

The two final components in Crimean documents are usually combined. In the documents, published in the present volume, they read as follows:

c. 1462  
"Pisan w Krymie liata po roku Jego Świętej Miłości Machomata proroka liata 867, dnia 22 miesiąca septembra, lata od narodzenia Pana Jesusowego 1461.  
(“Written in Qırım, in the year 867 after the year [of the Hegira] of His Holy Majesty, Prophet Muhammad, on the 22nd day of the month of September, in the year 1461 from the birth of Lord Jesus”)\textsuperscript{448}

1467  
"Ex Kyrcher 1467 die 17 septembris, anno Saracenorum octugentesimo septuagesimo secundo mensis Zapher.\textsuperscript{449}

\textsuperscript{447} Cf. n. 420 above.  
\textsuperscript{448} The dating is contradictory as the Muslim year 867 A.H. lasted from 26 September 1462 till 14 September 1463. See the discussion of the date, circumstances of delivery, and contents of this document in Part I. Lacking further evidence, we must conclude that the yardq was either issued on 22 September 1461 and brought to Poland, or between 26 September 1462 and 14 September 1463 and brought to Lithuania.  
\textsuperscript{449} The month of Safer of the Muslim year 872 A.H. lasted from 1 till 29 September 1467.
ca. 1473  
I daliśmy ten nasz list pod złotą pieczęcią, po śmierci Machometowej ośmsetnego siedmdziesiątego ósmego roku, od narodzenia Chrystusa roku tysiącznego czterechsetnego siedmdziesiątego drugiego, w Ordzie Tatarskiej.

(“We have given our present letter under the golden stamp in the year 878 after the death of Muhammad, in the year 1472 from the birth of Christ, in the Tatar Horde”)

1480  
( Petersburg, in the year 885, on the 15th day of October, on Friday”)

1507 (yarlıq)  
Для того на то под золотым нисаном и подъ алыми пѣтны вѣрлыкъ данъ, по Пророка нашего смерти девятсотъ лет и тринадцатъ мѣсяца савара 21 дня, въ пѣтницѣ. Писанъ въ городѣ Веселом.

(“The yarlıq under the golden nişan and under the red stamp has been given accordingly on the 21st day of the prosperous month of Safer, 913 years after the death of our Prophet, on Friday. Written in Devletkerman”)

1507 (şartname)  
Данъ после нашего Пророка въ девяти сотъ и въ тринадцати мѣсяца на четвертый день въ середѣ писанъ.

450 An obvious mistake or superfluous interpretation by the translator since the Muslim calendar begins with the emigration (Hegira) and not the death of Prophet Muhammad.

451 The dating is confusing as the Muslim year 878 A.H. lasted from 29 May 1473 till 17 May 1474. As the Crimean chancery would rather give a wrong year according to the Christian, and not the Muslim era, I would tentatively suggest dating the present document in 1473.

452 The Muslim year 885 A.H. lasted between 13 March 1480 and 1 March 1481; yet, 15 October 1480 was a Sunday, and not Friday. Perhaps the Tatar scribe referred to the second decade (i.e., 11th–20th) of the month as it was customary in Islamic chanceries and the Lithuanian scribe mistakenly changed “the middle of October” into “October 15th”? Therefore, I suggest dating the present document between Friday, 13 October, and Friday, 20 October 1480.

453 Cf. n. 450 above.
("Given 913 years after our Prophet, written\(^{454}\) on the 4th day of the prosperous month of Rebi I, on Wednesday")

1514 (June)  
Писан в Перекопе.  
("Written in Perekop")

1514 (October)  
И на тую твердость сес доконццальныя листъ наш, подъ золотымъ знамем и подъ чермеными печатми лист послань, после Пророка нашего в деветисотъ лътъ и въ двадцати, а после его милости Иисус пророка в тысяча и въ пьятисотъ и въ чотырнадцать лѣтъ, ахтуриса месеца въ двадцати и въ девятъ день, въ Перекопе, Киркеля городе, въ Щасливови Полате, на ща[ц]т и на ласкѣ.  
("To confirm this [our] firmness, our present letter of agreement under the golden stamp and under the red seals has been sent in the year 920 after our Prophet,\(^{455}\) and in the year 1514 after His Excellency, Prophet Jesus, on the 29th day of the month of October, in Perekop,\(^{456}\) in the town of Qırq Yer, in the Prosperous Palace,\(^{457}\) for the sake of happiness and harmony")

1514 (November)  
Data in Cherchere in Dovlat Sarai\(^{458}\) et in lo angni de nove centto vinti de nostro profetta iusto et in lo angno de Jezu Criste in mille cinque cento quattordicce et al di vintti nove novembris.  

1517  
Писан на мястцу сата моего вълкаго корола въ Черкесѣ.  
("Written in the town of my father, the great king, in Čerkasy")

\(^{454}\) Perhaps the word \textit{pysan} ("written") entered at the end of the Ruthenian phrase, belongs to the original \textit{locatio} that was left out by the scribe; cf. Document 8.  
\(^{455}\) The Muslim year 920 A.H. lasted from 26 February 1514 till 14 February 1515.  
\(^{456}\) The term Perekop, apparently entered by the Ruthenian translator, refers in the given context to the whole Crimea and not the town of Perekop (Tat. Ferahkermen), situated in the Crimean isthmus.  
\(^{457}\) The Ruthenian term \textit{Щасливая Полата} ("the Prosperous Palace") is the literal translation of the Turkish name Devletsaray, applied to the khan’s residence built in the years 1500–1503 in Saladjıq near Qırq Yer; Devletsaray (i.e., Saladjıq) is identified here with Qırq Yer, although these were initially two separate localities.  
\(^{458}\) Devletsaray, the khan’s new residence in Saladjıq, is again identified here with the nearby old capital of Qırq Yer; cf. n. 457 above.
1520 (yarlıq cum şartname)  

(“And we have sent the golden letter of agreement with the golden seal, in the year 926 of our prophet Muhammad, on the 9th day of our prosperous month of Zilkaide. Written in Ferahkerman, anno Domini 1520, on the 25th day of October, during the 9th indiction”)

1520 (шартна)  
Tarih-i toquz yüz yigirmi mübarek Zi’l-qa’de aynung toquzuncı yekşenbe kün şehi mu’azzam Ferahkermende bitildi.

(“Written in the great city of Ferahkerman, at the date of the 9th day of the blessed month of Zilkaide in [the year] 926, on Sunday”)


---

459 I.e., Perekop.
460 The dating is confusing as 9 Zilkade 926 A.H. corresponded with 21 October, and not 25 October 1520; it seems more likely that the Crimean chancery clerk correctly recorded the date of the Muslim calendar; besides, in the Khwarezmian Turkic document, also dated 9 Zilkade 926 A.H., this day is referred to as a Sunday (cf. n. 463 below), and 21 October was indeed a Sunday. The same difference between the Muslim and the Christian dates can be found in the Ruthenian version of the following document; cf. n. 464 below.
461 The indiction number was apparently entered by the Ruthenian translator or the Lithuanian chancery clerk who copied the present document; cf. n. 464 below.
462 I.e., Perekop.
463 Yekşenbe, i.e., the first day of the week according to the Persian calendar.
464 The dating is confusing as 9 Zilkade 926 A.H. corresponded with 21 October 1520. The same difference between the Muslim and the Christian dates can be found in the previous document; cf. n. 460 above.
465 The indiction number, missing in the original, was apparently entered by the Ruthenian translator or the Lithuanian chancery clerk who copied the present document; cf. n. 461 above.
1527 (khan)  Писоиъ в Перекопе сен втъ Магъметова нарожноъ девевносто⁴⁶⁶ летъ и 33 летоу.
(“Written in Perekop, 933⁴⁶⁷ years after the birth⁴⁶⁸ of Muhammad”)

1527 (qalga) Писанъ в Перекопе.
(“Written in Perekop”)

1539  Dan po зеции з tego света Machometa Proroka roku 946, od narodzenia Pana Chrystusowego 1542.
(“Issued in the year 946 after the departure of Prophet Muhammad from this world,⁴⁶⁹ 1542 [sic] since the birth of Lord Christ”⁴⁷⁰)

1542  I daliśmy ten nasz list pod злоту пецчейств пасзъ подле roku зеции з tego света Machometa Proroka liat 949 roku, od narodzenia Pana Christusowego roku 1545.
(“We have issued our present letter under our golden seal in the year 949 since the departure of Prophet Muhammad from this world,⁴⁷¹ 1545 [sic] since the birth of Lord Christ.”⁴⁷²)

1552  Писанъ тот листъ по смерти Магъметовы деветьсот петьдесѧт девѧтого року. Писанъ на Багъжисаре.

⁴⁶⁶ An obvious mistake; it should read деветсот (“nine hundred”) and not деве-⁴⁶⁷ Cf. n. 466 above; the Muslim year 933 A.H. lasted from 8 October 1526 till 26⁴⁶⁸ An obvious mistake or superfluous interpretation by a Ruthenian translator,⁴⁶⁹ Sic; of course it should refer to the Hegira and not Muhammad’s death. The⁴⁷⁰ The date according to the Christian calendar must be wrong; cf. n. 469 above.⁴⁷¹ Sic; of course it should refer to the Hegira and not Muhammad’s death. The⁴⁷² The date according to the Christian calendar must be wrong; cf. n. 471 above.
(“This letter has been written in the 959th year after the death\textsuperscript{473} of Muhammad. Written in Baghchasaray”)

1560

Pisan ten list na stolcu naszym w Kyrkyely, na miejscu naszym w Bakczi Szarayu, lata 1560.
(“This letter has been written in our residence in Qırq Yer, in our place of Baghchasaray,\textsuperscript{474} in the year 1560”)

1592 (‘ahdname)

...deyü ‘ahdname yarlıq-i şerif-i haqani bitildi fi şehri Cemaziyi’l-evvel min şuhuri seneti elf bi-
maqami Alma Saray dari’l-haqqani.
(“[…] such is the tenor of the ‘ahdname, the noble imperial yarlıq, that has been written in
the month Djumada I from among the months of the year 1000, in the place of Alma Saray, the
imperial abode”)

1592 (oath-yarlıq)

Fi şehri Cemaziyi’l-evvel min şuhuri seneti biŋ yılinda tarihining Alma Sarayında bitildi.
(“Written at the date of the month Djumada I from among the months of the year 1000,\textsuperscript{475} in
Alma Saray”)

1601

Pisan z Bachczysaraiu miesiąca rebeia, a roku tyśiąnczego i dziesiątego.
(“Written in Baghchasaray in the month of Rebi,
in the year 1010”)\textsuperscript{476}

1607

Scripta in bene custodita urbe nostra Bachciaseray 29 die mensis rabuel-evel anno Mussulmanico
1016.\textsuperscript{477}

\textsuperscript{473} Sic; of course it should refer to the Hegira and not Muhammad’s death. The Muslim year 959 A.H. lasted from 29 December 1551 till 17 December 1552. As the khan’s letter, delivered along with the present document, was dated 15 May 1552 (see Document 32, n. 1), we may date this instrument more precisely, in May 1552.

\textsuperscript{474} Baghchasaray is identified here with Qırq Yer, although these were initially two separate localities; on the analogous identification of the khan’s residence in Saladjıq with Qırq Yer, cf. notes 457–458 above.

\textsuperscript{475} The standard Arabic formula is followed by a redundant Turkish word: yılinda (“in the year”); also the year number is recorded in Turkish (biŋ) and not in Arabic (it would read elf like in the previous instrument).

\textsuperscript{476} It is not stated whether the document was issued in Rebi I or Rebi II. Yet, from Piaseczyński’s diary it is evident that it was issued in Rebi I 1010 A.H. that lasted from 30 August till 28 September 1601.

\textsuperscript{477} I.e., 29 Rebi I (Rebi’ü’l-evvel) 1016 A.H.
1609 A te pakta napisane są roku od proroka naszego Machometa tysiąc ośmnastego, miesiąca decembra 20 dnia; złotą pieczęcią naszą przypieczętowawszy posłaliśmy. Pisan w Bakcesaraiu. ("This treaty has been written in the year 1018 from our prophet Muhammad, on the 20th day of the month of December; having stamped it with our golden seal, we have sent it. Written in Baghchasaray")

1624 Pisan we środku miesiąca mucherrem nazwanego, tysiącnego trzydziestego czwartego roku, to jest w pośrodku samego miesiąca stycznia tysiąc sześćset dwudziestego piątego roku. ("Written in the second decade of the month named Muharram of the year 1034, that is in the middle of the month of January of the year 1625")

1632 Tahriren fi evasiti şehri Rebi'i`l-evvel seneti isna ve erba'in ve elf seneti 1042 bi-maqami Bağçesaray el-mahruse. ("Written in the second decade of the month of Rebi I of the year 1042, in the abode of Baghchasaray, the well-protected")

1634 Tahriren fi evasiti şehri Cemaziyi`l-evvel seneti 1044 bi-maqami Bağçesaray. ("Written in the second decade of the month of Djumada I of the year 1044, in the abode of Baghchasaray")

1635 Pisan w Bachcia Saraiu we środku miesiąca mucherrem nazwanego, roku od przeprowadzenia się Mechmeda Mustafy, proroka naszego 1045, to jest 29 Junij Anno 1635. ("Written in Baghchasaray, in the second decade of the month named Muharrrem, of the year 1045 since the relocation

---

478 The Muslim year 1018 A.H. lasted from 6 April 1609 till 25 March 1610; it is not certain whether the date of 20 December, given according to the Christian calendar, refers to the new style, or to the old one, still used by the Orthodox Christians (for instance the Greek subjects of the khans); therefore the present document can be dated either 20 December or 30 December (i.e., 20 December according to the Old Style) 1609.

479 The Polish phrase we środku ("in the middle") is an apparent translation of the Turkish term evasıt (lit. 'the middle') referring to the second, middle decade of a month.

480 Sic; the second decade of Muharram 1034 A.H. lasted from 24 October till 2 November 1624. The reference to January is an obvious mistake by the Crown translator, Samuel Otwinowski, or a later Polish copyist. Perhaps it refers to the month when the document was delivered at the royal court.

481 The standard Arabic formula is followed by a redundant repeated word seneti followed by the year number written again in numerals.

482 Cf. n. 479 above.
[i.e., Hegira] of our prophet, Muhammad Mustafa, that is on 29 June 1635")483

1637

Na końcu seferulachyr miesiąca nazwanego, roku po zejściu z tego świata proroka naszego Machometa Mustafy 1047, w stolecznym mieście naszym Bachcze Saraju.

("[Written] in the third decade484 of the prosperous485 month named Safer, of the year 1047 after the departure of our prophet, Muhammad Mustafa, from this world,486 in our capital city of Baghchasaray")

1637 (qalga)

Roku po zejściu wielkiego i prawdziwego naszego proroka 1047, w stolicy i rezydencji naszej Lutfi Saraju.

[Written] in the year 1047487 after the death488 of our great and true Prophet, in our seat and residence of Lutfi Saray.489

1640

...dëb hat bitildi tarih-i ming elli yılda Rebi’ü’l-ahir ayında tahtgahımız Bağçe Sarayında bi-maqami Bağçesaray el-mahruse.

("Thus saying, the letter has been written in the month of Rebi II, in the year 1050, in our capital of Baghchasaray, in the abode of Baghchasaray,490 the well-protected")

1640 (qalga)

Tahriren fi evaili şehri Çemaziyyi’l-evveli min şuhuri seneti hamsin ve elf bi-yurt-i hendeq-i Ferahkerman.

483 The second decade of Muharrem 1045 A.H. lasted from 27 June till 6 July 1635.
484 The Polish phrase na końcu (“at the end”) is an apparent translation of the Turkish term evahir (lit. “the end”) referring to the third, last decade of a month.
485 The Polish translator apparently did not understand the standard formula Seferü’l-hayr (“the prosperous Safer”) and erroneously rendered it as Seferü’l-ahir (Pol. seferulachyr), lit. “the last Safer;” the Arabic adjective al-ahir (“the last”) is used only in reference to the months Rebi and Djumada (Rebi’ü’l-ahir for Rebi II and Çemaziyü’l-ahir for Djumada II) in order to distinguish them from Rebi I (Rebi’ü’l-evvel) and Djumada I (Çemaziyü’l-evvel), respectively.
486 Sic; of course it should refer to the Hegira and not Muhammad’s death. The third decade of Safer 1047 A.H. lasted from 15 till 23 July 1637.
487 The Muslim year 1047 A.H. lasted from 26 May 1637 till 14 May 1638, but we may date the qalga’s instrument more precisely; it was probably issued at the same time as the khan’s letter, i.e., in July 1637; cf. n. 486 above.
488 Sic; of course it should refer to the Hegira and not Muhammad’s death.
489 Perhaps Lutfi Saray (lit. “Graceful Palace”) should be identified with Aq Mesdjid Saray, the qalga’s customary residence; cf. n. 418 in Part I.
490 The locatio is redundantly repeated.
(“Written in the first decade of the month of Dju- 
mada I of the year 1050, in the tent of [i.e., near] 
the moat of Ferahkerman”)491

1640 (nureddin) ...dēb hat bitildi [...] fi evahiri mah-i Rebi‘ū’l-ahir 
sene-i 1050 bi-maqami Bağcesaray el-mahruse. 
(“Thus saying, the letter has been written [...] in 
the third decade of the month of Rebi II of the 
year 1050, in the abode of Baghchasaray, the well-
protected”)

1646 
Bi-maqami...
(“In the abode of...”)492

1649 Tahriren fi mah-i Şa‘bani‘l-mu‘azzam sene-i 1059 
bi-yurt-i qal‘e-i İzborov. 
(“Written in the esteemed month of Shaban of the 
year 1059, in the tent of [i.e., near] the fortress of 
Zboriv”)

1654 Tahriren fi mah-i Muharremü‘l-haram sene-i 1065 
bi-maqami Bağcesaray el-mahruse. 
(“Written in the sacred month of Muharrem of 
the year 1065,493 in the abode of Baghchasaray, the 
well-protected”)

1667 Data pod Podhajciamy 16 oktobra Anno 1667. 
(“Given near Pidhajci on 16 October 1667”)494

1672 Działo się pode Żwańcem, w obozie naszym, dnia 23 
octobra 1672.495 
(“Took place in our camp near Žvanec’, on the 23rd 
day of October 1672”)

1742 İşbu biŋ yüz elli beş senesi şehr-i Şevval-i şerifin 
doquzuncu pence[ɾ]be günü tahrir olundu. 
(“Written on Thursday, on the ninth day of the 
noble month of Shawwal, of this year 1155”)496

491 I.e., Perekop.
492 The locatio is unfinished and the datatio is missing; the document was probably 
issued in Baghchasaray in February 1646 (see Document 58, notes 1 and d).
493 Muharrem 1065 A.H. lasted from 11 November till 10 December 1654; for a 
more precise dating, see Document 64, n. 10.
494 The common text, composed in Polish, was corroborated by the plenipoten-
tiaries of the two sides.
495 The last numeral in 1672 initially read 1 and was corrected.
496 9 Shawwal 1155 A.H. coincides with Friday, 7 December 1742; however, as in 
the Muslim calendar a day is counted from the preceding evening, this document was 
apparently issued in the evening of 6 December.
The Genghisid rulers, who converted to Islam in the 13th and 14th centuries, did not automatically abandon the traditional Turco-Mongolian cyclic calendar, developed under the Chinese influence and consisting of twelve-years’ cycles, whereas the successive years in each cycle were named after twelve animals. The Muslim khans of the Golden Horde typically referred in their documents both to the Turco-Mongolian calendar and to the Muslim lunar one, in which the year count started from the Hegira (i.e., 622 C.E.).

The Crimean khans inherited this custom of double dating, although they used the “animal calendar” with a diminishing frequency. A yarlıq of Hadji Giray, issued in 1453, was still dated “in the year of hen” (taquaq yılti) and simultaneously in 857 A.H. As late as 1501, Mengli Giray dated his letter to the Muscovian grand duke Ivan III “in the year of hen” (v kurjače leto). Still later, in 1502, Mengli’s son and the future khan Mehmed Giray, dated his document “in the year of dog” and simultaneously in 908 A.H.

In the Crimean documents, published in the present volume, we do not encounter any references to the traditional “animal calendar.” In return, in the fifteenth- and early sixteenth-century documents a Muslim date which refers to the Hegira is often accompanied by a Christian date which refers to the Nativity of Jesus. One cannot always ascertain whether both the Muslim and the Christian dates had figured in the original document, or the latter one was added by translators or copyists. To be sure, the khan’s document from 1514, preserved in the Italian original, contains both the Muslim and the Christian dates. The şartname from 1520, composed in Khwarezmian Turkic, contains only the Muslim date, but its contemporary Ruthenian translation also

498 The document, preserved in the Topkapi Archives, is published in Akdes Nimet Kurat, Topkapi Sarayı Müzesi Arşivindeki Altın Ordu, Kırım ve Türkistan hanlarına ait yarlık ve bitikler (İstanbul, 1940), pp. 62–80 and 173–184; and Le khanat de Crimée, pp. 33–38; judging by the absence of a nişan, a number of errors and omissions, and the unusual length of the document (475 cm.), Usmanov regards it a slightly later copy although he does not doubt that its text is based on the genuine, now lost, document; cf. idem, Žalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., pp. 31, 62–66 and 132.
499 Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 1, p. 420; the text is recorded among the Crimean letters brought to Moscow in July 1502; Usmanov erroneously attributes this letter to 1503 (idem, Žalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., p. 258), although that year would correspond with the year of pig.
500 See Usmanov, Žalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., p. 36.
provides an incomplete Christian date: the name of the month (October) and the day number. On the same date, Mehmed Giray issued a yarlıq that was probably composed in Ruthenian; its extant Ruthenian copy contains the complete datation according to the Muslim as well as the Christian calendars, including the year, month, and day numbers. To resume, it is likely that documents composed in Ruthenian or Italian, typically drafted by the Christians in the khan’s service, were provided with both the Muslim and the Christian dates, while the Arabic-script documents contained Muslim dates only.

Since the mid-sixteenth century, the Crimean instruments sent to Poland-Lithuania were usually composed in Arabic script and dated only according to the Muslim calendar. Simultaneously, the Crimean chancery adopted the Arabic datatio formula (tahriren fi . . ., “written on . . .”), apparently under the Ottoman influence. Nevertheless, in the khans’ documents from 1592 (oath-yarlıq), 1640, and 1742 the dates were still recorded in Turkish, and not Arabic.

It is worth reminding here that although the Muslim and Christian calendars were embedded in religious beliefs that were hardly reconcilable, at least for the Muslims a reference to the Nativity was not a blasphemy as, after all, Jesus was venerated as a prophet. Also the Ottomans referred to the Nativity of Jesus in their instruments, addressed to Poland-Lithuania. Strikingly, the Crimean documents from 1667 and 1672, composed in Polish but corroborated with the seals of the qalga and the khan, respectively, refer in their datatios only to the Christian era. The Crimean envoys to Russia are also known to have dated their documents, drawn in Moscow, according to the Christian (Byzantine) era, even though these instruments were written in Arabic script.

---
501 The Ruthenian copies of Mehmed Giray’s yarlıq and şartname from 1520 also contain indiction numbers; as the last method of time measuring, which referred to fifteen-years’ cycles, was then commonly used in the Lithuanian chancery, but probably not in the Crimean one, we may assume that the indiction numbers were added by the clerks of the Lithuanian chancery.
502 Ottoman instruments, composed in Latin or Italian, were dated according to the Christian era. After 1525, when the Ottoman sultans ceased to issue documents in Western languages, references to the dates “of the era of His Excellency Jesus (peace be upon him)” (hazret-i ‘İsa ‘aleyhi’s-selam tarihinin . . .) could be still found in the Arabic-script instruments from 1525, 1553, 1623, 1634, 1640, 1713, and 1790, although no longer in their datatio; cf. Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, p. 32 and passim.
503 Cf. n. 219 above.
The practice of double dating encountered in the Crimean documents, especially from the earlier period, should help us confirm or establish the exact dates of their issue. Yet, in some cases, it only leads to confusion and furnishes us with conflicting information. For instance, the two earliest yarlıqs of Hadji Giray and Mengli Giray, published in the present volume, contain contradictory dates according to the Muslim and Christian calendars.\(^{504}\) Although it seems more likely that their Muslim dates are genuine, one cannot entirely dismiss the opposite options and for the lack of further evidence one has to wait with definite conclusions. Similar contradictions can be found in the datatios of Sahib Giray’s instruments from 1539 and 1542, but the evidence from other sources allows one to confirm their Muslim dating and dismiss the Christian one.

Six documents, extant today merely in Ruthenian or Polish translations, contain a common mistake that should be attributed to their translators or copyists: when referring to the Muslim era, they identify its beginning with the death (or even birth!) of Muhammad, and not with his emigration from Mecca to Medina, i.e., the Hegira.

As far as the place of issue is concerned, the oldest instrument, published in the present volume, was issued in Qırım, known alternatively as Solgat, the administrative center from the times of the Golden Horde, situated in the east of the Crimean peninsula (today Ukr. Staryj Krym or Tat. Eski Qırım, lit. “Old Qırım”).\(^{505}\) Already during the reign of Hadji Giray, the khan’s main residence was moved to Qırq Yer, a town and castle that topped a mountain overlooking the valley where future Baghchasaray was to be founded.\(^{506}\) The documents of Hadji’s sons, Nur Devlet and Mengli Giray, from the years 1467 and 1480, were issued in this new Crimean capital.

In the years 1500–1503, Mengli Giray built a new residence in Saladjıq below Qırq Yer. Referred to in Tatar as Devletsaray (“Palace of Prosperity”) or Devletkerman/Devletkermen (“Town of Prosperity”), in the Muscovian sources it came to be known under such terms as Sčastlivyj Saraj (“the Prosperous Palace”), Sčastlivyj Gorod (‘the Prosperous Town’), or even Veselyj Gorod (“the Merry Town”),

---

\(^{504}\) Cf. notes 448 and 451 above.  
\(^{505}\) On Eski Qırım, see Jankowski, *Historical-Etymological Dictionary*, pp. 468–471.  
\(^{506}\) After the khans had moved to Baghchasaray, their former capital was settled by the Karaites and came to be known as the “Jewish Fortress”—Chufut Qal’e; on Qırq Yer (the later Chufut Qal’e), see Jankowski, *Historical-Etymological Dictionary*, pp. 424–427.
whereas the adjectives sčastlivyj and veselyj were the Russian translations of the term devlet (“prosperity,” “fortune,” but also “power”).

Mengli’s instruments, addressed to Poland-Lithuania in 1507 and in the fall of 1514 were issued in this new residence, referred to in the Ruthenian documents as Horod Veselyj (“the Merry Town”) or Ščaslyvaja Polata (“the Prosperous Palace”), and in the Italian one simply as Dovlat Sarai. Interestingly, in the documents from the fall of 1514 Devletsaray is identified with Qırq Yer, although in fact it was located in nearby Saladjıq.

We do not know whether Sahib Giray’s documents, issued in 1539 and 1542, were already issued in Baghchasaray, the khan’s new residence completed under his reign. The earliest reference to Baghchasaray can be found in the locatio of the instrument of his successor, Devlet Giray, issued in 1552. From the following instrument, issued by Devlet Giray in 1560, it is evident that at that time Baghchasaray was still identified with Qırq Yer, apparently regarded as the latter’s suburb.

While in the mid-sixteenth century Saladjıq and Baghchasaray were still treated as the suburbia of Qırq Yer, by the end of the same century the situation reversed and such localities as Qırq Yer, Saladjıq, and Eskiyurt came to be treated as the suburbs of the new expanding capital, namely Baghchasaray. In the 17th century, almost all the documents issued by the khans were drawn in Baghchasaray. Under the Ottoman influence, the Crimean chancery adopted the Arabic locatio formula: “in the abode of Baghchasaray, the well-protected” (bi-maqami Baġçesaray el-mahruse). Besides, two documents from 1592 were issued in Alma Saray, the khan’s residence on the Alma river, situated to the north of Baghchasaray and later known as Almakerman/Almakermen.

Several documents were issued in the fortress of Ferahkerman, strategically located on the moat that separated the Crimean peninsula from the mainland and therefore known in the Slavic languages as Perekop or Przekop (“ditch”), and in Turkish also referred to as Or

---

508 The earliest document of Sahib Giray drawn in Baghchasaray, known to Usmanov, was issued in 1549; see idem, Žalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., p. 266.
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(“ditch”), Or qal’esi (“ditch fortress”), or Or qapu (“ditch gate”).511
Apart from the khans’ documents from 1514 (June), 512 1520, and
1527, also the qalgas’ documents from 1527 and 1640 were drawn in
Ferahkerman.

While the qalga’s usual residence was Aq Mesdjid Saray, a town
situated near modern Simferopol,513 the nureddin apparently resided
in Baghchasaray, along with the khan.514 The instrument from 1640,
issued by Nureddin Qırım Giray, was issued in Baghchasaray and
apparently drawn in the khan’s chancery.

Crimean instruments could also be issued on campaigns, like the
ones from 1649, 1667, and 1672, drawn in the military camps near
Zboriv, Pidhajci, and Žvanec’. If a document was composed in Turk-
ish, such circumstances were usually referred to in its locatio by the
expression: “in the tent of [i.e., near]” (bi-yurt-i…). One document
published in the present volume was issued in the Lithuanian territory,
and yet not on a military campaign, when the future qalga Bahadır
Giray arrived at Čerkasy in order to confirm the peace with his oath.

Physical description

The oldest Crimean instrument of peace, preserved in the original, was
composed in 1514 in Italian. According to European medieval tradi-
tion, it is written on parchment. The following document, issued in
1520 in Khwarezmian Turkic, is written on yellowish paper, perhaps
manufactured from silk and imported from Central Asia.515 All the

512 Admittedly, in that case the locatio: pysan u Perekope might also refer to the
whole peninsula; cf. n. 456 above.
513 Cf. n. 418 in Part I.
514 In 1681, the Russian embassy members were officially received by the qalga in
Aq Mesdjid, and by the nureddin in nearby Bulganaq; see “Spisok s statejnego spiska
[…] Vasíľ’ja Mixajlova syna Tjapkina, d’jaka Nikity Zotova,” p. 641. This informa-
tion suggests that at that time the official residence of nureddin was in Bulganaq (on
245–248). Yet, in the first half of the 17th century, the letters of nureddins sent to
Poland-Lithuania were usually issued in Baghchasaray and their sophisticated lan-
guage suggests that they were issued by the khan’s chancery; apart from Document
56, cf. also the letter of Nureddin Sa’ādet Giray, addressed to Vladislaus IV in 1635;
AGAD, Dz. tat., k. 63, t. 8, no. 466.
515 On similar paper, used for Sahib Giray’s document issued in 1523 in Kazan, see
Usmanov, Zaîovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., p. 87. In its most recent reed-
iton, the document’s paper is described as “thick Oriental paper without water-mark;”
following documents, issued in Turkish, are written on paper of probably Venetian origin, which was also commonly used in the Ottoman chancery and must have been imported to the Crimea.\textsuperscript{516} Long and narrow documents usually consisted of several sheets of paper that were glued together. The dimensions of the Crimean documents published in the present volume are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length (cm.)</th>
<th>Width (cm.)</th>
<th>No. of sheets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1514</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1520</td>
<td>151.5</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1592 ('ahdname)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1592 (oath-yarliq)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1632</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1634</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640 (khan)</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640 (qalga)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640 (nureddin)</td>
<td>123.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1646</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1649</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1654</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1742</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\textsuperscript{516} In the 18th century, the longest and most solemn Ottoman and Crimean documents, stored in the Polish Crown Archives, were pasted onto wide sheets of linen in order to preserve them from further destruction, especially caused by folding. The decision helped to preserve them in good shape, but the documents pasted onto the linen cannot be examined today in regard to their watermarks, unless more sophisticated methods are used (and authorized by the Archives’ management). Hence, only three documents from the years 1592 (the ‘ahdname and the oath-yarliq) and 1649, which were not pasted onto the linen, could be thoroughly examined for the present study; for their watermarks, see Document 34, n. 1, and Document 60, n. 1. The widespread use of Western paper, typically of Venetian origin, has been confirmed by the present author through a cursory examination of the Crimean documents preserved in Moscow and Copenhagen; their watermarks contain anchors, trefoils, and most often the characteristic mark consisting of three crescents (Italian \textit{tre lune}), found on the Venetian paper exported to the Ottoman market.
Although the Crimean ‚ahdnames cannot compete in length with the
Ottoman ones, their dimensions are impressive and were clearly
intended to impress the addressee. The Crimean şartnames sent to
Moscow reached analogous dimensions and measured 110.5 × 38 cm.,
149 × 46.5 cm., 297.5 × 41.5 cm., and 116 × 41 cm. in the years 1630,
1636, 1647, and 1682 respectively.

After completion, the document was rolled up and put into a bag
(kise), typically made of satin or taffeta, which was bound up with
a string, holding a red wax seal, and provided with a heart-shaped
paper sheet known as kulak (lit. “ear”), on which the addressee’s title
or name was written. In order to protect the wax seals, especially
vulnerable during transport, they were sometimes enclosed in capsules
made of silver, bone, or gilded brass.

---

517 For the dimensions of the Ottoman ‚ahdnames sent to Poland-Lithuania, see
Kolodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 39–40; the longest one,
issued by Murad IV in 1623, is 491.5 cm. long, and was originally even longer.
518 Cf. RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, nos. 39, 43, 54a, and 64; the instrument from 1636 was
certainly longer; today, its invocatio is missing and the upper sheet of paper measures
only 24.5 cm., while the middle one as much as 72 cm. Apparently a large part of the
upper sheet, which had contained the invocatio, has been torn off and lost. Hence, we
can assume that the document originally measured 196.5 cm. (by adding 47.5 cm., i.e.,
the difference in length of the middle and the upper sheet).
519 For the description and color picture of four such bags with kulaks, preserved in
Stockholm along with the original letters sent by the Giray ladies, see Święcicka, “The
Diplomatic Letters by Crimean Keray Ladies to the Swedish Royal House,” pp. 66–67
and 90; according to the description, the bags are made of: a) brick-red double silk,
designed with yellow and golden flowers; b) grass-green taffeta; c) ivory colored satin;
d) white silk with golden lines and embroidered flowers. Two bags of red and green
satin (plus a fragment of the third one), and a number of kulaks, are also preserved
along with the Crimean letters in Copenhagen; see Riksarkivet, Tyske Kanzelli, Uden-
rigske Afdeling, Tatariet A1 2. Moreover, a bag of red satin with golden embroideries
containing a Chinese cloud motif, along with a kulak, is preserved with the letter of
Adil Giray, sent to the tsar in 1668; see RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 58; the color pic-
ture of the bag and kulak is published in Faizov, Tugra i Vseilennaja, pp. 77 (ill. 53);
the bag measures 51 cm. in height while its rectangular bottom measures 8 × 2 cm.
Unfortunately, the bags and kulaks of the Tatar instruments, published in the present
volume, are not preserved.
520 Four such capsules are extant in the Swedish Riksarkivet in Stockholm: a silver
capsule preserved with a letter of Nureddin Adil Giray from ca. 1660 (on Adil Giray,
cf. n. 466 in Part I; promoted to the post of nureddin by Islam III Giray, he remained
at this post for the most of the second reign of Mehmed IV Giray), two bone capsules
preserved with the letters of two qalgas, Qırım Giray (undated; Qırım Giray was the
qalga of Khan Adil Giray and corroborated the instrument of 1667, published in the
present volume) and Tokhtamısh Giray (1681), and a gilded brass capsule preserved
with a letter of Nureddin Sa’adet Giray (1681); see Zetterstéen, Türkische, tatarische
und persische Urkunden im Schwedischen Reichsarchiv, pp. 94 (no. 158), 103 (no. 171),
The document could be unpacked only in the presence of the addressee during a solemn audience of the Crimean embassy. When in 1599 Nikodem Kossakowski met in Moldavia his Crimean counterpart, Djan Temir Agha, who was on his way to Poland carrying along the khan’s instrument of peace, the Polish envoy complained that he was unable to control its contents because the document was “in a sealed bag” (w opieczętowanym worku). Two years later, when Ławryn Piasczyński was returning from the Crimea along with Djan Ahmed Chelebi, who was carrying the khan’s new instrument of peace, the Crimean envoy refused to show the document to his Polish colleague arguing that it was sealed (zapieczętowane) and the khan had forbidden to open it before the audience with His Royal Majesty.

Among the documents composed in Arabic script, the earliest one from 1520 is written in the nesih script, while in the instruments from 1592 only the invocatio are written in the nesih script, while the rest in the divani script that was also used in the Ottoman chancery. In the seventeenth-century instruments only the divani script was used, both in the main text and the invocatio, though in the last document from 1742 we observe a return to the nesih.

An interesting hypothesis has been formulated by Usmanov, who maintains that the traditional script used in the Golden Horde chanceries was the sülüs and the sixteenth-century Crimean khans, most notably Sahib Giray, deliberately stuck to it in order to stress their independence from the Ottoman sultans. Only the tragic fall of Sahib Giray, instigated by the Porte, paved way to the widespread adoption of Ottoman models, such as the use of the divani script and of golden sand sprinkled on the document’s surface. The present study cannot provide evidence that would enable one to confirm or reject Usmanov’s thesis, since all the Crimean instruments of peace, addressed to Polish-Lithuanian rulers between 1520 and 1592, are preserved only in copies.

Apart from the document from 1514, which is entirely written in gold apart from the bottom three lines in black, the documents are written in black ink, typically with golden insertions reserved for the

---

523 Usmanov, Žalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., pp. 118–120.
names of God, Prophet Muhammad, the khan and the king, their ancestors, and the Ottoman sultan. The two documents from 1592 are ornamented with scattered golden triple dots, and the documents from 1640 (of the qalga) and 1742 with regular golden dots. The shape, color and size of other elements, such as the nişans, the tuğras, and the signet seals, have been already described above.

In a sharp contrast to the richly ornamentated documents, described above, the instrument from 1649 is written entirely in black, including the invocatio and the tuğra. It is also much smaller than the other documents. The difference can be easily explained by the fact that it was issued on a military campaign, where apparently only few chancery clerks were present and such articles like golden ink might have been missing.

Tatar documents issued in Polish have even a less solemn character. The instrument issued in 1667 in the camp near Pidhajci is written in black on a folded sheet of paper (sheet format: $30.5 \times 38.5$ cm.), in analogy to the Polish documents from the same period. Likewise, the document of Selim Giray issued in 1672 in the camp near Žvanec’ is inscribed on one inside page of a folded sheet of paper (sheet format: $29.5 \times 42.5$ cm.). No watermarks can be discerned on the paper of the document from 1667 and it is hard to establish whether the paper was taken along by the Tatars on the campaign, or was provided by the Polish negotiators. The watermark of the paper used in the document from 1672 depicts a crown topped with a star topped with a crescent. This paper, apparently of Western origin, is similar though not identical to the one known to have been used in the Ottoman chancery.
CHAPTER FOUR

THE POLISH AND LITHUANIAN INSTRUMENTS OF PEACE ADDRESSED TO THE KHANS

None of the Polish-Lithuanian instruments, published in the present volume, origin from the khans’ archives, the major part of which perished in the great fire of Baghchasaray caused by the Russian invasion of 1736. Thus, one can only make judgments on the basis of copies made before the actual documents were sent. The fact that these instruments are preserved merely in copies should prevent one from making too broad generalizations about the development of Lithuanian as well as Polish chancery practice. Besides, numerous original documents, issued by the Jagiellonians and their successors, are preserved in various European archives and the Polish as well as Lithuanian chanceries have already been studied by numerous scholars, more thoroughly than the Crimean one. Therefore, the conclusions presented in the following section only have a cursory character and focus on the relations of Vilnius, Cracow, and then Warsaw with the Crimea.

The destruction of the khans’ archives explains in part why Lithuanian and Polish instruments are much less numerous in the present volume compared to the Crimean ones. Yet, there were other reasons as well. Some Crimean instruments, like the “donation yarlugs,” were unilateral *ex definitio*, so the receiver was not expected to reciprocate them by sending analogous instruments to the khan. We also know that in some cases the royal side did not reciprocate the khans’ documents because of its irritation caused by continuous Tatar raids, or its plans of an aggressive war with the Crimea, like in 1527 and 1646. Finally, it happened that while the khans sent solemn documents, which can be classified as formal instruments of peace, the royal side responded with ordinary letters, which stressed its peaceful intentions, but cannot be classified as instruments of peace (like in 1742).\(^\text{524}\)

\(^{524}\) Opposite situations were also possible; for instance, in 1472 Casimir issued a formal instrument of peace in return for Mengli Giray’s letter that was much less formal; it is yet possible that the khan’s original letter, referred to as *cum sigillo meo litera*, was originally longer and more formal than its extant Latin copy, preserved in the Crown Register books and published by Pułaski (cf. n. 53 in Part I).
The last reason of the imbalance in the number of the preserved Polish-Lithuanian vs. Crimean instruments was the insistence of the royal side that the khan’s instrument should minutely conform to the desired model. In analogy to the practice known in Moscow, the chanceries in Vilnius and Cracow/Warsaw sometimes took initiative in their hands and drafted ready formulas of future documents, which were expected to be issued by the khans with a word for word exactitude. Even though these formulas duly invoked Prophet Muhammad and their form was usually based on the khans’ previous genuine instruments, the Crimean chancery was not always willing to follow the royal instructions step by step. In result, Tatar instruments were sometimes sent back to the Crimea in order be “amended,” or the royal side accepted the already brought instrument but immediately asked the khan to issue its new, “better” version. As to the Tatars, they were apparently less obsessed with the most minute details in the wording of the received instruments; at least they are not known to have issued ready formulas of the instruments to be issued by the kings and tsars, or to have sent back the already received documents.

To provide one example, the pacification of 1513–1514 resulted in two instruments issued by Sigismund: one on behalf of Lithuania and one on behalf of Poland, and as many as four instruments issued by Mengli Giray: two successive versions of the “donation yarlıq” for Lithuania, and two successive versions of the instrument regarding Poland.

Royal instruments

It has been stressed above that in the first century of its existence the Crimean Khanate bordered with Lithuania, and not with Poland, and its relations with Vilnius were much more intensive than with Cracow. Hence, it may come as a surprise that the earliest extant instrument of peace, sent by a Jagiellonian ruler to the Crimea, was drawn in 1472 in Cracow, composed in Latin and not Ruthenian, and issued solely on behalf of Poland: Casimir is referred to exclusively as the king of Poland and his document is corroborated by the Crown chancellor, Jakub from Dębno. Moreover, the instrument’s contents were authenticated by the presence of leading Polish dignitaries, of whom fourteen are listed by their names and functions. The list duly opens with the archbishop of Gniezno, followed by the bishops of Cracow.
and Włocławek, five palatines, three castellans, and other dignitaries. Also the royal envoy originated from a family settled in Polish Podolia, and not from Lithuania. In the instrument, addressed to potenti domino Mengligerej, Magno Imperatori terre Thartharorum, fratri nostro dilecto, Casimir invoked the recent arrival of Mengli’s letter, which referred to the oath to maintain peace, taken by the khan and his subjects. On his part, the king also promised to keep peace on his behalf and on behalf of his subjects.

In that period, the diplomatic exchange between Qırq Yer and Kraków paralleled the exchange between Qırq Yer and Vilnius. Shortly afterwards, Mengli Giray sent a “donation yarlıq” to Vilnius, and in this yarlıq Casimir was referred to exclusively as the grand duke of Lithuania. The yarlıq was probably reciprocated by a Lithuanian instrument, issued in Vilnius in Ruthenian, whose text is not preserved. It is hard to guess whether the missing document was a solemn peace instrument or an ordinary letter. Although in theory a yarlıq was granted unilaterally, one cannot exclude the possibility that already at that time Lithuanian rulers reciprocated the yarlıqs with instruments of peace.

The next two instruments of peace were issued in 1513. Sigismund and his advisers resolved that the new pacification with Mengli Giray should be cemented by two separate documents: one issued in Ruthenian on behalf of Lithuania, and the other in Latin on behalf of Poland. Both instruments were issued in Vilnius, where the court temporarily resided, and taken to the Crimea by one envoy, Hryhoryj Hromyka. For that time, in both documents Sigismund was referred to as both the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania. Interestingly, the list of his ancestors, repeated in both instruments, contained not only his grandfather Vladislaus, father Casimir, and brother Alexander, who had ruled in both states, but also Vytautas and the latter’s brother Sigismund, who had never reigned in Cracow, and—on the other hand—John Albert, who had never reigned in Vilnius. The two documents contained the same political clauses, including the engagement to send annual gifts to the khan: one half from Poland and one half from Lithuania.

525 The palatine of Lublin, Dobiesław Kmita from Wiśnicz, is erroneously referred to as castellan.
526 See Document 3.
The only notable difference was in the two documents’ corroborations: the instrument in Ruthenian was corroborated with the great majestic seal of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania as well as the individual seals of the twelve present members of the Lithuanian Council: the bishop of Samogitia, the Lithuanian chancellor and palatine of Vilnius, Mikołaj Radziwiłł, and others—altogether four palatines, two castellans, the starosta of Samogitia (equal in hierarchy to a palatine), and other functionaries, including Abraham Ezofovyč, the famous Jewish convert who had advanced to the post of land treasurer. In turn, the instrument in Latin was corroborated with the seal of the Polish Crown and only three individual seals of Polish councilors, whose names have not been recorded in the extant copies. The unequal number of seals attached to the two instruments can be explained by the fact that few Polish lords accompanied Sigismund during his travels to Lithuania.

The following pair of royal instruments was dispatched from Vilnius in 1516, along with the embassy of Stanisław Skinder. Sigismund thus reciprocated the Crimean embassy, which had brought the “donation yarlıq cum şartname” (now lost) of the new khan, Mehmed Giray, to Cracow, and then accompanied the king on his way to Vilnius. In his letter to the khan, which was sent along with the same embassy, Sigismund referred to his instruments as “two letters on parchment, with our great hanging majestic seals, one of the Polish Crown, and another of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.” Only the Lithuanian instrument, composed in Ruthenian, is today preserved in a copy. Both in its form and content it is very similar to the analogous instrument from 1513. It was corroborated with the great majestic seal of the Grand Duchy as well as the individual seals of the ten present members of the Lithuanian Council: the bishop of Vilnius—Wojciech Radziwiłł, the Lithuanian chancellor—Mikołaj Radziwiłł (who had also corroborated the previous document), and other dignitaries, of

---

527 The highest Catholic hierarch in Lithuania, the bishop of Vilnius Wojciech Radziwiłł, must have been absent; he is referred to in Mengi’s şartname from 1507 and in the royal instrument from 1516; cf. Documents 9 and 17.


whom only two (including the future chancellor, Olbracht Gasztold) had not figured in the instrument from 1513.\textsuperscript{530}

The state of civil war, almost permanent in the Crimea after the violent death of Mehmed Giray, did not favor stable political relations. The Polish-Lithuanian diplomacy rather tried to benefit from the struggle between Sa’adet and Islam Girays, or even organize an anti-Crimean coalition with the participation of the Nogays and Sheikh Ahmed, released from the Lithuanian custody in 1527. A new opening was enabled by the accession of Sahib Giray and the “eternal peace” concluded between his protector, Sultan Suleyman, and Sigismund, in 1533. In 1535, in response to the Crimean embassy, headed by Devey Mirza, the Lithuanian chancery in Vilnius issued a new instrument of peace on behalf of King Sigismund and his already crowned son, Sigismund Augustus. The document, taken to the Crimea by Vasyl’ Tyškevyč, closely resembled the ones of 1513 and 1516. Yet, the royal side regarded the new khan as weaker than his predecessors and still vulnerable to a possible rebellion of Islam Giray. Therefore, it changed a few clauses of the previous instruments, diminishing the value of the annual gifts and removing the clause which had obliged the king to assist the Girays against the descendants of Küchük Muhammed. The new document also stipulated that the khan should take responsibility for the raids of Ottoman subjects dwelling in the Black Sea steppes and should refrain from sending too numerous embassies because their hosting incurred large costs on the royal side. Sigismund solemnly confirmed his instrument with an oath taken by the Gospel in the presence of Devey Mirza. The ceremony was attended by the members of the Lithuanian Council, of whom ten are listed in the instrument. These were: Jan, the bishop of Vilnius and the natural son of King Sigismund, Olbracht Gasztold, the Lithuanian chancellor, Jurij Radziwiłł, the castellan of Vilnius and hetman, and others. Yet, unlike in 1513 and 1516, their seals were not appended to the document, which was corroborated only by Sigismund’s “majestic seal on a golden string” (\textit{pečat’ju maestatnoju na šnjure zolotom}), used in the Lithuanian chancery.\textsuperscript{531}

\textsuperscript{530} See Document 17.

\textsuperscript{531} See Document 26; on the question whether the “majestic seal” was still used in the Lithuanian chancery during the reign of Sigismund, cf. Document 10, n. 9.
There is no evidence whether in 1535, like in the years 1513 and 1516, a separate instrument was composed in Latin on behalf of the Polish Crown. Such a document would serve merely ceremonial purposes as the extant document in Ruthenian refers to Sigismund as both the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, and contains the issues that were of equal concern to both states, including the equal financial share of Vilnius and Cracow in dispatching the gifts to the khan.

No royal instrument of peace, addressed to a Crimean khan, is known for the long period extending between 1535 and 1598.\textsuperscript{532} One cannot exclude that such instruments existed but their texts have not been preserved. Nonetheless, it is evident from the extant correspondence that the khans awaited royal gifts rather than paper instruments to be sent from the royal side. In the Tatar mind, it was the timely delivery of the yearly gift (or else tribute) that was expected in reciprocation of grants and privileges enclosed in the khan’s \textit{yarlıq}.

The practice of sending royal instruments in exchange for the Crimean ones was resumed after the agreement of Ţuţora (1595) and its solemn confirmation by the Ottoman \textit{āhdname} in 1597. In 1598, Sigismund III issued an instrument of peace that was dispatched to the khan through a royal envoy, Nikodem Kossakowski. The document invoked the ancient friendship, dating back to the times of Mengli Giray and Sigismund I, and the recent meeting at Ţuţora between Ghazi II Giray and the Polish hetman and chancellor, Jan Zamoyski. In fact, the document’s narration presented the khan as the one who had petitioned for peace and the king as the one who granted this request after a consultation with his councilors. Moreover, the instrument stipulated that the khan should recognize the Polish territorial claims to the Black Sea shore, should not interfere with the reign of Jeremy Movilă, the pro-Polish ruler of Moldavia, and should provide military assistance against any royal enemy. In return, the royal treasury was to send gifts “just as the old king Sigismund used to do.” The instrument exhibited the familiarity of the Polish chancery with the Khanate’s internal structure and referred to the khan’s sons and brothers, \textit{mirzas}, \textit{qaraçis}, \textit{ulans}, beys, and Nogays. In conclusion, Sigismund III requested that the khan should reciprocate his instrument with a

\textsuperscript{532} For the alleged instrument of Stephan Báthory from 1585 that probably never existed, cf. n. 321 in Part I.
similar letter of agreement, “written word for word” (słowo od słowa napisany).

The rising role of Poland vs. Lithuania in the making of the Commonwealth, and especially in its relations with its southern neighbors, is reflected by the fact that the royal instrument of 1598 was issued in Warsaw, composed in Polish, sealed with the seal of the Polish Crown (pieczęć naszą koronną przycisnaćemy kazali), and its copy was recorded in the Crown Register. Moreover, the document referred to the engagements made by the king on his part and “on the part of the Lords Senators of the Crown” (od nas i Senatorów Panów Koronnych), while there was no mention about the king’s Lithuanian councilors. 533

Lithuania figures in the document even less prominently than Sweden, as Sigismund III never gave up his claims to the throne in Stockholm. The instrument that reached the khan in the year of Sigismund’s dethronment by the Riksdag (1599), referred to the sender not only as the king of Poland, but also as “the hereditary king of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals,” and was dated in the 11th year of his reign in Poland and the 5th year of his reign in Sweden. 534

Kossakowski never reached the khan, who was campaigning in Hungary. Nevertheless, correspondence developed between the royal envoy, who was waiting in the Moldavian old capital of Suceava, and the khan’s military camp. In result, in 1599 Ghazi II Giray issued an instrument of peace that was sent to Poland. It was heavily dependent in form and content on the royal instrument from 1598. One gets the impression that the khan did not really care what he promised: for instance, he acknowledged the Polish territorial claims to the Black Sea shore (sic). After all, he openly admitted that his instrument could not assume a proper form because—being on campaign in Hungary—he lacked the great seal (apparently the nişan), which used to be impressed on letters of agreement, so he could corroborate his instrument merely with his signet seal. 535

Around 1600, Poland-Lithuania was at the peak of its power and its influence extended from Estonia to Wallachia, where Hetman Zamoyski enthroned Simion Movilă, Jeremy’s brother. This explains

533 Admittedly, in everyday language of that period the adjective koronny could in some cases refer to the whole state and not just to the Polish Crown (Lat. Corona Regni Poloniae; Pol. Korona Polska) as opposed to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.
534 See Document 36.
535 Cf. n. 270 above.
why the royal chancery was still unsatisfied with its recent agree-
ment with Ghazi II Giray, even though the latter complied (at least on paper) with all its wishes. In 1601, a new embassy was sent to the Crimea, headed by Ławryn Piaseczyński. The envoy was provided with a new royal instrument, which repeated the clauses of the previous one from 1598, but in addition stipulated that the khan should recognize the rule of Simion Movilă in Wallachia.536

To the dismay of the Polish court, in his new instrument Ghazi II Giray not only passed over the new Polish claims regarding Wallachia but did not acknowledge the claims to the Black Sea shore that he had already “recognized” earlier. In its form and wording, the khan’s instrument was in fact reminiscent of the older Crimean documents and less dependent on the Polish version than the instrument drawn in Hungary in 1599. Apparently, this time the instrument was carefully checked by the Crimean chancery clerks who ensured that the prestige and rights of their ruler would not be jeopardized.

If the Polish court had not been entirely satisfied with the khan’s instrument from 1599, which was almost a mirror version of the royal instrument of 1598, no wonder that Sigismund III openly rejected the khan’s instrument of 1601, which seriously deviated from the new royal instrument of 1601. In 1602, Piaseczyński was again sent to the Crimea in order to return the khan’s instrument and ask for a new one. The envoy was furnished with an Arabic-script translation of the royal instrument of 1601, so that the Crimean chancery could word its document accordingly.537 Yet, the royal refusal to accept the khan’s instrument caused a scandal and Ghazi II Giray was not in a mood to issue a new one. Not wishing to provoke a war with the Tatars, the royal court finally decided to release the gifts, earlier prepared for the khan, but no peace instruments were exchanged until 1604, when a new Crimean embassy brought Ghazi II Giray’s new instrument. To the dismay of the royal side, its political clauses reiterated those of the khan’s instrument of 1601, so the document was again rejected, although the Polish court once more expressed its wish to conclude a lasting peace. Consequently, a new royal embassy was prepared, to be headed by Florian Oleszko, who was provided with Sigismund III’s new instrument of peace. The document, issued in 1605, reiterated the

536 See Document 39.
537 Cf. n. 347 in Part I.
clauses of the royal instruments of 1598 and 1601, though it precised that the royal gifts should hereafter be collected by the Crimean envoys in Kamieniec, and not transported at the royal cost along the long ancient route to the Dnieper passage of Tavan', as the khan’s instruments of 1601 and 1604 had stipulated. The precedent was already made by Piaseczyński, who used the new route when delivering the gifts in 1603, although he traveled a little further then Kamieniec, namely as far as Jassy. A minor variation from the royal instrument of 1601 is detectable in the wording of the clause regarding the alliance against Muscovy: while the document of 1601 referred to “the ancient kings of Poland and the grand dukes of Lithuania,” the one of 1605 referred merely to “the ancient kings of Poland.” Although perhaps innocent and not made on purpose, this change might again reflect the already discussed diminishing role of Lithuania on the “mental map” of the ruling elite in Warsaw.\textsuperscript{538} According to the royal instruction, Oleszko was to succeed where Piaseczyński had failed in 1602, namely in securing that the khan’s instrument be written word for word in accordance with the royal one.\textsuperscript{539}

Due to a Tatar raid of Poland, undertaken on the news of the death of the powerful hetman Zamoyski, Oleszko did not depart until 1607, but his mission was crowned with a success. Ghazi II Giray finally consented to the royal proposals and issued an instrument that fulfilled the royal wish. Yet, the khan died soon after and the peace negotiations had to be resumed. Ghazi’s successors, Selamet and Djanibek Girays, promptly sent their instruments of peace shortly after their respective accessions, but their instruments differed from the “model” one of 1607, which had cost the royal side so many years of painstaking negotiations. No wonder that Sigismund III did not reciprocate the new khans with his own instruments, and in the following years the rise of mutual hostilities, with an apex during the Polish-Ottoman war of 1620–1621, made the whole matter irrelevant. No royal instruments of peace are known to have been sent to the Crimea during the later period of Sigismund III’s reign, even though the king received an instrument of peace, issued in 1624 by Mehmed III Giray, during a temporary rapprochement between Warsaw and Baghchasaray.

\textsuperscript{538} See Document 42.
\textsuperscript{539} On Oleszko’s embassy, cf. Part I.
Likewise, no instruments of peace are known to have been issued by Vladislaus IV, with one notable exception. Although the king obtained several ‘ahdnames from the khans Djanibek Giray (1634), Inayet Giray (1635), Bahadır Giray (1637 and 1640), and Islam III Giray (1646), and, in addition, two ‘ahdnames from the qalga (1637 and 1640) and one from the nureddin (1640), he only once responded with an analogous instrument, namely in 1637. While sending a letter of agreement (list przymierne) to Qalga Islam Giray, Vladislaus IV simultaneously procrastinated his answer to the khan and even detained the latter’s envoy. By keeping good relations with the qalga, the king tried to gain time before he could decide whether to send gifts to the khan or prepare for a military confrontation. In fact, during the last years of his reign, Vladislaus contemplated a full-scale invasion of the Crimea, to be orchestrated by Warsaw and Moscow and subsidized by Venice.

It was the political and military catastrophe of the years 1648–1649 that prompted the Polish king to issue an instrument of peace addressed to the Crimean khan, probably for the first time since 1605. In August 1649, in a military camp near Zboriv, John Casimir, Vladislaus’ brother and successor, issued a document that contained the peace conditions negotiated between the Polish and Tatar plenipotentiaries. The king engaged to resume the payment of the customary gifts to the khan and to restore the ancient liberties to the Cossacks on the condition that the latter would return under his rule. On his part, Islam III Giray was to withdraw his troops from the royal lands while causing “the least possible damage.” As the Polish Vasas still claimed hereditary rights to the Swedish throne, the royal document was dated “in the first year of our reign in Poland and the second year [of our reign] in Sweden.”

The pacification of 1649 was soon followed by a new outbreak of hostilities, but the next Polish-Tatar pacification, negotiated in 1653 at Žvanec’, and especially the Cossacks’ entry under the tsar’s patronage, confirmed in Perejaslav in January 1654, paved the way to a lasting rapprochement between Warsaw and Baghchasaray. In July 1654, articles of peace and military alliance were negotiated in Warsaw between

---

540 See Document 59; John Casimir claimed hereditary rights to the Swedish throne from the death of his older brother Vladislaus, i.e., from May 1648. As to the Polish throne, his reign began with his election in November 1648, and formally even later, with his coronation in January 1649. The two official copies of the royal instrument, preserved in the Crown Archives, do not contain the locatio and datatio, which are extant in other copies. The original document, corroborated by the king and sent to the khan, must have also contained the royal seal.
the khan’s envoy, Süleyman Agha, and the Polish dignitaries, and then sworn by the king, the Senate members, and the Tatar envoy. Then, Süleyman Agha set out to the Crimea, accompanied by a Polish envoy, Mariusz Jaskólski, who carried along a royal instrument of peace. The instrument, issued and corroborated by the king, is today preserved in a copy.\textsuperscript{541} It contains the negotiated articles while the wording of its introductory and final sections is similar to the ones of the Polish instrument from 1649. The Polish-Crimean rapprochement was not interrupted by the death of Islam III Giray in late June 1654. His brother and successor, Mehmed IV Giray, accepted the royal instrument brought by Jaskólski and confirmed the alliance with a formal ‘ahdname, issued in November 1654. Interestingly, in the khan’s ‘ahdname, the royal instrument brought by Jaskólski is referred to with the same term as “your ‘ahdname” (‘ahdnamenüz).\textsuperscript{542}

No more instruments of peace are known to have been issued by the Polish kings after 1654. Until the end of Mehmed IV Giray’s reign, both sides regarded the pacification of 1654 as a sufficient basis for political and military cooperation. A new conflict, arisen after Mehmed IV Giray’s deposal in 1666, was only temporarily appeased with an agreement reached at Pidhajci in 1667. In the following months, the new khan, Adil Giray, waited in vain for its official confirmation on the part of the Polish king and Diet, but the Diet was broken and John Casimir abdicated so neither the promised gifts nor the expected royal instrument were likely to come. Nevertheless, persuaded of Warsaw’s peaceful intentions, the khan confirmed the peace with his oath and solemn instrument, issued in April 1668.\textsuperscript{543} Yet, in the years to come Baghchasaray was permanently drawn into the orbit of the new Ottoman northern policy, initiated by the Köprülü viziers and aimed to extend the Porte’s influence onto the Ukraine. The military conflict between Istanbul and Warsaw, which was to last with short breaks until 1699, made a peace between Warsaw and Baghchasaray impossible, although less formal contacts were maintained and the khans often acted as intermediaries between the sultan and the king.

Solemn instruments, confirming the peace with the Crimea on behalf of the Polish-Lithuanian rulers, are thus very few. Today, only

\textsuperscript{541} See Document 61.
\textsuperscript{542} See Document 64.
\textsuperscript{543} See Document 69.
the texts from the years 1472, 1513 (two versions), 1516, 1535, 1598, 1601, 1605, 1637 (addressed to the qalga), 1649, and 1654 are preserved. In addition, the existence of a second, now lost, Latin version of the instrument of 1516 is confirmed by other sources. The chronological dispersion and limited number of royal instruments, in fact much more limited than the number of instruments issued by the khans, make any conclusions difficult.

The instruments issued in Vilnius in 1513 (the one on behalf of Lithuania), 1516, and 1535, today preserved in copies entered in the Lithuanian Register books, were composed in Ruthenian and referred to—similarly to the khans’ šartnames—as “letters of agreement” (Ruth. lyst dokončalnyj), “agreements” (Ruth. dokončen’e/dokončane), or simply “letters” (Ruth. lyst/lyst’). The instruments issued on behalf of Poland in 1472 and 1513 were composed in Latin. The first one, issued in Cracow, is not referred to by any specific term, while the second one, issued in Vilnius, is referred to as “manifest letter” (Lat. patentes literae). This Latin term was also known in the Crimean chancery, perhaps adopted from the Polish instrument: Mengli Giray’s instrument regarding Poland, drawn in 1514 in response to Sigismund’s patentes literae from 1513, is referred to in its Italian version as a lectra patente.

As to the four instruments, issued by Sigismund III and Vladislaus IV in the years 1598, 1601, 1605, and 1637, they were composed in Polish and referred to as “letters of agreement” (Pol. list przemierny/ list przemirny/list przymierny), with the term that also applied in contemporary Polish to the ‘ahdnames issued by the khans and by the Ottoman sultans. Finally, the royal instruments of 1649 and 1654 are not referred to with any specific terms whereas they refer to the treaty between the king and the khan by the Polish loanword from Latin: pakta (Lat. pacta).

544 During their travels in Lithuania, the Jagiellonian rulers were assisted by a number of Polish officials, including the clerks of the Crown Chancery; therefore, there is nothing unusual that a document, composed in Latin on behalf of the Polish Crown, was issued in Vilnius. In analogy, a document referring to the negotiations with a Crimean envoy, drafted in Cracow in 1541, was composed in Ruthenian and recorded in the Lithuanian Chancery books; cf. Document 29.
In the 15th and 16th centuries, the Jagiellonian rulers along with their retinues took solemn oaths to observe the peace in the presence of Crimean envoys, while the Lithuanian and Polish envoys, sent to the Crimea, took similar oaths in the khan’s presence on their own behalf and on behalf of their sovereigns. Yet, the texts of these oaths are not extant. Apparently the chancery clerks in Vilnius and Cracow did not see any reason to record the standard, familiar texts that were also in common use in the diplomatic relations with other courts. We can assume that the oaths were taken by the Gospel, Jesus, and sometimes even Virgin Mary. It is evidenced by a letter of Khan Sa‘adet Giray, who in 1527 mockingly reproached the Lithuanian Lords Councilors that they had broken their word even though they had sworn to keep peace “by the Gospel, Prophet Jesus, and his mother, Virgin Mary” (što este prysjahaly na evanhelii y na proroka Ezuusa y matki eho panny Maryi, y to este ne zderžaly). 545

The only royal oath, preserved today in extenso, was taken in July 1654 by John Casimir. The king swore to observe the conditions of peace, negotiated in Warsaw with the Crimean envoy, Süleyman Agha. The oath ended with a standard formula: “So help me Lord Jesus and his Holy Gospel!” (Tak mi Panie Jesu dopomóż i Ewangelia jego świętą!). 546 A similar oath was then pronounced “to Almighty God upon the Holy Gospel of Lord Jesus” (Panu Bogu wszechmogącemu na świętą Pana Jesussa Ewangelię) by the Senate members and other dignitaries of the Commonwealth, present at the ceremony in the Royal Castle. 547 In return, Süleyman Agha swore to observe the treaty on behalf of the khan and was sent back to the Crimea, accompanied by a Polish envoy Mariusz Jaskólski, who was provided with a royal instrument of peace.

In result of the negotiations at Pidhajci in 1667, a single text was agreed upon by the plenipotentiaries of the two sides and its text was recorded in two fair copies in Polish. The Tatars corroborated their copy with the seals of Qalga Qırım Giray and nine other Crimean

545 See RGADA, f. 389, no. 7, pp. 910.
546 See Document 62.
547 See Document 63; on this ceremony, see also n. 698 below, and on the pacification of 1654, cf. Part I.
dignitaries present in the camp, and gave it to their Polish partners. They also confirmed the agreement with an oath taken in the presence of the Polish commander-in-chief, Hetman Jan Sobieski, who later deposited its authenticated text in the Crown Archives in Warsaw (on this procedure, see above). A mirror copy of the negotiated instrument, corroborated by Sobieski and eight other Polish plenipotentiaries, was given to the Tatars, but it is not extant. In addition, the Polish negotiators took an oath in the presence of their Crimean partners. We do not know whether the Tatars separately recorded the text of the Polish oath and appended to the Polish instrument which they took along to Baghchasaray, because the documents from the Crimean archives are not extant. Nevertheless, the text of the Polish oath was recorded by the Polish side, authenticated by Sobieski with his handwritten signature, and sent to be kept in the Crown Archives. The text, bearing Sobieski’s authentic signature, has been preserved in Warsaw. Today it is the only extant instrument concerning the peace with the Crimea, issued by the Polish-Lithuanian side, which can be regarded as the original.

According to the preserved text, the Polish plenipotentiaries swore “to God, One in the Holy Trinity, before the Holy Virgin and all the saints” (Panu Bogu w Trójcy Świętej Jedynemu, przed Naświętszą Panną i Wszystkimi Świętymi) on behalf of the king and the Commonwealth, to observe the mutually agreed conditions, recorded in the written instrument. Their oath contained two additional clauses that were not entered in the instrument: the engagements not to enter a permanent peace with Moscow without the khan’s knowledge, and not to send troops to the Ukraine before the Polish-Lithuanian Diet confirmed the concluded agreement with Baghchasaray. The oath ended with an invocation: “So help us God and His Holy Passion!” (Tak nam Panie Boże dopomóż i Męka Jego Święta).

The few texts of the oaths, pronounced by the representatives of Poland-Lithuania: the king (1654), the Senate members (1654), and the commissioners empowered to conduct negotiations at Pidhajci (1667), are today extant because their texts were recorded by the Polish side and are preserved in the Polish archives. It is uncertain whether the

---

548 For their names, see Document 66, n. 1; they were the highest officers present in the camp, some of them Sobieski’s close confidants.
549 See Document 68.
texts of the royal oaths, pronounced during the solemn audiences in Vilnius, Cracow, and Warsaw, were given to the Crimean envoys, or perhaps recorded by them out of their own initiative. Likewise, we do not know whether the oaths of the Polish-Lithuanian envoys, pronounced during their audiences with the khans, were recorded by the Crimean chancery.

**Ready formulas of the instruments to be issued by the Crimean khans**

In the instructions to royal envoys dispatched to the Crimea, and sometimes even in the texts of the royal instruments (e.g., the one from 1598), one encounters typical stipulations that the contents of the khan’s future instrument should mirror “word for word” the clauses proposed and formulated by the royal chancery.

The practice, according to which foreign recipients drafted the texts of requested documents and asked the khans merely to accept them and draw their instruments accordingly, is well evidenced by the Crimean-Muscovian diplomatic exchange. In 1474, a Muscovian envoy, Ivan Beklemišev, was sent to Mengli Giray with three drafted versions (Rus. sing. *spisok*) of a future instrument (*jarlyk dokončal’nnyj*) that Ivan III expected from the khan. According to his instruction, Beklemišev was to request that the khan issue his instrument according to the draft (*da prositi jarlyka dokončal’nago po spisku*), or rather to one of the draft’s three versions. The first version was the preferred one, but the envoy was also authorized to accept an instrument that would be worded in accordance with the second, or even the third version, the least favorable for Moscow. Simultaneously, he was ordered to reject any instrument that would deviate from all the proposed versions.\(^{550}\)

In 1534, a Lithuanian envoy Anikij Hornostaj was provided with a ready formula, according to which the khan was to issue his instrument of peace. Sahib Giray promptly reciprocated with the embassy of Devey Mirza, who arrived at Cracow, provided with the requested instrument. In his letter to the king, the khan assured that his document had been drawn in accordance with the copy submitted by the royal side.\(^{551}\) Yet, the royal chancery detected some deviations from its

\(^{550}\) See *Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij*, vol. 1, pp. 1–6; cf. Xoroškevič, *Rus’ i Krym*, p. 126.

\(^{551}\) Cf. n. 229 in Part I.
original project and the khan’s instrument was not accepted.\textsuperscript{552} Nonetheless, having no intention to provoke the khan’s wrath, the Polish dignitaries favorably received Devey Mirza in Cracow and then dispatched him to Vilnius, where he was received by the king. On his way back to the Crimea, Devey was accompanied by a next Lithuanian envoy, Vasyl’ Tyškevyč, who—like his predecessor—was provided with a ready formula of the instrument expected from the khan, probably identical with the formula given to Hornostaj in 1534.

The formula from 1535 was recorded in the Lithuanian Register books and its text is preserved. Its wording reveals striking similarities with the “donation \textit{yarlıq} cum \textit{sarname}” from 1517, sworn by Bahadir Giray in Čerkasy in the presence of Olbracht Gasztold. The latter, promoted in 1522 to the post of the Lithuanian chancellor, well remembered Bahadir’s instrument and regarded it as a model. Already in 1532, the Lithuanian chancery headed by Gasztold made the new khan, Islam Giray, reconfirm the contents of Bahadir’s \textit{yarlıq}. In the years 1534 and 1535, Vilnius apparently still regarded the document from 1517 as a point of reference, although minor amendments were conceivable. For instance, the Lithuanian chancery added Ljubeč to the list of towns to be “donated” to Lithuania, even though it had never figured in the earlier \textit{yarlıqs}. In fact, Ljubeč was the only stronghold of importance, recaptured from Muscovy in result of the war of 1507–1508, so its inclusion in the khan’s \textit{yarlıq} was desirable for its legitimizing effect. Vilnius was apparently not deterred by the fact that the instrument, drawn on the initiative of the Lithuanian chancery, presented King Sigismund as the beneficiary of the khan’s “donation,” obliged in return to deliver annual gifts to the Crimea. The words of the corroborating oath put in the khan’s mouth: “by God, […] by 124,000 prophets, and by our righteous prophet, His Majesty Muḥammad Mustafa,” makes one almost forget that the actual text was composed in Vilnius, and not in Qırq Yer.\textsuperscript{553}

In 1571, a royal envoy Jurij Bykovskyj, sent by Sigismund Augustus to the Crimea, was provided by the royal chancery with yet another
ready formula of the instrument, expected from Khan Devlet Giray. Again in 1581, Andrzej Chorążyc, sent by Stephan Báthory to Mehmed II Giray, was provided with a ready formula of the khan’s expected instrument. Unfortunately, neither of these formulas is preserved. In the first case, we do not even know whether the khan issued the desired instrument. In the second case, the khan reportedly issued the requested instrument but probably did not send it.\footnote{Cf. notes 303 and 316 in Part I; the expression “from the chancery of His Royal Majesty” found in Bykovskyj’s instruction refers to the Lithuanian rather than Polish chancery as the royal instruction for the envoy was composed in Ruthenian and is preserved in the Lithuanian Register books. Also the mission of Chorążyc (alias Xoružyč) was probably prepared by the Lithuanian chancery as the envoy held the post of Lithuanian scribe.}

The following ready formula, issued by the royal chancery and preserved, origins from 1619. It was drawn in the period of rising tensions between Istanbul and Warsaw, after Djanibek Giray had demanded that Sigismund III should send him the overdue customary gifts. The khan was sure of the Ottoman support as he had recently returned from the Persian front where he had been assisting the Ottoman troops. Not discouraged, Sigismund III dispatched to Baghchasaray Florian Oleszko, who had already performed a successful mission to the Crimea in 1607. The political contents of the formula, given to Oleszko in 1619, were similar to those of the royal instruments from 1601 and 1605, and to those of Ghazi II Giray’s instrument, successfully negotiated by Oleszko in 1607. The formula’s text was duly updated by entering the names of the new khan and his qalga, and by enlarging the royal intitulatio that now also contained Černihiv and Smolensk, whose recent conquest from Muscovy was confirmed by the Truce of Deulino (Divilino) in January 1619. The proposed document also contained the notorious clause in which the khan recognized the Polish territorial claims to the Black Sea shore. A reader familiar with the spirit of Counter-Reformation, introduced to Poland-Lithuania during the reign of Sigismund III, might be surprized by the wording of the instrument, prepared after all in the Polish royal chancery, according to which the khan was to swear “by the name of one God and Prophet Muhammad.” Even the Arabic formula vallahi ve billahi ve tallahi (“by God, with God, and through God!”) was correctly rendered in the Polish text as wollahi wo billahi wo ttalahi.\footnote{See Document 46.} The royal chancery clerk, who prepared the formula, tried so hard to conform
to the Tatar linguistic custom, that in the text, composed after all in Polish, the starosta of Kamieniec is referred to as the bey of Kamieniec (bek kamieniecki).  

Yet, when Oleszko reached the Crimea in 1620, the Polish-Ottoman war was already decided. Summoned to join the Ottoman troops, the khan was in no mood for negotiations and the Polish envoy was detained for almost two years.

After the war was terminated by the Treaty of Hotin (1621), Oleszko was allowed to return home, and in 1622 another Polish envoy, Krzysztof Krauzowski, was sent to Baghchasaray. Krauzowski was again provided with the ready formula of an instrument expected from the khan. It contained the same political clauses as the formula given to Oleszko, as if nothing had changed since 1619. No wonder that Djanibek Giray ignored the royal request and did not issue the expected instrument. Also Djanibek’s successor, Mehmed III Giray, who ascended the throne during Krauzowski’s sojourn in the Crimea, assured the envoy of his peaceful intentions but sent him back empty handed.

To conclude, the royal chancery prepared no less than six ready formulas of the instruments requested from the khans: in the years 1534, 1535, 1571, 1581, 1619, and 1622. Only three of these formulas are extant today. In the years 1534 and 1581, the khans assured that their instruments followed the royal formulas, but the royal side was not satisfied. In the years 1535 and 1571, it is doubtful whether the khans issued requested instruments at all. Finally, the royal embassies of 1619 and 1622 both failed and no instruments were issued. Thus, our evidence, drawn from the context of the Crimean relations with Poland-Lithuania, does not support the opinion of Berežkov, who stressed the passive character of the Crimean chancery and its dependence on foreign models, and puts in question his assertion that the khans’ instruments had been typically based on ready drafts (Rus. obrazcovye spiski) prepared in Moscow. In the cases discussed above, the khans modified or openly rejected the contents of the proposed drafts. Besides, a consent to follow a formula, submitted by the other

---

556 See Document 46, n. 16; in the following formula from 1622, the same title is repeated in alternative spelling and pronunciation (beg kamieniecki), whereas the term starosta is added in parantheses; see Document 47, n. bv.

557 See Document 47.

558 Cf. notes 19–20 above.
side, does not have to be seen as proof of weakness or undeveloped chancery traditions. Even the Ottomans, who lacked neither strength nor proper chancery traditions, are known to have issued instruments shaped on models provided by foreign courts.559

The inclusion of “ready formulas” into the present volume might seem questionable since these formulas were not final instruments of peace but merely drafts intended to serve in negotiations that were rarely successful. Nevertheless, these drafts reflected the expectations of the royal side as to how a khan’s proper instrument should look like. Expecting the other side to consent to its proposal, the royal court could not entirely depart from the tradition and compose a document, whose form and contents would be entirely alien to its prospective author. Rather, its wording was based on genuine instruments, issued previously by the khans and stored in the royal archives, although modified in order to serve the interests of the submitting partner.

559 Cf. the ‘ahdname of Selim I, issued in 1514 on the basis of a ready formula, provided by a Polish embassy; Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, p. 115.
CHAPTER FIVE

THE PROCEDURE OF PEACEMAKING

Equal or unequal? The character of Crimean relations with the northern neighbors

Having studied the Crimean-Muscovian relations in the times of Ivan III and Mengli Giray, Robert Croskey observes that while the Muscovian grand duke was in fact the dominant partner, he formally accepted his inferior position and acknowledged the Crimean khan’s claim to the heritage of the Golden Horde, including his right to collect tribute from Muscovian rulers and to send them yarlıqs, formally unilateral instruments addressed by a sovereign to a subject. While addressing the khan, Ivan III shaped his letters as humble petitions referred to with the term čelobit’e (Rus. “[a deep bow culminated with] a strike of the forehead [against the ground]”) instead of the less demeaning term poklon (Rus. “a bow”). Croskey explains this pretended humility by the substantial benefits of the Crimean military alliance that facilitated Muscovian expansion in other directions, most notably at the cost of Lithuania, and notices that in his relations with other states Ivan III assumed a much less humble pose.\footnote{Robert Croskey, “The Diplomatic Forms of Ivan III’s Relationship with the Crimean Khan,” Slavic Review. American Quarterly of Soviet and East European Studies 43 (1984): 257–269; for similar conclusions, cf. Juzefovič, Put’ posla, pp. 23–31.}

As late as in 1575, Ivan III’s grandson, Ivan IV the Terrible, ostensibly abdicated his throne to a Genghisid princeling, who resided in Moscow under his tutelage and had been baptised as Simeon Bekbulatovič. The tsar temporarily left Moscow and adopted a humble name Ivanec Vasil’ev, until he formally returned to power a year later. Historians will argue forever about the hidden motives of this political masquerade. What matters here is the fact that playing with Genghisid puppet princes had a long tradition in the steppe and was mastered by the Muscovian rulers, who knew how to use the prestige of the once
powerful dynasty to promote their aims in both foreign and domestic policy.\textsuperscript{561}

If even the Muscovian rulers had pragmatic reasons to invoke their past subordination to the Genghisid dynasty in their current relations with the Crimean khans, no wonder that the latter ones invoked their Genghisid roots even more eagerly. As late as 1672, Selim Giray tried to impress the Habsburg emperor by recalling the name of the Genghisid dynasty in expectation that it should bring the desired effect.\textsuperscript{562}

The nature of the Crimean relations with both its northern neighbors: Muscovy and Poland-Lithuania, discloses numerous analogies. The khans, at least officially, regarded both northern rulers as their tributaries, who were expected to send tribute on time and to apply for solemn \textit{yarlıq}s, confirming their possessions. With the passing of time, the rulers concerned began to perceive their relations with the khans in an entirely different light and refer to the goods and cash, which they continued to dispatch to the Crimea, as freely donated gifts or, even better, as an equivalent for the Tatar military assistance, thus presenting the khan and his subjects as paid auxiliaries. Yet, when endangered with an imminent Tatar invasion or in urgent need of Tatar military assistance, the same rulers would return in their vocabulary to the more humble phraseology from the times when the Mongol dominance of Eastern Europe was unquestionable. At times, the humiliating issue of tribute (in such cases termed exactly with this name) was raised in Polish-Lithuanian and Russian internal discourse by the authors who aimed to incite their countrymen to fight the troublesome steppe neighbors and perhaps even evict them from Europe.

Much of the scholarly misunderstandings origin from the fact that the same goods and cash money, sent to the khans by their northern neighbors, were differently termed by different participants and witnesses in different languages and times, and the meaning of the terms


\textsuperscript{562} [\ldots] essendo il nostro regio costume di honorar quelli che professano antica amicitia e fratellanza verso questa nostra augusta Casa Genghisiana [\ldots] et sapendo che Voi sete delli ben affezionati alla Casa Gengisiana [\ldots]; for the khan’s letter, dated in July 1672 and preserved in Italian translation, see Vienna, Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, Türkei I, 144, f. 69 (January–March 1673), fol. 61a–62a.
used varied from gifts and stipends given at free will to customary payments to obligatory tribute. Quite expectably, the senders favored the former terms while the receivers the latter ones, and in the Muslim chronicles and internal correspondence one even encounters such terms as *harac* or *cizya* (i.e., Ar. *haradj* and *djizya*).563

Departing from the fact that in Russian sources the payments to the Crimea were typically referred to as *pominki* (Rus. “gifts” or “souvenirs”), Anna Xoroškevič takes pains to prove that Moscow did not send a tribute to the Crimea except for the short period between 1670 and 1685 (formally abolished in 1700). She nevertheless admits that such a tribute, referred to as *vyxod* (lit. “exit,” apparently a Russian calque from Ar. *haradj*) had been earlier sent to the Golden Horde and, by extention, to the Great Horde, for the last time in 1502. According to Xoroškevič, when the Muscovian rulers sent gifts to the Crimean Tatars, they did it out of their free will and in return expected military service.564 The weakness of the above arguments can be demonstrated even without referring to Oriental sources565 by invoking three points: firstly, the term *vyxod* was at times still used in reference to the sums dispatched to the Crimea, for instance in the will of Ivan III;566 secondly, by acknowledging Mengli Giray as the legitimate successor of Sheikh Ahmed after the latter’s catastrophe in 1502, Ivan III tacitly agreed to extend the character of his earlier relations with the Great Horde onto the Crimean Khanate, even though he certainly tried to obtain the Crimean military assistance in return for his payments;567 and thirdly, Xoroškevič does not sufficiently explain why Russia, if it had not indeed paid tribute in the 16th century, should have agreed to such humiliating conditions in 1670, when it was incomparably stronger. Her

563 Cf. n. 190 in Part I.
565 This was nonetheless done by Inalcık, who demonstrated that in the seventeenth-century Crimean-Muscovian correspondence prior to the year 1670 such terms were commonly used as *uliğ hazine* (“great treasure”) and *vergü* (“tax,” lit. “something given”); see *idem*, “Power Relationships between Russia, the Crimea, and the Ottoman Empire as Reflected in Titulature,” pp. 394–398 (an appendix entitled: “Notes on tribute paid to the Tatars”). In the Crimean seventeenth-century sources, the same terms refer to the “gifts” obtained from the Polish kings, whereas these Polish “gifts” to the khan are commonly regarded in historiography—also by Xoroškevič—as a form of tribute.
argument that the tribute was paid only from left-bank Ukraine, recently acquired from Poland, because the Polish kings had paid it previously, does not make sense because many more lands, in fact amounting to one third of the Lithuanian territory of that time, and previously “donated” to Vilnius with the yarlıq of Hadji and Mengli Girays, had been acquired by Muscovy in the years 1492–1514, so the need of a “compensation” for the khan would be no less feasible in 1514 than in 1670. The argument that in 1670 Moscow needed to appease the khan because it feared an Ottoman invasion is not persuasive either: a large scale Ottoman invasion of the Russian held left-bank Ukraine was unthinkable before the prior conquest of the Polish held right-bank Ukraine, which did not occur until 1672. The Russian negotiators who agreed to pay tribute to the khan in 1670 could not predict the results of the campaign, which was resolved in the fall of 1671 and effected a year later.\footnote{568}

Xoroškevič seems to suggest that while the Muscovian rulers proudly defended their prestige, the Polish-Lithuanian rulers willingly maintained tributary relations with the Crimea. Yet, such a statement stands in a curious contradiction with Usmanov’s thesis that the khans regarded the kings as their equals and the Muscovian grand dukes as their vassals.\footnote{569} As a matter of fact, since the 16th century, court pamphletists and diplomats in both Poland-Lithuania and Muscovy had done their best to assure the domestic as well as foreign (especially Western) audience that it was the other ruler who was the khan’s tributary while the author’s patron bravely defended Europe from infidel Asiatic barbarians. At the same time, in their direct correspondence with the khans, both Polish-Lithuanian and Muscovian rulers depicted their Christian rival as the common eternal enemy and expressed their loyalty and friendship towards the Tatars. The khans played the same game and assured the correspondents of their predilection towards

\footnote{568 For the arguments of Xoroškevič regarding the tsar’s decision taken in 1670, see \textit{eadem, Rus’ i Krym}, pp. 238–239.}

\footnote{569 Cf. esp. Xoroškevič, \textit{Rus’ i Krym}, p. 231 and Usmanov, \textit{Žalovannyе akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv.}, p. 198. To be sure, the Muscovian (as well as Polish-Lithuanian) rulers not once tried to abolish the practice which they surely perceived as humiliating; for instance, in 1578 the Muscovian envoys to the Crimea were instructed to deliver gifts in exactly the same value as the gifts that they were to receive, but under no circumstances were their gifts to exceed the value of those received; hence, a clear difference was seen between the accepted practice of gift exchange and the tributary relations; see Filjuškin, “Proekty russko-krymskogo voennogo sojuza,” p. 329.}
the “old trusted friendship,” even though—as they usually hastened to add—the rival had recently proposed to augment his tribute. A fitting illustration of such (un)diplomatic language is contained in the instrument of Sa‘adet Giray, sent to Sigismund I in 1527, in which the khan bemoaned the spoiling of the ancient amity that enabled “the Muscovian duke Ivan, the slave [Ruth. *xolop*] of your [ancestors] and our ancestors, and also our and your enemy, the son of a serf [Ruth. *smerd*] by descent, unworthy to remain in brotherhood and friendship with us,” to enter the alliance with the Crimea, in whose course “notwithstanding his being a serf, [he nevertheless] fulfilled his word and oath, and [… ] never delayed [the delivery of] his fitting gifts.”

Perhaps instead of finally resolving the question whether the kings and the tsars were the tributaries of the Crimean khans, it is better to point—in perfectly postmodernistic fashion—to various real and pragmatic functions of the dispatched “gifts” or “tribute.” For the senders, it was a tool, sometimes cheaper than maintaining troops and fortresses, intended to fend off Tatar slavers and prevent devastations that would be caused by their raids; even better if these raids could be directed against a rival Christian neighbor. For the khan, frequent arrivals of foreign embassies along with gifts from foreign rulers certainly helped to build his domestic prestige. By distributing the obtained goods among his loyal family members and clients, the khan could strengthen his position in domestic politics. In times of drought, the obtained means could relieve his subjects from a famine, again strengthening his position as a good ruler and patron. Understanding these internal mechanisms, we may better understand the unabashed insistence of the khans, displayed in their letters to the northern courts, on the timely delivery of gifts, and the detailed lists of expected items and prospective beneficiaries, including their womenfolk and domestic servants, which were attached to these letters.

---

570 See Document 22.
571 Zbigniew Wójcik concluded that the cost of the Crimean alliance, in result of which Tatar auxiliaries fought in the years 1654–1666 against the Commonwealth’s Muscovian and Swedish enemies, had been surprisingly low if compared with the expenditures of the Polish-Lithuanian treasury on maintaining its own regular army; the average yearly cost of the Crimean alliance, including the cost of the “gifts,” amounted in these years to 200,000 *złoty* or 67,000 thalers; see *idem*, “Some problems of Polish-Tatar relations in the seventeenth century,” pp. 101–102.
572 For one such list (*defter*) from 1635, drawn on the order of Inayet Giray and sent to Moscow, see *Materialy dlja istorii Krymskogo xanstva*, pp. 137–147; many more
their contemporary addressees (as well as a modern reader), such petty claims might appear as not befitting a monarch, but foreign opinion was less crucial for maintaining the khan’s position and throne than the domestic one, and the latter heavily depended on the khan’s effectiveness in bargaining the delivery of the gifts (or tribute) due from the real and imaginary vassals.\footnote{On the visualization of power aimed for domestic audience, cf. William Roosen, “Early Modern Diplomatic Ceremonial: A Systems Approach,” *The Journal of Modern History* 52 (1980): 452–476, esp. pp. 472–475. The domestic factor is also invoked by Ronald Toby in his generally positive assessment of the early modern Japanese diplomacy; according to the author, a selective seclusion helped the Tokugawa shoguns to consolidate their reign and gain internal prestige by presenting the subjects with a desirable image of the outside world that accepted Japan’s status as the universal empire; the question whether this image was shared abroad was irrelevant as long as foreigners were effectively kept out of Japan; see idem, *State and Diplomacy in Early Modern Japan. Asia in the Development of the Tokugawa Bakufu* (Stanford, 1991), pp. 201–203.}

While the tribute issue at least formally assigned both northern rulers the role of the Crimean tributaries, another factor constantly weakened the khans’ position in their external relations. Scholars often attribute the gradual loss of Crimean sovereignty to the institution of hostages, introduced on Ottoman demand, according to which a number of Giray princes constantly resided at the Porte; such hostages guaranteed the khan’s obedience and could at any time willingly replace a “troublesome” ruler. It should not be forgotten that an analogous institution functioned in Muscovy in the form of the puppet Khanate of Kasimov on the Oka river, ruled by members of various branches of the Genghisid dynasty, who remained under the Russian patronage, and existing until the 17th century; significantly, in the years 1486–1512 the throne in Kasimov was held by Mengli Giray’s refugee brother, the former Crimean khan Nur Devlet, and his sons. Less than a century later, after the violent deposal and murder of Mehmed II Giray, instigated by the Porte in 1584, his three sons found refuge in Russia; the often deplored servility of the new khan, Islam II Giray, displayed towards Istanbul, was largely conditioned by his constant fear of the return of the runaway princes. Hence, when in the 18th century, Catherine II interfered in the Crimean politics by supporting her protégé, Shahin Giray, in fact there was nothing new in her politics that simply followed the old patterns.

\footnote{On the visualization of power aimed for domestic audience, cf. William Roosen, “Early Modern Diplomatic Ceremonial: A Systems Approach,” *The Journal of Modern History* 52 (1980): 452–476, esp. pp. 472–475. The domestic factor is also invoked by Ronald Toby in his generally positive assessment of the early modern Japanese diplomacy; according to the author, a selective seclusion helped the Tokugawa shoguns to consolidate their reign and gain internal prestige by presenting the subjects with a desirable image of the outside world that accepted Japan’s status as the universal empire; the question whether this image was shared abroad was irrelevant as long as foreigners were effectively kept out of Japan; see idem, *State and Diplomacy in Early Modern Japan. Asia in the Development of the Tokugawa Bakufu* (Stanford, 1991), pp. 201–203.}
If measured against the hordes of Genghisids residing in the Ottoman Empire and Russia, the number of Genghisids, who found themselves in Lithuania or Poland, with or against their will, was rather unimpressive. Yet, the early prestige of Vilnius in the Crimean eyes was earned by the assistance once extended by Vytautas to Tokhtamış and his sons, then to Ulug Muhammed, and finally to Hadji Giray, who had all been granted temporary refuge in Lithuania. Casimir earned no less gratitude from the side of Mengli Giray by imprisoning his main rival, Seyyid Ahmed (Tokhtamış’s grandson), in 1454. After the Lithuanian-Crimean relations had deteriorated in the late 15th century, nothing contributed more to their appeasement than the decision of Vilnius to detain its former ally, Sheikh Ahmed, after he came to seek asylum in 1503. While the unlucky khan spent in the Lithuanian “golden cage” almost twenty-five years, the peace with the Crimea could be restored. In 1512, Mengli Giray consented to an unprecedented move and sent his grandson, Djaleddin, to Sigismund as a guarantee of peace. The young prince died in Vilnius in the following year and the sending of another Giray prince, although negotiated, never materialized, but this very move put in question the tributary character of the relations between Qırq Yer and Vilnius: would a suzerain send his grandson as a hostage to a vassal?

In the later decades and centuries, dissident Giray princes not once found shelter in Poland-Lithuania or invoked its help. In the 1520s and 1530s, Vilnius tacitly supported Islam Giray, who repeatedly rioted against his uncle, Sa’adet Giray. In 1581 two rebel Giray princes, chased by Khan Mehmed II Giray (the same who was murdered three years later and whose sons found refuge in Russia), arrived in Poland and were forced to take a loyalty oath by the Polish dignitaries. One of them, Selamet Giray, would later ascend the throne and invoke this oath in his instrument issued in 1609. In the 1620s, the Polish court maintained secret contacts with the brothers, Mehmed III and Shahin Girays, when they opposed the Ottoman protégé, Djanibek Giray, although Warsaw was careful not to openly provoke the Porte. The sojourn in Poland of the future khan Islam III Giray in the years 1629–1634 had a different character as he was taken prisoner and did not display any wish to be manipulated against the ruling khan. Nevertheless, his detention was also used to soften Baghchasaray and the talks regarding his release played a prominent role in the mutual relations.

No matter how splendid was the Genghisid tradition and still formidable the Tatar cavalry in the East European theatre of war, the mere
comparison of the population and territory of, on the one hand, the Crimean Khanate, and on the other, Poland-Lithuania or Muscovy (and later the Russian Empire), made equal relations questionable. Apparently aware of this, with a rising frequency the khans invoked the Ottoman might that stood behind their back. Yet, by doing so they put in question their own prestige that they deserved as “free sovereigns.”574 This “schizophrenic” situation transpires from the direct Ottoman-Polish correspondence already in the first half of the 16th century. In 1531, Suleyman the Magnificent notified the Polish court that the Poles did not need to negotiate separately with Sa’adet Giray, since the khan was not a sovereign ruler, owing his position to the sultan and obliged to obey him. Accordingly, the Ottoman ‘ahd-name sent to Poland in 1533 referred to the sultan’s request addressed to the new khan, Sahib Giray, who was asked to maintain friendship with Sigismund on the condition that the latter did not assist the khan’s rioting relatives (a clear allusion to Islam Giray). Yet, when the Polish court was still unsatisfied and asked the powerful Ottoman vizier, Ibrahim Pasha, to strongly order the khan to keep peace, the vizier’s letter, written in July 1533, contained a Pythian answer. Although admitting that Sahib Giray was like a son to Suleyman and owed his throne to the sultan, Ibrahim yet stressed that the khan was a sovereign ruler of another country (müstaqil selatin ‘ıdadından olub başqa memlekete vali ve hakimdir) and it was not fitting to include him in a Polish-Ottoman treaty.575 Nevertheless, he promised to write to the khan, expecting that the latter would behave in a friendly manner towards the king.

On his part, in the instrument sent to Sigismund in 1539 Sahib Giray declined any responsibility for the raids effected from the territories controlled by the Ottoman sultan, but he engaged that if such individuals came to his lands, he would punish them as “His Imperial Majesty [i.e., the Ottoman sultan] will not reproach us for [punishing] them.”576 A closer Ottoman-Crimean cooperation, or even shared sovereignty on the Black Sea steppe, is already witnessed by the instrument of Sahib’s successor, Devlet Giray, issued in 1552. In regard to

574 On this expression, see n. 310 above.
575 The aforementioned Polish-Ottoman correspondence from the years 1531–1533 is already quoted in Part I; for the sources of the quotations, see notes 218, 220, and 221 there.
576 Dla tych Cesarz Jego Miłości nam nic nie uczyni; see Document 28.
the same issue, namely the raids effected from the Ottoman territories, the khan assured the king that: “I have the authority to restrain them [...] ; as His Majesty, the Turkish emperor, allowed me to keep a tight rein on these cossacks and restrain them from such acts, even if I punish them for their transgressions, then His Majesty, the Emperor will not reproach me for this.” References to the Ottoman sultans would then appear with a rising frequency in the khans’ correspondence with their northern neighbors, although neither side wished to resign from maintaining direct diplomatic contacts, even if such contacts were at times discouraged by the Porte. To be sure, also Warsaw and Moscow knew how to intimidate Baghchasaray with a warning to directly address Istanbul and to exert pressure on “unruly” khans by invoking the possible wrath of the Porte.

Envoy: recruitment and status

Perhaps a reasonable method of measuring the relative status and importance of two states in each other’s eyes is to compare the rank of their diplomats sent to the other party and the status enjoyed by these diplomats in their own societies. For instance, among the Polish-Lithuanian envoys sent in solemn embassies to Rome, Paris, Istanbul, or Moscow one recognizes the members of the most prominent families, who occupied senatorial posts and sometimes, typically after the accomplishment of their missions, advanced to the most prominent offices in the Commonwealth. The retinues of these envoys, especially in the 17th century, could reach several hundred horsemen. In the Polish-Lithuanian relations with the Porte, the Crimea, and Muscovy, a more complicated diplomatic hierarchy was devised than in the relations with Western courts. While an envoy sent to a West European court was simply referred to as nuncio or orator, diplomats sent to the sultans, khans, and tsars were divided into “great” and “small” envoys, the latter also known as “light” or “swift” envoys, or referred to by the Latin term internuncio. This hierarchy, apparently developed

577 [...] bo ja mam yx moc ot toho povstehaty [...] ; bo Cesar Eho Mylost’ tureckyj pryzvolyl, aby tyx kozakov vo stjažlyvosti mel, a ot toho yx povstehal, bo xotja byx za vystup yx y karal, tohdy my Cesar Eho Mylost’ ny slova za to ne reknet’; see Document 32.
under Oriental influence, was nevertheless misleading: a “great envoy” sent to the Crimea might have stood lower in social hierarchy than an ordinary nuncio sent to Rome or Vienna.

In comparison to the envoys sent to the major European courts, those sent to the Crimea were usually of lower status, except for the two early Lithuanian embassies: the mission of Prince Ivan Hlyns’kyj in 1480 and the great embassy of Jurij Zenovevyč, the future governor of Smolensk and court marshal, accompanied by Jakub Ivašencovyč, the governor of Mazyr, in 1507. More typically, the Lithuanian envoys to the khans were recruited from among the courtiers and secretaries of the Grand Ducal Chancery, of noble, but rather modest origin, although some of them could attain a higher status after numerous years of service, like Vasyl’ Tyškevyč, the envoy to the khan in 1535, who died as the palatine of Podlachia [Podlasie]. Some of these envoys became genuine specialists of the countries to which they traveled, like Anikij Hornostaj, sent to the Crimea in 1520, 1522, 1534, and 1541. Perhaps the most intellectually prominent among the Lithuanian envoys was Venclav Mykolaevyč, sent to the Crimea in 1542. His treatise *De Moribus Tartarorum*, published in Basle in 1615 under the pen name Michalon Lituanus, provided valuable information on the Crimea and its inhabitants, although it also contained—like most travel literature—hidden allusions regarding the social life and jurisdiction in the author’s homeland.

The Polish envoys, sent to the khans from Cracow and then Warsaw, were likewise typically recruited from among the royal courtiers and secretaries, to mention only Marcin Broniowski, Ławryn Piaseczyński, or Florian Oleszko. Broniowski, who traveled five times to the Crimea between the years 1578 and 1592, published his famous treatise *Tar-tariae descriptio*, in 1595, in Cologne. It became the standard source of knowledge on the Crimea in Europe, used by scholars until today. Piaseczyński’s equally rich report from his three embassies performed in the years 1601–1603 was less fortunate and remained in manuscript until 1911, when its large excerpts were published by Kazimierz Pułaski. Alas, even today it is rarely used except for the Polish historians.

Usually descending from less affluent noble families, the royal secretaries are sometimes regarded today by historians as the core of professional bureaucracy, if one can speak at all about professional bureaucracy in early modern Poland-Lithuania. Unlike the magnates sent in great embassies to major European courts, for whom these embassies were but steps in further career, the secretaries often turned
into career diplomats, sent several times to the same courts and gaining rich expertise from visited countries.\textsuperscript{579} Hence, paradoxically, the lower status of the Crimean Khanate in the Polish court’s diplomatic hierarchy resulted in the fact that the missions to Baghchasaray were performed by more experienced envoys.

The analysis of the social status of the Muscovian envoys sent to the Crimea is certainly beyond the scope of the present study, but it is worth to quote a telling example, already invoked by Croskey: in 1492, Ivan III instructed his envoy to the Crimea that he should publicly address the previously sent Muscovian envoy (Kostjantin Zabolockij), whom he was about to meet at the khan’s court, as a boyar. Croskey observed that the instruction would have been unnecessary if Zabolockij had been a boyar indeed.\textsuperscript{580} In spite of the hosts’ expectations,\textsuperscript{581} Moscow sent to the Crimea nobles, but not boyars.\textsuperscript{582} Like in the Polish-Lithuanian case, the predilection towards lower ranked envoys was paradoxically beneficial for the professionalization of the diplomatic corps as those chosen to go were usually experienced and often specialized in diplomatic missions to a given country. The professionalization of the Muscovian diplomacy was strengthened by the role of \textit{d’jaks}, chancery clerks who participated in the missions and ranked second after the envoys.

If compared with the Lithuanian, Polish, and Muscovian envoys, sent to the khans, the Crimean envoys dispatched to the neighboring


\textsuperscript{580} Croskey, “The Diplomatic Forms of Ivan III’s Relationship with the Crimean Khan,” p. 263; on the practice of temporary bestowing of the badge of boyars onto the Muscovian envoys sent to the Crimea, see also Xoroškevič, \textit{Rus’ i Krym}, p. 198.

\textsuperscript{581} In 1680, Murad Giray invited Vasilij Šeremetev, the unlucky commander of the Russian army who had spent already 20 years in the Tatar captivity, to join the negotiations with the newly arrived Russian embassy, evidently aware that Šeremetev’s boyarly status was higher than that of the envoys; nevertheless, Šeremetev was not empowered to conduct the negotiations and even refused to sit down in the presence of his sovereign’s official representatives; see “Spisok с statejnago spiska […] Vasil’ja Mixajlova syna Tjakpina, d’jaka Nikity Zotova,” p. 599.

\textsuperscript{582} In this aspect, the Russian rulers and aristocrats were unusually united: the former did not want to jeopardize their prestige by sending high-ranked envoys, who might have been deliberately humiliated by the khan or detained as hostages, while the latter were anything but enthusiastic about going in missions to the Crimea; in 1535, in a rare case when Moscow decided to send an aristocrat, Prince Aleksandr Strigino-Obolenskij to Qalga Islam Giray, who promised to overthrow Khan Sahib Giray and terminate the Tatar-Lithuanian alliance, Obolenskij plainly refused to go, giving as an excuse the fact that Islam’s envoy, who was to arrive at Moscow, was of lower rank than he was; see Juzefovič, \textit{Put’ posla}, p. 35.
courts seemed to have enjoyed a relatively higher status. Several envoys, sent to the northern capitals in the late 15th and early 16th centuries, descended from the most prominent Crimean clan of the Shirins, to mention Devletek, the son of Emin and the future Shirin qaraçı sent in 1475 to Moscow, Bashibek, Devletek’s son sent in 1515 to Cracow, Evliya, Bashibek’s brother sent in 1520 to Poland-Lithuania and detained as honorary hostage, Djan Giray, Evliya’s nephew who replaced his uncle and was detained in Lithuania until 1526, and finally Ma’qul, Djan Giray’s brother sent in great embassy to Sigismund in 1531.

Ma’qul’s embassy coincided with the failed Shirin conspiracy against Khan Sa’adet Giray, headed by Bakhtıyar, the father of Ma’qul and Djan Giray, and Evliya, Bakhtıyar’s brother and a former envoy. Staying at Sigismund’s court, Ma’qul escaped the fate of his father, uncle and other relatives, massacred by the khan, but the latter notified Sigismund that the Shirin lost his diplomatic status. In 1532, the Crimean throne was ascended by Islam Giray, Sa’adet’s long-term rival, who requested for Ma’qul’s release and aimed to restore the Shirins’ position. Unfortunately for the Shirins, the Porte did not acknowledge Islam Giray on the throne and installed Sahib Giray instead. The new khan did his best to diminish the influence of the powerful clan and in the following period the Shirins no longer performed embassies to Poland-Lithuania.

In 1512, when Mengli Giray agreed to send his grandson to Vilnius as an honorary hostage, the dynasty prestige required that the young prince be accompanied by trusted and eminent personages. Apart from two Italians in the khan’s service (see below), this task was conferred to Devlet Bakhtı, the qaraçı of the Barın clan and the lieutenant (qaymaqam) of Qarasu Bazar. This was the only occurrence that an acting qaraçı performed an embassy to Poland-Lithuania. After Prince Djalaleddin’s premature death, in 1513 Devlet Bakhtı returned to the Crimea along with Sigismund’s instrument of peace.

The Shirins and Barins along with the Arghıns and Qıpchaqs traditionally formed the four most prominent clans among the Crimean nobility. Yet, their position was challenged by the Nogay newcomers from the Volga known as the Manghıts or Mansurs. In the 15th century, the Manghıt leader Temir had been the beglerbeg (a post reminiscent of the grand vizier) in the Great Horde, while his daughter, Nur Sultan, had married Ibrahim, the khan of Kazan, and after the latter’s death became the wife of Mengli Giray. Temir’s son, Tevkel,
inherited his father’s position in the Great Horde, but after its collapse entered the Crimean service and founded the powerful clan that became a new factor in the Crimean domestic politics. When Sahib Giray ascended the throne in 1532, Tevkel’s sons, Baki and Devey, were his most powerful supporters against his rival and pretender, Islam Giray, who enjoyed the support of the Shirins. In consequence, the new khan consciously promoted the Manghıts to the position once enjoyed by the Shirins. It is in the above context that we should regard the appointment of Tevkel’s younger son, Devey, as the envoy to Vilnius in 1534. In 1537, the former envoy assisted his older brother Baki in the assassination of Islam Giray. Although at first it secured them Sahib Giray’s gratitude, Baki’s unruliness soon drew a disaster and in 1541 he was executed. Devey was more lucky and survived, to be promoted in 1563 to the post of qaraqi by the new khan, Devlet Giray. He ended his adventurous life in the Muscovian captivity somewhere after 1576. In the following period, the rising tensions between the khans and their Nogay subjects and—on the other hand—Kantemir’s activity in Budjak, especially resented in Warsaw, made the appointment of a Manghit to an embassy to Poland rather unlikely.

Among other prominent clans, whose members acted as envoys to Poland-Lithuania, one should mention the Külüks, whom a Russian embassy report from 1681 listed among the five most prominent Crimean families along with the Shirins, Manghıts, Arghıns, and Sulesh-oghlu. Unlike the great clans, whose leaders aspired to the posts of qaraqı̇s, the Külüks and their chief rivals, the Sulesh-oghlu, owed their rise to the service at the khan’s court and formed an intermediate group between the Crimean aristocracy and the service beys. In the second half of the 16th century, the Küük leader, Dervish Bey, headed the “Polish-Lithuanian faction” at the khan’s court (perhaps he should also be identified with the envoy to Poland in 1552). His son, Sefer Ghazi Bey, was sent in embassies to Sigismund III in 1604 and 1609. He then actively participated in the Polish-Crimean negotiations during Oleszko’s fateful mission to Baghchasaray in 1619. In 1624, he was again sent to Poland and died at a sea accident on his return. The next leader of the Küük clan, Ibrahim Bey, headed the Crimean embassy to Cracow in 1633.

---

583 Cf. Document 49, n. 7. It is curious that the report did not list such traditionally prominent clans as the Barı̇ns, Qıpchaqs, and Sedjevüts. Mentioning the Sulesh-oghlu in a Russian report can be explained by the prominent role of this clan in mediating the relations between Baghchasaray and Moscow.

584 Cf. Document 41, notes 2 and 5, and n. 399 in Part I.
A second group of Crimean diplomats consisted of men who owed their position to their merits and loyalty to the khan rather than clan affiliations and were typically referred to as the members of the inner (içki) service, i.e., the khan’s courtiers. Worth mentioning in this context is such personage as Tevkel Ulan, whose title (ulan) might have referred to his Genghisid origin, but who rather owed his position to Mengli Giray’s trust and was sent in embassy to Lithuania in 1506 (interestingly, his two brothers then lived in Lithuania).585 A century later, the leading “expert in the Polish-Lithuanian affairs” in Baghchasaray seemed to have been Djan Ahmed Chelebi, whose title (chelebi) referred to his belonging to the educated class.586 He was sent in embassies to Poland-Lithuania in 1595 (directly from Türkiye), 1597, 1601, and 1602, and his expertise was needed not only abroad. During Piaseczyński’s sojourn in the Crimea, in August 1601, the khan put Djan Ahmed Chelebi and a scribe named Hüseyin in charge of drafting the treaty, negotiated with the Polish envoy. According to Piaseczyński’s report, they spent together two days working on the text in the envoy’s residence in Sürü Tash (Sujurtasz) near Baghchasaray, while the Tatars did not refuse to try the Polish vodka (podpili gorzalką). Apart from his numerous embassies to Sigismund III, Djan Ahmed Chelebi traveled with missions to Moscow. In 1602, he delivered Ghazi II Giray’s şartname and witnessed the oath taken by Tsar Boris Godunov. His following mission in 1604 was less successful as it coincided with the beginning of the Time of Troubles.587

The position of Dedesh Agha, who indefatigably traveled between Baghchasaray and Warsaw in the 1650s and 1660s, was even stronger. He was not only a diplomat, but also a military commander. In 1663, he headed—along with two Giray princes—the Crimean auxiliary troops in John Casimir’s campaign against Muscovy. When in 1666 Adil Giray—an “upstart” Choban Giray despised by the Crimean elite—ascended the throne, although suspicious towards his predecessor’s advisers, he had yet to reckon with Dedesh’s expertise. Hence, the diplomat was again sent to Warsaw with the task of prolonging the peace on behalf of his new lord. In 1680, when a Russian embassy

585 Cf. Document 7, n. 2. On the term ulan, see n. 348 above.
586 In the Crimean context, it commonly referred to bureaucrats who did not descend from the Tatar nobility, but nevertheless were granted fiefs (timars) by the khan; chelebis stood lower in hierarchy than aghas; cf. Matuz, Krimtatarische Urkunden im Reichsarchiv zu Kopenhagen, p. 7.
arrived at Baghchasaray, Dedesh was still prominent, listed among the closest advisers (bližnie ljudi) of Khan Murad Giray and ranked second after the Crimean vizier, Ahmed Agha.588

A special sub-category among the second group of Crimean diplomats consisted of the Italians in the khan’s service. One of them, already mentioned several times, was Augustino de Garibaldis, a Genovese from Caffa who traveled repeatedly between Mengli Giray and Sigismund I and largely contributed to their reconciliation. In 1514, he composed in his native language—partly with his own hand—the Crimean instrument of peace issued on behalf of the khan. The years in the khan’s service earned him the Tatar title of bey, but he did not sever his relations with the Genovese diaspora in the West and his brothers are known to have lived in Spain. The curriculum of the second Italian, Vicenzo de Guidulphis, was perhaps even more picturesque as he was the son of the Genovese ruler of Matrega and of a Circassian princess. In 1512, he was chosen along with the Barın qaraçi and yet another Italian, Giovanni Baptista de San Nicolo, to accompany the Giray prince to Vilnius.589 To be sure, these were not the only Italians who traveled at that time as Crimean envoys to Poland-Lithuania. A century later, one of the most active Crimean diplomats was Gianantonio Spinola, also of mixed Genovese-Circassian origin, whose surname disclosed his descent from the once affluent merchant family in Caffa. In the years 1589–1622, he traveled seven times to Poland-Lithuania, and in addition to Sweden and Austria. Fully assimilated in the Tatar society, he used an alternative form of his first name—Djan Anton—and perhaps did not even know Italian, certainly not the written language.590 One might wonder what criteria, if not the language fluency, predestined him for diplomatic service: religion?,591 or perhaps simply his loyalty to the khan? The predilection of early modern rulers towards all kinds of “strangers,” who did not

589 On Vicenzo de Guidulphis and Augustino de Garibaldis, see also Document 16, notes 10 and 18.
590 Cf. Document 45, n. 8.
591 The Italians in the khan’s service probably preserved their religion longer than their language; also many Circassians in the khan’s service were Christians; Piaseczyński reported in 1602 that he was led for the audience with Ghazi II Giray by two Circassian Christians, Biytemir and Kantemir, while none of the khan’s Muslim courtiers was in his escort, “as this was the custom” (przyszli po mnie od cara dwaj Petyhorcy: Bij Timir a Kan Timir, chrześcijanie, abym szedł do cara […]; a z dworzan
descent from local nobilities and were therefore more dependent and more loyal, was certainly not only the Crimean speciality.

*The size, logistics, and the routes traveled by the embassies*

As the Lithuanian and Polish envoys to the Crimea usually did not speak the Tatar language, the embassies were joined by interpreters. The Lithuanian diplomacy relied in this aspect on the Tatars, who had settled in the Grand Duchy in the 14th century and later. The exemplary role of Ibrahim Tymirčyn, who assisted the great embassy of Jurij Zenovevyč and Jakub Ivašencovyc in 1507, traveled with individual missions to the Great Horde and the Crimea, and founded the entire clan of Tatar interpreters, has already been mentioned. After 1569, when the relations with the Crimea became the speciality of the Polish chancery, the monopoly of Lithuanian Tatars was challenged by the Armenians whose ancestors had settled in Red Ruthenia (i.e., Galicia) and Podolia in the middle ages and whose everyday language was Kipchak Turkic, not much different from Tatar. At times, the interpreters also served as couriers or even performed individual missions. For instance, in 1623, when the Polish court was scandalized by the long detainment of the previous envoy, it consciously lowered the level of diplomatic exchange and confided the following mission to a Tatar interpreter, Suliman Rubaj. During the years 1658–1659, when the Polish-Tatar relations were especially intensive in result of the military alliance, an Armenian interpreter Zachariasz Piotrowicz traveled as many as eight times between the two sides. The Crown hetmans, who were authorized to maintain diplomatic communication with the Crimea, also sent in missions trusted and experienced officers, who spoke a mixture of Ruthenian, Tatar and Polish that served as a

---

*jego muzułmanów, jako był obyczaj, żaden mnie nie prowadził); see Pułaski, “Trzy poselstwa Piaseczyńskiego,” p. 757.

592 Among the rare exceptions one may name Stefan Narajowski, sent to the khan in 1634, or Krzysztof Dzierżek, sent in 1639; the latter belonged to the family whose several members served as Ottoman Turkish translators at the Polish chancery.

593 Cf. n. 61 above.

594 Actually, it had been acquired by the members of the Armenian diaspora in the Crimea from their Tatar neighbors.


vernacular on the steppe frontier. Yet, solemn documents, published in this volume, were not entrusted to interpreters or couriers, but to regular envoys.

Unlike the great embassies sent to the major European courts, the embassies sent to the Crimea rarely exceeded a dozen members, although they were often accompanied by merchants, who expected greater travel security and hoped for tax exemptions. On the way home, the embassy could be joined by former captives and slaves, redeemed by their relatives or released by the khan in a gesture of goodwill. Logistical problems arose when a royal embassy transported the annual royal gifts (or tribute). For instance, in July 1563 the Moscovian envoys in the Crimea witnessed the arrival of the “Lithuanian treasure” (litovskoj kazny), loaded on thirty-six carts.

The security of travel was a major problem, since the route led through the steppe, frequented by Ukrainian Cossacks as well as Nogay and Tatar vagabonds, whose obedience towards any ruler was at best questionable. Until the mid-sixteenth century, envoys and merchants still used the medieval via Tartarica that had once connected Central Europe with the Italian Black Sea colonies of Caffa and Tana. Mengli Giray’s instrument from 1507 provided that the fort of Islamkerman, recently built on his order on the left shore of the Dnieper at the river crossing named Tavan’ (< Tat. Toğan keçidi), should be a meeting place, where Lithuanian envoys would come on boats and deliver the yearly payments, which were formally assigned for the fort’s maintenance. In return, the envoys would collect previously kidnapped Lithuanian captives as well as Tatar culprits, found guilty of raiding Lithuania, who were to be arrested by the khan and delivered in order to be punished. If such culprits escaped the khan’s justice, their wives and children would be delivered in their stead as hostages. A Lithuanian report from 1542 confirmed that the ancient border ran through Tavan’ and ferry incomes from the Dnieper crossing had been traditionally shared between the Lithuanian and Crimean rulers.

Yet, in 1560 a new clause was entered in the instrument of Devlet Giray, providing that: “when an envoy of our brother is sent from Kiev

---

597 Also Jan Sobieski, the hetman and future king, is believed to have known some Turkish.
599 See Document 9.
600 See n. 266 in Part I.
to us, he is not to carry the gifts from [your] treasury [further] than [...] Perekop; [...] and we should order to collect from him the treasures and gifts.”601 The vaguely formulated novelty meant that from then on the royal side was responsible for the security of envoys and gifts not only within the Lithuanian borders, but also on the route between Tavan’ and Perekop (i.e., Ferahkerman) that led through the Khanate’s territory. The change was evidently related to the demolition of Islamkerman by Dmytro Vyšnevec’kyj in 1556 and the rising activity of the Dnieper Cossacks, at least nominally the royal subjects, which made the travel through the steppe even more dangerous than before.

While the khan tried to push the responsibility onto the royal side, the latter was no more willing to take the burden. In 1571, a royal envoy tried, in vain, to persuade the khan that Tatar agents should collect the gifts in Kiev or Braclav and transport them further through the steppe on their own risk.602 The mention of Braclav suggests that already at that time the route leading along the Boh river to Očakiv (i.e., Djankerman), which ran more to the west than the ancient route through Kiev, was gaining in popularity. This was probably the route traveled by Marcin Broniowski, sent five times to the Crimea between 1578 and 1592.603 Thanks to a shortcut towards the Black Sea, the route bypassed the main area of Cossack activity on the lower Dnieper and the embassy could find shelter in Očakiv, garrisoned by the Ottoman troops. Nevertheless, Broniowski later admitted that even on the Black Sea shore, travelers had been afraid not only to camp overnight, but even feed their horses.604

Further envoys traveled the route that was even more to the west and ran through Moldavia. Kossakowski’s travel to Suceava was conditioned by the fact that the khan was then in Hungary, participating in the Ottoman-Habsburg war. Consequently, the instruments exchanged between the king and the khan in 1598–1599 provided that the royal gifts should be delivered in Akkerman, the Ottoman port at the mouth of the Dniester through which the Tatars passed each year

601 See Document 33.
602 See n. 303 in Part I.
603 In his description of the Crimea, Broniowski did not provide his own itinerary; nevertheless, he described the route from Braclov to Očakiv and mentioned that the travel took six to seven days; see Martini Broniovii [...] Tartariae descriptio, pp. 1–2.
604 Ibidem, p. 3.
while heading for Hungary. Yet, the royal side found the new route more convenient even when its embassy was dispatched to the Crimea. Ławryn Piaseczyński, who traveled to Baghchasaray in the years 1601–1602, always took the route leading through Jassy to Akkerman and then crossed the sea on rented Ottoman galleys or commercial ships to Közlev (Tur. Gözleve), the only large port in the Crimean Khanate. Even in distant Akkerman, the fear of the Cossacks was so great that the Ottoman garrison was constantly on alert and Piaseczyński’s galley was once unpacked before departure on the mere gossip of the Cossacks’ approaching. After Piaseczyński had departed to the Crimea, the royal gifts began to be slowly amassed in Kamieniec with the intention to release them after the embassy’s successful completion. In the royal instrument, sent through Piaseczyński in 1601, a void place was left, in which the place of the gifts’ delivery was to be entered, while the envoy was instructed to persuade the khan that Kamieniec was the optimal choice. In desire to evade the additional costs of transport and fearing robbery in Moldavia and Budjak, the Polish side preferred to be relieved from the responsibility already on its own territory.

Ghazi II Giray was unsatisfied with both the delay of the gifts’ delivery and the route through which they were transported. His instrument given to Piaseczyński provided that: “as your envoys used to bring us gifts taking the customary old route across the Dnieper and through the field [i.e., steppe], also now [the gifts] should be sent to us in the same manner as they used to in the times of our ancestors.” Nonetheless, the khan agreed that the gifts already amassed in Kamieniec could be transported through Moldavia in order to be delivered as soon as possible. It took another seventeen months until the royal gifts were finally brought from Kamieniec to Jassy and entrusted to the khan’s representative in the Moldavian capital, in January 1603.

605 See Documents 36–37.
606 Pułaski, “Trzy poselstwa Piaseczyńskiego,” pp. 358–359, 472, 648–655, 762. Közlev’s rapid development under Ghazi II Giray’s reign is further confirmed by the establishment of the khan’s mint; see Hajvoronskyj, Poveliteli dvux materikov, vol. 1, p. 324.
607 Cf. the empty places deliberately left in Document 39; for the royal instruction to the envoy, see Pułaski, “Trzy poselstwa Piaseczyńskiego,” p. 245.
608 The Polish term pole (“field”) or dzikie pola (“wild fields”) referred to the barely inhabited steppe area extending to the north from the Black Sea.
609 See Document 40.
The demand to transport the royal gifts along the ancient steppe route was reiterated in Ghazi II Giray’s successive instrument from 1604, although the request from 1560 that the gifts should be transported as far as Perekop was no longer repeated. The royal envoys were only expected to deliver the gifts “to the hither side of the Dnieper.”

For the following two decades the two sides still could not agree on the place where the transfer of gifts should occur. The ready formula of the khan’s instrument, prepared by the royal chancery in 1619, contained a specific provision that the khan should send each year his envoys to Kamieniec, where they were to collect the royal gifts and transport them to Akkerman and further to the Crimea on Tatar horses and carts. The embassy’s size was not to exceed twelve horsemen and the starosta of Kamieniec was to provide for their accommodation, food, and fodder, but their stay in the Polish fortress was not to exceed two weeks, and if they wished to remain any longer, they would have to provide for themselves. Yet, the khan refused to issue the proposed instrument and the Tatars soon joined the Ottomans in their war against Poland-Lithuania.

During the peace negotiations at Hotin in 1621, a compromise was at last reached. It was agreed that the transfer of the gifts for the khan should occur in the Moldavian capital of Jassy. The Polish instrument of the Treaty of Hotin provided that:

Henceforth, the Commonwealth will provide the usual yearly pay [Pol. żołd] for the Tatar khan, and send it to Jassy, to the Moldavian hospodar of the time. After notification from the Moldavian hospodar, the khan should send his agents to Jassy in order to collect [the pay].

Yet, when in 1622 Krzysztof Krauzowski was sent to the Crimea in order to formally confirm the peace, he was again provided with a ready formula of the khan’s requested instrument, which repeated the stipulation of the earlier formula from 1619 that the transfer should

---

610 “As from the ancient times Their Royal Majesties, the ancestors of our brother, His Royal Majesty, were obliged to send us gifts through their envoys and deliver them to the hither side of the Dnieper, and they have done so accordingly until the present time, also hereafter His Royal Majesty should send us gifts through his envoy, each year, in the same manner;” see Document 41.

611 See Document 46.

612 Kołodziejczyk, *Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations*, pp. 378 and 380; this clause is missing in the Turkish instrument of the treaty, but it is entered in the formal Ottoman ‘ahdname, issued by Sultan Mustafa in 1623; see *ibidem*, pp. 391 and 398.
take place in Kamieniec!613 No wonder that also the other side returned to its earlier stand. The instrument of Mehmed III Giray, issued in 1624, contained an idealized picture of the past peace and amity, when the kings Sigismund I and Sigismund Augustus “used to send customary treasures or gifts, partly in cash, partly in beautiful textiles […], as far as to the Crimea, to our prosperous seat in Baghchasaray, having loaded them on their own carts. And those traveling with the gifts, the great envoy, merchants, and other people in his retinue, were not harmed in any way nor were their property or goods damaged.” The khan reminded the addressee, Sigismund III, that earlier, he had also sent gifts to Ghazi II Giray, having loaded them on the royal carts and brought as far as Djankerman [i.e., Očakiv], from where the message of their arrival had been sent across the Dnieper. The document did not openly state that the old route should be reinvigorated, but this was implied by its referring to the idealized past and its expressed hope that the king should send the customary gifts like his ancestors had done.614

While Djanibek Giray’s instruments from 1632 and 1634 referred to the gifts but contained no reference to the place of their delivery, Inayet Giray’s instrument from 1635 repeated the clause from 1624 that invoked the old good times of Sigismund I and Sigismund Augustus, when the royal gifts loaded on royal carts had reached Baghchasaray, and the more recent times of Sigismund III and Ghazi II Giray, when the royal carts loaded with gifts had reached as far as Djankerman. By recalling that “from this side men were sent to fetch all these [goods from Djankerman] to Baghchasaray,” Inayet tacitly admitted that he would accept the latter option. Yet, he still refused to accept the route through Moldavia and Budjak, which is hardly surprising if we have in mind his strained relations with the Nogays, who inhabited Budjak and could easily lay their hands on the gifts.

The request that the royal gifts should be transported on Polish carts as far as Djankerman was repeated in the first instrument of Bahadır Giray, issued in 1637. Yet, in the following years the issue was again covered with silence. Curiously, the Polish instrument of the Treaty of Zborów (1649) stipulates that the gifts should be delivered in Kamieniec, but this clause is absent from the Tatar version. Finally, during

---

613 See Document 47.
the negotiations that led to the military alliance of 1654, both sides agreed that the gifts would be transferred in Kamieniec. The provision was formally entered both in the royal instrument and in Mehmed IV Giray’s ‘ahdname brought to Warsaw by Mariusz Jaskólski.615 The envoy himself traveled from Baghchasaray to Warsaw overland, through Perekop, Očakiv, and Jassy, which was probably the standard route in this period, when the Polish Ukraine had to be bypassed as it was controlled by the insurgent Cossacks.616

It seems that by that time the transport of gifts had been finally separated from purely diplomatic missions, which enabled the envoys to travel faster. An envoy or courier could cover the distance between Baghchasaray and Warsaw in three weeks,617 though most embassies, and especially solemn embassies, traveled much longer. For instance, the great embassy of Bahadir Giray, dispatched probably in late August 1640, arrived at Warsaw on 29 November.618 In 1601, Piaseczyński departed from Warsaw on 15 April and arrived at Baghchasaray on 14 June, although one must keep in mind that he spent almost two weeks in Lublin and Zamość waiting for additional instructions from Chancellor Zamoyski. On the return way, he departed from Közlev on 4 October and arrived at Vilnius on 29 November. An experienced Tatar envoy, Dedesh Agha, who traveled numerous times between the khan and the king in the mid-17th century, needed similar time to cover this distance. In 1666, he left Baghchasaray in late June and arrived at Warsaw in early August.619

Considering that the distance from Baghchasaray to Warsaw, Vilnius, and Moscow was comparable, the time of travel was similar as well. For instance, in 1564 a Russian courier accompanied by his Tatar colleague traveled from Baghchasaray to Moscow six weeks.620 In the late 15th and early 16th centuries, an average time needed by Mus-

---

615 See Documents 59, 60, 61, and 64.
617 Cf. Baranowski, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648, p. 42; Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, p. 147.
618 Baranowski, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648, p. 117.
620 They departed from Baghchasaray on 6 January and arrived at Moscow on 17 February; see Vinogradov, Russko-krymskie otnošenija, vol. 2, pp. 31–32.
covian envoys to reach the khan’s court was two months.\textsuperscript{621} Also the Russian envoys who negotiated the Treaty of Baghchasaray (1681) traveled two months from Moscow to the Crimea. Their return trip lasted much longer due to the quarantine imposed by the Russian authorities on the news of a plague in the Crimea. Nevertheless, the report from their embassy reached Moscow within less than three months.\textsuperscript{622}

As concerns the Crimean embassies, they were usually much larger than the ones sent by the kings and tsars. Moreover, not only the khans, but also the qalgas, nureddins, and other Crimean dignitaries used to send separate embassies, or at least their envoys joined the embassies sent by the khans.

The khans’ solemn instruments of peace were usually entrusted to great envoys, referred to in Turkish as \textit{uluq elçi} or \textit{uluq elçi başı}.\textsuperscript{623} In 1640, when the qalga and nureddin issued their own ‘\textit{ahdnames} that were brought to Poland by separate envoys, these envoys were also referred to as “great envoys.” In other cases, the qalga and nureddin would rather refer to their envoys in more modest terms, typically as “couriers” (\textit{çapqun} or \textit{çapqun elçimiz}).\textsuperscript{624}

The term \textit{çapqun} also referred to the khan’s emissaries, who preceded the great envoys and announced their arrival, or who individually performed less prestigious missions. An unusual event occurred in 1635, when Inayet Giray sent to Poland his ‘\textit{ahdname} through Ghazi

\textsuperscript{621} Syroečkovskij, “Puti i usloviya snošenij Moskvy s Krymom na rubeže XVI veka,” p. 207.

\textsuperscript{622} The envoys departed from Moscow on 18 August and arrived at their quarters assigned on the Alma river (near Baghchasaray) on 25 October 1680; their return trip began on 9 March 1681, but they were detained in Borisov Gorodok, where their detailed embassy report was composed in June; nevertheless, their first summary report reached Moscow already in May (all dates according to the Old Style); see “Spisok s statejnago spiska […] Vasil'ja Mixajlova syna Tjapkina, d'jaka Nikity Zotova,” pp. 569–578 and 644–658.

\textsuperscript{623} The latter term appears in Djanibek Giray’s instruments from 1632 and 1634; according to Inalcık, these terms were used alternatively; cf. \textit{idem}, “Power Relationships between Russia, the Crimea, and the Ottoman Empire as Reflected in Titulature,” pp. 410–411.

\textsuperscript{624} Cf. Document 51, n. 1; Inalcık proposes to translate the term \textit{çapqun} as “envoy,” reserving the English term “courier” for \textit{ulaqs}; yet, in consequence there remains no English equivalent for \textit{elçi} (Inalcık proposes the term “diplomatic agent” but it sounds awkward); cf. \textit{ibidem}, pp. 410–411. In his book written in German, Matuz renders the term \textit{çapqun} as \textit{fliegender [Gesandter]}, but again its English equivalent “flying [envoy]” sounds awkward; cf. \textit{ibidem}, \textit{Krimitatarische Urkunden im Reichsarchiv zu Kopenhagen}, pp. 53–55. In Polish contemporary translations (and probably in Ruthenian and Russian as well; cf. Document 23, n. 10), the term \textit{çapqun} was commonly rendered as \textit{goniec}, i.e., “courier,” and it is thus translated in the present volume.
Agha, referred to as “great courier” (Pol. wielki goniec, equivalent to Tur. uluğ çapqun). The document announced the imminent arrival of the khan’s great envoy, Rüstem Agha, who was empowered to discuss any remaining matters. One might ask why the khan did not wait with entrusting his solemn instrument to the great envoy? Perhaps the decision to send it through a courier was caused by an unexpected delay of Rüstem Agha’s departure? Unfortunately, we do not know whether Rüstem Agha was also provided with an instrument of peace because the documents from his embassy are not preserved.

The great envoy, sent by the khan, was accompanied by the tet and the bahşi. The term tet was already known in the times of the Golden Horde and initially referred to an extraordinary envoy. In the 16th and 17th century, it referred to the khan’s courtier or a young member of Tatar nobility, who was second in rank among the embassy members. The term bahşi, also of ancient origin, referred to a secretary and in the 16th century was gradually replaced by its Arabic equivalent: katib. Nevertheless, both terms remained in use at least until the 1630s and can still be found in the instruments of Djanibek Giray.625

In the 17th century, the Crimean embassies sent to the Habsburg imperial court numbered from seven to twenty-three horsemen, and as a rule the number of horses exceeded the number of riders almost twice.626 In analogy, the Crimean embassy to Denmark in 1682 numbered thirteen men and twenty-four horses.627 The Crimean embassies to Lithuania and Poland, especially in the earlier period, had been much more numerous. In early modern Eastern Europe, the living expenses of foreign envoys were customarily covered by the hosting party. Moreover, Tatar envoys expected to receive royal gifts for themselves and their patrons. No wonder that the Polish-Lithuanian rulers tried to limit the number and size of the Tatar embassies. In the royal instrument from 1535, Sigismund promised to send each year the customary gift to the khan but simultaneously added a new clause providing that “our brother, Sahib Giray Khan, should not send us his great envoys, because due to the long road a great detriment is caused to our treasury by providing his envoys with allowance and horses. Only when he needs to notify us about some matter or news, he should

627 Matuz, Krimtatarische Urkunden im Reichsarchiv zu Kopenhagen, p. 50.
send us a courier in the company of one, or at most two men [Ruth. honca samohodruha, a nabolšyj samotretja]. And if he sends us his great envoy, then we are not obliged to give him any allowance from our proper funds, but solely deduce it from the gift that we are to give to the khan.” This clause was also entered in the ready formula of the khan’s instrument, prepared by the Lithuanian chancery.628

Sigismund’s request was ignored as far as it concerned the khan’s proper envoys, but at least Sahib Giray promised to limit the number of Crimean notables entitled to send their own envoys to Vilnius and Cracow; his instrument from 1539 specifically provided that apart from the khan, only his wives, daughters, and daughters-in-law, the qalga and other Giray princes, the four qaraçis, and two prominent mirzas from the retinue of each qaraçi (i.e., eight mirzas altogether) could send individual envoys to the king (and—as it was tacitly assumed—count on royal presents).629

The issue was again raised in 1541. During the negotiations in Cracow, the Tatar envoy engaged that his lord would limit the number of couriers sent to the king, and the retinue of each Tatar courier should not exceed two men. The royal side no longer tried to prevent the khan from sending great envoys, but it requested that the retinue of each great envoy should not exceed twenty-five men. The allowance of embassy members would be left at the king’s discretion, and if their number exceeded the one agreed upon, the allowance would be deduced from the annual gift to be sent to the khan.630

Sahib Giray was visibly irritated by these requests, especially as the royal side still did not recognize the right of his family members and the highest Tatar dignitaries to send separate envoys. In his following instrument from 1542, the khan reiterated the right of his sons and other Giray princes to send embassies to the king. Further on, he retorically asked: “as regards the qaraçis, they have each 20,000 or

628 See Documents 26–27. To shed some light on how much of a burden it was for the inhabitants of royal domains to host Tatar envoys, it is worth quoting two royal orders regarding the inhabitants of Čerkasy and Kaniv: in 1539, the townsmen were obliged to provide food and shelter while the starosta was ordered to supply the envoys with honey, and in 1552 the townsmen were ordered to provide transport service and accommodation, and supply Tatar envoys, “whenever they come,” with hay, bread, meat, and honey from the castle; see Čerkas, Ukrajina v polityčnyx vidnosynax, p. 50.
629 See Document 28.
630 See Document 29, articles 10–11.
30,000 servants and they used to send envoys and couriers; should we now reduce their number [i.e., the number of their envoys]? They used to send envoys in the times of our ancestors and fathers, we cannot reduce their number. As you have the Lithuanian and Polish lords at your side, so they are their peers at our side.” In consolation, he assured the king that there was no need to receive and feed envoys sent by other Tatar individuals who were not authorized by the khan to send embassies: “you should send them back with empty hands so that they should not come again.”

The instrument of the new khan, Devlet Giray, issued in 1552, reiterated that the right to send embassies to the king was restricted to the khan, his wives, the qalga and other Giray princes, three qaraçis and two mirzas, but nobody else. Devlet Giray’s following instrument, issued in 1560, touched upon another issue that had caused controversies in the earlier correspondence between the two courts. As the embassies were joined by numerous merchants, who hoped for tax exemptions usually granted to envoys, the treasuries of both rulers suffered substantial losses. Therefore, the khan declared that his trading subjects, be they Muslims, Latin Christians, Armenians, or Jews, should not join embassies and couriers, and if they did so, they should pay the ordinary tolls.

The effort to limit the number and size of Tatar embassies was resumed by the royal side in the years 1619 and 1622, when the proposed formulas of the khan’s instruments contained a clause limiting these embassies to twelve horsemen, to be sent each year to Kamieniec (but not further) in order to collect the gifts. In addition, the khan and the qalga would be entitled to send couriers to the royal court under the provision that their retinues would not exceed five horsemen. As we know, the proposals were rejected and the issue did not reappear in the following agreements. Nevertheless, the seventeenth-century Crimean embassies to the royal court seem to have contained less participants than the earlier ones. In the years when the relations

631 See Document 31.
632 See Document 32.
633 Referred to as “the Turks, Franks, Armenians, or Jews” (Turczi, Frasy, Ormyanie, Żydowye); see Document 33; curiously, Orthodox Christians are not listed although Greek merchants played a large role in the Khanate’s economy.
634 See Documents 46–47; these couriers are referred to in the Polish text as posłaïcy, and probably should be identified with the Tatar çapquns, whereas the envoys are referred to as posłowie and should be identified with the Tatar elcis.
were strained, the Tatars knew that they could not count on the royal largesse, whereas in the years of alliance the gifts’ transfer took place in Kamieniec, and additional small presents were brought to Baghchasaray by the Polish envoys.635

As the Muscovian court faced similar problems in regard to Tatar embassies, it also tried to find similar solutions. The Treaty of Baghchasaray (1681) provided that only the khan, the qalga, and the nureddin were entitled to send embassies to Moscow, ranked either as envoys (elçi), no more than five persons whose escort should not exceed twenty men, or as couriers (çapqun; rendered in Russian as gonec), no more then three persons (apparently representing the khan, the qalga, and the nureddin) whose escort should not exceed twelve men.636

The standard peacemaking procedure and the diplomatic ceremonial

While studying the Crimean documents and diplomatic ceremonial, one often encounters forms that seem anachronous, redundant, or meaningless, like corroborating a document with the seal of the former khan who was long dead (1514), reissuing a document of the khan’s predecessor without even changing its heading (1532), repeated fictitious granting of lands which in fact belonged neither to the sender not to the addressee (until 1560), and, most typically, invoking the ancient friendship that had supposedly reigned in the times of the two rulers’ predecessors. Yet, we must keep in mind that the term “ancient” had usually positive connotations in early modern societies, so invoking “ancient” documents and obeying “ancient” customs was both expected and valued, notwithstanding the fact that the term “ancient” sometimes veiled new political contents.637 Even today,

635 To give just one example: in 1654 Mariusz Jaskólski brought numerous presents to various Crimean dignitaries, including the wife of the powerful Crimean vizier, Sefer Ghazi Agha. The Polish envoy recorded in his diary that the presents had been delivered in secret so that the vizier’s wife should not be the subject of jealousy of the khan’s wives (aby invidiey u chańskich żon nie miała); see AGAD, Libri Legationum, no. 33, fol. 43a.
636 Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 652–653; for the Russian translation, see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij . . . . Edited by F. Laškov, p. 177.
637 Cf. the illuminating remarks by Mixail Krom on the Russian/Ruthenian term starina/staryna (“antiquity”), which to the contemporaries embodied the idealized past law, order, and good life of their ancestors; knowing the expectations of their
Although the focus is on the procedures and ceremonial reigning in the diplomatic exchange between the Crimean Khanate and Poland-Lithuania, numerous analogies from the Crimean-Muscovian relations, provided by the immensely rich archival material left by the Muscovian bureaucracy, allow one to draw parallels and supplement knowledge by valuable details. The diplomatic ceremonial at the khan’s court is described in many reports left by the Muscovian envoys sent to the Crimea, while the proceedings held in Moscow between the Tatar and Russian negotiators have been recorded by the Muscovian chancery clerks.

From the official Crimean point of view, it was the infidel foreign ruler who was to initiate the diplomatic exchange and petition for the khan’s instrument (especially a yarlıq), offering in return the timely payment of tribute. Nevertheless, pragmatic considerations often caused that it was the khan who initiated the correspondence, for instance by notifying of his accession or by asking about the foreign ruler’s health and reminding about the ancient friendship. In the times of Ivan IV, the Muscovian diplomacy openly tried to reverse the procedure and demanded that the first move should be made by the khan, who would send his great embassy and implore for peace while the tsar would generously grant his request, but in 1577, facing a new campaign against Poland-Lithuania, Moscow had to give up due to the exigency to secure its southern border. In fact, with frequent envoys and couriers traveling to and fro between the courts concerned, it was quite easy to claim that the peace negotiations had been initiated by the other side.

subjects, the Lithuanian and Muscovian rulers often proclaimed that they would follow the ancient custom and would not introduce any novelties; idem, Mež Rus’ju i Litvoj, pp. 38–39 and 169.


640 To provide an exotic analogy, in 1606 the Japanese lord of Tsushima, whose commercial interests suffered due to the strained Japanese-Korean relations, sent to Seoul a letter purportedly drawn by the shogun because he knew that neither the shogun nor the Korean court would initiate the diplomatic exchange, as such move would imply admitting the other’s superiority; the forgery enabled the Korean king to send a “response embassy” (thus officially termed) in the following year and the diplomatic
A description of a standard peacemaking procedure is contained in a letter from 1532, sent by Sigismund I to Sa’adet Giray, in which the king proposed the khan to enter a new treaty and confirm it with the exchange of solemn oaths and instruments: “if you take an oath to [keep friendship with] us, along with your beys and ulans, in the presence of our envoy, and if you send us your letter of agreement through our aforementioned envoy, and you [also] send us your great envoy, in whose presence we can, too, take an oath to you, our brother, that we should be your good brother and friend, in confirmation of that we will send you our letter of agreement through your aforementioned envoy.”

The above description did not mention the fact that also the envoys were expected to take oaths on behalf of their lords during their solemn audiences at foreign courts. Muscovian envoys to the Crimea were specifically instructed that they should take their oath only if the khan was present in person.

The procedure could be even further complicated if an instrument, issued by one ruler and brought by his envoy to a foreign court, was rejected by the addressee. For instance, in the years 1535, 1585, and 1601 the instruments issued by the khans were rejected by the royal side and sent back for corrections. In order to evade such events and the resulting delays in peacemaking procedures, the royal chancery tried to make sure in advance that the khan’s instrument will assume the desired form; therefore, Lithuanian and Polish envoys were sometimes provided with ready formulas of the instruments requested from the khans; yet, such measures were rarely effective as the Crimean side was unwilling to passively accept the contents and wording of the proposed versions.

Another way to hasten the negotiations and evade the risk of their disruption, practiced by the royal chancery, was providing the envoys
with two alternative versions of the royal instrument of peace, both corroborated with authentic seals; the first version was more favorable for the royal side while the second one contained more concessions. The envoys, furnished with both versions, were authorized to present the second one only in the utmost necessity. Of course, the envoy was strictly ordered not to reveal that he had two royal instruments, and the instrument that was not given was to be instantly destroyed. For instance, in 1598, Nikodem Kossakowski was given one royal instrument that did not mention the Cossack issue, and another one, equally corroborated with the royal seal, in which Sigismund III unwillingly engaged that he would restrain the Cossacks from raiding the Crimean lands.644

From a letter of Sahib Giray addressed to Sigismund I in 1534, we learn that the practice of issuing multiple versions of one instrument was also known in the Crimea, although its rationale was somewhat different. The khan openly admitted that he had provided his envoy with two instruments of peace, suggesting that the king should choose the document of his liking, and send the other one back to the Crimea.645 The striking frankness of the above letter can be tentatively explained by the khan’s priorities: what mattered to him was the timely delivery of the royal gifts and—with this priority in mind—Sahib Giray was ready to adjust the form of his document in accordance with the royal desire, certainly within certain limits.

Perhaps the most extended procedure in the history of the Crimean-Lithuanian-Polish relations can be observed in the years 1513–1522. In September 1513, after the unexpected death of Prince Djalaleddin, the Crimean honorary hostage who had been dispatched to Vilnius in 1512, Sigismund reassured Mengli Giray of his friendship by issuing two instruments, one in Ruthenian on behalf of Lithuania and another in Latin on behalf of Poland, and by confirming their contents with his oath taken in the presence of the Crimean envoys. Having received the royal instruments, Mengli Giray issued a “donation yarlıq cum sırtname” and confirmed his engagements with an oath, taken in the presence of four royal envoys then present at his court: Stanisław

---

644 See Skorupa, “Poselstwo na Krym Nikodema Kossakowskiego,” p. 33. In 1533, the royal envoy dispatched to Istanbul was also secretly provided with two alternative versions of the royal instrument; cf. Kołodziejczyk, *Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations*, p. 71.
645 Cf. n. 230 in Part I.
The number of instruments, issued in 1513–1514, and the perplexed relation between their contents led Kazimierz Pułaski, who otherwise painstakingly edited the correspondence between Mengli Giray and Sigismund recorded in the Lithuanian Register, to leave out the khan’s instruments from June and October, since he mistakenly assumed that their texts were basically identical with Mengli’s first instrument,
hence not worth publishing. Pułaski was even more confused by the existence of two contemporary Polish translations of Mengli’s instruments, dated in August and September 1514.646 In fact, the first Polish translation should be identified with the şartname from October, and the second one with the “donation yarlıq cum şartname” from December 1513.647

It was bitterly ironical that Mengli Giray died in April 1515, so the whole laborious procedure had to be repeated with his son and successor, Mehmed Giray. Having ascended the throne, the new khan promptly issued an instrument of peace and sent to Cracow, where his envoys were received in August 1515. The Crimean envoys then accompanied Sigismund to Vilnius, where in March 1516 the king issued two parchment documents, again one in Ruthenian on behalf of Lithuania and another in Latin on behalf of Poland. The summer of 1516 brought a Crimean rapprochement with Moscow and a large Tatar raid of Poland-Lithuania, but the relations between the khan and the king were restored by the end of the year. To confirm his sincerity, Mehmed Giray promised to send one of his younger sons as an honorary hostage to Vilnius, but then he changed his mind under the pressure of the boy’s mother. The khan’s oldest son, Bahadır, who was to escort his younger brother to Vilnius, arrived empty handed at the meeting scheduled in Čerkasy. In desire to console his Lithuanian partners, he solemnly reconfirmed his father’s instrument from 1515 with his own instrument and oath, taken in Čerkasy in late May or June 1517. The years 1518–1519 brought a new Crimean-Muscovian rapprochement and renewed Tatar raids of Poland-Lithuania, but in 1520 the khan resolved to frontally attack Muscovy and again needed a peace with Sigismund. New embassies were exchanged and in October 1520 Mehmed Giray issued two solemn instruments: a “donation yarlıq cum şartname” in Ruthenian regarding Lithuania and a şartname in Khwarezmian Turkic regarding Poland. The khan confirmed his instruments with an oath and sent to Sigismund his envoy, who also acted as a hostage, Evliya Mirza from the Shirin clan. As the king was on campaign against the Teutonic Order, the Crimean embassy found him in distant Toruń (Thorn) in April 1521. Evliya was then taken to

646 Cf. his comments in Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, pp. 187, n. 2, and 422.
647 For the identification done by the present author, see Document 12. n. 1, and Document 15, n. 2.
Lithuania and detained until the Diet in Hrodna, which was held in February and March 1522. Having taken a solemn oath on behalf of the khan, the envoy was finally released in return for his nephew Djan Giray, who came to replace him as a hostage.

To sum up, the following instruments were issued and exchanged between 1515 and 1522:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>date</th>
<th>issuer</th>
<th>type of the instrument</th>
<th>language of the copy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ca. June 1515</td>
<td>Mehmed Giray</td>
<td>donation <em>yarliq</em> cum <em>şartname</em></td>
<td>Ruthenian (unpreserved)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1516</td>
<td>Sigismund</td>
<td>instrument regarding Lithuania</td>
<td>Ruthenian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1516</td>
<td>Sigismund</td>
<td>instrument regarding Poland</td>
<td>Latin (unpreserved)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May–June 1517</td>
<td>Bahadir Giray</td>
<td>copy of instrument from 1515</td>
<td>Ruthenian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1520</td>
<td>Mehmed Giray</td>
<td>donation <em>yarliq</em> cum <em>şartname</em></td>
<td>Ruthenian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1520</td>
<td>Mehmed Giray</td>
<td><em>şartname</em> regarding Poland</td>
<td>Khwarezmian Turkic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, Evliya’s oath taken in Hrodna in February or March 1522 was recorded and entered in the Lithuanian Register.

Mehmed Giray’s instruments sent to Poland-Lithuania have been recently studied by Feliks Šabul’do. In his article, the Ukrainian scholar persuasively proves the existence of the first instrument from 1515, whose text is not preserved. Yet, his further conclusions are misleading. The author fails to notice that the *dokončane na Korunu Pol’skuju* from October 1520, recorded in the Lithuanian Register (published in the present volume as an appendix to Document 20), is simply the Ruthenian translation of the khan’s *şartname*, which is preserved in the Khwarezmian Turkic original. Moreover, had Šabul’do analyzed the text and contradictory dating of the instrument preserved in a Polish translation in *Acta Tomiciana*, he would have found that this translation is based on the “donation *yarliq* cum *şartname*” from October 1520 and cannot be attributed to 1522. In result, while Šabul’do finds as many as four instruments of Mehmed Giray issued in the years 1520–1522, in fact there are only two, both issued in October 1520.650

---

648 On this instrument, see n. 153 in Part I.
649 On this instrument, see n. 154 in Part I.
Foreign envoys who arrived at the khan’s capital usually had to wait for the audience from a few days to several months. The hosts often deliberately informed the Polish-Lithuanian and Muscovian envoys about each other’s presence and arranged their audiences almost simultaneously in order to “soften” them in negotiations and incite them to make a higher bid. The khan took upon himself the accommodation and living expenses of the envoys, but the latter often resented the offered conditions. In 1680, the Russian envoys were housed in an unfurnished stone building on the Alma river, lacking doors and with small windows, covered with manure (apparently to keep warmth) and already crowded by the members of the previous Russian embassy. They commented in their report that “in the Muscovian state, dogs and pigs have cosier and warmer conditions” (psom i svinijam v Moskovskom gosudarstve daleko pokojnee i teplee). Their trauma was so deep that in the ensuing negotiations they formulated a separate clause that obliged the khan to build convenient lodgings for future embassies in Baghchasaray. To be sure, the living conditions were not always so deplorable. Piaseczyński seemed satisfied with his lodging in Suyru Tash (Sujurtas), a Circassian village near Baghchasaray, where he was put up in a house belonging to certain Djanibek (w domu Dżan-Bekowym), especially when on the following day the Tatars delivered an oxen, ten sheep, bread, fish, olives, and wine.

Prolonged detainment, limited freedom of movement, shabby housing, and even diminished food rations were all intended to “soften” a foreign envoy so that he would concede to the hosts’ requests more easily. It could get even worse, especially when the envoy refused to deliver the expected gifts, both to the khan and the Crimean dignitaries. The reports of Muscovian envoys are full of descriptions of frustrated Crimean officials and nobles, who—with or without the khan’s consent—broke into the envoys’ lodgings and took by force whatever they considered their due gifts. In 1629, a young Nogay relative of Kantemir, named Veli-shah, entered by force the Muscovian embassy quarters, beat up both envoys, pulling one envoy’s beard, struck the

---

651 “Spisok s statejnago spiska […] Vasil’ja Mixajlova syna Tjapkina, d’jaka Nikity Zotova,” pp. 578 and 621.
652 See Pułaski, “Trzy poselstwa Piaseczyńskiego,” p. 359. To the envoy’s utmost regret, most of the wine had been consumed by the Tatars on their way and the rest turned into vinegar.
653 See Xoroškević, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 255–256.
embassy’s interpreter with his saber, and left with a number of precious furs. The saber blow was so severe that the interpreter—apparently a Tatar in Muscovian service named Redjeb (Rezep in Russian sources)—died soon after. Although Djanibek Giray admitted his subject’s guilt in the ensuing correspondence with Moscow, he did not want to jeopardize his relations with Kantemir, to whom in fact he owed his throne.654 An even more humiliating event occurred in 1546, when a clerk (pod’jačij) of the Muscovian embassy was exposed naked in the bazaar with his nostrils and ear-conchs sewn (nos i uši zašival i, obnaža, po bazaru vodil) in allusion to a common punishment: cutting off one’s nose and ears.655

Frequent allusions to abusing the envoys can also be found in the correspondence between the Jagiellonian court and the Girays. In a letter to Mehmed Giray, Sigismund complained that his envoys no longer wished to go to the Crimea.656 The interventions brought some effect, at least on paper, as the instruments from 1539, 1542, 1552, and 1560 contained the clause, in which the khans engaged to respect the envoys. In 1552, Devlet Giray declared that: “when an envoy or courier comes from you, our brother, we will not detain him for a longer time and we will not make him any trouble, and we will send him back without delay. Neither will we let our brothers and children, the sultans, [and] the ulans, beys, mirzas, and all our people hurt or oppress your envoys, couriers, interpreters, or their servants. As they arrive out of their free will, so they will depart.”

It is nevertheless curious that the descriptions of tribulations, suffered by Lithuanian and Polish envoys in the Crimea, are somewhat less “picturesque” than the descriptions of their Russian colleagues. One might propose several explanations, although none of them seem entirely satisfying:

A. the Polish-Lithuanian envoys were treated better indeed because:
   a) their ruler’s position was higher in the Crimean eyes than that of the Muscovian ruler;

654 Novosel’skij, Bor’ba Moskovskogo gosudarstva s Tatarami, pp. 187–188.
655 See Juzefović, Put’ posla, p. 36.
b) apart from the turn of the 15th century, the Crimean relations with Poland-Lithuania were usually better than with Muscovy;

c) Polish-Lithuanian nobles, sent as envoys to Baghchasaray, enjoyed more respect among the Tatar nobility than Muscovian bureaucrats; it is worth noting that the most excessive abuses against the Muscovian diplomats, described above, were directed not against the envoys themselves but against lower ranked embassy members: a clerk and an interpreter; 657

B. the Polish-Lithuanian envoys were treated equally bad but:

a) the information is missing because the Polish-Lithuanian chancery records are less detailed than the Muscovian ones;

b) unlike their Russian colleagues, the Polish-Lithuanian envoys preferred not to expose their humiliations because that would affect their personal prestige back home.

There is probably a grain of truth in all the above explanations, which do not necessarily exclude each other. The last option (Bb) which stresses the literary and narrative character of early modern diplomatic reports, has been raised by the present author in another place. If we read the seventeenth-century Polish embassy reports, even those not intended for a larger audience, they usually present their protagonists as noble and valiant defenders of their king’s honor and of the Commonwealth’s noble liberties. 658 During his second mission to the Crimea in 1602, Piaśczyński also heard a warning that “envoys who come with false missions have their noses and ears cut off,” yet, according to his report, he retorted by shaming the khan and his entourage

---

657 Likewise, one of the most drastic events in the history of the Ottoman diplomatic relations with the West was the strangulation of a Venetian dragoman in 1649 while the bailo suffered only temporary imprisonment; cf. Kołodziejczyk, “Semiotics of behavior in early modern diplomacy: Polish embassies in Istanbul and Baghchasaray,” *Journal of Early Modern History* 7 (2003): 245–256, esp. p. 252.

658 Cf. my article quoted in n. 657 above. To be sure, Muscovian reports were no less literary; cf. Juzefović, *Put’ posła*, pp. 292. Yet, they were addressed to another audience—the tsar and fellow bureaucrats rather than the individualistic nobility whose ideals were inspired by medieval chivalry mixed with Cicero’s republican writings, then taught in Jesuit schools in Poland-Lithuania. A loyal bureaucrat did not need to be ashamed of his sufferings and even humiliations experienced in the tsar’s service. Pulling one’s beard has numerous analogies in the *vitae* of Orthodox martyrs, hence one who suffered for the tsar in this way was reminiscent of a martyr who defended Christ.
and invoking “the law of all the nations” (prawo wszech narodów).\textsuperscript{659} This must have been his favorite rhetorical figure as already in 1601, during his first mission, he admonished Ghazi II Giray for interrupting his speech by invoking “the law of all the nations” which required that an envoy should be listened to in silence.\textsuperscript{660} If we are to believe Piaseczyński’s report, the confused and ashamed khan turned red and fell into silence. Yet, are we really to believe that the khans listened like naughty pupils to the admonitions of Polish envoys while at the same time Russian diplomats were conducted naked through the bazaars? Or rather, the difference was rooted in imagination rather than reality? What could serve well the self-image of a Muscovian diplomat, could endanger the self-image of a Polish noble: defending one’s king and liberty by being martyred with a sword in hand was one thing, but being robbed and beaten up or having one’s beard pulled (after all, beards were not fashionable in seventeenth-century Poland) was another thing and would be better covered with silence.

Arguably, the average treatment of diplomats at the Crimean court was less humiliating than described in the Muscovian reports, but less honorable than stated in the Polish ones. A prestigious issue that often provoked discussions was the form of greeting the khan during the solemn audience. Marcin Broniowski admitted that during an audience, envoys had to remain on their knees (genibus flexis). Piaseczyński tried to bargain, proposing that if he did not have to kneel, the Tatar envoys in Warsaw would be also allowed to remain standing, but his offer was rejected and he had to kneel, although he proudly recorded that he only kneeled on his right knee. The Russian envoys sent in 1680 bowed their heads to the ground but they had successfully negotiated in advance that the khan’s retinue members should not bend their heads by force like it had been practiced with former envoys.\textsuperscript{661} During the first audience, the envoy also submitted the letters of his lord and the khan asked about the latter’s health. If a Polish-Lithuanian envoy was furnished with a royal instrument of peace, its solemn delivery usually took place during the first solemn audience. The delivery of royal gifts also occurred during this audience, which ended with dressing

\textsuperscript{659} Pułaski, “Trzy poselstwa Piaseczyńskiego,” pp. 758–759.
\textsuperscript{660} Ibidem, p. 363.
the embassy members in robes of honor. The last two acts were highly symbolical, hardly pleasing for the foreign ruler: while the gifts embodied the tribute, the act of putting a robe of honor on the envoy’s shoulders stressed the khan’s ultimate sovereignty over both the envoy and his lord.

If a mission was to result with the issue of the khan’s solemn instrument, its contents were negotiated during the foreign envoy’s stay in the Crimea. The instrument was to be ready by the farewell audience, yet, it was not given to the foreign envoy but to the khan’s envoy who was to travel to the foreign court. Polish-Lithuanian envoys often complained that they were not allowed to examine the final document whose contents they had negotiated because it could be unpacked only in the royal presence.

The peacemaking procedure required an exchange of oaths that also took place during the farewell audience. The royal envoy took an oath on behalf of the king and the khan pronounced his oath in the envoy’s presence so that the latter could confirm this fact before his lord. The khan’s oath was typically mentioned and sometimes even recorded in his written instrument. The text of the oath could be recorded separately as well.

The expression “to drink an oath” (pit’ šert’ or pit’ rotu), encountered in the early sixteenth-century Crimean-Muscovian correspondence preserved in Russian, probably refers to the ancient custom known among various peoples, according to which the partners who exchanged their oaths of brotherhood also drank each other’s blood. We do not know whether the Tatars had ever practiced this custom and—if so—when had they abandoned it. In the early modern era it was certainly not practiced at the Crimean court and the khan simply took his oath on the Koran. In 1637, Inayet Giray recalled in his letter to Vladislaus IV that he, along with his qalga, had taken an oath in the presence of the royal envoy “having laid the Koran on our heads” (Alkoran na głowach naszych położyszy). One should not imagine that the khan actually put the Koran on his head; rather, the expression reflected his obeisance to the word of God and was the calque of the Turkish term baş üstünde. The same calque can be found in the Crimean-Muscovian correspondence recorded in Russian, where it typically referred to the obedience to the khan’s word (e.g., carevo

---

662 Cf. Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 206–207.
Mariusz Jaskólski described the oath of Mehmed IV Giray that took place during his farewell audience on 22 November 1654. Initially, the khan refused to take it arguing that the oath was already contained in his instrument, yet, persuaded by his vizier, Sefer Ghazi Agha, he agreed. As he could not find his own Koran, the vizier handed him his own copy and the khan pronounced the oath, whose contents were recorded in Polish by the envoy: “May my God kill me if I think about deserting you; indeed, I hereby enter the everlasting friendship directed against all your enemies; so help me God!” Jaskólski did not provide any details about the khan’s posture and gestures, but we know more about the oath procedures followed at the khan’s court during the audiences of Russian envoys. For instance, in 1623 a Russian envoy insisted that Mehmed III Giray should swear on the copy of the Koran brought by the Russian embassy from Moscow, apparently in fear that the Tatars might bring another book and pretend that it were the Koran. The khan was amused but consented and, having pronounced his oath, even kissed the sura pointed to by the envoy in the open book.

In 1681, Murad Giray took his oath with the Koran in his hands, while his vizier, Ahmed Agha, stood nearby with the khan’s instrument of peace. After the oath, the khan kissed the Koran as it was expected by the Russian envoys.

A sixteenth-century Muscovian embassy report furnishes evidence that at least in that period a special book, containing the ready text of the khan’s oath, was held in the khan’s palace. In 1564, Devlet Giray pronounced his oath in the presence of Muscovian envoys, reading aloud from an open book referred to as “oath-book” (kniga šertnaja).

Well aware of the decentralized structure of the Crimean politics, the Khanate’s northern neighbors insisted that the oath should be taken not merely by the khan, but by his family members, dignitaries, and

---

664 Cf. Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, p. 203; Juzefovič, Put’ posla, p. 25.
665 Bodaj mnie Bóg mój zabił, jeśli was myślę odstępować, i owszem wieczną przyjaźń przeciwko wszystkim nieprzyjaciółom waszym zawieram. Tak mi Panie Boże dopomóż!; see AGAD, Libri Legationum, no. 33, fol. 44a–44b.
666 Novosel’skij, Bor’ba Moskovskogo gosudarstva s Tatarami, p. 111.
668 [...] velel [...] prinesiti knigu šertnuju. [...] I car’ vzjav knigu šertnuju i učal pered nami v knigu smotriv govorit: šertuju svoemu bratu, velikomu knjazju Ivanu na tom [...] ; see RGADA, f. 123, op. 1, no. 10, fol. 313a.
prominent Crimean clans as well. An incredibly long list (defter) of those who had taken an oath to keep peace with Muscovy in 1524 has been preserved in a Russian copy in the Muscovian archives. It consists of over two hundred names, grouped into the following categories: Muslim clergymen (seyyids and mullahs), the Giray princes, the beys and mirzas from the Shirin and Barın clans, the members of the khan’s council (divan), the khan’s mother and other prominent harem ladies, the Manghıts, the sheikhs and kadis, the palace clerks and the khan’s courtiers, Qalga Özbek Giray’s retinue members, Prince Islam Giray’s retinue members, the ulans, the Sedjevüts, Arghıns, Qıpchaqs, Qongrats, Qiyats, and others.669

Although not as long, the list of the Crimean dignitaries, who corroborated with their oaths Mengli Giray’s şartname sent to Sigismund in 1507, is also impressive. Apart from the khan, the document lists the following names that can be grouped into three categories: the dynasty members, the Muslim clergymen, and the leaders of the Crimean nobility:670

**dynasty members:**
- Yaghmurcha (the khan’s younger brother and qalga)
- Mehmed Giray (the khan’s oldest son, the future qalga and khan)
- Ahmed Giray (the khan’s second son)
- Yapancha (Yaghmurcha’s son)
- Mahmud Giray (the khan’s third son)
- Feth Giray (the khan’s fourth son)
- Burnash (the khan’s fifth son)

**Muslim clergymen:**
- Babaka Seyyid671
- Mullah Sultan Ali Abdulghani672
- Baba Sheikh (on him see below)

---

669 RGADA, f. 123, op. 1, no. 6, fol. 86b–88b; published in Malinovskij, “Istoričeskoe sobranie,” pp. 412–415; in Central Asia, the Qıyats originally formed a subsection of the Qongrats.

670 For more details about the listed personages, see Document 9.

671 Babaka or Babike Seyyid, the brother-in-law of Mengli Giray.

672 Probably identical with the “great mullah Ali,” mentioned by Mehmed Giray in his letter to Vasilij III from 1516 and referred to as “my great mullah, superior to all our mullahs, and also my great kadi.”
ulans and beys:
- Mamish Ulan, the lieutenant (qaymaqam) of Qırq Yer
- Saqal Bey, the leader of the Crimean branch of the Qıyats
- Tevkel Bey, the leader of the Crimean Manghıts and the khan’s brother-in-law
- Mamish Bey, the leader of the Sedjevüts (Sedjeuts) and the khan’s brother-in-law
- Agısh Bey, the qaraçı of the Shirins
- Devlet Bakhtı Bey, the qaraçı of the Barıns and the lieutenant of Qarasu Bazar
- Merdan Bey, the qaraçı of the Arghıns
- Mahmud Bey, the qaraçı of the Qıpchaqs.

Apart from those mentioned by names, many more Tatar nobles and courtiers participated in the oath ceremony. A year later, in 1508, a Muscovian envoy Kostjantin Zabolockij resolved to remunerate each individual, who had sworn to keep peace with Moscow, with one sable. It soon turned out that he had no sables left and twenty dissatisfied Tatars remained with empty hands.

673 Mamish Ulan, son of Sarmak Ulan, figured prominently in the diplomatic negotiations with Muscovy and Lithuania and headed embassies to these countries. Syroečkovskij’s assumption that he belonged to the Qıpchaq clan has been challenged by Beatrice Forbes Manz, who has considered him a “service beg” and not a member of the clan aristocracy; see eadem, “The clans of the Crimean Khanate,” pp. 292–293. Although it cannot be excluded that he belonged to the Qıpchaq clan, in the period concerned, the post of the Qıpchaq qaraçı was occupied by Mahmud Bey (see below), whose political influence was nevertheless much weaker than that of Mamish Ulan.

674 Saqal’s father (or perhaps more distant ancestor), Qıyat Mansur, was the founder of the branch of the Qıyat clan that had left the Volga region after 1380 and settled in Lithuania and the Crimea.

675 Tevkel, son of Temir, was the Manghıt (i.e., Nogay) leader who had entered the Crimean service in 1503, after the collapse of the Great Horde; his sister, Nur Sultan, was Mengli Giray’s wife.

676 Devlet Bakhtı also figured prominently in the Crimean international policy and led embassies to King Sigismund I (1512–1513) and to the Ottoman sultan Selim I (1515).

677 The last two beys are not listed by names in the instrument proper but their names can be found in the appended list that has been recorded in the Lithuanian Register along with the şartname; the list also contains the names of Mehmed Giray, Mamish Ulan, Agısh Bey, and Devlet Bakhtı Bey, who are already mentioned in the şartname; on the whereabouts of Merdan and Mahmud, who also swore an oath to keep peace with Muscovy in 1508, cf. Document 9, n. 40.

678 Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, p. 252.
It is worth noting that both in 1507 and 1524 Muslim clergymen were listed before the clan leaders. This was also the case in 1508, as we learn from the list of the Crimean dignitaries who swore to keep peace with Muscovy.679 The head clergymen in 1508 was Hadji Baba Sheikh, the mullah at the khan’s court, referred to in the Russian sources as molna and bogomolec, regarded as pro-Muscovian and known for his participation in the raids against Lithuania. One of his sons, Hadji Mehmed Sheikh-zade, was then the mullah at the court of Prince Mehmed Giray, and another, Qurtqa, figures among the clergymen on the list from 1524. In the list from 1507, Baba Sheikh was preceded by two other Muslim hierarchs, but three years later Sigismund asked him to mediate the peace, invoking his great influence on the khan. In the Polish sources, Baba Sheikh was then referred to as archiepiscopus imperatoris.680 We might assume that his prestige, already high in the Crimean society, was further elevated due to the correspondence with Sigismund, where the mullah was explicitly compared with the archbishop of Gniezno, who in Poland crowned the king and acted as interrex during the interregna. Unfortunately, the role of the Muslim ulema and sheikhs in the Crimean society is still very much underresearched.

Any textbook of the Crimean history underlines the political role of the qaraçis, the leaders of the most prominent Crimean clans, who initially were the Shirins, Barıns, Arghıns, and Qıpchaqs. It was Agısh Bey, listed above, who in 1508 boastfully disclosed the political aspirations of the Shirins in his letter to the Muscovian ruler: “Are there not two shafts to a cart? The right shaft is my lord the khan, and the left shaft am I, with my brothers and children.”681 Nevertheless, already in the instrument from 1507, the leaders of other clans: the Manghıts, Sedjevüts, and even Qıyats, were listed along with the qaraçis, or even before. With the passing of time, the term qaraçi began to be used in relation to the leaders of the Manghıts and Sedjevüts as well. Devlet Giray once referred to his “six qaraçis:” the beys of the Shirins, Manghıts, Barıns, Arghıns, Sedjevüts, and Qıpchaqs, as if the khan were not aware that according to the Turco-Mongol tradition the

---

number of qaraçis should not exceed four. The permanent advance of the Manghıts and Sedjevüts, parallel with the decreasing role of the Barıns and Qıpchaqs, is confirmed by Djanibek Giray’s ‘ahdname from 1632, which lists only the four qaraçis: the Shirin, Manghıt, Arghın, and Sedjevüt ones. Nevertheless, the hierarchy was never entirely stabilized. For instance, a Russian diplomatic report from 1681 refers to the “five noble Crimean clans” (Krymskie čestnye pjati rodov): the Shirins, Sulesh-oghlu, Arghıns, Mansurs (i.e., Manghıts), and Külüks, while it does not mention the Sedjevüts, Barıns, and Qıpchaqs.

While foreign envoys usually insisted that the oath should be taken not merely by the khan, but by his retinue and the whole Crimean nobility as well, the khans often vehemently rejected the idea and stressed their absolute authority over their subjects. In 1623, Mehmed III Giray pointed to the Russian envoy that—unlike in the times of his predecessor, Djanibek Giray—he had courtiers merely his slaves (Rus. xolopy) and not his companions so there was no need for them to take an oath. Similarly, in 1654, Jaskólski demanded before his audience, following his instruction, that—as the whole Commonwealth had taken an oath—likewise it should be taken not merely by the khan but by the whole Crimean nobility. He heard in reply from the khan’s vizier, Sefer Ghazi Agha, that it was enough if the oath was taken by Mehmed IV Giray and his senior councilors (aghas), because the Crimean system of rule was the absolutum dominium and whatever the khan ordered, so it must be. During the audience, it turned out that even the aghas were not allowed to accompany the khan in taking the oath, and the envoy’s protests were dashed by Mehmed IV Giray’s retort: “like God is one on the earth, so I am the single lord.” The vizier hastened with a lengthy explanation of the legal differences between the two states: “In your country His Royal Majesty cannot do anything unless authorized by the law, whereas when the khan utters a word, on his order we are all ready to submit our necks

---

682 On the qaraçis and their number, cf. notes 42–43 and 110 in Part I.
683 See Document 49.
684 Cf. n. 583 above.
685 See n. 395 in Part I.
686 […] powiedział, że dość na tym będzie, kiedy chan sam z nami agami starszymi przysięże, bo to u nas absolutum dominium. Co chan każe, to być musi; see AGAD, Libri Legationum, no. 33, fol. 42a.
to the sword.”

As the envoy was not satisfied, he was ensured that the khan’s oath was taken on behalf of the aghas, too. When he still insisted that at least the Shirin qaraçı should take an oath, Jaskólski was told that the latter was absent from Baghchasaray but he might meet him on his way home on the steppe beyond Perekop and there bring him to the oath.

While reading the above dialogues, recorded in Jaskólski’s diary, one cannot help thinking that, like his other Polish colleagues, he slightly embellished the vizier’s words with what one would name today “Orientalistic discourse” in order to lift the self esteem of his audience back home. The Polish-Lithuanian nobility was very proud of the Commonwealth’s laws limiting the absolutum dominium, and this Latin term put into the vizier’s mouth belonged to the Polish domestic discourse rather than the Crimean one. It is also quite possible that Sefer Ghazi, who knew well the Commonwealth’s political system, consciously chose the wording that would be understandable for his interlocutor. Nevertheless, it does not mean that the conflict between the throne and the nobles was unknown in the Crimea. For instance, in 1681, the Russian request that the oath should be taken by the “five noble Crimean clans” was plainly rejected. The Russian envoys heard that like their tsar ruled autocratically and bringing his subjects to the oath would diminish his “monarchic honor” (gosudarskaja čest’), so it would be unfitting to demand that the khan’s engagement be confirmed by his subjects.

Interestingly, it seems that a century earlier the insistence on the khans’ autocratic prerogatives was less pronounced. Admitting the limitations of the khan’s authority did not his prestige well, but their invoking was sometimes convenient to excuse small Tatar raids that were in fact beyond the khan’s control. In 1566, Devlet Giray declared to the Muscovian envoy that he could only take an oath on his own

---

687 Po wykonanej tej przysiędze upominałem się, aby jako Rzeczpospolita nasza przyśięgała, żeby i agowie ich przysięgły. Na co tak odpowiedział: Nie potrzebna to. Jako Bóg jeden jest na ziemi, tak i ja pan jeden. Po tych słowach wezyr: insza jest u was, a insza u nas. U was nie może nić Król Jego Miłość nikomu bez prawa czynić, na co chan niechaj jedno który bąknie, a potym wszyscy, byle chan rozkazał, szyje nasze położyć gotowiśmy, je pod miecz dać. Po tym chan rzekł: Nie trzeba agom moin przysięgać, bom ja już od nich przysiągł; see AGAD, Libri Legationum, no. 33, fol. 44b; cf. also n. 480 in Part I.

behalf, but not on behalf of “the whole land” (šertovat’ vsej zemlej in the wording of the Russian report), because many beys and mirzás, along with Qalga Mehmed Giray, were overseas participating in the Hungarian campaign of Sultan Suleyman.689 The Crimean decentralized political system at times even influenced the Muscovian chancery practice. Aleksandr Vinogradov notices the lasting importance of the noble council (boyarskaja duma) in the Muscovian correspondence with the Crimea, even during the “anti-boyar” centralizing reforms of Ivan IV. The Russian scholar suggests that the elevated ceremonial position of the duma merely mirrored the structure of the Crimean diplomacy. As the Crimean solemn instruments, arriving at Moscow, were corroborated not only in the khan’s name, but in the name of the Crimean nobility, the tsar resolved that for ceremonial reasons the boyars should also figure in diplomatic exchange, even if their political role was in fact more limited than that of their Crimean peers.690

While it is well known that the Ottoman and Russian autocratic models inspired the Crimean khans in their centralizing efforts, it seems equally natural that the Polish-Lithuanian republican model inspired the Crimean nobles as it often inspired the Russian ones. Whether the Crimean decentralized system had, in turn, any influence on its neighboring states might be debatable; nevertheless, even if we lack proof of conscious inspiration, we can at least admit the possibility of osmosis.691

After their final audience with the khan, the foreign envoys typically paid visits to the qalga and the nureddin (the latter post existed since 1581). During these audiences, the two Giray princes often took

689 Vinogradov, Russko-krymskie otnošenija, vol. 1, p. 66. The Russian term vsja zemlja (“the whole land”), also found in contemporary Russian chronicles, has been convincingly identified with the Tatar noble assembly (qurultay); see Xudjakov, Očerki po istorii Kazanskogo xanstva, pp. 191–196, and Donald Ostrowski, “Ruling class structures of the Kazan Khanate,” in: The Turks, vol. 2, pp. 841–847, esp. p. 844 (both aforementioned studies refer to the Kazan Khanate by their conclusions equally apply to the Crimean Khanate).

690 Vinogradov, Russko-krymskie otnošenija, vol. 1, p. 81.

691 For some preliminary remarks regarding such osmosis between, on the one hand, the centralized Habsburg and Ottoman political systems, and on the other, the decentralized systems of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and the Crimean Khanate, see Kołodziejczyk, “Turcja i Krym,” in: Rzeczpospolita-Europa: XVI–XVIII wiek. Próba konfrontacji. [Studies in honor of Antoni Mączak.] Edited by M. Kopczyński and W. Tygielski (Warsaw, 1999): 67–76.
separate oaths to honor the newly established peace.692 They also sent separate embassies with separate letters, confirming the contents of the khan’s instrument and invoking their oaths. The idea that they could also issue formal instruments of peace on their own, separately from the khan’s instrument, was not alien to the contemporaries, although it rarely materialized. By the 17th century, the elevated position of the qalga and nureddin in the Khanate’s constitution was formalized by their exclusive right, shared only with the khan, to use the tuğra, to be confirmed in their post with solemn diplomas (berats) issued by Ottoman sultans (probably except the nureddin), and to maintain direct correspondence with the Russian tsars.

In 1515 Ivan Mamonov, the Muscovian envoy to the Crimea, was instructed not to accept any separate şartname from Mehmed Giray’s oldest son, Bahadır, should the latter propose to draw such an instrument.693 Moscow’s reluctance was apparently motivated by financial reasons, as in return for his document Bahadır would certainly expect material benefits, but the very possibility of such an initiative was telling, even more if we keep in mind that at that time Bahadır was not even the qalga. He nevertheless perceived himself as the heir apparent, even though the post of qalga had been unwillingly given by his father not to him but to his uncle, Ahmed. In the light of Mamonov’s instruction, we can better understand the fact that in 1517, Bahadır issued his own instrument for Poland-Lithuania. In 1519, after the riot and death of his uncle, the Giray prince obtained the long awaited post of qalga that formally confirmed his earlier aspirations.

A formal instrument of peace, issued by a Crimean qalga and referred to as “oath-letter” (Ruth. lyst prysjažnyj), was sent to Sigismund I in 1527 by Islam Giray. Although issued during his short-term reconciliation with Khan Sa'adet Giray, it reflected the ambitions of the qalga, who believed that after the tragic death of his father and his older brother—Mehmed and Bahadır Girays—in 1523, the throne should have belonged to him, and not to his uncle. Also a century later, the qalga, Islam Giray, and even the nureddin, Qırım Giray, issued their own instruments titled as ‘ahdnames in the years 1637 (qalga) and

692 Such was the case during the Russian embassy of 1680–1681; see “Spisok s statejnago spiska […] Vasil’ja Mixajlova syna Tjakina, d’jaka Nikity Zotova,” p. 641.
693 [...] a nečto carevič stanet davati Ivanu svoju opričnuju šertnuju gramotu, i Ivanu u careviča gramoty ego ne imati; Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 2, p. 215.
1640 (both qalga and nureddin), even though they were not in conflict with their older brother, Khan Bahadir Giray. Still, in the long run, such cases were unusual. Typically, the qalga and nureddin confirmed the peace with their oaths and separate embassies, but their letters were not referred to as şart- or ʻahdnames, whose issue was reserved for the khan.

The study of the diplomatic relations between Baghchasaray and Warsaw in the mid-seventeenth century fully confirms the rising role of the Crimean viziers in the Khanate’s domestic and foreign policy. In that period, two dignitaries competed for the khan’s favor and held in succession the vizier’s post: Sefer Ghazi Agha and Subhan Ghazi Agha. They acted as the khan’s chief advisers, corresponded with foreign monarchs and chancellors, and led Tatar troops on campaigns. Their role was somewhat similar to the role of the Polish chancellors and hetmans, although the position of the latter vis-à-vis their ruler was incomparably stronger.

The procedure of confirming a treaty at the royal court was parallel to the one observed at the khan’s court. In 1527, Saʻadet Giray announced that his instrument would be delivered to the royal court by his envoy Yankura (or Yanchura) and its contents should be read in the royal presence by his scribe Djanaka. The Crimean envoys were usually expected to confirm the peace with an oath taken on their own behalf and on behalf of the khan. Their oath was solemnly pronounced in the presence of the king and his councilors. In the Moscow Kremlin, a copy of the Koran was held so that the Tatar envoys could take their oath upon their Holy Scripture and according to their own religion (po svoej vere). When a Crimean envoy took an oath in Moscow, the Koran was placed on a stand of ca. 0.7 m. in height and the kneeling envoy kept the index and middle finger of his right hand on its top while pronouncing his oath. Thereafter, he was expected to kiss the Holy Scripture. We can assume that the procedure was not much different in the Crimean relations with Poland-Lithuania, because the hosts usually insisted that the Tatar envoys should take their oath according to their faith and custom as only that guaranteed

---

694 See Document 22.
that the oath would be respected. It is thus possible that copies of the Koran were also held in the royal castles in Vilnius, Cracow, and Warsaw.\footnote{A preserved inventory of the Crown archives in Cracow, composed in the years 1681–1682, lists only extant documents but does not mention any attributes that served for official ceremonies; see \textit{Inventarium omnium et singulorum privilegiorum, litterarum, diplomatum, scripturarum et monumentorum quaecunque in Archivo Regni in Arce Cracoviensi continentur}. Edited by E. Rykaczewski (Paris-Berlin-Poznań, 1862); for a cursory description of the Crimean documents then extant in the archives (the oldest one issued by Mengli Giray), see \textit{ibidem}, pp. 165–167 (entry: \textit{Litterae Tartaricae}).}

The king took his oath upon the Gospel in front of the Crimean envoys, hence we must assume that a copy of the Gospel, and certainly a crucifix as well, were physically present during his oath. Casimir’s instrument from 1472, issued in Cracow, invokes the presence of the Crown dignitaries, headed by the archbishop of Gniezno, but it is not clear whether they also pronounced the oath. In turn, Sigismund’s instruments from 1513 and 1516, issued in Vilnius on behalf of Lithuania, invoke the presence of the Lithuanian dignitaries, headed by the bishops of Samogitia and Vilnius, respectively (the bishop of Vilnius was absent in 1513), and state that they pronounced the oath and appended their seals to the document. The instrument, issued in Vilnius, in 1513, on behalf of the Polish Crown, invokes three Polish dignitaries who appended their seals, but—like the instrument from 1472—it does not state whether they pronounced the oath. Sigismund’s instrument from 1535, issued in Vilnius, again invokes the presence of the Lithuanian dignitaries, headed by the bishop of Vilnius, but for that time they did not append their seals and their oath is not mentioned.

The scarce evidence, invoked above, might suggest a gradual shift from the oath pronounced collectively towards the oath pronounced solely by the king, first in Poland and then in Lithuania, and the replacement of oral engagements with written documents (in the instruments of Sigismund III from 1598, 1601, and 1605 the oral pronouncement of the oath by the king is not mentioned at all). Yet, such a conclusion would be hasty. As late as 1654, the negotiations which took place in Warsaw were crowned with the oaths pronounced on the one hand, by the Tatar envoy, Süleyman Agha, and on the other, by King John Casimir and the Commonwealth’s senators and officials. On 20 July 1654, the Crimean envoy was introduced into the Throne Chamber
in the Royal Castle, where the king was already waiting, seated on the throne under the baldachin and surrounded by the members of the Senate and the Lower Chamber (the ceremony took place during the Diet that was held in Warsaw). The envoy took his oath first, standing in the middle of the chamber with his hand raised “according to the Tatar custom,” and then the king read aloud the text of his oath, standing bareheaded. The royal oath was followed by the oath sworn by the primate (i.e., the archbishop of Gniezno) and a number of other dignitaries on behalf of the Senate, and by the marshal of the Diet on behalf of the Lower Chamber (i.e., gentry). They stressed that their oaths would be void unless the khan confirmed the treaty with his own oath taken in the presence of the royal envoy. After the ceremony, the Crimean envoy kissed the royal hand and left. The texts of the oaths, pronounced by the king and the dignitaries, have been recorded and are extant today.

Alas, we lack details on the procedure of oath taking in Poland-Lithuania comparable to those regarding the oath of the Muscovian rulers. The latter confirmed their oath with a solemn kiss of a cross that was laid on the instrument of peace. Interestingly, the Kremlin ceremony was performed in the absence of Orthodox clergymen, who often condemned it as pagan. No wonder, if we keep in mind that until the 16th century the Muscovian ruler was expected to spit on the ground before he kissed the cross, apparently in order to chase

---

698 See Ludwik Kubala, *Wojna moskiewska r. 1654–1655* (Warsaw, 1910), pp. 154–155; also quoted in Augusiewicz, “Rokowania w sprawie przymierza polsko-tatarskiego w roku 1654,” pp. 81–82; for the names of the leading dignitaries who swore the oath, see the corroborating formula of Document 61. It is hard to guess whether the fact that, unlike the Crimean envoys in Moscow, Süleyman Agha was standing and not kneeling during his oath, reflected the differences in ceremonial, the changing customs in the Crimean relations with both northern neighbors, or the unusual circumstances of the Polish-Crimean alliance which prompted the royal court to treat the Tatar envoy with special favors. Given that the king stood bareheaded, we can assume that also the Crimean envoy was forced to remove his cap. According to one later report, a Crimean envoy was forced to bare his head already at the entrance to the royal audience room; see the account of the audience of Inayet-shah Mirza by August II held in Warsaw on 7 April 1726; Bibl. Czart., ms. 207 (*Teki Naruszewicza*), p. 173 (*prowadzony na pokoje królewskie, gdzie w tym pokoju zdążyło mu zaraz przy drzwiach czapkę, w którym Król Jego Miłość z przytomnym Senatem znajdował się*). Still, it is hard to establish whether the custom of removing one’s headgear, standard in the European ceremonial but humiliating for a Muslim, was also observed in the earlier centuries.

699 Typically, the cross was laid on two instruments, the one of the khan and the one of the Muscovian ruler, touching directly the latter that was on the top.
the demons, thus repeating the ancient ritual of perhaps pre-Christian origin.\textsuperscript{700} Paradoxically, it was the Crimean side that insisted on the presence of Christian clergymen during the oath, apparently in the belief that the tsar would then observe his pledge more sincerely. For instance, in 1564, Devlet Giray warned Ivan IV that if the latter would not kiss the cross in the presence of the Orthodox metropolitan, the boyars, and the Crimean envoy (\textit{a sam pered mitropolitom i pered bojary i pered moin goncom kresta ne poceluet}), he would be responsible for the renewal of hostilities.\textsuperscript{701} The tsar duly responded in his instrument, issued two months later, that he had confirmed its contents by kissing the cross in the presence of Afanasij, the metropolitan of the whole of Rus’, Pimia, the archbishop of Velikij Novgorod and Pskov, his boyars, and the khan’s envoy.\textsuperscript{702}

**Peacemaking procedures outside of the audience hall**

In the standard procedure, described in the previous section, the embassies traveled between the respective courts and the entire peacemaking procedure took place in the palaces of the two rulers. Yet, negotiations could be initiated at the battlefield as well. In the early modern period, not only the Crimean khans, but also the Polish kings were still expected to perform as military commanders. Only the royal presence on a campaign ensured that the nobles would respond to the announced levy en masse. While some kings acted as commanders-in-chief merely out of duty, the two last Vasas—Vladislaus IV and John Casimir—regarded themselves as genuine kings-warriors, and Jan Sobieski owed his election to the throne to his earlier military performance. Two armed encounters between John Casimir and Islam III Giray resulted in the treaties of Zborów and Żwaniec, negotiated in military camps in 1649 and 1653.


\textsuperscript{701} See RGADA, f. 123, op. 1, no. 10, fol. 315a.

\textsuperscript{702} […] celoval esmi krest na sej zapisi pered svoim otcom’ i bogomol’com Afa-


hasiem, mitropolitom vseja Rusii, i pered svoim bogomol’com, Velikogo Novgoroda i Pskova arxiepiskopom Pininom, i pered vsemi svoimi bojary, i pered brata svoego poslom […] ; see RGADA, f. 123, op. 1, no. 10, fol. 402a–402b; published in \textit{Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšений,} … Edited by F. Laškov, p. 29; on the Crimean-Muscovian pacification of 1564, see Vinogradov, \textit{Russko-krymskie otношения}, vol. 2, pp. 24–34.
When the king was absent, the Polish army was commanded by
the Crown grand hetman, the commander-in-chief of regular troops
permanently located in the southeastern provinces, precisely because
these provinces were constantly endangered by Tatar raids. The auton-
omous position of the Crown hetmans in the diplomatic relations with
Baghchasaray developed in the times of Jan Zamoyski, whose role in
the negotiations at Ṭuṭora (1595) was frequently invoked in the cor-
respondence between Sigismund III and Ghazi II Giray. Later on, the
hetmans were officially authorized to correspond with the khans and
even maintained residents at the khan’s court.\footnote{Skorupa, \textit{Stosunki polsko-tatarskie}, p. 183. For a study entirely devoted to the
grand hetmans’ prerogatives in foreign policy, see Waclaw Zarzycki, \textit{Dyplomacja het-
manów w dawnej Polsce} (Warsaw-Poznań, 1976).}

Especially influential
and competent in regard to the Crimean matters were: in the first half
of the 17th century—Stanisław Koniecpolski, and in the second half—
the future king Jan Sobieski. The intermediary role of Koniecpolski in
the peace negotiations between Baghchasaray and Warsaw is openly
invoked in Djanibek Giray’s instruments from 1632 and 1634. Sobieski
negotiated and corroborated the Treaty of Podhajce (1667), which was
nevertheless subject to future confirmation by the king and the Com-
monwealth, embodied by the Diet.

The institution of \textit{rozmen} (Rus. “exchange”), introduced in the
Crimean-Muscovian relations, was unknown in the Crimean relations
with Poland-Lithuania. Baghchasaray and Moscow agreed that their
envoys sent to the other court would depart simultaneously and meet
at the border, first while heading for the other court, and then on their
way back. Hence, the safety and timely return of the tsar’s embassy
hosted by the khan was secured by the fact that at the same time the
khan’s embassy was hosted by the tsar, and vice versa. In the 16th
century, the exchange took place near Putivl’, then, since the late 16th
century near Livny, and in the 17th century on the Uraeva river near
Valujki.\footnote{See Juzefovič, \textit{Put’ posla}, p. 35; Berežkov, \textit{Krymskie šertnye gramoty}, pp. 18–19;
91–93, 97, 185. According to the Treaty of Baghchasaray (1681), the meeting place
was moved to Perevoločnaja in the Ukraine, but already in 1683 the two sides agreed
that it was too far to the west from the usual route and resolved to restore the \textit{rozmen}
at Valujki; see RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 67; published in \textit{Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix
snošenij}… . Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 195–197.} During their sojourn in the hosting state, the envoys
were escorted by a prominent dignitary who was often authorized to start
preliminary negotiations. In the Crimean Khanate, this task was usually performed by the leader of the Sulesh-oghlu clan. Negotiations initiated on the border sometimes resulted in preliminary instruments, corroborated by the present officials. Nevertheless, such instruments were later subject to confirmation by the two rulers.705

The only document in the present volume, which with some reservations can be described as resulting from border negotiations, is the instrument of Bahadir Giray, given to Olbracht Gasztold in Čerkasy in 1517.

705 For such instruments, issued in 1682 and 1683 at Perevoločnaja and corroborated by Veli-shah Bey from the Sulesh-oghlu clan, see notes 223–224 above. Invoking analogous agreements reached at Valujki in the mid-seventeenth century, Sanin bitterly observes that in the ensuing negotiations the khans rarely respected the engagements made by their subjects while the latter often made unrealistic promises in expectation for the tsar’s gifts; cf. idem, Otnošenija Rossii i Ukrainy s Krymskim xanstvom v seredine XVII veka, p. 97.
CHAPTER SIX

THE POLITICAL ISSUES TYPICALLY PRESENT IN
THE INSTRUMENTS OF PEACE EXCHANGED BETWEEN
POLAND-LITHUANIA AND THE CRIMEA

Apart from standard declarations to maintain peace and amity, contained in the instruments exchanged between the khans and the kings, one encounters a number of clauses typically entered in these instruments, namely:

A. “donation” of lands to Lithuania
B. “common friends and common enemies” clause
C. specific provision to jointly attack Muscovy
D. engagement not to commit harm to the other ruler’s domains and subjects
E. mutual release of captives and prisoners and restoration of captured goods
F. security of trade
G. regular sending of gifts (or tribute) to the khan and presents to his retinue members
H. engagement not to mistreat or detain the envoys of the other side

A. “Donation” of lands to Lithuania

The “donation” of lands to Lithuania, repeated in the Crimean yarlıqs until 1560, had a great ceremonial value for the khans as it depicted their relations with the Jagiellonian rulers as ones between benefactors and recipients. For the latter, the value of this clause was political: firstly, by “granting” these lands to Vilnius the khans tacitly engaged not to raid them; secondly, the clause potentially served as the basis for an anti-Muscovian alliance because the khans used to “donate” to Vilnius such contested areas and towns as Černihiv, Novhorod-Sivers’kyj, Smolensk, and even Pskov, Velikij Novgorod, and the Duchy of Rjazan’, all claimed or already controlled by Moscow. Admittedly, this political potential was weakened by the fact that the khans often “donated” the same lands alternatively to Vilnius and Moscow.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year (Document No.)</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G (Value and Terms Used)</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ca. 1462 (1)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1467 (2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca. 1473 (4)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1480 (5)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1480 (6)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1506–1507 (7)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1507 (8)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1507 (9)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(4,500 florins)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1513 (10, 11)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(15,000 florins; upomynky)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1513 (12)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(pomynky)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1514 (14)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(vpomynky)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1514 (15, 16)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(15,000 florins; no term used)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1516 (17)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(15,000 florins; upomynky)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1517 (18)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1520 (19)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(15,000 florins; vpomynok)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1520 (20)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(15,000 florins; bölek)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1527 (22)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(pomynky)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1532 (24)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(vpomynky)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1535 (26)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(260 pieces of cloth; pomynky)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1539 (28)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(15,000 florins; upominki)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1541 (29)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(15,000 florins; pomynok)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1542 (31)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(15,000 florins; upominki)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1552 (32)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(15,000 florins; upomynky)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1560 (33)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(upominki)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

706 Referred to but not specified.
707 Described as the yearly subsidy that should compensate the costs incurred by the maintenance of the fort of Islamkerman, allegedly constructed by the khan in order to prevent his subjects from raiding Lithuania.
708 Referred to but not specified.
709 No term is used in the instrument in Latin.
710 Referred to but not specified.
711 On this Turkic term referring to a gift, cf. Document 20, n. 32. In the contemporary Ruthenian translation it is referred to as vpomynok (cf. Document 20, Appendix).
712 Mentioned as the factor that persuaded the khan to allow the royal merchants to trade in his domains, but not specified in a separate clause.
713 Worth in the Crimea ca. 8580 florins; for the calculation, cf. n. 235 in Part I.
714 And in addition “three sets of nine gifts;” cf. Document 31, n. 15.
715 And in addition “three sets of nine gifts;” cf. n. 714 above.
716 The document introduced two categories of gifts: the ordinary annual gifts (upominki roczne) that were treated as a kind of tribute and the extraordinary gifts, to
Table (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year (Document No.)</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G. (Value and Terms Used)</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1592 (34)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>bölek hazinesi plus tiyiş</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1592 (35)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>bölek hazinesi plus tiyiş</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1598 (36)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>upominki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1599 (37)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>upominki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1601 (39)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>upominki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1601 (40)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>upominki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1604 (41)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>upominki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1605 (42)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>upominki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1607 (43)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>(consueta dona)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1609 (44)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(zwykle upominki)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1611 (45)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>upominki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1624 (48)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(skarb/upominki plus podarki)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1632 (49)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>(ulug hazine plus tiyişler and bölekler)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be sent by the royal treasury in compensation for the Tatar military assistance against Muscovy; the latter were referred to as “the gifts of Mehmed Giray and of Bahadır Sultan” (upominki machmetgireiowskie, i bohartirsoldanowskie) in analogy to the gifts once received from Sigismund I by Khan Mehmed Giray and his son and qalga, Bahadır Sultan; now, they were to be sent to Khan Devlet Giray and his own son and qalga, Mehmed Giray (the future khan Mehmed II Giray); cf. Document 33, n. 30.

In the document, the term bölek hazinesi (on the term bölek, see n. 711 above; hazine means literally “treasure”) refers to the customary gift for the khan while the term tiyiş to the presents for his retinue (on the term tiyiş, cf. Document 34, n. 16); in addition, the king was to send each year sixty pieces of cloth for the qalga, Feth Giray. If the khan was to assist the king against Muscovy, he was to receive an extra allowance.

In addition, the king was to send each year sixty pieces of cloth for the qalga, Feth Giray. If the khan was to assist the king against Muscovy, he was to receive an extra allowance of 5,000 florins.

Only in reference to the goods stolen from envoys and merchants.

In the document, the term skarb (“treasure,” apparently a Polish translation of the Turkish term hazine) is identified with upominki and refers to the yearly payment (in cash and kind) to the khan. The term podarki refers to the gifts or presents sent to the khan’s retinue. In fact, the difference between the terms upominki and podarki in Polish is negligible, like the difference between “gifts” and “presents” in English; nevertheless, in the translation upominki are rendered as “gifts” and podarki as “presents.”

The instrument stipulated that the king was to release the khan’s stepbrother, Islam Giray Sultan (the future khan Islam III Giray).

The term ulug hazine (translated as “great treasure”) refers to the yearly payment to the khan, while the plural terms tiyişler and bölekler to the presents and gifts delivered to his retinue.
### B. “Common friends and common enemies” clause

The engagement to be “a friend of the other ruler’s friend and an enemy of the latter’s enemy” could likewise form the basis for military cooperation, but more commonly served as the standard ceremonial formula which was also used in the Ottoman chancery.

---

723 In fact, the security of merchants and envoys is only invoked in the *narratio*, in the idealized description of the past peace that should be restored.

724 Only in reference to the goods stolen from envoys and merchants.

725 In addition, the king was to send presents and gifts, referred to as *hedaya* and *vėrgüler*, arranged in sets of nine objects; cf. n. 714 above.

726 In fact, the security of merchants is only invoked in the *narratio*, in the idealized description of the past peace that should be restored.


728 The khan accepted the Polish proposal to supplement the annual quota by a thousand of golden florins and in return promised to restrain his subjects from raiding Poland-Lithuania.
C. Specific provision to jointly attack Muscovy

As the “common friends and common enemies” clause was too vague, when a common military action was indeed planned against Muscovy, it was reflected by a specific provision. The clause typically stipulated that the khan should help the king to recapture the Lithuanian lands lost to the Muscovian ruler. In return, the future incomes from these domains were to be shared between the king and the khan or the latter was to obtain extra subsidies from the royal treasury. Characteristically, the clause disappeared in the first half of the 17th century, when the relations between Warsaw and Baghchasaray were often tense, but reappeared in 1654, when the two courts renewed the anti-Muscovian alliance.

D. Engagement not to commit harm to the other ruler’s domains and subjects

A standard formula contained the khan’s engagement to restrain his subjects from raiding the royal domains and sometimes also his promise to punish the culprits. On his part, the king resigned from any claims regarding the past raids. The documents, published in the present volume, also reveal the rising importance of the Cossack issue. While keeping in mind the devastating effects of the Tatar and Nogay raids on the economy and everyday life of their Slavic neighbors, one should not forget that with time, the Cossack activity became equally harmful to the Crimean subjects.

The appearance of the Cossack issue is reflected by the speed with which the old Turkic term kazak/qazaq has evolved to denote the Slavic subjects of the Polish-Lithuanian and Muscovian rulers, dwelling on the lower Dnieper and Don rivers. Originally, the term referred to free vagabonds of Turkic origin. In 1514, Mengli Giray engaged that the royal merchants, who would travel through the Black Sea steppe in order to extract salt near Kačybej, would not experience any harm from the side of the khan’s cossacks (ot kazakov našyx).\textsuperscript{729} To be sure,

\textsuperscript{729} See Document 14. Admittedly, the earliest known references to the cossacks who were Lithuanian subjects origin from the years 1492–1493; cf. Hruševs’kyj, Istorija Ukrajiny-Rusy, vol. 7, pp. 82–83, Čerkas, Ukrajina v polityčnych vidnosynax, p. 229. Still, in this early period the term primarily referred to Turkic vagabonds.
these Tatar cossacks were hardly controllable and the Crimean instrument from 1517 listed them along with the khan’s “unruly subjects” (ot našyx ljudej lyxyx y ot kazakov...). A handy definition of this social group is provided by a document from 1528, recorded in the Lithuanian Register, which described the cossacks as loose Tatars who did not have their own dependents (to tatare kozaky, što ljudej ne majut’). The royal instrument from 1535 already distinguished three categories: the cossacks unrelated to the khan, probably of Slavic or mixed Turko-Slavic origin, “the khan’s cossacks,” and finally “the Akkerman cossacks” (kozaky belohorodskyi) who lived under the Ottoman rule. The instrument of Devlet Giray, issued in 1552, clearly differentiated between the khan’s cossacks, who were to be restrained from raiding the royal domains, and the royal cossacks, referred to as “your cossacks” (kozakov vašyx). Finally, Devlet Giray’s instrument from 1560 referred to “your or Muscovian cossacks,” evidently in reference to the activity of Dmytro Vyšnevec’kyj, the famous Cossack leader who shifted his loyalty between Vilnius and Moscow. Thus, depending on the context, the same term could refer to Turkic nomads, being the Crimean or Ottoman subjects, or even to the distant Kazakhs who at times invaded the Nogay pasturelands on the Volga, but also to the Dnieper and Don Cossacks (the last term is capitalized in the standard English usage) who were mostly, though not exclusively, of Slavic origin and recruited from among the Polish-Lithuanian and Muscovian subjects. In Ghazi II Giray’s instrument from 1592, the latter were labeled as “the Christian cossacks who dwelled on the Dnieper river and who were thieves and robbers” (Özü suynda olan qristyanıng hırsuz haramı qazaqları) and clearly distinguished from “the Tatar cossacks” (Tatar qazaqları). The khan demanded that the king should restrain his subjects and expel them from the Dnieper so that they could not raid the Crimean territory. In the years to come, this demand would be repeated like a mantra in

730 See Document 18.
732 Admittedly, this fragment is unclear; cf. Document 26, n. 3.
733 Document 32.
734 Document 33.
735 Cf. n. 189 in Part I.
736 Document 34.
the subsequent Crimean instruments and letters, but the kings were unable, and sometimes unwilling, to fulfill it.

E. Mutual release of captives and prisoners and restoration of captured goods

The provision to release captives and restore stolen goods was entered relatively rarely. Apparently both sides acknowledged that it was hardly practicable. A khan who would try to deprive his warriors of the booty would risk his throne. Besides, by the time when the instruments were exchanged most of the captives had been probably sold to the Ottoman domains. Also the royal control over the Ukrainian Cossacks, who lived from raiding the Muslim territories, was very weak and an order to release the Tatar captives would be probably ignored. Only the most prominent captives could hope to return home, either redeemed or released in political gesture.

F. Security of trade

A common stereotype depicts the Tatars as concerned solely with gifts and booty and thus obliterates the fact that it was the conscious commercial policy of the Genghisids which enabled the first direct trade contacts between medieval Europe and China. In fact, the instruments exchanged between the Crimean khans and the Polish-Lithuanian rulers typically contained the clause that not only assured safe trade within the khan’s domains, but also safe transit to Ottoman Caffa. The royal subjects were also allowed to extract salt from the salines near Kačybej (today’s Odessa) and bring it to Kiev, Luc’k, and other royal towns, initially for free, and later against payment. A clause entered in 1513 stipulated that the royal merchants, either from Poland, Lithuania, or Germany (yz ljadskoe zemly, y lytovskoe, y z nemeckoe) should be able to come and go without suffering any oppression, on the provision that they paid the ancient customary toll (tamğa).737 It is hard to resolve whether the reference to Germany reflected the fact that

737 See Document 12; the identification of the Ruthenian term myto with the Turkic term tamğa is possible on the basis of Document 20, which is preserved in the Khwarazmian Turkic original and in a contemporary Ruthenian copy.
many royal merchants, not only from Royal Prussia (e.g., Danzig and Thorn) but also from such major towns as Cracow (Germ. Krakau) or L’viv (Germ. Lemberg), were Germans, or resulted from geographical ignorance at the khan’s court. Actually, such geographical ignorance could be perpetuated by those concerned: a merchant from Breslau, Nuremberg, or Lübeck might have preferred to pass as a Polish subject in order to benefit from the clause extended onto the royal merchants, just like the Western ships used to come to the Ottoman ports under the French flag in order to benefit from the Ottoman-French capitulations. The clause from 1513 was repeated in 1520 and, like the former one, regarded the royal merchants “from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, the Polish Crown, and Germany” (Lyтовскога Великого Князеня, y Корони Полскоє, y Немец’). It contained the additional provision reducing the tamğa from seven percent to only three percent *ad valorem* and exempting the royal merchants from any other fees. The fees for the transported salt and other products were to be paid to the *amins*, i.e., the khan’s intendants, responsible for their collection.738

The mutual agreements also regarded the khan’s subjects who traveled with the purpose of trade to the royal lands, although in 1560 Devlet Giray promised that his merchants, be they Turks [i.e., Muslims], Franks [i.e., Latin Christians], Armenians, or Jews, should not join embassies and couriers in the hope to benefit from tax exemptions.739

In the long run, neither the written warranties of safety nor the reductions of fees could save the medieval *via Tartarica* that had once connected Central Europe with Caffa (cf. Chapter 5 above). The road through the steppe became too dangerous due to the activity of the Cossacks, Nogays, and other loose vagrants who escaped the control of either Baghchasaray or Vilnius/Cracow. Yet, the trade continued, mostly through Moldavia, Budjak, and the Black Sea ports of Akkerman and Közlev, and the seventeenth-century instruments of peace, exchanged between the khans and the kings, contained the standard clause that secured the safety of trade, although formulated more

---

738 See Document 19.
739 See Document 33; the document is preserved only in a Polish translation. The omission of Orthodox Christians, who would be referred to as Greeks in the khan’s instrument, was probably accidental although it might have reflected the fact that they were less active in the Crimean trade with Poland-Lithuania than in the Black Sea trade and the Crimean domestic trade.
vaguely than in the early sixteenth-century documents. The ultimate triumph of the Budjak route over the ancient via Tartarica is evidenced by the last Polish-Crimean treaty instrument from 1742. Its second article, regarding the merchants and trade, is formulated as if the commercial center of the Khanate were not the Crimean Peninsula but Budjak. Selamet II Giray assured that the royal merchants “who come to Budjak and [other] regions of the hither side [i.e., the Crimean Khanate], should not be asked [to give] anything above the customary taxes” (Bucaq tarafına ve beri semtlerge gelenlerden mu’tad olan vergülerinden ziyade şey taleb olunmamaq).740

G. Regular sending of gifts (or tribute) to the khan and presents to his retinue members

The issue of gifts or tribute has been already discussed in Chapter 5, where we have also proposed to focus on their function rather than stick to the terms used. It is worth noting that while the royal side consequently referred to its annual payments as “gifts” (Ruth. pomynky; Pol. upominki), also the khans, at least in their formal instruments sent to Poland-Lithuania, typically used such terms as bölek, hedaya, pişkeş, which all referred to gifts (although pişkeş referred to a gift brought to a superior), or the neutral term hazine (“treasure”). At times, one also encounters the term vėrgü (“tax,” lit. “something given”), but never the term harac, which was used in reference to the royal payments only in the correspondence between the khans and the Ottoman sultans.741 Halil Inalcık observes that such terms as hedaya, vėrgü, and especially pişkeş had features of a tribute but did not entail actual submission and dependence for the “tributary” state.742 On the other hand, it is worth remembering that also in the humiliating Polish-Ottoman treaty of 1672 the Ottoman negotiators mercifully replaced the term harac with pişkeş, while there is no doubt in historiography that the Polish king then formally became an Ottoman tributary.743

740 See Document 71.
741 Cf. n. 190 in Part I.
742 Inalcık, “Power Relationships between Russia, the Crimea, and the Ottoman Empire as Reflected in Titulature,” p. 395.
743 Cf. Document 50, n. 23.
Sending the annual payments to the Tatars was not a novelty for the Lithuanian rulers, but in their relations with the Crimean Khanate the issue had not been formally regulated until the 16th century. Hadji Giray was apparently still too weak to demand a tribute from Vilnius, and the Crimean-Lithuanian hostilities in the initial decades of Mengli Giray’s reign prevented a formal treaty that could invoke financial obligations. Negotiations regarding a mutual reconciliation on the condition of annual payments to the khan were initiated in the years 1499–1500, but ended in failure. Finally, an agreement was reached in the years 1506–1507, when Vilnius engaged to pay yearly 4,500 florins, formally as the subsidy towards the maintenance of the Crimean border fort of Islamkerman. In the following negotiations, in 1509, Sigismund proposed to augment this sum to 6,000 florins. Finally, in 1510, both sides agreed to the annual sum of 15,000 florins, to be paid in two installments: by Pentecost and by St. Martin’s Day (11 November). The first payment was effected for the year 1512 (although with delay) and the above conditions were reiterated in the subsequent instruments of peace, until in 1520, Mehmed Giray demanded that the whole annual sum should be paid in one installment, by Pentecost. An internal arrangement between Vilnius and Cracow stipulated that half of the annual sum would be paid by Lithuania, and the other half by Poland.

Profiting from the internal turmoil in the Crimea that followed the death of Mehmed Giray in 1523, Sigismund suspended the gifts. In the following decade they were sent rarely if at all and their value was sharply diminished. In 1535, during the negotiations with the new khan, Sahib Giray, Sigismund proposed to renew his annual gifts, but in a reduced value and only in English cloth. The royal instrument stipulated that these gifts would be sent in one annual installment, by 30 June. Sahib Giray resented all the three novelties: the reduction of value, the complete replacement of cash with cloth, and the postponement of the first installment. His instrument of 1539 stipulated that the gifts should amount to 15,000 florins, of which 13,000 should be in English cloth and 2,000 in golden coins, and they should be delivered by St. George’s Day (23 April). The negotiations in Cracow, conducted in 1541, brought a compromise: the gifts were to be entirely in English cloth, but their value was to amount to 15,000 florins, to be delivered in two installments: by St. John’s Day (24 June) and by All Saints’ Day (1 November). Yet, in his instrument of 1542 Sahib Giray again demanded that 2,000 florins should be paid in cash (i.e., golden
coins) and the standard gift should be supplemented by extra presents. The above conditions were repeated in the instrument of Devlet Giray, issued in 1552, which also stipulated that the gifts should be sent each year by 1 November. In his following instrument, issued in 1560, the khan moved the deadline to Christmas.

In the times of Ghazi II Giray and Sigismund III, the value of gifts continued to amount to 15,000 golden florins and the typical deadline was November or, more precisely, St. Demetrius’ Day (5 November), known in the Turkish world as the day of Kasim (ruz-i Qasim) and regarded as the beginning of winter.744 Admittedly, this deadline was rarely met. In the following decades, the gifts were typically not delivered at all due to the frequent hostilities and Tatar raids. In a rare moment of detente, in 1640, Bahadır Giray requested that the gifts should be doubled to 30,000 florins: 15,000 in cash and 15,000 in cloth and furs. Perhaps the longest period when the gifts were sent regularly coincided with the “long alliance” between Warsaw and Baghchasaray in the years 1654–1666. Yet, even in that period, delays were common, although in theory the gifts were to be sent by St. John’s Day.745 By that time, the means for the Tatar gifts had been provided mainly by the Polish Crown treasury while the Lithuanian financial participation had become marginal.746 Finally, in June 1682, one year before the gifts were ultimately discontinued due to the outbreak of a new war, their yearly value amounted to 40,000 kara guruş, i.e., Reichsthalers.747

H. Engagement not to mistreat or detain the envoys of the other side

This matter has been already discussed above in Chapter 5. It is worth stressing that the immunity of foreign envoys was repeatedly invoked

744 Cf. Document 36, n. 9 and Document 43, n. 11.
746 Cf. n. 304 in Part I.
747 Bibl. Czart., ms. 179 (Teki Naruszewicza), pp. 207–212, esp. p. 209 (a letter of Murad Giray to John III Sobieski, dated on 25 Djumada I 1093 A.H., in which the khan reminds the king that the total value of annual gifts should amount to forty thousand kara guruş: la somme de quarante mille karagrouse, qui nous revient pour le tribut d’une année entière; the letter is preserved in a French translation prepared by a Crown translator, Antoni Crutta, in 1780). In the Ottoman Empire, the imperial thalers were referred to as kara guruş (lit. “black thalers”) because they contained less pure silver than the Spanish reals.
in the instruments of peace exchanged between the kings and the khans. To be sure, this immunity was not always respected and at times openly violated. Nevertheless, at least at face value, the inclusion of this clause set a standard for diplomatic relations not much different from the one observed in other early modern states.

Regulation of border problems

One issue to be expected in instruments of peace exchanged between two neighboring states would be the demarcation of the common border. Yet, no formal demarcation was ever effected between the Crimean Khanate and Poland-Lithuania, even though demarcations were effected several times between Poland-Lithuania and the Ottoman Empire.748

Mengli Giray’s instrument from 1507 regarded the Dnieper crossing named Tavan’ as the meeting place, where Lithuanian envoys were to deliver the royal gifts and in return collect the Lithuanian subjects, released from the Tatar captivity.749 A Lithuanian report from 1542 maintained that since the times of Semen Olelkovyc (the autonomous prince of Kiev who reigned in the years 1454–1470) the border had run between Tavan’ and the upper Donec while the ferry incomes from the Dnieper crossing at Tavan’ had been equally shared between the two rulers.750 After the Cossacks had destroyed the Crimean fort of Islamkerman (built at the Tavan’ crossing on the left shore of the Dnieper) in 1556, the meeting place was moved further to the southeast, to the Tatar fort of Ferahkerman (Perekop, also known as Or) built in the Crimean isthmus. This transfer was confirmed by Devlet Giray’s instrument from 1560.

Yet, the aforementioned stipulations did not imply that the khans had no claims to the steppe territories extending beyond Tavan’ and Perekop, which served as Tatar and Nogay pasturages. In reaction to the Lithuanian protests against his subjects who had grazed their herds on the rivers Boh and Synja voda (Synjuxa), Sahib Giray retorted in

---

748 On these demarcations, undertaken in 1542 but failed, and then effected successfully in 1633, 1680, and 1703, see Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 57–67.
750 Cf. n. 266 in Part I.
1548, in his letter to the king: “this land is neither yours nor mine, but God’s; whoever is stronger, will keep it.”751

The Tatar ambivalent attitude towards the idea of territorial border is best reflected in Bahadır Giray’s instrument from 1640, in which the khan reproached the king: “your [...] Cossacks came many times [raiding] our subjects wandering on the outer side of Or [i.e., Per-ekop], situated on our border moat, [...] and captured a lot of property [i.e., cattle] and many captives” (serhad cerlerimizde Ordin tışqarı çevire-turğan elimižge [...] qazağınız niçe kerre kelüb köb mal ve niçe tusnaq aldılar).752 Although the khan’s subjects were wandering on the outer side of the border moat (emphasis mine-DK), it is evident that the khan regarded these territories as his.

The claim to the northern pasturages, situated between the Dnieper and the Boh, is most explicitly expressed in the instrument of 1649, issued by Islam III Giray: “as on the northern side of the Dnieper, on the [rivers] Ingul, Ingulec’, and Chubartıl [Velykaja Vis’] there are pasturages and grasslands belonging to the Crimea, when animals arrive [from the Crimea], while they graze, neither you, nor your commanders should interfere” (ve Öziniŋ canib-i şimalinde İngil ve Ungul ve Çubartılda Qırım vilayetiniŋ çera-gah ve otlqaları olup hayvanatları gelüp otladıqlarında tarafınızdan ve ümeraṇızdan müdahale etmeyeceklerine).753

Further complications resulted from the Ottoman-Crimean shared sovereignty over the Black Sea steppe.754 Since the late 15th century, the Ottomans garrisoned Azaq (Azov) and Akkerman, and since the Moldavian campaign of 1538, also Bender (Tighina) and Očakiv. The last fort, initially constructed by Mengli Giray and known to the

751 Cf. n. 268 in Part I.
752 See Document 55.
753 The Ingul is a left tributary of the Boh, the Ingulec’ is a right tributary of the Dnieper, and the Velykaja Vis’ (Tur. Chubartıl) is a left tributary of the Synjuxa (Pol. Sine Wody), which in turn is a left tributary of the Boh; on the identification of the three rivers, proposed by Abrahamowicz on the basis of the Crimean chronicle by Hadji Mehmed Senai; cf. Document 60, n. 7.
754 It is worth remembering that elements of shared sovereignty also existed in the Crimea proper; for instance, the khan exerted judicial authority over the Tatar inhabitants of Caffa; moreover, the Ottoman subjects from the Mangup district of the Ottoman province of Caffa used to settle their conflicts at the judicial court in Baghchasaray apparently because the travel time was shorter than to any Ottoman court; see Natalia Królikowska, “Law and Division of Power in the Crimean Khanate. A Study on the Reign of Murad Giray (1678–1683),” pp. 214–219.
Tatars as Djankerman (lit. “the new town”), assumed the new Turkish name (Özü qal’esi, lit. “the Dnieper fortress”) and became the center of a new Ottoman province. It was situated at the mouth of the Boh near the remains of Dašov, the ancient Lithuanian fort founded by Vytautas. The Ottoman acquisition of the territory between the lower Dniester and the lower Boh was probably the immediate reason for the fact that the donation yarlıq, granted by Sahib Giray to Sigismund in 1539, no longer listed Majak, Kačybej, and Dašov, which had been traditionally “granted” to Lithuania in the previous documents. In 1539, Sahib Giray also explained that he could not prevent the inhabitants of Akkerman, Očakiv, and Azov from raiding the royal lands because they were Ottoman subjects.\footnote{See Document 28.}

Yet, it soon turned out that the Ottomans were unable to control their northern steppe territories without the Tatar cooperation. In 1552 the new khan, Devlet Giray, proudly informed the king that he was authorized by the “Turkish emperor” to “keep a tight reign” on the inhabitants of these lands.\footnote{See Document 32.} In the following years, the Ottomans garrisoned the main strongholds but the authority over the northern Black Sea steppe, extending from the Kuban to the mouth of the Danube, was ceded to the khan. In Budjak, the khan’s authority over the local Tatars, Nogays, and even Christians was exerted by his deputy titled yah agha (“the agha of the seashore”), who resided in Hanqishla (lit. “the khan’s winter quarters”) near Ottoman Akkerman.

In the years 1598–1622, in a somewhat delayed reaction, the Polish diplomacy insisted on obtaining the khan’s recognition of its territorial claims reaching the Black Sea shore, notwithstanding the Tatar protests that they could not make such concession without the sultan’s authorization. In 1599 and 1607, the Polish efforts were crowned with apparent successes and the respective clauses were entered in Ghazi II Giray’s instruments. Yet, it does not seem that the khan treated such promises seriously and was ready to resign from the traditional Tatar and Nogay pasturages. Even more curiously, the same clause reappeared in Mehmed III Giray’s instrument from 1624, though admittedly it was issued at the time when the khan desperately needed Polish support against a possible Ottoman intervention. The issue was dropped altogether in 1633, when the Polish and Ottoman commis-
sioners demarcated a common boundary passing slightly to the south from the rivers Jahorlyk and Kodyma, quite distant from the Black Sea shore.

According to the Polish-Russian treaty of 1686, the king ceded to the tsar the sovereignty over the Zaporozhian Cossacks and thus the Commonwealth was deprived of its ancient border with the Crimean Khanate, which ran along the lower Dnieper. Nonetheless, in 1699 the Commonwealth recovered its southeastern provinces, lost to the Porte in 1672, and regained its former border with the territories between the lower Dniester and the lower Boh, which remained under the joint Ottoman-Crimean sovereignty. In 1703, the boundary from 1633 was formally restored (with minor changes) in result of a new demarcation. Although it was effected by the Polish and Ottoman commissioners in the absence of the khan’s representatives, its instruments, drawn in Latin and Ottoman Turkish, contained references to the khan’s subjects, who inhabited the lands situated on the southern, Ottoman side of the border.\(^\text{757}\)

With a strengthening control over the steppe exerted from St. Petersburg, Istanbul, and Baghchasaray, one of the last safe havens for all sorts of irregulars and marauders developed on the lower Boh, at the conjunction of the Polish, Russian, Crimean, and Ottoman borders. Not accidentally, the only typical “border clause,” found in the Crimean instrument of 1742, referred to this area. The document’s fifth article stipulated that as the border area along the lower Boh had become the shelter for “plundering brigands from among the Zaporozhian Cossacks” as well as “some Nogay mirzas,” it should be patrolled and settled in order to protect the peaceful subjects of the king and the khan from further depredations.\(^\text{758}\)

By tracing the changes in terminology encountered in the correspondence between the khans and the kings, we can observe the evolution of the Slavic term *ukrayna*/*ukraina*, which had initially denoted any “borderland,” but with time assumed its modern primary meaning, namely “the Ukraine”—a land to the north of the Black Sea,

\(^\text{757}\) See Kołodziejczyk, *Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations*, pp. 627, 632, 637. The fragment, found in both the Ottoman and Polish instruments, refers to a settlement on the border river Jahorlyk, inhabited by the khan’s subjects. In the second half of the 18th century, a similar settlement named Balta developed on the border river Kodyma, opposite the Polish town of Józefgród.

\(^\text{758}\) See Document 71.
whose name was later adopted by a modern nation and state. When in 1507 Mengli Giray declared that he had donated *ruskaja vkrayna* to Sigismund, we may safely assume that the term still had a vague general connotation and should be translated as “the Ruthenian borderland.” This conclusion can be confirmed by a quotation from Sigismund’s letter from 1514, in which the king deplored the Muscovian raids of his “borderland towns” (*ukraynnyx horodov*) Polack and Vicebsk, in fact situated far to the north in today’s Belarus. Yet, when in 1552 Devlet Giray promised not to raid or bring harm *obejum pan’stvam, Ljac-komu y Velykomu Kniazstvu Lytovskomu, abo na ukrayne*, we might assume that the last term already denoted the Ukraine and the fragment should be translated: “to the two states: Poland and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, or to the Ukraine.” Likewise, the reference to the cossacks *z ukraïnnych zamków*, found in the instrument from 1560, should be rather translated “from the Ukrainian castles,” although an alternative translation: “from the borderland castles” appears correct as well. The term *kozacy* (“cossacks”), found in the above citation, reflects a parallel development, already described above, from a common to a proper name.

**Other issues**

In addition to the typical clauses that figured in the instruments exchanged between the khans and the kings, other issues were treated only in certain periods and the fact of their recording reflected their relevance at a given time. As long as the Girays’ claim to the Golden Horde’s heritage was vulnerable, the khans aimed to secure that their rivals would not receive support from Vilnius and Cracow. In 1480, Mengli Giray asked Casimir to hand him over the subjects of his former rival, Seyyid Ahmed, the grandson of Tokhtamish. In the years 1506–1527, the personage of Sheikh Ahmed, the former khan of the Great Horde, kept over twenty years in Lithuanian custody, figured prominently in the negotiations between Qırq Yer and Vilnius. At first, Mengli Giray tried to persuade Sigismund to execute his archrival but had to satisfy himself with the promise that the latter would not

---

759 Pułaski, *Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną*, p. 441.
760 Cf. Document 32, n. 22.
761 Cf. Document 33, n. 31.
be released (he was eventually released in 1527) and that his followers would be settled in Lithuania far from the Crimean borders. Mengli’s unprecedented consent to send his grandson as a hostage to Vilnius (in 1512) was aimed to assure Sigismund of the khan’s goodwill and to dissuade the king from using Sheikh Ahmed against the Crimea.

A century later, during the Crimean “time of troubles,” in 1632, Djanibek Giray demanded that the royal side should not grant refuge to his enemy, the former qalga Shahin Giray. The prolonged conflict within the Giray family enabled Kantemir, the powerful Nogay commander, to build an independent base of power in Budjak and challenge the khan’s rule. Therefore, when in 1634 Djanibek Giray consented to the old Polish request and promised to remove his subjects from Budjak, his decision not only aimed to please the Poles but was in fact intended against Kantemir. The Tatar-Nogay conflict continued during the reign of the new khan, Inayet Giray, and culminated with the open confrontation of 1637, which resulted in the execution of both contenders: Kantemir and Inayet Giray, by the Ottomans. After the new khan, Bahadir Giray, executed a number of Nogay leaders in 1639, Budjak lost much of its political importance, although the Nogays continued to dwell in the northern Black Sea steppes.

The ambitions of Warsaw and Baghchasaray to share the patronage over Moldavia, and at times even Wallachia, with Istanbul, are reflected in the instruments exchanged in the years 1598–1609, which invoked the agreement reached in 1595, at Tuțora, between Khan Ghazi II Giray and Hetman Jan Zamoyski. After the war of 1620–1621, Baghchasaray changed its official position and in the instruments from 1624, 1635, and 1637 the khans defended the status of Moldavia and Wallachia as the Ottoman tributaries against any Polish claims. Nevertheless, the idea of a triple Ottoman-Crimean-Polish patronage over Moldavia, Wallachia, and even Transylvania, returned in the negotiations of 1654. Not by accident, the Crimean envoy Süleyman Agha, who concluded the preliminary peace in Warsaw and accompanied the Polish envoy, Mariusz Jaskólski, to Baghchasaray, was then immediately sent to Moldavia, Wallachia, and Transylvania, to notify their rulers of the newly concluded alliance between the khan and the king.762

The Ukrainian Cossacks, typically regarded as a nuisance and blamed for disrupting the peace in the correspondence between

762 See Jaskólski’s diary in AGAD, Libri Legationum, no. 33, fol. 45a.
Warsaw and Baghchasaray, are treated more favorably in the Crimean instruments issued in the years 1649, 1654, and 1667–1668. All these instruments were issued in similar circumstances, when the khans deserted their Cossack allies and resolved to reconcile with Warsaw. Apparently in desire to maintain the equilibrium and not let the Commonwealth recover its full control over the Ukraine, perhaps also tormented by bad conscience and—more likely—accusations of the pro-Cossack faction in the Crimea, the khans acted as mediators and obliged King John Casimir to forgive the Cossacks and reconfirm their ancient privileges, if only the latter expressed their wish to return under the royal hand.

The instrument from 1742, which stands alone as the only eighteenth-century document in the present volume, no longer contains the traditional clauses regarding the Tatar raids and the royal gifts, because these issues were regulated by the Karlowitz Treaty, corroborated by the Ottoman sultan also on behalf of the khan. In its first article, Selamet II Giray’s instrument invokes the Karlowitz Treaty and stipulates that its provisions should be observed. In addition, the khan reaffirmed the security of the royal merchants, envoys, and even Christian missionaries who would arrive into his domains. The document also aimed to settle a number of minor disputes that had arisen during the recently finished Russo-Ottoman war (1736–1739), in which the Commonwealth had not participated, but its territory had been used by both belligerents.

In sum, the political contents of the instruments, published in the present volume, disclose a large spectrum of issues and surprisingly broad horizons, extending from Scandinavia to Persia and from Hungary to Siberia.
CONCLUSION

If culture is about communication, there was certainly a common culture shared by the political elites of Poland-Lithuania and the Crimean Khanate. Both sides were familiar with the political institutions, existing in their partner’s country, and with the limitations imposed on the king’s and the khan’s rule by their respective nobilities. In the mutual correspondence, conducted in various languages in Cyrillic, Arabic, and Latin scripts, the beliefs and religious feasts of the other side were often invoked. In 1514, King Sigismund explained to Khan Mengli Giray that the Lithuanian troops which were supposed to attack Muscovy, jointly with the Tatars, were not ready to gather “by the Tatar Bairam” (na bajram tatarsky).\textsuperscript{763} Six years later, Khan Mehmed Giray asked King Sigismund to send him the customary gifts “by your feast of Pentecost, seven weeks after your feast of red eggs” (sizing qızıl yumurtqa bayramın Qızıl yetə hafta song Pentekostе bayramıngızda yibergey siz), obviously referring to Easter when eggs, which symbolized Christ’s Resurrection, were traditionally colored.\textsuperscript{764} Furthermore, both sides used to invoke the partner’s religion while summoning him to keep his oath. In 1527, Khan Sa’adet Giray reproached King Sigismund that even though the Lithuanians had sworn unto the Gospel, Prophet Jesus and his mother, Virgin Mary, they did not keep their word (što este prysjahaly na evanhelii y na proroka Ezusa y matky eho panny Maryi, y to este ne zderžaly).\textsuperscript{765} On their side, the Lithuanian and Polish chancery officials did not hesitate to invoke “the righteous prophet, His Majesty Muhammad Mustafa” and include the Arabic oath vallahi ve billahi ve tallahi in the formulas of future instruments, submitted to the khans for acceptance.

Aware of the authority and prestige enjoyed by clergymen in their own societies, both sides did not hesitate to contact religious authorities of the other country: while the khans referred to Orthodox and Catholic bishops in their yarlıqs, the kings corresponded with Muslim mullahs and sheikhs.

\textsuperscript{763} Pułaski, \textit{Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną}, p. 441.
\textsuperscript{764} See Document 20.
\textsuperscript{765} RGADA, f. 389, no. 7, p. 910.
The two sides did not mind using the other party’s calendars, notwithstanding that these calendars stemmed from conflicting religious beliefs. This was by far not a usual approach in the early modern era. It is worth reminding that at the same time, the Protestant elites from the supposedly “more rational and enlightened” western part of Europe long refused to adopt the Gregorian calendar merely because it had been introduced by a Catholic pope, even though they admitted that it was more precise. In another corner of the world, the Chinese government refused to receive a Russian embassy in 1660 merely because the tsar’s letter did not follow the Chinese calendar. For the same reason, the Japanese government resigned from maintaining regular diplomatic relations with China because a letter dated according to the Japanese calendar would not be accepted in Peking, whereas the adoption of the Chinese calendar would imply the acceptance of the Chinese suzerainty.

In this context, it is worth quoting Mengli Giray’s instrument, dated *in lo angi de nove centto vinti de nostro profetta iusto et in lo angno de Jezu Criste in mille cinque cento quatordice.* The idea of multiculturalism, so fashionable today, is embodied in this very document, composed in the name of a Muslim khan by his Italian official, drawn in Latin script but corroborated with a square seal with Arabic engravings, and sent to a Catholic king who also happened to rule over millions of Orthodox Ruthenians (and thousands of Jews and Muslim Tatars as well), whose chanceries used alternatively Latin and Cyrillic scripts, and whose Lithuanian grandfather was ridiculed by a Polish Catholic chronicler for spending whole nights on listening to nightingales, a strange romantic habit believed to have disclosed his pagan and barbarian descent.

---

766 See Mjasnikov, *The Ch‘ing Empire and the Russian State in the 17th Century*, pp. 120–121.
768 See Document 16.
INSTRUMENTS EXCHANGED BETWEEN THE CRIMEAN KHANATE AND POLAND-LITHUANIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tatar documents</th>
<th>Polish-Lithuanian documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ca. 1432-40 donation yarlıq regarding Lithuania]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca. 1462 donation yarlıq regarding Lithuania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ca. 1467-69 donation yarlıq regarding Lithuania]</td>
<td>1472 on behalf of Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1467 şartname regarding Poland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca. 1473 donation yarlıq regarding Lithuania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1480 the Crimean envoy’s recorded oath</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1480 şartname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1506 the Crimean envoy’s recorded oath</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1507 donation yarlıq regarding Lithuania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1507 şartname</td>
<td>1513 on behalf of Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1513 donation yarlıq cum şartname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1513 the khan’s recorded oath</td>
<td>1513 on behalf of Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1514 donation yarlıq cum şartname</td>
<td>1516 on behalf of Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1514 şartname regarding Poland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1514 şartname regarding Poland (in Italian)</td>
<td>1516 on behalf of Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1515 donation yarlıq cum şartname]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1517 donation yarlıq cum şartname sworn by Bahadır Giray</td>
<td>1535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1520 donation yarlıq cum şartname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1520 şartname regarding Poland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1522 the Crimean envoy’s recorded oath</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1527 oath-yarlıq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1527 oath-yarlıq issued by the qalga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1532 donation yarlıq cum şartname confirmed by Islam Giray</td>
<td>1541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1534 instrument not accepted and returned]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1535 the Crimean envoy’s recorded oath</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1539 donation yarlıq cum şartname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1541 preliminary peace conditions sworn by the Crimean envoy</td>
<td>1541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1541 the Crimean envoy’s recorded oath</td>
<td>[1541?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1541 donation yarlıq cum şartname]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1542 donation yarlıq cum şartname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1552 donation yarlıq cum şartname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1560 donation yarlıq cum şartname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatar documents</td>
<td>Polish-Lithuanian documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1571?]</td>
<td>1598 (issued after the pacification of 1595)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1579]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1582?]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1585 instrument not accepted and returned]</td>
<td>1599 'ahdname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1592 'ahdname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1592 oath-yarlıq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1599 'ahdname</td>
<td>1601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1599 the Crimean envoy’s sworn instrument</td>
<td>[1602 a copy of the above instrument?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1601 'ahdname (not accepted and returned)</td>
<td>1605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1604 'ahdname (not accepted)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1607 'ahdname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1609 'ahdname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1611 'ahdname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1624 'ahdname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1632 'ahdname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1634 'ahdname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1635 'ahdname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1637 'ahdname</td>
<td>1637 addressed to the qalga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1637 'ahdname issued by the qalga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640 'ahdname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640 'ahdname issued by the qalga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640 'ahdname issued by the nureddin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1646 'ahdname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1649 instrument of the Treaty of Zborów (Zboriv)</td>
<td>1649 the royal instrument of the same treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1654 'ahdname</td>
<td>1654 the royal instrument of peace sworn by the king, the representatives of the Senate and Diet, and the Crimean envoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1666 the Crimean envoy’s recorded oath</td>
<td>1654 the Senate members’ recorded oath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1667 instrument of the Treaty of Podhajce (Pidhajci)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1667 the Crimean plenipotentiaries’ recorded oath</td>
<td>[the Polish-Lithuanian instrument of the same treaty]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1667 the Polish commissioners’ recorded oath</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tatar documents</th>
<th>Polish-Lithuanian documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1668 the khan’s instrument confirming the Treaty of Podhajce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1672 the khan’s guarantee following the Ottoman ‘ahdname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1742 instrument of peace referred to as <em>yarlıq</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the document’s issue is confirmed in other sources, but its text is not extant, it is mentioned in square brackets. During the negotiations near Żvanec’ (Pol. Żwaniec) in 1653, only an oral agreement was reached and no written instruments were exchanged. Besides, in 1595 and 1676 the khans corroborated the treaties of Țuțora (Pol. Cecora) and Žuravno (Pol. Zurawno) on behalf of the Ottoman sultans and these treaties are already published along with the Ottoman-Polish ones. The present list does not contain the ready formulas of the khans’ instruments, prepared by the royal chancery in 1534, 1535, 1571, 1581, 1619, and 1622. The texts of three formulas are preserved (the ones from 1535, 1619, and 1622) and published in the present volume, but they cannot be regarded as instruments of peace.
### CHRONOLOGY OF THE REIGNS OF CRIMEAN KHANS, POLISH KINGS, AND LITHUANIAN GRAND DUKES (1386–1795)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Khans</th>
<th>Kings</th>
<th>Grand Dukes (till 1572):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1441–1466 Hadji Giray</td>
<td>1386–1434 Vladislaus II Jagiełło</td>
<td>1392–1430 Vytautas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1466–1467 Mengli Giray*</td>
<td>1434–1444 Vladislaus III</td>
<td>1430–1432 Švitrigaila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1467–1469 Nur Devlet*</td>
<td>1447–1492 Casimir</td>
<td>1432–1440 Sigismund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1469–1474 Mengli Giray**</td>
<td>1492–1501 John Albert</td>
<td>1440–1492 Casimir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1476–1478 Nur Devlet**</td>
<td>1501–1506 Alexander</td>
<td>1492–1506 Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1478–1515 Mengli Giray***</td>
<td>1506–1548 Sigismund</td>
<td>1506–1544 Sigismund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1515–1523 Mehmed Giray</td>
<td>1548–1572 Sigismund II Augustus</td>
<td>1548–1572 Sigismund Augustus²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1523 Ghazi Giray</td>
<td>1573–1574 Henry Valois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1523–1532 Sa’adet Giray</td>
<td>1576–1586 Stephan Báthory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1532 Islam Giray</td>
<td>1587–1632 Sigismund III Vasa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1532–1551 Sahib Giray</td>
<td>1632–1648 Vladislaus IV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1551–1577 Devlet Giray</td>
<td>1648–1668 John II Casimir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1577–1584 Mehmed II Giray</td>
<td>1669–1673 Michael [Michał Korybut Wiśniowiecki]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1584 Sa’adet II Giray</td>
<td>1674–1696 John III [Jan Sobieski]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1584–1588 Islam II Giray</td>
<td>1697–1733 Augustus II Wettin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1588–1596 Ghazi II Giray*</td>
<td>1704–1710 Stanislaus [Stanisław Leszczyński]*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1596–1597 Feth Giray</td>
<td>1733–1736 idem**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1597–1608 Ghazi II Giray**</td>
<td>1733/36–1763 Augustus III Wettin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1608 Tokhtamısh Giray</td>
<td>1764–1795 Stanislaus Augustus [Stanisław Poniatowski]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1608–1610 Selamet Giray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1610–1623 Djanibek Giray*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1623–1628 Mehmed III Giray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1628–1635 Djanibek Giray**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1635–1637 Inayet Giray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1637–1641 Bahadır Giray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1641–1644 Mehmed IV Giray*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1644–1654 Islam III Giray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1654–1666 Mehmed IV Giray**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1666–1671 Adil Giray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1671–1678 Selim Giray*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1678–1683 Murad Giray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1683–1684 Hadji II Giray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

¹ His appointment by the Porte in 1624 is not counted here as he was then prevented by Mehmed III Giray from ascending the throne.

² Crowned as the king of Poland already in 1530 and as the grand duke of Lithuania in 1529. In 1544, his aged father granted him the full authority over Lithuania.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Khan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1684–1691</td>
<td>Selim Giray**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1691</td>
<td>Sa’adet III Giray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1691–1692</td>
<td>Safa Giray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1692–1699</td>
<td>Selim Giray***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1699–1702</td>
<td>Devlet II Giray*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1702–1704</td>
<td>Selim Giray****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1704–1707</td>
<td>Ghazi III Giray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1707–1708</td>
<td>Kaplan Giray*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1708–1713</td>
<td>Devlet II Giray**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1713–1716</td>
<td>Kaplan Giray**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1716–1717</td>
<td>Kara Devlet Giray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1717–1724</td>
<td>Sa’adet IV Giray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1724–1730</td>
<td>Mengli II Giray*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1730–1736</td>
<td>Kaplan Giray***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1736–1737</td>
<td>Feth II Giray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1737–1740</td>
<td>Mengli II Giray**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1740–1743</td>
<td>Selamet II Giray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1743–1748</td>
<td>Selim II Giray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1748–1756</td>
<td>Arslan Giray*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1756–1758</td>
<td>Halim Giray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1758–1764</td>
<td>Qırım Giray*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1764–1767</td>
<td>Selim III Giray*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1767</td>
<td>Arslan Giray**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1767–1768</td>
<td>Maqsud Giray*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1768–1769</td>
<td>Qırım Giray**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1769–1770</td>
<td>Devlet IV Giray*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1770</td>
<td>Kaplan II Giray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1770–1771</td>
<td>Selim III Giray**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1771–1775</td>
<td>Sahib II Giray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1771–1773</td>
<td>Maqsud Giray***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1775–1777</td>
<td>Devlet IV Giray**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1777–1782</td>
<td>Shahin Giray*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1777–1778</td>
<td>Selim III Giray****4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1782</td>
<td>Bahadur II Giray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1782–1783</td>
<td>Shahin Giray**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* First reign.
** Second reign.
*** Third reign.
**** Fourth reign.

3 Appointed by the Ottoman sultan with the consent of the Giray princes and Tatar mirzas who remained loyal to the Porte; he never managed to enter the Crimea, which was then reigned by Sahib II Giray under the Russian patronage.

4 Appointed by the Ottoman sultan, who refused to recognize the Russian protégé, Shahin Giray; he landed on the Crimea but was forced to retreat under the pressure of the Russian troops.
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As the Latin and Italian documents included in the present volume had been issued by the mid-sixteenth century (except for the instrument from 1607), the conventions regarding the edition of late medieval sources have been applied to all their texts. The original orthography is preserved with the exception of the letters v and u, used alternatively by medieval scribes and rendered here according to their phonetic value. The occasionally written “long” j has been changed to the “short” i, used in classical Latin, with the exception of proper names (e.g., Ecgerij, Johanne). The punctuation and upper/lower case has been modernized to render the text more legible.¹

For the Polish texts, which primarily originate from the late 16th and 17th century, the conventions regarding the edition of early modern sources have been applied. Here the orthography has been modernized (apart from proper names and ethno-geographical terms), but the phonetics of the words has been preserved.² What can arise scholarly interest is the language of the original Crimean documents of 1667 and 1672 that are composed in Polish. These documents are rendered in facsimile as well so linguists will be able to trace their original orthography.

The documents in Turkic languages (Khwarezmian Turkic, Crimean and Ottoman Turkish), all preserved in the Arabic-script originals, are published in facsimile, Latin-script transcription, and English translation. Their Latin-script transcription is based on the modern Turkish

alphabet, although four letters have been added, reflecting specific sounds pronounced in Tatar but typically not in modern Turkish. These are: “ė” (narrow vocal “e”), “ġ” (velar “g” rendered in the Arabic script as ڬ), “q” (velar “k” rendered in the Arabic script as ڨ), and “ŋ” (velar nasal “n”). Some Arabic letters were transcribed alternatively according to their most probable phonetic value, hence ta (ط) is rendered with “t” or “d” as appropriate, and kef (كلف) with “k,” “g,” or “ŋ.” The letter ‘ayn (ع) and hamze (ء), both pronounced in Turkish as glottal stops, are rendered respectively as “‘” and “‘;” the Arabic wasla is rendered by “‘.” The author decided to honor orthographic archaisms, whenever present, even if the actual pronunciation might have been different. In cases of any doubts regarding the orthography of a given word, the reader might consult the facsimile.

It should be noted that the following letters of the modern Turkish alphabet should be pronounced as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turkish</th>
<th>International Transcription</th>
<th>English equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>כ</td>
<td>dž</td>
<td>James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ç</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>cheese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>garage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ı</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ş</td>
<td>ş</td>
<td>fish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Perhaps paradoxically, the edition of instruments recorded in Cyrillic script caused more problems than of those recorded in Arabic script. The Cyrillic-script instruments are preserved only in copies, entered in the Lithuanian Register books. These books are not the originals, but—with few exemptions—the copies executed in the late 16th century, i.e., fifty to hundred years after the original documents had been composed and issued. A facsimile edition of these copies was deemed both impractical and costly. On the other hand, editing their texts in modernized Cyrillic script or in Latin transcription would create a further distance between the original text and a contemporary reader. Therefore, it was decided to publish them in original archaic Cyrillic orthography in order to render them closer to the earlier copies and—in consequence—to the lost originals.

The issue of proper editorial rules has been raised time and again by numerous scholars studying the Lithuanian Register. Since 1993,
its successive volumes have been published with impressive pace by Lithuanian and Belarusian scholars, although at the price of conscious resigning from certain antiquarian rules: the texts are almost devoid of footnotes (although provided with indices) and rendered in modernized Cyrillic script. Only Krzysztof Pietkiewicz decided to preserve the archaic Cyrillic orthography, but admittedly the volume that he edited was the early sixteenth-century original, unlike most other volumes preserved in later copies, hence more linguistically valuable.3

Strikingly, most editors of the Lithuanian Register, who have resigned from preserving the original orthography, have simultaneously decided to distinguish the letters originally written above the main line (so-called *vynosnye bukvy*, i.e., “uplifted letters”) by entering them in italics, and to mark abbreviations by entering reconstructed fragments in parentheses.4 Hence, a fragment that appears in the manuscript: та̄же и е цр҃емъ, would be rendered: та̄же и е ц(а)рёмъ, and the title гд҃с rdr would appear as г(о)(п)о(д)(а)рдъ. As such rendering has seemed hypercorrect and graphically awkward, it has not been applied in the present edition and the above fragments would simply read: та̄же и е царёмъ and господаря respectively.5 In analogy, abbreviations in Latin-script texts are solved without entering the missing letters in parentheses. Also vocals, rarely rendered in Arabic-script texts but reconstructed in their Latin-script transcriptions, have not been graphically distinguished.

One general problem that had to be solved was whether to mark the Cyrillic letters ъ and ь (back yer and front yer), two reduced vowels that with time evolved into the hard sign and soft sign respectively, in the reconstructed abbreviations. These letters were entered—inconsequentially and often alternatively—after certain consonants in the main text, but never after uplifted letters. The inconsistent use of these letters by the sixteenth-century scribes persuaded the present author to ignore them in the reconstructed fragments.6

---

3 See the editor’s introduction to *Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 9 (1511–1518)*. *Užrašymų knyga 9*, p. 17.
4 Cf. the introduction by Egidijus Banionis to *Lietuvos Metrika (1427–1506). Knyga Nr. 5. Užrašymų knyga 5*, p. 47.
5 Cf. Documents 10 and 19.
While the instruments published in the present volume are rendered in Cyrillic script, quotations from Cyrillic-script sources and secondary literature, found in the introductory parts and in the footnotes, are rendered in a simplified Latin transcription. For the sake of consistency, also fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Ruthenian texts, quoted not after their originals but after nineteenth-century modernized Russian editions or after the Latin-script edition of Pulaski, were restored to their most probable original sounding.

The rules of the simplified Latin transcription of Cyrillic texts are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cyrillic</th>
<th>Ruthenian</th>
<th>Modern Ukrainian</th>
<th>Modern Belarusian</th>
<th>Russian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>б</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>б</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>в</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>ν</td>
<td>ν</td>
<td>ν</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>г</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>г’</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>д</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>е</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>е’</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ж</td>
<td>zh (zh)</td>
<td>ż (zh)</td>
<td>ż (zh)</td>
<td>ż (zh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>з</td>
<td>zz</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и</td>
<td>y (bit)</td>
<td>й (bit)</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>і</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ї</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ji (yi)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>й</td>
<td>j (y)</td>
<td>j (y)</td>
<td>j (y)</td>
<td>j (y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>к</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>л</td>
<td>l (w or l)</td>
<td>l (w or l)</td>
<td>l (w or l)</td>
<td>l (w or l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>м</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The adopted system is based on the one proposed by George Shevelov in his *Historical Phonology of the Ukrainian Language* (Heidelberg, 1979), although with a number of modifications. I would like to express my warmest thanks to Andrij Danylenko for his consultations and suggestions.

English sound value is provided in parentheses when different from the standard English phonetic value of a given letter.

Also “г” in some foreign names, though the Lithuanian chancery clerks typically rendered the consonant “г” by the digraph “кг”.

Also “і” in some proper names (e.g., Ivan or Jurij) and words of foreign, especially Old Church Slavonic or Polish origin (e.g., biskup); in the digraph “иі”, the second “и” is solved as “ї” (y), e.g., dokončalnyj [lystj], or “й”, e.g., dokončalnyi [lystyj], depending on its phonetic value.
Every document published in this volume is provided with a brief introductory note concerning its characteristics, extant copies, translations, and any previous publication; whenever possible, the publication has been based on original documents. Textual variation in the copies is referred to only in instances where their reading supplements or substantially changes the original text. If the original document is missing, its text was reconstructed on the basis of all the extant copies.

---

11 The letter ъ was commonly used before 1917 and regularly appears in old publications in Russian.
Usually the oldest and/or the most reliable copy is referred to as copy A and serves as the basis for reconstruction.

In the published documents, the following marks and rules have been applied:

- italicized square brackets, thus: [ ]
- square brackets, thus: [ ]
- [sic] text evidently omitted (also editor’s explanations in translations)
- most obvious grammar or spelling mistakes
- pair of lesser than, greater than signs, thus: <> text inserted or repeated by mistake
- bold face text written in gold12
- italic face names, words, and sentences with a problematic reading or unclear meaning

---

12 Except for Document 16 which is almost entirely written in gold ink hence it would make no sense to render its whole text in bold characters.
The donation *yarlıq* sent by Khan Hadji Giray to Grand Duke Casimir

The original document is missing.¹

Polish translation:

A. Bibl. Kórn., ms. 222, pp. 103–104.


Pakta C[ara] Adzigireiowe Roku Pańskiego 1461:²

Chadzigireia cara słowo to jest:

Od prawej i lewej ręki naszej i od wszelkiego³ państwa naszego ulanom, panom radom, wszelkiego Państwa Ruskiego kniaziom, czerńcom, bielcom i wszelkim pospolitym:

Co przedtym brat nasz starszy na koniu potnym⁴ do wielkiego kniazia Witulta do Lytwy⁵ w gościnę przyjeżdżał i wielką uczciwość miał, najpierwej Kiiow daliśmy ze wszem na wszem ku państwu Lytewskiemu, e bratu naszemu wielkiemu kniaziowi Kazimierzowi. I panowie litewscy żądali nas, i myśmy na żądanie ich to uczynili, i wedle pierwszych carów postępów, to jest: Kiiow ze wszelkimi dochody, ziemiami, wodami, i pożytkami ich; Łuczko z wodami, ziemiami, i ze wszelkimi pożytkami ich; Smoleńsko z wodami, ziemiami, i ze wszelkimi pożytkami ich; Podole z wodami, ziemiami, i ze

---

¹ The original document was probably still extant in the late 18th century, cf. n. 34 in Part I.
² B. *Pakta Chadzigireia cara Tatarow ordy Perekopskiej*.
³ In B. here and hereafter (also in plural, in all cases): wszystkiego.
⁴ In B. mistakenly written *na koniu potnym* [lit. “on a field horse”]; Barvin’skyj correctly suspected that it should read *na koniu polnym* [“on a sweating horse”]; see *idem*, “Dva zahadočni xan’ski jarlyky,” p. 16; on this idiomatic Tatar expression, referring to somebody who seeks refuge from danger, see Xoroškevič, *Rus’ i Krym*, p. 111. Throughout this book a proposal by Leslie Collins was adopted to translate this expression as “a horse growing sweaty [beneath him]”; cf. *idem*, “On the alleged ‘destruction’ of the Great Horde in 1502,” p. 394.
⁵ B. Litwy.
⁶ B. Litewskiemu.
wszelkimi pożytkami ich; Kamieniec z wodami, ziemiami, i ze wszelkimi pożytkami ich; Bracław z ziemiami, wodami, i ze wszelkimi pożytkami ich; począwszy od Kiiowa do ujścia morza; Szczerutezilskiego [sic] z ziemiami i z pożytkami ich; Żolwasz, Budawa z ziemiami, wodami, i pożytkami ich; Czernieiw z ziemiami, wodami, i pożytkami ich; Bryczienszinas [sic], Luscha, Chotmy; Slenniczany [sic] z ziemiami, wodami, i pożytkami ich; Sie-
wersky; Nowohrod, Rilsko z wodami, ziemiami, i ze wszemi pożytkami ich; Ryłsko [sic]; tumyen Szaraiewiczca Jagalta wyssyu [sic] z ziemiami, wodami, i pożytkami ich; Midzass, Uspul; Starodub, Bransko z ziemiami, wodami, i ze wszemi pożytkami ich; Mychalsko, Mobutulsko, Tula z wodami, ziemiami, i ze wszelkimi pożytkami ich; Biresta i Ratuznisko, Albsko [sic], Burunsko, Kulminsko i Saschonar z ziemiami, wodami, i ze wszelkimi pożytkami ich; Japuhrad, Bałykly; Strożowy hrod, Teskye; Muschiczmy hrod z ziemiami, wodami, i ze wszelkimi pożytkami ich.

To jest bratu naszemu, wielkiemu kniaziowi litewskiemu Kazimierzowi, panom, kniaziom, radom, widząc wielkie postępy przyjacielskie, i my Turap-kie [sic] i Wielki Nowogrod, [Tula, i] ze wszemi grody i wszemi ich dochody i pożytkami ich, i wsi ze wszelkimi dochody i pożytkami ich, z łaski naszej do państwa litewskiego podali.

I te zamki, które tu są napisane, tych zamków <z> pany z bojarami przed-
tym bratu naszemu, kniaziowi Witultowi, a teraz tobie, bratu naszemu, knia-
ziowi Zigmuntowi będą służyć, i bratu naszemu kniaziowi Cazimierzowi. Także i mają, tak jako i przedtym służywali z tych zamków i wsi, i podatki nieodmiennie mają dawać. A jeśli nie będą posłusni, tedy im niedobrze będzie.

I daliśmy ten nasz list pod złotą pieczęcią. Pisan w Krymie liata po roku Jego Świętej Miłości Machomata proroka liata 867, dnia 22 miesiąca septembra, lata od narodzenia Pana Jesusowego 1461.
Translation:

The pact of Khan Hadji Giray, A.D. 1461:

This is the word of Hadji Giray Khan:

To the ulans and lords counselors of our right and left hand, to the princes, monks, laymen; and commoners of the Ruthenian state [sic]:

As previously our elder brother, when his horse was growing sweaty [beneath him], would come seeking hospitality [i.e., refuge] to Grand Duke Vytautas, in Lithuania, and he enjoyed great sincerity, we have firstly granted Kiev along with all [dependencies] to the Lithuanian state, to our brother, Grand Duke Casimir. And as the Lithuanian lords have requested from us, we have granted their request and—in accordance with the acts of the first khans—[we have granted] namely:

- Kiev along with all incomes, lands, waters, and their profits;
- Luc'k along with waters, lands, and all their profits;
- Smolensk along with waters, lands, and all their profits;
- Podolia along with waters, lands, and all their profits;
- Kamjanec’ along with waters, lands, and all their profits;
- Braclov along with lands, waters, and all their profits;
- starting from Kiev, down to the mouth [of the Dnieper] to the sea;
- Sneporod and Glin’sk along with lands and their profits;
- Žolvaž and Putyvl’ along with lands, waters, and their profits;
- Černihiv along with lands, waters, and their profits;
- Byryn, Synec, Losyčy, Xotmyšl’, and Nycjany’ along with all their lands, waters, levies, and incomes;

---

2 In old Ruthenian the term belec (lit. “[the one wearing] white [garments],” as contrary to a monk referred to as černec, lit. “[the one wearing] black [garments]”) referred to a person living in a monastery who had not undergone the rite of hair clipping and thus had remained a layman.

3 It is not clear why Kamjanec’ (Pol. Kamieniec Podolski) is listed separately as it was the center of the province of Podolia, already listed above.

4 In the Polish text: Sczieprutezilniskiego > Sczieprut, Ezilnik<iego>; Sneporod and Hlyn’sk are mistakenly rendered as one word; also this word is given in the genitive case as if it were the name of the sea from the former entry (Morza Sczieprutezilniskiego); on the identification of Sneporod and Hlyn’sk, two estates on the river Sula, see Document 8, notes 8 and 9.

5 An estate in the region of Putyvl’; on its identification, see Document 8, n. 10.

6 In the Polish text: Bryczienszinass > Bryczien, Ŝzinas; Byryn and Synec are mistakenly rendered as one locality.

7 In the Polish text: Chotmy, Slenniczany, while it should rather read Chotmyslen, Niczany.

8 This whole entry is heavily corrupt and it was deciphered by comparing with the yarlıq from 1507; on the estate of Byryn near Putyvl’, on the estate Synec on the river Sula, and on the three estates Losyčy, Xotmyšl’, and Nycjany on the river Vorskla, see Document 8, notes 11, 12, 14, 15, and 16.
- Novhorod-Sivers’kyj and Ryl’sk along with waters, lands, and all their profits;
- Kursk; along with waters, lands, and all their profits: Mužeć and Oskol;
- the whole tümén of Jagoldaj, son of Saraj, along with lands, waters, and their profits;
- Starodub and Brjansk along with lands, waters, and all their profits;
- Mcensk, Ljubutsk, and Tula along with waters, lands, and all their profits;
- Berestej and Retan’, Kozel’sk, Pronsk, Volkonsk, Spažsk, Čynamir along with lands, waters, and all their profits;
- the castle of Jabu, Balykly, Karaul, the ruined castle of Dašov, Mušač [and] Horod along with lands, waters, and all their profits.

---

9 On Ryl’sk, see Document 8, n. 17.
10 Misspelled as Rylsko; for the correct identification, cf. the yarlıqs from ca. 1473 and 1507 (Documents 4 and 8).
11 On these estates, extending between the upper Sejm and the upper Donec rivers, and their former owner, see Document 8, n. 18.
12 These two estates belonged to the tümén of Jagoldaj; for their identification, cf. the yarlıqs from ca. 1473 and 1507 (Documents 4 and 8). Oskol (here corruptly rendered as Uspul) was situated on the river Oskol (Ukr. Oskil), a left tributary of the Donec. The town Starij Oskol (today in Russia) is situated nearby.
13 For the identification of Mcensk and Ljubutsk, cf. the yarlıqs from ca. 1473 and 1507 (Documents 4 and 8). Tula belonged to Lithuania only temporarily in the years 1428–1434.
14 Two localities in the Duchy of Rjazan’ that were temporarily annexed to Lithuania in the years 1428–1434; on their identification, see Document 8, n. 22.
15 Corruptly rendered as Alibsko; for the correct identification, cf. the yarlıqs from 1473 and 1507 (Documents 4 and 8).
16 A town in the Duchy of Rjazan’ that had temporarily acknowledged Lithuanian suzerainty in 1427; cf. Document 8, n. 23.
17 An autonomous principality on the right side of the river Oka. In the document it is corruptly rendered as Kulminsko; for the correct identification, cf. the yarlıq from 1507 (Document 8, n. 24).
18 An autonomous principality (centered in Pavšino) on the right side of the river Oka; cf. Document 8, n. 25.
19 Unidentified locality, probably either on the Oka or on the Donec river; in the yarlıq from ca. 1473 it reads Čynamir while in the yarlıq from 1507 Donec is entered in this place (cf. Documents 4 and 8); a village of Žyznomyr, situated near Bučač and founded probably later, does not seem to be an option.
20 Pol. Japuhrad, “the castle of Japu;” a Tatar settlement near the Black Sea shore between the lower Boh and the lower Dniester; on its identification, see Document 8, n. 27.
21 Pol. Strożowy hrod ("watchman’s castle"); the Polish word stróż is a translation of the Turkish karauł/karavul, hence the entry obviously refers to Karaul, a settlement on the lower Dniester; on its location, see Document 8, n. 29.
22 In the Polish text: Teskie horodziszcze; in B. the scribe mistook the term horodziszcze (“ruined castle”) for a separate place-name; on Dašov (the future Očakiv), see Document 8, n. 31.
23 In the Polish text: Musziczymy hrod; Muszic apparently refers to Mušač, an unidentified locality that also appears in the yarlıqs from ca. 1473 and 1507 (cf. Document 8, n. 25).
And seeing great friendly acts [on your part], we have granted to our brother, Grand Duke Casimir, the lords, princes, counselors, [and] to the Lithuanian state Pskov and Velikij Novgorod along with all castles and all their incomes and profits, and [their] villages along with their incomes and profits.

And [as concerns] the castles that are registered above, the lords of these castles along with the boyars, as they previously [used to serve] our brother, Duke Vytautas, they will now serve you, our brother, Duke Sigismund, and our brother, Duke Casimir. They should also pay taxes invariably, as they used to serve previously from these castles and villages. And if they do not obey, nothing good awaits them.

We have given our present letter under the golden stamp. Written in Qırım, in the year 867 after the year [of the Hegira] of His Holy Majesty, Prophet Muhammad, on the 22nd day of the month of September, in the year 1461 from the birth of Lord Jesus.
The instrument of peace (şartname) sent by Khan Nur Devlet to King Casimir

The original document is missing.
Published in Codex epistolaris saeculi decimi quinti, [vol. 1]. Edited by A. Sokołowski and J. Szujski (Cracow, 1876), pp. 240–241.

Concordia et pacis confederatio Serenissimi principis Regis Polonie cum Tartharorum Imperatore:

Nordulath magnus imperator Tartharorum serenissimo domino et domino Kazimiro regi Polonie salutem.

Vasti ferum orbis appetitum copia divine celestis bonitatis tollit atque demit. Quum nihil potest creatura sine creatore, erat michi pungens in corde stimulus, qui me morsu maximo anxietatis angebat. Hic erat, quod quamprimum suscepi imperium, ille inenarrabilis fervor amoris, qui patrem meum Eczerij et Vestram Serenissimam Maiestatem vinxerat ligamine caritatis, nam vinxisset et me reputabam. Dominus infra me, parentis locum colo, paterne amicos recognoscere debo maiestatis. Mecum et hic ipse cogitando nuncium meum Coszari mortem ad anunciationem patris et desiderii mei fruendo pacis intentum ad Vestram Maiestatem duxi propensius intimare. Intimavi siquidem et melior fortuna subsecuta est principio debili precedente. Appulit igitur anhelatu flagitatus maximo strenuus nobilisque vir Albertus Borowsky, orator vester, aspectu mitis, ingenio clarus, eloquio fecundus et sermone. Qui parentis mortem singultosa voce deflevit et me lacrimabilem et mestum gravibus humanisque sermonibus ac instante sua sanitate et eloquendi modulatione verborum placavit mecumque barones lacrimis pepercerunt.

Nunciavitque idem orator pacem gloriosam et concordiam vestri parte, quæ quidem omnia pocius ad Deum referenda sunt, quam humanis actibus applicanda. Recepi enim illum et elloquia sua in centro cordis mei, et in eodem corde dico, quo carius Vestram conservo Maiestatem; amor patris redactus in filium me Vos amare cogit compellitque me Vos amare. Patri[s] amor ad recursumquam perpetuum repetendo, probata fides imperante magis ac magis que Vos instat compellit adamare.

Itaque oblationem Vestre pacis animo attenta [sic] suscepi, iura commissi, ut in carta prolixius declaravi. Fuit autem huius operis auctor Deus, in quo auctore durabit. Minima siquidem vidi Deo non operante corrure; concordiam tractandam tractaturus Deum metui, providenter eius occulo privati aestunt ut magna scandala <et> exuberant.

Ex Kyrcher¹ 1467 die 17 septembris, anno Saracenorum octugentesimo septuagesimo secundo mensis Zapher.²

¹ On Qırq Yer (the later Chufut Qal’e), see Jankowski, Historical-Etymological Dictionary, pp. 424–427.
² The month of Safer of the Muslim year 872 A.H. lasted from 1 till 29 September 1467.
DOCUMENT 3 (27 JULY 1472)
The confirmation of peace sent by King Casimir to Khan Mengli Giray

The original document is missing.

Latin copy: AGAD, Metryka Koronna, Libri Inscriptionum, no. 12, fol. 80a.
Published in Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, p. 200.¹

Imperatori Tartarorum:

¹ Entitled: “Odpowiedź Kazimierza Jagiellończyka na poselstwo Mendli-Gireja przez Zaffara—król zatwierdza przymierze—1472 roku.”
² I.e., Zafer, or perhaps Sefer or Djafer.
³ In his study on the Kierdej family, prominent in Podolia in the 15th century, Kazimierz Pułaski was unable to establish who from among its members had been the envoy to the Crimea in 1472; cf. idem, “Ród Kierdejów podolskich. Monografia historyczno-genealogiczna,” in: idem, Szkice i poszukiwania historyczne. Serya trzecia (Cracow, 1906): 169–194. Ludwik Kolankowski proposed to identify the envoy with Jan Kierdej, the steward (Pol. podstoli) of Podolia, basing his argument on the fact that the latter was granted two royal estates shortly afterwards; see Kolankowski, Dzieje Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego, p. 327; for the grant for Jan Kierdej, dated 26 February 1473, see Matricularum regni Polonieae summaria, excussis codicibus, qui in Chartophylacio Maximo Varsovieni asservantur, pt. 1. Edited by T. Wierzbowski (Warsaw, 1905), pp. 51–52 (entry no. 999). The envoy to the Crimea should not be confused with his namesake, kidnapped in infancy during the Ottoman invasion of 1498 and converted to Islam, who became famous as the Ottoman dragoman Said Bey; cf. the latter’s biography by Zygmunt Abrahamowicz in PSB, vol. 12 (Wroclaw etc., 1966–1967), pp. 424–425.
Actum et datum Cracovie feria secunda proxima post Jacobi\(^4\) anno domini LXXII\(^{\circ}\) nostro sub sigillo etc. Presentibus ibidem reverendissimo ac reverendis in Christo patribus, domino Johanne archiepiscopo Gneznensi et primate;\(^5\) Johanne Cracoviensi\(^6\) et Jacobo Wladislawensi\(^7\) episcopis, nec non magnificis, strenuis ac generous Derslao de Rythwany Sandomiriensi,\(^8\) Stanislao de Ostrorog Kalisiensi,\(^9\) Stanislao de Chotecz Russie et capitaneo generali,\(^10\) Spithkone de Jaroslaw Belzensi\(^{11}\) palatinis, Dobeslao Kmytha de Wyslyczi Lublinensi,\(^{12}\) Johanne Amor de Tharnow Woynyczyensi,\(^{13}\) Johanne Felicis de ibidem Wyslycziensi,\(^{14}\) Johanne Wantropka de Strelcze Sandecensi\(^{15}\) castellanis, Petro Camorovi filii Comiti[s] Lipthoviensi,\(^{16}\) Johanne de Rythy Regni

---

\(^4\) I.e., on Monday after St. Jacob’s Day; in 1472 St. Jacob’s Day (July 25th) was on Saturday, hence the document was issued on 27 July.

\(^5\) Jan Gruszczyński, archbishop of Gniezno since 1463; see his biography by Krystyn Malinowski in *PSB*, vol. 9 (Wrocław etc., 1960), pp. 55–57.

\(^6\) Jan Rzeszowski, bishop of Cracow since 1471; see his biography by Feliks Kiryk, Janusz Kurtyka, and Maria Michalewiczowa in *PSB*, vol. 34 (Wrocław etc., 1992–1993), pp. 70–80.

\(^7\) Jakub z Sienna, bishop of Włoclawek since 1465; see his biography by Feliks Kiryk in *PSB*, vol. 10 (Wrocław etc., 1962–1964), pp. 364–367.

\(^8\) Dziersław Rytwiański, palatine (Pol. *wojewoda*) of Sandomierz since 1460; see his biography by Wojciech Falkowski in *PSB*, vol. 33 (Wrocław etc., 1992), pp. 583–588.

\(^9\) Stanisław Ostroróg, palatine of Kalisz since 1453; see his biography by Antoni Gąsiorowski in *PSB*, vol. 24 (Wrocław etc., 1979), pp. 524–527.

\(^10\) Stanisław Chodecki, palatine of Ruthenia, a province centered in Lvów (Ukr. L’viv), since 1466 and *starosta* of Kamieniec Podolski (Ukr. Kamjanec’) since 1461; see his biography by Władysław Pociecha in *PSB*, vol. 3 (Cracow, 1937), pp. 351–352.

\(^11\) Spytek Jarosławski, palatine of Belz (Ukr. Belz) since the first half of 1472; see his biography by Włodzimierz Dworzaczek in *PSB*, vol. 11 (Wrocław etc., 1964–1965), pp. 5–7.

\(^12\) Dobiesław Kmita from Wiśni, palatine (not castellan) of Lublin since 1464; see his biography by Feliks Kiryk in *PSB*, vol. 13 (Wrocław etc., 1967), pp. 87–88.


\(^14\) Jan Feliks Tarnowski, older brother of Jan Amor and castellan of Wiślica since 1465; for his biography, see *ibidem*, pp. 207–208.

\(^15\) Jan Wątróbka from Strzelce, castellan of [Nowy] Sącz since 1463; see *Urzędnicy małopolscy XII–XV wieku. Spisy*. Edited by A. Gąsiorowski (Wrocław etc., 1990), p. 236; the editorial statement that Wątróbka’s first name was Stanisław, and not Jan, is apparently wrong as he is referred to as Jan in several documents from 1469, 1471 and 1472; cf. Irena Sułkowska-Kurasiowa, *Polska kancelaria królewska w latach 1447–1506*, p. 29 and *Materyaly archiwalne wyjęte głównie z Metryki Litewskiej od 1348 do 1607 roku*. Edited by A. Prochaska (Lvów [L’viv], 1890), pp. 124–125.

\(^16\) Piotr Komorowski (the younger), son of Piotr Komorowski, count of Liptov (centered in Liptovský Mikuláš in Upper Hungary, today Slovakia); cf. the biography of his father by Feliks Kiryk in *PSB*, vol. 13, pp. 427–430.
Polonie marsalco,\textsuperscript{17} Sbigneo de Oleschnycza scolastico Cracoviensi\textsuperscript{18} et aliis pluribus etc.

\begin{flushright}
per manus magnifici
Jacobi de Dambno cancellarii\textsuperscript{19}
\end{flushright}

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{17} Jan Rytwański, younger brother of Dziersław (see above) and Crown grand marshal since 1462; see his biography by Wojciech Falkowski in \textit{PSB}, vol. 33, pp. 588–592.

\textsuperscript{18} Zbigniew Oleśnicki, grand royal secretary since April 1472; see his biography by Irena Sułkowska-Kurasiowa in \textit{PSB}, vol. 23 (Wrocław etc., 1978), pp. 784–786; on his role in the Royal Chancery, cf. Waldemar Chorążyczewski, \textit{Przemiany organizacyjne polskiej kancelarii królewskiej u progu czasów nowożytnych}, p. 139. It is peculiar that in spite of his function at the court he is referred to merely with his ecclesiastic title (\textit{scolasticus Cracoviensi}).

\textsuperscript{19} Jakub z Dębna (Dembiński), chancellor since 1469; see his biography by Sylwiusz Mikucki in \textit{PSB}, vol. 5, pp. 71–73.
DOCUMENT 4 (1472–17 MAY 1474)
The donation yarlıq sent by Khan Mengli Giray to Grand Duke Casimir

The original document is missing.

Polish translation:
A. Bibl. Kórnn., ms. 222, pp. 109–110.¹


Menligereia cara pakta:

Od prawej i lewej ręki naszej i ode wszego państwa naszego panom radom, kniaziom ruskim i państwom ich, bojarom, władkom, metropolitom, czerńcom, bielcom i wszelkimu pospolitemu ludu:

Jako przodkowie nasi: wielki car brat nasz, i wielki car Adzigirei, ociec nasz potnym koniem swoym do wielkiego kniazia Witulta do Litwy w gościnę przyjeżdżał, i wielką uczciwość mieli, z łaski swojej w głowach Kiiow z wielą państw podali. I teraz te państwa bratu naszemu kniaziowi Kazimirzku Litwie dajemy, za wielkimi prośbami Panów Rad. I na prośbę tośmy uczynili, jako przedtym pierwej [dziad] nasz car Thochtomysz, i wielki car brat nasz starszy, wedle dawnego postanowienia: najpierwej Kiiow z

¹ This copy contains a mistaken date according to the Muslim calendar: 978 instead of 878 A.H. Ludwig Koenigk, the 19th-century editor of Acta Tomiciana, erroneously converted this date to 1572 A.D. (cf. n. ac below), while the authors of a recent catalogue tried to read the Muslim year number as 918, thus attributing the document to 1512–1513 A.D.; see Katalog rękopisów staropolskich Biblioteki Kórnickiej XVI–XVIII w., vol. 2, p. 91.

² In B. mistakenly written polnym koniem; cf. Document 1, n. c.

³ The unusual term w głowach (<Ruth. v golovax) is an obvious loanword from the Tatar term başlıġ (here meaning: “beginning with”).

⁴ In A. ociec; in B. the originally written word dziad is crossed out by the scribe and replaced by ociec; in fact, it should rather read dziad as this Polish term refers to a grandfather but also to a forefather; the Girays were not direct descendants of Tokhtamış.
ziemiami, wodami, i ze wszelkimi dochody i pożytkami ich; Włodzimirz⁴ z ziemiami, wodami, i ze wszelkimi dochody i pożytkami ich; Łuczko z ziemiami etc.; Smoleńsko, Podole, Kamieniec, Bracław, Czerniehow⁵, Siewierski Nowohrod, Sokal, Nowogrod⁶ z ziemiami, wodami, i ze wszelkimi pożytki i dochody ich; Cirkassy, Koczibey, Mayak⁷ z ziemiami, wodami, i ze wszelkimi pożytki ich; począwszy od Kiiowa aż do uścia morza; Steprud i Holennisko⁸ z ziemiami, wodami etc.; Brynten, Tukluscze, Chotmislen, Netssa ze wszelkimi ziemiami, [vodami, dochody i pożytkami ich]; Rilsko z ziemiami etc.; Hrirusko tumien; Sarayewcza⁹ państwa Jakaltmskie z ziemiami, wodami, i ze wszelkimi dochody i pożytki ich: Barzass, Uskul; Starodub, Bransko z ziemiami, wodami etc.; Miczenks, Lubotusko, Bulahrod z ziemiami, wodami etc.; Berestaya, Jaskub, Kozielsko, Bronsko, Lubow, Izbesz, Czynamir z ziemiami, wodami, i ze wszemi pożytkami ich; Japihrod, Balgyk, Strozowy hrod, Tasska horodyszcze, Tusiknemer [sic], Horod, Mussalcz, Kudar horod z ziemiami, wodami, i ze wszelkimi pożytkami ich.

Od brata naszego, wielkiego kniaźa Kazimierza przyjechał posłem pan Bogdan Fedorowicz, a marszałek pan Iwasko Soskowicz, ichiemy wdzięcznie przyjęli i z braterską naszą przyjaźnią Wyelky Nowohrod⁴ z łaski naszej, i Rezanskie państwo, Pereaslaw w głowach, z ziemiami, wodami, i z grodami ich, włościami, i ze wszemi pożytkami i dochodami ich, gdzie wnijdzie i wciecze, tośmy przydali ku państwu Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego.

Wszelkie te zamki, które tu na imię napisano, z pany i z kniaźmi, pierwej tego bratu naszemu, wielkiemu kniaziowi Witultowi byli postąpili, i bratu naszemu, wielkiemu kniaziowi Zygmuntowi, mają wiecznie służyć; y-aa teraz bratu naszemu, wielkiemu kniaziowi Casimierzowi¹⁰ mają także wiecznie służyć,ⁱ¹ i mają z tych zamków dochody i wszelkie pożytki, i sami wiernie służyć bratu naszemu. A jeśli by za jaką przyczyną nie chcieli bratu naszemu

---

⁴ In B. here and hereafter: wszystkiemi unless otherwise noted.
⁵ B. Włodzimierz.
⁶ B. Kamieniec.
⁷ B. Czerniehow.
⁸ B. Nowygrodk.
⁹ B. Maiak.
¹⁰ B. uścia.
¹¹ B. Holensko.
¹² Thus in B.; in A. ziemiami etc.
¹³ B. Saraiewcza.
¹⁴ B. pożytkami.
¹⁵ B. Berestaia.
¹⁶ B. wszystkiemi.
¹⁷ B. Taska.
¹⁸ B. Mussalecz.
¹⁹ B. Soskowicz.
²⁰ B. Wielki Nowohrod.
²¹ B. Kazimierzowi.
²² This fragment is missing in Barvin’skyj’s edition.
służyć jako i pierwzej, tedy mamy ich wojować, i ich ku bratu naszemu plenić i przywracać.

I daliśmy ten nasz list pod złotą pieczęcią, po śmierci Machometowej [osmioletnego siedmdzięsiątowego ósmego]ab roku, od narodzenia Chrystusa roku [tysiącznego czterechsetnego siedmdzięsiątego drugiego],ac w Ordzie Tatarskiej.

Translation:

The pact of Mengli Giray:

To the lords counselors of our right and left hand and of our whole state, to the Ruthenian princes and [the inhabitants of] their estates, to the boyars, [Orthodox] bishops, metropolitans, monks, laymen,3 and all common people:

As our ancestors, the great khan, our brother [sic],4 and the great khan Hadji Giray, our father, when their horses were growing sweaty [beneath them], they would come seeking hospitality [i.e., refuge] to Grand Duke Vytautas, in Lithuania, and they enjoyed great sincerity, out of their generosity they granted [in return] numerous lands, beginning with Kiev. And now, upon the great requests of [our] Lords Councilors, we are granting these lands to our brother, Duke Casimir, to Lithuania. And, on request, we have done the same as had been done previously by our forefather, Khan Tokhtamish, and by the great khan, our elder brother,5 [by granting,] in accordance with the old decree:

– firstly Kiev along with lands, waters, all their incomes and profits;
– Volodymyr along with lands, waters, all their incomes and profits;
– Luc’k along with lands, etc.;
– Smolensk, Podolia, Kamjanec’,6 Bracław, Černihiv, Novhorod-Sivers’kyj, Sokolec’,7 Novhorod8 along with lands, waters, all their incomes and profits;

---

3 On the old Ruthenian term belec, see Document 1, n. 2.
4 Apparently a reference to Khan Tokhtamish; cf. n. 5 below.
5 Although one cannot entirely exclude that Mengli referred to his older brother Nur Devlet, whose yarlıq granted to Lithuania was mentioned indeed in Mengli’s later correspondence (see n. 49 in Part I), in this place one would rather expect to find the name of Mengli’s father, Hadji Giray. It was Tokhtamish and Hadji Giray who had arrived on “sweating horses” to Vytautas, who by granting them refuge earned the gratitude of the future khans, invoked in the narratio of their yarlıqs sent to the Jagiellonian rulers until the 16th century.
6 It is not clear why Kamjanec’ (Pol. Kamieniec Podolski) is listed separately as it was the center of the province of Podolia, already listed above.
7 On the identification of Sokol as the Podolian castle of Sokolec’ rather than the Galician town of Sokal’, see Document 8, n. 4.
8 Perhaps a redundant mentioning of Novhorod-Sivers’kyj?
– Čerkasy, Kačybej, along with lands, waters, and all their profits;
– starting from Kiev, down to the mouth [of the Dnieper] to the sea;
– Sleporeod and Hlynys'k along with lands, waters, etc.;
– Byryn, Losyčy, Xotmyš', Nycjany along with all lands, waters, their incomes and profits;
– Ryl'sk along with lands, etc.;
– the tümen of Kursk;
– the estates of Jagoldaj, son of Saraj, along with lands, waters, all their incomes and profits: Mužeč and Oskol;
– Starodub and Brjansk along with lands, waters, etc.;
– Mcensk, Ljubutsk, and the town of Tula, along with lands, waters, etc.;
– Berestej, Retan', Kozel'sk, Pronsk, Volkonsk, Spažsk, Čynamir along with lands, waters, and all their profits;

9 A medieval Tatar settlement named Hadjibey, situated on the Black Sea shore in the place of present-day Odessa; also known under alternative names as Kačybej and Kačybijiv.
10 Today Majaky; a settlement on the left shore of the river Dniester, close to its mouth.
11 Two estates on the river Sula; on their identification, see Document 8, notes 8 and 9.
12 This fragment is heavily corrupt and it was deciphered by comparing with the yarlıq from 1507; on the estate of Byryn near Putyvl' and on the three estates on the river Vorskla, see Document 8, notes 11, 14, 15, and 16.
13 On Ryl'sk, see Document 8, n. 17.
14 This fragment is corrupt; furthermore, the scribe mistook the term tumien for a place-name; for the correct reading, cf. the yarlıq from 1507.
15 On these estates, extending between the upper Sejm and the upper Donec rivers, and their former owner, see Document 8, n. 18.
16 These two estates belonged to the tümen of Jagoldaj; cf. the yarlıqs from ca. 1462 and 1507 (Documents 1 and 8). In the Polish manuscript, Mužeč is corruptly rendered as Barzass. Oskol was situated on the river Oskol (Ukr. Oskil), a left tributary of the Donec. The town Starij Oskol (today in Russia) is situated nearby.
17 Tula belonged to Lithuania only temporarily in the years 1428–1434. In the document it is corruptly rendered as Balahrod (cf. Tula-horod in the Ruthenian text of the yarlıq from 1507; see Document 8).
18 Two localities in the Duchy of Rjazan’ that were temporarily annexed to Lithuania in the years 1428–1434; on their identification, see Document 8, n. 22. In the document, Retan’ is corruptly rendered as Jaskub.
19 A town in the Duchy of Rjazan’ that had temporarily acknowledged Lithuanian suzerainty in 1427; cf. Document 8, n. 23.
20 An autonomous principality on the right side of the river Oka; cf. Document 8, n. 24. In the document it is corruptly rendered as Lubow.
21 An autonomous principality (centered in Pavšino) on the right side of the river Oka; cf. Document 8, n. 25.
22 Unidentified locality, probably either on the Oka or on the Donec river; in the yarlıq from ca. 1462 it reads Saschonar while in the yarlıq from 1507 Donec is entered in this place (cf. Documents 1 and 8); a village of Žyznomyr, situated near Bučač and founded probably later, does not seem to be an option.
– the castle of Jabu,\textsuperscript{23} Balykly,\textsuperscript{24} Karaul,\textsuperscript{25} the ruined castle of Dašov,\textsuperscript{26} Tošyčy, Nemyr,\textsuperscript{27} Horod,\textsuperscript{28} Mušač, Xodorov,\textsuperscript{29} along with all their incomes, levies, lands, and waters.

As Pan\textsuperscript{30} Bohdan Fedorovyč\textsuperscript{31} and the marshal Pan Ivas’ko Soskovyč\textsuperscript{32} have arrived in embassy from our brother, Grand Duke Casimir, we have welcomed them gracefully and in our brotherly friendship we have additionally granted, out of our generosity, Velikij Novgorod and the state of Rjazan’, beginning with Perejaslavl,\textsuperscript{33} along with lands, waters, their castles, estates, all their profits and incomes, wherever they arise or inflow, to the domain of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

All those castles, whose names are written above, along with [their] lords and princes, were previously granted to our brother, Grand Duke Vytautas, and they [i.e., their dwellers] should serve in perpetuity to our brother, Grand

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{23} Pol. \textit{Japihrod}, “the castle of Japi;” a Tatar settlement near the Black Sea shore between the lower Boh and the lower Dniester; on its identification, see Document 8, n. 27.
\item \textsuperscript{24} A ruined castle on the river Boh; on its localization, see Document 8, n. 28.
\item \textsuperscript{25} Pol. \textit{Strozowy hrod} < \textit{Stróżowy hrod} (“watchman’s castle”); the Polish word \textit{stróż} is a translation of the Turkish \textit{karaul/karavul}, hence the entry obviously refers to Karaul, a settlement on the lower Dniester; on its location, see Document 8, n. 29.
\item \textsuperscript{26} In the Polish text: \textit{Tasska, Horodyscze} > \textit{Tasska horodyszcze}; the scribe mistook the term \textit{horodyszcze} (“ruined castle”) for a separate place-name; on Dašov (the future Očakiv), see Document 8, n. 31.
\item \textsuperscript{27} In the Polish text: \textit{Tusiknemer} > \textit{Tusik, Nemer}; Tošyčy and Nemyr are mistakenly rendered as one locality.
\item \textsuperscript{28} Apparently Čornyj Horod on the Dniester estuary; cf. Document 8, n. 30.
\item \textsuperscript{29} In the Polish text: \textit{Kudar, Horod} > \textit{Kudar horod}; the scribe mistook the term \textit{horod} (“castle”) for a separate place-name; four settlements: Tošyčy, Nemyr, Mušač, and Xodorov could not be identified, but they were apparently situated in lower Podolia, between the Boh and Dniester rivers, along with other localities listed in the same paragraph.
\item \textsuperscript{30} The Polish title \textit{pan} is difficult to translate hence it is kept as in the original; unlike the English “sir,” it applied not only to the nobles; on the other hand, the modern equivalent “mister” sounds anachronistic.
\item \textsuperscript{31} Bohdan Andreevyč (not Fedorovyč) Sakovyč (Pol. Sakowicz, Lith. Sakaitis), Lithuanian court marshal since 1463, grand marshal since 1480, envoy to Muscovy in 1474 and 1482, palatine of Trakai since 1484; see his biography by Lidia Korczak in \textit{PSB}, vol. 34, pp. 340–341; cf. Banionis, \textit{LDK pasiuntinybių tarnyba}, pp. 102, 186 and 372 and \textit{Urzędnicy centralni i dostojnicy WKL}, pp. 83 and 236.
\item \textsuperscript{32} On the scribe Ivaško (also referred to as Ivaško or Ivašenc’o), who was sent already in the embassy of Jan Kučukovyč to Nur Devlet in ca. 1468, see Banionis, \textit{LDK pasiuntinybių tarnyba}, pp. 97 and 186; the title of marshal is wrongly attributed to him instead of Bohdan Sakovyč (cf. n. 31 above).
\item \textsuperscript{33} Perejaslavl’ became the capital of the Duchy of Rjazan’ in the 14th century, after the medieval town of Rjazan’, which had given its name to the duchy, had been destroyed by the Mongols in 1237; in 1788 Perejaslavl’ was officially renamed as Rjazan’.
\end{itemize}
Duke Sigismund, and now they should also serve in perpetuity our brother, Grand Duke Casimir, they should [deliver] incomes and all kinds of profits from these castles, and they should serve our brother themselves. And if, for whatever reason, they do not wish to serve our brother as they had before, then we should raid them, enslave, and return to our brother.

We have given our present letter under the golden stamp in the year 878 after the death of Muhammad, in the year 1472 from the birth of Christ, in the Tatar Horde.

---

34 Sigismund (Lith. Žygimantas), the younger brother of Vytautas, was the grand duke of Lithuania in the years 1432–1440. The following phrase: “they should serve in perpetuity” (Pol. maść wiecznie służyć) is composed as if Sigismund were still alive. This is apparently due to the reason that both yarlıq from ca. 1462 (cf. Document 1, n. 26) and ca. 1473 were based on a former yarlıq granted to Sigismund and the anachronous fragment referring to him was left unchanged by mistake.

35 An obvious mistake or superfluous interpretation by the translator since the Muslim calendar begins with the emigration (Hegira) and not the death of Prophet Muhammad.

36 The dating is confusing as the Muslim year 878 A.H. lasted from 29 May 1473 till 17 May 1474. As the Crimean chancery would rather give a wrong year according to the Christian, and not the Muslim era, I would tentatively suggest dating the present document in 1473.
DOCUMENT 5 (APRIL 1480)
The oath by Hadji Baba (Azbaba), the Crimean envoy sent to King Casimir

Ruthenian copies:
A. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 4, fol. 103a [old foliation: 88a].


Се ꙗ, Азбаба присѧгаю Богꙋ, котории уделалъ небо и землю, напередь то, што еси приехаъ вдъ господара моего вд цара Менъдликгиреѧ, и вт кнѧза, и вт всиих влановъ и кнѧзей до великого королѧ полскаго и до великого кнѧза литовскаго и присєґаю Богꙋ, кото́рии вдёлалъ небо и землю, в томъ, цара Менъдликгирєвою дящею и господара моего, и кнѧза Едичиною, и всиих влановъ и кнѧзей дящею, и своєю тежъ дящею, какъ жьлъ царъ Анъгиреи в брацстве и в приѧзни въ великимъ королємъ польскимъ и великимъ кнѧземъ литовскимъ, а царѧ Менъдликгирєо такъ жить в брацстве и в приѧзни въ великимъ королємъ польскимъ и великимъ кнѧземъ литовскимъ, и добра великому королю хотеть и детѧмъ его, и землѧмъ его приѧти и устерегати, и вт вселе боронити и до живота своего. А хто быдеть

1 Erroneously dated by Pułaski as issued in 1479; cf. n. 10 below.
2 In the early 19th century the older Cyrillic volumes of the Metryka, brought to St. Petersburg after the partitions of Poland, were inaccessible even to Russian historians; hence, Count Rumjancev, a collector of antiquities, organized excerpting historical documents from the Latin script volumes held in Warsaw; the documents, originally Cyrillic but converted into Latin script in the 18th century, were reconverted into Cyrillic; the edition by Pavel Muxanov is based on Rumjancev’s collection; cf. the introduction by Egidijus Banionis in Lietuvos Metrika (1427–1506). Knyga Nr. 5. Užrašymų knyga 5, p. 10.
3 Copied after Sbornik Muxanova, but converted into Latin script; hence, the edited text had been converted three times: from Cyrillic into Latin script in the 18th century, back into Cyrillic (see note 2 above), and then again into Latin!
царя неприятель, то и великомы королю неприятель, а кто великомы королю неприятель, то тот и царя неприятель.

Тежь и на томъ присягав: коли великии король пошлет посла своего до цара, и цар маешь тое присяги потвердити, и Аминакь, и вен вланове и кнѧзи, подле царльыковъ втѣца своего и своихъ, и присяги своее.

Писанъ в Вильни, инъдиктъ Ṛ [13].

Translation:

I, Hadji Baba, swear to God, who created heaven and earth, as I have come from my lord, Mengli Giray Khan, and from the prince, and from all the ulans and beys [Ruth. knjazej] to the great Polish king and Lithuanian grand duke, and I swear to God, who created heaven and earth, with the soul of my lord, Mengli Giray Khan, and with the soul[s] of Prince Yaghmurcha, and of all the

---

4 Erroneously written наминаκъ, with the first letter н instead of н. In A* written Naminak, and in Pułaski’s edition erroneously ne inak [sic].

4 In 1474, Hadji Baba was sent to Moscow and swore an oath (Rus. pravdu dal) on behalf of Mengli Giray in the presence of Ivan III; this oath was followed by a formal document issued by the khan and sent to Moscow with the next embassy; see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 1, p. 7; cf. Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 123 and 206.

5 Ruth. car Mendlikgirej is translated consequently as Mengli Giray Khan as in the Turkish-Tatar usage the title “khan” written after the proper name formed an integral part of the name.

6 A reference to Mengli Giray’s brother, Yaghmurcha; on Yaghmurcha, see n. 8.

7 The Ruthenian term knjaz can be translated either as “prince” or as “bey,” since in Tatar documents ulans and beys are usually listed together, in this occurrence it is rendered as “bey.”

8 The corrupt form Еžičinoju (“with [the soul] of Ežiči”) apparently refers to Yaghmurcha (Yaģmurca), who was usually referred to in Ruthenian and Russian sources as Jamgurčej, Emgurčej, etc. (on the name Yaghmurcha, see Jankowski, Historical-Etymological Dictionary, pp. 561–562); he was Mengli Giray’s younger brother and qalga (the mistaken assumption by Vasilij Smirnov, who believed that the post of qalga had been created only later for Mehmed Giray, was already corrected in Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” pp. 19–20); contrary to the statement by the French authors that Yaghmurcha died soon after 1486 (Le khanat de Crimée, pp. 87–88), he was alive at least until 1509; in 1491 he was sent to Sultan Bayezid II in order to negotiate the Ottoman military assistance for Mengli Giray against the Great Horde; in 1493 he participated in negotiations with Muscovy; in 1499 he performed a pilgrimage to Mecca and on his way again acted as Mengli Giray’s envoy to Bayezid II, mediating on behalf of the khan a new Ottoman-Polish pacification; in 1507 he participated in the conclusion of peace with Poland-Lithuania; as late as in 1509 he is mentioned in the letter of Mengli Giray to Vasilij III of Muscovy; see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 1, pp. 105 and 178–180; Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 149 and 245; Document 9. The information about Yaghmurcha’s pilgrimage and second embassy to Istanbul origins from the speech of Mengli’s envoy, delivered on 22 April 1500 in Cracow and recorded in Polish by royal chancery clerks. Mengli notified King John Albert that Yaghmurcha had gone to Muhammad’s grave and simultaneously
ulans and beys, and also with my soul, that as Hadji Giray Khan used to live in brotherhood and friendship with the great Polish king and Lithuanian grand duke, also Mengli Giray Khan is to live in brotherhood and friendship with the great Polish king and Lithuanian grand duke, and he is to wish the great king and his children well, and to favor [i.e., protect] and guard his lands, and to defend them from all [directions] until the end of his life. And whoever is an enemy of the khan, will also be an enemy of the great king; and whoever is an enemy of the great king, will also be an enemy of the khan.

I also swear that when the great king sends his envoy to the khan, the khan should confirm these oaths, along with Eminek, and all the ulans and beys, in accordance with the yarlıqs of his father and of his own, and [in accordance with] his oath.

Written in Vilnius, during the 13th indiction.  

performed the khan’s embassy to the Ottoman emperor (Jezdžil brath moy Ijamhurczi Soltan do mahmetowego grobu, przes kthoregom ya wskazal poselstwo do Czessarza thureczkyego); see Garbacik (ed.), Materiały do dziejów dyplomacji polskiej, p. 99. A visit to Muhammad’s tomb in Medina was a customary part of a Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca.

9 Eminek, chief of the Shirin clan, the most powerful of the four qaraças in the Crimea, and the son of Tekin, who had helped Hadji Giray to ascend the throne of the Crimea; Eminek obtained the post of qaraç in 1473, after the death of his older brother Mamaq; in 1469 he had supported Mengli Giray against his brother Nur Devlet, but then he changed sides in result of the conflict over the lucrative post of the tudun of Caffa; in 1475 he supported the Ottoman intervention that resulted in replacing Mengli Giray with Nur Devlet; after the latter was overthrown by the invasion of the Great Horde, in 1478 Eminek solicited the Ottomans to intervene once more and reinstall Mengli Giray; in 1482 he again rebelled against Mengli Giray and took refuge in the Great Horde, but was persuaded to return in 1483 and died soon after; after his death, the post of the Shirin qaraç was held by his brother Hadjike (1484), and then by Eminek’s son Barash (1486); see Le khanat de Crimée, pp. 11, 318–319; Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” p. 31; Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, p. 95; Jan Tyszkiewicz, “Zamach stanu Szirinów w Bachczysaraju. Utrata niezależności Chanatu Krymskiego na rzecz Turcji: 1475,” in: Zamach stanu w dawnych społecznościach. Edited by A. Soltysiak and J. Olko (Warsaw, 2004): 413–418.

10 The thirteenth indiction lasted from 1 September 1479 till 31 August 1480. Quoting a letter of Mengli Giray from October 1480, where the khan accused King Casimir of detaining Hadji Baba for half a year (vžo pol hoda stalo), Feliks Koneczny proposed to date the present document in April 1480 on the assumption that Casimir arrived at Vilnius on 2 April 1480 after a longer absence from Lithuania; see idem, “Rzekoma koalicja Litwy z Tatarami przeciwko Moskwie w r. 1480,” Ateneum Wileńskie 1 (1923): 140–204 and 352–397, esp. p. 183, n. 1. This dating seems convincing, although from a more recently published royal itinerary we learn that Casimir was in Vilnius already on 17 March; see Irena Sułkowska-Kurasiova [Sulkovska-Kuraseva], “Itinerarij Kazimira Jagellona (sostojanie podgotovki),” in: Issledovaniija po istorii Litovskoj metriki (Moscow, 1989), vol. 2: 264–335, esp. p. 316.
The original document is missing.

Ruthenian copies:
A. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 4, fol. 104a–104b [old foliation: 89a–89b].


A.* 18th-century Latin transcription: AGAD, Metryka Litewska, no. 191a, p. 344 [old pagination: 96].

Published in a) Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, p. 203; 1 b) Sbornik Muxanova,2 pp. 25–26.

Во имя Божье, втъ Менъдликгиреѧ, Казимира королю, брату, в сей мере присянять есми:

Королю, брате мои, мы которое словъ речьмъ, братьства и приязни повыщати, а принятеле принятел, а неприятелю неприятель бъдячи, какъ король к моему принятелу принятел, а к неприятелю неприятель бдеть, а въ къ его принятелу принятел, а к неприятелю неприятель маю бытъ. Такъже въ, Менъдликгиреи царь, Казимира король, брата моего принятелу принятелу маю бытъ, а неприятелю неприятелемъ.

А еще мне, Менъдликгиреи, Казимир король, братъ, коли на сихъ принять стояти будеть, потомъ въ, Менъдликгиреи царь, Казимира, брата моего людьемъ, и землямъ его, и водамъ, коли бы мело што статисѧ, въ и царство покинꙋ, а лиха не дамъ вчинить; втъ мене, въ и втъ братьи моему меньшему, б и втъ сына моего лиха не бдеть.

Такожъ мне, Менъдликгиреи, Казимир король, братъ, што въ втечъ мои, Акъгиреи царь князю Семенѣ котори подавалъ люди, тые люди мне бы вдѣдалъ. Ино король, братъ, коли тые люди мне втѣдасть, а въ, Менъдликгиреи, коли въ свое присли выстѣпию, втъ Бога тогда, вд пророка Магъмета, и втъ Кургана, и втъ книгу наших втъ фрскѣ [sic].

1 Erroneously dated by Pułaski as issued on 15 October 1479.
2 Rendered in the Cyrillic script; cf. note 2 to Document 5.
3 Omitted in Pułaski’s edition.
4 It should probably read втѡркꙋс; the Cyrillic letter с is uplifted above the word and perhaps has been misplaced. For the Church Slavonic form otorku/otorkus’, derived from otreku/otrekus’ (infinitive: otrekat’/otrekat’ja), cf. Slovar’ cerkovno-slavjanskago i russkago jazyka, vol. 3 (St. Petersburg, 1867), col. 260. I would like to warmly thank Andrij Danylenko for his assistance in solving this puzzle.
In the name of God, from Mengli Giray to King Casimir, [our] brother, I have sworn in the following manner:

Oh king, my brother, we pronounce this word, strengthening brotherhood and friendship, and being a friend to [your] friend and an enemy to [your] enemy; if the king is a friend to my friend and an enemy to [my] enemy, I should [likewise] be a friend to his friend and en enemy to [his] enemy. Also I, Mengli Giray Khan, should be a friend to any friend of my brother, King Casimir, and an enemy to [his] enemy.³ And if King Casimir, [my] brother, keeps his oath [given] to me, Mengli Giray, then I, Mengli Giray Khan, if anything wrong is to happen to the people of my brother Casimir, his lands, or his waters, I will sooner leave my kingdom than let any harm be committed [to them]; no harm will descend [upon them] from me, my younger brothers, or my son.

Moreover, King Casimir, [my] brother, you should return to me, Mengli Giray, the people whom my father, Hadji Giray Khan, gave to Prince Semen.⁴ And if you, king, [my] brother, return these people to me, if I, Mengli Giray,

---
³ This sentence seems to be redundant as it repeats the former statement.
⁴ Semen Oleskowyč (Pol. Olelkowicz), related to the Jagiellonian dynasty, ruled in Kiev as a prince subordinate to King Casimir in the years 1454–1470; only after his death the autonomy of the principality was abolished in 1471; see his biography by Anna Krupska in PSB, vol. 23, p. 746. At the beginning of his rule, in 1454 Semen Oleskowyč rebelled against Casimir with the help of Seyyid Ahmed, the grandson of Khan Tokhtamısh and the pretender to the throne of the Golden Horde. The rebellion was crushed with the help of the Crimean khan, Hadji Giray. While Semen was pardoned, Seyyid Ahmed spent the rest of his life in Lithuanian captivity, first in Vilnius and then in Kaunas. Although the members of his Tatar retinue were allowed to settle in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, the Crimean khans regarded them as their subjects and continually demanded their return. This is how the legend of the “donation” by Hadji Giray to Semen Oleskowyč must have been born. As late as in 1499, Mengli Giray still demanded the return of “his subjects” once “donated” to Prince Semen by his father; see Jan Tyszkiwicz, Tatarzy na Litwie i w Polsce. Studia z dziejów XIII–XVIII w., pp. 132–133 and 161–162; Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 159–160. In a recent article, Feliks Šabul’do argues that Mengli’s request also had a territorial character and referred to the lands situated to the east from the Vorskla and the lower Dnieper; see idem, “«Semenovy ljudi»: ix territorija i rol’ v političeskix otnošenijax meždu Krymom i Litvoj na isxode XV veka,” in: Ruthenica, vol. 9. Edited by V. Ryčka and O. Toločko (Kiev, 2010): 57–73, esp. pp. 72–73. Yet, the passage in question specifically refers to people (ljudy), and in the steppe culture it was the people rather than the land over whom the khan’s sovereignty could have been extended.
happen to break my oath, then I will renounce God, Prophet Muhammad, the Koran, and our [holy] books.

Having pronounced this in [our] own language, we have given this oath-letter [prysjažnyj lyst]; what we have sworn to is also in the letter that we have given. Written in Qırq Yer, in the year 885, on the 15th day of October, on Friday.

---

5 In the original: koly z svoe prysjahy vystuplju, ot Boha tohdy, od proroka Mahmetja, y ot Kürhana, y ot knyh naşyx ot orsku, whereas the incomprehensible last two words should probably be read as one word: otkorus', i.e., “I will renounce” (cf. n. c above). An analogous clause can be found in Mengli Giray's oath recorded in a document from 1478, whose original text in Khwarezmian Turkic has been preserved. It reads: “if I am the violating party, let me be separated from God and the prophets, and from the one-hundred-and-four books, especially the Koran” (eger buzar çaglı bolsam Tengriden peygamberlerden yüz dört kitabdan 'ala'l-hususi Qur'andan bizar bolgaymen); see Vásáry, "A contract of the Crimean khan," pp. 294–295 and a facsimile after p. 296. On the number of Holy Books sent to mankind according to a Muslim tradition, cf. Document 40, n. 17.

6 The Muslim year 885 A.H. lasted between 13 March 1480 and 1 March 1481; yet, 15 October 1480 was a Sunday, and not Friday. Perhaps the Tatar scribe referred to the second decade (i.e., 11th–20th) of the month as it was customary in Islamic chanceries and the Lithuanian scribe mistakenly changed “the middle of October” into “October 15th”? Therefore, I suggest dating the present document between Friday, 13 October, and Friday, 20 October 1480.
The oath by Tevkel (Tjuvikel’) Ulan, the Crimean envoy sent to King Sigismund

Ruthenian copies:
A. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 7, p. 16 [old foliation: 10b].
Published in Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, pp. 295–296.

B. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 8, fol. 27b–28a [old foliation: 10b–11a].
B.* 18th-century Latin transcription: AGAD, Metryka Litewska, no. 194, pp. 18–19.

Published in Sbornik knjazja Obolenskago, pp. 29–30.

 scape

IΔ, Τουβικέλ Βλάν, a присꙗгаю b господїра моего, царїc Менъдлиกгеєвою dушою e на вышꙗнего f Бога и [на] г тот свꙗтыи Кꙗран,h штожb господарь нашъ, царь Мендикиреi береть з братом своїм,

1 Tevkel was actually sent by Mengli Giray to King Alexander, who died on 19 August 1506. The envoy was thus received by his successor, Sigismund, and swore an oath in the latter’s presence at a council in Mielnik; on the reception of the Crimean embassy in Mielnik, see “Litovskija upominki tatarskim ordam. Skarbovaja kniga Metriki Litovskoj 1502–1509 gg.,” pp. 52–53. According to his itinerary, Sigismund was in Mielnik between 22 December 1506 and 7 January 1507; see Nikolaj Berežkov, “Itinerarij velikix knjazej litovskix po materialam Litovskoj Metriki (1481–1530 gg.),” in: Arxeografičeskij Ežegodnik za 1961 god (Moscow, 1962): 181–205, esp. p. 192. Given the fact that Sigismund was elected to the Polish throne already on 8 December 1506, the amazement of Pułaski that he is referred to as the king in the present document, is ungrounded; cf. idem, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, p. 108.

a B. Тювикел Влан; C. Тювикель Влань.
b B. присегаю; C. прислаю.
c C. господара моего, цара.
d B. Мендикиреевою душою; C. Менъдликгиреевою душою.
e B. and C. вышнего.
f In B. and C. only.
g C. светыи Кꙗранъ.
h B. штож; C. што.
i C. господаръ нашъ, цар Мидликгерен.
королем и велиkim князем Жикгимонтом и въсемъ часовъ сердечнѫю принцъи и верное не лѫстивое братство, и не хитрое житие со всѫсими солтаны, братею и сынѫми своими, и со всѫсими вланы и князи, и со всѫсими мирзы, и со всѫсими людьми вбеюхъ тѣхъ чрдѫ. Заволсковѣ и Перекопсковѣ, которые жъ подꙑданы емѫ. Маєт господарь нашъ, царь Менѣдлкгиреи прыятиелю королѧ и великому князѧ Жикгимонтылуш прыятиелемъ, а непрыятиелю непрыятиелемъ, и вездѣ зъ его милостю самъ, або зъ людми его милости своими людми и детми, всѣстѣ на конѣ противъ всѧкѫмѣ непрыятиелю его милости и помоцы были подѣле всѧкѣ всее моцы, а зѣвлѧща того лета на московсковѣ. Также господарь нашъ, царь Менѣдлкгиреи землѧмъ, панствомъ, людемъ королѧ и великого князѧ Жикгимонты такъ Корꙗны Полсковѧ, какъ Возлѣгового княшѣ шкоды не маєт чинити, воиска не пискати, границѣныхъ замковѣ, местѣ, селъмъ не казити ни собою, ни

1 В. зѣ братомъ своими, королемъ и великимъ княземъ Жикгимонтомъ; С. з братомъ своими, королемъ и великимъ княземъ Жикгимонтомъ.
2 В. о тѣхъ часовъ сердечнѫю; С. въ тѣхъ часовъ сердечнѫю.
3 В. не лѫстивое братство, и не хитросное житие; С. не лѫстивое братство, и не хитрое житие.
4 B. и C. всѣми.
5 B. солтаны, братею и сынѫми своими; С. солтаны и братею, сынѫми своими.
6 B. и C. всѣми.
7 B. всѣми мирзы; С. всѣми князи и мирзы.
8 B. всѣми людьми вбеюхъ тѣхъ чрдѫ; С. всѣми людьми вбеюхъ тѣхъ чрдѫ.
9 C. Заволсковѧ.
10 B. подѣданы ему; С. поданы ему.
11 B. Маєт господарь; С. Маєт господарь.
12 B. царь Менѣдлкгиреи; С. царь Менѣдлкгиреи.
13 B. и C. Жикгимонта.
14 B. и C. прыятиелемъ.
15 B. и C. зѣ.
16 B. и C. самѣ.
17 B. дѣтми и людми; С. людми и дѣтми.
18 C. конѣ.
19 B. и C. противку великому.
20 B. и C. подѣ.
21 B. зѣвлѧща; С. зѣвлѧще.
22 C. московсковѧ.
23 B. Такъже господарь нашъ, царь Менѣдлкгиреи; С. Такъже господарь нашъ, царь Менѣдлкгиреи.
24 B. землѧмъ, панствомъ, людемъ королѧ и великому князѧ Жикгимонты; С. землѧмъ, панствомъ и людемъ королѧ и великому князѧ Жикгимонты.
25 B. какъ; С. какъ и.
детми, а ны людми своими, але во вьем має стерегчыи и блюсти, и бороняти втъ своихъ, детень и людень, и втъ всакихъ неприцелень. И во всем має мир вечныи и братство верное держати с королем и великим князем Жикгимонътомъ по томъ, какъ втъцы ихъ: Ачъжигирен царь с Казимиров королем.

А на томъ на всемъ, Тювикель Вланъ присегаю, што жь господарь мои, царь Менъдикгирен має тѣю мою присагу братъ своевъ, королю и великому князю Жикгимонъту до смерти держати, и перед его милости послы самъ своею дщерью тѣю присагу ему потвердить, и безъ льсти и безъ хитрости польнить ти его милости и панствомъ его: Корне и Великомъ Князествъ. И есть справедливе [присагаю]. Боже помози, а есть несправедливе, Боже мя вышнихъ заби на дщи и на теле.
Translation:

I, Tevkel Ulan, swear with the soul of my lord, Mengli Giray Khan, by the highest God and by this holy Koran, that from now on our lord, Mengli Giray Khan, along with all the sultans [i.e., princes], his brothers and sons, with all the ulans and beys [Ruth. knjazi], with all the mirzas, and with all the people of the two hordes: the Trans-Volgine [i.e., the Great Horde] and of Perekop [i.e., the Crimean Horde] that are subject to him, commits [himself] to sincere friendship, loyal and undeceitful brotherhood, and honest [common] life with his brother, the king and grand duke Sigismund. Our lord, Mengli Giray Khan, should be a friend to any friend of the king and grand duke Sigismund, and an enemy to [his] enemy, and he should mount a horse—either personally along with His Majesty [i.e., the king], or [by sending] his people and children along with the people of His Majesty—in all directions, against any enemy of His Majesty, and he should assist [His Majesty] with all [his] power, and especially this year, against the Muscovian [ruler]. Also our lord, Mengli Giray Khan, should not cause any harm to the lands, domains, and people of the king and grand duke Sigismund, either of [i.e., belonging to] the Polish Crown, or of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania; he should not let his troops [raid them], nor should he, his children, or his people ruin the border castles, towns, and villages; on the contrary, he should by all means guard and patrol them, and defend them from his own children and people, and from all enemies. And by all means he should keep the eternal peace and the loyal brotherhood with the king and grand duke Sigismund, in the same manner as [it used to be between] their fathers: Hadji Giray Khan and King Casimir.

And I, Tevkel Ulan, swear by all this [i.e., God and Koran] that my lord, Mengli Giray Khan, should keep my present oath in regard to his brother, the king and grand duke Sigismund, until [his] death, and that he will confirm this oath himself with his soul before the envoys of His Majesty; and he should fulfill [the provisions of this oath] in regard to His Majesty and his domains: the Crown and the Grand Duchy, without any deceit or fraud. If I swear sincerely, God help me!, but if not sincerely, oh the Highest God!, kill my body and soul!

---

2 Tevkel Ulan (in Ruthenian and Russian sources referred to as Tjuvikel or Tevekel; on the various forms of this name see Jankowski, Historical-Etymological Dictionary, pp. 1045–1046), a noble in the inner (i.e., court) service of the khan; in 1487 he was sent in embassy to Moscow; in 1493–1494 he participated in raids against Lithuania; his brothers, Ahmed Ulan and Nurum Ulan, lived in Lithuania; in 1509, after his death, Mengli Giray asked King Sigismund to send Nurum to the Crimea as Tevkel left his servants and people without an heir; see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 1, pp. 58, 62, 65, 209, 267 and Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” p. 45. Syroečkovskij and Xoroškevič confused Tevkel Ulan with the powerful Manghıt (i.e., Nogay) prince Tevkel, the brother of Mengli Giray’s wife Nur Sultan, who entered the Crimean service in 1503 after the fall of the Great Horde; both Russian authors erroneously assumed that it was the latter who had sworn the oath in 1506 (Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” p. 33; Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, p. 93). In fact, in a letter from the Muscovian grand prince to Mengli Giray, dated 1509 but referring to the events from the year 1492, both Tevkels are mentioned (Tevkel knjaz’ and Tevekel ulan). On the Manghıt prince Tevkel, see Document 9, n. 14.
DOCUMENT 8 (2 JULY 1507)
The donation *yarlıq* sent by Khan Mengli Giray to King Sigismund

The original document is missing. Ruthenian copies:
A. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 7, pp. 72–75 [old foliation: 38b–40a].
   Published in *Akty otnosjačiesja k istorii Zapadnoj Rossii*, vol. 2, pp. 4–5.
   Published in Pułaski, *Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną*, pp. 313–315.
B. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 8, fol. 55a–56a [old foliation: 38a–39a].
C.¹ RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 595, fol. 37a–38a.
   Published in *Sbornik knjazja Obolenskago*, pp. 87–89.

   Published in *Acta Tomiciana*, vol. 1, Appendix, pp. 23–24.

Лист вр цара татарского Менъдликгирея до Панов Рад и всихъ рꙋских людеи в Киевъ и инъшые замъки:

Починаю, Господи, в Твое имѧ!

Великое врдвы великого цара Менъдликгирееѡ слово:

Правое рꙋки и левое великого влꙋса темникомъ, і тысячъником, и сотником, и десятником, вланом, князем, и всемъ рꙋским людемъ,

¹ The beginning of the document is missing.
² In A. only.
³ B. н.
⁴ B. Менъдликгирееѡ.
⁵ B. влꙋса.
⁶ In B. written erroneously: тесичикомъ.
иваном, боюром, митрополитом и попом, черныом, и всым чорным людям и всеми пополстеви:

Даем вам ведати, штоюк великии цар, дада нашь, и велики цар Ачъжикгиреи, втете нашь, коль ихъ потные кони были, до великих князда Витовта до литовськое земли в гостиное поехали, и за то пожаловали Киевом в головах и многие места дали. Ино по тымь жъ литовськое земли великии князь Казимир, брат нашь, з литовськими князами и паны просили насъ, и мы ихъ прозбъ ихвалывъ.

Ино Вор на втца нашего столцы посадил; ино што велики цар, дада нашь, и велики цар, втете нашь, дали, по тымъ жъ киевскую тмъ со всимъ входы "и данни, и зъ землы, и зъ водами; володимирскъ тмъ со всими входы и данни, и зъ землы, и зъ водами; Великого Лиська тмъ со всими входы и зъ данни, и зъ землы, и зъ водами; смоленскую тмъ со всими входы и зъ данни, и зъ землы, и зъ водами; подолскую тмъ со всими входы и зъ данни, и зъ землы, и зъ водами; каменецкую тмъ со всими входы и зъ данни, и зъ землы, и зъ водами; браславскую тмъ со всими входы и зъ данни, и зъ землы, и зъ водами.

---

1 В. тисачникомъ, и сотникомъ, и деснакникомъ, вланомъ, княземъ и всимъ русскимъ людямъ, княземъ, и боюръ, митрополитомъ и попомъ, черныомъ и всимъ чорнымъ людямъ.
2 В. Даёмъ вамъ ведати, штоюк великии царъ.
3 В. царъ Ачъжикгиреи, втете нашъ.
4 В. ихъ.
5 В. Лиська.
6 В. Витовта.
7 В. головах.
8 In A. only.
9 В. по тымъ ж.
10 В. княземъ.
11 В. е.
12 В. насъ.
13 В. ихъ прозбъ.
14 В. Богъ.
15 В. великии цари, дада наши, и великии царь, втете нашъ.
16 В. по тымъ ж.
17 В. киевскую тму со всими.
18 C. begins here.
19 В. и С. землы.
20 В. и С. володимирскую тму со всими.
21 В. даньми.
22 В. и С. з.
23 С. Лиська.
24 В. всимъ входы и данни, и зъ землы, и зъ водами; С. всымъ входы и зъ данньми, и зъ землы, и зъ водами.
25 С. смоленскую.
26 В. и С. всымъ входы и зъ даньми, и зъ землы, и зъ водами.
27 В. подолскую тму со всыми входы и зъ даньми, и зъ землы, и зъ водами; С. подолскую тму со всыми входы и зъ землы и зъ даньми и водами.
28 В. каменицкую тму со всыми входы и зъ даньми, и зъ землы, и водами; С. каменицкую тму со всыми входы и зъ даньми, и зъ землы, и водами.
и з данни, и з землами, и водами;\textsuperscript{8} браславской тым со всими выходы и данни, и з землами, и водами;\textsuperscript{ab} Звинигородъ з выходы и з данни, и з землами, и водами;\textsuperscript{ah} Черкасы з выходы и данни, и з землами, и водами;\textsuperscript{2} Хачибев и Малък з водами и з землами;\textsuperscript{ak} ино почонни штъ Киевъ, и Днепръмъ и до встъя;\textsuperscript{ao} и Слепоръ и Глинъскъ со всими ихъ людыми;\textsuperscript{am} Жолваъкъ, Пятилыъ з землами и з водами;\textsuperscript{an} Биринъ, Синъкъ, Хотелъ, Лосичъ, Хотьмышъ, Ницанъ со всими ихъ землами и водами, и данни, и выходы;\textsuperscript{ao} черніговскую тым со всими выходы и данни, и з землами, и водами;\textsuperscript{ap} Рылескъ з выходы и данни, и з землами, и водами;\textsuperscript{aq} и водами; карская тым з выходы и данни, и з землами, и водами;\textsuperscript{as} Сараева сына Еглатеева тымъ;\textsuperscript{at} Милолъбъ з выходы и данни, и з землами, и водами, Мяжечъ, Весколъ; и Стародъбъ, Бранескъ,\textsuperscript{au} со всими ихъ выходы и данни, и з землами, и водами;\textsuperscript{av} и водами; Мченескъ,\textsuperscript{aw} и Люботескъ, Тяла-городъ, со всими ихъ выходы и данни, и з землами, и водами;\textsuperscript{ax} Берестенъ и Ратъякъ, и Козелескъ, Пронько, Шконьско;\textsuperscript{ay}

\textsuperscript{8} В. браславскую тым со всими выходы и з данни, и з землами, и водами; С. браславскую тым со всими входы и з данны, и з землами, и водами.
\textsuperscript{ab} В. сокальскую тым со всими выходы и данны, и з землами, и водами; С. сокальскую тым со всими входы и з даннны, и з землами, и водами.
\textsuperscript{ah} В. Звинникородъ з входы и данны, и з землами, и водами; С. Звинингородъ з выходы и з данны, и з землами, и з водами.
\textsuperscript{ak} В. Черкасы з входы и данны, и з землами, и водами; this fragment is missing in C.
\textsuperscript{ao} В. Хачибевъ и Мага з водами и з землами; С. Хачибевъ и Мага з водами и з землами.
\textsuperscript{ap} В. почонны штъ Киевъ, и Днепръмъ и до встъя; С. почонны штъ Киевъ, и Днепръмъ и до встъя.
\textsuperscript{aq} В. и Слепоръ и Глинъскъ со всими ихъ людыми; С. и Слепоръ и Глинъскъ со всими ихъ людыми.
\textsuperscript{aq} В. Жолваъкъ, Пятилы з землами и з водами; С. Жолваъкъ, Пятилы з землами и водами.
\textsuperscript{as} В. Биринъ, Синъкъ, Хотенъ, Лосичъ, Хотьмышъ, Ницанъ со всими ихъ землами и водами, и выходы, и даннны; С. Биринъ, Синъкъ, Хотенъ, Лосичъ, Хотьмышъ, Ницанъ со всими ихъ землами и водами, и выходы.
\textsuperscript{au} В. черніговскую тым со всими выходы и данни, и землами, и водами; С. черніговскую тым со всими входы и данны, и з землами, и водами.
\textsuperscript{av} В. данни, и з землами; С. даннны, и з землами.
\textsuperscript{aw} В. курскую тым з входы и данни, и землами, и водами; С. курской тым з входы и даннны, и з землами, и водами.
\textsuperscript{ax} В. тымъ; С. тымъ.
\textsuperscript{ay} В. з входы и данни, и з землами; С. з входы и даннны, и з землами.
\textsuperscript{az} В. Мужечъ, Весколъ; и Стародъбъ, Бранескъ.
\textsuperscript{ba} В. со всими ихъ выходы и даннны, и з землами; С. и со всими ихъ выходы и даннны, и з землами.
\textsuperscript{bb} In C. written erroneously: Менскъ.
\textsuperscript{bx} В. Тула-городъ, со всими ихъ землами и водами, и выходы, и даннны; С. Тула-городъ, со всими ихъ выходы и даннны, и землами, и водами.
\textsuperscript{by} В. Ратъякъ, и Козелескъ, Пронько, Шконьско; С. Ратъякъ, и Козелескъ, Пронько, Шконьско.
Испашъ, [Донецъ.]аа со въсими ихъ выходы и даными, и з землями, ба и водами; Кбнгъ-городокъ, bb Балыклы, Каракъ, Чорны городъ, bc Дашовъ-городищъ, Тосиши, Немиръ, Мушачъ, bd Ходоровъ, со всими ихъ выходы и з даными, и з землями, be и водами.

Ино великии кназ Казимиръ, брат нашъ, з литовское земли кназы bf и паны, штообы доброта множила, дла того и мы тежь bg с ялами, кнази порадивъ, а брат нашъ кназ аб Казимиръ Антареева сына пана Богъ- дана маршалка, а с нимъ bp пана Ивашковъ сынъ, бп [канъ Ивашенцо], sk коли до мене wтъ br брата моего в поселстве приехали, ино мы, повышала брата нашего [милующи] bm. Пековъ, Велики Новъгородъ ba пожаловали дали есмо, и Резанъ Переасловъ be в головахъ, bp люди, тмы, bq города, и села, и даны, и выходы, и з землями, и з водами, и с потоками br къ литовскомъ be столиц придали есмо.

Ино въ, имены выше писанные бг города, кназы, и бодры, напередь ba сего великомъ кназу Витовътъ, by братъ нашемъ, а потомъ bv великому кназу Жикгимонътъ, братъ нашемъ, bx какъ by есте сляживали, ино

---

aа Missing in A.; in C. Донец.
ba B. со всими ихъ выходы и даными, и з землями; С. со всими ихъ выходы и даными, и з землями.
bв B. Кбнг-город.
bc B. and C. Каракъ, Чорны город.
bd In B. erroneously repeated: Немиръ, Немиръ, Мушачъ; in C. Немиръ, Мушачъ.
be B. со всими ихъ выходы и даными, з землями; С. со всими ихъ выходы и з даными, и з землями.
bф B. кназъ Казимиръ, братъ нашъ з литовское земли съ кнази; С. кназъ Казимиръ, братъ нашъ з литовское земли с кнази.
bg и B. и C. теж.
bх B. and C. братъ нашъ кназъ.
bн B. and C. Богдана маршалка, а с нимъ.
bй B. сынъ.
bk Thus in B.; in C. панъ Ивашенцо; in A. written mistakenly: понъ Ивашенцо.
bl B. and С. ит. 
bm Thus in C.; in B. милующи; in A. written mistakenly: минующи.
bн C. Псковъ, Велики Новъгород.
bо B. and С. Резанъ и Переасловъ.
bп B. в головахъ.
bф С. тмы.
bf С. з землями, и з водами, и зъ потоками.
bg B. к литовскомъ; С. к литовскомъ.
bх B. and C. писанные; this fragment is erroneously read by the editors of Lietuvos Metrika as: И новы имены вышеписаные.
bw B. and C. наперед.
y B. Витовъты.
yw B. and С. потомъ.
bx B. Жикгимонту, братъ нашемъ; С. Жикгимонту, брату нашемъ.
by B. какъ.
и [ныне] по том ж, великих князей Казимири, брать наших, служите, како городов брать наших, дани и выходы сполна давали. А которые люди напотом повышах дали есмо, не молте: “перво того не служивали есмо, и дани и выходы не давали есмо,” некоторое вымовы не мене, дани и выходы давайте, вт нинешнего часе служите.

Ино и нине великих князей Жигимонта, брать нашего, з литовскому земли князь и паны, для того, чтобы светы нами доброта была, и мы с вами и князь порадив, вт брата нашего, великого князя Жигимонта пань Юри Зеновевич, а пань Акоб Ивашенкоевич, маршалок и писарь татарский Тимирцын сын княз Абраиг, брата нашего в поселстве приездили, ино первые цари, дяди наши, цар втц наш пожаловал которыми щрлык, а потом и мы кормим щрлыком пожаловали, милующи Жигимонта, брата нашего, к литовскому земли столица дали есмо пожаловал сесь наш йрлык з ласки по первому ж, сполна дани, и выходы, и службь. Не будете л то сполна служити, в вам нектакоже добро
бдеть, бдете воеваны и граблены, сего нашего царлыка не бдете послышнымы, што бы есте не сплюшили са!
Для того на то под золотым нишаном и подъ алыми пятными царлыкъ данъ, по Про[по]ка его нашего смерти девятсотъ лет и тринадцать летъ, щастливого месяца саара РА [21] дня, в патницѣ. Писанъ в городе Веселом.2

Translation:

The letter from the Tatar khan Mengli Giray to the lords of the Council and all the Ruthenian people concerning Kiev and other castles:

I commence, oh Lord, in Your name!

The word of Mengli Giray, the great khan of the Great Horde:

To the commanders of tens of thousands [tümens], thousands, hundreds, and tens of the great people [ulus] of the right and the left hand, the ulans and beys [Ruth. kniazem], and to all the Ruthenian people, princes, boyars, metropolitans, [Orthodox] priests, monks, and all ordinary people and commoners:

We let you know that the great khan, our uncle, and the great khan Hadji Giray, our father, when their horses were growing sweaty [beneath them], they would come seeking hospitality [i.e., refuge] to Grand Duke Vytautas, in Lithuania; in return they granted [him] numerous places, beginning with Kiev. Likewise, the grand duke of Lithuania, our brother Casimir, along with the Lithuanian princes and lords, have asked us to do accordingly, and we have granted their request.

As God has placed us on the throne of our father, whatever had been granted by the great khan, our uncle, and by the great khan, our father, [we have granted] accordingly:

- the tümen of Kiev along with all incomes, levies, lands, and waters;
- the tümen of Volodymyr along with all incomes, levies, lands, and waters;
- the tümen of Great Luč’k along with all incomes, levies, lands, and waters;

2 Apparently the reference to Khan Tokhtamısh.
the tümen of Smolensk along with all incomes, levies, lands, and waters;
the tümen of Podolia along with all incomes, levies, lands, and waters;
the tümen of Kamjanec along with all incomes, levies, lands, and waters;
the tümen of Braclav along with all incomes, levies, lands, and waters;
the tümen of Sokolec along with all incomes, levies, lands, and waters;
Zvynyhorod along with incomes, levies, lands, and waters;
Čerkasy along with incomes, levies, lands, and waters;
Kačybej and Majak along with waters and lands;
and starting from Kiev, along with the Dnieper down to its mouth;
and Sneporod and Hlyns’k along with all their people;
Žolva and Putyvl’ along with lands and waters;
Byryn, Sinec, Xoten, Losyčy, Xotmyšl, and Nyczany along with all their lands, waters, levies, and incomes;

3 It is not clear why Kamjanec (Pol. Kamieniec Podolski) is listed separately as it was the center of the province of Podolia, already listed above.
4 In his detailed analysis of the geographic contents of this yarłąq, Fedir Petrun’ convincingly argued that Sokal’ should not be identified with the well known town in Galicia, but with the medieval Podolian castle of Sokolec (today Sokilec’), situated east of Kamjanec on the river Uşycja; see idem “Xans’ki jarlyky,” p. 141. For the same opinion, see Stefan Maria Kuczyński, Sine Wody, pp. 24–25; republished in: idem, Studia z dziejów Europy Wschodniej X–XVII w. (Warsaw, 1965): 135–180, esp. pp. 152–153. The above identification is additionally supported by the fact that in the yarłąq from 1514 (Document 14) the tümen of Sokolec’ is referred to as sokoleckaja tma, and in Document 24 we find the form Sokolče. On Sokolec, see Słownik geograficzny, vol. 11, p. 17.
5 Today Zvenyhorodka; a medieval castle situated southwest of Čerkasy on the river Hnylyj Tikyč; on its history see Słownik geograficzny, vol. 14, pp. 690–696.
6 A medieval Tatar settlement named Hadjibey, situated on the Black Sea shore in the place of present-day Odessa; also known under alternative names as Kačybej and Kačybejev/Kačybijiv.
7 Today Majaky; a settlement on the left shore of the river Dniester, close to its mouth.
9 A town, belonging to the Hlyns’kyj (Gliński) family, situated on the river Sula; on its history, see Petrun’, “Xans’ki jarlyky,” pp. 139–140 and Słownik geograficzny, vol. 3, pp. 75–76.
12 An estate on the river Sula; see Petrun’, “Xans’ki jarlyky,” p. 139.
13 Xoten rather than Xotel as in the manuscript (cf. also Document 12); an estate in the region of Putyvl’; see Słownik staroukrajins’koji movy, vol. 2, p. 514. The modern town of Xotin north of Sumy is situated nearby.
14 An estate on the river Vorskla; see Petrun’, “Xans’ki jarlyky,” pp. 138–139.
16 An estate on the river Vorskla; see Petrun’, “Xans’ki jarlyky,” pp. 138–139.
- the tümen of Černihiv along with all incomes, levies, lands, and waters;
- Ryl’sk\(^{17}\) along with incomes, levies, lands, and waters;
- the tümen of Kursk along with incomes, levies, lands, and waters;
- the tümen of Jagoldaj, son of Saraj:\(^{18}\) Myloljub along with incomes, levies, lands, and waters, Mužeč and Oskol;\(^{19}\)
- Starodub and Brjansk along with all their incomes, levies, lands, and waters;
- Mcensk, Ljubutsk,\(^{20}\) and the town of Tula,\(^{21}\) along with all their incomes, levies, lands, and waters;
- Berestej and Retan’,\(^{22}\) Kozel’šk, Pronsk,\(^{23}\) Volkonsk,\(^{24}\) Spažsk,\(^{25}\) and Donec,\(^{26}\) along with all their incomes, levies, lands, and waters;

\(^{17}\) A medieval town on the river Sejm, today in Russia; in the 14th century annexed to Lithuania; in 1500 its holder acknowledged Muscovian suzerainty; see *Słownik geograficzny*, vol. 10, p. 94.

\(^{18}\) Petrun’ and Kuczyński quote a document from 1497 that identifies the estate of Jagoldaj as consisting of Myloljub, Mužeč and Oskol and extending between the upper Sejm and the upper Donec rivers (hence punctuation marks were entered to the Ruthenian text in order to read this fragment correctly). This estate was initially granted by Vytautas to Ulug Muhammed, the pretender to the throne of the Golden Horde, who sought refuge in Lithuania. After Ulug Muhammed left in 1437 in order to continue his fight for the throne, the estate was granted to one of his military commanders, Jagoldaj (Jaholdaj). Jagoldaj’s estate was inherited by his son, and then granddaughter, who married Prince Jurij Vjazemskij. After the latter accepted Muscovian suzerainty in 1494, the estate was confiscated by the Lithuanian treasury, to be finally ceded to Muscovy in 1503; see Petrun’, “Xans’ki jarłuky,” pp. 137–138; Stefan Maria Kuczyński, “Jaholdaj i Jaholdajewicze lenni książęta tatarscy Litwy,” in: *idem, Studia z dziejów Europy Wschodniej X–XVII w.*, pp. 221–226; Jan Tyszkiewicz, *Tatarzy na Litwie i w Polsce. Studia z dziejów XIII–XVIII w.*, pp. 130 and 161.

\(^{19}\) An estate on the river Oskol (Ukr. Oskil), a left tributary of the Donec. The modern town of Starij Oskol (today in Russia) is situated nearby.

\(^{20}\) Mcensk and Ljubutsk constituted two Lithuanian strongholds against Muscovy; after 1494, when most of the region was already lost, they constituted two Lithuanian enclaves on the right, eastern side of the river Oka; they were finally annexed to Muscovy in 1503; see Petrun’, “Xans’ki jarłuky,” pp. 135–136.

\(^{21}\) ‘Tula had belonged to Lithuania only temporarily in the years 1428–1434; being a part of the Duchy of Rjazan’, in 1503 it was annexed to Muscovy.

\(^{22}\) Petrun’ corrected the assumption by Myxajlo Hruševskyj, who had identified the above two localities with Brest and Ratne (Pol. Brześć and Ratno) in western Polissja; in fact, they both belonged to the Duchy of Rjazan’ and were temporarily annexed to Lithuania in the years 1428–1434, along with Tula; see Petrun’, “Xans’ki jarłuky,” pp. 138–139.

\(^{23}\) A town in the Duchy of Rjazan’ that had temporarily acknowledged Lithuanian suzerainty in 1427; see Petrun’, “Xans’ki jarłuky,” p. 136.

\(^{24}\) An autonomous principality on the right side of the river Oka that had belonged to Lithuania until 1494; see Petrun’, “Xans’ki jarłuky,” p. 135.

\(^{25}\) An autonomous principality (centered in Pavšino) on the right side of the river Oka that had belonged to Lithuania until 1494; see Petrun’, “Xans’ki jarłuky,” p. 135.

\(^{26}\) An estate on the river Donec.
- the castle of Jabu, Balykly, Karaul, Čornyj Horod, the ruined castle (Ruth. horodysco) of Dašov, Tošyčy, Nemyr, Mušač, Xodorov, along with all their incomes, levies, lands, and waters.

Moreover, Grand Duke Casimir, our brother, along with the princes and lords of Lithuania, and also we, along with the ulans and beys (Ruth. knjazi), having taken counsel for the good to multiply [between us], as our brother, Duke Casimir, [had sent] the marshal Bohdan, son of Andrej, and along with him Pan Ivašenco, son of Pan Ivaška, when they had come to me in embassy from my brother, we—by strengthening our love towards our brother—had granted Pskov, Velikij Novgorod, and [the duchy of] Rjazan', beginning with
Perejaslav', [and their] people, tümens, towns, villages, levies, incomes, along with lands, waters, and streams, to the Lithuanian throne.

And you, the towns [i.e., town dwellers], princes, and boyars, whose [i.e., whose towns'] names are written above, as you have earlier served our brother, Grand Duke Vytautas, and then our brother, Grand Duke Sigismund, you should also now serve accordingly our brother, Grand Duke Casimir; as many town levies and incomes have been given, [should be given now as well]. And those people, whom we have granted [to Lithuania] later in addition, you should not say: “we have not served earlier and we have paid neither levies nor tribute;” you should make no excuses and you should pay levies and tribute as you will serve from now on.

And now, Grand Duke Sigismund, our brother, along with the princes and lords of Lithuania, and we, along with the ulans and beys [Ruth. knjazi], having taken counsel for the good to remain between us, as from the side of our brother, Grand Duke Sigismund, Pan Jurij Zenovevyč, Pan Jakub Ivašencovyč, and the Tatar marshal and scribe, Ibrahim Bey [Ruth. kniaz Abrahym] <son of> Tymirčyn, have come in embassy from our brother, we—for the sake of

---

36 Sigismund (Lith. Žygimantas), the younger brother of Vytautas, was the grand duke of Lithuania in the years 1432–1440. Like Vytautas, he acknowledged the supreme authority of the king of Poland, first Vladislaus Jagiello and then Vladislaus III (1434–1444).

37 This whole paragraph is taken from Document 4 and reflects the realities of ca. 1473 when Casimir was the grand duke of Lithuania as well as the king of Poland.

38 Jurij Ivanovyč Zenovevyč (Pol. Zenowjewicz, Lith. Zenavičius), governor of Braslaw since 1494, governor of Smolensk since 1507, Lithuanian court marshal since 1515; see Urzędnicy centralni i dostojnicy WKL, pp. 88 and 253; cf. Banionis, LDK pasiuntinybių tarnyba, pp. 82, 102, 191, 210, 251, 257, 371, and 374.

39 Son of Ivašenko, who participated in the embassy of ca. 1473 as a scribe (cf. n. 34 above); on Jakub Ivašencovyč, the governor of Mazyr and the envoy to the Crimea in 1505–1506 and 1507, see Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, pp. 94–96, 105–111, and Banionis, LDK pasiuntinybių tarnyba, pp. 82, 101–103, 157, 191 (his mission in 1505 is omitted), 251, 257, 371, and 374.

40 Ibrahim Tymirčyn (or Tymirčyç), son of Tymirča, the Tatar immigrant to Lithuania (the assumption by Syroečkovskij that Ibrahim entered the Lithuanian service only in 1507 is wrong; cf. Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” p. 26); he participated in several embassies to the Great Horde (1484, 1496, 1501) and the Crimea (1490, 1507) as an interpreter and envoy. For his services he received lands in Lithuania and an official title of the Tatar marshal. In his correspondence dated 1507, Mengli Giray praised Ibrahim’s long-lasting service to King Sigismund and his efforts to preserve the mutual friendship (see Kazimierz Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, p. 310). Also Ibrahim’s two brothers and three sons served in the Lithuanian diplomacy. As Ibrahim’s noble origin was questioned by older Tatar settlers in Lithuania, he procured official letters from both Mengli Giray and the latter’s mortal enemy, Sheikh Ahmad, the former khan of the Great Horde then imprisoned in Lithuania, and in 1517 obtained a formal royal confirmation of the noble status of his whole family [for the document, see Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 9 (1511–1518). Užrašymų knyga 9, p. 369]. He died in 1530. On Ibrahim Tymirčyn and his family, see Józef Wolff, Kniaziowie litewsko-ruscy od końca czternastego wieku (Warsaw, 1895),
our love towards our brother Sigismund—have granted, out of [our] generosity, our present yarlıq, encompassing all levies, tributes, and services, to the throne of Lithuania, according to the previous yarlıqs that had been given by the first khans, our uncles, by our father, and then by ourselves. And if you do not entirely fulfill these services, nothing good awaits you, you will be raided and robbed, if you do not obey our present yarlıq, may you [better] not experience terror!  

Therefore, the yarlıq under the golden nişan and under the red stamp has been given accordingly on the 21st day of the prosperous month of Safer, 913 years after the death of our Prophet, on Friday. Written in Devletkerman.  


41 The last sentence is addressed to the inhabitants of the lands granted to Lithuania.

42 An obvious mistake or superfluous interpretation by the translator since the Muslim calendar begins with the emigration (Hegira) and not the death of Prophet Muhammad.

43 Lit. “Merry Town” (Veselyj Horod) in Ruthenian. The terms Sčastlivyj Saraj (“Prosperous Palace”), Sčastlivyj Gorod (“Prosperous Town”), and Veselyj Gorod (“Merry Town”) can be also found in early sixteenth-century Russian sources and reflect the Tatar names Devletsaray (lit. “Palace of Prosperity”) and Devletkerman/Devletkermen (lit. “Town of Prosperity”), since the word devlet means “prosperity” or “fortune” (also “state” and “power”). All these terms applied to the khan’s new residence built in the years 1500–1503 in Saladjıq near Qırq Yer; cf. Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” p. 5; Hajvoronskyj, *Poveliteli dvux materikov*, vol. 1, p. 83.
DOCUMENT 9 (14 JULY 1507)
The šartname (prysjažnyj lyst) sent by Khan Mengli Giray to King Sigismund

The original document is missing. Ruthenian copies:
A. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 7, pp. 75–77 [old foliation: 40a–41a].
A.* 18th-century Latin transcription: AGAD, Metryka Litewska, no. 193, pp. 50–52.
Published in Pulaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, pp. 315–317.

B. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 8, fol. 56a–57b [old foliation: 39a–40b].
Published in Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 8 (1499–1514). Užrašymų knygą 8, pp. 84–85.

Published in Sbornik knjazja Obolenskago, pp. 90–93.

Великое Врды великии цар Менъдликгиреи цар, а самъ в головах есми з братом своимъ, Къмъгиреи солтанамъ, и съ сыномъ своимъ, Мъгамедгиреи солтанамъ, а Ахметъкереи, а Абънъчи, а Мꙋгамедъкгиреи, а Бетикгиреи, а Бꙋрнашъ, съ тыми царевичи в головахъ, Бабака-сеит, а Солтанъ Али Аб\\u0438лан-маллы, а Баба-шеихъ, и з кланы и князь: Мамѫшъ-влѧн, Кнѧт Мансѣр князь, сынъ его князь Сокалъ.
ты в головах, зынъшими вланы и [c]1 кнꙗзꙗ нашими: Тевекел кнꙗз,2 Мамушъ кнꙗз,3 Акгышъ кнꙗз,4 Доблетъ Бакъты кнꙗз,5 тье в головах, с полковыми кнꙗзꙗми, зъ двораны6 и с кочьвными7 кнꙗзꙗми, и съ слѫгами8 мониꙗми, вси пришодubber передъ9 Жикгимонтьтовым королевым, ad брата нашего, передъ послом великим, передъ ad паном Юрємъ Зеновьевичом,8 и передъ паном Дєкбо Изващенцовичом,8 а передъ татарским маршалком Абраѓимом, писарем, ab и в головах,11 з верхописанными,12 и з детыми,13 з вланы и кнꙗзꙗми, am и an со въсими15 полковыми кнꙗзꙗми и двораны,16 и с кочьвными кнꙗзꙗми, и съ слѫгами мониꙗми, вси послопне17 стоꙗ Жикгимонтьт18 королю, братѡ нашѡми, присꙗгшиꙗли есмо и тот пришодный лист19 дали есмо с тыми вызнанными речꙗми,20 которые речи стали сѧ. А панъ Юрєвъ Зеновьевичъ, а панъ Дєкъб Изващенцовичъ,21 а маршалок татарскꙗй Абраѓим кнꙗз Жикгимонтьт корола,22 брата нашего

1 B. головах.
2 B. зынъшими.
3 In B. and C. only.
4 B. and S. кнꙗз.
5 B. and S. Мамушъ кнꙗз.
6 B. and C. кнꙗз.
7 B. and C. кнꙗз.
8 B. Доблетъ Бакъты кнꙗз; С. Доблеът Бакъты кнꙗз.
9 B. зь.
10 C. двораны.
11 B. кочьвными; С. кочьвными.
12 B. слѫгми.
13 B. пришод передъ; С. пришод перед.
14 B. Жикгимонтьтовымъ королевымъ; С. Жикгимонтьтовымъ королевым.
15 B. передъ посломъ великимъ, передъ; С. передъ посломъ великимъ, перед.
16 B. Юрєемъ Зеновьевичомъ.
17 B. а передъ паномъ Дєкбо Изващенцовичомъ; С. и передъ паномъ Дєкбо Изващенцовичомъ.
18 B. передъ татарскими маршалкомъ Абраѓимомъ, писаремъ; С. передъ татарскими маршалкомъ Абраѓимомъ, писаремъ.
19 B. головах.
20 B. верхописанными.
21 B. зъ братомъ; С. зъ братом.
22 B. зъ детми.
23 B. и с кнꙗз.
24 Missing in B.
25 B. всꙗми.
26 B. и зъ двораны; С. и зъ двораны.
27 B. и С. кочьвными.
28 B. и С. зь.
29 C. послопне.
30 B. Жикгимонтьт; С. Жикгимонтьт.
31 B. лист.
32 B. речми.
33 B. пан Юріи; С. панъ Юріи.
34 B. панъ Дєкъб Изващенцовичъ; С. панъ Дєкъб Изващенцовичъ.
35 C. Абраѓим кнꙗз Жикгимонтьт корола; in B. corrupt: Абраѓимъ кнꙗзъ Жикгимонтьт; in the whole document, Sigismund is consistently referred to as король
днищею, и литовское22 земли в головах23 князя бискупа и всих24 пановъ днищею, присагнули.25

Естли вы царю сюю выписанную26 присагнули и вызнанную27 иначе не вчините, и мы тежь28 иначе не вделаем,29 тьмь30 прозбы твою, которая31 в присказе записана, слово въ сие такъ вчиним,32 иначе не бдем.33 Такъ присагнули34 намъ, а мы тежь35 на сие вызнание слова наши присагнули36 есмо, што37 Жикгимонът38 королю, братъ нашымъ, и литовское земли въ головахъ39 князю бискупу,40 и панамъ,41 принятелю принателемъ,42 а неприятелю неприятелство43 чинити заѡдно станемъ,44 а з неприятелемъ если са змиримъ, с одного змиримся,45 а комъ принателемъ бдемъ,46 [с одного принателемъ бдемъ];47 одинъ безъ одного ведома ни съ комъ са не зеднаемъ,48 а одинъ безъ одного ведома никому неприятелемъ не бдемъ.49

Тежь шт предковъ нашихъ,50 шт царѧ Тактамыша51 и до штъца моего Ачкгиреꙗ царѧ,52 и теперь [та]53 самъ жаловал есмi

(i.e., king) and not князь (i.e., prince); on the other hand, Abraham is referred to as

knjazь in Document 8.

22 С. литовское.
23 В. головах.
24 В. всих; С. ввсеѣ.
25 В. присагнули.
26 В. выписаную.
27 В. вызнанную.
28 В. теж.
29 В. вделяемъ; С. введаемъ.
30 В. тую.
31 В. которая.
32 В. вчинимъ; С. вчинимъ.
33 В. и С. будемъ.
34 В. и С. присагнули.
35 В. теж.
36 В. присагнули.
37 В. што Жикгимонту; С. што Жикгимонът.
38 С. литовское земли въ головахъ.
39 В. бискупу; С. бискупу.
40 В. паномъ.
41 В. и С. принателемъ.
42 С. неприятелство.
43 В. и С. заѡдно станемъ.
44 В. з неприятелемъ если са змиримъ, с одного змиримся; С. з неприятелемъ если са змиримъ, с одного змиримся.
45 В. принателемъ будемъ; С. принателемъ будемъ.
46 Missing in A; С. с одного принателемъ будемъ.
47 B. и С. кимъ.
48 B. зедняемъ; С. зедняемъ.
49 B. безъ одного; С. безъ одного.
50 B. никому неприятелемъ не будемъ; С. никому неприятелемъ не будемъ.
51 Теж шт предковъ нашихъ; С. Теж шт предковъ нашихъ.
52 В. Тактамыша.
53 В. штца моего Ачкгиреꙗ царѧ; С. штца моего Ачкгиреꙗ царѧ.
54 В. теперь.
55 In B. only.
Жикгимонта⁹⁵ короля, брата своего, и литовским⁹⁷ столци, князю бискину в головах, и паном пожаловал,⁹⁷ подъ золотою печатю и подъ алым патном⁹⁷ листъ есмо дали, рискую вкраин, городьки,⁹⁷ которые к нам присляхали,⁹⁷ зъ землами и з водами, з выходы и з дань⁹⁶ пожаловали есмо. И на то есмо и листъ⁹⁶ нашъ дали, имо мы тю даннѣ подлѫгъ жалованꙗ⁹⁷ нашего иначе не вчиним.⁹⁷

А еще Жикгимонть⁹⁷ королю, брата нашому кто будет⁹⁷ неприятилы [ему],⁹⁷ а, Менѣдлигиреи брат уго,⁹⁷ брата абсъ сына своего пошлю з великим воиском,⁹⁷ с королевым⁹⁷ брата нашего воиском⁹⁷ послол. А тежъ Жикгимонт корол, брат мои;⁹⁷ на моего [не]приятеля⁹⁷ або сынъ мои к или поедеть, тогда⁹⁷ под присгагою добrego пана або добrego маршалка⁹⁷ з литовским великим воиском к нам⁹⁷ прислати, з нами послол пошоль,⁹⁷ неприятиллю нашому⁹⁷ неприятилесло вчинити с одьнаго гостя.⁹⁷

А еще⁹⁷ неприятиллю моего Шиахматова⁹⁷ братанича Халекъ солтана, а Тактамыша⁹⁷ слягц⁹⁷ его, а Солтанъ⁹⁷ Ахмата и иныхъ

⁹⁵ B. and C. Жикгимонта.
⁹⁶ C. литовскому.
⁹⁷ B. бискину в головах, и паном пожаловавъ; С. бискину в головах, и паном пожаловавъ.
⁹⁸ B. and C. под.
⁹⁹ B. под алым патномъ; С. под алым патном.
¹⁰⁰ C. к намъ присляхали.
¹⁰¹ B. зъ выходы и зъ даньми; С. з выходы и зъ даньми.
¹⁰² C. лист.
¹⁰³ B. подълѫгъ жалованꙗ; С. подълѫгъ жалованꙗ.
¹⁰⁴ B. and C. вчинимъ.
¹⁰⁵ B. and C. Жикгимонты.
¹⁰⁶ B. будеть.
¹⁰⁷ In B. only.
¹⁰⁸ B. and C. Менѣдлигиреи брать его.
¹⁰⁹ B. албо.
¹¹⁰ B. and C. великимъ воискомъ.
¹¹¹ B. королевымъ.
¹¹² B. and C. воискомъ.
¹¹³ B. A тежъ Жикгимонт корол, братъ мои; C. A тежъ Жикгимонт король, братъ мои.
¹¹⁴ Da Only in B. written correctly: неприятилы.
¹¹⁵ Dc C. тогда.
¹¹⁶ Dd С. маршалка.
¹¹⁷ De B. литовским великим воискомъ к намъ; С. литовским великим воискомъ к намъ.
¹¹⁸ Df B. з нами послолы пошоль; С. с нами послол пошоль.
¹¹⁹ Dg B. нашему.
¹²⁰ Dh B. and C. с одного ставъ.
¹²¹ Di B. сию.
¹²² Dj B. and C. Шиахматова.
¹²³ Dk B. Тактамыша.
¹²⁴ Di C. слугъ.
¹²⁵ Dm B. Солтан.
добрихъ слугъ потерять, а лихихъ слугъ его далеi и в холопи ихъ поставить.

А еще што на Товани городѣ мои збыдованъ на имя Ислам-городокъ, на каждый годъ выдает четыре тысячи и пятьсотъ золотыхъ, "тым людемъ" вброся, которые съ городъ стерегъ, не вмешивая на каждыи годъ мы будемъ тебе слать эту сумму, которую имъ даешь"—такъ мне тьтъ злюбили. А мы што будемъ просить полонениковъ, кнѣгинь и инъшихъ, если намъ вернешь, и мы тежъ на твою брата нашего прозбу, што коли будетъ у насъ полоненики, вбѣскъ вчинивъ нашодъ втошлемъ. А тежъ Шадеꙗ, холопа моего, знай и маете втослати.

"А што московскии неприятел нашъ земли наши побрал, если тое вземъ намъ втъвернешь, и мы брати твои и детемъ твоимъ всимъ царевичомъ, влѢномъ и кнѢземъ твоимъ: кнѢзу Тивикелю, 

---

\[ \text{da} \] B. иных добрыхъ слугъ; C. иных добрыхъ слугъ.
\[ \text{do} \] B. лихихъ слугъ.
\[ \text{dp} \] B. и C. втъпровадити.
\[ \text{dq} \] B. ихъ.
\[ \text{dr} \] B. городокъ; C. городъ.
\[ \text{ds} \] C. збыдованъ.
\[ \text{dt} \] B. Исламъ-городокъ; C. Исламъ-городокъ.
\[ \text{du} \] C. каждыи.
\[ \text{dv} \] B. выдаетъ сл.
\[ \text{dw} \] B. золотыхъ тымъ людемъ; C. золотыхъ тымъ людемъ.
\[ \text{dx} \] B. которое.
\[ \text{dy} \] B. стерегутъ; C. стерегуть.
\[ \text{dz} \] B. вмѣшиваю.
\[ \text{ea} \] C. годъ.
\[ \text{eb} \] B. и C. будемъ.
\[ \text{ec} \] B. тую сымъ, которую; C. тую сымъ, которую.
\[ \text{ed} \] B. и C. тутъ.
\[ \text{ee} \] It should rather read злюбили as in B.
\[ \text{ef} \] C. будемъ.
\[ \text{eg} \] B. инныхъ; C. инныхъ.
\[ \text{eh} \] B. если.
\[ \text{ei} \] In C. corrupt: верешь.
\[ \text{ej} \] B. и C. и.
\[ \text{ek} \] B. и C. будемъ.
\[ \text{el} \] B. насъ; in C. corrupt: васъ.
\[ \text{em} \] B. нашодъ втошлемъ.
\[ \text{en} \] B. тежъ.
\[ \text{eo} \] C. московскии.
\[ \text{ep} \] Written correctly in B.; corrupt in A. (втъ васъ) and C. (втъ васъ).
\[ \text{eq} \] B., возвъ; C. возвъ; it should rather read возвъ or возвъ.
\[ \text{er} \] B. намъ втъвернешь; C. намъ втъвернешь.
\[ \text{es} \] C. братьи.
\[ \text{et} \] B. детемъ твоимъ всимъ царевичомъ, влѢномъ и кнѢземъ твоимъ; C. детемъ твоимъ всимъ царевичомъ, влѢномъ и кнѢземъ твоимъ.
\[ \text{eu} \] B. ТевѢкелю; C. ТювиKelю.
а [Мамышъ] в кназю, а Давлетъ Бахътю в кназю, тым в головахъ, и иншым полковым кназем твоимъ на каждыи [год с] тыхъ людеи и городовъ выходы и дани собравъ дамъ имъ, в томъ ихъ вдачно нарядим. А неприцелата твоего  имамата какъ ты мовил, такъ мы вчиним.” — Такъ тют панъ Юри Зеновьевичъ, а панъ Давление Ивашевичъ, а татарскими маршалокъ и писар Абраимъ, такъ тют намъ присянули Жикгимонть корола, брата нашего диею, и кназа бискина в головахъ, и пановъ диею.

Ино естили вы на сию мою прозбу и на мое слово неприцелат мое мое неприцелат вчините, мы тежъ з выписаное присяги наше и вызнане слова нашего [иначе] не вчиним, не откимемъ на присягъ своей твердо стояти будемъ. И тежъ в Жикгимонть корола, брата нашего, в литовскую землю и в люди его поехавъ брата мои, або дети мои, або з клановъ, або [с] кназей нашихъ, або с

---

[notes]

Written correctly in B. and C.; corrupt in A. as: Мишъ, wrongly interpreted by Pulaski as Agiza.

B. Давление Бахътю; C. Давлет Бахътю.
B. и головах.
B. иншымъ полковымъ кназемъ твоимъ; C. иншымъ полковымъ кназемъ твоим.
B. and C. каждомъ.
B. and C. мы тежъ з выписаное присяги наше и вызнанъ слова нашего [иначе] не вчиним, не откимемъ на присягъ своей твердо стояти будемъ. И тежъ в Жикгимонть корола, брата нашего, в литовскую землю и в люди его поехавъ брата мои, або дети мои, або з клановъ, або [с] кназей нашихъ, або с
полковых⁶⁷ князеи, або з дворянъ,⁶⁸ або с кочовныхъ⁶⁹ людей, або [зъ]⁷⁰ сълꙋгъ моихъ⁷¹ поехавъ,⁷² естли шкодꙋ вчинꙗть,⁷³ сами приидꙋть, ск araемъ⁷⁴ и [самых имем.]⁷⁵ выдадим вам ихъ,⁷⁶ а приведеные побраные полоненики, вернем ихъ,⁷⁷ а тье⁷⁸ лихо чинуꙗть люди⁷⁹ естли до насъ не приидꙋть, и мы⁸⁰ жоны и дети и дочки ихъ побраꙗть,⁸¹ в Днепра къ⁸² перевозꙗ пошлем⁸³ и съ Слꙗма-города⁸⁴ нашего выдадимъ,⁸⁵ с чолны⁸⁶ люди ваши ихъ поберꙋют и втꙗдꙗть.⁸⁷

Естли вы всюя прозбꙗ словъ моихъ,⁸⁸ ты корол Жикгимонът, братъ мои,⁸⁹ и⁹⁰ з литовъскимъ в головахъ князем бискꙋпом⁹¹ и с паны, на⁹² присꙗзи своꙗ твердо стоꙗ правꙋ вчиниꙗть, а иначе и вчиниꙗть,⁹³ такжꙗ,⁹⁴ мы, из⁹⁵ сие присцꙗти нашꙗе и сознанꙗе словъ нашихъ,⁹⁶ мы естли иначе вчиниꙗмъ,⁹⁷ вышнего⁹⁸ единого Бога втꙗренꙗт тот бꙋдꙗт и Пророка нашего свꙗтого Магамета в Божего посланꙗца проклꙗт бꙋдꙗт.

⁶⁷ C. полковыхъ.
⁶⁸ B. зъ дворянъ.
⁶⁹ B. and C. кочовныхъ.
⁷⁰ B. In only.
⁷¹ B. и Слꙗма-города.
⁷² C. поехал и.
⁷³ C. вчинять.
⁷⁴ B. скараемъ.
⁷⁵ Written correctly in C.; corrupt in A. (самым имен) and B. (самих именъ).
⁷⁶ B. выдадимъ вамъ ихъ; C. выдадимъ вамъ ихъ.
⁷⁷ B. ихъ.
⁷⁸ C. ты.
⁷⁹ C. corrupt: чини влуди.
⁸⁰ B. до нас не прийдꙋть, а мы.
⁸¹ B. жоны и дети и дочки ихъ побраꙗть; C. жоны, дети и дочки ихъ побраꙗть и.
⁸² C. къ.
⁸³ B. пошлемъ.
⁸⁴ B. и Слꙗма-города.
⁸⁵ C. выдадимъ.
⁸⁶ Thus in B.; in A. written with redundant и (с чолны и); in C. corrupt (сицълѣ).
⁸⁷ B. ваши ихъ поберꙗть и втꙗдꙗть; C. ваши ихъ поберꙗть и втꙗдꙗть.
⁸⁸ B. слов моих.
⁸⁹ B. корол Жикгимонът, братъ мои; C. король Жикгимонът, братъ мои.
⁹⁰ Missing in C.
⁹¹ B. литовъскимъ в головахъ князем бискꙋпомъ; C. литовскꙗмъ в головахъ с княземъ бискꙋпомъ.
⁹² Missing in C.
⁹³ C. правꙗ вчиниꙗть, а иначе не вчиниꙗть.
⁹⁴ C. такжꙗ.
⁹⁵ B. изъ; missing in C.
⁹⁶ C. сознаных слов нашихъ.
⁹⁷ B. вчиниꙗмъ.
⁹⁸ B. вышнего; C. вышого.
⁹⁹ B. втꙗренꙗт тот бꙋдꙗт и Пророка нашего свꙗтого Магамета въ Божего посланꙗца проклꙗт бꙋдꙗт; in C. corrupt: втꙗренꙗт бꙋдꙗт светого Магамета Божего посланꙗца и проклꙗт бꙋдꙗт.
На то зъсть своихъ во сию присягу наши написавъ дал еси; сигнетом и печатю нашою синею запечатавъ, дали есмо Жикгимонть королю, брати нашомы, и князю бискунь в головахъ литовским паном великимъ и земланомъ подъ сигнетом и подъ синею печатю право подънесены листъ.

Данъ после нашего Пророка в девяти сотъ и в тринадцати летъ, щастного ребя ал-авъвели месяцъ на четверть день в середни писанъ.

appendix:1
Правили Магметкириен солтанъ в головахъ и инъшъ солтаны, по мне первый человекъ Мамышь вланъ в головахъ, и инъшъ вланы, князи, и каракен и полковы князи: Акгышъ князъ, Довлет Бахъты князъ, Мердантъ а Магъмюдъ князи.
Ибр Хожа писар писал.

1 In all manuscript copies this entry is placed between the documents of Mengli Giray issued on 2 July and 14 July 1507 (here edited as Documents 8 and 9). Although the editors of the Lithuanian Metrika relate it to Document 8 (see Lietuvos Metrika, Knyga Nr. 8 (1499–1514). Užrašymų knyga 8, p. 84), it should rather be related to Document 9 because it lists the Tatar princes and nobles who swore the oath mentioned in the latter document. Therefore it is published here as an appendix to Document 9.
Mengli Giray Khan, the great khan of the Great Horde—to begin with myself, along with my brother Yaghmurcha Sultan; and with my son Muhammed Giray Sultan, and with Ahmed Giray, and Yapancha, and Mahmud Giray, and Feth Giray, and Burnash—to begin with the [aforementioned] princes [Ruth. carevyčy], [and with] Babaka Seyyid, and the mullah Sultan Ali Abdulghani.

2 On Yaghmurcha, Mengli Giray’s younger brother and qalga, see Document 5, n. 8.
3 The oldest son of Mengli Giray, the future qalga and the future khan Mehmed Giray; Muhammed is a formal version of the name Mehmed.
4 The second son of Mengli Giray; the future qalga of Mehmed Giray, killed in 1519 after he rebelled against his brother; cf. Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšeniy, vol. 1, index, column 12; Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” pp. 53–56.
5 The son of Mengli Giray’s brother, Yaghmurcha; in Ruthenian and Russian sources he was referred to as Japanča, Japančej, Epanča, Jabynča, Abunčy, etc.; cf. Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšeniy, vol. 1, index, columns 23 and 60.
6 The third son of Mengli Giray, left out from the index to Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšeniy, apparently because its authors confused the similar names Mehmed and Mahmud, often corruptly rendered in contemporary Slavic sources; the order of Mengli Giray’s sons can be established on the basis of the letter of the Muscovian envoy Ivan Kubenskij addressed to Ivan III from the Crimea in 1500: A careviči, gosudar’, Menli-Gireevy deti, Maxmet-Kirej, da Axmat-Kirej, da Maamit-Kirej, da Beti-Kirej, da Burnaš saltan, da Epanča saltan Emgurčeev syn vyšli iz Perekopi za nedelju do Velika dni Litovskie zemli voevati; see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšeniy, vol. 1, p. 323. The sons of Mengli Giray were also listed by Maciej z Miechowa, a contemporary Polish author, in his Tractatus de duabus Sarmatiis Asiana et Europiana et de contentis in eis (Cracow, 1517), fol. 21b.
7 The fourth son of Mengli Giray, referred to in Ruthenian and Russian sources as Feti- or Betigirej; cf. Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšeniy, vol. 1, p. 352 and index, column 15; in 1506, along with his brother Burnash, he commanded the Tatar troops that were defeated by Lithuanians at Kleck; he drowned in 1510 while crossing a river during a raid against Moldavia; see Maciej z Miechowa, Tractatus de duabus Sarmatiis, fol. 21b.
8 The fifth son of Mengli Giray; in 1506, along with Feth Giray, he commanded the troops defeated by Lithuanians at Kleck; in 1512 he led an expedition against Muscovy that was defeated near Perejaslav’/Rjazan’/skij; he died in 1515 shortly before the death of his father; cf. Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšeniy, vol. 1, index, column 17; vol. 2, index, column 26; Le khanat de Crimée, p. 88.
9 Babaka or Babike Seyyid, brother-in-law of Mengli Giray; cf. Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšeniy, vol. 1, p. 352. The name Babaka/Babike is formed from the kinship term baba (“father”) and the diminutive suffix -ke; cf. Jankowski, Historical-Etymological Dictionary, p. 244. Damir Isxakov erroneously identifies Babaka Seyyid with Baba Sheikh (see n. 11 below), arguing that the two dignitaries never appear together in one document; cf. idem, “Seidy v Krymskom xanstve,” Qasevet 33 (2008): 14–19, esp. p. 15. In fact, they are listed together not only in the present instrument, but also in the Muscovian correspondence that formed the basis of Isxakov’s study.
10 Probably identical with the “great mullah Ali,” mentioned by Mehmed Giray in his letter to Vasil III from 1516 and referred to as “my great mullah, superior to all our mullahs, and also my great kadi” (molla Alej, moj bolšej molna, nado vsemi našimi mollami starejšej, jakže moj i kadyj bolšej); see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšeniy, vol. 2, p. 299.
and Baba Sheikh, and along with the ulans and beys [Ruth. knjazi], to begin with Mamish Ulan and Qiyat Mansur Bey’s son Saqal Bey, and with our other ulans and beys, to begin with Tevkel Bey, Mamish Bey, Agish Bey.

11 Hadji Baba Sheikh, Crimean mullah at the khan’s court, referred to as molna and bogomolec in Russian sources and as archiepiscopus imperatoris in a Polish source in Latin; although long passing as pro-Muscovian and known for his participation in the raids against Lithuania, in 1510 he mediated a reconciliation between Sigismund and Mengli Giray; his son, Hadji Mehmed Sheikh-zade, was the mullah at the court of Prince Mehmed Giray; see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšenij, vol. 1, index, column 13 and vol. 2, index, column 18; Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 178 and 251; Pulaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, pp. 363–364; Acta Tomica, vol. 1, p. 109.

12 Mamish Ulan, son of Sarmak (or Surman) Ulan, the khan’s lieutenant (qaymaqam) of Qırq Yer from ca. 1496 till ca. 1516, when he was replaced by his son Apaq (Appak in Russian sources); he figured prominently in the diplomatic negotiations with Muscovy and Lithuania and headed embassies to these countries; see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšenij, vol. 1, index, column 37 and vol. 2, index, column 58; Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” pp. 27 and 38; Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 95 and 255. It was in fact Mamish Ulan who was entrusted to deliver the present document to King Sigismund and witness Sheikh Ahmed’s execution requested by Mengli Giray; cf. n. 33 below. Syroečkovskij’s assumption that Mamish Ulan and Apaq belonged to the Qıpchaq clan was challenged by Beatrice Forbes Manz, who considered them “service begs” and not the members of the clan aristocracy; see Manz, “The Clans of the Crimean Khанate, “pp. 292–293 (in fact, the clan of Suleshoğlu can be traced from Apaq; cf. n. 167 in Part I). Mamish Ulan was probably still alive in 1524, as his name opened the list of ulans and service beys who swore an oath to keep peace with Muscovy; see Malinovskij, “Istoríčeskoie sobranie,” p. 414.

13 Lit. “Qıyat Mansur Bey, his son Saqal Biy;” perhaps in the Tatar original this entry read Qıyat Mansur Biy-oğlu Saqal Biy (“Saqal Bey, the son [or perhaps descendent] of Qıyat Mansur Bey”); Qıyat Mansur, son of Mamay, was the founder of the branch of the Qıyat clan that had left the Volga region after 1380 and settled in Lithuania and the Crimea; Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 97–98 and 296. Saqal was the leader of the Crimean Qıyats on the turn of the 15th century, see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšenij, vol. 2, pp. 20 and 57. According to Jankowski, the nickname Saqal (“beard”) is probably a distortion of another, more typical nickname Saqav (“mute”); cf. idem, Historical-Etymological Dictionary, pp. 955–956 and 1151.

14 Tevkel, son of Temir, the Manghıt (i.e., Nogay) bey and brother of Mengli Giray’s wife Nur Sultan; he entered the Crimean service in 1503, after the collapse of the Great Horde; see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšenij, vol. 1, index, column 37; Lesli Collins, “On the alleged ‘destruction’ of the Great Horde in 1502,” pp. 384 and 396; Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, p. 97; Trepavlov, Istoríja Nogajskoj Ordy, pp. 124–126.

15 Mamish, son of Ediger, leader of the Sedjeviüt (Sedjeut) clan and brother-in-law of Mengli Giray; cf. Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšenij, vol. 1, index, column 37 and vol. 2, index, column 58.

16 Agish, son of Köğüş, leader of the Shirin clan between 1507 and ca. 1523; he succeeded in this post Devletek and was followed by Memesh; see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix sноšenij, vol. 2, index, column 4 and Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 96–97; for the somewhat confused genealogical tree of the Shirins, see Manz, “The clans of the Crimean Khанate,” p. 308, and Halil Inalcık, “The Khan and the Tribal Aristocracy,” p. 454. On the basis of the present document, the year 1508 proposed by both authors for Agish’s rise to the qaraçı post should be corrected to 1507.
Devlet Bakhtı Bey,\(^{17}\) with regimental beys,\(^{18}\) courtiers, nomadic beys, and my servants, [we have] all appeared before the great envoy of our brother, King Sigismund, before Pan Jurij Zenovevyč,\(^{19}\) and before Pan Jakub Ivašencovyč,\(^{20}\) and before the Tatar marshal and scribe, Ibrahim,\(^{21}\) and I—to begin with—along with the above listed brother, children, ulans and beys, all regimental beys and courtiers, nomadic beys, and my servants, while standing altogether, we have sworn to our brother, King Sigismund, and we have given this oath-letter\(^{22}\) with the pronounced engagements [Ruth. c tymy vyznanymi rečmi] that have been proclaimed. And Pan Jurij Zenovevyč, and Pan Jakub Ivašencovyč, and the Tatar marshal Ibrahim Bey [Ruth. knjaz], have sworn with the soul of our brother, King Sigismund, and with the souls of all lords of Lithuania, to begin with the Reverend Bishop.\(^{23}\)

If you do not break this written and pronounced oath to the khan, neither will we break it, and we will fulfill word for word your request that is written in the oath, we will not do otherwise. Hence they have sworn to us, and we have also sworn our pronounced words that we will be a friend to any friend of our brother, King Sigismund, and of the lords of Lithuania, beginning with the Reverend Bishop, and we will jointly show enmity towards [each other’s] enemy; and if we make terms with an enemy, we will do it jointly, and whoever we stay friends with, we will stay friends together; we will not reconcile with anybody without the other’s knowledge and we will not be anybody’s enemy without the other’s knowledge.

Moreover, [as was the custom] from the times of our ancestors: Tokhtamish Khan and my father Hadji Giray Khan, also now I have granted the Ruthenian borderland [Ruth. ruskuju vkraynu] [with] the castles that had used to belong

\(^{17}\) Devlet Bakhtı, son of Kazı (i.e., Ghazi or Hadji?), leader of the Barın clan and the khan’s lieutenant (qaymaqam) of Qarasu Bazar from ca. 1501 till 1526; he figured prominently in the Crimean international policy and led embassies to Poland-Lithuania (1512–1513) and to the Ottoman sultan Selim I (1515); see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snоšenij, vol. 2, index, column 34; Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” p. 31; Manz, “The Clans of the Crimean Khanate,” p. 287; Xoroškevič, *Rus’ i Krym*, pp. 95 and 251. On his embassy of 1512–1513, see also Documents 10–11 and Document 16, n. 9.

\(^{18}\) The term polkovyi knjazi (lit. “regimental beys”), entered between the beys and courtiers (the latter term refers to the khan’s court officials < Tat. içki nökeler), might refer to the remaining clan leaders, especially the leaders of the Arghın and Qıpchaq clans, who also swore the oath (cf. n. 40 below).

\(^{19}\) On Jurij Zenovevyč, see Document 8, n. 38.

\(^{20}\) On Jakub Ivašencovyč, see Document 8, n. 39.

\(^{21}\) On Ibrahim Tymirčyn, see Document 8, n. 40.

\(^{22}\) The Ruthenian term prysjažnyj lyst (“oath-letter”) is the literal equivalent of the term šartname used by the Crimean chancery.

\(^{23}\) The bishop, not mentioned by name or even by his see, was the bishop of Vilnius, Wojciech (Albrecht) Radziwill. His oath is mentioned in Sigismund’s letter to Mengi Giray, dated 26 November 1507; see Pułaski, *Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną*, p. 326. Wojciech Radziwill became the bishop of Vilnius after the death of his predecessor, Wojciech Tabor, in March 1507 (officially nominated only in September), and remained in this post until his death in 1519; see his biography by Maria Michalewiczowa in *PSB*, vol. 30 (Wrocław etc., 1987), pp. 377–379.
to us, along with [their] lands, waters, incomes and levies, to my brother, King Sigismund, to the Lithuanian throne, and to the lords, beginning with the Reverend Bishop; and we have given the letter under the golden nişan and under the red stamp. And we have given our letter accordingly, and we will not change our bestowal.

And whoever is an enemy of our brother, King Sigismund, I, his brother Mengli Giray, will send my brother or son along with a great army [so that it should set out against this enemy] together with the royal army of our brother. Likewise, Sigismund, our brother, if I, or my son, set out against my enemy, then—under the oath—[you should] send us a notable lord or a notable commander [Ruth. dobrogo maršalka] along with a great Lithuanian army, so that he should set out together with us and show enmity to our enemy as a proof of unity.

And you should execute Halek Sultan, the nephew of my enemy Sheikh Ahmed, his servant Tokhtamısh, Sultan Ahmed, and his other important servants; as to his minor servants, you should relocate them to distant areas [of Lithuania] and turn them into serfs.

24 The khan refers to his yarlıq that was sent along with the present document; cf. Document 8.
25 Halek Sultan was the son of Qodjaq (or Hadjike, referred to as Xozjak in Russian sources), the younger brother and qalga of Sheikh Ahmed; see Trepavlov, Istorija Nogajskoj Ordy, pp. 150–152; Zajcev, “Sejx-Axmad—poslednij xan Zolotoj Ordy,” p. 38.
26 Ruth. bratanyć, i.e., “brother’s son.”
27 Sheikh Ahmed, the last khan of the Great Horde, archenemy of Mengli Giray and ally of King Alexander against Muscovy. Defeated by Mengli Giray in 1502, he found refuge in Lithuania, but was kept in custody due to the pressure of the Crimean diplomacy. Contrary to gossip about his execution or premature death (for instance, see the 16th-century chronicle by Maciej Stryjkowski, Kronika polska, litewska, żmudzka i wszystkiej Rusi, vol. 2, p. 330, and the monograph of Spuler, Die Goldene Horde, p. 208), he lived many years in Lithuania and in 1527 was released to successfully regain the throne in Astrakhan; see the letters by the royal secretary Jan Zambocki to Johannes Dantiscus regarding Sheikh Ahmed’s release in 1527 (Acta Tomiciana, vol. 9, pp. 211–213 and 251–252), the khan’s letter to King Sigismund reporting his successful return to the throne (RGADA, f. 389, no. 7, pp. 1010–1011), and the biographical article by Zajcev, “Šejx-Axmad—poslednij xan Zolotoj Ordy,” pp. 37–52.
30 The whereabouts of the imprisonment of Sheikh Ahmed and his retinue in Lithuania can be learned from the letter of Mengli Giray sent to Ivan III of Muscovy in the summer of 1504: “At the beginning of this winter our children stayed in Djankeřman (Rus. v Novomgorodke; lit. “in New Town,” i.e., Očakiv); on hearing about Sheikh Ahmed, they chased him, but a freezing cold, wind, and heavy snow descended, so they returned, having captured and brought along a number of Sheikh Ahmed’s servants. And Sheikh Ahmed, Qodjaq, Halek, and Alchin Tokhtamish, eight of them altogether, rushed to Kiev; and the palatine of Kiev Dmytryj [Putjatyć] captured them and sent to the Upper Castle [apparently in Vilnius-DK]. And King Alexander sent an envoy, [letting us know]: ‘I have captured your enemies, Sheikh Ahmed, Qodjaq, and Halek; and now as I have captured your enemies and you know it, let us keep [friendly] relations: as previously your father Hadji Giray had kept [friendly] relations with King Casimir, you should keep [friendly] relations with us accordingly’” (I see
Moreover, as 4,500 florins is spent each year on my castle named Islamkerman built on the Tavan’ [crossing], they [i.e., the Lithuanian envoys] have engaged: “each year and without delay we will send you the sum that you give for the fodder to the men, who guard the castle.” And whenever we request [the return of] our captives, noble ladies [Ruth. knjahin’] and others, if you return them to us, we will also meet any request of yours, our brother, so that if there are any captives with us, we will search for them and send them back. And you should find and send back my servant Shadi.

“And as our Muscovian enemy captured our lands from us, if you take them [from him] and return to us, we will each year collect the incomes and levies from these people and towns, and give them to your brothers and sons, all the princes, your ulans and beys, to begin with Tevkel Bey, Mamish Bey, and Devlet Bahkthi Bey, and your other regimental beys, thus gaining their favor. And in regard to your enemy Sheikh Ahmed, as you said, so we will do,”—thus [i.e., in these words] have sworn here Pan Jurij Zenovevyč, Pan

31 On Islamkerman (or Islamkermen), a castle built by Mengli Giray around 1504 on the left shore of the Dnieper, at the river crossing named Tavan’ (< Tat. Toğan keçidi), see Zygmunt Abrahamowicz, “Stara turecka mapa Ukrainy,” pp. 11, 13, and 17.

32 These three clan leaders were already mentioned above; the fourth one, Agısh Bey from the Shirin clan, was probably left out due to a copyist’s error; cf. notes 14–17.

33 The last provision obviously refers to Mengli Giray’s request to execute Sheikh Ahmed, who was kept in Lithuanian custody. Apparently Mengli chose not to word this clause openly in his official document that only referred to the execution of Sheikh Ahmed’s nephew and servants (see n. 30 above). In a separate letter, sent to King Sigismund along with the present document, Mengli Giray openly requested the execution of Sheikh Ahmed and invoked the oath by Jurij Zenovevyč taken in his presence: Pan Jurij Zenovevyč nam tak prysjahnul: koly ja do hospodarja svoeho do korolja, y do Lytovskoe zemly biskupa, y do panov velykyx doedu, tut ja tvoju pravdu vydel, neprijatelja tvoeho Ši Axmata, kak ty hovoryl, ys seho sveta zbavjat’, poterjajut’ eho, y smert’ eho semu Mamušu-vlanu a Odine [the Crimean envoys sent to Lithuania-DK], sluze tvoemu, vkažu, na to prysjahnul nam dušęju vašoju; see Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 8 (1499–1514). Užrašymų knyga 8, p. 86. In fact, contrary to various gossips, Sheikh Ahmed was never executed; cf. n. 27 above.
Jakub Ivašencovyc, and the Tatar marshal and scribe, Ibrahim, with the soul of our brother, King Sigismund, and with the soul of the lords, beginning with the Reverend Bishop.

If—by following my above request and my word—you show enmity to my enemy, we will also not break or depart from our written oath and pronounced word, and we will firmly keep our oath. And if my brothers or my children, or anybody from among our ulans and beys, or regimental beys, or courtiers, or nomads, or from among my servants, goes and commits harm to Lithuania and the people of our brother, King Sigismund, if they come back on their own, we will punish them, capture them and deliver to you, and we will return the taken captives that they bring; and if these people, having committed harm, do not come back to us, we will arrest their wives, children, and daughters, and we will send them to the Dnieper crossing and deliver them from our castle Islamkerman, so that your men may [come] with boats, take them and escort [to Lithuania].

If you, my brother King Sigismund, along with the lords, beginning with the Reverend Lithuanian Bishop, [fulfill] my above worded request and—keeping firmly your engagement—take an oath and do not break it, neither will we [break it], and if we break our present oath and confirmed words, [we] will be repudiated by the highest and only God and cursed by our holy Prophet Muhammad, the messenger of God.

I have accordingly written down and given this oath from my lips; and we have given to our brother, King Sigismund, and to the Lithuanian grand lords and [lesser] landholders, beginning with the Reverend Bishop, the legally valid letter under the signet ring and under the blue stamp, having stamped it with our signet ring and blue stamp.

Given 913 years after our Prophet, written on the 4th day of the prosperous month of Rebi I, on Wednesday.

appendix: An oath was given by Mehmed Giray Sultan—to begin with—and other princes, by Mamish Ulan, the next in prominence after me—to begin with—and other ulans, beys, and qaraçıs and regimental beys: Agısh Bey, Devlet Bakhti Bey, the beys Merdan and Mahmoud.

Written by Ibir Hodja, the scribe.

34 I.e., Tavan'; see n. 31 above.
35 Ruth. tot budet' (lit. “such individual will be”) obviously refers to the khan.
36 The Ruthenian adjective pravo podnesenyj is rendered here as “legally valid.”
37 Perhaps the word pysan (“written”) entered at the end of the Ruthenian phrase, belongs to the original locatio that was left out by the scribe; cf. Document 8.
38 Cf. n. 1.
39 “Me” apparently refers to the khan.
40 On the term “regimental beys,” cf. n. 18 above. The last two beys appear on the list of the Crimean dignitaries who swore the oath to keep peace with Muscovy in 1508; see Pamjatniki diplomaticheskix snoonij, vol. 2, p. 20. Merdan was the leader of the Arghın clan (referred to as Argyn Mardan knjaz’), and Mahmud the leader of the Qıpchaq clan (referred to as Kypčak Magmud knjaz’); as we see, it was Mahmud and not Mamish Ulan who headed the Qıpchaqs; cf. n. 12 above.
DOCUMENT 10 (5 SEPTEMBER 1513)
The instrument of agreement (dokončen’e) issued by Sigismund as the grand duke of Lithuania and sent to Khan Mengli Giray

The original document is missing.
Ruthenian copies:
Published in Pułaski, *Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną*, pp. 416–418.

Доконченье с царем перекопскимъ:

Wo има боже станса!
Къ въчестое тое то рѣчи памяти, мы Жигимонт, з ласки боже король полскии, великии князь литовскии, рускии, князя прясное, жомоитскии, и иныхъ, явно чинимъ тымъ то нашимъ листомъ, штоюкъ вглениювши в старыя докончаникъ, привилеи, и листы щастное памяти продвъкъ нашихъ, то есть дѣда нашего, Корола Его Милости Владыслава Якгела, и великого князя Витовта, и Жигимонта [sic], и славное памяти втцца нашего, корола и великого князя Казимера, съ продькъ Великое Урды великого царя Мендили Кирия, брата нашего, то есть с царемъ Тактомышомъ и иными цары, также и съ царемъ Ачжигирѣйемъ, царемъ его, изъ часы пановани своего промежъкъ себе были въ вѣрномъ братствѣ и въ сталомъ призаны, удин дрѣгого призателю былъ призательъ, а непризателю непризательъ, и везде споломъ на всѣкаго ихъ [непризателѣ] а стояли за удин, а съ того панство ихъ шрилисы и множилосъ, а непризательъ ихъ рѣка слаба была. Мы бачечи, изъ каждъ призанъ стараѣ трывала есть, а новое дѣло подъ вонъптенемъ сталости, по смерти брата нашего Алексѣандра, корола и великаго князя, седши на столъ брать тыхъ втчнисъ и дедичнихъ нашихъ панствъ, то есть Корѣны Полскаго и Великого Князѣства Литовскаго, не хотели [есмо] b искати инде призателенъ мимо брата нашего, волного царя Менди Кирия. По всѣ тѣгтъ шт яныыхъ часовъ и до сихъ месъ [клонилися] c есмо призани наши и доброто къ неми, втчылывающы его, и здоровъ его навежающи многими послы и частыми гонцы. Тымы пакъ часы брат нашъ, Менди Кириен царь, видѣчѣ справедливую и сердечную нами къ нему призанъ, писалъ и въсказалъ къ намъ черезъ свои велики послы, через

---

a Apparently left out by the copyist; cf. Document 17.
Довлет Бакъты, князь Вицентий, а Потестина, ждаючи нас, абыхмо для верного братьства и вечно [на]шее призаны промежу нами докончанными нами листы списалися и прислалия этвердилися. Ино мы Жыкгимонт, корол и велики князь, порадишивац в то с князы бикупы и со всими Паны Радами нашими Великого Князества Литовскаго, з боже ласки и з наше воли к тому есмо призволили.

Через се се наш лист знаминито чинимь, штож взали есмо мир и въчное докончанье з братом нашим, Великое Wрыды великим царемъ Медли Кгиреи, штож жити намь с нимь в ла[s]це, в призань по тому, как и предкове наши были з его предки, и цтец наш Казимер корол зъ его втцомъ Ачжикгиреи царемъ, приятелю его быти намь приятельмь, а неприятелю неприятелемъ, и вездь на вслаго его недрьяга быти намь с нимь за вдний. Также брат наш, Менди Кгиреи царь мает съ своими детми и внучаты, и з бра[t]ею своею молодшою, и его правое ряки и левое великого влуса с темьнинк, и тисачники, и сотники, и всими вланы, и мурзы, и кнези, приятельо нашему приятелемъ быти, а неприятелю неприятелемъ, и вездь на вслаго нашего неприятеля бы с нами за вдий.

А которые города и волости, земли и воды неприятел наш московскии через свою прысагу и докончанье зрадне по[д] братомъ нашим Александромъ, королемъ и великимъ княземъ, забрали и посол, тые города и волости, и земли и воды брат наш, Менди Кгиреи царь, помою своею вынемшы з рякъ того неприятеля нашего московского, мает засал намь в наши моц подати, и на потомъ завжды на того нашего неприятеля московского всими своими воиски помощон мает быти. Теж естьли бы са пригдляло на которогокольвъ иного неприятеля нашего помою намь вт брата нашего, Менди Кгиреи цара, и брат наш, Менди Кгиреи царь, мает намь сумою людеи послати, колко намь быдеть потребы.

Также и тые города, которые передкови его, первые цары, и цтецъ его Ачжикгиреи царь, и брат наш взо тых часов Менди Кгиреи царь, со тмами и землями, и з водами, и со всими доходы и даными, в своих листах за золотыми печаты вписали к Великому Князству Литовскому, ио вкоторые с тых городов, и з волостей, земл, и водь, неверенеменъ предков наших впали в рикъ московского, брат наш Менди Кгиреи цар подле доконцальныхъ листов предков его и своихъ, и подле приреченъ его крѣ[п]кого царскаго слова, намь, вынешшы з мощы москов[ског], мае засал подати.

А што брати нашмы, Менди Кгирею царю, неприятели ахматовы а магмтовы дъти, то и намь неприятели, быти намь с царемъ Менди Кгиреемъ на них за вдии. А неприятеля его, Ши-Ахмата царя, в литовские земли твердо будем держати, а на его лихо не выпускати, и до живота его, пока вт Бога смерть на него прийдет; также и слуг его на его лихо не выпускати, естели теж Менди Кгиреи царь будет намь слово свое царское крепко держати, и прислагу полнити.

4 Corrupt; cf. Document 17.
А которые лихие дѣла стали са были за вѣта нашего, Казимера корола, и за брату нашим старшую Альбрата и Александра королев, и въчно за насъ, Жикгимонта корола, в головахъ вс Магмет Кгиреи солтана, и вс ихъ солтанов прати ваше и вс дѣти вашимъ, и вс всѣхъ звановъ и кнезенъ, и вс всѣхъ слугъ вашихъ панствамъ нашимъ, и вс всѣхъ скламъ, Корыне Полскому и Великому Князству Литовскому, и вс всѣхъ колоквекъ мнѣ шкодъ тымъ землямъ нашимъ по тымъ лѣта вчинили, мы то все имъ втпускаемъ, и тымъ ихъ вс лихи дила з мысли нашое скламъ адаемъ, и не хочомъ того имъ памятит.

Также з божего допищенца Менди Кгиреи царь, брат нашъ, и сынъ его Махмет Кгиреи солтан в головахъ, и внише солтановъ в томъ еднани будчи, до насъ, к Великому Князству Литовскому в госстин приедятъ, або ко мнѣ, Жикгимонту королю, на помоч напротивку неприятелю моего, на нашо слово з воискомъ своимъ неприятелю неприятну чинитя, и на наше дѣло на добрыи конецъ на неприятелю доводити, або мнѣ вают в насъ в ласѣ то и во тыхъ бяти, а в ласе и во тыхъ втехати, задѣвъ вс насъ шкодъ имъ [не] будетъ.

Также вс Менди Кгирель царя, брата нашего влусовъ, которые богатые або вбогие купцы коли до нашего земли приедятъ, стародавные вставленные мыта втдавши, звышъ того нашимъ врадникомъ силы, [мощь] имъ не делати; а которыми врадникъ нашъ с того бы росказнано нашего выступилъ, на звышъ пошелы што на нихъ взылъ, того намь| сказынити, а имъ запѣлату| сполна казати заплатити; нехай вс купцы брата нашего во здорови приедятъ, а в цилости втедутъ.

Также брату нашему, Менди Кгирею царвъ, з ласки нашего братскаго хотеши помоч чинити, або мн своихъ верныхъ слугу ку помочи нашони напротивку неприятелю нашихъ вспомагалъ, вбѣщае мы в каждомъ годъ впоминки слати с тыхъ вбѣоихъ нашихъ панствъ, с Корыне Полскому и Великому Князству Литовскому, патнадсяти тисъ золотыхъ, а тымъ вбѣчаеъ: с Корыне полъ земы тисачи золотыхъ, а въ Великого Князства полъ земы тисачи золотыхъ, половицъ тѣназны, а половицъ товаромъ, каждого года на два роки: первыи рокъ моют быть в брата нашего в семъ сбозе полъ земы тисачи золотыхъ, другии рокъ въ Светомъ Мартина другялъ полъ земы [тисачи] золотыхъ. А брать нашъ, Менъдли Кгиренъ царь, мает на того нашего неприятеля, коли намъ нобо, завidy безъ вымовы помочь слати, и на всихъ иныхъ нашихъ неприятелей, и во всемъ намъ по тому правити, какъ вышеи въ семь нашемъ листъ выписано.

А мы тежъ съ своего слова брату нашему ни в чомъ не выступимъ; и на тымъ на всѣ правдивые наши слова [с] кнези бискупы, и со всими Паны Радами нашими Великого Князства Литовскаго прислату твердно вчинивши, дали есмо се нашъ листъ с нашою печать Великаго Князства Литовскаго маестатною болшою, и с печатми Панов Рад

---

* This whole fragment is omitted by the copyist; instead, the corrupt text reads: `<нами` брадникомъ силы мощнымъ сказынити`; for the correct reading, cf. Document 17.

The agreement with the khan of Perekop [i.e., the Crimean khan]:

Let it happen in the name of God!

For eternal memory, we, Sigismund, by the grace of God the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, Ruthenia, the duke of Prussia, Samogitia, and other lands, we make known with our present letter that having inspected the old agreements, privileges, and letters of our ancestors of felicitous memory, namely our grandfather, His Royal Majesty Vladislaus Jagiello, Grand Duke Vytautas, Sigismund,2 and our father of glorious memory, the king and grand duke Casimir, [exchanged] with the ancestors of our brother Mengli Giray, the great khan of the Great Horde, namely Khan Tokhtamış and other khans, also with his father, Khan Hadji Giray, [we have concluded] that as during their reigns they had mutually cultivated loyal brotherhood and constant friendship, being a friend to the other’s friend, and an enemy to the other’s enemy, and together they had faced every enemy everywhere, in result their domain[s] had widened and multiplied, and their enemies had had their hands weakened. Seeing that every old friendship is durable while a new venture is subject to doubt in regard to its stability, having ascended the thrones of our ancestral and hereditary states, namely the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, after the death of our brother, the king and grand duke Alexander, we did not want to seek friends beyond our brother, the free3 khan Mengli Giray. For all these

---

1 Written mistakenly: будꙋчимъ.
2 I.e., Žemaitija (Pol. Żmudź).
3 Sigismund (Lith. Žygimantas), younger brother of Vytautas and grand duke of Lithuania in the years 1432–1440.
4 The expressions volnyj car (“free khan”) or vol’nyj čelovek (“free man”), found in Ruthenian and Russian sources, reflect the ancient Mongol-Tatar notion of sovereignty. The sovereign was independent from other rulers and could endow his subjects with titles, lands, or privileges at his will; see Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 117–118.
years since those times and until this point, we have been amiably and well disposed towards him, having dispatched multiple envoys and frequent couriers to inquire about his health. Upon seeing our loyal and sincere friendship towards him, our brother Mengli Giray Khan wrote and notified us through his great envoys, Devlet Bakhtı,4 Vicenzo,5 and Baptista,6 demanding that for the sake of loyal brotherhood and eternal friendship between us we exchange letters of agreement [Ruth. dokončalnyi lysty] and confirm them with oaths. And we, the king and grand duke Sigismund, having taken counsel with the reverend bishops and with all our Lords Councilors of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, have given consent for it with the grace of God and our will.

With the present letter we make known that we have concluded peace and eternal agreement with our brother Menghi Giray, the great khan of the Great Horde, to live with him in harmony and amity, as our ancestors had with his ancestors, and our father King Casimir had with his father Hadji Giray Khan, to be a friend to his friend and an enemy to his enemy, and to face jointly with him any of his enemies from any direction. Also our brother, Mengli Giray Khan, along with his children and grandchildren, his younger brothers, the commanders of ten thousands [tümen], thousands, hundreds, and tens of the great people [ulus] of his right hand and left, all the ulans, mirzas, and beys [Ruth. knezy], should be a friend to our friend and an enemy to our enemy, and face jointly with us any of our enemies from any direction.

And whichever towns, estates, lands, and waters our Muscovian enemy treacherously captured and took in possession in violation of his oath and agreement under [the reign of] our brother, the king and grand duke Alexander, our brother, Mengli Giray Khan, by his [military] assistance should recapture these towns, estates, lands, and waters from the hands of the Muscovian enemy, and restore them into our might, and in the future he should always assist [us] with all his troops against the Muscovian enemy. And if it so happens that we [ask] our brother, Mengli Giray Khan, for help against any other of our enemies, then our brother, Mengli Giray Khan, should send us as many men as we need.

Moreover, [in regard to] the towns that his ancestors, the first khans, and his father, Hadji Giray Khan, and—also recently—our brother, Mengli Giray Khan, have written down in their letters with golden seals [and granted] to the

4 On Devlet Bakhtı, the leader of the Barın clan, see Document 9, n. 17. In 1512, Devlet Bahtı along with Vicenzo de Guidulphis and Giovanni Baptista de San Nicolo (on them, see below) accompanied Mengli Giray’s grandson, Prince Djalaleddin, to Kiev and then to Vilnius, where the latter was to be retained as an honorary hostage. King Sigismund, then absent from Lithuania, greeted the envoys in his letters sent from Poznań to Vilnius and dated 9 February 1513; see Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, p. 398; Acta Tomisciana, vol. 2, p. 160. After Djalaleddin died in Vilnius, the envoys were sent back along with the present document.

5 Vicenzo de Guidulphis, an Italian in the khan’s service; in the Latin letter by King Sigismund referred to as Vincentius de Zugulfis; cf. n. 4 above and Document 16, n. 10.

6 Giovanni Baptista de San Nicolo, an Italian in the khan’s service; in the Latin letter by King Sigismund referred to as Johannes Baptistae de S. Nicolao; cf. n. 4 above and Document 16, n. 11.
Grand Duchy of Lithuania along with their tumens, lands, waters, all incomes and levies, as some of these towns, estates, lands, and waters have fallen into the hands of the Muscovian [ruler] in the unfortunate times of our ancestors, our brother, Mengli Giray Khan, should—in conformity with his ancestors’ and his own letters of agreement, and with the tenor of his firm royal word—recapture them from the might of the Muscovian [ruler] and restore to us.

And as the children of Ahmed and Mahmud⁷ are enemies of our brother, Mengli Giray Khan, they are our enemies, too, and we will face them jointly, along with Mengli Giray Khan. And we will detain in Lithuania his enemy, Sheikh Ahmed, for life, until he is reached by death sent by God; and we will not let him go so that he does not commit any harm to him [i.e., Mengli Giray]; likewise, we will not let his [i.e., Sheikh Ahmed’s] servants go so that they do not commit any harm to him [i.e., Mengli Giray], if only Mengli Giray Khan keeps firmly his royal word and fulfills his oath [given] to us.

As regards the harm committed during [the reigns of] our father, King Casimir, and our elder brothers, the kings [John] Albert and Alexander, and also recently during [the reign of] us, King Sigismund, by Mehmed Giray Sultan—to begin with—and other sultans [i.e., princes], your brothers and your children, and by all ulans and beys, and all your servants towards our ancestral states, the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and whatever damage they have caused to our lands up till the present, we forgive them, we release all this harm from our memory, and we do not intend to hold it against them.

Moreover, if by God’s permission our brother, Mengli Giray Khan, his son Mehmed Giray Sultan—to begin with, or other sultans [i.e., princes] participating in this reconciliation, come to us, to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, to seek hospitality or to assist me, King Sigismund, against my enemy and—on our request—to show enmity to [our] enemy along with their troops and to

---

⁷ “The children of Ahmed and Mahmud” (Ruth. axmatovy a mahmutovy dety)—a customary formula in the Crimean correspondence with Muscovy and Poland-Lithuania, referring to the khans of the Great Horde and of Astrakhan, who were the traditional enemies of the Girays; cf. Pamjatniki diplomaticheskix snoonenii, vol. 2, column 15 of the index. Mahmud and Ahmed were the grandsons of Timur Qutlug (r. 1395–1401), once the rival of Tokhtamısh to the throne of the Golden Horde, and the sons of Köchük Muhammed, the founder of the so-called Great Horde. After Köchük Muhammed’s death in 1459, his two sons competed for the throne. Finally, Ahmed remained in power, entering an anti-Muscovian alliance with King Casimir. After Ahmed’s death at the hands of the Nogays in 1481, the throne of the Great Horde was inherited by his sons, first Murtaza and Seyyid Ahmed, who ruled jointly, and then Sheikh Ahmed; see M. Safargaliev, Raspad Zolotoj ordy (Saransk, 1960), pp. 264–265, 269, and the appended genealogical tree. After the defeat of Sheikh Ahmed by Mengli Giray in 1502 (the disputed fall of the Great Horde), the sons of Mahmud [Abdelkarim (r. ca. 1508–1514); Djanibek (r. 1514–1521)] and of Ahmed [Sheikh Ahmed (r. 1527–1528)] as well as their descendents continued to rule in the Khanate of Astrakhan; see Zaitsev [Zajcev], “The Khanate of Astrakhan,” pp. 848–853; idem, Astra-xanskoe xanstvo, p. 249 and passim. Zaitsev challenges the traditional view of Mahmud as the founder of the khanate of Astrakhan, arguing that the khanate itself developed as an independent state only after 1502. The accession date of Sheikh Ahmed to the throne of Astrakhan, initially proposed as ca. 1525–1528, was later precised by Zaitsev as 1527 (see Document 9, n. 27).
bring our case against this enemy to a propitious conclusion, they should enjoy
favor and reverence among us, they should be able to depart enjoying favor and
reverence, and should not suffer any harm from us.

Moreover, when merchants—either rich or poor—come to our land from
among the peoples [uluses] of our brother, Mengli Giray Khan, after they have
paid the ancient, established tolls, our officials should not employ force or vio-
ence against them; and if any of our officials breaks our present order and
collects from them more than the [customary] tax, we should punish him and
order to fully restore them the [illegal] payment; may all merchants of our
brother come safe and depart sound.

Moreover, as—with our brotherly favor—we intend to help our brother,
Mengli Giray Khan, so that he may provide his loyal servants [sent] to assist
us against our enemies, we promise to send him each year gifts [upomynky]
from our two states, the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, [in
the amount of] 15,000 florins [zolotys], in the following manner: 7,500 florins
from the Crown and 7,500 florins from the Grand Duchy, one half in cash and
one half in goods, every year in two rates: the first rate—7,500 florins—should
reach our brother on the seventh Saturday [i.e., the Saturday before the Pen-
tecost], the second rate of another 7,500 florins on St. Martin’s Day.8 And [in
return] our brother, Mengli Giray Khan, should always, whenever we need it
and without any excuse, send assistance against our present [i.e., Muscovian]
enemy and against all our other enemies, and he should fulfill all his duties
towards us, as it is written above in our present letter.

And neither will we depart in any detail from our word [given] to our
brother; and having confirmed with firm oath[s] the veracity of all our pres-
ent words along with the reverend bishops and with all our Lords Councilors
of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, we have issued our present letter with our
great majestic seal of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania,9 and with the seals of our

---

8 I.e., 11 November.

9 A great majestic seal, measuring 98–99 mm. in diameter and depicting
the grand duke sitting on the throne, was the most solemn seal used in the Lithuanian
chancery in the first half of the 15th century. However, no majestic seal has been
preserved from the later period. Although Casimir used a majestic seal, measuring 120
mm. in diameter, as the king of Poland, no majestic seal from his reign is known for
Lithuania. In regard to Casimir’s older sons, John Albert and Alexander, no majestic
seal is known from their reigns and that led a modern scholar to conclude that they
consciously discontinued its use; see Zenon Piech, *Monety, pieczęcie i herby w syste-
mie symboli władzy łaciennów* (Warsaw, 2003), p. 105. Similarly, only the great and
small seals (measuring respectively 67 and 32 mm.) have been preserved from the
reign of Sigismund; see *ibidem*, pp. 106–107; cf. also Maryan Gumowski, *Pieczęcie
królów polskich* (Cracow, 1910), pp. 25–27. The confusing reference to Sigismund’s
majestic seal in the present document as well as the documents from 1516 and 1535
(cf. Documents 17 and 26) should be treated either as a void chancery formula (while
the documents concerned were sealed merely with the great seal), or as proof that the
majestic seal was in fact used. This last possibility seems to be confirmed by a reference
to the removal of the majestic seal from the Lithuanian chancery in 1544, when aged
King Sigismund granted full authority over Lithuania to his son, Sigismund Augustus.
Lords Councillors, who have been present: the Reverend Martin, the bishop of Samogitia; Pan Mikołaj Mikołajewicz Radziwiłł, the palatine of Vilnius and our chancellor; Prince Kostjantyn Ivanovyč Ostrož’kyj, the lord [i.e., castellan] of Vilnius, our hetman, the starosta of Luc’k, Braclav, and Vinnyčja, the marshal of Volhynia; Pan Hryhoryj Stanisławowicz Ościkowicz, the palatine of Trakai and our court marshal; Pan Stanisław Janowicz, the lord [i.e., castellan] of Trakai and the starosta of Samogitia; Pan Stanisław Piotrowicz, the land marshal and the starosta of Hrodna; Pan Jan Janowicz Zabrzeziński, the palatine of Navahrudak and our marshal; Pan Ivan Sapeha, the palatine of

From then on, documents issued by the Lithuanian chancery were to be corroborated by the personal seal of the young king; cf. Grzegorz Błaszczyk, Litwa na przełomie średniowiecza i nowożytności 1492–1569 (Poznań, 2002), p. 94.

10 Martin Lintfari, bishop of Samogitia from 1492 till 1515, probably of German origin (his nickname Lintfari, registered in a Roman consistorial document, is unusual for a German surname and might be a misspelled place of origin, namely Lithuania); see his biography in Grzegorz Błaszczyk, Diecezja żmudzka od XV do początku XVII wieku. Ustrój (Poznań, 1993), pp. 47–49.
11 Mikołaj Radziwiłł, palatine of Vilnius and Lithuanian chancellor since 1510; see his biography by Grzegorz Błaszczyk in PSB, vol. 30, pp. 316–319.
12 Kostjantyn Ostrož’kyj (Pol. Konstanty Ostrogski), prominent military commander and patron of the Orthodox church in Lithuania; in 1497, after a series of successful battles with Crimean troops, he was appointed the Lithuanian hetman and the starosta of Braclav, Vinnyčja, and Zvynyhorod; in 1500 he fell into Muscovian captivity; after his return to Lithuania in 1507, he regained his former posts and was additionally appointed the marshal of Volhynia and the starosta of Luc’k; in 1511 he was nominated the castellan of Vilnius, and in 1522 the palatine of Trakai; he commanded the Lithuanian troops in numerous battles against the Crimean Tatars (1512, 1519, 1527) and Muscovy (e.g., the battle of Orša in 1514); see his biography by Zbysław Wojtkowiak in PSB, vol. 24, pp. 486–489.
14 Stanisław Janowicz Kieżgajło, starosta of Samogitia since 1486, castellan of Trakai since 1499, castellan of Vilnius since 1522; see his biography by Zdzisław Spieralski in PSB, vol. 12, pp. 446–448.
15 Stanisław Piotrowicz Kiszka, starosta of Hrodna since 1508 and Lithuanian land marshal since 1512; cf. his biography by Zdzisław Spieralski in PSB, vol. 12, pp. 515–517.
16 Jan Janowicz Zabrzeziński, marshal since 1506, palatine of Navahrudak since 1509, Lithuanian land marshal since 1522, palatine of Trakai since 1531; see Urzędnicy centralni i dostojnicy WKL, p. 251.
17 On this ancient Lithuanian court title (in Latin referred to as marshalcus noster and in Polish as marszałek nasz or marszałek hospodarski), not to be confused with the more elevated titles of land marshal and court marshal, see Urzędnicy centralni i dostojnicy WKL, p. 80.
18 Ivan Sapeha (Pol. Sapieha), member of numerous embassies to Moscow and supporter of the union between the Greek and Latin church; marshal since 1504, palatine of Vicebsk since 1511, palatine of Podlachia (Podlasie) since 1514; see his biography by Maria Michalewiczowa in PSB, vol. 34, pp. 613–618.
Vicebsk, our marshal and secretary; Pan Jurij Ivanovyč Ilinič, our marshal, the starosta of Brest and Lida; Pan Wojciech Janowicz, the marshal and the lieutenant of Kaunas; Pan Piotr Olechnowicz, our head cook and the lieutenant of Utena; Pan Avram Ezofovyč, the land treasurer.

Took place and given anno Domini 1513, on the 5th day of the month of September, during the 2nd indiction.

---

19 Jurij Ivanovyč Ilinič, marshal since 1500, lieutenant of Lida since 1500 and of Brest since 1510, starosta of Kaunas since 1514, court marshal since 1519; see Urzędnicy centralni i dostojnicy WKL, p. 211.

20 Wojciech Janowicz Kłoczko, chamberlain of Grand Duchess Helen, the wife of King Alexander, in the years 1495–1513; lieutenant of Kaunas and marshal since 1499; see his biography by Agnieszka Winiarska in PSB, vol. 13, pp. 49–50.

21 Piotr Olechnowicz / Ruth. Petr Olechnovyč, head cook of the Lithuanian court since 1492; in 1507 sent in a failed embassy to Moscow along with a Crimean envoy in order to negotiate a common peace; see his biography by Agnieszka Winiarska in PSB, vol. 23, p. 733 (the present document proves that he assumed the post of the lieutenant of Utena earlier than 1514, as stated by Winiarska).


23 Jan Abraham Ezofovyč, a Jew converted to the Orthodox Christianity in 1488 and ennobled in 1507; Lithuanian land treasurer (podskarbij) since 1509; see his biography by Władysław Pociecha in PSB, vol. 6 (Cracow, 1948), pp. 328–331.

24 The second indiction lasted from 1 September 1513 till 31 August 1514.
DOCUMENT 11 (7 SEPTEMBER 1513)

The instrument of agreement (patentes literae) issued by Sigismund as the king of Poland and sent to Khan Mengli Giray

The original document is missing.
Latin copies:

Foedus inter regem Sigismundum primum et Mendikyrej, imperatorem Thartarotum Precopensem:

In nomine Domini amen, etc.
Ad perpetuam rei memoriam. Nos Sigismundus Dei gratia rex Poloniae, magnus dux Lituaniae, Russia, Prussia Samogitieque etc. dominus et heres etc. Significamus tenore presentium, quibus expedit universis et singulis, quia revolventes veteris federise conclusiones serenissimorum predecessorum nostrorum faelicis recordationis, Wladislai Iagello avi, Vitoldi, Sigismundi, Casimiri genitoris regis Poloniae et magnorum ducum Lituaniae ex una, et predecessoris serenissimi Magnae Ordae magni caesaris Mendigerey, fratris

---

1 The day number is uncertain; cf. n. bx below.
2 The codices containing the copies A. and B. belong to the multi-voluminous 16th-century selection of official documents known as Acta Tomiciana, respectively to its Opaliński and Karnkowski collections; cf. Ryszard Marciniak, Acta Tomiciana w kulturze politycznej Polski okresu odrodzenia, the table after p. 180. The copies C. and D. are later (respectively from the early 17th and late 16th century) and lack the semiofficial character of the former two; cf. Władysław Wisłocki, Katalog rękopisów Biblioteki Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego, pts. 1–2 (Cracow, 1877–1881), pp. 40–42 and 46–47. Therefore the variations of the copies C. and D. are noted only when they regard proper names or affect the contents of the document.
3 B. Treugarum pacis cum Tartaro tenor; C. and D. Foedus Sigismundi primi regis Poloniae cum caesare Praecopiensi Mendigerei.
4 C. and D. begin here.
5 In C. and D. here and hereafter Lithuaniae.
6 B. Prussiae, Masoviae etc.; C. and D. Russiae, Prussiae, Mazoviae etc.
7 B.-D. foederis.
8 In B.-D. here and hereafter: praedecessorum.
9 B. Vladislai Jagello; C. Wladislai Jagielonis; D. Wladislai Jagellonis.
10 B. Kasimiri.
11 B.-D. regum.
12 C. and D. Mendigerei.
nostri, Taktomiss, Asdigerei patre nuncupato, et aliis imperatoribus, partibus ex altera factas, privilegiis et inscriptionibus utriusque confirmatas, quibus liquido satis perspeximus, illas, tempore presidentiae seu dominationis eorum inter se conjunctissime et fraternali convixisse et solido favore sinceroque affectu invicem fuissse complexos, ita ut alterius hostis pro communi hoste semper haberetur idemque alterius amicus non nisi communis amicus censeretur, preterea unitis semper viribus et concordi voto contra quemlibet hostem dimicabatur. Cuius amiciciæ interventu fines imperii et dominiorum utriusque, hostili potentia perdomita et confacta, propagabantur et non parvo in dies augebantur incremento, ita ut res illorum communes secundae admodum domi forisque haberentur. Nos etiam diligenti et matura intra nos deliberatione habita, considerantes novorum foederum, amiciciarum et societatum dubios fore eventus, illis veteres amicicias, quas solidiores usu semper didicimus preferentes posteaquam ad culmen regalis dignitatis in regno Poloniae et Magno Ducatu Lituaniae, paterna avitaque solia, favente Domino, conscendimus usque ad id tempus a novis societatis et confederationibus semper abhorrentes non alibi unquam amicicias nobis comparare volumus quam apud fratrem nostrum caesarem Mendigerei dignumque existimavimus, cum quo mutuis officiis et beneficiis (innitendo vestigiis predecessorum nostrorum) certaremus. Quam nostram erga illam tam propensam voluntatem frequenter et honorificis legationibus, nuncius nostro et aliis benivolentia argumentis illum salutando, quamque ipsum resque suas incolumes esse cupiamus, nixi sumus in hanc usque diem sedulo demonstrare. Is demum frater noster caesar Mendigerey, eius nostri erga se affectus non ingratus, cupiens amiciciarum taliter iacta fundamenta, tam a predecessoribus, quam etiam a nobis coalescere et maiori certitudine roborari, nobis tam per literas quam per oratores suos Dowlekbaktibi et Vincentium [et] Baptistam, quam declaravit se plurimum desiderare, ut predictas amicicias novis rursus conclusionibus et inscriptionibus ac iuramentis confirmaremus.

Nos vero Sigismundus, predictus rex et magnus dux etc., de consilio consiliariorum regni nostri status utriusque gratia divina id nobis inspirante in eiusmodi novas inscriptiones et conclusiones consensimur presentibusque

---

k B.-D. Taktomisch.
1 D. Asdigerei.
2 B. sinceroque.
3 In B.-D. here and hereafter praeterea.
4 In B.-D. here and hereafter: amicitiae.
5 B. and C. confoderationibus.
6 B. and C. volumus.
7 B. Mendigerey.
8 B.-D. illum.
9 B. nuncitis.
10 B. and D. quanque; C. quanquam.
11 C. and D. Mendigerei.
13 In B. here and hereafter: praedictas.
literis nostris innotescimus universis et singulis, quia inivimus perpetue pacis foedera cum magnō imperatore Magnae Ordae Mendigerei, fratre nostro, cum quo in ea amiciāet benīvolentiā perseverare voluimus, qualis inter divine memoriae prēdecessores nostros, et genītorem nostrum Casimīrīn regem, et Acziger caesarēm similīter patrem eīus extitit, hoc est amicos et inimicos communes esse semper censendo, et sepe dīctus frater noster Mendligerei cesare cum omnibus et singulis natis, nepotibus, fratribus natū minoribus, et cum universo tam dextri quam sinistri laterīs senatū, legiōnarisīs, millenariīs, centurionibus, et omnibus ulānīs et mūrsīs, ducibus ceterisquē omnibus dignitariīs, magistratibus, quomodo omnes nuncupatis et gentibus contra quemlibet hostem nostrum, pro nostra inuiρia veluti propria dimicare tenebitur et erit obligatus. Cum quibus suprādictis omnibus erit amicus amico et inimicus inimico.

Et item castra, castella, territoria, civitates, urbes, villas, rura, aquas, terras, quas hostis noster fidefragus Moscovitae de Magnō Ducatu Lituaniae, tempore presidētīs olim Alexandrī regis, prēdecessoris et germanī nostri charissīmis, contra iusiurandum avulsīt et dolosē occupavit, predictus frater noster illa omnia suis suorumque viribus ex eis manibus seu diitione recuperare nobisque gratītio et sine quavis difficulitate restituere tenebitur, et erit adstrictus, et quotiens opus eius auxiliis contra dictum hostem nostrum Moschovitam habuerimus, illa nobis cum omni potentatu suo quanto celerius poterit prestabīt. Et simili modo contra quemcumque alium hostem nostrum etiam nobis auxilia prestare tenebitur, et erit obligatus in eo numero et copiis, pro quibus nos fratrem nostrum requiems.

Item simili modo castra, que prēdecessores eīusdem fratrīs nostri, cesarīs, et pater, Aciger cesar, ipseque frater noster cesar Mendigerei, pariter cum legiōnibus, terris, aquis, et omnibus obventionibus, utilitatiūsque et daciīs in eorum literis aliis sigillus signatis et munitis describere ad dominia Magni Ducatus Lituaniae pertinere, quae quidem ex talibus castrīs negligentia

---

8 B.-D. perpetuae.
7 B. magno imperatore Magnae Ordae Mendigerei; C. and D. magno imperatore Magnae Ordae Mendigerei.
2 B.-D. divae.
aa C. Aciger; D. Acziger.
ab B. Mendigerei caesar.; C. and D. Mendigerei caesar.
ac B.-D. caeterisque.
ad D. fide Graecque [sic].
ace B.-D. Moscovitae.
af B.-D. presidentiae.
ag In B. here and hereafter praestabit.
abh B. and D. quemcunque.
ai B.-D. quae.
aj B.-D. caesares.
ak B.-C. Acziger caesar; D. Acziger cesar.
al B. caesar Mendigerei; C. caesar Mendigerei; D. cesar Mendigerei.
am B.-D. datiis.
an B.-D. obsignatis.
aso C. and D. ac; in D. crossed out and corrected to quae ad.
ap B.-D. quae.
predecessorum nostrorum in manus hosti nostri Moscovitae\textsuperscript{aq} incidentes eius dicionius\textsuperscript{ar} accessere, sepedictus frater noster, cesar Mendigerei,\textsuperscript{as} innitendo inscriptionibus predecessorum suorum conclusionibus nobiscum factis verbo eius firme cesareo\textsuperscript{at} illa etiam viribus suis recuperare de manibus Moscovitae\textsuperscript{au} hostis nostri et nobis simpliciter sine quavis renitentia resignare seu tradere ad Magnum Ducatum debeat.

Item nos etiam filios Achmat\textsuperscript{av} et filios Machometi,\textsuperscript{aw} hostes fratris nostri Mendigerei cesaris,\textsuperscript{ax} pro hostibus habeimus et cum ipso contra illos hostilia volumus exercere. Item hostem ipsius Dziachmat\textsuperscript{ay} in dominio\textsuperscript{az} Magni Ducatus Lituaniae captivum volumus tenere, et ex captivitate ad damnum et incommodum ipsius imperatoris illum ad temporae vitae sue\textsuperscript{ba} nunquam liberum dimittere, servis etiam suis in dispendium dicti fratris nostri licentiam seu facultatem abeundi nolumus prestare; et hoc, si imperator nobis supradicta\textsuperscript{bb} servaverit promissa.

Preterea omnes et universas hostilitates, damna, indignitates et alia eiusmodi utrique dominio nostro, tam regno Poloniae quam Magno Ducatu Lituaniae, quam serenissimorum foelicis [\textit{sic}] recordationis Casimiri\textsuperscript{bc} patris, Alberti, Alexandri fratum, regum et predecessorum nostrorum, tum etiam nostro temporibus per Machmetgierei\textsuperscript{bd} Soltan et alios soltanos, fratres et filios dicti cesaris,\textsuperscript{be} satrapas seu ulanos, duces, illatas et inflictas, in universum illis remittimus omnemque renancore suo ulationi libidinem ex animo abolemus.

Liberumque deinceps erit pretextu eius foederis et solide amiciciae fratri nostro cesari et Machmetgierei\textsuperscript{bf} Soltan aliquo sultanis in eorum propriis personis in dominia\textsuperscript{bg} Magni Ducatus Lituaniae, vel item ad nos Sigismundum regem tanquam hospitibus et invitatis veluti auxiliarii contra quemlibet hostem cum eorum gentibus in certo numero per nos admittendo sine quovis incommodo suo et dominiorum nostrorum\textsuperscript{bg} venire et redire. Quiquidem taliter advenientes et redeuntes veluti amici debebunt a nobis non minus humaniter quam honorifice tractari.

\textsuperscript{aq} B.-D. \textit{hostis nostri Moscovitae.}
\textsuperscript{ar} B. and C. \textit{dictioni.}
\textsuperscript{as} B. and D. \textit{caesar Mendigerei}; C. \textit{caesar Mendigerei.}
\textsuperscript{at} B.-D. \textit{caesareo.}
\textsuperscript{au} B.-D. \textit{Moschovitae.}
\textsuperscript{av} C. and D. \textit{Achmath.}
\textsuperscript{aw} On “the sons of Ahmed and Mahmud,” cf. Document 10, n. 7.
\textsuperscript{ax} B. and D. \textit{Mendigerey caesaris}; C. \textit{Mendigerei caesaris.}
\textsuperscript{ay} B. \textit{Dziachmat}; C.-D. \textit{Dziachmath.}
\textsuperscript{az} On Sheikh Ahmed, the last khan of the Great Horde, cf. Document 9, n. 27.
\textsuperscript{ba} B.-D. \textit{in dominis.}
\textsuperscript{bb} B.-D. \textit{suae.}
\textsuperscript{bc} B.-D. \textit{superscripta.}
\textsuperscript{bd} B. \textit{Kasimiri.}
\textsuperscript{be} B. \textit{Machmetgierey}; C. and D. \textit{Machmethgerey.}
\textsuperscript{bf} C. and D. \textit{dominio.}
\textsuperscript{bg} B. \textit{et dominia nostra.} C.-D. \textit{in dominia nostra.}
Item mercatores instioresque tam dicti cesaris Mendigerei, fratris nostri, quam etiam eius senatus, solutis antiquis teloneis seu gabellis commeandi et commercia exercendi in dominia nostra, tam regni Poloniae quam Magni Ducatus Lituaniae, liberam habeunt potestatem. Si autem acciderit predictos mercatores per quempiam officialem nostrum ultra solita gravari, tunc nos facta in officialem iusta animadversione iubebimus omne damnum gravatis resartiri.

Item volentes ut munificentia fratris nostri, cesaris, in servitores eius magis appareat conspicua illique eiusmodi donariis sublevati ad auxiliandum nobis reddantur paratiores et magis idonei, promittimus dicto fratri nostro, cesari Mendigerei, ex gratia nostra fraterna, qua illum complectimur, quolibet anno quindecim millia florenorum per proprium nostrum numerato pecunia, et alteram medietatem in mercibus transmittere. Quam summam in duas ratas dividere debemus: prima rata pro Pentecostes, secunda vero pro festo Sancti Martini, aliaque omnium superius expressa inviolabiliter tenere. Frater autem noster, caesar Mendigerei omnes et singulas predictas condiciones, inscriptiones conclusiones in eorum articulis et punctis tenebitur observare inconcusse et simpliciter sine quovis colore et erit astrictus.

In quorum omnium fidem has nostras patentes literas de consiliariorum consilio nostrorum regni nostri conscribi et sigilli nostri munimine, quo tanquam rex Poloniae utimur, roborari [iussimus].

Datum in septembro 1513.
DOCUMENT 12 (CA. DECEMBER 1513)
The donation *yarlıq* cum *şartname* (*dokon'can'ę*) sent by Khan Mengli Giray to King Sigismund

The original document is missing.

Ruthenian copies:
A. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 7, pp. 490–496 [old foliation: 246b–249b].

Polish 16th-century translation:

Докончанье царево, што привежли послы царевы Кииниш а Августын к Вилни на сем месяцева феврала і [3] ден, индикт ѣ [2]:

Починаем, [Господи], въ Твое имя, который жо щасте даеь и жалеьть, Ін есть, ино братство наше в правдѣ твердо держати и слово свое в правде мети, безъ каждого хитлѧнства сполнати со всим чистым серцем!

---

† The Polish translation, entitled *Menligereia Wielkiej Ordy wolnego cara pakta*, is dated ten months later than the time when the Ruthenian copy was probably issued: "in the month of September of the year 920 after the departure of Prophet Muhammad from this world [sic; it should refer to the Hegira and not Muhammad’s death], [and of the year] 1514 since the birth of Lord Christ, in the Tatar Horde" (*lata po roku ześcia z świata Mahometa Proroka 920, miesiąca septembra; od narodzenia Pana Chrystusowego 1514 w Ordzie Tatarskiej*). As the Muslim year 920 A.H. lasted from 26 February 1514 till 14 February 1515, the dating according to both calendars seems to be consistent. Yet, the contents of the Polish version is almost identical with the Ruthenian one, known to be brought to Vilnius on 3 February 1514. Both versions list the same four royal envoys, in whose presence the khan took his oath. Perhaps the Polish translation was made from a duplicate sent by the khan several months after the original document? Although the Polish translation is inferior to the Ruthenian copy (for instance, the translator did not understand the passage about the death of Djalaleddin Sultan; cf. n. 25 below), it also contains some details that are omitted in the latter. For instance, Kačybej (*Kaczebyej*), Majak (*Mayak*), Novhorod-Sivers'kyj (*Syewierski Nowogrod*), and Ryl'sk (*Rylsko*) are listed among the settlements “granted to Lithuania” only in the Polish version.

⁠^{*} Empty space; apparently the term *Господи*, referring to God, had been elevated and/or written in different color (gold?) in the original, hence it was omitted by the copyist.
Великого царя Менделкирёво слово:

Правое и левое ряки темникомъ, и тисачникомъ, и сотникомъ, и деслтикомъ, и старшому сынъ нашему Магмет Кирею солтанѣ, и сынъ моемъ Ахмат солтанъ, я Магмутъ Кирею, я Бурначат Кирею, я Мубарекъ Кирею, и сынов моихъ детемъ солтановыемъ, и вланомъ, и княземъ, миршьамъb и всѣ рякихъ земли городомъ и местомъ, и митрополитомъ, и владыкамъ, игуменомъ, и черничомъ, и попомъc, и княземъ, и паномъ, и боцромъ, и мещаномъ, и всему послольству сполна ведати сими д нашимъ листомъ, штожь зъ давныхъ часовъ великии царя дады наши, и великии царь втц наш, коли имъ копы потны были, до литовского панства, до князѧ великого Витовты, а потомъ зъ великого короля Казимера, до князѧ великого литовского, коли въ нихъ гостемъ бывали, великую яску и честь выдали, города и места, и волости, со всими тьмами, и пошлинами, и зъ выходы, со всими сполна съ тьми иманы писаными, великии цари дади наши, и великии царь втцъ наш, пожаловали, цары ихъ дали были. А после нихъ Бого насъ пожаловал на втца нашего, цара, на столцы его царемъ истали, ино на тьнъ цары ихъ посмотривши, по тому ж и мы пожаловали, великомъ королю Казимеру и великому князѧ цары дали есмо. А потомъ зъ Жигимонтомъ, королемъ и великимъ князѧ, братомъ нашимъ, приателемъ и братомъ стали есмо, и великого послѧ нашего, Мамзы влана въ головахъ, и иныхъ послѧ нашихъ послели есмо. Подълугъ первыхъ нашихъ царыковь по тому ж поновляемъ, цары наши зъ золотыми печатми приложивши есмо дали.

Ино какъ въ литовской земли первые короли и великии князи держали, и сес Жигимонт, король и великии князѧ, брат нашъ, нехай держить, и вячата его, вов покой и въ целости: Киев со тьмою, и зъ землями и зъ водами, зъ даными, и зъ пошлинами; Володимер со тьмою, зъ землями и зъ водами, зъ даными, и зъ пошлинами; Великии Лучоскъ со тьмами и со всими приходы; и Смоленескъd со тьмою, и зъ приходы и выходы; Полоцко и Витебско со тьмами, и зъ землями и зъ водами, съ приходы и выходы; подолка тмѧ зъ землями, зъ водами, съ приходы и выходы; Каменецъ со тьмою, зъ землями, зъ водами, съ приходы и выходы; браславскаѧ тмѧ со всими доходы; Сокал зъ землями, зъ водами, и со всими доходы; Егинегородъ изъ землями, зъ водами, со всими доходы; поочь вт Киеве города Днепромъ и до иста; Снепород, Глинесь з людми; Жолваж, Птивль зъ землями, зъ водами; Бирин, Синеч, Хотин, Лосичи, Хомышъ зъ землями, зъ водами, съ приходы и выходы; черчиговскиѧe тмѧ изъ землями, зъ водами, съ приходы и выходы; курскѧ тмѧ; Сарлеѧ сына Егальтева тмѧ; Радогощѧ, Милюбъ со всими ихъ землями, зъ водами, съ приходы

---

b The initial stroke is missing thus the initial letter м reminds н.
c Written erroneously потом.
d Repeated by error.
e Written with a metathesis.
f Written with a metathesis.
и выходы, а Мужень, Исков; Стародъбъ, Бранескъ, из землѧми, з водами, с приходы и выходы; Мченескъ, Любльескъ, Тула-городъ, зъ землѧми, з водами, с приходы и выходы; Берестей, Ратно, Козелско, Пронскъ, Волконско, Спаш. Донецъ, из землѧми, з водами, с приходы и выходы; Дашов-город, 8 Балыкльсы, Карасыл, Чорны городъ, Єтешков-городищо, Тушинь, Немир, вгросмскав тма, Мушал, Эдосор-городъ, со всеми землѧми и водами, с приходы и выходы; Псков и Великк и Новгородъ, резанскѧ Переꙗслав, тыи в головахъ, со тмѧми, з городы и з селѧ, з реками и потоками, с приходы и выходы, к литовскому столица пожаловали, придали есмо.

Ино да сих нашихъ справедливыхь дѣль, со мною посполь сын мои Магметъ Кгиреи солтанъ в головахъ, Ахмат Кгиреи солтанъ, Магмет Кгиреи солтанъ, Бурнаш солтанъ, Мубарек Кгиреи солтанъ, со всимъ з дѣтями своими и з сына моего, Магметъ Кгиреи солтановыми дѣтями, и з уланы и кнѣзи, и з мѣрзами порадиши, твердо прислагшѧ есмо, штойкъ з Жикгимонтомъ королемъ, з великимъ кѣзаемъ братомъ нашимъ, в братствѣ и призваны быть, против призателя его призателемъ, а противу непризателѧ [sic] его непризателѧ маемъ быти, и вдивчат наших против каждого непризател непризателѧ быти и непризатѧ свою доводити.

А што первей сего Александра королевскихъ людѧн и городы наперед сего московскій кнѣзъ забралъ, тыи выще пишаны люди и городы из сыномъ своимъ Магметъ Кгиреи солтаномъ в Бозѣ надею маемъ, воземъ, Жикгимонту королю, великому кѣзѧю, брату нашему, чтдадимъ з божей ласки. Ино со мно сын мои Магметъ Кгиреи солтан в головахъ, Ахмат Кгиреи, Магметъ Кгиреи, Бурнаш Кгиреи, Мубарек Кгиреи, со всими дѣтями, и со всимъ вначаты, и з уланы, кнѣзи, и мурзами, и все великое мое воиско Жикгимонту королю и великому кѣзѧю, братъ нашему, коль будетъ потреб на кѣзѧ моск[овск]ого, маемъ послати Жикгимонту королю, брату нашему, на помоч. И на иного непризателя воиска нашего быдает надобѣ, и вѣ до насъ мает человѣка своего прислати, воиска в насъ ждающы; колы быдает емъ надобѣ, мы маемъ послати Жикгимонту королю, брату нашему, на помоч.

Ино за великаго корола Казимера, великаго кѣзѧя, и за корола Щлборхта, и за Александра корола, и за васъ Жикгимонта корола, а зъ самъ и сынъ мои Магметъ Кгиреи солтан в головахъ, Ахматъ Кгиреи, Магмутъ Кгиреи, Бурнаш Кгиреи, и чтъ всих моихъ детей, и чтъ сына моего, и Магметъ Кгиреи солтановыми дѣтями, и чтъ улановъ, кнѣзизъ, мурзы, и чтъ слугъ нашихъ, и чтъ всѣхъ подданныхъ нашихъ, во всѣй ладѣскѣ землѧ и литовскомъ вашимъ людѧмъ лихотъ и шкоды вчинили, воевали, тыи выступи вы Жикгимонт корол, брат нашъ, маете то имѣ вѣстути и не поматати. И мы, великии царь, брат вашъ, тыи прошлѣ дѣла лихи, и первые и последнє, всѣ вѣстуемъ, которыи были. Прошлѣ дѣла тыи вы и на мысли своєи не держите, и мы з мысли своеи выпускаемъ, такъ ведайте.

8 It should read Дашов-город.
Ино первеи сего вам Жикгимонту корою, брату нашему, ддя верное призапи и братства знаемости, сына моего Магмет Кгиреи солтанова сына, Джалалдыви солтан, там послали были есмо. Ино божа волда так сл стала, Бог его с того света собрал. Ино мы царь, брат ваш, з вам с королем братом нашимъ, а сын мой Магмет Кгиреи солтан, здоровы быхы были, Магмет Кгиреи солтанова яднога сына ещб до вас пошел. Нарымъ царичана сына, так ведайте. Ино призители наши слышавши и видевши то радовати са будет, а непризители то слышивши и видевши, ччи имъ ростреспают са.

Ино мы, великии царь, брат ваш, с сыном моимъ Магмет Кгиреи солтаномъ, вамъ, великиому королю Жикгимонту, брату нашемъ, ддя призапи и братства, и ддя тых поминков, которым до нас шлете, себе ваши купцы к нам почол ездить безъ кождое боазны, и переполохъ, и шкоды. Воземьши сол, до ваше земли едять, а естли бы имъ шт наших люден которой шкода была, мы сами хочем имъ заплатить, шт нас имъ лиха и шкоды некоторое не будет. А изъ ладское земли, и литовское, и з немецкое, и со всех ваших земель, к нашои земли торговцы ваши приедят, некоторое имъ сила, и шкоды, и втиску не будет, добровольне приедят, а добровольне штедят, ники подлуг давного убычак старое мыто заплативши поедят.

Ино што в сем листе писаны наши слова в правде хочемъ держати, изначен не вчиним, такъ ведайте, а тымы разы з великим воиском моимъ сына моего, Магмет Кгиреи солтан, на непризителя вашего московского пошлем вам на помоч. А тыи люди и городы, што московского кназда штеть шт литовское земли штнал был, з боже ласки тыи люди и города зъ московского кназда втиску возем, тобъ брату нашемъ дадим и литовскои земли столицы, а на каждого непризителя за един будем.

Ино цъ сам, и сын мои Магмет Кгиреи солтан в головахъ, и вси дети мои солтановъ, а дети моих дети солтанове, и вланы, кнези, и мурзы, вси перед послы вашими, перед паном Станиславомъ Скнидерем, и перед паном писарем Григоремъ Громыкою, и перед паном Дцкомъ Ратомскимъ, и перед писарем вашим паномъ Михайломъ, твердо прислагъ вчинили есмо, на то альми патномъ а <з> золотымъ нишаномъ притоптав послали есмо.

Translation:
The khan’s letter of agreement [dokončan’e] brought by the khan’s envoys Keldish2 and Augustin3 to Vilnius for the Diet, on the 3rd of the month of February, during the 2nd indiction:4

2 Here referred to as Kijdiš, but his name is correctly spelled on p. 614; apparently identical with Keldish, son of Cheshmesh (Keldīš, Cešmēso syn), a Crimean noble listed among those entitled to Muscovian gifts in 1515; see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 2, index, column 47. Keldish Ulan also figured among the ulans and service beys who swore an oath to keep peace with Muscovy in 1524; see Malinovskij, “Istoriceskoe sobranie,” p. 415.
3 On Augustino de Garibaldis, a Genovese from Caffa in the khan’s service, see Document 16, n. 18.
4 The second indiction lasted from 1 September 1513 till 31 August 1514.
We commence in Your name, [oh God.] He who exists, who gives and grants felicity, and [we promise] to keep our brotherhood firmly and in truth, and treat our word sincerely, and fulfill it without any fraud and with an entirely pure heart!⁵

The word of the great khan Mengli Giray:

To the commanders of tens of thousands [tümens], thousands, hundreds, and tens of the right and the left hand, to our elder son Mehmed Sultan,⁶ to Mahmud Giray,⁷ Burnash Giray,⁸ and Mübarek Giray,⁹ to the children of my sons, the sultans [i.e., princes], to the ulans, beys [Ruth. knjazem], mirzas, and to the castles and towns of the whole Ruthenian land, metropolitan, Orthodox bishops, heads of Orthodox monasteries [ihu-mens], monks, [Orthodox] priests, princes, lords, boyars, townsmen, and all the commoners: [you ought] to know by our present letter that from the ancient times the great khans, our grandfathers, and the great khan, our father, when their horses were growing sweaty [beneath them], [they would come] to Lithuania, to Grand Duke Vytautas, and then to the great king Casimir, the grand duke of Lithuania; while they were their guests, they experienced great favor and reverence, [so in return] the great khans, our grandfathers, and the great khan, our father, granted [them] the castles, towns, and estates, whose names are written [below], along with all tümens, taxes, and incomes, and they issued their yarlıqs [on account of this]. And after them [i.e., their death], God placed us on the throne of our father, the khan, and we became the khan; and having inspected these [old] yarlıqs, we made our grant accordingly, and we gave a yarlıq [on account of this] to the great king Casimir, the grand duke. And thereafter we became friends and brothers with our brother, the king and the grand duke Sigismund, and we sent our envoy Mamısh Ulan—[Now,] in accordance with our earlier yarlıqs we renew [our will], and we have issued our yarlıqs, having stamped them with golden seals.

⁵ The original tenor of the Tatar document must have been slightly changed by the translator; the document from the same year, preserved in the original in Italian, begins with the invocation: “We commence in the name of God, who gives felicity […] to those who […] keep brotherhood […] and observe [their] word;” cf. Document 16.

⁶ The second son of Mengli Giray; cf. Document 9, n. 4.

⁷ The third son of Mengli Giray; cf. Document 9, n. 6.

⁸ The fifth son of Mengli Giray; cf. Document 9, n. 8.

⁹ The sixth son of Mengli Giray and the father of the future khan Devlet Giray; see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 2, index, column 62 and Le khanat de Crimée, p. 88.

¹⁰ On Mamish Ulan, the prominent Crimean noble and the envoy to Lithuania in 1507, see Document 9, n. 12.
And as the first kings and grand dukes in Lithuania used to hold, also may our present brother Sigismund, the king and grand duke, and his grandchildren, hold in peace and in [their] entirety:

- Kiev with its tümen along with lands, waters, levies, and taxes;
- Volodymyr with its tümen along with lands, waters, levies, and taxes;
- Great Luc’k with its tümen [sic] along with all profits;
- Smolensk with its tümen along with profits and incomes;
- Polack and Vicebsk with their tümen along with lands, waters, profits, and incomes;
- the tümen of Podolia along with lands, waters, profits, and incomes;
- Kamjaneč”[11] with its tümen along with lands, waters, profits, and incomes;
- the tümen of Braclov along with all revenues;
- Sokolec”[12] along with lands, waters, and all revenues;
- Zvynyhorod”[13] along with lands, waters, and all revenues;
- starting from the town of Kiev along with the Dnieper down to its mouth;
- Sneporod and Hlyns’k along with [their] people;”[14]
- Žolvaž”[15] and Putyvl’ along with lands and waters;
- Bryyn, Synec, Xoten’, Losyčy, Xotmyšl along with lands, waters, profits, and incomes;”[16]
- the tümen of Černihiv along with lands, profits, and incomes;
- the tümen of Kursk;
- the tümen of Jagoldaj, son of Saraj;”[17]
- Radogošč’ and Mylojub along with all their lands, waters, profits, and incomes, Mužeč and Oskol;”[18]
- Starodub and Brjansk along with lands, waters, profits, and incomes;
- Mcensk, Ljubutsk, and the town of Tula along with lands, waters, profits, and incomes;”[19]
- Berestej, Retan’, Kozel’sk, Pronsk, Spazšk, and Donec along with lands, waters, profits, and incomes;”[20]

---

11 Cf. Document 8, n. 3.
12 Cf. Document 8, n. 4.
13 Cf. Document 8, n. 5.
15 Cf. Document 8, n. 10.
16 On these estates in the region of Putyvl’ and on the rivers Sula and Vorskla, cf. Document 8, notes 11–15.
17 On this estate, extending between the upper Sejm and the upper Donec rivers, and its former owner, see Document 8, n. 18.
18 Mylojub, Mužeč and Oskol (corruptly rendered as Iskov in the manuscript) belonged to the tümen of Jagoldaj (cf. Document 8, notes 18–19) while the town of Radogošč’ was situated further to the northwest. As the latter did not figure in the earlier yarlıqs and was registered for the first time in the present document, apparently by error the scribe entered its name in the wrong place, i.e., between the tümen of Jagoldaj and Mylojub.
19 On Mcensk, Ljubutsk, and Tula, see Document 8, notes 20–21.
20 On these localities and estates, see Document 8, notes 22–26.
– the castle of Dašov, Balykly, Karaul, Čornyj Horod,\(^ {21}\) the ruined castle [Ruth. \textit{horodyščo}] of Uteškov,\(^ {22}\) Tušyn, Nemyr, the tümen of Uhrom, Mušal, and the castle of Fedorov\(^ {23}\) along with all lands, waters, profits, and incomes;
– Pskov, Velikij Novgorod, and Perejaslav’ Rjazan’skij—to begin with, along with their tümen, with towns and villages, rivers and streams, profits and incomes—we have granted and appended [all the above localities] to the Lithuanian throne.

And for the sake of our just deeds [L] and along with me my son Mehmed Giray Sultan—to begin with, Ahmed Giray Sultan, Mahmud Giray Sultan,\(^ {24}\) Burnash Giray Sultan, and Mübarek Giray Sultan, having taken counsel with all my children and the children of my son, Mehmed Giray Sultan, with the ulans, beys, and mirzas, we have firmly sworn that we should remain in brotherhood and friendship with our brother, King Sigismund, the grand duke, we should be a friend to his friend and an enemy to his enemy, and till [the times of] our grandchildren, we should be enemies and prove our enmity towards any of his enemies.

And as previously the duke [knjaz’] of Muscovy captured a number of people and towns of King Alexander, we—I with my son Mehmed Giray Sultan—hope, putting our trust in God, that with the grace of God we will take the above listed people and towns and restore them to our brother, King Sigismund, the grand duke. And whenever our brother, the king and grand duke Sigismund, needs assistance against the duke of Muscovy, I and my son Mehmed Giray Sultan—to begin with, Ahmed Giray, Mahmud Giray, Burnash Giray, and Mübarek Giray, along with all children and grandchildren, with ulans, beys, and mirzas, and with my whole great army, we should send assistance to our brother, King Sigismund. And if he needs our troops against another enemy, he should send his man to us, demanding our troops; and we should send assistance to our brother, King Sigismund, as much as he needs.

\(^ {21}\) On these four settlements, situated on the lower Boh and lower Dniester, see Document 8, notes 28–31.
\(^ {22}\) Unidentified, perhaps it refers to Očakiv situated in the place of former Dašov; cf. Document 8, n. 31. In the \textit{yarlıq} from 1507 the term \textit{horodyščo} ("ruined castle") referred to Dašov while in the present document Dašov is referred to as a castle or town (\textit{horod}). Hence it is possible that the same ruined locality was registered twice under two names. In fact, since the 1490s the area in question was controlled by the Tatars who constructed a new castle named Djankerman in the vicinity of the former Lithuanian castle of Dašov. The new castle was referred to in the Slavic sources as Očakov (today Očakiv), while in the Ottoman sources as Özü qal’esi ("the Dnieper castle").
\(^ {23}\) The last four settlements along with the tümen of Uhrom could not be identified, but they were apparently situated in lower Podolia, between the Boh and Dniester rivers, along with other localities listed in the same paragraph. Tušyn, Nemyr, Mušal, and Fedorov are also registered in the \textit{yarlıq} from 1507 (cf. Document 8) as Toşyçy, Nemyr, Muşaç, and Xodorov (the last variation is easily explainable since both personal names Fedor and Xodor stem from the name Theodor).
\(^ {24}\) Erroneously rendered as Mehmed; cf. n. 7 above and Document 9, n. 6.
And as regards the harm and damage, and the raids committed during [the reigns of] the great king and grand duke Casimir, King [John] Albert, King Alexander, and yours, King Sigismund, by myself and my son Mehmed Giray Sultan—to begin with, Ahmed Giray, Mahmud Giray, and Burnash Giray, and by all my children and the children of my son, Mehmed Giray Sultan, and by the ulans, beys, mirzas, and our servants, and by all our subjects to your people in entire Poland and Lithuania, you, our brother, King Sigismund, should forgive them all these wrongful acts and you should not remember them. Also we, your brother, the great khan, forgive all the past wrongs, the earlier and the most recent, that have been done. You should not hold the past wrongs in your memory, and we release them from our memory, too; thus you should know.

Moreover, formerly we had sent Djalaeddin Sultan,25 the son of my son, Mehmed Giray Sultan, to you, our brother King Sigismund, as mark of loyal friendship and brotherhood. However, God willing, God took him from this world. May we, your brother, the khan, along with you, our brother, the king, and my son, Mehmed Giray Sultan, stay healthy; and you should know that we will send you yet another son of Mehmed Giray Sultan, the son of the princess [caryča] Nurum.26 On hearing and seeing this, our friends will rejoice, and our enemies will go blind.27

And for the sake of friendship and brotherhood between us, your brother, the great khan, and my son, Mehmed Giray Sultan, and you, our brother, the great king Sigismund, and in return for the gifts that you send us, let your merchants travel to us without any fear, anxiety, or damage. Having taken salt, they may go [back] to your land, and if any damage is done to them by our people, we want to compensate them ourselves; they will experience no harm or damage from us. And when your merchants come to our land from Poland, Lithuania, Germany,28 and any of your lands, they will experience no violence, damage, or oppression and they will freely come and go, having only paid the old toll according to the ancient custom.

---

25 In 1511 Mengli Giray promised to send his grandson Kemelesh Sultan, the son of Mehmed Giray, to Lithuania as an honorary hostage to secure peace. As eventually Kemelesh did not arrive, in March 1512 his brother, Djalaeddin Sultan, was sent in his stead; see the letter by Mengli Giray, announcing his arrival, addressed to Jurij (Jerzy) Mikołajewicz Radziwill, the palatine of Kiev, composed in Ruthenian and preserved in original in Bibl. Czart., ms. 2893, pp. 147–148. Having spent over one year in Lithuania, Djalaeddin died in Vilnius in 1513; see Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, pp. 178–180, 185, 380–381, 396–397, 404, 407; Acta Tomiciana, vol. 2, pp. 159–160.

26 Nurum, the wife of Mehmed Giray, played an important role in the Crimean politics and even corresponded with foreign rulers; in 1517 she openly refused to give yet another son as a hostage to Lithuania; cf. Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 2, pp. 472-473, 502-503 and index, column 64.

27 Lit. “their eyeballs will crack.”

28 The term z nemeckoe [zemly] (lit. “from the German land”) might refer to Royal Prussia or any German lands, whose inhabitants arrived in the Crimea from the direction of Poland-Lithuania; see n. 135 in Part I and Chapter 6 in Part II; cf. also Document 19, n. 34.
And you should know that we want to keep sincerely our words written in this letter and we will not do otherwise; and this time we will send my son, Mehmed Giray Sultan, along with a great army, to assist you against your Muscovian enemy. And as regards the people and towns that the father of the duke of Muscovy conquered from Lithuania, with the grace of God we will take these people and towns from the hands of the duke of Muscovy, and we will restore them to you, our brother, and to the Lithuanian throne; and we will jointly face any enemy.

And I, and my son Mehmed Giray Sultan—to begin with, and all my children, the sultans [i.e., princes], and the children of my children, the sultans, and the ulans, beys, and mirzas, we have all firmly sworn before your envoys: Pan Stanisław Skinder, Pan Hryhoryj Hromyka, the scribe, Pan Jacek Ratomski, and Myxajlo, your scribe, and we have sent [this letter of agreement] having stamped [lit. trodden] it with the red stamp and the golden nişan.

---

29 Stanisław Skinder, lieutenant of Oster and marshal, sent in missions to the Crimea in 1511, 1512–1514, and 1516 (Document 17); see Urzędnicy centralni i dostojnicy WKL, p. 88; Banionis, LDK pasiuntinybių tarnyba, pp. 81, 104–107, 148, 193–195, 251, 372–375, 378–379. In December 1512 he was sent along with Jacek Ratomski in order to deliver the gifts due for that year. He remained in the Crimea until 1514 and returned along with Hryhoryj Hromyka; cf. n. 30 below.

30 Hryhoryj Hromyka, scribe and steward (ključnyk) of Vilnius, tenant of Svislač, sent in embassies to Moscow in 1499, 1506, and 1509, and to the Crimea in 1513–1514 and 1514; see Banionis, LDK pasiuntinybių tarnyba, pp. 81, 104, 108, 194, 209–214, 297, 375. Sent to the Crimea in September 1513 along with the royal instruments of peace (Documents 10–11), he returned to Vilnius on 28 July 1514 with another, slightly different version of the present document (Document 14); cf. Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, p. 434.

31 Jacek Ratomski, courtier and castle inspector (horodnyčyj) of Minsk, sent in missions to the Crimea in 1507, 1508, 1511, 1512–1514, 1514–1515, and 1517; see Banionis, LDK pasiuntinybių tarnyba, pp. 103–107, 192–196, 251, 372, 379. In December 1512 he was sent along with Stanisław Skinder in order to deliver the gifts due for that year and was detained by the khan. Along with Myxajlo Svyňuska (cf. n. 32 below), he accompanied the Crimean embassy that delivered the present document to Vilnius. On 23 December 1514 he was again sent to the khan carrying a second installment of the annual gifts; see Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, pp. 434 and 444–447.

32 Myxajlo Vasyl’evyč Svyňuska, scribe and member of numerous embassies to the Crimea (1510, 1513–1514, 1514, 1519) and Kazan (1514); see Banionis, LDK pasiuntinybių tarnyba, pp. 104–107, 148, 163–164, 193–194, 196, 372, 375, 379. Sent to the Crimea from Mielnik in July 1513, he witnessed the khan’s oath and—along with Jacek Ratomski (cf. n. 31 above)—accompanied the Crimean embassy that delivered the present document to Vilnius. In 1514 he was again sent to the Crimea in order to obtain from the khan a separate peace document for Poland (Document 15).
DOCUMENT 13 (CA. DECEMBER 1513)
The oath by Khan Mengli Giray

Ruthenian copies:
Published in Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, p. 423.

Присѧгаю на ал-Хоран, через Бога моего и через Махомета, пророка нашего справедливого, присяги и обетницы ховать. Верне естли не буду держал, нехаи будꙋ дѫщелени паниства моего и вѣры закоꙋ махмѣтового, а нехаи будꙗ без споможенꙗ Бога моего и Махомета пророка нашего, тако яко човник запирающꙗся закоꙗ его, и жона моꙗ нехаи будꙗ вызволена, а и нехаи будꙗ неверныи поганин.

Дрꙋгїи раз присєгаю на ал-Хоран и через Бога [прав]дивого, а и через пророка нашего Махомѣта, естли не буду держати присєги и обетницы, ин��и жадныи мои сын, и мои по мнѣ будꙗчии, пановал бы на панствѣ, на котором я царюю, але как Бог правдивыи и справедливыи, нехаи их скинет съ столца втцовскаго, а неприꙗтели мои нехаи вчини моꙗ паныства пана и дꙗди.

Я, Менликгиреи, Великое Ѳрды великии царь, присѧгаю на закон махмѣтов, през Бога вшехмогꙋцего, и пре[з] сто и двадцать и чотыри тисѧчи пророков, и през закон махмѣтов, нашего справедливого пророка, як маем бѫть твоєи, брата нашего короля и великого князꙗ Жикгимонта, приꙗтелеви приꙗтелем а неприꙗтелеви неприꙗтелевиꙗ, а тбѯ, надсницшому моєму братꙗ, маем помощи быти во всѣлки потребѣ твоєи, а естли бых виначен вчинил, абы я заразил Бог вшехмогꙋцы и закон махмѣтов, и теж тЫ сто и двадцать и чотыри тисѧчи пророки, и теж наш справедливꙗй пророкъ Махмѣть, абꙗ мои жоны были в неволи, а и быхъ был поганинмꙗ.

Translation:

I swear by the Koran, by my God and by Muhammad, our just prophet, to keep the oath and promise. If I do not keep it loyally, may I be separated from

---

1 Erroneous foliation: fol. 253 appears twice.
2 Corrupt; corrected in A*.
3 Written with a metathesis (реже); corrected in A*.
4 Corrected in A*.
my state and the faith of the Mohammedan law, and may I be deprived of the assistance of my God and our prophet Muhammad as a man, who denies his [religious] law, and may my wife become freed [i.e., divorced] and I become an infidel heathen.

Again, I swear by the Koran, by the true God, and by our prophet Muhammad, that if I do not keep the oath and promise, may none of my sons and descendants reign in the state in which I reign but—as God is true and just—may He remove them from the ancestral throne and may He make my enemies the lords and heirs of my state.

I, Mengli Giray, the great khan of the Great Horde, swear by the Mohammedan law, by Almighty God, by the 124,000 prophets, and by the law of Muhammad, our just prophet, that we should be a friend to a friend of yours, our brother, the king and grand duke Sigismund, and an enemy to your enemy, and we should assist you, my highest brother, whenever you need it; and if I do otherwise, may Almighty God, the Mohammedan law, the aforementioned 124,000 prophets, and our just prophet Muhammad kill me, and may my wives be in captivity and I be a heathen.

2 According to the Muslim law a wife of an apostate would automatically become divorced. An analogous clause can be found in Mengli Giray’s oath recorded in a document from 1478, whose original text in Khwarezmian Turkic has been preserved. It reads: “and let my wife, taken in a legal marriage-process, be discharged from me with the threefold talaq[-formula]” (taqı ba’du nakah-i şar‘i birle alğan halalim mendin üç talaq haram bolgay); see Vásáry, “A contract of the Crimean khan,” pp. 294–295 and a facsimile after p. 296.

3 According to a Muslim tradition (hadith), recorded in the collection of Ahmad bin Hanbal, Allah sent 124,000 prophets to the earth; see Musnadu‘l-Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal (164–241 H.), vol. 36 (Beirut, 2001 A.D./1421 A.H.), p. 619. A reference to 124,000 prophets can be found already in Mengli Giray’s oath registered in a document from 1478; see Vásáry, “A contract of the Crimean khan,” pp. 293–295.

4 Or: “be sold into slavery.”
DOCUMENT 14 (CA. JUNE 1514)
The donation yarlıq cum şartname (dokončenie) sent by Khan Mengli Giray to King Sigismund

The original document is missing.

Ruthenian copies:

Докончение Менъли Кгиреѧ, цара перекопъского, прислано паномъ Громыкою, писаромъ и ключникомъ виленскими до Вильни року ≠з҃г҃ [7023] июля ёй [28], инъдикъ ё [2]:

Почал есми в боже имѧ, што счастье роздае и жалуетъ тых, которые братъство верне держатъ, и правду и слово свое полнят безо лети и безъ хитрости, с чистого серца!

Царѧ Менликгиреево слово:

Правое рꙋки и левое рꙋки великого вlusа темникомъ, и тисачьникомъ, и сотникомъ, и десатникомъ, и всимъ тымъ вланомъ и княземъ, такьже всих рискыхъ земель внутреннихъ и замъчистыхъ мясть и городовъ митрополитомъ, владыкамъ, всимъ духовнымъ, княземъ, и боюромъ, и мещаномъ, и всему посольству:

Будь вамъ вѣдомо, што въ царѧ књазѧ выписаны къ Великому Князѧ, а чжикгирє царѧ кони, коли потни были, тогда къ великому князю Витовту, къ королю и великому князю Казимеру, вь литовскую землю гостемъ приходили, и честь велику и добротъ видевши, впе вседавенаго обычай земли ряски з городы и мясть, и вополотъ, со тмами и з землѧми, и з водами, и з доходы записали. Ничего не вменъшиваꙗ 2 wt тых црўлиц, которыя жь с початку wt первых царей выписаны къ Великому Князѧству, и перво сего wt насъ ешь за шныи часъ, коли насъ Богъ жаловал сести на великому стольцы царєи дад нашихъ и цтцѧ нашего, тогда мы вглꙗнувши вь стародавные докончаны предковъ нашихъ, листь нашъ тымъ же обычаємъ Казимеръ королю и великому

1 Mistaken double pagination: two consecutive page numbers appear on each page.
2 Perhaps it should read вменѣшиваꙗ?
князю дали. А тыхъ часов недавно, коли есмо з Жикгимонтомъ королемъ и великимъ княземъ, братомъ нашимъ, в признь вступали, заса великіе наши послы Мамышъ влана и иныхъ чтовници, в тое же слово листъ нашъ подъ золотыми печати нашими послали, и брату нашему Жикгимону королю, великому князу, и его сыномъ, и ихъ наследникомъ, держати вов поконъ: Киев город со тмою, и з выходы, и з данми, и з землями, и з водами, и з доходы; Великии Лучокъ со тмою и з землями, и з водами, и з доходы; Смоленскъ со тмою, з доходы, и з землями, з водами; Полтескъ, Витебскъ со тмами и з доходы, и з землями, и з водами; Подоле со тмою и з землями, и з водами; Браславъ со тмою и з выходы; соколецкала тма з выходы, и з землями, и з водами; Звинагород з выходы, и з землями, и з водами; Качибѣевъ, Махкъ из землями, и з водами; також жизнь вот Кьева и до днепрскаго ёсєль; Снепородъ, Глинскъ с людми; Жалважъ, Путывли з землями и з водами; Биринъ, Синецъ, Хотинъ, Лосничъ, Хотышшъ, и Ничаны со всимъ землями, з водами, и з доходы; курскаѳ тма; Сараева сына Аголдыева тма; Радогощъ, Мимолубъ со всими землями, и з водами, и з доходы, Мужецъ, Соскол; Стародъ, Бранскъ, со всими землями, и з водами, и з доходы; Мценскъ, Любутескъ, Тула-городъ, со всими землями, и з водами, и з доходы; Берестье, Ратно, Козлескъ, Пронескъ, Волкана, Испашъ, Донецъ, со всимъ землями, и з водами, и з доходы; Дашов-городъ, Банаклы, Куралъ, Хорынь городъ, Старо-городищо, Тушъ, Немеръ, хромова тма, Мушенъ, Едоворъ-городокъ рекомо штровъ, со всими землями, и водами, и з доходы; Петъковъ и Великии Новъгородъ, и Резанскіи Перекесловъ в головахъ, люди со тмами, и з города, и з лесы, и з доходы, а што течеть и качеть, к литовскии земли столицы придали есмо.

И надъ порадивши са из своими сынми царевичи, и внучаты, и зо всими вланы, и мурзы, и князя, присагу твердую есмо с ними вчинили, шток намъ с королемъ и великимъ княземъ Жикгимонтомъ быть в вѣрнымъ братствѣ и в верной признь, и дѣтемъ нашимъ, и напомъ будучимъ счастью, из его детем и счасть, пришело его быти намъ пришельемъ, а непришель непришельемъ, и везде на всякого его непришель быти намъ с нимъ за вдунъ.

А которы города и волости, земли и воды, московскій подъ братомъ его королемъ и великимъ княземъ Александромъ забралъ и поселъ, и теж—Боже вховаи—еъсти бы которы городъ подъ нимъ вздѣл, тые города и волости, земли и воды мы, Мендли Кгиреи царь, з божицею помощю вынемемъ з руку московскаго, маемъ заса королю и великому князу Жикгимонту в его рики дати. Теж на непришель его, великаго княза московскаго мы, Мендли Кгиреи царь, со всими дѣтми и людми своими, всимъ воискомъ своимъ королю и великому князю Жикгимонту маемъ помочи быти, ныне и завжды, и напомъ.

---

b The word водами is written corruptly.

c Corrupt; it should read Псковъ.
Также и на иных неприятелей его, коли пришел к намъ жадающи въ люди, маем ему помоч давати суюю людеи, колко ему будет надоби.
А которые лихии дѣла были стали са за втца вашего Казимера, корола и великого кнѣза, за братю вашу Влтбрахотѣ и Александра, и въо за вас панствамъ вашимъ штчнымъ, Корне Полекони и Великому Кнѧзѧству Литовскому въ головахъ Магмет Киреи сольтана, и шт иныхъ царевичь, и шт всиих влѧнов и князеи, и людеи, слуг наших, штоколве чьые шкоды по тьы лѣта землѣмъ вашимъ починили, то все брат нашъ имъ штпустит и тьы лихие дѣла на мысли своеи не мает памятати. А которое лихо стало сь дѣтемъ або людеямъ нашимъ въ земли брата нашего, Жикгимонта королѧ, за Казирера, и Влбрѣхта, и Александра, и теперь за Жикгимонта въо королевъ, намъ теж не памятати и сь сердца выложи.
А што есмо первьго сего на знама милого братства и вернейшо призаци послали къ брату нашему Жикгимонту, ко королю и великому кнѣзю на змешканѣ внука нашего Дкалалданы сольта[на], инс божѣ вола стала са, Богъ его съ того света взалъ. Мы на его мѣстьци дрѣгого царевича на змешкане завѣдѣ брать нашему Жикгимонту, королю и великому кнѣзю, маемъ слати, сына або внука своего, абѣ то слышачи приятели радовали са, а неприятели боали са.
Къ тому мы теж, Менѣлды Киреи царь, хотачи брата нашего, Жикгимонѣтѧ корола, добротамъ и впоминькомъ, и тэю призаний против чинити, купцомъ Великого Кнѧзѧства доброволно безъ каждого выстереганѣ и запѣлаты соль въ Кочебѣевѣ и тамъ штоколве везде брать, и до Киева и до Лицѣ, и до иныхъ всѣхъ городовъ вѣзти за нашихъ людеи сторожою, абѣ имъ тамъ въ Кочебѣевѣ и везды на поли которого лиха шт казаковъ нашихъ и шт всѣхъ иныхъ не стало са. А естли бы купцомъ его которое са недобро <при> пригодило, мы брать нашему за то маемъ досытъ вчинити. Такъже и иинѣмъ всѣмъ купцомъ Корони Полѣское и Великого Кнѧзѧства Литовскаго, богатымъ и вбогимъ, волно приехатьи съ куплами своими до Врды и до Кавы, и торговавши вольно штєхати, заплативши теж стародавныя и звѣчныя мыты.
Также и все то вышен писано въ листе нашомъ маемъ ему полынити, и съ того николи не выступити. А тых часовъ ничего не мешкаваочи, сыновъ нашихъ з волоскомъ нашимъ великомъ маемъ на его неприятеля московскаго послати, и тьы городы и волости, земли и воды, которые штєцъ московскаго шт литовскаго стольца побрѣть, вынемышпи съ рякъ его маемъ брать нашему Жикгимонту, королю и великому кнѣзю, подати, и на всѣкаго его неприятеля быти съ нимъ за шдѣнъ.
И на то есмо мы, Менли Киреи царь въ головахъ, съ Магмет Кирие сольтаномъ, и со всими сольтаны, и вланы, и мурѣази, и князи,

4 In A* rendered mistakenly as ot brata.
The letter of agreement [dokončenie] of Mengli Giray, the khan of Perekop [i.e., the Crimean khan], sent through Pan Hromyka, the scribe and the steward [ključnyk] of Vilnius, brought to Vilnius on the 28th of July of the year 7023, during the 2nd indiction:

I have commenced in the name of God, who gives and grants felicity to those who faithfully keep brotherhood, and who fulfill their oath and word without any deceit or fraud and with a pure heart!

The word of Mengli Giray Khan:

To the commanders of tens of thousands [tūmens], thousands, hundreds, and tens of the great people [ulus] of the right and the left hand, all the ulans and beys [Ruth. knjazem], and also to the metropolitans, [Orthodox] bishops, all clergymen, princes, boyars, townsfolk, and commoners of the inland and fortified towns and castles of all the Ruthenian lands:

You should know that we announce with our present letter that in the ancient times, when the horses of our ancestors, the khans, and our father, Hadji Giray Khan, were growing sweaty [beneath them], then they would come as guests to Grand Duke Vytautas, to King and Grand Duke Casimir, to Lithuania, and having experienced great reverence and kindliness, they endowed [them], according to the ancient custom, with the Ruthenian lands along with castles, towns, and estates along with [their] tūmens, lands, waters, and incomes. And earlier, when God allowed us to ascend the great throne of our uncles, the khans, and our father, we too, having inspected the ancient letters of agreement [dokončanja] of our ancestors, we gave our letter to the king and grand duke Casimir in the same manner, without diminishing anything from [the contents of] those yarlıqs that had been initially written to the Grand Duchy by the first khans. And in the recent times, when we concluded the friendship with our brother, the king and grand duke Sigismund, we sent again our great

---

3 The dating is confusing as the second indiction lasted from 1 September 1513 till 31 August 1514, while the year 7023 of the Byzantine era (beginning 1 September 5509 B.C.) lasted from 1 September 1514 till 31 August 1515. It is rather unlikely that the scribe referred to the so-called ultra-March (ul'tramartovskij) mode, according to which the year 7023 began on 1 March 1514, as this mode was already out of use in the given period. As in the Lithuanian chancery practice, indications were used more commonly than the Byzantine era dating, the later date is apparently wrong.
envoys, Mamish Ulan⁴ and others, and we sent our letter under our golden seals, [composed] in the same words;

and may our brother King Sigismund, the grand duke, and his sons, and their descendants, hold in peace:

- the town of Kiev with its tümen along with incomes, levies, lands, waters, and revenues;
- Great Luc’k with its tümen along with lands, waters, and revenues;
- Smolensk with its tümen along with revenues, lands, and waters;
- Polack and Vicebsk with their tümens along with revenues, lands, and waters;
- Podolia with its tümen along with lands and waters;
- Braclav with its tümen along with incomes;
- the tümen of Sokolec⁵ along with incomes, lands, and waters;
- Zvynyhorod⁶ along with incomes, lands, and waters;
- Kačybej and Majak along with lands and waters;⁵
- also starting from Kiev to the mouth of the Dnieper [along with the river];
- Sneporod and Hlyns’k along with [their] people;⁸
- Žolvaž⁹ and Putyvl’ along with lands and waters;
- Byryn, Synec, Xoten’, Losyčy, Xotmyšl, and Nycjany along with all lands, waters, and revenues;¹⁰
- the tümen of Kursk;
- the tümen of Jagoldaj, son of Saraj;¹¹
- Radogošč and Myboljub along with all lands, waters, and revenues, Mužeč and Oskol;¹²
- Starodub and Brjansk along with all lands, waters, and revenues;
- Mcensk, Ljubutsk, and the town of Tula along with all lands, waters, and revenues;¹³

⁴ On Mamish Ulan, the prominent Crimean noble and the envoy to Lithuania in 1507, see Document 9, n. 12.
⁵ Cf. Document 8, n. 4.
⁶ Cf. Document 8, n. 5.
⁹ Cf. Document 8, n. 10.
¹⁰ On these estates in the region of Putyvl’ and on the rivers Sula and Vorskla, cf. Document 8, notes 11–16.
¹¹ On this estate, extending between the upper Sejm and the upper Donec rivers, and its former owner, see Document 8, n. 18.
¹² Myboljub, Mužeč and Oskol belonged to the tümen of Jagoldaj (cf. Document 8, notes 18–19) while the town of Radogošč was situated further to the northwest. As the latter did not figure in the earlier yarlıqs and was registered for the first time in Document 12 and in the present document, apparently by error the scribe entered its name in the wrong place, i.e., between the tümen of Jagoldaj and Myboljub.
¹³ On Mcensk, Ljubutsk, and Tula, see Document 8, notes 20–21.
– Berestej, Retan’, Kozel’sk, Prons’k, Vokons’k, Spažsk, and Donec along with all lands, waters, and revenues;¹⁴
– the castle of Dašov, Balykly, Karaul, Čornyi Horod,¹⁵ the ruined castle [Ruth. horodyščo] of Utěškov,¹⁶ Tušyn, Nemyr, the tümen of Uhrom, Mušen, and an island referred to as the castle of Šedrov¹⁷ along with all lands, waters, and revenues;
– Pskov, Velikij Novgorod, and Perejaslav’l’ Rjazan’skij—to begin with, their people with their tümens along with towns, forests, revenues, and [everything] that flows or streams—we have appended to the throne of Lithuania.

Moreover, having taken counsel with my sons, the sultans [i.e., princes], [my] grandchildren, and with all the ulans, mirzas, and beys, we have firmly sworn along with them that we should remain in loyal brotherhood and loyal friendship with the king and grand duke Sigismund, and [so should] our children and future descendants with his children and descendants, and we should be a friend to his friend and an enemy to his enemy, and face jointly with him any of his enemies from any direction.

And whichever towns, estates, lands, and waters the Muscovian [ruler] captured and took in possession under [the reign of] his [i.e., Sigismund’s] brother, the king and grand duke Alexander, and—God forbid!—if he captures any town under his [own reign], we, Mengli Giray Khan, should—with God’s help—take these towns, estates, lands, and waters from the hands of the Muscovian [ruler], and restore them to the hands of the king and grand duke Sigismund. And we, Mengli Giray Khan, along with all my children and people and all my troops, should assist the king and grand duke Sigismund against his enemy, the grand duke of Muscovy, at present and always, and in the future. Moreover, if he sends [an envoy] to us asking for people [i.e., troops] against his other enemies, we should assist him with as many men as he needs.

And as regards the harm committed during [the reigns of] your father Casmir, the king and the grand duke, your brothers [John] Albert and Alexander, and also recently during your [reign] towards your ancestral states, the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, by Mehmed Giray Sultan—to begin with—and other princes, and by all the ulans and beys, and [other] men [being] our servants, whatever damage they have caused to your lands up till the present, our brother [i.e., you] will forgive them all this and will not hold this harm in his memory. And whatever harm has been experienced by our children and men in the land of our brother, King Sigismund, during [the reigns of] the

---

¹⁴ On these localities and estates, see Document 8, notes 22–26.
¹⁵ On these four settlements, situated on the lower Boh and lower Dniester, see Document 8, notes 28–31.
¹⁶ Cf. Document 12, n. 22.
¹⁷ The last four settlements along with the tümen of Uhrom could not be identified, but they were apparently situated in lower Podolia, between the Boh and Dniester rivers; Mušen appears in the earlier documents as Mušač or Mušal; cf. Document 8, n. 32 and Document 12, n. 23.
kings Casimir, [John] Albert, Alexander, and now also Sigismund, we should not remember it and should release it from our heart.

Formerly we had sent our grandson, Djalaleddin Sultan,\(^{18}\) to reside with our brother Sigismund, the king and grand duke, as mark of kind brotherhood and even more loyal friendship; however, God willing, God took him from this world. In his place we should always send another prince, our son or grandson, to reside with our brother Sigismund, the king and grand duke, so that upon hearing this, our friends may rejoice, and our enemies tremble with fear.

Also, in desire to reciprocate the kindness, gifts, and friendship of our brother, King Sigismund, we, Mengli Giray Khan [allow] the merchants from the Grand Duchy to take salt from Kačybej and the whole surrounding area freely, without any anxiety, and without payment, and carry it to Kiev, Luc’k, and all other towns, guarded by our men so that they do not experience any harm in Kačybej or anywhere in the field [i.e., steppe]\(^{19}\) from our cossacks\(^{20}\) or anybody else. And if his [i.e., royal] merchants are harmed in any way, we should compensate it to our brother. Also all other merchants from the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania—either rich or poor—may come with their goods to the Horde [i.e., the Crimean Khanate] or to Caffa, conduct their trade and depart, having paid the old and ancient tolls.

And we should fulfill all the above written [promises] to him [i.e., King Sigismund] contained in our letter, and never depart from them. And now, without any delay, we should send our sons along with our great army against his Muscovian enemy, and we should take from his [i.e., the Muscovian ruler’s] hands the towns, estates, lands, and waters that were taken away from the Lithuanian throne by the father of the Muscovian [ruler], and restore them to our brother Sigismund, the king and grand duke, and we should face jointly with him any of his enemies.

And we, Mengli Giray Khan—to begin with, along with Mehmed Giray Sultan, and all the sultans [i.e., princes], ulans, mirzas, and beys, have sworn the firm oath to our brother, the king and grand duke, and we should give him our present letter, the yarlıq with the golden nişan and the red tamğa.

Written in Perekop.\(^{21}\)

---

\(^{18}\) Cf. Document 12, n. 25.

\(^{19}\) The Ruthenian term pole (“field”) or dykyja polja (“wild fields;” cf. Pol. dzikie pola) referred to the barely inhabited steppe area extending to the north from the Black Sea.

\(^{20}\) The Turkic word kazak (hence the later Slavic kozak, i.e., “cossack”) applied to free vagabonds; cf. Chapter 6 in Part II.

\(^{21}\) Perekop was the Slavic name of the Tatar town of Ferahkerman, also known as Or qal’esi or Or qapu; see Jankowski, Historical-Etymological Dictionary, pp. 748–750. Yet, in the given context, the term might also refer to the whole Crimean peninsula; cf. Document 15, n. 20.
DOCUMENT 15 (29 OCTOBER 1514)
The șartname (dokončalnyj lyst) regarding Poland sent by Khan Mengli Giray to King Sigismund

The original document is missing. 
Ruthenian copies:


Лист вт Мендли Кгиреѧ, цара перекопского, до Королꙗ Его Милости писаны:

¹ Mistaken double pagination: two consecutive page numbers appear on each page.
² The Polish translation, entitled Menligireia cara wielkiego [pakta], is dated two months earlier than the Ruthenian copy: "on the 29th day of the month of August of the year 920 after the departure of His Majesty, Prophet Muhammad, from this world [sic; it should refer to the Hegira and not Muhammad’s death], and of the year 1514 since the birth of Lord Christ, in the Tatar Horde" (po ześciu z tego świata Jego Miłości Machometa Proroka lat 920 roku, a od narodzenia Pana Chrystusa roku 1514, miesiąca Augusta 29 dnia, w Ordzie Tatarskiej). As the Muslim year 920 A.H. lasted from 26 February 1514 till 14 February 1515, the dating seems to be consistent. Yet, as the contents of both Ruthenian and Polish versions are almost identical, it is likely that the term axturys, found in the Ruthenian text and apparently referring to October, was mistranslated as August in the Polish version, hence its correct dating should be 29 October, and not 29 August. Although the Polish version is inferior to the Ruthenian one, it contains certain details of the lost original that are missing in the Ruthenian version. For instance, the Kipchak Steppe is correctly referred to as Deşt-i Qıpçaq (Destykypeczak), Prophet Muhammad with his two names as Muhammad Mustafà (Maḥomet Mustaffa), and the Crimean envoy Giovanni Baptista de San Nicolo, who figures in the Ruthenian version merely as Baptista (Potestin), is recorded with his two names, Baptista and Nicolo (Pakss and Mikula), though mistakenly treated as two different persons. The Polish version also specifies that the annual royal gift to the khan should be paid in “red florins,” i.e., golden ducats (15000 złotych czerwonych). Curiously, St. Martin’s Day is referred to as falling on 16, and not 11 November (novembra dnia 16 na Świętę Marczin). The Polish version also contains redundant information referring to the number of Lithuanian lords, who sealed the royal instrument of peace from 1513, as three (pod pieczęciami trzech panów litewskich), while in fact their number was twelve; cf. Document 10.
Починаемъ великого Бога именемъ! Вн поживене даетъ и жальаетъ!
Нѣть иншаго бога нежли вдинъ Богъ, а Мухамъметъ посоль его!

На боже имы! Менѣли Кгиренъ царь, божю милостью Великое Урды великими царъ, всѣхъ Кипчаковъ, и Туркмена, и татарски господарь. Штож царство вт предводь намъ зостало, мы порадили с правой руки полбы, и с лѣвои, зъ [сы]нми нашими в головах Магъмет Кгирѣемъ царевичом, и с дѣтми и с царевичи, и с великими и с малыми, з вланы и с князьми, и с мурзыами.

Какъ же всимъ въдомо, иж Великое Урды ца, Менѣля Кгиренъ, великими царъ, и иныхъ земль господарь, иж предыков нашихъ призань и братство, и миръ видячи, какъ же великими царъ Токымъ и великии царъ Акъчагиренъ, втесь мои, хочо вт тыхъ, в призаны и в братствѣ будѣчи и гостемъ бывали тамъ, з великимъ королемъ Іккеломъ, лѣдскимъ, а потомъ з великии княземъ литовскими Витольтомъ, и з великимъ королемъ Казимеромъ, лѣдскимъ и литовскими, ины з нашими предки в призаны и братствѣ были, и миръ в правде держали, идн вдного прицелу прицелемъ, а неприцело неприцелемъ были; где ины такой были, межи ихъ неприцелъ явошолъ, ничего не вчинивалъ неприцельства, тогда панъства <панства> во покой бывало, прицели то видев радовали са, а неприцели сидовали са, панства болшали, а слугъ болживало са.

Ино и теперь из сыномъ моимъ в головах, Магъмет Киренъ царевичомъ, и з иными дѣтми своими, и з дѣтми царевичи, и з вланы, и з князьями, и з мурзыами порадили есмо, из Жикгимонтомъ братомъ нашимъ, з боже милости королемъ полскимъ и з великимъ князьемъ литовскими, ряскимъ, прусскимъ, и з жомонтскимъ, и иныхъ земль зъ господаремъ, и призаны и в братствѣ стоали есмо, прицелу прицелето, а неприцело неприцелти маемъ быти, идн вдному со всихъ сторонъ, какъ же и наши предки были. А коли такъ будемъ, межи насъ неприцелу звоити нельзяя. И всказали были есмо до васъ Жикгимонта, великого короля, брата нашего, через Мамыша влану, через Довлет Бахтлыця князя, и через Виценъти, и через Потестина первое того, и нанотомъ Авкгустымъ всказали есмо, избы вы Жикгимонта, великого короля, брат нашъ, неприцелъ нашего Шиахматы твердо бы держать, с панства бы своего не выпустили, пока Богъ ему смерть дасть. И вы намъ теж всказали, иж такъ вчинимъ.

Еще теж в се дѣло, иж царевичомъ дати, и ихъ дѣтемъ, вланомъ, и княземъ, и мурзыамъ дати, штож вт васъ просили: петнадцатъ тисач золотыхъ на каждый годъ, семъ тисач и платеот золотыхъ вт Ладскомъ Короне, и семъ тисач и платеот золотыхъ вт Великого Князства Литовскаго мали есте дати. А ты корол, брат нашъ, на то еси положилъ. Ино сии выписаны и золоты петнадцатъ тисачъ и семъ тисачь и платеот золотыхъ товаровъ в ценѣ, а семъ тисачъ и платеот золотыхъ золотыми, маете слати на два роки: после своего христианскаго еванта в семи
неделяхь в семи събите товари[м], а готовыми золотыми на дврки
рок в восен в Мартине.

Ты Жикгимонтъ, велики король, брат нашъ, дя братства и призны
нашемъ знаменуци намъ два листы доконченъ прислали есте, един
оражски, а дръгой по рсикн. Которыя по оражски писанъ листь,
тот под ладскою великою печатю, и подъ <ладъ> ладскихъ панов
трок печатю, и которыя по рсикнъ писанъ лист докончалны, <съ>под
литовскою великою печатю, и подь литовскихъ пановъ печатю до нас
прислали есте. Мы то велами здячно принали.

И вы также, брат нашъ Жикгимонтъ, велики король, вт насъ ждымъ
в Полскому Корниу и в Литовское Князьство лист докончалныи съ
послымъ вашимъ, с паномъ Громукою; нашимъ посломъ послалъ есмо,
а в Ладъскому Корни не послали было есмо. Ино посломъ нашимъ
Кельдышомъ, Авкгустыномъ, а своимъ посломъ паномъ Михайлымъ
писаромъ жедал насъ прислали есте, абыхмо докончалныи лист в
Ладъскому Корни дали. И мы в то из сыномъ моимъ Магмъметъ Корфе
царевичомъ в головахъ и з сыншими дътми моими, и з ихъ дътми, и з
и зланы, и с князами своими, и з мурзами порадивши, докончалныи
листъ сес написанъ послалъ есмо. Иж Ладскали Корни и Литовское
Князьство намъ одно есть, хtokolве Ладской Корни неприятель
будетъ, и намъ тожъ неприятель. Ладскому Корны которыми города
приглашютъ, Лвовъ в головахъ, людемъ, городомъ, мстомъ и селомъ
вашимъ всимъ, коториыхъ тутъ выписаны, кто имъ будеть неприятел,
тошъ и намъ неприятел.

Ино мы сес докончалныи листъ <подъ тою>, и подъ тою присдънной
дали есмо, и ж Машу вланъ, и Довлет Бахтымъ князъ, и з Мамукъ
вланомъ, а Виценътомъ, а Besteин, а Кельдышъ, Акгустиномъ,a
а напотомъ которыми ж ехали томъb послы наши: Абдула вланъ, а
Вбдикъ князъ, и Довлет вланъ тамъ поехал, нашею душею вамъ [Жк]-
kzymontu корою, брату нашему, правды и присагу вчинили. Мы
на то призае стоимъ в правде, Ладскому Панству и Литовскому
Князьства приятели и братъ есмо, приятелю приятель, а неприятелю
неприятелемъ есми. Хtokolве симъ дзева панствомъ неприятельство
чини не помыслить, мы тому неприятелю есмо, такъ вдайде. Наша
са приэзь и братство дтємъ нашимъ, внѣчатомъ нашимъ нехан
будетъ.

Также вт Лаховъ и вт Литвы до нашихъ людей купец придетъ, а
вт нашихъ людей до вашихъ людей, к Лаховъ, и к Литвѣ, купецъ
придетъ, силы и кривды не было бы имъ, подлытъ первого обчыда
мытъ давши, здоров поехал, и добы бы здоров втехалъ. А ли тутъ мои
сынове, або ихъ сынове царевичи, або иланы, кнззы, и мурзы, и козаки

a It should read у Акгустиномъ.
b It should read тамъ.
наши, естли имъ силꙋ вчинѧтъ, або товар ихъ втбереять, мы в нихъ взем, тым кипцом вашимъ засѧ маем вернти и заплатити. А естли наши бы теж кипцы в вашихъ людеи сила и кривда им стала, и вы бы теж шкоды им поплатили.

Для того се нашъ доконѣчный червь дали есмо. В сем доконѣчномъ червѣ выписаны речи наши, иначе же не маемо чинити. На то присламем Богѫ, и вѣрою, и Мѫхамедем, пророком нашимъ Его Милостю, и черезъ сто тисѧчъ и двадѣцатъ и чотыри тисѧчъ пророков, іх через се нашъ червъ доконѣчный што есмо мовили, иначе не маемо быть.

И на ту твердость се доконѣчнымъ червъ нашъ, подъ золотымъ знамем и подъ черлеными печатми червъ посланъ, после Пророка нашего в деветисот лѣтѣхъ и въ двадѣцати, а после его милости Изас пророка в тысяча и в пятистѣ и в чотырьнасть[ца]ть лѣтѣ, ахтуриса месяца в двадѣцати і в девяти день, в Перекопѣ, Киркиле городѣ, в Щасливои Полате, на цѣтѣ и на ласкѣ.

Translation:

The letter from Mengli Giray, the khan of Perekop [i.e., the Crimean khan], written to His Royal Majesty:

We commence in the name of the great God! He gives and grants nourishment! There is no god but the only God, and Muhammad is His prophet!

In the name of God! [I,] Mengli Giray Khan, by the grace of God the great khan of the Great Horde, all the Kipchaks and Turkomans, and the lord of the Tatars. As we have inherited the reign from our ancestors, we have taken counsel with the regiments of the right and the left hand, with our sons, to begin with Mehmed Giray Sultan, with children and princes [carevyчy], both older and younger, with the ulans, beys [Ruth. s knjažmy], and mirzas.

As everybody knows, I, Mengli Giray, the great khan of the Great Horde and the lord of other lands, having seen the friendship, brotherhood, and peace originating from [the times of] the great khan Tokhtamısh and the great khan Hadji Giray, our father, who used to remain in friendship and brotherhood and come as guests to the great king of Poland, [Vladislaus] Jagiello, and thereafter to the grand duke of Lithuanıа, Vytautas, and the great king of Poland and Lithuania, Casimir, who [on their part] used to remain in friendship and brotherhood with our ancestors and keep peace in earnest, being a friend of the other’s friend and an enemy of the other’s enemy, [I have concluded that] while they were doing so, if an enemy appeared, he could not do any harm and [their] states remained in peace; upon seeing that their friends rejoiced and their enemies were crushed, [their] states widened and servants multiplied.

And now, I have taken counsel with my son, Mehmed Giray Sultan—to begin with, my other children and the princes’ children [i.e., my grandsons], and with the ulans, beys, and mirzas, and as we used to keep friendship and brotherhood with our brother Sigismund, by the grace of God the king of
Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Samogitia, and the lord of other lands, [also now] we should be friends to the other’s friends and enemies to the other’s enemies from any direction, as our ancestors used to. And when we do so, no enemy will come between us. And we have asked you, our brother, the great king Sigismund, firstly through Mamısh Ulan, through Devlet Bakhti Bey, through Vicenzo, and through Baptista, and then through Augustin, that you, the great king Sigismund, our brother, should firmly detain our enemy, Sheikh Ahmed, and not let him go from your state until God sends him death. And you have answered: “so we will do.”

Moreover, you were expected to give each year 15,000 florins [zoloty]: 7,500 florins from the Polish Crown and 7,500 florins from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, to the princes and their children, and to the ulans, beys, and mirzas, as they had asked you. And you, the king, our brother, gave your consent to it. Hence you should send the above written 15,000 florins: 7,500 florins in goods at their actual value, and 7,500 florins in cash, in [the following] two rates: seven weeks after your Christian feast [i.e., Easter], by the seventh Saturday [i.e., the Saturday before the Pentecost]—in goods, and the second rate, in cash, in autumn by [St.] Martin’s Day.10

And you, the great king Sigismund, our brother, sent us two letters of agreement [lysty dokončene] making known our brotherhood and friendship: one in Frankish and another in Ruthenian. The letter written in Frankish, you sent us under the great Polish seal and the seals of three Polish lords, and the letter of agreement written in Ruthenian, under the great Lithuanian seal and the seals of Lithuanian lords. And we accepted them with gratitude.

---

3 I.e., Žemaitija (Pol. Żmudź).
4 On Mamısh Ulan, the khan’s envoy to Poland-Lithuania in 1507, who arrived with the task to ensure and witness the requested execution of Sheikh Ahmed, see Document 9, n. 12.
5 On Devlet Bakhti, the leader of the Barın clan and the Crimean envoy to Poland-Lithuania in 1512, see Document 9, n. 17, Documents 10–11, and Document 16, n. 9.
6 On Vicenzo de Guidulphis, an Italian in the khan’s service, sent in embassy to Poland-Lithuania in 1512 along with Devlet Bakhti, see Document 16, n. 10.
7 On Giovanni Baptista de San Nicolo, an Italian in the khan’s service, sent in embassy to Poland-Lithuania in 1512 along with Devlet Bakhti, see Document 16, n. 11.
8 On Augustino de Garibaldis, a Genovese from Caffa in the khan’s service, see Document 16, n. 18. Here his most recent embassy to Poland-Lithuania is referred to. Having arrived at Vilnius in February 1514 along with Mengli’s yarlıq (Document 12), he was sent back in May along with the first installment of the annual gifts due for that year. In this embassy he was accompanied by another envoy, Keldish (cf. n. 13 below).
9 On Sheikh Ahmed, see Document 9, notes 27, 30, and 33.
10 I.e., 11 November; yet, in the Polish translation St. Martin’s day is identified with 16 November; cf. n. 2 above.
11 The Ruthenian term frjažskyj applied to Latin or any Romance language, in the given case to Latin as the royal document was composed in Latin (see Document 11).
And you, the great king Sigismund, our brother, requested through your envoy, Pan Hromyka,\textsuperscript{12} that we issue a letter of agreement for the Polish Crown and the Lithuanian Duchy; we sent one through our envoy, but we did not send any regarding the Polish Crown. So you sent [again] our envoys Keldish\textsuperscript{13} and Augustin, and your envoy Pan Myxajlo, the scribe,\textsuperscript{14} requesting that we issue a letter of agreement regarding the Polish Crown. And we, having taken counsel with my son, Mehmed Giray Sultan—to begin with, and with my other children, and their children, and with the ulans, and my beys, and mirzas, have written and sent this letter of agreement. As the Polish Crown and the Lithuanian Duchy is like one [body] to us, whoever is an enemy to the Polish Crown, will also be an enemy to us. As regards the towns that belong to the Polish Crown, beginning with L’viv [Pol. Lwów], whoever is an enemy to any of your people, castles, towns, and villages that are recorded here, will be also an enemy to us.

And we have given this letter of agreement under the present oath, and whoever from among our envoys has gone there [i.e., to you]—Mamış Ulan, Devlet Bakhti Bey, <Mamış Ulan,\textsuperscript{15}> Vicenzo, Baptista, Keldish, Augustin, and more recently Abdullah Ulan, Abdiq Bey, and Devlet Ulan,\textsuperscript{16} has engaged and sworn with our soul to you, King Sigismund, our brother. And we sincerely keep this oath, we are the friends and brothers of the Polish State and the Lithuanian Duchy, a friend of [your] friend and an enemy of [your] enemy. Whoever schemes a hostile act towards these two states, will be an enemy to us, thus you should know. And our present friendship and brotherhood should last among our children and grandchildren.

\textsuperscript{12} On Hryhoryj Hromyka, cf. Document 12, n. 30. Sent to the Crimea in September 1513 along with the royal instruments of peace (Documents 10–11), he returned to Vilnius on 28 July 1514 with a yarlıq of Mengli Giray (Document 14).

\textsuperscript{13} On Keldish, the Crimean envoy to Poland-Lithuania in 1514, who accompanied Augustino de Garibaldis, cf. n. 8 above and Document 12, n. 2.

\textsuperscript{14} On Myxajlo Vasyl’evyč Svynjuska, cf. Document 12, n. 32. Sent to the Crimea in July 1513, he witnessed Mengli Giray’s oath and accompanied the Crimean envoys, Keldish and Augustino de Garibaldis, who brought the khan’s yarlıq (Document 12) to Vilnius in February 1514; then he was again sent to the Crimea in order to ask for a separate document regarding Poland.

\textsuperscript{15} Mamış Ulan is erroneously mentioned twice, first as Mašu ulan and then as Mamuk ulan.

\textsuperscript{16} Abdullah Ulan and Abdiq Bey arrived in Lithuania in July 1514, accompanied by the returning royal envoys Stanisław Skinder (see Document 12, n. 29) and Hryhoryj Hromyka (see n. 12 above); see Pulaski, \textit{Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną}, pp. 434 and 444. The first one was probably identical with Abdullah Ulan (in the Russian sources referred to as Abdula or Abdü-La), who escorted the Italian masters traveling to Moscow in 1504 and attended the audience of Muscovian envoys in 1516; see Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” pp. 41–42. Devlet Ulan must have been sent more recently, between August and October 1514; he is mentioned in the Crimean-Muscovian correspondence from 1518; see Xoroškevič, \textit{Rus’ i Krym}, pp. 257–258. Abdullah Ulan and Devlet Ulan might be identical with their namesakes mentioned in Document 22 from 1527.
And if a merchant comes to our people from among the Poles and Lithuanians, or a merchant from among our people goes to your people, the Poles and Lithuanians, they [i.e., such merchants] should experience no violence or harm and should go and depart safe and sound, after having paid tolls according to the ancient custom. And if my sons, or their sons, the princes, or the ulans, beys, mirzas, or our cossacks use force against them [i.e., your merchants] or capture their goods, we will take [these goods] back and restore [them], and compensate your merchants. And if our merchants experience violence or harm among your people, you should also compensate their losses.

Therefore we have given our present letter of agreement. Our engagements have been recorded in this letter of agreement and we will not do otherwise. We swear to God by the faith, His Excellency our prophet Muhammad, and by the 124,000 prophets that we will not violate our present letter of agreement or anything that we have uttered.

To confirm this [our] firmness, our present letter of agreement [dokončalnyj lyst] under the golden stamp and under the red seals has been sent in the year 920 after our Prophet, and in the year 1514 after His Excellency, Prophet Jesus, on the 29th day of the month of October, in Perekop, in the town of Qırq Yer, in the Prosperous Palace, for the sake of happiness and harmony.

---

17 The Turkic word kazak (hence the later Slavic kozak, i.e., “cossack”) applied to free vagabonds; cf. Chapter 6 in Part II.

18 According to a Muslim tradition (hadith), recorded in the collection of Ahmad bin Hanbal, Allah sent 124,000 prophets to the earth, including Prophet Muhammad; cf. Document 13, n. 3.

19 The Muslim year 920 A.H. lasted from 26 February 1514 till 14 February 1515.

20 The term Perekop, apparently entered by the Ruthenian translator, refers in the given context to the whole Crimea and not the town of Perekop (Tat. Ferahkerman), situated in the Crimean isthmus.

21 The Ruthenian term Ščaslyvaja Polata (“the Prosperous Palace”) is the literal translation of the Turkish name Devletsaray, applied to the khan’s residence built in the years 1500–1503 in Saladjıq near Qırq Yer; cf. Document 8, n. 43; Devletsaray (i.e., Saladjıq) is identified here with Qırq Yer, although these were initially two separate localities. During the 16th century not only Qırq Yer and Saladjıq, but also the neighboring localities of Eskiyurt and Baghchasaray gradually began to be treated as one locality and referred to under the common name of Baghchasaray; cf. Muzaffer Ürekli, *Kırım Hanlığı'ın kuruluşu ve Osmanlı himayesinde yükselişi (1441–1569)* (Ankara, 1989), p. 70.
DOCUMENT 16 (29 NOVEMBER 1514)
The şartname (lectra patente) regarding Poland sent by Khan Mengli Giray to King Sigismund
[Facs. I]

Original parchment document in Italian: AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 1, no. 575.
76 × 43 cm. (shorter on the right side: 73 x 43 cm.)
the golden nişan of Mengli Giray (5.5 x 5.5 cm.) is impressed at the top
text (gold; bottom three lines in black)
the reddish nişan of Hadji Giray (12 x 11.5 cm.) is impressed twice at the bottom


Bismillahi’r-rahmani’r-rahimi! La ilaha illa’llah Muhammadun rasul’llah!
As-sultanu’l-a’zam al-haqan / Mengli Gèrey Han bin Haci Gèrey Han:

Al nome de Dio incomenciamo, lo quale da felicitate et ogni bene ac quelli
chi ben se adoprano, et chi con verace et fedelmente la fraternita e ll’amicizia
coltevano, et la parola de la veritate fermamente sencza dolo et sencza fraude
osservano.
Questa dunche è la fedel parola del Serenissimo Menliguerei, per la gracia
de Dio imperatore de la Grande Orda, de tucta la Tartarea et de la Gazarea
signore et herede et cetera, et del gran consiglio de la destra et senestra
mano sua, zoe de li legionarii, millenarii, centorioni, decurioni, et de tucti
loro satrape, duchi, et cetera:

1 Since almost the entire text is written in gold it is not rendered here in bold but
in ordinary Roman characters (cf. the Principles of publication, n. 12).
2 Here begins the inscription in the middle frame.
3 The text of the nişan: “[outer frame] In the name of God, the Compassionate, the
Merciful! There is no god but God! Muhammad is the Prophet of God! The greatest
sultan and the khaqan, [middle frame] Mengli Giray Khan, son of Hadji Giray Khan;”
in the inner frame there is the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamğa);
4 Written in capital letters.
Sappeano tucti gli homini presenti et futuri come noi, Menliguerei, de la Grande Orda imperatore et cetera, resguardando a le antiche confederacioni, amiciccie, et vincoli de la fraternitate, che hanno havuto et con fermezza fedemente observato li nostri antecessori imperatori, zoe Tactomisch,\(^3\) et Adzygerei,\(^4\) et altri nostri progenitori, con li serenissimi principi, signori Wldeslao Iagelo, re de Polonia, et Vitoldo, grandi duchi de Lifania, et semelmente con Cazimiro, re de Polonia et gran duca de Lifania, con li quali li nostri predecessori vivendo in optima, verace, et stabele amiciccia et fraternetate, hanno sempre avuto equali li amici et li inimici loro, immodo che lo amico del uno era amico del altro, et lo inimico del uno era anco inimico del altro, et cosi li loro imperii, signorie, et tucti li subditi indrezzavano bene, et sempre li amplificavano.

Così dunche noi, Menliguerei Imperatore,\(^5\) colli nostri figlioli piccoli et grandi, et prencepalmente con Machmetcherei Soltano,\(^6\) et con li soi figlioli, et con li altri nostri nepoti, et anco con tucti satrape, et duchi, et olani, et morszi,\(^7\) et nostri subditi, sequendo li vestigii e la provedencia de li nostri antecessori, con lo Serenissimo Prencepe, Signore Sigisimondo, per la gracia de Dio re de Polonia et gran duca de Lifania, signore et herede de Rossia et de Prussia, et cetera, fratello nostro carissimo, per li fedeli ambassiatori nostri, primo per Mamisch Olan,\(^8\) et da poi per Devlekbacht,\(^9\) Vicenzo de Guidulphis,\(^10\) et Baptesta de San Nicolo,\(^11\) da la imagemene de quella antecha amiciccia havemo facta et contracta fra noi et li figlioli nostri una fraternita, et vera,

---

\(^3\) I.e., Tokhtamısh.

\(^4\) I.e., Hadji Giray.

\(^5\) I.e., Mengli Giray Khan.

\(^6\) I.e., Mehmed Giray Sultan.

\(^7\) I.e., *murzas* or *mirzas*.

\(^8\) On Mamish Ulan, the khan’s lieutenant (*qaymaqam*) of Qırq Yer sent to Poland-Lithuania in 1507, see Document 9, n. 12.

\(^9\) On Devlet Bakhtı, the leader of the Barn clan, see also Document 9, n. 17. In 1512, Devlet Bahtı along with Vicenzo de Guidulphis and Giovanni Baptista de San Nicolo (cf. notes 10–11 below) accompanied Prince Djalaleddin, Mengli Giray’s grandson, to Kiev and then to Vilnius, where Djalaleddin was to remain as an honorary hostage. King Sigismund, then absent from Lithuania, greeted the envoys in his letters sent from Poznani to Vilnius in February 1513; see Pułaski, *Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną*, p. 398; *Acta Tomiciana*, vol. 2, p. 160. After the prince died for unknown reasons in the summer of 1513, in September the envoys were sent back along with Sigismund’s instruments of peace, issued in Ruthenian and Latin (see Documents 10 and 11).

\(^10\) Vicenzo de Guidulphis, an Italian in the khan’s service and a member of the embassy of 1512 (cf. n. 9 above); in a Latin letter by King Sigismund referred to as *Vincentii de Zugulphi*; cf. *Acta Tomiciana*, vol. 2, p. 160. His father, Zaccaria de Guidulphis (or Ghisolfi), had been a semi-independent Genovese ruler of Matrega (Taman’), and his mother originated from a princely Circassian family. After the Ottoman conquest of Matrega, both Zaccaria and Vicenzo entered the Crimean service; cf. Aleksandr Nekrasov, *Meždunarodnye otnošenija i narody Zapadnogo Kavkaza*, pp. 36–37 and 66–67.

\(^11\) Giovanni Baptista de San Nicolo, an Italian in the khan’s service and a member of the embassy of 1512 (cf. n. 9 above); in a Latin letter by King Sigismund referred to as Johannes Baptista de S. Nicolao; cf. *Acta Tomiciana*, vol. 2, p. 160.

Et aczoche la nostra equale amicicia et vera fraternitate sia gia nota et manefiesta a tucti, tanto a li amici, quanto anco a li inimici, lo Serenessemo Signor Sigisimondo, re de Polonia et gran duca de Lifania, et cetera, sara anco inimico a li nostri inimici, zoe a li figlioli de Achmuth, et a li figlioli de Machmeth.12 Et ad Sachmat,13 chi è nostro inimico, lo tenera sempremai captivo in sino a la morte, et anco non lassera mai andiare li servitori soi a la sua libertate, ne al damno nostro, o al damno de li nostri figlioli, ne iammai ac quelli concedera libertate nessuna in lo regno suo in Polonia; et questo prencepalmente, se noi con li nostri figlioli et nepoti, subditi, legionarii, murszi, millenarii, centorioni, satrape, duchi, olani, et col nostro universo consiglio et dignitarii magestrati insieme tucti serveremo fermamente, et con ogni integretate, senz’oro et senz’essono fraude, la predesta fraternitate, perpetua confederatione, et equale amicicia inverso de la Sua Serenessema Maiestate, et de tucto lo regno, et de li dominii, et de tucti li subditi soi, secondo lo nostro fedele ioramento, el quale a la Sua Serenessema Maiestate havemo facto.

Et perche esso Serenessemo Precepe et Signor Sigisimondo, re de Polonia et gran duca de Lefania, fratello nostro carissimo, tanto dal thesauro del Regno de Polonia, quanto dal thesauro del Gran Ducato de Lefania, de la sua regal munificencia et liberalitate per poter notrire li nostri homini, se have obligato in le altre letre soe de darene et de pagarne per ceascheduno anno de avenere, zoe quendece milia fioreni in questo modo: dal thesauro del Regno de Polonia septe milia et cenco cento fioreni, et dal thesauro del Gran Ducato de Lefania semelemente septe milia et cenco cento fioreni; et così la Sua Serenessema Maiestate pachera per ceascheduno anno una rata, zoe septe milia et cenco cento in robe, mercemonii, et prencepalmente in panni, per la festa de Pentecoste, et l’altra rata, zoe septe milia et cenco cento fioreni in denari contati, per la festa de San Marteno;14 in recompensa de tanta munificencia et fraterna liberalitate, la quale de anno in anno si come sopra decto ne fara liberalmente, tanto dal Regno de Polonia, quanto dal Gran Ducato de Lefania, noi, Menliguerei Imperatore, et anco li nostri figlioli, e li nepoti, et tucti gli altri consiliarii, duchi, satrape, mursczi, olani, et qualunque se seano subditi nostri, promectemo et ne oblegamo, come al Serenessemo Re Sigisimondo,
fratello nostro carissimo, et al Regno de Polonia, contra ceascheduno suo ini-
mico, de qual se voglia nome se sia chiamato, che o volesse assedeare, occup-
pare, et guastare, o vero che assedeasse, occupasse, et guastasse li dominii del
Regno de Polonia, et prencepalmente le terre de Rossia et de Podolia, come
sonno li castelli czo Camyenycz,15 et gli altri castelli in quelli lochi situati,
et qual se vogliano altri castelli appartenenti al decto Regno de Polonia, con
tutte le forze nostre, ma pero con quello numero de la nostra gente, quale
la Serenissima Regia Maiestate de lo nostro caressemo fratello demandera,
a qualunque tempo se sia che da lui saremo chiamati, perche ad ogni suo
besogno, senciessa nessa demora del mondo saremo tenuti et oblegati aiutare
a la Sua Serenessema Maiestate, et anco con ogni nostro sforzo de scacciare
via a qualunque suo inimico, et se alcun castello suo fosse assedato o vero
occupato da qual se sia inimico suo, per recoperalle, con tutte le forze nostre
aiutermo a la Sua Serenessema Maiestate.

Promectemo ancora, tanto per noi stessi, quanto per li figlioli nostri, et
per tucti li subditi nostri, che quelli mercatanti li quali veneranno a li nostri
domini, o da lo Regno de Polonia, o vero dal Gran Ducato de Lefania, con le
robe et mercemonii loro, non li impediero noi, ne li permecteremo essere
impedeti da altri, ne anco in altre cose dannificati; a ttucci li quali sarra libero
et ben secoro el venere, el retornare, essendole secere et salve tanto tucte loro
persene, quanto tucte le cose et le robe loro, pagando percoz le antiche gabelle
in li nostri lochi antichamente consuete, et solite iustamente pagarese. Et se
ad alcuno de li decti mercatanti sotto de questa nostra secoretate fosse facto
danno nessono da quali se siano nostri subditi, noi saremo tenoti et obligati
tli decti de pagareli, et de resarcereli a lo iusto compiemento ceaschedono
suo damno.

Et aczoche questa nostra perpetua confederacione et vera fraternetate, et
ferma et comone amicicia, facta fra noi, Menliguerei Imperatore, et anco fra
li nostri figlioli et nepoti, et tucto il gran consiglio del senestro et del destro
lato nostro, et de tucti li duchi, satrape, mursczi, et fra tucti gli altri qualun-
che subditi se siano de lo nostro stato, et de quale ordene et condezione che
se siano, dal una, et fra lo Serenessemo Prencepe, Signor Sigismundo, re
de Polonia et gran duca de Lefania, fratello nostro carissimo, et fra lo stato
de la Sua Regal Serenetate, zoe fra li consiglieri del Reame de Polonia et del
Gran Ducato de Lefania, de qual se voglia ordene et condicione, et qual se sia
suo subdito, dal altra banda, debre stare ferma et stabele, promectemo et ne
oblegramo tucte le cose promesse secondo lo ioramento el quale havemo facto
con tucti li nostri figlioli et nepoti, et prencepalmente con lo illustre Mach-
methcherei Soltano, figliolo nostro, integramente servare et inconcussamente
tenere, sencza nesson dolo, et sencza fraude nessa demora del mondo. Et che tucte
le sopradecte promesse serveranno anco tucti li nostri praedecti subditi, ne
iammai faremo mal nessono a li dominii de la Sua Serenessema Maiestate, ne

15 I.e., Kamjanec’ (Pol. Kamieniec Podolski); the paragraph refers to the southeastern Polish palatinates of Ruthenia (i.e., Red Ruthenia, centered in L’viv) and Podolia, which were the most exposed to Tatar raids.

Data c-in Cherchere in Dovlat Sarai et in lo angni de nove centto vintti milia prophete, et Machmectho Mustapha. Ma per piu chiara fede, et per piu maiore testimonianza, havemo ad questa nostra lectra patente stampati li nostri sigilli de oro, e li sigilli rossi, si come manefestamente appare.

Data in Cherchere in Dovlat Sarai et in lo angni de nove centto vintti milia prophete, et Machmectho Mustapha. Ma per piu chiara fede, et per piu maiore testimonianza, havemo ad questa nostra lectra patente stampati li nostri sigilli de oro, e li sigilli rossi, si come manefestamente appare.

Data c-in Cherchere in Dovlat Sarai et in lo angni de nove centto vintti milia prophete, et Machmectho Mustapha. Ma per piu chiara fede, et per piu maiore testimonianza, havemo ad questa nostra lectra patente stampati li nostri sigilli de oro, e li sigilli rossi, si come manefestamente appare.

Data c-in Cherchere in Dovlat Sarai et in lo angni de nove centto vintti milia prophete, et Machmectho Mustapha. Ma per piu chiara fede, et per piu maiore testimonianza, havemo ad questa nostra lectra patente stampati li nostri sigilli de oro, e li sigilli rossi, si come manefestamente appare.

Bismillahi’r-rahmani’r-rahim! Quli’llahumma Malika’l-mulki tu’ti’l-mulka man taşa’u.19 La ilaha illa’llah Muhammadun rasul’llah as-sultan Haci Giray Han20

---

16 According to a Muslim tradition (hadith), recorded in the collection of Ahmad bin Hanbal, Allah sent 124,000 prophets to the earth, including Prophet Muhammad. Thus the word cento (“hundred”) must have been omitted by mistake; cf. Document 13, n. 3.

17 On the identification of Devletsaray, the khan’s new residence in Saladjıq, with the nearby old capital of Qırq Yer, cf. Document 15, n. 21.

18 Augustino de Garibaldis, a Genovese from Caffa in the khan’s service (see the letter by King Sigismund, addressed to Augustino de Garibaldis, Genuensi, civi Caffensi, in Acta Tomiciana, vol. 2, p. 159), frequently sent in diplomatic missions. In 1506 Mengli Giray asked the Polish king, Alexander, to facilitate the private trip of his “good servant” to Spain, where Garibaldis had two brothers, one of whom had recently died; see Lietuvos Metrika. Knysa Nr. 8 (1499–1514), Užrašymų knyga 8, p. 52 (the same letter is entered in the book no. 595 of the Lithuanian Metrica and published in Sbornik knjazja Obolenskago, pp. 26–27); in 1510, Augustino played a key role in the Crimean-Lithuanian rapprochement, and in February 1514 brought Mengli Giray’s yarlıq to Vilnius; see Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, pp. 145–146, 356, 363–369 and Document 12; on the role of de Garibaldis in the Crimean relations with Muscovy, see Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 110–111. As late as 1524, he figured among the Crimean officials, who swore an oath to keep peace with Muscovy; see Malinovskij, “Istoričeskoe sobranie,” p. 413 (referred to as Agusutun knjaz’, whereas the title knjaz’ was equivalent to bey).


20 The text of the nişan: “[outer frame] In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful! Say: ‘O God, King of the kingdom! Thou givest the kingdom to whom Thou pleasest.’ [middle frame] There is no god but God! Muhammad is the Prophet of God! The sultan, Hadji Giray Khan;” in the inner frame of the nişan there is the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays known in Turkish as the taraq tamğa; for the reading of this nişan, cf. Usmanov, Žalovannye akty Dżučieva ulusa XIV-XVI vv., pp. 153 and 155.
DOCUMENT 17 (14 MARCH 1516)
The instrument of agreement (dokončane) issued by Sigismund as the grand duke of Lithuania and sent to Khan Mehmed Giray

The original document is missing.
Ruthenian copies:
A. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 7, pp. 621/622–629/630¹
[old foliation: 313a–317a].

Тое dokonъчанъе от Господѧ Его Милости, великого королѧ Жикгимонъта послано до Манметы Кгирѣѧ, царꙗ перекопскаго паном Скинъдерем:

Во имѧ боже станъсѧ!
Кꙗ векнистън тое то рѣчи памѧти, мы Жикгимонътъ, з ласки божей корол полскии, великии кнѧзѧ литовскии, рꙋскии, кнѧжа прꙋское, жомоитъскии, и иныхъ, всѧ имѧ ныхъ памѧти предьковъ нашихъ, то есть дѣда⁵ нашего, Королѧ Его Милости Владыслава Акгела, и великого кнѧза Витовта, и Жикгимонъта, и славное памяти втцѧ нашего, королѧ и великого кнѧзѧ Казимера, с предки Великое Ќрды великаго царѧ Магъмет Кирил, брата нашего, то есть с царемъ Такмомышом⁶ и иными цари, такъже и с царемъ Ачжикгириемъ, и с царемъ Менъдликгириемъ, втцомъ его, ис ции часѧ панованѧ своего промежку себе были в верномъ братствѣ и в сталон прияни, единъ другаго приятелю были приятелемъ, а неприятелю неприятелемъ, и везде споломъ на всѧкого их неприятела стояли⁶ за единъ, и с того панѧство их ширилося и множилося, а неприятелемъ их рꙋка слаба была. Мы бачачи, ис каждаѧ приянь старал тривала есть, и новое дѣло подъ вонѣпеньемъ сталости, по смерти брата нашего Александра, королѧ и великого кнѧза, седши на стольцахъ тыхъ царскихъ и дедичныхъ нашихъ панѧства, то есть Короны Полскаго и Великого Князѧства Литовскаго, не хотели есмо

¹ Mistaken double pagination: two consecutive page numbers appear on each page.
² A*. Mahmet Girieja.
⁴ A copyist’s mistake; as the written Cyrillic т is similar to м, it should read: Такъ-томышомъ; cf. Document 10.
искати индени приказани и миб брата нашого втца его, великого цара Менлдикиреля. По вси тых лета вт оных часовъ и до сихъ миесто склонии съмь приказъю нашою и добротою къ немь, вобъсылаючи его, и здоровъ его навежаючи многими послы и частыми гонцы. А какъ втца его въ животе не стало, Богъ дыша его съ того света взналъ, а чы на столычохъ втчнныхъ втца своего царемъ усталъ, мы такъже миб его, брата нашего, великого цара Магъмед Киред, инде приказаче собъ не искалъ. Тымъ пакъ часы брата нашъ, Магъмет Кирей цар, видечь справедливую и сердечную нашу къ немь приказы, писалъ и воказалъ къ намъ черезъ свои велики послы, через Башибекъ мурза, Дабукъ мурза, а черзъ писарь своего латинскаго, Авкгустина Карибдалдзя, жадающи насъ, абыхомъ для верного братства и вечныхъ нашо приказании промежу нами докончаляемыми нашимиъ лѣсть списалися и примагами утвердилъся пому тому, какъ и зъ втцомъ его, братомъ нашимъ, славное памятъ великимъ царемъ Менли Кгериемъ. Ино мы Жикгимонт, король и великий кнзль, порадившись въ томъ съ кнзлей бискупы и со всими Паны Радами нашими Великого Кнаства Литовскаго, зъ божей ласки и зъ нашего воли къ тому есмо призволили.

Через нашъ листъ знаменито чинимъ, шток взалъ есмо миръ и вечное доконченье зъ братьмъ нашимъ, Великое Врды великимъ царемъ Магъметъ Кгериемъ, што жити намъ съ нымъ въ ласце и приказании по тому, какъ предъковъ наши были зъ его предки, и втцъ нашъ Казимер король зъ его дѣдомъ Ахджгирейемъ царемъ, и мы зъ втцомъ его великимъ царемъ Менликгирейемъ, приказателю его быти намъ приказателемъ, а неприказателю неприказателемъ, и взезд на всскаго его недрять быти намъ съ нымъ за вдйнъ. Такъже брать нашъ, Магъметкирей цар [мает] съ своими детми и внучаты, и зъ братою своею молодышою, и его правое рякье и левое великого влуса съ темники, и зъ тислечники, и сотники, и всыми вланы, и мурзы, и кнзлей, приказателю нашому быти приказателемъ, а неприказателю неприказателемъ, и взезд на всскаго нашего неприказателя съ нами быти за вдйнъ.

И которые города и волости, земли и воды неприказатель нашю московскому через свою прилага и доконченье здравие подъ братьмъ нашимъ Александромъ, королемъ и великимъ кнзлемъ, и подъ нами забрали и послы, тые города и волости, земли и воды брать нашъ, Магъмет Кгирей царь, помочь своею вынемышами зъ рякъ того неприказателя нашего московскаго, маєт заса намъ въ нашую мощь подати, и на потомъ завяцы на того нашего неприказателя московскому всими своими воински помощамъ намъ быти. Тежъ естьли бы съ пригодою на которогокольвсенно неприказатель нашего помочи намъ вт брата нашего, Магъмет Кгирей, и брать нашъ, Магъмет Кгирей цар, маєт намъ съмою людимъ послати, къолько намъ будетъ потребъ.
Такъже и тьые городы, которые ж предкове его, первые цари, и дедь его Ачжикгириен цар, и кто цар Менлі Кгиреи, и братъ нашъ въ тыхъ часовъ Магъмет Кгиреи цар, со тмами и зъ землами, и зъ водами, и всными доходы и даньми, въ своихъ листехъ за золотыми печати писали къ Великому Кнѧзьству Литовскому, ино некоторые съ тыхъ городовъ и волостеи, и зельмь, и водь, невеременемъ предъ-ковъ нашихъ впали въ руки московскаго, братъ нашъ Магъмет Кгиреи цар подле докончальныхъ листовъ предъ-ковъ его, и цта его Менъ-длы Кгирела цард, и подле приреченѣ его крепкого царскаго слова, вынези зъ моги московскаго намъ маеъ засъ подати.

А што брату нашему, Магъмет Кгирею царю, неприцелиахматовы а магъмутовы дети, то и намъ неприцели, быти намъ съ цaremъ Магмет Кгиреямъ на нихъ за шдинъ. А неприцелица его, Ши-Ахомата цард, въ литовскои землѣ твердо будемъ стодатъ, а на его лихо не выпус-кати, и до живота его, поки вт Бога смерть на него приидетъ; такъже и слугъ его на его лихо не выпускати, естьли тежъ Магъметъ Кгиреи цар будетъ намъ слово свое царское крѣпкое держати и прислугу полнити.

А которые лихие дѣла стали сдъ были за втца нашего, Казимера короля, и за брату нату старушную Шлбратъ и Александра королевъ, и въ за насъ, Жикгимонта короля, вт брати и вт дете его, и вт иныхъ солтановъ, и вт всихъ влановъ и кнекенъ, и вт всихъ слугъ вашихъ панстваи нашимъ шчизнымъ, Корне Полское и Вели-кому Кнѧзьству Литовскому, и штокольве уни шкодъ тымъ землымъ нашимъ по тыи лета вчинили, мы то все имъ втпускаемъ, и тые ихъ вси лихие дѣла з мысли нашо складаемъ, и не хочемъ того памятати.

Такъже з божего допущенца Магъметъ Кгиреи цар, брат нашъ, и сынъ его въ головахъ Богатыр солтанны, и Алпъ солтанъ, и инъ-шие солтанове въ томъ едваны будячи, до насъ, къ Великому Кнѧзьству Литовскому въ гостино прыдатъ, або и мнѣ, Жикгимонту королю, на помочь напротивъ неприцели моего, на нашо слово з возис-комъ своимъ неприцели непризванъ чинити, а нашо дѣло на добръ конецъ на неприцели доводити, ино мѣи маютъ въ насъ въ ласцѣ и въ чети быти, а въ ласцѣ и во чети втхати, заныкъ вт насъ шкоды имъ не будетъ.

Такъже вт Магъметъ Кгирена цард, брата нашего влусовъ, которыя богатыя а вбоге купцы коли до нашо земли прымѣтъ, стародав-ныя иставлены мыыта втдавши, звышъ того нашымъ врдникомъ силы, могы имъ не делати, а которыя врдникъ нашъ съ того бы росказана

---

8 Apparently it should read держати as in Document 10.
9 Written mistakenly; слуга; cf. Document 10.
2 Written mistakenly with a metathesis: Алпъ.
3 Mistakenly repeated (а вё в ласце).
нашего выступил, на звыщи пошлены што на нихъ въздал, того намъ сказывать, а имъ заплату сполна казать заплатить; нехаи всѣ киши брата нашего во здоровы приедеть, а в цилоствы штедят.

Такжѣ брату нашему, Магъмет Кгирею царь, з ласки наше братское хотѣть помочь вчинить, абы чи своихъ вѣрныхъ слугъ ку помочи нашеи напротивку неприятелен наших вспомагал, и вбещаемъ ему вѣдемъ въ каждомъ годѣ впоминъ сляті съ тыхъ вбѳюхъ нашихъ паныство, с Короны Полскіе и Великого Кнѧзства Литовскаго, пятнадцатъ тисци золотыхъ, а то тымъ вѣчаемъ: съ Короны Полскіе поль къмы тисцы золотыхъ, а з Великого Кнѧзства поль кѣмы тисцы золотыхъ, половинъ пенезмѣ, а половинъ товаромъ, каждаго годѣ на два роки: первыі рокъ маетъ бѣти въ брата нашего въ сеймой суботе пол кѣмы тисцы золотыхъ, дрѣгіи рокъ въ Светомъ Мартине дрѣгал по[л] кѣмы тисцы золотыхъ. А брать нашъ, Магъметъ Кгирею царь, маетъ на того нашего неприятеля, коли намъ надобе, завѣдѣ безъ вымовы помочон бѣти, и на всѣхъ иныхъ нашихъ неприятелен, и во всѣмъ намъ по тому правити, какъ выше въ семь нашемъ листѣ выписано.

А мы тежъ съ своего слова брату нашему ни въ чемъ не выступимъ, и на тѣ на всѣ правдивы наши слова съ кици бискупъ, и со всѣмъ Паны Радами нашими Великого Кнѧзства Литовскаго присыглу тверднюю вчинивши, дали есмо сей нашъ листъ зъ нашою печатью Великого Кнѧзства Литовскаго манстатынью большице, и съ печати Панов Рад нашихъ при томъ будущиѣ:дѣй кици Воитехъ бискупъ виленскѣ; воевода виленскѣ, панъ канцлер нашъ, панъ Миколаи Миколаевичъ Радивиловичъ; панъ виленскѣ, гетманъ наивышии, староста луцѣки, маршалокъ волынскѣе земли, кици Костантинъ Ивановичъ Ветроцки; воевода троцкѣ, маршалокъ нашъ дворныи, панъ Григореи Станиславовичъ Ветиковичъ; пан троцкѣ, староста жомоитскѣ, панъ Станислав Вѣновичъ; маршалокъ земѣскѣ, державца слонимскѣ, панъ Вѣн Миколаевичъ Радивиловичъ; воевода полоцкѣ, державца мозырскѣ, панъ Ульбрыхъ Мартиновичъ Кгаштовтовичъ; воевода новгородскѣк, маршалокъ нашъ Вѣн Вѣновичъ Заберезинскѣ; маршалокъ нашъ, староста берестейскѣ и лидскѣ, панъ Юръ Ивановичъ Илиничъ; подскарби земѣскѣ, староста ковенскѣ, панъ Аврам Езоовевичъ.

Стало сѣ и дано въ Вилнѣ лѣта божего тисача патьсоть шостого надѣцать, месеца марта Л [{14}], индикт Д [{4}].

4 Written mistakenly: будучимѣ.
Translation:

This letter of agreement was sent from His Majesty, the hospodar [i.e., grand duke], the great king Sigismund, to Mehmed Giray, the khan of Perekop [i.e., the Crimean khan], through Pan Skinder:2

Let it happen in the name of God!
For eternal memory, we, Sigismund, by the grace of God the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, Ruthenia, the duke of Prussia, Samogitia,3 and other [lands], we make known with our present letter that as we have inspected the old privileges and letters of agreement of our ancestors of felicitous memory, namely our grandfather, His Royal Majesty Vladislaus Jagiello, Grand Duke Vytautas, Sigismund,4 and our father of glorious memory, the king and grand duke Casimir, [exchanged] with the ancestors of our brother Mehmed Giray, the great khan of the Great Horde, namely Khan Tokhtamısh and other khans, also with Khan Hadji Giray, and with his [i.e., Mehmed Giray's] father, Khan Mengli Giray, [we have concluded] that as during their reigns they had mutually cultivated loyal brotherhood and constant friendship, being a friend to the other's friend, and an enemy to the other's enemy, and together they had faced every enemy everywhere, in result their domain[s] had widened and multiplied, and their enemies had had their hands weakened. Seeing that every old friendship is durable while a new venture is subject to doubt in regard to its stability, having ascended the thrones of our ancestral and hereditary states, namely the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, after the death of our brother, the king and grand duke Alexander, we did not want to seek friends beyond our brother's father, the great khan Mengli Giray. For all these years since those times and until this point, we have been amiably and well disposed towards him, having dispatched multiple envoys and frequent couriers to inquire about his health. And when his father was no longer among the living and God took his soul from this world, as our brother, the great khan Mehmed Giray, ascended the ancestral thrones5 of his father, we also did not seek friends beyond him. Upon seeing our loyal and sincere friendship towards him, our brother Mehmed Giray Khan wrote and notified us through his great

---

2 On Stanisław Skinder, also the envoy to the Crimea in the years 1512–1514, see Document 12, n. 29.
3 I.e., Žemaitija (Pol. Żmudź).
4 Sigismund (Lith. Žygimantas), younger brother of Vytautas and grand duke of Lithuania in the years 1432–1440.
5 Though in theory the plural might refer to the two hordes—the Crimean and Trans-Volgine—, to which the Girays claimed hereditary rights (cf. Document 7), it is rather a calque of the entry referring to the two thrones of Sigismund (i.e., of Poland and Lithuania).
envoys, Bashibek Mirza, Yabuk Mirza, and his Latin scribe, Augustino [de] Garibaldis, demanding that for the sake of loyal brotherhood and eternal friendship between us we exchange letters of agreement [Ruth. dokončalnyi lysty] and confirm them with oaths, in the same manner as we had done with his father and our brother, the great khan of glorious memory, Mengli Giray. And we, the king and grand duke Sigismund, having taken counsel with the reverend bishops and with all our Lords Councilors of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, have given consent for it with the grace of God and our will.

With our letter we make known that we have concluded peace and eternal agreement with our brother Mehmed Giray, the great khan of the Great Horde, to live with him in harmony and amity, as our ancestors had with his ancestors, and our father King Casimir had with his grandfather Hadji Giray Khan, and we had with his father, the great khan Mengli Giray, to be a friend to his friend and an enemy to his enemy, and to face jointly with him any of his enemies from any direction. Also our brother, Mehmed Giray Khan, along with his children and grandchildren, his younger brothers, the commanders of ten thousands [tümens], thousands, hundreds, and tens of the great people [ulus] of his right hand and left, all the ulans, mirzas, and beys [Ruth. knezy], should be a friend to our friend and an enemy to our enemy, and face jointly with us any of our enemies from any direction.

And whichever towns, estates, lands, and waters our Muscovian enemy treacherously captured and took in possession in violation of his oath and agreement under [the reign of] our brother, the king and grand duke Alexander, and under our [reign], our brother, Mehmed Giray Khan, by his [military]
assistance should recapture these towns, estates, lands, and waters from the hands of the Muscovian enemy, and restore them into our might, and in the future always assist us with all his troops against the Muscovian enemy. And if it so happens that we ask our brother, Mehmed Giray, for help against any other of our enemies, then our brother, Mengli Giray Khan, should send us as many men as we need.

Moreover, [in regard to] the towns that his ancestors, the first khans, and his grandfather, Hadji Giray Khan, and his father, Khan Mengli Giray, and—also in the recent times—our brother, Mehmed Giray Khan, have written down in their letters with golden seals [and granted] to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania along with their tümen, lands, waters, all incomes and levies, as some of these towns, estates, lands, and waters have fallen into the hands of the Muscovian [ruler] in the unfortunate times of our ancestors, our brother, Mehmed Giray Khan, should—in conformity with the letters of agreement of his ancestors and his father, Mengli Giray Khan, and with the tenor of his firm royal word—recapture them from the might of the Muscovian [ruler] and restore to us.

And as the children of Ahmed and Mahmud10 are enemies of our brother, Mehmed Giray Khan, they are our enemies, too, and we will face them jointly, along with Mehmed Giray Khan. And we will detain in Lithuania his enemy, Sheikh Ahmed, for life, until he is reached by death sent by God; and we will not let him go so that he does not commit any harm to him [i.e., Mehmed Giray]; likewise, we will not let his [i.e., Sheikh Ahmed’s] servants go so that they do not commit any harm to him [i.e., Mehmed Giray], if only Mehmed Giray Khan keeps his firm royal word and fulfills his oath [given] to us.

As regards the harm committed during [the reigns of] our father, King Casmir, and our elder brothers, the kings [John] Albert and Alexander, and also recently during [the reign of] us, King Sigismund, by his brothers and children, and other sultans [i.e., princes], and by all ulans and beys, and all your servants towards our ancestral states, the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and whatever damage they have caused to our lands up till the present, we forgive them, we release all this harm from our memory, and we do not intend to remember it.

Moreover, if by God’s permission our brother, Mehmed Giray Khan, his son Bahadır Sultan11—to begin with, Alp Sultan,12 or other sultans [i.e., princes] participating in this reconciliation, come to us, to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania,
to seek hospitality or to assist me, King Sigismund, against my enemy and—on our request—to show enmity to [our] enemy along with their troops and to bring our case against this enemy to a propitious conclusion, they should enjoy favor and reverence among us, they should be able to depart enjoying favor and reverence, as they will suffer no harm from us.

Moreover, when merchants—either rich or poor—come to our land from among the peoples [uluses] of our brother, Mehmed Giray Khan, after they have paid the ancient, established tolls, our officials should not employ force or violence against them; and if any of our officials breaks our present order and collects from them more than the [customary] tax, we should punish him and order to fully restore them the [illegal] payment; may all merchants of our brother come safe and depart sound.

Moreover, as—with our brotherly favor—we intend to help our brother, Mehmed Giray Khan, so that he may provide his loyal servants [sent] to assist us against our enemies, we promise to send him each year gifts [upomynky] from our two states, the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, [in the amount of] 15,000 florins [zolotys], in the following manner: 7,500 florins from the Polish Crown and 7,500 florins from the Grand Duchy, one half in cash and one half in goods, every year in two rates: the first rate—7,500 florins—should reach our brother on the seventh Saturday [i.e., the Saturday before the Pentecost], the second rate of another 7,500 florins on St. Martin’s Day. 13

And [in return] our brother, Mehmed Giray Khan, should always, whenever we need it and without any excuse, be of assistance against our present [i.e., Muscovian] enemy and against all our other enemies, and he should fulfill all his duties towards us, as it is written above in our present letter.

And neither will we depart in any detail from our word [given] to our brother; and having confirmed with firm oath[s] the veracity of all our present words along with the reverend bishops and with all our Lords Councilors of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, we have issued our present letter with our great majestic seal of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, 14 and with the seals of our Lords Councilors, who have been present: the Reverend Wojciech, 15 the bishop of Vilnius; Pan Mikołaj Mikołajewicz Radziwiłł, 16 the palatine of Vilnius and our chancellor; Prince Kostjantyn Ivanovyč Ostroz’kyj, 17 the lord [i.e., castellan] of Vilnius, the highest hetman, the starosta of Luc’k, the marshal of Volhynia; Pan Hryhoryj Stanisławowycz Ościkowicz, 18 the palatine of Trakai and our court marshal; Pan Stanisław Janowicz, 19 the lord [i.e., castellan] of

13 I.e., 11 November.
14 On the great majestic seal used in the Lithuanian chancery, see Document 10, n. 9.
15 On Wojciech Radziwiłł, the bishop of Vilnius from 1507 till 1519, see Document 9, n. 23.
16 On Mikołaj Radziwiłł, see Document 10, n. 11.
17 On Kostjantyn Ostroz’kyj, see Document 10, n. 12.
18 On Grzegorz Ościkowicz (Hryhoryj Ostykovyč), see Document 10, n. 13.
19 On Stanisław Janowicz Kieżgajło, see Document 10, n. 14.
Trakai and the starosta of Samogitia; Pan Jan Mikołajewicz Radziwiłł, the land marshal and the tenant of Slonim; Pan Olbracht Marcinowicz Gasztołd, the palatine of Polack and the tenant of Mazyr; Jan Janowicz Zabrzeziński, the palatine of Navahrudak and our marshal; Pan Jurij Ivanovyč Ilinić, our marshal, the starosta of Brest and Lida; Pan Avram Ezofovyč, the land treasurer, the starosta of Kaunas.

Took place and given in Vilnius anno Domini 1516, on the 14th day of the month of March, during the 4th indiction.

20 Jan Radziwill, lieutenant of Slonim since 1505, Lithuanian land marshal since 1514, castellan of Trakai since 1522; see his biography by Krzysztof Pietkiewicz in PSB, vol. 30, pp. 191–192.
21 Olbracht Gasztołd, starosta of Bielsk and Mazyr and palatine of Polack since 1513, palatine of Trakai since 1519, palatine of Vilnius and Lithuanian chancellor since 1522; see his biography by Władysław Pociecha in PSB, vol. 7 (Cracow, 1948–1958), pp. 299–303.
22 On Jan Janowicz Zabrzeziński, see Document 10, n. 16.
23 On this title, not to be confused with the titles of land marshal and court marshal, see Document 10, n. 17.
24 On Jurij Ivanovyč Ilinić, see Document 10, n. 19.
25 On Jan Abraham Ezofovyč, see Document 10, n. 23.
26 The fourth indiction lasted from 1 September 1515 till 31 August 1516.
A copy of the donation *yarlıq* cum şartname (*lyst dokončannyj*) sent by Khan Mehmed Giray to King Sigismund, corroborated and sworn by Prince Bahadır Giray.

The original document is missing.

Ruthenian copies:
A. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 223, fol. 185b–188a [old foliation: 178b–181a].

It should read: Правое руки, левое руки.
княземъ, боцромъ, мѣщаномъ, и всему посольству, вамъ зведенъ было, што якъ мнѣ чинимъ сымъ нашимъ листомъ:
Первей сего наши предки, цари, цѣть Магметъ Киренъ царь, коли кон его потны быль, до великаго кназа Витолта, и до великаго кназа Казимирца до Княжества Литовского в гостиное приеждали, вѣліку честь и славу видать; и водлуг даваго вѣдыца рѣсне земи из города, и з мѣсты, з волостями, со тмю, з землями, з водами, и со всими доходы, ничого не ставуючи писали. Волду[г] давных црълыков первых царей писано было, што первен сего всѣ нас. В тот час, коли божца ласка была, на столцы царн ихъ милости, и теж цѣта нашего царца, тамъ есмо видели давные и старые доконче листы предков нашихъ, и свои есмо листъ по тому ж, какъ цѣты мои, Мелли Киренъ царь великому кназу, королю Казимирю далъ, в тот час поновляющю подлуг стародавных докончислен, свои есми дистъ зъ золото печато послать брату своему, великому королю и великому кназу Жигитимчту, и детем его, и потомкамъ, деркати вов покок: Киевъ со тмю, зъ землями, з водами, и со всими доходы; Великий Лучасъ со тмю, зъ землями, з водами, и со всими доходы; Смоленскъ со тмю, зъ землями, з водами, и со всими доходы; Полтесскъ, Витебскъ, со тмю, зъ землями, з водами, и со всими доходы; Подолъ со тмю, зъ землями, з водами; Браславъ со тмю и з доходы; Сокалъ со тмю, зъ землями, з водами, и со всими доходы; Звингородъ зъ землями, з водами, и со всими доходы; Качибево, Малкъ, зъ землями, з водами; такжеж поченпи Днепромъ всѣ Киевъ аж до истых днепровъ; Синопоръ, Глинско, з людми; Жолваш, Путны, зъ землями, з водами; Биринъ, Синацъ, Хотъ, Лучичъ, Хотемишль, Нисанъ, зъ землями, з водами, и со всими доходы; Курско со тмю; Сараева сына Екальвао со тмю; Радогощъ, Милелобъ, со всими землями и доходы, Мужоцы, Школъ; Стародубъ, Бранско, со всими землями, и водами, и доходы; Мченесскъ, Любско, Тула-городъ, со всими землями, и водами, и со всими доходы; Березъ, Ратно, Козелско, Бранско, Полкена, Исцышъ, Доцъ, со всими землями и водами, и со всими доходы; Дашипъ городъ, Балаклы на Бугъ, Ччовъ-городъ, Путшковъ-городъ, Тущинъ, Немиров со тмю, Мымышъ, [Одоровъ] желую городъ острый, со всими землями, и водами, и со всими доходы; Пьсковъ, Великии Новгородъ, Резанеки Переаславль, Пашина, з людми, со тмю, з города, з лесы и доходы, што потечеть и вкать, Великомъ Княжеству Литовскому далъ.
И на тое дѣло вращивш сы с сыны своими, и съ царевичи, з зланы и кназы, съ мирзы, твердую присягу съ ними всеполмъ учинили, што якъ мы съ королемъ и великимъ кназемъ Жигитимчикомъ въ правдивой приказанѣ бытъ на вѣки з дѣтми и потомками его; наши дети и потомки его приятелю приятелемъ быти, а неприятелю неприятелемъ, въ каждомъ мѣстѣ, на каждого его неприятелъ быти за вдйн.

---

b Cf. Document 14: Одоровъ-городъ рекомо острый.
И которые города и волости, земли и воды, брат московского князя в великого короля Александра взял и к собы привернал. Боже миляя дая, которые города под ним взял, тыи города и волости, и земли, и воды ца, Магмет Кирин царь, сын мои Богатырь солтан, Аллать Кирин солтан, з божею помощью в московского з рукъ щтнавши, асе великому королю и великому князу Жикгимунту в руки дать! И на его неприятеля московского ца, Магмет Кирен царь, со всеми сыны своими, и з людми, и з воискъ своимъ королю и великомъ князю Жикгимунту помочъ ячнимъ ныне и завжды. А такеж и на иныхъ его неприятелъ, коли до нас пришлетъ просачи людеи и воиска на помочъ, тогда мы мает дати сколько емъ будет потреба.

А которые лихии ячники были за втца вашего Казимера, королъ и великого княза, и за брато твою, за Полбрата и за Александра, а коли са яко за Вашу Милость и панестват Вашее Милости щтничнаго, и Коруны Полскаго, и Великого Князства Литовскаго, и тме мне, Магымьет Кирена цара, и вт дети моихъ, и со всихъ щлановъ и князей, и слугъ моихъ, што в тот час вашымъ панству шкоды почнули, и ты, брат нашъ то все имъ бы щтпустилъ, и ты лихии дела съ серца своего выпустите. Которы лихии дела были нашимъ детемъ, и людеть нашимъ брату нашому, Жикгимунтъ королю, и Казимеру, и Полбрата, и Александру, и на ихъ мѣстьцахъ ты, нашъ брат Жикгимунтъ, велики королъ, ты лихии дела съ серца своего выкину, а мы тежъ въ серцы своихъ ихъ мѣтъ не хочемъ.

А што перви сего, милость и братскую пришланъ нашъ призванъ знамѣнующий, послалъ брату нашему Жикгимунту, королю и великому князу сына нашего Чаладянинъ солтана въ гостину. А такъ божья воля стала надъ нимъ, съ сего свѣта зышолъ. И на его мѣстьца другого солтана пошлемъ въ гостину брату нашему Жикгимунту, королю и великому князу, сына або сыновья сына. И тое слышачи, неприятеля наши страшили и са, а принатели радовали са.

И на тое ца, Магмет Кирен царь, хотя брата нашего, Жикгимонта короля, всего добrego, поминков и купцов призволилъ з Великого Князства Литовскаго добровольно принити, ничего не востерегающи са, и въ Качибьеве сол издали, мыты заплатили жинюномъ, до Киева и до Луцка, и теж до иншихъ городовъ привозити, за нашими людми за сторонею, што былъ имъ въ Качибьеве солъ берячи са нашихъ людеи лихихъ, и съ казаковъ никакорода шкода са не стала. А естли бы купцомъ которых са шкода стала, мы брату нашому маемъ тое заплатити. Купцомъ Корѣны Полскаго и Великого Князства Литовскаго,

---

2-3 It should rather read: панества Ваше Милости отчиннымъ, и Коруны Полскаго, и Великому Князству Литовскому; cf. Document 14.

4-5 It should rather read: и людеть нашимъ въ земли брата намого, Жикгимонта короля, за Казимера, и Полбрата, и Александра, и на ихъ мѣстьцахъ тебе, нашего брата Жикгимонта, великаго короля; cf. Document 14.

6 Corrupt; it should read аминомъ; cf. Document 19.
богатым и вбогим, добровольно приехали с своей торговлею и к Орде, и к Кое, и потроговавши, доброволне поехали, заплативши мято водле стародавнего обыча.

Так же есть вышее вписано в сем нашом листе, то завжды будем сполны, и с того не будем выступават, и сыновье своих с воинском своем на его неприятеля московского посылати, и ты города и волости, и земли, и воды, который городов московского штетц, и сам з Великого Князества Литовскаго к собь привернял, и в него утнавши, брату нашым Жикгимнат, королю и великому князю литовскому подамо; и на каждого неприятеля его с одного быти.

А естлі бы некако наши некоторе люди, або сына нашего, Богатырь солтанчывы, або Альп Кири солтановы люди воевали бы земли брата нашего, великого короля, мы ихъ самих поимавши, брату нашему, вълкому королю пошлемъ; а статьки выграбивши, и жонъ ихъ побравши, великому королю пошлемъ, естлі бы тыи сами головами своими потекали.

И поочонши к в головахъ, Магмет Кири царь, съ сыномъ своимъ Богатырь солтаномъ, Альпъ Кири солтановъ, Гемет Кири солтаномъ, и со висми царевичи з уланы, и князыми, и мурзыами, твердо и правдию емо присягнули брату нашему, великому королю и великому князю Жикгимнату, перед его Радою, есь мои есми листь даль, зъ золотою печатю ему есмо дали.

И Богатырь Кири солтан, присягнул есми втца своего царя Магмет Кири душу, и теж своею душою, и брата своего Альп Кири солтановую душою, и другого брата своего Гемметъ Кири солтановою душою, к<л> пану Олбрахту к Гаштолтовичу с того листа доконченного копею выписавши дал есми под печатью своего перстента.

А што приидеть свято вашо Великъден, тогда к пошли до Киев брата своего Максуд Кири солтана, и которого пана своего против его Корол Его Милост втцы нашъ пошлемъ, мы его тому пану в руки дадимъ.

Писан на мѣстьцу втца моего вълкого корола в Черъкасех.

Translation:

We commence in the name of God, who gives felicity and love to those who truly keep brotherly friendship and fulfill their sincere word, without any deceit, from their pure heart.

The word of my grandfather Mengli Giray, [also] the word of my father Mehmed Giray, the word of [mine.] Bahadır Sultan, [and] the word of my brother, Alp Giray Sultan.
To the commanders of tens of thousands [tümen], thousands, hundreds, and tens of the great people [ulus] of the right and the left hand, the ulans and bey[s] [Ruth. kniazen], also to the Ruthenian princes, towns and castles, metropolitans, [Orthodox] bishops, women [sic], monks, princes, boyars, townsman, and all the commoners, you should know that we announce [the following] with our present letter:

Previously our ancestors, the khans, [and also our] father, Mehmed Giray Khan, when his horse was growing sweaty [beneath him], they would come seeking hospitality [i.e., refuge] to Grand Duke Vytautas and Grand Duke Casimir, in the Lithuanian Duchy, and they experienced great reverence and esteem; and according to the ancient custom they wrote down [and granted to them] the Ruthenian lands along with towns, settlements, estates, tümen[s], lands, waters, and all revenues, not omitting anything. What was earlier [i.e., above] written by us, was written on the basis of the ancient yarlıq[s] of the first khans. When, by the grace of God, [we ascended] the throne of their majesties, the khans, and also the khan, our father, we saw there [i.e., in the palace archives] the ancient and old letters of agreement [drawn] by our ancestors, and then—renewing [the peace] on the basis of the ancient letters of agreement—we sent our letter with a golden seal, such as the letter that my father, Mengli Giray Khan, had given to the grand duke, King Casimir, letting our brother, the great king and grand duke Sigismund, his children and descendants, hold in peace:

– Kiev with its tümen along with lands, waters, and all revenues;
– Great Luc’k with its tümen along with lands, waters, and all revenues;
– Smolensk with its tümen along with lands, waters, and all revenues;
– Polack and Vicebsk with tümen along with lands, waters and all revenues;
– Podolia with its tümen along with lands and waters;
– Braclav with its tümen along with revenues;
– Sokolec with its tümen along with lands, waters, and all revenues;

5 Apparently by misunderstanding, the scribe changed the term belcom (lit. “to those [wearing] white [garments]”), which had figured in earlier documents and referred to laymen living in monasteries (cf. Document 1, n. 2), into belyholovym (lit. “to those with white heads”). The latter term referred to women and is unlikely in the given context (i.e., a social group listed between bishops and monks); yet, the mistake was perpetuated for almost a century as in a document from 1592, composed in Turkish (Document 34), we encounter a mysterious term aqbašlı (lit. “[the one] with a white head”).

6 Written in singular; it should rather read: “when their horses were growing sweaty [beneath them].”

7 The last sentence obviously refers in the first person to Mehmed Giray Khan and not his son, Bahadır Sultan.

8 It is not clear whether the author regarded Polack and Vicebsk as one or two separate tümen.

9 Cf. Document 8, n. 4.
Zvynyhorod along with lands, waters, and all revenues;  
Kačybej and Majak along with lands and waters;  
also starting from Kiev along with the Dnieper to its mouth;  
Sneporod and Hlyn’sk along with [their] people;  
Zolva and Putyv’ along with lands and waters;  
Byryn, Synek, Xoten’, Losyčy, Xotmyś, and Nycjany along with lands, waters, and all revenues;  
Kursk with its tümens;  
the tümens of Jagoldaj, son of Saraj;  
Radogošć and Myloľub along with all lands and revenues, Mužeč and Oskol;  
Starodub and Brjansk along with all lands, waters, and revenues;  
Mcensk, Ljubutsk, and the town of Tula along with all lands, waters, and revenues;  
Berestej, Retan’, Kozel’sk, Pronsk, Volkonsk, Spažsk, and Donec along with all lands, waters, and revenues;  
the castle of Dašov and Balykly on the Boh [river];  
Čornyj Horod and the castle of Uteškov;  
Tušyn, Nemyrov with its tümens, Mumyš, and an island castle referred to as Fedorov  
along with all lands, waters, and revenues;
And having taken counsel in this matter along with my sons, the [other] sultans [i.e., princes], ulans, beys, and mirzas, we have firmly sworn jointly with them that we should remain for centuries in true friendship with the king and grand duke Sigismund, his children and descendants; our children and descendants should be friends of his friend and enemies of his enemy, [and] they should jointly [with him] face any of his enemies in any place.

And whichever towns, estates, lands, and waters the brother of the Muscovian duke captured and acquired from the great king Alexander, dear God let me, Mehmed Giray Khan, my son Bahadır Sultan, and Alp Giray Sultan take—with God’s help—from the hands of the Muscovian [duke] the towns, estates, lands, and waters that he captured under his [i.e., Alexander’s reign], and restore them to the hands of the great king and grand duke Sigismund! And I, Mehmed Giray Khan, along with all my sons, and people, and troops, will assist the king and grand duke Sigismund against his Muscovian enemy, at present and always. Moreover, if he sends [an envoy] to us asking for assistance in people and troops against his other enemies, then we should give them as many as he needs.

And as regards the wrongful acts committed during [the reigns of] your father Casimir, the king and grand duke, your brothers, [John] Albert and Alexander, and also recently during [the reign of] Your Majesty towards the ancestral states of Your Majesty, the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, by myself, Mehmed Giray Khan, my children, and all the ulans and beys, and my servants, whatever damage they caused then to your state, you, our brother, should forgive them all this and should release this harm from your heart. And whatever harm has been experienced by our children and our men [in the land of] our brother, King Sigismund, [during the reigns of] Casimir, [John] Albert, Alexander, and you, our brother, the great king Sigismund, [who are now] in their place, you should release this harm from your heart, neither do we want to hold it in our heart.26


24 Apparently this entry refers to the principality of Spažsk (centered in Pavšino) on the right side of the river Oka that had belonged to Lithuania until 1494; cf. Document 8, n. 25; yet, Spažsk is already mentioned above along with Volkonsk.

25 Sic; Ivan III (r. 1462–1505), to whom this passage refers, was the father and not the brother of the grand prince of Muscovy of that time, Vasilij III (r. 1505–1533). It should rather read “the Muscovian duke captured and acquired from our brother, the great king Alexander;” cf. the same fragment in Document 14.

26 Again, the text refers in the first person to Mehmed Giray and not his son, Bahadir; cf. n. 7 above. The last paragraph is corrupt and was reconstructed on the basis of Document 14; see notes c–d and e–f above.
Formerly we had sent our son, Djalaleddin Sultan, to be the guest of our brother Sigismund, the king and grand duke, as mark of our amity and brotherly friendship. Yet, God’s will descended upon him and he left this world. In his place we will send another sultan [i.e., prince], [our] son or a son of [our] son, to be the guest of our brother Sigismund, the king and grand duke. On hearing this, our enemies [should] tremble with fear, and our friends rejoice.

And I, Mehmed Giray Khan, wishing all the best to our brother, King Sigismund, have allowed the <gifts and> merchants from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania to freely arrive, without any anxiety, take salt in Kačybej, and, having paid the toll to the amins, bring it to Kiev, Lućk, and other towns, guarded by our men so that—while taking salt in Kačybej—they do not suffer any harm from our unruly subjects and cossacks. And if the merchants suffer any harm, we should compensate it to our brother. Merchants from the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania—either rich or poor—may freely come with their merchandise to the Horde [i.e., the Crimean Khanate] or to Caffa, conduct their trade and freely depart, having paid the toll according to the ancient custom.

We will always fulfill whatever is written above in our present letter, we will not depart from it, and we will send our sons along with our troops against his [i.e., Sigismund’s] Muscovian enemy; and we will take away from him [i.e., the Muscovian duke] the towns, estates, lands, and waters that were acquired by the father of the Muscovian [duke], and by himself, from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and restore them to our brother Sigismund, the king and the grand duke of Lithuania; and we shall face jointly any of his enemies.

And if any of our subjects, or the subjects of our son Bahadır Sultan, or Alp Giray Sultan, raid the land of our brother, the great king, we will capture them and send to our brother, the great king; and if they escape themselves, we will confiscate their properties and arrest their wives, and send them to the great king.

And I, Mehmed Giray Khan—to begin with—along with my son Bahadır Sultan, Alp Giray Sultan, Hemmet Giray Sultan, all the sultans [i.e., princes],

---

27 On Djalaleddin Sultan and his death in Vilnius, see Document 12, n. 25.
28 The text is obviously corrupt: instead of the phrase that appears in the earlier document: “in desire to reciprocate the kindness, gifts, and friendship of our brother [...] we [allow] the merchants...” (xotjačy brata našeho [...] dobrotam y vpomynkom, y tuju pryjazn protyv čynyty, kupcom...; cf. Document 14), here it reads: “wishing all the best to our brother, [I] have allowed the gifts and merchants...” (xotjačy brata našoho [...] vseho dobroho, pomynkov y kupcov pryzvolyl...). In result we obtain a somewhat comical statement that the khan allows the king to bring him gifts.
29 Tur. amin or emin, i.e., “intendant;” for the correct reading of this Turkish term, corrupt in the Ruthenian text, cf. Document 19.
30 The Turkic word kazak (hence the later Slavic kozak, i.e., “cossack”) applied to free vagabonds; cf. Chapter 6 in Part II.
31 Here Ivan III is correctly referred to as the father, and not brother of Vasilij III; cf. n. 25 above.
32 Hemmet Giray was the nephew of Mehmed Giray. His father, Ahmed Giray, was Mehmed Giray’s qalga since 1515, but his relations with the khan soon deteriorated
ulans, beys, and mirzas, have firmly and sincerely sworn to our brother, the great king and grand duke Sigismund, before his Council, and given him my present letter with the golden seal.

I, Bahadır Sultan, have sworn with the soul of my father, Mehmed Giray Khan, and with my soul, and with the soul of my brother, Alp Giray Sultan, and with the soul of my other brother, Hemmet Giray, having written a copy of the present letter of agreement [lysta dokončannoho], I have given it with the seal of my ring [i.e., signet seal] to Pan Olbracht Gasztołd.

And when your Easter feast arrives, I will send my brother, Maqsud Giray, to Kiev, and whichever of his lords our father, His Royal Majesty, sends to meet us, we will deliver [Maqsud Giray] to the hands of this lord.

Written in the town of my father, the great king, in Čerkasy.

and in 1519 he was killed by the latter’s son, Alp Giray (cf. Document 9, n. 4 and Document 17, n. 11). Not by accident, Ahmed is not mentioned either in the present document, or in the royal document issued in 1516 (Document 17). Hemmet Giray, though loyal to his father, maintained somewhat better relations with his uncle and cousins, especially Alp Giray, along with whom he raided the Lithuanian lands in 1518. After the father’s death in 1519 he found refuge in the Ottoman territories and declined Mehmed Giray’s offers of reconciliation. Like his father, he also maintained good relations with Muscovy but declined the invitation to settle in Meščera (i.e., the Khanate of Kasimov) under Vasilij III’s suzerainty; cf. Syroečkovskij, “Muxamed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” pp. 56–57; Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 2, pp. 504 and 619–626, and index, columns 31–32; Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 106, 173, 214, 249, 284–286.

33 It should rather read “before his envoys” as in Document 14, or perhaps “before our Council” as the khan took his oath in the Crimea and not in Vilnius or Cracow.

34 On Hemmet Giray, the cousin of Bahadır Giray, see n. 32 above.

35 On Olbracht Gasztołd, then the palatine of Polack, see Document 17, n. 21. In the spring of 1517, Gasztołd was sent to Čerkasy to meet Bahadır Giray, deliver him the annual gifts due to the khan, and escort to Vilnius a hostage promised in return by the Crimean side; see Kazimierz Pułaski, “Machmet-Girej, chan Tatarów perekopskich i stosunki jego z Polską (1515–1523),” in: idem, Szkice i poszukiwania historyczne. Serya druga (St. Petersburg, 1898): 281–350, esp. p. 307 and Banionis, LDK pasiuntinybių tarnyba, p. 196. Yet, from the report of the Muscovian envoy to the Crimea, Vasilij Šadrin, recorded after his return to Moscow on 29 February 1518, we learn that in spite of Bahadır’s efforts, his mother Nurum Sultan, supported by the pro-Muscovian party, refused to send one of her younger sons to Lithuania. Bahadır’s reproaches to his father of his being a henpecked husband (kakoj ty car’, koli tebja žonka ne slušaet; “what kind of a khan are you, if your wife does not obey you!?”) remained futile. As Bahadır arrived at Čerkasy without the promised hostage, Gasztołd refused to deliver the gifts and gave him only a minor present in his own name (Bagatyr’ carevič’ poexal po kaznu bez careviča [. . .] i Olbrect Bagatyrju kazny ne dal, tolko ego počtil pominkom ot sebja); see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 2, pp. 502–503. As Bahadır promised to send the hostage on the upcoming Easter (see below), the issue was postponed. In fact, the following year brought a Crimean rapprochement with Moscow and renewed Tatar raids against Lithuania. The clause regarding hostages to be sent to Lithuania was abolished altogether in 1520 (cf. Document 19).
DOCUMENT 19 (21 OCTOBER 1520)
The donation yarlıq cum şartname (dökümcəne) sent by Khan Mehmed Giray to King Sigismund

The original document is missing.

Ruthenian copies:
Polish 16th-century translation: Bibl. Kórn., ms. 222, pp. 118–122. ¹
Published in Acta Tomiciana, vol. 6, pp. 101–103.

Докончение Магаметъ Киреѧ, цара перекопъского, присланыи до Господаря Его Милости до Городу Уникеемъ Горностаевичъ месяца апрілъ 5 день, инъдыктъ 9:

Божєю милостью Магъметъ Киреи цар, Дейст-и Сипчокъ всимъ землѧмъ господаръ, татарскимъ с предковъ своихъ господаръ, слово мое то есть:

Праваѧ рꙋка, леваѧ рꙋка тмы тмами, сто и десять хто мает, с уланы, кнѧзѧ, и мурзами, всєл Рꙋси втчнзы митрополитомъ, владыкамъ, чернъцомъ, попомъ, и кнѧзѧмъ, паномъ, боꙗромъ, мещаномъ, и всимъ посполитымъ людємъ:

Праве то ведаите, з давна цари, с предковъ дади наши, великии Ачъжи Кгиреи цар, дид нашъ, потныи кон его, в Литовскомъ Великомъ Княжении великому кнѧзу Витольту, и великому Казимеру королю в гостиное приехали; коли же въ нихъ тамъ поехали великую чест видевши, города и места, которыи дали, и волости со всими выходы и данми, и землѧми, и водами, и записали есмо всє, безъ жаднаго

¹ The Polish translation, entitled Machmetgireia cara pakta, is confusingly dated: “on the 9th day of the month of August of the year 926 after the departure of His Majesty, Prophet Muhammad, from this world [sic; it should refer to the Hegira and not Muhammad’s death], of the year 1522 since the birth of Lord Christ” (po roku ześcia z tego świata Machometa Proroka 926, dnia 9 miesiąca augusta; od narodzenia Pana Chrystusa roku 1522). As the Muslim year 926 A.H. lasted from 23 December 1519 till 11 December 1520, the Christian year number (1522 A.D.) is apparently wrong. Besides, as the Polish translation is identical with the Ruthenian copy (though it contains several mistakes), it should be dated like the latter one, i.e., on 21 October, and not 9 August 1520. The mistaken day number (9th) apparently origins from the fact that the original Tatar document was issued on 9 Zilkade 926 A.H. (cf. n. 41 below).
вестанку, дади наши, цари, и втеч нашъ, цар, каким лицемъ первы ихъ, предков моихъ, есть листы. Богъ створител коли нас помиловалъ, на втца своего столицы зостали есмо царемъ, ачколвекъ есмо стали, на ты есмо листы смотревши вамъ, великому королю Жнкимонту, брату нашему, чтобы братство и прицань промежи нас твердо стала, нашего великого посла, шириневского кназа Довлетковы сынъ, Жлидер мурызъ, и под нимъ ххмистра нашего, кназа Абрагима, золотымъ сее докончан под золотою печатю, сее докончане послали есмо.

Как первы короли и велики кнази литовскій Великое Кнажене держали Литовское, и теперь брату нашему, королю Жнкимонту, и его детемъ и внучатъ, в здорови и въ щасті держали бы: киевские поветь со всими доходы и данины, и з землями, и з водами; Володимир со всымъ поветовь и з данни, и з землями, и водами; Смоленскъ, Полтескъ, Витебскъ, Звинигородъ, из землями и водами; вт Киева поченъ Днепромъ втца моего верху⁴ и до вустья; и Снепородъ, Глинескъ, со всимъ землями и водами, и данни; Чалбашъ и Путивль со всими волосты и выходы, и землями, и водами, и данни; Бирин, Синеч, Хотень, Лусичы, Хотимешол, и Начинъ, из водами и землями, и данньи; Черногов со всими выходы и волосты, и данни, и землями, и водами; Северскии Новгородъ, Рылескъ, Трибуческъ, со всими землями и водами, и выходы, и данни; Еголдаевъ повет Сараева сына, вес его повет со всими его землями и водами, и данньи; Радогощъ, Милелобъ, со всими ихъ выходы и данни, и землями, Мужач, Скалъ; Стародъбъ, Бранескъ, из землями и водами, и со всими ихъ данньи и выходы; Мценескъ, Любэтескъ, Тула-городъ, из землями и водами, и данни, и выходы; Берестен, Ратно, Козелескъ, Пронескъ, Валакулъ, Сана, Динеч, и[э] землями и водами, и з данны, и со всими доходы; Дашовъ городъ, Балакълы, Корел городъ, Чудовъ, Автешков-городинще<в>, Дышин, Немиров; туровский вес повет, Мышень городъ, Одоров городъ ракун стура⁵ въ землями и водами, и со всими выходы и данни; Пьсков, Великии Новгородъ, Резан-Перекскяльвъ, люди въ головахъ, и земли, и воды, и данни, и доходы, што и течеть, што и канеть, Великому Кнажене Литовскому на правды есмо дали.

Еще слово наше то естъ: ца. Магъметъ Киреи царъ, и сынъ мои Богатый солянъ в головахъ дити мои царевичи, и брата мои, уже вланы, и кнази, и мурзы, и со всими дворанны, и со всими поддаными, такъ есмо крадили, тверд присегъ и правды дивили, с тобою братомъ моимъ милы брат и прицат, с тобою будчи прицателъ бывъ, неприцателъ неприцателъ. И дѣти бы наши и внучатъ наши, и твои, брата нашего дѣти и внучатъ, против каждого бы нашего неприцателъ, и твоего неприцателъ бы неприказъ доводили.

---

⁴ Apparently it should read: вт самого верху.
⁵ Apparently it should read: рекомо встров as in Document 14.
Еще и за Александра короля, брата вашего старшего, а и за вас, брата вашего Жикгимонта короля, московский князь што города и села посель, божию милостью мы быхмо взахви вамъ штдали. И первеи сего панове литовскии под своими печатми лист свои до нас прислали толмачомъ Легушомъ, божию милостью тън городаю коли взахви, вамъ намъ дати, с тыхъ городовъ выходы и доходы с нами на пол были бы.

З двух сторонъ, которыи вт едного до дjangо пришлють послы, и мы и вы, брат нашъ, болше двь месецы мы не держали, з добрымъ втпускали бы.

И еще нашего непри[д]тела, Ши-Ахматата цара, твердо бь его держали, поки на него Богъ смерть пришлетъ, с панствы бы есть его не пустили.

А всякого года што намъ, брат вашъ, поминкъ шлете патнадцать тисяц золотыхъ, на потомъ на един рокъ—в вас после свата Великоднѧ семъ недель на вашо свято Пентикостиля—в вас, брата вашего просимъ, на тот быст рокъ тот вшоимоны прышляли.

На московскаго вашего непритела коли вамъ будет воиска нашего надобе, к намъ пришлите. Мы вамъ людей не будем боронити, коли им грошено на страву пришлете.

Втесь вашъ Казимир, велики король, и дажди ваши, короли велики Влбрхѣт корол и Александр король, и ты брат нашъ, велики коръ Жикгимонът, велики цар втесь мои Менѣлв Кгир, и я самъ, и брата мои, еще княжы, влады, и муры, и дворане, и вси подданы мои перед симъ землю вашу што воевали и вамъ шкоды чинили, то быстъ, брат нашъ, шпустили, и съ серца своего лихоту выкинули, и е ихъ быстъ к намъ не держали; а мы по тому ж к вамъ, брать нашому, и съ своего серца всю лихоту выкинули.

И еще первеи сего на знама братьства, и правды, прияни, сына своего Джалалддин солтана к вамъ послалъ; и вы есте его не прынали, над нимъ божа вола стала, Богъ такъ ячиийль. И мы царъ, брать вашъ, вы Жикгимонът корол, братъ нашъ, сынъ мои Богатыр солтана—здо[ро]вы быхмо вси три были, и про того сына нашего, Джалаолдин солтана, в томъ ведайте, в нас в серцы лихоты нѣть.

И которыи люди ваши Днепромъ мают по соль ездить, пенамы пошлую нехаи давши аминамъ, то есть мытникомъ нашимъ, здоровы приехали, без всякое зацепкъы и шкоды нехаи в вашу землю ездять. А што са дотьчешь купцы вашихъ, брата нашего, Литовскаго Великаго Кнеженъ, и Короны Польское, и Немецъ, нехаи в наши землю ездять без всякое болзни, и к намъ приехавши, нехаи са кривды не боля; здоровы бу приехали, и не бола са заса во здорови в вашу землю здоровы бы поехали. Передь тымъ давали мыта на шестатнаго семъ денегъ, а теперь нехаи будетъ на нихъ мыта вт ста денегъ три

---

*Apparently it should read: вт ста денегъ семъ денегъ.*
деньги. Тое давши, нехай бы са не бошали через то жадное пошлины, и кривды вт нас и вт наших врадников.

Еще бы наши купцы, коли в вашу землю понясть, там бы в вашон земли, брата вашего, им некоторое кривды и шкоды не было, бы здоровы вт нас поехали, и шпать к нам, в ваш бы землю здорово бы приехали. И в том вам, брата вашего, просимь, на тыхъ бы купцы наших, которые быдеть в вашу землю хотяти, на них бы ваши врадники пол мыта брали. Нехай бы вашимъ шастемъ, брата вашего, и нашимъ щастфемъ зябогии люди с обу сторонь са взможили и вспомагали, и за нас бы Бога молили.

Еще а, Магъметъ Киреи цар, и сынъ мои Богатыр солятьн в головахъ, и вси дети мои и брата мои царевичы, влцы, кнези, и мурзы, и вси дворяне мои, и вси подданы, которо есте посла до нас, брат нашъ, прислали, пана Янкила Горностаевича, <и которого> и котораго вашего, брата вашего, доброго хочеть, и нашего, нашъ добрый слуга, панъ Августин Карibalдис, кавалирил Спириньдора перед нами, есмо прислали на нашъ книгѣ Киринъ [sic], и на то и правды нашу дали: тобѣ, брату нашему, королю Жыкгимонту, пришето твоему приателы быти, а неприятелю неприятел, и твоему неприателу неприятелъ быхъмъ довели.

Еще вашому панвству всему, и городомъ вашимъ, и местомъ, и волостемъ, и селамъ, и вси земли, и всимъ людемъ вашимъ, брата нашего, вт нас и вт нашихъ людени всихъ шкоды бы неd было, какъ Короне Полскои, такъ Великому Князству Литовскому.

Тымъ вбесемъ вашимъ панвствамъ, Короне Полскои и Великому Князству Литовскому, кто бы имъ былъ прыдатъ, тотъ намъ прыдатъ, кто тымъ вбесемъ панвствамъ неприателъ, тотъ намъ неприателъ.

И штокъe в сем нашимъ докончан[н]о все выписано, на чемъ есмо присела и прыдатъ тобѣ, брату нашему дали, на томъ хочемъ твердо держати и стояти. И теперь прислемъ вт Бога подлатъ веры нашого, и еста и двадатъ тисеть и чотрохъ тисечя пророковъ, и нашего Его Милосты праваго пророка Магъметъ Масмоевъe воллакь биллаки в толькы. На томъ докончае с правдою твердо стоеимъ, то въдаючи върьте.


---

d Mistakenly written xe.
e Mistakenly written из што.
f In should read Мустова or better Мустова.
g In A* it reads mistakenly as 13.
h In three consecutive occurrences the Cyrillic letter к denoting 20 is written differently by the copyist.
Translation:

The letter of agreement of Mehmed Giray, the khan of Perekop [i.e., the Crimean khan], brought to His Majesty, the hospodar,\(^2\) to Toruń\(^3\) through Anikij Hornostaj,\(^4\) on the 5th of the month of April, during the 9th indiction:\(^5\)

By the grace of God, Mehmed Giray Khan, the lord of all the lands of the Kipchak Steppe [Desht-i Kipchak] and the hereditary lord of the Tatars, this is my word:

To those having [i.e., commanding over] tens of thousands [tümens], [thousands,\(^6\) hundreds, and tens of the right and the left hand, the ulans, beys [Ruth. knjazi], and mirzas, and to the metropolitans, [Orthodox] bishops, monks, [Orthodox] priests, and the princes, lords, boyars, townsmen, and all common people of whole Ruthenia:

You should truly know that the ancient khans, our ancestral uncles, [and] the great Hadji Giray Khan, our grandfather, when his horse was growing sweaty [beneath him],\(^7\) he would come seeking hospitality [i.e., refuge] to Vytautas, the grand duke of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and to the great king Casimir; when they went there, experiencing great reverence, [in return] they gave the castles, towns, and estates along with all incomes and levies, lands, and waters, that we have all recorded, without any omission, on the basis of the extant ancient letters of my ancestors, the khans—our uncles, and the khan—our father. When God, the Creator, extended his favor to us and we ascended the throne of our father and became the khan, as we became [the khan] we have inspected these [ancient] letters and we have sent to you, the great king Sigismund, our brother, our great envoy, the son of the Shirin [qaraçı] bey Devletek,\(^8\)

---

\(^2\) The grand duke of Lithuania was titled hospodar.

\(^3\) Toruń (Germ. Thorn) in Royal Prussia; in the years 1519–1521 Poland was at war with the Teutonic Order.

\(^4\) Anikij (Onikiej) Hornostaj, courtier, then steward (ključnyk) of Vilnius from 1533, marshal from 1547, and starosta of Rečyca from 1555; sent in embassies to the Crimea in 1520, 1522, 1534, and 1541; see his biography by Aleksander Markiewicz in *PSB*, vol. 9, p. 628 and Banionis, *LDK pasiuntinybių tarnyba*, pp. 105–110, 196–199; on his embassy in 1534, see *Acta Tomicina*, vol. 16, pt. 1 (Wrocław etc., 1960), pp. 593–597 and pt. 2, pp. 183–185; on his embassy in 1541, see Documents 29–31.

\(^5\) The ninth indiction lasted from 1 September 1520 till 31 August 1521.

\(^6\) Apparently left out by the copyist.

\(^7\) Written in singular; it should rather read: “when their horses were growing sweaty [beneath them], they would come…”

\(^8\) Devletek, son of Eminbek and leader of the Shirin clan between ca. 1504 and 1507; he succeeded in this post his older brother Barash and was followed by his cousin Agiş; see Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” pp. 31–32 and Manz, “The Clans of the Crimean Khanate,” p. 308; on the Shirins, see also Document 5, n. 9 and Document 9, n. 16.
Evliya Mirza, and under his command our chamberlain [Ruth. oxmystr], Ibrahim Bey, [and through them] the present golden letter of agreement [dokončane] under the golden seal, so that the brotherhood and friendship between us may remain firm.

As the ancient kings and grand Lithuanian dukes used to hold to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, also now may our brother, King Sigismund, and his children and grandchildren, hold in good health and prosperity:

- the district [povet] of Kiev along with all revenues, levies, lands, and waters;
- Volodymyr with its whole district along with levies, lands, and waters;
- Smolensk, Polack, Vicebsk, and Zvenyhorod along with lands and waters;
- starting from Kiev along with the Dnieper down-stream from the top to its mouth;
- Sneporod and Hlyns'k along with all lands, waters, and levies;
- Žolvaž and Putyvl along with all estates, incomes, lands, waters, and levies;
- Byryn, Synec, Xoten', Losyčy, Xotmyšl, and Nycjany along with waters, lands, and levies;
- Černihiv along with all incomes, estates, levies, lands, and waters;

---

9 On Evliya, the son of Devletek, see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij, vol. 2, index, column 4. He was appointed the envoy to Poland-Lithuania already in 1518, but his mission was cancelled after the khan’s decision to conclude a treaty with Vasilij III; see ibidem, pp. 607 and 613. In the spring of 1521, Mehmed Giray declined an Ottoman invitation to attack Poland, listing several excuses in his letter to Sultan Suleyman. Apart from the arguments that the Polish king had paid him a tribute and kept his archenemy, Sheikh Ahmed, in detainment, the khan also mentioned that Evliya Mirza, a member of the Shirin clan, was kept as a hostage (Tur. rehin) by the king, hence a breaking of the peace might result in his execution and upset the Shirins, who would rebel against the khan; see Le khanat de Crimée, pp. 110–117. Somewhat ironically, soon after his return Evliya participated in a Shirin conspiracy aiming to replace Mehmed Giray with his younger brother, Sa’adet; see a letter by three Shirin leaders declaring obedience to the latter, then residing in Istanbul, published in ibidem, pp. 106–110; Evliya’s seal preserved on this document was deciphered by Victor Ostapchuk in his review from the said edition; see idem, “The Publication of Documents on the Crimean Khanate in the Topkapı Sarayı: The Documentary Legacy of Crimean-Ottoman Relations,” p. 269. In 1531, Evliya was killed on the order of Sa’adet Giray after another Shirin conspiracy; see Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” p. 59.

10 The term oxmystr (“chamberlain”) apparently refers to the Crimean post of tet; on the term tet, referring to the first retinue member of a khan’s envoy, cf. Document 20, n. 27.
11 Cf. Document 8, n. 5.
12 Cf. n. a to the Ruthenian text.
14 Cf. Document 8, n. 10.
15 On these estates in the region of Putyvl’ and on the rivers Sula and Vorskla, cf. Document 8, notes 11–16.
Novhorod-Sivers’kyj, Ryl’sk, and Trubčevsk along with all lands, waters, incomes, and levies;

the district of Jagoldaj, son of Saraj: his whole district along with all its lands, waters, and levies;

Radogošć and Myoljub along with all their incomes, levies, and lands, Mužeč and Oskol;

Starodub and Brjansk along with lands, waters, and all their levies and incomes;

Mcensk, Ljubutsk, and the town of Tula along with lands, waters, levies, and incomes;

Berestej, Retan’, Kozel’sk, Pronsk, Volkonsk, Spažsk, and Donec along with lands, waters, levies, and all revenues;

the castle of Dašov, Balykly, the castle of Karaul, Čornyj [Horod], the ruined castle [Ruth. horodyščo] of Uteškov, Tušyn, Nemyrov, the district of Turov [i.e., Uhrom?], Myšen, and an island referred to as the castle of Fedorov along with lands, waters, all incomes and levies;

Pskov, Velikij Novgorod, and Perejaslav’ Rjazanskij—to begin with [their] people, and [their] lands, waters, levies, revenues, [everything] that flows or streams—we have truly given [all the above localities] to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

16 On Ryl’sk, see Document 8, n. 17.
17 A medieval town on the river Desna, today in Russia; in the 14th century annexed to Lithuania, in 1503 annexed to Muscovy; see Słownik geograficzny, vol. 12, p. 514.
18 On this estate, extending between the upper Sejm and the upper Donec rivers, and its former owner, see Document 8, n. 18.
19 Myoljub, Mužeč and Oskol (here erroneously registered as Skala) belonged to the tümen of Jagoldaj (cf. Document 8, notes 18–19) while the town of Radogošć was situated further to the northwest. As the latter did not figure in the earlier yarlıqs and was registered for the first time in 1513 (see Document 12), apparently by error the scribe entered its name in the wrong place, i.e., between the tümen of Jagoldaj and Myoljub.
20 On Mcensk, Ljubutsk, and Tula, see Document 8, notes 20–21.
21 On these localities and estates, see Document 8, notes 22–26.
22 Erroneously registered as Čudnov; for a less corrupt version of this fragment, cf. Document 14. On the above four settlements, situated on the lower Boh and lower Dniester, see Document 8, notes 28–31.
23 Cf. Document 12, n. 22.
24 Turov is apparently a misspelled recording of Uhrom as this entry corresponds with “the tümen of Uhrom” registered in Document 14.
25 For Fedorov, cf. n. b to the Ruthenian text. The last four settlements along with the district of Turov (or rather Uhrom) could not be identified, but they were apparently situated in lower Podolia, between the Boh and Dniester rivers; Nemyrov appears in the earlier documents as Nenyr (apart from Document 18 where it is also referred to as Nemyrov), and Myšen as Mušač, Mušal, Mušen, and Mumyš; cf. Document 8, n. 32, Document 12, n. 23, and Document 18, n. 23.
And this is also our word: I, Mehmed Giray Khan, and my son Bahadır Sultan— to begin with, [and] my [other] children, the sultans [i.e., princes], and my brothers, and also the ulans, beys, mirzas, along with all courtiers and subjects, we have collectively decided, firmly sworn and engaged to be dear brothers and friends along with you, my brother, to be a friend to [the other’s] friend and an enemy to [the other’s] enemy. And may our children and grandchildren, along with the children and grandchildren of yours, our brother, [jointly] prove their enmity towards any of our or your enemies.

And as the duke [knjaz’] of Muscovy captured a number of towns and villages under [the reign of] King Alexander, your elder brother, and also under your [reign], our brother, King Sigismund, we could take them [back], with the grace of God, and restore to you. Previously the Lithuanian lords sent their letter [provided] with their seals through the interpreter [named] Leguš, proposing that if with the grace of God we take the aforementioned towns and restore to you, the incomes and revenues from these towns will be shared with us half-and-half.

When envoys come from hither and other side, neither we nor you, our brother, should detain them longer than two months but should let them go [while treating] well.

And you should firmly detain our enemy, Sheikh Ahmed Khan, until God sends him death; you should not let him depart from your state.

As regards the gift of 15,000 florins [zolotys] that you, our brother, send us each year, we ask you, our brother, that henceforth you send this gift in one rate, namely seven weeks after your Easter feast, on your feast of Pentecost.

When you need our troops against your Muscovian enemy, you should send [a request] to us. We will not refuse you our men provided that you send them money for food supplies.

As regards the raids and damage, committed heretofore against your land and yourself by the great khan, my father Mengli Giray, and myself, and my brothers, and also the beys, ulans, mirzas, courtiers, and all my subjects [during the reigns of] your father, the great king Casimir, and your uncles, the great kings: King [John] Albert and King Alexander, and you, our brother, the great king Sigismund, you, our brother, should forgive them, release the harm from your heart and do not hold it against us; and we will do likewise in respect to you, our brother, and will release all harm from our heart.

26 On the qalga Bahadır Sultan, see Document 17, n. 11 and Document 18.
27 Leguš, interpreter, sent in Lithuanian embassies to the Great Horde in 1500 and to the Crimea in 1509 and 1515 (his return is recorded in May 1516); see Banionis, LDK pasiuntinybių tarnyba, pp. 108, 185, 193, 195, 252. Apparently he was sent by the Lithuanian councilors in the fall of 1515, when Sigismund was still in Poland.
28 In the Polish translation referred to as Świątki, i.e., Zielone Świątki.
29 This fragment is corrupt; for its correct reading, cf. Document 14.
30 Sic; it should read “brothers.”
And formerly I sent you my son, Djalaleddin Sultan,\textsuperscript{31} as mark of brotherhood, sincerity, and friendship; but you did not receive him.\textsuperscript{32} God’s will descended upon him, God let it happen. May all three of us: we, your brother, the khan, you, King Sigismund, our brother, and my son, Bahadır Sultan, stay healthy; and you should know that we do not hold in our heart any grudge because of this son of ours, Djalaleddin Sultan.

Your subjects, who travel for salt along the Dnieper, should pay tax in cash to the amins,\textsuperscript{33} that is our toll officers, and having arrived safe and sound, should go [back] to your land without any harassment or harm. And as regards the merchants of yours, our brother, from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, the Polish Crown, and Germany,\textsuperscript{34} may they travel to our land without any fear, and having come to us, they should not fear any injury; may they come and go back to your land safe and sound, without any fear. Heretofore they have paid toll in the amount of seven percent;\textsuperscript{35} and now let them pay the toll of three percent. Having paid this, they should not fear any additional tax or any injury coming from us or our officials.

And our merchants, who travel to your land, should not suffer any injury or harm in your land, our brother, they should go and return to our land safe and sound. And we ask you, our brother, to let your officials collect [only] a half of the toll from our merchants, who will travel to your land. May the poor subjects from both sides multiply and benefit from the prosperity of yours, our brother, and ours, and may they pray to God for us.

And I, Mehmed Giray Khan, and my son Bahadır Sultan—to begin with, and all my children and brothers, the sultans, and the ulans, beys, and mirzas, and all my courtiers and subjects, in the presence of Pan Anikij Hornostaj, the envoy whom you, our brother, had sent to us, and Pan Augustino de Garibaldis, cavalier of Spirindora,\textsuperscript{36} our good servant, who wishes you, our brother, and us well, we have sworn by our book, the Koran, and we have engaged to

\textsuperscript{31} Djalaleddin Sultan, sent in 1512 to Lithuania as an honorary hostage by his grandfather Mengli Giray, died in 1513 in Vilnius; cf. Document 12, n. 25.
\textsuperscript{32} When Djalaleddin arrived at Vilnius, King Sigismund was in Poland. He welcomed the young prince and his retinue in his letters sent from Poznań to Vilnius in February 1513; see \textit{Acta Tomica}, vol. 2, pp. 159–160. The king never received Djalaleddin as the prince died soon after.
\textsuperscript{33} ‘Tur. \textit{amin} or \textit{emin}, i.e., “intendant.”
\textsuperscript{34} The term \textit{Nemec’} (“[from] Germany”) might refer to Royal Prussia or any German lands, whose inhabitants arrived in the Crimea from the direction of Poland-Lithuania; see n. 135 in Part I and Chapter 6 in Part II; cf. also Document 12, n. 28.
\textsuperscript{35} Lit. “seven coins out of a hundred coins;” on the basis of Document 20, preserved in both the Tatar and Ruthenian versions, we can identify “coins” (Ruth. \textit{dengi}) with aspers (Tat. \textit{aqçe}), and “toll” (Ruth. \textit{myto}) with the Tatar \textit{tamğa}.
\textsuperscript{36} On Augustino de Garibaldis, a Genovese from Caffa in the khan’s service, see Document 16, n. 18. Frequently acting as the khan’s envoy, in February 1514 he brought to Vilnius the \textit{yarlıq} of Mengli Giray (Document 12). He also composed the Italian version of the khan’s instrument issued in November 1514 (Document 16). I have not been able to establish the meaning of the term \textit{Spirindora} encountered in the Cyrillic text; cf. also Document 20, n. 30.
be a friend of your friend, our brother, King Sigismund, and an enemy of your enemy, so that we should prove [our] enmity towards your enemy.

And no harm should be done by us or our subjects to your entire state, your towns, settlements, estates, villages, the whole land and all the people of yours, our brother, both to the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

As regards these two states of yours, the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, whoever is a friend to them, will be a friend to us, and whoever in an enemy to these two states, will be an enemy to us [as well].

And whatever is written in our present letter of agreement, whatever we have sworn and pledged to you, our brother, we want to firmly keep and adhere to. And now we swear by God, according to our faith, by 124,000 prophets, and by our righteous prophet Muhammad Mustafa by God, with God, and through God! We firmly keep this sworn letter of agreement, thus you should know and trust.

And we have sent the golden letter of agreement with the golden seal, in the year 926 of our prophet Muhammad, on the 9th day of our prosperous month of Zilkade.

Written in Ferahkerman, anno Domini 1520, on the 25th day of October, during the 9th indiction.

---

37 According to a Muslim tradition (hadith), recorded in the collection of Ahmad bin Hanbal, Allah sent 124,000 prophets to the earth, including Prophet Muhammad; cf. Document 13, n. 3.

38 Mustafa (lit. “the Chosen”) is the second name of Prophet Muhammad.

39 The Arabic formula vallahi billahi tallahi is correctly rendered (in Tatar pronunciation) in the Cyrillic text; in the Polish translation it reads: wallahy we billahi we tellahi.

40 I.e., Perekop, also known as Or qal‘esi or Or qapu; see Jankowski, Historical-Etymological Dictionary, pp. 748–750.

41 The dating is confusing as 9 Zilkade 926 A.H. corresponded with 21 October, and not 25 October 1520; it seems more likely that the Crimean chancery clerk correctly recorded the date of the Muslim calendar; besides, in the Khwarezmian Turkic document, also dated 9 Zilkade 926 A.H., this day is referred to as a Sunday, and 21 October was indeed a Sunday; cf. Document 20, n. 50. The same difference between the Muslim and the Christian dates can be found in the Ruthenian version of Document 20.

42 Cf. n. 5 above; the indiction number was apparently entered by the Ruthenian translator or the Lithuanian chancery clerk who copied the present document.
DOCUMENT 20 (21 OCTOBER 1520)
The şartname sent by Khan Mehmed Giray to King Sigismund
[Facs. II]

Original document in Khwarezmian Turkic (with Crimean Tatar elements),¹ issued on yellowish paper: AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 2, no. 577. 151.5 × 34 cm. (3 sheets glued together)
upper invocation (gold): nesih script
lower invocation (gold): nesih script
the golden nişan of Mehmed Giray (6.5 × 6.5 cm.) is impressed at the top
text (black with gold insertions): nesih script
the black oval seal of Mehmed Giray (2.3 cm. in diameter) is impressed at the bottom
Published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 2–5.

16th-century copy in Ruthenian:


Hüve’l-mu’izü’l-mu’īn

Bismillahi’r-rahmani’r-rahimi
Bi’l-quvveti’l-ehadiye ve’l-mu’cizati’l-muhammediye

¹ In the handwritten catalogue by Zygmunt Abrahamowicz the language is described as the Crimean dialect, but it should rather be described as Khwarezmian Turkic (the literary language used in the Golden Horde), though influenced by Crimean Tatar. I would like to warmly thank Henryk Jankowski for his assistance in reading and interpreting the present as well as other documents.
² In order to enable the reader to compare the texts in Turkic and Ruthenian, the text of this copy is appended below.
Bismillahi’r-rahmani’r-rahimi! La ilaha illa’llah Muhammadun rasul’llah!
As-sultanu’l-a’zam al-haquanu’l-ekrem / Mehmed Gêrey Han bin Mengli Gêrey Han ‘azze nasrului

[2] Ong qol song qolnuning tümen ming yüz on biylegen
[3] oğlanlar biyler mirzalarına barça İleh yurtunung knyaz
[4] arşipkub başlıq taçı Ladijlav pişkubi knyaz Matyasğa
[5] taçı Premisleniüğ knyaz püsküb potqanislerige taçı Kirakuv voyvodosi dızdari pan Qristof ulu qaniselerge taçı ulu hazinecısı
[6] pan Niqolayğa taçı Qamanice İlay voyvodosi ulu marşalğa taçı Pozna voyvodasiğa taçı Sudomir voyvodası pan Filyer ulu hedmanğı
[7] taçı Lublin voyvoda pan Tosunckige taçı bulardan başqa İleh yurtunung ulu püskübularına ve qaloniqlarlara
[8] ve pilebanlıqlarına ve papatlarığın ve meşcanlıqlarına ve barça Ulu Kences panisleri ve içki daşqısığa
[9] ve köp qara ėlge barça tüzünce bilsingler kim men özüm Mehmed Gêrey Han taçı oglum Bahadır Gêrey Sultan
[10] biz kördük bizim keçkenlerimizin dostluğunu hem qarındaşlığını hem barışışılğını ulu Toqtamış Han
[12] ulu Davud biyi birle andan song Kazimir Körel İlehnüng Libqanung ulu biyi bulardan barça ulu han atalarımız
[13] ağalarımız dost qarındaş erdi hem barışışılqlarını çın erdi her dostğa dost her düşmanına düşman
[14] erdiler hem nökerleri artub hem memleketleri ma’mur bolub dostları söynüb düşmanları
[15] soqur bolub erdi imdi biz de ol burunglırlarımız barışgan yosunca arı çın köngülden Mehmed Gêrey Han
[16] taçı oglum Bahadır Gêrey taçı barça oğlanların sultanlar taçı barça oğlanlar biyler mirzalar
[17] taçı barça içki daşqi nökerlerimiz barışım birge turub bu şartnamemüzünü alib barğan ulu ölçimiz Şirin Devletek Biy
[18] qaracimızdaki oğlı Evliya Mirza tetti orda biy inamlu nökerim İbrahim Biy taçı sız qarışışınmaz ölçingiz pan
[19] Anikiy Qornastay taçı bizim sizing yahşılığıımız tiler Ağustın Garibaldız qavalyer Aspiründür bularnung közünce
[20] bizim Quranımızdan beng ant şart qoldıq kim sız Jigmund Körel qarışışınmaz birle dost qarışış bolgâyımız dostuna
[21] dost düşmanına düşman bolgâyımız biri birimizge neçük kim evvelkilerimiz erdiler bulay bolgan song bizim aramuzğa
[22] hiç bir düşman kirib bolmas di taçı sız qarışışında bizim düşmanımız Şeyh Ahmed Hannı yanında nökerlerini beng tutub

* Here begins the inscription in the middle frame of the nişan.
ölüm yetikince memleketingizdenb çıqarmağısysız taqı bizim aramuzda qatnaşq turgan ölçürlerimizni bizde sizde eki
[24] aydan artuq turgüzmay yahşılıq birle terk yiberelik aramuzda kışilerimiz terk barsub kellişler ol
[25] yahşıdır taqı bizge aytğan yıl sayy yiberir on beş ming bölek filorini İleh Libqa bu eki yurtdan siz
[26] qarınlarında tike etermüş imdiden song bir bolcalda yibergeysiz sizing qızıl yumurtqa bayramıngzdandan yeti hafta
[27] song Pentekoşte bayramıngzda yibergeysiz taqı İleh yurtunguz üçün bizden bir şartname tilete yiberibsiz
[28] biz de bu altun birle yazğan altun nişanat şartnamemüzni ulu ölçimiz Evliya Mirza teti İbrahim Biy birle sizing előcigniz
[29] pan Anikiy Qornastay birle İleh yurtunguz üçün sige yiberdik İleh yurto Lipqa yurto ekiside bizge birdir her kim İleh
[30] yurtungun Lublin İlav Qamanic Podolya Mejibuj İhimelnik Latçev Zemqon Buçaçı Bels Soqal Premisłe ve Qolma
[31] İslqala taqı bulardan başqa kermenleringizge salalarımgızga barça sizge sanlı elingizge memleketingizde kim düşman bolsa bizde de
düşmandır her kim İleh yurto birle Lipqa yurtuna bu eki yurtda düşmanlike sağınsa biz alarğa düşmanmuq taqı İleh yurtundan
[32] bizim elimizde siring elingizge siring elingizden bizim elimizge bazgan barsub kelişkey kć basinc körmegeyler
[33] yüz açqada üç açqa tamga berib andan başqa tamğa tartnaq bermegeyler-ler aman kelic esen-aman kêtkeyler eger
[34] bizim oğullarımız sultanlardan taqı oğlanlar biylerden mirzalardan qazaqlarımızdan baruq bizge
[35] sanlı kişilerimizden kć basinc qlıb malların alsalar alib berib tölegey-miz bizim bazarganlerinizde da siring
[36] elingizde memleketingizde kć basinc bolsa siz de bir eksküsz tölegey-siz imdi bu şartnamemızde yazılığan baruq
[37] sözlerimiz üstüne cinlq birle beng turar üçün men özm Mehmed Gerey Han oglum Bahadir Gerey Sultan
[38] başlıq baruq oğlanlarım sultanlar taqı baruq oğlanlar biyler mirzalar ve içki daşıq baruq nökerlerim sizge
[39] beng ant şart etermüz Tengrining adı üstüne taqı dinimizde taqı yüz ming yigirmi tört ming peyğamberden
[40] taqı bizim peyğamberimiz Muhammad Mustafa hazretinden kim vallahi ve billahi ve tallahlı birle arı çın köngülden dost qarınlaşızm
[41] bu şartname içinde yazılığan baruq elingizge memleketingizge şehirleringizge kermenleringizge salalarıngzga baruq sizge
[42] sanlı elingizge kününgüzge baruq kişileringizge bizden oğlanlarımından oğlanlar biylerden mirzalardan

b Strange orthography (مملکاتها دان).c Corrupt; in A. written correctly as Zenkov (Zenkov).
He, the Exalter, the Helper!

In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful!
By the strength of oneness [of God] and the miracles of Muhammad!

The great khan of the Great Horde, the padishah of the Kipchak Steppe and all the Mongols, Muhammed Giray Khan: my word:

[nişan] [outer frame] In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful!
There is no god but God! Muhammad is the Prophet of God! The greatest sultan and the most noble khaqan, [middle frame] Mehmed Giray Khan, son of Mengli Giray Khan, may his victory be glorious!4

To those commanding over tens of thousands [tümens], thousands, hundreds, and tens of the right wing and the left wing, the ulans, beys, and mirzas, and [to] all [the inhabitants] of the Polish country to begin with the Reverend Archbishop;5 also to the bishop of Włocławek, the Reverend Maciej;6 also to the bishop of Przemyśl, the Reverend Bishop Vice-chancellor;7 also to the pala-

4 Text of the seal.
5 An Arabicized form of the name Mehmed.
6 In the inner frame there is the black trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamğa); for the reading of this nişan, cf. Mirkasym Usmanov, Žalovanny akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., p. 153.
7 Jan Łaski, Crown chancellor (1503–1510), archbishop of Gniezno and primate of Poland since 1510; see his biography by Włodzimierz Dworzaczek in PSB, vol. 18 (Wrocław etc., 1973), pp. 229–237.
9 Piotr Tomicki, Crown vice-chancellor (podkanclerzy) since 1515, bishop of Przemyśl (1514–1520), then of Poznań (1520–1525), and Cracow (1525–1535); see his biography by Anna Odrzywolska-Kidawa, Biskup Piotr Tomicki (1464–1535): kariera polityczna i kościelna (Warsaw, 2004).
tine and warden\(^8\) of Cracow, Pan\(^9\) Krzysztof, the grand chancellor;\(^10\) also to the grand treasurer,\(^11\) Pan Mikolaj,\(^12\) also to the palatine [sic] of Kamieniec and Lwów, the grand marshal;\(^13\) also to the palatine of Poznań;\(^14\) also to the palatine of Sandomierz, Pan Firlej, the grand hetman;\(^15\) also to the palatine of Lublin, Pan Tęczyński;\(^16\) and apart from those [mentioned above] to the great bishops, canons,\(^17\) vicars,\(^18\) priests, townsmen,\(^19\) knights,\(^20\) all lords of the Great Council, those in the inner [i.e., courtiers] and outer service, and to all common people:

They should all duly know that I, Mehmed Giray Khan, also my son, Bahadır Giray Sultan,\(^21\) we have seen the friendship and brotherhood of our predecessors, beginning from the great Tokhtamısh Khan and my father,\(^22\) the great Hadji Giray Khan, with the great King Vladislaus Jagiello of Poland, and then

---

\(^8\) Tur. *dizdar*; it should be rendered here as Pol. *starosta*.

\(^9\) The Polish title *pan* is difficult to translate hence it is kept as in the original; unlike the English “sir,” it applied not only to the nobles; on the other hand, the modern equivalent “mister” sounds anachronistic.

\(^10\) Krzysztof Szydłowiecki, Crown chancellor and *starosta* of Cracow since 1515, palatine of Cracow (1515–1527), and then castellan of Cracow since 1527; see his biography by Jerzy Kieszkowski, *Kanclerz Krzysztof Szydłowiecki. Z dziejów kultury i sztuki zygmuntowskich czasów*, 2 vols. (Poznań, 1912).

\(^11\) Tur. *ulu hazineci*, i.e., “the great treasurer;” the term corresponds with the Polish title of *podskarbi wielki*.

\(^12\) Mikolaj Szydłowiecki, Crown grand treasurer (*podskarbi wielki*) since 1515; his short biography is contained in the biography of his brother by Jerzy Kieszkowski (cf. n. 10 above).

\(^13\) This entry apparently refers to Stanislaw Chodecki, the *starosta* of Kamieniec Podolski (1494–1510) and of Lwów (1501–1529), the Crown grand marshal since 1505; yet, as his brother, Otto Chodecki, was the palatine of Kamieniec (1509–1515) and then of Ruthenia, i.e., the province centered in Lwów (1515–1527), perhaps the entry confuses the two brothers or refers to both of them; see their biographies by Wladyslaw Pociecha in *PSB*, vol. 3, pp. 350–351 and 352–354; cf. *Urzędnicy województwa podolskiego XV–XVIII wieku* (powiaty czernienołódzki, kamieniecki, łatyckowski). *Spisy*. Edited by K. Przyboś (Cracow, 1994), pp. 110, 121, and 169.

\(^14\) Mikolaj Lubrański, palatine of Poznań since 1511; see his biography by Janusz Bieniak in *PSB*, vol. 18, pp. 84–85.

\(^15\) Mikolaj Firlej, head of numerous embassies to Constantinople (1488–1489, 1499–1500, 1502), palatine of Lublin since 1507 and of Sandomierz since 1514, Crown grand hetman since 1515, castellan of Cracow since 1520; see his biography by Włodzyszaw Pociecha in *PSB*, vol. 7, pp. 8–10.


\(^17\) Pol. *kanonik* is rendered in the Turkish text as *qaloniq*.

\(^18\) Pol. *pleban* is rendered in the Turkish text as *pleban*.

\(^19\) Pol. *mieszczanin* (*mieszczan* in the genitive plural) is rendered in the Turkish text as *meşcan*.

\(^20\) Ruth. *bojarın* is rendered in the Turkish text as *bayarn*.

\(^21\) On Bahadır Sultan, the oldest son of Mehmed Giray and his qalga since 1519, see Document 17, n. 11.

\(^22\) *Sic*, in fact Hadji Giray was the grandfather of Mehmed Giray.
the great Vytautas, the ruler [bey] of Lithuania, and thereafter with the great ruler of Poland and Lithuania, King Casimir, with whom the great khanς, our ancestors and elder brothers, had achieved friendship, brotherhood and true peace, so that they had been friends to [their common] friends and enemies to [their common] enemies. And [in result] their servants multiplied and their kingdoms flourished, their friends rejoiced and their enemies weakened [lit. went blind].

Now, we too, recalling the peace made by our ancestors, truly and with all our hearts: Mehmed Giray Khan, also my son Bahadır Giray, also all my sons, the princes [sultans], also all the ulans, beys, and mirzas, also all our servants [nökers] in the inner [i.e., court] and outer service, we got together and our present şartname was [issued and] taken by our great envoy Evliya Mirza, the son of our Shirin qaraçı Devletek Bey, [along with] his tet, an army bey and my trusted servant [nöker], Ibrahim Bey, also the envoy of yours, our brother, Pan Anikij Hornostaj; also Augustino de Garibaldis, cavalier of Spirindora,

---

23 Correctly rendered in A. as Vytovt (Vytovt is the Ruthenian form of the Lithuanian name Vytautas); in the Arabic script original mistakenly rendered as Davud (داود).
24 This Tatar idiomatic expression can also be found in the Ruthenian translations of this and other documents; cf. Document 12, n. 27.
25 On Evliya, the son of Devletek and the envoy to Poland-Lithuania in 1521, see Document 19, n. 9.
26 On Devletek, the leader of the Shirin clan between ca. 1504 and 1507, see Document 19, n. 8.
27 The term tet or tėt (تَت) apparently derives from the term tetik (“vigilant”) that initially referred to a khan’s extraordinary envoy; for instance, Khan Berke’s envoy of 1262 was referred to by a contemporary Ruthenian chronicler as titjak or titjam; cf. Grigor’ev, Sbornik xanskix jarlykov russkim mitropolitam, pp. 183–184. In the Crimean Khanate, the term referred to the first retinue member of a khan’s envoy; cf. Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, p. 936 (numerous occurrences recorded in the index). Spelled as tet’ (меню), it is also encountered in sixteenth-century Russian documents referring to Crimean embassies. The function of tet was then probably entrusted to the khan’s courtiers and young members of the Crimean nobility. For instance, in the Crimean embassies to Moscow the function of tet was assigned in 1508 to certain Abdul, son of Avel Sheikh (Abdyl Avel’six-zoda), in 1519 to certain Ahmed-pasha, son of Khalil (Axmet paša Xoilev syn), and in 1531 to certain Ityak Tarkhan (Itjak Tarxan); cf. Malinovskij, “Istoričeskoe sobranie,” pp. 395, 407, 419. The first one’s father was a prominent Crimean diplomat, who headed the embassies to Moscow in 1516 and 1531 (cf. Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, p. 181 and Malinovskij, “Istoričeskoe sobranie,” pp. 417–419), while the third one’s nickname (tarhan) referred to his immunity from state obligations and thus confirmed his privileged status.
28 In Document 19 and the contemporary Ruthenian translation of the present document (see Appendix), Ibrahim Bey is referred to as the khan’s chamberlain (naš oxmystr); the last term apparently refers to his post of tet (cf. n. 27 above).
29 On Anikij Hornostaj, see Document 19, n. 4.
30 On Augustino de Garibaldis, a Genovese from Caffa in the khan’s service, see Document 16, n. 18; his title of the cavalier of Spirindora or Spirundora (qaval- yer Aspirundur) also appears in the Ruthenian translation of this
who wishes our and your common good; in their sight we swore an eternal\textsuperscript{31} oath by our Koran and engaged that we should be friends and brothers with you, King Sigismund, my brother, and we should be friends to [our common] friends, and enemies to [our common] enemies, being one with another as were our ancestors, so that afterwards no enemy should interfere between us.

Also, you, my brother, should eternally detain our enemy, Sheikh Ahmed Khan along with his retainers [nökers], and should not let him go from your kingdom until he is reached by death.

Also we should not detain—either with us, or with you—longer than two months our envoys circulating between us, but we should send them back while treating well; it is beneficial if our men [acting] between us may leave, go, and return.

Also we ask you, our brother, that hereafter you send us the promised annual gift [bölek]\textsuperscript{32} of 15,000 florins from the two countries, Poland and Lithuania, on the appointed term: you should send it by your feast of Pentecost, seven weeks after your feast of red eggs [i.e., Easter].

Also, as you have sent asking us for a şartname for your country [yurt] of Poland, we have sent you our present şartname for your country of Poland, written with gold and provided with a golden seal [nişan], through our great envoy, Evliya Mirza, his tet Ibrahim Bey, and your envoy, Pan Anikij Hornostaj. For us, these two countries of Lithuania and Poland are [like] one. Whoever is an enemy to Lublin, L’viv,\textsuperscript{33} Kamjanec’ [of] Podolia,\textsuperscript{34} Medžybiž,\textsuperscript{35} Xmil’nyk,\textsuperscript{36} Letyčiv,\textsuperscript{37} Zin’kiv,\textsuperscript{38} Bučač,\textsuperscript{39} Belz,\textsuperscript{40} Sokal,\textsuperscript{41} Przemyśl,\textsuperscript{42} Chełm,\textsuperscript{43} Skala,\textsuperscript{44} and your other towns and villages of Poland, and all your numerous people and

document (кавалериѧ Спириндора) as well as in Document 19 (кавалириѧ Спириндора); cf. appendix and Document 19, n. 36.

\textsuperscript{31} For the translation of the term beng as “eternal” or “eternally,” cf. Vásáry, “A contract of the Crimean khan,” p. 291, n. 9.

\textsuperscript{32} On the term bölek, see Kurat, Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi Arşivindeki Altın Ordu, Kırım ve Türkistan hanlarına ait yarlık ve bitikler, pp. 51 and 53 (rendered in the author’s modern Turkish translation as hediye), and Ananiasz Zaįczkowski, “Dypломatyka Złotej Hordy i Krymu w XV w. (Nowe materiały z archiwum tureckiego),” Przegląd Historyczny 37 (1948): 212–217, esp. p. 215.

\textsuperscript{33} Pol. Lwów; today in the Ukraine.

\textsuperscript{34} Pol. Kamieniec Podolski, the center of the province of Podolia (Pol. Podole, Ukr. Podillja), today in the Ukraine.

\textsuperscript{35} Pol. Międzybóź, today in the Ukraine, in Podolia.

\textsuperscript{36} Pol. Chmielnik, today in the Ukraine, in Podolia.

\textsuperscript{37} Pol. Latyczów, today in the Ukraine, in Podolia.

\textsuperscript{38} Pol. Zinków, today in the Ukraine, in Podolia.

\textsuperscript{39} Pol. Buczacz, today in the Ukraine.

\textsuperscript{40} Pol. Belz, today in the Ukraine.

\textsuperscript{41} Pol. Sokal, today in the Ukraine.

\textsuperscript{42} Ukr. Peremysľ, today in Poland, but belonging to medieval Red Ruthenia.

\textsuperscript{43} Ukr. Xolm, today in Poland, but belonging to medieval Red Ruthenia.

\textsuperscript{44} Pol. Skala, today in the Ukraine, in Podolia.

\textsuperscript{45} The Tatar term sala derives from the Ruthenian selo (sela in plural). Perhaps the initial pronunciation of this word in Tatar was selo rather than sala as might suggest
dominions, will be our enemy as well; [and] whoever contemplates enmity against these two countries, Poland and Lithuania, we will be his enemies.

Also, merchants from Poland should [freely] go and return from our country to your country, and from your country to our country, and should not experience violence or oppression. They should pay three aspers [aqça] per hundred aspers as the stamp fee [tamga], and they should not pay any other stamp or weighting fees. They should come safely and go sound and safe. If anybody from among our sons, the princes [sultans], or from among the ulans, beys, mirzas, our cossacks, and our numerous men commits violence or oppression and captures their [i.e., the merchants’] goods, we should seize them and restore, and compensate [the victims]. Likewise, if violence and oppression touches our merchants in your country and kingdom, you should entirely compensate them.

Now, in order to keep eternally and truly all our words written in our present şartname, I personally, Mehmed Giray Khan, [along with]—to begin with my son Bahadır Giray Sultan—all my sons, the princes [sultans], also all the ulans, beys, and mirzas, also all my servants [nökers] in the inner [i.e., court] and outer service, we swear to you an eternal oath by the name of God, by our religion, by 124,000 prophets, and by our prophet, His Excellency Muhammad Mustafa, that—by God, with God, and through God!—truly and with all our hearts we should be friends and brothers with you, and no evil should befall on your entire country, kingdom, all cities, towns, and villages listed in this şartname, or on your numerous people and all your men from us, our sons, ulans, beys, mirzas, those in the inner and outer service, our cossacks, and all our numerous men. We should not behave in a manner that differs from our words [contained] in this şartname.

For the sake of authentication of our present şartname, we have stamped the golden şartname with the golden nişan, and we have sent it.

Written in the great city of Ferahkerman, at the date of the 9th day of the blessed month of Zilkade in [the year] 926, on Sunday.

[seal] Mehmed Giray Khan, son of Mengli Giray Khan

---

the palatalized orthography encountered in the present document (the Arabic letters sin and kef instead of the expected sad and gayn: سارنكتازا and not صلازتكازا).

46 According to a Muslim tradition (hadith), recorded in the collection of Ahmad bin Hanbal, Allah sent 124,000 prophets to the earth, including Prophet Muhammad; cf. Document 13, n. 3.

47 Mustafa (lit. “the Chosen”) is the second name of Prophet Muhammad.

48 The possessive dative elingizge kümüngüze derives from el kün, i.e., “people.”

49 I.e., Perekop, also known as Or qal’esi or Or qapu; see Jankowski, Historical-Etymological Dictionary, pp. 748–750.

50 Yekşenbe, i.e., the first day of the week according to the Persian calendar.

51 In the middle of the seal there is the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamğa).
APPENDIX: the text of the Ruthenian copy (A.).

Доконъчанье на Коряњъ Польскый:

Богъ такий милостивы, жалостивы, которыя милеть свою хло́пью!

Бога единого моцью, Мягъметъ Пророка нанкою, што Богъ Емъ ласки свою далъ, божею милость Мягъметъ Киреи Цар, Дест-и Кипъчакъ всимъ зеламъ татарскымъ господарь, с предковъ своихъ господарь, слово мое то есть:

Правал ряка, левал ряка тмы, тмами [sic], сто и десетъ хто маеть, со вланы, кнази, и мурзы всеи земли Короны Полское, з головах кназу арыбискупи; владыславскому бискупи, кназу Матиля; пре-мышскому бискупи подканцлерему; пану Крыштоев, воеводе краковскому, катшталну [sic] и великому канцлеру; великому подскарбemu, пану Миколаю; каменецкому воеводе [sic] и ловскому, маршатьку великому; познанскому воеводе; пану Єпирею, воеводе судомирскому, великому гетману; воеводе любельскому, пану Точинскому; кроме тыхъ Короны Полское великымъ бискупомъ, кановникомъ, плебаномъ, попомъ, мещаномъ, бодромъ, и всимъ кроме того навышимъ Паномъ Радомъ, и дворянамъ, и всимъ посполитымъ людемъ:

Справне то ведайте: ІХъ самъ, Мягъметъ Киреи Цар, и сынъ мои Богатиръ Сольтана, мы есмо видели нашихъ предковъ, которыхъ Богъ съ сего света сослав, тыхъ нашихъ предковъ братство, и признь, и мир. Великии цар Токътмымъ, великии цар Вдячъ Киреи, почонъ вт великого корола Владислава <и до> Пакге, и почонъ вт великого кназа Витовтшя, и ко [sic] Казимера великого корола, предть наши и дади наши, великии цари съ нимъ и братстве и призни были, и мир держали правдою, какъ Короне Полскои, такъ Великому Тызвству Литовсскомъ, каждому прыцелю ихъ прицелы были, каждому непрыцелу неприцелемъ были, слугъ побольшою ихъ и земла поширела, прицелы бы радовалися, неприцелы слепы были.

И мы вгленину правда и мира прика тыхъ нашихъ, с правого серца самъ Мягъметъ Киреи Цар, и сынъ мои Богатиръ Сольтана, вси дити мои и брата мои цареве, вси вланы, кнази, и мурзы, и еще вси дворо финане, и вси мои подданны, вси поспол стали есмо, се докон- чаны, которыхъ понес нашъ великии посолъ, великого карачел сынъ Довлетековъ Ширеневскихъ Юларъ Мурза, под нимъ кназъ Абрагымъ, нашъ ихъмистъ и верны слуга, еще ваш посолъ, панъ Зникен Горностаевичъ, и к тому нашъ верны слуга, панъ Августин Калибардисъ, кавалерий Спирндора, которыхъ же вашего и вашего [sic6]

---

6 Written correctly at the bottom of p. 786; on p. 787 entered mistakenly as с права.
7 In A* corrected: naszoho y waszoho.
доброго хотчать, перед нами, и на нашои книзе Коруне приславши есмо и правдѣ сполнили, што с тобою, братомъ нашимъ, Жикимонтомъ королемъ, брат и прытатель бы был, прытателя бы прытателъ бы, непрытателя непрытатель, юдин к юдину таковой быхмо были, какъ наши предки были. Коли такъ будеть, межи насъ ни юдин насъ [sic] непрытателъ не въвоицеть.

И вы, брат нашъ, нашего непрытателя Ши Ахмата Цара и слугъ его в себе бы держали твердо дотуль, поки на него Богъ смерть зовцеть.

И которые межи насъ и васъ послы ездать, вы бы, брат нашъ, и мы тыхъ по[с]лов большей двухъ месяцеи не держали, со всимъ добрымъ бы ихъ втпускали. И коли такъ будеть ваши и наши слуги скоро ездити, то добро.

А что намъ есть прирекли, брат нашъ, давати впоминкъ в каждомъ годѣ по петнадцать тисяцъ золотыхъ с обеихъ панствъ вашихъ, какъ с Корона Полское полъсмы тысячи, а з Великого Кнѧженѣ Литовскаго полъсмы тысячи, в тое васъ, брата нашего просимъ, абъ есте тотъ впоминокъ до насъ прислали по вашимъ свате Великоднии и семи неделяхъ, на рок вашего свыта Паникостела.

Прислали есте до насъ прослы докончанцъ на втчызнѣ свою, Корону Полскую; и мы золотомъ писали и подъ печато золотою посломъ нашимъ великимъ, Хлицер Мурзю, и кнѧземъ Вѣрмакумъ, ихъхристомъ нашимъ, и твоимъ посломъ, паномъ Викимвъ Горностаевичомъ, написавши тое докончанье, к тобе, брату нашему, есмо послали. И то ведаи, брат нашъ, намъ есть юбон панства твои за юдно, какъ Корона Полская, такъ Великое Кнѧженѣ Литовское. Короны Полское городы: Люблинъ, Львовъ, Каменецъ Подолье [sic], Межибоже, Хмелникъ, Летичовъ, Зеньковъ, Бучачъ, Белзъ, Сокаль, Переѣмль, Холмъ, Скалакъ, еще крома ины городы, села, места, и всемъ подданнымъ вашимъ, кто на тое панство, Корону Полскую непрытателъ, тотъ намъ непрытателемъ, какъ на Корону Полскую, такъ на Великое Кнѧженѣ Литовское.

Еще бы Короны Полское купцы не бола к намъ ездили, а наши купцы не бола в Корону Полскую ехати, ни ют насть бы вашимъ купцомъ криды не было, и ют васъ бы нашимъ купцомъ такоже криды не было. И коли с Короны Полское к нашей земли купцы приидять, мыта на нихъ маатъ взати ют ета денегъ три денги, а через то жадное бы сл криды не боли, здорово бъ приихали, и засла в свою землю здорово бы сл вернули, безо всякое шкоды. А ести бы ют нашихъ детеи, або ют кнѧзей, влановъ, мурзъ, або ют казаковъ нашихъ тымъ купцомъ [sic] крида бы была, и хто бы ихъ пограбил, мы в ихъ взвали заса имъ вернемъ. И наши купцы коли в вашу землю поедятъ и хто бы ихъ пограбил, и вы бы, брат нашъ, казали по тому ж, ют тыхъ купцовъ [sic] втнемачи, купцомъ нашимъ вернути.

И што в семъ докончанъ нашомъ написано, на всихъ нашихъ словахъ правдой твердою [м]аемъ стоати. Кѣ, Мажмедь Киренъ Цар, и сынъ мои Богатыръ Солътанъ в головахъ, и еще вѣ дети мои и брата
мои царевичи, и вси [в]ланы, кнѧзи, и мурзы, и дворане, и вси мои подданы, твердо правду и присلاعب есмо чинили на божемъ имены, и подлугъ веры нашего сто тислѣ, и двадцать тислѣ, и чытры тислѣ пророковъ, еще нашъ правы пророкъ Его Милость, Магъмет Мастаѳа: волѣлаги, биллаги, щастлѣлаги, з вашимъ, правымъ сер- цомъ брата нашего, брата и приꙗтель есмо, што въ семъ докончани нашомъ выписано все, и вашо земли, на всѣ на вашо панство, мес- томъ вашимъ, городомъ вашимъ, селомъ вашимъ, и всимъ подданымъ вашимъ, и всимъ людемъ вашимъ, щт нас и щт детен моихъ, и щт вла- новъ, и щт кнѧзи, и мурзъ, и дворан, и всихъ моихъ подданыхъ, и щт козаковъ нашихъ, и щто всихъ людей нашихъ лихота бы не была. И въ сихъ докончани инакъ бы мы не были, и въ слове маемъ въ своемъ стояти.

И сее докончане для правды золотомъ написано, и под печатью золотою послалъ есмо.


---

52 The dating is confusing as 9 Zilkade 926 A.H. corresponded with 21 October 1520. The same difference between the Muslim and the Christian dates can be found in the previous document; cf. Document 19, n. 41.
53 The indiction number, missing in the original, was apparently entered by the Ruthenian translator or the Lithuanian chancery clerk who copied the present document; the ninth indiction lasted from 1 September 1520 till 31 August 1521.
DOCUMENT 21 (FEBRUARY–MARCH 1522)
The oath by Evliya (Ovlijar), the Crimean envoy sent to King Sigismund

Ruthenian copies:

Какъ будучы Господарю Его Милосты оу Городне на великом соимѣ, индыкт десѧтыи, послъ великии Магъметъ Кирела, царѧ перекопскаго, Овлияр моурза прысѧгу вчынилъ Господарю Его Милосты дꙋшою царевою тымъ вбычаемъ:

IΔ, Овлияр мурза, прысѧгъ душею господарѧ моего, волного царѧ Магъметъ Киреевою на алъ-Курантъ, на бересать, через Бога вышнего има, и черезъ Махамета пророка нашего, и через сто и двадъцать и чотыри тысячи, и черезъ триста и тринадъцать пророковъ нашихъ, брату господарѧ моего, королю полскому и великому князю литовскому, его милосты Жикгимонту, на томъ, ижь господаръ нашъ, великіи цар Магъметь Киреи маець Королю Его Милосты то все держать справедливе и полнити во всємъ подлинъ того листа, который а листь присѧжныи вт господарѧ моего Королю Его Милосты прынес.

И во всемъ господаръ мои, волный цар маець Королю Его Милосты добра хотети и прияти, и ничого на Господарѧ Его Милосты и на вбощ паньства его милосты: Коронѣ Полскую и Великое Кнѧзьство Литовское, лихого не маєт мыслити, и сыновъ свойхъ и людеи своихъ внати, и не дати вбоямъ паньствае его милосты шъкоды чинити. И приятелю Королѧ вт Его Милосты маєт быть приятелемъ, а неприятелю неприятелемъ.

И естли то господарѧ мо сполънить, Боже ему помози, а естли то не сполнить, Боже ему не помози, и нехай будеть штдалънъ вт ласки божое и закону Махомета пророка нашего, и тыхъ всихъ вышен писанныхъ пророковъ нашихъ, и нехай будетъ яко нелывны поганинъ, и нехай бы жадныи его сынъ, и по немъ будучи, на томъ царствѣ, на которомъ онъ царєть, не царевали, але какъ Богь правдивы и справедливы, нехай ихъ кинеть съ стольца втцовскаго, а неприателю ихъ нехай Богъ на томъ столыц пановати вчинитъ на вечныи часы.

a Perhaps it should read: берекатъ, i.e., “the divine blessings” in Arabic and Turkish.
b Written mistakenly: королю.
c Written mistakenly: на церевали.
Evliya Mirza, the great envoy of Mehmed Giray, the khan of Perekop [i.e., the Crimean khan], to His Majesty, the hospodar, present at the great Diet in Hrodna during the 10th indiction, swore the oath with the khan's soul to His Majesty, the hospodar, in the following manner:

I, Evliya Mirza, swear with the soul of my lord, the free khan Mehmed Giray, by the Koran, the divine blessings, the name of the highest God, our prophet Muhammad, and our 124,000 and 313 prophets to the brother of my lord, His Majesty Sigismund, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, that our lord, the great khan Mehmed Giray, should justly keep and entirely fulfill towards His Royal Majesty everything that is contained in the oath-letter [lyst prysjažnyj] that I have brought from my lord to His Royal Majesty.

And in all aspects my lord, the free khan, should wish well and be friendly towards His Royal Majesty, and should have no bad intentions against His Majesty, the hospodar and the two states of His Majesty: the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and he should restrain his sons and his men and not let them commit any damage to the two states of His Majesty. And he should be a friend of His Royal Majesty's friend, and an enemy of his enemy.

And if my lord fulfills this, may God assist him; and if he does not fulfill it, may God deny him assistance, and may he be separated from the divine grace and from the law of our prophet Muhammad, and from all our above written prophets, and may he be like a false-hearted heathen, and may none of his sons and descendants reign in the kingdom in which he reigns, but—as God is true and just—may He remove them from the ancestral throne, and may God make their enemies rule on that throne forever.

---

1 On Evliya Mirza, the son of Devletek and a member of the Shirin clan, see Document 19, n. 9.
2 The grand duke of Lithuania was titled hospodar.
3 The tenth indiction lasted from 1 September 1521 till 31 August 1522 and the Diet in Hrodna was held in February and March 1522; see Antoni Gąsiorowski, “Itineraria dwu ostatnich Jagiellonów,” p. 263.
4 On the expression volnyj car (“free khan”), reflecting the ancient Mongol-Tatar notion of sovereignty, cf. Document 10, n. 3.
5 The obscure word beresat has been tentatively read as berekat; cf. n. a above.
6 According to a Muslim tradition (hadith), recorded in the collection of Ahmad bin Hanbal, Allah sent to the earth 124,000 prophets (anbiya’, pl. of nabi), out of whom 315 were also messengers (rusul, pl. of rasul), committed with bringing new sets of laws; see Musnadu l-Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal (164–241 H.), vol. 36, p. 619. A similar hadith is recorded in the collection of Ibn Hibban, rearranged by the medieval Muslim scholar Ali bin Balban, though it mentions slightly different numbers of 120,000 prophets and 313 messengers (among the latter, the first one was Adam, the penultimate Jesus, and the last Muhammad); see al-Amir ‘Ala’addin ‘Ali bin Balban al-Farsi, al-Ihsan fi taqribi sahih Ibn Hibban, vol. 2 (Beirut, 1988 A.D./1408 A.H.), p. 77. A reference to 124,000 prophets can be found already in Mengli Giray’s oath registered in a document from 1478; cf. Document 13, n. 3.
The oath-ярлык (jarlyk prysjažnyj) sent by Khan Sa’adet Giray to King Sigismund

The original document is missing.

Ruthenian copies:

Тыи ярлыки прынесены до Кракова жь:

Великое Врдь великого царя Садеть Кирел слово нашо то есть:

Ладскому, литовскому, ряскому, пряскому, жомоитскому, и инъых многих паньствъ господарю, брату моему королю Жыкгимонту многокроть поклонъ.

Пры томъ слово нашо то есть, штож штъ предка моего, Хать Кирел царя с твоими предки межы собою в братьве и въ прыꙗзни были, а потомъ тежъ мои предокъ, Магъметъ Кирен Царь с тобою в братьвѣ и въ прыꙗзни были, завъжды межы ними поминьки и поклоны черезъ свой великии послы посылвал, а для того тежъ кролевство, люди и паньство завъжды вовъ поклоны бывало. А первеи сего предки, штъцы мои: Менъ Кгиреи Царъ, братъ твои, произошло изъ моими предками и межы твоими тежъ предками, штоковѣсь было колко прысѧгъ межы нами, и тежъ некако хотѣли6 были тыи прысѧгъ свои рышыты. И тогды прысѧгли ряшывшы, зъ завольскимъ царемъ изъ Ахъметъ царемъ, и изъ его детьми, изъ Саидахмет царемъ, и тежъ з Мортꙋзою, в братьвѣ и прыꙗзни зашли; а з моими предки съ стародавъна в братьвѣ и въ прыꙗзни были, а потомъ тежъ штърекъы ад шть тых братьвовъ и шть прыꙗзни, и съ ними братьвѣ и въ прыꙗзни зашли. А потомъ сколько годовъ бывшы тое паньство завольское згиняло, и естанокъ Богъ ласку свою вчынил и все паньство предъ моемъ поддал. Потомъ князь Иванъ московскіи, вашихъ и нашихъ предковъ холонъ, и тежъ непрызытелъ нашъ и вашъ, съ поколенья смердѣнъ сынъ есть, з нами в братьвѣ и въ прыꙗзни быти неподобень былъ, а тежъ хотѣлъ смердѣ, словъ своему, прысѧге своему досъытъ чынил, с предкомъ моимъ, с царемъ прызытелемъ бѣдны, добрыхъ своихъ поминъковъ николи

6 Written with a redundant subscribed letter ژ.
не въмешъкъвалъ. Ино для тое прычыны его людемъ и паньствомъ непрызны не чынилъ и вояска землю его не пискивалъ. А въ вашо паньство какъ почали завыкъды ходити и воевати на кождый годъ, а з другое стороны московскій кнѧзь Иванъ прышодшы, некоторые города твоя побралъ и до сих часовъ в себе маешь; а то все для того, что мнъ завыкъды с предки моими в прызыны былъ.

А вы тежъ и теперь з московскімъ в непрызны живете, а иншѣ люди вашо паньство воевали; то все для того, что межъ нами щдности неъ и вы мене, брата своего какъ бы за нищто видачы, икѣбы в перекопскому паньстве жаднаго чело века не усталъ, ани овздамѣнѣть неѣ, какъ бы з малого господара мающы, томъ паньству. И которыя мярызы чтъ нашего паньства з нашое службы в Нагахе ходать веткѣны, и ты минающы мене, с которыми еси здавъна и с предки моими в прызыны былъ, а з нагаискымъ хочешь в прызыны быти. Чы не лепен было тобо со мъною, братомъ своимъ, в прызыни зани, а непрыщыта нашего московскаго с одно стороны я быых воевалъ, а для того бы межы нами братствомъ и прызынь шыршла са?

Ино теперъ мало больши двѣ годовъ в нашем паньстве какъ вархолотъ сталъ былъ, и теперь, хвала миломъ Богу, брать мои меньшни. Исламъ Солтанъ мене, брата своего старшого, цара правды взвавъны, и тежъ к томъ ёлъ езналъ, икъ с порадою лиших людемъ ходилъ, и теперъ ёнъ мене, брать своємъ старшымъ в томъ винѣнъ са далъ, и мовилъ мене: "я въ томъ обмывилъ ёлъ, рачъ ты мене, брать мои, тое взѣпствити." Ино межы нами в старшыхъ кнѧзъ Немѣцъ, и иншыхъ кнѧзы, власы, и мяры, и Бахтиаръ Мурща, за нимъ мене просили и ёднали. А Исламъ Солтанъ, брать мои, прышолъ до мене, беревъкѣ на шуо вазложывъны, и мовилъ: "волень ты хотѣа вмори абъ жживи, винѣнъ есмы передъ тобою." И я тежъ помышлявъны и бачача то, ижъ маю в себе непрыщителъ, и хотачы его в послѣзне своеи на кождынъ непрыщыта послати, и древъцо и саблю мою въ крови непрыщылскѣи втоити, тотъ гневъ мои, и к тому тежъ видачы, икъ ёнъ не своее воли то чывнш, все есмы емѣ жывенти. И я для тое его покоры, жывентвны цалкинство в Сад Кирелъ, емѣ есми далъ, и люди вси, вместо еси, къ томъ прысяхъвать, емъ жъ есмы подать, и в Перекопе водле себе есмы его посадилъ. А тому Сад Кирео далъ есми своіи города, которыя на Днепре маю.

Ино теперъ, хвала миломъ Богу, в то есмо надеи воиско свое ему даввши, прышылъ прыцыны, а непрыщылъ непрызыны вкажеть, бо которыя кнѧзы, власы, и мярызы в паньстве нашемъ в росторжыцѣ были, ты[й] взо вси в единожествѣ с нами стали. А теперъ есмо для тыхъ прычыне тое надеи, их кождымъ непрыщыле нашои непрызыни укажемъ и доведемъ. И теперъ, какъ здавъна в братствѣ и прызыни добре были, а такежъ со мысю с царемъ, з братьмъ своими, естъ хочешь быти за щдинъ, моего и твоего непрыщыла московскаго, люди и паньство его, з великимъ своимъ воискомъ хочъ самъ поити воевати. А естъ бых самъ не пошолъ, я Исламъ Солтана и иншыхъ братае своихъ меньшных з воиско свойымъ великимъ пошлю, паньство московскаго завъкъды воевати, а то бы нашо прызыне
и братства добroe знамя прызны было. А з дрeнe стороны ты бы, брaть нашъ, тогo нeпрыщуелa свoегo своиим людми воевaл; а которыи городы твои тотъ холонъ забрали, то eсьмо нaден шt милого Бога, ий и звышъ тых городовъ в него чтъбережъ. Естъли со мъню с одного в братстве и прызны жyти биpдyщъ, прыщуепъ своеeм прызны, а нeпрыщуелa своеeм нeпрызны доведщъ, а кoли бидешь вдвинъ сам жyти, то ты ведаешь, колько шкoд собе бидешь мети.

Ино и, брaть вашъ, какъ eсмы на мeстцы чтъца своего сeлъ, и как то слишиte межы братства, твoл милость, брaть мои, никoли нe хотeл еси прыслати до мeне, брaта свого, здоровъва мoего навежаычъ, и тежъ поклонъ и впоминокъ свои мeне дающъ. Какъ жo и и теперь по тобe, брaть своеeмъ, тoе надeинъ, ийкъ нe тoлькo теперешниe впомнъки, але и прошлыh годовъ, которыих еси намъ дати нe хотeлъ, того сa нaдeвaю, бо тых часовъ, какъ eсмы мел варhолъ в своеe земли, ино eсмы дlя того вeльmъ вдохжаль.

A братъскал речь тo есть, eсъли брaть его в чомъ бидетъ метi впадъ, тогдъы мaeть его людми aбо скaрьбкомъ подмочы, а в томъ брaть за брaта мaeть сeрдечниe прызны знaити. Мы завъды чтъ нaс, брaта нашего корolлa, тое надеин были, ино вы, брaть нашъ, здоровъва нашего навежающъ никoли еси до нас нe прыслaлъ, а которyя и холopa свого Асенькъ въ тете, брaта своего послaл есмы былъ, здоровъве мое тобe поведaющъ, а твeго здоровъва навежающъ, ино и тo еси въ себе задержалъ.

Ино люди твои прыщodны, городы мои поднeпърскъи поламали, не ведаю с вашим ведомъ, не ведаю сами чтъ собыо, и eсъли людь твои собыо тo въчинили, и посылал послеща своего до тобe з жалобъю, абы ты мне дал ведати, дла чого вы мои городы казал поламати, мне л шкodъ чынца, чы л пакъ нe хотaчъ того видети, икъбы Нагaицы на тых городех селя и на мeне воевали? Ты того послеща задержалъ, мне в томъ нe дал знати, eсъли бы me в томъ шкodъ aбо прызны для Нагaицовъ чынилъ. A коли бы вы мне дali то знaти, икъ для Нагaицовъ тыи городы казал поламати, me в томъ прышуемъ, и былъ за то братство и прызны с тобою прыналъ. И ты, брaть нашъ, нe хотaчъ мeти давъное прызны с мъюю, мовил еси, ажъбы вжo с мене тобe нi прызны, ани непрызны нe было, и на поведаныи речи домънимал еси, чтобы вжo въ моемъ панстве ни дннoго човька не было. И чтъ посыланы, воиско мое, хотaлъ мalны людь, подалъ есмъ царевичомъ, Аллюбeц Солтанъ a Welamъ Солтанъ, послaл есмы въ панстве тvoe ладское. И казал есмы воевати дла того, шобы ты, брaть нашъ, тое ведалъ, ижъ еще въ мeне еstъ люди.

A на потомъ тежъ Казимир корол з отцомъ моимъ самъ прыслягъ рышълъ, и тежъ въ Сандъ Ахметъ Царемъ, a з Мортзойо Царемъ въ братствe и прызны были. A ты, брaть нашъ, з Нагaици хотaчъ с одного быти, мене, брaта своего за нищъто собe видали, и тежъ хотaчъ заволскъи царл Шыгахмата въпистителъ, нaмъ нeпрызны чынца, нагаискъm послу на имя Смeндцар въ ръкъ подaвши, нeпрyщуелъ нашимъ Нагaицомъ хотaчъ его царемъ въсдити, и мы тое вслъвaвъ, мовили есъмо: чтъ правды корол намъ нeпрыщуелъ.” Ино
мы дла того я дрвое послалл з воискомъ своимъ великимъ брата своего меньшаго Сангъ Кгиреи Солътана, паньство твое воевати.

И какъ есмы, брать твои, прышол на местъю и царствъ штѣца своего, я шѣть тебе ни доброго слова, ани поминъковъ теж есмы не видѣлъ. Ино мы шѣть предковъ нашихъ ведаемъ, ижъ вы въ братьстве и прышанны мѣшквали. А какъ есмы сел на столцы штѣца своего, нѣчого есмы шѣть тебе, брата своего, доброго не видѣлъ, толко есмы то видѣлъ, што люди твои города мои поламали. И я до тебе, брата своего, посылал слѣгку своего довѣдываючи сл., далъ что ты мне тотъ жалъ вчынилъ. И ты того слѣгу моего задержалъ, какъ бы менѣ въо ни за што собѣ маючы, и тежъ штобы въо въ паньстве моемъ людѣ не было, и штобы въо прышызнъ ани непрышызнъ шѣть насъ тобѣ не мела быти. И з непрыщалы нашими Наганы хотѣл еси быти за одинъ, а наше прышыны, которы шѣть давныхъ летъ съ нами мѣль, въо еси былъ запаматалъ и прыслаю свою ришылъ. А далъ того межъ нами таковымъ вархольтъ повѣсталъ, и съ тое тежъ прыѣчыны паньства твои есмы воевалъ.

Ино вѣдъ, што было то было, а тое въо мяннослъ, а теперь въо жывемъ въ братьстве и въ прышанны велики, какъ же и ты, брать нашъ, прышалъ до насъ слѣгку своего Михаила, штобыхъо съ тобою, братомъ нашимъ, въ твердои прышанны мѣшквали, а штобыхъо прышало прыщалымъ, а непрыщалы непрышылымъ были. И мовилъ намъ Михаило: “господарь нашъ королъ зъ вами, зъ братомъ своимъ хотѣчы въ прышанны быти, што братьство вов поконъ было.” А надъ Чанъ Кгиреи мѣрззино место на погощеныя длѧ лѣпшье правды, штобыхъ прыслали великолъ посла. IX, брать вѣшъ, справедливымъ сердцемъ своимъ, штобы томъ паньство поконъ былъ и межъ нами братьство и прышызнъ шѣть сихъ часовъ побольшала, къ томъ есми велику прышызнъ и пилость прыложылъ, и промежкі инѣзныхъ кназеи никого есмы таковаго не убралъ, нижли сестренца своего Макулы мѣрззы. Просилъ есмы въ злата своего, кназа Бахтиара видачы то, ижъ есмы никимъ инѣзнымъ такового дела не могъ исправлить. И Бахтиаръ мѣрззы того тежъ жадающы, што межъ нами братьство и прышызнъ была, того менѣ сына своего далъ. И мы тежъ передъ слѣгю твоимъ Михаиломъ прызвавши его къ собѣ, сынъмъ своимъ есмы его вчынилъ и посломъ великимъ наредилъ, и къ немѣ есмы дрвого посла прыставили, Магъметъ Харзыа, Асанъчу Харзыова сына.

Ино царевичы, брать молъ, съ кнази, влашы: Давлеть влашъ, Мортыза влашъ, Убыдзла влашъ, и карачеи наши: въ головахъ кназы Меменъ, а кназъ Асенекъ, а кназъ Мамутъ, а кназъ Уменъ, и всѣ кназы вставши, въ томъ менѣ просили тьымъ обычаемъ: “брать вашъ королъ которое слово до насъ вказалъ, есъ либы въ своемъ слове и прышылѣ стоялъ, и тебе господарю нашому Сангъ Кгирею Царю тыи

\[\text{The letter } \partial \text{ is uplifted but perhaps in the original this entry read: на Дчанъ Кгиреи мѣрззино место.}\]
поминъки посылал, какъ братъ твоему старшему Магъметъ Кирею Царю завѣждѣды посылал въ браствѣ и въ прыззни быдчы; и тобѣ тежъ кроме тых поминъков, естъли бы еси въ што жедалъ, некан бы вѣчъ въ томъ не вымовѣлаль, а штобы братьство и прыззнь справленою верно держалъ; и какъ штцы втреемъ и старшемъ братѣ, Магъметъ Кирею Царю, которыи поминъки сыливали, почонъцы штѣ кагалкгеи солтана, почонъцы штѣ великого, и до малого, царевичомъ, и кнѧземъ, мѣръзамъ, и иншымъ кнѧземъ, вланомъ, и земланомъ, и двораномъ, и иншымъ вернымъ слугамъ, которыи завѣждѣды пры тобѣ въ ренстрѣ столь, всѣхъ тых доходы естъли бы хотел дати.

Цѣ въто на томъ прыззну вѣчынилъ. И ты бы до менѣ, брата своего, въ томъ ничого не мѣшцкующъ дали ведати, естъли бы тѣ хотел на томъ зостати. И съ тыхъ поминъки штобы еси послѣ моего, Чынъ Киреи мѣръзъ, прыставившы къ немѣ своего великого послѣ, итвѣджшы прыззами до менѣ втѣястилъ, абы тыи мой послы, которыи до тебе съ прыззами поинѣлъ, съ Дѣчынъ Гиреи мѣръзою и съ твоимъ посломъ въ Киевѣ сл поткали; и некан бы тыи мои послы до тебе пошли, а твои послы до менѣ прыззны, братьство и прыззнь твердью межы нами вѣчынилъ.

А мне говорыли кнѧзъ, вланы, и мѣръзы, естъли ты, брать мой со мѣною въ прыззни быдешь жити, вѣни поспол со мѣною на томъ прыззѣнули, икъ майтъ штѣ того часу со мѣною на московскаго завѣждѣды воевати, и саблѣю своею непрыззными доводити, и всѣхъ непрыззтело твоемѣ быти непрыззтелемъ, и прыззтело прыззтелемъ.

И содиночвѣвшыя, есъми со вѣсею радою нашою подлѣтъ своихъ книгъ прыззгу вѣчынили: воллага вельбильага. И указыонѣ тое братьство и прыззны нашу, которыи хочемъ вѣчынити, и послѣ нашего великаго на то нарадили, и прыззѣнули, и послѣлъ есъми до тебе, брата нашего, си нами листы великихъ прыззѣныыхъ тымъ посломъ, нашимъ добрымъ а вернымъ слугою, Белечыковымъ сыномъ Цѣцѣруюю, а Дчанака писара. И што тотъ слыга мои буду штѣ менѣ тебе, брать моему слово мовити, ты бы, брать мои тому верялъ, бо мои слова будеть тебе говорити. Бо какъ Богъ удинъ есть на небѣ, некан бы межы нами такжѣ здѣно слово и прыззга твердѣлъ былъ.

А ты бы, брать мой прыззъ и прыззгу твердѣ держалъ, такъ какъ и я, а слово своему паномъ бы еси былъ. А штобы тотъ мои листъ писарь мои Дчанака передъ тобою братомъ моимъ чоль.

Тотъ мой дрѣляй прыззэныый подъ перестенною печатою послѣ есъми. Писонъ въ Перекопѣ сен штѣ Магъметова нароженья девеносто вѣчѣ нѣтъ и Лі [33] летоу.

---

2 An obvious mistake; it should read девятсотъ (“nine hundred”) and not девеносто (“ninety”).
These yarlıqş have been brought to Cracow:¹

This is our word, [the word] of the great khan of the Great Horde, Sa’adet Giray:

[Let] multiple salutations [be pronounced] to my brother, King Sigismund, the lord of Poland, Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Samogitia, and many other states.

Our pronouncement is as following: since [the time of] our ancestor, Hadji Giray Khan, [our ancestors] had remained in mutual brotherhood and friendship with your ancestors, and thereafter also my ancestor,² Mehmed Giray Khan, maintained brotherhood and friendship with you, and [they] used to send mutual gifts and salutations through their great envoys; for that reason [your] kingdom, people and state used to remain in peace. And yet formerly, [in the time of] my ancestor and father: Mengli Giray Khan, your brother, and also your father, the great king Casimir, no matter how many oaths had been sworn between my ancestors and your ancestors, they somehow chose to violate their oaths. And then, having violated the oaths they commenced brotherhood and friendship with Ahmed Khan,³ the Trans-Volgine khan, and with his children, Seyyid Ahmed Khan and Murtaza;⁴ while they had remained in brotherhood and friendship with my ancestors since the ancient times, thereafter they renounced this brotherhood and friendship, and commenced brotherhood and friendship with those [mentioned above]. And thereafter, some years ago, the Trans-Volgine state perished, and God extended his favor and finally submitted this whole state to my ancestor. Thereafter, the Muscovian duke Ivan,⁵ the slave [Ruth. xolop] of your [ancestors] and our ancestors, and also our and

¹ The heading refers to the present and the following document (Document 23).
² Mehmed Giray was Sa’adet Giray’s older brother as they were both the sons of Mengli Giray.
³ On Ahmed (r. 1459–1481), the son of Küchük Muhammed and the khan of the Great Horde (referred to as Trans-Volgine in the Slavic sources), see Document 10, n. 7.
⁴ After the death of Ahmed Khan in 1481, his state was divided among his sons, who competed for the supreme rule; see M. Safargaliev, Raspad Zolotoj ordy, p. 269. Initially two older brothers, Murtaza and Seyyid Ahmed, ruled jointly; see the letter of Murtaza, dated in 1484, announcing their joint rule to King Casimir (pervej Oxfomat car odyn car byl, a nyne dva cary esno, z bratom moym Sid-Axmatom), published in Pułaski, Stosunki Polski z Tatarszczyzną, p. 210. In the 1490s the supreme rule passed to their younger brother, Sheikh Ahmed (cf. Document 9, n. 27). At first, Murtaza and Seyyid Ahmed unwillingly accepted his rule, but then abandoned him in 1501, on the eve of the collapse of the Great Horde; see Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, p. 155. Seyyid Ahmed should not be confused with another Seyyid Ahmed, the grandson of Tokhtamış, who had been detained in Kaunas since 1454 and died in Lithuanian captivity; on the latter see Document 6, n. 4.
⁵ I.e., Ivan III (r. 1462–1505).
your enemy, the son of a serf [Ruth. smerd] by descent, unworthy to remain in brotherhood and friendship with us, notwithstanding his being a serf, fulfilled his word and oath, and while being a friend of my ancestor, the khan, he never delayed [the delivery of] his fitting gifts. For this reason he [i.e., my ancestor] did not display hostility towards his people and states, and did not let his troops raid his land. And as they began to constantly invade and raid your state every year, the Muscovian duke Ivan entered from another direction and captured some of your towns that he still keeps until now; and all this resulted from the fact that he had always remained in friendship with my ancestors.

And also now, you live in hostility with the Muscovian [duke], and other men [i.e., enemies] have raided your state [as well]; all this results from the fact that there is no unity between us and you regard me, your brother, as a nobody, as if there remained nobody in the Crimean state [Ruth. v perekop-skom pan’s’tve], and as if this state had no foundation, being reigned by a petty ruler. And as regards the mirzas, who have gone to the Nogays, having escaped from our state and service, you want to keep friendship with the Nogays, while neglecting me, with whom and whose ancestors you have remained in friendship since the ancient times. Would not it be better if you commence friendship with me, your brother, so that I would raid our Muscovian enemy from one direction, [and you from another,] and in result brotherhood and friendship would spread between us?

Currently there has been a turmoil in our state for just over two years, but now, thanks to dear God, my younger brother,6 Islam Giray, has acknowledged my right, [the right] of his elder brother, the khan, and he has acknowledged that he had followed the advice of wicked men. And now he has admitted his fault in this respect towards me, his elder brother, and told me: “I was mistaken; would you, my brother, condescend to forgive me?” And also Memesh Bey,7 being the elder among us [i.e., our counselors], and other beys [Ruth. knjazi], ulans, and mirzas, and Bakhtiyar Mirza,8 have requested and solicited

---

6 In fact, Islam Giray was Sa’adet’s nephew and the son of the late khan, Mehmed Giray.

7 Memesh (or Mamısh), son of Mamaq and leader (qaraçı bey) of the Shirin clan between 1523 and 1528, who succeeded in this post Agish; he married Mehmed Giray’s daughter; in 1524–1526 he supported the pretender to the throne, Islam Giray, and was temporarily deprived of his post; in 1528 he rebelled again and was killed on the khan’s order; see Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” p. 59; Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, pp. 95–96; Manz, “The Clans of the Crimean Khanate,” pp. 303 and 308.

8 Bakhtiyar Mirza, son of Devletek (see Document 19, n. 8), husband of Sa’adet Giray’s sister (see below) and the future leader of the Shirin clan between 1528 and 1531; already in the early 1520s he played a prominent political role; in 1524–1526, when Memesh sided with Islam Giray, he remained loyal to the khan and was appointed a qaraçı bey, but only temporarily; after the execution of Memesh in 1528 he finally became the qaraçı bey, but he instigated another conspiracy and was killed on Sa’adet Giray’s order in 1531; see Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” p. 59; Manz, “The Clans of the Crimean Khanate,” pp. 303–305 and 308; for his seal, preserved on a document held in the Topkapı Palace, see Ostapchuk, “The Publication
me in his favor. And my brother, Islam Sultan, has come to me, having placed a wooden bar on his neck, and said: “you can kill [me] or bring [back] to life, as I have wronged you.” In consideration that I have [other] enemies [as well] and seeing that he had not committed this [wrong] of his own will, I [have quelled] my anger and forgiven him all [his faults] in desire to send him in my service against any of my enemies and to plunge my [spear] shaft and my saber in my enemies’ blood. And because of his submission, I have given him the post of the qalga along with all men attached to this [post], having taken it away from Sahib Giray,⁹ and I have seated him beside me [to rule] in the Crimea [Ruth. v Perekope]. And to the aforementioned Sahib Giray¹⁰ I have given [in recompense] a number of towns that I possessed on the Dnieper.

And now, thanks to dear God, we have given him [i.e., Islam Giray] troops in the hope that he demonstrates friendship to [our] friend, and enmity to [our] enemy, as all the beys, ulans, and mirzas, who were scattered in our state, are already united with us [again]. And therefore we hope that we will demonstrate and prove enmity towards any of our enemies. And now, as [our ancestors] had remained in brotherhood and friendship from the ancient times, if you want to unite likewise with me, the khan and your brother, I want to set out in person, along with my large army, to raid the people and state of my and your Muscovian enemy. And if I do not set out in person, I will send Islam Sultan and my other younger brothers, along with my great army, to raid constantly the state of the Muscovian [duke], and that would be a good sign of our oath, brotherhood, and friendship. And you, our brother, would raid this enemy of yours along with your men [i.e., troops] from another direction; and as regards your towns that this slave [Ruth. xolop] took away, we set our hope on dear God that you will recapture from him even more than these towns. If you live in unity, brotherhood, and friendship with me, you will [be able to] demonstrate friendship to your friend and enmity to your enemy, but if you live alone, you know [well] how much damage you will suffer.

And as I, your brother, have ascended the seat of my father, Your Majesty, my brother, have never wished to send [embassy] to me, your brother, asking about my health and delivering salutations and gifts, as it is customary among brothers. And now I expect from you, my brother, not merely the present gifts, but also the gifts due for the previous years that you have not wished to give

---

⁹ Rendered corruptly as Sad Kirej; apparently the scribe, who copied this document, mistook the uplifted Cyrillic letter “п” (n) for “д” (d). Sahib Giray, the former khan of Kazan (1521–1524) and the future khan of the Crimea (1532–1551), was granted the post of qalga in 1525 in return for his assistance to Sa’adet Giray against Islam Giray. The conditions of reconciliation between Sa’adet and Islam, agreed upon in 1526, provided that the post of qalga would be given to Islam. As a compensation, Sahib Giray was granted several forts and pasturages on the lower Dnieper (apart from Očakiv, granted to Islam Giray); cf. Hajvoronskyj, Poveliteli dvux materikov, vol. 1, pp. 171–173.

¹⁰ Again corruptly rendered as Sad Kirej.
us; I expect this, since in the time of the turmoil in my land I have incurred large debts.

And such is the brotherly duty: if his brother falls into any trouble, then he [i.e., the other brother] should help with his men [i.e., troops] and treasure, and hence he should demonstrate his cordial brotherly friendship. We have always counted in this respect on you, the king and our brother, but you, our brother, have never sent [embassy] to us, asking about our health; and even when we sent to you, our brother, our slave [Ruth. xolop] Asenke, announcing you my health and asking about your health, you detained him.

And as your men arrived and destroyed my towns on the Dnieper, I do not know whether with your knowledge or on their own, I sent to you my envoy with a complaint, [to enquire] whether your men did it on their own, and so that you let me know why you had ordered to destroy these towns of mine: either in order to harm me, or in order to prevent the Nogays from settling in these towns and attacking me? [Yet,] you detained this envoy without letting me know, whether you had acted in order to harm me, or to aid me against the Nogays. And had you let me know that you had ordered to destroy these towns because of the Nogays, thus acting in my favor, for this reason I would have become your brother and friend. But you, our brother, without any desire to keep the ancient friendship with me, seemed [lit. were saying] not to care any more whether I would be friendly or hostile to you, and you assumed from [the received] messages that no man remained in my state. On hearing this, I gave my troops—though not numerous—to the sultans [i.e., princes] Özbek Sultan and Islam Sultan, and sent them to your Polish state. And I ordered to raid it so that you, our brother, know that I still have men [i.e., troops].

---

11 Asenke or Asenka, perhaps a diminutive from Asan (Hasan) or Esen; cf. Jankowski, Historical-Etymological Dictionary, pp. 1147–1148.
12 On Islamkerman, the castle built by Mengli Giray around 1504 on the left shore of the Dnieper, at the river crossing named Tavan (Tat. toğan keçidi), cf. Document 9, n. 31. Following the unsuccessful expedition of Mehemed Giray against Astrakhan and his death at the hands of the Nogays in 1523, the Lithuanian troops led by the starosta of Čerkasy, Ostašij Daškovyč, destroyed Islamkerman and took along its captured artillery to Čerkasy; see RGADA, f. 389, no. 7, pp. 905 and 910. Along with Islamkerman, some other minor Tatar settlements were destroyed as well, but the gossip about taking Očakiv proved false; cf. Čerkas, “Ordyns’ka polityka Velykoho Knjazivstva Lytovskoho,” p. 229.
13 Rendered corruptly as Azljubec Soltan; Özbek Sultan was a son of Mehemed Giray and a younger brother of Islam Giray. In a document from 1524 he is referred to as a qalga (see Malinovskij, “Istoričeskie sobranie,” pp. 412 and 414) and that explains the fact that in the present document he is listed before his older brother. He held the post of qalga twice: in the years 1523–1525 and again in 1532, under Islam Giray; cf. Le khânat de Crimée, pp. 327 and 360 (his first term is omitted there as the authors mistakenly assumed that in the first years of Sa’adet Giray’s reign the post of qalga was held by Devlet Giray, born in 1512).
14 The khan refers to the Tatar raid effected against the Polish southeastern provinces in the summer of 1524.
And moreover, King Casimir had violated the oath [concluded] with my father and had remained in brotherhood and friendship with Seyyid Ahmed Khan and Murtaza Khan. And as you, our brother, in desire to unite with the Nogays while regarding me, your brother, as a nobody, wished to set free the Trans-Volgine khan, Sheikh Ahmed, hence demonstrating enmity to us, and delivered him to the hands of the Nogay envoy named Isfendiyar with the aim to make him the khan of the Nogays, [being] our enemies, on hearing this we said [to ourselves]: “the king is indeed our enemy.” For this reason we sent another time our younger brother, Sahib Giray Sultan, along with our great army, to raid your state.

Ever since I, your brother, have assumed the place and reign of my father, I have not seen any kind word or gifts from you. We know from our ancestors that you had remained in brotherhood and friendship. Yet, when I ascended the throne of my father, I did not experience anything good from you, my brother, but I saw only that your men destroyed my towns. So I sent my servant to you, my brother, in order to learn why you had done this harm to me. And you detained this servant of mine as if regarding me as a nobody, as if there were no men left in my state, and as if not caring any more whether we would be friendly or hostile to you. And you wanted to unite with our enemies, the Nogays, while already forgetting our friendship that you had had with us from the ancient years, and violating your oath. For that reason such a turmoil occurred between us and for that reason I was raiding your states.

Yet, you should know that what has happened has happened and it is already gone, and now we finally live in brotherhood and great amity, as you, our brother, have sent us your servant Myxajlo so that we may live in firm friendship with you, our brother, and so that we should be a friend of [the other’s] friend and an enemy of [the other’s] enemy. And Myxajlo said to us: “our lord, the king, wants to keep friendship with you, his brother, so that [his] state may remain in peace.” And [he asked] that I send a great envoy to replace Djan Giray Mirza to be hosted [in Lithuania] as a security for the oath to

---

15 On Sheikh Ahmed, the last khan of the Great Horde, who spent over 20 years in the Lithuanian captivity and was set free in 1527 to regain the throne in Astrakhan, see Document 9, n. 27.

16 Here the name of Sahib Giray is rendered more correctly as Sap Kirej; cf. notes 9–10 above. The khan apparently refers to a huge raid effected by the Tatar troops, who were defeated by the Lithuanians near Čerkasy in February 1527. In fact, Sheikh Ahmed was released from Lithuanian custody only after that raid, although the negotiations with the Nogay envoys had begun much earlier; see Čerkas, "Ordyns'ka polityka Velykoho Knazivstva Lytovskoho," p. 230.


18 Djan Giray Mirza, referred to in the Ruthenian and Russian sources as Dčan Čan Kgirej (cf. n. b above), Čyn Kgirej, Dčyn Girej and Jan Girej, was a member of the Shirin clan and the son of Bakhtiyar Mirza; see Pamiatniki diplomatičeskix sношениj, vol. 2, p. 636; Manz, “The Clans of the Crimean Khanate,” p. 308. He probably should
be firmer. [And] I, your brother, have committed great affection and diligence with all my heart so that this state remain in peace and the brotherhood and friendship between us increase from this point, and I could not select anybody more fitting from among the other beys than my nephew [lit. my sister’s son], Ma’qul Mirza.19 [So] I asked my brother-in-law, Bakhtıyar Bey, [to let him go,] as I saw that I could not fulfill such a task by [sending] anyone else. And Bakhtıyar Mirza,20 who also wished that brotherhood and friendship remain between us, gave me this son of his. Having called him [i.e., Ma’qul Mirza] to us, we have made him our son and appointed great envoy in the presence of your servant Myxajlo, and we have added another envoy to [assist] him, [namely] Mehmed Haruz, the son of Asancha21 Haruz.

And the sultans [i.e., princes], my brothers, along with the beys and ulans: Devlet Ulan, Murtaza Ulan, Abdullah Ulan,22 and our qaraçı beys, to begin with Memesh Bey,23 and Asenek Bey,24 and Mahmud Bey,25 and Osman Bey,26 and all the beys have come out with the following demand: “whatever your brother, the king, promised us, if he is to keep his word and oath, he should

---

19 Ma’qul Mirza was another son of Bakhtıyar Mirza and the brother of Djan Giray Mirza; he was finally sent to Poland-Lithuania more than three years later and arrived early in the year 1531. Shortly after his arrival, Sa’adet Giray executed several Shirin leaders including Ma’qul’s father (cf. n. 8 above) and notified Sigismund that he no longer regarded Ma’qul as his envoy. In 1532, after Islam Giray ascended the throne, Ma’qul was released on the new khan’s request and sent to the Crimea along with a Lithuanian envoy, Andrej Mackevyč; see Čerkas, “Ukrajina v polityčnomu protys-tojanni Velykoho knjazivstva Lytovs’koho z Moskovsk’koju deržavoju i Krymom u 20–x—30–x rr. XVI st.,” p. 22, n. 73; cf. Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 15, pp. 178, 251, 255, 280–281.

20 In the document, Bakhtıyar is alternatively referred to as bey (Ruth. knjaz) and mirza (murza).

21 Perhaps a diminutive from Hasan.

22 Devlet Ulan and Abdullah Ulan might have been identical with the envoys sent to Poland-Lithuania in 1514; cf. Document 15, n. 16. All the three ulans, Abdullah, Devlet, and Murtaza, figured among the dignitaries who swore an oath to keep peace with Muscovy in 1524; see Malinovskij, “Istoričeskoe sobranie,” p. 414.

23 On Memesh, the leader of the Shirin clan, see n. 7 above.

24 Asenek or Isenek, a brother of Devlet Bakhtı, who replaced the latter as the qaraçı of the Barın clan in 1526; cf. Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” p. 59.

25 Perhaps a leader of the Qıpchaq clan, identical with his namesake mentioned already in 1507; cf. Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” p. 35 and Document 9, n. 40. Yet, on the list of the Crimean dignitaries from 1524 the leader of the Qıpchaqs was referred to as Ismail Bey (Kipčak Ismail kniaz’); see Malinovskij, “Istoričeskoe sobranie,” p. 415.

26 Perhaps a leader of the Arghın clan? Yet, on the list of the Crimean dignitaries from 1524 the leader of the Arghins is referred to as Ali Shukur Bey (Argin Ali Sukur kniaz’); see Malinovskij, “Istoričeskoe sobranie,” p. 415.
send you, our lord Sa’adet Giray Khan, the same gifts that he had always sent your elder brother, Mehmed Giray Khan, while he had remained in brotherhood and friendship [with him]; and if you ask for anything apart from these gifts, he should not make any excuses in this respect and he should sincerely keep the brotherhood and just friendship; and as he used to send gifts to your father and your elder brother, Mehmed Giray Khan, he should likewise agree to give the respective incomes to the qalga sultan—to begin with, and the [other] sultans [i.e., princes], starting from the oldest to the youngest, the beys, mirzas, other beys, ulans, and to the landlords, courtiers, and other loyal servants, who are always present with you [and whose names are] in the register.”

I have already sworn by the above written [conditions]. And you should let me, your brother, know, without any delay, whether you wish to keep it [as well]. And you should send back to me my envoy, Djan Giray Mirza, along with the gifts, adding to him your great envoy and having confirmed [the peace] with [your] oaths, so that my envoys, who go to you with [my] oaths, meet Djan Giray Mirza and your envoy in Kiev; and may my envoys go [further] to you, and your envoys come to me, bringing brotherhood and firm friendship between us.

And the beys, ulans, and mirzas told me and swore along with me that if you, my brother, live in friendship with me, they should raid the Muscovian [duke] always from now on and prove their enmity with their sabers, and they should be enemies to any of your enemies and friends to any of your friends.

And in unity, along with our council we have sworn by our [holy] books: by God and with God! And in display of our brotherhood and friendship that we want to bring about, we have appointed our great envoy, we have sworn, and we have sent you our present great oath-letters through this envoy, our good and loyal servant, Yankura28 son of Belechik, and [through] our scribe Djanaka. And whatever words this servant of mine passes to you, my brother, you, my brother, should trust, as these will be my words. Just as there is one God in heaven, so let there be one word and firm oath between us.

And you, my brother, should firmly keep the friendship and oath as I do, and you should be the master of your word. And my scribe Djanaka should read my present letter in front of you, my brother.

I have sent my present oath-yarlıq [Ruth. yarlyk prysjažnyj] under the signet seal. Written in Perekop, 93329 years after the birth30 of Muhammad.
Великое письмо великого царя Садета Кирева брата Слагаль Кгеово слово:

В от сына ваше милости, вт Ислам солтана, втцꙋ нашому Жингимонът королю полскому, великому князю литовскому, рꙋскому, прꙋскому, жомоитъскому, и иных многих панствъ господарю, много-кротъ поклонъ.

Слово мое то естъ, што вт предка нашого Хас Киреѧ царѧ, а предокъ вашего Казимиръ король, щдного господара дети, а для тое прычыны добре в братстве и в прыꙗзни будꙋчы, а потомъ з нашими предки, Менꙗкгиреемъ царем а с царемъ Магъметъ Киреемъ, в братстве и в прыꙗзни были, завꙗжꙗды с прысꙗжꙗными листы черezъ великии послы поклоны и впоминъки хожвалы. А теперь тых часовъ нами ни добрыи поминъки, ани добрыи поклоны не ходать. Чы для тое прычыны, што мы тых часовъ межы собою в незгоде были, али пакъ для тое прычыны не видети мнε, сына своего, собе за сына и за прыышца? Ино ведже, ласкою божъєю в семъ моємъ паньстве такожъ есєи господара сынъ, прыышцаю нашомꙋ могу прыꙗзни довести, а непрыышцю нашомꙋ непрыꙗзни воискомъ своимъ чысте могу довести.

А тепер с царемъ Садетъ Кгиреемъ, братомъ моимъ старъшымъ, втцѧ нашего паньства и люди всє в одно слово содиночыли сѧ, и коли бєдєт братъ мои старъшыи и ѯ тєжъ здорови, можємъ чисте каждому непрыышцю нашомꙗ втцъказъ и втцъпоръ вчынити, а то для тое прычыны ижъ хочемъ, штобы ваши паньства, королєвъство, вовъ покои были. Непрыышцю вашому московъскому хотѧчы непрыышцемъ быти, во всємъ нашемъ паньстве князи шырыновъскꙗ, и барыновъскꙗ, и інзы князи, вланы, и мирзы, всє з вами в братстве быти царѧ впросили. И Ѯ тєжъ, сынь ваше милости бєдєчы и хотѧчы дела твои справлявати, какъ то сынъ твои, брата твоєго Садет
Кирел царя, и тежь моего брата старшего, добре есмы впросил, тебе братью а прыжательем быть.

И маєть своеа сестрицы да вас послати, Макъял мързы. И на томъ есмо вси положили, иже брать мои старшыя его нарадил великимъ посломъ, и с прыслажними листы маєть его до тебе, брата нашего, послати. А которыи кнажы: въ головахъ кнажы Мемешь, и инъшыы кнажы, вланы, вси перед вашихъ слюгою Михаиломъ, на томъ вси прыслажныя водле своихъ книгъ: валлага велбила, ик хочемъ непрыжатель вашымъ московскому саблами нашими непрызазни дово-дити, а з вами в братьстве и прызазни хочемъ быть. И а тежъ по томъ перед слюгою вашихъ Михаиломъ, и которыи тежъ пры мои кнажы: шыриневъшии старышни Аидешъке мура, и инъшыы кнажы, вланы, и мързы, и слуги моихъ, на томъ есмо вси прыслажнули подле своихъ книгъ: валлага велбила. Бо то наша прызаза есть великал, какъ единъ Богъ на небе, такъ и слово нашо ядно.

Ино теперь непрыжатель вашего московскому паньство къ, сынъ вашъ, вземъыя вси воиско сь собою, съ прыказаниемъ цара, брата моего старшаго, хочъ веоаати, колко намъ Богъ поможеть. А теперь отъ день годовъ много есми велми стравил и дольжонъ стал. И што еси перед тымъ сынъ своемъ Богатыръ солтанъ, брата моемъ старшомъ небоощцъ, которыи впомыкъ давал, ино теперь в томъ ваше милости, итцца нашего жедаемъ, абъ еси ласку свою мне вънин, и пожовалъ на тотъ долгъ, тое мне бы еси дал. А в нашомъ паньстве которое дело бидеъщ мети, то все нехай на мне лежыть, штобы въже паньство вашо вов поконъ было. И вы въ томъ имете мне веры, а завжыщды пословъ и гонъцовъ межы себе посылати не вмешъкынамо, жебы дело вашо не вмешкано было.

И теперь перед великимъ посломъ, перед Макуль мързыою, послал есми своего гонъца, верного слугу, дворянина своего Буидали мързы, съ такъкъ поклономъ а з легкъкъ впомыккъ. И што сънъ будет ваше милости словомъ своимъ мовити и жедати, тому верете, икъ то мои слова есть. А тежъ и дела своего не вмешкиваните, через своего великого послы поколны и помыкъ нарадызъы пошплите. А твои милости итцца моемъ, королю, кнажы мои и слуги мои верными вси на непрыжата твоего саблами своими хотать ссылыти. А твоа милость рапъ имъ въ томъ ласку свою вънини и пожовалъ, што ихъ доходд [sic] имъ прыйдетьсъ, штобы то было не вменышно.

А штобы з нашими послы великими въ Києве потыкалися, а тотъ мои листъ прыслажныя под перестеньо печатью послалъ есами.

Писанъ в Переконе.

Translation:

The word of Islam Giray,¹ the brother of Sa‘adet Giray, the great khan of the Great Horde:

¹ The name of Islam Giray is rendered corruptly as Slahal’ Kgev.
[Let] multiple salutations [be pronounced] to our father Sigismund, the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Samogitia, and the lord of many other states, from the son of Your Majesty, Islam Sultan.

My pronouncement is as following: as our ancestor, Hadji Giray Khan, and your ancestor, King Casimir, were [like] the children of one ruler, for that reason they rightly remained in brotherhood and friendship, and thereafter, since [their times], [you] have remained in brotherhood and friendship with our ancestors, Mengli Giray Khan and Mehmed Giray Khan, and salutations and gifts have always circulated along with oath-letters [sent] through great envoys. Yet, in the present time, neither proper gifts nor kind salutations circulate between us. Is it because we have recently been in disagreement that you have not regarded me, your son, as your son and friend? Yet, by the grace of God I am also a son of the ruler in my state, hence I can prove friendship to our friend or—along with my troops—I can really prove enmity to our enemy.

And now, along with my elder brother, Sa’adet Giray Khan, we have united the state and all people of our father, and if [only] we—my elder brother and I—stay healthy, we can really repulse and resist any of our enemies, because we want your domains, the kingdom, to remain in peace. Those [dwelling] in our entire state, who wish to be enemies to your Muscovian enemy: the Shirin and Barın beys, and other beys, ulans, and mirzas, have jointly asked the khan to remain in brotherhood with you. And also I, who am the son of Your Majesty and wish to conduct your affairs, as [would be fitting] your son, have persistently asked your brother, Sa’adet Giray Khan, [who is] also my elder brother, to be your brother and friend.

And he [i.e., Sa’adet Giray] should send you his nephew [lit. his sister’s son], Ma’qul Mirza. And we have all proposed that my elder brother should appoint him great envoy and send to you, our brother, along with oath-letters. And the beys—to begin with Memesh Bey, and other beys, and ulans, have altogether sworn in front of your servant Myxajlo by our [holy] books—by God and with God!—that we want to prove [our] enmity towards your Muscovian enemy with our sabers, and to remain in brotherhood and friendship with you. Also I, along with the beys who are with me: Aydıshke Mirza, who is the senior among the Shirins, and other beys, ulans, mirzas, and my courtiers, have accordingly sworn altogether in front of your servant Myxajlo by our [holy] books: by God

---

2 In fact, Sa’adet Giray was the uncle of Islam Giray as he was the brother of Islam’s father, Mehmed Giray.
3 On Ma’qul Mirza, the son of Bakhhtyar Mirza from the Shirin clan, cf. see Document 22, n. 19.
4 On Memesh Bey, the leader (qaraçı bey) of the Shirin clan, see Document 22, n. 7.
5 On Myxajlo Hryhorevyč, the royal courtier and envoy, see Document 22, n. 17.
6 The Arabic formula vallahi ve billahi (in Turkish pronunciation) is rendered in the Cyrillic text as vallaha velbiljaha.
7 Aydıshke, son of Mamaq and brother of Memesh; also known as the envoy to Moscow in 1516 and member of the Shirin conspiracy against Mehmed Giray in 1523; see Le khanat de Crimée, pp. 107-109, 319, 427; Manz, “The Clans of the Crimean Khanate,” p. 308.
and with God! Our oath is great, as there is one God in heaven, so our word is one.

And now I, your son, having taken along all the troops on the order of the khan, my elder brother, intend to raid the state of your Muscovian enemy, if only God helps us. Yet for the past two years I have spent a lot on food supplies and incurred debts. And now I ask Your Majesty, our father, to display me your generosity and give me the same gifts that you used to give previously to your son Bahadır Sultan,9 my late elder brother, [in order] to [pay off] this debt. And if you need any affair to be settled in our state, leave it entirely to me so that your state may remain in peace. And you should trust me in this matter, and we should never neglect sending envoys and couriers between us, so that your affairs be not neglected either.

And now, before the great envoy, Ma’qul Mirza, I have sent my courier and loyal servant, my courtier Buydalı Mirza,10 along with a heavy salutation and light gift.11 And whatever he tells Your Majesty or asks for in his word, you should trust it, as these will be my words. And you should also send salutations and gifts, having prepared them, through your great envoy, without delay. And all my beys and loyal servants wish to serve Your Majesty, my father, the king, with their sabers, against your enemy. And Your Majesty might condescend to display your generosity and grant them their due revenue so that it not be diminished.

And I have sent my present oath-letter under the signet seal, so that [my courier] meets our great envoys in Kiev.

Written in Perekop.

8 Cf. n. 6 above.
9 On Bahadır Sultan, the oldest son and qalga of Mehmed Giray, killed along with his father during the Astrakhan campaign in 1523, see Document 17, n. 11.
10 Buydali Mirza must have been identical with the Crimean envoy sent in 1535 to Moscow and killed in a skirmish while traveling through Russia; see Juzefovič, Put’ posla, p. 33. In the Russian sources, like in the present document, he is referred to merely by the term “courier” (Rus. gonec), which is perhaps the translation of the Turkish term çapqun.
DOCUMENT 24 (OCTOBER–NOVEMBER 1532)

The donation yarlıq cum şartname issued by Mehmed Giray and corroborated by his son, Bahadır Giray, sent anew by Islam Giray

The original document is missing. Ruthenian copies:
A. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 15, fol. 171a–173a [old foliation: 136a–138a].

Тое поселство до Корола Его Милости прыслал Андреи Мацковичь в листе своёмъ, а за тымъ панъ воевода его милость виленськи того жъ поседства коною в листе своемъ прыслал, которое жъ выше в тых книгахъ ест записано:

Починаю, Боже, во имѧ Твое свѧтое, што щастье даєть и жалꙋеть тых, хто братство в правде держыть, свое слово полнить без хитрости, справедливымъ серцемъ!

Деда моего, цара Менъ Кириеево слово, и птца моего, цара Магмет Кириеево слово, Богатыръ солтаново слово, брата моего, Алѧ Кирие солтаново слово:

Правое рꙋки и левое великого яяса темъникомъ, и тисечникомъ, и сотникомъ, [и десѧтником,] и вланомъ, княземъ, по тому ж теж рискимъ княземъ и паномъ, городомъ, местамъ и волостемъ, и митрополитамъ, и владыкамъ, чорношцомъ и белцомъ, борцомъ и меща
номъ, и всемъ послеполна, ижьбы вамъ было ведомо:

1 The letter of agreement, brought by the envoy Andrej Mackevyč from the new khan Islam Giray, is in fact an almost literal copy of the document issued in 1517 by Bahadir Giray (cf. Document 18). It is possible that Mackevyč was provided with its trakt by Olbracht Gasztold, the Lithuanian chancellor, who in the king’s absence prepared an embassy from Vilnius to the Crimea. As Gasztold had received Bahadir’s yarlıq and oath in Cerkasy in 1517, he might have retained its copy and given to Mackevyč as a model. Borys Čerkas convincingly explains the fact that Islam Giray, instead of issuing a document in his own name, sent a copy, bearing the name of his late brother, by the khan’s haste to secure a Polish-Lithuanian protection in the face of a possible Ottoman intervention; see idem, “Ordyns’ka polityka Velykoho Knjazivstva Lytovs’koho,” p. 240.
2 Apparently omitted by error; cf. Document 18.
Чынімъ язвъо симъ нашымъ листомъ, штоякъ здавна предки наши цары, и царь нашъ Магмєтъ Киреи царь, коли мели кони потньи, тогды прыєчали до великого кназа Витовта, и до корола и великого кназа Витовта, b и до литовского паньства в гостиное прыєчаль, и видали великую честь; ёны подъяєчты данаго вбчал рисоке земля, зъ города, зъ места, и зъ волостми, со тьмами, и зъ землями, и зъ водами, и зъ даньми, и зъ выходы записали, ничого не въменышваючы, изгленуўшы тых давныхъ ерлыки, которыы ж писаны и даны чыт предков наших царев. А чыт тых часовъ, какъ нас Богъ пожаловал, на столцы ёсьмо нашымъ сели, и мы ё[г]ленуўшы з данаго прыєчал листы предков наших, и мы ёсьмо по томъ и нашъ листъ далъ, какъ же втое царь нашъ, Мінъ Киреи царь Козмиръ, королю и великому кназу далъ. И мы теж ёчт тых часовъ изъ Жыкгімонту, королемъ и великымъ кназемъ, въ братстве и въ прызыны бідны, поновляючы давных реченъ, въ тое ж слово листъ нашъ подъ золотую печать далъ братз нашымъ Жыкгімонту, королю и великимъ кназу, и его детемъ, и его потомствомъ, держати вов поконъ: Киевъ со тмю, и зъ землями, и зъ водами, зъ даньми, и зъ выходы; Великія Лужескъ со тмю, и зъ землями, и зъ водами, и зъ даньми, и зъ выходы; Смоленескъ со тмю, и зъ землями, и зъ водами, и зъ даньми, и зъ выходы; Плоцъ, Витебскъ, со тмю, и зъ землями, и зъ водами, и зъ даньми, и зъ выходы; Подоле со тмю, и зъ землями, и зъ водами; Браславъ со тмю, и зъ выходы; Соколье со тмю, и зъ землями, и зъ выходы, и зъ водами; Зыньгород изъ землями, и зъ водами, зъ даньми, и зъ выходы; Качыбиевъ, Малкъ и зъ землями, и зъ водами; а такъже почонѣзы по Днѣпръ вѣт Киева и до встѣя днѣбѣрскаго; Сенпороходъ, Глинескъ со людми; Жовлавъ, Путивль и зъ землями, и зъ водами; Синецъ, Хотенъ, Лосизъ, Хотъмшъ, Ницаи, и зъ землями, и зъ водами, зъ данью, и зъ выходы; Цырскъ со тмю; Сараева сынъ Егалтаева со тмю; Раджогъ, Милолюбъ со вѣсими землями, зъ водами, зъ даньми и выходы; Мяжецъ, Стадыдъ, Сколъ, Бранскъ изъ землями, и зъ водами, зъ даньми и выходы; Мъченескъ, Любцъ, Тѣлѣ-городъ изъ землями, и зъ водами, зъ даньми, и зъ выходы; Берестенъ, Ратино, Козелскъ, Проноскъ, Волкова, Саппъ, Донецъ, со вѣсими землями и выходы, зъ даньми и водами; Дашокъ ведорогъ, Балъкъни, Кырали, Чорон городъ, Геъшякъ-городници, Тышынь, Немировъ, Вхроме со тмю, Одорково арудъ ведиро, со всими землями и водами, зъ данью, и зъ выходы; Пѣсконъ, Великія Новгородъ, Резанеки Переясловъ, зъ людми, со тмами, зъ лесы, зъ выходы, што потечѣя и въканетъ, то есьмо далъ къ литовскому паньству.

b An obvious mistake; it should read Казимеріа as in Document 18.

c Mistakenly written данныхьи.

d Mistakenly written Кололескъ.

e It should read Дашов город.

f This entry is obviously corrupt; perhaps it should read Одорково рекомо ведиро (cf. Document 14: Одорковъ-городъ рекомо ведиро).

f Mistakenly written потеческъ.
А на томь есмо поради мели изъ своими сынными, и з солтаньми, и з ыланы, и з кназами, и з мурзами, твердю прысагу вчынили послоль вси, штояж мы с королем и великим кназемъ Жыкгимонтъмъ в верно прызны на веки, в братстве быти ажъ до его вночот, и до наших тежъ внуковъ: его прыцеля прыцателемъ быти, а непрыцеля его непрыцателемъ быти, а напротивъку каждого его непрыцателъ за щдинъ быти.

А которые города и волости, земли и воды московские за брата его, корола и великого кназа Влексяндра забрали за себя, и коли Богъ поможеть тые города под нимъ достати, города и волости, и земли, и воды, ж, Магмемет Кирей царь, из сына своего Богатыръ солтанъ, а з Ал солтаномъ, з божию помоцы з московскихъ рянъ вынышъ, и заса королю и великимъ кназю Жыкгимонту въ ряки подати; а тежъ на его непрыцелатъ, на московскому, ж, Магмемет Кирей царь, из детьми своиими, и з людми, и з воискомъ своимъ королю и великимъ кназю Жыкгимонту маю помочь[он] быти ныне и напотомъ. Тежъ [на] иныхъ непрыцелатъ [коли] прышылет до насъ, воискъ жедающъ, мы маємъ дати личною на помоцъ, колко имъ быдеть надобе.

А которые лихи дела были стали са за втца вашего Казимира, корола и великого кназа, и за брата вашего Влбрахта, и за Влексяндра, и за васъ паньству втчыне вашой, лецкои земли и Великомъ Князествѣ Литовскому вт мене, цара Магмемет Киреля, и вт детен моихъ, и ылановъ, кназей, и вт слыгъ, што вашимъ земламъ шкоды великии чынили, ты, братъ нашъ, тое имъ [бы] втпистилъ, и тыи лихи дела ихъ изъ середца своего выложилъ. А которое дело намъ вт васъ са стало,1 и нашимъ детемъ, и нашимъ людемъ за втца вашего Казимира корола, и брата вашего Влбрахта, и за Влексяндра, и за васъ, Жыкгимонту корола, [не] хочемъ пометати, и [з] своего серца хочемъ то выложатъ.

А што первее сего для милого братства и для верное прыцвне посьлалъ есмо до тебе, до брата нашего Жыкгимонта корола, и до великаго кназа, сына нашего Чалондымъ1 солтанана змешканъ, ино божихъ вола над нимъ сталя са. Богъ его изъ сего света собралъ. И мы на его месяце хочемъ инпего солтана дати на змешкань брата нашому Жыкгимонту, [королю] и великому кназю, внука своего. Ино тое слышачы, [непрыцатели] быдеть са блати, а прыцатели быдеть са радовать.

А на то ж, Магмемет Кирей царь, хотыча брату своему, Жыкгимонту королю, за его добрый впоминъ прыцвнъ свою заса втдати, а прыволили есмо купцемъ з литовскаго паньства, ничого не выстерегалъ, в Качыбиве сол братъ, а мыто заплативши,2 до Киева и

1 Mistakenly written и валыны.
2 Mistakenly written стала.
3 An obvious copyist’s mistake; it should read Чалондымъ or Чалыдымъ.
4 Mistakenly written заплатити.
до Великого Литовья, и до иных городов везти за наших людей сторожою, чтобы им в Кацкшееве и в поле ничего бы лихого не стало са вит инных козаковъ, и са вит инныхъ. А естьли бы который са шкиода княземъ стала, мы тое брату нашому хочемъ платити. А тежъ и инныхъ княземъ Коряны Полское и Великого Княжества Литовскаго, богатымъ и вбогимъ, воно прыехати изъ своими князьми до Urды и до Каы, и поторговавшы воно штобы, заплатившы мы тьо во- лучъ давшаго воблачал.

По томь, какъ в верхѣ писаному се нашому листе, хочемъ полни, а не выстѣпити. А мы своихъ детен с великимъ воискомъ нашимъ маеемъ послать на непрыцателя нашего московскаго, и тыи города и воолсти, земли и воды, штоясь московскаго штегъ, и ши самъ рикою своею Литовскаго Княжества взал, изъ его ркъ вземшы, брати нашимъ Жыкгимонъть, королю и великомъ князю штати, противъъ вкалера каждого непрыцателя з нимъ за едины быти.

А естьли бы з нашихъ людей которые, або сына моего, Богатыры сольца, або Ал сольцано поехавшы брата нашего королевъ землю воевати, мы ихъ самихъ понимавшы, маеця королю послати, а дому и жоне хочемъ на грабеж влати. А естьли бы сами головами повътекали, мы ихъ жона и дети хочемъ на то место послати.

А къ, Магъметъ Кирии царь, изъ сыномъ своимъ Богатырь сольца, а з другимъ сыномъ Алпъ сольцано, и з братаничомъ своимъ Смет сольцано, со всими сольцаны и кланы, и мирзы, твердню прысагу есьмо <прысагу> вчынили брата нашимъ, королю, великомъ князю Жыкгимонъть, перед его посломъ, и листъ нашъ ес дали, под золотымъ<и> нишаномъ а под алою тамъюю.

А къ, Богатырь сольца, прысагънул есми цьца моего царево душою, и своею душою, и брата моего Алповою душою.

Translation:

This embassy [document addressed] to His Royal Majesty has been sent in the letter by Andrej Mackeveyč, and thereafter his majesty, the lord palatine of

1 Apparently it should read нашиых.

2 It should rather read писано въ.

Andrej Mackeveyč, a scribe (Ruth. d’jak) and member of the embassy to Moscow in 1529, was sent in 1532 initially to Sa’adet Giray. Yet, hearing about the latter’s abdication and departure to Istanbul, he returned from Kiev to Vilnius. In his letter sent from Cracow, King Sigismund ordered Olbracht Gasztold, the Lithuanian chancellor and palatine of Vilnius (cf. Document 17, n. 21), to send Mackeveyč again to the new khan, Islam Giray. The envoy was instructed to bring gifts to the new khan, remind him of the previous royal support against his uncle, and propose an exchange of new treaty documents; see Lietuvas Metrika. Knyga Nr. 15 (1528–1538). Užrašymų knyga 15, pp. 177, 183–185; Banionis, LDK pasiuntinybių taryba, pp. 71–72, 77, 81, 109–110, 171, 198, 218, 309; Čerkas, “Ordyns’ka polityka Velykoho Knjazivstva Lytovskoho,” pp. 237–240.
Vilnius, has sent a copy of the same embassy [document] in his letter, which is entered above in the present books.

I commence in Your holy name, oh God, who gives and grants felicity to those who truly keep brotherhood and fulfill their word without any fraud and with an honest heart!

The word of my grandfather, Mengli Giray Khan, and the word of my father, Mehmed Giray Khan, [also] the word of [mine,] Bahadır Sultan, [and] the word of my brother, Alp Giray Sultan.

To the commanders of tens of thousands [tümen], thousands, hundreds, [and tens] of the great people [ulus] of the right and the left hand, the ulans and beys [Ruth. knjazem], and likewise to the Ruthenian princes and lords, castles, towns, and estates, metropolitan, [Orthodox] bishops, monks and laymen, boyars and townsmen, and all the commoners, thus you should know:

We make known with our present letter that in the ancient times our ancestors, the khans, and also our khan, Mehmed Giray Khan, when their horses were growing sweaty [beneath them], then they would come seeking hospitality [i.e., refuge] to Grand Duke Vytautas, and to the king and grand duke Casimir, in the Lithuanian state, and they experienced great reverence; and according to the ancient custom they wrote down [and granted to them] the Ruthenian lands along with towns, settlements, estates, tümen, lands, waters, levies, and incomes, not diminishing anything, having inspected the ancient yarlıqs that had been written and given by our ancestors, the khans. Thereafter, when by the grace of God we ascended our throne, having inspected the ancient oath-letters of our ancestors, we also gave our letter, such as the letter that our father, Mengli Giray Khan had given to Casimir, the king and grand duke. And as since those times we have remained in brotherhood and friendship with the king and grand duke Sigismund, while renewing the ancient engagements we have given our letter, [composed] in the same words and [provided] with a
golden seal, to our brother Sigismund, the king and grand duke, his children, and his descendants, letting [them] hold in peace:

- Kiev with its tümen along with lands, waters, levies, and incomes;
- Great Luc’k with its tümen along with lands, waters, levies, and incomes;
- Smolensk with its tümen along with lands, waters, levies, and incomes;
- Polack and Vicebsk with tümen\(^9\) along with lands, waters, levies, and incomes;
- Podolia with its tümen along with lands and waters;
- Braclav with its tümen along with incomes;
- Sokolec\(^10\) with its tümen along with lands, incomes, and waters;
- Zvynyhorod\(^11\) along with lands, waters, levies, and incomes;
- Kačybej and Majak along with lands and waters;\(^12\)
- also starting from Kiev along with the Dnieper to its mouth;
- Sneporod and Hlyn’sk along with [their] people;\(^13\)
- Žolvaž\(^14\) and Putyvl’ along with lands and waters;
- Sinec, Xoten’, Losyč, Xotmyšl, and Nycjany along with lands, waters, levies, and incomes;\(^15\)
- Kursk with its tümen;
- along with the tümen of Jagoldaj, son of Saraj;\(^16\)
- Radogošč’ and Myloljub along with all lands, waters, levies, and incomes;
- Mužeč, Starodub, Oskol, and Brjansk along with lands, waters, levies, and incomes;\(^17\)
- Mcensk, Ljubutsk, and the town of Tula along with lands, waters, levies, and incomes;\(^18\)
- Berestej, Retan’, Kozel’sk, Pronsk, Volkonsk, Spažsk, and Donec along with all lands, incomes, levies, and waters;\(^19\)

---

9 It is not clear whether the author regarded Polack and Vicebsk as one or two separate tümens.
10 Cf. Document 8, n. 4.
11 Cf. Document 8, n. 5.
14 Cf. Document 8, n. 10.
15 On these estates in the region of Putyvl’ and on the rivers Sula and Vorskla, cf. Document 8, notes 12–16.
16 On this estate, extending between the upper Sejm and the upper Donec rivers, and its former owner, see Document 8, n. 18.
17 Myloljub, Mužeč and Oskol belonged to the tümen of Jagoldaj (cf. Document 8, notes 18–19) while the town of Radogošč’ was situated further to the northwest. As the latter did not figure in the earlier yarlıqs and was registered for the first time in 1513–1514 (see Documents 12 and 14), apparently by error the scribe entered its name in the wrong place, i.e., between the tümen of Jagoldaj and Myloljub. Also Starodub is entered here erroneously between Mužeč and Oskol while in the earlier documents it is listed as a separate entry along with Brjansk.
18 On Mcensk, Ljubutsk, and Tula, see Document 8, notes 20–21.
19 On these localities and estates, see Document 8, notes 22–26.
- the castle of Dašov, Balykly, Karaul, Čornyj Horod, the ruined castle [Ruth. horodyščo] of Uteškov, Tušyn, Nemyrov, Uhrom with its tümen, and an island referred to as Fedorov along with all lands, waters, levies, and incomes;
- Pskov, Velikij Novgorod, and Perejaslav’ Rjazan’skij along with their people and tümens, with forests, incomes, and [everything] that flows or streams—we gave it [i.e., all the above localities] to the Lithuanian state.

And we have taken counsel in this matter along with our sons, the [other] sultans [i.e., princes], ulans, beys, and mirzas, and firmly sworn unanimously that we should remain for centuries in loyal friendship and brotherhood with the king and grand duke Sigismund, until [the times of] his grandchildren and our grandchildren as well; we should be friends of his friend and enemies of his enemy, and we should jointly face any of his enemies.

And whichever towns, estates, lands, and waters the Muscovian [duke] captured in the times of his brother, the king and grand duke Alexander, when God helps us to [re]take from his power these towns, estates, lands, and waters, I, Mehmed Giray Khan, with my son Bahadır Sultan, and with Alp Sultan, should take them—with God’s help—from the Muscovian hands and restore to the hands of the king and grand duke Sigismund; and I, Mehmed Giray Khan, along with my children, people, and troops, should assist the king and grand duke Sigismund against his Muscovian enemy, at present and always. Also, [if] he sends [an envoy] to us asking for troops [against] other enemies, then we should give in assistance as many [troops] as they need.

And as regards the harm committed during [the reigns of] your father Casimir, the king and grand duke, your brother [John] Albert, and Alexander, and yours, towards your state and fatherland, Poland and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, by myself, Mehmed Giray Khan, my children, the ulans, beys, and [my] servants, however great damages they were causing to your state, you, my brother, [should] forgive them and release this harm from your heart. And whatever harm we, our children, and our men have experienced from you during [the reigns of] your father, King Casimir, your brother [John] Albert, and Alexander, and you, King Sigismund, we do [not] want to remember it and we want to release it from our heart.26

20 On these three settlements, situated on the lower Boh and lower Dniester, see Document 8, notes 31, 28, and 29. Dašov was in fact the ancient name of Očakiv (Tat. Djankerman; Tur. Özü qal’esi).
21 On the location of Čornyj Horod, see Document 8, n. 30.
23 The tümen of Uhrom, which could not be localized, appears in Documents 14 and 20 (in the latter corrupt as “the tümen of Turov”); in Document 18 it was probably omitted by error.
24 For Fedorov, cf. n. f above and Document 14.
25 The last three settlements, Tušyn, Nemyrov (alias Nemyr), and Fedorov (alias Xodorov or Fedorkovo), as well as the tümen of Uhrom, could not be identified, but they were apparently situated in lower Podolia, between the Boh and Dniester rivers; cf. Document 8, n. 32, Document 12, n. 23, and Document 14.
26 This fragment originally regarded merely the casualties experienced by the Tatars during their raids against Poland–Lithuania (see Document 18, notes e–f and 26).
Formerly, for the sake of kind brotherhood and loyal friendship, we had sent our son, Djalaleddin Sultan, to reside with you, our brother King Sigismund, the grand duke; however, God’s will descended upon him, God took him from this world. And in his place we want to give another sultan [i.e., prince], our grandson, to reside with our brother Sigismund, [the king] and grand duke. On hearing this, [our enemies] will tremble with fear, and [our] friends rejoice.

And in desire to reciprocate the fitting gifts of my brother, King Sigismund, with my friendship, I, Mehmed Giray Khan, have allowed the merchants from the Lithuanian state to take salt in Kačybej without any anxiety, and, having paid the toll, bring it to Kiev, Great Luc’k, and other towns, guarded by our men so that they do not experience any harm in Kačybej or in the field [i.e., steppe] from our cossacks and others. And if the merchants suffer any harm, we want to compensate it to our brother. Also the other merchants from the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania—either rich or poor—may come with their merchandise to the Horde [i.e., the Crimean Khanate] and to Caffa, conduct their trade and depart [unmolested], having paid the toll according to the ancient custom.

We want to fulfill accordingly whatever is written above in our present letter, and not depart from it. And we should send our children along with our great troops against your Muscovian enemy, take away from his hands the towns, estates, lands, and waters that were captured by the father of the Muscovian [duke], and by himself, from he Lithuanian Duchy, and restore them to our brother Sigismund, the king and grand duke; and we should face any enemy jointly with him.

And if any of our subjects, or [the subjects] of my son Bahadır Sultan, or Alp Sultan, set out to raid the land of our brother, the king, we should capture them and send to the king, and we intend to confiscate their houses and arrest their wives. And if they escape themselves, we intend to send [you] their wives and children instead.

And I, Mehmed Giray Khan, along with my son, Bahadır Sultan, and another son, Alp Sultan, and my nephew, Hemmet Sultan, all the sultans [i.e., princes], ulans, [beys,] and mirzas, have firmly sworn to our brother, the king and grand duke Sigismund, before his envoy, and given him our present letter under the golden nişan and under the red tamğa.

And I, Bahadır Sultan, have sworn with the soul of my father, the khan, and with my soul, and with the soul of my brother, Alp.

---

27 On Djalaleddin Sultan and his death in Vilnius, see Document 12, n. 25.
28 The Ruthenian term pole (“field”) or dykyja polja (“wild fields;” cf. Pol. dzikie pola) referred to the barely inhabited steppe area extending to the north from the Black Sea.
29 See n. 1 above.
30 The Turkic word kazak (hence the later Slavic kozak, i.e., “cossack”) applied to free vagabonds; cf. Chapter 6 in Part II.
31 ERRONEOUSLY rendered as Smet Sultan but correctly identified as the nephew (lit. the brother’s son) of Mehmed Giray; on Hemmet Giray, see Document 18, n. 32.
32 Apparently omitted by error; cf. Document 18.
DOCUMENT 25 (JANUARY 1535)

The oath by Devey, the Crimean envoy, taken in Vilnius

Ruthenian copies:
A. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 15, fol. 226a–226b [old foliation: 181a–181a].


Прысѧга посла цара Сагапъ Киреева Девеи мурзы:

Я, Девеи мурза, прысегаю душею господарѧ моего, волного цара Сагапъ Киреевою на ал-Кꙋранъ, на бересат, через Бога вышнего имѧ, и через [М]ахамета пророка нашего, и через сто и двадцет и чотыры тисѧчы, и через триста и трynaцѧть пророковъ нашых, братꙋ господарѧ моего, королю польскому и великому кнѧзю литовскому, его милости Жыкгимонту, на томъ, иже господаръ нашъ, великии царъ Сагапъ Киреи маеть Королю Его Милости и сыну его милости, королю польскому и великому кнѧзю литовскому, второму Жыкгимонту Августу, то все держати справедливе и полънити во въсемъ водлугъ того листа, которым лист прысѧжныи съ господарѧ моего Королю Его Милости прынесет посол его милости великии, пань Василеи Тишъкевичъ.

И во въсемъ господаръ мои, волны царь маеь Королю Его Милости добра хотети и приыши, ничего на Господарѧ Его Милости, великого королѧ Жыкгимonta, и на въбои панства его милости: Коронѣ Польскую и Великое Князьство Литовское, ничего не маеь мыслити. И сыновь своих и людеи своих мае внати, и не дати вбоимъ панствамъ его милости шкоды чынити. И прышателю Королѧ Его Милости маеь быти прышателемъ, а непрышателемъ непрышателемъ.

И естьли то господаръ мои сполнить, Боже емв помози, а естьли того не сполнит, Боже ему не помози, и нехаи будет штъдаленъ шт ласки божи и законъ Махамета пророка нашего, и тых всѣхъ выше писаных пророковъ нашихъ, и нехаи будет яко неправны поганинъ,

---

* Perhaps it should read: берекат, i.e., “the divine blessings” in Arabic and Turkish; cf. Document 21, n. a.

b In should rather read лихого; cf. Document 21.
и нехай бы жадныи его сынъ, и по немъ б̀д̀вьы, на томъ царьстве, на которомъ цару есть, не царевали, але ѳъ Богъ правдивы и справедливы, нехай ихъ скинеть столца царевского, а непрышителя и нехай Богъ на томъ столцы пановати вчынит на вечныи часы.

Translation:

The oath by Devey Mirza,¹ the envoy of Sahib Giray Khan:

I, Devey Mirza, swear with the soul of my lord, the free khan Sahib Giray, by the Koran, the divine blessings,³ the name of the highest God, our prophet Muhammad, and our 124,000 and 313 prophets⁴ to the brother of my lord, His Majesty Sigismund, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, that our lord, the great khan Sahib Giray, should justly keep and entirely fulfill

¹ In should rather read цареваетъ; cf. Document 21.
³ The audience of Devey Mirza is mentioned in Sigismund’s letter to the khan, dated 10 January 1535, hence it probably took place on that date or shortly before; see Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 15, p. 247. Devey Mirza, son of Hasan, was a prominent member of the Manghıt (Mansur) clan, consisting of the Nogays who immigrated to the Crimea in the early 16th century. His grandfather, Timur, was the beglerbeg in the Great Horde and the father of Tevkel Bey (see Document 9, n. 14) as well as Mengli Giray’s wife Nur Sultan. His older brother Baki, the ambitious Manghıt leader, played a leading role in the Crimean politics in the early years of Sahib Giray’s reign. In 1537, after Islam Giray again rebelled against his uncle, Baki along with Devey chased and killed the pretender. In 1539, the relations between the khan and Baki deteriorated and Baki’s two brothers, Devey and Ak Bibi, spent almost one year in prison. After a temporary reconciliation, the failed Crimean campaign against Muscovy sealed Baki’s fate and in 1541 he was executed along with Ak Bibi. Devey did not share his brothers’ fate and in 1563 was appointed the qaraçı bey of the Manghıt clan. In the 1560s he actively participated in the negotiations with Moscow, often reminding the tsar’s envoys about his hereditary rights to the pasturelands on the Volga. Taken prisoner in the battle at Molodi (1572), he died in Muscovian captivity after 1576; see Tarih-i Sahib Giray Han, pp. 24, 52–54 (French translation: pp. 161, 191–193); Özalp Gökbilgin, 1532–1577 yılları arasıda Kirim Hanlığı’nın siyasî durumu (Ankara, 1973), pp. 19–24; Trepavlov, Istoriya Nogajskoj Ordy, pp. 120–121, 360–361 and 655; Vinogradov, Russko-krymskie otnošenija, vol. 1, pp. 71, 81, 125–126, 177; vol. 2, pp. 42, 99, 124, 255, 321–322, 327. An original letter of Devey, addressed to King Sigismund Augustus, provided with his seal and dated 5 Safer 980 A.H. (17 June 1572), is preserved in AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 12, no. 588. In this letter, Devey referred to the Tatar invasion of Muscovy of the previous year and demanded a prompt payment of the royal gifts.

² On the expression volnyj car (“free khan”), reflecting the ancient Mongol-Tatar notion of sovereignty, cf. Document 10, n. 3.
³ The obscure word beresat has been tentatively read as berekat; cf. n. a above and Document 21, notes a and 5.
⁴ On the number of prophets and messengers as recorded in the Muslim tradition, cf. Document 21, n. 6.
towards His Royal Majesty and the son of His Majesty, Sigismund II Augustus, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, everything that will be contained in the oath-letter [lyst prysjažnyj] that will be brought from my lord to His Royal Majesty by the great envoy of His Majesty, Pan Vasyl’ Tyškevyč.\(^5\)

And in all aspects my lord, the free khan, should wish well and be friendly towards His Royal Majesty, and should have no [bad]\(^6\) intentions against His Majesty, the hospodar, the great king Sigismund, and the two states of His Majesty: the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. And he should restrain his sons and his men and not let them commit any damage to the two states of His Majesty. And he should be a friend of His Royal Majesty’s friend, and an enemy of his enemy.

And if my lord fulfills this, may God assist him; and if he does not fulfill it, may God deny him assistance, and may he be separated from the divine grace and from the law of our prophet Muhammad, and from all our above written prophets, and may he be like a false-hearted heathen, and may none of his sons and descendants reign in the kingdom in which he reigns, but—as God is true and just—may He remove them from the ancestral throne, and may God make their enemies rule on that throne forever.

---

\(^5\) On Vasyl’ Tyškevyč (Pol. Tyszkiewicz), see Document 26, n. 1.

\(^6\) Cf. n. b above.
DOCUMENT 26 (10 APRIL 1535)
The letter of agreement (lyst dokončalnyj) sent by King Sigismund to Khan Sahib Giray

The original document is missing.

Ruthenian copies:
A. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 15, fol. 209b–212a [old foliation: 174b–177a].

Поселство вт Королѧ Его Милиць до Врды через пана Васила Тишкевича року ≠афле [1535м]:

Во имѧ всесиленьгѢ Бога станьє!

Мы Жыкгимонтъ, божъю милостью корол полскіи, великии кнѧзь литовскій, рѣссян, прясский, жомоитскии, и иныхъ, почынаемъ именемъ божимъ, которыи щасте роздаеть, и милость, братство љу правде держати, и слово свое правдивое сполнѧти безъ вбѫмыслѫ, с правого серца.

Кгды Богъ Створытель нас помиловал и, з воли а ласки божьєй, на втъца своего местци зостали есьмо королемъ и великии кнѧземъ, то есть на Корѣне Полскои а на вчызне нашои, Великомъ Князьвствѣ Литовскому, и паметаючы есьмо на давъное захованье прызыни предковъ нашихъ, и втъца нашего Казимира, и брата Флексаньдра, славное памети королеи и великих кнѧзеи их милости, в которомъ братствѣ и прызыни с цары крымскими были, мы по тому ж з братомъ нашымъ, царемъ Сагапъ Киреемъ, и съ сыномъ нашымъ, Усламъ Киреи солтаномъ з верное братство и правдивую прызынь зашли. И видевшы старыи и нинеишыи прыслаи и докончанье листы наше водлутъ предковъ нашихъ, и повонлвчы убыча давъньго, штобы кавшнъ и зведомо было, взнаимуемъ симъ нашымъ листъмъ, хотычы з братомъ нашымъ, Сагапъ Киреемъ царемъ, и съ Осламъ Киреи солтаномъ, сыномъ нашымъ, з верномъ братствѣ твердъ сталъ и з справедливии прызыни мешъкати, ничого не вменышваючы с тых докончанен, какъ еа передъ тымъ сипехвали и з прызыни были предки наши, великии кнѧзѣ литовскѣи с цары крымскими, и водле перъвыхъ словъ и докончанен дали есьмо и даємъ есъ нашъ листъ брату нашему, великому царю Сагапъ Кирею, и сыну нашему, Усламъ Киреи солтану, и детемъ ихъ, потомъкомъ. И намовившы есьмо и порадившысѧ с Паны
Радами нашими для твердешного речы, абы са прызьзьнє межъ нами множыла и на долги часы трывала, братву нашему Сагапъ Кирею царю и Всламъ Киреи солтану правди наш<ом>у даемъ, и прышегаемъ на томъ, штоякъ мы, Жыкгимонтъ, корол польскии, велики кнѧзь литовскіи, и сынъ нашъ, з божье ласки корол польскии, великъ кнѧзь литовскіи, вторнъ его милость Жыкгимонтъ Августъ, маємъ съ царем Сагапъ Киреемъ и з сынмъ нашымъ Всламъ Киреи солтаномъ правдиве в братстве къ прыхзні быти на веки, и нашымъ детямъ и прадетемъ, и ихъ детемъ и прадетемъ, а ихъ прызателю прызателемъ быти, а непрызателю непрызателемъ, во въєлакомъ месте и на кождого непрызателка ихъ с ними с одного стоцти.

А которыя города и водости, и земли, и воды непрызател нашъ московскіи в вотца нашего Казимира и брата Влекъсандалра, великихъ короленъ, и в нацы через прымагу свою несправедливы къ своеи ряче побрал, ино царть Сагапъ Киреи з братомъ своымъ Всламъ Киреи солтаномъ, вездѣмшы Бога на помочъ, тыи вси города и водости, и земли, и воды мають въ томъ непрызателя нашего московскаго заса побрати и намъ то все почмдывати. И тежъ на того непрызателя нашего московскаго, и на иныхъ всіхъ нашихъ непрызателемъ братъ нашъ, Сагапъ Киреи царъ, и Всламъ Киреи солтанъ, со въєсою свою братєю, и з детьми, кнѧзіи, вланы, и миры маєтъ намъ помагати ныне и напотомъ, завжываютъ ничымъ с прызыгы и докончанылъ своего не выступчны.

А которыхъ злычикъ въчынки были за цѣту нашего, корола Казимира и великаго кнѧзла, и за брати нашое, Влбрата корола и Влекъсандура, и за насъ панство нашему Корине Польскомъ и въчынки наши Великому Кнѧству Литовскому, вт Магъмет Кирэла царя, и брати и детеи его, и щтъ вси влановъ, кнѧзіи, и слѣй ихъ, которыи шкоды въ тотъ часъ тымъ вбоимъ панстьтамъ са нашымъ стали, мы то все имъ штрукшемъ, и тыхъ злычикъвъ ихъ на мыслы нашой не хочемъ держати. А которыхъ злычикъ въчынки щтъ людей нашихъ за цѣту нашего Казимира и брата Влекъсандура, короленъ ихъ милости, и за нашему счастно панованыя тои Врде Крымскіи бдятъ са стали, ино братъ нашъ Сагапъ Киреи царь, и Всламъ Киреи солтанъ того на мыслы свои не маютъ держати, и тыхъ вси въчынки маютъ съ серца своего выпустить, штожъ слышавши непрызатели бы наши страшали са, а прызатели радовали са.

Къ тому тежъ маютъ всѣкия купцзы наши з Великого Кнѧства Литовскаго и съ Коряни Полскаго добролвне, ни щтъ кого не выстергавучыся, въ Качыбиеве сол брати и, мыгта подле давъаго вмышчал заплатившы, до Киева и до Липцика, и до иньшихъ городовъ нашыхъ сол провадити за сторожою людей цара Сагапъ Киреевъ. А стьлы бы имъ въ Качыбиеве которалъ са шкода стала, або въ соли, кроме козаковъ, кнѣцомъ намиымъ, ино царь Сагапъ Киреи

a Apparently it should read u s.
тыи вси шкоды маешь намъ заплатити. Такежъ всимъ купцомъ паньства нашого, Корны Полское и Великого Кнѧзьства Литовскаго, богатымъ и голтѧинымъ, с торговъю своею добровольно прыныти до Перекопа и до Каєы, и тежъ сторговавѣшы добровольно бы пошъли, заплативѣшъ мыта.

Такъ, цько вышеи вписано въ семь нашемъ листе, а завѣжды то царь Сагапѣ Киреи маешь намъ сполнити, и с того николи не выступати. И маешь царь Сагапѣ Киреи братью и сыновъ своихъ зъ воиномъ свойъ на непрыглащца нашего московскаго посылати, и тых городовъ и волость, и земль, и водъ, которые дѣдъ и штѣцъ теперѣшнаго непрыглащца нашего московскаго втъ Кнѧзьства Литовскаго побрав, доставати. И чого з божею помочъ достанеть, то маешь засла намъ втѣдывати. И тежъ на кождого непрыглащца нашего съ нами съ одного столи.

А въ нашей вбой паньства, цько Корны Полскую, такъ и Великое Кнѧзьство Литовское, не маешь воиномъ своего, великого анъ малого, самъ царь Сагапѣ Киреи, и брать его Всламѣ Киреи, и братѣ и дети ихъ царевичи, и кнѧзи, вланы, и мірсы посылати, и того маешь стеречъ и боронити, абѣ жадное шкоды тымъ паньствамъ нашимъ втъ нихъ и людѣй ихъ не было. А естъли бы безъ ведомости царь Сагапѣ Киреевы и брата его Всламѣ Киреевы которыи люди малыи прокрали съ в паньство нашо, и пошодшы звоевали бы которыи земли паньствъ нашихъ, цько Корны Полское, такъ и Великого Кнѧзьства Литовскаго, ино брать нашъ, царь Сагапѣ Киреи маешь ихъ самихъ головами понмахшы къ намъ послать, а дома ихъ розграбити. А накъ ли бы цени сами головами шпи, и цѣнъ жоны и дети ихъ маешь до насъ послать. А што взѣмутъ люди и статковъ, то маешь изыскавшы назадъ вернути и вси шкоды исправити. Естъли жъ бы царь Сагапѣ Киреи и братъ его Всламѣ Киреи солтанъ не хотели къ тому пыности вчынити и втъ таковыхъ злыхъ чыньковъ людей своихъ повстегънуты, а которыи бы люди ихъ, або царевичи, кнѧзи, вланы, и мурзы, хотя малыи або велики люди въ паньство нашо нввошъли и шкоды намъ и землыамъ нашымъ вчынити, тогда мы того года, котораго та съ шкода намъ итъ нихъ станеть, не будемъ повинны и того впоминку сиконъ, што на семь нашемъ листе и его докончаныи есть вписано, царь Сагапѣ Кирею давати.

Нижи коли брать нашъ Сагапѣ Киреи, Всламѣ Киреи солтанъ будыть намъ тых вси речы, што на семь листе нашомъ стоитъ, справедливо полнити, мы, Жыкгимонтъ, корол полскіи и великии кнѧзъ, за таковую доброть царь Сагапѣ Кирееву маємъ ему, брать нашему поминки годовыи давати па двесте поставовь сукъя льнскаго, то есть съ Корны Полское сто поставов сукон льнскыхъ, а зъ Великого Кнѧзьства Литовскаго таклынъ сто поставовь льнскыхъ; а сыну нашему Всламѣ Киреи солтану съ Корны Полскіи трдыцать поставовь льнскыхъ, а зъ Великаго Кнѧзьства такынъ трдыцать поставовь льнскыхъ.
А пры томъ тежь царь Сагань Киреи, братъ нашъ, маеь того стеречы, абы козаки белгородскій, и его, панъствамъ нашымъ жадное шкоды не вчынили. А естъли бы некако, безъ ведома его тыи козаки прокрали са и панство нашо а шкоды которыи подданыизмъ нашымъ вчынили, б ныкъ маеь тых козаковъ за то скарати, а тын шкоды вси втъяскацыы маеь намъ назад вернути.

А тотъ впоминокъ сукна маеькъ к нему посылати в кожыды год месяца июна трдыдатого дня. А брат нашъ, царь Сагань Киреи не маеь к намъ послов своихъ великихъ посылати, бо намъ и скарбъ нашымъ на штъпрывы, такъ тежъ и посломъ его вконъ дла вели- 

ное дороги шкода великал са дееть. Нижъ коли потреба ввжаетъ [с] которым деломъ, абъ з вестъями ему к намъ послати, ино съча маеь к намъ слати гонъца самогодрѣга, а наблюлы самотрать. А естъли бы ичыъ своемъ великого посла до насъ прислалъ, тогдый мы не маеь его нашымъ ничымъ нравовати, юдн съ тогжъ впоминьку, который маеь цару давати.

Цо жъ мы, Жыкгимонтъ, корол полскій и великихъ князъ литовскій, передъ тымъ посломъ вашымъ великимъ Девенъ мрыю, которого есть до насъ прыслали, на всихъ тыхъ речахъ, што есть въ семей нашемъ листъ докончившымъ выписано, прысегали на нашу Кнigu, на сватое Евангилье, и на томъ правды нашу дали брату нашому, великому царю Саганъ Киреи, и сыну нашему, Усламъ Киреи солтану прыштелу вашому прыштелемъ быти, а непрыштелу непрыштелемъ. А вы бы тежъ непрыштелу нашему московскому непрызыльно довели, и всemu панство нашемо, и городомъ нашымъ, и местомъ, и волостемъ, и селамъ, и всени земльи, и всимъ людеямъ нашемъ съ тебя бы, брата нашего, и съ Усламъ Киреи солтану, и съ всих людеи вашихъ никорокое шкоды не было. Хто б панствамъ нашемъ былъ непрыштелемъ, тотъ и вамъ неханъ будетъ непрыштелемъ, а хто намъ прыштел, то бы и вамъ прыштел. И што въ семей нашемъ докончившемъ выписано, на чомъ есмо прысегали и правды нашу тебѣ, брату нашему, Саганъ Киреи царю, и сыну нашему, Усламъ Киреи солтану дали, на томъ хочемъ твердо一站ати, и то все держати и полнити подъ кролевствомъ нашимъ, ничымъ нещтменнье. А царь Саганъ Киреи з братьею своею царевичы, и з детьми, и зъ князъ, кланы, и мэрзы, маеь по тому жъ докончивше свое, подъ тымъ жъ словы, якъ стоит въ семей нашемъ листе, до насъ прыслати, и то все водде змовъ нашое, и прыслати и слова своего царскаго вмъ моще а ничымъ непохимъ держати и полнити, и съ тоо ничымъ не маеь выступати.

А тотъ есмо листъ нашъ докончившымъ с печатью нашей маестатно на шнъре золотомъ послалъ посломъ нашымъ великимъ, державцю красносельскимъ, паномъ Василемъ Тишкевичомъ.

---

b A tentative reading of this fragment by Dubonis: a [за] шкоды, которымъ под- даныизмъ нашимъ вчынили, seems incorrect.
The embassy from His Royal Majesty to the Horde through Pan Vasyl’ Tyškevyč, in the year 1535:

Let it happen in the name of Almighty God!

We, Sigismund, by the grace of God the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Samogitia, Mazovia, and other [lands], commence in the name of God, who gives felicity, and [promise] to sincerely keep amity and brotherhood, and to fulfill our true word without any deceit and with sincere heart!

When God, the Creator, extended his favor to us and—by God’s will and favor—we assumed the place of our father and became the king and grand duke, namely of the Polish Crown and our [hereditary] fatherland, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, while keeping in mind the past maintaining of friendship by our ancestors, our father Casimir and [our] brother Alexander, their majesties the

---

1 Vasyl’ Tyškevyč (Pol. Tyszkiewicz), courtier and tenant of Krasnoe Selo, envoy to the Crimea in 1535 and to Moscow in 1558, starosta of Čerkasy and Kaniv since 1536, palatine of Podlachia (Podlasie) since 1558; see Banionis, LDK pasiuntinybių tarnyba, pp. 163, 199, and 222; Urzędnicy centralni i dostojnicy WKL, p. 246.

2 This phrase is apparently a calque of the respective phrase found in the Tatar documents; therefore perhaps it should read: “We […] commence in the name of God, who gives felicity [to those, who] sincerely keep amity and brotherhood, and fulfill their true word […]”; cf. Document 12, n. 5.
kings and grand dukes of glorious memory, who had remained in such brotherhood and friendship with the Crimean khans, we likewise commenced loyal brotherhood and true friendship with our brother, Sahib Giray Khan, and our son, Islam Giray Sultan. And having inspected the old and recent oaths, and our letters of agreement, conforming with those of our ancestors, while renewing the ancient custom we make manifest and known with our present letter that in desire to firmly keep loyal brotherhood and live in just friendship with our brother, Sahib Giray Khan, and our son, Islam Giray Sultan, we have given and we hereby give our present letter, being in conformance with earlier engagements and letters of agreement, and not diminishing anything in reference to the letters of agreement that were exchanged previously by our ancestors, the grand Lithuanian dukes and the Crimean khans, while they were in peace, to our brother, the great khan Sahib Giray, our son, Islam Giray Sultan, their children and descendants. And having debated and taken counsel with our Lords Councilors, in order to strengthen [our] statement so that mutual friendship may increase and last long, we engage and swear to our brother, Sahib Giray Khan, and to Islam Giray Sultan that we, Sigismund, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, and our son, by the grace of God the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, His Majesty Sigismund II Augustus, should forever sincerely remain in brotherhood and friendship with Sahib Giray Khan and with our son, Islam Giray Sultan, and so should our children and descendants and their children and descendants, and they should be a friend of the other’s friend and an enemy of the other’s enemy, and they should jointly face any enemy in any place.

And whichever towns, estates, lands, and waters our Muscovian enemy took in his hand unjustly and in violation of his oath from the great kings: our father Casimir and [our] brother Alexander, and from us, [now] Sahib Giray Khan with his brother, Islam Giray Sultan, should—having invoked God’s help—recapture all these towns, estates, lands, and waters from the said Muscovian enemy and restore them all to us. And our brother, Sahib Giray Khan, and Islam Giray Sultan, along with all their brothers, children, beys [Ruth. knjazi], ulans, and mirzas, should assist us now and in the future against the said Muscovian enemy and all other enemies of ours, while never departing from their oath and letter of agreement.

And as regards the wrongful acts committed during [the reigns of] our father, King and Grand Duke Casimir, our brothers, King [John] Albert and Alexander, and ours towards our state—the Polish Crown, and our fatherland—the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, by Mehmed Giray Khan, his brothers and children, and all the ulans, beys, and their servants, whatever damage was done then to our two states, we forgive them and do not want to hold their wrongful acts in our heart. And likewise, whatever wrongful acts were committed by our men during [the reigns of] their royal majesties: our father Casimir and [our] brother Alexander, or will be committed during our prosperous reign towards the Crimean Horde, our brother, Sahib Giray Khan, and Islam Giray Sultan should not hold it in their hearts, and should release all these [wrongful] acts from their hearts, so that upon hearing this, our enemies should tremble with fear, and our friends rejoice.
Moreover, all our merchants from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and the Polish Crown may freely, without any anxiety, take salt in Kačybej and, having paid the tolls according to the ancient custom, bring [this] salt to Kiev, Luc’k, and our other towns, guarded by the men of Sahib Giray Khan. And if they—our merchants, apart from the cossacks—suffer any damage in Kačybej, in salt or [else], Sahib Giray Khan should compensate us all this damage. Moreover, all the merchants from our state, the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania—either rich or poor—may freely come with their merchandise to Perekop [i.e., the Crimean Khanate] and to Caffa, conduct their trade and freely depart, having paid the tolls.

And Sahib Giray Khan should always fulfill in regard to us whatever is written above in our present letter, and never depart from it. And Sahib Giray Khan should send his brothers and sons along with his troops against our Muscovian enemy, and take the towns, estates, lands, and waters that were captured from the Lithuanian Duchy by the grandfather and father of our present Muscovian enemy. And whatever he takes with God’s help, he should restore to us. And he should face jointly with us any of our enemies.

And he, Sahib Giray Khan, his brother Islam Giray, their brothers and sons, the sultans [Ruth. carevyčy, i.e., princes], the beys, ulans, and mirzas should not send their troops—either large or small—to our two states: the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and they should secure and prevent so that no damage should be done to our states by them or their men. And if some people of lower status [Ruth. ljudy malyi] sneak into our state without the knowledge of Khan Sahib Giray and his brother, Islam Giray, and raid any lands within our states: either the Polish Crown or the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, then our brother, Sahib Giray Khan, should capture them and send to us, and confiscate their houses. And if they escape themselves, he should send us their wives and children. And if they capture any people or goods, he should take them back and restore [to us], and he should compensate all damages. And if Sahib Giray Khan and his brother, Islam Giray Sultan, do not wish to display diligence and restrain their people from such wrongful acts, and if some of their people, or the sultans, beys, ulans, or mirzas, either of low or high status

---

3 The phrase “apart from the cossacks” (krome kozakov), entered for the first time in the present document, is unclear. In fact, it can have three different meanings: 1) the Ukrainian cossacks being unruly royal subjects are not protected by the present clause; 2) the khan is not responsible for the attacks against the royal merchants committed by the Ukrainian cossacks; 3) the khan does not take responsibility for the attacks against the royal merchants committed by his own unruly subjects, in the earlier Crimean documents referred to as “our cossacks” (cf. Document 14, n. 20, Document 15, n. 17, Document 18, n. 30, and Document 24, n. 30). Yet, the third interpretation is the least likely because in the analogous clause of the following instruments, issued by Devlet Giray in 1552 and 1560, the cossacks are referred to as “your,” i.e., royal, and as “your or Muscovian” respectively (cf. Document 32, n. 17, and Document 33, n. 16).

4 I.e., Ivan III (r. 1462–1505) and Vasilij III (r. 1505–1533), the grandfather and father of Ivan IV (r. 1533–1584).
[Ruth. malyi abo velykyi ljudy, enter our state and commit damage to us and our lands, then in the year when we suffer this damage from them, we will not be obliged to give to Sahib Giray Khan the gift in cloths that is described in our present letter and his letter of agreement.

But if our brother, Sahib Giray, [and] Islam Giray Sultan justly fulfill in regard to us all the conditions that are referred to in our present letter, we, Sigismund, the king of Poland and the grand duke, in return for such kindness of Sahib Giray Khan, should give him, our brother, annual gifts [Ruth. pomynky hodovyi] of 200 pieces [postaws] of London cloth, namely 100 pieces of London cloth from the Polish Crown, and also 100 pieces of London cloth from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania; and to our son, Islam Giray Sultan, [we should give] 30 pieces of London cloth from the Polish Crown, and also 30 pieces of London cloth from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

And also Sahib Giray Khan, our brother, should secure that the Akkerman cossacks and his own cossacks should not commit any damage to our states. And if these cossacks somehow sneak into our state without his knowledge and commit some damage to our subjects, he should punish these cossacks, regain what they have stolen, and restore to us.

And we should send him the [said] gift in cloth every year by the 30th day of the month of June. And our brother; Sahib Giray Khan, should not send us his great envoys, because due to the long road a great detriment is caused to our treasury by providing his envoys with allowance and horses. Only when he needs to notify us about some matter or news, he should send us a courier in the company of one, or at most two men [Ruth. samohodruha, a nabolšyj samotretja]. And if he sends us his great envoy, then we are not obliged to give

---

5 Postaw was a measure unit for cloth in Poland; according to the official taxes issued in 1565, a postaw of imported London cloth should have measured 40 ells in length and 3 ells in width, while a postaw of German or Polish cloth was smaller; see Antoni Maćzak, Sukiennictwo wielkopolskie XIV–XVII wieku (Warsaw, 1955), pp. 288–290; this measure unit was also known in the Ottoman empire; cf. Document 34, n. 17. The term “London cloth” (Pol. sukno luńskie) referred to fine imported cloth, originally of English origin, that was also known in the Ottoman Empire; see Maćzak, op. cit., p. 204, and Andrzej Dziubiński, Na szlakach Orientu. Handel między Polską a Imperium Osmańskim w XVI–XVIII wieku (Wrocław, 1997), p. 148. In Sahib Giray’s document from 1539 (cf. Document 28), one postaw of London cloth was calculated as being worth 33 florins. Yet, its price was lower in Poland: in 1535, one ell of London cloth in Lwów cost 30–35 groszy (i.e., 0.67–0.78 golden florins). Assuming that one postaw measured 40 ells we would obtain 27–31 golden florins per one postaw (as the price of one ell refers to a retail sale, a wholesale price was even lower); cf. Stanisław Hoszowski, Ceny we Lwowie w XVI i XVII wieku (Lwów [Lviv], 1928), pp. 187 and 154 (for the ratio between one grosz and one golden florin).

6 The Ruthenian term kozyky belohorodskyi refers to the Tatars and Turks dwelling around the town of Akkerman (Ukr. Bil’horod, Pol. Białogród), conquered by the Ottomans from the Moldavian rulers in 1484. The Turkic word kazak applied to free vagabonds; cf. Chapter 6 in Part II. Having entered into the Slavic languages, the term kozak (“cossack”) began to designate Ukrainian and Russian vagabonds as well.
him any allowance from our proper funds, but solely deduce it from the gift that we are to give to the khan.

Hereby we, Sigismund, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuan, have sworn by our [holy] book, the Holy Gospel, in the presence of your great envoy, Devey Mirza, whom you had sent to us, upon all the engagements that have been written down in our present letter of agreement, and we have engaged to our brother, the great khan Sahib Giray, and our son, Islam Giray Sultan, to be a friend of your friend and an enemy of your enemy. And you should also prove enmity to our Muscovian enemy, and no damage should be done to our entire state, our castles, towns, estates, villages, the whole land, and all our people by you, our brother, or Islam Giray Sultan, or any of your men. Whoever is an enemy to our states, should be your enemy, too, and whoever is a friend to us, should be your friend, too. And whatever is written in our present letter of agreement and what we have sworn upon and engaged to you, our brother, Sahib Giray Khan, and our son, Islam Giray Sultan, we want to firmly keep, entirely hold and fulfill under our reign, without any change. And Sahib Giray Khan along with his brothers, the sultans, and [his] children, and with the beys, ulans, and mirzas, should likewise send us his letter of agreement, [written] in the same words as our present letter, and strongly hold it and entirely fulfill without any fail or deviation according to our agreement and his monarchic oath and word.

And we have sent our present letter of agreement [lyst dokončalnyj] with our majestic seal on a golden string through our great envoy, the tenant of Krasnoe Selo, Pan Vasyl' Tyškevyč.

The act of [drawing] our present letter of agreement has been attended by our Lords Councilors of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania: the Reverend Jan, the bishop of Vilnius; Pan Olbracht Marcinowicz Gasztołd, the palatine of Vilnius, our chancellor, the starosta of Bielsk and Mazyr; Pan Jurij Mikołajewicz Radziwiłł, the lord [i.e., castellan] of Vilnius, our highest hetman, the starosta of Hrodna, our court marsha, the tenant of Lida and Belica; Pan Jan Janowicz Zabrzeziński, the palatine of Trakai and the land marshal; Pan Jan

---

7 On Devey Mirza, a member of the Manght (Mansur) clan, who swore an oath on behalf of the khan in Sigismund’s presence, see Document 25, n. 1.

8 On the great majestic seal used in the Lithuanian chancery, see Document 10, n. 9.

9 Jan, natural son of King Sigismund and Katarzyna de Thelnicz, bishop of Vilnius since 1519 (though consecrated only in 1531), bishop of Poznań since 1536; see his biography by Aleksander Świężawski in PSB, vol. 10, pp. 439–441.

10 On Olbracht Gasztold, see Document 17, n. 21, Document 18, n. 35, and Document 24, notes 1 and 3.

11 Jurij (Jerzy) Radziwiłł, palatine of Kiev in the years 1511–1514 (cf. Document 12, n. 25), castellan of Trakai since 1522, castellan of Vilnius since 1527, Lithuanian court marshal and lieutenant of Lida and Belica since 1528, Lithuanian grand (highest) hetman since 1531; see his biography by Grzegorz Błaszczyk in PSB, vol. 30, pp. 225–229.

12 On Jan Janowicz Zabrzeziński, see Document 10, n. 16.
Mikołajewicz Radziwiłł, the starosta of Samogitia; Pan Andrzej Jakubowicz Niemirowicz, the palatine of Kiev, our court hetman, and the tenant of Svislač; Pan Jan Jurevič Hlebovyč, the palatine of Polack and our marshal; Pan Stanisław Olbrachtowicz Gasztołd, the palatine of Navahrudak; Pan Maciej Wojciechowicz Janowicz, the palatine of Vicebsk, our marshal, and the tenant of Vaukavysk and Mereč [Lith. Merkine]; Pan Ivan Bohdanovyč Sapeha, the palatine of Podlachia [Podlasie], our marshal, and the starosta of Drohiczyn; and other councilors of our state.

Composed and given in our ancestral state, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, in our seat in Vilnius, anno Domini 1535, on the 10th day of the month of April, during the 8th indiction.

---

13 Jan Radziwiłł, starosta of Samogitia since 1535; see his biography by Maria Michalewiczowa in PSB, vol. 30, pp. 192–195.


15 Jan Hlebovyč (Hlebowicz), marshal since 1516 (on this title, see Document 10, n. 17), palatine of Vicebsk since 1528, palatine of Polack since 1532, palatine of Vilnius since 1542, Lithuanian chancellor since 1546; as the great Lithuanian envoy he negotiated the armistice with Muscovy in 1537; see his biography by Zdzisław Spieralski in PSB, vol. 9, pp. 541–542.

16 Stanisław Gasztołd, palatine of Navahrudak since 1522 (assumed the post in 1531), palatine of Trakai since 1542, first husband of Barbara Radziwiłłówna, the future wife of King Sigismund Augustus; see his biography by Władysław Pociecha in PSB, vol. 7, p. 303.

17 Maciej Wojciechowicz Janowicz Kłoczko, marshal and tenant of Vaukavysk since 1520, palatine of Vicebsk since 1532, starosta of Samogitia since 1542; see his biography by Tadeusz Wasilewski in PSB, vol. 13, pp. 48–49.

18 Ivan Sapeha (Pol. Sapieha), marshal since 1515, palatine of Vicebsk since ca. 1520, palatine of Podlachia (Podlasie) since 1529, starosta of Drohiczyn since 1531; see his biography by Maria Michalewiczowa in PSB, vol. 34, pp. 618–621.

19 The eighth indiction lasted from 1 September 1534 till 31 August 1535.
DOCUMENT 27 (APRIL 1535)
The formula of a donation *yarlıq* cum *şartname* to be issued by Khan Sahib Giray, prepared by the Lithuanian chancery

Ruthenian copies:
A. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 15, fol. 212a–214b [old foliation: 177a–179b].

То есть докончане, которое маєть дати царъ Сагапъ Киреи Королю Его Милости и прислати паномъ Василемъ Тишкевичом:

Божимъ именемъ початокъ буд!

Бога Единого моцъю и милостью Сагапъ Киреи, великии царъ, почы-наемъ именемъ божъимъ, которыи же роздаеть щастье, и милость, братъство в правде держати, и слово свое правъдивое сполнѧти без объмылу, с правого серца.

Богъ Створытел, коли насъ помиловалъ, на втца своего столцы зос-тали есьмо царемъ. Деда нашего Менъдли Кгиреѧ царѧ слово, брата нашего Магъмит Кгириѧ царѧ слово, моє Сапъ Кгириєво царево слово, брата моег.begin changes

Праваѧ сторона, левая сторона великого влꙋса темъники, и тисѧчъникомъ, и сотникомъ, кнѧзи и вланы,\(^\ast\) такжъ рѫскимъ кнѧземъ, и местомъ, и городомъ, митрополитамъ, владыкамъ, белого[ло]ымъ и черньцомъ, бодромъ и мещаномъ, и велому посѣлолеству:

Зведомо б было, штожъ мы цвяно чыним симъ нашымъ листомъ, штожъ нашы преди, цары, и штєцъ мои Магъмит Кгиреѧ царѧ, коли конь потныи был, до великого кнѧза Витовта, и до королѧ и великого кнѧза Казимира, до паньства Великого Кнѧзьства Литовскаго в гостину прыєджчаи и великии чти видали. Такж подлꙋгъ первого вбѫчал рѫскаг щемъ з городами, з местами, з волостьми, тѧмами, и со въсими доходы записали. Ничого не вменъшываючы с тых царлыков,

\(^\ast\) It should read: Правое стороны, левое стороны великого влꙋса темъни-комъ, и тисѧчъникомъ, и сотникомъ, [и десꙗтникомъ] кнѧземъ и вланомъ; cf. the earlier documents.
который за предков наших царей писанны царлики, и тежь первен сего и шт насъ в этотъ часъ, коли божа ласка стала великому столиц предков наших царей и штцца нашего, видевши старыи и нынешиими прысеги и доконъчанья, листы наши водлуг предков наших, и тежь свои доконъчанныи листъ даємъ, какъ штцца нашъ Мен Кигриен царь Казимири королю и великому князю дал тот час. Коли и з Жыкгимоньтомъ, королемъ и великимъ кназемъ, братомъ нашымъ, з братскю прыцэнъ зашьли, и мы, поновляюще водле первыхъ словъ, свои есьмо листъ дали под печатю позлотистою, брату нашему Жыкгимонью, королю и великому князю, и детемъ его, и потомькъмъ, держати вовъ покои: з головах Киевъ изъ земльами, и з водами, и со въсими прыйходы; Луческъ со тмами, и зъ земльами, и з водами, и со въсими прыйходы; Смольнесенъ со тмойю, и з земльами, и з водами, и со въсими прыйходы; Пороцко со тмойю, и зъ земльами, и зъ водами, и со въсими прыйходы; Подоле со тмойю, и зъ земльами, и з водами, и со въсими прыйходы; Сокаля со тмойю, и з земльами, и з водами, и со въсими прыйходы; Звинигородъ изъ земльами, и з водами, и со въсими прыйходы; Иваславък со тмойю и доходы; Качыбиевъ, Макец изъ земльами, и з водами; такежь почонъшьшы шт Киевъ Днепръм въ верхъ ажъ до встъл; Снепорода, Глинска з людми; Жовла[ж], Ботула изъ земльами и водами; Берцы, Синецъ, Хотень, Лучычыынъ, Хотомышыле, Весол изъ земльами, и водами, и со въсими доходы; Кърске со тмойю; Саревичъ Кагалдан со тмойю; Путывъ, Радогощъ, Ми[л]юбъ изъ земльами, водами, и со въсими прыйходы; Можеч, Стародъбъ, Любечъ, Бранско и[з] земльами, водами, и со въсими прыйходы; Бененко; Любеко, Тола изъ земльами, водами, и со въсими прыйходы; Берестей, Ратно, Козелско, Бранескъ, Влона, Избашъ, Донашь absentee изъ земльами, водами, и со въсими прыйходы; Дашевъ городъ, Балыцылъ городица, Тошынь, Мемижа, Вътре на со тмойю, Мамышъ, честра,—все тыи изъ земльами, водами, и со въсими прыйходы; Буско, и Великии Нохъгородъ, и Пясковъ, и Резанскими Переяславъ со тмойю, и з людми, з лесы и с пициами, и зъ городы, и со въсими прыйходы, што течет' и канецъ, къ столиц панести литовскаго.

И тому дели порадивши са съ сытъми моими, съ царевичы, с кназы, мурзы, твердо прысегаемъ, што жъ съ королемъ и великимъ кназемъ Жыкгимонтомъ правдивъ въ братствѣ и въ прылзныи бити на веки, и нашымъ детемъ и прадетемъ, и его детемъ и прадетемъ, а его прыцателю прыцателемъ быти, и непрыцателю непрыцателемъ во въскамъ месте, и тежъ на инныи непрыцатели его съ одного столиц.

А которыхъ города и волости, и земляи, и воды московскими князь побралъ къ своеми рицъ въотца его Казимира, и въ брата его Алексъсантьдра,

---

5 It should read Брыславъ.
6 It should read Мченско.
великих королей. Боже даи то, жебыхмо с помощю божьей которого города под нимъ взаи. И ты городы и волости, и земли, и воды я, Сагапь Кирие царь, и брат мой Весламъ солтанъ, и инъшы брата мои царевичы, взыемьши Бога на помоч, в московского заса ты городы вземны, и королю, великомъ князю Жыкгимонту вътдати маёмъ. И тежъ на непрыытател его московского, и на иныхъ всехъ непрыытател его я, Сагапь Кирие царь, со въсею своею братею, и з сыными, и з людми, и воискомъ помогати ныне и завзжды, и напотомъ такежъ [маёмъ].

А которыя злы вчынъки были за втця вашего Казимира, королца и великого княза, и за брати вашее, Влбрахта корола и Влекъанцдрад, тотчас паньстве вашомъ, вчынно ваши, ладско земли и литовско землы, Великомъ Кнѧзству, вт Магмат Кирила цара и вът предковъ нашихъ, и вт всихъ влановъ и кнѧзенъ, и вт слыгъ нашихъ, которыя тотчас вашо землѣ шкоды сѧ стали, и шни то все имъ втпстили и ты злы вчынъки на вмѣ не держали, которыя злы вчынъки вт царѣ нашего и вт людѣ нашихъ были. Ино теперь брать нашъ, Жыкгимонт королъ, на месты втця своего, Казимира корола, и Влбрахта, и Влекъанцдрадъ зостал. Мы, брать нашъ Жыкгимонт, не бдемъ тыхъ злыхъ вчынцыхъ въ мысли своемъ держати, и выкинемъ тое съ серца своего, штоя тыхъ слышавшы непрыытатели бы наши стршальы сѧ, а прыытатели радовали сѧ. На тое дело я, Сагапь Киреи царь, сильно стъ брать нашому, Жыкгимонту королю.

И тежъ правдивое против прыылани дозволили есьмо купцомъ паньства литовского, и зъ ладскаго добровольне, ни вт кого не въстереагачы сѧ, вт Качыбиеве сол брати и, мыты водле давного вбучал заплативши, до Киева и до Луцка, и до инъшихъ городовъ сол прыбавълт за сторожою нашихъ людеи. А ести в Качыбиеве коратал сѧ шкоода стала, або въ соли, кроме козаковъ, купцомъ вашымъ, и мы ты ны шкоды брать нашому заплатимъ. Такжъ всимъ купцомъ паньства литовскаго и ладскаго, богатымъ и голтванымъ, добровольне прыйти с торговъъю своею до Перекопа и до Каны, и тежъ сторовавъы добровольно бы пошлъ, заплативши мыты.

Такжъ дао выши писано въ семь нашому листе, завзжды то бдемъ сполнати, и съ того николи не выстипати. Такжъ братью и сыновъ своихъ изъ воискомъ своимъ на непрыытател нашего московскаго пошъземъ, и тыхъ городовъ и волостенъ, и земли, и водъ, которыя дед и втцд теперешнего непрыытател нашего и нашего московскаго побраш штъ столца литовскаго, коли дае Богъ, вттнемышы, брать нашему, королю Жыкгимонту и великому князю маёмъ дати, и тежъ на ковъдого непрыытател его съ одного столати.

А брата нашего, великаго корола Жыкгимонтовъ въбо паньства, ихъ в Корню Полскую, такъ и в Великомъ Кнѧзство Литовское, не маёмъ воиска своего великого, ани малого, я самъ, царь Сапъ Киреи, и брат мои Весламъ Киреи солтанъ, и братья и дети наши царевичы, князи, вланы, и мѣры, посылати, и того маёмъ стерецы и боронити, абы жадное шкоды тымъ паньствамъ брата нашего Жыкгимонта вт
дели моих и людей наших ни в чем не было. А естьли бы без ведомости нашею которое люди наши мальы прокрали са в панство его, и пошодши зовели бы брата нашего землю, и мы их самых головами поимавши брата нашему королю повышемь, а домы их здрабымь. А пакъ ли бы винь сами головами вшл, и мы жони и дети их хочеть послати. А што взьмут люди и статков, то маем изысканных назад вернути и всю шкоду исправить. А естьли жь быть ць, царь Сагань Киреи, з братомь своимъ Усламь Киреи солтаномь не хотели къ томи пялности учинити, а штъ таковых злых учиньков людей своихъ повстагьнуги, а которые бы люди наши, або царевичы, князии, вланы, и мирзы, хотя малы або велики люди в панства его звовълъи и земламь корола<мь> Жыкгимонтовымъ шкодъ учинили, того дь Корол Его Милость Жыкгимонть того годъ, которого тал шкода ему и земламь его штъ насъ и людией нашихъ стание, не бьдеть повиньцишьшьщго впоминьку ськонь, што на семъ нашомъ листе и его доконча ны есть уписано, намъ давать.

Нижили пли мы тыи вречно, которые на томъ нашемъ докончаны стьоль, будемь королю Жыкгимонтьу справедливо полньнуги, тогды брать нашъ, корол полекси и великия кнѧль Жыкгимонь за тцю доброт нашу маемъ поминьки годовны давать, то есть с Корны Польское сто поставов суконъ лющныхъ, а з Великого Князства Литовского такъшо сто поставов лющныхъ, а братъ нашему Усламъ солтану с Корны Полское трьдцать поставовъ суконъ лющныхъ, а з Великого Князства Литовского трьдцать поставовъ ськонъ лющныхъ.

А къ томя тежь шьбецемь брать нашему, икъ маемъ мы того стеречы, абь козаки белогородскии и наши паньствамъ его жадное шкоды не вчынили. А естьли бы некако тыи козаки безъ ведома нашего прокрали са в панство его а шкоды которыми подданы его зделали, мы маемъ тых козаковъ за то скарати, а тыи шкоды вси вчысаквьшы, маемъ емь, брать нашему, назад вернути.

А тот поминьку сукъна мает к намъ брать нашъ корол прыслати в кежддынъ годъ месяца июна трьдцатаго дня. А мы к немъ великих пословъ своихъ не маемъ послать, бо брать нашомъ з скарбе его на вшытрау, такъ тежъ и посломъ нашымъ в кеонъ дла великое дороги шкода великала са дееть. Нижили коли потреба вжает которыми деломъ, абь в встьми къ нежъ послать, а мы маемъ к нему, брать нашему, слати гонъ самодрѣя, а наблыы самотреть. А естьли бьхмо мы своего после великого послали, тогда шть его не мает инашымъ вшыправовать, едон с тогожъ впоминьку нашего, которые маетъ намъ давать.

Какъ же ца, Сагань Киреи царь, и брат мой Усламъ солтанъ, и сынове мои, и вси брать мои царевичи, князии, вланы, и мирзы, и дворане мои, и вси подданы мои, перед посломъ твоимъ, паномъ Васильемъ Тишкевичомъ, котороаго посла своего великого ты, брать нашъ,

---

4 It should rather read никѣмъ or ничымъ; cf. Document 26.
к намъ прыслав, все есьмо прысегали на нашу книгу Кћрам, и на том правди нашу дали тобе, братѣ нашему, великому королю зыкгимонть, и сыну твоему, молодому королю зыкгимонть, прыыштелью вашому прыыштелемъ быти, а непрыыштелю вашому непрыыштелем, и вашому непрыыштелю непрыышни бѣхмо довели. И еще вашему панству всемъ, и городомъ вашымъ, и местомъ, и волостямъ, и селамъ, и всемъ людемъ вашимъ, брата нашего, вт нас и вт людемъ наших всих шкоды бы не было; хто б паныствамъ вашей милости бѣхъ непрыыштел, чтот к намъ непрыыштел, а кто имъ прыыштел, тот и намъ прыыштел. И што въ семь нашемъ докончаньи все выписано, на чомъ есьмо прысегали и правдѣ тобѣ, братѣ нашемъ, и сыну твоему дали, на томъ хочемъ твердо стояти. И теперь присегаемъ втъ Бога подлугъ веры нашое, и ста и двадцати тисечеи и четырехъ тисечеи пророковъ, и нашего Его Милости праваго пророка Магъмет Мастоѳа: воллаги биллеги таллаги. И на томъ докончаны и съ правдою твердо стоимъ.

W томъ ведайте! И золотомъ писаное докончанье изъ золотою печатью послали есьмо.

Translation:

This is the letter of agreement which should be given by Sahib Giray Khan to His Royal Majesty and sent through Pan Vasyl’ Tyškevyć:¹

Let it commence in the name of God!

Sahib Giray, the great khan by the might and grace of the one God, we commence in the name of God, who gives felicity, and [promise] to sincerely keep amity and brotherhood, and to fulfill our true word without any deceit and with sincere heart!²

When God, the Creator, extended his favor to us, we ascended the throne of our father and became the khan. The word of our grandfather³ Mengli Giray Khan, [also] the word of our brother Mehmed Giray Khan, the word of [mine,] Sahib Giray Khan, [and] the word of my brother, Islam Sultan:

To the commanders of ten thousands [tümens], thousands, hundreds, [and tens]⁴ of the great people [ulus] of the right and the left side, the beys [Ruth.

¹⁴ Omitted, entered at the end of the document.
¹ On Vasyl’ Tyškevyć (Pol. Tyszkiewicz), see Document 26, n. 1.
² This phrase is apparently a calque of the respective phrase found in the earlier Tatar documents; therefore perhaps it should read: “We […] commence in the name of God, who gives felicity [to those, who] sincerely keep amity and brotherhood, and fulfill their true word […];” cf. Document 12, n. 5. The Lithuanian chancery phrased also the royal document in the same fashion; cf. Document 26, n. 2.
³ Mengli Giray was Sahib Giray’s father, and not grandfather.
⁴ Apparently omitted by error; cf. Document 18.
knjazi] and ulans, also to the Ruthenian princes, towns, castles, metropolitans, [Orthodox] bishops, women [sic]5 and monks, boyars and townsmen, and all the commoners:  

It should be known that we announce with our present letter that our ancestors, the khans, and my father, Mehmed Giray Khan, when [his] horse was growing sweaty [beneath him],6 they would come seeking hospitality [i.e., refuge] to Grand Duke Vytautas and King and Grand Duke Casimir, in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and they experienced great reverence. And according to the ancient custom they wrote down [and granted to them] the Ruthenian lands along with castles, towns, estates, tümen[s], and all revenues. And [now] we also give our letter of agreement, such as the letter that our father, Mengli Giray Khan, gave once to King and Grand Duke Casimir, without diminishing anything from [the contents of] those yarlıqs that have been written in the times of our ancestors, the khans, and also previously by us, when by the grace of God [we ascended] the great throne of our ancestors, the khans, and our father, and seeing [i.e., in the palace archives] the old and recent oaths and letters of agreement, [we gave] our letters according to [those of] our ancestors. As we have commenced brotherly friendship with our brother Sigismund, the king and grand duke, while renewing [the peace] on the basis of the ancient engagements, we have given our letter under a golden seal, letting our brother Sigismund, the king and grand duke, his children and descendants, hold in peace:

– firstly Kiev along with lands, waters, and all profits;
– Luc’k with its tümen along with lands, waters, and all profits;
– Smolensk with its tümen along with lands, waters, and all profits;
– Polack with its tümen along with lands, waters, and all profits;
– Podolia with its tümen along with lands, waters, and all profits;
– Sokolec7 with its tümen along with lands, waters, and all profits;
– Zvynyhorod8 along with lands, waters, and all profits;
– Bracław with its tümen along with revenues;
– Kačybej and Majak along with lands and waters;9
– also starting from Kiev along with the Dnieper upstream10 to its mouth;

5 Apparently by misunderstanding, the scribe changed the old term belcom (lit. “[those wearing] white [garments]”), which had figured in earlier documents and referred to laymen living in monasteries (cf. Document 1, n. 2), into belo[o]loyym (lit. “[those] with white heads”). The latter term referred to women and is unlikely in the given context; the same mistake already appears in Document 18 and in the later Turkish text of Document 34, where the term in question is rendered as aqbaşlı (lit. “[the one] with a white head”).

6 Written in singular; it should rather read: “when their horses were growing sweaty [beneath them].”

7 Cf. Document 8, n. 4.

8 Cf. Document 8, n. 5.


10 Sic; it should read “downstream.”
– Sneporod and Hlyns’k along with [their] people;¹¹
– Žolvaž¹² and Putyvl’ along with lands and waters;
– Byryn, Synec, Xoten’, Losyčy, Xotmyš, and Oskol along with lands, waters, and all revenues;¹³
– Kursk with its tümen;
– Jagoldaj, son of Saraj with its tümen;¹⁴
– Putyvl’, Radogošče and Myloljub along with lands, waters, and all profits;¹⁵
– Mužeč,¹⁶ Starodub, Ljubeč, and Brjansk along with lands, waters, and all profits;
– Mcensk, Ljubutsk, and Tula along with lands, waters, and all profits;¹⁷
– Berestej, Retan’, Kozel’šk, Pronsk, Volkonsk, Spažsk, and Donec, all with their lands, waters, and all profits;¹⁸
– the castle of Dašov, the ruined castle [Ruth. horodyšče] of Balykly,¹⁹ Tušyn, Nemyrov,²⁰ Uhrom with its tümen,²¹ Mamyš,²² and an island [referred to as Fedorov],²³ all with their lands, waters, and all profits;²⁴
– Pskov, Velikij Novgorod, Pskov,²⁵ and Perejaslav’ Rjazanski, with their tümen[s] and people along with forests, towns, all profits, [and everything]

¹² Cf. Document 8, n. 10.
¹³ Apart from Oskol, these estates were situated in the region of Putyvl’ and on the rivers Sula and Vorskla, cf. Document 8, notes 11-15. Oskol once belonged to the tümen of Jagoldaj (see n. 14 below) along with Myloljub and Mužeč (cf. Document 8, notes 18–19).
¹⁴ It should rather read: “the tümen of Jagoldaj, son of Saraj;” on this estate, extending between the upper Sejm and the upper Donec rivers, and its former owner, see Document 8, n. 18.
¹⁵ Putyvl’ is erroneously recorded twice, here and above along with Žolvaž, in a corrupt form Botula. Myloljub once belonged to the tümen of Jagoldaj along with Oskol and Mužeč (cf. n. 13 above), while the town of Radogošče was situated further to the northwest.
¹⁶ Mužeč once belonged to the tümen of Jagoldaj along with Oskol and Myloljub; cf. n. 13 above.
¹⁷ On Mcensk, Ljubutsk, and Tula, see Document 8, notes 20–21.
¹⁸ On these localities and estates, see Document 8, notes 22–26.
¹⁹ On these two settlements, situated on the lower Boh, see Document 8, notes 31 and 28. Dašov was in fact the ancient name of Očakiv (Tat. Djamkerman; Tur. Özü qal’esi).
²⁰ Corruptly recorded as Memyža; cf. n. 24 below.
²¹ The tümen of Uhrom, which could not be localized, appears in Documents 14, 20 (corrupt as “the tümen of Turow”), and 24; cf. n. 24 below.
²² In the earlier documents recorded as Mušač, Mušal, Mušen, Mamyš, and Myšen; see Document 19, n. 25.
²⁴ The last four settlements: Tušyn, Nemyrov (alias Nemyr), Mamyš, and Fedorov (alias Xodorov or Fedorkovo), as well as the tümen of Uhrom, could not be identified, but they were apparently situated in lower Podolia, between the Boh and Dniester rivers; cf. Document 8, n. 32, Document 12, n. 23, and Document 14.
²⁵ Erroneously registered twice: in a corrupt form as Busko (above) and here correctly as Pskov.
that flows or streams—[giving all the above localities] to the throne of the Lithuanian state.

And having taken counsel in this matter along with my sons, the sultans [Ruth. carevyčy, i.e., princes], [and] with the ulans, beys, and mirzas, we firmly swear to sincerely remain in eternal brotherhood and friendship with the king and grand duke Sigismund, and so should do our children and descendants; and in any place we should be a friend of his friend and an enemy of his enemy, and face jointly [with him] his other enemies too.

And whichever towns, estates, lands, and waters the Muscovian duke took in his hand from the great kings: his father Casimir and his brother Alexander, God let us [re]capture—with God’s help—from him any of these towns! And I, Sahib Giray Khan, and my brother Islam Sultan, and my other brothers, the sultans, having invoked the help of God and taken back from the Muscovian [duke] these towns, estates, lands, and waters, should restore them to the king and grand duke Sigismund. And I, Sahib Giray Khan, along with all my brothers, sons, people, and troops, should assist him against his Muscovian enemy and any of his other enemies now, always, and in the future.

And as regards the wrongful acts committed during [the reigns of] your father Casimir, the king and grand duke, and your brothers, King [John] Albert and Alexander, towards your state and fatherland, Poland and Lithuania, the Grand Duchy, by Mehmed Giray Khan and our ancestors, and all the ulans and beys, and our servants, whatever damage was done then to your land, they [i.e., your father and brothers] forgave them all this and did not hold in their hearts the wrongful acts committed by our brother and people. And now you, our brother, King Sigismund, have taken the place of your father, King Casimir, and Albert, and Alexander. [And] we, our brother Sigismund, will not hold these wrongful acts in our hearts and will release them from our hearts, so that upon hearing this our enemies should tremble with fear, and our friends rejoice. In this matter I, Sahib Giray Khan, firmly stand by you, our brother, King Sigismund.

Also, in return for [your] sincere friendship we have allowed the merchants from the Lithuanian and Polish states to freely take salt in Kačybej, without any fear of anybody, and, having paid the toll according to the ancient custom, bring it to Kiev, Luc’k, and other towns, guarded by our men. And if your merchants, apart from the cossacks26—suffer any damage in Kačybej, in salt or [else], we will compensate this damage to our brother. Moreover, all the merchants from the Lithuanian and Polish states—either rich or poor—may freely

———

26 The phrase “apart from the cossacks” (krome kozakov), entered for the first time in the royal document (Document 26), is unclear. It can have three different meanings: 1) the Ukrainian cossacks being unruly royal subjects are not protected by the present clause; 2) the khan is not responsible for the attacks against the royal merchants committed by the Ukrainian cossacks; 3) the khan does not take responsibility for the attacks against the royal merchants committed by his own unruly subjects; for a detailed discussion, cf. Document 26, n. 3.
come with their merchandise to Perekop [i.e., the Crimean Khanate] and to Caffa, conduct their trade and freely depart, having paid the tolls.

And I will always fulfill whatever is written above in our present letter, and never depart from it. And I will send my brothers and sons along with my troops against our Muscovian enemy, and—God willing—having taken the towns, estates, lands, and waters that were captured from the Lithuanian throne by the grandfather and father\(^{27}\) of your and our present Muscovian enemy, I should restore them to our brother, the king and grand duke Sigismund; and we should jointly face any of his enemies.

And I, Sahib Giray Khan, my brother Islam Giray Sultan, our brothers and sons, the sultans, the beys, ulans, and mirzas should not send our troops—either large or small—to the two states of our brother, the great king Sigismund: the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and we should secure and prevent so that no damage should be done to these states of our brother Sigismund by us or our men. And if some of our subjects of lower status [Ruth. ljudy malyi] sneak into his state without our knowledge and raid the land of our brother, then we will capture them and send to our brother, the king, and confiscate their houses. And if they escape themselves, we aim to send their wives and children. And if they capture any people or goods, we should take them back and restore [to the king], and we should compensate all damages. And if I, Sahib Giray Khan, and my brother, Islam Giray Sultan, do not wish to display diligence and restrain our people from such wrongful acts, and if some of our people, or the sultans, beys, ulans, or mirzas, either of low or high status [Ruth. malyi abo velykyi ljudy], enter his state and commit damage to King Sigismund’s lands, then in the year when he or his lands suffer this damage from us or our people, His Majesty King Sigismund will not be obliged to give us the gift in cloths that is described in our present letter and his letter of agreement.

But if we justly fulfill in regard to King Sigismund all the conditions that are referred to in our present letter, then he, Sigismund, the king of Poland and the grand duke, in return for our kindness should give us annual gifts [Ruth. pomynky godovyi], namely 100 pieces [postaws] of London cloth\(^{28}\) from the Polish Crown, and also 100 pieces of London [cloth] from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania; and to our brother, Islam Sultan, [he should give] 30 pieces of London cloth from the Polish Crown, and 30 pieces of London cloth from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

And also we promise our brother to secure that the Akkerman cossacks\(^{29}\) and our [cossacks] should not commit any damage to his states. And if these cossacks somehow sneak into his state without our knowledge and commit some

---

\(^{27}\) I.e., Ivan III (r. 1462–1505) and Vasilij III (r. 1505–1533), the grandfather and father of Ivan IV (r. 1533–1584).

\(^{28}\) On the terms postaw and “London cloth,” see Document 26, n. 5.

\(^{29}\) On the Ruthenian term kozaki belohorodskii and the contemporary meaning of the word kozak, see Document 26, n. 6.
damage to his subjects, we should punish these cossacks, regain what they have stolen, and restore to him, our brother.

And our brother, the king, should send us the [said] gift in cloth every year by the 30th day of the month of June. And we should not send him our great envoys, because due to the long road a great detriment is caused to the treasury of our brother by providing our envoys with allowance and horses. Only when we need to send him news regarding some [urgent] matter, we should send him a courier in the company of one, or at most two men [Ruth. samohodruha, a nabolšy samotretja]. And if we send our great envoy, then he is not obliged to give him any [additional] allowance, but solely deduce it from the gift that he is to give us.

And I, Sahib Giray Khan, and my brother Islam Sultan, and my sons, and all my brothers, the sultans, and the beys, ulans, mirzas, my courtiers and all my subjects, have sworn by our [holy] book, the Koran, in the presence of your envoy, Pan Vasyl’ Tyškevyč, whom you, our brother, had sent us as your great envoy, and we have engaged to you, our brother, the great king Sigismund, and to your son, the young king Sigismund, to be a friend of your friend and an enemy of your enemy so that we may prove enmity to your enemy. And no damage should be done by us and all our people to the whole your state, your castles, towns, estates, villages, and all the land and people of yours, our brother; whoever is an enemy to the states of Your Majesty, will be an enemy to us, and whoever is a friend to them, will be our friend too. And whatever is written in our present letter of agreement and what we have sworn upon and engaged to you, our brother, and your son, we want to firmly keep. And now we swear by God, according to our faith, by 124,000 prophets, and by our righteous prophet, His Majesty Muhammad Mustafa: by God, with God, and through God! And we firmly and sincerely stand upon this letter of agreement.

Thus you should know! And we have sent the letter of agreement, written in gold and provided with a golden seal.

---

30 On the number of prophets as recorded in the Muslim tradition, cf. Document 13, n. 3. The present oath formula, prepared by the royal chancery, was evidently based on earlier Tatar documents.

31 Mustafa (lit. “the Chosen”) is the second name of Prophet Muhammad.

32 The Arabic formula vallah bi‘llah bi‘llah is correctly rendered in the Cyrillic text.
DOCUMENT 28 (DECEMBER 1539)

The donation yarlıq cum şartname sent by Khan Sahib Giray to King Sigismund

The original document is missing.

Polish translation:

Sahipkireia cara pakta roku pańskiego 1542 z Zigmuntem etc.

W imię boże i z łaski bożej ja, Sahipgireib car poczynam, bracką przyjaźń sprawiedliwie trzymać, i słowo nasze w sprawiedliwości mieć! Iż z łaski bożej na miejscu ojca naszego carem zostałem, ojca naszego, cara Menligireya słowo, i brata naszego starszego cara słowo, i nas, Sahibkireyac słowo to jest:

I państwa naszego od prawej i lewej ręki naszej, i wielkiego państwa naszego ułanom i kniaziom naszym, ruskim państwom, miastom, zamkam, metropolitom, władym, czerńcom, bielcom, bojarom, mieszczanom, i wszelkim pospolitym ludziom, czynimy jawno temg naszym listem:

Jako i pierwej nasi carowie, przodkowie nasi, ojciec nasz Menligirey car, brat nasz starszy Machmetgireyi car, dziad nasz Aczigireyj car, kiedy na koniu swym potnym do wielkiego kniazia Witultal i do wielkiego króla Casimierza, do państwa lytewskiego w gościnę przyjeżdżali, i wielką uczciwość mieli, a tak my wedle pierwszych obyczajów ruskie państwa, zamki, miasta, i wsie, z ich dochody i pożytkami napisaliśmy, nic nie ostawając, jedno wedle pierwszych

---

a. B. Sahipgireia cara tatarskiego pakta z Zygmuntem I, królem polskim.
b. B. Sahipgirey.
c. In B. here and hereafter: miejscu.
d. B. Menligereia.
e. B. Sahibgireia.
f. In both copies written erroneously: ulanów i kniaziów naszych; the Polish translation is evidently corrupt; cf. the earlier documents.
g. B. tym.
h. B. here and hereafter: Menligerey.
i. B. Machmetgirey.
j. B. Adzigerey.
k. mistaken written polnym; cf. Document 1, n. c.
l. B. Witolta.
m. B. Kazimierza.
a. B. here and hereafter: litewskiego.
b. In both copies written erroneously: ruskim państwom, zamkam, miastom, i wsiom.
listów, jako za pierwszych carów pisywali. I weźrzawszy⁸ na pierwsze sprawy, gdy my za pomocą bożą na miejscu przodka naszych carem ostaliśmy, i weźrzeliśmy w sprawy ojców naszych, i w pierwsze dokończenie, tedy wedle tego dokończenia listy i dokończenie swoje tak, jako i otec nasz, Menligirey car królowi Cazimierzowi⁹ i wielkiemu kniaziowi Zigmuntowi, kiedy z Zigmuntem królem i wielkim kniaziem, bratem swym, wedle pierwszej brackiej' przyjaźni mieszkali, my także z bratem naszym ponawiamy wedle pierwszego obyczaju. I ten list nas dajem pod złotą pieczęcią naszą bratu naszemu, wielkiemu królowi Zigmuntowi i wielkiemu kniaziowi ltyewskiemu, i jego potomkom, mocno dzierżeć wiarą i prawdą: w głowach Kiio i Cerkassy z ziemiemi, wodami, i ze wszelkimi dochodami i pożytkami ich; Smolenko z ziemiemi, wodami; Połoczcko z ziemiemi, wodami, etc.; Żynihrodo z ziemiemi, wodami, etc.; Braslaw z ziemiemi, wodami, etc.; Stoprud, Młynsko z ziemiemi, etc.; Żołwasz, Budułę z ziemiemi, wodami, etc.; Buczintsen, Choten, Łuczyczn, Totmyšlen, Uscun z ziemiemi, wodami, etc.; Kozielsko; tumen Saraiowicz—Jekaltańskie państwo—wam bratu naszemu, wielkiemu królowi, i synowi waszemu, które państwa przynależą, zamki, ludzie, i dąbrowy, etc., z ziemiemi, wodami, i ze wszelkimi pożytkami ich, gdzie wnijdzie i wciecze, ku państwu i stolcu litewskiemu.

Poradziwszy się z carowiczami, z synmi naszymi, i z ułany, kniaziami, murzami, mocnąmy przysięgę uczynili: wielkiemu królowi i wielkiemu kniaziowi ltyewskiemu Zigmuntowi, i synowi waszemu, wielkiemu królowi i wielkiemu książęcia w brackiej a w dobrej przyjaźni mamy być; synowie nas potem, i potomkowie także z potomkami waszymi w brackiej przyjaźni mają być.

A które zamki, państwa, i wsie⁸a kniaź moskiewski przez zdradliwy postępek swój u ojca waszego, króla Casimirza,⁰ i u brata waszego, króla Aleksandra, i od samych was zabrał, ja, Sahipgerey am car, da Pan Bóg, za pomocą bożą państwo moskiewskie wielkim wojskiem zwojowawszy, i od niego odjawszy, te zamki wam, bratu naszemu wielkiemu królowi, i synowi waszemu, i

---

⁸ B. here and hereafter: wejrzawszy.
⁹ B. królowi Kazimierzowi.
¹ B. here and hereafter: Zigmuntowi.
¹ B. braterskiej.
¹ B. here and hereafter: wszystkiemi.
¹ B. Zwinigrodo.
ⁿ B. z ziemiemi, wodami, etc.
ⁿ B. Budułę.
² B. Brezinten; apparently this corrupt place-name resulted from the erroneous amalgamation of two place-names: Byryn (or Beryn) and Siniec; cf. Document 27 and earlier documents.
³ B. Łucziczn, Tomsilen.
⁴ In both copies written erroneously: lumen.
⁵ B. wsie.
⁶ B. Kazimierzca.
⁷ B. Sahipgery.
potomkom ich wiernie mamy służyć. Ad A nieprzyjacielowi moskiewskiemu i inszemue nieprzyjacielowi będziem nieprzyjaźni oddawać. Ja, Sahipkirey car, i z synami swymi, i z wielkimi wojski naszymi, gdziekolwiek, teraz i na potym, inaczej nie czyniąc, przeciwko nieprzyjacielowi będzmy.

A które złe uczynki za ojca naszego, i za starszego brata naszego, i za króla Kazimierza, i za brata, króla Olbrichta, i za króla Alexandra państwow waszym polskim i litewskim Machmetgirey car, przodka waszych, i inszemue szkody czynili, abyście te namienione szkody z umysłów swych wypuścili. I teraz wy, brat nasz, król Zigmunt na miejscu ojca swego, króla Kazimierza, króla Olbrachta, i króla Alexandra, oni takowe pierwsze złe uczynki odpuszczali, i wy, brat nasz, <także my, carowiczowie,> z umysłów swoich³⁰ wypuścić macie, aby nieprzyjaciele to słysząc bali się, a przyjaciele radowali się.

Sahipkirey car, [także my, carowiczowie,] bratu naszemu, wielkiemu królowi Zigmuntowi, także bracką przyjaźń prawdziwie dzierżeć mamy. I dozwoliliśmy kupcom państwa polskiego, i kupcom państwa litewskiego, wolno przyjeżdżać i odjeżdżać, nic się nie bojąc, i na czorcę sól brać, wedle obyczaju do Kiiowa i do Luczka, i do innych zamków prowadzić za strażą ludzi naszych; aby kupowali, przedawali, jako wolno przyjeżdżali, tak wolno odjeżdżali, wedle ustaw myto oddawali; jako w tym liście opisujemy, i mamy słowo nasze prawdziwie pełnić.

Synów swych z wojskiem naszym posyłać na państwo moskiewskie, i na insze nieprzyjacielskie także mamy posyłać.

A nie mamy państwa brata naszego, jako w państwo polskie, tak w państwo litewskie, wojska swego wysyłać nie mamy.⁴³ A ja sam, Sahibkirey car, i synowę, carowiclowie, i ulanowie, kniazowie, murzowie, poszczególnie nikogo nie będzmy, i tego będzmy przestrzegać i bronić, tym dwóm państwom żadna szkoda aby nie była od nas, i od ludzi naszych. A jeśliby bez wolniej naszej kotokolwiek, choćby wiele albo mało ludzi, ukradkiem państwu waszemu

---

ad B. wiecznie mają służyć.
ae B. innemu.
ae B. Sahipgerey.
ag B. Olbrachtia.
ah B. Machmetgerey.
aia Apparently this fragment should be entered in the paragraph below.
aia B. swych.
aia B. Sahipgerey.
ai B. braterską.
am B. przyjaćć.
an On the Turkish term çorqa see n. 14 below.
amissing in B.
æp B. A w państwa brata naszego, jako w państwo polskie, tak w państwo litewskie, wojska swego wysyłać nie mamy.
aæq B. Sahipgerey.
aær B. woli.
szkodę uczynili, mamy ich na gardle karać, i ten plion⁵⁴ przywiedziony do was, brata naszego, wielkiego króla, i do syna brata naszego wrócić mamy, i mamy im szkody popłacić.

A jeśli ja, Sahibkirey⁵⁵ car, tych rzeczy nie sprawiłem, i jeśli tym tych ludzi nie ujmował, i którzy ludzie nasi, synowie, ułani, kniaziowie, murzowie, mały albo wielki lud, w państwo polskie albo w państwo litewskie wtargnęli, tedy brat nasz, król Zigmunt, i syn wasz, wielki król, tego roku upominków, sukien i złotych posyłać nie macie, które upominki w tym liście są napisane.

Bratu naszemu, wielkiemu królowi, i synowi waszemu, wielkiemu królowi, każdego czasu bracką przyjaźń⁵⁶ sprawiedliwie dzierżeć, a każdego roku wam, bratu swemu, mamy się upominać upominków: za 13000 złotych sukna luńskiego—z Korony Polskiej 200⁵⁷ postawów sukna luńskiego bez trzech postawów, a z Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego także 200 postawów sukna luńskiego bez trzech postawów. A każdy postaw mamy przyjąć po 33⁵⁸ złotych czerwonych. A przy tych suknach 200⁵⁹ gotowymi złotymi czerwonemi macie posyłać, a to ma być summa wszystkiego piętnaście tysięcy złotych czerwonych. Macie przysyłać na rok na dzień Świętego Jurgia wiosennego.

A posłów i gońców więcej posyłać nie będziem, jedno wedle zwyczaju starodawnego—napierwej od nas samych, i od żon naszych, i od dziewek naszych, i od niewiastek naszych, i od gahalki⁶⁰ carowica, i ode wszelkich⁶¹ carowiczów, wiele ich będzie, i od czterech caraczceiów,⁶² i przy każdym karaczceiu⁶³ ode dwu murz, mamy posyłać, a więcej tego posyłać nie będziemy.

A od was, brata naszego, i od króla młodego, jeśli że⁶⁴ do nas posłowie i gońcy przyszli będą, my im żadnej trudności ani przykrości nie będziemy czynić, ani my sami, ani synowie nasi, ani ułanowie, kniaziowie, murzowie. Posłów i gońców złym umysłem zmyśliwszy⁶⁵ grabić nie mamy, żadnych krzywd czynić nie mamy, ani im samym, ani słowom ich, aby jako przyjechali, tak wolno odjechali.⁶⁶

⁻²⁵² A. plion.
⁻²⁵³ B. Sahibkirey.
⁻²⁵⁴ A. przyjaźń bracką.
⁻²⁵⁵ In B. here and below: dwieście.
⁻²⁵⁶ A. trzydzieści trzy.
⁻²⁵⁷ B. dwa tysiące.
⁻²⁵⁸ A. summa wszystkiego piętnaście tysięcy.
⁻²⁵⁹ B. starodawnego.
⁻²⁶⁰ B. gahalki.
⁻²⁶¹ B. od wszystkich.
⁻²⁶² B. caraczceiów.
⁻²⁶³ B. karaczceiu.
⁻²⁶⁴ Missing in B.
⁻²⁶⁵ B. zmysławszy.
⁻²⁶⁶ B. odjeżdżali.
W głowach ja sam, Sahypgirey\textsuperscript{bh} car, i ze wszemi synmi swoimi, i ze wszemi ulany, kniaziami, murzami, i ze wszemi sługami, i też ze wszemi ludźmi\textsuperscript{bl} naszymi przysięgliśmy wiarą i prawdą na tym dokończeniu Bogu jedynemu, na Alkoran: wam, bratu naszemu na prawdzie, i synowi waszemu, młodyemu królowi Zigmuntowi Augustowi prawdziwie mamy dzierżeć; my sami, synowie, i potomkowie nasi w brackiej przyjaźni mają być; a potym waszym obudwóim państwom, polskiemu i litewskiemu, i ich zamkom, włościami, i wsiom, które ku obudwom państwom przynależą, tym państwom od nas i od ludzi naszych żadna szkoda być nie ma, państwu naszemu i wam, bratu naszemu, wielkiemu królowi Zigmuntowi.

Na brackiej przyjaźni, na prawdzie to dokończenie pisano. Na czymeśmy przysięgli wam, bratu naszemu, i synowi waszemu, i to postanowienie mocno mamy dzierżeć. I daliśmy to dokończenie pod złotą pieczęcią, iż między wami, bratem naszym, a między nami, które dokończenie postanowiono, według tego mamy się sprawować; iż nie mam w państwo królewskie\textsuperscript{bj} ani ja sam, ani mam dozwalać synom swoim, ani karaczeiom naszym w państwo wasze wętarnqawszy szkody czynić. A gdzie by więc oni szkodę poczynili, jeśli będę mocen, odjąć sam w wiernym swym świecie.\textsuperscript{bk}

A jeśli do Białogrodu, albo do Oczakowa, albo też do Ozowa uciekli, albo tych zamków kozacy państwo wasze jeżeli wojowali, u tych my nie mamy mocy odjawszy wam odsyłać, bo to są zamki cara tureckiego;\textsuperscript{bl} boście wy nam o nich nie spominali,\textsuperscript{bm} ani o tych trzech zamków kozakach przysięgaliśmy.

A jeśli z państwa tureckiego do państwa naszego ci ludzie, jeżeli winni byli, tych będziemy karać. Dla tych Cesarz Jego Miłość nam nic nie uczyni. A z państwa naszego którzy tam pójdą, jeżeli będą winni, tam ich będą karać, my do nich niczego nie mamy. I dlatego tych trzech zamków w dokończeniu nie wkladali, że oni, który plon przywiodą, my nie możemy od nich odjawszy, do was posłać. A tak za to abyście nam nie dziwowali. A jeżeli nam o to mówili, my ich nie wypuścimy od posługi swojej, iż wam nie mają żadnych szkód czynić.

I pieczęciem swoje przyłożył, walahi wie billahi wi tellahy,\textsuperscript{bn} przysięgam Bogu jedynemu i Machometowi Prorokowi.

Dan po ześciu z tego świata Machometa Proroka roku 946, od narodzenia Pana Chrystusowego 1542.\textsuperscript{bo}
The treaty [Pol. pakta] of Sahib Giray Khan with Sigismund etc., Anno Domini 1542.\footnote{Sic; this date must be wrong since the Muslim year 946 A.H. lasted from 19 May 1539 till 7 May 1540.}

I, Sahib Giray Khan, commence in the name of God and by the grace of God, [and engage] to justly keep brotherly friendship, and to respect our word! As by the grace of God I have become the khan in the place of our father, this is the word of my father, Mengli Giray Khan, and of my elder brother;\footnote{I.e., Mehmed Giray, cf. below.} and of us, Sahib Giray:

<And> [To the commanders]\footnote{The text of the Polish translation is evidently corrupt; cf. n. f above.} of our right and left hand of our state, to our ulans and beys [kniaziom] of our great state, and to the Ruthenian estates, towns, castles, metropolitans, [Orthodox] bishops, monks, laymen,\footnote{On the old Ruthenian term belec, see Document 1, n. 2.} boyars, townsmen, and all common people, we make known with our present letter:

As formerly the khans, our ancestors, our father Mengli Giray Khan, our elder brother Mehmed Giray Khan, and our grandfather Hadji Giray Khan, when their horses were growing sweaty [beneath them], they would come seeking hospitality [i.e., refuge] to Grand Duke Vytautas and to the great king Casimir, in the Lithuanian state, and they enjoyed great sincerity, according to the former custom and letters that were written in the times of the former khans, we have granted to [Lithuania]\footnote{Cf. n. o above.} the Ruthenian states, castles, towns, villages, along with their incomes and profits, and without any omission. And, when with the help of God we have become the khan in the place of our ancestors, we have inspected the matters of our fathers and the previous letter of agreement, and according to that letter of agreement we have renewed our correspondence and agreement with our brother, according to the ancient custom, as our father, Mengli Giray Khan, used to keep in regard to King Casimir and Grand Duke Sigismund, when he was remaining in brotherly friendship with his brother Sigismund, the king and the grand duke. Hence we grant our present letter under the golden seal to our brother Sigismund, the great king and the grand duke of Lithuania, and to his descendants, [letting them] to hold firmly, sincerely and truly:

– firstly Kiev and Čerkasy along with lands, waters, and all their incomes and profits;
– Smolensk with lands and waters;
– Polack with lands, waters, etc.;
– Zvynyhorod with lands, waters, etc.;
- Braclav with lands, waters, etc.;
- Snejporod and Hlyns’k with lands etc.;
- Žolvaž and Putyvl’ along with lands, waters, etc.;
- Byryn, Synec, Xoten’, Losyčy, Xotmyšl, and Oskol along with lands, waters, and all revenues;
- Kozel’sk;
- the tümen of Saraj’s son, i.e., the estate of Jagoldaj;

—all these estates, castles, people, oak woods, etc., along with their lands, waters, and all their profits, wherever anything comes or flows in, [should] belong to you, our brother, the great king, your son, and the state and throne of Lithuania.

Having taken counsel with the sultans, our sons, and with the ulans, beys, and mirzas, we have taken a firm oath: we should remain in brotherly and good friendship with Sigismund, the great king and the grand duke of Lithuania, and with your son, the great king and grand duke; and so should our sons, and our ancestors should likewise remain in brotherly friendship with your ancestors.

And whichever castles, estates, and villages the duke of Muscovy treacherously took from your father, King Casimir, your brother, King Alexander, and from you, I, Sahib Giray Khan, should—God willing—with God’s help take back these castles from him, having raided the Muscovian state with large troops, [and restore to you]; and we should faithfully serve our brother, the great king, your son, and their [i.e., your] ancestors. And we will reciprocate the enmity of [your] Muscovian enemy or any other enemy. I, Sahib Giray Khan, along with my sons and our large troops, will face [your] enemy wherever needed, now and in the future, and we will not do otherwise.

And as regards the wrongful acts committed to your Polish and Lithuanian states in the times of our father and elder brother, and in the times of King Casimir, [your] brother, King [John] Albert, and King Alexander, by Mehmed Giray Khan, our ancestors, ulans, beys, mirzas, and other servants, you should release the aforementioned damages from your heart. And now, when you, our brother, King Sigismund, are in the place of your father, King Casimir, and King Albert, as they used to forgive the former wrongful
acts, also you, our brother, should release them from your heart, so that upon hearing this [our] enemies should tremble with fear, and [our] friends should rejoice.

[And I,] Sahib Giray Khan, and also us, the sultans, should truly keep brotherly friendship with our brother, the great king Sigismund. And we have allowed the merchants from Poland and the merchants from Lithuania to freely come and depart, without any fear, take salt from a saline and transport it to Kiev, Luc’k, and other castles, guarded by our men; so that they may buy, sell, freely come and freely depart, having paid the toll according to the laws; and we should truly fulfill our word as we describe in the present letter.

We should send our sons along with our troops against Muscovy and against other [royal] enemies.

And we should not send our troops to the states of our brother, either Poland, or Lithuania. Neither I, Sahib Giray Khan, nor our sons, the sultans, the ulans, beys, and mirzas should let anybody go; and we will prevent and guard so that no damage should be done to these two states by us or our people. And if some individuals—either many or few people—commit any damage to your state without our consent, we should punish them by death [lit. beheading], send the taken captives back to you, our brother, the great king, and to our brother’s son, and compensate the damages.

And if I, Sahib Giray Khan, do not fulfill this [engagement] and do not capture these people, and if any of our subjects, sons, ulans, beys, mirzas, invade Poland or Lithuania in small or large numbers, then you, our brother, King Sigismund, and your son, the great king, do not have to send the gifts in cloth and cash [złotych] due that given year, which gifts are specified in the present letter.

We should constantly and justly keep brotherly friendship with our brother, the great king, and with your son, the great king, and [in return] each year we will expect gifts in London cloth worth 13,000 florins [złotych]—197 pieces [postaws] of London cloth from the Polish Crown and 197 pieces of London cloth from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. And we should accept each piece [postaw] as being worth 33 golden florins [czerwonych złotych, i.e., ducats]. And along with the cloth you should give 2000 golden florins in cash, which makes altogether 15000 golden florins. You should send it by St. George’s Day, in the spring.

And we should not send more envoys and couriers but only the number that used to be customary: firstly by us, our wives, daughters, and daughters-in-law,
by the qalga sultan and all [other] sultans, whatever their number, and by the four qaraçis, and by two mirzas from the retinue of each qaraç; and we should not send more.

And if envoys and couriers are sent to us from you, our brother, or from the young king [i.e., Sigismund Augustus], neither we, nor our sons, the ulans, beys, and ulans will make them any trouble or nuisance. We should not allow to be mislead by evil minds and rob or harm [the royal] envoys and couriers, or their servants, so that they may come and depart freely.

I, Sahib Giray Khan—to begin with, along with all my sons, all the ulans, beys, mirzas, and servants, and along with all our men, we have sincerely and truly sworn upon this letter of agreement to one God and by the Koran: “we should sincerely keep [our oath] to you, our brother, and to your son, the young king Sigismund Augustus; we, our sons and descendants should remain in brotherly friendship; moreover, no damage should be done by us or our people to you, our brother, the great king Sigismund, nor to either of your states, Poland or Lithuania, their castles, estates, or villages.”

This letter of agreement [dokończenie] has been corroborated by brotherly friendship and [the above] oath. What we have sworn upon and engaged to our brother and your son, we should firmly keep. And we have given the present letter of agreement under the golden seal, [engaging] that we are to act according to what has been agreed between us and our brother, and that neither I, nor my sons or qaraçis under my permission, should invade or cause damage to your state. And if they cause any damage, if it is within my power, I should confiscate [their captives and spoils]18 in my state.

But if they flee to Akkerman, Očakiv, or Azov,19 or if a raid against your state is committed by the cossacks from these castles, then we have no power to confiscate [their captives and spoils] and send back to you, because these castles belong to the Turkish emperor; you did not mention them to us [in previous agreements], neither did we take any oath regarding the cossacks of these three castles.

Yet, if these people arrive in our state from the Turkish state, if they are guilty, we will punish them. His Imperial Majesty [i.e., the Ottoman sultan] will not reproach us for [punishing] them.

And if such individuals [i.e., evildoers] leave our state and go there [i.e., to the Ottoman domains], if they are guilty, they will be punished there, but we have no power over them. Therefore these three castles have not been enclosed in the letter of agreement, as we cannot confiscate the captives from those, who bring them [to these castles,] and send back to you. You should not reproach

---

18 This fragment is apparently corrupt and it was restored to make better sense.
19 The name Ozów (Ozowa in the genitive case) refers to the castle at the mouth of the Don—Azov (Pol. Azów, Tur. Azaq); it could also refer to Očakiv, known in Turkish as Özi qa‘esi (“the Dnieper castle”), but then we would have to assume that Očakiv was mistakenly recorded twice under two names. Besides, the document states below that there were three Ottoman castles in the region.
us for this. But if they [i.e., our subjects] inform us [of their plans to raid your lands], we will not let them go, as they should not cause you any damage.

And I have appended my seals, by God, with God, and through God!—I swear to God and Prophet Muhammad.

Issued in the year 946 after the departure of Prophet Muhammad from this world, 1542 [sic] since the birth of Lord Christ.

---

20 The Arabic formula vallahi ve billahi ve tallahi is correctly rendered in the Polish text.

21 Sic; of course it should refer to the Hegira and not Muhammad’s death. The Muslim year 946 A.H. lasted from 19 May 1539 till 7 May 1540. Judging by the fact that a Tatar courier announcing the embassy’s departure from the Crimea reached Sigismund’s court by 10 January 1540, we may assume that the document was issued in December 1539; cf. Sigismund’s letter to the khan, sent through the returning Crimean courier on 10 January 1540, published in Russkaja Istoričeskaja Biblioteka, vol. 30, cols. 58–60.

22 Sic; cf. n. 1 above.
DOCUMENT 29 (THE BEGINNING OF 1541)

The preliminary peace conditions sworn in Cracow by Ali Hadji (Alihača), the Crimean envoy

Ruthenian copies:


Таковаѧ намова Королю Его Милости съ царемъ Сагапъ Киереемъ есть вчинена в Кракове черезъ великого посла Алыгачу, где то широкими словы маѣть быть выписано с почату, якъ и въ перышыхъ докончаныхъ:

й [1]: Лечъ дело господарское съ царемъ на томъ зостало, ижъ царъ Сагапъ Кирань маєть приѧть Королѧ Его Милости, и сыну его милости, королю молодому и великому князю Августу, приѧтелемъ быти, а неприѧтелю ихъ милости неприѧтелемъ, и на кождого неприѧтелѧ маєть зъ ихъ милостью господары быти за ўдинъ.

в [2]: А которые городы, волости, земль, воды неприѧтелѧ господарския московськия в вотца его милости, Казимера, и брата его милости, великихъ королей, и тежъ в Королѧ Его Милости несправедъ-ливе черезъ присѧгу свою побраля, іно царъ Сагапъ Кирань, ўземь Бога на помочь, маєть тье всѣ города в того неприѧтелѧ его милости московського побрати, и засѧ Королѧ Его Милости поўтдавати. А маєть его милость3 на того неприѧтелѧ, и на иныхъ всѣхъ неприѧтелей помагати.

г [3]: Къ тому тежъ царъ Сагапъ Кирань маєть Королю Его Милости и потомъкомъ его милости вовъ поконъ держати: в головахъ Киевъ из землью и водами; Лꙋческъ со тьмою, и з землью, и з водами; Смольнескъ со тьмою, и з водами, и з землью; Полнцко со тьмою, и з землью, и водами; Подолье со тьмою, и з землью, и з водами;

1 This copy consists of 12 articles instead of 13 because the articles 4 and 5 of the Ruthenian copy have been combined.

а An evident scribal error; it should read: сына его милости, корола молодого и великого князя Августа.

b It should read милости.
Сокаль со тьмами, и з водами, и з землями; Звенигородъ такъжо из землями и з водами; Браславъ со тьмою и з доходы; Качиевъ, Маень из землями и водами; такое почоньши въ Киеве Днепромъ и верхъ ажъ до встъи; Снепорода, Глинъска зъ людьми; Жолва[ж], Бготыли из землями и водами; Берин, Синецъ, Хотень, Ляхчины, Хотомышье, Всколь из землями и водами; Коръске со тьмою; Сараевъ Къгалдаи со тьмо<нъ>ю; Пятивъ, Радогощъ, Миловъ из землями и водами; Можечъ, Стародыбъ, Любечъ, Бранское; Пченскъ, Люпско, Тола из землями и водами; Берестенъ, Ратно, Козельско, Бранескъ, Улькона, Избашъ, Донашъ; Дашовъ городъ, Балаалы городица, Ташинъ, Мемяки, Вхора со тьмою, Момышъ, штуръ—всъ тьы из землями и водами; Бяскъ, Велики Новгородъ, Пъсковъ, Резинской Перемъславъ со тьмою, и з людьми, и з лесы, съ пущами, и з городы, и со въсими приходы, што течет и канеть, къ столцу панства литовскаго.

д [4]: Тежъ кнъгцы панствъ его милости, Коряны Польское и Князства Великаго Литовскаго, маевъ добровольне въ Качиеве соль брати и, мыта водългъ давъного вбчоа заплатили, до Киевъа и до Льцыка, и до иныхъ городовъ соль прибавълали за сторожою людь царевъх.

ё [5]: А естъли бы въ Качиеве котора са шкода подданъмъ Король Его Милости вът людемъ царевъх [стала], инъ царь мае тьы шкоды Королю Его Милости поплатити.

§ [6]: Такежъ всимъ кнъцомъ панства ладскаго и литовскаго вольно прияти съ торгъовьлею своею до Перекопа и до Кацыы и, тамъ сторъговавъ сасъ добровольно поити, заплатили мыта сторожные; а царевъмъ кнъцомъ по томъ ж до панства его милости вольно торговать ходить и сасъ добровольне поити по тому жъ, заплативши мыта звчаные.

ъ [7]: А не мае царь въ обои панства Король Его Милости, такъ Коряны Польскую, яко и Князство Великое Литовское, воиска своеего великого и малого въсилати, такъ, яко то на докончанье ширею бдеть вписано.д

й [8]: Що са дотьчать поминъковъ, инъ Король Его Милость мае ему за добръ его въ кожъдый годъ поминку посылати за платъд отдыхать тисячъ золотыхъ съкъны, то есть кожанны поставъ сукъна льпскаго за тридцать и за три золотыхъ черъленых.

---

c It should read Мченско.
d The passage ends with a sign denoting etc.
9 [9]: А тот поминокъ маеъ его милости царь посылати по поло-
вицы, то есть на день Светого Χина, месяца июла6 двадцать четверт-
того дня, а држню полоину <эти> впоминъ маеъ его милость ему
посылати на день Всих Святых, месяца нолябрь первого дня.

10 [10]: А не маеъ царь многих гонъцовъ своих до Корола Его
Милости слати, бо Господарь Его Милостъ7 шкода велика в скарьбе
его милости съ дееть. Нижъли коли потреба вкавать с которымъ
dеломъ, або въ вестьми до Корола Его Милости посылати, тогдѣы
маеъ царь слати гонца самодрѣва, а набольшы самомтретего.8

11 [11]: А есѣли бы царь гонъцовъ своихъ въ великих почтѣх слать, а
было бы ихъ кесбѣ двадцать або большы, тогдѣы Королъ Его Милость
с тогожъ впоминъку царева маеъ ихъ штѣправати. А коли царь
великого посласъ своего до Корола Его Милости пошълетъ, тогдѣы
з нымъ не маеъ быти больши людиы, идьно човѣковъ десть або
dвадцать, а набольшы полѣтретатъ; а Королъ Его Милость кажется
тыхъ3 скарьбъ своего штѣправовати, што быдеть вола его милости
господарьска.

12 [12]: А есѣли были въ ведомомъ царевымъ, або и безъ ведомо[с]ти
царевы которые люди малыы або велики въ панѣство господарьско са
прокрали, а мнѣ бы, пощедышъ, звоевали, мнѣ царь маеъ ихъ самих
головами помівъшъ до его милости послати, і домы ихъ розграбити.
А пакъ ли бы мнѣ сами головами ввощъли, и мнѣ жоны и дети ихъ
маеъ до Корола Его Милости послати; а што изъуты статъковъ, то
выскавъшъ назадъ вернути. А есѣли бы царь на то плиности вычи
нить не хотель и таковых люди не повѣстѣгалъ, а которые бы люди
або царевичи въ землѣ господарьскую ввошъли и шкодѣ вчинили,
tогдѣ того года, которы6 або тал шкода станеть, не маеъ его милость
много впоминку цареви давати. Нижъли коли царь быдеть справѣдъ-
ливе тых всѣ речи спольнити, его милость господарь маеъ ему мнѣ
впоминъку давати.

13 [13]: А на тых всѣ речи, которые на томъ списку суть выписаны
велькии послы царевъ, кнѣз Алигачи, душеву царевою и самъ
шты себѣ которое его милость7 присагу вчинилъ, ижъ маеъ царь
водъшъ ихъ намиамо то все справѣдливье держати и полѣнити, и
маеъ водъшъ того списку доконцованье свое до его милости при-
слати, летъ ширен докончань вмѣ быть выписано по тому, цакъ и
иншѣ докончанъ.

---

6 Sic; it should read июл.
7 It should read: Господару Єго Милости.
8 The passage ends with a sign denoting etc.
9 It should read: которого.
10 It should read: Єго милости.
Translation:

Such an agreement between His Royal Majesty and Sahib Giray Khan has been designed in Cracow through [the mediation of] the great envoy Ali Hadji;[2] [thereafter] it should be written down in broader words at the heading, as [it was usual] in the previous letters of agreement:

1) It has been settled between the hospodar [i.e., Sigismund] and the khan that Sahib Giray Khan should by a friend to the friends of His Royal Majesty and of the son of His Majesty, the young king and grand duke Augustus, and an enemy to the enemies of Their Majesties, and he should face any enemy jointly with Their Majesties, the hospodars.

2) And whichever towns, estates, lands, and waters the hospodar's Muscovian enemy took unjustly and in violation of his oath from the great kings: His Majesty's father Casimir and His Majesty's brother, and also from His Royal Majesty, [now] Sahib Giray Khan should—having invoked God's help—take [back] all these towns from the said Muscovian enemy of His Majesty, and restore them to His Royal Majesty. And he should assist His Majesty against this enemy and all other enemies.

3) Moreover, Sahib Giray Khan should let His Royal Majesty and His Majesty's descendants hold in peace:

- firstly Kiev along with lands and waters;
- Luč'k with its tümen along with lands and waters;
- Smolensk with its tümen along with lands and waters;
- Polack with its tümen along with lands and waters;
- Podolia with its tümen along with lands and waters;
- Sokolec'[3] with its tümen along with waters and lands;
- also Zvynyhorod[4] along with lands and waters;
- Braclav with its tümen and revenues;
- Kačybej and Majak along with lands and waters;[5]

---

[2] Apparently identical with Ali Hadji, a courtier (ıcki bek) of Sahib Giray Khan, who thereafter participated in the failed campaign against Muscovy in 1541; see Tarih-i Sahib Giray Han, pp. 61–62 and 200 (French translation); cf. also Zajcev, “‘Pozabyv Boga, i naše žalovan’e, i svoju dušu . . .’ (Priklučenija knjazja Semena Fedoroviča Bel’skogo),” in: idem, Meždu Moskvoj i Stambulom, p. 157, n. 134. The present document is undated, but its dating is enabled by a comparison with neighboring documents registered in the Lithuanian Register as well as the fact that Anikij Hornostaj, the royal envoy who accompanied Ali Hadji back to the Crimea, returned to Poland-Lithuania already in July 1541. Ali Hadji first negotiated in Cracow and then traveled to Vilnius in order to take an oath in the royal presence; cf. Document 30, n. 1.


– also starting from Kiev along with the Dnieper upstream to its mouth;
– Sneporod and Hlyns’k along with [their] people;
– Žolvaž and Putyl’ along with lands and waters;
– Byryn, Synec, Xoten’, Lisyčy, Xotmyšl, and Oskol along with lands and waters;
– Kursk with its tümen;
– Jagoldaj, son of Saraj with its tümen;
– Putyl’, Radogošče and Myoljub along with lands and waters;
– Mužeč, Starodub, Ljubeč, and Brjansk;
– Mcensk, Ljubutsk, and Tula along with lands and waters;
– Berestej, Retan’, Kozel’sk, Pronsk, Volkonsk, Spažsk, and Donec;
– the castle of Dašov, the ruined castle [Ruth. horodyšče] of Balykly, Tušyn, Nemirov, Uhrom with its tümen, and an island [referred to as Fedorov], all with their lands and waters;
– Pskov, Velikij Novgorod, Pskov, and Perejaslav’ Rjazan’škij, with their tümen[s] and people along with forests, towns, all profits, [and everything] that flows or streams—[giving all the above localities] to the throne of the Lithuanian state.

4) And the merchants from His Majesty’s states: the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, may freely take salt in Kačybej and, having paid the tolls according to the ancient custom, bring [this] salt to Kiev, Luc’k, and other towns, guarded by the khan’s men.
5) And if the subjects of His Royal Majesty suffer any damage in Kačybej from the khan’s men, the khan should compensate this damage to His Royal Majesty.

6) Moreover, all the merchants from the Polish or Lithuanian state may come with their merchandise to Perekop [i.e., the Crimean Khanate] and to Caffa, conduct their trade there and freely return home, having paid the ancient tolls; likewise, the khan’s merchants may go to His Majesty’s state with the purpose of trade, and freely return home, having likewise paid the customary tolls.

7) The khan should not send his troops—either large or small—to the two states of His Royal Majesty: the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, as will be more broadly described in the letter of agreement.

8) As concerns the gifts: in return for his [i.e., the khan’s] kindness, His Royal Majesty should send him each year a gift worth 15,000 florins [zolotys] in cloths, namely each piece [postaw] of London cloth\(^{22}\) [considered] worth 33 golden florins [i.e., ducats].

9) His Majesty should send this gift to the khan by halves, namely [the first half] by St. John’s Day, by the 24th day of the month of June, and the second half of the gift should be sent to him by His Majesty by All Saints’ Day, by the 1st day of the month of November.

10) And the khan should not send numerous couriers to His Royal Majesty because it causes great detriment to His Majesty, the hospodar [i.e., Sigismund], in His Majesty’s treasury. Only when he needs to notify His Royal Majesty about some matter or news, then the khan should send a courier in the company of one, or at most two men [Ruth. samohodruha, a nabol’s samotreteho].

11) And if the khan sends his couriers with large retinues numbering twenty or more persons, then His Royal Majesty should give them allowance by deducing it from the gift due to the khan. And when the khan sends his great envoy to His Royal Majesty, then he should not be accompanied by more than ten, twenty, or at most twenty-five men; and His Royal Majesty will order to give them as much allowance from his treasury as it pleases His Majesty, the hospodar.

12) And if some individuals of low or high status [Ruth. ljudi malye abo velykye] sneak into the hospodar’s state with the khan’s knowledge or without, and raid it, the khan should capture them and send to His Majesty, and confiscate their houses. And if they escape themselves, he should send His Royal Majesty their wives and children; and if they capture any goods, he should take them back and restore [to the king]. And if the khan does not wish to display diligence and restrain such people, and if some individuals, or the sultans [Ruth. carevyčy,

\(^{22}\) On the terms postaw and “London cloth,” see Document 26, n. 5.
i.e., Tatar princes], enter the hospodar’s land and commit damage, then in the year when this damage occurs, His Majesty will not have to give the said gift to the khan. But if the khan justly fulfills all the said conditions, His Majesty, the hospodar should give him the said gift.

13) Ali Hadji Bey, the khan’s great envoy, has sworn to His Majesty with the khan’s soul and on his own upon all the conditions that have been written down in this draft [spysok], [and engaged] that the khan should justly keep and fulfill everything according to this agreement, and he should send to His Majesty his letter of agreement, being in accord with this draft, but written more broadly, as the other letters of agreement [used to be written].
DOCUMENT 30 (THE FIRST HALF OF 1541)
The oath by Ali Hadji (Alihača), the Crimean envoy, sworn in Vilnius

Ruthenian copies:
A. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 28, fol. 40a–40b.
Published in Metryka Vjalikaha Knjastva Litouskaha. Kniha 28 (1522–1552). Kniha zapisau 28, p. 94.

Прысѧга Алигача именемъ господара его, цара Сагап Киред Воюна, королю польскому и великому князю литовскому Жикгимонту, и сыну его милости Авгꙋстꙋ:

†, Алигача, присꙗгаю душею господара моего, волного цара Сагапъ Киред Воюна [на] ал-Куран, на бересатъ, a через Бога вышнего имѧ, и через Ахмета[b] пророка нашего, и через сто и двадцать и чотыри тысячи, и через трiesta и тринадцат пророков нашихъ, брать господара моего, королю польскому и великому князю литовскому, его милости Жикгимонту, и сыну его милости, королю польскому и великому князю Августу, то все держати и справедливе полнити во всемъ вздує тое намовы, которꙗю есми с Паны Радами Корола Его Милости вчинилъ, и списокъ иное вмовы до господара моего послали, и тепер перед самыми Господаремъ Его Милостью ту вмову приимꙗ.

А господаръ тежъ мои мает и то приняти, и тꙋю всю теперешнюю вмову маю держати и полнити, Королю Его Милости на тыи вси речи листъ свои присꙗжныи послали.

Иколꙗжъ и т самъ душею моєю Королю Его Милости Жикгимонту, и сыну его милости, молодомъ королю присєгаю на томъ, и прꗖ господаръ мои, волны царь має королемъ ихъ милости добра хотєть и приняти, и ничего на ихъ милости господареи, и на щоби панства ихъ милости, Корꙗн Польскую и Князєство Великое Литовское, лихого не має мыслити. И сынов своих царевичовъ, и людей своих маєть внати, и не дати щоби панствомъ его милости шкоды чинити. И приатшлю ихъ милости маєть быть приатшлымъ, а неприатшлому неприатшлемъ.

---

a Perhaps it should read: берекат, i.e., “the divine blessings” in Arabic and Turkish; cf. Document 21, n. a and Document 25, n. a.
b It should read Махмета as in the present document below, or Махамета as in Document 21.
c Apparently it should read мает.
А после теперешнего великого, пана Виникол Горностал, и иных послов и гонцовъ, которыми быдьте [вт] Корола Его Милости до Цара Его Милости ходити, нѣ маеъ ихъ задерживати, ани соромоты ни легкости не маеъ Его Милость Цар самъ, ани князи, и вланы, и врядники его милости посломъ и гонцомъ Корола Его Милости чинити, ани грабиши ихъ, ани слугъ ихъ.

И естли то господарь мои спольнить, Боже ему помози, а естли того не спольнить, Боже ему не помози, и нехай будетъ вѣдалъ вт ласки божи и законъ Махмета пророка нашего, и тыхъ вѣшъ вышедш писанных пророковъ нашихъ, и нехай будетъ хло нацѣвы поганинъ, и нехай бы жадны его сыны, и по нему быдычи, на томъ царствѣ, на которомъ чи царьвять, не царовали, але ико Богъ правдивы и справедливы, нехай ихъ скинуть изъ столца вѣцового, а неприятелѧ ихъ нехай Богъ на томъ столцы пановати вчинить на вечныи часы.

Писан…

Translation:

The oath by Ali Hadji1 in the name of his khan, Sahib Giray Bahadir [Ruth. Vojun],2 sworn to Sigismund, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, and the son of His Majesty, Augustus:

I, Ali Hadji, swear with the soul of my lord, the free3 khan Sahib Giray Bahadir, by the Koran, the divine blessings,4 the name of the highest God, our prophet Muhammad,5 and our 124,000 and 313 prophets6 to the brother of my lord, His Majesty Sigismund, the king of Poland and the grand duke of

---

1 On Ali Hadji, a courtier of Sahib Giray Khan, and on the dating of the present document, see Document 29, n. 2. The oath must have taken place in Vilnius, where King Sigismund resided between 24 May 1540 and 19 May 1542; cf. Gąsiorowski, "Itineraria dwu ostatnich Jagiellonów," p. 267.

2 In Sahib Giray’s tamga impressed on a document from 1523, when he reigned in Kazan (1521–1524), he is referred to as Sahib Giray Bahadir Han. Hence the term Vojun (“warrior”), found in the Ruthenian translation, apparently reflects the Turkish term (also a proper name) Bahadir (lit. “hero”). Admittedly, in two later variants of Sahib Giray’s tamga impressed on documents from 1549–1550, when he was the Crimean khan (r. 1532–1551), the word Bahadir is missing and he is referred to merely as Sahib Giray Han; cf. Mirkasym Usmanov, Žalovannye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., pp. 145 and 153–154. Another possibility is that the term vojun reflects the Turkish epithet el-gazi, referring to a Muslim fighter and found in the introductory formula of Sahib Giray’s yarlıqs. Perhaps not by coincidence, the phrase Ebü’l-Feth el-gazi Sahib Gėrey Han sözüm was translated in Russian as “Pobedonosnogo voitelja Saxib-Giraja xana slovo;” cf. Usmanov, “Termin <<jarlyk>>,” p. 226.

3 On the expression volnyj car (“free khan”), reflecting the ancient Mongol-Tatar notion of sovereignty, cf. Document 10, n. 3.

4 The obscure word berefat has been tentatively read as berekat; cf. n. a above, Document 21, notes a and 5, and Document 25, notes a and 3.

5 Cf. n. b above.

6 On the number of prophets and messengers as recorded in the Muslim tradition, cf. Document 21, n. 6.
Lithuania, and to the son of His Majesty, Augustus, the king of Poland and
the grand duke, to keep and justly, entirely fulfill everything that I have agreed
upon with the Lords Councilors of His Royal Majesty and of which agreement
I have sent a copy to my lord; and now I accept this agreement in the presence
of His Majesty, the hospodar [i.e., Sigismund].

And my lord should accept this too, and he should keep and fulfill the whole
present agreement, and he should send to His Royal Majesty his oath-letter
confirming what has been said [above].

Also I personally swear with my soul to His Royal Majesty Sigismund and to
the son of His Majesty, the young king, that my lord, the free khan, should wish
well and be friendly towards Their Royal Majesties, and should have no bad
intentions against Their Majesties, the hospodars, and the two states of Their
Majesties: the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. And he should
restrain his sons, the sultans [Ruth. carevčov, i.e., princes], and his men and
not let them commit any damage to the two states of His Majesty. And he
should be a friend of Their Majesties' friend, and an enemy of their enemy. And
he should not detain the present great envoy, Pan Anikij Hornostaj, 7 or other
envoys and couriers who will come from His Royal Majesty to His Majesty the
Khan; nor should His Majesty the Khan or the beys [Ruth. knjazy], ulans, and
officials of His Majesty commit any ignoble or inconsiderate acts to the envoys
and couriers of His Royal Majesty, or rob them or their servants.

And if my lord fulfills this, may God assist him; and if he does not fulfill it,
may God deny him assistance, and may he be separated from the divine grace
and from the law of our prophet Muhammad, and from all our above written
prophets, and may he be like a false-hearted heathen, and may none of his sons
and descendants reign in the kingdom in which he reigns, but—as God is true
and just—may He remove them from the ancestral throne, and may God make
their enemy rule on that throne forever.

Written […] 8

---

7 On Anikij (Onikiej) Hornostaj, see Document 19, n. 4.
8 The datatio and locatio are missing. In fact, while recording the texts of the oaths,
Lithuanian chancery clerks usually did not record their date and place.
DOCUMENT 31 (SEPTEMBER 1542)

The donation *yarlıq* cum *şartname* sent by Khan Sahib Giray to King Sigismund

The original document is missing.

Polish translation:

Sahipkireia cara pakta roku pańskiego 1545 z Zygmuntem etc.

Poczynamy bożym imieniem i proroctwa Jego Miłości Machometa Proroka! Iż teraźniejszego czasu, chwała miłemu Bogu, na miejscu ojca swego carem ostaliśmy, jako ociec nasz Menligirey car, i brat nasz Machmetgirey car, tak i od nas, Sahipgireya cara:

Od prawej i od lewej ręki naszej, i od wszelkiego państwa naszegoulanom, kniaziom, murzom, ruskim państwom, zamkom, miastom, czerńcom, biełcom, i wszelkim aby było jawno, iż przodkowie nasi na potnym koniu do wielkiego kniazia Wytolta i do wielkiego króla Kazimierza, do państwa litewskiego w gościnę przyjeżdżali i wielką uczciwość mieli. I przodkowie nasi z wielkim królem Casimirzem w bratskiej przyjaźni byli, i między sobą dokończenie i przysięgi dali. My także, w wielkiej a w dobrej przyjaźni brackiej z wami, bratem naszym, wielkim królem Zigmунtem i synem waszym, młodym królem i wielkim książęcem litewskim, i daliśmy to dokończenie nasze i przysięgę pod złotą pieczęcią naszą: w głowach to jest Kiyow, Cerkassy, Wielkie Luczko z państwy, Połoczko, Brasłow, Ostreho, Olenisko, Choten,
Luczicen, Chotensko, Kozielsko, tumen Sareyewycz — Jakateńską ziemię, Batulą, Radonisko, Brańsko, Starodub.

Te zamki od brata naszego ten nieprzyjaciel zdradliwym postępkiem zabrał. A gdy da Pan Bóg, nam dopomoże, te zamki do swych rąk wziąć, te zamki do was, brata naszego postąpić bratu naszemu, młodemu królowi. I z nim dobrą bracką przyjaźni mając, temu nieprzyjacielowi naszemu i waszemu nie-przyjaźni oddawać, my sami i syn nasz, Amynkirey soldan, ulani, kniaziowie, murzowie, na tym dokończeniu przysięgli.

Przedtym które złe uczynki między nami były, te z myśli swych wypuszczyamy. I chcemy wiarą i prawdą dzierżyć, a przyjaciele nasi aby to słysząc radowali się, a nieprzyjaciele aby się bali.

A gdy między nami takiowa przyjaźni będzie stała, tedy z państwa lytewskiego kupcom wolno przyjeżdżać, i państwa polskiego także kupcy mają przyjeżdżać. Żeby do naszego państwa wolno przyjeżdżali i odjeżdżali, i po państwu naszemu gdzie by jedno chcieli, kupowali, przedawali, a im nie ma nikt żadnej krzywy i szkody czynić. I wedle ustawy myto oddawszy, na ciòrecke sól wolno ludziom was, brata naszego brać, i gdzie chcą przedawać, do któregokolwiek zamków waszych. A za tą bracką przyjaźnią kupcom waszym, i którzy posłowie przyjeżdżać mają, i posłowie, którzy by przyjeżdżać mieli, tym kto by krzywdę czynił, takowe mamy karć, aby brat nasz takowych złych ludzi w swoim państwie karali. A dla przyjaźni braterskiej, jeśliby z Litwy albo z Polski holtani i bogaci do Prekopu przyjadą, nikt im na przeszkodebieć nie ma, wedle obyczaju z towarów myto oddawszy, wolno by targowali.

I tak rok które dokończenie pan Hornostay przyniósł, i którego by roku mieli wojować, tego roku upominków dać nie macie. Tym obyczajem pisano. Synowie nasi, caraczewowie stąd, jeśliby z wojskiem bez wolnej naszej nie pójdą. A jeślibyantiagoż z wojski naszymi, albo my sami którego roku

---

n B. Saraiewica.
9 B. Radomsko
8 B. postapim.
7 B. litewskiego.
5 B. po państwie naszym.
4 On the Turkish term çorqa see n. 11 below.
3 B. tak.
2 B. ludzi złych.
1 B. z Litwy albo z Polskiey.
A loanword from Ruthenian, where hol’tjaj means “a landless peasant,” but also “a poor man;” the phrase bohatym y holtjajnym (“the rich and the poor”) can be found in the analogous fragment of the proposed treaty formula from 1535 (cf. Document 27).
3 In B. corrupt as bojarzy.
2 B. przyjadą do Prekopu.
1 Corrupt in A.; written correctly in B.
A B. wedle.
C In B. corrupt as carowiczowie.
D Missing in B.
E In B. here and below woli.
w ziemię wtargnęli, tego roku upominków brać nie będziem, w waszym
dokończeniu tym obyczajem napisano. A jeśliby bez wolnej naszej w państwo
wasze wtargnął bądź mały liud,46 albo jaki, tedy które by płony przywiedli, od
nich odjąwszy do was odeślemym, i takowych mamy karać.

I wy, brat nasz, król Zigmunt, i wielki król młody, dla przyjaźni braterskiej
każdego roku miesiąca...47 nas macie upominkami obywać, to jest za 13000
złotych czerwonych sukna luńskiego,48 a dwa tysiąca49 złotych czerwonych
gotowych; i trzy dziesięciu upominków; a co za te 13000 złotych czerwonych
sukna, połowicę z państwa lytewskiego,50 a połowicę z państwa polskiego.
Każdy postaw oszacowawszy mamy brać po 33 czerwonych złoty. A te
upominki każdy rok miesiąca...51 do nas tu macie przysyłać. Ta przysięga i
dokończenie na tym jest od nas dla przyjaźni naszej.

Posłowie i gońcy mają chodzić od nas samych, i od synów naszych, od
Amingireia52 carowicza, i od inszych carowiczów. Jako i pierwej chadzywali,53
i teraz takim że sposobem mają chodzić od tych namienionych caraczeiów.54
A tych caraczeiów,55 służę po 20000 i po 30000 mają, ich posłowie i gońcy
chadzali,56 a teraz ich mamy umniejszać57? Ich posły za przodków, ojców
naszych chadzywali, umniejszać ich nie mamy. Jako od was panowie litewskie,
tak i panowie polscy, abowiem oni u nas takowym pany są. A od inszych
ludzi posłowie chodzić nie mają. A chocia by byli od inszych ludzi, tedy
abyście ich nie przyjmowali, my to od was wdzięcznie przyjmujemy. Ktoży
bez potrzeby przychodzią, wy sami ich przyjmujecie, a jak58 nie mają chodzić.
A którzy bez potrzeby przyjadą, tych abyście odpuścić nic im nie dawę, i
po wtóre aby tacy nie jeździeli, abyście wiedzieli.

A który poseł ma do nas być, jako i pierwej upominki bywały knia-
ziom naszym i innym słowom naszym, chociaż59 upominki synom, żonom, i
dziewkom naszym wszelko spełna60 oddacie. My nie mamy posiła waszego
żądnego ni w czym hamować,61 a sług jego nie będziem, ale go bez omieszka-
nia odprawim.62

46 B. lud.
47 The name of the month is missing; cf. notes al and ba below.
48 In B. corrupt as lanskiego.
49 B. tysiące.
50 B. litewskiego.
51 Empty space is left for the name of the month; cf. notes ah and ba.
52 B. Amingireia.
53 In B. corrupt: <d>chodzywali.
54 B. caraczeiów.
55 B. karaczeiów; this sentence should rather begin: a ci karaczejowie.
56 B. chadzili.
57 B. umniejszyć.
58 B. abowiem.
59 B. chociażby.
60 B. jakże.
61 B. chociaż.
62 B. wszystko spełnia.
63 In B. corrupt: szanować.
64 B. odprawim.
I dla\textsuperscript{a} przyjaźni braterskiej ja sam, i synowie moi carowiczowie, ulani, kniaziowowie, murzowie, wszelką prawną przysięgamy bratu naszemu, wielkiemu królowi Zigmuntowi, i synowi jego, młodemu królowi. A oni mają nam każdego roku miesiąca...\textsuperscript{b} przysłać 2000 złotych czerwonych i za 13000 upominków sukna. Którego roku nam przyślie,\textsuperscript{bb} tego roku szkód czynić nie mamy. Państwom jego, zamkom, wsiom, żadnych szkód czynić nie mamy\textsuperscript{bc} i nie każem czynić. Przysięgamy Jedyneemu Bogu, Jego Miłości Machometowi Prorokowi, to jest: wallahy wie billahy\textsuperscript{bd} wi tellahy—przysięgliśmy, o tym wiercie.

Pirwejeśmy\textsuperscript{bf} napisali tych zamków: Zwinihrod,\textsuperscript{bg} Budula, Jewnini, Sinacz,\textsuperscript{bh} Chotmyslen,\textsuperscript{bi} Uskun. Te zamki ze wszem na wszem, z ziemiami, wodami, i ze wszemi dochody i pożytkami ich wam, bratu naszemu, królowi Zigmuntowi, i synowi waszemu Augustowi królowi postępujemy.

I daliśmy ten nasz list pod złotą pieczęcią naszą podle roku ześcia\textsuperscript{bj} z tego świata Machometa Proroka lat 949 roku, od narodzenia Pana Christusowego roku 1545.\textsuperscript{bk}

Translation:

The treaty [Pol. pakta] of Sahib Giray Khan with Sigismund etc., Anno Domini 1545:

We commence in the name of God and [invoke] the prophecy of His Excellency, Prophet Muhammad! As presently, by the grace of dear God we have become the khan in the place of our father, as our father, Mengli Giray Khan, and our brother, Mehmed Giray Khan, also us, Sahib Giray Khan, [we announce our word]:\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{a} B. dla.
\textsuperscript{b} Empty space is left for the name of the month; cf. notes ah and al above.
\textsuperscript{bb} B. przyślie.
\textsuperscript{bc} In A corrupt: nie majemy.
\textsuperscript{bd} In B. corrupt: hillahy.
\textsuperscript{be} In B. corrupt: wiedźcie.
\textsuperscript{bf} In B. corrupt: przytymeśmy.
\textsuperscript{bg} B. Zwinogrod.
\textsuperscript{bh} In B. amalgamated into one place-name: Jewninisinacz.
\textsuperscript{bi} B. Chotimsten.
\textsuperscript{bj} B. ześcia.
\textsuperscript{bk} B. lat dziewięcétnego czterdziestego dziewiątego roku, od narodzenia Pana Chrystusowego roku tysiącego pięćsetnego czterdziestego piątego.

\textsuperscript{1} Sic; this date must be wrong since the Muslim year 949 A.H. lasted from 17 April 1542 till 5 April 1543. The latter dating is confirmed by the reference to Anikij Hor nastaj’s embassy that reportedly took place “last year” (see the text below); Hornostaj performed his last known embassy to the Crimea in 1541.

\textsuperscript{2} This standard formula, which was apparently present in the lost original, has been reconstructed in order to make a better sense.
[To the commanders] of our right and left hand, to the ulans, beys [kniaziom], and mirzas of our whole state, and to the Ruthenian estates, castles, towns, monks, laymen, and all [the people]:

It should be known that our ancestors, when their horses were growing sweaty [beneath them], would come seeking hospitality [i.e., refuge] to Grand Duke Vytautas and to the great king Casimir, in the Lithuanian state, and they enjoyed great sincerity. And our ancestors remained in brotherly friendship with the great king Casimir, and they mutually exchanged letters of agreement and oaths. [Being] in great, sound, and brotherly friendship with you, our brother, the great king Sigismund, and your son, the young king and the grand duke of Lithuania, we too have given our present letter of agreement [dokończenie] under our golden seal, and [taken] our oath, [granting]:

– firstly Kiev and Čerkasy;
– Great Luc’k along with its estate;
– Polack;
– Braclav;
– Sneporod and Hlyns’k;
– Xoten’, Losyčy, Xotmyśl;
– Kozel’sk;
– the tūmen of Saraj’s son, i.e., the land of Jagoldaj;
– Putyvl’ and Radogošč;
– Brjansk and Starodub.

The aforementioned castles were treacherously taken from our brother by the [Muscovian] enemy. God willing, when God helps us to capture these castles in our hands, we will restore them to you, our brother, [or] to our brother, the young king. We and our son, Emin Giray Sultan, and the ulans, beys, and

---

3 The text of the Polish translation is corrupt; cf. n. f above.
4 On the old Ruthenian term belec, see Document 1, n. 2.
5 Recorded in corrupt forms as Ostreho (cf. Stoprud in Document 28) and Olenisko; on Sneporod and Hlyns’k, cf. Document 8, notes 8–9.
6 These estates, situated in the region of Putyvl and on the river Vorskla, are listed in the same order in previous documents; cf. Document 8, notes 13–15.
7 On this estate, extending between the upper Sejm and the upper Donec rivers, and its former owner, Jagoldaj, son of Saraj, see Document 8, n. 18.
8 Recorded in corrupt forms as Batula and Radonisko; listed in the same order in Document 27.
9 Two separate clauses of earlier documents are mistakenly mixed together here: the clause granting the Ruthenian lands to Lithuania and the khan’s promise to assist the king in regaining his lands captured by the Muscovian grand dukes. In fact, only a portion of the lands and castles listed above had been lost to Muscovy by 1542.
10 Emin Giray, the son and qalga of Sahib Giray; in 1539 he headed a raid against Muscovy, in 1543 commanded the Tatar troops in Hungary, in 1545 was sent against Astrakhan, and in 1549 against Poland-Lithuania; killed in 1551 by his own servant (nöker) during the rebellion that resulted in the deposition and execution of his father; see Gökbilgin, 1532–1577 yılları arasında Kırım Hanlığı’nın siyasi durumu,
mirzas, have taken oath upon the present letter of agreement, to keep a sound
and brotherly friendship with him [i.e., the young king] and reciprocate the
enmity of the said enemy of ours and yours.

As regards the past wrongful acts committed by both sides, we release them
from our hearts. We want to keep [the peace] sincerely and truly, so that
upon hearing this our friends should rejoice, and our enemies should tremble
with fear.

And while such friendship lasts between us, the merchants from Lithuania
and the merchants from Poland may come [to our domains]. They may freely
come to our state and depart, and buy and sell in all our domains wherever
they wish, and nobody should bring them any harm or damage. Having paid
the toll according to the law, your subjects, our brother, may take salt from a
saline, transport it to any of your castles and sell wherever they wish. And,
while this brotherly friendship lasts, if anybody harms your merchants or the
envoys, who are to come, we should punish such individuals, so that our brother
should [likewise] punish such evildoers in his state. And for the sake of [our]
brotherly friendship, if poor or rich [merchants] arrive at Perekop [i.e., in the
Crimean Khanate] from Lithuania or Poland, nobody should disturb them;
having paid the toll for their goods according to the custom, they may freely
conduct their trade.

And regarding the letter of agreement [dokończenie] that was brought last
year by Pan Hornostaj, [it provided that] if they [i.e., the Tatars] raid [your
lands] in a given year, you do not have to send gifts due that year. Thus was
written. [As for us, we engage that] our sons and qaraçıs will not set out along
with our troops without our consent. But if one year anybody along with our
troops, or we in person invade [your] lands, then we will not receive the gifts
due that year; thus was written in your letter of agreement. And if some indi-
viduals—few people or else—in invade your state without our consent, then we
will confiscate the captives that they bring and send back to you, and we should
punish such individuals.

And you, our brother, king Sigismund, and the young great king, should send
us gifts for the sake of [our] brotherly friendship, each year in the month of . . . .

---

11 The Polish translator regarded the Turkish term çorqa ("saline") as a place-name
Czorka (hence in the locative: na Czorce); the term also appears in a later document
in Turkish; cf. Document 34. Like in the earlier documents, this paragraph refers to
the Black Sea salines near Kačybej; cf. also Document 28, n. 14.
12 On Anikij (Onikiej) Hornostaj, see Document 19, n. 4 and Document 30; the
khan apparently refers here to his last embassy from 1541. The provision releasing
the king from sending gifts in a year when a Tatar raid occurred was negotiated between
Hadji Ali and the Polish lords in Cracow; see Document 29, article 12. The khan
refers here to that provisory instrument or rather its solemn royal confirmation that
was probably brought by Hornostaj to the Crimea in 1541 but whose text has not
been preserved.
13 The name of the month is missing (cf. notes 17–18 below).
namely London cloth\footnote[14]{On the term “London cloth,” see Document 26, n. 5.} worth 13,000 golden florins [złotych czerwonych] and 2,000 golden florins in cash [złotych czerwonych gotowych]; and [besides,] three sets of nine gifts [trzy dziewięci upominków];\footnote[15]{The term dziewięć (“nine,” devet or devjat’ in Ruthenian and Russian sources) reflected the Turco-Mongolian custom, according to which a gift should have consisted of nine objects, whereas this number was considered sacred. By the 17th century, the custom to give nine gifts was known from Eastern Europe to Tibet; cf. Khodarkovsky, Where Two Worlds Met. The Russian State and the Kalmyk Nomads, 1600–1771, pp. 26 and 61. To give one example, in 1496 the Lithuanian treasury prepared (but did not send) three sets of nine gifts to be sent to Mengli Giray: the first “nine” consisted of three fur coats, one bunch of forty sable furs, two bunches of forty marten furs (counted as one gift), and four fur linings, the second “nine” of nine pieces (postaws) of cloth, and the third “nine” of nine cloths; see Xoroškevič, Rus’ i Krym, p. 254. According to Mária Ivanics, by the early 16th century the term devjatye pominki (“gifts of nine”) had disappeared from the sources and was replaced simply by pominki (“gifts”); cf. Ivanics, “Entstehung und Quellenwert der krimtatarischen tiyış defters,” AO ASH 47 (1994): 105–112, esp. p. 106. Yet, as we see, the term itself was not forgotten (see also Document 32, n. 25). As late as in 1607, the Polish royal chancery prepared a list containing “three sets of nine gifts” (troja dziewięci upominków) for Khan Ghazi II Giray; see Biblioteka PAN w Krakowie, ms. 1690, fol. 63b. A request to send him gifts, arranged in sets of nine objects, was likewise expressed by Khan Bahadir Giray in 1640; see Document 55, n. 13.} and as concerns the cloth worth 13,000 golden florins: one half [should be given] from Lithuania, and another half from Poland. We should accept each piece [postaw]\footnote[16]{On the term postaw, see Document 26, n. 5.} [of cloth] as being worth 33 golden florins. And you should send us these gifts each year in the month of…\footnote[17]{Empty space is left for the name of the month (cf. notes 13 and 18).} Our present oath and letter of agreement are based on the above and effected for the sake of our friendship.

Envoys and couriers should be sent [to you] by us and our sons: Emin Giray Sultan and other sultans. As they used to be sent formerly, also now they should be sent likewise by the aforementioned sultans. And as regards the qaraçısı, they have each 20,000 or 30,000 servants and they used to send envoys and couriers; should we now reduce their number [i.e., the number of their envoys]? They used to send envoys in the times of our ancestors and fathers, we cannot reduce their number. As you have the Lithuanian and Polish lords at your side, so they are their peers at our side. But other people should not send envoys. And even if [envoys] are sent by other people, you should not receive them and we will gladly accept it. If you receive those who come without any reason, they will not stop coming. So if they come without any reason, you should send them back with empty hands so that they should not come again; thus you should know.

And if you send us an envoy, you should send [through him] altogether customary gifts for our beys and other servants, as well as our sons, wives, and daughters. We should not detain any of your envoys, or his servants, but we should send him back without delay.
And for the sake of [our] brotherly friendship I, and my sons, the sultans, and the ulans, beys, and mirzas, truly swear [to keep this agreement] to our brother, the great king Sigismund, and to his son, the young king. And they should send us each year in the month of...18 2,000 golden florins and the gifts in cloth worth 13,000. If he sends us [the said gifts], then in that year we are not to cause damage [to him]. We should not and will not cause any damage to his states, castles, and villages.

We swear to one God and His Excellency Prophet Muhammad: by God, with God, and through God!19—thus we swore and thus you should believe.

And previously we wrote down the following castles:20

- Zvynyhorod;
- Putyvl';
- Žolvaž;21
- Syneć;22
- Xotmyśl, and Oskol;23

—we cede the above castles in their entirety, along with their lands, waters, and all their incomes and profits to you, our brother, King Sigismund, and your son, King Augustus.

We have issued our present letter under our golden seal in the year 949 since the departure of Prophet Muhammad from this world,24 1545 [sic] since the birth of Lord Christ.25

---

18 Empty space is left for the name of the month (cf. notes 13 and 17 above).
19 The Arabic formula vallahi ve billahi ve tallahi is correctly rendered in the Polish text.
20 The localities listed below are listed in the document from 1539 (cf. Document 28) but omitted (except for Putyvl' and Xotmyśl) in the present document in the fragment referring to the lands “granted” to Lithuania (see above). Apparently the scribe noticed the omission or it was pointed out by the royal envoy, hence the missing localities were entered here. Putyvl' and Xotmyśl are mistakenly recorded twice.
21 Registered in a corrupt form as Jewnini; its tentative identification is based on the order of localities in the earlier documents; Žolvaž was an estate in the region of Putyvl'; cf. Document 8, n. 10.
22 An estate on the river Sula; cf. Document 8, n. 12.
23 On Xotmyśl, erroneously registered twice (for the first time in a corrupt form as Chotensko), see n. 6 above. Oskol (here recorded in a corrupt form as Uskun) once belonged to the tümen of Jagoldaj; see Document 8, notes 18–19.
24 Sic; of course it should refer to the Hegira and not Muhammad’s death. The Muslim year 949 A.H. lasted from 17 April 1542 till 5 April 1543. Judging by the fact that Sigismund officially acknowledged the arrival of the Crimean embassy in his solemn response to the Tatar envoy dated 12 October 1542, we may assume that the khan’s document was probably issued in September 1542; cf. the royal letter published in Russkaja Istoricheskaja Biblioteka, vol. 30, cols. 81–84.
25 Sic; cf. n. 1 above.
DOCUMENT 32 (MAY 1552)
The donation yarlıq cum şartname (dokončan’e alias lyst prysjažnyj) sent by Khan Devlet Giray to King Sigismund Augustus

The original document is missing.
Ruthenian copies:
A. RGADA, fond 389 = Litovskaja metrika, no. 591, fol. 100a–106b [old foliation: 101a–107b].
   Published in Kniga posol’skaja, vol. 1, pp. 65–70.

А то доконъчанье в тот же часъ присланое:
Пан Бог початъкомъ есть в каждой речи справедливой!

Великое Врды велечии царь Давлетъ Киреи цар слово:

Починаемъ напреж божьимъ именемъ; и, з ласки и з моцы божи цар Давлетъ Киреи, ямыслилъ и почаль есьми з ласки божескихъ, хотычи по божскому зволению братьскую а верную прилънь з слово свое без жадности льстивости полънить, когда Пан Богъ рачилъ намъ дати тую ласку свою божскую видет, а того ясени дочекать, и штавать насъ на томъ месте царскомъ, на которомъ продкове наши были старии: дедъ нашъ небощикъ славное памети Менъли Керей царъ, а братъ мои старшии небощикъ Магъметъ Киреи царъ, дядъко мои Сагапъ Киреи царъ, и къ естемъ по нихъ Давлетъ Киреи царь.

Възъняя мъ самъ шть себе и шть всихъ верныхъ нашихъ, котори намъ служатъ правою и левою рякою—званове, князя, и мирзы, тымъ нашимъ доконъчаньемъ книжатомъ ясакъ, замъкомъ, местомъ, митрополитомъ, владыкомъ, черньцомъ и бельцомъ, попомъ и мещаномъ, и всимъ посполитымъ людемъ:

Мы то звняне чинимъ, што предки наши, цари: великии царь Менъли Керей царъ, а братъ нашъ старшии небощикъ Магъметъ Киреи царь, Сагапъ Киреи царъ, предкове наши, дядъко нашъ Ачъ Киреи царъ, коли кона своего потного, тогда приехалъ до великого княза Витовтю, и до великого короля Казимира к Великому Панствѣ Литовскомъ в гостину, в тотъ часъ великую учитъ и почтливость мели. А такъ водлѣгъ перваго языча земль ряскихъ городовъ и место, и волостей, и тымъ, и зо всимъ входы ихъ написали есьмо, ничего не звполежающи шть листу предковъ нашихъ царей старихъ, когда за предковъ нашихъ писаны были листы и доконъчанъ под присегами ихъ ведлѣгъ ста родавного языча, мы тежъ доконъчанъ под присегою нашою дали
володѣть того обычаю, какъ предокъ и втѣцъ нашъ, небоцѣкъ Меньли Киреи царь королю Казимирѣ и великому князю былъ далѣ, [и] в тотъ часъ, коли королъ Жикгимонтъ з великимъ княземъ братомъ нашимъ и братскои доброн прилази межи собою истали. Мы тежъ поновляющи то, абѣ было паньство ведлугі перваго звѣчаю и слова заховано, дали есмо листъ нашъ золотомъ написаны подъ золотыми нашими печатымъ брату нашему, великому королю Жикгимонту Авторгусты, и великому князю литовському, и сыномъ его и потомъ комъ, держати справедливе: а почонъши в головахъ Киевъ, Черкасы, Каневъ, Брячовъ, Житомиръ, и вси города и волости, земли и воды, и [с] всѣмъ доходы и пожитками ихъ; Великое Лучыцко з волостями, зъ землѧми, и зъ водами, и зъ всѣмъ пожиткѣ и доходы; Полоцко, Витебскъ; и вси города поднепръскіе почонъ з верхнагъ ажъ до истыла, и зъ землѧми, и зъ водами, и зъ многими доходы и пожиткѣ ихъ; Сокаль з многими землѧми, и водами, и зъ всѣмъ пожиткѣ и доходы ихъ; Звиннинород зъ землѧми, зъ водами, зъ всѣмъ пожиткѣ и доходы; Браславль, Веница з тмами и зъ всѣмъ доходы и пожиткѣ ихъ; Степрудъ, Меньскъ, Золвань, Бялила зъ землѧми, зъ водами; Бринчѣкъ, Хотинъ, Лучычынъ, Хотмышкей, Ескулъ зъ землѧми, зъ водами; Козельско тмѣнъ; Саравкгулъ Жолкотан тмѣнъ— брата нашего, великаго корола которые города и замкѣ, которые прилжаютъ ку паньству его, бѣдъ дерево, лесы земли, и воды, и многи пожиткѣ и доходы, где течетъ и вказанть, къ великому паньству литовскому прилжаютъ.

Мы тон речи порадивші са изъ сыномъ нашимъ, калѣгага сольта номъ, и зъ мышими царевичи, и зъ влацы, и зъ всѣмъ князи и мрѣзъ нашими, мочне есмо присегу изъ нами на томъ ячнини, хотѣчи из братомъ нашимъ, великимъ королемъ Жикгимонтомъ Августомъ, и великимъ княземъ литовскымъ, въ вернои правѣ и въ доброн прилази быти на веки. И сынове наши и потомъковъ ихъ зъ сыны брата нашего, зъ внуцаты и потомъкъ ихъ межи собою въ братскои прилази маютъ быти. А маємъ приателю его приателемъ быти, а неприателю его неприателемъ, и где бы колькъ неприателъ его быть, тутъ маємъ напротивъ томъ неприателеви за щдинъ быть, и напротивкѣ его за щди столъ.

А которые замкѣ и волости, и земли князъ великии московскіи подъ свою рянѣ забралъ за предковъ корола, брата нашего: славъное

---

1 Perhaps it should read царемъ?
2 It should read Степрудъ.
3 It should read Глинѣскѣ.
4 Apparently this corrupt place-name resulted from the erroneous amalgamation of two place-names: Беринъ/Бирин and Синецъ; cf. Document 27 and earlier documents.
5 The word Саравкгул recorded in Cyrillic script apparently reflects the Turkish patronymic Sarayoglu, i.e., “Saray’s son.”
памети Казимира, и брата его короля Александра, и за короля Жикимонта, втъща короля Августова, через свои зрадивые поступы, втъшь паныства корола брата нашего втшьло, мы тежь Пана Бога вземши собе на помочь, с тыхъ замъковъ, которые кольвекъ з рякъ его возможъ, тотъ замокъ и волости, земли, и воды я, Давлетъ Кириев царь, и калка солтанъ, и инъше царевичи, злана, кнази, и мира з божьему помочь, что Панъ Богъ намъ помочь з рякъ московского взяти, мы ты города мыемъ брату нашему, великиомъ королю Жикимонту Августу подати, и напротивну неприателя его московского, и на инъшихъ неприателенъ его всихъ столти, за одинъ бытъ. И где бы братъ нашому была потреба, я самъ своею носою, Давлетъ Кириев царь, и з братею своею, и з сыньми нашими, и зо всимъ воискомъ нашимъ хочемъ быть помочь. Втъ тыхъ часовъ теперешнихъ и приидучихъ, и на потомны часы по тому жъ будемъ помогати.

А которые элы вчиньки были, або и бывали передъ тымъ, за ста- рого короля Казимира, за великого кназа, и дадька вашего короля Влебрахта, и корола Александра, в тотъ час в паныства ваши, ико до Корны Польское и до Великого Кнѧства Литовского, за Могъ- метъ Кирела цара, втъ предковъ нашихъ, что всихъ влановъ, кназенъ, и миръ, и втъ некоторыхъ слугъ нашихъ, в паныствахъ вашихъ на тотъ часъ шкоды немалые деявали се; а ведьякъ тыхъ въ всѣ элы вчинки на сторону вткладываемъ, и в малую речь межъ собою не завоживали се, и в серцахъ своихъ прошлыхъ речи не задерживали, котори элы речи са начинова втъ братья ваше и втъ инныхъ людеи, что са на внѣ часъ деявало. А такъ брате нашъ, Жикимонту Августу королю, всел еси на местца предковъ: и втъца своего Жикимонта корола, а корола Казимира, и дадька вашего Влебрахта корола, и Влебскѣ корола, а такъ и мы з вами братомъ нашимъ, королемъ Жикимонтомъ Августомъ, по тому жъ хочемъ быти: dla таковыхъ лихихъ речи мы в раздвиную неприатъ межи собою заходить са не маемъ, и все тое з мысу и в сердцѣ своихъ выступити маемъ, абы неприатели наши то слышать и видети того са страшили, а приатели наши в томъ са радовали и потешали, тую призванъ нашу межи нами видечи.

А такъ я, Давлетъ Кириев царь, бедчи в моцы своеи, брату нашему, Жикимонту Августу королю полецилъ са в добрыи а верной братскои признѣ быть, и позволилъ на то, абы купця цико с Корны Польское, такъ тежъ и з Великого Кнѧства Литовскаго вольность мели по земли нашои куповать, и с тою вольностью приехати и втѣхати, и ни в чомъ никого са не башили, а до Кочибьла по соль ездити и брать, и водлугъ вбѣчаю стародавнаго мыто давати; а с Киева, з Лицыкя, з зынышихъ городовъ по соль приеждати маютъ

1 It should read вткладывали.
за сторожкою людеи нашихъ. А естли бы имъ беречь сонъ штъ нашихъ людеи шкода се стала, окромъ козаковъ вашихъ, тогда мы тую шкоды вамъ, брату нашому, заплатимъ. И иншымъ вънимъ вашихъ купцомъ, бедь съ Корны Полское, и тежъ съ Великого Князства Литовскаго, акъ богатому, такъ и вбогому, вольно до Каены и до Перекопа ехати, мьсто заплатившы.

Какъ есмо и въ листе своемъ то вписали, мы то каждого часу слово свое ползнить хочемъ, ничимъ с него не выстянючи. А такъ ико и теперешняго часу, водяш докончанья нашего братью свою, сыновъ моихъ зъ воискомъ моимъ на неприятеля нашего московскаго пошлемъ. И ты города, и села, и земли, которые кнала великого московскаго штѣцъ забрали штъ Великого Князства Литовскаго, з божьей помочю, когда тын замѣки будыть штъ неприятеля штоображы, тогда имуть быть штъ насъ даны брати нашими Жигимонтьт шкою Августу, великому кнѧзу литовскому, и къ панцву его, Великому Князству, мать бы ползацю. И напротивъ каждаго неприятеля его мѣемъ за шдинъ быти.

И когда дает ли Богъ, и наперед царевичовъ, клановъ, кнѧзей, мяры, изъ великимъ воискомъ нашимъ бдемъ слати въ землю неприятеля нашего московскаго, и на иншы неприятели, гдекольвекъ брать нашъ, Жигимонть Августъ король потребовать будеть, ведыть докончаныя нашего. А въ панцву брата нашего, Жигимонта Аўгуста корола, цькъ до Корны Польское, такъ и до Великого Князства Литовскаго, цькъ великого воиска, такъ тежъ и малою не маемъ всылати, козаковъ и иншыхъ съ простыхъ людеи не будемъ посылати.

А самъ, Давлетъ Киреи царь, и сынъ нашъ коалка солтанъ, и иншы сынове наши царевичи, и Рада наша: кнѧзи корачневъ, кланы, кнѧзли, мяры, и козаковъ и всѣхъ людеи посполитыхъ не будемъ посылати, и будемъ того зъ великою пильностью стеречи, абы цькъ Корны Польский, такъ и Великому Князству Литовскому, цькъ замыкомъ далекимъ и нравнымъ, городцомъ, вослѣмъ, и селомъ, тымъ вѣбымъ панцвамъ шкоды жадной не было никогда на вечные часы, абы такъ присета зъ братомъ нашимъ, Жигимонтомъ Аўгустомъ королемъ, на вечные часы была держана, цько есмо присегъ нули на вечные часы ее спокоеине держати и слово наше ползнити. А што цьк, Давлетъ Киреи царь самъ весбобо своею, сыны и браты мои царевичи, Рада: кнѧзли корачневе, и вланы, мяры, и все воиско великое и малою, и козаки и посполитые люди зъ моего панцва и съ царства моего и брата моего, великого корола, цькъ обол панцва воевати и шкоды чинить не поидить; и къ тымъ тежъ козаки белогородские, и шчаковскіе, и въозсквеке воевать не будуть, и зъ людеи моихъ съ кримскіхъ приставшы злчнвъшы са, слово зъединчившы, въ панцве его вторгнувши шкоду бъ мели вчинити, цьк таковыхъ бдѣ грозно внимати. И не каж брата своего панцва воевати, цькъ своемъ козакомъ, такъ белогородциомъ, и шчаковцомъ, и въозвекомъ козакомъ, и своимъ людемъ зъ ними злччати са, ихъ штъ того мощю
Его Милость мечтает, чтобы его брата, великого князя панства, не возвели, но возвести их, и вершить, чтобы его молит во стаянности межи, а с того и повелеть, о чем и прочитано, а с этого и повелеть, а с того и названа.
годы; и при тыхъ сукахъ две тисечи золотыхъ черленыхь—тисечи золотых с Корны Польское, а тисеча золотыхъ черленыхь с Великого Князества Литовскаго, то са сполниять за пятьнуадцать тисечей золотыхъ черленыхъ; и ку тому инъшие впоминъки, какь и первен сего было посылано три девять впоминковъ. Тымъ впоминки, и сукна, и две тисечи золотыхъ черленыхъ присылать маютъ к намъ на рокъ нобря месяца, каждый годь того месяца первого дня.

И мы тежь не ваемъ больше пословъ и гонцовъ, идност такъ, ико и перед тымъ бывало. Подлагъ обычаю послы и гонцы маютъ итти наипервые шть насъ и шть жоны нашихъ, и шть коалъки царевича, и шть инъшихъ царевичовъ, а шть трехъ корачеевъ, а шть ихь сыновъ двухъ мрззъ, а большер того не маеть ихь слати. Естъли бы большши того послы або и гонцы мели ходить, вы тежь ничего имь не даите, штпинистите; и за то вамъ, брати своеемъ, ничего не маеете мовити, бо послы и гонцы, которыхъ ходять до васъ, вы тыхъ дарвете, ини тежь видечи то, того хоженья своего перестаетъ не хочютъ; ико ли бы есте таковыхъ ни цимъ штпинстали, сами бы естъ того досмотрели, естъ бы ини в драгии разъ ходили.

А шть ваетъ, брата нашего послъ и гонца коли прийдетъ, мы ихъ долго при собе не задерживать бдемъ и тряпостенъ жадныхъ не заделяваемъ, и не заделявать бдемъ, и безъ мешканья шть себе штъправемъ, и штъправовать бдемъ. И ешче мы сами брать и детемъ нашимъ царевичомъ, зламомъ, кназемъ, и мирзамъ, и всемъ людемъ нашимъ, кривды и тисековъ вашимъ посломъ, и гонцомъ, и тольмачомъ, и ихъ слугамъ, кривды жадныхъ не кажемъ чинити. По своемъ добронъ воли ико прихватъ, такжемъ по доброи воли и штъдеть.

А самъ в головахъ, Давлетъ Киренъ царъ, из сынномъ своиомъ коалькою солтаномъ, и изъ инъыхъ сыныхъ моими царевичи, зламы, кназы, корачин, мурзы, што естъ всихъ, которые при насъ есть, присегу свою чинимъ и вчнили есмь:

Присегаемъ на правдъ тому Богу, котори сотворилъ небо и землю, на нашемъ ель-Киренъ вамъ, брату нашемъ, правды и верности свою укажемъ, и потомъкомъ вашимъ в справедливости и в добронъ верности быть, и хотачи вамъ, шбеимъ паньстамъ вашимъ, брата нашего, ико Корыне Польскомъ, такъ и Великому Князеству Литовскому, и всимъ замкомъ вашимъ, и волостамъ, и селамъ вашимъ, и всему панствъ и людемъ вашимъ, шть насъ сьыхъ и шть всихъ людеи нашихъ в жадной речи шкода ере не станет; з вамъ, братью нашимъ, великимъ королемъ Жигимондтомъ <королемъ> Августомъ хотачи в братсои добронъ призни быти на вечные часы, ико в томъ докончанны нашомъ знаменте и кавне записана есть.

И на всемъ на томъ присегу есмь вчнили на справедливости, и впометавшихъ на вышнего единого Бога, и на пророка нашего Магмеда Мостаевъ, ведянятъ законъ нашего присегаемъ то мощь держати: воллаги во биллози ва теллози. Наша присега на томъ естъ. Вамъ, брату нашомъ присегу свою мощь держати бдемъ, и слово наше втъ тое присеги нашое николи не втменьно бдеть.
И дали есмо на то вамъ сес нашъ листъ присажны, докончанье присаги нашное братское, листъ золотомъ написанный, печати золотыя вытиснувши, посланы есмо до вас сее докончанье нашо.

Писанъ тот листъ по смерти Магъметовы девятьсот петьдесядъ деватого року. Писанъ на Багъжисаре.

Translation:

The letter of agreement sent at the same time:¹

God is the beginning of every just matter!

The word of Devlet Giray Khan, the great khan of the Great Horde:

We commence in the name of God; I, Devlet Giray, the khan by the grace and might of God, have intended and initiated [the following] with God’s favor, in desire to—God willing—fulfill our brotherly and loyal friendship and our word, without any deceit, when God has let us see his divine favor and see us being seated on the royal seat that used to be occupied by our ancestors: our late grandfather of glorious memory Mengli Giray Khan, our late elder brother² Mehmed Giray Khan, and our uncle Sahib Giray Khan; and [now] I, Devlet Giray Khan, succeed them.

With our present letter of agreement I announce in my name and in the name of all our loyal subjects, who serve us [in the troops of]³ the right and left hand—the ulans, beys [Ruth. knjazi], and mirzas, to the Ruthenian princes, castles, towns, metropolitans, [Orthodox] bishops, monks and laymen,⁴ [Orthodox] priests, townsmen, and all common people:

We announce that our ancestors, the khans: the great khan Mengli Giray Khan, our late elder brother Mehmed Giray Khan, Sahib Giray Khan, [and previously] our grandfather,⁵ Hadji Giray Khan, when his horse was growing sweaty [beneath him], then he would come⁶ seeking hospitality [i.e., refuge] to Grand Duke Vytautas and great king Casimir, to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and then they experienced great reverence. And according to the ancient custom we have written down [and granted to Lithuania] the Ruthenian lands: castles, towns, estates, tümens along with all incomes, without

¹ The heading refers to another letter brought by the same embassy, received by the king in Danzig (Gdańsk) at the audience held on 29 August 1552; cf. Kniga posol’skaja, vol. 1, pp. 60–63.
² As Devlet Giray was the son of Mübarek Giray and grandson of Mengli Giray, Mehmed Giray was his uncle and not his older brother.
³ The literal meaning of the Ruthenian translation: “who serve us with right and left hand,” is obviously corrupt, hence it was corrected here.
⁴ On the old Ruthenian term belec, see Document 1, n. 2.
⁵ Hadji Giray was Devlet Giray’s great grandfather.
⁶ Written in singular; it should rather read: “when their horses were growing sweaty [beneath them], then they would come […].”
diminishing anything from [the contents of] the letter[s] of our ancestors, the old khans; as letters and letters of agreement had been written in the times of our ancestors [and confirmed] with their oaths, according to the ancient custom, so also we—according to this custom—have given a letter of agreement [confirmed] with our oath, such as [the letter] given by our late ancestor and [grand]father, Mengli Giray Khan, to the king and grand duke Casimir, [and also the one] from the times, when King Sigismund and the great khan, our brother, remained in brotherly and good mutual friendship. While aiming to preserve the state according to the ancient custom and engagement[s], we have also given anew our letter written in gold, under our golden seals, letting our brother Sigismund Augustus, the great king and grand duke of Lithuania, his sons and descendants, rightly hold:

– firstly Kiev, Čerkasy, Kaniv, Ovruč, Žytomyr along with all towns, estates, lands, waters, and all kinds of revenues and profits;
– Great Luc'k along with estates, lands, waters, and all their profits and revenues;
– Polack and Vicebsk;
– all the towns along the Dnieper, starting from its source to its mouth, along with lands, waters, and their numerous revenues and profits;
– Sokolec along with numerous lands, waters, and all their profits and revenues;
– Zvynyhorod along with lands, waters, all profits and revenues;
– Braclav and Vinnycja along with their tümens and all their revenues and profits;
– Sneporod and Hlyns’k;
– Žolvaž and Putyvl’ along with lands and waters;
– Byryn, Synec, Xoten’, Losyčy, Xotmyšl, and Oskol along with lands, waters, and all revenues;
– the tümens of Kozel’sk;
– the tümens of Jagoldaj, son of Saraj;

—in sum] either the towns and castles of our brother, the great king, that belong to his state, or the woods, forests, lands, waters, and numerous profits

---

7 Cf. n. a above; this passage apparently refers to Mehmed Giray (cf. n. 2 above).
8 Cf. Document 8, n. 4.
9 Cf. Document 8, n. 5.
11 Cf. Document 8, n. 10.
12 Recorded in a corrupt form as Budula; cf. the earlier documents.
13 On the spelling of the names Byryn and Synec, see n. d above. Apart from Oskol, these estates were situated in the region of Putyvl’ and on the rivers Sula and Vor-skla, cf. Document 8, notes 11–15. Oskol once belonged to the tümens of Jagoldaj (see Document 8, n. 19, and n. 14 below).
14 Cf. n. e above; on this estate, extending between the upper Sejm and the upper Donec rivers, and its former owner, see Document 8, n. 18.
and revenues, wherever anything flows or streams, [that] belong to the great Lithuanian state.

Having taken counsel in this matter with our son, the qalga sultan,\textsuperscript{15} with other sultans [Ruth. carevyčy, i.e., princes], and with the ulans, and all our beys and mirzas, we have firmly sworn along with them upon [the following conditions], in desire to remain for centuries in loyal sincerity and good friendship with our brother Sigismund Augustus, the great king and the grand duke of Lithuania. And our sons and their descendants should mutually remain in brotherly friendship with our brother’s sons, grandsons, and their descendants. And we should be a friend of his friend and an enemy of his enemy, and if any of his enemies appears from any direction, we should jointly face and resist this enemy.

And whichever castles, estates, and lands the grand duke of Muscovy treacherously took under his hand in the times of the ancestors of the king, our brother: Casimir of glorious memory, and his brother,\textsuperscript{16} King Alexander, and King Sigismund, the father of King Augustus, thus alienating them from the state of the king, our brother, if we—having invoked God’s help—take any of these castles from his hands, [then] I, Devlet Giray Khan, and the qalga sultan, and other sultans, ulans, beys, and mirzas, should restore these castles, estates, lands, and waters, taken with God’s assistance from the hands of the Muscovian [duke], to our brother, the great king Sigismund Augustus, and jointly with him we should face his Muscovian enemy and all his other enemies. And wherever our brother needs it, I, Devlet Giray Khan, wish to assist him in person, with my brothers and our sons, and with all our troops. Hereafter, we will assist [him] accordingly, also in the times of our descendants.

And as regards the past wrongful acts committed in the times of the old king Casimir, the grand duke, your uncle King [John] Albert, and King Alexander, indeed substantial damages were done in those times towards your states, the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, during [the reign of] Mehmed Giray Khan by our ancestors, all the ulans, beys, and mirzas, and some of our servants; and yet they [i.e., the past kings] left all these wrongful acts aside, did not fret about a minor matter and did not hold in their hearts the past harm done in those times by our brothers and other men. And as you, our brother, King Sigismund Augustus, have ascended the seat of your ancestors: your father King Sigismund, King Casimir, your uncle King [John] Albert, and King Alexander, we hereby want to keep analogous relations with you, our brother, King Sigismund Augustus: we should not stir up enmity between us for such minor harms and we should release them all from our hearts, so that upon

\textsuperscript{15} I.e., Ahmed Giray, the son and qalga of Devlet Giray, who died in 1555 during an expedition against Muscovy; see Vinogradov, Russko-krymskie otnošenija, vol. 1, pp. 69 and 96.

\textsuperscript{16} Alexander was Casimir’s son and Sigismund Augustus’ uncle. Apparently the word “brother” was mechanically copied after the earlier Crimean documents addressed to King Sigismund, where Alexander was referred to as the latter’s brother; cf. Document 33, n. 15.
hearing and seeing this our enemies should tremble with fear, and our friends should rejoice and be happy on seeing our mutual friendship.

And I, Devlet Giray Khan, have offered through my authority to our brother, King Sigismund Augustus, to remain in good and loyal brotherly friendship, and I have allowed that the merchants from the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania may freely buy in our land, and come and depart, without any fear of anybody, and travel to Kačybej to take salt, while paying the toll according to the ancient custom; and they may come for salt from Kiev, Luc’k, and other towns, guarded by our men. And if, while taking salt, they suffer any damage from our men, apart from your cossacks, then we will compensate this damage to you, our brother. And all your other merchants, both from the Polish Crown and from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, either rich or poor, may go to Caffa and to Perekop [i.e., the Crimean Khanate], having paid the toll.

We wish to always fulfill our word as we have written in our letter, and not depart from it. And also now, in accordance with our letter of agreement, we will send our brothers and sons along with our troops against your Muscovian enemy. And as regards the towns, villages, and lands that the father of the grand duke of Muscovy took away from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, when—with God’s help—these castles are taken [back] from the enemy, then we should give them [back] to our brother, King Sigismund Augustus, and they should be appended to his state, the Grand Duchy. And we should jointly face any of his enemies.

And—God willing—also in the future, according to our letter of agreement, we will send the sultans, ulans, beys, and mirzas along with our great army to the land of our Muscovian enemy, and against other enemies, wherever our brother, King Sigismund Augustus, needs it. And we will not send troops—either large or small—to the state of our brother, King Sigismund Augustus, either to the Polish Crown or to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, [likewise] we will not send cossacks or any other common people.

I, Devlet Giray Khan, and my son, the qalga sultan, and our other sons, the sultans, and our Council: the qaraçı beys, ulans, beys, and mirzas, will not send cossacks or any common people, and we will secure with great diligence so that no damage should ever be done to the two states: the Polish Crown

---

17 On the interpretation of this clause, cf. Document 26, n. 3, and Document 27, n. 26. While the previous documents were more vague and could refer to vagabonds inhabiting either side of the border, the present one clearly refers to the cossacks being royal subjects. Still, the phrase “apart from your cossacks” (okrom kozakov vaşyx) can have two different meanings: 1) the Ukrainian cossacks being unruly royal subjects are not protected by the present clause; 2) the khan is not responsible for the attacks against the royal merchants committed by the Ukrainian cossacks.

18 Literally this sentence reads: “we will send our brothers and my sons along with my troops;” first person singular and plural are constantly mixed in the present document.

19 The Turkic word kazak applied to free vagabonds; cf. n. 17 above and Chapter 6 in Part II. In the given context it applies to those vagabonds who at least in theory were the khan’s subjects.
and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, [their] remote and frontier castles, towns, estates, and villages, and so that this oath [taken along] with our brother, King Sigismund Augustus, should be kept forever, as we have sworn to peacefully keep it and fulfill our word forever. And neither I personally, Devlet Giray Khan, my sons and brothers, the sultans, the Council: the qaraçı beys, the ulans and mirzas, nor any of our troops, either large or small, the cossacks and common people from my state and khanate, will raid or commit damage to the two states of my brother, the great king; and neither will raid the cossacks of Akkerman, Očakiv, and Azov; and if some of the latter join and unite with my Crimean people and enter his state and commit damage, I will severely restrain them. And I will not let my cossacks or the cossacks of Akkerman, Očakiv, or Azov raid the state of my brother, neither will I let my people join them; I will severely restrain them from doing that with [all] my power, so that they would not raid the state of my brother, the great king; as I have the authority to restrain them from this, everyone of them will be punished for his transgressions; [and] as His Majesty, the Turkish emperor, allowed me to keep a tight rein on these cossacks and restrain them from such acts, even if I punish them for their transgressions, then His Majesty, the Emperor will not reproach me for this.

And if some of our people set out and settle down in Akkerman, Očakiv, or Azov, and while dwelling there, they commit any damage to either of the two states, the [Polish] Crown or the Grand Duchy, we will severely punish them. And if they come and raid [your land] secretly or openly, or if some people of high or low status [Ruth. bud' ljudy velykye, abo y malye], or the cossacks, sneak into [your] land and commit any damage, on hearing that, we will find the culprits and send back the taken captives to our brother, the great king, without [demanding] any redemption, and we will order to restore and compensate all the damages. And apart from the individuals mentioned above, if my people, or the people of the sultans or of our sons, the sultans, or the people of the ulans, beys, mirzas, or qaraçis commit such an act and cause any damage to your two states, they should be given various and extraordinary punishments, and all their captives should be gathered and sent back without [demanding] any redemption, and we will order to compensate the whole damage that has been done.

And henceforth, whoever is their leader and sets out and causes damage to either of these two states, or [their] frontier castles, or estates, [and] whoever sets out with the intention to harm and raid these two states, in regard to all [such] elders, who cause damage and whom we learn about, I engage and

20 The Ruthenian phrase kozaky belohorodskye, očakovskye, y ozovskye refers to the Tatars and Turks dwelling around the towns of Akkerman (Ukr. Bil’horod, Pol. Bialogród), Očakiv (Tat. Djankerman, Tur. Özü qal’esi), and Azov (Pol. Azów, Tur. Azaq), controlled by the Ottoman sultan. The Turkic word kazak applied to free vagabonds; cf. Chapter 6 in Part II. Having entered into the Slavic languages, the term kozak ("cossack") began to designate Ukrainian and Russian vagabonds as well.

21 Here Azov is referred to in the Ruthenian text as Ezov; cf. n. 20 above and Document 28, n. 19.
promise you that for their transgressions I will order to behead them in the presence of your envoy. [And] if I, Devlet Giray Khan, fail to firmly keep these words and restrain such evil people, either [from among] my servants, or [from among] the sultans, ulans, beys, mirzas, and cossacks, [in sum,] the people of [both] low and high status, from raiding and bringing harm to the two states: Poland and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, or to the Ukraine, and we will order to compensate this all [damage] and to punish their elders by beheading. And we will truly display friendship and sincerity to you, our brother, the great king Sigismund, and we should remain in mutual eternal peace; and I wish to keep eternally and firmly the peace with the two states: the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, according to my letter of agreement and my oath, as we have engaged and sworn to keep it without any variation.

And in return, our brother, the king and grand duke Sigismund Augustus, should send each year gifts to me, his brother, out of his good will, namely: in London cloths worth 13,000 golden florins [zolotyx čerlenyx, i.e., ducats]—each year 197 pieces [postaws] of London [cloth] from the Polish state and 197 pieces of London [cloth] from the Lithuanian duchy; and along with these cloths 2,000 golden florins—a thousand florins from the Polish Crown, and a thousand golden florins from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, which makes altogether 15,000 golden florins; and besides other gifts, as also previously three sets of nine gifts [try devet' upomynkov] used to be sent. They should send us these gifts, both the cloths and the 2,000 golden florins, by the month of November, each year by the 1st day of this month.

And we should not send more envoys and couriers but only the number that used to be heretofore. According to the custom, envoys and couriers should be sent primarily by us and our wives, the qalga sultan and other sultans, three qaraçış and two mirzas, their [i.e., the qaraçış’] sons, and by nobody else. If more envoys and couriers were to go, you may send them back without giving them anything, and I will not reproach you, our brother, for this, because as you lavish gifts on the envoys and couriers who come to you, on seeing this, they do not want to stop going, but if you send them back with empty hands, you will see yourself whether they will come again.

And when an envoy or courier comes from you, our brother, we will not detain him for a longer time and we will not make him any trouble, and we will send him back without delay [now and in the future]. Neither will we let our brothers and children, the sultans, [and] the ulans, beys, mirzas, and all

---

22 The original meaning of the Slavic word ukrayna/ukraina is “frontier,” but here it seems that it already refers to the geographical region—the Ukraine.

23 On the term “London cloth,” see Document 26, n. 5.

24 Lit. “two hundred postaws without three postaws;” on the term postaw, see Document 26, n. 5.

25 On the term devet’ (“nine”), reflecting the Turco-Mongolian custom according to which a gift should have consisted of nine objects, see Document 31, n. 15.

26 The khan’s engagement is written in the present and the future tense (trudnostej žadnyx ne zadelyvaem, y ne zadelyvaty budem, y bez meškan’ja ot sebe otpravuem, y otpravovaty budem), hence the phrase “now and in the future” was added.
our people hurt or oppress your envoys, couriers, interpreters, or their servants. As they arrive out of their free will, so they will depart.

I, Devlet Giray Khan—to begin with, along with my son, the qalga sultan, and my other sons, the sultans, [and] the ulans, beys, qaraçis, and mirzas, namely all, who stand by us, we have sworn our oath:

We sincerely swear to God, who created heaven and earth, and by our Koran, to display our sincerity and loyalty to you, our brother, and to remain in justice and good loyalty with your descendants; and we wish that no damage should be done in any matter by us or any of our people to you, our brother, and your two states, either the Polish Crown or the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, or any of your castles, estates, villages, your whole state and people; and we wish to eternally remain in good brotherly friendship with you, our brother, the great king Sigismund Augustus, just as it is openly and visibly described in our present letter of agreement.

And we have taken oath upon the sincerity of everything [that has been written] above, and having invoked the supreme and one God, and our prophet Muhammad Mustafa,27 we swear according to our law to firmly keep it: by God, with God, and through God!28 Such is our oath. We will firmly keep our oath to you, our brother, and our word will never deviate from our present oath.

We have given you our present oath-letter [lyst prysjažnyj] confirming our brotherly oath, written in gold; having impressed the golden seals, we have sent you our present letter of agreement [dokončan’e].

This letter has been written in the 959th year after the death29 of Muhammad. Written in Baghchasaray.

27 Mustafa (lit. “the Chosen”) is the second name of Prophet Muhammad.
28 The Arabic formula vallahi va billahi va tallahi is correctly rendered (in Tatar pronunciation) in the Cyrillic text.
29 Sic; of course it should refer to the Hegira and not Muhammad’s death. The Muslim year 959 A.H. lasted from 29 December 1551 till 17 December 1552. As the khan’s letter, delivered along with the present document, was dated 15 May 1552 (cf. n. 1 above), we may date this instrument more precisely, in May 1552.
DOCUMENT 33 (1560)
The donation yarlıq cum sartname sent by Khan Devlet Giray
to King Sigismund Augustus

The original document is missing.
Polish translation: ¹
A. Bibl. Kórн., ms. 222, pp. 129–137.

Dawletgireia cara pakta z Augustem etc. Roku Pańskiego 1560:²

W obyczaju jako przodek i ociec nasz nieboszczyk Menligireyb car, królowi Casimirzowi² i wielkiemu księciu lytewskiemud był dał, jakoż potym król Zigmunt Kasymyrowicz² z bratem naszym w braterskiej przyjaźni zostali, a tak ponawiajac to, aby były państwa brata naszego, wielkiego króla Zigmunta³ Augusta wedle pierwszego zwyczaju, i słowa aby były zachowane, dalsiśmy list nasz złotem pisany, pod złotymi pieczęciami naszymi, bratu naszemu, wielkiemu królowi i wielkiemu księciu litewskiemu Zigmuntowi Augustowi, synom i potomkom jego, dzierże sprawiedliwie: a począwszy w głowach Kiiów, Cyrkassy, Kanyów,⁶ Owruce, Żyтомierz, i wszelkie zamki podniepriske, i dzierzawy i wody, ze wszelakimi dochodami i pożytkami ich; Połoczsk,h i wszelkie zamki podnieprskie, począwszy z wierzchu aż do uścia, i z ziemiami, z wodami, i ze wszelkimi⁷ dochody i pożytkami ich; Sokal ze wszelkimi ziemiami, [wodami,] l i dochodami ich; Zwinihrod z ziemiami,

¹ Apart from the two copies listed below, before WW2 another copy was held in the Poturzyca Library (Biblioteka Poturzycka) in Lwów, in the folders of Łukasz Gołębiowski, a nineteenth-century antiquarian and historian; cf. Ludwik Kolankowski, “Problem Krymu w dziejach jagiellońskich,” pp. 290 and 297. After WW2, some of the library holdings found their way to the Ossolineum Library in Wrocław, but I was unable to find the folder concerned.
² B. Dawletgireia cara tatarskiego pakta z Zygmuntem Augustem królem polskim. Roku Pańskiego 1560.
³ B. Menligerey.
⁴ B. Kazimierzowi.
⁵ B. litewskiemu.
⁶ B. Zygmunta Kazimierowicz.
⁷ B. here and hereafter: Zygmunta.
⁸ B. Kaniów.
⁹ B. Połoczk.
¹ B. ujścia.
¹ Missing in B.
¹² B. here and hereafter: wszelkimi.
¹³ Thus in B.; in A.: ziemiami i dochodami, i dochodami ich whereas dochodami is erroneously repeated.
<wielkimi> wodami, i ze wszelkimi dochody i pożytkami ich; Bracław, Wynnicza, z wodami, ziemiami, i ze wszelkimi pożytkami ich; Stepruth, Młennik, Żołdasz, Budula, z ziemiami, wodami, i ze wszelkimi docho-
dami ich; Brunten, Łuczicen, Choten, Koziełsko, Chotmyen, Chotmislen, Uskon; Saraacul Jarn telmon—brata naszego, wielkiego króla, które zamki i grody przynależą ku państwu jego koronnemu, litewskiemu i ruskiemu, bądź drzewo, lasy, wody i ziemie, pożytki i dochody, gdzie wcięcze i wnijdzie, ku wszelkim państwom wielkiego króla przynależącym.

My te rzeczy poradziliśmy się z gałgą sołdanem carowiczem, synem naszym starszym, i ze wszelkimi w carowiczu, ułanś, kniaźmi, i murzami naszymi, krymskimi, i precopskimi, i nahaiskimi, którzy nam wiernie służą, mocząmy przysięgę naszą uczynili, chcąc z bratem naszym, wielkim królem Zigmuntem Augustem i wielkim książęcem litewskim w wiernej, prawdziwej i dobrej przyjaźni być na wieki. I synowie nasi i potomkowie ich między sobą w braterskiej przyjaźni mają być. A mamy przyjaciołom jego przyjaciela być, gdziebykolwiek jedno nieprzyjaciół jego był, to mamy naprzeciwko tego nieprzyjaciela jego za jeden być, i naprzeciwko jemu za jednego bić.

Które zamki, włości, i ziemie nieprzyjaciół nasz kniaź moskiewski pod swą rękę zabrał za przodków wielkiego króla, brata naszego: sławnej pamięci wielkich królów Cazymirza, i brata jego Alexandra, i za króla Zigmunta, Augustowego ojca, przez swój zdradliwy postępek, od państwa króla, brata naszego, co my też Pana Boga sobie na pomoc wzięliśmy, z tych zamków któregokolwiek z jego rąk weźmiemy, ten zamek, włości, ziemie, wody, dochody, i wszelkie pożytki jego my, Dawletgireys car, i syn nasz starszy gałga sołdan, i insi wszyscy synowie nasi carowiczowie, ułani, kniazowie, murzowie za bożą pomocą, czego nam Bóg dopomoże z rąk moskiewskiego wziąć, my te zamki

---

m Thus in A.; in B.: Zwinhyrod z ziemiami, wodami, i ze wszystkimi dochody i pożytkami ich.

n B. Winnicza.

o B. wszystkimi.

p It should read Snepruth and Hlyns’k; these two place-names are also corrupt in earlier documents; cf. Document 32, notes b–c.

q B. wszystkimi.

r Already in the document from 1552 two place-names: Берынъ/Бирин and Синецъ were erroneously amalgamated into Бринтежъ; cf. Document 32, n. d. In the present document Brynteż turned into Brunten but arguably it refers to the same two localities.

s B. Chotmien.

t This fragment is corrupt and rendered with incorrect punctuation as if it referred to three place-names: Sara, Acularm, Telmon; in fact, it should read Saraogul Jakoltaj tiumen where the word Saraogul reflects the Turkish patronymic Sarayoğlu, i.e., “Saray’s son;” cf. Сараогул Йолгызы тымень in Document 32.

u B. wszystkim.

v It should rather read przynależące.

w B. wszystkimi.

x B. prekopskimi, i nahaiskimi.

y B. Kazimierza.

z B. wszelkie.

aa B. Dawletgirey.
mamy bratu naszemu, wielkiemu królowi Zigmuntowi Augustowi podać. A gdy naprzeciwko nieprzyjacielowi jego będzie potrzeba, a da nam przez posła albo gońca swego wiedzieć, my sami naszą osobą, i syn nasz gałga soldan, i wszyscy nasi carowiczowie, ze wszelkimi wojskami naszymi⁹⁸ chcemy być pomocni, od tych teraźniejszych czasów przystać, i na potym także będziem pomagać.

A któryż żli ludzie między przodki naszymi i między nami przez przysięgę naszę inaczej czynili, i nas ku nieprzyjaźniej⁹⁷ zwodzili, a szkody czynili, jako teraz, tak jako i przodkowie nasi, tak i my to na stronę odkładamy, i za to między sobą zawodzić się i w sercach tego dzierżeć nie mamy, i ze wszelkiego⁹⁷ serca i myśli swej wypuścić mamy, aby przyjaciele nasi w tym się radowali i pocieszali, tę przyjaźń między nami widząc.

A tak my, Dawletgirey⁹⁴ car, będąc na państwie naszym w mocy swej wielkiej, bratu naszemu, wielkiemu królowi Zigmuntowi Augustowi w dobrej a wiernie przyjaźni na wieczne czasy samiśmy z potomki naszymi być pozwolili, i pozwalamy na wszelkie⁹⁸ rzeczy przyjacielskie. A kupcy tak z Korony Polskiej, jak z Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego wolność mają w państwie naszym kupować, przedawać, i z tą wolnością przyjeżdżać i odjeżdżać, ni w czym nikogo się nie bać. Oddawszyszy myto starodawne⁹⁸ ni w czym nie mają hamowani być. A do Koczebeya⁹⁶ po sól iść, brać, i wedle starodawnego⁹⁷ obyczaju myto dawać, z Kiovą, Łuczka, i inszych⁹⁷ zamków po sól przyjeżdżać mają, za strażą ludzi naszych. A jeśliby biorąc sól, od naszych ludzi która szkoda się stała, okrom kozaków waszych albo moskiewskich, tedy my tę szkodę poddanym waszym, i innym wszelkim⁹⁸ kupcom, bądź Korony Polskiej albo Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego, które by się im miały stać w państwie naszym, w ich kupiach, tak bogatemu, jako ubogiemu,⁹⁸ z skarbu naszego zapłacić rozkażem.

Gdy da Pan Bóg, naprzód my sami, Dawletgirey car, albo carowicz syn nasz, ulani, kniaziowie, murzowie, ze wszystkim⁹⁸ wojskiem naszym, za obysłaniem brata naszego, wielkiego króla Zigmunta Augusta, na nieprzyjaciela jego pójściemy, albo poślemy carowiczów z wielkim wojskiem, a[by] jawną szkodę w ziemi nieprzyjacielskiej uczynili i nieprzyjaciela szablą dobywali <i w ziemi szkodę albo skazę gdyby uczynili>. A [w] państwa brata naszego, wielkiego króla Zigmunta Augusta, my sami, Dawletgirey car, i carowicz syn nasz, gałga soldan, i insi carowiczowie, nasi synowie, i Rady nasze,
caraczeiowie, ulani, kniaziowie, murzowie, i wszyscy ludzie nasi krymscy,\textsuperscript{an} prekopscy, i nahaiscy,\textsuperscript{ao} którzy nam wiernie służą, i kozacy byelłogrodzcy,\textsuperscript{ap} oczakowscy, i ozowscy, jak z nami nie mają chodzić, tak też bez siebie ich posyłać nie mamy we wszelki[e]\textsuperscript{aq} państwa brata naszego, wielkiego króla, do Korony Polskiej i Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego. I na [ziemiach] ukraiennych polskich, litewskich i ruskich żadna szkoda jako od nas samych, tak od ludzi naszych nie ma się dziąć; jako zamki, właści ziem ukrainnych w wielkim pokoju od nas i od wszelkich\textsuperscript{az} poddanych naszych obiecujemy zachować, aby ta przysięga nasza\textsuperscript{au} z bratem naszym, królem Zigmuntem Augustem na wieczne czasy była dzierżana, jakośmy przysięgli na wieczne czasy spokojnie dzierżeć i słowo nasze pełnić.

Co my, Dawletgirey car sami osobą naszą, i syn nasz, gałga sołdan, i wszyscy carowiczowie, synowie naszi, i wszelka Rada nasza: caraczeiowie, ulani, murzowie, na tym przysięgamy i to obiecujemy, iż wszyscy ludzie nasi, wojska małe, także i wielkie, i lud pospolity z państwa naszego, wielkiego króla wojować nie będziemy.

A jeśliby ludzie nasi, crimsy,\textsuperscript{av} prekopscy, w niewiadomości naszej zmieniwszy słowo, i zjednoczywszy się z kozakami białłogrodzkimi, oczakowskimi, i ozowskiemi,\textsuperscript{aw} w państwo albo ukraię króla wielkiego wtargnawszy, szkody by poczynili, czego im Bóg nie pomoże nad przysięgę naszą uczynić, my, Dauletgirey,\textsuperscript{ax} takowe groźno będziem ujmować. I nie każemy państwa brata naszego wojować jako swym kozakom, tak też białłogrodzkim, oczakowskim, i ozowskiem, i swoim też ludziom z nimi\textsuperscript{ay} złączać się, nie dozwolimy im tego mocą naszą, wielkiego króla państwa wojować; bo mamy moc od Jego Miłości cesarza tureckiego\textsuperscript{az} te kozaki białłogrodzkie,\textsuperscript{ao} oczakowskie, i ozowskie od tego ich powściągać,\textsuperscript{ba} i za nieposłuszeństwo kazać ich groźno karać.

A jeśliby też z naszych ludzi crimskich,\textsuperscript{bb} i prekopskich, i nahaiskich,\textsuperscript{bc} niektórzy mieliby poszedszy w Białłogrodzie,\textsuperscript{bd} Oczakowie, albo w Ozowie mieszkać, a tam mieszkając mieliby oboim państwow brata naszego, wiel-
kiego króla, jak Koronie Polskiej, tak Wielkiemu Księstwu Litewskiemu,\footnote{Litewskiemu.} jakie szkody uczynić, my o takich dowiedziawszy się, ich samych jako winnych nalawszy,\footnote{In B. written correctly: nalazłszy.} przed posłem albo gońcem króla wielkiego mamy kazać ich na gardle karać, albo je zebrawszy, do ukraińskich zamków króla wielkiego mamy je odesłać.

A jeśliby osobiście zły umysł wzięwszy ludzie nasi kr\[i\]mscy,\footnote{B. krymscy.} bg i prekopscy, i nahaiscy\footnote{B. nohayscy.} bh w państwa wielkiego króla wtargnąć mieli i pobrali ludzi wiele, statków, i ruchomych rzeczy, szkodę jaką uczynić mieli, takowych przeciwników, którzy przeciwko przysiędze naszej to śmieli czynić, mamy srogim karaniem na gardłach i na ciałach ich, i w zabraniu majątności wszystkich, ich karać, i plon wszystek\footnote{B. plon wszystek.} zabrany bez żadnego okupu mamy wielkiemu królowi wracać, a szkodę wszelką,\footnote{B. wszystką.} b) co się stanie w zabraniu koni, bydła, ruchomych rzeczy, to oszacowawszy, sumię groszmi albo złotymi z skarbu naszego. Wielkiemu królowi, bratu naszemu, przyjaźń i prawdę, <przyjaźń海岛 P> sprawnie okazować będziem, i pokój między sobą wieczny mieć mamy, i obojgum\footnote{B. oboim.} b) państwom, jako Koronie Polskiej, tak Wielkiemu Księstwu Litewskiemu, chcemy na wieczne czasy, i będziem ten mir wedle tego dokończenia i przysięgi naszej mocno dzieńć, jakośmy ślubili i przysięgę uczynili, nieodmiennymi\footnote{B. nieodmiennemi.} b) być.

A żywiąc\footnote{B. żyjąc.} b) my, Dawletgirey car z bratem naszym, wielkim królem Zigmuntem Augustem w wiecznej a dobrej przyjaźni wedle dokończenia i przysięgi naszej, i upominków od naszego nieprzyjaciela, wielkiego kniaźa moskiewskiego, do swego żywota, i carowizcom, synom naszym\footnote{B. Ormianie, Żydowie.} bo do ich żywotów nie brać, krom wiadomości i jednostajnego zezwolenia brata naszego, wielkiego króla.

A kupcy nasi ordbazarczy,\footnote{B. Turczi.} bp Turczi,\footnote{B. Frasy.} bq Frasy,\footnote{B. Ormyanie, Żydowie.} br ludzie kupieccy, nie mają w poselstwach, w goniectwach przyjmowani być. A jeśliby przy pośle naszym z państwa naszego takowi ludzie kupieccy z towary swymi\footnote{B. chodziliby} bt do państwa waszego, brata naszego, kupi swej używaliby...
albo targowali, kupowali, przedawali, takowym nie ma być dana strawa ani pożałowanie od brata naszego, wielkiego króla, za upominki z skarbu; a zwłaszcza, jeśliby jeszcze po miejscu zwyczajnym z kupi i towarów swych mają myto płacić wedle starego zwyczaju.

A który poseł brata naszego z Kowna do nas będzie odprawion, tych upominków z skarbu nie ma wieść, tylko do Precopu, naszych; a my mamy, i wy, brat nasz po temuż posłom naszych i gońcom przez miesiąc, czterech niedziel przy drzwiach swych nie dzierżeć, a im pić i jeść z łaski swej dawać, jako i przedtym posłom i gońcom naszym, w dobrych poczciwościach zachowani byli; a my mamy rozkazać skarby i upominki pobrąć od niego, a mamy dla przyjaźni brata naszego, wielkiego króla, tego posła brata naszego w lasce naszej i poczciwości mieć, i żywność jemu rozkazać dawać, i przez miesiące, czterech niedziel nie mamy tego posła przy drzwiach naszych dzierżeć, tylko ma cztery niedziele przy drzwiach naszych być i mieszkać, dla odpocznienia koniom i wczasności jego. Ani my sami, Dawletgirei car, ani carowiczowie nasi, ani ułani, kniaziowie, murzowie, ani poddani nasi temu posłowi brata naszego żadnej przykrości czynić, i ni w czym go hamować nie mamy, ale dobrowolnie bez wszelakiej szkody ma być odprawion.

A upominki z skarbu do nas od brata naszego każdy rok do Precopu, do drzwi naszych odprawione być mają, na święto chrześcijańskie narodzenia Syna Bożego, 20 dnia miesiąca grudnia.

A kiedy co między nami potrzebnego będzie, tedy my, Dawletgirey car, przez gońce swoje mamy w tym bratu naszemu, wielkiemu królowi oznajmić, a gońce nie mają mieszkać, i bez mieszkania do nas odprawione być mają.

Ja, Dawletgirey car, i carowiczowie synowie nasi, i ze wszelkimi karaczeyami, ulany, kniaźmi, murzami, i z Nohaycy, którzy nam służą, to wszelko w każdy rok wedle dokończenia naszego wypełniem.  

A brat nasz, król wielki, w taki każdy rok za tę naszę wiernę a wierną przyjaźń, ma mnie dawać, Dawletgireiowi carowi, posyłać upominki machmetgireiowskie, a carowiciowi, synowi naszemu Machmetgireiowi gałdze, ma posyłać upominki Bohatir sołtanowskie. A którego by roku brat nasz do nas pisał, abyśmy w ziemie nieprzyjaciela moskiewskiego z wojskiem szli, albo carowiciów, synów naszych posłali, a my byśmy tego nie uczynili, tedy tego

---

by B. miasto.
bw In B. written erroneously: z Kowna.
bx B. Precopu.
by In B. written erroneously: dzierży.
bx See notes 25–26 below.
a In B. written erroneously: tym.
db B. Dawletgirey.
cc B. dwudziestego dnia.
d B. wszystkimi karaczeyami.
cr B. Nohaycy.
d B. wszystko.
ef B. wypełnim.
dh B. wierną a wierną.
roku i upominki machmetgireiowskie, i bohartirsoldanowskie⁴⁴ nam posłane być nie mają, a upominki roczne, które i do tych czasów, wedle pierwszego dokończenia nam każdego roku posyłane być mają.

A wszakże jeśli byśmy, Dawletgirey car, albo carowicz nasz gałga sołdan, z wojskiem naszym bez obsyłania królewskiego którego roku w ziemie nieprzyjaciela naszego moskiewskiego weszli, a znacznie szablą naszą nieprzyjaźń temu nieprzyjacielowi naszemu moskiewskiemu w państwie jego szkodę uczynili, a zamek albo kilka za bożą pomocą z rąk moskiewskiego wzięwszy, ku państwu brata naszego, wielkiego króla podali, tedy w każdy takowy rok, za takowe wierne nasze przyjaźni, brat nasz król ma nam dawać, Dawletgireiowi carowi, upominki machmetgireiowskie, a carowiczowi, synowi naszemu Machmetgireiowi sołdanowi, bohartirgireiowskie⁴⁵ [upominki]ck posłać.

A jeśli byśmy, Dawletgirey, albo carowicz, syn nasz gałga sołdan, i insi synowie carowiczowie nasi, tego dokończenia i słowa naszego, i przysięgi nie wypełnili, i którego roku ziemie moskiewskiej⁴⁴ nie wojowali, i znacznej szkody w ziemi nieprzyjacielskiej nie uczynili, a wy w przyjaźni z wielkim kniaziem moskiewskim wstąpili, a w państwie brata naszego, wielkiego króla koronnego, i Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego, ruskiego etc., i pod zamki ukrainne wojowali, albo ludzie nasi krymscy,⁴⁶ albo prekopscy, albo nohayscy, którzy nam służy, także kozacy białogrodzcy, oczakowscy, i ozowscy państwo królewskie wojować chcieli, a my plon zawiedziony zbierając, do króla nie odesłali, i szkody oszacowawszy, które by się państwu królowi wielkiemu stały, z⁴⁷ skarb naszego płacić nie kazali, i tych, którzy bez wiadomości naszej w państwo królewskie wtargnęli, gardły i srogim karaniem nie karali, tedy my przysięgę naszę naruszymy.

A jeśli wy, brat nasz, te upominki machmetgereiowskie i bohatir-soldanowskie, brat nasz nam nie posłał, albo też z strony was, brata naszego, z ukrainnych zamków wodni i polni kozacy przyszedzyszy pod państwa nasze, jakie szkody by poczynili, tedy wy, brat nasz, takich złoczyńców karając byście nie kazali, i tych szkód nie powracać, albo popłacić nie kazali, tedy wy, brat nasz, takim obyczajem przysięgę swą naruszyć.

A rocznych upominków, które według pierszego⁴⁷ dokończenia naszego nam posyłać, wy brat nasz tedy nie macie posyłać póty, póki temu wszelkiemu⁴⁸ dosyć nie uczynim, i wedle tego dokończenia naszego wszelko⁴⁹ tak naprawim i wypełnim.

---

⁴⁴ B. bohatirsoldanowskie.
⁴⁵ B. bohatirgireiowskie.
⁴⁶ Thus in B; in A. corrupt: roczniki.
⁴⁷ B. moskiewskiego.
⁴⁸ B. krymscy.
⁴⁹ B. wielkiego króla.
⁵⁰ B. ze.
⁵¹ B. pierwszego.
⁵² B. wszystkemu.
⁵³ B. wszystko.
My sami, Dawletgerei\(^{ca}\) car w głowach, i z synem naszym Machmetgereiem\(^{ct}\) gałgą, i z synmi naszymi carowiczami, kniaźmi, caraczeyami\(^{cu}\) ulany, i inszymi\(^{cv}\) murzami ile ich jest wszelkich,\(^{cw}\) którzy przy nas są wierni a dobrzy słudzy nasi, przysięgę swą na tym czynimy i uczyniliśmy:\(^{cx}\)

Przysięgamy na prawdę temu Bogu, który stworzył niebo i ziemię, na naszym Alkoranie, bratu naszemu iż wierność okazujemy, i potomkom waszym w sprawiedliwości i w dobrej wierności być chcemy; i obiecuje w wszelko\(^{cv}\) wedle tego dokończenia naszego pełnić; i państwom waszym, brata naszego, jako Korony Polskiej, tak i Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego, i wszelkim\(^{cz}\) zamkom waszym, wsiom, włościom, i wszemu państwu i ludziom waszym, i wszelkim\(^{da}\) ukrainom waszym, w żadnej rzeczy szkody się nie stanie;\(^{db}\) z wami, bratem naszym, wielkim królem Zigmuntem Augustem, iż we wszem chcemy w braterskiej a dobrej przyjaźni być na wieczne czasy, jako w tym dokończeniu naszym znamienie i jaśnie jest napisano.

Na tym wszystkim przysięgęśmy uczynili na sprawiedliwości, a wspomniawszy na najwyższego jedynego Boga, i na proroka naszego Machmeta Mustafę, według zakonu naszego przysięgamy to wszelko\(^{dd}\) dzierżeć wedle tego dokończenia naszego: wallahi we billahi de wi tellahi. Nasza przysięga na tym jest. Bratu naszemu, wielkiemu królowi Zigmuntowi Augustowi przysięgę swą mocno dzierżeć będziemy, i słowo nasze od tej przysięgi naszej nigdy odmienne nie będzie.

I posyłam do ciebie, brata naszego, ten nasz list złotem napisany, pieczęci złotej przyłożywszy. I to dokończenie w tym liście napisawszy, przez dobrego posła i sługę waszego wielkiego, pana Skumina Lwowicz\(^{dg}\) Tyskowicza, marszałka i dzierżawcę czernobelskiego, i przez posła waszym, z tym dokończeniem odpuszczamy.

 Pisem ten list na stolcu naszym w Kyrkyely,\(^{di}\) na miejscu w Bakczi Szarayu, lata 1560.\(^{dj}\)
The pact of Khan Devlet Giray with [Sigismund] Augustus, etc., A.D. 1560:

As our late ancestor and father,² Mengli Giray Khan, had granted [the following lands] to Casimir, the king and grand duke of Lithuania, and then King Sigismund, son of Casimir, remained in brotherly friendship with our brother,³ so in desire that the states of our brother, the great king Sigismund Augustus, may remain [in peace] according to the ancient custom, and in desire to keep the word [of our ancestors], we have given anew our letter written in gold, under our golden seals, letting our brother Sigismund Augustus, the great king and the grand duke of Lithuania, his sons and descendants, rightly hold:

– firstly Kiev, Čerkasy, Kaniv, Ovruc, Žytomyr, and all the castles along the Dnieper, leaseholds, and waters along with all their revenues and profits;
– Polack, Vicebsk, and all the castles along the Dnieper,⁴ starting from its source to its mouth, along with lands, waters, and all their revenues and profits;
– Sokolec⁵ along with all lands, waters, and their revenues;
– Zvynyhorod⁶ along with lands, waters, and all their revenues and profits;
– Braclav and Vinnytsia along with waters, lands, and all their profits;
– Sneporod and Hlyns’k;⁷
– Žolvaž⁸ and Putyvl’⁹ along with lands, waters, and all their revenues;
– Byryn, Synec,¹⁰ Losycy, Xoten’, Kozel’k, Xotmyšl,¹¹ and Oskol;¹²
– the tümen of Jagoldaj, son of Saraj;¹³

—in sum] either the castles and towns of our brother, the great king, that belong to his Crown [i.e., Polish], Lithuanian, and Ruthenian state, or the

２Mengli Giray was Devlet Giray’s grandfather and not his father.
³This passage apparently refers to Mehmed Giray, though he was Devlet Giray’s uncle and not his brother; cf. Document 32, n. 2. The only former khan who could be referred to as Devlet Giray’s brothers were his cousins Ghazi Giray (r. 1523) and Islam Giray (r. 1532), the sons of Mehmed Giray. Yet, they ruled very shortly and neither of them issued a yarlıq, to which the present document might refer.
⁴Repeated, cf. above.
⁵Cf. Document 8, n. 4.
⁶Cf. Document 8, n. 5.
⁸Cf. Document 8, n. 10.
⁹Recorded in a corrupt form as Budula; cf. the earlier documents.
¹⁰On the spelling of the names Byryn and Synec, see n. r above.
¹¹Erroneously recorded twice as Chotmyen and Chotmislen.
¹²Byryn, Synec, Losycy, Xoten’, and Xotmyšl were the estates situated in the region of Putyvl’ and on the rivers Sula and Vorska, cf. Document 8, notes 11–15. Oskol once belonged to the tümen of Jagoldaj (see Document 8, n. 19, and n. 13 below).
¹³Cf. n. t above; on this estate, extending between the upper Sejm and the upper Donec rivers, and its former owner, see Document 8, n. 18.
woods, forests, waters, and many lands, as well as the profits and revenues, wherever anything flows or comes in, [that] belong to the great king.

Having taken counsel in this matter with our older son, the qalga sultan,14 with other sultans [Pol. carowiczami], the ulans, beys, and our mirzas, of the Crimea, of Perekop, and from among the Nogays, who loyally serve us, we have firmly sworn our oath in desire to remain for centuries in loyal, true, and good friendship with our brother Sigismund Augustus, the great king and the grand duke of Lithuania. And our sons should remain in mutual brotherly friendship with their descendants. And we should be a friend of his friends, and wherever his enemy appears, we should jointly face and fight this enemy.

And whichever castles, estates, and lands our enemy, the duke of Muscovy treacherously took under his hand in the times of the ancestors of the great king, our brother: Casimir and his brother15 Alexander—the great kings of glorious memory, and King Sigismund, the father of Augustus, [thus taking them away] from the state of the king, our brother, if we—having invoked God’s help—take any of these castles from his hands, [then] we, Devlet Giray Khan, our older son, the qalga sultan, and all of our other sons, the sultans, and the ulans, beys, and mirzas, should restore these castles, estates, lands, waters, revenues, and all their profits, taken with God’s assistance from the hands of the Muscovian [duke], to our brother, the great king Sigismund Augustus. And when he needs help against his enemy and lets us know it through his envoy or courier, we personally, and our son, the qalga sultan, and all our sultans [i.e., other Giray princes], wish to assist him along with all our troops, from now on, and also in the future, we will assist [him].

And as some evil people have deviated from our oath, taken by our ancestors and us, stirring enmity between us and causing damages, now we leave it aside, as our ancestors used to, and we should not fret about it or hold it in our heart, and we should entirely release it from our heart, so that our friends may rejoice and be happy on seeing such a friendship between us.

And we, Devlet Giray Khan, having great authority in our state, have offered our brother, the great king Sigismund Augustus, to eternally remain in good and loyal friendship with us and our descendants, and we allow anything that is customary among friends. [Therefore] the merchants from the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania may freely buy and sell in our state, and freely come and depart, without any fear of anybody. Having paid the ancient toll, they should not be hampered in any matter. And they may travel to Kačybej to take salt, while paying the toll according to the ancient custom; and they may come for salt from Kiev, Luc’k, and other castles, guarded by our

---

14 I.e., Mehmed Giray, the son of Devlet Giray and the future khan (r. 1577–1584); in 1555 he replaced in the post of qalga his younger brother, Ahmed, killed during a campaign against Muscovy (cf. Document 32, n. 15).

15 Alexander was Casimir’s son, and not brother; in the earlier yarlıq, granted to Sigismund I, this fragment referred to Alexander as the king’s late brother; it was mechanically copied in the instruments from 1552 (cf. Document 32, n. 16) and 1560, whose scribe tried to “correct” it by referring to Alexander as the brother of Casimir.
men. And if, while taking salt, they suffer any damage from our men, apart from your or Muscovian cossacks, then we will compensate to your subjects and any other merchants, both from the Polish Crown and from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, either rich or poor, the damage that they might experience in their merchandise in our state, from our treasury.

And, God willing, upon notification from our brother, the great king Sigismund Augustus, we, either personally, Devlet Giray Khan, or our son, the sultan, the ulans, beys, and mirzas, along with all our troops, will set out against his enemy, or we will send the sultans along with great troops, so that they should cause apparent damage in the enemy’s land, and conquer it with a saber. And we, Devlet Giray Khan, or our son and sultan, the qalga sultan, our other sons, the sultans, our Council members: the qaraçis, ulans, beys, and mirzas, all our people of the Crimea, of Perekop, and from among the Nogays, who loyally serve us, and the cossacks of Akkerman, Očakiv, and Azov, should not enter the states of our brother, the great king Sigismund Augustus; neither should they enter along with us, nor should they be sent by us to the [aforementioned] states of our brother, the great king, either the Polish Crown or the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. And no damage should be done by us or our people in the Polish, Lithuanian, and Ruthenian borderlands, we promise to peacefully secure the castles and estates, situated in the borderlands, from us and all our subjects, so that the oath [that we have taken along] with our brother, King Sigismund Augustus, be eternally kept, as we have sworn to keep it and fulfill our word forever.

And we personally, Devlet Giray Khan, and our son, the qalga sultan, and all the sultans, our sons, and our whole Council: the qaraçis, ulans, and mirzas, swear and engage that we, along with all our men, troops—either small or large—, and common people from our state, will not raid [the domains of] the great king.

---

16 On the interpretation of this clause, cf. Document 26, n. 3, and Document 27, n. 26. While the previous documents were more vague and could refer to either Turkic or Slavic vagabonds, the document from 1552 clearly referred to the royal subjects (cf. Document 32, n. 17), and in the present document the Muscovian subjects have been added, too. Hence, the phrase “apart from your or Muscovian cossacks” (okrom kozaków waszych albo moskiewskich) can have two different meanings: 1) the cossacks being unruly Polish-Lithuanian or Muscovian subjects are not protected by the present clause; 2) the khan is not responsible for the attacks against the royal merchants committed by the Ukrainian or Russian cossacks.


18 The original meaning of the Slavic word ukraina is “frontier,” hence the phrase na ziemiach ukrainnych is translated as “in the borderlands;” in the 16th century, the term gradually acquired a more precise geographical meaning and began to refer to the southeastern borderlands of Poland-Lithuania (i.e., the Ukraine).

19 This phrase can be also translated: “situatied in the Ukrainian lands;” cf. n. 18 above.
And if some of our people of the Crimea and Perekop in deviation from [this] word unite with the cossacks of Akkerman, Očakiv, and Azov without our knowledge and, having entered the state or [Ukrainian] borderlands\(^{20}\) of the great king, commit damages—may God prevent them from violating our oath!—[then] we, Devlet Giray, will severely restrain them. And we will not let our cossacks or those of Akkerman, Očakiv, or Azov raid the state of my brother, and with our power we will restrain our people from joining them and raiding the state of the great king; as we have the authority from His Majesty, the Turkish emperor, to restrain the aforementioned cossacks of Akkerman, Očakiv, and Azov, and to let them be severely punished for their transgressions.

And if some of our people of the Crimea, of Perekop, or from among the Nogays, set out and settle down in Akkerman, Očakiv, or Azov, and while dwelling there, they commit any damage to the two states of our brother, the great king, either the Polish Crown or the Grand Duchy, on hearing that, we should find the culprits and order to punish them by beheading in the presence of an envoy or courier of the great king, or having gathered them, we should send them to [any of the] border castles of the great king.

And if any of our people of the Crimea, of Perekop, or from among the Nogays, led by evil intentions, were to enter the states of the great king, capture numerous people, goods, and movables, or commit any damage, we should severely punish such enemies, who dared to commit such acts in violation of our oath, by beheading, bodily punishments, and confiscations of all property, and we should send back to the great king all the taken captives, without [demanding] any redemption, and restore from our treasury the whole damage done in captured horses, cattle, and movables, by estimating their value in groszes or florins.\(^{21}\) And we will justly display friendship and sincerity towards our brother, the great king, we should remain [with him] in mutual eternal peace, and we wish to and we will strongly keep this peace with the two states, the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, forever, according to the present letter of agreement and our oath, as we have engaged and sworn to keep it without any variation.

And while remaining in eternal and good friendship with our brother, the great king Sigismund Augustus, according to our letter of agreement and oath, we, Devlet Giray Khan, should not accept gifts from our enemy, the grand duke of Muscovy, as long as we live, neither should [others] accept [such gifts]: the sultans, our sons, as long as they live, with the exception of a permission granted by our brother, the great king, upon a particular notification.

\(^{20}\) The name ukraina is translated here as “[Ukrainian] borderlands;” cf. notes 18–19 above.

\(^{21}\) Written in Polish ablative plural: groszmi or złotymi; grosz (<Lat. grossus) was a silver coin worth one-thirtieth of a Polish złoty, i.e., florin (Lat. florenus polonicalis) or—in the mid-16th century—ca. one-fiftieth of a “red” (or rather “golden”) złoty, i.e., golden florin or ducat (Lat. florenus aureus, Pol. czerwony złoty); cf. Józef Andrzej Szwagrzyk, Pieniądz na ziemiach polskich X–XX w. (Wrocław, 1973), p. 102.
And our merchants from our military camp, the Turks [i.e., Muslims], Franks [i.e., Latin Christians], Armenians, or Jews, should not accompany embassies and couriers. And if such merchants travel with their merchandise along with our envoys from our state to your state, and trade, buy, and sell, they should not be given any food or travel allowance from the treasury of our brother, the great king, [that would be] deduced from the gifts [due to us]; moreover, they should pay toll from their transactions and merchandise in customary places, according to the old custom.

And when an envoy of our brother is sent from Kiev to us, he is not to carry the gifts from [your] treasury [further] than to our gate [i.e., stronghold] of Perekop; <and we,> and you, our brother, should not detain our envoys and couriers longer than a month, or four weeks, at your gate [i.e., court], and you should give them drink and food out of your generosity, as [you used to give] formerly to our envoys and couriers, who used to be well treated; and we should order to collect from him [i.e., the royal envoy] the treasures and gifts, and for the sake of the friendship with our brother, the great king, we should treat our brother’s envoy generously and well, order to feed him, and not detain him at our gate [i.e., court] longer than a month, or four weeks; he should only stay at our gate [i.e., court] for four weeks in order to recover and give rest to his horses. And neither we, Devlet Giray Khan, nor our sultans, ulans, beys, mirzas, and subjects should do any harm to the envoy of our brother, or detain him, but we should let him go free without any damage.

The gifts for us from our brother’s treasury should be sent each year to Perekop, to our gate [i.e., stronghold], by the Christian feast of the nativity

---

22 Pol. kupcy nasi ordobazarzy-ordobazarcy; the Tatar term ordobazar (<ordu bazari, “horde’s bazaar”) refers to the khan’s mobile camp, typically inhabited not merely by household members and soldiers, but also bakers, various artisans, and merchants. Such camps, equipped with portable mosques and functioning as movable market places, served as the khan’s residence not only during military campaigns, but also—especially in the 15th and 16th century—during summer seasons as the early Girays did not entirely abandon the custom of seasonal peregrination; see Syroečkovskij, “Muxammed-Geraj i ego vassaly,” p. 17; Maryna Kravets, “From Nomad’s Tent to Garden Palace: Evolution of a Chinggisid Household in the Crimea,” in: History and Society in Central and Inner Asia. Papers presented at the Central and Inner Asia Seminar, University of Toronto, 16–17 April 2004. Edited by M. Gervers, U. Bulag, G. Long (Toronto, 2005): 47–57, esp. p. 48.

23 Cf. n. br above.

24 The Polish term drzwi (lit. “door” or “gate”) is an obvious calque of the Turkish term bab or qapu, referring either to a normal gate or to a monarchic court (hence the English term “Sublime Porte” referred to the Ottoman court). Here it apparently refers to the fortress of Perekop, sometimes referred to in Turkish as Or qapu (lit. “ditch gate”), but further in the same document (see below) it refers to the khan’s residence in Qırq Yer, and also to the royal court.

25 The sentence regarding the royal envoy is interrupted here (cf. n. 26 below).

26 Here continues the interrupted sentence regarding the royal envoy (cf. n. 25 above).
of the Son of God\textsuperscript{27} [i.e., Christmas], by the 20th [sic]\textsuperscript{28} day of the month of December.

And when we need anything, then we, Devlet Giray Khan, should notify our brother, the great king, through our couriers, and the couriers should not be detained, but sent back to us without delay.

I, Devlet Giray Khan, along with our sons, the sultans, and all the qaraçıs, ulans, beys, mirzas, and the Nogays who serve us, will fulfill all the present [conditions] every year, according to our letter of agreement.

And in return for our truly loyal friendship our brother, the great king, every such year [when I fulfill my promise] should send me, Devlet Giray Khan, the gifts of Mehmed Giray [i.e., that used to be given to Mehmed Giray Khan], and he should also send our son, the sultan, Qalga Mehmed Giray, the gifts of Bahadır Sultan [i.e., that used to be given to Bahadır Giray].\textsuperscript{29} And if some year our brother writes us requesting that we invade the land of the Muscovian enemy along with our troops, or that we send our sons, the sultans, and we do not fulfill it, then that year we will not be entitled to the gifts of Mehmed Giray and of Bahadır Sultan, but the [ordinary] annual gifts that used to be [sent] up till the present time should be sent to us each year according to the ancient letter of agreement.\textsuperscript{30}

Yet, if some year we, Devlet Giray Khan, or our sultan, the qalga sultan, along with our troops, invade the lands of our Muscovian enemy without being requested by the king, display enmity to this enemy with our saber, cause damage in his state, and—with God’s help—capture a castle or a few castles from the hands of the Muscovian [duke] and append to the state of our brother, the great king, then that year, in return for such a true friendship, our brother, the king, should give us, Devlet Giray Khan, the gifts of Mehmed Giray, and he should also send our son, Mehmed Giray Sultan, the gifts of Bahadır Sultan.

And if some year we, Devlet Giray, our son, the qalga sultan, and our other sons, the sultans, do not fulfill our word and oath, and refrain from raiding Muscovy and causing substantial damage to [our] enemy’s land, or if we commence friendship with the grand duke of Muscovy, or raid the states of our brother, the great king of the [Polish] Crown, of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania,

---

\textsuperscript{27} It is rather unlikely that the original document, issued in the khan’s chancery, referred to Christ as “the Son of God,” because the Muslims regarded Jesus as a prophet, but not the son of God. It is apparently an addition of a Lithuanian chancery clerk.

\textsuperscript{28} Obviously it should read “25th.”

\textsuperscript{29} On Bahadır Giray, the son and qalga of Mehmed Giray Khan, see Document 17, n. 11.

\textsuperscript{30} The present document introduces two categories of gifts expected by the khan from the royal side: ordinary gifts that should be sent each year as a form of tribute and extraordinary gifts, once received by Mehmed Giray and Bahadır Sultan, treated as a compensation for the Crimean assistance against Muscovy. The phrase \textit{wedle pierwszego dokończenia} (“according to the first letter of agreement” or “according to the ancient letter of agreement”) might refer either to the agreement between Mengli Giray and Sigismund I from 1513 (Documents 10–11), or to the document issued by Devlet Giray in 1552 (Document 32).
of Ruthenia, etc., or his borderland [Ukrainian] castles, or if our people of the
Crimea, of Perekop, and from among the Nogays, who serve us, as well as the
cossacks of Akkerman, Očakiv, and Azov, wish to raid the royal state, and we
refrain from [confiscating and] gathering the abducted captives and sending
them back to the king, restoring from our treasury the damages done to the
state of the great king by estimating their value, and from punishing those, who
have invaded the royal state without our knowledge, by beheading and severe
penalties, then we will violate our oath.

And if you, our brother, do not send us the gifts of Mehmed Giray and of
Bahadır Sultan, or if the cossacks from the borderland [Ukrainian] castles
come from your side to our states by water or by land and commit any dam-
age, and you, our brother, do not order to punish such wrongdoers and do
not restore or compensate the damage, then you, our brother, will thus violate
your oath.

And as regards the [ordinary] annual gifts that you used to send us accord-
ing to the ancient letter of agreement, you, our brother, do not have to send
them until we satisfy all the present [conditions], and restore and fulfill every-
thing according to our present letter of agreement.

We, Devlet Giray Khan—to begin with, along with our son, the qalga
Mehmed Giray, and our [other] sons, the sultans, [and] the beys, qaraçis, ulans,
and other mirzas—as many as there are—, who stand by us as our loyal and
good servants, have taken our oath upon the present [conditions]:

We sincerely swear to God, who created heaven and earth, and by our
Koran, that we display loyalty to our brother and wish to remain in justice
and good fidelity with your descendants; and we promise to fulfill everything
according to our present letter of agreement; and no damage will be done in
any matter to the states of yours, our brother, either the Polish Crown or the
Grand Duchy of Lithuania, or any of your castles, villages, estates, your whole
state and people, and your entire borderlands; [and we swear] that we wish
to remain forever in brotherly and good friendship with you, our brother, the
great king Sigismund Augustus, just as it is openly and clearly written in our
present letter of agreement.

And we have taken oath upon the sincerity of everything [that has been
written] above, and having invoked the supreme and one God, and our prophet
Muhammad Mustafa, we swear according to our law to keep it in accord-
dance with our present letter of agreement: by God, with God, and through

31 In this case the Polish term ukraińnych zamków can be translated as “borderland
castles,” but also more precisely as “Ukrainian castles;” cf. notes 18–20 above.
32 The Polish expression wodni i polni kozacy (lit. “water and field cossacks”) is
translated here as “the cossacks [who come] by water or by land;” it can be also trans-
lated as “the cossacks, dwelling on the [Dnieper] river or in the steppe.”
33 Here the term ukrainom waszym is written in plural, hence it is translated as
“your borderlands;” cf. notes 18–20, and 31 above.
34 Mustafa (lit. “the Chosen”) is the second name of Prophet Muhammad.
God! Such is our oath. We will firmly keep our oath to our brother, the great king Sigismund Augustus, and our word will never deviate from our present oath.

And I send to you, our brother, our present letter written in gold, having stamped it with the golden seals. Having recorded the present agreement in the present letter, we dispatch it through your good envoy and great servant, Pan Skumin L’vovyč Tyškevyč, the marshal and tenant of Čornobył, whom you, our brother, have sent us, and through our envoy and loyal servant named Hadji Ali Bey, attached to your envoy.

This letter has been written in our residence in Qırq Yer, in our place of Baghchasaray, in the year 1560.
DOCUMENT 34 (14 FEBRUARY–14 MARCH 1592)
The ‘ahdname sent by Khan Ghazi II Giray to King Sigismund III
and his subjects [Facs. III]

Original paper¹ document in Turkish (Crimean Tatar mixed with Ottoman
Turkish): AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 126, no. 702.
125 × 30 cm. (3 sheets glued together)
upper invocation (gold): nesih script
lower invocation (gold): nesih script
proto-tugra (gold): divani script
the golden nişan of Ghazi II Giray (5.7 × 5.7 cm.) is impressed at the top
text (black with gold insertions, ornamented with scattered golden triple
dots): divani script
the black almond-like seal of Ghazi II Giray (1.7 cm. in height) is impressed
at the bottom

Published in a) Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 9–12; b) Akdes
Nimet Kurat, IV–XVIII. yüzyıllarda Karadeniz kuzeyindeki Türk kavimleri ve
text based on Materialy, followed by a Latin-script transcription; the edition
is not annotated and contains several omissions).

Hüve

Bi`l-quvveti`l-ehadiye ve`l-mu`cizati`l-muhammediye

Ulûğ O[r]du ulûğ hanı Gazi Gêrey Han sözüm

Bismillahi`r-rahmani`r-rahimi! La ilaha illa`llah Muhammadun rasul`llah!
İslâm!
Gazi Gêrey Han bin Devlet Gêrey Han/a bin Mûbarek Gêrey Sultan bin
Mengli Gêrey Han⁵

¹ The white paper contains a watermark (5.2 cm. in height) depicting an anchor
inscribed within a circle, topped with a trefoil with rhomboid leaves; identical paper
was used in the same period by the Ottoman chancery; cf. Asparouh Velkov, Les
filigranes dans les documents ottomans—Divers types d’images (Sofia, 2005), pp. 5
and 92–93. The watermark was typical for Venetian paper-mills; see Charles Briquet,
² Here begins the inscription in the middle frame of the nişan.
⁵ The whole inscription of the nişan is inverse and hardly legible; it can be read
against the light.
Allah ve Hüday İzim' ve İzed ve uğan Tengri ta'ala hazretlerin vai-
daniyeti ve 'azameti birleştansın

ong qolınıng ve sol qolınıng uluğ ulusning tümön biylegen ming yüz on biylegen

oğlanlarlarga ve beklerlenger ve mirzalarlarga ve Rus ve Prus kenazlarlarga ve şehir ve kermen

beklerlenger ve metropolitlerlenger ve ivladiqlarlarlarga ve aqbaşlı ve qara tonlarlarga meşcanlarlarga ve barça uluğ kengeş panlarlarga

ve içki ve tişqılarlarga ve kőblık qara ėlge barça uluğ kengeş bilgeleringe bass
mın ki sansız ve kőblık Deşt-i Qipçaqınıng uluğ

padişahnın Haq sůbhanehu ve ta'alanıng 'ulüvv-i ina-
yetleri şan-şi serifimüzge muqarin ve mu'avin bolub uluğ alatarmımızing

uruqlarına taht-i haqaniğa cülus müyesser ve nasib boldı ėrse işbu
yarlıği şerif-i haqanimiz birlen beyan ve aşikare qılarmız kim

yolqonun uluğ atamız uçmaqlıq Haçi Gërey Han ve önki hvaquinü' l-
'uzam ve selatini' l-kiram rahmetü lîlah 'aleyhim ecma'in zamanlarında

vilet-i İle

memleketi qualları olan Qazimir qıral ve Zigmut qıral ve Ahust qıral ve

sağ quallar çaglannıngdiri biri birisi birlen dost muhabbet ve barış

ve daryql bolub ėki curt arasında obrig oğul ve tul hatun yurta yırtca

başlarına altun tac urub yürürl bolsalar

ve asla meci-i tacır ve bazargan varub këlür bolsalar zarar ve ziyan

körmet emin barub aeman këlürler erdiler amma Ahust qıral feuvt

olduqda İle memleketiğe qıral bolub oğlı qalmaq İle memleketi on ėki

yıl qıralısız bolub memleket içinde olan hırsız ve haramileri

İle memleketining voyvodalari ve panları ve kermen bekleri tirkemey ve

zabt qılmay zahire azuq vërub kemiä vërub Özü suyına këlub Taratun

tuvarcısin alub ve tuvar ve yolqın sürüb song Macar qulları urugündın

İstfan qıral İle memleketiğe qıral bolub Özü suyında

olan qristsyanın hırsız haramı qazaqlarınırı' ayet etken üçün Özü

suyında haramı ve hırsız qazaqlar kőblık bolub Özü suyındın

İnüb devletluğ ve sa'adetluğ padişah hündkar hazretlerining Özü

suyı boyunda olan Cankermen ve Aqkermen ve Bender kermenning

arasında

olan quıııı ve tuvarcı ve bazargan faqırlaringı зарar ve ziyan körküzgen-

leri üçün rahmetlıq babamız Devlet Gërey Han

ve agaçlarımız hanlar ve özümiz ve sultanlar ve beş-baş Tatar qazaqları

İle memleketin her yıln ve her qış çabub ėki curt
biri birine düşman olurğa Özü suyı içinde olan haramı hırsız qrıstyan qazaqları sebeb olunmuşlardır hala İleh memleketi
qıralı bolġan İsveşke qıral oġlu qarındaşımız Zigmut qıral devlet-işikimizge uluġ ėlçisi Branovski’ni bölek hazinesi birlen yiberüb
burunġı barış ve yarış ve dost ve muhabbet yosunca éki curtumuz barış ve yarış bolub bazargan emin varub ve aram këlub kim kimesnedin zarar ve ziyan
olmasın dédiler érse yibergen bölek hazinesin hış körüb alub qabul qılundı ve qarındaşımız Zigmut birlen dahi dost ve muhabbet
ve barış ve yarışımızı dahi şol şart üzerine qılarız ki Özü suyı içinde olan haramı ve hırsız qrıstyan qazaqların barçası
sürüb Özü suyundan çıqarub tårlak etkeyler ve taqı yibere turğan bölek hazinesin her yıl yibergeyler ve defterümüz
üzere kişilerimizning tiyişlerin bölek hazinesiyle bilge yibergeyler ve taqı qağiłuqta sultan olan qarındaşımız Feth Gėrey
Sultanğa dahi altmış postaf çekmen bölek hazinesiyle bilge yibe[r]geyler ve on éki kişige dahi tiyiş yibergeyler bu üslib üzere
bolek hazinesin vérüb ve tiyişlerin bilge yiberir bolsalar ve Özü suyı içindin qrıstyan qazaqların bir qoymay barçası
çıqarır bolsalar barış ve yarış ve dost ve muhabbet bolub eger mën özüm Gazi Gėrey Han bulay ve uluġ kişık qağiłuqta sultan
başlıq barça sultanlar bolgaylar ve beklar ve mirzalar bolsun Tatar çerувmuş birlen çabarga ve yaqub yiqağra ve zarar ve ziyan qılarğa
bır kimesne barmasın eger sën qarındaşınız Zigmut bu ‘ahd ve şart üzerinde turar bolsalar vallahi ve billahi ve tallahi dostunuzğa dost
ve düşmanınızga düşman bolumuzu ve taqı beş-baş qazaqlar barub el astının salanız çabub esir keltürür bolsalar mën qarindaşınız
Gazi Gėrey Han keltürgen esirlerini qayta alub yiberirimiz ve beş-baş ve qazaqlarınla taqi qatı haqlarındın keltürmiz Özü suyı
icinde turğan qrıstyan qazaqlarınızi çıqarmas bolsanız Tatar tuvarçısı ve tuvar qarağa zarar ve ziyan qılar bolsalar siz
qarındaşınız Zigmut bilmış bolsun kim dostluq ve muhabbet ve barış ve yarış olmay eki curt emin-aman bolmaslar ve taqı siz Zigmut qarındaşınız
Özü suyı içinde qrıstyan qazaqlarınızı çıqarır bolsanız Özü suyı boyunda bolgan qara ra’iyet-i el kişileriniz kelin décora tuzumuzdan
açaları birlen eminimüzdin tuz satun alub ketsün sën Zigmut qarındaşınızning memleketi ve bizim memleketimizde bazarganlar qorqmay
ve üşenmey emin varub aman këlgeyler hala uluğ elciniz Branovskining köçuńçe bu ant ve şart ve éki edüb bu ‘ahdname
yarlıği-serif-i haçanınızmuze altun nişanlıq mührini basub özümüzn uluğ elciniz olan içki begimiz olub vezirimüz

* Written with a final Arabic he (بروتسكه) \ki as in the word ki (کی)"
olan Qasımnı bu ant ve şart ve 'ahdimizni siz qarındaşımız Zigmut bildirir üçün yiberdik ve taqı sën Zigmut qarındaşımız Masqov düşmanınızıga

atlanğıңızda mən Ğazi Gërey Han qarındaşınızı yardım üçün Tatar çerüvin tiler bolsanız harclıq filori yibergeysiz ki çerüvmizге vərub

qarındaşımızın varan ulūğ elçiümizi eki aydın artuq tutqar qılmay

bölək hazinesi ve tiyişlər birlə qayta tēz-oq biz qarındaşınızda yardım üçün Tatar çerüvin tiler bolsaŋız harclıq filori yibergeysiz ve siz Zigmut qral qarındaşımızdın zigze kēlegen

ulūğ elçiümünü taqi eki aydın artuq tutqar qilmay sën Zigmut qral qarındaşımızga tēz-oq ciberirmiz imdi sën Zigmut qral

qarındaşımızın bilmmiş bolsunlar kim Özü suyı içindin qazaqlarınızı çqar ve tirkemey zəbt qilmas bolsanız biz qarındaşınızning tuvarcılarna

ve tuvar qarağa zarar qilub ve devletləğ sa'adetləğ padışah hündkar hazretlerining kərmenlerine ve re'ayasığa zarar ve ziyan qilar bolsalar

dostluq ve muhabbatlıq ve barış-yaṛış bolmay eki curtnıng re'aya ve berayası zahmet körüb devletləğ padışah hündkar hazretlerindin

dahi uyat bolursız bu 'ahd ve şart ve ant üzerine turulmaq kerekdir deyə 'ahdname yarlığ-i şerif-i haqanı bitildi fi şehrı Cemaziyi'lı-evvel

min şuhuri seneti elf

bi-maqami
Alma Saray dari'lı-haqa

Ğazi Gërey Han bin Devlet Gërey Han

Translation:

He!

By the strength of oneness [of God] and the miracles of Muhammed!

[proto-tugra] The great khan of the Great Horde, Ghazi Giray Khan: my word:

[nişan] [outer frame] In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful! There is no god but God! Muhammad is the Prophet of God! Islam! Ghazi Giray Khan, son of Devlet Giray Khan, [middle frame] son of Mübərek Giray Sultan, son of Mengli Giray Khan

---

1 Apparently written in gold by mistake.
2 Text of the seal.
3 At the end there is the golden trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamğa). The whole inscription is inverse, hardly legible, and can be read only against the light. According to Mərkəsəm Usmanov, these shortcomings demonstrate that by the time of Ghazi II Giray the tradition of using nişan went into oblivion, to be completely discontinued under his successors; see Usmanov, Žalovanye akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., pp. 152–154.
Let us commence with [invoking] the oneness and greatness of God, Lord, my [divine] Master, Deity, and omnipresent Heaven—may He be exalted!

To those commanding over tens of thousands [tümens], and those commanding over thousands, hundreds, and tens of the right wing and the left wing of the great people [ulus], the ulans, beys, and mirzas, and to the princes of Ruthenia and Prussia, the commanders of cities and towns, metropolitans and [Orthodox] bishops, women and monks, townspeople, all lords of the Great Council, those in the inner [i.e., courtiers] and outer service, and to all common people; they should all duly know:

I, who am the great padishah of the countless and numerous [inhabitants of the] Kipchak Steppe, Ghazi Giray Khan; as the greatness of favors of God—may He be glorified and exalted!—has joined and assisted our noble dignity, and our accession to the imperial throne, [duly belonging] to the offspring of our ancestors, has been facilitated and destined, we declare and announce with our present noble imperial yarlıq that formerly, in the times of our great ancestor, the heavenly [i.e., residing in heaven] Hadji Giray Khan, and [other] previous great emperors and munificent sultans (may the compassion of God be upon them all!), [and] in the age of the kings of the Polish Kingdom: King Casimir, King Sigismund, King Augustus, and other kings, there existed [between us] mutual friendship, affection, peace, and companionship, [so that] if an orphan, a widow, or a ragged beggar had traveled between the two countries wearing golden crowns on their heads, and especially with the arrival of traders and merchants, if they had gone and returned, they would not have experienced any harm or damage, going securely and returning safely.

---

3 In theory, it is also possible to translate the word kenazlar as “reverends” or “Catholic bishops” since the Ruthenian term knjaz’ referred either to “prince” or “[Catholic] priest.” Yet, albeit Catholic hierarchs were listed in the şartname sent to Poland in 1520, throughout the 16th century the Crimean chancery stuck to the customary formula, known from the earliest yarlıqs sent to Lithuanian rulers. The formula opened with addressing the Ruthenian princes, metropolitans, and Orthodox bishops, while it contained no reference to Catholic hierarchs. This subject is also discussed in Chapter 3 in Part II.

4 Ruth. vladyka or Pol. władyka (i.e., “Orthodox bishop”) is rendered in the Turkish text as ivladıqa.

5 Pol. bialogłowa (lit. “white head,” i.e., “woman”) is rendered in the Turkish text as aqbašli (lit. “[the one] with a white head”). The term itself was apparently entered in the present and earlier documents by misunderstanding; an earlier scribe, unfamiliar with the old Ruthenian term belec (lit. “[the one] wearing white [garments]”), which referred to a layman living in a monastery, changed it into belyholova, i.e., “woman;” cf. Document 18, n. 5 and Document 27, n. 5.

6 Ruth. černec (lit. “[the one] wearing black [garments],” i.e., “monk”) is rendered in the Turkish text as qara ton (lit. “[the one wearing] black garments”).

7 Pol. mieszczanin (mieszczan in the genitive plural) is rendered in the Turkish text as mesçan.
Yet, when King Augustus had died, as he had left no son to reign over Poland, the Polish kingdom remained without a king for twelve years;\(^8\) during that period the Polish palatines [voyvodalar], lords,\(^9\) and town commanders\(^10\) did not restrain and hold the thieves and robbers, living in the kingdom, but [instead] they provisioned them and gave them ships, so that [the latter] arrived at the Dnieper river, captured Tatar cowherds, and drove away Tatar cattle and horses; thereafter, King Stephan, from the household of Hungarian kings, became the king of Poland; as he protected the Christian cossacks who dwelled on the Dnieper river and who were thieves and robbers, the cossack robbers and thieves multiplied and [began to] set out from the Dnieper river; as it became apparent how much harm and damage they caused to poor shepherds, cowherds, and merchants [herding and traveling] between the towns of His Excellency, the sovereign, the illustrious and prosperous padishah: Djankerman [i.e., Očakiv], situated on the Dnieper’s shore, as well as Akkerman and Bender, our late father, Devlet Giray Khan, our elder brothers, the khans,\(^11\) as well as myself, the princes [sultans], and small groups [beş-baş]\(^12\) of Tatar cossacks have been raiding Poland each year and each winter; the reason that made [our] two countries mutual enemies were the Christian cossacks who dwelled on the Dnieper river and who were robbers and thieves.

Now, the son of the king of Sweden, our brother King Sigismund, who is the king of Poland, sent to our prosperous gate [i.e., Porte] his great envoy Broniowski\(^13\) along with his gifts [bölek hazinesi];\(^14\) as they proposed that according to the formerly observed peace, companionship, friendship, and affection there should be [again] peace and companionship between our two countries, and merchants, while going securely and returning safely, should not experience any harm or damage from anybody, the sent gifts [bölek hazinesi] were looked at favorably, taken and accepted.

And we are going to keep friendship, affection, peace, and companionship with our brother Sigismund on the following conditions: they [i.e., the king] should banish all the Christian cossacks who are dwelling on the Dnieper river

---

\(^8\) In fact the Polish interregna lasted much shorter: from the death of Sigismund Augustus till the accession of Henry de Valois (1572–1573), from the departure of the latter to France till the coronation of Stephan Báthory (1574–1576), and from the death of Stephan Báthory till the coronation of Sigismund III Vasa (1586–1587).

\(^9\) The Turkish term *panlar* (in plural) derives from the Polish *pan*.

\(^10\) The term *kermen bekerleri* (lit. “beys of towns”) apparently refers to the starostas.

\(^11\) I.e., Mehmed II Giray (r. 1577–1584) and Islam II Giray (r. 1584–1588).

\(^12\) Lit. “[a group of] five heads.”

\(^13\) Marcin Broniowski (alias Broniewski), a courtier and secretary of King Stephan Báthory, sent five times in embassy to the Crimea in 1578 (twice), 1584, 1587, and 1591; his first two embassies resulted in his famous description of the Crimea, published in 1595; see *Martini Broniovii de Biezdezfedea bis in Tartariam nomine Stephani primi Poloniae regis legati Tartariae descriptio* (Cologne, 1595); cf. his biography by Kazimierz Chodynicki in *PSB*, vol. 2 (Cracow, 1936), pp. 461–462; on the uncertain dating of his fourth embassy, see Skorupa, *Stosunki polsko-tatarskie*, p. 59.

\(^14\) On the term *bölek* (“gift”), cf. Document 20, n. 32; *hazine* means “treasure.” The whole expression is translated here as “gifts.”
and are robbers and thieves, and they should expel them from the Dnieper river, they should restrain and hold them. Also, each year they should send the gifts [bölek hazinesi] that used to be sent [previously], and according to our register [defter], they should send presents [tiyiş] to our dependants along with the gifts. Moreover, along with the gifts [bölek hazinesi], they should also send sixty pieces [postaw] of cloth to our brother Feth Giray Sultan, who is the qalga sultan. And they should also send presents [tiyiş] to [his] twelve dependants.

If they [i.e., the king] give and send the gifts along with the presents in this fashion, and expel all the Christian cossacks from the Dnieper river, so that no one remains, there will be peace, companionship, friendship, and affection; while I personally, Ghazi Giray Khan, and—to begin with the qalga sultan—all the older and younger princes [sultans], beys, and mirzas, along with our Tatar troops, should likewise let nobody set out to raid, burn, destroy, or commit harm and damage [to your country], and provided that you, our brother Sigismund, keep this engagement ['ahd] and stipulation [şart], by God, with God, and through God, we will be a friend to your friend and an enemy to your enemy.

Also, if a small group [beş-baş] of cossacks sets out, raids villages under your hand, and abducts captives, I, your brother Ghazi Giray Khan, will take the abducted captives and send them back; and we will severely punish [such] perpetrators of small raids [beş-baş] and cossacks.

[But] if you do not expel the Christian cossacks, dwelling on the Dnieper river, and if they commit any harm or damage to Tatar cowherds and cattle, you, our brother Sigismund, should know that there will be no friendship,

---

15 Such a register (defter), sent by Ghazi II Giray to Sigismund III, is preserved in the Polish archives (see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 124, no. 700). It is dated 1 Shaban 996 A.H. (26 June 1588) and lists the khan himself along with his mother and four wives, the qalga, the nureddin, and further—male and female—Giray family members as well as a few dozen of court and retinue members. It is not certain whether the khan refers here to the above register, or to a more recent one, composed in 1592 and not preserved.

16 In the given context the term bölek hazinesi (see n. 14 above) refers to the tribute sent to the khan while the term tiyiş to the presents for his retinue. For the discussion of the term tiyiş (or teş' in the Russian sources), see Aleksandr Samojlović, “Tijiš’ (tiš’) i drugie terminy krymsko-tatarskih jarlykov,” Izvestija Rossijskoj Akademii Nauk, 6 series, vol. 11 (1917): 1277–1278; Mária Ivanics, “Entstehung und Quellenwert der krimtatarischen tiyiş defters,” p. 109; Matuz, Krimtatarische Úrkunden, p. 12; Anna Xoroškevič, Rus' i Krym, pp. 240–242.

17 Postaw was a measure unit for cloth in Poland; according to the official tax regulations issued in 1565, a postaw of imported English cloth should have measured 40×3 ells, while a postaw of domestic cloth 30×2 ells; cf. Document 26, n. 5; this measure unit was also common in the Ottoman Empire and known as pastav; cf. İnalcık, “Introduction to Ottoman metrology,” Turcica. Revue d'études turques 15 (1983): 311–348, esp. p. 328.

18 The Tatar term sala (earlier selâ) derives from the Ruthenian selo (sela in plural).

19 Lit. “[a raid committed by] five heads.”
affection, peace, or companionship, and [our] two countries will be neither strong nor safe.

And [yet], if you, our brother Sigismund, expel the Christian cossacks dwelling on the Dnieper river, your common subjects, dwelling on the shore of the Dnieper, may come and buy salt from our salines from our intendant \[emin], and go [free]. Merchants may go securely and return safely [both] to the kingdom of yours, our brother Sigismund, and to our kingdom, without being afraid or annoyed.

Now, in the sight of your great envoy, Broniowski, we have sworn, stipulated and engaged, we have stamped this 'ahdname, our noble imperial yarlıq, with the golden nişan-like seal, and we have sent our courtier [çıği bek] and vizier Qasım as our great envoy, so that he may communicate to you, our brother Sigismund, our present oath, stipulation, and engagement.

Also, if you, our brother Sigismund, mount a horse against your Muscovian enemy and you ask me, your brother Ghazi Giray Khan, to assist you with the Tatar troops, you should send me an allowance in florins so that I may give it to my troops and send them against your enemy.

Also, you should not detain longer than two months our great envoy, who arrives from the side of ours, your brother Ghazi Giray Khan, but you should quickly send him back to us, your brother, along with gifts [bölük hazinesi] and presents [tiyiş]. We, too, should not detain longer than two months your great envoy, who comes to us from the side of yours, our brother King Sigismund, but we should quickly send him to you, our brother, King Sigismund.

Now, our brother King Sigismund, you should know that if you do not expel your cossacks from the Dnieper river and do not restrain and hold them, and if they commit any harm to the cowherds and cattle of ours, your brother, or if they commit any harm or damage to the towns and subjects \[re'a\]ya of His Excellency, the sovereign, the illustrious and prosperous padishah, there will be no friendship, affection, peace, or companionship, the subjects of the two countries will experience trouble and you will be also shamed by His Excellency, the sovereign, the illustrious padishah. [Hence] it is necessary to keep this engagement, stipulation, and oath;

—such is the tenor of the 'ahdname, the noble imperial yarlıq, that has been written in the month Džumada I from among the months of the year 1000, in the place of Alma Saray, the imperial abode.

[seal] Ghazi Giray Khan, son of Devlet Giray Khan

---

20 Lit. “buy for their aspers [aqças].”
21 Tur. re'a\ya ve beraya, a bureaucratic formula used in the Ottoman chancery.
22 One of the khan’s residences, situated to the north of Baghchasaray on the Alma river; later known as Almakerman or Almakermen; see Jankowski, Historical-Etymological Dictionary, pp. 158–161.
23 In the middle of the seal there is the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamğa).
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Hüve

Ebü’l-feth el-ğazi Gazi Gérey Han sözüm

[1] Uluç ulusning ve köb Rusnning ve Prusnning ve İlehnning ve Mazavşning ve Milyanving ve Raqovnning ve barça kristyanlarınning
[2] Uluç kristyan padişahlı qarındaşim Zigm nut qural köbdin köb selam-i merfu’ dégeç yağımsızız ve hoşmisız déb¹ halınız ve hatırınız sorğanımızdıñ song
[3] i’lam-i yarlığ-i şerif-i muhabbet-i haqani oldur kim eger biz qarındaşıñ sarı sorar bolsanız el-hamdu il’lah memleketimiz emin-aman bolub barça çerüvmüz tüz ve yasanlı
[4] hoş-hal bilgeysiz hala siz Zigm nut qarındaşim bilmış bolsun kim mundin burun mën Gazi Gérey Han köblük ve sansiz Dešt-i Qıpçaqnning
[5] uluç padişahnamı uluç atamuz uçmaqlı Haci Gérey Hanning hanlıqları çagündin rahmetliq babamuz Devlet Gérey Hanning
[6] hanlıqları zamaniña kégince İleh qıraları bolgán Zigm nut qral ve Ahust qral qarındaşjırmızı dost ve muhabbet ve barış yarış bolub éki curtning
[7] arásında öksüz oğul ve tul hatun ve yırtca yarlılar başlarlana altun tac urub yürüür bolsalar kim kimesnedin zarar ve ziyan körmey
[8] ve asla mec-i bazarganlar éki curtning arásında emin varub ve aman kelib padişahlı raqlıq qıral qıral qarındaşjırmızı memleketlerin çabmay ve aqın qılmay turur érdiler ve taqi hanlar
[9] ve sultanlar çeruv birlen qural qarındaşjırmızı memleketlerin çabmay ve aqın qılmay turur érdiler eger beş-baş Tatar qazaqları yürüüb barub

¹ On the paper, on which this document is issued, see Document 34, n. 1.
² It can be also read deyib.
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[10] qarındaşlarımızın memleketlerin esir çararub Qırım memleketiğe keltürseler Qırım hanları ve sultanlar qayta yiberirler ėrdiler ve eger satub

tartub alub qayta yiberirler ėrdiler Ahust qıral qarındaşı on ėki yıl çaqlı qıralsız ve padişahsız qalıb turğanda qırğaða bolğan

[12] on ėki yıl çaqlı qıralsız ve padişahsız çalub turğanda qırğavda bolğan qristyan çavuşluları ve panları ve kermen biylikleri hırsız ve haram

[13] bolğan qristyan qazaqların tirkemey ve zapt qilmay aziq ve kemiler vērūp Özü suyında yiberüp Tatarning tuvarcısın ve tuvarın algarınndern

[14] song devletlüg ulug padişah erki hündkar hazretlerining qırğav kermanleri bolğan Cantkermen ve Aqkermen ve Bender kermenleri aralarında yürügen

[15] qoyların ve tuvarların ve yilquların alub müşlusmanlarğa zarar ve ziyanları üçün iki curt biri biringe düşman bolub uçmaqlıq babamız Devlet Gėrey Han

[16] ve ağacalarımız hanlar ve mēn Ğazi Gėrey Han ve ulug küçik sultanlar ve Tatar qazaqları ve beş-başları barub İleh curtnın çabub yaqub yaqub

[17] harab ėdüb ve qristyan kişilerin köblik eşir ėdüb keltürgenleringe harami ve hırsız qristyan qazaqları Tatarning burundünden ėrūşi ve qışlāvı

[18] olan Özü suyundın kētmeğenleri sebeb olmuşdur ve taqī qarındaşımız bilmiş bolsun kim qristyan harami hırsız qazaqlarınız Özü suyundın

[19] çımay Özü suyundın barub devletlüg ulug padişah ayamuz erki kişi hündkar hazretlerining kermenleri arasında yürügen qoycu ve tuvarci yaṛlı

[20] faqirlerin incidüb şındirgenlerin padişah hündkar hazretleri bilüb qahrğa kelib men Ğazi Gėrey Haṅga hükm-i şeriflerin çavuşları birlen yiberib

[21] manga düşman bolub memleketimge zarar ve ziyan yetkūrgen İleh memleketi qristyanların halin ve aslın yaṛsi bilürsün senki

[22] Deşt-i Qıpçaq hanı Ğazi Gėrey Haṅsin qapum qułlarındern köblik qułlarım ve toplar ve zarbuzanlar ve yengičeriler ve Urum-ēli paşın ve Anadolu paşası

[23] barca köblik çerūvni saŋa qoşub yiberirmin İleh memleketin yaqub ve yaqub ve zapt olunur ulug şehirlerin ve kermenleri alub içine

[24] kişi qoyub zapt etkeyezīs dēb hündkar hazretleri buyurmuşlar ėrdiler men Ğazi Gėrey Han qarındaşınız taqı bulay sözüm söz ve cevāb

[25] qılub devletlüg padişah hündkar hazretleringe kağıdım yiberüb bildirdim ki Ahust qıral olgendin song İleh memleketi on ėki yıl qıralı

[26] turub memleket tirkemey ve zabıtsız olungan üçün Özü suyına kelib zarar ve ziyan ėderler ėrdi ve on ėki yıldın song Macar qıralarından

[27] İştfan qıral İleh memleketiğe qıral olub Macar qıralları burun ve burundın devletlüg padişah hündkar hazretlerining eski düşmanları

b The term qırğav probably refers to the borderland; see also verse [15].
c It can be also read gemiler.
[29] olğanları üçün Özü suyunda bolğan qrıstyan qazaqların tirkemey artuğyla hari ve hırsız qazaq köblik boldilar hala bundun burun İleh
[30] memleketi qaralı bolğul olğen Ahust qaralınıng çyanları ki İseveke qaral qarındaşımıng oğli Zigmut qarındaşımız İleh memleketiğe qaral boldilar taqi kelmey
[31] ve qaral tahtiga keçmey bu kün yarın kelüb tahta keçib devletleriyle qaral olurlar Zigmut qarındaşımız kelmib qaral tahtıga keçkendin song haramı ve hırsız
[32] Özü suyunda olğan barça qrıstyan qazaqların Özü suyındın çıqardub burunğı Zigmut ve Ahust qarallardın köblik devletluğ padişah hündkar
[33] ve mën Gazi Gère Hanya qarındaşırangina dostluq ve muhabbet ve barış ve yarış ve qarındaşlıgnı yahşi qılarlar ve devletluğ padişah hündkar hazretleriğe
[34] ve mën Gazi Gère qarındaşlarırığa ‘adet olan bolğe hazineysin her yıl artuğyla yiberüb dost ve muhabbet ve qarandaş ve barış ve yarış bolub curltar padişahlar
[35] devletlerinde emin-aman bolğul yarlı faqirler zarar ve ziyan körnem du’a ve alqış qılarlar têb devletluğ padişah erki kişı hündkar hazretleringe bildirümbin
[36] devletluğ padişah hündkar hazretleri mën Gazi Gèreyning bu sözni yahşi kördiler imdi sen qarındaşımız Zigmut bilmüş bolsun kim Özü suyı içinde
[37] bolğan hari ve hırsız qrıstyan qazaqların bir qazaq Özü suyında qomay çıqarğaysın yahşi yasaq ve terkev etkeysin ve taqi mën Gazi Han
[38] qarındaşımızgör bôlek hazineysin her yıl tutqar qilmay berib yiber[ri]geysin ve defter etken kişilerımızning tiyis bernesine eksiksiz yibergeysin
[39] ve taqi qâqîla sultanımız bolğan qarındaşımız qâqîla Feth Gère Sultan her yıl almış postaf çekmen bôlek hazineysılye yibergeysin imdi
[40] sên ki Zigmut qaral qarındaşımızsız Özü suyunda fesad etken hırsız ve harami qrıstyan qazaqlarınınzı barçasın Özü suyından çıqarub
[41] terkeb qoyçu ve tuvarcumız zarar ve ziyan qîldrmay ve şartmuruz üzerine bölek hazineysin ve tiyislerin berir bolaranız ve qâqîla sultan
[42] Feth Gère Sultan qarındaşımızga her yıl almış postaf çekmen ve on eki kişisige tiyis berir bolsanız vallahi ve billahi ve tallahi mën ki özüm Gazi Gère Han
[43] ulûq sansız Deşt-i Qipçaqnnıng ulûq hanımın sultan Fethi Gère Sultan başłq ve nureddın sultan ulûq kıçık sultanlar
[44] çerûvmiz birlen sen qarındaşımız Zigmutning İleh ve sair memleketleringe barmasmız ve çabmasmız ve yaqub yığmasmız ve esir qilmasmız
[45] déb içki ve tişqı ve ulûq qarayçı ve ulan keyan ve bek ve mirza çınlıq üzerinde ant ve şart edûb ve Branovski4 ulûq elçiniz birlen taqi

4 Written with a final Arabic he (برانوسكه); its ending can be read—ki as in the word ki (کی).
yibergengiz bölek hazinesin hoş körüb alub qabul qildim ve Branovski ulûg elliçiniz körünce ‘ahd qildiq ve ‘ahdnamemizni taqi yazub ve ant ve şart
qlub siz qarindaşmuz Zigmut qural huzurlarinda yiberdim eger qristyan qazaqlarınınzıng barcasın Özü suyindın çiqmay ve çiqarmay
zabt ve tirkve qilmas bolsanız hazine bölek yibermek ile dost ve qarindaş ve muhabbet ve barış ve yarış olunmas Têngri kimge berur bolsa ol alur
ve taqi şart üzére turub qazaqlarınınzından tuvarcularımızga zarar ve ziyan olmay Özü suyindan çiqarır bolsanız Qirim vilayeti qazaqları
barub lleh memleketindın esir keltürür bolsalar esirleri tutub ciberirmiz ve qazaq ve beş-başlarınıng haqlarınındın keltürmüz ve dostunuzığa dost
ve düşmanınız[ga] düşman bolumruz ve taqi sen Zigmut qarındaşmuz bilmış bolsun kim Masqov memleketi begi olan Yivan oğlu kenaz Fodor mën Gâzî Gérey Han
Deş-ti Qıpçaq hanığa kağıdın ve elçisin yiberüb ve bölek hazinesin tondan ve aççaq köb nime gondürüb bu kündin song ekev dost ve barış yarış
bolaq ve her yul otuz kerre yüz bığ nuqrat aççasın ve naqd bölek hazinesin birlen berüb yibermin teb söz qilmiş érdi siz Zigmut qural
qarındaşmuzdan dostluq dürub bölek hazinesin vêrûmîz têb Hocam Berdi tilmaçı yibergengizde Masqov elçi ve sözin qabul etmeyüb ve bölekin hoş körme
Hocam Berdi tilmaçı közuçte Masqov elçisin tutdurub zindanqa salvarub habs qıldırdım ve Qirim çerüvi ve Nógay çerüvi ve Çerkes qullarım çerüvi
bara üçüz biz çerüv birlen Masqov tahta varub yolda qoyqan çerüvin ve qarağulun qirub öldürüb tahtın bilge yaqub ve yığub ve esirin ve malın
keltürür el-hamdû li’lla İlah barça çerû discízag esen keldik söyle bilgeysin inşa’a’lla hu ta’ala evvel bahardaya yaz olduqda taqi çerûvmez ile varub
çabub cavârûmiz sên Zigmut qarındaşmuzdın köblik dilek qolamız eser ve çerüv harcî üçün biz Gâzî Gérey Han qarindaşıngıza yoq
demey beş bığ filori harçlıq çiqarub burun kelegen bizim ve sızning çapqunlarımızdın qaldırmay cibergeysin
burun bolğan hanlarğa ve uçmaqlıq ağacamuz Mehmed Gérey Hanğa beş bığ filori sefer harcî üçün qral qarındaşlarmız vérgerlerdir
sên Zigmut qural dahi yoq demey beş bığ filorini vêrub têz-oq çapqunlar ile burun cibergeysin hala siz
Zigmut qural qarındaşmiz birlen bolğan dostluq ve muhabbet ve barış ve yarış ve qarindaşlıqımızi sîz Zigmut qural qarındaşmuzga berir aytıb bildîrmek üçün
uluğ içki begımız bolub vezirizmiz bolğan yaşıki kişimiz Qasım Bekni ulûg elçi bıyûmuz qabub sên Zigmut qural qarindaşmızning huzurlarina ciberdim

* Apparently written in gold by mistake.
He!

[proto-tuğra] The conqueror and ghazi, Ghazi Giray Khan: my word:

Great Christian emperor [padişah] of the great people [ulus], of many [lands] of Ruthenia, Prussia, Poland, Mazovia, Sandomierz, and Cracow, and of all Christians, our brother King Sigismund! Having expressed great many exalted salutations, and after we have inquired about your condition and health by asking: “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” the message of the noble ýarlıq [full] of imperial affection is that:

If you address the [same] question to us, your brother, you should be pleased to know that—thank God!—our kingdom [memleket] is strong and safe, and all our army is in good order and ready.

Now, our brother Sigismund, you should know that formerly, from the age of the reign of Hadji Giray Khan, the great heavenly [i.e., residing in heaven] ancestor of mine, Ghazi Giray Khan, [who am] the great padishah of the numerous and countless [inhabitants of the] Kipchak Steppe, until the time of the reign of Devlet Giray Khan, our late father, the kings of Poland, our brothers King Sigismund and King Augustus, remained in friendship, affection, peace, and companionship [with our ancestors], [and] if an orphan, a widow, or ragged beggars were to travel between the two countries wearing golden crowns on their heads, they would not experience any harm or damage from

---

1 Text of the seal.
2 In the Turkish text Milya, apparently a corrupt rendering of Sandomiria, the Latin name of Sandomierz.
anybody; and by no means [did anything disturb] the arrival of merchants, who traveled securely and returned safely, constantly praising the rulers.

Also the khans and princes [sultans] along with their troops did not raid or attack the kingdoms of our brothers, the kings; and even when the Tatar cossacks committed a small raid [beş-baş], abducted captives from the kingdoms of our brothers and drove them to the Crimean kingdom [memleket], the Crimean khans and princes sent [these captives] back. And when they [i.e., the Tatar cossacks] sold them to merchants, who purchased the captives and took them to Istanbul, upon the noble orders of His Excellency, the sovereign, the illustrious great padishah [i.e., the Ottoman sultan], after examination the captives were taken from the merchants and sent back.

After our brother, King Augustus had died leaving no son to [rule] the Polish kingdom, the whole Polish kingdom remained without a king or an emperor [padishah] for twelve years; [during that period] the Christian palatines [voyvodalar], lords, and town commanders [residing] in the borderland, did not restrain and hold the Christian cossacks, who were thieves and robbers, but provisioned them, gave them ships, and sent them to the Dnieper river; after [the cossacks] captured cowherds and cattle of the Tatars, they [also] captured sheep, cattle, and horses moving [i.e., grazing] between the borderland towns of His Excellency, the sovereign, the illustrious great padishah, the master of power: Djankerman [i.e., Očakiv], Akkerman, and Bender; and because of the harm and damage done to the Muslims there has been mutual enmity between the two countries; [hence] our heavenly father, Devlet Giray Khan, our elder brothers, the khans, and I, Ghazi Giray Khan, and the older and younger princes [sultans], and the Tatar cossacks and small groups [beş-baş], have been setting out and raiding, burning, destroying, and ruining Poland, and taking many Christians as captives; the reason that made them [i.e., us] enter [Poland] were the raids of the Christian cossacks—robbers and thieves, from the Dnieper river—the ancient pastureland and wintering area of the Tatars.

Also, our brother, you should know that as Christian robbers and thieves, your cossacks, without having gone out from the Dnieper river, set out from the Dnieper river, injuring and annoying the poor and miserable from among the

---

3 Lit. “[a raid committed by] five heads.”
4 In fact the Polish interregna lasted much shorter: from the death of Sigismund Augustus till the accession of Henry de Valois (1572–1573), from the departure of the latter to France till the coronation of Stephan Báthory (1574–1576), and from the death of Stephan Báthory till the coronation of Sigismund III Vasa (1586–1587).
5 The Turkish term panlar (in plural) derives from the Polish pan.
6 Apparently the author refers to the starostas.
7 Cf. n. b above.
8 I.e., Mehmed II Giray (r. 1577–1584) and Islam II Giray (r. 1584–1588).
9 Lit. “[a group of] five heads.”
10 Özü suyındın çıkmay Özü suyındın barub; this fragment seems contradictory; perhaps the author wanted to stress that the Cossacks did not go by sea, but by land, or perhaps the name Dnieper (Özü) was entered for the second time by error instead of the name of another river, for instance the Don or the Boh.
shepherds and cowherds moving between the towns of His Excellency, the sovereign, the illustrious great padishah, our lord, the master of power, on having learned this His Excellency, the sovereign, the padishah, got angry and sent to me, Ghazi Giray Khan, his messengers [çavuşes] with his noble order, saying:

“You, who are Ghazi Giray Khan, the khan of the Kipchak Steppe, you know well the condition and real state of the Christians of the Polish kingdom, who are my enemies and who cause harm and damage to my kingdom [memleket]. Hence I am sending a great number of my slaves from among the slaves of my Porte [qapu qulları], and guns, falconets, janissaries, the pasha of Rumelia and the pasha of Anatolia [with their retinues], so that all this great army may join you. You should burn and destroy the Polish kingdom, and, having seized large fortified cities and towns, you should garrison them and hold them!”—such were the orders of His Excellency, the sovereign.

I, your brother Ghazi Giray Khan, composed my response in the following words and sent my letter to His Excellency, the sovereign, the illustrious padishah, making known and saying that:

“After King Augustus had died, the Polish kingdom remained without a king for twelve years; because the kingdom lacked restraint and control, [some individuals] arrived at the Dnieper river and committed harm and damage. After twelve years King Stephan, from among the Hungarian kings, became the king of Poland; because from the ancient times the Hungarian kings had been old enemies of His Excellency, the sovereign, the illustrious padishah, he [i.e., King Stephan] did not restrain Christian cossacks, dwelling on the Dnieper river; moreover, the cossacks—robbers and thieves, multiplied. Now our brother Sigismund, the nephew of the former king of Poland—the late King Augustus, who is [also] the son of our brother—the king of Sweden, has become the king of Poland. Having not yet arrived and ascended the royal throne, he will soon arrive, ascend the throne, and successfully become the king. After our brother Sigismund arrives and ascends the royal throne, he will order to expel from the Dnieper river all Christian cossacks who dwell on the Dnieper and who are robbers and thieves, and he will agreeably demonstrate much friendship, affection, peace, companionship, and brotherhood, dating from the times of the ancient kings Sigismund and Augustus, towards his brothers: the sovereign, the illustrious padishah, and me, Ghazi Giray Khan. Moreover, he will send each year traditional gifts [bölek hazinesi] to his brothers: His Excellency, the sovereign, the illustrious padishah, and me, Ghazi Giray; when friendship, affection, brotherhood, peace, and companionship prevail and the countries and [their] rulers [padişahs] prosperously enjoy security and safety, the poor and miserable will not experience any harm or damage and will keep praying and praising;”—such was my announcement to His Excellency, the sovereign, the illustrious padishah and the master of power.

[And] His Excellency, the sovereign, the illustrious padishah looked favorably at these words of mine, of Ghazi Giray.

Now, our brother Sigismund, you should know that you should not allow even one cossack from among the Christian cossacks who dwell on the Dnieper river and who are thieves and robbers, to remain on the Dnieper; you should expel them and you should properly enforce prohibition and restraint.
Also, each year you should give and send gifts [bölek hazinesi] to me, your brother Ghazi Khan, and you should not detain them. And you should send tiyiş present[s]\(^{11}\) to our dependants figuring in the register [defter],\(^{12}\) without any omission.

Also, along with the gifts [bölek hazinesi], each year you should send sixty pieces [postaws]\(^{13}\) of cloth to our brother, the qalga Feth Giray Sultan, who is my qalga sultan.

Now, “you, who are King Sigismund, our brother, if you expel from the Dnieper river all of your Christian cossacks, who are thieves, robbers, and mischief makers dwelling on the Dnieper, if you restrain them and not let them commit harm or damage to our shepherds and cowherds, and if, according to our stipulation [şart], you give the gifts [bölek hazinesi] and presents [tiyiş], and each year you give sixty postaws of cloth to our brother, the qalga sultan, Fethi\(^{14}\) Giray Sultan, along with presents for his twelve dependants, by God, with God, and through God, I, who am Ghazi Giray Khan, the great khan of the countless [inhabitants of the] Kipchak Steppe, myself and—to begin with the qalga sultan, Fethi Giray Sultan, and the nureddin sultan—the older and younger princes [sultans], along with our troops, we will not set out against Poland and other domains of yours, our brother Sigismund, and we will not raid, burn, destroy, or take captives;”—having said that, I have [also] made those in the inner [i.e., court] and outer service, the great qaraçıs, the ulan princes [keys], the beys, and the mirzas to swear sincere oaths; and I have looked favorably at the gifts [bölek hazinesi] that you had sent with your great envoy, Broniowski, and I have taken them and accepted.

At the audience with your envoy Broniowski, we have made engagements ['ahd] and written down our 'ahdname, and we have sworn oaths; and I have sent [the 'ahdname] to the presence of our brother, King Sigismund.

[Yet,] if you do not remove and expel from the Dnieper river all of your Christian cossacks, if you do not hold and restrain them, and if you do not keep friendship, brotherhood, affection, peace, and companionship by sending gifts [hazine bölek], whatever God gives one, one takes it.

[But] if you keep your stipulations and no harm or damage is done to our cowherds by your cossacks, whom you expel from the Dnieper river, if the Crimean cossacks set out and drive captives from Poland, we will stop their captives and send them [back]; and we will punish [such] cossacks and perpetrators of small raids [beş-başlar]. And we will be a friend to your friend and an enemy to your enemy.

Also, our brother Sigismund, you should know that Duke Fedor, son of Ivan, the ruler [bey] of the kingdom [memleket] of Muscovy, sent his letter and his

\(^{11}\) On the term tiyiş, see Document 34, n. 16; mentioned for the first time in the present document, it is described as the “tiyiş present” (tiyiş bernesi; tiyiş bernesin in the accusative case); hereafter it is referred to merely as tiyiş.

\(^{12}\) Cf. Document 34, n. 15.

\(^{13}\) Cf. Document 34, n. 17.

\(^{14}\) Feth and Fethi are two variants of the same name.
envoy to me, Ghazi Giray Khan, the khan of the Kipchak Steppe, and he sent many gifts [bölek hazinesi], half in furs\(^{15}\) and half in akças [i.e., cash], saying: “From this day on let us both keep friendship, peace, and companionship; and I will give and send each year three million silver akças\(^{16}\) along with the gifts [bölek hazinesi] in cash.”

As you, our brother King Sigismund, kept friendship and sent the interpreter,\(^{17}\) Khodjam Berdi, promising “we are going to give gifts [bölek hazinesi],” I did not accept the Muscovian envoy and his words, neither did I look at his gifts favorably; in the sight of [your] interpreter, Khodjam Berdi, I ordered the Muscovian envoy arrested, rushed to the dungeon, and imprisoned. And along with an army of 300,000, composed of the Crimeans, the Nogays, and my Circassian servants, we set out against the capital of Muscovy [i.e., Moscow], crushing and killing the troops and outposts stationing on the road, even burning and destroying the capital, and bringing back captives and booty. Thank God!—our whole army returned safe and sound. Thus you must know.\(^{18}\)

God—may He be exalted!—willing, also in the spring, when the summer season comes,\(^{19}\) we will set out along with our troops and raid our enemy; [yet] we strongly request that you, Sigismund, our brother, should—without any refuse—raise for us, your brother Ghazi Giray Khan, five thousand florins

---

\(^{15}\) Ton means “garments” as well, but in the given context it rather refers to furs.

\(^{16}\) Lit. “thirty times one hundred thousand;” if the text refers to the Ottoman akça, the promised sum of 3,000,000 akça would be equal to almost 25,000 golden florins; yet, if it refers to the local kefevi akça minted in the Crimea, it would be worth four or five times less; cf. Şevket Pamuk, Monetary History of the Ottoman Empire (Cambridge, 2004), pp. 106 and 136. It is not altogether clear whether the offered sum was to be paid in the frame of customary annual gifts as their part in cash (one half in value?), or extra. Besides, the genuineness of the Muscovian offer is disputable; the khans used to make the Polish and Muscovian rulers bid against each other by presenting the offer of another party as more attractive.

\(^{17}\) The ancient Kipchak word tilmaç, recorded in the text, has been adopted into Slavic languages already in the Middle Ages (cf. Ruth. tolmač and Pol. tłumacz); cf. also Germ. Dolmetsch which origins from Tur. dilmacı.

\(^{18}\) The aforementioned Crimean invasion of Muscovy was instigated by John III Vasa, the king of Sweden and the father of Sigismund III, then in war against Muscovy himself. In July 1591, the Crimean army reached the village of Kolomenskoe on the outskirts of Moscow, while the city itself was successfully defended by Boris Godunov, the de facto regent during the reign of Fedor I (r. 1584–1598) and the future tsar. The results of the campaign were less glorious for the Tatars than it is described in this document and the khan himself was wounded in his left hand by a bullet; see Leszek Podhorodecki, Chanat krymski i jego stosunki z Polską, p. 121.

\(^{19}\) I.e., when wetlands dry; two seasons were suitable for large campaigns in the steppe: the winter season, when wetlands and small streams were frozen, and the summer season (i.e., late spring and early summer), when wetlands were already passable but one could still find fresh grass and enough water to feed and water horses; cf. the military advices regarding campaigning in the steppe sent by the Cossack hetman Ivan Mazepa to the Russian commander-in-chief, Vasilij Golicyn (Golitsyn), in his letter dated 20 September 1688; in: Lysty Ivana Mazepy 1687–1691, vol. 1. Edited by V. Stanislavs’kyj (Kiev, 2002), pp. 227–233.
of allowance towards the campaign and army expenses; and you should send it without delay, with one of our or your couriers, who used to come formerly.

As our brothers, the kings, used to give [allowances of] five thousand florins for the campaign expenses to the former khans, and to our heavenly elder brother, Mehmed Giray Khan, also you, King Sigismund, should—without any refuse—promptly give and send five thousand florins through fast couriers.

Now, in order to communicate our friendship, affection, peace, companionship, and brotherhood with you, our brother King Sigismund, to you, our brother King Sigismund, I have appointed our worthy man Qasım Bey, being our vizier and great courtier [ülüğ içki begimiz], our great envoy, and sent him along with his tet and bahşı to the presence of yours, our brother King Sigismund. God willing, when he arrives safe and sound, he will communicate to you, our brother King Sigismund, our own words, and he will tell you everything that you ask. God willing, when he comes, you may inform me, your brother Ghazi Giray Khan, that you are safe and sound, so that we may rejoice and enjoy; and let us be a friend to your friend, and an enemy to your enemy, and keep peace, companionship, affection, and brotherly friendship for many

---

20 Apparently a reference to the negotiations between King Stephan Báthory and Mehmed Giray II, successfully concluded in 1579 through the embassy of Marcin Broniowski. Mehmed Giray II ruled between 1577 and 1584. He was deposed and killed at the instigation of the Porte after having refused to continue the campaign against Persia, in which many Tatars had perished and Ghazi Giray had been taken prisoner. Having ascended to the throne, Ghazi Giray consciously continued the internal and external policy of his elder brother; see Hajvoronskyj, Sozvezdie Geraev, pp. 28–29 and 34–36. Interestingly, the khan’s referring to a former Crimean alliance with King Stephan contradicts his earlier characteristic of the “Hungarian king” as a sworn enemy of the Muslims (see above).

21 On the term tet, referring to the first retinue member of a khan’s envoy, see Document 20, n. 27. The term bahşı, originating from Sanscrit, entered western Turkic languages in the Mongol period and came to refer to a scribe responsible for drawing official documents in Genghisid chanceries. In the 16th century it was gradually replaced by the Arabic term katib; cf. Vasilij Bartol’d, Sočinenija, vol. 5 (Moscow, 1968), p. 501; Usmanov, “Etapy islamizacii Džečiyea ulusa i musul’anskoe duxvenstvo v tatarskix xanstvax XIII–XVI vekov,” in: Duxvenstvo i političeskaja ‘izin’ na Bližnem i Srednem Vostoke v period ‘ezodalizma’ (Moscow, 1985): 177–185, esp. p. 181; Maria Eva Subtelny, “Ali Shīr Navā‘ī: Bakhshī and Beg,” Harvard Ukrainian Studies 3–4 (1979–1980) = Eucharisterion: Essays presented to Omeljan Pritsak on his Sixtieth Birthday by his Colleagues and Students, pt. 2: 797–807, esp. p. 799. Although both terms seemed anachronous already in the late 16th century, we encounter a tet and a bahşı as late as 1634 (see Document 49). After the tet, the bahşı was second in hierarchy among the envoy’s retinue members and at times we encounter bahşis’ names in official correspondence. For instance, in 1508 a solemn oath was taken in Moscow by the khan’s envoy, the tet, and the bahşı named Qaysım; see Malinovskij, “Istoričesko sobranie,” p. 395. In the şartname, sent by Sa’adet Giray to Moscow in 1531, the khan referred to his great envoy, Avel Sheikh, accompanied by the tet, Ityak Tarkhan, and the bahşı, Abdulkhan, son of Khodja Tabib (a z nim tetja Itjak tarxana i bakšija svoego, Xozja Tabibeva syna Abdylxana posłali esmja); cf. RGADA, f. 123, op. 1, no. 6, fol. 368a (cf. Malinovskij, “Istoričesko sobranie,” p. 419, where the bahşi’s patronymic is rendered corruptly as zjatja Bibova syna).
years, while our two countries would be strong and safe, and the poor and miserable would constantly praise both brotherly rulers [padişahs];

—such is the tenor of the noble yarlıq [full] of imperial affectation that has been written [and sent] along with a heavy salutation and a light gift.  

Salutation unto whomsoever has followed the right path [i.e., Islam]! Written at the date of the month Djumada I from among the months of the year 1000, in Alma Saray.

[seal] Ghazi Giray Khan, son of Devlet Giray Khan

---


23 The standard Arabic formula is followed by a redundant Turkish word: yılda (“in the year”); also the year number is recorded in Turkish (biğ) and not in Arabic (it would read elf like in Document 34).

24 One of the khan’s residences, situated to the north of Baghchasaray on the Alma river; later known as Almakerman or Almakermen; see Jankowski, *Historical-Etymological Dictionary*, pp. 158–161.

25 In the middle of the seal there is the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamğa).
DOCUMENT 36 (21 APRIL 1598)
The letter of agreement (list przemieryny) sent by King Sigismund III to Khan Ghazi II Giray

The original document is missing.

Polish copy: AGAD, Metryka Koronna, Libri Legationum, no. 27, fol. 101a–103a.

Kopia przymierza tatarskiego, które się posłało przez pana Kossakowskiego Anno Domini 1598 dnia 21 kwietnia:

Miłością bożą Zygmunt trzeci król polski i wielkie księŜę litewskie, ruskie, pruskie, mazowieckie, żmudzkie, inflantskie, kiowskie, wołyńskie, podolskie, podlaskie, i szwedzki, gottski, wandalski dziedziczny król.

Oznajmujemy tym listem, którym to wiedzieć należy, niniejszym i na potym będącym, i źakośmy za wolą bożą siedli na stolicy Korony Polskiej i Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego, i ziem do niej należących, nastał też na carstwo Ordy Krimskiej po śmierci Aslangiereia Kazigierei Car, z którym acz pierw-szych czasów obrazy mieliśmy, ale i żachawszy się w mołdawskiej ziemi z hetmanem i kanclerzem naszym Janem Zamoiskim, i wojskiem naszym na Czocorze, umysł swój obrócił do tego, aby naszę chęć ku sobie pozyskał, i żądał tegoż hetmana naszego, aby się przyczynił i starał o przyjaźń między nami, offiarując się nam nie tylko być przyjacielem, ale i przyjaciolom naszym być przyjacielem, a nieprzyjaciolom nieprzyjacielem, i stać i wojować przeciwko każdemu naszemu nieprzyjacielowi, w czym był do nas posłał do Krakowa, do stolice naszej, uczciwego Jana Achmeta Czelebeia posła swego.

My o tem porozumiewaliśmy się z Radami naszemi i tę chęć i offiarowanie Cara Kazigiereia przyjęliśmy wdzięcznie, i ten list nasz przemierny posłaliśmy jemu przez posła naszego wielkiego Nicodema Kossakowskiego, dworzanina naszego, obiecując jemu tego, i wszystkie rzeczy w nim opisane mocne i nie-naruszenie dzierżeć, jeśli on nam takowyż list przemieryny, słowo od słowa napisany pośle, i mocno to przemierze i wszystkie jego obowiązki trzymać będzie.

Napierwej tedy od nas i Senatorów Panów Koronnych, poddanych naszych, Carowi Kazigiereiowi, synom, bratam, ludziom, ziemię jego pokój obiecujemy pewny i nieodmienny. Także z swojej strony Car Kazigierey z syny, bracią swemi, murzami, księŜęty, karaccy, ulany, bejami, przełożonemi miejsc i ludzi tak wojennych, jako wszystkich innych, z tymi ludźmi, i z ludźmi nahai-skimi z sobą sprzyjaźnionemi i złąconemi, będąc nam wiernym przyjaćcem i prawdziwie mając nas i ludzie nasze za przyjaście, a nieprzyjaćcielkasznych za nieprzyjaściele swoje, nie będzie żadnym naszym, z Panów Rad, ślachty, poddanych naszych zamkom, miastom, miasteczkom, wsiom, wołościom,
ludziom, stadom, towarom szkodził ani ich wojował, brał. I owszem z ludźmi naszymi on sam, synowie, bracia, murzowie, książęta, karacej, ulanowie, bejowie, i wszyscy przełożeni jego, i ludzie jego nahaiscy mają szczery i wierny pokój zachować, nie wojując ani nasylając, ani żadnych szkód i krzywd czyniąc, i w grunty nasze nie wtargając aż do Morza Czarnego. I przez ziemie nasze ludzie ani wojska jego na inne wojny przechodzić nie mają, ani się o nie ocierać.

A co byli przodkowie powinni Cara Kazigiereia, carowie dawni tatarscy, wojować za potrzebą i za upomnieniem naszym do Moskwy, i zamki nam należące odbierać i oddawać nam ze wszystkimi grunty i pożytkami, także przeciwko innym wszystkim nieprzyjaściom naszym za potrzebą i napomnieniem naszym wojować, toż też car Kazigierey Car z syny, bracią, murzami, książętami, karaczey, ulany, bejami, i ludźmi swemi powinien czynić będzie, i będzie czynił szczerze i prawdziwie.

My także, jako przodkowie jego naszym, a i nasi przodkowie jego przodków nieprzyjacii za swoich mając, nie będziem im pomagać, ani ku szkodzie i złemu jego przechowywać.

On też ma przeciwko Jeremiemu hospodarowi wołoskiemu, i synom jego, i ziemi wołoskiej zachować się spokojnie i przyjacielskie, i przeciw niemu nie być, ani szkody żadnej jemu albo ziemi mołdawskiej czynić, i hospodarckych innych na tę ziemię ani prowadzić, ani przechowywać, i owszem jemu ich wydać, i jako począł, życzliwość jemu pokazować i pomocnym być, gdyż Jeremia postanowiony jest dla zadzierzenia przyjaźni i przemierza starodawanego między nami a Cesarzem Jego Miłością tureckim, przyjacielem naszym.

Obrazy wszystkie i szkody, które się między nami aż do tego czasu stały odpuszczyć carowi dując, że nam to stateczną chcię i wiarą swą na potym nagrodzi. On też także u nas i u ludzi naszych żadnych szkód upominac się nie ma, i upominków żadnych przeszłych, gdyż odtąd przyjaźni między nami poczyna się.

Jako też bywało za przodków naszych, co się w dokończeniu króla Zygmunta świętej pamięci z Mielligiereiem Carem najduje, carowi Kazigiereiowi, albo synom jego, albo bracie za pozwoleniem naszym w poczcie pewnym od nas naznaczymy do nas, i do ziemi naszej gościem wezwany, i pomocnikiem przeciwko nieprzyjaściom naszym, a zwłaszcza gdybyśmy ich do czynienia z nieprzyjaciaoż naszymi użyci, przyjechać wolno będzie. Także żadnej krzywyd ani w osobie, ani w ludziach, ani w rzecach od nas i ludzi naszych cierpieć nie mają, i owszem uczciwie i dobrowolnie mają być od nas przyjęć.

I szanowani kupcy, kramarze nasi i państwa naszych w ziemi carskiej, także carskie z ziemi jego w naszych ziemiach, mają wolną na obie strony po kupiectwach jeździć i targować, zaplacząszy wszystkie myta, a od nikogo nie mają być z żadnej miary krzywdzone i szkodzone. A gdzie by jaka krzywd stała się, sprawiedliwość rychła i gruntowna ma być czyniona.

A żeby nasza szczodrobliwość przeciw Carowi Kazigiereiowi i sługom jego pokazała się, żeby tym gotowym i sposobniejszy do powinnej pomocy, jako

— It should rather read naszych.
A copy of the Tatar agreement [i.e., treaty with the Tatars] sent through Pan Kossakowski\(^1\) anno Domini 1598, on the 21st day of April:

Sigismund the third, by the grace of God the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Kiev, Volhynia, Podolia, Podlachia [Podlasie], and the hereditary king of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals.

We announce with the present letter, to whom it may concern, presently and in the future, that as, with God’s will, we ascended the throne of the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and of the lands belonging to it, also Ghazi Giray Khan became the khan of the Crimean Horde after the death of Islam Giray; and though initially transgressions happened between us and him [i.e., Ghazi Giray], having met our hetman and chancellor Jan Zamoyski, and our

---

\(^{1}\) On the royal courtier Nikodem Kossakowski, see his biography by Jarema Maciszewski and Tadeusz Wasilewski in *PSB*, vol. 14 (Wrocław etc., 1968–1969), pp. 283–284; some biographic details are corrected in the article by Dariusz Skorupa, “Poselstwo na Krym Nikodema Kossakowskiego. Przyczynek do stosunków polsko-tatarskich w ostatnich latach XVI wieku,” *Kwartalnik Historyczny* 108 (2001), no. 2, pp. 25–42. Kossakowski left Poland in December 1598 but he never reached the court of Ghazi Giray as the latter assisted the Ottoman troops in Hungary in their campaign against the Habsburgs. The Polish envoy remained in Suceava, corresponding with the khan and the qalga, Selamet Giray, and negotiating with their envoys. Having spent almost a year in Moldavia, in November 1599 he delivered the royal gifts to the Tatar envoys and returned to Poland.
troops, in Țuțora [Cecora] in the Moldavian land, he set his mind on gaining our goodwill and asked the hetman to assist in acquiring mutual friendship, offering not merely to be our friend, but a friend of our friends and an enemy of our enemies, and to face and fight any of our enemies; in reference to this matter he sent his honest envoy, Djan Ahmed Chelebi, to Cracow, our capital.

[And] having taken counsel in this matter with our Councilors, we have favorably received this wish and offer of Ghazi Giray Khan, and we have sent him our present letter of agreement [list przemirny] through our great envoy and courtier, Nikodem Kossakowski, promising him to firmly and invariably keep everything that is written there, on the condition that he sends us a similar letter of agreement, written word for word, and firmly keeps this agreement and all its clauses.

Thus, first of all we promise certain and inviolable peace on our part and on the part of the Lords Senators of the Crown, our subjects, to Ghazi Giray Khan, his sons, brothers, people, and land. And on his part, Ghazi Giray Khan along with his sons, brothers, and the mirzas, princes, qaraçis, ulans, beys, and those commanding over places and people (both military and other), and with these people, and the Nogay people who are allied and united with him, being our loyal friend and truly regarding us and our people as his friends, and our enemies as his enemies, will not harm, raid, or capture any castles, towns, boroughs, villages, estates, people, herds, or goods of ours and of our Lords Councilors, nobles, and subjects. On the contrary, he and his sons, brothers,

---

2 Djan Ahmed Chelebi first arrived at Cracow in November 1595, directly from the camp at Țuțora where a new agreement was reached between Poland-Lithuania and the Ottoman-Crimean side. He was sent to collect the customary gifts for the khan promised by the Poles during the negotiations. Yet, the Polish side postponed their delivery until a final confirmation of the peace by the Ottoman sultan, which occurred only in 1597. In 1597 Djan Ahmed was again sent to Poland and returned to the khan in 1598, followed by the great envoy Nikodem Kossakowski, who carried the present royal instrument of peace. In 1601, Djan Ahmed played a prominent role during the negotiations in the Crimea with the next Polish envoy, Lawryn Piaseczyński. Along with Piaseczyński, he traveled to Lithuania and delivered the khan’s instrument of peace (Document 39) at a solemn audience in Vilnius in December 1601. In spring 1602, both Piaseczyński and Djan Ahmed again traveled to the Crimea, as Piaseczyński was commissioned with obtaining an “amended” document from the khan. To Djan Ahmed’s resentment, the gifts expected by the khan were detained in Kamieniec Podolski, to be collected only in January 1603 by the next Crimean envoy, Ali Mirza. See Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 66, 76–77, 104–111, 117. In the summer of 1602, Djan Ahmed Chelebi departed with another mission to Moscow, entrusted with Ghazi II Giray’s şartname, and witnessed the oath taken by Tsar Boris Godunov; see Pamjatniki diplomatičeskix snošenij .... Edited by F. Laškov, pp. 39–40 and Leonid Juzefovič, Put’ posla, pp. 292–293. In 1604, he again traveled to Moscow but was detained until 1606, when he returned to the khan accompanied by a Russian envoy who represented False Dimitrij; see Lisejcev, “Russko-krymskie diplomatičeskie kontakty v načale XVII stoletija,” pp. 250–252 and 256–258.

3 The Polish term księżty (książę in the nominative) apparently refers to the beys, traditionally referred to in Ruthenian sources as knjazi. Yet, beys are also mentioned below as bejowie (bejami in the ablative).
mirzas, princes, qaraçis, ulans, beys, all commanders, and his Nogay people should keep sincere and loyal peace with our people, without raiding or sending raiders, causing damage or harm, and without invading our lands [extending] as far as the Black Sea. And his people and troops should not pass through our lands while heading for other wars, nor should they even graze them [i.e., touch the frontiers].

And as the ancestors of Ghazi Giray Khan, the former Tatar khans, were to raid Muscovy whenever we needed and requested, and retake and restore to us the castles that had belonged to us, along with all their lands and profits, and moreover, they were to raid our other enemies whenever we needed and requested, also [now] the khan Ghazi Giray Khan, along with his sons, brothers, mirzas, princes, qaraçis, ulans, beys, and people should do likewise, and he will do it sincerely and truly.

And just as his ancestors regarded our [ancestors'] enemies [as their enemies], and as our ancestors regarded his ancestors' [enemies] as such, likewise, we will not assist them [i.e., such enemies], neither will we give them refuge to his [i.e., the khan's] detriment and harm.

And he should behave in a calm and friendly manner towards Jeremy, the Moldavian hospodar, his sons, and the Moldavian land; he should not act against him [i.e., Jeremy] or cause any damage to him or the Moldavian land; and he should not bring along to this land any other pretenders to the hospodar's throne, or give them refuge; on the contrary, he should deliver them to him [i.e., Jeremy]; and he [i.e., the khan] should display benevolence to him [i.e., Jeremy] and assist him, like he did initially, because Jeremy has been placed [on his throne] for the sake of cementing the friendship and ancient agreement between us and our friend, His Majesty, the Turkish emperor.

We forgive the khan all the transgressions and damages that have happened between us until the present time, in trust that in the future he will compensate them to us by his constant goodwill and good faith. Neither should he reclaim any indemnity or past gifts from us and our people, because our mutual friendship begins from now on.

---

4 Jeremia Movilă, Moldavian hospodar in the years 1595–1606; his enthronement with the Polish support was acknowledged by the Ottoman-Crimean side in the agreement reached at Ţuţora on 22 October 1595; see Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 126–127 and 298–302.
5 In seventeenth-century Polish, the adjective wołoski (lit. “Wallachian” or “of Wallachia”) referred to either Wallachia or Moldavia. In the given case it refers to Moldavia.
6 Here Moldavia is referred to more precisely by the Polish adjective moldawska (“Moldavian” or “of Moldavia”); cf. n. 5 above.
7 The Polish term hospodarczyk (hospodarczyków in the genitive plural) is a diminutive of the term hospodar; it either refers to a hospodar’s son or is a pejorative reference to a hospodar. It is translated here as “pretender to the hospodar’s throne” as in fact many pretenders to the Moldavian and Wallachian thrones were the sons of former hospodars.
Also, as it was practiced in the times of our ancestors and is recorded in the agreement between the late King Sigismund and Mengli Giray Khan, Ghazi Giray Khan, or his sons or brothers may come to us and our land as invited guests or allies against our enemies, especially if we make use of their services to fight our enemies, provided that we authorize it and set [the size of] their retinue. And they should not suffer any harm done to them, their people, or belongings by us or our people; on the contrary, we should receive them honestly and voluntarily.

Respected merchants and traders, both ours and from our states in the khan’s land, as well as the khan’s and from his land in our lands, may freely travel in both directions for the purpose of commerce and trade, having paid all tolls, and should not be hurt or harmed by anybody in any way. And if they suffer any harm, immediate and thorough justice should be administered.

And in order to display our generosity towards Ghazi Giray Khan and his servants, so that he be more willing and ready to bring us his due assistance against all our enemies, according to the above written [clauses], we promise to henceforth give him annual gifts out of our generosity and grace, half in cash and half in goods, just as the old king Sigismund\(^8\) used to do, and send them to Akkerman by the…\(^9\) day of the month of November.

And the khan should maintain true and inviolable peace towards our subjects, castles, towns, boroughs, villages, hamlets, and pastures in the above described manner. On our part, we promise to firmly and invariably keep and effectively execute our duties. Also Ghazi Giray Khan, along with his sons, brothers, and the mirzas, princes, qaraçis, ulans, beys, commanders and all his people should effectively and materially keep and execute [his duties] without any falsity, deceit, or excuses; and if he does not fulfill it, then we will be free from our promise to him.

To this effect we have ordered to impress our Crown seal. Written in Warsaw in the year 1598 from the birth of the Son of God, on the 21st day of the month of April, in the 11th year\(^10\) of our reign in Poland and the 5th year [of our reign] in Sweden.

---

\(^8\) I.e., King Sigismund the Old (r. 1506–1548), thus nicknamed in order to differentiate between him and his son, Sigismund Augustus.

\(^9\) Empty space was left to fill in the date. Neither a precise date nor the gifts’ value were entered by the royal chancery, who authorized Kossakowski to do it in a fitting time, depending on the result of his negotiations. Only in 1599, during his negotiations with Tatar envoys in Moldavia, the envoy entered the value of the gifts, namely 15,000 florins; see Skorupa, *Stosunki polsko-tatarskie*, pp. 80–81.

\(^10\) Erroneously written “in the 21st year;” apparently the scribe confused the 21st day of April with the number of the year.
DOCUMENT 37 (CA. AUGUST 1599)
The ‘ahdname (list przemirny) sent by Khan Ghazi II Giray to King Sigismund III

The original document is missing.

Polish copies:
A. AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 126, no. 703 (erroneously stored along with the ‘ahdname from 1592).
B. AGAD, Metryka Koronna, Libri Legationum, no. 27, fol. 103a–105a.

[Kopia rewersalu przymierza od cara przez Dziantimir agę do Radomia dnia ósmego octobra roku 1599 Królowi Jego Mości przysłanego:]a

Car Kazigiereyb

Z łaski i miłości bożej, Wielkiej Ordy wielki car Kazigiereyc

Oznajmujemyd tym listem naszym niniejszym i na potym będącym, iż gdy po ześciu z tego świata cara Islangiereia, e brata naszego, nad tym państwem destekuperackiem krymskim, f na stolicy ojczyźnie naszej nam zasiadszy, tak też z woli i łaski g Boga miłościwego król polski i wielki książę h litewski, i innych wieliu państw hospodar na majestacie swymj będący.

---

1 This copy, entitled List przymierny Kazygiereia, chana krymskiego, przez pana Kossakowskiego and erroneously dated 1594, is a few decades later than copies A., B., and C.; it was copied by Samuel Otwinowski after the copy A. From a margin note by Otwinowski (oryginału nie masz) we learn that already in his times the original Tatar document was missing in the royal archives. Minor variations of this copy are not annotated in the present edition.

a In B. only.
b Missing in B.; in C. Gazy Gyrey.
c Wielkiej Ordy wielgi car Gazy Girei.
d Oznajmujemy.
e C. Islam Gireia.
f B. corrupt destekuperackiem krimskiem; C. destykpczackim krimskim.
g C. z łaski i woliej.
h C. kniaż.
i C. wielia.
j C. swoim.
Acz między nami obrazy byli, ale gdyśmy z wojskiem naszym w ziemi wołoskiej nad Cocorął z kanclerzem i wielkim hetmanem króla polskiego, i wojskiem jego zjachawszy się, z którym hetmanem zgodliwie namówisz się, chęć naszę do przyjaźni króla polskiego obróciwszy, żądaliśmy o przyczynę, żeby nam miłość i przyjaźń króla polskiego zjednał, abychmy wedle przodków dawnych z królem polskim sprzyjańili się, o czymś i posła naszego Dzian Achmet Czeliebieia do miasta stołecznego Krakowa posłali, który gdy przed osobą króla polskiego, Zygmunta Trzeciego ofiarowanie nasze oznajmił, król też polski Zygmunth Trzeci nie oddalając przyjaźni naszej od siebie i porozumiawszy się z Pany Radami swemi, chcąc też według przodków swych naszą przyjaźń ku sobie przychylić, i posła swego Nicodema Kosakowskiego z przyjaźnią swą i upominkami, także list swój przemirny do nas posłał, przez którego abychmy z królem polskim według przodków naszych szczycrze i prawdziwie przyjaźni swojej przez list nasz przemirny utwierdzili. Który poseł nie mogąc do nas przybyć, żeśmy w ten czas w dalekich krajach byli, przeto ten poseł przez pisanie swe do nas przesłał.
żebyśmy**my** swój list przemirny według listu przemirnego króla polskiego
słow w słowo do nas pisanego królowi polskiemu posłali.**ap**

**aq** A tak my, wyrozumiawszy z listu przemirnego króla polskiego, i widząc
sobie za rzecz słuszna i potrzebną,**ar** także też porozumiawszy się z carewi-

czem**as** Salametgieriem**at** gałgą, i z inszimi**au** carewiczami bracią**av** i synami
naszymi, kniaziami i murzami, będąc**aw** wdzięczni woli króla polskiego,**ax** ten
list nasz przemirny na wszystkie**ay** paragrafy według listu przemirnego króla
polskiego do nas posłanego napisawszy, posłaliśmy.

A naprzód początkiem my, Kazigierey car,**az** i gałga carewicz Salametgierey,**ba**

i insi carewicz**bb** bracia i synowie nasi, i kniazi, murzy, przedniejsi ulani, i

ludzie poddani państwa naszego krymskiego,**ac** także i nam podlegli ludzie

nohayszy,**bd** z strony naszej, królowi polskiemu Zigmuntowi**be** Trzeciemu,

także i**fi** Panom Radom jego, i wszystkim**bj** ludziom poddany jego, praw-
dziwie i**bi** dostatecznie przyjaźń pokazować powinni będziemy, i państwowi

króla polskiego, miastam, miasteczkam, wsiom, i wszystkim majętnościami ich

pokój pokazywać.**bk** I ziemiam,**bl** [i]**bm** gruntom jego aż do Czarnego

Morza wstępować się nie będziemy,**bn** a z**bo** wojskami wielkimi**bp** i małemi**bq** w

---

**an** C. żebyśmy.  
**ao–ap** B. jemu posłali.  
**aq–ar** B. Co my widząc sobie za rzecz słuszną i potrzebną.  
**as** In B. here and further carewicem (in all grammar cases) unless otherwise
stated.  
**at** B. Salametgieriem; C. Salamet Gireiem.  
**au** B. and C. inszemi.  
**av** C. bracią naszą.  
**aw** C. będąc.  
**ax** B. króla polskiego wolej; C. przyjaźni króla polskiego.  
**ay** B. and C. wszystkie.  
**az** C. Gazy Girei Car.  
**ba** C. Salamet Girei.  
**bb** B. czarawice; C. carewicy.  
**bc** B. synowie nasi, kniazie, murzowie, przedniejsi ulani, i ludzie poddani państwa
naszego krymskiego; C. syny, i insi kniaziowie, murzy, przedniejsie ulany, liudzie pod-
dane państwa naszego krymskiego.  
**bd** B. nahoitsy; in C. corrupt: także i nam podlegle, liud i wszyscy.  
**be** B. and C. Zygmutwiei.  
**bf** Także i is missing in C.  
**bg** B. wszystkim.  
**bh** In C. here and further liudziom (in all grammar cases).  
**bi** C. a.  
**bj** B. miastom, miasteczkom, wsiom, i wszystkim majętnościom; C. miastom, miastecz-
kom, siółom, i wszystkim majętnościom.  
**bk** C. pokazać.  
**bl** B. and C. ziemiom.  
**bm** In C. only.  
**bn** C. będziem.  
**bo** Missing in C.  
**bp** B. wielgiemi.  
**bq** C. małymi.
państwa jego wtargiwać, i szkody żadnej działać nie będziemy. I każdemu przyjacielowi jego za przyjaciela być, a nieprzyjacielowi nieprzyjaźni oddawać będziemy. 

A jeślibyśmy z wojskiem naszym do inszych państw nieprzyjaciół naszych mieli jechać, tedy przez państwa króla polskiego nie mamy jechać, ani się o granicę jego ocierać [nie] mamy. I każdego nieprzyjaciela króla polskiego my za swego nieprzyjaciela mamy mieć, i żadnej pomocy przeciw królowi polskiemu nie mamy jemu dodawać.

A jako przodkowie nasi za oznajmieniem przodków królów polskich ziemię moskiewską wojowali i zamki, miasta z gruntami krółom polskim należące odbirając podawali; także też gdy król polski teraźniejszy Zygmunt Trzeci, gdyby nam potrzeby swej oznajmił, tedy my z powinności przyjaźni naszej, Kazigirey car, i carewicz gałga, i ze wszystkimi ludźmi naszymi potemū jemu przyjaźni i pomoc czyścić przeciwko każdemu nieprzyjacielowi jego powinni będziemy. Potemū król polski z swojej strony od państw swoich ludziom i poddanym naszym, i majętnościam, ziemiom, i gruntom ich, pokój i przyjaźń zachować ma.

\[\text{br} C. \text{ czińć.}\]
\[\text{bs} C. \text{ a każdemu przyjacieliemu jego przyjaciółom być, a nieprzyjaciółom nieprzyjaźni oddawać będziem.}\]
\[\text{bt} C. \text{ jeślibyśmy.}\]
\[\text{bu} C. \text{ innych.}\]
\[\text{bv} B. \text{ jechać.}\]
\[\text{bw} C. \text{ granicy.}\]
\[\text{bx} B. \text{ ocierać.}\]
\[\text{by} In C. only.\]
\[\text{bz} In C. here and further nieprzyjacielia (in all grammar cases).\]
\[\text{ca} Missing in C.\]
\[\text{ch} C. \text{ wojować.}\]
\[\text{cc} C. \text{ królowi polskiemu.}\]
\[\text{cd} B. \text{ odbierać podawali; C. odbierając oddawali.}\]
\[\text{ce} C. \text{ swoje.}\]
\[\text{cf} C. \text{ swej.}\]
\[\text{cg} Missing in C.\]
\[\text{ch} C. \text{ Kazy Girei.}\]
\[\text{ci} B. \text{ czarowic.}\]
\[\text{cj Missing in C.}\]
\[\text{ck} B. \text{ wszystkimi; C. wszystkimi.}\]
\[\text{cl} B. \text{ naszemi potemū im przyjaźni i pomoc; in C. corrupt: i naszemi potęgę przyjaźni i pomoc jemu.}\]
\[\text{cm} C. \text{ bęǳiem.}\]
\[\text{cn} Missing in B.\]
\[\text{co} C. \text{ z swej strony i państw swoich.}\]
\[\text{cp} In B. written erroneously: państwu naszomu ziemiom.}\]
\[\text{cq} B. \text{ poddanymsznym, majątnościom, ziemiom; C. poddanymsznym, i majątnościom, ziemiom.}\]
I źlić ludzie, zwłaszcza zdrajcy w obojgu państwach przechowywane być nie mają, za czym aby przyjaźniom naszym przeszkoda nie była.

Wojewodzie wołoskiemu Jeremijowi i potomkom jego, także państwom, ludziom, i poddanym jego my, Kazigiere car, i carewicz gałga, i insi carewicze bracia i synowie nasi, z ludźmi poddanemi naszemi według starodawnego przyjaciels twa jemu i państwu jego mamy przyjaznemi być i szkód żadnych nie czynić, i żadnych wojewodziców wołoskich w państwie naszym [nie] przechowywać, ani ich na państwo wołoskie wsadzać nie mamy. I owszem, takowych Jeremijowi wojewodzie i potomkom jego mamy odsyłać i wydawać, gdyż z strony wojewody wołoskiego i państw jego król polski z Cesarzem Jego Miłością tureckim pokój i przemierze postanowił.

A iż za przodków króla polskiego, za Zygmunt Starego przodek nasz, car Megligierey, dla pomocy przeciw nieprzyjacielowi króla polskiego będąc naoczas gościem wezwany do państw jego, był od króla polskiego uczczony i uszanowany, i z wojskiem swym nadad w całe się zwrócił, także i za teraźniejszego króla Zygmunta Trzeciego, gdyby ja, Kazigiere car, albo carewicz gałga, i insi carewicze bracia i synowie nasi, za oznajmieniem jego w pewnym poczci wezwani byli, tedy aby także osoba nasza i insi

---

\[\text{cz} C. złe.\]

\[\text{B. zdraje.}\]

\[\text{B. and C. przechowywani.}\]

\[\text{C. przyjaźniam.}\]

\[\text{C. Hieremiiewi.}\]

\[\text{C. Kazy Girei.}\]

\[\text{C. carewicy.}\]

\[\text{B. poddany naszemi; C. i poddany naszymi.}\]

\[\text{B. and C. starodawnego.}\]

\[\text{C. przyjacieliem.}\]

\[\text{C. działać.}\]

\[\text{In C. only.}\]

\[\text{In C. erroneously jego.}\]

\[\text{B. Jeremiowi; C. Hieremiiewi.}\]

\[\text{In B. written erroneously państwom.}\]

\[\text{Missing in C.}\]

\[\text{C. przymierze.}\]

\[\text{Missing in B.}\]

\[\text{C. Zygmuntha.}\]

\[\text{C. Menli Girei.}\]

\[\text{C. dla.}\]

\[\text{B. and C. nieprzyjacielom.}\]

\[\text{C. będący.}\]

\[\text{C. uczczon i uszanowany.}\]

\[\text{C. swoim.}\]

\[\text{C. w całe.}\]

\[\text{C. Zygmuntha.}\]

\[\text{C. Kazy Girei.}\]

\[\text{C. poccie.}\]

\[\text{B. insze; C. te.}\]
pomienione osoby, ludzie i wojska nasze, uczczone i uszanowane będą
nazad się w całości wrócić. A będąc nam w dobrej przyjaźni z królem polskim,
tedy z państwa naszego do państwa króla polskiego, a z państwa króla polskiego do państwa
naszego kupcom, kramarzom ze wszelakimi kupiami przyjeżdżać i odjeżdżać
 wolno będzie, a myta zwykle oddawszy, żadna krzywda ni od kogo się im
dziać nie ma. Jeśliby im od kogo się krzywda stała, tedy nieodwloczna i
sroga sprawiedliwość uczyniona, i szkoda nagrodzona być ma.

A które się obrazy między nami działy, tedy my zowej strony królowi
polskiemu odpuszczamy, także też król polski nam odpuścić ma. I
upominków przeszłych, nam nieposyłanych, już się upominać nie mamy, gdyż
teraz między nami znowu przemirze się postanowiło i utwierdziło.

Tedy ja, Kazigierecy car, i carewicz Salametgierey gałga, ludzie poddani
nasi z królem polskim i z Pany Radami, ludźmi i poddanemi, i państwy
jego, mamy w dobrej i prawdziwej przyjaźni być na wieczne czasy, i żadnych
szkód i krzywd nie czynić, i przeciw każdymu nieprzyjacielowi król pol-
skiego pomocnemu być. Za co król polski, Zygmunt, z wolniej i miłości
swojej braterskiej ma nam upominki, jak przodek jego Zygmunt posyłał, to
jest połowicę pieniędzmi gotowemi, a drugą połowicę w kupi albo w towarach

---


dv C. uczczeni i uszanowani będący.
dw C. wrócićli.
dx C. będący.
dy C. polskiem.
dz B. and C. państwa.
dz C. państwa.
de B. wszelakiemi; C. wszelakimi.
dkc C. myto.
de C. ni od kogo się im krzywda żadna dzień ni ma.
dee C. A jeśliby się im od kogo krzywda działa.
def C. skora.
deg C. tedy my królowi polskiemu z swej strony odpuszczamy.
der Missing in C.
dei B. odpuścić nam ma; C. nam odpuścić ma.
der B. written erroneously przyszłych.
deb B. przemierze; C. przymierze.
der In C. only.
dem C. Kazy Girei.
den C. Salamet Girei.
deo C. ludzie i poddane nasze.
dep B. ludźmi i poddanyymi; C. ludźmi poddanyymi.
deq C. a przeciw kożdemu nieprzyjacielowi.
der B. pomocnemi.
der B. and C. Zygmunt.
der B. wolej; C. wolniej.
der C. swojej.
der B. jako; C. tak jako.
der C. Zygmunt.
der C. gotowymi.
posyłać na każdy rok miesiąca novembra\textsuperscript{w} do Białogrodu,\textsuperscript{z} do pewnych i wiernych sług naszych oddawane być mają. A gdy nam będą oddawane, tedy my za taką chęć króla polskiego powinni będziemy,\textsuperscript{i} jako się wyszej pomieniło,\textsuperscript{b} we wszystkim stale i statecznie,\textsuperscript{c} krom wszelakiego\textsuperscript{d} pochybienia, przyjaźni zachować i mocnie dodzierżywać na wieczne czasy.\textsuperscript{e}

Jakoż my przez przysięgę naszę czynimy\textsuperscript{f} przyrzekanie swojego królowi polskiemu, przez imię Boga\textsuperscript{h} jedynego i proroka Machometa, iż prawdziwie i szczerze\textsuperscript{i} [mamy]\textsuperscript{j} przy słowach i przyrzekaniach naszych mocno stać. Także i król polski według listu swego\textsuperscript{k} przemirnego do nas posłanego ma we wszystkim\textsuperscript{l} wypełniać według wiary swej prawdziwej.

 KTóry to list nasz przemirny przez wiernego radę naszego Dziantemeragę\textsuperscript{m} posyłamy, któremu listu naszemu wiara ma być zupełna dana.

A iż wielkiej pieczęci naszy,\textsuperscript{n} która bywa u przemirnych listów przykładana, na ten czas przy nas jako w drodze nie było, tedyśmy sygnet nasz do niego przycisnęli.

Translation:

A copy of the agreement’s reverse confirmation [Pol. reversał] sent by the khan to His Royal Majesty through Djan Temir Agha,\textsuperscript{2} [who arrived] at Radom on the 8th day of October in the year 1599:

\textsuperscript{w} C. w miesiącu novembru.
\textsuperscript{z} B. Białogrodu; C. Białogrodu.
\textsuperscript{i} C. będziem.
\textsuperscript{b} B. jako się wyżej pomieniło; C. tak jako wyszej pomieniono.
\textsuperscript{c} B. we wszystkim stale a statecznie; C. we wszem stalie a statecznie.
\textsuperscript{d} C. wszelakiego.
\textsuperscript{e} C. przyjaźni pokazować i mocno dodzierżywać wiecznemi czasy.
\textsuperscript{f} B. czyniemy.
\textsuperscript{h} C. nasze.
\textsuperscript{k} C. Pana Boga.
\textsuperscript{i} B. and C. szczerze.
\textsuperscript{l} In C. only.
\textsuperscript{m} C. swojego.
\textsuperscript{n} B. wszystkim.
\textsuperscript{m} B. Dziantimir age; C. Dżan Timir Age.
\textsuperscript{2} Probably a different person than his namesake sent as great envoy to Poland in 1576 (cf. Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, p. 57) as the time span seems too large. In the summer of 1599, Djan Temir Agha was sent in embassy to King Sigismund from Ghazi Giray’s camp in Hungary, along with the khan’s letter of agreement. In September 1599 he met the Polish envoy Kossakowski in Suceava, and then continued his trip to Poland. On 8 October 1599, he delivered the khan’s document at a solemn audience in Radom. As the document’s contents slightly deviated from the Polish expectations, Djan Temir was made to give a solemn promise that the khan would issue a corrected version after his return from Hungary. Then the envoy was sent back to the khan and the king ordered Kossakowski (who was still in Moldavia waiting for royal orders) to release the gifts, prepared for the Tatars. In 1602, Djan Temir was
Ghazi Giray Khan

By the grace and love of God, the great khan of the Great Horde, Ghazi Giray:

We announce with our present letter to those living now and in the future that after our brother, Islam Giray Khan, left this world, we ascended the throne of our fatherland, of the state of the Kipchak Steppe and of the Crimea; and likewise [ascended the throne] by the will and favor of the gracious God the majestic king of Poland, grand duke of Lithuania, and lord of many other states [i.e., Sigismund].

Though initially transgressions happened between us, when we, along with our troops, met the chancellor and grand hetman of the king of Poland, along with his troops, in Tuțora [Cecora] in the Moldavian land, we peacefully negotiated with this hetman and set our mind on gaining the friendship of the king of Poland, and we asked him to assist in winning the king’s affection and friendship for us, so that we may commence friendship with the king of Poland, as our ancestors had done formerly; and in reference to this matter we sent our envoy, Djan Ahmed Chelebi, to [your] capital city of Cracow; when he announced our commitment in the presence of the king of Poland, Sigismund the Third, also the king of Poland, Sigismund the Third, not wishing to reject our friendship and having taken counsel with his Lords Councilors, in desire to acquire our friendship as was between our ancestors, sent us his great envoy, Nikodem Kossakowski, along with [the announcement of] friendship and gifts, and his letter of agreement, so that through him [i.e., Kossakowski] we may sincerely and truly confirm our friendship with the king of Poland by our letter of agreement, as our ancestors did. As the said envoy could not reach us, because at that time we were in distant countries, he notified us in writing and sent us a copy made from the royal letter of agreement, so that we send the

sent to the Ottoman sultan with an unsuccessful mission to arrange the delivery of the former qalga, Selamet Giray, who had rioted against the khan and was imprisoned in Istanbul. The envoy died on his way home. See Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 87–90, and 112.

3 Apparently a partial translation of the inscription of Ghazi Giray’s prototuğra; cf. Document 35.

4 This inscription resembles one of Ghazi Giray’s other prototuğra; cf. Document 34. Yet, it should be rather treated as an intitulatio opening the main text; on this issue, cf. the paragraph on the intitulatio in Part II.

5 The Turkish term Deşt-i Qıpçaq (the Kipchak Steppe) is rendered in Polish by an adjective destekupczackim (copy A.) or destykipczackim (copy C.).

6 In seventeenth-century Polish, the adjective wołoski/wołoska (lit. “Wallachian” or “of Wallachia”) referred to either Wallachia or Moldavia. In the given case it refers to Moldavia.

7 On Djan Ahmed Chelebi, see Document 36, n. 2. Here his embassy from the years 1597–1598 is mentioned.

8 On Nikodem Kossakowski and his embassy from the years 1598–1599, see Document 36, n. 1.
king of Poland our letter of agreement, written word for word in accordance with his letter of agreement.

And we, having inspected the royal letter of agreement and having found it just and necessary, and having taken counsel with the qalga Selamet Giray Sultan, and with other sultans, our brothers and sons, [and] the beys and mirzas, complying with the wish of the king of Poland, we have sent our present letter of agreement, written clause by clause according to the royal letter of agreement that was sent to us.

First of all we, Ghazi Giray Khan, and the qalga Selamet Giray Sultan, and other sultans, our brothers and sons, and the beys, mirzas, prominent ulans, and subjects from our Crimean state, as well as the Nogays who obey us, engage to sincerely and fully display friendship towards the king of Poland, Sigismund the Third, his Lords Councilors, and all his subjects, and to act peacefully towards the states of the king of Poland, towns, boroughs, villages, and all their estates. We will not enter his lands and soils [extending] as far as the Black Sea, or invade his states along with large or small troops, or cause any damage. And we will be a friend to any of his friends, and display enmity towards his enemy.

And if we, along with our troops, are to go to the states of our enemies, we should not pass through the states of the king of Poland, nor should we even touch their frontiers. And we should regard any enemy of the king of Poland as our proper enemy, and should not give him any assistance against the king of Poland.

And as our ancestors used to raid the Muscovian land whenever requested by the ancestors of the kings of Poland, retake the castles and towns, along with [their] lands, that had belonged to the kings of Poland, and restore to them, also if the present king of Poland, Sigismund the Third, notifies us his need, then we: I, Ghazi Giray Khan, and the qalga sultan, along with all our people, should likewise display friendship and assist him against any of his enemies, thus fulfilling the requirements of our friendship.

Likewise, the king of Poland, on his part and on the part of his state, along with his people and troops, should keep peace and friendship towards our Crimean state, our people and subjects, their estates, lands, and soils.

And evil people, especially traitors, should not be given refuge in either of the two states as that would be an obstacle to our friendship.

We, Ghazi Giray Khan, and the qalga sultan, and other sultans, our brothers and sons, along with our subjects, should display friendship and not cause any damage to Jeremy, the Moldavian palatine, his descendants, and his domains, people, and subjects, in accordance with the ancient friendship; and

---

9 Pol. carewicz is rendered here as sultan. Selamet Giray was Ghazi Giray’s brother and the qalga in the years 1597–1601. After he escaped from the Crimea in September 1601, the Ottomans imprisoned him for seven years, but in 1608 they assisted him to ascend the khan’s throne. He reigned until his death in 1610.

10 Jeremia Movilà, Moldavian hospodar in the years 1595–1606; cf. Document 36, n. 4.

11 The Polish adjective wołoski refers here to Moldavia (cf. n. 6 above).
we should not give refuge in our state to any sons of [former] Moldavian palatines, or impose them [as rulers] to the Moldavian land. On the contrary, we should send and deliver such individuals to Palatine Jeremy and his descendants, because the king of Poland established friendship and agreement with His Majesty, the Turkish emperor, regarding the Moldavian palatine and his domains.

And as in the times of the ancestors of the king of Poland, [precisely] in the time of Sigismund the Old, our ancestor, Mengli Giray Khan, was called as guest to his states in order to assist against the royal enemies and was esteemed and respected by the king of Poland, and safely returned home along with his troops, also in the present time of King Sigismund the Third, if I, Ghazi Giray Khan, or the qalga sultan, or other sultans, our brothers and sons are called [by the king], provided that he authorizes it and sets [the size of] our retinue, then our person and other aforementioned persons, our people and troops, should be likewise esteemed and respected and should safely return home.

And as we remain in good friendship with the king of Poland, merchants and traders along with all kinds of merchandise may travel and return from our state to the states of the king of Poland, and from his states to our state, and having paid the customary tolls, they should not suffer any harm from anybody. And if they suffer any harm from anybody, immediate and severe justice should be administered, and [their] damage should be restored.

And whatever transgressions have happened between us, on our part we forgive the king of Poland, and he should also forgive us. And we should not request any more the past gifts [i.e., due for the previous years] that have not been sent to us, because from now on a new agreement is established and confirmed between us.

Thus I, Ghazi Giray Khan, and the qalga Selamet Giray Sultan, and our subjects should eternally remain in good and true friendship with the king of Poland, his Lords Councilors, people, subjects, and states, and we should not cause any damage or harm [to them], and should assist the king of Poland against any of his enemies. In return the king of Poland, Sigismund the Third, should send us gifts out of his will and brotherly love, as his ancestor Sigismund used to send, namely half in cash and another half in merchandise and goods, each year, by the month of November, to Akkerman, [where] they should be delivered to our trustful and loyal servants. And as long as they are delivered to us, in return for such a goodwill of the king of Poland we will be obliged to constantly and stably keep friendship in all the aforementioned respects, without any omission, and firmly maintain it forever.

Hence we engage to the king of Poland, with our oath by the name of the one God and Prophet Muhammad, that we should firmly keep our words and promises in truth and sincerity. Also the king of Poland should fulfill everything

---

12 The Polish text is somewhat unclear; cf. Document 36: za pozwoleniem naszym w poczcie pewnym od nas naznaczonym.
13 In C. “immediate and prompt justice.”
according to his letter of agreement that was sent to us, in conformity with his true[14] faith.

We send our present letter of agreement [list przemirny], which should be entirely trusted, through our loyal councilor, Djan Temir Agha.

And because we lacked our great seal, which is normally impressed on letters of agreement, as we were in route [i.e., campaign in Hungary], therefore we have impressed our signet ring.

---

[14] It is rather unlikely that the original document, issued in the khan’s chancery, referred to the Christian faith as “true.” It is apparently a translator’s addition.
DOCUMENT 38 (OCTOBER 1599)\textsuperscript{1}

The instrument of Djan Temir Agha, the Crimean envoy, containing his pledge on behalf of Khan Ghazi II Giray to keep peace with King Sigismund III

The original document is missing.

Polish translation:
A. AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 127, no. 704.
B. AGAD, Metryka Koronna, Libri Legationum, no. 27, fol. 106a.
C. AGAD, Teki Naruszewicza, no. 12, p. 203 [fol. 102a].\textsuperscript{2}

Ja, Dziantamir\textsuperscript{3} aga, poseł do Króla Jego Miłości polskiego od pana mego cara\textsuperscript{4} Kazigiereia, ręczę się i wyznawam, skoro przyjadę do Cara Jego Miłości bądź do Węgier, albo skoro się zwróci Car Jego Miłość do państwa swego, tedy wedle kopii\textsuperscript{5} z listu przemirnego\textsuperscript{6} Króla Jego Miłości list swój przemirny zgodliwy ma zarazem do Króla Jego Miłości dać. I do tego czasu jako od Cara Jego Miłości samej osoby, tak też od ludzi i poddanych jego państwom Króla Jego Miłości, ludziom, poddanym żadnej\textsuperscript{7} krzywdy i szkody dziać się nie będzie, i owszem pokój obwarowan\textsuperscript{8} będzie. Do którego listu mego własnemi rękami memi pisanego\textsuperscript{9} dla lepszej pewności pieczęci swe\textsuperscript{10}

---

\textsuperscript{1} The instrument, preserved in Polish translation, is dated on 3 Rebi I 1008 A.H. (miesiąca po naszej liczbie Rebel Avela die 3 roku 1008), i.e., 23 September 1599, yet apparently it was issued in October, after or shortly before the audience in Radom that took place on 8 October; cf. Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, p. 88. Possibly, being far away from the Crimea, the Tatar envoy lost track of time or the error should be attributed to a Polish translator or scribe who confused Rebi I (Rebi'ü’l-evvel) with Rebi II (Rebi’ü’l-ahir).

\textsuperscript{2} This copy, erroneously entitled Zaręczenie Dziantamira posła tureckiego Królowi Jego Miłości polskiemu ("The pledge of Djan Temir, a Turkish [sic] envoy, to His Majesty, the king of Poland"), is almost two centuries’ later hence its minor variations are not annotated.

\textsuperscript{3} B. Dziantimir.
\textsuperscript{4} Missing in B.
\textsuperscript{5} B. kopiej.
\textsuperscript{6} B. przemiernego.
\textsuperscript{7} B. przemierny.
\textsuperscript{8} B. i żadnej.
\textsuperscript{9} B. obwarowany.
\textsuperscript{10} B. Do którego listu mego i własnemi rękami podpisanego.
\textsuperscript{11} C. pieczęć swą.
rękami swemi przycisnąłem, miesiąca po naszej liczbie Rebel Avela die 3 roku 1008.¹
I podpisem ręki mej⁴ [...]¹

Translation:

I, Djan Temir Agha, the envoy from my lord, Khan Ghazi Giray, to His Majesty, the king of Poland, pledge and engage that as soon as I reach His Majesty, the khan, either in Hungary or when His Majesty, the khan, returns to his state, he should promptly issue [and send] His Royal Majesty his letter of agreement, being in accordance with [the present] copy of His Royal Majesty’s letter of agreement. Until that time neither His Majesty, the khan, nor his people and subjects should commit any harm or damage to the domains, people and subjects of His Royal Majesty; on the contrary, the peace will be strengthened. In order to render my present letter, written with my own hands, more trustworthy, I have impressed my seals with my hands, on the 3rd day of the month of Rebi I of the year 1008, according to our calendar. [I have confirmed the above statement] with the signature [made] by my hand.

¹ B. miesiąca po naszej liczbie Rebelwiella dnia trzeciego roku 1008; C. miesiąca Rebel Anela [sic] 3 roku 1008, po polsku roku 1599.
⁴ Missing in B; C. Z podpisem ręk mojej.
¹ The A. copy contains an authentication by the royal chancery translator: Machiin Czyr tłumacz Króla Jego Miłości własną ręką, followed by an illegible signature. The C. copy, based on the A. copy, contains a corresponding note on the reverse side (p. 204 [fol. 102b]): ta kopia pisana die 9 Decembris 1785 z kopii tłumaczonej na papierze przez Machin Chir, tłumacza Jego Królewskiej Miłości bez oryginału (“this copy was executed on the 9th day of December 1785 after a paper copy translated by Machin Chir, His Royal Majesty’s translator, in the absence of the original”).
DOCUMENT 39 (20 MARCH 1601)
The letter of agreement (list przemirny) sent by King Sigismund III to Khan Ghazi II Giray

The original document is missing.  

Przymierze od Króla Jego Miłości carowi przekopskiemu anno 1601:

Miłością bożą Zigmunt III król polski i wielki kniaź litewski, ruski, pruski, mazowiecki, żmudzki, inflantski, kiiowski, wołyński, podlaski, i też szwedzki, gotski, wandalski dziedziczny król.

Oznajmujemy tym listem, którym tego wiedzieć należy, niniejszym i na potym będącym, iż jakośmy za wolią bożą siadszy na stolicy Polskiej Korony i Wielkiego Księstwa Lithewskiego, i ziem do niej należących, nastał też na carstwo Ordy Krymskiej po śmierci Hslamgiereia [sic] Kazigierei car, z którym acz pierwszych czasów obrazy mieliśmy, alie iż zjachawszy się w ziemi wołoskiej na Cocorze z Jaśnie Wielmożnym Janem Zamoiskim, kanclierzem naszym i hetmanem wilej, i wojskiem naszym, starał się, aby chęć i łaskę naszę pozyskał, i ządał tegoż hetmana naszego, aby się przyczynił i starał o to, offia- rując się nam nie tylko być przyjacieliem, alie <alie> i przyjaciółom naszym przyjaciółem, a nieprzyjaciółom nieprzyjacieliem, i stać i wojować przeciw każdemu naszemu nieprzyjacielowi, w czem beł do nas posłał do Krakowa, do stolicy naszej, uczciwego Dzian Ahmet Czelebeia posła swego.

My o tym porozumiewaliśmy się z Radami naszymi i tę chęć i ofiarowanie cara Kazigierei wdzięcznie przyjęliśmy, i ten list nasz przemirny posłaliśmy jemu przez posła naszego, obiecując mu wszystkie rzeczy w nim opisane mocno i nienaruszno dzierżeć, jeśli on nam takowyż list przemirny, zgodliwy z naszem listem napisany poślie, i mocno to przemirze i wszystkie jego obowiązki trzymać będzie.

Alie że cara na ten czas w ziemi jego nie beł, zatem też ten poseł nasz u niego nie beł i przemirza nam nie przyniósł, które acz potem car przez posła swego Dzian Temir agę do nas przysłał, alie że nie według tego, jakoby się na obie strone do gruntownej przyjaźni zgadzało w tem cars- kim przemirnym liście napisano beło, przeto przez posła naszego wielkiego, Ławryna Piasocyński podkomorzego bracławskiego, sekretarza naszego, list ten nasz przemirny napisawszy posłaśmy carowi Kazigiereiowi, i od niego drugi taki z naszem zgodliwy wziąć kazaliśmy.

Naipierw tedy od nas i Senatorów Panów Koronnych, poddanych naszych, carowi Kazigiereiowi, synom, bratom, liudziom, ziemie jego pokój obiecujemy pewny i nieodmienny. Także z swojej z strony car Kazigierei, i gałga carewicz Salamatgirei, i inni gałgowie po nim będący, i z syny, bracią swemi,
murzami, kniaziami, karaczey, <karac> ulany, bejami, przełożonymi miejsc
i ludzi tak wojennych, jako i wszech innych ludzi swoich, i ze wszystkimi
ludźmi swemi, i z ludźmi nahaiskimi z sobą sprzyjaźnionemi i złączonemi,
będąc nam wiernym przyjaciela i prawdziwie mając nas i ludzie nasze
za przyjaciela, a nieprzyjaciół naszych za nieprzyjałcoły swoje, nie będzie
żadnym naszym, Panów Rad, szlachty, poddanych naszych zamkom, miast-
tom, miasteczkom, wiśmi, wołościom, liudziom, stadom, towarom szkodzie
ani ich wojował, brał. I owszem z ludźmi naszemi on sam, i gałga czare-
wic Salamatgirei, i inni gałgowie po nim będący, synowie, bracia, murzowie,
kniaziowie, karaczey, ulanowie, bejowie, i wszyści przełożeni jego, i wszyści
goła ludzie jego, i nahaiscy, którzy pod nim są, mają szczery i wierny pokój
zachować, nie wojując ani nasylając na państwa naszy, ani żadnych szkód i
krzywd czyniąc, i w grunty się nasze nie wtargnijac, aż do Morza Czarnego. I
przez ziemie nasze ludzie ani wojska jego na jakiekolwiek swe i czyjekolwiek
potræby i wojny idąc przechodzić nie mają, ani się o nie ocierać.
A co beli powinni przodkowie cara Kazigiereia, carowie dawni tatarscy,
za potrzebą i napomnieniem Ich Miłości królów polskich dawnych, i wiel-
kich kniaziów litewskich, wojować ziemię moskiewską, i zamki należyzące
odbierać i oddawać ze wszystkimi grunty i pożytkami ich, także też przeciwko
innym wziem nieprzyjałołom naszym za potrzebą i napomnieniem naszym
wojować, toż też car Kazigierey, i gałga czarewic Salamatgirey, i inni gałgowie
po nim będący z syny, bracią, murzami, kniaziами, karaczey, ulany, bejami,
ali ludźmi swemi powinien czynić będzie. I będzie czynić szczery i prawdzi-
wie, że moskiewskiego i kożdego nieprzyjacélia naszego za napomnieniem
naszym wojować ma i powinien będzie.
My także, jako przodkowie jego nasze, i naszy przodkowie jego przodków
nieprzyjaściół z swoich mając, nie będziem im pomagać.
Też ma przeciwko hospodarowi wołoskim, za wolią naszą postano-
wionemu, i ziemi wołoskiej zachować się spokojnie i przyjaelskie, i przeciw
jemu nie być, ani szkody żadnej jemu albo ziemi mołdawskiej czynić, i hospo-
daryków innych na tę ziemię ani prowadzić, ani przechowywać, i owszem ich
wydać, i jako począł, życzliwość pokazować i pomocem być, także i hospo-
darowi i ziemi multańskiej, gdy takowi hospodarow przyjaźń i przymirze
starodawne między nami a Cesarzem Jego Miłością tureckim, przyjaścieljem
naszym, mają zadzierać i pomnażać.
Obrazy wszystkie i szkody, które się aż do tego czasu między nami stały
odpuszczamy carowi dując, że nam to stateczną chęcią i wiarą swą na potym
nagrodzi. On też także u nas i u ludzi naszych żadnych szkód swych własnych
i ludzi swych upominać się nie ma, i upomników żadnych przeszłych, gdyż
odtąd przyjaźń między nami poczynia się.
Ja jako też bywało za przodków naszych, co się w dokonaniu króla
starego Zygmunta świętej pamięci z Meligieriem carem najduje, carowi

\footnote{The punctuation has been corrected here as this fragment apparently belongs
to the following paragraph and not the preceding one; cf. Documents 36, 37, 41, 42,
and 46.}
Kazigiereiowi, abo synom jego, albo braciej, za pozwoleniem naszym w poczcie pewnym od nas zamierzonym, do nas i ziemi naszej jako gościem wezwanem do pomocy przeciwko nieprzyjaciołom naszym, gdybyśmy ich do czynienia z nieprzyjaciołami naszymi użyli, przyjacać wolno będzie. Także żadnej krzywdy ani w osobie, ani w ludziach, ani w rzeczach od nas i ludzi naszych cierpieć nie mają, i owszem uczciwie i dobowrownie mają być od nas przyjęci i szanowani.

Kupcy, kramarze naszy i państwa naszych w ziemi carskiej, także carskie z ziemi jego w naszych ziemiach, mają wolno na obie stronicie po kupiętcach jeździć i targować, zapłaciwszy zwykłe zwykle myta, a od nikogo nie mają być z żadnej miary krzywdzeni i szkodzeni. A gdzie by jaka krzywda stała się, sprawiedliwość rychła i gruntowna ma być czyniona.

A żeby nasza szczodrobliwość przeciw carowi Kazigiereiowi i sługom jego pokazała się, żeby tym gotowyszy i sposobniejszy do powinnej pomocy, jako się wyżej napisało, nam przeciw wszystkim naszym nieprzyjaciołom beł, tedy obiecujemy jemu [z] szczodrobliwości i łaski naszej odtąd na każdy rok upominki dawać, tak jako stary król Zygmunt dawał, w pieniędzach połowicę, a drugie w kupiach, i posełać do... na dzień...c

A car Kazigierei, i gałga czarewic Salamatgirei, i inni gałgowie po nim będący z syny, bracią, murzami, kniazie, karaczei, ulany, bejami, i z przelozonemi i ludźmi swymi zachować ma przeciwko nam i poddanym naszym, zamkom, miastom, miasteczkom, wiom, uchodom, i pastwiskom pokój prawdziwy i nieodmienny, i wszystkie rzeczy w tym liście przemiernym wyszej opisane nienaruszenie trzymać, pełnić i wykonywać skutkiem i rzeczą, bez wszech farb, chytrości, wymówek, na wieczne czasy. Czego jeśli by nie czynił, tedy my będziemy wolni od tego, co jemu z strony naszej obiecuje.

Do której rzeczy pieczę naszę koronną przyczynacjęśmy kazali. Pisan w Warszawie roku od narodzenia Syna Bożego tysiąc sześćsetnego pierwszego, miesiąca marca XX dnia, a panowania królestw naszych polskiego czterna-stego, a szwedzkiego ósmego roku.

Translation:

The [instrument of] agreement [sent] from His Royal Majesty to the khan of Perekop [i.e., Crimea] anno 1601:

Sigismund the third, by the grace of God the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Kiev, Volhynia, Podlachia [Podlasie], and also the hereditary king of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals.

We announce with the present letter, to whom it may concern, presently and in the future, that as, with God’s will, we ascended the throne of the Polish

---

*Empty spaces were left to fill in the place and date.*
Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and of the lands belonging to it, also Ghazi Giray Khan became the khan of the Crimean Horde after the death of Islam Giray; and though initially transgressions happened between us and him [i.e., Ghazi Giray], having met his excellency Jan Zamoyski, our chancellor and grand hetman, and our troops, in Tuțora [Cecora] in the Moldavian land, he endeavored to gain our goodwill and favor and asked the hetman to assist in acquiring this aim, offering not merely to be our friend, but a friend of our friends and an enemy of our enemies, and to face and fight any of our enemies; in reference to this matter he sent his honest envoy, Djan Ahmed Chelebi, to Cracow, our capital.

[And] having taken counsel in this matter with our Councilors, we favorably received this wish and offer of Ghazi Giray Khan, and we sent him our present letter of agreement [list przemirny] through our envoy, promising him to firmly and invariably keep everything that is written there, on the condition that he sends us a similar letter of agreement, written in accordance with our letter, and firmly keeps this agreement and all its clauses.

Yet, as at that time the khan was absent from his land, our envoy did not meet him and did not bring us the [instrument of] agreement; even though the khan sent us one subsequently through his envoy Djian Temir Agha, as the contents of his letter of agreement did not conform with mutual requirements of sound friendship, we have [again] written our present letter of agreement and sent it to Ghazi Giray Khan through our great envoy and secretary, Ławryn Piaseczyński, the chamberlain [Pol. podkomorzy] of Braclov, and we have

---

1 In seventeenth-century Polish, the adjective wołoski/wołoska (lit. “Wallachian” or “of Wallachia”) referred to either Wallachia or Moldavia. In the given case it refers to Moldavia.
2 On Djian Ahmed Chelebi, see Document 36, n. 2. Here his embassy from the years 1597–1598 is mentioned.
3 I.e., Nikodem Kossakowski; on his embassy from the years 1598–1599, see Document 36, n. 1 and the paragraph below. The present royal document, issued in 1601, is similar to the one from 1598 taken by Kossakowski, but of course it is not the same document.
4 On Djian Temir Agha, see Document 37, n. 2. Sent from Ghazi II Giray’s camp in Hungary, he brought the khan’s letter of agreement to Poland in October 1599. As the document’s contents deviated from the Polish expectations, Djian Temir was made to give a solemn promise that the khan would issue a corrected version after his return from Hungary (see Document 38). Yet, no other document by Ghazi Giray was issued until the summer of 1601 (see Document 39).
5 On Ławryn (Wawrzychiec) Piaseczyński, see his biography by Ewa Dubas-Urwanowicz in PSB, vol. 25 (Wroclaw etc., 1980), pp. 805–808, and Petro Kulakovskiy, Kancelarija Rus'koji (Volyns'koji) metryky 1569–1673 rr. Studija z istoriji ukrajins'koho regionalizmu v Reči Pospolitij (Ostroh-L'viv, 2002), pp. 140–146; on his three embassies to the Tatars in the years 1601–1603, see also Pułaski, “Trzy poselstwa Piaseczyńskiego,” and Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 96–117. Piaseczyński left Warsaw in April and was received by Ghazi Giray on 23 August 1601. In the following days he negotiated the clauses to be inserted in the khan’s instrument along with Djian Ahmed Chelebi, the Crimean diplomat entrusted to deliver the khan’s document to Poland (on Djian Ahmed, see Document 36, n. 2). Both envoys left the Crimea in October 1601 and
ordered him [i.e., the envoy] to take from him [i.e., the khan] another one [i.e., letter of agreement], being in accordance with our [letter of agreement].

Thus, first of all we promise certain and inviolable peace on our part and on the part of the Lords Senators of the Crown, our subjects, to Ghazi Giray Khan, his sons, brothers, people, and land. And on his part, Ghazi Giray Khan, and the qalga Selamet Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who will come after him, along with his [i.e., the khan’s] sons and brothers, and the mirzas, princes, qaraçıs, ulans, beys, and those commanding over places and people (both military and all his other people), and with all his people, and the Nogay people who are allied and united with him, being our loyal friend and truly regarding us and our people as his friends, and our enemies as his enemies, will not harm, raid, or capture any castles, towns, boroughs, villages, estates, people, herds, or goods of ours and of our Lords Councilors, nobles, and subjects. On the contrary, he, and the qalga Selamet Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who will come after him, and his sons, brothers, mirzas, princes, qaraçıs, ulans, beys, all commanders, and in short, all his people, and the Nogays who are his subjects, should keep sincere and loyal peace with our people, without raiding or sending raiders to our states, causing damage or harm, and without invading our lands [extending] as far as the Black Sea. And his people and troops should not pass through our lands while heading for any campaigns or wars of their own or anybody else’s, nor should they even graze them [i.e., touch the frontiers].

And as the ancestors of Ghazi Giray Khan, the former Tatar khans, were to raid the Muscovian land whenever Their Majesties, the ancient kings of Poland and the grand dukes of Lithuania, needed and requested, and retake and restore [to them] the castles that had belonged [to them], along with all

arrived at Vilnius after ca. 2 months (Piaseczyński in November, Djan Ahmed in December). As the royal side was not satisfied with the khan’s instrument, in March 1602 Piaseczyński again left for the Crimea in order to receive an “amended” document. Also in this trip he was accompanied by Djan Ahmed Chelebi. As the Polish court detained the gifts expected by the Tatars, Piaseczyński’s reception in the Crimea in June 1602 was very cold. In August 1602, he returned to Cracow and in October 1602 was once more sent to the khan. Since the latter was campaigning in Hungary, Piaseczyński did not reach him and traveled only as far as Jassy. There in January 1603 he finally released the gifts to the Tatar envoy, Ali Mirza, and in February returned to Poland.

* Pol. carewicz or czarewic is rendered here as sultan. Selamet Giray was Ghazi Giray’s brother and the qalga in the years 1597–1601. In September 1601, shortly after he gave a solemn audience to Piaseczyński, Selamet escaped from the Crimea to the Ottoman lands, apparently fearing for his life (cf. Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 104–105). Since he got involved in the Anatolian celali rebellion, he was imprisoned in the Istanbul castle of Yedi Kule. In 1608 he became khan with the Ottoman support and reigned until his death in 1610.

** The Polish term kniaziami (kniazowie) in the nominative) apparently refers to the beys, traditionally referred to in Ruthenian sources as knjazi. Yet, beys are also mentioned below as bejowie (bejami in the ablative).

* A plain reference to the long Ottoman-Habsburg war of the years 1593–1606. Regularly called to join the Ottoman troops in Hungary, the Tatars often crossed the Ukrainian lands of Poland-Lithuania.
their lands and profits, and moreover, they were to raid our other enemies whenever we needed and requested, also [now] Ghazi Giray Khan, and the qalga Selamet Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who will come after him, along with his sons, brothers, mirzas, princes, qaraçis, ulans, beys, and people should do likewise. And he will do it sincerely and truly by raiding our Muscovian and any other enemy on our request.

And just as his [i.e., the khan’s] ancestors regarded our [ancestors’] enemies [as their enemies], and as our ancestors regarded his ancestors’ [enemies] as such, likewise, we will not assist them [i.e., such enemies].

And he should behave in a calm and friendly manner towards the Moldavian hospodar, who has been placed [on his throne] according to our will, and towards the Moldavian land; he should not act against him or cause any damage to him or the Moldavian land; and he should not bring along to this land any other pretenders to the hospodar’s throne, or give them refuge; on the contrary, he should deliver them [to the current Moldavian hospodar]; and he [i.e., the khan] should display benevolence and assist [the Moldavian hospodar], like he did initially, and likewise [he should display benevolence and assist] the hospodar and the land of Wallachia, because such hospodars [have been placed on their thrones] to cement and strengthen the friendship and ancient agreement between us and our friend, His Majesty, the Turkish emperor.

We forgive the khan all the transgressions and damages that have happened between us until the present time, in trust that in the future he will compensate them to us by his constant goodwill and good faith. Neither should he reclaim

---

9 The Polish adjective wołoski refers here to Moldavia (cf. n. 1 above).
10 I.e., Ieremia Movilă, the Moldavian hospodar in the years 1595–1606. Enthroned with the Polish support in 1595 (cf. Document 36, n. 4), Movilă lost almost his entire principality in May 1600 in result of the invasion of the Wallachian hospodar, Mihai Viteazul (Michael the Brave). Yet, in October 1600 the Polish troops led by Hetman Jan Zamoyski entered Moldavia and reinstalled Ieremia Movilă on its throne.
11 Here Moldavia is referred to more precisely by the Polish adjective mołdawska (“Mołdawian” or “of Moldavia”); cf. notes 1 and 9 above.
12 The Polish term hospodaryk (hospodaryków in the genitive plural), or rather hospodarczyk like in Document 36, is a diminutive of the term hospodar; it either refers to a hospodar’s son or is a pejorative reference to a hospodar. It is translated here as “pretender to the hospodar’s throne” as in fact many pretenders to the Moldavian and Wallachian thrones were the sons of former hospodars.
13 Here Wallachia is referred to more precisely (cf. n. 1 above) by the Polish adjective multańska (“Muntenian” or “of Muntenia”). In early modern Polish sources the geographical term Multany (Muntenia, i.e., eastern Wallachia) referred to the whole principality of Wallachia.
14 The Polish intervention of 1600 not only resulted in the reintroduction of Jeremia Movilă to the throne of Moldavia (cf. n. 10 above), but also in the enthronement of his brother, Simion Movilă, in Wallachia. In the summer of 1601 Simion lost his throne, but a few months later was again installed by the Poles, to be finally replaced by Radu Şerban in the summer of 1602.
any indemnity in his name or in the name of his people, or any past gifts from
us and our people, because our mutual friendship begins from now on.

Also, as it was practiced in the times of our ancestors and is recorded in the
agreement between the late King Sigismund the Old and Mengli Giray Khan,
Ghazi Giray Khan, or his sons or brothers may come to us and our land as
guests invited to help us against our enemies, if we make use of their services
to fight our enemies, provided that we authorize it and set [the size of] their
retinue. And they should not suffer any harm done to them, their people, or
belongings by us or our people; on the contrary, we should receive them hon-
estly and voluntarily, and we should respect them.

Merchants and traders, both ours and from our states in the khan’s land,
as well as the khan’s and from his land in our lands, may freely travel in both
directions for the purpose of commerce and trade, having paid the customary
tolls, and should not be hurt or harmed by anybody in any way. And if they
suffer any harm, immediate and thorough justice should be administered.

And in order to display our generosity towards Ghazi Giray Khan and his
servants, so that he be more willing and ready to bring us his due assistance (as
it has been described above) against all our enemies, we promise to henceforth
give him annual gifts out of our generosity and grace, half in cash and half in
goods, just as the old king Sigismund used to do, and send them to...by the
day....

And Ghazi Giray Khan, and the qalga Selamet Giray Sultan, and other qal-
gas who will come after him, along with his sons, brothers, mirzas, princes,
qaraçis, ulans, beys, commanders, and all his people should maintain true and
inviolable peace towards us and our subjects, castles, towns, boroughs, villages,
hamlets, and pastures, and invariably keep, fulfill, and effectively and materi-
ally execute all the conditions described above in the present letter of agree-
ment, without any falsity, deceit, or excuses, and forever. And if he does not
fulfill it, then we will be free from our promise to him.

To this effect we have ordered to impress our Crown seal. Written in War-
saw in the year 1601 from the birth of the Son of God, on the 20th day of the
month of March, in the 14th year of our reign in Poland and the 8th year [of
our reign] in Sweden.

---

15 I.e., King Sigismund the Old (r. 1506–1548).
16 Empty spaces were left to fill in the place and date. The value of the gifts is also
not given; cf. Document 36, n. 9.
DOCUMENT 40 (30 AUGUST–28 SEPTEMBER 1601)
The ‘ahdname (list przemiry) sent by Khan Ghazi II Giray to King Sigismund III

The original document is missing.¹

Przymierze od cara przez Dżan Achmet Czeliebieia, posła jego:

Za pomocą bożą, a za proroctwem Machometowym!

Kazy Gireia Cara słowa:

Wielkiej Ordy wielki car, distykpczacki, petihorski, nohaiski, i nad niezliczonymi Tatary wolny hospodar, Car Kazy Girei.

Wielkiemu kniaziowli litewskiemu, ruskiemu, pruskiemu, mazowieckiemu, żmodzkiemu, kilowskiemu, podolskiemu, szwedzkiemu, wandaliskiemu, i nad inszymi państwy chrześcijańskimi dziedziczennemu hospodarowi będącemu, królowi, bratu naszemu, Trzeciemu Zigmuntowi, wielkie pozdrowienie!

Z łaski i szczodrobliwości cara oznajmujemy, iż pierwiej tego, po ześciu nieboszczyka brata naszego Islam Gireia Cara, co między nami obrazy były, za czym posłowie i ludzie kupieckie między nami chodzić byli poprzestali, a iż wedle zwyczaju przodków obnowić przyjaźń, wielkiego posła swego Ławrina Piaseczyńskiego, wiernego sekretarza do nas przysławszy, pewny list przemirny pod zwykłymi pieczęciami żądał. My tedy porozumiałyśmy się z bratem naszym, gałgą Sałamet Gireiem carewiczem, i z synami naszymi carewiczami, kniaziemi, karaczeiami, murzami, ulanami, i wiernymi sługami naszymi, którzy zawsze dworu naszego pilnują, prośbę i żądanie was, brata naszego, wdzięcznie przyjęwszy, z dobrej chęci naszej ten list nasz przemirny wedle obyczaju dawnego napisałyśmy, i przyłączyłyśmy do pomienionego posła waszego, przez posła naszego do was posłaliśmy, pod takim warunkiem, jako z dawnych przodków naszych, sławnym pamięci Chaczy Gireia Cara, a Menli Gireia Cara i Mahmet Gireia Cara, a sławnej pamięci nieboszczyka ojca naszego Dawliet Gireia Cara, wziętego do chwały światłości bożej, które

¹ In fact, the original document was returned to the khan at the audience in Közlev on 30 June 1602 by the Polish envoy, Ławryn Piaseczyński, who demanded that it should be emended; see Pułaski, “Trzy poselstwa Piaseczyńskiego,” pp. 758–759.
przyjaźni aż do tego czasu trwali. My tedy według tego listu naszego przemirnego oznajmuję:


A wedlia oznajmienia od was nam, wojewodzie wołoskiemu i państwu jego my sami i ludzie naszy, będąc życzliwymi, żadnej krzywdy czynić nie będziem; i z strony naszej wojewódów na państwo wołoskie nadawać nie mamy; według żądania waszego przyjazń i życzliwość nasza im działa się będzie. I jeśli by jaki z ziemi wołoskiej, mięszając się być potomkiem wojewod wołoskich, a chcąc powstać na wojewodę wołoskiego, do nas by się udać, takowego nie chowając my u siebie, do wojewody wołoskiego odeślię; i każdemu przyjaciółowi waszemu mamy być przyjacielem, a nieprzyjaciółom nieprzyjacielem.

I gdzie by była potrzeba od nas na pomoc wojska z potrzebo⁴ wam, tedy na czas naznaczony za oznajmieniem waszym wojska posyłać będziemy. Także i nam czasu potrzeby pomoc być ma.

A Kozaki waszy z Dniepra państwu naszemu szkody czynić nie mają. Także też z strony naszej bezbaszowie, kozacy naszy państwom waszym żadnej szkody czynić nie będą. Wedle dawnych czasów powściągnięte i z Dniepra zwiedzieni żeby byli, aby obum państwom pokój się działał.

Jakoż list nasz przemirny posłaliśmy z tym upewnieniem, iż—naprzód wspomniaszy imię boże i wyznawając, że od Boga cztyri księgi zesłane, tak też i proroka prawdziwego, posła bożego Machometa, za ostatniego proroka przyrzeczenie swoje czynim—chcąc zdzierżeć według tego listu przemirnego, napisanego do was przez posła naszego wielkiego, nam wiernie zasłużonego Dżan Achmet Czeliebieia, mamy i będziemy pełnić, a każdemu przyjacielowi waszemu być przyjacielem. A nieprzyjaciółowi nieprzyjacieliem będąc, z wami w dobrej przyjaźni, żadnych krzywd i szkód państwom i ludziom waszym czynić nie będziemy. Jako ja sam, car, tak i carewiczy gałgowie, i synowie naszy carewiczy, kniaziowie, ułani, kozacy, bezbaszowie przeciwko was na konie wsiadać i w państwo waszy wtargnąć, dobram i majątności szkody czynić, i zabierać nie będziem wszelkiej rzeczy. Z strony naszej pokój zachowywać państwom i liudziom waszym będziemy tak, żeby z strony waszej nam i państwu naszemu, i liudziom naszym był pokój. Aby liudziom ubogim, a na ostatek białym głowam, godnym między obiema państwami bezpieczeństwo, wolno by chodzić wolno by było za szczęśliwymi panowaniami naszymi.

Także też kupcom na obie strony przyjeżdżać i odjeżdżać wolno będzie, we wszelakich postępках ich według dawnych obyczajów zachowani będą.

---
⁴ It should rather read z potrzebą, though in seventeenth-century Polish the vowels ą and ę were used interchangeably.
The [instrument of] agreement [sent] by the khan through his envoy, Djan Ahmed Chelebi:2

By the assistance of God and the prophecy of Muhammad!

Ghazi Giray Khan’s words:3

The great khan of the Great Horde, the free lord4 of the Kipchak Steppe,5 of the Circassians,6 Nogays, and innumerable Tatars, Ghazi Giray Khan.

[Let] a great salutation [be pronounced] to the grand duke of Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Kiev, and Podolia, being [also] the hereditary lord of the Swedes, Vandals, and of other Christian states, our brother, King Sigismund the Third!

We announce, out of monarchic favor and generosity, that as regards the former transgressions that had happened between us after the death of our late brother, Islam Giray Khan, and turned the mutual movement of envoys and merchants into a standstill, in desire to renew [our] friendship in accordance with the custom of our ancestors, he [i.e., King Sigismund] sent us his great envoy and loyal secretary, Ławryn Piaseczyński,7 requesting [from us] a formal letter of agreement, sealed with ordinary seals. And having taken counsel with

---

2 On Djan Ahmed Chelebi, see Document 36, n. 2. Here his embassy from the years 1601–1602 is mentioned. The present document was delivered to the king at a solemn audience in Vilnius on 27 December 1601; see Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, p. 107.

3 Apparently a partial translation of the inscription of Ghazi Giray’s proto-tuğra; cf. Document 35.

4 The expression wolny hospodar (“free lord”), also found in Ruthenian sources (cf. Document 10, n. 3), reflects the ancient Mongol-Tatar notion of sovereignty.

5 The Turkish term Dešt-i Qıpçaq (Kipchak Steppe) is rendered in Polish by an adjective: distkypczacki.

6 The Polish and Ruthenian term Petyhorcy (i.e., “those of the Five Mountains”) was analogous to the Russian term Pjatigory (cf. the name of the modern town of Pjatigorsk) and referred particularly to the Kabardinians, inhabiting the region extending between the Elbrus range and the Kuma river. Nevertheless, it sometimes applied to other Circassian tribes as well; cf. Aleksandr Nekrasov, Meždunarodnye otnošenija i narody Zapadnogo Kavkaza, pp. 27–29.

7 On Ławryn Piaseczyński, see Document 39, n. 5. Here his first embassy from the year 1601 is mentioned. Piaseczyński was received by the khan at a solemn audience on 23 August 1601 and left the Crimea in October.
our brother, the qalga Selamet Giray Sultan,8 and our sons, the sultans, and the beys, qaraçıs, mirzas, ulans, and our loyal servants, who always guard our court [i.e., courtiers], we have complied with your request, our brother,9 and having written our present letter of agreement out of our goodwill and in accordance with the ancient custom, we have sent it to you through our envoy,10 who has joined your envoy,11 [the present letter] containing the same conditions as were in the times of our ancient ancestors of glorious memory: Hadji Giray Khan, Mengli Giray Khan, Mehmed Giray Khan, and [also] our late father of glorious memory, taken to the glory of divine light, Devlet Giray Khan, whose friendship [towards your ancestors] has lasted until the present time. And according to our present letter of agreement we announce [as follows]:

Firstly, as your envoys used to bring us gifts taking the customary old route across the Dnieper and through the field [i.e., steppe],12 also now [the gifts] should be sent to us in the same manner as they used to in the times of our ancestors. And regarding the gifts that, according to what you had stated earlier, were reportedly in Kamieniec, we expected them to be brought by your envoy who would join our envoy, Ali Mirza,13 but we have not received them.

---

8 Pol. carewicz is rendered here as sultan. On Selamet Giray, the qalga in the years 1597–1601 and the future khan in the years 1608–1610, cf. Document 39, n. 6. Twelve days after his audience with the khan, on 4 September 1601 Piaseczyński was solemnly received by Selamet Giray in the latter’s camp. Yet, a few days later, on 10 September, the Polish envoy recorded in his diary that the qalga escaped from the Crimea to the Ottoman lands; see Pułaski, “Trzy poselstwa Piaseczyńskiego,” pp. 365–366 and 467; cf. Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 104–105. In the following years Selamet was imprisoned in Istanbul until the Porte promoted him to the post of khan in 1608. On 20 September 1601 Piaseczyński recorded in his diary that Ghazi Giray’s twelve-year-old son, Tokhtamısh Giray, was promoted from the post of nureddin to the post of qalga; see Pułaski, “Trzy poselstwa Piaseczyńskiego,” p. 469. It is interesting that though Piaseczyński remained in the Crimea until October, the khan’s chancery did not try to emend the present document and replace the name of Selamet by that of Tokhtamış.

9 Here the king is addressed in the second person while previously he was referred to in the third person.

10 i.e., Djan Ahmed Chelebi; cf. n. 2 above.

11 i.e., Piaseczyński.

12 The Polish term pole (“field”) or dzikie pola (“wild fields”) referred to the barely inhabited steppe area extending to the north from the Black Sea.

13 Ali Mirza, probably identical with the great envoy sent to Poland already in 1585. In June 1601, in exactly the same time when Piaseczyński was traveling to the Crimea, Ali Mirza was sent to Poland to collect the gifts. As their routes almost crossed in Podolia, Piaseczyński sent a courier to Ali Mirza trying to persuade him to return and travel along with him to the Crimea, but the Tatar envoy decided to continue his trip. As the Polish court did not want to release the gifts before Piaseczyński’s return, to his disappointment Ali Mirza returned with empty hands. The envoys met during their return journeys in Akkerman in October 1601. Apparently the news of Ali Mirza’s failure reached the khan before the present document was issued. In December 1602 Ali Mirza again arrived at Cracow. This time his mission was successful as in his return journey he was accompanied by Piaseczyński, who collected the previously stored gifts in Kamieniec and in January 1603 released them to the Tatar envoy in
Therefore you should send us the gifts this year in due time through your envoy, Djan Ahmed Chelebi. And according to your request, we, and our people, will behave favorably and will not commit any harm to the Moldavian palatine and his state; and we should not impose any [other] individuals as palatines of Moldavia; according to your wish, we will act in a friendly and favorable manner towards them [i.e., the current Moldavian palatine and his subjects]. And if any individual from Moldavia seeks our protection, pretending to be a descendant of Moldavian palatines and intending to raise against the [current] Moldavian palatine, we will not give him refuge but will send him to the Moldavian palatine; and we should be a friend of any of your friends and an enemy of any of your enemies.

And wherever you need our assistance in troops, we will send you troops in due time upon your request. Also whenever we need, we should be given help. And your Dnieper cossacks should not cause any damage to our state. Also from our side, those committing small raids [beş-baş] and our cossacks should not cause any damage to your states. They should be restrained and removed from the Dnieper so that both [our] states may experience peace.

Hence we have sent our letter of agreement with the assurance that—having firstly invoked the name of God and confessing that we make our engagement by the four Books sent by God, and by the true prophet, God’s messenger Muhammad, [being] the last prophet—in desire to keep [the above conditions] according to the present letter of agreement, written [and sent] to you through our great envoy, Djan Ahmed Chelebi, who has rendered us loyal services, we should and we will fulfill them and be a friend of any of your friends. And


14 Djan Ahmed Chelebi indeed traveled to Vilnius along with the present document and in the company of Piaseczyński, and they both returned to the Crimea in the spring of 1602, but the gifts were delivered only in January 1603 to the next Crimean envoy, Ali Mirza, cf. Document 36, n. 2, and n. 13 above.

15 In seventeenth-century Polish, the adjective wołoski (lit. “Wallachian” or “of Wallachia”) referred to either Wallachia or Moldavia. In the given case it refers to Moldavia. On Ieremia Movilă, the hospodar of Moldavia in the years 1595–1606, see Document 36, n. 4, and Document 39, n. 10.

16 Lit. “[a raid committed by] five heads;” the Turkish term beşbaş is reflected in the Polish plural noun be[s]zbaszowie (a Turkish equivalent of the latter would be beşbaşlar).

17 According to a Muslim tradition (hadith), recorded in the collection by Ibn Hibban, rearranged by the medieval Muslim scholar Ali bin Balban, God sent to humanity 100 leaves of Holy Scripture (50 to Seth, 30 to Noah, 10 to Abraham, and 10 to Moses before the Torah), and four Holy Books, namely the Torah, the Gospel, the Zabur, and the Koran; see al-Amir ‘Ala’addin ‘Ali bin Balban al-Farsi, al-Ihsan fi taqribi sahih Ibn Hibban, vol. 2, p. 77. The term Zabur probably refers to the Psalms of David; cf. J. Horovitz and R. Firestone, “Zabūr” in: EI2, vol. 11, pp. 372–373 (for a direct reference to the Psalms of David, see Document 41, n. 12). A reference to 104 Holy Books (i.e., 100 minor and 4 larger ones) can be found already in Mengli Giray’s oath recorded in a document from 1478; cf. Document 6, n. 5.
[while] being an enemy of your enemy and remaining in good friendship with you, we will not commit any harm or damage to your states or people. Neither I, the khan, nor the qalga sultans,\textsuperscript{18} our sons, the sultans, and the beys, ulans, cossacks, and those committing small raids [beş-baş] will mount horses and set out against you, invade your states, cause damage to [your] estates and goods, nor will we capture anything. On our part we will keep peace with your states and people so that you keep peace with us, our state, and our people. So that during our felicitous reigns the poor, and even women and widows may safely travel between the two states.

Also the merchants will be allowed to travel and return between the two sides, and in any matter they will be treated according to the ancient customs.

In reference to everything [that has been written above] the present letter of agreement [list przemirny], which should be trusted, has been sent out of our favor through our envoy.

Written in Baghchasaray in the month of Rebi, in the year 1010.\textsuperscript{19}

\textsuperscript{18} Either the passage referring to the qalga is erroneously written in the plural or it refers to the present as well as future qalgas; on the change in the post of qalga that occurred on 20 September 1601, cf. n. 8 above.

\textsuperscript{19} It is not stated whether the document was issued in Rebi I or Rebi II. Yet, from Piaseczyński’s diary it is evident that it was issued in Rebi I 1010 A.H. that lasted from 30 August till 28 September 1601.
DOCUMENT 41 (THE FALL OF 1604)
The ‘ahdname (przymierze) sent by Khan Ghazi II Giray to King Sigismund III

The original document is missing.

Kopia przymierza cara prekopskiego przez Dervissa bejowego syna:

Wielkiej Ordy wielgi car, czerkaski, nogaiski, saneski,* i inszych wszystkich narodów tatarskich dziedzicznym cham [sic], Gazi Gierey sultan.

Wszystkie Rusi, pruskiemu, z łaski bożej Trzeciemu Zygmuntowi, wielgiemu książęciu litewskiemu, żmudziemu, kijowskiemu, podolskiemu, szwedziemu, Gottskiemu, wandaliskiemu, mazowieckiemu, inflanckiemu, i inszych wiele państw samodzierżawcy, dziedzicznemu z dziadìów i pradziadìów wielgiemu cesarzowi i królowi polskiemu, po zaleceniu wszelakiej życzliwości i chęci naszej carskiej i braterskiej, przyjacieljskie oznajmienie:

Jeśli się Wasza Królewska Miłość o nas, bracie swem Gazi Gieriu pytać raczysz, tedy Wasza Królewska Miłość masz wiedzieć, żeśmy z łaski Boga wszechmogącego barzo dobrze zdrowi, z czym abyśmy także mogli wiedzieć i słyszeć o dobrem Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, brata swego, umyślnie posła naszego wielkiego, z pośród Panów Rad naszych zacnego i wszelakiej czci godnego pana Derviss bejowego syna, pana Kazi bega, na wielkie poselstwo nazywamyśmy, którego do Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, brata naszego, wobec wszystkim dobrzem i z szczęścą uprzejmą przyjaznią posłałmy.

A iż niedawnego czasu posłałeś byś Wasza Królewska Miłość do nas, brata swego, zacnego i znakomego człeka, pana Ławryna Piasoczyńskiego, posła swego, dlatego aby być między temi społecznymi państw krzyzmierze i przyjaźni stateczną zaczął i potwierdził, chcąc od nas i żądając, abyśmy mu statecznie opisane przyzmierze i artykuły w nim opisane wydali, ja, sultan Gazi Kierey i cham, aczem nie miał nigdy inszego przedsięwzięcia i umysłu, jedyn abym mógł zawsze statecznie przymierze z Waszą Królewską Miłością, bratem naszem, mieć, mocno dzierżąc i zachowując starowieczne przymierze, które dziadìowe i pradziadìowe nasi z pradziadìami i przodkami Waszej Królewskiej Miłości mieli i mocno dzierżęli, tedy pokazując to skutkiem i

* It should read *nad niezliczonymi Tatary* (“[the lord] of innumerable Tatars”) like in Document 40. The Polish translator apparently did not understand the Turkish word *sansız* (“innumerable,” hence *sansız Tatarnıŋ*, “of innumerable Tatars”), so he invented a nonexistent Polish adjective *saneski* (“of the Sans”).
zabiegając temu, aby ubodzy poddani obojga państw mogli być bezpieczni zdrowia i majątności swych, tedy podług starowiecznych pakt, artykułów w nich opisanych, przez tegoż posła wzywany mianowany, Piaseczyńskiego <wzyw mianowany> Waszej Królewskiej Miłości posłaliśmy przymierze, za którym od onego do teraźniejszego czasu rachując, z strony naszej w namniejszym punkcie przeciwko przymierzu uczynionemu i postanowionemu nic się nie wykroczyło ani zgrzeszyło, i żadna się zdrada albo oszukanie nie pokazało, i owszem we wszystkim się dosyć stało, i na potem nigdy się nie wykroczy. A przymierze i pierwsze i teraźniejsze takie jest:

Iż jeśli Król Jego Miłość podług przymierza w liście swem opisanego i nam posłanego pany karacze i murzy, i poddane nasze dobre i złe, nas z syny nasze, także wsi, majątności, i dobytki nasze i wszelkich karacza i murzów, i wszystkich poddanych naszych od wielkiego do małego począwszy, także i Tatary nohaiskie nam i władzy naszej podległe, w statecznej przyjaźni i pokoju zachowa, pokazując nam szczęścia a niezmyślnej przyjaźni i spokojnej sąsiedztwo, tak żeśmyśmy nie mieli ani ponosili namniejszej szkody w państwach naszych ze wszystkimi poddanimi naszemi, ale owszem, żeśmyśmy ze wszystkimi poddanymi naszemi mogli wszelakiego wczasu zażywać, i żeby poddani nasi społeczni w zgodzie i miłości sąsiedzkiej handle swoje odprowadzały mogły, tedyśmyśmy też, Gazi Kierey cam, społecznie z star[w]em synem naszym, sultan Tochtimmsem galą, i ze wszystkimi inszemi synami naszemi, sultanami, z karaciami, z murzami, i ze wszystkimi poddanimi naszemi pod rozkazaniem, władzą naszą i wszelkimi poddanymi naszemi pod rozkazaniem, wstatecznej przyjaźni ni kiedy Król Jego Miłości, bratu naszemu, i Panom Radom jego, także i poddanem jego wszystkim.


A gdybyśmy za rozkazaniem, wiadomością i upomnieniem Król Jego Miłości którego nieprzyjaciela wojowali i przez państwa albo blisko państw Jego Królewskiej Miłości z wojskiem naszem szli, tedy mamy i powinni jesteśmy wszystkich miast, zamków, miasteczek, dworów, i wsi, i wszelakich włości, tak samego Król Jego Miłości, jako i poddanych jego, Panów Rad, kniaziów, szlachty, ochraniać i bronić, namniejszych szkód i żadnego najazdu nie czyniąc we wszystkie państwa Jego Królewskiej Miłości, ale owszem w pięknym pokoju one zachowując, tak samego Króla Jego Miłości, jako też i wszystkich poddanych jego.

A gdybyśmy za rozkazaniem, wiadomością i upomnieniem Król Jego Miłości którego nieprzyjaciela wojowali i przez państwa albo blisko państw Jego Królewskiej Miłości z wojskiem naszem szli, tedy mamy i powinni jesteśmy wszystkich miast, zamków, miasteczek, dworów, i wsi, i wszelakich włości, tak samego Król Jego Miłości, jako i poddanych jego, Panów Rad, kniaziów, szlachty, ochraniać i bronić, namniejszych szkód i żadnego najazdu nie czyniąc we wszystkie państwa Jego Królewskiej Miłości, ale owszem w pięknym pokoju one zachowując, tak samego Króla Jego Miłości, jako też i wszystkich poddanych jego.

I nie mamy ani małego, ani żadnego wielkiego wojska do państw Król Jego Miłości posyłać, i żadnego najazdu czyniąc, namniejszego więźnia brać i w niewolę przedawać, także ani żadny z poddanych moich brać i przedawać nie będzie; i owszem, ja sam z synmi i ze wszystkimi poddanymi swemi wzyw mianowanymi stateczne przymierze i całą przyjaźń chcę zupełnie zachować, i wiary dotrzymać.
A jeślibym ja, Gazi Kierey cham, także gałga sułtan Tochtmisz, syn mój starszy, albo insi sułtanowie, synowie moi, albo wojsko moje na posługę jaką w nieprzyjacielskiej ziemi byli za wiadomością i oznajmieniem Króla Jego Miłości, i uczynieli jaką znaczną i dobrą posługę Królowi Jego Miłości, tedy Król Jego Miłość, i Panowie Rady jego, za tę posługę naszę, synów albo wojska naszego wszelką chęć i łaskę swą ma nam pokazać i nagrodę uczynić. A według starego zwyczaju przodków naszych wolno się mamy wrócić ze wszelką zdobyczą naszą z nieprzyjacielskiej ziemi do Krymu, państwa naszego, bez przenagabania wszelakiego i hamowania tak samego Króla Jego Miłości, jako i Panów Rad jego, i wszelakiego wojska, poddanych Króla Jego Miłości; i owszem nas spokojnie przepuszczać mają do ziemi naszej. A my obieczym, że żadnej namniejszej szkody nie uczynim, tak jako to czynili i przodkowie nasi, już z tego świata zeszli.

Do tego kupcom wszelakim, poddaniem Króla Jego Miłości będzie wolno z kupiami i majątnością ich dla odprawowania i odbytu kupii i handłów swych w ziemi naszej być, i jeździć, i chodzić, zapłatą starożytny zwykle myto. A jeślibym który z kupców do jakiej szkody, bądź przez zgubę, bądź z inszej miary przyszedł, a majątność i kupią swoją stracił, tedy mu powinni jesteśmy sprawiedliwość skuteczną uczynić i jego majątność przywrócić, przestrzegając tego, aby ludzie ubodzy żadnej krzywdy i szkody nie mieli.

A iż z dawnych czasów upominki Królowie Ich Miłości, przodkowie Króla Jego Miłości, brata naszego, powinni nam byli posłać przez posły swe i oddawać je na tę stronę Dniepru, jakoż i do tego czasu oddawali, temże spośobem i potem każdego roku przez swego posła ma nam Król Jego Miłość upominki posyłać.

A iż przedtym, ilekroć się trafiło, że na Dnieprze Kozaków nie było, tedy się żadna szkoda w państwie Króla Jego Miłości nie działa i namniej się przymierze nie naruszało, tedy i teraz, zawsze [i] na potem, gdy ich nie będzie, namniej się przymierze nie będzie wzruszało. A teraz, iż ci Kozacy na Dnieprze będący ustawiczne szkody i złości w Krimie czynią, wiele złego broją, zaczynając zwadę i przymierze łamiąc, przeto aby ci źli ludzie z Dniepru beli spędzieni i sprowadzeni, żeby już więcej szkód żadnych w Krimie i państwach naszych <szkody> nie czynili.

K temu też, iż żadnych najazdów na państwo wołoskie i do ziemie wojeowy wołoskiego gwoli Waszej Królewskiej Miłości nie czyniemy, folgując w tej mierze przyjaźni i lasze Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, tedy i na potem toż czynić będziemy, ochraniając ziemie i poddanych jego dotąd, póki się z nami i z Waszą Królewską Miłością szczyrze i prawdziwie obchodzić będzie, i póki się z jaką zdradą swą nie odkryje i nie pokaże.

To tedy przymierze napisaśwy dostatecznie, przez posła naszego wielkiego i zacnego, z Panów Rad naszych b Derwiss begowego syna, pana Kazi bega, jednego z niewolników naszych c Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, bratu naszemu posyłamy, któreśmy sami usty swemi powiadali i pisać kazali. Przeto na imię najwyższego, który ani początku ani końca nie ma Boga wszechmogącego,

b-c Omitted in Krypjakevyč’s edition.
stworzylica nieba i ziemie, także i najchwałniejsze księgi Alkoran, i na Psalmy albo Księgi Dawida proroka, i na najświętszego i prawdziwego proroka naszego Muhammeda Mustaphę, od Boga posłanego przysięgamy, że to przymierze i artykuły opisane szczerość zachować i strzмяć chcemy, i obiecuje doścę dotąd, dokąd z strony Waszej Królewskiej Miłości przeciwno przymierzu i artykułem nic się nie wykroczy, a do tego gdy zwykłe upominki będą zupełna oddawane, a żadna szkoda w państwie naszym nie stanie, tedy też my z strony naszej przestrzegać tego będziemy, jakobyśmy namniej przeciwko temu świętobliwemu przymierzu naszemu od nas danemu w namniejszym punkcie nie wykroczyli, ale owszem stateczną przyjaźń i braterstwo w całe zachowali, gdyż inszej myśli ani przedsięwzięcia w siebie nie mamy; i owszem o to się starać będziemy, jakobyśmy przez wszystko czas żywota swego i tę pamiętę po sobie zostawili, jakoby ubodzy ludzie, kupcy i poddani społeczni nas za nas i szczęśliwe zdrowie, i długo fortunne społeczne panowanie nasze Pana Boga prosili.

Zalecamy przy tem powolną chęć i przyjaźń naszę łasce Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, życząc od Pana Boga wszytkiego dobrego.

Translation:

A copy of the [instrument of] agreement [sent] by the Crimean khan\(^1\) through Dervish Bey’s son: \(^2\)

The great khan of the Great Horde, the hereditary khan of the Circassians, Nogays, innumerable [Tatars],\(^3\) and all other <Tatar> nations, Ghazi Giray Sultan.\(^4\)

---

\(^1\) Krypyakewyč’s edition contains a locatio: “issued in Baghchasaray” (Datum w Bachciesaraiu) that is missing in the manuscript copy; apparently the locatio origins from another document.

\(^2\) Lit. “the khan of Perekop.”

\(^3\) Cf. n. a above.

\(^4\) The title of sultan was entered apparently by mistake. While in the Ottoman Empire it referred to the ruler, in the Crimea it referred to the princes but not to the khan himself.
After we have pronounced our monarchical, brotherly goodwill and inclination to Sigismund the Third, [the lord] of the whole Ruthenia and Prussia, the grand duke of Lithuania, Samogitia, Kiev, Podolia, [the lord] of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals, the autocratic ruler of Mazovia, Livonia, and numerous other states, the hereditary great emperor from the times of his grandfathers and great grandfathers, and the king of Poland, we hereby announce in a friendly way:

If you, Your Royal Majesty, kindly inquire after us, your brother Ghazi Giray, then you should know that—through the grace of Almighty God—we are in very good health; and in desire to learn and hear about the welfare of our brother, Your Royal Majesty, we have appointed our great envoy, entrusting the great embassy to Ghazi Bey, the son of Dervish Bey, a worthy and respectable one from among our Lords Councilors, and we send him to our brother, Your Royal Majesty, along with our whole kindness and true friendship.

And as recently you, Your Royal Majesty, sent us, your brother, a worthy and illustrious man, your envoy, Pan Ławryn Piaseczyński, so that he should prolong and confirm the agreement and solid friendship between [our] two states, and you asked that we give him a properly worded [instrument of] agreement with proper articles, I, the sultan and khan Ghazi Giray, as I had never aimed or intended anything else but to always firmly keep and respect the ancient solid agreement with our brother, Your Royal Majesty, that [also] our grandfathers and great grandfathers had firmly kept with the great grandfathers and ancestors of Your Royal Majesty, in desire to fulfill this [wish] and ensure that the poor subjects of [our] two states be safe in their health and property, we sent through the aforementioned envoy of Your Royal Majesty, Piaseczyński, an [instrument of] agreement, [composed] according to the ancient treaties and their articles; counting from that time until the present, we have not violated or infringed the concluded and resolved agreement in the least, no treason of deceit has occurred; on the contrary, it has been entirely fulfilled and it will never be violated. And the previous and current agreement is as follows:

5 Sefer Ghazi Bey, also referred to as the son of Dervish Bey and ranked as the Crimean great envoy, arrived at Cracow on 14 November 1604. His arrival had been earlier announced by a courier, Biy Timur. On 16 November, Sefer Ghazi was received by Sigismund III and delivered the present document. As the king was not satisfied with its contents, he decided to postpone the payment of the customary "gifts" and send another embassy to the Crimea, headed by Florian Oleszko (on Oleszko and his embassy of 1607, see Document 42, n. 7). Disappointed Sefer Ghazi left Cracow on 7 January 1605. In December 1609, Sefer Ghazi was again sent to King Sigismund by the new khan, Selamet Giray. He was received in a military camp near Smolensk on 24 April 1610 and delivered a new treaty document (see Document 44). Again, the king delayed the payment of the gifts until future negotiations. During Oleszko’s second mission to the Crimea in 1619–1621, Sefer Ghazi was still active in the khan’s service and participated in the negotiations; see Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 125–127, 157–158, 228. In his last mission, he delivered to Poland the ‘ahdname issued in 1624 by Mehmed III Giray (see Document 48) and died in an accident at sea on his return; see n. 399 in Part I.

6 On Ławryn Piaseczyński, see Document 39, n. 5. Here his first embassy from the year 1601 is mentioned.

7 Cf. n. 4 above.
If—according to the conditions of agreement, written down in his letter and sent to us—His Royal Majesty keeps solid friendship and peace towards the qaraçısı and mirzas, our good and bad subjects, and us and our sons, towards the villages, estates, and properties belonging to us, all the qaraçıs and mirzas, and all our subjects of either high or low status, and towards the Nogay Tatars subject to our rule, and if he displays honest and genuine friendship and calm neighborliness to us, so that we, along with all our subjects, do not suffer [even] a smallest damage in our states, but—on the contrary—that we may enjoy a complete relief, and so that the subjects of our both sides may conduct their trade in neighborly concord and amity, then also we, Ghazi Giray Khan, along with our elder son, the qalga Tokhtamısh Sultan, all the other sons, the sultans, and the qaraçıs, mirzas, and all our subjects remaining under our orders and monarchic rule, and with the entire horde of the Nogay Tatars, want to remain loyal, well-disposed, and resolute in our friendship with our brother, His Royal Majesty, his Lords Councilors, and all his subjects.

And when our brother, His Royal Majesty, asks me to raid his enemy, then I will be ready to be an open enemy of any of his enemies, and a friend of his friend, respecting [his] friend and raiding [his] enemy. His Royal Majesty should act likewise in respect to us, giving our enemies neither aid nor help against us.

And if we raid any enemy on the order, notice, and urge of His Royal Majesty and pass through or near the states of His Royal Majesty along with our troops, then we should protect and defend all towns, castles, boroughs, manors, villages, and any estates of His Royal Majesty and his subjects: Lords Councilors, princes, and nobles; we should not bring [even] a smallest damage or raid any of the domains of His Royal Majesty; on the contrary, we should preserve them in peace, both [domains] of His Royal Majesty, and of all his subjects.

And we should not send any—even small—troops to the states of His Royal Majesty; neither should we, or any of my subjects, raid, capture any prisoners and sell them into slavery; on the contrary, I, along with my sons and all the aforementioned subjects, want to preserve the solid agreement and friendship in their entirety, and to keep the [present] engagement.

And if I, Ghazi Giray Khan, or my elder son, the qalga Tokhtamısh Sultan, or my other sons, the sultans, or my troops, enter an enemy’s land on the notice

---

8 The phrase thus recorded in the Polish translation (poddane nasze dobre i złe) might refer to the subjects of either high or low status. Yet, it would be redundant as the text further reads “and all our subjects of either high or low status (i wszystkich poddanych naszych od wielkiego do małego począwszy). Hence, it is likely that this seemingly strange phrase reflects a genuine customary formula encountered in the Crimean documents; for a similar phrase, in which the khan refers to “all bad or good people of our country” (yaman yahşı barça vilayetimiz kişilerin), cf. Djanibek Giray’s instrument from 1632, which is preserved in the Turkish original (Document 49).

9 Tokhtamısh Giray, the oldest son of Ghazi Giray Khan, replaced his uncle Selamet Giray in the post of qalga in 1601 (cf. Document 40, n. 8). After his father’s death in early 1608 he was elected the khan. Yet, the Porte introduced to the throne Selamet Giray and Tokhtamısh was killed in a battle against the new qalga, Mehmed Giray (future Mehmed III Giray Khan); see Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 147–149.
and request of His Royal Majesty, and render a substantial and good service
to His Royal Majesty, then His Royal Majesty, along with his Lords Council-
ors, should display us his goodwill and favor, and reward us in return for the
service rendered by us, our sons, or troops. And according to the old custom of
our ancestors, we may freely return along with all our spoils from the enemy’s
land to our state, the Crimea, without being harassed or retained by His Royal
Majesty, his Lords Councilors, any troops or subjects of His Royal Majesty; on
the contrary, they should peacefully let us go to our land. And we promise that
we will not bring [even] a smallest damage, just as our ancestors, who already
departed from this world, did not.

Moreover, all merchants being the subjects of His Royal Majesty will be able
to stay and travel in our land with the aim of conducting their trade and sell-
ing their goods, having paid the ancient customary toll. And if any of the mer-
chants suffers a damage due to the loss of his property and goods or for another
reason, then we should render effective justice and restore him his property,
ensuring that the poor [people] should not suffer any damage or harm.

As from the ancient times Their Royal Majesties, the ancestors of our brother,
His Royal Majesty, were obliged to send us gifts through their envoys and deliver
them to the hither side of the Dnieper, and they have done so accordingly until
the present time, also hereafter His Royal Majesty should send us gifts through his
envoy, each year, in the same manner.

Previously, whenever the Cossacks were absent from the Dnieper, no damage
was done in the state of His Royal Majesty and the agreement was not violated
in the least; hence also now and forever, if they are absent, the agreement will
not be violated in the least. Now, as these Cossacks, who dwell on the Dnieper,
bring constant damages and harm in the Crimea, doing much mischief, com-
mencing quarrels and breaking the agreement, therefore these evildoers should
be expelled and removed from the Dnieper, so that they should not bring any
more damage in the Crimea and our states.

Moreover, as [currently] for the sake of the friendship and favor of Your
Royal Majesty we do not commit any raids to Moldavia and the lands of the
Moldavian palatine, we will act likewise also in the future, protecting his
lands and subjects as long as he acts sincerely and truly in regard to us and
Your Royal Majesty, and as long as a treacherous act on his part is not dis-
closed and made manifest.

Having completed the present [instrument of] agreement [przymierze] that
we dictated from our lips and ordered to write down, we send it to our brother,
Your Royal Majesty, through one of our slaves, the worthy great envoy Ghazi

—

10 In seventeenth-century Polish, the adjective wołoski (lit. “Wallachian” or “of
Wallachia”) referred to either Wallachia or Moldavia. In the given case it refers to
Moldavia. On Ieremia Movilă, the hospodar of Moldavia in the years 1595–1606, see
Document 36, n. 4, and Document 39, n. 10.

11 Pol. jednego z niewolników naszych; the term niewolnik (“slave”) is apparently a
translation of the Turkish term qul, which must have appeared in the original. It is
noteworthy that the khan referred with this term to a member of the Tatar nobility.
Bey, the son of Dervish Bey, from among our Lords Councilors. Hence we swear by the name of the highest Almighty God, who has no beginning and no end, the creator of heaven and earth, by the most glorious book of Koran and the Psalms or Books of Prophet David, and by our most holy and true prophet sent by God, Muhammad Mustafa, that we want to sincerely preserve and keep the present agreement and [its] recorded articles, and we engage that as long as no deviation from the agreement and [its] articles happens on the part of Your Royal Majesty, and, moreover, the customary gifts are delivered in full, and no damage occurs in our state, also on our part we will ensure that we should not trespass in the least our holy [instrument of] agreement that we have issued; on the contrary, we should entirely preserve the solid friendship and brotherhood, as we have no other intention or aim; indeed, we will endeavor through our entire life to leave a [good] memory, so that the poor, our merchants and subjects of both sides may pray to God for us, our prosperous health, and long fortunate reign of both of us.

Wishing you all the best from God, we dedicate our goodwill and friendship to Your Royal Majesty’s favor.

---

12 In the Muslim tradition the Psalms of David, referred to as Zabur, were regarded as one of the four Holy Books sent by God to humanity, along with the Torah, the Gospel, and the Koran; cf. Document 40, n. 17.

13 Mustafa (lit. “the Chosen”) is the second name of Prophet Muhammad.
DOCUMENT 42 (MAY 1605)
The letter of agreement (list przemirny) sent by King Sigismund III to Khan Ghazi II Giray

The original document is missing.

List przymierny Króla Jego Miłości posłany carowi:

My Zygmunth etc. etc.

Oznajmujemy tym listem, którym to wiedzieć należy, niniejszym i na potym będącym, iż jakośmy za wolą bożą siadszy na stolicy Korony Polskiej i Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego, i ziem do niej należących, nastał tyż na carstwo Ordy Krymskiej po śmierci Aslamgiereia Kazigierei car, z którym tyż pierwswych czasów obrazy mieliśmy, ale iż zjachawszy się w ziemi wołoskiej na Cocorze z Jaśnie Wielmożnym Panem Janem Zamoiskim, kanclerzem naszym i hetmanem wielkim, i wojskiem naszym, starał się, aby chęć i laskę naszę pozyskał, i żądał tegoż hetmana naszego, aby się przyczynił i starał o to, ofiarując się nam nie tylko być przyjacielem, ale i przyjaciółem naszym przyjacielem, a nieprzyjaciółom nieprzyjacielem, i stać i wojować przeciw kojedemu naszemu nieprzyjacielowi, w czym był do nas posłał do Krakowa, do stolice naszej, uczciwego Dczan Achmet Celebieia posła swego.

My o tym porozumiewaliśmy się z Radami naszymi i tę chęć i ofiarowanie cara Kazigiereia wdzięcznie przyjęliśmy, i ten list nasz przymierny posłaliśmy jemu przez posła naszego, urodzonego Nikodema Kosakowskiego, dwożmanina naszego, obiecując mu wszystkie rzeczy w niem opisane mocno i nienaruśno dzierżeć, jeśli i on nam takowyż list przymierny, zgodniwy z listem naszym napisany poszle, i mocno to przymierze i wszystkie jego obowiązki trzymać będzie.

Ale że cara na ten czas w ziemi jego nie było, zatym tyż ten nasz poseł u niego nie był i przymiera nam nie przyniósł, które acz potym car przez posła swego Dżan Antemir agę do nas przysłał, ale że nie według tego, jakoby się na obie strone do gruntownej przyjaźni zgadzało w tym carskim przemirnym liście było napisano, zaczym iny posł nasz wielki, urodzony Ławryn Piaseczyński, podkomorzy bracławski, gdy od nas u cara był, tedy i ten przymiera gruntownego z Casigiereiem carem nie skończywszy wrócił się nazad do nas. I acz potym car Casigierey inego posła swego wielkiego, Derbisz begowego syna posłał do nas i przez zeń list swój przymierny posłał nam, lecz jako pierwszy przez Dżan Antemir agę posłany, tak i ten wtóry niedoskonałym do całej i gruntownej przyjaźni na obie strone rozumieliszy. Przeto tedy teraz znowu przez posła naszego wielkiego, urodzonego Floriana Oleszka, wojskiego włodziimirskiego, sekretarza naszego, list ten nasz
przemirny napisawszy posłaliśmy carowi, i od niego drugi z tym naszym zgodliwy wziąć kazaliśmy.

Napierwej tedy od nas i od Senatorów Panów Koronnych, poddanych naszych, carowi Kazigierei, i gałga carewicz Tochtmysz Girei, syn carski, i inni gałgowie po nim będący, i z syny, bracią swemi, murzami, kniaziami, karaczcy, ulany, bejami, przełożonymi miejsc i ludzi tak wojennych, jako i wszech inych ludzi swoich, i ze wszystkimi ludźmi swemi, i z ludźmi nahaiskimi z sobą sprzyjaźnienemi i złączonemi, będąc nam wiernym przyjacielem i prawdziwie mając nas i ludzie nasze za przyjacielecie, a nieprzyjaciół naszych za nieprzyjacielecie swoje, nie będzie żadnym naszym, Panów Rad, ślachty, poddanych naszych zamkom, miastom, miasteczkom, wsiom, włościami, ludziom, stadom, towarom szczędził ani ich wojował, brął. I owszem z ludźmi naszemi on sam, i gałga carewicz Tochtmysz Girei, syn carski, i inni gałgowie po niem będący, synowie, bracia, murzowie, kniaziowie, karaczni, ułaniowie, bejowie, i wszyscy przełożeni jego, i wszystcy zgoła ludzie jego, i nahaiscy, którzy pod niem są, mają szczery i wierny pokój zachować, nie wojując ani naciskając na państwa nasze, ani żadnych szkód i krzywd czyniąc, i w grunty nasze nie wszczypiając się, aż do Morza Czarnego, i nie wtargnić. I przez ziemie nasze ludzie ani wojska jego na jakieśkolwiek i czyjekolwiek potrzeby i wojny idąc przechodzić nie mają, ani się o nie ocierać.

A co byli powinni przodkowie cara Kazigiereia, carowie dawni tatarscy, za potrzebą i napominaniem Ich Miłości królów polskich dawnych wojować ziemię moskiewską, i zamki należące odbierać i oddawać ze wszystkimi gruniami i pożytkami ich, także tyż przeciwko inym naszym w tym nieprzyjaściowiom za potrzebą i napominaniem naszym wojować, toż tyż car Kazigierey, i gałga carewicz Tochtmysz Girei, i inni gałgowie po niem będący, z synami, bracią, murzami, kniaziemi, karaczami, ulanami [sic], bejami, i z ludźmi swemi powinni czynić będzie. I będzie czynił szczery i prawdziwie, że moskiewskiego i każdego inego nieprzyjaciela naszego za napomnieniem naszym wojować ma i powinien będzie.

My także, jako przodkowie cara Kazigiereia, carowie dawni tatarscy, za potrzebą i napominaniem Ich Miłości królów polskich dawnych wojować ziemę moskiewską, i zamki należące odbierać i oddawać ze wszystkimi gruntami i pożytkami ich, także tyż przeciwko inym naszym w tym nieprzyjaściowiom za potrzebą i napominaniem naszym wojować, toż tyż car Kazigierey, i gałga carewicz Tochtmysz Girei, i inni gałgowie po niem będący, z synami, bracią, murzami, kniaziemi, karaczami, ulanami [sic], bejami, i z ludźmi swemi powinni czynić będzie. I będzie czynił szczery i prawdziwie, że moskiewskiego i każdego inego nieprzyjaciela naszego za napomnieniem naszym wojować ma i powinien będzie.

Tyż ma przeciw hospodarowi wołoskiemu, za wolą naszą postanowionemu, i zemę wołoską zachować się spokojnie i przyjaścielsko, i przeciw niemu nie być, ani szkody żadnej jemu albo ziemi mołdawskiej czynić, i hospodarków innych na tę ziemię ani prowadzić, ani przechowywać, i owszem ich wydać, i jako począł, życzliwość swą pokazać i pomagać, gdyż hospodarowie wołoscy przyjaźni i przyjacielski starodawne między nami a Cesarem Jego Miłością tureckim, przyjacielem naszym, mają zadzierzywać i pomnażać.

Także hospodarowi multańskiemu, który by za porozumieniem naszym z Cesarem Jego Miłością tureckim był postanowiony, przyjaźni pokazać ma.

Obrazy wszystkie i szkody, które się aż do tego czasu między nami stały odpuszczać carowi dufając, że to nam stateczną chęcią i wiarą swoją na potym nagrodzi. On tyż także u nas i u ludzi naszych żadnych szkód upominąć
się nie ma i upominków żadnych przeszłych, gdyż odtąd przyjaźń między nami poczyna się.

Jako tyż bywało za przodków naszych, co się w dokończeniu króla Zygmunta świętej pamięci z Menligiereim carem najduje, carowi Cazigiereiowi, albo synom jego, albo braci, za pozwoleniem naszym w poczcie pewnym od nas zamierzonym, do nas i ziemie naszej jako gościom w dobry obyczaj i w przyjaźni przyjąć wolno będzie. Także żadnej krzywdy ani w osobie, ani w ludziach, ani w rzeczach od nas i ludzi naszych cierpieć nie mają, i owszem uczciwie i dobrowolnie mają być od nas przyjęci i szanowani.

Kupcy, kramarze nasi i państw naszych w ziemi carskiej, także carskie z ziemie jego w naszych ziemach, mają wolno na obie stronie po kupiectwach jeździć i targować, zapłaciwszy zwykłe myta, a od nikogo nie mają być z żadnej miary krzywdzeni i szkodzeni. A gdzie by jaka krzywda stała się, sprawiedliwość rychła i gruntowna ma być czyniona.

A żeby nasza szczodrobliwość przeciw carowi Cazigiereiowi i sługom jego pokazała się, żeby tym gotowszy i sposobniejszy do powinnej pomocy, jako się wyżej opisało, nam przeciwko wszystkim naszym nieprzyjaciołom był, tedy obiecujemy jemu z szczodrobliwości i z łaski naszej odtąd na każdy rok upominki dawać, tak jako stary król Zigmunt dawał, w pieniędzach połowicę, a drugie w kupiach, i posyłać do Kamiencza na dzień... miesiąca novembra.

A car Cazigierey, i gałga carewicz Tochtmysz Gierei, i inni gałgowie po nim będący z syny, bracią, murzami, kniaziam, karaczej, ulany, bejami, i z przełożonymi i ludźmi swemi zachować ma przeciw nam i poddanym naszym, zamkom, miastom, miasteczkom, wsiom, uchodom, i pastwiskom pokój prawdziwy i nieodmienny, i wszystkie rzeczy w tym liście przymiernym wyszej pisane nienaruśnie trzymać, pełnić i wykonywać skutkiem i rzeczą, bez wszech farb, chytrości i wymówek, na wieczne czasy. Czego jeśli by nie czynił, tedy my wolni będziem od tego, co jemu z strony naszej obiecujemy.

Do której rzeczy i pieczęć naszę koronną przycisnąć rozkazaliśmy.

Translation:

The letter of agreement of His Royal Majesty sent to the khan:

We, Sigismund, etc., etc.

We announce with the present letter, to whom it may concern, presently and in the future, that as, with God’s will, we ascended the throne of the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and of the lands belonging to it, also Ghazi Giray Khan became the khan of the Crimean Horde after the death of Islam Giray; and though initially transgressions happened between us and him [i.e., Ghazi Giray], having met his excellency Jan Żamoyski, our chancellor

---

a Empty space was left to fill in the date.
and grand hetman, and our troops, in Țuțora [Cecora] in the Moldavian\(^1\) land, he endeavored to gain our goodwill and favor and asked the hetman to assist in acquiring this aim, offering not merely to be our friend, but a friend of our friends and an enemy of our enemies, and to face and fight any of our enemies; in reference to this matter he sent his honest envoy, Djan Ahmed Chelebi,\(^2\) to Cracow, our capital.

[And] having taken counsel in this matter with our Councilors, we favorably received this wish and offer of Ghazi Giray Khan, and we sent him our present letter of agreement through our envoy, our generous courtier Nikodem Kossakowski,\(^3\) promising him to firmly and invariably keep everything that is written there, on the condition that he also sends us a similar letter of agreement, written in accordance with our letter, and firmly keeps this agreement and all its clauses.

Yet, as at that time the khan was absent from his land, our envoy did not meet him and did not bring us the [instrument of] agreement; even though the khan sent us one subsequently through his envoy Djan Temir Agha,\(^4\) as the contents of his letter of agreement did not conform with mutual requirements of sound friendship, thereafter our next great envoy, generous Ławryn Piaseczyński,\(^5\) the chamberlain [Pol. podkomorzy] of Braclav, was [sent] from us to the khan, [but] he did not reach a sound agreement with Ghazi Giray Khan either and he returned to us. And even though Ghazi Giray Khan next sent us another great envoy, the son of Dervish Bey,\(^6\) and sent us through him his letter of agreement, we regarded the latter imperfect for the sake of complete and sound mutual friendship, just as the earlier one sent through Djan Temir Agha. Hence, having written again our present letter of agreement [list

\(^1\) In seventeenth-century Polish, the adjective woloski/woloska (lit. "Wallachian" or "of Wallachia") referred to either Wallachia or Moldavia. In the given case it refers to Moldavia.

\(^2\) On Djan Ahmed Chelebi, see Document 36, n. 2. Here his embassy from the years 1597–1598 is mentioned.

\(^3\) On Nikodem Kossakowski and his embassy from the years 1598–1599, see Document 36, n. 1 and the paragraph below. The present royal document, issued in 1605, is similar to the one from 1598 taken by Kossakowski, but of course it is not the same document.

\(^4\) On Djan Temir Agha, see Document 37, n. 2. Sent from Ghazi Giray’s camp in Hungary, he brought the khan’s letter of agreement to Poland in October 1599. As the document’s contents deviated from the Polish expectations, Djan Temir was made to give a solemn promise that the khan would issue a corrected version after his return from Hungary (see Document 38). In fact, the khan’s instrument brought by Djan Temir was more in line with the Polish expectations than the subsequent instruments brought by Djan Ahmed in 1601 and Sefer Ghazi in 1604 (see Documents 39 and 40).

\(^5\) On Ławryn (Wawrzyniec) Piaseczyński and his three embassies to the Tatars in the years 1601–1603, see Document 39, n. 5.

\(^6\) I.e., Sefer Ghazi Bey, the son of Dervish Bey, who brought the khan’s instrument of peace to Cracow in November 1604; although the instrument was not accepted, the royal chancery prepared the present document that was to be taken to the Crimea by Florian Oleszko; cf. Document 41, n. 5 and the paragraph below.
przemirny], we have sent it to the khan through our great envoy, generous Flor-
rian Oleszko, the wojski of Volodymyr and our secretary,7 and we have ordered 
him [i.e., the envoy] to take from him [i.e., the khan] another one, being in 
accordance with our [letter].

Thus, first of all we promise certain and inviolable peace on our part and 
and on the part of the Lords Senators of the Crown, our subjects, to Ghazi Giray 
Khan, his sons, brothers, people, and land. And on his part, Ghazi Giray Khan, 
and the qalga Tokhtamish Giray Sultan,8 the khan’s son, and other qalgas who 
will come after him, along with his [i.e., the khan’s] sons and brothers, and the 
mirzas, princes,9 qaraçis, ulans, beys, and those commanding over places and 
people (both military and all his other people), and with all his people, and 
and the Nogay people who are allied and united with him, being our loyal friend 
and truly regarding us and our people as his friends, and our enemies as his 
enemies, will not harm, raid, or capture any castles, towns, boroughs, villages, 
estates, people, herds, or goods of ours and of our Lords Councilors, nobles, 
and subjects. On the contrary, he, and the qalga Tokhtamish Giray Sultan, 
the khan’s son, and other qalgas who will come after him, and his sons, broth-
ers, mirzas, princes, qaraçis, ulans, beys, all commanders, and in short, all his 
people, and the Nogays who are his subjects, should keep sincere and loyal 
peace with our people, without raiding or sending raiders to our states, causing 
damage or harm, and without raiding or invading our lands [extending] as far 
as the Black Sea. And his people and troops should not pass through our lands 
while heading for any and anyone’s10 campaigns or wars, nor should they even 
graize them [i.e., touch the frontiers].

And as the ancestors of Ghazi Giray Khan, the former Tatar khans, were to 
raid the Muscovian land whenever Their Majesties, the ancient kings of Poland, 
needed and requested, and retake and restore [to them] the castles that had

---

7 On Florian Oleszko, the royal secretary and the wojski (an official responsible 
for keeping order in a province during the general levy) of Volodymyr, see his biogra-
phy by Roman Zelewski in PSB, vol. 23, pp. 758–759, and Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-
tatarskie, pp. 77, 82, 127–147, 184–185, 222–238 (where some biographic details from 
the PSB are corrected); on his Ruthenian origin, cf. n. 66 in Part II. Appointed great 
evoy in the spring of 1605, Oleszko delayed his departure till the summer and, on 
the news of a Tatar raid led personally by the khan, was ordered to return to Cracow with-
out even reaching the border. Sent again in 1607, he returned with the khan’s instru-
ment issued on 24 July 1607 (see Document 42). In 1615, he was again appointed 
great envoy to the khan but his embassy was annulled. Once more sent to the Crimea 
at the end of the year 1619, he was detained there for the whole period of the Polish-
Ottoman war of 1620–1621 and returned only after the Treaty of Hotin.

8 Pol. carewicz is rendered here as sultan. On Tokhtamish Giray, the son of Ghazi 
Giray and the qalga in the years 1601–1608, see Document 41, n. 9.

9 The Polish term kniazi (kniazowie in the nominative) apparently refers to 
the beys, traditionally referred to in Ruthenian sources as knjazi. Yet, beys are also 
mentioned below as bejowie (bejami in the ablative).

10 A plain reference to the long Ottoman-Habsburg war of the years 1593–1606. 
Regularly called to join the Ottoman troops in Hungary, the Tatars often crossed the 
Ukrainian lands of Poland-Lithuania.
belonged [to them], along with all their lands and profits, and moreover, they were to raid our other enemies whenever we needed and requested, also [now] Ghazi Giray Khan, and the qalga Tokhtamısh Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who will come after him, along with his sons, brothers, mirzas, princes, qaraçıs, ulans, beys, and people should do likewise. And he will do it sincerely and truly by raiding our Muscovian [enemy] and any other enemy on our request.

And just as his [i.e., the khan’s] ancestors regarded our [ancestors’] enemies [as their enemies], and as our ancestors regarded his ancestors’ [enemies] as such, likewise, we will not assist them [i.e., such enemies].

And he should behave in a calm and friendly manner towards the Moldavian hospodar, who has been placed [on his throne] according to our will, and towards the Moldavian land; he should not act against him or cause any damage to him or the Moldavian land; and he should not bring along to this land any other pretenders to the hospodar’s throne, or give them refuge; on the contrary, he should deliver them [to the current Moldavian hospodar]; and he [i.e., the khan] should display benevolence and assist [the Moldavian hospodar], like he did initially, because the Moldavian hospodars [have been placed on their thrones] to cement and strengthen the friendship and ancient agreement between us and our friend, His Majesty, the Turkish emperor.

Likewise, he should display friendship towards any hospodar of Wallachia, who would be placed [on his throne] upon an agreement between us and His Majesty, the Turkish emperor.

We forgive the khan all the transgressions and damages that have happened between us until the present time, in trust that in the future he will compensate them to us by his constant goodwill and good faith. Neither should he reclaim

---

11 The Polish adjective wołoski refers here to Moldavia (cf. n. 1 above).
12 I.e., Jeremia Movilă, Moldavian hospodar in the years 1595–1606. Enthroned with the Polish support in 1595 (cf. Document 36, n. 4), Movilă lost almost his entire principality in May 1600 in result of the invasion of the Wallachian hospodar, Mihai Viteazul (Michael the Brave). Yet, in October 1600 the Polish troops led by Hetman Jan Zamoyski entered Moldavia and reinstalled Jeremia Movilă on the throne.
13 Here Moldavia is referred to more precisely by the Polish adjective mődawska (“Moldavian” or “of Moldavia”); cf. notes 1 and 11 above.
14 The Polish term hospodaryk (hospodaryków in the genitive plural), or rather hospodarczyk like in Document 36, is a diminutive of the term hospodar; it either refers to a hospodar’s son or is a pejorative reference to a hospodar. It is translated here as “pretender to the hospodar’s throne” as in fact many pretenders to the Moldavian and Wallachian thrones were the sons of former hospodars.
15 Here Wallachia is referred to more precisely (cf. n. 1 above) by the Polish adjective mulański (“Muntenian” or “of Muntenia”). In early modern Polish sources the geographical term Multany (Muntenia, i.e., eastern Wallachia) referred to the whole principality of Wallachia. After the Polish protégé, Simion Movilă, had lost the throne of Wallachia in 1602, until 1611 the principality was ruled by Radu Şerban, who tried to maintain equilibrium between Vienna and Istanbul; apparently, the Polish court did not resign from the idea of a Polish-Ottoman condominium in Moldavia as well as Wallachia.
any indemnity or any past gifts from us and our people, because our mutual friendship begins from now on.

Also, as it was practiced in the times of our ancestors and is recorded in the agreement between the late King Sigismund and Mengli Giray Khan, Ghazi Giray Khan, or his sons or brothers may come to us and our land as guests, according to the good custom and in friendship, provided that we authorize it and set [the size of] their retinue. And they should not suffer any harm done to them, their people, or belongings by us or our people; on the contrary, we should receive them honestly and voluntarily, and we should respect them.

Merchants and traders, both ours and from our states in the khan’s land, as well as the khan’s and from his land in our lands, may freely travel in both directions for the purpose of commerce and trade, having paid the customary tolls, and should not be hurt or harmed by anybody in any way. And if they suffer any harm, immediate and thorough justice should be administered.

And in order to display our generosity towards Ghazi Giray Khan and his servants, so that he be more willing and ready to bring us his due assistance (as it has been described above) against all our enemies, we promise to henceforth give him annual gifts out of our generosity and grace, half in cash and half in goods, just as the old king Sigismund used to do, and send them to Kamieniec by the... day of the month of November.

And Ghazi Giray Khan, and the qalga Tokhtamish Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who will come after him, along with his sons, brothers, mirzas, princes, qaraçis, ulans, beys, commanders, and all his people should maintain true and inviolable peace towards us and our subjects, castles, towns, boroughs, villages, hamlets, and pastures, and invariably keep, fulfill, and effectively and materially execute all the conditions described above in the present letter of agreement, without any falsity, deceit, or excuses, and forever. And if he does not fulfill it, then we will be free from our promise to him.

To this effect we have ordered to impress our Crown seal.

---

16 I.e., King Sigismund the Old (r. 1506–1548).
17 Empty space was left to fill in the date. The value of the gifts is also not given; cf. Document 36, n. 9.
DOCUMENT 43 (24 JULY 1607)
The ‘ahdname (foedera et pacis litteres) sent by Khan Ghazi II Giray to King Sigismund III

The original document is missing.

Exemplum foederis inter Regiam Maiestatem et Magnum Chanum Tartarorum Gregorio Kochański interprete:

Magnae Ordae magnus et excellentissimus caesar Destkiperiach, a Crimi et Cerkassiae, infinitimorum Nogaiorum et innumerabilium Tartarorum magnus et absolutus princeps et chanes Kazigerey Han, Magnae Russiae, Prussiae, Mazovieae, Samogitiae, Livoniae, Volhiniae, Podolieae, Podlassiae, et Suecorum, Gottorum Vandalorumque magnus regi Sigismundo III, regi Poloniae et magni duci Lituaniae, fratri nostro:

Hisce litteris nostris notum testatumque facimus nos, Kazigerey Chan, ad praesens existentibus et in posterum futuris, quod post mortem piae memoriae Islam Chani, fratris nostri, in solio Crimi feliciter constituti, cum Serenissimo Rege fratre nostro nonnihil nobis inimicitiarum intercessit, eaque de causa illustissimius Joannes Zamoyski, magnus Regni Poloniae cancellarius et exercituum dux, a Serenissimo Regi [fratre] nostro Cicoram Moldaviae missus fuisset; ab eodem duce petitum est, ut in Serenissimi Regis benevolo animo reddendo, operam suam interponere non gravaretur. Nos invicem illi obligantes amicitiam nostram Serenissimo Regi praesto, semper amicorum omnium illius amicum, inimicorum inimicum fore eumque pro nostro inimico habiturum et infestaturum, quam ob causam legatum nostrum Dzianachmet Czielebiu1 ad excelsum solium Cracoviam mittentes obligationem ea in parte nostram Serenissimo Regi exposuimus. Cuius ille benignam habens rationem, inito cum excelsissimis suis senatoribus consilio, per legatum suum2 pacis litteras nobis transmisit. Quo tamen tempore cum nos magnus Kazigerey Chan longe a regno nostro absentes in Hungaria degemus, ille qui ad nos missus venerat legatus Serenissimi Regis amica postulata exponebor nobis non potuit. Quae cum nobis grata omnino accidissent, nos legatum nostrum

---

1 On Djan Ahmed Chelebi, sent to Poland immediately after the Treaty of Ţuţora (1595) and again, in 1597–1598, see Document 36, n. 2.
2 I.e., Nikodem Kossakowski, sent in 1598 with the royal instrument of peace; cf. Document 36, n. 1.
Dziantimir Agam\textsuperscript{3} cum foederibus ad regem fratrem nostrum ablegavimus, que tamen foedera cum Serenissimo Regi quieti regnorum utriusque nostrorum non omni ex parte suffectora viderentur rata non habuit.

Nos magnus et absolutus caesar Kazigerej Chan denuo strenuum nobisque commendatum Sefer Gazibegum, Derbisbey filium,\textsuperscript{4} conscriptis aliis foederibus ablegavimus, quae eadem etiam sicut et priora ulla minus exactam regnorum utriusque nostrorum pacis rationem in se continentia acceptata non fuerunt. Nos itaque Kazigerey Chan cum excelsissimo amantissimoque Tochetmiskerey Sultan\textsuperscript{5} et nuradin Sepherkierey Sultan\textsuperscript{6} aliisque filiis nostris et fratribus sultani dominibusque aliis proceribus et affinibus nostris Serenissimi Regis amicitiam nobis convenientem scientes, ea quae sequuntur pacta consentanea undique Serenissimi Regis litteris pacis iisque de verbo ad verbum collata, ex voluntate Suae Maiestatis conscribi, signis coccinei et cerulei coloris sigilli nostri\textsuperscript{7} consignata, per eiusdem Serenissimi Regis Poloniae et Magni Ducis Lituaniae, quem ad nos miserat legatum, illustissimum Floriansum Oleszko,\textsuperscript{8} Wlodimiriensem tribunum fidumque secretarium suum in regnorum utriusque nostrum salutem quietemque misimus ita nos obligantes:

Primo: Nos magnus imperator Kazigerey Chan et filius noster Thochetmisgerey Sultan et Sephergierey Sultan caeterique filii nostri cum fratribus sultani principibus, affinibus, murzis, subditis Nogarijsqub provinciis, idem nobiscum sentientibus Deo volente, Serenissimo Regi Poloniae et Lituaniae aliorumque multorum regnorum imperatori et magnatibus subditisque illius provinciisque damni nihil detrimentique deferemus, arcibus, oppidis, civitatibus illisque adeo ipsis nihil nocentes, subditos illorum in servitutem non abigemus, in locis provinciisque illorum ad Mare usque Nigrum in pascuis pecoribus damnum nullum faciemus, pacifice semper amiceque invicem viventes.

Et si forte nos, magnus caesar Kazigerey Han vel galga sultan, vel nuradin sultan alique filii fratresque nostri cum exercitu contra quemvis inimicum

\textsuperscript{3} On Djan Temir Agha, sent in 1599 from the Tatar military camp in Hungary along with the khan’s instrument of peace, see Document 37, n. 2.

\textsuperscript{4} On Sefer Ghazi Bey, the son of Dervish Bey, sent to Cracow in 1604 along with the khan’s instrument of peace, see Document 41, n. 5. It is curious that two instruments of peace issued in 1601 by Sigismund III and Ghazi II Giray (Documents 39–40) are not mentioned in the present document.

\textsuperscript{5} On Tokhtamısh Giray, the oldest son of Ghazi Giray and the qalga in the years 1601–1608, enthroned after his father’s death and killed shortly afterwards in the Crimean civil war, see Document 41, n. 9.

\textsuperscript{6} Sefer Giray, the younger brother of Tokhtamish Giray and the nureddin, also killed in the civil war of 1608; cf. Skorupa, \textit{Stosunki polsko-tatarskie}, p. 149.

\textsuperscript{7} On the colors of the khan’s seal, cf. n. 13 below.

\textsuperscript{8} On Florian Oleszko, the royal secretary and the \textit{wojski} of Volodymyr, who traveled several times to the Crimea, see Document 42, n. 7. Appointed the great envoy already in 1605, Oleszko did not reach the Polish border and returned to Cracow upon hearing of a recent Tatar raid headed personally by the khan. He departed only in 1607 and successfully returned with the present document.

\textsuperscript{b} Correct for \textit{Nogaisque}. 
nostrum ire contigerit, per regna Serenissimi Regis iter non faciemus, neque fines regni illius attingemus, nec exercitus nostros mittemus.

Et quemadmodum praedecessores nostri, defuncti chani, in remunerationem amicitiae accepto quo regibus nuncio in Moschoviam incursionem facientes, arces civitatesque illis ademptas, loca provinciasque cum proventibus fructibusque eorum subditis tradere et contra quemvis inimicum illius stare auxiliumque illis praestare consuvere, eum in modum et nos Serenissimo Regi fratri nostro amicitiae officia exhibemus et cum a rege nobis, magno caesari Kazigerey Chan, significatum fuerit, Moschovitas aliosque illius inimicos infestabimus.

Moldaviae principi9 quicumque ex favore Serenissimi Regis principatum illum obtinuerit, provinciae illius, subditis et omnibus proventibus damnum nihil inferemus nullumque alium in Principatum Moldaviae promovimus. Et si forte aliquis ex stirpe principum Moldaviae ad nos veniens principatum a nobis flagitaverit, nullum illi auxilium praestabimus, quin imo eum comprehendentes Moldaviae principi transmittamus illique principi vere amicus erimus, propterea quod provincia illa inter Turcarum imperatorem et regem custodiae loco est.

Valachiae etiam inferiori rebusque et subditis illius ex parte nostra nihil damni dabitur, eadem etiam illa provincia Serenissimi Regis Turcarumque imperatoris gratia complectitur, ambabus istis provinciis vere existens amicus detrimenti nihil faciemus.

Quod vero hucusque cum fratre rege nobis intercessit discordia, sit utrinque abolitum damnaque utraque ex parte regnis nostris illata oblivionis tradantur et quae hactenus non data fuerunt munera non exigitur.

Et quemadmodum Sigismundus Primus rex cum praedecessore nostro piae memoriae Mengieligerey Chan amicitiam pacemque foederibus utrinque conscriptis inierant, si nobis Kazigerey Chan vel galga sultan reliquisque filiis et fratribus sultanis nostri a rege significatum fuerit, contra quemvis inimicum illius expediti, regna Serenissimi Regis una cum gente nostra hospitii loco habebimus eoque iter facientes nos exercitusque noster a Serenissimo Rege magnatibus subditisque illius beneigne habiti, debita benevolentiae illorum habita ratione sine ullo damno et incommodo salvi et incolumes revertemur.

Et quod cum rege nos, Kazigerey Chan amice vixerimus, mercatores regnorum utriusque nostrorum divendendis mercibus suis venia nostra secure ibunt et redibunt sique in vendendis et comparandis mercibus alciui illorum damni quid illatum comptum fuerit, sine illa mora indubitata iusticia administratur et suum cuique integre restituatur nullaque molestia illis exhibita salvi et incolumes ad loca hospitiaque sua restituatur.

---

9 After the death of Ieremia Movilă in July 1606, the Moldavian throne was held by his brother Simion, the former hospodar of Wallachia (cf. Document 39, n. 14). Simion’s death in September 1607 was followed by a civil war between his son, Mihail, and Ieremia’s son, Constantin. The latter won due to the Polish support and ruled until 1611.
Verum Serenissimus quoque Rex, frater noster ex parte sua, procerum, subditorum magnatumque suorum nobis, Kazigerey Chan sinceram partem promittent nobis, filiis, magnatibus, murzis, affinibus et subditis nostris, pecoribus, regnis, provinciis, bonis et facultatibusquietem praebentes nihil damni detrimenti ne inferant et quemadmodum hucusque alii reges amicos nostros pro suis propriis et inimicos pro inimicos habebit.

Praeterea sicuti praesentibus suis in foederibus, obligationes, pacta promissionesque nostrae continentur, sancte et inviolabiler Serenissimo Regi et proceribus subditisque illius, sine ullo fuco verae et indubitatae amicitiae insistentes, amicorum amici, inimicorum vero inimici existemus, quicumque inter nos amicitiam proetu procuraverit, nihil favebimus.

Serenissimi etiam Regis civitates, arces, oppida, villas, provincias illosque adeo ipsos nunquam infestantes omnem semper amicitiam et integritatem et Serenissims etiam Rex, frater noster, pro sincera ista in se amicitia nostra convenientem itidem nobis amicitiam et fraternitatem exhibens, munera pro eo ac Sigismundi Primi temporibus mitti, consuvere mediam partem pecuniae, alteram holoserica\textsuperscript{10} aliarumque rerum quolibet anno mensis novembris initio, id est circa festum Sancti Demetrii\textsuperscript{11} pro more antiquitus recepto per legatos nostros, qui eo nomine illuc mittentur ad felicissimum solium maiestatis nostrae Bachciaseraium mandans thesaurum nostro tradi curet.

Nos quoque magnus caesar Kazigerey Chan et galga sultan omnesque alii sultani, magnates, murzae eam Serenissimi Regis in nos experti benignitatem, amicorum omnium amici, inimicorum vero inimici existentes et Serenissimo Regi magnatibusque veram amicitiam et amorem praestantes prout supra, ex parte maiestatis nostrae, scriptum est incommodi nihil unquam faciemus.

Quae nimirum foedera et promissiones nostrae ad firmiter inviolabilerque servanda, pro vera Musulmanica fide nostra, per altissimi et praepotentis Dei unitatem novissimorumque temporum veri Prophetae Mechmeti \textless \textgreater\ prophetiam perque veritatem caelitius dati veri Alcorani nostri iuramus, quoad ex parte Serenissimi Regis foedera ac obligationes non violabuntur nobisque quolibet anno consueta dona more recepto ad festum Sancti Demetrii exhibebuntur et incolis regni nostri ex parte sui, ipsius magnatum subditorumque suorum damni nihil fiet, nos Kazigerej Chan pactis foederibusque istis insistentes firmiter, quoad vita nos deserterit, contrarior nihil faciemus. Quod si Serenissimus Rex amicitiam nostram his fulcitam obligationibus acceptare noluerit minusque convenientem duxerit, aliam sibi posthac ipse magis idoneam componet.

\textsuperscript{6} Sic; it should rather read inimicitiam.

\textsuperscript{10} I.e., silk textiles.

\textsuperscript{11} St. Demetrius’ Day, i.e., 5 November (according to the new style in the 17th century), identified in the Turkish world with the day of Kasim (ruz-i Qasım) that symbolized the beginning of winter; significantly, also the Polish tribute to the Ottoman sultan, established by the Treaty of Buczacz (1672), was to be paid by St. Demetrius’ Day.

\textsuperscript{12} Mustafa is the second name of Prophet Muhammad.
Nos foederum istorum et pacis litteris in meliorem et indubitatam fidem conscriptis, signis coccineis et ceruleis consignari aureumque nostrum sigillum\textsuperscript{13} illis imprimi curavimus, quo post hanc diem mercatores utrinque euntes et redeuntes miserique subditi, viduae filiique secure et quiete viventes tempore felicissimi imperii nostri molestiae nihil iniuriarumque experti, quoad vixerint Serenissimoque Regi fratri nostro bene precentur.

Scripta in bene custodita urbe nostra Bachciaseray 29 die mensis rabuel-evel anno Mussulmanico 1016.\textsuperscript{14}

\textsuperscript{13} All the three colors, known to have been used in the Crimean chancery for impressing the khan’s square seal (nişan), are mentioned here, namely scarlet (coccineum), i.e., reddish, blue (ceruleum), and golden (aureum). It is uncertain whether the document in fact contained the imprints of the khan’s seal in three different colors. Ghazi II Giray’s instrument from 1592 is corroborated with only one nişan impressed in gold (see Document 34). On this issue, cf. Chapter 3 in Part II.

\textsuperscript{14} I.e., 29 Rebi I (Rebi’ü’l-evvel) 1016 A.H.
The original document is missing.

Polish copies:

Salamet Giereia cara do Króla Jego Miłości:

Wielkiej Ordy wielki wolny car, deskićzapski, petihorski, tatarski, i wielu nahaiskich narodów mocny i wielki car Salamet Gierey.

Wielkiemu ruskiemu, pruskiemu, mazowieckiemu, wołyńskiemu, podolskiemu, i szwedzkiemu, gottskiemu, wandalskiemu, i wielom państwom dziedzicznemu królowi, Jego Miłości Trzeciemu Zygmuntowi, polskiemu, i wielkiemu księciu lithewskiemu, bratu naszemu Jego Królewskiej Miłości wielki pokłon i pozdrowienie!

Oznajmujemy tym listem naszym pisany chęć swoją i szczerość, jako pierwiej tego przez wiernego i dobrego sługę naszego, Muzefer agę. My, brat Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, Salamet Gierey car, za pomocą bożą na szczęśliwej stolicy krymskiej, jako ojcowie i bracia nasi osiadzy, dałem był wiadomość Waszej Królewskiej Miłości szczęśliwego panowania i dobrego zdrowia nawiedzając, i o zwykłe upominki Waszej Królewskiej Miłości żądając, jako nieboszczyku sławnej pamięci caru Kazigiereiowi, bratu naszemu dawane były dla pokoju i miłości, obudwóm państwowobojmu pokój czyniąc, i przymierne listy przysiężone z obudwu stron Waszej Królewskiej Miłości między się dali byli, aby ubodzy poddani [w obojgu państwach] w pokoju i w

---

a B. Posełstwo do Jego Królewskiej Miłości od cara tatarskiego.
b B. Hordy.
c B. deskićzapski.
d B. nahaiskich.
e B. wielki i wolny car Salametiery.
f B. Wielkiemu królowi polskiemu.
g B. Oznajmujemy Waszej Królewskiej Miłości tym listem naszym <chęć swą> pisany [chęć swą] i szczerość, jako pierwej przez wiernego sługę naszego, Muzefer agę.
h B. Salametiery car, za bożą pomocą gdy na szczęśliwy stolec krymski.
i B. Kazigiereiowi.
j B. obudwu.
k B. przysiężone.
l B. Waszej Królewskiej Miłości dali byli.
m In B. only.
bezpieczeństwie mieszkali. A jako z nieboszczykiem bratem naszymWasza Królewskiego Miłości w dobrej przyjaźni mieszkać raczył, tedy my jeszcze nad to z Waszą Królewską Miłość w braterskiej przyjaźni mieszkać chcemy. Jakoż pierwier tego i z nieboszczykiem bratem swoim, Alip Giereiem carowiczem w państwie Waszej Królewskiej Miłości będąc przed kniaziem Michalem Wiszniewieckim i panem Zamojskim kanclerzem, i przed inszymi wielą panów [senatorów] przysięgę uczyniliśmy byli w ten sposób: jeśli Pan Bóg obdarzyć raczy któremu s na ojczyźnie, to jest na carstwie tatarskim zostać, tedy z Królem Jego Miłością, bratem naszym niżeli pierwsze cary w lepszej przyjaźni braterskiej mieszkać obiecaliśmy, a państwom i ludziom żadnej szkody i krzywdy nie czynić, a zwłaszcza jeśli z ich strony w państwie naszym krzywda jaka i szkoda nie będzie się dziać, tedy i od nas nigdy jako państwom, tak i poddanym szkoda żadna nie stanie się, i taką przysięgę potwierdziliśmy byli.

Którego posła naszego, Muzefer agę Wasza Królewska Miłość, brat nasz list nasz i ustne mówienie jego wdzięcznie przyjawszy, onego łaskawie odprawić raczył, i posła swego, wiernego [sługę], urodzonego Floriana Zbrożka, pospołu z nim z listem swym, ofiarując w nim przyjaźni swą, do nas przysłać raczył, potrzebując takich pakt, jakie od nieboszczyka Kazigiereia cara dane były, który na tym państwie siedząc przysięgę uczynił był i przymierny list dał był, o czym Wasza Królewska Miłość nam przez tego posłańca oznajmić raczył. Tedy my przez wiernego sługę naszego takie pakt, jakie nieboszczyk Kazigierey car dał był, i tak wielki przysiężny list, napisawszy w nim

---

a B. Przeto.
b B. bratem naszym Aligiereiem; the name of Alp Giray was entered here erroneously, apparently by the translator, as the passage evidently refers to the late khan Ghazi II Giray.
c B. jako pierwnej z nieboszczykiem bratem naszym, Aligiereiem.
d B. książęciem Michallem Wiśniowieckim i panem Zamoyskim kanclerzem.
e In B. only.
f B. któremu zdarzy.
g B. tedy z Jego Królewską Miłością, bratem naszym od pierwszych carów w lepszej.
h B. tak państwom, jako i ludziom żadnej krzywdy i szkód nie czynić.
i In A. erroneously stronie.
j B. działa się nie będzie.
k In B. only.
l B. i taką na przysięgę naszę potwierdzili byli.
m Muzeferagg.

aa Missing in B.
ab In B. only.
ac B. Floryana.
ad B. pospołu z nim z listami swemi, ofiarując w nich.
ae B. potrzebujący.
ae Missing in B.
ae B. przez tego to posła swego.
af In B. only.
aq B. Kazygirey.
one paktą złotym pismem, i pieczęć naszą przyłożywszy, a) Waszej Królewskiej Miłości posaliśmy.

Tak też strony zwykłych upominków i strony Kozaków, jako Wasza Królewska Miłość ukrainnym panom zakazał, żeby byli uskromieni, i do nas Wasza Królewska Miłość o tym oznajmić raczyła, my ak temu będąc wdzięczni, onę pierwszą przysięgę swoją wcale nieodmiennie dzierżeć chcemy, i jako nieboszczyk Kazigierey, al brat nasz dzierżał, an Tedy i my, brat Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, Salamet Gieriey car an taką przysięgę i wielkie paktą napisawszy, temu posłu ao naszemu wielkiemu, a) wiernemu, gruntownemu radzie swemu, urodzonemu Sefer Kazi begu daję; aq i przy nim i wtórego, Rustema, ar trzeciego Bairo Makia, au [posłów do Waszej Królewskiej Miłości odprawiliśmy, którzy gdy do Waszej Królewskiej Miłości przyjadą,] a) o onych Wasza Królewska Miłość wiedzieć racz.

My, brat Waszej Królewskiej Mości, Wielkiej Ordy wolny car, Salamet Gieriey car, au z synem gałąz, bratem Dziambek Gierieiem carowiczem, av i muradyn aw bratem i synem, Dawlet Gierieiem carowiczem, a) i z inszymi wielkimi i małymi synami memi i bracią, carowiczymi, karaczyj bejam, murzami, i ulanami, i ze wszystkimi wiernymi sługami naszymi, i ze wszystkimi Nahaiami, którzy gdy do Waszej Królewskiej Miłości przyjadą, a) o onych Wasza Królewska Miłość wiedzieć racz.

My, brat [Waszej Królewskiej Miłości,] Wielkiej Hordy wolny car, Salamet Gieriey car, au z synem gałąz, bratem Dziambek Gierieiem carowiczem, av i muradyn aw bratem i synem, Dawlet Gierieiem carowiczem, a) i z inszymi wielkimi i małymi synami memi i bracią, carowiczymi, karaczyj bejam, murzami, i ulanami, i ze wszystkimi, a) wiernymi sługami naszymi, i ze wszystkimi Nahaiami, którzy gdy do Waszej Królewskiej Miłości przyjadą, a) o onych Wasza Królewska Miłość wiedzieć racz.

—
a) B. i pieczęć naszą przycisnąwszy.
ab) B. żeby byli uskromieni, do nas Wasza Królewska Miłość o tym oznajmić raczył, a my.

a) B. Kazigierey.

am) B. trzymał.

an) B. Salamatgierey.

ao) B. posłowi.
a) Missing in B.
aq) B. Sefer Kazibegu daliśmy.

ar In B. erroneously Ruszenia.

as In B. less corrupt: Bajromaka.

at In B. only.

au B. My, brat [Waszej Królewskiej Miłości,] Wielkiej Hordy wolny car, Salamatgierey.
av B. z synem i bratem, gałąz Dziambkgierejem carowiczem; instead of bratem it should rather read bratankiem; cf. notes 14 and 16 below.

aw Sic; B. muradinem.

ax B. bratem i synem, DwelJerugeiem carowiczem; instead of bratem it should rather read bratankiem; cf. notes 14 and 16 below.

ay B. małymi i wielkimi synami moimi i bracią, carowicymi, karaczyjbejami, murzami, i ulany, ze wszystkimi.

az B. wszystkimi Nahaiami, które.
a) B. i z tymi wszystkimi pomienionymi na rađzyszy się przysięgę swoją potwierdziłyśmy; i.

ba B. księiciu litewskiemu.
b) Missing in B.
b) B. miastom, miasteczkam, wsiom, bd
poddanym i dzieciom ich, i wszelakim pożytkom ich, to jest bydłu, stadu, towaru, owcam, i wszelakiemu dobytku, i inszym majątnościam, i pożytkom ich, w państwie Jego Królewskiej Miłości [będącym] żadnej krzywy i przeszkode w używaniu ich czynić nie mamy i nie będziemy, i wojskam żadnym w państwie Jego Królewskiej Miłości wtargć, i zagonów posyłać, i ludzi poddanych w niewolą brać, i w robotach ich żadnej przeszkody czynić nie mamy i nie będziemy,-i owszem dobrze się przeciwnie pokazywać, a krzywd wszelakich poddanymi naszym czynić zakażemy. A Jego Królewskiej Miłości przyjaciele za przyjaciele swoje, a nieprzyjaciele też na nieprzyjacielsze mieć mamy, i owszem wojskiem swym przeciwnie nich gotowiśmy. A nieprzyjacielowi Jego Królewskiej Miłości wojskiem żadnym i radą dopomagać nie mamy, według przysięgi naszej.

Gdy tedy my, Wielkiej Ordy wolny car Szalamet Gierey, gałga, i inni bracia i synowie moi carowicowie, z ludźmi naszymi, wojskiem swym przeciwko nieprzyjacielowi naszemu gotowiśmy z wojskiem swym pójść, a zamki i miasta odbierać, i ze wszystkimi grunty ich i pożytkami Jego Królewskiej Miłości polskiemu, i wielkiemu księciu litewskiemu oddawać, jako przodkowie nasi, i Jego Królewskiej Miłości nieprzyjaciół za nieprzyjaciół swych miewali. Tedy i

---

be B. owcam.
bf B. innym majątnością.
bg In B. only.
bh In B. only.
bh-h-bi Missing in B.
bi B. i owszem dobroć przeciwnie nim pokazywać.
bj B. przyjacioly za przyjaciola swoje, a nieprzyjacioly za nieprzyjacioly tez mieć mamy.
bn In B. only.
bw B. I wszelakiemu.
bo B. Wielkiej Hordy wolny car Szalametgierey.
bp B. tak też.
bpq In B. corrupt: muraderi radym.
br B. i insi bracia i synowie moi carowicowie.
brq In B. only.
brs B. nieprzyjacielowi naszem.
brt B. państwo.
bru B. ani w państwo pogranczne Jego Królewskiej Miłości z tych wszystkich.
brw B. w paktach jest mianowane.
bs B. gotowiszy z wojskiem swym pójść, a zamki i miasta odbierać ze wszystkimi pożytkami ich, i Królowi Jego Miłości polskiemu, i wielkiemu księciu litewskiemu podawać.
bx B. oddawali przodkowie nasi, i nieprzyjaściolów za nieprzyjaściolów miewali.
my, Sałamet Gieręby car, i gałga carowicz, i nuradyn, bejowie i murzowie dobrą chęcią Jego Królewskiej Miłości na pomoc na każdego nieprzyjaciela gotowiśmy, i Jego Królewskiej Miłości szczerym przyjacielem, i Jego Królewskiej Miłości przyjacielowi przyjacielem być chcemy.

A strony państwa wołoskiego i multańskiego, iż Królowie Ich Miłości polscy na państwo wołoskie i multańskie hospodarą noszą się, i teraz natenczas hospodarowi wołoskiemu od Jego Królewskiej Miłości nasadzonemu przeszkody w dzierżeniu jego, ani też w państwie czynić, i hospodarów inszych nasadywać nie mamy; i jeśli który był w państwach naszych, tedy takowego temu hospodarowi od Króla Jego Miłości polskiego nasadzonemu odyłać mamy, i przyjaźniemu swą pokazywać.

A jeśli Jego Królewska Miłość przeciw nieprzyjaciela jakiegokolwiek swego nas albo wojska naszego potrzebował do państwa swego, tego my się wzbraniać nie będziemy, tylko to wojsko ma wszelkie mieć uszanowanie i bezpieczeństwo, tak od panów senatorów, od starostów, od wojska, jako i od poddanych pogranicznych i od Kozaków; tak w państwie Jego Królewskiej Miłości idąc, jako i z państwa wychodząc przeszkoda żadna temu wojsku być nie ma.

A ja Panu Bogu jedynemu, i od Pana Boga prorokowi nam zesłanemu Machometowi Mostafie, i księgam zesłanym Alkoranowi na Alkoranie przysięgam, jako pierwniej przysięgę uczyniłem, sam od siebie, synów, bracie naszej, carowiczów, i od murzów, bejów, i wszystkich inszych poddanych naszych, Jego Królewskiej Miłości i Panom Radnym, poddany, miastam, miasteczkam, zamkom, i wsiom, i wszystkim pospolitym ludziom iż żadnej szkody czynić nie mam póki wieku naszego będzie; w pokoju i przyjaźni braterskiej z sobą mieszkać mamy, aby ubodzy poddani, siroty i wdowy.

by B. Salametgieręy.

be B. i gałga carowicz, muradin [sic], bejowie i murzowie z dobroju chęcią Jego Królewskiej Miłości dopomóc na każdego nieprzyjaciela gotowiśmy, i Jego Królewskiej Miłości przyjacielem szczerym przyjacielowi Jego Królewskiej Miłości przyjacielem być chcemy.

c B. państwa wołoskiego, także i multańskiego.

d In B. erroneously hospodarskie.

e In A. only.

f B. i teraz i natenczas hospodarowi nasadzonemu od Jego Królewskiej Miłości żadnej przeszkody.

gh In A. only.

I B. i od Pana Boga nam prorokowi nam zesłanemu Machomet Mustafie, i księgam zesłanym Alkoranowi na Alkoranie przysięgę uczyniłem sam od siebie, synów, bracie naszej, carowiczów, i od murzów, bejów, i wszystkich inszych poddanych naszych, Jego Królewskiej Miłości i Panom Radnym, poddany, miastam, miasteczkam, zamkom, i wsiom, i wszystkim pospolitym ludziom iż żadnej szkody czynić nie mam.
w pokoju i w rozkoszy byli; i za panowania mego kupcom ze wszelakimi kupiami z państwa Waszej Królewskiej Miłości do państwa naszego, a z państwa naszego do państwa Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, kupcy wolno i bezpiecznie przejeżdżać i odjeżdżać mają; którzy niech za nas i za Waszą Królewską Miłość [Pana] Boga proszą, aby nam i w inszych monarchiach dobra sława była.

A te pakta napisane są roku od proroka naszego Machometa tysiąc ósmnastego, miesiąca decembra 20 dnia; złotą pieczęcią naszą przypieczętowawszy posłaliśmy. Pisan w Bakcesaraiu.

Translation:

[The instrument of agreement sent] by Selamet Giray Khan to His Royal Majesty:

The great, free khan of the Great Horde, the mighty and great khan of the Kipchak Steppe, of the Circassians, Tatars, and numerous Nogay peoples, Selamet Giray.

[Let] a great greeting and salutation [be pronounced] to the great hereditary king of Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Kiev, Volhynia, Podolia, of the Swedes, Goths, Vandals, and numerous [other] states, His Majesty Sigismund the Third, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, His Royal Majesty, our brother!

We announce by our presently written letter our goodwill and sincerity, as [we did] earlier through our loyal and good servant, Muzaffer Agha. We, Selamet

---

ck B. a za panowania naszego.
cl B. Jego.
cm B. Jego.
cn B. także kupcy wolno i przepięknie.
co B. niechaj.
sp In B. only.
cq Missing in B.
cr B. A te pakta napisane są roku od proroka naszego Machometa 1018, miesiąca decembra die 20, złotą pieczęcią swą zapieczętowawszy posłaśmy. Dan w Bakcyszarsaraiu.

1 The expression wolny car (“free khan”), also found in Ruthenian sources (cf. Document 10, n. 3), reflects the ancient Mongol-Tatar notion of sovereignty.
2 The Turkish term Dešt-i Qıpçaq (Kipchak Steppe) is rendered in Polish by an adjective: deskiczapski (destkupczacki in the B. copy).
3 On the term Petyhorcy, referring to the Circassians, and especially to the Kabardinians, see Document 40, n. 6.
4 As the accession to the throne of Selamet Giray in the spring of 1608 was followed by large Tatar raids against Poland-Lithuania in June and November 1608, only in July 1609 the khan’s courier, Muzaffer Agha, arrived at Vilnius with the formal announcement of his lord’s enthronement; see Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 153–158.
Giray Khan, Your Royal Majesty’s brother, having ascended with God’s help the prosperous Crimean throne, like our fathers and brothers had [once] done, I notified Your Royal Majesty, wishing you a prosperous reign and good health, and requesting from Your Royal Majesty the customary gifts, just as they used to be given for the sake of peace and amity to our late brother of glorious memory, Ghazi Giray Khan, bringing peace between the two states, and [in result] oath-letters of agreement used to be mutually exchanged with Your Royal Majesty, so that the poor subjects in both states could live in peace and security. And as Your Royal Majesty remained in good friendship with our late brother, we wish to remain in brotherly friendship with Your Royal Majesty even more. In fact, being formerly in the state of Your Royal Majesty along with our late brother, Alp Giray Sultan, we took an oath in front of Prince Myxajlo Vyšnevec’kyj, Pan Zamoyski, the chancellor, and numerous other lords senators, namely we promised—if God allows any of us to reign in our fatherland, that is the Tatar khanate—to remain in a better brotherly friendship with our brother, His Royal Majesty, than the former khans had used to, and to refrain from bringing any damage or harm to [his] domains and people; “especially if no harm or damage is done by them in our state, then we will never bring any damage to [the royal] domains and subjects”—thus we confirmed by oath.⁷

Having favorably received our letter and oral message delivered by our afore-mentioned envoy, Muzaffer Agha, Your Royal Majesty, our brother, gracefully sent him back and dispatched along with him his own loyal servant, noble Florian Zbrożek, with his letter, offering his friendship and asking for such

⁵ The khan is firstly referred to by the first person plural, and then by the first person singular.
⁶ Alp Giray, the son of Devlet Giray Khan and the brother of the khans Mehmed II Giray, Islam II Giray, Ghazi II Giray, Feth Giray, and Selamet Giray. He had very strained relations with Mehmed II Giray, who unwillingly, forced by the Porte, appointed him his qalga instead of his son, Sa’adet Giray (in result Mehmed II Giray created for his son the new post of nureddin). In 1584, during the civil war and Ottoman intervention in the Crimea, Alp Giray killed Mehmed II Giray and became the qalga of the new khan, Islam II Giray (1584–1588). When yet another brother, Ghazi II Giray ascended the throne in 1588, he wanted to avenge Mehmed II Giray and execute Alp Giray, but the latter managed to escape. As late as 1598, the Porte considered replacing Ghazi II Giray with Alp Giray on the Crimean throne; see Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 32, 48–49, 69, 83; Hajvoronskyj, Sozvezdie Geraev, pp. 28–34; on the relations between Devlet Giray’s sons, see also Document 35, n. 20.
⁷ The mention of Alp Giray’s and Selamet Giray’s sojourn in Poland refers to the year 1581 when the two brothers escaped from the Crimea during their conflict with Mehmed II Giray and were detained by the starosta of Čerkasy, the Cossack leader Prince Myxajlo Vyšnevec’kyj. They were forced to swear in front of Chancellor Jan Zamoyski and some Senate members that they would remain loyal towards the Commonwealth; see Kazimierz Dopierała, Stosunki dyplomatyczne Polski z Turcją za Stefana Batorego (Warsaw, 1986), pp. 108–111; Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, p. 157.
⁸ On Florian Zbrożek, the captain of horse (rotmistrz) and royal courier, sent several times to the Crimea, see Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 146, 153, 156–158, 184–186, 194–196, 224–225. Dispatched to Ghazi II Giray in February 1608, Zbrożek
a treaty as had been given by the late Ghazi Giray Khan, who, while seating on [the throne of] this state, had sworn an oath and issued a letter of agreement; such was the tenor of His Royal Majesty’s notification sent us through the aforementioned messenger. Therefore we have issued such a treaty as had been given by the late Ghazi Giray Khan, and we have sent Your Royal Majesty the [present] large oath-letter, having written down the treaty [conditions] in gold and having appended our seal.

In regard to the customary gifts and the Cossacks, as Your Royal Majesty has ordered the frontier [i.e., Ukrainian] lords to restrain them, and Your Royal Majesty has notified us about this [order], in appreciation of this we wish to entirely and inviolably keep our former oath, as it was kept by our brother, the late Ghazi Giray. Therefore we, Your Royal Majesty’s brother, Selamet Giray Khan, having likewise written such an oath[-letter] and large treaty [instrument], give it to our great envoy, our loyal upright councilor, noble Sefer Ghazi Bey; and along with him we have also dispatched a second [envoy], Rustem, and a third one, Bayram Agha, as envoys to Your Royal Majesty; when they come to Your Royal Majesty you should know about them [i.e., recognize them as our envoys].

We, Your Royal Majesty’s brother, the free khan of the Great Horde, Selamet Giray Khan, along with the qalga, my son and brother Djanibek Giray Sultan, and the nureddin, my brother and son Devlet Giray Sultan, and my unborn brother Mithat Giray Khan, with my relatives, have been detained over one year by the new khan, Selamet Giray; once back in Poland-Lithuania, in July 1609 he joined the Crimean courier, Muzaffer Agha, on his return way from Vilnius to Baghchasaray, and in December 1609 was sent back from Baghchasaray along with the great embassy of Sefer Ghazi Bey, carrying the present document. In April 1610, Sefer Ghazi and Zbrożek were received by Sigismund III in his military camp near Smolensk and again sent to the Crimea with the task of bringing an “amended” version of the khan’s instrument. Yet, such a corrected version was never issued. After Selamet’s death in 1610, Zbrożek was again sent to the Crimea in 1612, and then in 1615–1616, when he suffered another long detainment in the hands of Djanibek Giray.

9 In fact, the present paragraph does not contain any further reference to the gifts, dealing exclusively with the Cossacks.

10 Ukrainian panom can be translated as “frontier lords” or “Ukrainian lords.”

11 On Sefer Ghazi Bey, the great envoy to Poland-Lithuania in 1604–1605 and 1609–1610, who delivered the present document to Sigismund III in his military camp near Smolensk on 24 April 1609, see also Document 41, n. 5.

12 Probably identical with Rustem Agha, the Crimean envoy to Poland in 1619; cf. Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 217–218, 221–223.

13 Rustem Agha and Bayram Agha probably performed the functions of the tet and the bahşi respectively; on these functions, cf. Document 20, n. 27 and Document 35, n. 21.

14 It should rather read “nephew;” cf. n. av above and n. 16 below.

15 It should rather read “nephew;” cf. n. ax above and n. 16 below.

16 Djanibek Giray (the future khan) and Devlet Giray (his future qalga) were the grandsons of Devlet Giray and the sons of Mübarek Giray, hence Selamet Giray’s nephews. After Mübarek’s death his widow remarried twice, first to Feth Giray, and then to Selamet Giray. The latter adopted both stepsons and appointed them his qalga
remaining older and younger sons and brothers, the sultans, and the qaraçı
beys, mirzas, ulans, and all our loyal servants, and with all the Nogays who
remain under our rule, having taken counsel with all those aforementioned we
have confirmed our oath that we should not and will not bring any harm to
His Royal Majesty, the illustrious king of Poland and grand duke of Lithuania,
[his] lords senators, servants, and their estates, namely castles, towns, boroughs,
villages, and their subjects and children, and all their profits, namely cattle,
herd, flock, sheep, all other goods and chattels, and all kinds of profits resulting
in His Royal Majesty’s state, neither should we impede drawing benefits from
them, and we should not and will not let any troops invade His Royal Majesty’s
states, send forays, enslave [his] subjects or disturb their work; on the contrary,
we will display our beneficence to them and we will forbid our subjects to com-
mit any harm to them. We should regard His Royal Majesty’s friends as our
own friends, and his enemies as our enemies, moreover, we are ready to face
them along with our troops. And, according to our oath, we should not assist
His Royal Majesty’s enemy with any troops or counsel.

And if we, Selamet Giray, the free khan of the Great Horde, or the qalga, or
the nureddin, or my other brothers and sons, the sultans, or the lords or mirzas,
set out along with our people and troops against our enemy, then we should
not pass through the states of His Royal Majesty, and no one from among those
mentioned above should invade or bring damage to [his] frontier estates.

As is provided in the treaties from the times of [our] ancestors, Their Royal
Majesties and the Tatar khans, when His Royal Majesty notifies us [about his
aim] to set out against Muscovy, then we, respecting our duty, will be ready
to go along with our troops, capture the castles and towns [that had belonged
to the kings of Poland] and restore them to His Majesty, the king of Poland
and the grand duke of Lithuania, along with all their lands and profits, as our
ancestors used to restore [such castles and towns] to the ancestors of His Royal
Majesty, and as they used to regard His Royal Majesty’s enemies as their own
enemies. Hence we too, Selamet Giray Khan, and the qalga sultan, the nured-
din, the beys and mirzas, are willing and ready to assist His Royal Majesty
against any enemy, and we wish to be a sincere friend of His Royal Majesty,
and a friend of His Royal Majesty’s friend.

In regard to the states of Moldavia and Wallachia, as Their Majesties, the
kings of Poland, used to appoint hospodars of Moldavia and Wallachia, also
now we should not disturb the reign of the Moldavian hospodar appointed by

---

17 This fragment is evidently missing; cf. Document 37.
18 In the given context, the Polish adjective wołoski refers to Moldavia, and the
19 Lit. “used to seat hospodars on the states [i.e., thrones] of Moldavia and
Wallachia.”
His Royal Majesty;\textsuperscript{20} neither should we bring disturbance to his state or appoint other hospodars;\textsuperscript{21} and if any of them [i.e., pretenders to the Moldavian throne] resided in our states, we should deliver him to the hospodar appointed by His Majesty, the king of Poland, and we should display our friendship towards him [i.e., the hospodar].

And if His Royal Majesty needs us or our troops to assist him in his state against any enemy, we will not refuse him, but these troops should fully enjoy respect and security from the side of lords senators, starostas, troops, as well as frontier inhabitants and Cossacks; both on their way to the state of His Royal Majesty, and on their way back, these troops should not encounter any hindrance.

Hence I swear to one God, the prophet sent to us by God, Muhammad Mustafa,\textsuperscript{22} and the revealed book\textsuperscript{23} of Koran, by the Koran, as I swore formerly, on my behalf and on behalf of my sons and brothers, the sultans, and the mirzas, beys, and all our subjects, that I should not bring any damage to His Royal Majesty, [his] Lords Councilors, subjects, towns, boroughs, castles, villages, and all common people, as long as our days last; and we should remain in mutual peace and brotherly friendship, so that the poor subjects, orphans and widows may enjoy peace and joy; and during my reign merchants with all kinds of merchandise may freely and safely travel and return from the state of Your Royal Majesty to our state, and from our state to the state of Your Royal Majesty; may they pray to God for us and Your Royal Majesty, so that we may have a good fame also in other monarchies.

This treaty [pakta] has been written in the year 1018 from our prophet Muhammad, on the 20th day of the month of December;\textsuperscript{23} having stamped it with our golden seal, we have sent it. Written in Baghchasaray.

\textsuperscript{20} I.e., Constantin Movilă, son of Ieremia, the hospodar of Moldavia in the years 1607–1611; introduced on the throne with Polish support, in 1608 he was confirmed in his post by the Porte. Having lost his throne in 1611, he tried to regain it with Polish support but failed and was killed in 1612.

\textsuperscript{21} In fact, precisely at that time a group of Moldavian boyars dissatisfied with the pro-Polish rule of Constantin Movilă aimed to secure Selamet Giray's support for the candidacy of Stefan Bogdan, the son of the former Moldavian hospodar Iancu Sasul (r. 1579–1582). The intrigue involved a number a Greek clergymen and Orthodox Christians in the khan's entourage; see D. Souliotis, “A Greek prelate in the Tatar khanate of the Crimea in the early seventeenth century,” Balkan Studies 31 (1990): 269–282.

\textsuperscript{22} Mustafa (lit. “the Chosen”) is the second name of Prophet Muhammad.

\textsuperscript{23} The Muslim year 1018 A.H. lasted from 6 April 1609 till 25 March 1610; it is not certain whether the date of 20 December, given according to the Christian calendar, refers to the new style, or to the old one, still used by the Orthodox Christians (for instance the Greek subjects of the khans); therefore the present document can be dated either 20 December or 30 December (i.e., 20 December according to the Old Style) 1609.
DOCUMENT 45 (FEBRUARY 1611)

The ‘ahdname (list przymierny) sent by Khan Djanibek Giray to King Sigismund III

The original document is missing.

List od cara przymierny:

Wielkiej Ordy wielki wolny car, destkypczacky, wie lki newiysky wieliu nacij, pietorski, bez liczby wiele Tatar wielki car będący Dziambegiery.

Wielkiemu ruskiemu, pruskiemu, i wieliom chrześcijańskim państwom i lithewskim wielkiemu panu, mazowieckiemu, żmudzkiemu, inflanckiemu, kiiowskiemu, wołyńskiemu, podolskiemu, szwedzkiemu, gottskiemu, wandalskiemu, polskiemu dziedzicznemu panu, bratu naszemu, Trzeciemu Zygmuntowi Jego Królewskiej Miłości wielki pokłon i pozdrowienie!

Oznajmujemy życzliwość i chęć swoją, to jest chwała Bogu ja, Dziambegiery, brat Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, iż za bożą pomocą została na stolicy w roku tysiąc i dziewiętnastym według zakonu naszego, miesiąca Juny, na wielkiej ojczyźnie swojej i na szczęśliwej stolicy osiadszy panem został. Iż przodkowie moi, osiadszy na stolicy, i od przodków Waszej Królewskiej Miłości z państwa wielkich królów upominki i z podarkami nas obsyłał, teraz ja, brat Dziambekgiery ośm miesięcy jakom carem został, Wasza Królewsko Miłość, brat nasz, na tem szczęśliwem stolcu, nas od osoby Waszej Królewskiej Miłości nikt nie nawiedził i nie pozdrowił, i przyjaźni swojej nie oznajmił. I u nas to w podziwieniu było, iż do tego czasu w szczęśliwym wojowaniu, jakośmy słyszeli, do nas nikogo nie było. Jeśliby wielki poseł Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, i z upominkami i z przymiernym listem jeśliby przyjachal, my, brat przyjaźni swą i chęć swoją uczynilibychmy, i na pomoc część wojska, co by go potrzeba była, posłałibychmy Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, a brat nasz wojować by raczył z jednej strony, a nasze wojsko z drugiej strony, i niedługo za bożą pomocą nieprzyjaciela Waszej Królewskiej Miłości zwojovalibychmy.

---

1 The document is not dated; the khan only mentions his accession in June 1019 A.H. (i.e., June 1610 A.D., since the Muslim year 1019 A.H. lasted from 26 March 1610 till 15 March 1611), and then adds that eight months have already passed since that time. Skorupa wrongly assumed that the document was dated in June 1610 A.D., hence he found an apparent contradiction between that date and the mention of the eight months’ lapse; cf. Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, p. 165, n. 73.

a This fragment is grammatically inconsistent but its tenor is clear.
I tak Dziambękgierey przyjaźń swoję oznajmując wiernego i starego sługę swego, Dziana Antoniego i Spynulia uczyniwszy wielkim posłem, także i gońca, i wtórego, i trzeciego posłałem Waszej Królewskiej Miłości. A brat nasz i z nami, carem Dziambęckgiereiem, jako i z nieboszczykiem bratem, carem Kazigiereiem przodkiem moim czynilišcie przyjaźń, także i z nami, bratem swoim przyjacielowi swojemu przyjacieliem być, a nieprzyjacielowi nieprzyjacielie, póki będzie stawało wieku Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, i obojgom państwom pokoju życząc i z obojgu stron przymierne listy jeśli jest wolia dać, Waszej Królewskiej Miłości któregośmy my posłali wielkiego posła, także żesz Wasza Królewska Miłość do nas posła swego według zwycajemu dawnego pospułu z posłem naszym przysłać racz, i z upominkami, jeśli chcecie z nami braterską przyjaźń trzymać.

My, brat Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, my swoim pisaniem, które od Boga mamy, i na tym przysięgę czynimy, według tego, jako był nieboszczyk car Kazigierej uczynił list przymierny i dał, i ja też z swojej strony taki przymierny list posyłam i według tego czynię przysięgę, żeby obojgom państwom pokój zbopólny był, póki wieku mego będzie; a ja też Waszej Królewskiej Miłości przyjacielowi chcę być przyjacielcem, a nieprzyjacielowi nieprzyjaćciam, co by ubodzy poddani w pokoju i w rozkoszy mieszkając za nas i za Waszą Królewską Miłość Boga prosili. Zatem i powtóre pozdrowienie i pokój Waszej Królewskiej Miłości czynimy.

Translation:

The letter of agreement [sent] from the khan:

The great, free khan of the Great Horde, being the great khan of the Kipchak Steppe, numerous Nogay peoples, the Circassians, and innumerable Tatars, Djanibek Giray.

[Let] a great greeting and salutation [be pronounced] to the great lord of Ruthenia, Prussia, and numerous Christian states and Lithuanian domains, the hereditary lord of Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Kiev, Volhynia, Podolia, of the Swedes, Goths, Vandals, and of Poland, our brother, His Royal Majesty Sigismund the Third!

2 Skorupa does not regard the present document as a treaty and refers to it merely as a letter; cf. Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 164–165. Admittedly, it is much shorter than other treaty instruments of the period. Yet, the term list przymierny can be found both in its heading and in its contents.


4 The Turkish term Dešt-i Qıpçaq (Kipchak Steppe) is rendered in Polish by an adjective: destkypczacky.

5 Recorded in a slightly corrupt form as wielki newiysky wieliu nacij.

6 On the term Petyhorcy, referring to the Circassians, and especially to the Kabardinians, see Document 40, n. 6.
We [hereby] announce our favor and goodwill; as—thank God!—I, Djanibek Giray, Your Royal Majesty’s brother, have ascended the throne with God’s help in the year 1019 according to our law [i.e., calendar], in the month of June, I have become the lord of my great fatherland and prosperous throne. While my ancestors, having ascended the throne, used to receive gifts and presents from the state of great kings sent by the ancestors of Your Royal Majesty, now, Your Royal Majesty, our brother, though eight months have passed since I, [your] brother Djanibek Giray, have become the khan on the prosperous throne, nobody has come to us from the side of Your Royal Majesty to greet us and announce [your] friendship. And we have wondered that so far nobody has come to us, [especially as] we have heard of [your] successful campaign. If a great envoy of Your Royal Majesty had arrived along with gifts and a letter of agreement, we, [your] brother, would have put in effect our friendship and goodwill and sent Your Royal Majesty as many troops as needed, so that you could campaign from one direction, and our troops from another, and with God’s help we would quickly defeat Your Royal Majesty’s enemy.

And in order to announce my friendship I, Djanibek Giray, have sent Your Royal Majesty my loyal and old servant, Djan Anton Spinola, having appointed

---

7 Cf. n. a above.
8 Djan Anton İspinola (دبان تون اسپیلونا) thus spelled in the letter of Ghazi II Giray to Sigismund III recorded in Libri Legationum, no. 26, fol. 21b) alias Gianantonio Spinola (whereas Gian, the Italian shortened form of Giovanni, must have been identified by the Tatars with Djan [Can], a popular component preceding Tatar names), a Christian diplomat and silk merchant (hence the Turkish nickname qazaz) in the khan’s service, originating from the Spinola family that was once prominent in Genovese Caffa; in the Polish sources referred to as Dzian Anton, Dzian Ton Spiniolo, or Dzian Antoni Spinolla; he was sent to Poland-Lithuania in 1589, 1596, 1600, 1603, 1607, 1611, and 1619, to Sweden in 1589 (he traveled through Poland) and 1592, and to Vienna in 1599; his last mission to Warsaw coincided with the Polish-Ottoman war and resulted in his detainment until 1622, in revenge for the detainment of the Polish envoy, Florian Oleszko, in the Crimea; see Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 59, 67–68, 73, 96, 121–126, 146, 165, 226–229, 244–250; Carl Max Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism during the Reformation. Europe and the Caucasus (New York and London, 1972), pp. 120, 170 (on his missions to Sweden and Vienna), 185, 230; Ştefan Andreescu, “Genoese on the coasts of the Black Sea at the end of the XVI century,” Revue Roumaine d’Histoire 26 (1987): 125–134, esp. pp. 130–131; idem, Din istoria Mării Negre (Genovezi, români și tătari în spațial pontic în secolele XIV–XVII) (Bucharest, 2001), pp. 163–173. Spinola’s diplomatic career had apparently nothing to do with his fluency in Western languages: on a receipt for the royal gifts that he issued in Cracow on 12 February 1608, instead of his signature one finds a note by a Polish clerk: “he does not know to write” (sam pisać nie umie); see Biblioteka PAN w Krakowie, ms. 1690, fol. 66a. In his description of the Crimea, composed in 1634, an Italian missionary from the Dominican Order, Emidio Portelli d’Ascoli, admitted that local Italians no longer spoke their language and were commonly perceived as “Frankish Circassians” (Cerchessi Franchi) due to their frequent marriages with Circassian girls; see Ambrosius Eszer, “Die ‘Beschreibung des Schwarzen Meeres und der Tatarei’ des Emidio Portelli d’Ascoli O.P.,” Archivum Fratrum Praedicatorum 42 (1972): 199–249, esp. pp. 242–243 (East European historians have long misspelled Portelli’s name as Dortelli due to an erroneous reading by N. Daškevič who had first edited the “Descrittione del Mar Negro et della Tartaria” in 1891; see Čtenija v Istoričeskom občestvu Nestora Letopisca, vol. 5,
him great envoy; and furthermore I have sent a courier, and another, and yet another [courier]. And if you, Your Royal Majesty, our brother, wish to have mutual friends and mutual enemies with us, your brother, Djanibek Giray, as long as your days last, just as you kept friendship with my ancestor, my late brother Ghazi Giray Khan, and if you wish peace to [our] two states and want to mutually exchange letters of agreement and keep brotherly friendship with us, you should send us your envoy along with gifts, according to the ancient custom, along with our [returning] great envoy, whom we have sent to Your Royal Majesty.

We, Your Royal Majesty’s brother, swear upon the [Holy] Writing that we have from God, and I send a letter of agreement [list przymierny] just like the letter of agreement issued by the late khan, Ghazi Giray, and in accordance to that I take an oath, so that mutual peace may reign in the two states, as long as my days last; and I wish to be a friend of Your Royal Majesty’s friend, and an enemy of your enemy, so that the poor subjects may enjoy peace and joy, and pray to God for us and Your Royal Majesty. We send Your Royal Majesty our repeated salutations and wish you peace.

otdel III: Materialy, pp. 1–46; the error was perpetuated by the Russian translation of N. Pimenov, published in 1902). Portelli’s companion, Giovanni Giuliani da Lucca, reported in 1626 that Crimean Catholic Circassians retained Genovese family names such as Doria, Spinola, Giustiniani, or Grimaldi but adopted Tatar first names such as Aytemir or Aslan; see Raymond Loenertz, “Le origini della missione secentesca dei Domenicani in Crimea,” Archivum Fratrum Praedicatorum 5 (1935): 261–288, esp. pp. 284–285. The above remarks explain the seemingly contradictory fact that the Polish envoy Ławryn Piaseczyński referred to Djan Anton as a Circassian (Dżan Anton Czerkies) and simultaneously pointed to his Genovese and Caffan origin (Dżan Ton Spiniolo z Kafy); cf. Pułaski, “Trzy poselstwa Piaseczyńskiego,” pp. 361 and 469. On the Italians, who lived in the Crimean Khanate in the 16th and 17th century, see also Oleksa Hajvoronskyj, “Genuezcy v Krymskom xanstve,” Qasevet 33 (2008): 8–13.
The formula of an ‘ahdname (list przymierny) to be issued by Khan Djanibek Giray, prepared by the Polish chancery

Polish copies:
A. Biblioteka PAN w Krakowie, ms. 1690, fol. 69a–70b.
B. Archiwum Państwowe w Gdańsku, no. 300, 53/1066, pp. 55–58.

Spisek przymierza, jakie ma być przez urodzonego pana Floriana Oleszka, a wojskiego włodzimierskiego, sekretarza i posła Jego Królewskiej Miłości wielkiego od cara Dzanbek Giereia przyniesione w roku 1620:

Wielkiej Ordy wolny, car czerkaski, nahayski, szemski, i innych wszech narodów tatarskich, Dzanbek Gierey.

Oznajmujemy tym listem naszym niniejszym i na potym będącym, iż jako za wolą bożą najjaśniejszy Zygmunt Trzeci, z łaski bożej król polski, wielkie książę litewski, ruski, pruski, mazowiecki, żmudzki, infantski, kijowski, wolhynskie, podlaskie, smoleńskie, czernichowskie, i też szwedzki, gotski, wandalski dziedziczny król, siedziby na stolicy Korony Polskiej i Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego, i ziemi do niej należących, nastąpił ja też, car Dzanbek Giereyi na carstwo Ordy Krymskiej, j z którym to Królem Jego Miłością acz pierwszych czasów obrazy mieliśmy, ale wspomniawszy cara Kazy Giereia, stryja swego, który zjechawszy się w ziemi wołoskiej na Cecorze z Jaśnie Wielmożnym panem Janem Zamoyskim, kanclerzem i hetmanem

---

a B. przez pana posła Floriana Oleszka.
b Missing in B.
c B. od cara przekopskiego Dziambeg Giereia przyniesione.
d B. Wielki Ordy wielki.
e Probably it should read nad niezliczonymi Tatary ("[the lord] of innumerable Tatars") like in Document 40. Already the Polish translator of Ghazi Giray’s ‘ahdname from 1604 apparently did not understand the Turkish word sansız ("innumerable," hence sansız Tataryn = “of innumerable Tatars”); so he invented a nonexistent Polish adjective sanseski ("of the Sans;” cf. Document 41, n. a); the present term szemski must be a further corruption of sanseski.

f B. and hereafter Dzianbeg Gierei.
g Oznajmujemy.
h B. z bożej łaski król polski, wielki kniaź litewski, ruski, pruski, mazowiecki, żmudzki, infantski, kijowski, wolinski, podlaski.
i B. here and hereafter Dzianbeg Gierei.
j B. Krimskiey.
k B. którym.
l B. zjachawszy.
m B. Zamoiskim.
wielkim Korony Polskiej, i z wojskiem Jego Królewskiej Miłości, przymie-
rze i pokój wieczny z Królem Jego Miłością przez niego uczynił, i przyjaźni
braterską za siebie samego i za potomki swoje przyjął, przeto ja, Dzanbek
Gierey car nie odstępując ni w czym dokończenia cara Kazy Giereia, stryja
swego, z Królem Jego Miłością uczynionego, a porozomiawszy się z carewi-
czem Dewleth Giereiem gałązą, bratem swoim, i z innemi carowicami, bracią
i synami naszemi, kniaźiami, murzami na radziwszy się, i będąc wdzięcznym
łaski i szczodrobliwości Króla Jego Miłości polskiego i wielkiego księcia
litewskiego, i innych państw hospodara Zygmunta Trzeciego, brata naszego; przez
urodzonego pana Floryana Oleszka, wojskiego włodzimierskiego, sekre-
tarza i posła wielkiego Jego Królewskiej Miłości mnie ofiarowanej, ten list
nasz przymierzy, wszystkie powinności i obowiązki swoje' w nim włożywszy,
zgadzając się z dokończeniem cara Gazy Giereia, stryja swego, i ni w czym
go nie odstępując, Jego Królewskiej Miłości Zygmunтовi Trzeciemu, bratu
naszemu posłałem.

Naprzód tedy ja, car Dzanbek Gieren, i gałąga carewicz Dewleth Gieren, brat
mój, i inni gałgowie po nim będący, z syny i z bracią swoją, i też murzami, knia-
źiami, karaczey, ulany, biejami, przełożonymi miejsca i ludzi tak wojennych,
jako i wszystkich innych ludzi swoich, i ze wszystkimi zgoda ludźmi swoimi,
i ludźmi nahayskimi z sobą przyjaźnionymi i złączenionami, będąc Królowi
Jego Miłości polskiemu i wielkiemu księciu litewskiemu, i innych państw
hospodara Zygmunтовi Trzeciemu, bratu swemu wiernym przyjacielem, i prawdziwie mając Króla Jego Miłości polskiego i wielkiego księcia litewskiego, i innych państw hospodara, i ludzi Jego Królewskiej Miłości za
przyjacielem, a nieprzyjacielem Jego Królewskiej Miłości za nieprzyjaciele swoje, nie będę nikomu, Panom Radom, szlachcie, wszystkim poddanym, zam-
kom, miastom, miasteczkom, siolam, włościom, towarom,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{B. Dewleth.}
  \item \textit{B. innymi carewiczymi, bracią i synami naszymi, kniaźami i murzami.}
  \item \textit{B. wdzięczny.}
  \item \textit{B. kniaź.}
  \item \textit{B. hospodara, brata naszego.}
  \item \textit{B. Floriana.}
  \item \textit{B. wszystkie powinności i obowiązki swe.}
  \item \textit{B. Kazy.}
  \item \textit{B. Jego Królewskiej Miłości, bratu naszemu posłałem.}
  \item \textit{B. Gierei.}
  \item \textit{B. i z syny i z bracią swemi, i też z.}
  \item \textit{B. miejsce.}
  \item \textit{B. jako wszech innych ludzi swoich, i ze wszystkimi zgoda ludźmi swemi, i z ludźmi
    nahaiskimi z sobą przyjaźnionymi.}
  \item \textit{B. kniaziowi.}
  \item \textit{B. hospodarowi, bratu swojemu.}
  \item \textit{B. kniaź.}
  \item \textit{B. ludzie.}
  \item \textit{B. nieprzyjaciół.}
  \item \textit{B. i czy to.}
  \item \textit{B. wsiom.}
\end{itemize}
szkodził ani ich wojował, brał. I owszem z ludźmi Jego Królewskiej Miłości polskiego i wielkiego księcia litewskiego Zygmunta Trzeciego, brata naszego ja sam, car Dzanberg [sic] Gierey, i gałga carewicz Dewlet Gierey, ab brat mój, i inni gałgowie po niem ab będący, synowie, bracia, kniaziowie, murzowie, karaczy, ulany, biejowie, przełożeni moi, i wszyscy zgoła ludzie moi, i nahaiscy, ak którzy za mną są i z którymi jestem sprzyjaźniony, mamy szczyry i am wierny pokój zachować, nie wojując ani nasylając na państwa, miasta, zamki, [i] grunty Króla Jego Miłości polskiego i wielkiego księcia litewskiego, i innych państw hospodara, ani żadnych szkód, krzywd czynić, i w grunty się Króla Jego Miłości polskiego i wielkiego księcia litewskiego nie wszczypiać, aż do Morza Czarnego, i nie wtargiwać. I przez ziemię Jego Królewskiej Miłości, i państwa i ludzie, ani wojna moje na jakiekolwiek i czyjekolwiek potrzeby i wojny idąc przechodzić nie mają, ani się o nie ocierać.

A co byli powinni przodka moi, carowie dawni tatarscy, za potrzebą i napomnieniem Ich Miłości królów polskich dawnych wojować ziemię moskiewską, i zamki należące odbierać i oddawać ze wszystkimi grunty i poz ytakami ich, także też przeciwko innym wszystkim nieprzyjaciołom Króla Jego Miłości polskiego i wielkiego księcia litewskiego, i innych państw hospodara Zygmunta Trzeciego za potrzebą i napomnieniem Jego Królewskiej Miłości wojować, toż też ja, car Dzanbek Gierey, i gałga carewicz Dewlet Girey, ab brat mój, i inni gałgowie po nim będący, i z syny, bracią, murzami, kniaziami, karaczymy, ulanym, biejami, i ludźmi swoimi powinien czynić. I będę czyniły szczyrze i prawdziwie, bez wymówek i niepochybnie, że moskiewskiego i każdego nieprzyjacielu Jego Królewskiej Miłości za napomnieniem Jego Królewskiej Miłości wojować mam i powinien będę.
Też mam i powinien będę przeciwn hospodarowi wołoskiemu, za wolą Króla Jego Miłości polskiego postanowionemu, i ziemi wołoskiej zachować się spokojnie i przyjacielsko,\(^{az}\) i przeciwn niemu nie być, ani szkody żadnej jemu albo ziemi mołdawskiej\(^{ba}\) czynić, i hospodarczyków innych na tę ziemię ani prowadzić, ani przechowywać, i owszem ich wydać, i jakom począł, życzliwość moją pokazywać\(^{bb}\) i pomocny być, gdyż hospodarowie wołoscy przyjaźń i przy- mierze starodawne między Królem Jego Miłością polskim a cesarzem tureckim, przyjaciela Króla Jego Miłości polskiego, mają zadzierżywać i pomnażać.

Także przeciwn hospodarowi multańskiemu, który by za porozumieniem Króla Jego Miłości z Cesarzem Jego Miłością tureckim był postanowiony, przyjaźni pokazować mam.

Obrazy wszystkie, które się między Królem Jego Miłością a mną aż do tego czasu stały, na obie strony odpuszciliśmy\(^{bc}\) sobie, upewniając w tym Króla Jego Miłości polskiego, że to stateczną chęcią i wiarą moją na potym Jego Królewskiej Miłości nagrodzę. I tak u Króla Jego Miłości, jako i u ludzi Jego Królewskiej Miłości nijakich szkód swoich własnych i ludzi swoich pozyskować nie będę. I też upominków żadnych przeszłych u Króla Jego Miłości upominać się nie mam, gdyż odtąd przyjmiemy między nami poczyna się.

Jako też bywało za przodków Króla Jego Miłości polskiego i wielkiego książęcia\(^{bd}\) litewskiego, co się w dokończeniu króla Zygmunta świetej pamięci z Menli Giereiem\(^{be}\) carem najduje, tedy mnie, carowi Dziambeg Giereiowi, i galđze Dewlet Giereiowi\(^{bf}\) carewiczowi, bratu mojemu, i innym galđom po niem\(^{bg}\) będącym, i synom moim, także i braci mojej, za pozwoleniem Króla Jego Miłości polskiego w poczcie pewnym od Króla Jego Miłości zamierzonem,\(^{bh}\) do ziemi\(^{bi}\) Jego Królewskiej Miłości jako gościom w dobry obyczaj i w przyjaźni przyjażać wolno będzie. Także\(^{bj}\) żadnej krzywy ani w osobie, ani w ludziach, ani w rzeczach od Króla Jego Miłości i ludzi Jego Królewskiej Miłości cierpieć nie mamy, i owszem uczciwie i dobrowolnie od Króla Jego Miłości ma być przyjęty i szanowany,\(^{bk}\) i nazad w cale się wracać mamy.

A będąc nam w dobrej przyjaźni z Królem Jego Miłością polskim, tedy z państwa naszego do państwa Jego Królewskiej Miłości\(^{bl}\) polskiego, a z państwa Króla Jego Miłości polskiego do państw naszych i do miast naszych\(^{bm}\)
kupcom i kramarzom ze wszystkimi kupiami przyjeżdżać i odjeżdżać wolno będzie, a myty zwykle oddawę, żadna krzywda ni od kogo się im dziać nie ma. A jeśliby się od kogo krzywda stać miała, tedy nieodwloczna i sroga sprawiedliwość uczyniona i szkoła nagrodzona być ma.

A Król Jego Miłość polski i wielkie księże litewskie napierwier od siebie samego i Panów Senatorów koronnych, poddanych swoich mnie, carowi Dzanbeg Giereiowi, synom, bratom, ludziom, i ziemi mojej pokój obiecuje pewny a nieodmienny. 

Także jako przodkowie Króła Jego Miłości naszych, [i] naszy przodkowie Jego Królewskiej Miłości przodków nieprzyjaciół mając za swoje nieprzyjaściolet, nie będzie im pomagał.

Do tego, żeby szczodrobliwość Jego Królewskiej Miłości przeciw mnie, Dzanbek Giereiowib i sługom moim pokazała się, i żebym tym gotowszy i sposobniejszy do powinnej pomocy (jako się wyżej opisano) Jego Królewski Miłość przeciwko wszystkim Jego Królewskiej Miłości nieprzyjacielałom byłem, tedy obiecuje mi Jego Królewsko Miłość z szczodrobliwości i łaski swej od tego czasu na każdy rok upominki dawać, tak jako stary król Zygmunt dawał, w pieniądach połowicę, a drugą w kupiach, po które ja, Dzanbeg Girey car do Kamieńca na dzień pierwszego octobra posłów swoich tylko we dwunastu koni posyłać mam, i tam ich odbierać będę pierwszego dnia novembru. Także po mnie następujący carowie niegdzie indziej jedno w Kamieńcu upominki odbierać mają. I swojemi konami i podwodami do Białogrodu i do Krymu prowadzić będę.

Tychtę posłów moich, co po upominki od nas jeździć będą, onych samych i koni ich bek kamieniecki tylko dwie niedzieli stacją podejmować a opatrować ma. A jeśliby chcieli posłowie moi dłużej w Kamieńcu mieszkać, tedy sami się strawować będą. Wszakże z nowinami, w dobrej przyjaźni nam z sobą będący, posłańców wolno mnie będzie i Dewlet Giereiowi gałdze, bratu mojemu, w poczcie pewnym, to jest tylko w piąci osobach do Króla Jego Miłości posyłać, a Król Jego Miłość łaskawie ich przyjmować, i według łaski i szczodrobotliwości swojej ma ich odpuszczać.

Także i Królowi Jego Miłości, bratu mojemu wolno do nas z nowinami i z innemi potrzebami swoimi słać, a my nie zadzierżywając posłów i posłańców Króla Jego Miłości prędko odpuszczać a odprawować mamy, nie trzymając ich dalej jednego miesiąca.
A tak ja, car Dzianbeg Gierei, i gałga carewicz Dewlet Gierei, i inni gałgowie po nim będący, i z syny, bracią, murzami, kniaziami, karaczey, ulany, biejami, i z przełożonymi ludźmi swoimi wszystkimi zachować mamy przeciw Jego Królewskiej Miłości i poddanym Jego Królewskiej Miłości, zamkom, miastom, miasteczkom, siolam, uchodom, futorom, pasiekom, i pastwiskom pokój prawdziwy i nieodmienny, i wszystkie rzeczy w tym liście przymierzone nienanuszenie trzymać i pełnić, i pomocnym być przeciw moskiewskiemu i przeciw kożdemu Jego Królewskiej Miłości nieprzyjacielowi, i też wszystkie obowiązki i powinności wyżej opisane wykonywać skutkiem i samą rzeczą, bez wszystkich farb, chytrości, i wymówek, na wieczne czasy pod przysięgą naszą, którą czyniemy i przyrzekamy Królowi Jego Miłości polskiemu i wielkiemu książęciu litewskiemu, i innych państw hospodarowi, przez imię Boga jedynego i proroka Machometa: wołłahi wo byłłahi wo tțałahi. Czego jeśliśmy nie czynili, tedy Król Jego Miłość polski będzie wolen od tego, co nam z swej strony obiecuje.

Który to ten list nasz przymierny pieczęciami naszemi zapieczętować kazaliśmy.

Translation:

A copy of the treaty that should be brought from the khan, Djanibek Giray, by noble Pan Florian Oleszko, the secretary and great envoy of His Royal Majesty, in the year 1620:

---

bz B. A ja, car Dzianbeg Gierei, i gałga carewicz Dawlethgierei, i inni gałgowie po nim będący, [i z] syny.
ca B. karacy.
ch Missing in B.
cc B. swemi.
cd B. wsiom.
ce B. chutorom.
cf B. wszystkie.
sg B. skutkiem i rzeczą samą, bez wszech farb.
cb B. kniaziu.
da B. proroka Machmeta: wollahi wo byłlahi wo tțalahi.
db B. co nam z strony swej obiecuje.
dc B. Który to też list nasz przymierne pieczęciami naszemi zapieczętować kazaliśmy.
dd In B. only.
dm In A. only.

do On Florian Oleszko and his missions to the Crimea, see Document 42, n. 7. The royal instruction for Oleszko was issued on 25 October 1619 and the envoy left Poland at the end of that year, arriving in the Crimea in February 1620; therefore the present formula, prepared in the royal chancery, may be tentatively dated in October 1619; cf. Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 223–228.
The free khan\(^2\) of the Great Horde, of the Circassians, Nogays, innumerable [Tatars],\(^3\) and all other <Tatar> nations, Djanibek Giray.

We announce with our present letter to those present and those of the future that as His Majesty Sigismund III, by the grace of God the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Kiev, Volhynia, Podlachia [Podlase], Smolensk, Černihiv, and also the hereditary king of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals, ascended, with God’s will, the throne of the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and of the lands belonging to it, also I, Djanibek Giray Khan, became the khan of the Crimean Horde; and though initially transgressions happened between us and His Royal Majesty, having recalled my uncle, Ghazi Giray Khan, who had met his excellency Pan Jan Zamoyski, the chancellor and grand hetman of the Polish Crown, and the troops of His Royal Majesty in Ṭuţora [Cecora] in the Moldavian\(^4\) land, concluded an agreement and eternal peace with His Royal Majesty through his mediation, and engaged to keep brotherly friendship on his part and on the part of his descendants, I, Djanibek Giray Khan, not making any deviation from the agreement of my uncle, Ghazi Giray Khan, made with His Royal Majesty, having taken counsel with my brother, the qalga Devlet Giray Sultan, with other sultans, our brothers and sons, and with the beys and mirzas, and being grateful for the favor and generosity of our brother, His Majesty Sigismund III, the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, and the lord of other states, offered to me through the secretary and great envoy of His Royal Majesty, noble Pan Florian Oleszko, the wojski\(^5\) of Volodymyr, have sent to my brother, His Royal Majesty Sigismund III, our present letter of agreement, having registered there all my duties and obligations, confirming the [instrument of] agreement of my uncle, Ghazi Giray Khan, and not making any deviation.

Thus, first of all I, Djanibek Giray Khan, and my brother, the qalga Devlet Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who will come after him, along with my sons and brothers, and the mirzas, princes,\(^6\) qaraçis, ulans, beys, and those commanding over places and people (both military and all my other people), and with all my people, and the Nogay people who are allied and united with me, being the loyal friend of our brother, His Majesty Sigismund III, the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, and the lord of other states, and truly regarding His Majesty the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, and the

---


\(^3\) Cf. n. e above.

\(^4\) In seventeenth-century Polish, the adjective wołoski/wołoska (lit. “Wallachian” or “of Wallachia”) referred to either Wallachia or Moldavia. In the given case it refers to Moldavia.

\(^5\) On this title, see Document 42, n. 7.

\(^6\) The Polish term kniaziami (kniaziowie in the nominative) apparently refers to the beys, traditionally referred to in Ruthenian sources as knjazi. Yet, beys are also mentioned below as biejowie or rather bejowie (biejami in the ablative).
lord of other states, and the people of His Royal Majesty as our friends, and the enemies of His Royal Majesty as our enemies, will not harm, raid, or capture anybody [from among his] Lords Councilors, nobles, and subjects, [or any] castles, towns, boroughs, villages, estates, people, herds, or goods. On the contrary, I, Djanibek Giray Khan, and my brother, the qalga Devlet Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who will come after him, and my sons, brothers, princes, mirzas, qaraçısı, ulans, beys, commanders, and all my people, and the Nogays, who are with me and with whom I am on friendly terms, should keep sincere and loyal peace with the people of our brother, His Majesty Sigismund III, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, without raiding or sending raiders to the states, towns, castles, and lands of His Majesty, the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, and the lord of other states, causing any damage or harm; and we should not raid or invade the lands of His Majesty, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, [extending] as far as the Black Sea. And my troops, while heading for any campaigns or wars of anybody, should not pass through the land, states, or [harass] the people of His Royal Majesty, nor should they even graze them [i.e., touch the frontiers].

And as my ancestors, the former Tatar khans, were to raid the Muscovian land whenever Their Majesties, the ancient Polish kings, needed and requested, and retake and restore [to them] the castles that had belonged [to them], along with all their lands and profits, and moreover, they were to raid any other enemies of His Majesty Sigismund III, the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, and the lord of other states, whenever His Royal Majesty needed and requested, also [now] I, Djanibek Giray Khan, and my brother, the qalga Devlet Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who will come after him, along with my sons, brothers, mirzas, princes, qaraçısı, ulans, beys, and people should do likewise. And I will do it sincerely and truly, without any excuses or delay, by raiding the Muscovian and any [other] enemy of His Royal Majesty on the request of His Royal Majesty.

And I should behave in a calm and friendly manner towards the Moldavian hospodar, who has been placed [on his throne] according to the will of His Majesty, the king of Poland, and towards the Moldavian land; and I should not act against him or cause any damage to him or the Moldavian land; and I should

---

7 An obvious reference to the Ottoman-Habsburg wars. Called to join the Ottoman troops in Hungary, the Tatars often crossed the Ukrainian lands of Poland-Lithuania.
8 The Polish adjective wołoski refers here to Moldavia; cf. n. 4 above.
9 This clause originates from 1595, when a compromise regarding shared protectorate over Moldavia was reached between the Ottoman-Crimean and Polish-Lithuanian sides at Tuțora (Cecora). In the early 17th century, Moldavia was indeed often ruled by Polish clients, especially from the Movilă family (cf. Document 39, n. 10, Document 43, n. 9, and Document 44, n. 20). Although initially Gaspar Grațian (Graziani), the Moldavian hospodar in the years 1619–1620, was not a Polish client, in 1620 he openly broke with the Porte and invited Polish troops to Moldavia. Grațian’s rebellion was the immediate cause of the Polish-Ottoman war of 1620–1621.
10 Here Moldavia is referred to more precisely by the Polish adjective moldawska ("Moldavian" or "of Moldavia"); cf. notes 4 and 8 above.
not bring along to this land any other pretenders to the hospodar’s throne, or give them refuge; on the contrary, I should deliver them [to the current Moldavian hospodar]; and I should display benevolence and assist [the current Moldavian hospodar], like I did initially, because Moldavian hospodars should cement and strengthen the friendship and ancient agreement between His Majesty, the Polish king, and the friend of His Royal Majesty, the Turkish emperor.

Moreover, I should display friendship towards any Wallachian hospodar, who would be placed [on his throne] by the agreement of His Royal Majesty with His Majesty, the Turkish emperor.

We have mutually forgiven all the transgressions that have happened between His Royal Majesty and us until the present time, assuring His Majesty, the king of Poland, that in the future I will compensate them by my constant goodwill and good faith. Neither should I reclaim any indemnity in my name or in the name of my subjects from His Royal Majesty or His Royal Majesty’s subjects. And I should not demand any past gifts from His Royal Majesty, because our mutual agreement begins from now on.

Also, as it was practiced in the times of the ancestors of His Majesty, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, and is recorded in the agreement between the late King Sigismund and Mengi Giray Khan, I, Djanibek Giray Khan, and my brother, the qalga Devlet Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who will come after him, and my sons and brothers, may come as guests to the land of His Royal Majesty, cultivating good manners and in friendship, provided that His Majesty, the king of Poland, authorizes it and sets [the size of] their retinue. And we should not suffer any harm done to us, our men, or belongings by His Royal Majesty or His Royal Majesty’s subjects; on the contrary, he [i.e., we] should be honestly welcomed and respected by His Royal Majesty, and we should safely return home.

And while we remain in good friendship with His Majesty, the king of Poland, merchants and traders may come and go along with any merchandise from our state to the state of His Majesty, the king of Poland, and from his state to our domains and towns; and having paid the customary tolls, they should not suffer any harm from anybody. And if they suffer any harm from anybody, immediate and severe justice should be administered and the damage should be restored.

11 The Polish term hospodarczyk (hospodarczyków in the genitive plural) is a diminutive of the term hospodar; it either refers to a hospodar’s son or is a pejorative reference to a hospodar. It is translated here as “pretender to the hospodar’s throne” as in fact many pretenders to the Moldavian and Wallachian thrones were the sons of former hospodars; for the same clause, cf. Documents 36, 39, 42, and 44 (worded somewhat differently).

12 Here Wallachia is referred to more precisely (cf. n. 4 above) by the Polish adjective multański (“Muntenian” or “of Muntenia”). In early modern Polish sources the geographical term Multany (Muntenia, i.e., eastern Wallachia) referred to the whole principality of Wallachia.

13 In the early 17th century the Polish influence in Wallachia was quite strong (cf. Document 39, n. 14), though not as strong as in Moldavia (cf. n. 9 above); in the years 1618–1620, Wallachia was ruled by Gavril Movilă, who enjoyed the Polish support.

14 B. “to our domains and to Kačybej to take salt.”
And His Majesty, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, promises certain and inviolable peace to me, Djanibek Giray Khan, my sons, brothers, people, and land, firstly on his own part, and on the part of the Lords Senators of the Crown, his subjects.

Also, as the ancestors of His Royal Majesty regarded our [enemies], and as our ancestors regarded His Royal Majesty’s ancestors’ enemies as their proper enemies, he will not assist them [i.e., such enemies].

Moreover, in order to display the generosity of His Royal Majesty towards me, Djanibek Giray, and my servants, so that I be more willing and ready to bring due assistance (as is described above) to His Royal Majesty against all his enemies, His Royal Majesty promises to henceforth give me annual gifts out of his generosity and grace, half in cash and half in goods, just as the old king Sigismund15 used to do; and I, Djanibek Giray Khan, should send my envoys to Kamieniec, up to twelve horsemen, on the 1st day of October, and collect them [i.e., the gifts] there on the 1st day of November. Also the khans, who will come after me, should collect the gifts in no other place than Kamieniec. And we will transport [them] to Akkerman and to the Crimea by our horses and carts.

And the bey16 of Kamieniec should host and provide for my envoys, sent by us to collect the gifts, and look after their horses only for two weeks. And if they wish to remain in Kamieniec any longer, they will provide for themselves. However, while we remain in good friendship, I and my brother, the qalga Devlet Giray, may send couriers [posłańców] with news, along with a set retinue numbering only five persons, to His Royal Majesty, and His Royal Majesty should receive them favorably and send them back with an allowance fitting his favor and generosity.

Also my brother, His Royal Majesty, may send to us envoys and couriers with news and other matters, and we should quickly send them back, not detaining them longer than one month.

Hence I, Djanibek Giray Khan, and the qalga Devlet Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who will come after him, along with my sons, brothers, mirzas, princes, qaraqs, ulans, beys, and all commanders, engage to maintain true and inviolable peace towards His Royal Majesty and His Royal Majesty’s subjects, castles, towns, boroughs, villages, hamlets, farms, apiaries, and pastures, invariably keep and fulfill all the conditions mentioned in the present letter of agreement, assist His Royal Majesty against his Muscovian or any other enemy, and effectively and materially execute all the duties and obligations described above, without any falsity, deceit, or excuses, and forever, [this engagement being made] under our oath that we take and pronounce to His Majesty, the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, and the lord of other states, by the name of one God and Prophet Muhammad: by

15 I.e., King Sigismund the Old (r. 1506–1548).
16 The term refers to the starosta of Kamieniec as is evident from the following document (cf. Document 47, notes bv and 17); it is interesting that the Polish chancery used the Turkish term bek (an older form of bey) in the given context.
God, with God, and through God! And if we do not fulfill it, then His Majesty, the king of Poland, will be free from his promise to us.

And we have ordered to seal our present letter of agreement [list przemierney] with our golden seals. Issued in Baghchasaray.

locus sigilli

\[17\] The Arabic formula *vallahi va billahi va tallahi* is correctly rendered in the Polish text.

\[18\] Latin reference to the khan’s seal that should be appended to the original document.
DOCUMENT 47 (APRIL 1622)
The formula of an 'ahdname (list przymierny) to be issued by Khan Djanibek Giray, prepared by the Polish chancery

Polish copies:
A. AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 131, no. 708.
C. Bibl. Czart., ms. 1577, pp. 417–420.¹

Pakta z carem tatarskim Dziambeg Goreiem zawarte:

Wielkiej Ordy wolny car czerkieski, nohaiski, petyhorski, i innych wszech naródów tatarskich, Dziambeg Kirey.²

Oznajmujemy tym listem naszym niniejszym i na potem³ będcym, iż jako za wolą bożą najjaśniejszy Zygmunt III, z bożej łaski d król polski, wielkie książę litewskie [ruskie, pruskie, mazowieckie, żmudzkie, infińskie, kijowskie, wołyńskie, podlaskie, smoleńskie, czernihowskie, i też szwedzki, gotcki, wandaliski dziedziczny król],⁴ siadzmy na stolicę Korony Polskiej i Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego, i ziem do niej należących, nastąpił ja też, car Dziambeg Goreia⁵ na carstwo Ordy Krymskiej, z którym to Królem Jego Miłością acz pierwszych czasów obrazy mieliśmy, ale wspomniawszy cara Kazy Gireia,⁶ stryja swego, który zjechawszy⁷ się w ziemi wołoskiej na Cecorze z Jaśnie Wielmożnym panem Janem Zamoiskim, i kanclerzem i hetmanem Korony Polskiej, i z wojskiem Jego Królewskiej Miłości, przymierze i pokój wieczny z Królem Jego Miłością przez niego uczynił, i przyjaźń braterską za

¹ This copy contains numerous shortenings and distortions, hence its variations are noted only when they supplement or emend the remaining two copies.
² B. Kopja pakt z carem tatarskim, którą gońcowi dano; C. Pakta przez posła Króla Jego Miłości Zygmunta Trzeciego, jego[miłość] pana Krausowskiego, z Dziambegiereiem carem albo hamem tatarskim in anno 1623.
³ B. Wielkiej Ordy wolny car czerkieski, nahaiski, petyorski, szemski, i innych wszech naródów tatarskich, Dziambeg Gerei; C. Wielkiej Hordy wolny car czerkieski, nahayiski, petyhorski, szemski, i innych wszech naródów tatarskich, Dziambegierey; on the “invented” Polish adjective szemski, resulting from mistranslation of the Turkish term sansiz, cf. Document 46, n. e.
⁴ B. potym.
⁵ B. z łaski bożej.
⁶ A. only; A. etc., etc.; C. etc., etc.
⁷ B. Dziambek Gerey.
⁸ B. Kazi Gereia.
⁹ B. zjachawszy.
¹⁰ B. panem Janem Zamoyskim.
siebie samego i za potomki swoje przyjął, przeto ja, Dziambeg Girey1 car nie odstępując ni w czym2 dokończenia cara Kazy Gireia,3 stryja swego, z Królem Jego Miłością uczynionego, a porozumiawszy się z carowicem Devlet Gireiem gałą, bratem swym, i z innemi carowicami,m bracią i synami naszemi, kniažiami, murzami naradziwszy się, i będąc wdzięczni łaśli i szczodrobliwości Króla Jego Miłości polskiego i wielkiego księcia litewskiego, i innych państw hospodara Zygmunta IIIo, <króla polskiego,>ra brata naszego, przez szlachetnegoa Krzysztofa Krauzowskiego, posłanka swego mnie ofiarowanej,9 ten list nasz przymierzy, wszystkie powinności i obowiązki swoje w nim włożywszy, zgadzając się z dokończeniem cara Kazy Gireia,q stryja swego, i ni w czym3 nie odstępując, Jego Królewskiej Miłości Zygmunta IIIu bratu naszemu posłałem.

Naprzód tedy ja, car Dziambeg Girey, i gałą carowicz Devlet Girey,1 brat mój, i inni gałgowie po nim będący, z syny i z bracią swoją, i też z murzami, kniażami, karaczy, ulany, bejami, przełożonymi miejsc i ludzi tak wojennych, jako i wszystkich innych ludzi swoich, i ze wszystkimi zgłóż ludźmi swojemi, i ludźmi nohaikymi2 z sobą sprzyjażnionemi i złączonemi, będąc Królowi Jego Miłości polskiemu i wielkemu księciu litewskiemu, i innych państw hospodarowi Zygmunta IIIu, bratu naszemu wiernym przyjacielem,2 i prawdziwie mając Króla Jego Miłości polskiego i wielkiego księcia litewskiego, i innych3 państw hospodara, i ludzi Jego Królewskiej Miłości za przejście, a nieprzyjaciela Jego Królewskiej Miłości za nieprzyjaciele swoje, nie będę nikomu, Panom Radom, szlachcie, wszystkim4 poddanym, zamkom, miastom, miasteczkom, siołom, włościom, ludziom, stadom, towarom skodził ani ich wojował, brał. I owszem z ludźmi Jego Królewskiej Miłości polskiego i wielkiego księcia litewskiego Zygmunta IIIu, brata naszego ja sam, Dziambeg Girey car, i gałą carowicz Devlet Girey,7 brat mój, i inni gałgowie po niem będący, synowie, bracia, kniażowie, murzowie, karaczy, ulany, biejowie, i wszyscy

1 B. Dziambek Gierey.
2 B. w ni w czym.
3 B. Kazy Gereia.
4 B. carowicem Devlet Gireiem gałą, bratem swojem, i z innemi czarewiczami.
5 A. only.
6 B. szlachetnego.
7 B. posłanka swego mnie ofiarowanej.
8 B. Kazi Gireia.
9 B. ni w czym go.
10 In A. written erroneously Zygmuntwi IIIu.
11 B. Dziambeg Girey, i gałą carowicz Devlet Girey.
12 B. i też murzami, kniażami, karaczy, ulany, biejami, przełożonymi miejsc i ludzi tak wojennych, jako i wszystkich <i> innych ludzi swoich, i ze wszystkimi zgłóż ludźmi swojemi, i z ludźmi nahayskimi.
13 B. Zygmuntwi Trzeciemu, bratu swemu wiernem przyjacielem.
14 B. innych.
15 B. wszystkim.
16 B. Zygmunta Trzeciego, brata naszego ja sam, Dziambek Girey, i gałą czarowicz Dewlet Girey.
przełożeni moi, i wszyscy zgoła ludzie moi, i nohaiscy, którzy za mną są i z któremi jestem przyjaźniony, mamy szczery i wierny pokój zachować, nie wolę dawać ani nasylać na państwa, miasta, zamki, i grunty Króla Jego Miłości polskiego i wielkiego księcia litewskiego, i innych państw hospodara, ani żadnych szkód i krzywd czynić, i w grunty się Króla Jego Miłości polskiego i wielkiego księcia litewskiego nie wszczepiają, aż do Morza Czarnego, i nie wtargnąć. I przez ziemę Jego Królewskiej Miłości, i państwa, ludzie ani wojska moje na jakiekolwiek i czyjekolwiek potrzeby i wojny idąc przechodzić nie mają, ani się o nie ocierać.

A co byli powinni przodka mojego, carowie tatarscy, za potrzebą i napomnieniem ich miłości królów polskich dawnych wojować ziemię moskiewską, i zamki należeć odbierać i oddawać ze wszystkimi gruntami i pożytkami ich, także przeciwko inszym nieprzyjaciołom wszystkim Jego Królewskiej Miłości polskiego i wielkiego księcia litewskiego wojować, tož też ja, car Dziambeg Gierey, i gałga carowicz Devlet Gierey, brat mój, i inni gałgowie po nim będący, i syny, bracia, kniazia, karaczy, ulany, i ludźmi swemi powinien czynić. I będę czynił szczero i prawdziwie, bez wymówek i niepochybnie, że moskiewskiego i każdego nieprzyjaciela Jego Królewskiej Miłości za napomnieniem Jego Królewskiej Miłości wojować mam i powinien będę.

Też mam i powinien będę przeciwko hospodarowi wołoskiemu, za wolą Jego Królewskiej Miłości polskiego postanowionemu, i ziemi wołoskiej zachować się spokojnie i przyjacielsko, i przeciw niemu nie być, ani szkody żadnej jemu albo ziemi mołdawskiej czynić, i hospodarczyków innych na

---

*  In B. and C. only; in C. the word karaczy is corrupt as karciey.
  **  B. nahaiscy.
  ***  B. szczyry.
  ****  Missing in B.
  *****  Missing in B.
  "  Thus in B. and C.; in A. roztargiwać, apparently written by error; cf. the same fragment in Document 46.
  **  B. I przez ziemę Jego Królewskiej Miłości, i państwa i ludzie, ani wojska moje na jakiekolwiek i czyjekolwiek potrzeby i wojny idąc przechodzić nie mają, ani się o nie ocierać; C. I przez ziemie Króla Jego Miłości, państwa, i ludzie, i wojska moje na jakiekolwiek i czyjekolwiek potrzeby i wojny idąc przechodzić nie mają, ani się o nie ocierać; on the ambivalent meaning of this sentence in regard to the word ludzie ("people"), referring either to the Crimean or the Polish subjects, cf. n. 8 below.
  **  B. odbierać ze wszystkimi gruntami i pożytkami ich, także też przeciwko innym wszystkim nieprzyjaciołom Króla Jego Miłości.
  **  B. innych.
  **  B. Dziambek Gierey, i gałga czarewicz Devlet Gierey.
  ***  B. murzami, kniaziami, karaczy, ulany, biejami, i ludźmi swojemi.
  ****  Thus in B.; in A. będzie.
  *****  B. szczyry.
  "  B. przeciw.
  **  B. abo.
tę ziemię ani prowadzić, ani przechowywać, i owszem ich wydać, i jakom poczajł, życiwość swoję pokazywać i pomocny być, gdyż hospodarowie wołoscy przyjaźni i przymierze starodawne między Królem Jego Miłością polejskim a cesarzem tureckim, przyjacielem Króla Jego Miłości polskiego, mają zadzierżywać i pomnażać.

Także przeciw hospodarowi multańskiemu, który by za porozumieniem Króla Jego Miłości z Cesarzem [Jego Miłością] tureckim był postanowiony, przyjaźni pokazować mam.

Obrazy wszelkie, które się między Królem Jego Miłością a mną aż do tego czasu stały, na obie strony odpuściliśmy sobie, upewniając w tym Króla Jego Miłości polskiego, że to stateczną chęcią i wiarą moją na potem Jego Królewskiej Miłości nagrodzę. I tak u Króla Jego Miłości, jako i u ludzi Jego Królewskiej Miłości niżnych szkód swoich własnych i ludzi swoich pozyskiwać nie będę. I też upomników żadnych przeszłych u Króla Jego Miłości upominać się nie mam, gdyż odtąd przymierze między nami poczyna się.

Jakoż też bywało za przodków Króla Jego Miłości polskiego i wielkiego księcia litewskiego, co się w dokończeniu króla Zygmuntu świętej pamięci z Menli Gireiem arem najduje, tedy mnie, carowi [Dzianibek Gierejowi], i gałdze Devlet Girejowi carowiczowi, bratu mojemu, i innym gałgom po nim będącym, i synom moim, także i braciej mojej, za pozwoleniem Króla Jego Miłości polskiego w poczcie pewnym od Króla Jego Miłości zamierzonym, do ziemi Króla Jego Miłości jako [gościom] w dobry obyczaj i w przyjaźni przyjachać wolno będzie. Także żadnej krzywdy ani w osobie, ani w ludziach, ani w rzeczach od Króla Jego Miłości i ludzi Króla Jego Miłości cierpie nie mamy, i owszem uczciwie i dobrowolnie mają być od Króla Jego Miłości przyjęci i szanowani, i nazad w całe się wracać mają.

A będąc [nam] w dobrej przyjaźni z Królem Jego Miłością polskim, tedy z państwa naszego do państw Króla Jego Miłości polskiego, a z państw Króla Jego Miłości polskiego do państw naszych [i do miast naszych].

---

ao B. moje.
ap B. polskiem.
aq In B. only.
aś B. wszystkie.
as B. potym.
asi B. Menli Gireiem.
aau Thus in B.; in C. Dziambegierejowi; in A. written by mistake: Devlet Girejowi.
am B. Devlet Girejowi czarewiczowi, bratu mojemu.
aw B. i synom mojem, także i braci mojej.
aax B. Jego Królewskiej Miłości.
aay Thus in B. and C.; in A. written by error do gościów; cf. the same fragment in Document 46.
aaz B. Jego Królewskiej Miłości cierpić.
ab B. ma.
ab B. Jego Królewskiej Miłości polskiego.
ac B. and C. państwa Jego Królewskiej Miłości polskiego.
ada B. państwa Jego Królewskiej Miłości polskiego; C. państwa Króla Jego Miłości.
abe In B. and C. only.
kupcom i kramarzom ze wszystkimi kupiami przyjeżdżać i odjeżdżać wolno będzie, a myta zwykle oddawsz, żadna krzywdę ni od kogo się dziąć im nie ma. A jeżeliby się od kogo krzywdę stać miała, tedy nieodwłoczna i sroga sprawiedliwość uczyniona i szkoda nagrodzona być ma.

A Król Jego Miłość polski i wielkie księży litewskie napierw od siebie samego i Panów Senatorów koronnych, i poddanych swych mnie, carowi Dziambek Gireiowi, synom, bratom, ludziom, i ziemi mojej pokój obiecuje pewny a nieodmienny.

Także jako przodkowie Króla Jego Miłości naszych, a naszy przodkowie Jego Królewskiej Miłości przodków nieprzyjaciół mając za swoje nieprzyjacioły, nie będzie im pomagał.

Do tego, żeby szczodrobliwość Jego Królewskiej Miłości przeciwko mnie, Dziambek Gireiowi i sługom moim pokazała się, i żebym tym gotowzys i sposobniejszy do powinnej pomocy (jako się wyże opisało) Jego Królewskiej Miłości przeciwko wszystkim Jego Królewskiej Miłości nieprzyjaciela był, tedy obiecuje mi Jego Królewskiej Miłości z szczodrobliwości i łaski swej na każdy rok od tego czasu upominki dawać, tak jako stary król Zygmunt dawał, w pieniądzach połowicę, a drugą w kupiach, posyłać je do Kamieńca na dzień pierwszy miesiąca novembra, po które ja, Dziambeg Girey car do Kamieńca posłów swoich tylko we dwunastu koni posyłać mam, i tam je odbierać będę pierwszego dnia novembra. Także po mnie następujący carowie nigdziej indziej jedno w Kamieńcu upominki odbierać mają. I swojemi podwodami do Białogrodu i do Krymu prowadzić będziemy.

Których to posłów moich, co po upominki od nas jeździć będą, onych samych i koni ich beg (starosta) kamieniecki tylko dwie niedzieli stacją podejmować i opatrować ma. A jesteby chcieli posłowie moi dłużej w Kamieńcu mieszkać, tedy sami się strawować będą. Wszakże z nowinami, w

| Bf | B. wszystkimi. |
| Bg | B. się im dziać nie ma. |
| Bh | Missing in B. |
| Bk | B. swoich. |
| Bj | B. Gireiowi. |
| Bk | B. ziemi. |
| Bg | B. nasi. |
| Bm | B. jem. |
| Bn | B. przeciw mnie, Dziambeg Gireiowi i sługom mojem. |
| Bo | B. wszystkim. |
| Bp | B. byłem. |
| Bq | B. od tego czasu na każdy rok. |
| Br | B. Girey. |
| Bt | B. ich. |
| Bv | B. nigdziej. |
| Bu | Thus in B. and C.; in A. written by error poddanemi; cf. the same fragment in Document 46. |
| Bw | In A. the Polish term starosta is written over the term beg. |
| Bx | In B. written insi, apparently by error. |
dobrzej przyjaźni nam z sobą bx będący, posłańców wolno mnie będzie i Devlet Gireiowi [gładze], bx bratu memu, w poczcie pewnym, to jest w pięciu tylko osobach ca do Króla Jego Miłości posyłać, a Król Jego Miłość łaskawie ich przyjmować, i według łaski i szczerze i odpowiedniści swojej ma ich odpuszczać.

Także i Królowi Jego Miłości, bratu memu cb wolno do nas z nowinami i zwinnimi potrzebami swemi cd słać, a my nie zadziewywając posłów i posłańców Jego Królewskiej Miłości ce prędko odpuszczać i odprawować mamy, nie trzymając ich dalej jednego miesiąca.

A tak ja, Dziambeg Girei car, i gałga carowicz Devlet Girey, cf i inni gałgowie po nim będący, i z syny, bracią, murzami, kniaziami, karaczy, ulamy, bejami, ce i z przełożonimi ludźmi swojemi wszystkiemi ich zachować mamy przeciw Jego Królewskiej Miłości i poddanym Jego Królewskiej Miłości, zamkom, miastom, miasteczkom, siołom, uchodom, futorkom, pasiekom, i pastwiskm pokój prawdziwy i nieodmienny, i wszystkie rzeczy w tym liścię przymiernemu mi manowane nienaruszenie trzymać, pełnić, i pomocnym być przeciwko moskiewskiemu i przeciwko każdemu Jego Królewskiej Miłości nieprzyjacielowi, i też wszystkie obowiązki i powinności wyszej opisane wykonywać skutkiem i samą rzeczą, nie znymi farb, chytrości, i wymówek, na wieczne czasy pod przysięgą naszą, którą czynimy i przyrzekamy Królowi Jego Miłości polskiemu i wielkiemu księciu litewskiemu, i innych państw hospodarowoi, przez imię Boga jedynego i proroka Mahumeta: wallahi we billahi we tallahi.

I tego cm jeślibyśmy nie uczynili, cn tedy Król Jego Miłość polski będzie wolen co od tego, co nam z strony swojej obiecuje.

Który to list nasz przymierny pieczęciami cp naszemi złotemi zapieczętować kazaliśmy. Datum cq…
The treaty concluded with the Tatar khan, Djanibek Giray:

The free khan\(^2\) of the Great Horde, of the Circassians, Nogays, Circassians,\(^3\) and all other Tatar peoples, Djanibek Giray.

We announce with our present letter to those present and those of the future that as His Majesty Sigismund III, by the grace of God the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Kiev, Volynia, Podlachia [Podlasie], Smolensk, Cernihiv, and also the hereditary king of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals, ascended, with God’s will, the throne of the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and of the lands belonging to it, also I, Djanibek Giray Khan, became the khan of the Crimean Horde; and though initially transgressions happened between us and His Royal Majesty, having recalled my uncle, Ghazi Giray Khan, who had met his excellency Pan Jan Zamoyski, the chancellor and hetman of the Polish Crown, and the troops of His Royal Majesty in Tuţora [Cecora] in the Moldavian\(^4\) land, concluded an agreement and eternal peace with His Royal Majesty through his mediation, and engaged to keep brotherly friendship on his part and on the part of his descendants, I, Djanibek Giray Khan, not making any deviation from the agreement of my uncle, Ghazi Giray Khan, made with His Royal Majesty, having taken counsel with my brother, the qalga Devlet Giray Sultan, with other sultans, our brothers and sons, and with the beys and mirzas, and being grateful for the favor and generosity of our brother, His Majesty Sigismund III, the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, and the lord of other states, offered [by him] to me through his noble envoy, Krzysztof Krauzowski,\(^5\) have sent to my brother, His Royal Majesty Sigismund III, our present letter of agreement, having registered there all my duties and obligations, confirming the [instrument of] agreement of my uncle, Ghazi Giray Khan, and not making any deviation.

---


\(^3\) The Circassians are first referred to by the Polish adjective czerkieski, and then by another adjective petyhorski; cf. Document 40, n. 6.

\(^4\) In seventeenth-century Polish, the adjective wołoski/wołoska (lit. “Wallachian” or “of Wallachia”) referred to either Wallachia or Moldavia. In the given case it refers to Moldavia.

\(^5\) On Krzysztof Krauzowski (or Krauszowski), the royal courtier and bailiff (komornik), see Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 244–253. Sent to the Crimea in the spring of 1622 along with Djan Anton Spinola, the returning Crimean envoy (cf. Document 45, n. 8), Krauzowski took along the present formula of document expected from the khan (on the question whether he was also provided with a royal instrument of peace, see n. 383 in Part I). During Krauzowski’s sojourn in the Crimea, in the spring of 1623 Djanibek Giray was dethroned and replaced by Mehmed III Giray. The new khan received Krauzowski and sent him back to Poland in September 1623, yet without an expected instrument of peace that was issued only the following year and differed from the royal formula (see Document 48).
Thus, first of all I, Djanibek Giray Khan, and my brother, the qalga Devlet Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who will come after him, along with my sons and brothers, and the mirzas, princes, qaraçis, ulans, beys, and those commanding over places and people (both military and all my other people), and with all my people, and the Nogay people who are allied and united with me, being the loyal friend of our brother, His Majesty Sigismund III, the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, and the lord of other states, and truly regarding His Majesty the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, and the lord of other states, and the people of His Royal Majesty as our friends, and the enemies of His Royal Majesty as our enemies, will not harm, raid, or capture anybody [from among his] Lords Councilors, nobles, and subjects, [or any] castles, towns, boroughs, villages, estates, people, herds, or goods. On the contrary, I, Djanibek Giray Khan, and my brother, the qalga Devlet Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who will come after him, and my sons, brothers, princes, mirzas, qaraçis, ulans, beys, commanders, and all my people, and the Nogays, who are with me and with whom I am on friendly terms, should keep sincere and loyal peace with the people of our brother, His Majesty Sigismund III, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, without raiding or sending raiders to the states, towns, castles, and lands of His Majesty, the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, and the lord of other states, causing any damage or harm; and we should not raid or invade the lands of His Majesty, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, [extending] as far as the Black Sea. And my people and troops, while heading for any campaigns or wars of anybody, should not pass through the land and states of His Royal Majesty, nor should they even graze them [i.e., touch the frontiers].

And as my ancestors, the former Tatar khans, were to raid the Muscovian land whenever Their Majesties, the ancient Polish kings, needed and requested, and retake and restore [to them] the castles that had belonged [to them], along with all their lands and profits, and moreover, they were to raid any other enemies of His Majesty Sigismund III, the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, and the lord of other states, whenever His Royal Majesty needed and requested, also [now] I, Djanibek Giray Khan, and my brother, the qalga Devlet Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who will come after him, along with my sons, brothers, mirzas, beys, qaraçis, ulans, and people should do likewise. And I will do it sincerely and truly, without any excuses or delay, by raiding

---

8 The Polish term kniaziami (kniaziowie in the nominative) apparently refers to the beys, traditionally referred to in Ruthenian sources as knjazi. Yet, beys are also mentioned below as bejowie (bejami in the ablative).

7 An obvious reference to the Ottoman-Habsburg wars. Called to join the Ottoman troops in Hungary, the Tatars often crossed the Ukrainian lands of Poland-Lithuania.

8 Thus written in the A. copy. Yet, the B. copy (see n. af above), as well as the analogous fragment in Document 46 reads: “And my troops, while heading for any campaigns or wars of anybody, should not pass through the land, states, or [harass] the people of His Royal Majesty, nor should they even graze them [i.e., touch the frontiers].” The ambivalence regards the word “people,” referring either to the Crimean or the Polish subjects.
the Muscovian and any [other] enemy of His Royal Majesty on the request of His Royal Majesty.

And I should behave in a calm and friendly manner towards the Moldavian hospodar, who has been placed [on his throne] according to the will of His Majesty, the king of Poland, and towards the Moldavian land; and I should not act against him or cause any damage to him or the Moldavian land; and I should not bring along to this land any other pretenders to the hospodar’s throne, or give them refuge; on the contrary, I should deliver them [to the current Moldavian hospodar]; and I should display benevolence and assist [the current Moldavian hospodar], like I did initially, because Moldavian hospodars should cement and strengthen the friendship and ancient agreement between His Majesty, the Polish king, and the friend of His Royal Majesty, the Turkish emperor.

Moreover, I should display friendship towards any Wallachian hospodar, who would be placed [on his throne] by the agreement of His Royal Majesty with His Majesty, the Turkish emperor.

We have mutually forgiven all the transgressions that have happened between His Royal Majesty and us until the present time, assuring His Majesty, the king of Poland, that in the future I will compensate them by my constant goodwill and good faith. Neither should I reclaim any indemnity in my name or in the name of my subjects from His Royal Majesty or His Royal Majesty’s subjects.

And I should not demand any past gifts from His Royal Majesty, because our mutual agreement begins from now on.

Also, as it was practiced in the times of the ancestors of His Majesty, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, and is recorded in the agreement between the late King Sigismund and Mengli Giray Khan, I, Djanibek Giray Khan, and my brother, the qalga Devlet Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who
will come after him, and my sons and brothers, may come as guests to the land of His Royal Majesty, cultivating good manners and in friendship, provided that His Majesty, the king of Poland, authorizes it and sets [the size of] their retinue. And we should not suffer any harm done to us, our men, or belongings by His Royal Majesty or His Royal Majesty’s subjects; on the contrary, they [i.e., we] should be honestly welcomed and respected by His Royal Majesty, and safely return home.

And while we remain in good friendship with His Majesty, the king of Poland, merchants and traders may come and go along with any merchandise from our state to the states of His Majesty, the king of Poland, and from his states to our state and towns; and having paid the customary tolls, they should not suffer any harm from anybody. And if they suffer any harm from anybody, immediate and severe justice should be administered and the damage should be restored.

And His Majesty, the king of Poland and the grand duke of Lithuania, promises certain and inviolable peace to me, Djanibek Giray Khan, my sons, brothers, people, and land, firstly on his own part, and on the part of the Lords Senators of the Crown, and his subjects.

Also, as the ancestors of His Royal Majesty regarded our [enemies], and as our ancestors regarded His Royal Majesty’s ancestors’ enemies as their proper enemies, he will not assist them [i.e., such enemies].

Moreover, in order to display the generosity of His Royal Majesty towards me, Djanibek Giray, and my servants, so that I be more willing and ready to bring due assistance (as is described above) to His Royal Majesty against all his enemies, His Royal Majesty promises to henceforth give me annual gifts out of his generosity and grace, half in cash and half in goods, just as the old king Sigismund used to do, and send them to Kamieniec by the 1st day of the month of November; and I, Djanibek Giray Khan, should send my envoys to Kamieniec, up to twelve horsemen, and collect them [i.e., the gifts] there on the 1st day of November. Also the khans, who will come after me, should collect the gifts in no other place than Kamieniec. And we will transport [them] to Akkerman and to the Crimea by our horses and carts.

And the bey (starosta) of Kamieniec should host and provide for my envoys, sent by us to collect the gifts, and look after their horses only for two weeks. And if they wish to remain in Kamieniec any longer, they will provide for themselves. However, while we remain in good friendship, I and my brother, the qalga Devlet Giray, may send couriers [posłańców] with news, along with a set retinue numbering only five persons, to His Royal Majesty, and His Royal Majesty should receive them favorably and send them back with an allowance fitting his favor and generosity.

16 I.e., King Sigismund the Old (r. 1506–1548).
17 See n. bv above; it is interesting that the Polish chancery used the Turkish term beg (an older form of bey) in reference to the starosta of Kamieniec. The same term, alternatively pronounced as bek, also appears in the previous document (cf. Document 46, n. 16).
Also my brother, His Royal Majesty, may send to us envoys and couriers with news and other matters, and we should quickly send them back, not detaining them longer than one month.

Hence I, Djanibek Giray Khan, and the qalga Devlet Giray Sultan, and other qalgas who will come after him, along with my sons, brothers, mirzas, princes, qaraçis, ulans, beys, and all commanders, engage to maintain true and inviolable peace towards His Royal Majesty and His Royal Majesty’s subjects, castles, towns, boroughs, villages, hamlets, farms, apiaries, and pastures, invariably keep and fulfill all the conditions mentioned in the present letter of agreement, assist His Royal Majesty against his Muscovian or any other enemy, and effectively and materially execute all the duties and obligations described above, without any falsity, deceit, or excuses, and forever, [this engagement being made] under our oath that we take and pronounce to His Majesty, the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, and the lord of other states, by the name of one God and Prophet Muhammad: by God, with God, and through God! And if we do not fulfill it, then His Majesty, the king of Poland, will be free from his promise to us.

And we have ordered to seal our letter of agreement [list przymierny] with our golden seals. Dated….19

---

18 The Arabic formula vallahi ve billahi ve tallahi (in Turkish pronunciation) is correctly rendered in the Polish text.

19 Empty space was left to fill in the date. The royal instruction for Krauzowski was issued on 30 April 1622; therefore we may assume that also the present formula was prepared in the royal chancery in April 1622; cf. Skorupa, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie, pp. 245–248. Of course the khan’s genuine document would have contained a later date.
DOCUMENT 48 (24 OCTOBER–2 NOVEMBER 1624)
The 'ahdname (list przymierny) sent by Khan Mehmed III Giray to King Sigismund III

The original document is missing.

Polish translation:1
A. AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 135, no. 712 (by Samuel Otwinowski).
B. AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 135, no. 713 (copied by Crutta).

Przymierny list:

Wielka dzięka i wielka chwała onemu, który wszelkie stworzenie według wolej swej uczyniwszy, człowieka z niszczego prawie stworzywszy żywotem obdarzył, i nad nimi2 wszystkimi, czyny swojemi przełożył i wywyższył; takie3 ustawiczne i bez przestanku pozdrowienie niechaj będzie onemu, który jest między rodzajem ludzkim najchwalebniejszy, a z świata tego wybrany; niechaj będzie więc i tym wszystkiem, którzy z jego rodzaju i liniej idą, i którzy jego społpracownikami Zakonu były, pozdrowienie i pokój boży niech na wieki nad niemi będzie!

Ponieważ on wszechmocny i możny, wszystki świat żywiący i wszystkim opatrujący, i niepodobne u ludzi rzeczy sprawujący Pan, z niezmierniej swej miłości i możności płaszczem panowania i szatą rozkazowania ramiona moje odziawszy, a z wolej swojej głowę swojęo ozdobiwisy, stolicęd zacności, i częścią pełną możnymym dziełem swojem mnie uwasili i pocieszyszy, a moje zrodzenie z wolej swojej w takim stanie postanowił (jako napisano w Alkoraniee):

"i poleci ludowi, stworzeniu swemu rząd ziemię" (dawszy im namiestnictwo na ziemi), według tego rozumiem; i przystojnością i sprawiedliwością oszalachciszy sprawę panowania i rząd rozkazowania, trudne rzeczy sam otwierając (to jest trudności sam uprzątając) nam przejrzaż i naznaczył według tego pisma, jako mówi Bóg: "będę daważ pragnącym mądrość i rozeznanie, a oni

---

1 The 18th-century copies B. and C. are based on Otwinowski’s 17th-century translation. Hence only their variations that offer an amendment or alternative reading of the text are noted. Yet another copy from the Polish National Library (ms. B. N. Pol. F IV 232), which was known to Bohdan Baranowski (cf. idem, Polska a Tatarszczyzna w latach 1624–1629, p. 39, n. 48), perished in Warsaw during WW2.

a B. and C. innemi.

b It should rather read także.

c It should rather read moję.

d B. and C. stolicą.

e B. and C. Alkoranie.
będą mię wychwalać;” mnie tedy taką łaską nadarzywszy, wodza państwa ojca mego do rąk mi podał.

Patrząc na to, ktokolwiek z przodka Porty naszej przyjaźni i przyjacielstwo wiódl, zawierać drzwi przyjaźni naszej takim, i przyjaźni odmawiać nie zdało i nie godziło się. Przeto Wielkiej Ordy i wielkiego państwa, i pół lipciackich, i sto tysięcy Tatarów, i wielu w górach siedzących Cerkiesów, i Tatów i wielki cesarz i wielki chan, podobny Ferydunowi, zacnością jako słońcem oświecony, moźliwości i sprawiedliwości pełny, najjaśniejszy krymski chan Mechmed Gyray chan (którymu niech Bóg pomocnikiem będzie i niech go błogosławi na długie czasy!), wielkich państw i wielkich ord ruskim, pruskim, mazowieckiemu, żmudskiemu, inflanckiemu, litewskiemu, wielkim cesarzowi, bratu naszemu, królowi polskiemu Zygmuntowi Trzeciemu, którego sprawy dobre niech mają wywyższenie, i przymierze albo pokój stanowiony niech będzie do dnia sądnego trwały.

Po pozdrowieniu i o zdrowiu brata naszego się pytaniu, przez ten list nasz carski, miłości pełny i uczciwości godny, oznajmujemy, iże cześć i wola nasza do uczynienia pokoju się ściąga, opowiadamy i mówimy, i w tym jednaniu takie postanowienie czynimy, i ono aby jawne wszyskim było chcemy i rozkazujemy:

Przemyślni sławni i wielmożni przodkowie nasi, których odpoczynek jest raj, jako Mengili Giray chan z przodkami waszymi, bracie nasz, królu Zygmuncie, z królem Augustem, z sobą się pobratawszy, przymierze i pokój, i przyjaźni uczynili byli; według którego pobratamstwa i przyjaźni listy przymierznymi utwierdzonego zwyczajny skarb abo upominek, część pewną gotowizną, część też w pięknych materiach, część w innych zwyczajnych towarach z państw waszych na własne wozy włożywszy aż do Krymu, do miejsca mieszkania szczęśliwego naszego, do Bachca Saraia posyłając oddawali. A z temi upominkami idącym, tak samemu posłowi wielkiemu, jako i kupcom, i ludziom inszym z nim będącym w drodze, tak samym, jako i rzeczom, towarom ich żadnej szkody się nie działo. A jeśliby z przygody jaka się stała, nagroda i karanie z przestępników czynione było.

Także sułtan gałdze i muradynsułtanowi, i inszym, ile ich jest, sułtanom braciej naszej, tak samym, jako i ich urzędnikom, agom podarkih posyłano. Więc i przy samym chanie wielkim, znaczniejszym, i na przedzie będącym agom: podskarbiemu, szaflarnemu, koniuszemu, nad odźwiernem starszemu, spiżarnemu, pisarzowi dywanskiemu, i inszym potrzebnym ludziom, których w liczbie jest dwanaście, podarki zawsze posyłane bywały. Więc begom i muromo przednim także posyłano. Takim tedy sposobem każdego roku upominki gdy oddawane bywały, z gruntu i mocno przymierzu i pokojowi uczciwość

— Evidently it should read kipciackich or rather kipczaackich.
— In C. erroneously corrected to Tatarów; in B. Tatarów. Apparently the 18th-century scribes were not familiar with the term Tat (cf. n. 8 below).
— In B. and C. erroneously corrected to podatki.
czyniona była. Zatym obuch państw ubodzi i poddani w pokoju byli, i nad Dnieprem ź obu stron będący Tatarowie i Nachaycy nasi dnieprową wodę pijąc, trawę pasąc, w pokoju władzą cesarskiej posłuszną będąc siedzili. Kozacy też dnieprowi w pokoju siedząc, zawsze najjaśniejszego cesarza w uczciwości mając, przeciwno wole jego nic nie czynili.

Takim że sposobem mało przedtem, wspomnienia godnym Gazy Gierey chanem (który niech odpoczynek ma w raju!) w ziemi wołoskiej na Czee-

czorze przez sprawę i śródowanie naonczas będącego hetmana i kanclerza waszego, bracie nasz królu Zygmuncie, postanowienie i pokój uczynione było. Zaczym i list przymierny według dawnego zwyczaju dany był, w którym część gotowizną tak wiele tysięcy czerwonych, część towary, część też mate-
iami pięknemi na wozy swoje włożywszy, do Dzian Kermana przynióższy, na drugą stronę o przywiezieniu tego znać dawali.

My teraz temże kształtem i takim że obyczajem ten list nasz przymierny posyłając, postanowienie przez zacne i czcigodne przodki nasze, Mengili Giray chana i Dewleta' Giray chana z przodkami waszemi, z królem Augustem uczniionem, jako oni koło tego pokoju chodząc uczciwość przymierzu czynili, tak i ja uczciwość czynić chcę i pozwalam. A jako wy, bracie nasz, Zygmuncie król, z Gazy Gierey chanem wspomnienia godnym przez kan
clerza swego braterstwa i przyjaźń uczyniliście byli, także że
d więcej ja, wielki chan Mechmed Girey chan z wami, bratem naszem królem Zygmuntej, od dzisiejszego dnia przyjaźni i braterstwo czynię, stanowię, i trzymać chęć. Na
toż i list przymierny daję i opowiadam:

Naprzód że wy, bracie nasz, królu Zygmuncie macie być w zgodzie i dobrej przyjaźni z najjaśniejszym cesarzem i państwem musulmańskim, więc wołoskiej ziemi, i multańskiej, biełogrodowej, Thechymej, l Kiliej, i inszymi
miejascem aby żadna szkoła od was i od ludzi waszych aby nie była. Kozacy także wasi z Niepru aby czajkami na Czarne Morze wychodząc szkód nie czynili, i aby mimo Oczaków żadna czajka już nie przychoǳiła. Krymskiemu
państwu także aby się od Kozaków szkoda nie dzia³a.

Więc roku podle roku zwyczajny skarb, to jest upominki, tak nam samym, jako i
agom, urzędnikom naszym wyżej mianowanym, i inszym do tego przynależącym,
których wszystkich w liczbie dwanaście, murzom także i przednim begom, więc sultan gałdzie Sachyn Giereiowi, i muradyn [sic] sultanowi, i inszym sultanom braciej naszej, i potym będącym, i ich agom podarki aby oddawane były.

Jeśli tedy według tego i według zwyczaju dawnego uczciwość przymierzu
czyń biедьcie, ja też, wielki chan Mechmet Girey chan tak osobą swą, jako ze wszystkim niezwyciężonym wojskiem naszym, i wybornym w mści
twie bratem naszym Sahin Giereiem gałgą, i muradyn sultanem, i z inszemi małemi i wielkimi sutanami, i wybranem do rządu przednimi begami, i murzami krymskimi, nachayskimi, i ze wszystkimi w Krymie mieszkającymi znacz
nemi i przedniejszymi ludźmi, i poddanemi naszymi, i wojski nachayskimi, i ze

1 B. and C. czerwonych złotych.
1 B. and C. Dewlet.
1 Strangely spelled: takiesze że; in B. and C. “corrected” to takie ja też.
1 Sic; it should read Techynie.
wszytkimi, którykołwiek posłuszeństwo swe nam oddają, na się bierzem
i podejmujemy się, wkładając to na swoją głowę, iż do tego czasu waszym
wsiom, osadom, miasteczkom pokój od nich będzie, i wpadać, ani nieprzyjaźni
żadnej okazować będę; aż do samego Czarnego Morza wojska żadne, ani
Tatarzyn widzian nie będzie, bośmy już wam, bracie królu Zygmuncie na
długo bratem zostali; i przyjacielowi przyjacielowi waszemu, a nieprzyja-
cielowi nieprzyjacielie jestem: przyjaciel wasz, przyjaciel nasz, a nieprzyjaciel
wasz, i nas nieprzyjaciel.

Więc pojawił się też jaki nieprzyjaciel, a ode mnie pomocy
potrzebował, ile będzie potrzeba wojska poślemy. Nam też będzie li
trzeba, wy także, bracie nasz, wojska swego posłecie.

Więc tak od was do nas, jako i od nas do was posłowie i kupcy nich przechodzą,
a przechodzącym w dobry obyczaj żadna szkoda tak samym, jako i rzeczom dziać
są nie będzie. Jeśliby się też z przygody szkoda jaką stała, tak u was jako i u nas,
złoczyńce wynalezysz, rzeczy powracawszy z nagrodą, bez miłosierdzia karać.

Z obu stron tedy napisanym artykułem uczciwość potrzeba. Jeśliby też
nam osobę naszą lub bratu naszemu sultanowi gdzie z wojskiem iść, a
wojsko przyszło posłać, przez Polskę ani przez państwa wasze, aby osady i
wsi wasze nie były spustoszone i podeptane, chodzić nie mamy.

Owa, krótko mówiąc, od wojsk tatarskich, krymskich, i nachayskich
państwom waszym, królu Zygmuncie Trzeci, szkoda nie będzie się działa.

Ten tedy list przymierni wy, i w nim z początku aż do końca napisane i oznaczone
sprawy, i artykuły, i punkta mocno, nienaruszenie, do skończenia dni
moich trzymać obiecuję, i na Boga wszechmocnego, Boga miłosiernego, i na
Proroka naszego przysięgą utwierdzamy. A żeby to ważniej było, ręką swą
własną i braterską pieczę przycisnęliśmy. Zatym pokój boży dobrym.

Pisan we środku miesiąca mucherrem nazwanego, tysiącna
czterdziestego roku, to jest w pośrodku samego miesiąca stycznia tyścą
sześćset dwudziestego piątego roku.

Na pieczęci: Sultan Mechmed Giray chan,
syn Sachadet Girey chana

Translation:

The letter of agreement:

Let the great gratitude and great praise be pronounced to the One, who created all creatures according to His will, and who, having created a man from nothing, endowed him with life and placed him above all his creatures; and let the permanent and unending salutation be pronounced to the one, who is

---

m B. and C. waszym.
B. and C. pojawilby.
In B. and C. corrected: uczciwości.
In B. and C. corrected: owo.
B. mucharem; C. mucherrem.
the most praiseworthy among mankind and the chosen from this world; also, let the salutation and divine peace be upon all his descendants and those, who assisted him in [designing his] Law!

As He, the Lord, is almighty and powerful, nourishes and provides for the whole world and makes things unthinkable for humans, from His unlimited love and might He dressed my shoulders with the robe of reign and gown of sovereignty, and from His will He embellished my head, being the seat of righteousness, with a crown, raising my spirit with His powerful act; and, as I understand it, He thus [pre]ordered my birth by his will (as is written in the Koran): "and He will entrust the people, whom He created, with the rule of earth" (by giving them the lieutenancy on earth); and having ennobled the matters of reign and the administration of sovereignty with decency and justice, having opened difficult issues (that means having smoothed away difficulties) before us, He foresaw and assigned, according to the Writing, as God says: "I will give wisdom and experience to those who desire it, and they will praise me," having thus endowed me with such grace, He put the reins of my father's state into my hands.

Having seen, who used to remain in friendship and amity with the ancestors of our Porte [i.e., our ancestors], we did not consider proper or seemly to close the gate of friendship and refuse [our] friendship to such [ancient friends]. Therefore [I,] the great emperor and great khan of the Great Horde and great state, the Kipchak Steppe, the Crimean throne, numerous Tatars and innumerable Nogays, the right side and the left side, one hundred thousand Tatars, numerous Circassians dwelling in the mountains, and the Tats, the illustrious Crimean khan Mehmed
Giray Khan (may God assist and bless him for a long time!), similar to Feridun,9 enlightened with righteousness like with sunlight, full of power and justice, [hereby announce] to our brother, the great emperor of the great states and great hordes: Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Kiev, Smolensk, Čerkasy, of the Swedes, Goths, Vandals, and of Lithuania, the king of Poland, Sigismund the Third (may his affairs be well elevated10 and may the established agreement and peace last till the Day of Judgment!):

After we have greeted our brother and asked about his health, we announce by our present monarchic letter, full of amity and sincerity, that our devotion and will is directed towards accomplishing peace, [hence] we narrate and communicate, and reach the following decision, and we want and command that it be known to everybody:

Previously our famous and mighty ancestors, who rest in paradise, such as Mengli Giray Khan, commenced brotherhood, agreement, peace, and friend-
ship with your, our brother King Sigismund, ancestors, [such as] King Augustus;11 according to that brotherhood and friendship, confirmed by the letters of agreement, they used to send customary treasure[s] or gift[s], partly in cash, partly in beautiful textiles, partly in other customary goods, from your states as far as to the Crimea, to our prosperous seat in Baghchasaray, having loaded them on their own carts.12 And those traveling with the gifts, the great envoy, merchants, and other people in his retinue, were not harmed in any way nor were their property or goods damaged. And if any [damage] occurred by acci-
dent, it was compensated and the wrongdoers were punished.

Moreover, presents used to be sent to the qalga sultan, the nureddin, and other sultans, our brothers, whatever their number, both to them and their officials, the aghas. Also, presents used to be sent to the major, prominent,

---

9  Feridun was the legendary ancient Persian hero and king.
10 This might be an imprecise translation of the standard Arabic formula hutimet 'avakibiňu bi'l-hayr ("may his latter moments end with good!"), typically entered by Muslim chanceries after the names of non-Muslims and expressing the hope in their conversion to Islam.
11 The examples of Khan Mengli Giray and King Sigismund Augustus do not match chronologically as the first one died in 1515 while the second was born in 1520. Yet, Sigismund Augustus’ contemporary, Devlet Giray, is mentioned below.
12 This paragraph refers to the earlier efforts of the Polish court to stipulate that the delivery of the gifts should take place in Kamieniec, Jassy, or Akkerman at the furthest; cf. Documents 36, 39 (n. 16), 42, 46 and 47.
leading aghas in the khan’s retinue: the treasurer,\(^{13}\) the bookkeeper,\(^{14}\) the master of the horse,\(^{15}\) the head doorkeeper,\(^{16}\) the butler,\(^{17}\) and other indispensable men, who amount to twelve. They also used to be sent to the leading beys and mirzas. When gifts were delivered each year in this way, the agreement and peace was thoroughly and firmly respected. Hence the poor and [other] subjects of the two states lived in peace, and our Tatars and Nogays, who dwelled on both sides of the Dnieper, drinking the Dnieper water and grazing, obeyed the imperial authority\(^{19}\) and remained in peace. Also the Dnieper Cossacks remained in peace, always respecting the illustrious emperor, without any violation of his will.

And also, our brother, King Sigismund, shortly before peace was concluded [with you] by Ghazi Giray Khan (may he rest in paradise!), worthy of remembrance, through the mediation of your hetman and chancellor of that time, in Țuțora [Cecora] in the Moldavian\(^{20}\) land. Hence, according to the ancient custom, a letter of agreement was issued, in which [a gift] was recorded, partly in cash amounting to thousands of golden [florins], partly in goods, partly in beautiful textiles; [and] having loaded your carts, you brought [all this] to Djankerman [i.e., Očakiv] and sent a message of its arrival across [the Dnieper river].

Now, we send our present letter of agreement in analogous shape and manner, in desire to respect peace and agreement, as the peace and agreement concluded by our upright and respectable ancestors, Mengli Giray Khan and Devlet Giray Khan, with your ancestors, [namely] king Augustus, was respected by them. And as you, our brother, King Sigismund, established brotherhood and friendship with Ghazi Giray Khan, worthy of remembrance, through your chancellor, from now on I, the great khan Mehmed Giray Khan, likewise establish with you, our brother, King Sigismund, even stronger friendship and brotherhood, which I want to keep. And in accordance with that I give a letter of agreement and announce:

---

\(^{13}\) Pol. podskarbi; apparently a translation of Tur. hazinedar or hazinedar başı.

\(^{14}\) Pol. szafarny; it probably refers to the defterdar. In a list of the prominent aghas who appeared as witnesses before the khan’s court in 1681, the defterdar figures likewise between the hazinedar and the mirahor; see St. Petersburg, Rossijskaja nacional’naja biblioteka, font 917 “Kazy-askerskie knigi Krymskogo xanstva,” no. 23a, fol. 138b. The quoted court document is admittedly half a century later, but the official hierarchy did not change that fast.

\(^{15}\) Pol. koniuszy; apparently a translation of Tur. mirahor.

\(^{16}\) Pol. nad odźwiernemi starszy; apparently a translation of Tur. qapći başı; in the Polish translation of the khan’s instrument from 1637, the same term is rendered as kapudźi baszy; cf. Document 52, n. 7.

\(^{17}\) Pol. spiżarny; apparently a translation of Tur. kilerci başı.

\(^{18}\) Pol. pisarz dywański; apparently a translation of Tur. divan katibi.

\(^{19}\) Although both the Crimean khan and the Polish king are referred to in the present document as “emperors,” the term “imperial authority” (władza cesarska) apparently refers to the Ottoman sultan; cf. the paragraph below where the “illustrious emperor” (najjaśniejszy cesarz) is mentioned in relation to Moldavia, Wallachia, and other Ottoman lands.

\(^{20}\) In seventeenth-century Polish, the adjective wołoski/wołoska (lit. “Wallachian” or “of Wallachia”) referred to either Wallachia or Moldavia. In the given case it refers to Moldavia.
Firstly that you, our brother, King Sigismund, should live in concord and sound friendship with the illustrious emperor and the Muslim state,\(^{21}\) therefore no damage should be done by you and your subjects to the lands of Moldavia, Wallachia,\(^{22}\) Akkerman, Tighina [i.e., Bender], Kilia, and other places. Your Cossacks on their boats should not enter the Black Sea from the Dnieper, and no boat should pass Očakiv. Also the Crimean state should not suffer any damage from the Cossacks.

Moreover, each year the customary treasure, that is the gifts, should be delivered to us while presents [should be delivered] to our aghas, the officials mentioned above and others [of similar position], who altogether amount to twelve, also to the mirzas and leading beys, moreover to the qalga sultan, Shahin Giray, to the nureddin sultan, and to other sultans, our brothers, as well as their successors, and to their aghas.

And if you respect the agreement according to the above [written clauses] and the ancient custom, also I, the great khan Mehmed Giray Khan, along with all my invincible troops, and our brother, excelling in bravery, the qalga Shahin Giray, and the nureddin sultan, and other younger and older sultans, and the leading beys, chosen to rule, and the Crimean and Nogay mirzas, and all notable and prominent men living in the Crimea, and our subjects, and the Nogay troops, and all, who obey us, we undertake and engage, and we will see to it that for that time your villages, settlements, and boroughs should experience peace from their side, and they [i.e., my subjects] should not invade or display enmity, and no [Tatar] troops and no Tatar should be seen [in the lands extending] as far as the Black Sea, because, [our] brother King Sigismund, we have become your brother for long; and I am a friend of your friend, and an enemy of your enemy: your friend [is] our friend, and your enemy [is] our enemy.

Moreover, if an enemy appears and you need help from us, we will send as many troops as needed. And if we need [your help], you, our brother, will likewise send [us] your troops.

Moreover, let envoys and merchants travel both from your side to our side, and from ours to yours, and no harm should be done to those who travel and respect sound customs, or to their goods. And if any damage occurs by accident, either in your or our [state], the evildoers should be found and punished without mercy, and the [stolen] goods should be restored and compensated.

Hence the registered articles should be respected by both sides. And if we personally, or our brother, the sultan,\(^{23}\) are to set out with troops or send troops in any direction, we should not march through Poland or your [other] states, so that your settlements and villages should not be devastated and trampled.

Hence, to sum up, oh King Sigismund the Third, your states will not experience any damage from the Tatar, Crimean, and Nogay troops.

---

\(^{21}\) I.e., the Ottoman sultan and the Ottoman state; cf. n. 19 above.

\(^{22}\) Respectively referred to as ziemia wołoska and ziemia multańska; cf. Document 47, notes 4 and 13.

\(^{23}\) Apparently a reference to the qalga, Shahin Giray.
Therefore, I promise to firmly and inviolably keep this letter of agreement [list przymierny] along with the matters, articles, and clauses recorded in it from its beginning to its end, until the end of my days, and we confirm it by the oath made upon the almighty and merciful God and our Prophet. And in order to further raise its validity, we have impressed the seal with our own brotherly hand. Hence the divine peace to the good ones!

Written in the second decade of the month named Muharrem of the year 1034, that is in the middle of the month of January of the year 1625.26

On the seal: <Sultan> Mehmed Giray Khan, son of Sa’adet Giray Khan

24 This must be an imprecise translation of the standard Arabic formula ve’s-selam ‘ala men ittaba’a’l-Hüda (“salutation unto whosoever has followed the right path [i.e., Islam]!”), typically entered by Muslim chanceries at the end of a document; cf. Document 35.

25 The Polish phrase we środku (“in the middle”) is an apparent translation of the Turkish term evasıt (lit. “the middle”) referring to the second, middle decade of a month.

26 Sic; the second decade of Muharrem 1034 A.H. lasted from 24 October till 2 November 1624. The reference to January is an obvious mistake by Otwinowski or a later Polish copyist. Perhaps it refers to the month when the Crimean envoy, Sefer Ghazi Bey, delivered the present document at the royal court. On the identity of the Crimean envoy, not mentioned in the present document, see n. 399 in Part I.

27 The Turkish inscription apparently read: Mehmed Gėrey Han bin Sa’adet Gėrey Han. In the Crimean Khanate the term sultan referred to a prince from the Giray family but it was inappropriate for the khan.

28 Sa’adet II Giray (r. 1584), the grandson of Devlet Giray and son of Mehmed II Giray, was favored by his father against his uncles and appointed the first nureddin in the Crimean history (cf. Document 44, n. 6). After the deposition and death of Mehmed II Giray, Sa’adet Giray appealed for the Nogay support and temporarily removed his uncle Islam II Giray from the throne. Yet, after a few months of reign he was defeated by the Ottoman troops sent to support Islam II Giray. He took refuge in Astrakhan and died between the years 1587-1591, perhaps killed on the tsar’s order due to suspicions of his pro-Ottoman activity among the Nogays; cf. Vinogradov, “Russko-krymskie otnošenija v 1570-1590-x gg.,” p. 292.
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The ‘ahdname’ sent by Khan Djanibek Giray to the Polish king
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Published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 85–88.

Polish 17th-century translation by Samuel Otwinowski: a) AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 63, t. 21, no. 482 (copied by Antoni Crutta from the Turkish document’s reverse side); b) Bibl. Czart., ms. 611, pp. 491–496; c) Bibl. Czart., ms. 128 (Teki Naruszewicza), pp. 717–724.

Hüve at-tavfiq an-nasir al-mübin

Canibek Gérey Han sözümüz

[1] Ulugh orda ve ulugh yurt núŋ ve taht-i Qırım núŋ ve Deşt-i Qıpçaq núŋ ve sansız hem Tatarnúŋ ve sağışsiz köp Noğay núŋ ve taq çıglay Çerkes núŋ ve Tat bile Tavganç núŋ
[2] ve din-i mübin ve islam-i din-i müiminin ulugh padişahi ve ulugh hani ‘azametli Canibek Gérey Han hazretleriníŋ edame’l-ıllahu ta’ala ila yevmi’l-mizan eyyam-i nusretindin
[3] ulugh orda ve ulugh yurt núŋ ve köp memleketleriníŋ ve köp Hristyan núŋ ulugh padişahi qarindaşım Léh qralí bolgan qral musadaqat-iştimal hazretlerine köpdin köp selam
[5] burun veziriniz Mehemed Ağaya Bar hetmanızdan bir niçe kerre mektub bile siz qardaşımız tarafından uzun uzaq ‘ömr-i ahırçaqa barış yarış bolurğa bildirgen ekendir
[6] ağamız Mehemed Ağá dahti hetmanızüzga hat yazip öz ayininizçe ulugh sem qılıb barça yurt beyleriniz bölge kenges kilgâyınınızdan sonra qral hazretlerinidin icazet alib

* It can be also read deyib.
sözinüz qarar bulduqdansoŋra çın söz bile yahşi kişiŋüz yibergeysiz taqi burunqui ’adet üzere ulûg hazinemizini yiberip Öziden qazaqlarınıuzu çiqarip min ba’d dahi

Öziğe qazaqlarınıuzu salmağıysız işbu ’ahd üzere muhkem turup bizni inandırğaysız biz dahi han hazretleri efendimizge ’arz qılıp yahşılıqğa çalıșmımız dėgen

birbirleri bile aralarında söz bolgan mektubları barğan kellgen ekendir hala Bar hetmanınız Kinas İstanislav Polisqav¹ dan ağamız Mehmed Ağaya hat kėl iP

hattında yazdır kim qral hazretleri yanna bardım yurt beylerinden barçaları bile söyledim ulûg sem bile qavl ašıdım sa’adetli han hazretleri bile uzun

uzaq barış yarış bolb ulûg haziniy yiberib dostunuzga dost tüşmanınıüzga tüşman bolob Özüden qazaqlarını çiqardım barça hidmetni baña tefviz

ve sıfariş qırdalar qral sözi beyler sözi ve re’ayamız sözi ve barça yahşılıq sözlerini bizdin bilgeyisiz han hazretlerine bildirgeyisiz dep tafşlı etken

sebebli vezirimiz ve hem qapu ağamız bolgan Mehmed Ağa dame iqbalıhı dahi devlet ayayımiza baş urub hemtinınıüz sözin bildirmegin mën ulûg Canibek Gerye Han hazretlerimiz

siz ulûg qardaşınız qral hazretleri bile uzun uzaq ‘ömri-i ahırgaça dost olmağını ma’quli körub ağamız Mehmed Ağa Bar hemtinınıüzga i’tiqad etken sebebli barışlıqnu

qabul qılıp söz qardaşınız hatrasıycın vilayetiniyüzge cavlay varacak Qırım ’askerimizni Masqav² memleketlerine yiberdik Allahu tebareke ve ta’ala ‘amme nevalühü ve tevali hazretleri ‘inayeti

bile ol ’askerimiz mansur olub šanaim-i bi-şümârla saq ve salim ve toq-i doyum vilayetimizè keldiler Bar hemtinınıüz sözünçe siz qardaşınız qral hazretleri huzuruňuzga baruqub

qıdvetû’l-‘úmera’i’l-kiram zübdetü’l-kübera’i’l-fıham içki beylerimizden Külük oğlanları soyyundan İbrahim Bey dame içlalühünü ulûg elçi başı qılb têt bahşișe bile yiberdimm

ve buyurdam ki mën ulûg padişah Canibek Gerye Han hazretleri bile uzun uzaq ‘ömri-i ahırgaça dost qarındaş bolurday bolsanız burunqi ’adet üzere ulûg

hazinemizden kamil beş yıllıq hazinemizini yibergeysiz taqi Özü qazaqlarınıuzu Öziden çiqargay ve min ba’d dahi Öziğe qazaqlarınızdan bir qazaq

cültürgeysiz taqi hala qoluňuzda tutsaq tüşken qardaşınız İslam Gerye Sultanını Botqalı³ tavğa Özüge keltürüp bizim qolumuzga teslim qılğıysız

³ Knjaz, i.e., "prince".
⁴ Botqalı.
özge kişige vərmeğeysiz taqı tüşmanımız Şahin Gėrey Özü qazağınuzu bağran sebeblə vilayetimizdə bolgan işlər ma'lum邗z dur Haq ta’ala ‘inayet qılıp
feth ve nusret bizim bolub tüşmanmuz hor ve haqir boldlar daima dostlarımız mesrur tüşmanlarınız maqhu bolmaqdan halı bolmağay ihtimaldər ki Şahin
Gėrey ya Özü qazağına barə Özü qazağından alıp veya siz qardaşımızga barə özüñüz tutup mən ulug padişah Canibek Gėrey Han hazretlerimiz
vərgeysiz taqı her qanda bizim tüşmanmuz olsa yardım qılıb ‘asker lazım bolsa ‘asker bile hazine lazım bolsa hazine bile yardım qılğıaysız
hetmanınız sözünçə
’tiqaq qılıb siz qardaşımız işbu yazılığan hatçe sabit-qadem bolsanız mən ulug padişah dahi öz sözümde sabit-qadem bolub turduq taqı ulug elçi başmuş
bolğan İbrahim Bey têt bahşiğa ant qılıb inandırdım İbrahim Bey menin özüm sözü sözüm ‘ahdi ‘ahdim şartı şartım dır barça her ni turlig söz
söylerdey
bolsa taqı siz qardaşım qıral hazretleri barışlıq içün ni söz sorarday bolsanız İbrahim Bey menim tarafımдан cevab vərse ‘tiqqaq etkeysiz
ol sözler barəsi benim sözüm dür taqı işbu ‘ahdname-i hümayûn ve şartname-i mükəbbed-maqrunumça şart ve peymanına bütün bolib qardaşım qalğa Mehmed Gėrey
Sultani ve oğlum nureddin Müberek Gėrey Sultani barça qulları ve barça Qırım ‘askerki ile boyunuma alımda taqı Qırım beylərinizdən Siriñ beği
qaraçımımızı barça qardaşları ile ve Manqıt beği qaraçımız barça qardaşları ile taqı Arçın beginiz qardaşları ve Secevit beği qardaşları ile
ve Barın beği qardaşları ile ve ulan küyenleri urğ duruğaları ile ve gayr yaman yağı barça vilayetimiz kışilerin boyunuma alımda söz
qardaşım vilayetine ve memleketlerinə tüşman bolib ‘asker çekib barmaqlar ve cav bolip hergiz yamanlıq qilmaslardır inşa’a’llału ta’ala sözüm söz ‘ahdim ‘ahd olub
işbu ‘ahdnamemizini vərdim ma damki siz qardaşımızdan hilaf olmaya ve hetmanınız sözünden başqa söz olmaya bu tarafdan hilaf olmaq ihtimali yoorud
her yil sayin ulug elçi başnüş bulı hatası ulug hazineimiz özümüzze ve qapumuzda hidmetimizde bolğan erbab-i mansib ki vezirimiz Mehmed Ağa

(1) ‘ولان کیپنلاری’ in line [36] below and in line [13] in Document 60. On the ulans, who claimed the Genghisid lineage, see n. 348 in Part II. The second term is perhaps a misspelled form of the Persian word keyan (sing. key), i.e., “princes,” which already figures in Document 35 (ulan keyan, i.e., “the ulan princes”). Yet, the term keyen/küyen might also derive from Mongolian kuy, recorded in the Arabic script (کورْ) in Kowalewski’s dictionary and explained in French as race or famille and in Russian as rodstvo, familia, semejstvo, or plemja; see Józef Kowalewski, Dictionnaire mongol-russe-français, vol. 3 (Kazan, 1849), pp. 2554–2555. I owe this suggestion to Henryk Jankowski. Hence, the expression ulan küyenleri is translated below as “the ulans’ clan members.”
ve hazinedar başımız ve emir-i hor¹ başımız ve qapucu başımız ve
defterdarımız ve divan katibimiz ve kilerçi başımız ve balcı başımız ve
iki tüfengçiler ağalarımız taqi
mansıbdan bolmağan barça yahşi saylı ağalarımızغا ve yazılığan yurt
beyleri ve ulan küyenleri² ve mirzalarımızغا tiyişler ve bölemleri bi‘t-
temam
qusursuz yibergeysiz taqi qalğa sultan hazretleriğe barça ağaları bile taqi
nureddin sultan hazretleriğe barça ağaları ve qulları bile
‘adet [ü] qanun üzerinde tiyişleri ve bölemleri bile bi‘t-temam qusursuz
yibergeysiz taqi ana biyim hazretleri ve ulu biyim hazretleriğe hem
tyişleri bi‘t-temam
kusursuz yibergeysiz ve oglum nureddin sultan validesi hazretlerinin
hem tiyişleri taqi buradaki eleçileri barip kele turğan ‘adetli kanunlı
bolgan biyimlerden her qanğıgısı bolsa eleçileri barsa anları saylap ‘adetler-
ince say [ve] rı‘ayet qılığıysız elçi başımızına têt bahşi bile rı‘ayet edüb
dost bolurday bolsanız dost bolgaysız tümşan bolurday bolsanız tümşan
bolgaysız her qalay özünüzge qolare kelse alay
qusursuz yibergeysiz vallahi‘l-‘azim ve bi‘llahi‘l-kerim ma damki siz
qardaşım qıral hazretlerin hilaf bolmaq ihtimali yok dostluğundan ve yahşılıqdan ğayri muradımız bolmay uzun uzaq
dost bolub muhabbetlik bile hat bitildi baqi
ve‘d-du‘a’ala men ittaba‘a‘l-Hüda tahriren fi evasiti şehri Rebi‘i‘l-evvel
seneti isna ve erba’in ve elf seneti 1042

bi-maqami
Bağcesaray
el-mahruse
sahh

Canibek Gёrey Han bin Mübarek Gёrey Sultan³

Translation:

He, the Guidance, the Helper, the Manifest!

[tuğra] Djanibek Giray Khan: our word:

From his excellency, the great padishah and great khan of the Great Horde and
great country [yurt], the Crimean throne, the Kipchak Steppe, innumerable

¹ Written with strange orthography: امیر خوار.
² Here written with only one ya: اولان کونیلاری For a tentative interpretation of the
word küyen, see n. e above.
³ Text of the seal.
Tatars and countless Nogays, mountain Circassians, Tats and Tavgaches, and of the faithful of the manifest religion of Islam, great Djanibek Giray Khan (may God—may He be exalted!—prolong his [i.e., my] victorious days until the Day of Judgment!), to the great emperor [padişah] of the great horde [orda] and great country [yurt], and many dominions and many Christians, his excellency, who induces friendly feelings, my brother, the king of Poland: after having expressed great many salutations and inquired about your condition and health by asking: “how are you?,” “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” the message of the noble yarlıq, associated with affection, and the explanation of the transmission of the illustrious ‘ahdname is that:

Previously your hetman of Bar announced in a few letters to our vizier, Mehmed Agha, your wish, our brother, to keep a long lasting peace and companionship until the end of our lives. Also our agha, Mehmed Agha, wrote a letter to your hetman, saying: “according to your custom, you should hold a great Diet and take counsel with all the lords of your country [yurt]; then, after you receive an approval of his excellency, the king, and take your decision, you should send your true word through a worthy man; moreover, according to the ancient custom, you should send our [i.e., owed to us] great treasure [uluğ hazine], you should expel your Cossacks from the Dnieper, and hereafter, you should not let your Cossacks go to the Dnieper; you should ensure that you will firmly keep the present engagement, and we, too, will work for the good and submit our request [to this effect] to his excellency, the khan, our lord;”—the letters containing such words circulated between them from one to the other.

1 On the Tats, see Document 48, n. 8, where this term figures separately (or rather the term Tavgaches was left out by the Polish translator). The earliest known reference to the Crimean khan as the ruler of the Tats and Tavgaches can be found in the şartname sent by Khan Mehmed III Giray to Moscow in September 1624 (its contemporary Arabic script copy is preserved in RGADA, f. 123, op. 2, no. 36, fol. 5a; published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 20–24, esp. p. 21). In the Old Turkic context the term Tabγač or Tavγač referred to a Mongolian speaking tribe in northern China, while in the Karakhanid state it referred to Central Asia. It is doubtful whether the term Tabgač, adopted by the Crimean chancery in the 17th century, referred to any ethnic or religious group. It rather stressed the dynasty’s historical roots, harmonizing in juxtaposition with the word Tat; cf. Edmond Schütz, “The Tat people in the Crimea,” pp. 98–100 (the author overlooked the earliest reference from 1624 and attributed the introduction of the formula “Tats and Tavgaches” to Djanibek Giray); Mary Ivanics, “Formal and linguistic peculiarities of 17th century Crimean Tatar letters addressed to princes of Transylvania,” pp. 217–218. The vague meaning of the formula, not referring in the Crimean context to any specific ethno-religious community, is confirmed by an entry in Drevnetjurkskij slovar’, where the expression tat tavyaç is explained as vsjakie inozemcy (“all kinds of aliens”); see Drevnetjurkskij slovar’, p. 541.

2 I.e., Stanisław Koniecpolski, whose military headquarters was the Podolian fortress of Bar.

3 The Tatar term sem must origin from the Polish sejm (“Diet”).
Now, a letter came from your hetman of Bar, Prince Stanisław Koniecpolski, to our agha, Mehmed Agha, stating and explaining: "I went to his excellency, the king; I spoke with all the lords of the country and reached an agreement with the great Diet. I have resolved to keep the long lasting peace and companionship with his excellency, the prosperous khan, send the great treasure, be a friend to your friend and an enemy to your enemy, and expel the Cossacks from the Dnieper." They [i.e., the king and the Diet] committed and commissioned to me all these tasks. You should know [this as] the word of the king, lords, and our subjects, [you should know] that we wish [you] well and you should let his excellency, the khan, know about it;" as consequently our vizier, who is also our court agha, Mehmed Agha (may his prosperity be lasting!), prostrated before our prosperous feet and let us know the word of your hetman, I, our excellency, the great Djanibek Giray Khan, found [the notion of] keeping a long lasting friendship with your royal excellency, our great brother, until the end of our lives, conceivable; and because our agha, Mehmed Agha, trusted your hetman, I accepted the peace; and for the sake of yours, our brother, we sent our Crimean troops, which were to set out in hostility to your country, to the Muscovian dominions [instead]. By the grace of His Excellency, God (may He be blessed and exalted!), whose beneficence is universal and continuous, those troops were victorious and came [back] to our country with innumerable spoils, safe and sound, and satiated with booty.

Persuaded by your hetman of Bar, in order to make peace with you, your royal excellency, our brother, I have appointed Ibrahim Bey (may his glory be lasting!), the model of noble commanders and the cream of illustrious dignitar-
ies, from among my courtiers [ıçki beylerimizden] and from among the Külük family, the great envoy [uluğ elçi başı], and sent him to your presence along with his tet and baḥşı.

And I have ordered that if you [wish to] keep a long lasting friendship and brotherhood with me, my excellency, the great padishah, Djanibek Giray Khan, until the end of our lives, you should send our [overdue] treasure, owed to us for the full five years, you should expel your Dnieper Cossacks from the Dnieper, and hereafter, you should not let even a single Cossack of yours come to the Dnieper; moreover, you should send to the Dnieper, to the Botqali mountain, and deliver in our hands our brother, Islam Giray Sultan, who is presently in your hands as a captured prisoner; you should not deliver him to anybody else; moreover, you are aware of the fights in our country that were caused by the arrival of our enemy, Shahin Giray, to your Dnieper Cossacks; as God

sources he is also known as Ibrasz or Ibraz bej; cf. AGAD, Metryka Koronna, Libri Legationum, no. 32, fol. 110b–112a and 143a.

7 Külük oğlanları ("the sons of Külük"), a prominent Crimean clan, known in the Russian sources as the Kulikovy (in the plural; Kulikov in the singular); during the reign of Sigismund Augustus, they acted as "protectors" (hamis) representing Polish-Lithuanian interests in the Crimea; cf. Vinogradov, Russko-krymskie otnošenija, vol. 1, p. 127, n. 58, and idem,"<<Moskovskaja partija>> v Krymu v 70–90-x gg. XVI v.,” p. 404; cf. also Document 41, n. 2, and Document 50, n. 12; in 1681, Russian envoys sent to the Crimea listed the Kulikovy among the five most powerful clans along with the Shirins, the Sulesh-oghlu, the Arghıns, and the Mansurs (i.e., Manghıts); see "Spisok s statejnago spiska [...] Vasil’ja Mixajlova syna Tjapkina, d’jaka Nikity Zotova,” p. 631. The Polish translator of the present document misread the envoy’s name ﻛوﻟوك as Gulun and, by treating the title bey/biye as an integral part of the name, obtained the form Gulunbi. This corrupt form is repeated in Baranowski; Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648, p. 18.

8 On the term tet, referring to the first retinue member of a khan’s envoy, see Document 20, n. 27. On the term baḥşı, referring to a scribe responsible for drawing official documents, see Document 35, n. 21.

9 Omeljan Pritsak identified the term Potqal or Potqali (here Botqali), found in Ottoman sources, with Zaporozhia, i.e., the region on the lower Dnieper situated below the Dnieper rapids; cf. idem, "Das erste türkisch-ukrainische Bündnis (1648)," Orients 6 (1953): 266–298, esp. pp. 292–296. The term Botqali tav (lit. "the Botqali mound" or rather "the Botqali mountain") might refer to Karayteben, an elevated spot surrounded by the Dnieper and Kins’ki vody rivers, which in that period served as a traditional place of border exchange (see n. 392 in Part I).

10 The future khan Islam III Giray was the son of Selamet Giray, hence Djanibek Giray’s cousin. Yet, as Djanibek was adopted by Selamet Giray (cf. n. 13 below), he could treat Islam as his full brother. Islam Giray was captured by the Polish forces during the Tatar raid in 1629. One of the Polish commanders, Stanisław Lubomirski (the former commander-in-chief during the Hotin campaign of 1621 after the death of Jan Karol Chodkiewicz), sent the Tatar prince as a "trophy" to the king, who ordered his imprisonment in the castle of Rawa; see Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna w latach 1624–1629, p. 114. Islam Giray remained in the Polish captivity until 1634; cf. Baranowski, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648, p. 87.

11 A reference to the Crimean civil war of 1628–1629, when the Cossacks assisted Mehmed III Giray and his brother and qalga, Shahin Giray, against Djanibek Giray,
(may He be exalted!) extended his grace [to us], the victory and divine assistance belonged to us, and our enemies turned contemptible and despicable; as you should spare no pains to always render our friends joyful and our enemies crushed, while it is likely that Shahin Giray comes [again] to the Dnieper Cossacks or to you, our brother, he should be captured by the Dnieper Cossacks or by you, and you should deliver him to me, the great padishah, my excellency Djanibek Giray Khan; and wherever our enemy appears, you should help [us], if troops are needed, then with troops, and if money [hazine] is needed, then with money; while [I] trust your hetman’s words, if you, our brother, firmly observe this written letter, also I, the great padishah, have resolved to firmly observe my own word.

Moreover, I have taken my oath to [i.e., in the presence of] our great envoy, Ibrahim Bey, the tet and the bahşı, ensuring that whatever he would say—Ibrahim Bey’s word is my own word, his oath is my oath, and his condition is my condition. Also, if you, your royal excellency, my brother, ask any question regarding the peace, and Ibrahim Bey answers in my name, you should trust that all [his] words are my words.

And, to complete the conditions and engagements of this imperial ‘ahdname and perpetual şartname, I have pledged on behalf of my brother, the qalga Mehmed Giray Sultan, and my son, the nureddin Mūbakey Giray Sultan, with all their servants and all the Crimean soldiers, and on behalf of our qaraç, the bey of the Shirins along with all his brothers, and our qaraç, the bey of the Manghıts along with all his brothers, and the brothers of our bey of the Arghıns, and the bey of the Sedjevüts with his brothers, and the bey of the Barıns with his brothers—from among our Crimean beys—, and the ulans’ clan members along with the clan officials [urug daruğa], and others, all bad or good people of our country, that they would not be enemies, would not set out with troops, and they would never display hostility or act viciously towards your, our brother, country and dominions.

God—may He be exalted!—willing, as my word and my oath should be observed, I have given our present ‘ahdname, [providing that] as you, our
brother, should not do anything contrary to it, and no deviation should occur from the word of your hetman, it is unlikely that anything contrary [to the peace] could happen from this side. Each year you should send us without deficiency our great treasure through your great envoy, and you should send presents [tiyışler] and gifts [bölekler] to the office holders being in our court service, namely our vizier Mehmed Agha, our head treasurer [hazinedar başı], our head master of the horse [emir-i hor başı], our head doorkeeper [qapucı başı], our bookkeeper [defterdar], our scribe of the divan [divan katibi], our head butler [kilerci başı], our head mead cupbearer [balcı başı], and our two aghas of the musketeers [tüfengçiler ağaları], as well as to all our respected aghas holding no office, and to the [above] listed country beys [yurt beyleri], the ulans’ clan members, and our mirzas, fully and without any omission. Moreover, according to the custom and law, you should send presents [tiyışler] and gifts [bölekler] to his excellency, the qalga sultan along with all his aghas, and to his excellency, the nureddin sultan along with all his aghas and servants, fully and without any omission. Moreover, you should also send presents [tiyışler] to her excellency, the queen mother [ana biyim], and to her excellency, the first wife [ulu biyim], and also [you should send] presents [tiyışler] to her excellency, the mother [valide] of my son, the nureddin sultan. Moreover, when [your] envoys were coming since the ancient times, whoever from among the [khans’] legal wives was present, the envoys paid them respect upon arrival, [and now] you should [also] pay [them] respect and attention as they [i.e., your predecessors] used to.

You should respect our envoy [elçi başı], the tet and the bağı, and if you are [our] friend, be [our] friend, and if you are [our] enemy, be [our] enemy; whichever mode comes easier to you, do accordingly and let [us] know.

By the great God and with the generous God! As you, our brother, your royal excellency, should not do anything contrary [to the peace] and firmly keep your friendship [towards us] according to the word of your hetman, also from our

---

16 Cf. Document 34, n. 16.
17 Written with strange orthography; it should rather read emir-i ahor başı or mira-hor başı.
19 Lit. “[married] according to the custom and law.”
side nothing will occur contrary or in violation of our word; it is unlikely that anything other than good could happen.

As we have no other wish than [to keep] friendship and wellbeing, this letter has been written with affection [in desire of] long lasting friendship.

I have nothing to add but a prayer for whomsoever has followed the right path [i.e., Islam]! Written in the second decade of the month of Rebi I of the year 1042,²⁰ in the abode of Baghchasaray, the well-protected ("correct").²¹

[seal] Djanibek Giray Khan, son of Müberek Giray Sultan²²

²⁰ The standard Arabic formula is followed by a redundant repeated word seneti ("of the year") followed by the year number written again in numerals.
²¹ Sahh, a typical bureaucratic formula of approval appended at the end of the document.
²² In the middle of the seal there is the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamga). Djanibek’s father, Müberek Giray, was not a khan, therefore he is referred to merely as a prince (sultan). Djanibek’s accession to the throne was facilitated by the fact that he was adopted by his uncle, Selamet Giray Khan; cf. Document 44, n. 16.
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The ‘ahdname sent by Khan Djanibek Giray to King Vladislaus IV
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Published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 113–117.


Hüve al-ġani al-muğni al-mu’ti al-mu’în

Canibek Gêrey Han sözümüz

[1] Ulûg orda ve ulûg yurţın ve Deş-ti Qipçaqını ve taht-i Qırımını ve sansız köp Tatarnı ve sağıssız Noğayını ve Tat bile
[2] Tavgaçını ve taq ara Çerkeçini ve cümle-i mü’minin ve müslüminin ulûg padişahı ‘aзамetli ve rif’atlı ve şevketli ulûg han-i a’zam
[3] ve haquan-i mu’azzam Canibek Gêrey Hân edame’ılahu ta’ala eyyame ‘ömrihi ve devletihi ila yevmî’l-mizan hazretlerinden ulûg orda ve ulûg
[4] yurţın ve köp Hristyanın ve barça Lέh vilayetlerinin ulûg padişahı ve ulûg quralı qardaşımız ve ulûg dostumuz
[5] ulûg padişah…* dame hayran bi s-selameti ila yevmi’il-qıyam savbına köpden köp selam qılıp nedir mübarek hatırınız
[6] yahşımızın hoşmuşız debd sorğanızdan sonra ʾilam-i yarlıq-i şerif-i hani oldur ki bundan burun Bar hetmanı devlet-qapumuzda
[7] éki üç qatla kişisin yiberib ʾarz-i hal qılıb uzun uz<v>aq barış yarış bolur için ötil qoldi ʾerse taqı quralmız hazretleri
[8] taqı barça yurt beyleri bile sem qılıq zamanda ulûg cem’iyeti bolup söyleşidak öz ayımınızçe aramızda ʾahd qılıp qavl

---

*a Empty space was left to fill in the king’s name.
*b It can be also read deyib.
vėrüp söyleşdik dėb bildirdi ėrse mėn uluğ padişah Canibek Gėrey Han hazretleri ol sözce 'amel qılıb Bar hetmanı
[10] qılığan ötilince benim dahi 'inayet-i şahanem vücuda kelib qdvetü'l-ümerra'i l-kiram zübdetü'l-kübera'i l-fiham içi begimiz İbraş Bekni siz
[12] siz qardaşımız da bolsanız hala barça Lêh vilayetine ve köp memlekete qıral bolib taht-i hükumetge kēçib uluğ padişah
[13] hazretleri burunğı 'adetçe uzun uzaq dost qarış olub kendi yahşi adaminız köndürüb bizim bile dost bolip
[14] burunğı 'adet üzere hazinemizi dahi yiberdinüz kelip vasil boldi alıb hazine-i 'amiremize dahil qıldaq taqi hala
[15] qdvetü'l-emasıl ve 'l-aqran zübdetü'l-emacid ve 'l-erkan uluğ elçi başmışın Hasan Mirza zide qadrühun' taqi uluğ bahsu ve uluğ tēti
[16] birle yiberdim 'ömr-i ahırça daimay muhkem dost qarın daq haldır boldum dostununuzqa dost tüşmanınza tüşman oldum hatırına
[17] şek şübhe ketürmey i'timad etkeysiz ve burunğı 'adet üzere uluğ häzinemizi senε ber sene her yıl sayın vėrüb köndürüsiz
[18] taqi sizin vilayetinizden bazarganınız bizim vilayetimiz Qırımğa kelsünler zararsız ziyansız yürüsünler bizim bazarganlarımız dahi sizin
[19] vilayetiniz ve varsunlar zararsız ziyansız yürüsünler taqi bizim ecdad-i 'uzamımız hanlar ve ağacımız padişahlar qalay
[20] yahşılıq qılganıq bolsalar mėn uluğ padişah 'azameti Canibek Gėrey Han hazretlerimiz dahi alay yahşılıqda delate qılıb
[21] sözümde qaim ve 'ahd [ü] şartımda daim bolib turдум bu künden sonra benim özünden ve qardaşım qalga sultan ve nureddin sultan
[22] hazretlerinden vilayetiniz ve hisariğiniz ve köy [ü] kentleriniz zarar [u] ziyan olmaz ve uluğ sağur ve büyük kicik 'askerimiz varmaz
[23] ve bir vechle tarafımızdan hilaf olmazdır imdi buyurdumki siz qardaşımız dahi sözünüzde sadeq bolib 'ahda mufafıq turub
[24] her yıl sene ber sene uluğ hazinemizi vėrüb hatalar yibergeysiz ve uluğ ecdadıŋuz qıral ve atalarıŋuz Lêh padişahi qalay
[25] uluğ hazinemizi vêre-keldiler erase siz qardaşınız dahi alay uluğ hazinemizi qusursuz yibergeysiz uzun uzaq
[26] dost qarın daq olsayız dêp hat bitildi taqi mėn uluğ padişah uluğ Canibek Gėrey Han hazretleri siz uluğ qıral qardaşınız
[27] uluğ padişah uluğ dostumuza ma' lum qırumuz kim keçen sene 'asker-i Tatarla nureddin sultan hazretleri nehr-i Özide Lêh vilayetinizğe
[28] čeriv qılmqıq niyeti bile barğan ediler siz qardaşınız Lêh qıralı ve hem uluğ padişahi bolip qıral bolğanınızını işitip taqi Bar hetmanı
[29] siz qardaşınız tarafından cvab vėrüb dost qarın daq bolınızınılica qıldı ėrse mėn uluğ padişah Canibek Gėrey Han hazretleri
i'timad ėdüb nureddin sultan hazretlerin Masqav memleketine cavlay yiberdim taqi himayetiniz Küülük oglı İbraş Beyni sizge yiberdim

bahşi ve teti ve ul uç elçisi bile yiberib uzun uzaq dost çarında bolıp uluç ’ahnamemizini yiberdim ėrdi hala dahi ol sözüm

üzere sabit-qadem olub uluç elçi başım Hasan mirzani bahşi bile ve teti bile yiberdim inşa’a’llahu ta’ala ma damkı sızın tarafınıdzdan tüşmanlıq

olmaya bizim tarafımızdan tüşmanlıq olmaq ihtimali yoqtur taqi bu sene sa’adetli padişah nusret-destgah hazretleri cenabından musalaha olmaq

babında ferman olunan ferman-i şeriferine ‘amel olib uzun uzaq dostluğunu çalışdıq tarafımızdan vezir-i a’зам Murtaza Paşa hazretlerine

mektub yazub al-i ‘Osman ile Lėh qıralı arasında bu zamanğa çalısqar dostluğa çalışdıq tarafımızdan vezir-i a’зам Murtaza Paşa hazretlerine de

bölğu Así’l qılqan ėrdik taqi sulh u salah bolsun u salaha mühkem olduqdan sonra siz qardaşımızdan külgen uluç elçi

başınızını yiberir için baqturğan ėrdik el-hamdü li’lallah muradımız sa’adetli padişah hazretleri sulh u salaha riza

vérüb yahasilıqqa ve dostluğqua delalet qılur nimerselere buyurdular imdi kerekdir ki siz qardaşınız dahı

öz söziøjçe mühkem turub Özüden qazaq eşqiyojaşı çıqarqaysız Qara Denjize şayqa çıqarqaysız Qan Tėmürnini sa’adetli padişah hazretleri ve serdar-i a’зам hazretlerine yahşi kişimiz yiberib sulh u salah ahvalini bildirib ‘asakir-i Tatarla

bolsaq öz sözünüzde mühkem turub vilayetiøjze Qırım ‘askeri bile cavlay barmasmız taqi qalığa sultan ve nureddin sultanı

yibermesızı taqi Aqkermende bolğan Tatarını barçasn köçürüp Qırım yurtuna ketürürmüz Qan Tėmûrni sa’adetli padişah hazretleri

Aqkermenden qaldırıp çayr yere köndürmüşdür qardaşları mirzaları hem Aqkermenden qaldırıp Qırım diyarına ferman olunmuşdur

şimden sonra Aqkermende olan Tatardan ve Qırımda olan Tatardan ve gayrideri Lėh vilayetine ve köy ve kentlere zerre qadar zarar ve ziyan olmazdır sa’adetli padişah hazretlerine ve serdar-i a’зам hazretlerine

yahşi kısmızı yiberib sulh u salah ahvalini bildirib ‘asakir-i Tatarla

Cankermende yatıp Özı sahrasında hazırlıq ėrdik siz qardaşınızdan kelecek Şahin Ağaya nazır ėrdik andan kelecek

sözünüzge baqıp turur ėrdik sözünüzde Qan Tėmûrni Aqkermenden qaldırsa ve Tatarları Qırıma sürse Aqkermende Tatar qalmazsa

ben dahi Özüden qazaq qaldırup Qırım hanına veva-keldüqüm vérgüyi vérüb sa’adetli padişah hazretlerine ita’at ve qadımı sulha rı’ayet

éderim ve hazinemí vérüb Qara Denjize şayqa çartmam Özide qazaq qalmaz barçasın çartıb Qırım hani bile dost bolurum démişsiz
[52] 'arz-i ahval edüb vezir-i a'zam Murtaza Paşa hazretlerine Şahin Ağa ile adam köndürmüşüz vezir Murtaza Paşa hazretleri sa'adetli padişah 
[53] hazretlerine 'arz edüb mën uluğ padişah Canibek Gérey Han haz- 
retlerine adamların kondürüb bildirdiler ve hem siz qardaşımızdan 
[54] vezir-i a'zam Murtaza Paşa hazretlerine kelen adamlarınız bile bizim 
adaminımızı söyleşdirdiler taqı padişah hazretlerinden mën uluğ 
Canibek Gérey Han 
[55] hazretlerimize siz qardaşlarınızdan këlgen cevabıınız ve şartınızı 
i'lam qıldır ve hem bizim tarafımızdan sulh u salaha müte'älliq 
[56] 'arz étken niçe sözlerimizni ma’qul körüp qabul qıldilar söz temam 
bolub padişahane sözler qarar tabar rahat u istirahat-i vilayet ü 
memleket için sabit olan nizam-i intizam vilayet ve ra’iyyet için bu yıl 
tedbir olununca bizde olan adamiımızı Közlev nam qasamızdırda 
[57] ali-qodugumuzu mübarek hatırınuza nimese keltürmegeyiz çın söz 
bile yahşi söz bile yibermekiyiçün fikir qlib alib qalğan ėrdik 
[58] sa'adetli padişah hazretlerine sulh u salaha elkaar dostluq 
eyledügüümüz sebebi te’ehir etdirmişiydik ba’z kimseler Murtaza 
[59] Paşa hazretlerine tarafınızdan varğan adamlarınıza yalğan söylemişler 
hilaf etmişler haşa bizim hilaflımız ola elçiye ölüm yoqdur amma 
muradim dostluq 
[60] olub Bar hetmanı sözünçe Külük oğlu yibermişiydiyik ol ecilden iş ahirine 
degin qaldırılmışiydik muradımızı dostluq olduğuçün Özi 
[61] qazaga Öziye adaminımız kondürmüşiydik hikmet-i Hüda qazaq dahi 
Qara Denʒe içğan ekendir ‘asakır-i Tatarla biz Özi sahrasında edik 
Lēh vilayetine 
[62] varmadızq ve beş-baş Tatarımız dahi barmadı ve hem özümüzde olur- 
sak yibermedik bu zamana kelince sabr edüb âturq söz temam boldı 
Aşkermente 
[63] Tatar qalmaz Qan Tėmür qardaşı Ay Tėmür Salman-şah ve ġayr Noġay 
ve Tatarдан bir kişi qalmaz alurmuq siz dahi Öziden qazaqını qaldırıp 
Qırım vilayetine 
[64] ve padişah vilayetine zarar etdirmişyisiz ve her yıl qadminden vérili- 
kelindüğü vérğümüzü bize ve ağalarmızı ve hidmetimizde olan 
ağalarmızın cümlesine 
[65] vérğümüzü vérüb könderesiz ve sa'adetli padişah hazretlerine muti' 
olub ol-ki qadminden mu’tad olan pişkeş ve hazine dir vérüb şartınızda 
turası 
[66] bizim tarafınızdan size ve memleketiniz ve köy [ü] kentnüze zarar u 
ziyan olmaz 'ömür-i ahırça dostuňuza dost tüşmanızuza tüşman olub 
turdum ī’timad edüb 
[67] beni dost bilesiz vallahı a’lam başka ve’d-du’a ‘ala men ittabа’a’l-Hüda 
tahriren fi evasiti şehrı Cemaziyyi’l-evvel seneti 1044 
bi-maqami 
Bağcesaray
Canibek Gérey Han bin Mübarek Gérey Sultan

Translation:

He, the Wealthy, the Enricher, the Bestower, the Helper!

[tuğra] Djanibek Giray Khan: our word:

From his excellency, the great padishah of the Great Horde and great country [yurt], the Kipchak Steppe, the Crimean throne, innumerable Tatars and countless Nogays, Tats and Tavgaches,¹ mountain Circassians;² and all the faithful and pious ones [i.e., Muslims], the majestic, eminent, mighty and exalted khan, and the esteemed khakan, Djanibek Giray Khan (may God—may He be exalted!—prolong the days of his [i.e., my] life and reign until the Day of Judgment!), to the great emperor [padişah] and great king of the great horde [orda] and great country [yurt], and many Christians and all the Polish provinces, our brother and our great friend, the great emperor...³ (may he remains well and sound until the Day of Resurrection!): after having expressed great many salutations and asked: “how is your blessed health?,” “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” the message of the noble monarchic yarlıq is that:

Previously the hetman of Bar⁴ sent twice or three times his men to our prosperous Porte and petitioned and requested for a long lasting peace and companionship. And he announced: “When his excellency, our king, held a Diet⁵ with all the lords of the country [yurt], we discussed in a great gathering and, according to our custom, we engaged and agreed [to keep the peace].” Putting this declaration into effect, I, the great padishah, his [i.e., my] excellency Djanibek Giray Khan, granted my royal favor to the request made by the hetman of Bar, and we sent to you, our brother and friend, the great padishah and the king of many Christians, our courtier [içki begimiz] Ibrash Bey,⁶ the model of noble commanders and the cream of illustrious dignitaries, for the sake of a long lasting peace and companionship.

Now also you, who are our brother, have become the king of entire Poland and many dominions, and ascended the throne of power; while keeping long lasting friendship and brotherhood according to the ancient custom, his [i.e., your] excellency, the great padishah, sent [us] your worthy man,⁷ and being our

---

¹ On the Tats and Tavgaches, see Document 48, n. 8, and Document 49, n. 1.
² Lit. “Circassians [living] among mountains.”
³ Empty space was left to fill in the king’s name.
⁴ I.e., Hetman Stanisław Koniecpolski, whose military headquarter was the Podolian fortress of Bar.
⁵ The Tatar term sem must origin from the Polish sejm (“Diet”).
⁶ Identical with Ibrahim Bey from the Külük family, who arrived at Cracow on 1 March 1633, bringing the former ‘ahdname from 1632; see Document 49, notes 6–7.
⁷ The Polish envoy, not mentioned by name, was Stefan Narajowski, a nobleman from the palatinate of Ruthenia, who knew Turkish and remained in the retinue of
friend, you sent [us] our [i.e., owed to us] treasure [hazine]. When it arrived and reached [us], we took it and included into our imperial treasury. And now, I have sent our great envoy [uluğ elçi başı] Hasan Mirza (may his value increase!), the model of nobles and peers and the cream of illustrious and great men, along with the great bahşı and the great tet. Until the end of my life I will always firmly keep friendship and brotherhood and will be a friend of your friend and an enemy of your enemy; no doubt or misgiving should occur in your mind, [as] you should trust [me].

And according to the ancient custom, each year, year by year, you should send [us] our great treasure [uluğ hazine].

Moreover, your merchants may come from your country to our country, the Crimea, and travel without any damage or harm; also our merchants may go to your country and travel without any damage or harm.

And as our great ancestors, the khans, and our elder brother[s], the padishahs, used to provide good, also I, the great padishah, our excellency, the majestic Djanibek Giray Khan, will strive for good, keep my word, and respect my oath and stipulation forever. From this day on, no damage or harm will be done to your country, castles, villages, and towns by me or by their excellencies, my brother, the qalga sultan, and the nureddin sultan, and our troops, either large or small, will not set out [against your country], and nothing contrary [to the peace] will happen from our side.

Now, I have ordered that you, our brother, while being faithful in your word and in conformance with the oath, should send [us] each year, year by year, our great treasure without deficiency. As your great ancestors, the king[s], and your fathers, the Polish padishah[s], used to give [us] our great treasure, also you, our brother, should send our great treasure without any omission. And you should keep long lasting friendship and brotherhood;—thus saying, the letter was written.10

And I, the great padishah, his [i.e., my] excellency, the great Djanibek Giray Khan, make known to you, our brother and friend, the great king and great

Hetman Stanisław Koniecpolski. Narajowski was dispatched along with the gifts from the military camp near Smolensk in February 1634; see Baranowski, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648, p. 20. He was detained by the khan for almost one year and that apparently caused gossip about his death (see below). On his way back to Poland, Narajowski visited the Dominican monastery in Podkamień (Ukr. Pidkamin’) and left a votive inscription dated 13 January 1635; see Sadok Barącz, Dzieje klasztoru ww. oo. dominikanów w Podkamieniu (Tarnopol [Ternopil’], 1870), p. 63.

8 In Otwinowski’s translation: z wielkim bachsiem i tetem. On the term tet, referring to the first retinue member of a khan’s envoy, see Document 20, n. 27. On the term bahşı, referring to a scribe responsible for drawing official documents, see Document 35, n. 21.

9 Though the sentence dost qarındaş boldum dostuŋuza dost tuşmanmyuza tuşman oldum is written in the past tense, it refers to the future; cf. also Document 49, notes 4 and 12.

10 The above paragraph repeats the main contents of Djanibek Giray’s instrument from 1632 (cf. Document 49), but it is not a literary quotation.
padishah, that last year his excellency, the nureddin sultan,\textsuperscript{11} along with Tatar troops, was about to set out with the intention to cross the Dnieper and attack Poland, but upon hearing that you, our brother, the king of Poland and great padishah, became the king, and when the hetman of Bar gave us an answer from your side [i.e., in your name] and asked to keep friendship and brotherhood, I, the great padishah, his [i.e., my] excellency Djanibek Giray Khan, trusted [his words] and sent his excellency, the nureddin sultan, to commit hostile acts in Muscovy.

Also, I sent to you Ibrash Bey from the Külük clan, [who are] your protectors,\textsuperscript{12} as the great envoy along with the bahşı and the tet; and I sent our great 'ahd-name providing for long lasting friendship and brotherhood.

Also now, in desire to firmly observe that engagement I have sent my great envoy, Hasan Mirza, along with the bahşı and the tet.

God—may He be exalted!—willing, as no hostile act should occur from your side, it is unlikely that a hostile act could occur from our side.

Moreover, putting into effect the noble firman [sent] this year from the side of his excellency, the prosperous and victorious [Ottoman] padishah, ordering a reconciliation, we have endeavored to attain your long lasting friendship. We wrote a letter to his excellency, the grand [sic] vizier Murtaza Pasha,\textsuperscript{13} and let him know that to respect the friendship between the Ottoman dynasty and the Polish king[s] that has lasted until the present time, as it has been [respected] before, would be fitting the religion and state. We also requested from his excellency, the prosperous padishah, that peace and amity be established. After the peace and amity was firmly established, we were looking out for your great envoy to be sent and to arrive from the side of yours, our brother. Thank God!—according to our wish, his excellency, the prosperous padishah gave consent to the peace and amity and authorized everything that would lead to wellbeing and friendship.

Now, it is necessary that also you, our brother, while firmly respecting your word, expel your Cossack brigands from the Dnieper and do not let the [Cossack] boats [şayqas] go to the Black Sea. You should not allow any damage or harm to be committed to the Crimea, and you should never allow any damage or harm to be committed to the dominions of his excellency, the prosperous padishah. In accordance with the firman of his excellency, the padishah, you

\textsuperscript{11} I.e., Mübarek Giray, the son of Djanibek Giray; in the winter of 1631/1632 he had raided Polish Ukraine but then turned against Muscovy; see Aleksej Novosel’skij, \textit{Bor’ba Moskovskogo gosudarstva s Tatarami}, p. 176. Here apparently his raid from 1633 is mentioned.

\textsuperscript{12} Lit. “Ibrash Bey, a son of Külük, [who are] your protection;” the term \textit{himayet} ("protection") apparently refers to the fact that the Külük clan members traditionally acted as protectors (\textit{hamis}), representing the Polish interests in the Crimea; see Document 49, n. 7.

\textsuperscript{13} On the role of Murtaza Pasha (who in fact never attained the post of grand vizier) in the Ottoman-Polish peace negotiations of 1634, in which the Polish side was represented by Hetman Stanisław Koniecpolski, see Kolołdziejczyk, \textit{Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations}, pp. 138–139.
should respect the long lasting peace and amity agreed upon between you [and the Ottoman state].

And in regard to us, we will firmly keep our word and will not set out along with the Crimean troops to your country with hostile intentions; also, we will not send the qalga sultan or nureddin sultan. Moreover, we will resettle and bring to the Crimea all the Tatars dwelling in [the region of] Akkerman. While his excellency, the prosperous padishah, removed Kantemir14 from Akkerman and sent him to another place, a firman was also issued [ordering] to remove his brothers, the mirzas, from Akkerman to the Crimea. From now on, not a slightest damage or harm will be done to the Polish country, villages, and towns by the Tatars dwelling in Akkerman, the Tatars dwelling in the Crimea, or others.

Having sent our worthy men [i.e., envoys] to his excellency, the prosperous padishah, and to his excellency, the great commander [serdar-i a’zam],15 we notified [them] of the conditions of peace and amity [negotiated between us], and having set camp on the Dnieper plain in [the vicinity of] Djankerman [i.e., Očakiv], we were looking out for the arrival of Shahin Agha16 from your side, our brother, and for the arrival of your word[s].

According to your word[s]: “if [you] remove Kantemir from Akkerman, drive away his Tatars to the Crimea, and no Tatar remains in Akkerman, also I will remove the Cossacks from the Dnieper, give to the Crimean khan the gift [vėrgü] that I used to give, display obedience towards his excellency, the prosperous padishah, and respect the ancient peace; I will give my treasure [hazine], will not let the [Cossack] boats [şayqa]s go to the Black Sea, expel all the Cossacks so that not a single one remains on the Dnieper, and I will keep friendship with the Crimean khan”—thus you [reportedly] said and petitioned, having sent a man [i.e., your envoy] along with Shahin Agha to his excellency, the grand [sic] vizier Murtaza Pasha.

His excellency, the vizier Murtaza Pasha, submitted [this matter] to his excellency, the prosperous padishah, and sent his men to me, his [i.e., my] excellency, the great padishah Djanibek Giray Khan, making it known to me. He also arranged negotiations between your men, who had come from your side, our brother, to his excellency, the grand [sic] vizier Murtaza Pasha, and our man [being in his retinue]. Moreover, his excellency, the padishah, notified

---

14 On the career and political role of Kantemir, the Nogay leader and chief commander in Budjak, see Mihnea Berindei, “La Porte Ottomane face aux Cosaques Zaporogues,” pp. 291–306. In spite of the sultan’s order to quit Budjak and join the Ottoman campaign against Persia, Kantemir remained in Budjak, entered an open conflict with Djanibek Giray’s successor, Inayet Giray, and was finally executed in Istanbul in 1637.
15 A reference to Murtaza Pasha (cf. n. 13 above).
16 On Shahin Agha, the Ottoman müteferrika and the trusted servant of Murtaza Pasha, who negotiated the preliminary peace conditions with Hetman Stanisław Koniecpolski, see Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 138–139; the document of Ottoman-Polish agreement, signed by Shahin Agha on 19 August 1634, is published in ibidem, pp. 436–441. Apparently Shahin Agha also mediated between the Polish court and the khan.
me, my excellency, the great Djanibek Giray Khan, of your answer and conditions, that came from your side, our brother. Also he found many of my [previous] proposals regarding peace and amity as reasonable, and gave consent to them.

As the agreement has been concluded and the imperial decision reached, and for the sake of the country and subjects, the arrangements fixed in order to provide ease and rest to the country and kingdom will be put into effect this year, do not allow your blessed mind to resent that we have detained your man [i.e., envoy] in our town [qasaba] named Közlev.\(^{17}\) We have detained [him] in desire to send [him back] with a true and good word; [hence,] since we strove with friendly intentions to cause his excellency, the prosperous padishah, to accept peace and amity, we postponed [your envoy’s departure]. As some individuals told lies to your men, sent from your side to his excellency, Murtaza Pasha, I assure you that nothing contrary [to the peace] has been done by us. [It is commonly known that] there is no death for envoys [i.e., I would not kill your envoy]. Moreover, in desire to keep friendship and persuaded by the hetman of Bar, we had [earlier] sent Külük’s son\(^{18}\) [to you] and for the same reason tolerated [his detainment] until the conclusion of [our] negotiations.

As we desire friendship, we sent our man to the Dnieper Cossacks to the Dnieper. God knows why, the Cossacks again set out to the Black Sea! [Nevertheless,) we were staying on the Dnieper plain along with the Tatar troops and did not set out against Poland. Also our Tatars did not even commit a small raid [beş-baş\(^{19}\)], and whoever was with us, we did not send [them]. We have remained patient until the present time.

[Thus] the agreement has been concluded: No Tatar will remain in [the region of] Akkerman; we will take Kantemir’s brother, Aytemir,\(^{20}\) Salman-shah,\(^{21}\) and other Nogays and Tatars [to the Crimea], so that not a single one

---


18 I.e., Ibrahim Bey; cf. n. 6 above.

19 Lit. “[a raid committed by] five heads.”

20 Already the Ottoman–Polish agreement, concluded between Murtaza Pasha and Hetman Koniecpolski on 9 September 1630, provided that Kantemir, his brother Aytemir, and other Nogay mirzas should be removed from Budjak. This provision was repeated in the agreement reached on 19 August 1634 between Koniecpolski and Murtaza Pasha’s plenipotentiary, Shalah Agha; cf. Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman–Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 135, 138, 427–428, 436–447. On Aytemir’s further fate, see n. 21 below.

21 Salman-shah (or Selman-shah < Süleyman-shah) was a relative of Kantemir and prominent Nogay leader. In January 1637 Djanibek’s successor, Inayet Giray, set out against the Budjak Nogays along with the Crimean troops. While Kantemir escaped to Istanbul, where he was later executed on the sultan’s order, the Nogay army, commanded by Aytemir, Salman-shah, Oraq Mirza, and other commanders, was defeated in March 1637. Following their rout, the Nogays submitted to the khan, who ordered their resettlement to the Crimea. Already on their way, they rioted again. In the summer of 1637 the Nogay leaders, including the three mentioned above, negotiated
should remain. Also you should remove the Cossacks from the Dnieper and you should not bring any damage to the Crimea or the country of the [Ottoman] padishah. And each year you should send us, our aghas, and all the aghas being in our service\(^{22}\) our [i.e., owed to us] gifts [vĕrgû] that used to be given since the ancient times. And being obedient to his excellency, the prosperous [Ottoman] padishah, you should give [him] the gift [pişkeş\(^{23}\)] and treasure [hazine] that was customary since the ancient times, and you should observe your engagements. And from our side no damage or harm will be done to you, your kingdom, villages, and towns. Until the end of my life I will be a friend of your friend and an enemy of your enemy. Thus you should trust and recognize me as [your] friend. By God who knows best!

I have nothing to add but a prayer for whomsoever has followed the right path [i.e., Islam]! Written in the second decade of the month of Djumada I of the year 1044, in the abode of Baghchasaray.

[seal] Djanibek Giray Khan, son of Mübarek Giray Sultan\(^{24}\)

---

\(^{22}\) Perhaps the clerk who composed the present document wanted to make a distinction between the aghas being office holders and those holding no office. Such a distinction can also be found in the previous document; cf. Document 49.

\(^{23}\) The term pişkeş, explained in the Redhouse dictionary as a “gift brought to a superior,” was equal to tribute in the Ottoman political vocabulary. The obligation to give a pişkeş to the sultan was first entered in the Ottoman (but not the Polish!) copy of the Treaty of Hotin (1621) though it was never recognized by the Polish side. In fact, the negotiations between Hetman Koniecpolski and Murtaza Pasha held in 1634, and mentioned in the present document, helped to clear this misunderstanding, although—as we see—the khan seemed to ignore it. The Polish king formally became an Ottoman tributary only in 1672, according to the Treaty of Buczacz, where the tribute was referred to as pişkeş (and not harac). Nevertheless, the Polish-Lithuanian Diet rejected this treaty and after four more years of war, the tribute was abolished in 1676; see Kołodziejczyk, *Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations*, pp. 132, 138, 148, 387, 439, 445, and 499.

\(^{24}\) In the middle of the seal there is the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamğa). Djanibek’s father, Mübarek Giray, was not a khan, therefore he is referred to merely as a prince (sultan). Djanibek’s accession to the throne was facilitated by the fact that he was adopted by his uncle, Selamet Giray Khan; cf. Document 44, n. 16.
DOCUMENT 51 (29 JUNE 1635)
The ‘ahdname (list przymierny) sent by Khan Inayet Giray to King Vladislaus IV

The original document is missing.
Polish translation by Samuel Otwinowski: AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 63, t. 9, no. 467.

List od Inaiet Giray chana, cara krymskiego nowego do Króla Jego Miłości Władysława Czwartego przez gońca Kazy age:

Wielkiej Ordy, wielkich narodów, stolice krymskiej, pól kypczackich, niezliczonych Tatarów, niezmiernych Nachayców i między górami będących Czerkiesów, i bez osiedla żyjących Tatów, prawej i lewej strony <i> stu, dziesięciu, tysięcy, tumanów wielki car i wielki krymski chan, wywyższony, ogromny, zdolny, najeźdźca, wielmożny, miłosierdzie nad ludem pospolitym trzymający, Inaiet Giray chan (którego wielmożności niech Pan Bóg do dni wejścia swojej szczęśliwie dopomaga!), wielkiemu ruskiemu, pruskiemu, litewskiemu, mazowieckiemu, żmudziemu, inflanckiemu, kiiowskiemu, podlaskiemu, smolenskiemu, czerniowieckiemu, i wielu innych krześcijan wielkiemu cesarzowi, Czwartemu Władysławowi, bratu naszemu, królowi polskiemu (którego sprawy niechaj Bóg sprawuje do dnia sądowego), wielu państwom rozkazicielowi, wiele nad wielą pozdrowieniom uczyniwszy, o zdrowiu i o powodzeniu Wielmożności Waszej się popytawszy, ten list nasz carski napisawszy posyłamy.

Pan Bóg wszechmogący, z wolej i miłosierdzia swego dopomagając nam możnością swoją, państwo krymskie mnie, wielkiemu carowi Inaiet Giray chanowi, przejrzawszy stolicę przeszłych przodków naszych w raju odpochemywacych, i ojca naszego, osiągnąć dał. Za co Jego Świętobliwości wielkie nad wielkimi dzięki uczyniwszy, tak bliskim jako i dalszym przyjaciółm listami swemi oznajmić to kazaliśmy. Zaczym do Was, wielmożnego brata naszego, z niewolników naszych nam zasłużonych wielkiem gońcem Kazy ageę, miłość dobrą do ostatniego wieku naszego chcąc zatrzymać i przyjaćcielowi przyjaściem, a nieprzyjaćcielowi nieprzyjaściem być pragnąc, i z dawna będącą przyjaścią i pojednanie zatrzymując, posyłamy.

A jako przodkowie naszy w raju odpochemywać, Mengili Giray chan, i Deulet Giray chan, z przodkiem waszym Augustem królem pokój i przymiere uczyniwszy przyjaźńmi i bracią sobie będąc, wedle dawnych zwyczajów i postanowienia powinne upominki, jakiekolwiek i w czymkolwiek tam, w państwach swoich polskich na własne wozy nałożywszy, do krymskiej ziemie, do mieszkań naszego Bachcia Sarauo zupełnie odṣyłali. A z temi upominki i pieniędzmi przyjeżdżającym wielkim i małym posłom, i kupcom, tak samym jako i ich rzeczom, w drodze, w polach, i we włościach nie działo się żadnej szkody. A jeśliby się też jakimkolwiek sposobem jaka szkoda stała, to nagrodzono być
miało, i kto by to uczynił, karany być miał, lubo by też przy samym chanie należony był.

Więc bratu naszemu, gałdze sułtanowi, i nuradyn sułtanowi, i inszym ilu jest sułtanów, tak samym jako i ich agom upominki przysyłane bywały. Także też przy chanie będącym agom: podskarbiemu, pisarzowi dywańskiemu, koniuszemu, nad odźwierzeń starszemu, szpizarnię chańską w mocy mającemu, nad dworem chańskim starszemu, mody wybierającemu, i inszym znacznym dwunastom agom upominki przychodziły. Nóż karadzi begom i murzom rok podle roku każdemu oddawano bywało. Zaczym też pokój i przyrzędzie w poszanowaniu zostawając, obuch państw ubody poddani w pokoju siedzieli. I po obu stron rzeki Dniepru siedzący Tatarowie i Nachayczycy dnieprową wodę pijąc, konie pasąc, w pokoju i bezpiecznie poddaństwo odprawując, i od kozackiego łotrostwa na rzecz Dnieprze będącego państwa w pokoju będąc, za panów swoich bezpieczni pięćkroć na dzień Bogu się modlił.

Według tego tedy czyniąc wszystkiemu dosyć, mało przedtym będący oicie nasz Gazy Giray chan (któremu niech da Bóg miłosierdzie swoje) z ojcem waszym przyjacielem i bratem zostawszy postanowienie uczynili, aby tak w pewnych rzeczach, fantach i materiach, co wszytko uczyni czerwonych złotych . . ., a z Polski na wozy nałożywszy do Dziankirmanu przywozili. Przeciwko którym z owej strony ludzie posyłani, aby to wszystko do Bachcia Saraiu całe przywiezione było, posyłani bywali.

To wszystko aby stwierdzono było ja, wielki Inaiet Giray chan z Wami, bratem naszym Władysławem Czwartym, bratem naszym królem polskim, od tego dnia dzisiejszego począwszy przyjaźń i braterstwo czynię, a gwoli czemu wielki przemierny list nasz napisawszy z wielkim posłem posyłamy.

Wy, brat nasz, król polski, w przyjaźni cesarskiej powolność swą ukazując, państw otomańskich, tak wołoskiej, multańskiej ziemie, Białogrodu, Kiliej, jako też i inszych wszystkich wojski swemi zaczepiać nie macie. Owszem z Dniepru kozackie łotrostwo uprzątnąwszy, na Czarne Morze czółnami aby nie wychodzili, więc państwu krymskiemu aby od nich szkody nie było. A na każdy rok zwyczajne upominki tak nam, jako też dwunastom znacznym agom naszym i karadzi bejom, także bratu naszemu, gałdze Husam Giray sułtanowi, także bratu naszemu, Sadet Giray sułtanowi nuradynowi, i inszej braciej sułtanom, i ich starszym agom, upominki aby oddane były. Według tedy wspomnionego zwyczaju o dosyć czynienie postanowieniu staranie ma być, aby list przymierny napisawszy z wielkim posłem naszym przy zupełnych upominkach przysyłano było.

Ja zatem, wielki Inaiet Giray chan, pod czasem panowania mego tak osobą swą, jako i wojski swymi, więc i Husam Giray sułtan, brat nasz, także nuradyn sułtan, trzeci brat nasz, Sadet Giray sułtan, i inszy tak mali jako i wielcy sułtanowie, także karadzi begowie, i krymscy murzowie, także nachayscy murzowie, i wszyscy w Krymie będący przedniejszy ludzie, także wojska krymskie i nachayskie, i wszyscy ludzie, którykołowiek rozkazaniu naszemu carskiemu posłuszni są, niewolnicy naszy, podejmujemy się i podejmują tego

* Empty space was left for the amount to be entered.
wszystkiego, cokolwiek w przyziemnym liście napisano jest. Dla tegoż wielkiego posła z tym posyłamy.

A jeśliby się tak stało, żeby wedle dawnych zwyczajów i postanowienia od Was, brata naszego, upominki i pieniędze posyłane nie były, i kozacy z Dniepru jeśliby zniesieni nie byli, i jeśliby jako i przedtym na Dnieprze mieszkając czołnami na morze wychodząc, państwowem cesarskim okręty szarząc szkody czynili, ja, Inaiet Giray chan wojsko swe do państwa waszego posłałszy lecie i zimie pustoszyć bym kazał; i ze stem tysięcy Tatarów w cale nienaruszone państwo wasze wszedszy, za bożą pomocą a przytomnością Proroka naszego włości wasze ogniem, szablą wojując, małych i wielkich w niewolę zabrawszy, na kożnego Tatara podczas ulewnie wieszczy, i państwa aby pustyniami nie zostawały. Nie to, abym ląkostwem jakim uwiedziony, abo jakobym potęgi i sił tylko nie miał, zgody pragnął, gdyż

złożywszy wszyscy Tatarowie, Nachaycowi, Czerkiesowowie, Kabartusowowie, Kumukowowie, b i inszych wiele w państwach rozkazowania naszego mieszkaniem są, ci wszyscy lekko kładąc sta tysięcy wojska nie będą li mieli? Kiedy tedy po dwakroć sto tysięcy wojska mając w państwa krześciańskie się obrócić, azali zemścić się krzywdy wiary prawowiernej nie będą mogli? Ale najlepszy pokój widząc, według niego aby lotrostwo pokarane było i Wy, brat nasz, król polski, jako się godzi Wielmożności Waszej o tym pilno myśleć macie; za bożą pomocą z owej strony cokolwiek będzie godnego i przystojnego odrzucone i pogardzone nie będzie; o czem szerzej wielki poseł nasz Rüstem aga, mając nasze zlecenie pomówi. Myśmy w przyjaźni mocno stali, Wy, to jest brat nasz, król polski, w postanowionym przymierzu macie mocno stać, dlatego się to napisało.

Pisan w Bachcia Saraiu we środku miesiąca mucherrem nazwanego, roku od przeprowadzenia Mechmeda Mustafy, proroka naszego 1045, to jest 29 Junij Anno 1635.

Translation:

The letter from Inayet Giray Khan, the new Crimean khan, to His Royal Majesty Vladislaus IV, [brought] through a courier, Ghazi Agha:1

b Initially written: wszystkich Tatarów, Nachayców, Czerkiesów, Kabartusów, Kumuków, but corrected by the scribe.

1 Later in the document Ghazi Agha is referred to as “great courier” (wielki goniec), who was followed by Rüstem Agha, referred to below as “great envoy” (wielki posel). Ghazi Agha should not be confused with Ghazi Bey, who at the same time carried a separate letter issued by the nureddin, Sa’adet Giray. In Sa’adet Giray’s letter, preserved in Turkish original, Ghazi Agha is referred to as ulug çapqun elçileri ("the great courier of His [Excellency]"); while Ghazi Bey simply as çapqun elçimiz ("our courier"); see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 63, t. 8, no. 466. The Crimean embassy was received in Warsaw in October 1635. Bohdan Baranowski had at his disposal the now lost manuscript of the Polish National Library (ms. B. N. Pol. F IV 94), but he did
The great tsar of the Great Horde and great nations, the Crimean throne, the Kipchak Steppe, innumerable Tatars, countless Nogays, mountain Circassians,² unsettled Tats,³ and the hundreds, tens, thousands, and tens of thousands [tümen] of the right and the left side, the great Crimean khan, the elevated, great, decorous, illustrious, magnificent, extending his grace unto the common people, Inayet Giray Khan (may God assist his majesty with prosperity until the day of His will [i.e., the khan’s death]!), to the great emperor of Ruthenia, Prussia, Lithuania, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Kiev, Podlachia [Podlasie], Smolensk, Černihiv, and of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals, and of many other Christians, our brother, the king of Poland, Vladislaus IV (may God conduct his affairs until the Day of Judgment!), the commander of many states; having expressed great many salutations and asked about Your Majesty’s health and prosperity, we have written and sent our present imperial letter:

Almighty God has assisted us by His will and grace, glanced [favorably] and let me, the great tsar Inayet Giray Khan, to attain [the reign of] the Crimean state and the throne of our former ancestors, resting in paradise, and of our father. Having pronounced great many thanks to His Holiness [i.e., God], we ordered to announce it by our letters to our close as well as distant friends. Hence we send to you, our majestic brother, our great courier Ghazi Agha, from among our merited servants, in desire to keep good friendship until the end of our time, to be a friend of [your] friend and an enemy of [your] enemy, and to retain the ancient friendship and reconciliation.

As our ancestors, resting in paradise, Mengli Giray Khan and Devlet Giray Khan, had commenced peace and friendship with your ancestor, King Augustus,⁴ being friends and brothers to each other, they used to send gifts, due according to the ancient customs and settlements, to our residence in Baghchasaray, having loaded them on their own carts. And the great and small envoys, coming along with the gifts and money, and merchants alike, were not harmed by any damage done to them or their goods on their way, in the steppe, or in [our] domains. And if any damage occurred in whichever way, it was to be compensated and those, who had committed it, were to be punished, even if they were found in the khan’s retinue.

² Lit. “Circassians dwelling among mountains,” a literal translation of the Turkish expression tağ ara Çerkes.
³ On the Tats, see Document 48, n. 8. The description “unsettled” (Pol. bez osiedła żyjących) apparently results from a misunderstanding, as the Tats were not nomads. Since in the khan’s intitulatio the Tats were typically paired with the Tavgaches, and the latter term was unknown to Otwinowski (cf. Document 48, n. 8), the Crown translator perhaps mistook Tavgâc for Tav-göç, “wandering in the mountains,” and erroneously applied this term to the Tats (“wandering” > “leading unsettled life” > “unsettled”).
⁴ The examples of Mengli Giray Khan and King Sigismund Augustus do not match chronologically as the first one died in 1515 while the second was born in 1520. Yet, Devlet Giray (r. 1551–1577) and Sigismund Augustus (r. 1548–1572) were contemporaries.
Moreover, gifts were sent to our brother, the qalga sultan, to the nureddin sultan and other sultans, whatever their number, both to them and their aghas. Gifts were also received by the aghas in the khan’s retinue: the treasurer, the master of the horse, the head doorkeeper, the butler, the majordomo, the mead cupbearer, and other prominent aghas amounting to twelve. And [gifts] were given year by year to each of the qaçaçı beys and mirzas. Hence the peace and agreement was respected and the poor subjects of the two states remained in peace. And the Tatars and Nogays, who dwelled on both sides of the Dnieper river, drinking the Dnieper water and grazing horses, fulfilled their subject duties in peace and safety, and enjoying peace and security from Cossack brigands, based on the Dnieper river, prayed to God for their rulers five times a day.

Shortly before, in fulfillment of the above conditions, our father Ghazi Giray Khan (may God grant him his mercy!) became a friend and brother of your father, and they agreed that [gifts] in goods, objects, and textiles, worth... thousand golden florins [czerwonych złotych] should be loaded on carts and brought from Poland to Djankerman [i.e., Očakiv]. From this side men were sent to fetch all these [goods from Djankerman] to Baghchasaray.

In order to confirm all the above [conditions], from this day on I, the great khan Inayet Giray, declare friendship and brotherhood with you, our brother, Vladislaus IV, the king of Poland, and therefore, having written our great letter of agreement, we send it along with our great envoy.

You, our brother, the king of Poland, in respect to the [Ottoman] emperor’s friendship, should not let your troops invade the Ottoman domains, either

---

5 This phrase evidently refers to the past, i.e., the qalga of each reigning khan in the past, and not to Inayet’s brother.
6 Pol. podskarbi; apparently a translation of Tur. hazinedar or hazinedar başı.
7 Pol. pisarz dywański; apparently a translation of Tur. divan katibi.
8 Pol. koniuszy; apparently a translation of Tur. mirahor.
9 Pol. nad ođźwiernemi starszy; apparently a translation of Tur. qaçaçı başı.
10 Pol. spiżarnię chańską w mocy mający (“the one responsible for the khan’s larder”); cf. spiżarny in Document 48, apparently a translation of Tur. kilerci başı.
11 Pol. nad dworem chańskim starszy (“the head of the court”); apparently a translation of Tur. kahya.
12 Pol. miody wybierający (“the one collecting mead”); apparently a translation of Tur. bakı başı, referring to an official responsible for the delivery of honey and mead to the khan’s palace; cf. Document 49, n. 18.
13 The Polish text: i inszym znacznym dwunastom agom (“and other prominent twelve aghas”) suggests that the total number of aghas entitled to the gifts was nineteen—the seven aforementioned functionaries plus twelve other aghas; yet, the analogous fragment in Document 48 suggests that the total number of aghas entitled to gifts was twelve; cf. also the paragraph below referring to the “twelve prominent aghas” (written in the dative: dwunastom znacznym agom).
14 Empty space was left for the amount to be entered. In 1599, during the negotiations between the envoys of Ghazi Giray and Sigismund III, it was agreed that the value of annual gifts should amount to 15,000 florins; cf. Document 36, n. 9.
Moldavia or Wallachia, Akkerman, Kilia, or any other [lands]. Moreover, you should remove the Cossack brigands from the Dnieper, so that they would not set out to the Black Sea in their boats and so that no damage be caused by them to the Crimean state. Each year customary gifts should be delivered to us, our twelve prominent aghas, and the qaraç bey, also to our brother, the qalga Hüsam Giray Sultan, also to our [another] brother, the nureddin Sa’adet Giray Sultan, and to other brothers, the sultans, as well as their elder aghas. While no effort should be spared in order to fulfill this engagement in accordance with the aforementioned custom, a [royal] letter of agreement should be written and sent through our great envoy along with the complete set of gifts.

Hence I, the great khan Inayet Giray, [engage] for the duration of my reign with my person and troops, and our brother, Hüsam Giray Sultan, and our other brother, the nureddin sultan, Sa’adet Giray Sultan, and other younger and older sultans, also the qaraç bey, Crimean mirzas, Nogay mirzas, all prominent men being in the Crimea, the Crimean and Nogay troops, and all men, who obey our imperial order, [being] our servants, we engage and they engage to fulfill everything that is recorded in the letter of agreement [list przymierny]. For this sake we send our great envoy.

And if it so happens that gifts and money, due according to the ancient customs and agreement, are not sent by you, our brother, and the Cossacks are not removed from the Dnieper, and if they continue to dwell on the Dnieper, set out in their boats to the sea, attack [Ottoman] ships and bring damage to imperial domains, as they have done before, then I, Inayet Giray Khan, will send my troops to your state and order to raid it in summer as well as in winter; and if [I] enter your [presently] undisturbed state along with a hundred thousand Tatars, raid it with fire and sword with the assistance of God and our Prophet, and capture the commoners and the noble ones, assuming that each Tatar would take one captive and one head of cattle, you should consider whether it would not exceed the value of the gifts that you are to send. Yet, it is my desire that during my reign the poor subjects remain safely in peace and states do not turn into deserts. Not that I want reconcilement tempted by greed [of your gifts] or for the lack of power and troops, as having put together all the Tatars, Nogays, Circassians, Kabardinians, Kumyks, and many others, dwelling in the domains under our command, do they not altogether constitute at least a hundred thousand of troops? Then, if I turn against Christian

---

15 Respectively referred to as ziemia wołoska and ziemia multańska; cf. Document 47, notes 4 and 13.
16 Lit. “our third brother” (trzeci brat nasz), apparently referring to the khan as the first brother, and to the qalga as the second one. Both Hüsam and Sa’adet Girays were later killed in the Nogay rebellion of 1637.
17 The Polish term niewolnicy refers to slaves, but in the given context the term “servants” fits better.
18 Lit. “the small and big ones” (małych i wielkich); though this phrase can be alternatively translated as “the young and old ones,” probably the khan’s intention was to warn the nobles that his raid might affect them and their families as well.
states having two hundred thousand of troops, will I not be able to take revenge for the harm done to the true faith [i.e., Islam]? Yet, as I regard peace an optimal measure, Your Excellency, our brother, the king of Poland, should diligently look for suitable means of punishing the brigands in accordance with its requirements; whatever sound and decent [proposal] comes [from your side], with God’s help it will not be rejected or scorned at by this side; this matter will be further discussed by our great envoy, Rüstem Agha, who is commissioned by us. As we have firmly kept friendship, [also] you, our brother, the king of Poland, should firmly keep the resolved agreement, therefore this [document] has been written.

Written in Baghchasaray, in the second decade of the month named Muharrem, of the year 1045 since the relocation [i.e., Hegira] of our prophet, Muhammad Mustafa, that is on 29 June 1635.

---

19 It is hard to guess how the khan obtained this rather unrealistic number; probably he added one hundred thousand troops obtainable by the mobilization of the Nogays and Caucasian tribes to another one hundred thousand of “regular” Crimean troops listed earlier in the same paragraph.

20 The Polish phrase we środku ("in the middle") is an apparent translation of the Turkish term evasıt (lit. "the middle") referring to the second, middle decade of a month.

21 The second decade of Muharrem 1045 A.H. lasted from 27 June till 6 July 1635.
The ‘ahdname (list przymierny) sent by Khan Bahadır Giray to King Vladislaus IV

The original document is missing.


List od chana krymskiego przymierny do Króla Jego Miłości Władysława Czwartego:

Niechaj będą Panu Bogu wielkie nieskończone zawsze dzięki oddawane, który z wszechmocności swej stworzywszy tak piękne niebo z niczego, po tym świat i człowieka stworzył, i onego nad wszystkie bydłeta rozumu daniem wywyższywszy, wszelkie stworzone rzeczy pod moc dał. Niechaj będą nieskończone dzięki Bogu najwyższemu, uprzejme chęci i dzięki oddawane, że z opatrzności Jego stany wszelkiego stworzenia tak dobrze są sporządzone. Ale niemniej i za to niechaj wieczna i nieskończona sława Jego słynie, że za pomocą przodków\(^a\) świętych w rozmaitych krajach wszystkie narody wiarą są oświecone, przez którą za zrządzeniem Jego, prawa wszyscy ludzie pewne na się przyjęli, którzy się wszyscy prawie monarchowie od wieku wiązać i przyjaźni jednoliczyć zwykli. Tych i sam Pan Bóg najprzód aby na ziemi wszelkiego pospólstwa zaśloną byli, nad ludźmi swemi postanowił.

Czego też i nam tych szczęśliwych czasów udzielił, żeśmy za łaską i pomocą Jego, za co Mu po wszystkie dni wieku naszego nieskończone czynić dzięki będziemy, najszerszą stolicę przodków naszych osiedli, zaczym najprzysniejszą i najsłuszniejszą zacnemu stanowi naszemu tośmy upatrzyli, abyśmy na wszystkie strony otworzyli wrota przyjaźni naszej, której z dawnych czasów przodkowie nasi świątobliwie dotrzymywać każdemu byli zwykli. Za których przykładem idąc my, wielkich państw i Wielkiej Ordy, i stolicy krymskiej, wielkich gór\(^b\) kipczackich i cerkieskich pól,\(^c\) i niezliczonych wojsk tatarskich i nachayskich na prawej i lewej stronie wielki car i chan Bahadyr Gieray chan, syn Selamet Gieray chanów, syna Dewlet Gierejowego, wielkich królów i wielkich księstw polskich, szwedzkich, ruskich, pruskich, mazowieckich, litewskich, inflantskich, gotskich, żmudzkich, wandalskich, samogickich wielkemu królowi i monarsze, najjaśniejszemu bratu naszemu Władysławowi Czwartemu, którego Pan Bóg po wszystkie dni niechaj szczęśli wo i błogosławi, po nawidzeniu uprzejmym zdrowia dobrego przez to pisanie z najjaśniejszym znakiem naszym wiadomo czyniemy, że skorośmy stolicę przodków naszych i krymskie państwo za łaską Boga wszechmogącego

\(^a\) Apparently misspelled; it should read proroków.
\(^b\) Evidently misplaced; it should read pól; cf. n. c below.
\(^c\) Evidently misplaced; it should read gór; cf. n. b above.
osiedli, zarazem bracie nasz, Władysławie Czwarty, z przyjaźnią naszą i potwierdzeniem przyjmię zaodezwiać mi się wam przyszło.

Że za szczęśliwych czasów i pamięci przodków i dziadów naszych, a osobliwie od czasów Wangli [sic] Girey i Dewlet Girey chanów, a od czasów przodka Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, brata naszego, króla Augusta stanęły były takie przyzjęzą zobopólną utwierdzone przyjmię pakta, i przyjaźnielska i braterska miłość tak była ugruntowana, że nie tylko z daleka i z bliska społecznie sobie tej przyjaźni dotrzymywały, ale też szedźgod postanowienia zupełna, zawsze i wcześniej upominki zwyczajne polskimi wzami aż do Krymu odwożone były, i w stolicy naszej Bachcze Saraju przez polskie posły bywały oddawane po wszelkie czasy, a mianowicie posłowie żadnej szkody nigdy najmniejszej ani sami na osobie, ani przy nich kupcy odjeżdżający i przyjeżdżający tak w drodze, jako i Dzikich Polach i w najmniejszej rzeczy nie odnosili, a kiedy by też którego co kiedy przypadkowym sposobem potkało, natychżemiast z wielką pełnością swawoleństwo wynalązła, surowo zwykło było karać. Ale upominki nie tylko im samym oddawane były, ale też i na dworze ich ustawicznie będącym wielmożnym braci, to jest gałdze, i nuradynowi, i inszym synom, sołtanom, także przedniejszym przy boku mieszkającym agom, jako wezyrowi, podskarbiemu, piszarowi, koniuszemu, kapudzi baszy, i inszym urzędnikom, których krom bejów inszych, murzow co znaczniejszych, jest dwanaście, zawsze się wszystkim tych upominków dostawało. Co że każdego roku z pełnością obserwowano, dla tego też pokoju i przyjmię pilnie i swawoleństwo przestrzegano i szanowano, zacząm zawsze w miłym pokoju mile zażywało, odpoczywało. I lubo Tatarowie tak krymscy, jako i nachayscy przy obudwu brzegach dnieprowych wodę pijali i trawy pasali, przecie jednak nienaruszonej przyjaźni zachowując posłuszeństwo cesarskie w tej mierze z pełnością przestrzegali. Co że się też i z waszej strony zachowało, pospólne nasze będąc bezpieczne od najazdów kozackich z pełnością za szczęśliwe panowanie cesarskie Pana Boga prosiło.

A ponieważ też i potym brat nasz świętej pamięci, Gazy Gieray chan w Wołoszych na Cecorze przez Zamoyskiego kancelera i hetmana od świętej pamięci ojca Waszej Królewskiej Miłości Zygmunta powtarzającego to przyjmię nowe pakta był otrzymał, gdzie zostawszy całym bratem i przyjaciela waszym według dawnego zwyczaju na tychże upominkach przestawał, co uczyni...d tysięcy czerwonych złotych. Dla tego my też dla tych pomienionych upominków, które mają być według zwyczaju polskimi wzami aż do Dziemiertenu odwiezione, i przeciwko którym my sługi nasze zaszłać, aby je wczele do Bachacze Saraju przyprowadzili, wyprawić powinność.

Posłaliśmy według starożytnego zwyczaju z temi naszymi najszczerszymi i poprzysiężonymi pakta z przedniejszych ślub naszych Kołtuszę beja, życząc sobie tego, abyś nie tylko tak, jako kiedy przodkowi naśi Mengli Gieray i Dewlet Gieray chanowie z przodkami Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, królem Augustem, którzy z sobą w wielkiej przyjaźni i braterskiej miłości żyli, ale też jako niedawnych czasów brat nasz, Kazy Gieray chan za kancelera Zamoyskiego

\[d\] Empty space was left for the amount to be entered.
jakim był bratem i przyjacielem Waszej Królewskiej Miłości został, tak i my też, Bahader Gieray chan usilnie tego pragniemy, abyśmy od dzisiejszego dnia całym bratem i przyjacielem Waszej Królewskiej Miłości zostali.

Któremu z tą kondycją te pakta nasze oddaćemy chcieli rozkazali, że odtąd jeżeli Wasza Królewska Miłość, brat nasz przestrzegając przyjaźni cesarskiej w państwach wszystkiej monarchii jego, a osobliwie tak w wołoskiej jako i multańskiej ziemi, tudzież i około Biłogrodu, Tehini, i Kiliei, ani sam ani wojskom swoim żadnych szkód czynić nie dopuścisz, także by swawoleństwo kozackie mocno poskromione czółnami mimo Dziankierman przeprawiać się przez Dniepr ani na morze wpadać nie mogło, więc jeżeli to swawoleństwo w włościach naszych krymskich żadnych szkód czynić nie będzie, ale zwyczajne upominki tak nam, jako i wszystkim wzwyż mianowanych braci, solтанom, begom, agom, i inszym murzom od was oddawane nam będą, i jeżeli się we wszystkim według dawnego zwyczaju około zatrymania społecznej przyjaźni ochotnym nam być pokażecie, tedy my też, Bohadyr Gieray chan tak wszystko wojsko nasze, jako i bracią naszą, mianowicie gałdze Islam Giereja, nuradyna Şefa Gieray soltana, ze wszystkimi inszemi małemi i wielkimi soltanami, ze wszystkimi agami i bejami, i wszystkimi wojski krymskimi i nachayskimi bierzemy na szyje nasze, że nigdy najmniejszym sposobem przeciwko tym poprzysiężonym paktem, które z tym najwyższym znakiem do was posyłamy, nigdy żaden od tych czas w żadnej wsi ani mieście, miasteczku waszym i jedną nogą postać ważyć się nie będzie. I owszem, wszyscy staracie się o to będą, aby byli wszystkich przyjaciół waszych przyjaciółami, a nieprzyjaciółmi nieprzyjaciółami. A ponieważ odtąd waszych nieprzyjaciół wszystkich zostawamy nieprzyjaciółami, a przyjaciół przyjaciółami, słuszna aby też przyjaciele wasi byli naszemi przyjaciółami, a nieprzyjaciółmi nieprzyjaciółmi, bo my gdyby się jaki wasz nieprzyjaciel zjawił, a wy byście od nas przeciwko niemu pomocy potrzebowali, zawsze według potrzeby wojska wam posłać gotowi będziemy ufając, że też i wy, gdyby tego potrzeba jaka była, na żądanie nasze tożbyście dla nas uczynili.

Przeto odtąd posłowie i kupcy wasi niechaj do nas wolno przyjeżdżają, tymże sposobem posłowie i kupcy nasi do was niechaj wolny przejazd mają, bez szkód wszelakich. A jeżeli by się trafkiem przydało, że by którego gdziekolwiek szkoda jaka spotkała, tak u nas jako i u was, tychżeiniast wszystkie dobra ich wynalazłszy zobopólnie niechaj wcale powracane będą, i złoczyńcy nichaj nieodwolniczo odniosą karanie słuszne tak dalece, żeby te poprzysiężone pakta nasze nienaruszone zostawały.

A jeżeli się też nam iść trafilo na którąkolwiek stronę z wojski, lubo któremu z braci naszej, tedy powinni będą mieć wszystkie włości polskie tak, aby się najmniejsza szkoda od żadnego człowieka z wojska tatarskiego i nachayskiego w państwie Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, brata naszego nigdy nie działa.

Zaczym te punkta wszystkie w tych paktach naszych wypisane dla dotrzymania statecznej przyjaźni po wszystkie dni panowania naszego przysięgą naszą mocno utwierdzając, przysiegamy na jednego i wielkiego Boga, i proroka naszego prawdziwego, żę tym paktem we wszystkim czynić dosyć chcemy, które utwierdzone przysięgą zawierają; aby były oddane do rąk przyjaścielskich, one przyjaścielską pieczęcią pieczętujemy.
Na końcu seferulachyr miesiąca nazwanego, roku po zejściu z tego świata proroka naszego Machometa Mustafy 1047, w stołecznym mieście naszym Bachcze Saraju.

Translation:

The letter of agreement [sent] from the Crimean khan to His Royal Majesty Vladislaus IV:

Let the great and infinite gratitude be permanently pronounced to God, who through His almightiness created such beautiful heaven from nothing, and then created the world and a man, whom He elevated above all the animals by giving him reason and placed all the creatures under his power. Let infinite gratitude be pronounced to the highest God, who so perfectly arranged the creation through His providence. Moreover, thanks to His eternal and infinite glory, all the nations in different countries were enlightened with faith by holy prophets and, by His ordinance, received firm laws which all the monarchs used to respect and through which they had united in friendship since the ancient times. God has elevated the latter [i.e., the monarchs] above their peoples so that they should protect all the commoners on earth.

As in these prosperous times He has conferred a similar duty upon us, and—through His grace and assistance, for which we will infinitely thank Him until our last days—we have ascended to the most fortunate throne of our ancestors, we have regarded as the most fitting and right thing to open in all directions the door of friendship, which our ancestors used to devotedly observe since the ancient times in regard to anyone. Following their example, we, the great tsar and khan of the great states and Great Horde, the Crimean throne, the Kipchak Steppe and the Circassian mountains, and the innumerable Tatar and Nogay troops of the right and the left side, Bahadir Giray Khan, son of Selamet Giray Khan, son of Devlet Giray, after having politely wished good health to the great king and monarch of the great kingdoms and great duchies of Poland, Sweden, Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Lithuania, Livonia, Gothia, Samogitia, Vandalia, and Samogitia, our illustrious brother Vladislaus the Fourth (may God favor and bless him until the end of his days!), we make known by this writing provided with our illustrious sign [i.e., tuğra] that as—by the grace of Almighty God—we have ascended to the throne of our ancestors and the Crimean state, we have deemed proper to address you, our brother Vladislaus the Fourth, with our friendship and the confirmation of an agreement.

In the prosperous times of our ancestors and grandfathers, especially the khans Mengli Giray and Devlet Giray, and in the times of King Augustus, the

---

¹ On this corrupt form, see n. 19 below.

² Erroneously repeated; first listed as żmudzkich and then as samogickich whereas both terms refer to Samogitia.

³ Devlet Giray (r. 1551–1577) and Sigismund Augustus (r. 1548–1572) were contemporaries; cf. Document 48, n. 11.
ancestor of our brother, Your Royal Majesty, agreements [przymierne pakta] were established, mutually confirmed with oaths, and brotherly amity was so solid that not only friendship was jointly maintained by both sides, but the customary gifts were transported on Polish carts as far as the Crimea and delivered by Polish envoys in our capital in Baghchasaray, in complete quantity, always, and on time, as stipulated [by the agreements]; envoys and merchants who accompanied the former ones upon their departure and arrival, never suffered any harm, either in person or in property, on their way [through the two states] or in the Wild Fields [i.e., steppe]; and if something happened to one of them by accident, the culprits were duly found and severely punished. Gifts were delivered not merely to them [i.e., the khans], but to their noble brothers, who remained at their court, namely the qalqa and the nureddin as well as their <other> sons, the sultans; also to the leading aghas in their retinue, such as the vizier, the treasurer, the master of the horse, the head doorkeeper [i.e., qapıçı başı], and other officials who [altogether] amount to twelve, not counting the beys and prominent mirzas; they all used to receive gifts. As this custom was duly observed year after year and the peace and alliance were diligently and devotedly respected and honored, commoners of both sides enjoyed peace and rest. Albeit the Crimean and Nogay Tatars drank water and grazed [herds] on both sides of the Dnieper, they diligently observed the imperial authority and the inviolable [rules of] friendship. As the same [rules] were observed on your part, our commoners were safe from Cossack raids and prayed to God for the fortunate imperial reign.

Thereafter, our late brother, Ghazi Giray Khan, obtained a new instrument, renewing the agreement, from Your Royal Majesty’s late father, Sigismund, through [the mediation of] Chancellor and Hetman Zamoyski, in Țuțora [Cecora] in Moldavia; and having become your brother and friend, he accepted the quota of [annual] gifts worth... thousand golden florins [czerwonych złotych], according to the ancient custom. According to the custom, the aforementioned gifts should be transported on Polish carts as far as Djankerman.

4 Pol. podskarbi; apparently a translation of Tur. hazinedar or hazinedar başı.
5 The Polish term pisarz apparently refers to the scribe of the divan (Tur. divan katibi); cf. Document 48, n. 18.
6 Pol. koniuszy; apparently a translation of Tur. mirahor.
7 The Turkish term qapıçı başı is rendered in Polish as kapudzi baszy.
8 The term “imperial” (cesarskie) apparently refers to the Ottoman sultan; cf. Document 48, n. 19.
9 Perhaps the original Turkish text read “prayed to God for their rulers;” cf. Document 51.
10 Sic; Ghazi II Giray was Bahadır’s uncle.
11 In seventeenth-century Polish, the term Wołochy (w Wołoszech in the locative) referred to either Wallachia or Moldavia. In the given case it refers to Moldavia.
12 Empty space was left for the amount to be entered. In 1599, during the negotiations between the envoys of Ghazi II Giray and Sigismund III, it was agreed that the value of annual gifts should amount to 15,000 florins; cf. Document 36, n. 9.
[i.e., Očakiv]; hence, on our part we should send our servants to fetch them and bring to Baghchasaray.

According to the ancient custom, we have sent Qutlu-shah Bey, from among our most prominent servants, along with our present fortunate and sworn instrument of agreement [poprzysiężone pakt], in desire that from the present day on we should become a brother and friend of Your Royal Majesty, just like our ancestors, the khans Mengli Giray and Devlet Giray, used to live in great friendship and brotherly amity with the ancestors of Your Royal Majesty, [such as] King Augustus, and, moreover, like recently, in the times of Chancellor Zamoyski, our brother, Ghazi Giray Khan, became a brother and friend of Your Royal Majesty[‘s father].

We have ordered him [i.e., Qutlu-shah] to deliver our present instrument of agreement with the condition that if Your Royal Majesty, our brother, out of respect for the [Ottoman] emperor’s friendship, do not bring any damage or let your troops bring damage in any of his domains, and especially in Moldavia and Wallachia, or in the surroundings of Akkerman, Tighina [i.e., Bender], or Kilia, moreover, if the Cossack brigands are firmly restrained from crossing the Dnieper near Djankerman [i.e., Očakiv] or setting out to the sea in their boats, hence if these brigands do not bring any damage in our Crimean domains, while your customary gifts are delivered to us and all the aforementioned brothers, sultans, beys, aghas, and other mirzas, and if you display your desire to maintain the mutual friendship in all aspects, according to the ancient custom, then, on our part, we, Bahadir Giray Khan, along with all our troops as well as our brothers, namely Qalga Islam Giray, Nureddin Safa Giray, all the remaining small and great [i.e., younger and older] sultans, all the aghas, beys, and all the Crimean and Nogay troops, we guarantee with our lives that from now on, none [of our subjects] will ever dare to set his foot into any of your villages, towns, or borroughs in violation of the sworn instrument of agreement that we send you along with the lofty sign. On the contrary, they will all strive to be friends of your friends and enemies to your enemies. And because from now on, we will remain enemies of all your enemies and friends of [all your] friends, it is only right that your friends should be our friends, and [your] enemies [our] enemies, because if an enemy of yours appears and you need our help against him, we will always send you as many troops as

---

13 Qutlu-shah was received by Hetman Koniecpolski in Bar on 24 October 1637 and then proceeded to the royal court in Warsaw; see Korespondencja Stanisława Koniecpolskiego, pp. 43–44, 423. Although he brought peaceful proposals, he was detained in Poland until 1639; cf. Document 55, n. 8.
14 Sic; cf. n. 10 above.
15 The passage refers to Sigismund III; cf. the previous paragraph.
16 Respectively referred to as ziemia wołoska and ziemia multańska; cf. Document 47, notes 4 and 13.
17 Pol. bierzemy na szyje nasze (lit. “we take upon our necks”), a literal translation of the Turkish idiomatic expression boyuna almaq, “to take upon oneself,” i.e., “to pledge;” this expression can also be found in Document 49, preserved in the Turkish original.
needed, trusting that you will do likewise in response to our request, if such need arises.

Thus from now on, your envoys and merchants may come to us freely, and likewise our envoys and merchants should be able to travel freely to your domains, without experiencing any damage. And if by accident any of them suffers any damage, in our domains or yours, all [stolen] goods should be immediately found and restored [to their owners] while evildoers should receive their deserved punishment on the spot, so that this sworn agreement should remain intact.

And if it so happens that we, or any of our brothers, set out with [our] troops in whichever direction, then [these troops] should pass round any Polish domains so that not even the slightest harm be ever done in the state of Your Royal Majesty, our brother, by anyone from among the Tatar or Nogay troops.

Thus, firmly cementing all the articles written in our present instrument of agreement with our oath so that the solid friendship should last until the final days of our reign, we swear by one and great God and by our true Prophet that we want to thoroughly honor the contents of the present agreement, cemented with [our] oath; and we stamp them with our friendly seal so that they should be delivered to [your] friendly hands.

[Written] in the third decade\(^{18}\) of the prosperous\(^{19}\) month named Safer, of the year 1047 after the departure of our prophet, Muhammad Mustafa, from this world,\(^{20}\) in our capital city of Baghchasaray.\(^{21}\)

\(^{18}\) The Polish phrase na końcu ("at the end") is an apparent translation of the Turkish term evahir (lit. "the end") referring to the third, last decade of a month.

\(^{19}\) The Polish translator apparently did not understand the standard formula Seferü’l-hayr ("the prosperous Safer") and erroneously rendered it as Seferü’l-ahir (Pol. seferulachyr), lit. "the last Safer;" the Arabic adjective al-ahir ("the last") is used only in reference to the months Rebi and Djumada (Rebi’ü’l-ahir for Rebi II and Cemaziyü’l-ahir for Djumada I) in order to distinguish them from Rebi I (Rebi’ü’l-evvel) and Djumada I (Cemaziyü’l-evvel), respectively.

\(^{20}\) Sic; of course it should refer to the Hegira and not Muhammad’s death. The third decade of Safer 1047 A.H. lasted from 15 till 23 July 1637.

\(^{21}\) In the preserved Polish copy, the locatio is followed by a fragment, in which the khan notifies the king that the Crimean envoy, Qutlu-shah Bey, has been entrusted with additional matters which will be discussed orally; Bibl. Czart., ms. 134 (Teki Naruszewicza), pp. 159–160. The fragment contains a separate intitulatio of Bahadır Giray and a separate royal address, hence it is probably a translation of Qutlu-shah’s credential letter; still, one cannot exclude that it was inscribed at the bottom of the ‘ahdname and thus constituted its integral part.
DOCUMENT 53 (JULY 1637)
The ‘ahdname (list przymierny) sent by Qalga Islam Giray to King Vladislaus IV

The original document is missing.

List przymierny od gałgi do Jego Królewskiej Miłości Władysława Czwartego:

Paniu Bogu najwyższemu niechaj wieczna chwała i dzięki oddawane będą, że z wszechmości swojej z niszcze nazwą świata i ziemię, i wszystkie rzeczy na nim będące stworzył, a człowieka rozumu daniem przysłuchawszy nad wszystkie stworzone rzeczy wywyższył. Niechaj będą Stwórcy temu wieczne i nieskończone oddawane dzięki, że On z wszechmości swojej tak na niebie między gwiazdami i planetami, jako i na ziemi między wszystkimi stworzonymi rzeczami, sam przez sie i przez zacne święte proroki swe wszelki porządek postanowił i różne narody wiarą swą świętą uczył i ubogał, aż do czasów szczęśliwych naszych.

My, Wielkiej Hordy i wielkich państw krymskich, wielkich gór i szerokich pol tawch i nachayskich, cerkieskich, po lewej i prawej stronie wielkich wojsk wiaru musulmańskiej wielki carowicz i kalga krymski, Islam Gieray sołtan, wielkich królestw i wielkich księstw polskich, szwedzkich, litewskich, ruskich, pruskich, mazowieckich, żmudzkich, inflantskich, gotskich, wandaluskich, wielkiemu i najjaśniejszemu monarsze polskiemu, Władysławowi Czwartemu bratu naszemu, po nawiedzeniu pilnym zdrowia dobrego przez to nasze pisanie z najwyższym znakiem naszym sułtańskim wiadomo będzie, że zostawszysy z zacnych przodków naszych krymskich stolice wielkim gałgą za szczęściem i łaską bożą, za co niechaj Mu będą wieczne i nieskończone dzięki oddawane, zarazem jeżeliśmy do postronnych przyjaciół listy nasze przyjaźni rozsłały; pogotowiu do Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, brata naszego dla potwierdzenia i ugruntowania starożytnych pakt wyprawić nam przyszło wielkiego posła naszego Hussein czauza, życząc sobie każdemu przyjacielowi Waszej Królewskiej Miłości przyjaciela być, a nieprzyjaścielowi nieprzyjaźń, i tak w bliskim, jako i w dalekim sąsiestrwie w przyjaźni nienaruzonej życie nie naczej jako zacny przodek Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, król August świętej pamięci z przodkami naszymi żyjąc czas niemały, wzajemnie sobie zawsze statecznie, w niczym nigdy nie wykraczając przyjaźni i wiary dotrzymywały, postanowione pakte z pilnością szanowali.

Temu że we wszystkim chce dosyć czynić Bohadry Gieray, chan i brat nasz, posyła poprzysiężone pakte Waszej Królewskiej Miłości; a że też i my we wszystkim chcemy się skromnie zachować i te poprzysiężone pakte świętobliwie szanować, dla tego my wielkiego posła naszego Husseina czauza do Waszej
Królewskiej Miłości wyправili. Słuszna tedy, żebyś też Wasza Królewska Miłość przyjąwszy te pakta i obietnice nasze, onym we wszystkim z tej tam strony swej czyniąc dosyć, te zwyczajne upominki nam odesłać raczył. Także zachowując sobie przyjaźń cesarza tureckiego w państwach jego, tak wołoskich

i multańskiej ziemi, jako też i około Tehini, Biłogrodu, i Kiliery aby ani wojska Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, ani wojska kozackie wtargnieniem na morze czołnami przez Dniepr ani lądem żadnych szkód najmniejszych w państwach cesarskich, ani w włościach naszych krymskich czynić nie ważył się.

Jeżeli tedy te wszystkie upominki, które z dawnych czasów oddawane antecessorom i braci naszym, gałgom, nam i agom naszym natenczas wcale odeslecie, i kozackie swawoleństwo mocno poskromicie, tedy i my też wszystkiego krzymskiego jako i nachayskiego wojska na nasze szyje tak dałece bierzemy, że nie tylko by miał jeden nogą z wojsk naszych tatarskich postać w ziemi waszej, ale i my sami lubo to z daleka lubo z bliska, zostawimy bratem i przyjacielem waszym, każdego przyjaciela waszego przyjacielem, a nieprzyjaciela nieprzyjacielem zostawimy, na żądanie wasze przeciwko każdemu nieprzyjacielowi, ile tylko potrzeba będzie wojska posłać gotowi będziemy unaczyć, że i wy też dla nas toż uczynicie, gdyby tego potrzeba była jaka.

Zaczym niechaj do nas posłowie i kupcy wasi spokojnie przyjeżdżają i odjeżdżają, podobnym sposobem nasi do was, zobopólnie żadnych szkód ani na osobie, ani na dobrach i towarach swoich nie ponosząc, niechaj wolno przyjeżdżać i odjeżdżać. A jeżeliby trafunkiem gdziekolwiek którego szkoda spotkała, tak u was jako i u nas, niechaj zarazem wynalazłszy zgubę jego, swawoleństwo surowo karane niechaj zostawa.

Lecz gdyby też nam przyszło dokąd wojska posyłać nasze, polskie włości daleko mijać będą; żadem z tatarskiego wojska w ziemi Waszej Królewskiej Miłości, brata naszego Władysława Czwartego i nogą jedną postać, ani szkód najmniejszych czynić ważyć się nie będzie.

Dlatego te szczęśliwe pakta nasze i wszystkie w nich opisane kondycje przysięgą naszą, że do śmierci po wszystkie dni panowania naszego dosyć czynić chcemy, utwierdzają\[c\], przysięgliśmy na jednego i miłościwego Boga i proroka naszego prawdziwego. Że tedy tej przysiędze dosyć czynić chcemy, pakta te nasze zawierając szczęśliwie spokojną rękę pieczę przyjacielską przybciskamy. Życzmy przy tym od Pana Boga zdrowia dobrego i szczęśliwego panowania Waszej Królewskiej Miłości.

Roku po zejściu wielkiego i prawdziwego naszego proroka 1047, w stolicy i rezydencji naszej Lutfi Saraju.

Translation:

The letter of agreement [sent] from the qalga to His Royal Majesty Vladislaus IV:

Let the eternal praise and gratitude be pronounced to the highest God, who through His almighty power created the world, earth, and all things from nothing, and elevated the man above the whole creation by giving him reason. Let the eternal and infinite gratitude be pronounced to the Creator, who through His
almightiness created order in heaven, among stars and planets, and on earth, among all the created beings, Himself or through noble and holy prophets, and has ennobled and enriched various nations with His holy faith, and continues doing so until our fortunate times.

We, the great prince [carowicz] of the Great Horde and the great Crimean domains, the great mountains and wide fields [i.e., steppes] of the Tats, Nogays, and Circassians, the great Muslim troops arranged into the left and the right side, the Crimean qalga, Islam Giray Sultan, after having promptly wished good health to the great and illustrious Polish monarch of the great kingdoms and great duchies of Poland, Sweden, Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Gothia, and Vandalia, our illustrious brother Vladislaus the Fourth, it will be known through our present writing provided with our lofty princely sign [i.e., tuğra] that, as we have ascended the seat of our noble Crimean ancestors and become—by the favor and grace of God, let the eternal and infinite gratitude be pronounced to Him!—the great qalga, we have immediately sent our friendly letters to foreign friends; hence, in order to confirm and cement the ancient agreement we have sent our great envoy, Hüseyin Chavush, to our brother, Your Royal Majesty, in desire to be a friend of any friend of Your Royal Majesty, and an enemy of your enemy, and to live in inviolable friendship and neighborliness, just like the noble ancestor of Your Royal Majesty, the late King Augustus, used to live for a long time with our ancestors, without any deviation from the rules of mutual friendship and trust, in solid and due respect for the established agreements.

As Bahadır Giray, the khan and our brother, intends to entirely honor the above rules, he sends a sworn instrument of agreement [poprzysiężone pakt] to Your Royal Majesty; and as we, too, intend to keep a complete decency and devotedly respect the sworn agreement, we have dispatched our great envoy, Hüseyin Chavush, to Your Royal Majesty. Thus, it is only right that upon receiving the instruments of agreement and our engagements, Your Royal Majesty should entirely respect them on his part and should send us the customary gifts. Moreover, in order to maintain the friendship of the Turkish emperor, the troops of Your Royal Majesty should not bring any damage to his domains: Moldavia, Wallachia, or the surroundings of Tighina [i.e., Bender], Akkerman, and Kilia, while the Cossack troops should not dare to bring any damage to the imperial domains or our Crimean estates by setting out from the Dnieper to the sea in their boats, or [coming] by land.

If you now send us and our aghas all the gifts, which used to be given since the ancient times to our ancestors and brothers, the [former] qalgas, in their

---

1 On the Tats, who indeed lived in the mountains of the southern Crimea, see Document 48, n. 8.

2 The qalga refers to his tuğra as “our lofty sultanic sign” (Pol. najwyższy znak nasz sultański); as in the Crimean context the title sultan applied to any prince from the Giray dynasty, but not to the ruling monarch, the adjective sultański (<Tur. sultani) is rendered here as “princely.”

3 Respectively referred to as państwa wołoskie and ziemia multańska; cf. Document 47, notes 4 and 13.
entirety, and you firmly restrain the Cossack brigands, then, on our part, we
guarantee with our lives,4 also on behalf of the Crimean and Nogay troops,
that no individual from among our Tatar troops will set his foot into your
land; moreover, as having become your brother and friend we will become a
friend of each of your friends and an enemy of [each of your] enemies, on your
request we will be ready to send as many troops as needed against any of [your]
enemies, trusting that you will do likewise for our sake, if such need arises.

Thus, your envoys and merchants may come to us and depart in peace, and
likewise our [envoys and merchants] should be able to come to your domains
and depart; may they come and depart freely, without suffering any damage in
person or in goods and merchandise from whichever of the two sides. And if by
accident any of them suffers a damage, in your domains or ours, his lost goods
should be found on the spot while the culprits should be severely punished.

And if it so happens that we send our troops in any direction, they should
pass round the Polish domains keeping a large distance; nobody from among
the Tatar troops should set even one foot into the land of Your Royal Majesty,
our brother Vladislaus IV, or dare to bring even the slightest harm.

Having cemented our prosperous instrument of agreement and all its condi-
tions with our oath stipulating that we will respect them for all the days of our
reign5 until our death, we have sworn by one and gracious God and our true
Prophet. As we wish to fulfill this oath, while happily concluding our present
agreement we impress [our] friendly seal with a firm hand. We wish Your
Royal Majesty a happy reign and may God preserve you in good health.

[Written] in the year 10476 after the death7 of our great and true Prophet,
in our seat and residence of Lutfi Saray.8

---

4 Pol. na nasze szyje [...] bierzem; on this Turkish idiomatic expression, here liter-
5 Perhaps it should rather read: “as long as we remain in the post of the qalga.”
6 The Muslim year 1047 A.H. lasted from 26 May 1637 till 14 May 1638, but we
may date the qalga’s instrument more precisely; it was probably issued at the same
time as the khan’s letter, i.e., in July 1637; cf. Document 52.
7 Sic; of course it should refer to the Hegira and not Muhammad’s death.
8 Perhaps Lutfi Saray (lit. “Graceful Palace”) should be identified with Aq Mesdjid
Saray, the qalga’s customary residence; cf. n. 418 in Part I.
DOCUMENT 54 (NOVEMBER 1637)
The letter of agreement (list przymierny) sent by King Vladislaus IV to Qalga Islam Giray

The original document is missing.

Respons do gałgi od Jego Królewskiej Miłości na list przymierny:

Jużeśmy Tobie powinszowali stolice przodków Twoich przez Arslana gońca Twego, toż i teraz przez posła wielkiego Husseina czyniemy chwalę i bratu Twemu Bohadir Gierejowi chanowi, i Tobie ten małdy i godny przodków Waszych postępek, iż odezwawszy się innym sąsiedzkim panom z przyjaźnią, wprzód majestat nasz szanujecie, i obadwa z nuradnym i innem bracią swą carowicznym tęczliwą chęć i przyjaźni swą ofiarujecie. Powinszowawszy Tobie tedy i powtórnie miejsca przodków Twoich, wiadomo tym naszym listem królewskim przymiernym oznajmujemy, że i my stałą przyjaźń państwom Waszym dotrzymać chcemy, a stosując się do dawnych pakt i mając względ na ofiarowaną życzliwość, wedle zwyczaju upominki na czas i miejsce jako dawno bywały posyłamy. Która chęć nasza jako dobrowolna, nie z powinności ale łaski naszej królewskiej ofiarowana, ufamy wdzięcznie przyjęta będzie; czego i na potym tym pewniej spodziewać się macie, im chętniejsi i do usługi naszej wojennej, i do wszelakiego przyjacielskiego oświadczenia stawiać się będziecie.

Kazaliśmy nadto wojskom i hetmanom naszym, którzy już ku Dnieprowi poszli, Kozaki znosić, i one rozpędziwszy z swawolnej kupy i surowie pokarać, i pokój pograniczny w słuszną rezę wprawić, podając to do wiadomości,

1 The document is undated but it was probably issued in November 1637, along with other royal letters addressed to Crimean dignitaries; see Baranowski, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648, p. 88. Baranowski maintained that the whole Tatar embassy had been promptly sent back to the Crimea. Yet, his statement is contradicted by the fact that Qutlu-shah, the khan’s great envoy, was still in Poland in July 1638. In 1640, Bahadir Giray complained that he had waited over two years for his envoy’s return; cf. Document 55, n. 8. Apparently only less important members of the Crimean embassy were sent back in the fall of 1637, while Qutlu-shah was detained in Poland. The king promptly issued the present instrument addressed to the qalga and sent it through Hüseyin Chavush, but apparently he did not issue an analogous instrument addressed to the khan. The reconstruction of chronology is hampered by the fact that a collection of the Polish-Crimean correspondence, preserved in a copy of the Polish National Library (ms. B. N. Pol. F IV 94), which was known to Baranowski, perished in Warsaw during WW2.

2 This copy is incomplete; it lacks the preamble, the royal intitulatio, the inscriptio, and the ending formula, including the datatio and locatio.
Twojej, że jeżeli jaki Kozak swawolnie gdzie szkodę na pograniczu uczynił, aby to pokoju nie targalo. Trudno tych ludzi, co się w tak wielką kępu wzbili, razem wykorzenić, bo choć ich wojsko nasze rozpędzi, po rzekach i wodach się pokryją, i stamtąd przekradłszy się tajemnie, czynić szkodę mogą, na co my jednak pilną straż mieć każemy, aby się i z morza, i od bół milogradzkich, także od Multan i Wołoch, i Wam i najjaśniejszego Cesarza Jego Miłości ottomańskiego ludziom żadna szkoda nie działa.

Posłom też i kupcom i z naszej i z Waszej strony bezpieczeństwo będzie. Jeżeli się co kiedy przeciwnego trafio, skuteczną i nieodwlóczoną sprawiedliwość czynić rozkazemy. I we wszystkim Wam wedle starych pakt i natenczas poprzysiężonej obietnice naszej tym naszym listem przymiernym pokój stateczny dotrzymamy, obowiązując się bydź spólnym przyjaciołom przyjaciołmi, i nieprzyjaciołom nieprzyjaciołmi.

A Ty, będąc pamiętny chęci naszej królewskiej starać się zechcesz o nieodmienną państw zobopólnych przyjaźń. My też oświadczon[e]j raz i teraz już obiecan[e]j chęci dotrzymywając, tym większą przyjaźń i łaskę naszę obiecujemy, które na żądanie Twoje chętnie zawsze Tobie oświadczamy. Życzemy zatym etc. etc.

Translation:

An answer [sent] from His Royal Majesty to the qalga in response to his letter of agreement:

We have already congratulated you on your ascension to the seat of your ancestors through your courier, Arslan,3 and now we repeat [our wishes] through [your] great envoy, Hüseyin Chavush, praising your brother, Bahadır Giray Khan, and you for your clever act, worthy of your ancestors, namely that upon addressing neighboring rulers with your friendship, you first pay respect to our majesty and you both, along with the nureddin and your other brothers, the sultans [carowiczami], offer us your goodwill and friendship. Thus having congratulated you for the second time on your ascension to the seat of your ancestors, we make known with our present royal letter of agreement [listem królewskim przymiernym] that, on our part, we also wish to keep permanent friendship with your states and, following the ancient agreements and having in mind [your] expressed goodwill, we send gifts in the usual time and to the customary place, as they used to [be sent] in the ancient times. As our well-disposition is voluntary, conditioned by our royal favor and not imposed by duty, we trust that [our gifts] will be received with [your] gratitude; and hereafter, the better disposed you are to serve us with troops and display your friendship in any [other] way, the more you can count on such favors [i.e., gifts].

3 Arslan Bey arrived in Poland in the summer of 1637 with the notification of Islam Giray’s accession to the post of qalga; cf. n. 427 in Part I. In 1640, he again traveled to Poland with the qalga’s new ‘ahdname; cf. Document 57, n. 5.
Moreover, we have ordered our troops and hetmans, who have already set out to the Dnieper, to rout the Cossacks and, having dispersed their bands and severely punished them, to restore the peace on the frontiers. [yet simultaneously] notifying you that if a [single] Cossack brings a damage in the frontier area, it should not break the peace. It is [indeed] difficult to completely eradicate these men, who have multiplied to such an extent; even though our troops routed them, they would hide in rivers and waters and, having stolen through [into new places], they would [again] commit harm; nevertheless, we will order to diligently guard that no damage should be brought to you or the people of His illustrious Ottoman Imperial Majesty from the direction of the sea, the Akkerman steppe, Wallachia or Moldavia.4

Envoys and merchants will enjoy security from both our side and yours. If something contrary happens, we will order to mete out effective and immediate justice. By [sending] our present letter of agreement, we will keep solid peace with you, in all aspects, in accordance with the ancient agreements and our formerly sworn promise, engaging to be friends of each other’s friends and enemies of [each other’s] enemies.

And you, while having in mind our royal goodwill, should endeavor to maintain inviolable mutual friendship between the two states. On our part, while confirming our goodwill, once declared and presently expressed anew, we promise our ever-increasing friendship and favor, which we are always ready to declare on your request. Thus we wish [you] etc., etc.

---

DOCUMENT 55 (21 JULY–18 AUGUST 1640)
The ‘ahdname sent by Khan Bahadır Giray to King Vladislau IV
[Facs. VII]

Original paper document in Turkish (Crimean Tatar mixed with Ottoman Turkish): AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 63, t. 49, no. 514.
198 × 40 cm. (4 sheets glued together)
invocation (gold): divani script
tuğa (gold): 13.5 × 21.5 cm.
text (black with gold insertions): divani script
the black almond-like seal of Bahadır Giray (2.2 cm. in height) is impressed at the bottom
Published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 252–256.

Polish 17th-century translation by Samuel Otwinowski: a) AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 63, t. 49, no. 515 (copied by Antoni Crutta from the Turkish document’s reverse side); b) Bibl. Ossol., ms. 3555, fol. 353a–357a; c) Bibl. Czart., ms. 137 (Teki Naruszewicza), pp. 513–518.

Hüve al-mu’in

Bahadir Gėrey Han bin Selamet [Gėrey] Han sözümüz

[1] Allahu tebareke ve ta’ala hazretine köb şükürler ve peyğamberimiz Hazret-i Muhammed ’aleyhi’s-salavat hazretlerine köbdin köb salavat ve tahiyat qılğanımızdın soŋra uluğ orda uluğ
[2] yurtınıň taht-i Qırımnıŋ uluğ han ‘azimü’-ş-şanı Bahadır Gėrey Han hazretlerindin haliya Lėh memleketinin ve Litvanıŋ ve köb Urusnıŋ ve Purusnıŋ
[3] padısañlı bolgan qardaşımız Vladislaf Qıralğa bu yüzdin ‘ahdname-i hümâyunumudur ki zikr olunur Allahu tebareke ve te’ala ’amme nevalühü ve tevali hazretleri öz lutfından
[5] melaz ve múltca-i has ve ’am eyledi taqı umur-i cumhur-i Beni Ademni qabza-i dest-i meymenet-peyvestime tefviz edüb yarlıq-i beliğ-i sa’adet-tebliğimni cari qilib tevqi’-i refi’-i ‘ali-şan

* This tuğa is more simple than the tuğa of Bahadır Giray appended to his şartname and other letters sent to Moscow; for color reproductions of the latter, see Faizov, Tugra i Vseleinnaja, pp. 46–49, 52–55, ill. 12–14, 18, 20–22.
ve hatt-ı şerif-i dil-kuşam birle dostlarımızı mensur ve şadkam eyledi ğerse hamden 'ala tilke' n-n'ı'am uluğ orda uluğ yurtınıň

ve Deş-ı Qupçaçıının ve taht-ı Qırımınıň ve sansız köb çevrinin ve sağışsız Noğayınıň və Tat bile Tavğaçıının və tav ara Çerkeçiniň

ve ong qolınıň və sol qolınıň uluğ han ‘ali-şanı Bahadır Gérey Han haź-

retlerindin uluğ Urusınıň və Purusınıň və baɾça

Lêh memleketleriniň və Litvanıň və Jyumayutın Mazavşanın və sair köb yerleriniň uluğ quralı və hükmündən köpdin köp selam atytıb

dedir haliňuz yahşımısız və hoşmısız dėb b muhabbetlik və qardaşlıq

birle sorğanızdın soŋra i'lam-i yarlıği şerif-i hani oldur ki bundan aqdem siz qardaşımız

milen dost və qardaş bolurğa yahși şöyleşüb eki yurtınıň arasında tüzen-

lik bolurn tên dəlbəşinişi cibergen ərdik Al-i 'Osman padişahi

sa'adetli və devletli hünkar haźretleri taqı siziniň milen barışq bolurğa ol zamanda 'ahdname-i hümayun cibergenlerinde öz memleketlerine və bizim vilayetimiz Qırım yurtında barçađın

İslam eline sizin qara bolgan serhadlarını兹dın hırsız və harami çıqub

zarar u ziyaz etmemezik üzere yahşi zabt və muhkem tenbih qardaşımız və taqı Özüdin

sayqa milen qaza çıqarmay yahşi zabt edüb Qara Deniz yahlılarında

bolgan halq rahat bolurğa və taqı biz uluğ han-i a'zam haźretlerine

ökten ata və dedelerimiz

ve ağaçlarımız bolgan havaçın-i salifin 'aleyhime' r-rahemet və 'r-rizvan

zamanlarında siz qardaşınızın tataları bolgan qıralı bolcująq dəlqıqlı

etüb cibere-kelgen vėrgü və hazineni

her yıl zamanından qaldırımy bi-qusur cibermek şartı üzere barça 'ahd

ü peyman 'ayan və beyan qılınqan ərdi mundın soŋra vilayetiniği aşın

detirmey və beş-baş

cibermey zabt edüb çaqub barça eşqıyanın muh kem haqqından kelüb

Aqkermen və Cankermen etrafında bolgan barça Tatar və Noğay halqını

taqı sürüğ Qırımğa ketürüb

esqıya və haramzade bolğan taifeni öltüber cəzasın bérüb bizge üşek

barça dostluğuq və barışsızqını murad üzere ketürüb hiç bir

sözümüzde ha ta hilağa ərdi bu ortalaqda sizini dost və qardaş
deb cibergen elçimiz və niçe kişilerimizni muhabbetname yarlı-gi

şerifimiz birle siz qardaşımız

ve hetmanlarınızıq doştıq və qardaşlıq üçün cibergenmizde sav-esen

vilayetiniği dahil bolgan soňra öz memleketiniçi içinde kişilerimizni

tib-tirə ga'ib

etüb bizge qayta cibermey yoq etdiniz tekrar savlıqın bilüb haber alub

zabtla memlekedete munday iş bolurımı ba-husus qardaşlıqga barça
elçini şulay

b It can be also read deyib.

c Apparently the term tataları refers to ancestors; in the nureddin's document this

fragment reads: ata və babaları (translated there as “ancestors and fathers”); cf. Docu-

ment 56.
[22] etterlermi siznin padişahlığınızıغا tüm iş tüküldür dęb yine muhabbet-

namemiz ile tiley cibergenmizde yoqdur tapmadıq dęb elçimizni yoq

ética núq mündün ğaury

[23] serhad cerlerimizde Ordın tışqarı çevire-turğan elımızge ve Qırım ve

Noğay mallarına qaradın atlu qazığınız niçe kerre kelüb köb mal ve niçe tusnaq'ı aldılar

[24] hiç eksik bolмеди niçe kerre kelgenlerinde serhadlarımımda bolğan

qullarımız buzz köşenin tüşürüb ve alğan malların taqi ba'ızın saldıruby

tiller ketürüb

[25] söyletdüğümüzde asliyle haber bildik ve 'l-hasil bir kerre Öziden qazaq

eksik bolmedi ve Kara Denizge taqi şayqalarınız çiqub Rum-ėlinde niçe

yalıları ve köyleri urub

[26] köb tusnaq ve mal aldılar ve Qırım yalılarına taqi niçe kerre kelüb
denizge yaqon köylərimiz çiqub gəfil eken hırslıq milen tusnaqlar

alub yine əyrəqtdın turub

[27] çiyiluvlaşdırıq ve köp zarar etdiler alayda bolsa berdimizdə turub

sizge sefer etmedik ve beş-başını zabt ədub qaçub barğanlarıni taqi talab

cezasin

[28] bərdik niçe qarradımışquma cibergen elçimiz Qutlu-şah Beyni qadımı vərgü

ve hedayamız milen tiz ciberməninişini tiley eki yıldan artıq sabr eyledik

siz taqi bu kün yarın

[29] dəb cubatıb hazine ve elçiniziçe çaq Bağdad qal'esi feth olunğança cibermey elçinizi çutquşunuzni tahqiq bildik bu kerre elçiniz keldiğinde

ayın-i qadımımız üzere

[30] say ve ri'ayet-milen elçinizi ketürüb hazine ve hedayanızını alguğumuzda

ötken 'adetçe temam kelmedi biz burunģı ağaçalarımız qadar dostluq

etrofit dęb sorganmımızda

---

4 The term tusnaq, referring to a hostage, can be found in a fourteenth-century

Arabic treatise on the Turkish language titled Kitab at-tuhfat az-zakiya fi l-lugati t-

turkiya; see Izysskannyj dar tjurkskomu jazyku (Grammatičeskij traktat XIV v. na arab-

skom jazyke). Edited by E. Fazylov and M. Zijaeva (Tashkent, 1978), p. 394 (I thank

Henryk Janowski for drawing my attention to this text). In the seventeenth-century

Polish translation of the present document by Otwinowski, the expression tusnaq

aldılar is rendered as wieżniów nabrali (“they took prisoners”); hence the term tusnaq

will be translated here as “captive.”

5 Gejilulatshidler, perhaps a verb derived from yıgilmaq, “to gather,” hence the frag-

ment yine əyrəqtdın turub çiyiluvlaşdırıq ve köp zarar etdiler would be translated “and

again, keeping at a distance, they gathered [again] and caused much damage.” I thank

Henryk Jankowski for this suggestion.

6 Apparentely a verb derived from yubatmaq < yuvatmaq; I thank Henryk Jankowski

for this suggestion. In Radlov's dictionary, the verb yuvanmaq (whereas the reflexive

suffix -n can be replaced with the causative suffix -t) is translated as medlit' (Rus.) or

zögern (Germ.); see Vasilij Radlov [Friedrich Wilhelm Radloff], Opyt slovarja tjurkskix

narečij, vol. 3, pt. 1 (St. Petersburg, 1905), col. 570. Here the phrase siz taqi bu kün

yarn dęb cubatıb is translated as “and you procrastinated saying ‘today, tomorrow’.”

In the seventeenth-century Polish translation by Otwinowski, the same fragment reads

dziś, jutro zwłaczaliście.
[31] az da bolsa budur bahşişin yüzine baqılmaz dėb elçiniz cevab vėrdügüde biz taqi elçinizge hiç cefa etmey yahşi say ve r’iyetimiz milen soyurgyılmızı berüb
[32] bu zamanğa dek cibermey qonuqladıq ve burundın dostluq arasında hilafl edüb vilayetimizin alingan tusnaq ve köb malını ve hazinemiznin noqsanını taqi
[33] bi’-ınayeti’l-lahî’l-meliki’l-mu’in temam haqlaşdırıq imdi siz de bolsanız sa’adetli ve devletli hünkar huzretlerine elçî ciberüb yine burunḏay barışqılıq tilebsiz gerçi hünkar
[34] hazretleri uluq padişâh ve bizim taqi ulumızdır biz taqi siz qardaşımız milen barışa-kełgenmiz sizde şimdi haqqınız ve sözümüz qalmadı şimdiden sôna ’ahdname-i hümâyün mucibince
[35] eger qaradan ve eger denizden qazağıınız yahşi zabt edüb ehl-i İslamdan bir ferde zarar olmamaq üzere ve hursizınız yahşi zabt edüb öltürüb alğan malın
[36] qayta cibermek üzere ve qanun-i qadim üzere her yıl dosluqyyışın vaqt u zamanındın bir kün keçkedirnemey on beş min altun naqd ve on beş min altunlıq çoqa ve kürk
[37] ve sair tokuzlama hedaya ve vërgülerinizını bi’t-temam cibermek şartıyla niçik kim ’ahdname-i hümâyün içinde taqi beyan qılınğandır bu minval üzere sözde tovrı tablıb dost ve qardas
[38] bolur için elçinizı siz qardaşımızıqga qayta ciberib qdvetü’l-emasil ve’l-aqrann uluq elçimiz Quvvat Bey zide qadruhun sîzge cibergemiz imdi siz taqi tovrı
[39] ve muhkem dost ve qardaş bolub minval-i muharrer üzere qaradan ve denizden qazağıınızı zabt edüb hazinemizni bi’t-temam cibergesiz şulay kim ’ahd ve şartımızda muhalif iş
[40] bolmandaq biz Tatar ’askerin ve qarındaşlarınızın selatin-i ’uzam ve qarâça ve q位arımınızın barçasın men’ ve zabt eyledik sözümüz bir dir hiç hila bilmamızımda ba’de’l-yevm barça
[41] dostunuzğa dost ve düşmanınızğa düşmanımız şol şartla kim sözde tovrı ve muhkem tablıb elçi ve hazine milen dostluq ve qardaşlıqınız bildirüb ’ömr-i ahırıqça dostluq ve muhabbetlikde ve barça ‘ahd ü peymanda hilafl etmey çınlıq etkeysiz taqi haliya cibergen uluq elçimiz bolğan yaqn qulumuz qdvetü’l-a’yan Quvvat Bey
[42] zide qadruhun sâh ve r’iyet-milen yahşi söylesüb ber ne ki simar qılğan sözlerimizni yahşi yetişdirgeninde ’amem ve inam qılub siz taqi muhabbetlik kağıdınuz ve uluq elçiniz
[43] ve say kişilerinizıqoşub egîldirmey qayta tiz cibergesiz taqi qadimden dostluq içün cibere-kełgen bölek ve vërgülerinizı voz taqi burunqı ’adeçe
[44] bi-qusur cibereğy ärđiniz ol sebebedin eki curtnın arazinda söz sav bolmay yahşi dostluq ve tüzenlik bolgay erdi mën uluq
[45] han-i a’zam bu minval üzere siz qardaşımız milen dostluq ve qardaşlıqga ’ahd ü peyman eyledim ve uluq elçiniz yahşi say ve r’iyet-milen körünüşümüzge ketürüb
barça elçilerin adı artıq saylab muhabbetlik ve dostluq sözlerimizi ayıb 'ahd ü peyan qilib ciberdimki siz taqı şulay barça sözümüzde tovrı ve muhkem
tablığaysız ve elümüzün köp tutmağaysız gerçki biz sizin elçinizin tutduq ārse ne sebedin tutduğumuz्ऊ yuqarıda 'ayan ve beyan qılğanınız ve elçiniz taqı ayta-
barrı rı‘ayet etkenmiş ve hala sizine yağı söylesmek için burundun bara-kelgen beylerni ciberkey özümizge yaşın bolğan iç qullarımızdıq ve elçiniz taqı ayta-
yaqın qulumuz bolğaniçün Quvvat Beyni cibergenmiş yağı tovrı qulumuzdur siz taqı yağı mu radınızça söylesüb rı‘ayet-milen qayta tiz ciberkeyşı şulay bilgësiz
deb hat bitildi tarih-i ming e岭da Rebi‘ü’l-ahır ayında tahtgahımız Bağçe Sarayında
bi-maqami
Bağçesaray
e-mahruse

Bahadır Gërey Han bin Selamet Gërey Han®

Translation:

He, the Helper!

After we have pronounced many thanks to His Excellency, God (may He be blessed and exalted!), and great many prayers and salutations to his excellency, our prophet Muhammad (prayers be upon him!), from his [i.e., my] excellency, the great and most glorious khan of the Great Horde, the great country [yurt], and the Crimean throne, Bahadır Giray Khan, to our brother, King Vladislaus, being presently the emperor [padişah] of Poland, Lithuania, and many [lands of] Ruthenia and Prussia:

Thus, my imperial ‘ahdname is as follows: His Excellency, God (may He be blessed and exalted!), whose beneficence is universal and continuous, made me out of His favor the just shah in this prosperous time, the ruler of the world and the caliph of the epoch, and He turned my prosperous exalted threshold [i.e., court] into the basis of mankind, and our elevated court into the asylum and refuge of the high and the low [i.e., elite and commoners]. And as He committed the affairs of the community of the sons of Adam [i.e., mankind] to the grasp of my auspicious hand, He put my eloquent yarlıq, announcing prosperity, into circulation, making my friends happy and rejoicing by means

® Text of the seal.
of my illustrious sublime rescript and noble joy-giving writing. Praise [to Him] for those favors!

From his excellency, the great illustrious khan of the Great Horde and great country [yurt], the Kipchak Steppe, the Crimean throne, innumerable troops and countless Nogays, Tats and Tavgaches,\(^1\) mountain Circassians,\(^2\) the [troops of the] right wing and the left wing, Bahadır Giray Khan, to the great king and ruler of Ruthenia, Prussia, all the Polish domains, Lithuania, Samogitia,\(^3\) Mazovia, and many other places: after having expressed great many salutations and asked with affection and brotherliness: “how are you?,” “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” the message of the noble monarchic yarliq is that:

Previously, in order to keep friendship and brotherhood with you, our brother, we exchanged good words, and in desire of harmony between the two countries we sent our great envoys. At that time also his excellency, the Ottoman padishah, the prosperous and illustrious sovereign, sent an imperial ‘ahdname in order to make peace with you, providing that you should well guard and firmly order so that the thieves and robbers could not set out through your land borders and commit damage and harm to his own dominions, or our country, the Crimean land, or any Islamic land; moreover, that you should stand guard so that the Cossacks could not set out from the Dnieper on their boats [şayqa] and the people dwelling on the Black Sea shores may live in peace. Moreover, in the times of the previous khans (may God’s mercy and approbation be upon them!), who were the father, grandfathers, and elder brothers of our excellency, the great khan, all treaties and agreements remained manifest and clear on the condition that the gifts [vėrgü] and treasure [hazine], which used to be sent in expression of friendship, were to be sent each year, without any delay or omission, by the kings, who were the ancestors\(^4\) of yours, our brother.

Thereafter, we assured that there would be no raid or small raid [béş-baş\(^5\)] against your country, we severely punished runaway brigands, we resettled all Tatars and Nogays, who had been dwelling in the vicinity of Akkerman and Djankerman [i.e., Očakiv], to the Crimea, and we killed and punished brigands and villains; [in short,] we fulfilled all the requirements of friendship and reconciliation that fell to us, without any fraud or contravention.

Meanwhile, for the sake of friendship and brotherhood we sent to you, our brother, and to your hetmans, our envoy and a number of our men along with our friendly letter [muhabbetname] and noble yarliq, announcing friendship and brotherly affection towards you; though they were well and in good health when we sent them, after they entered your country, well and healthy, you made our men disappear in your own country and you never sent them

---

\(^1\) On the Tats and Tavgaches, see Document 48, n. 8, and Document 49, n. 1.
\(^2\) Lit. “Circassians [living] among mountains.”
\(^3\) The Tatar term Jyumayut must be a corrupt rendering of the Polish term Żmudź (Lith. Žemaitija, i.e., Samogitia).
\(^4\) Cf. n. c above.
\(^5\) Lit. “[a raid committed by] five heads.”
back to us! As we knew that they were healthy, upon receiving news [of their disappearance] we again sent our friendly letter asking: "how could such a thing happen in an orderly state, especially to an envoy going with a brotherly purpose? it is your responsibility as a ruler to investigate [the matter]!" And you replied: "they are not here; we did not find [them]," [thus] making our envoy disappear.

Besides, your mounted Cossacks came many times by land [raiding] our subjects wandering on the outer side of Or [i.e., Perekop], situated on our border moat, and [capturing] the Tatar and Nogay property [i.e., cattle], and they captured a lot of property and many captives, and it never stopped. Many times when they came, they defeated our servants guarding the borders, killed many of them, and they rushed some of the captured cattle and prisoners taken for information [tiller] to go with them. And when we let [you] know it, [you answered:] "we had absolutely no idea." In sum, in no way did the Cossacks disappear from the Dnieper. Also your [Cossack] boats [şayqalar] set out to the Black Sea, raidied many shores and villages in Rumelia, and captured numerous captives and property. They also came many times to the Crimean shores, appeared in our villages situated close to the sea, and treacherously captured those unaware; and again, keeping at a distance, they gathered [again] and caused much damage.

Nevertheless, we kept our oath, did not commit raids against you, prevented small raids [beş-baş], and administered desired punishments to those who escaped [our control]. We patiently waited over two years for our envoy, Qutlu-shah Bey, sent to you, our brother, with the request that you promptly send [him back] along with the ancient gifts [vėrgü] and presents [hedaya]. And you procrastinated saying: "today, tomorrow," and did not send the treasure [hazine] and your envoy until the conquest of the fortress of Baghdad, while we knew well that you had detained our envoy. Then, when your envoy [finally] arrived, we received him with respect and attention according to our

---

6 Or (lit. "ditch"), known in the Slavic languages under analogous terms as Perekop (Ukr.) or Przekop (Pol.), was situated on the moat dug out in order to separate the Crimean peninsula from the mainland thus providing its security; see Jankowski, Historical-Etymological Dictionary, pp. 748–750.

7 The term mal refers to any kind of property, but in the given context especially to cattle.

8 Qutlu-shah arrived at Warsaw in November 1637 with Bahadır Giray’s instrument of agreement (cf. Document 52). Although he transmitted peaceful proposals on behalf of the new khan, he was detained because the royal treasury lacked money for the customary gifts. He was still in Poland in July 1638, and was apparently sent back only in 1639, along with a royal envoy, Krzysztof Dzierżek; see Bibl. Czart., ms. 135 (Teki Naruszewicza), pp. 395–398 (a royal letter to the khan, dated in Warsaw on 13 July 1638, in which Vladislaus IV promises to send back Qutlu-shah shortly along with a royal envoy and gifts); Korespondencja Stanisława Koniecpolskiego, p. 554.

9 The Ottomans reconquered Baghdad, lost to the Safavids in 1624, in December 1638.

10 I.e., Krzysztof Dzierżek, the royal translator and envoy, sent to the Crimea early in 1639 and detained until 1640; see his biography by Bohdan Baranowski in PSB, vol. 6, p. 161.
ancient custom; [yet,] when we collected your treasure and presents, they were incomplete, [un]fitting the former custom. When we asked: “did not we display as much friendship as our past [i.e., formerly reigning] elder brothers?” your envoy answered: “even if it is not much, that’s it; one should not measure a [freely given] tip;” nevertheless, we did not oppress your envoy, but we paid him respect and attention, granted him our favor, and did not send him [back], putting him up until the present time. And, by the grace of God, the Lord and the Helper, we entirely resigned from any [past] claims regarding the captives and large property, captured in our country in violation of the ancient friendship, as well as the deficiency in our treasure [that you sent us].

Now, you sent an envoy to his excellency, the prosperous and illustrious [Ottoman] sovereign, and requested to restore the old peace. Although his excellency, the sovereign, is a great padishah, we are great, too. We also used to make peace with you, our brother. Now, we have no more claims from you. From now on, if, according to the imperial ‘ahdname,12 you firmly hold your Cossacks on land and on sea so that they do not bring harm to any Muslim, you promptly arrest and kill the thieves and send back the property stolen by them, and on the condition that, according to the ancient law, each year, for the sake of friendship, you send [us] 15,000 florins [altun] in cash, cloth and furs worth [another] 15,000 florins, and your other presents [hedaya] and gifts [vērgüler] arranged in sets of nine objects,13 without deficiency or even one day delay, as is also declared in the imperial ‘ahdname, in this manner the agreement will be loyally respected; [and] in order to keep friendship and brotherhood, we have sent back to you, our brother, your envoy, and we have [also] sent you our great envoy, Quvvat Bey (may his value increase!), the model of nobles and peers.

Now, while you should loyally and firmly keep the agreement, preserving friendship and brotherhood, and, in the manner described, hold your Cossacks on land and on sea, and send our treasure without deficiency, so that nothing should happen contrary to our oath and engagements, [also] we have stopped and taken in hold the Tatar troops, our brothers, [being] the great sultans [i.e., princes], the qaraças, and all our servants. Our word is sound and nothing contrary will happen. Henceforth, we will be a friend of all your friends and an enemy of your enemies, on such a condition that you should loyally and firmly respect the agreement and let [us] know your friendship and brotherly affection through your envoy and by [sending] a treasure, keeping friendship and affection until the end of [your] life, not doing anything against the treaty and agreement, and being honest. Moreover, you should pay respect and attention

11 The expression bahşişnin yüzüne baqılmaz is similar to the Turkish proverb atın dişine baqılmaz (“never look into the mouth of a gift horse”).
12 The term “imperial ‘ahdname” refers here to the document issued by the khan, and not the Ottoman sultan; cf. an analogous fragment in Document 56, where the nureddin refers to the “imperial ‘ahdname of his excellency, our elder brother, the prosperous khan.”
13 On the Turco-Mongolian custom, according to which a gift should have consisted of nine objects, see Document 31, n. 15.
to our close servant, our great envoy, Quvvat Bey (may his value increase!), the model of notables, and converse with him amicably; whatever he announces, you should perform and trust as he properly conveys our words; also, you should promptly and without delay send [us] back your friendly letter [muhabbetlik kağdı] through your great envoy, accompanied by your respected men. And, following the old custom, you should send without deficiency your gifts [bölek ve vergüleriniz] that used to be sent from the ancient times for the sake of friendship. For that reason no mere words but a good friendship and harmony will reign between the two countries.

In this manner I, the great and exalted khan, have concluded a treaty and agreement for the sake of friendship and brotherhood with you, our brother. We received your envoy at our audience with respect and attention, honoring him more than all [other] envoys, spoke to him in words full of affection and friendliness, concluded the treaty and agreement, and sent. You, too, should loyally and firmly respect all our agreements, and should not detain our envoy for long. Although we detained your envoy, above we explained and made clear why we detained him. Your envoy will arrive and tell you [himself] that we respected [him].

And now, in order to have fruitful negotiations with you, we have not sent the beys who used to go previously, but we have sent Quvvat Bey, because he has been our close servant from among our courtiers being close to us. He is our good and loyal servant. And, following our wish, you should converse [with him] amicably, respect [him] and promptly send back. Thus you must know!

Thus saying, the letter has been written in the month of Rebi II, in the year 1050, in our capital of Baghchasaray, in the abode of Baghchasaray, the well-protected.

[seal] Bahadır Giray Khan, son of Selamet Giray Khan

---

15 The locatio is redundantly repeated.
16 In the middle of the seal there is the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamğa).
Hüve al-mu‘in

Qırım Gėrey Sultan bin Selamet [Gėrey] Han sözümüz\(^1\)

\(^1\) Allahu tebareke ve ta’ala hazretine köb şükürler ve peyğamberimiz Hazret-i Muhammad ‘aleyhi ‘s-salavat hazretlerine köpdin köb salavat ve tahiyyat qızılğaňızdın soňra ulüş

\(^2\) yurtnıň ve taht-i Qırımnıň uluş nureddin Qırım Gėrey Sultan dame fi hıfızı Rabbina’l-müsteân hazretlerimizdän halıya Lēh memleketinин ve Litvannın

\(^3\) ve köb Urusının ve Purusının padişahi bolğan qardasımız...\(^b\) Qıralğa ‘ahdname-i hümayunumdur ki zıkır olunur Allahu tebareke ve te’ala

\(^4\) ‘amme nevalühü ve tevalı hazretleri öz lutfindan ağaçamız han şah ‘adaletnişanını bu zaman sa‘adet-evanda şah-i cihan ve halife-i devran ve bizni sultan

\(^5\) edüb südde-i seniye-i sa‘adetimizni mesned-i enam ve ‘atebe-i ‘aliyemizni melaz ve mülteca-i has ve ‘am eyledi umur-i cumhur-i Beni Ademni qabza-i dest-i meymeret-

\(^6\) -peyvestemizge tefviz edüb yarlığ-i belığ-i sa‘adet-tebligimizni cari qılğ-i refl’i-i ‘ali-şan ve hatt-i şerif-i dil-kuşamız birle [dostlarımızı]‘ mesrur

\(^a\) Faizxanov read this tuğra differently: Qırım Gėrey Sultan hazretlerimiz sözümüz; cf. Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, p. 256.

\(^b\) Empty space was left to fill in the king’s name.

\(^c\) The word dostlarımızı is evidently missing; cf. Document 55. As the khan’s document is written in the first person singular, while the present document in the first person
ve şadkam eyledi ğer hamden ‘ala tilke’ n-ni’am uluş orda ve uluş yurtını ve Deşt-i Qırğaza ve tahi t Qurımını ve sansiz
kob Tatarını ve sağıssız kob Noğayını ve Tat bile Tavğaçıını ve taq ara <Tavğaçıını ve>d ğerkeçinin on qolını ve sol
qolını uluş nureddin Qurım Gérey Sultan hazretlerindın uluş Urusını ve Purusünü ve bara La membraneleterinini ve Litvanını
ve Jyumuaytını ve Mazavşanını ve sair kob ýerlerinini uluş qirali ve hükmündarığa köpdir kob selam aytib nedir haliniz
yahşımsuz ve hoşmusuz deb mubahetlik ve qardaşlıq birle sorganmüzdan
sonra i’lam-i yarlıq-i şerif-i sultani oldur ki bundan
aqdem siz qardaşınız bilen ağaçım han ‘ali-şan ve haqan zi-şan hazretleri dost ve qardaş bolurğa yahși söyleşüb
eki yurtını arasında tüzenlik bolurun tileb uluş elçilerin gündürgen
erdiler Al-i ‘Osman padisahı sa’adetlü ve devletlü hünkar
hazretleri dahi sizin bilen barışq bolurğa ol zamanda ’ahdname-i hûmayun
cibergenlerinde öz memleketlerine ve bizim vilayetimiz Qurım yurtuna
barıdın İslam eline sizin qarada boltan serhadlarınızdın hûrûz ve harami çiçub zarar u ziyan etmemek üzere yahși
zabt ve mukhım tenbih ‘eternǜzge ve dahi Özüden şayqa biden qazaq
cıçaarmay yahși zabt edûb Qara Değiz yołalarında bolan
halq rahat bolurğa ve dahi ötken ata ve dedelerimiz ve aşaçalırmız bolan
havaqin-i salıfn ‘alehime’ r-rahmet ve r-rizvan hazretleri zamanlarına
siz qardaşımızın ata ve babaları bolan qıralını dostluq etüb cibere-
kelgen vurgu ve hazinendi her yıl zamanında qaldırmaya bi-qusur gündürmek
şarti üzere barça ‘ahd ü peyman ‘ayan ve beyan qilğan erdi bundan sonra
vilayetinizge aşın etdirmeney ve beş-baş gündürmezy zabt edüb kaçub
bargan eşqyanızın mukhım haqqında kelüb Aqkermen ve Canerkemen
etrafında bolan barça Tatar ve Noğay halqını dahi sûrub Qurımğa
ketürüb eşquya
ve haramzade ta’ifeni öltürüb cezasın berûb börge tüşken barça dolorqua
ve barışçılqu muad üzere yerine ketürüb
hiç bir sözümüzde ve özümüzde hata ve hilaf bolmaq erdi bu ortaqlıda
sizni dost ve qardaş déb gündürgen elçimiz ve niçe
kişilerimizini mubahetname yarlıq-i şerifler bile siz qardaşımızğa ve
hetmanlarınızğa dostluq ve qardaşlıq için cibergenmizde sav-esen
vilayetinizge dahil bolan sonra öz memleketiniz içinde kişilerimizni
sib-tiri ga’ib etüb börge qyata cibermedey yoq ettinüz
tekrar savlıqların bilüb haber alub zabtla membrane munday iş bolsuru
ba-husus qardaşlıłuğa barça elçini şulay
ética sizaşı padişahlıqınızğa tüşer iş tüküldür déb yine mubahetna-
mer bile tiley gündürgenmizde yoqdur tapmaduq déb
[27] elçimüz niyə etəniz mündan qayır serhad cərələrinizdə Ordin tışqarı kəç-tərən eləmizə və Qırım və Noğay mallarına qaradın atlu
[28] qazağışın niçə kərə kəln kəb mal və niçə tənsaq adalar hisç eksik bolmadə niçə kərə kələnleninər serhadlarımızda bolğan qullarımız bozbö
[29] niçəsin tüşürüb və alğan malların dəhə bəzisin saldırb təllər kətərəb söyətülmosimizə asli bıla habər bildik və l-hasıl bir kərə Özəden
[30] qazaq eksik bolmədi və Kara Denizgə dəhə şaqıların qızub Rum-əlnə niçə əllər və köylələr urub kəb tusnas və mal adalar və Qırım
[31] yələrinə dəhə niçə kərə kələn denizgə yañın köyləriniz qızub qafıq əkin hərsizliq bilən tənsaqlar alub yını irəqdan turub "çafıq" 
[32] və kəb zarar etdiyənədəb bəs "ahdimiəde turub sıze səfer etmədik və bəş-bəşinə zəbt edüqb qəçəq barğanların dəhə talab cəzasın
[33] berdid səz qərdəşməzə ciberigen elçimiz Qutlu-şah Beynin qadımı vərəğ və hədəyəmiz bilən dəhə cibermeginişiqni təlyə əki yıldan artıq sabr cuyelik
[34] sız dəhə bu kün yarın dəb cubatıb həzine və elçimiznə caq Bagdad qal'esi feth bolğanlıq ciberen elçimizin tutduqənizni təhəqiq
[35] bildik elçiniz küldüğündən ayın-i qadımı üzrə say və ri'ayət bilən elçinizi kəltərəub hədəya və həznənizini aldğumuzda ötkən 'adetəçə
təməm kələmdən əzizən vərəğənəmiz qədər dostluq etmedikmə dəb sərgənmızda az da bıla budur bəhəsişnizn işən bəqəlməz dəb elçiniz
cəvab verdigəde əziz dəhə elçiniz nəfə cətəyə say və ri'ayətimiz bilən soyurləğiniz sərbəb bu zamanənə dək ciberənən qənliar dəb və burundən

[38] (<hilaflip, cədib>) dostluq arəzənda hilaflı cebi viyətəcimizdən alınğan tənsaq və kəb malını və həznənizin noqşanın dəhə bi-'iñeyəti İliattacks

[39] 'l-meliki'l-mu'in təməm haqləşdiq imdi sız de bılsəniz sa'adətlə və devletli hənkər həzretlerinə elç ciberəub yını burunguday
tərisəsin titbecez gercə hənkər həzretlerə uluq padosız və bizim dahi uluməzdə dəb dəhə səz qərdəşməz bilən bərəşə-kələnməniz sızə
təməm haqqını sözüz qələmədə şımden sonə sa'adətlə han ağacınım həzretlerinin 'əhdname-i hümayuni mucəbinə eger qaran və eger
dənizən qazağışın

[41] yahși zabt cebib el-li İslamdan bir ferde zarar olmamaq üzəre və hərsizinizi yahși zabt cebib olturub alğan mələn qayta ciberən üzəre

[42] və qanun-ı qadım üzəre heryıl dostluqçıuğun vaqt və zamanındın bir kün keçeardımə bi't-teməm həznənizni və sair tokuzlama hədəya və vərəğulənizni

---

1 On the term *tusnaq*, see Document 55, n. d.
3 The phrase *hilaflip cebib*, entered by error, is crossed out.
4 The word *dəhə* is entered below the line.
938 document 56 (10–18 August 1640)

[44] bi-qusur göndürmek şartıyla niçük kim han hazretlerinin ‘ahdname-i hümayunları içinde dahi beyan qılınğandır bu minval üzere sözde doğru tablub
[45] dost ve qardaş bolur içün elçiınızni k siz qardaşımızğa qayta göndürüb ‘ahdname bile uluğ elçilerin göndermegin biz dahi han
[46] hazretlerinin’ahdnameleri üzerine ‘ahd edüb dostunuzğa dost ve tüşmanınızغا tüşman bolub dostluq ve qardaşlıq için bizim dahi ‘ahdnamemiz
[47] bile qidvetü’l-emasil ve ‘l-aqrán uluğ elçimiz Devlet Gazi zide qadrühünü sıże göndürdük imdi siz de doğru tablub
[48] ve muh kem dost ve qardaş bolub bu minval üzere qaradan ve denizdizin qazağınızını zabt edüb hazinemizni bi’t-téمام cibergeysiz şulay kim ‘ahd
[49] ve şartımızda muhalif iş bolmağay özümzden ve Tatar ‘askerimizden ve qaraçi qullarımızı barçasın men ve def ve zabt eyledik sözümüz bir dir
[50] hiç hilaf bolmasdır bu kündin sonra dostunuzğa dost ve tüşmanınızغا tüşmanınız şol şart bile kim sözde doğru ve muh kem tablub elçi
[51] ve hazine bilen dostluq ve qardaşlıquzunu bildirüb ‘omr-i ahırgaça dostluq ve muhabbetlikde ve barça ‘ahd ü peymanda çınlıq etkeysiz oşlay
[52] bolgay deb hat bitildi baqi ve d-du’a ’ala men at-teba’u l-Hüda fi evahiri mah-i Rebi’ü l-ahir sene-i 1050

bi-maqami
Bağçasaray
el-mahruse

Qırım Gérey Sultan bin Selamet Gérey Han

Translation:

He, the Helper!

[tuğra] Qırım Giray Sultan, son of Selamet [Giray] Khan: our word:

After we have pronounced many thanks to His Excellency, God (may He be blessed and exalted!), and great many prayers and salutations to his excellency, our prophet Muhammad (prayers be upon him!), from our excellency, the great nureddin of the great country [yurt] and the Crimean throne, Qırım Gérey Sultan (may he last under protection of our Lord, whose aid is implored!), to our brother, King . . .,1 being presently the emperor [padişah] of Poland, Lithuania, and many [lands of] Ruthenia and Prussia:

My imperial ’ahdname is as follows: His Excellency, God (may He be blessed and exalted!), whose beneficence is universal and continuous, made out of His favor my elder brother, the khan, the just shah in this prosperous time, the ruler of the world and the caliph of the epoch, and [also made] me the [nureddin]

1 A superfluous stroke is written above the letter lam.
2 The locative suffix -de (i.e., sizde) added and then erased; cf. Document 55.
3 Text of the seal.
4 Empty space was left to fill in the king’s name.
sultan, and He turned our prosperous exalted threshold [i.e., court] into the basis of mankind, and our elevated court into the asylum and refuge of the high and the low [i.e., elite and commoners]. As He committed the affairs of the community of the sons of Adam [i.e., mankind] to the grasp of our auspicious hand[s], He put our eloquent yarlıq, announcing prosperity, into circulation, making [our friends] happy and rejoicing by means of our illustrious sublime rescript and noble joy-giving writing. Praise [to Him] for those favors!

From his excellency, the great nureddin of the Great Horde and great country [yurt], the Kipchak Steppe, the Crimean throne, innumerable Tatars and countless Nogays, Tats and Tavgaches,3 mountain Circassians,4 the [troops of the] right wing and the left wing, Qırım Giray Sultan, to the great king and ruler of Ruthenia, Prussia, all the Polish domains, Lithuania, Samogitia,5 Mazovia, and many other places: after having expressed great many salutations and asked with affection and brotherliness: “how are you?, “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” the message of the noble princely6 yarlıq is that:

Previously, in order to keep friendship and brotherhood with you, our brother, his excellency, our elder brother, the illustrious khan and glorious khakan, exchanged good words [with you], and in desire of harmony between the two countries sent his great envoys. At that time also his excellency, the Ottoman padishah, the prosperous and illustrious sovereign, sent an imperial ‘ahdname in order to make peace with you, providing that you should stand guard and firmly order so that the thieves and robbers could not set out through your land borders and commit damage and harm to his own dominions, or our country, the Crimean land, or any Islamic land; moreover, that you should stand guard so that the Cossacks could not set out from the Dnieper on their boats [şayqa] and the people dwelling on the Black Sea shores may live in peace. Moreover, in the times of their excellencies, the previous khans (may God’s mercy and approbation be upon them!), who were our father, grandfathers, and elder brothers, all treaties and agreements remained manifest and clear on the condition that the gifts [vêrgû] and treasure [hazine], which used to be sent in expression of friendship, were to be sent each year, without any delay or omission, by the kings, who were the ancestors and fathers of yours, our brother.

Thereafter, we assured that there would be no raid or small raid [beş-baş]7 against your country, we severely punished runaway brigands, we resettled all Tatars and Nogays, who had been dwelling in the vicinity of Akkerman and Djankerman [i.e., Očaktiv], to the Crimea, and we killed and punished brigands

2 Cf. n. c above.
3 On the Tats and Tavgaches, see Document 48, n. 8, and Document 49, n. 1.
5 The Tatar term Jyumayut must be a corrupt rendering of the Polish term Żmudź (Lith. Žemaitija, i.e., Samogitia).
6 While in the khan’s letter the adjective hani (“monarchic,” lit. “of the khan”) is used (cf. Document 55), here the nureddin refers to his yarlıq as sultanı (lit. “sultanic”); as in the Crimean context the title sultan applied to any prince from the Giray dynasty, but not to the ruling monarch, the adjective sultani is rendered here as “princely.”
7 Lit. “[a raid committed by] five heads.”
and villains; [in short,] we fulfilled all the requirements of friendship and reconciliation that fell to us, without any fraud or contravention.

Meanwhile, for the sake of friendship and brotherhood we sent to you, our brother, and to your hetmans, our envoy and a number of our men along with a friendly letter [muhabbetname] and noble yarlıqs, announcing friendship and brotherly affection towards you; though they were well and in good health when we sent them, after they entered your country, well and healthy, you made our men disappear in your own country and you never sent them back to us! As we knew that they were healthy, upon receiving news [of their disappearance] we again sent friendly letters asking: “how could such a thing happen in an orderly state, especially to an envoy going with a brotherly purpose? it is your responsibility as a ruler to investigate [the matter]!” And you replied: “they are not here; we did not find [them],” [thus] making our envoy disappear.

Besides, your mounted Cossacks came many times by land [raiding] our subjects wandering on the outer side of Or [i.e., Perekop], situated on our border moat, and [capturing] the Tatar and Nogay property [i.e., cattle], and they captured a lot of property and many captives, and it never stopped. Many times when they came, they defeated our servants guarding the borders, killed many of them, and they rushed some of the captured cattle and prisoners taken for information [tiller] to go with them. And when we let [you] know it, [you answered:] “we had absolutely no idea.” In sum, in no way did the Cossacks disappear from the Dnieper. Also your [Cossack] boats [şayqalar] set out to the Black Sea, raided many lands and villages in Rumelia, and captured numerous captives and property. They also came many times to the Crimean shores, appeared in our villages situated close to the sea, and treacherously captured those unaware; and again, keeping at a distance, they gathered [again] and caused much damage.

Nevertheless, we kept our oath, did not commit raids against you, prevented small raids [beş-baş], and administered desired punishments to those who escaped [our control]. We patiently waited over two years for our envoy, Qutluşah Bey, sent to you, our brother, with the request that you promptly send [him back] along with the ancient gifts [vėrgü] and presents [hedaya]. And you procrastinated saying: “today, tomorrow,” and did not send the treasure [hazine] and your envoy until the conquest of the fortress of Baghdad, while we knew well that you had detained our envoy. When your envoy [finally] arrived, we received him with respect and attention according to the ancient custom; [yet,] when we collected your presents and treasure, they were incomplete, [un]fitting the former custom. When we asked: “did not we display as much friendship as our past [i.e., formerly reigning] elder brothers?,” your envoy answered: “even if it is not much, that’s it; one should not measure a [freely given] tip;” nevertheless, we did not oppress your envoy, but we paid

---

9 The term mal refers to any kind of property, but in the given context especially to cattle.
10 The Ottoman reconquest of Baghdad, lost to the Safavids in 1624, occurred in December 1638.
11 The expression bahşişnin yüzüne baqılmaz is similar to the Turkish proverb atın dişine baqılmaz (“never look into the mouth of a gift horse”); on the royal envoy, Krzysztof Dzierżek, cf. Document 55, n. 10.
him respect and attention, granted him our favor, and did not send him [back], putting him up until the present time. And, by the grace of God, the Lord and the Helper, we entirely resigned from any [further] claims regarding the captives and large property, captured in our country in violation of the ancient friendship, as well as the deficiency in our treasure [that you sent us].

Now, you sent an envoy to his excellency, the prosperous and illustrious [Ottoman] sovereign, and requested to restore the old peace. Although his excellency, the sovereign, is a great padishah, we are great, too. We also used to make peace with you, our brother. Now, we have no more claims from you. From now on, if, according to the imperial ‘ahdname of his excellency, our elder brother, the prosperous khan, you firmly hold your Cossacks on land and on sea so that they do not bring harm to any Muslim, you promptly arrest and kill the thieves and send back the property stolen by them, and on the condition that, according to the ancient law, each year, for the sake of friendship, you send [us] our [i.e., owed to us] complete treasure, and your other presents [hedaya] and gifts [vėrgüler] arranged in sets of nine objects, without deficiency or even one day delay, as is also declared in the imperial ‘ahdname of his excellency, the khan, in this manner the agreement will be loyally respected; as in order to keep friendship and brotherhood [the khan] has sent back to you, our brother, your envoy, and he has sent his [own] great envoy along with the ‘ahdname, also we have sworn an oath ['ahd] in accordance with the ‘ahdname of his excellency, the khan, and for the sake of friendship and brotherhood—being a friend to your friend and an enemy to your enemy—we have sent you our great envoy, Devlet Ghazi (may his value increase!), the model of nobles and peers, along with our ‘ahdname.

Now, while you should loyally and firmly respect the agreement, preserving friendship and brotherhood, and, in this manner, hold your Cossacks on land and on sea, and send our treasure without deficiency, so that nothing should happen contrary to our oath and engagements, [also] from our side and from the side of our Tatar troops [nothing contrary should happen], and we have stopped, restrained, and taken in hold the qaraçısı [and] all our servants. Our word is sound and nothing contrary will happen. From this day on, we will be a friend of your friend and an enemy of your enemy, on such a condition that you should loyally and firmly respect the agreement and let [us] know your friendship and brotherly affection through your envoy and by [sending] a treasure, keeping friendship and affection until the end of [your] life, and being completely honest in regard to the treaty and agreement. So it should be!

Thus saying, the letter has been written—I have nothing to add but a prayer for whomsoever is a follower of the right path [i.e., Islam]!—in the third decade of the month of Rebi II of the year 1050, in the abode of Baghchasaray, the well-protected.

[seal] Qırım Giray Sultan, son of Selamet Giray Khan

12 On the Turco-Mongolian custom, according to which a gift should have consisted of nine objects, see Document 31, n. 15.

13 Unlike the khan’s seal, the nureddin’s seal does not contain the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamğa).
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Published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 260–263.

Polish 17th-century translation by Samuel Otwinowski: a) AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 63, t. 48, no. 513 (copied by Antoni Crutta from the Turkish document’s reverse side); b) Bibl. Ossol., ms. 3555, fol. 357a–359b.

Hüve al-mu’ın

İslam Gereja Sultan hazretlerimiz sözümüz

[1] Uluş ordanı ve uluş yurtnı ve taht-i Qırımını ve Deşt-i Qıpçağını ve sansız köb Tatarı ve sağısız köb Noğayını
[2] ve Tat bile Tavğaçıını ve tağ ara Çerkeçini ve on qolun ve barça ümmet-i Muhammedi ve yüz on mını tümennını uluş padişahi ve hem
[3] uluş qalga sultanı bolğan halefü’l-üzum şerefü’l-havaqını’l-kiram sa’adetlü ve şeca’atlu mın qağılgay İslam Gereja Sultan edame’llahyu ta’ala
[4] ömrehu ve devletehü ve nasara a’vanahu ve ansarahu hazretlerimizinden uluş ordanı ve uluş yurtnı ve Lēh memleketini ve Litvanını ve Mazavisqanını
[5] ve İmudünü ve İflansqanını ve İflansqanını ve Polotosqanını ve Ismalinsqanını ve köp Hristyanını uluş padişahi bolğan dördüncü

* In the edition of Vel’jaminov-Zernov and Faizxanov this fragment is mistakenly “corrected” by the addition of a redundant phrase ve sol qolun (“and of the left wing”); cf. Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, p. 260. According to the Genghisid tradition, the qalga commanded over the right wing of the troops while the khan was responsible for the whole army, commanding from the center; cf. Senai, Historia chana Islam Gereja III, pp. 151–152, n. 93. Hence, in the khan’s intitulatio both wings should be mentioned, but in the qalga’s one only the right wing.
[6] qıral qarndaşımız Vıladıslavg ve köb yerlerinde bolsa hükümderiğa muhabbetlik birle selam edüb nedir haliniğ ve hatrınız yahşımızıg hoşmişız dēb
[7] haliniğ ve hem hatrınız sorğanızından sonra i'lam-i yarlıg-i şerif muhabbet-redif-i sultani budurkı bundan aqdem uğ içmaqlı ecdad-i uzamım ve aba-i
[8] kiramınız enara'lıahu merqadahum hazretleri Hacı Gérey Han ve Men-gli Gérey Han ve Sahib Gérey Han askanahum Allahu fi'l-girası{l-cinan hazretleri sizin cediňiňüz
[9] Ağış qıral ile 'ahd-i iman ve şart-i peyman edüb dost ve qardaş bolgan sebeblə mėn uluğ qağılgay nusret-aray hazretlerimiz dahi ol
[10] 'uhud ve şurut üzere qa résult ve sabit bolub işbu 'ahdname ve şartnamemiz birle uluğ découvrir qdvetü'l-aqran Arslan Ağə zide qadrhunı yiberüb nedir haliniğ
[12] ferman buyurulmuş buyuruqları birle 'amil ve murad-i şerifen üzere hareket ve qadimini taraf-i Čingiziyiye 'aid olan hazine ve hedayayı ber veči-i
[13] qanun-i qadim tekmil ve tetmim irsal ve isal olunursa mėn qarndaşınızıg qağılgay nusret-aray hazretlerimiz taqa qadimi 'ahd u rabi olunan 'uhud
[14] ve şurut üzere muhem kurub ve sa'adetlü ve şevketlü ve mehabetlü ve devletlü ağaçamız han 'ali-şan halladet hilaftəhü ilə yevmi{l-mizan
[16] ve özmi ahırqaça qa'ìm bolub buyurumduki vileyetinizgende cavlay barmandir hatrınız hoş dutub dostluq şeraitin ve qardaşlıq merasimin
[17] yerine ketürüb ber veči-i qanun-i qadim uluğ hazine ve hedayayı yibergesiz sa'adetlü ağaçamız han dame'l-izz ve l-unvan hazretleri birle qały
[18] 'ahd-i iman ve şart-i peyman etdiniz işe ol 'uhud ve şurut üzere olduğunuza i'timad edüb ağaçamız han hazretlerin
[19] fermanınca barça buyuruqlarına 'amel qılub her yıl sayın uluğ hazinele-rin vėrişi ve elçimize ri'ayet qılub uluğ elçinuzi yibtirgezis
[20] ve Özi qazaqlarımı ve sair eşqıyalarınızı zabt ve muhem tenbih ve yasaq qığaysız kim kerek bizim memleketimizge ve kerek Al-i 'Osman memleketlerine
[21] qaradan ve deryadan bir vechle zarar ve ziyan eşişdirmegeyler ve keçen sefer dahi siz 'ahdinüzde durmay şayqunuz çıqub
[22] ve qaradan kelüb mal alub ve elçiniz hedayayı eksik vėrişi yiberg bahşişin yüzine baqilmaz deyüb çevabiğic'in edî şimden sonra

It can be also read deyib.

The word birle is apparently missing; Vel'jaminov-Zernov and Faizxanov mark this place with three dots; cf. Materialy dija istorii Krymskago xanstva, p. 261.
[23] haqlaşdıq min ba’d dost ve qardaşuz siz ‘ahdname-i hümayunda olan söz üzure turup taplıqyş ‘ahdimiz sa’adetlü ve şevketlü
[25] muradiyüz ise şol ‘ahdname-i hümayun mucibiyle ‘amil bolub dostluq merasimini ve qardaşlıq şeraıtını yerine ketürgeysız taqı şol qazaq
[26] eşqyasına muhkem tenbih ve yasaq qlıqıysız kim min ba’d kerek qara-dan ve kerek deryadan kendi memleketimizge ve Al-i ‘Osman memleket-lerine bir vechle
[27] zarar ve ziyan erişdirmeye biz daha ferman-i şerifimiz birle müstahdem ve me’mur olan bekerimizge ve mirzalarımız ve baise-başa ağalarımızga muhkem tenbih ve yasaq
[28] etmişüzdür sizin köylerinizge ve kentlerinizge ve şehirlerinizge varma-zlar ve düşman bolmazlar ve zarar [ü] ziyan qlımlar kerek ‘asker ve Tatardan bir ferd
[29] varmaya deyü tenbih etmişüzdür uzun uzad dost ve qardaš bolduq dostuñuzqaz dost ve düşmanınızqaz düşman bilgeysız
[30] sizin dostuñuz bizim dostumuz ve sizin düşmanınız bizim düşmanımızniz dir siz qarındaşımız qural-i Zal⁴ devlet-menal hazretleri de bolsanız
[31] dostumuqza dost ve düşmanımızga düşman bolqıysız ve burunqı ‘adetçe ekçıiz ve bazarganınız Qırım yırında qorqısız kələnsiz kətənsiz
[32] inşa’a’llahu ta’ala bizden zarar ve ziyan körmezler taqı her ne sözüniz bar bolsa mën uluğ qağlıq-ı nusret[-aray]’ İslam Gérey Sultan hazret-relimizge
[33] bildirgeysız muradiyuz üzere sa’adetlü ve ‘azametlü ve devletlü ve şevketlü han dame mahfuzan fi savni Meliki‘l-Mennan hazretlerine ‘arz qılub
[34] yahşılıqqa ve muhabbetlikge delalet qıralırz dostluq üçin can-u başıyla çalışızmuz sözimidide muhkem turub muhabbetlik birle hat yiberdik
[35] ve dostuñuzqaz dost düşmanınızqaz düşman bolub turduq hatırıqızga hiç nimerse keltürmegeysız yahşılıqda dostluqda
[36] boluçãoz siz qarındaşımız qural hazretleri de bolsanızqaz dostluq nişane-sini ve yahşılıq merasimini yerine ketürüb ‘ömür-i evāğraça dostluqda
[37] ve qardaşlıqda bolqıysız şulay bilgeysız dēb hat bitildi baqı ve ‘s-selam ‘ala men ittaba’a-l-Hüda tahriren fi evaili şehri Cemaziyyi’l-evveli
[38] min şuhuri seneti hamsın ve elf

bi-yurt-i
hendeq-i
Ferahkermen
m.⁵

---

⁴ Written in strange orthography as ﺻﺎل and not ﺻﺎ’il; for a commentary, see n. 10 below.
⁵ The word -aray is apparently missing; cf. lines [9] and [13] above.
⁶ An abbreviation of the word temme (‘the end’), a customary closing formula also used in the Ottoman chancery.
Translated from Turkish,

He, the Helper!

[The seal] Our excellency, Islam Giray Sultan: our word:

From our excellency, me, the prosperous and brave qalga Islam Giray Sultan (may God—may He be exalted!—prolong his [i.e., my] life and reign, and may He grant victory to his [i.e., my] allies and auxiliaries!), the successor of great sultans and the glory of munificent khakans, who am the great padишah and also the great qalga of the Great Horde and great country [yurt], the Crimean throne, the Kipchak Steppe, innumerable Tatars and countless Nogays, Tats and Tavgaches,1 mountain Circassians,2 the [troops of the] right wing,3 the whole community of Muhammad [i.e., the Muslims], [commanding over] hundreds, tens, thousands, and tens of thousands [tümen], to our brother, King Vladislav the Fourth, the great emperor [padişah] of the great horde [orda] and great country [yurt], Poland, Lithuania, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Kiev, Polack, Smolensk, and of many Christians, and the ruler of many other places: after having expressed friendly salutations and inquired about your condition and health by asking: “how is your condition and health?,” “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” the message of the noble princely4 yarliq, accompanied by affection, is that:

Since previously their excellencies, my great heavenly [i.e., late] grandfathers and our munificent fathers (may God illuminate their graves!), their excellencies Hadji Giray Khan, Mengli Giray Khan, and Sahib Giray Khan (may God give them lodgings in heavenly plantations!), made sworn oaths and pledged agreements with your grandfather, King [Sigismund] Augustus, and they were friends and brothers, also I, our excellency, the great victorious qalga, observing and keeping those oaths and agreements, have sent our great envoy Arslan Agha5 (may his value increase!), the model of [his] peers, along with our present 'ahdname and şartname; having asked: “how is your condition and health?,” “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” [and] provided that the orders contained in the noble firman and imperial 'ahdname of his excellency, our prosperous and brave elder brother, the illustrious khan, are obeyed, his noble wish is fulfilled, and the treasure [hazine] and gifts [hedaya], due to the

---

1 On the Tats and Tavgaches, see Document 48, n. 8, and Document 49, n. 1.
3 Cf. the commentary in n. a above.
4 While in the khan’s letter the adjective hani (“monarchic,” lit. “of the khan”) is used (cf. Document 55), here the qalga refers to his yarliq as sultani (lit. “sultanic”); as in the Crimean context the title sultan applied to any prince from the Giray dynasty, but not to the ruling monarch, the adjective sultani is rendered here as “princely.”
5 In Otwinowski’s translation referred to as Arslan Bey; apparently identical with Arslan Bey, whom Islam Giray sent to Poland already in 1637 after he had been appointed the qalga; cf. Document 54, n. 3.
Genghisids since the ancient times, are fully and completely sent and delivered according to the ancient law, also I, your brother, my excellency the victorious qalga, will firmly keep [the peace] according to the anciently concluded and bound oaths and agreements, and preserve the long lasting friendship and brotherhood [with you], following the noble order of his excellency, our prosperous, mighty, majestic, and fortunate elder brother, the illustrious khan (may his caliphate last until the Day of Judgment!).

While remaining a friend to your friend and an enemy to your enemy until the end of [my] life, I have ordered that I [i.e., my troops] will not set out in hostility to your country. As [we] have in mind your wellbeing, while you should fulfill the conditions of friendship and the ceremonial duties of brotherhood, and send the great treasure and gifts according to the ancient law, you can trust that we will behave in accordance with the same oaths and agreements that you swore and pledged with his excellency, our prosperous elder brother, the khan (may [his] glory and pride last!); you should act in accordance with all orders of his excellency, our elder brother, the khan, give him each year his great treasure, respect our envoys, and send your [own] great envoy; you should guard the Dnieper Cossacks and your other brigands, and you should forbid with a firm order so that they do not commit any damage or harm, by land or by sea, to our dominions or to the Ottoman dominions. [You should know that our] past raid\(^6\) occurred in reaction to the fact that in violation of your oath your [Cossack] boats set out [on sea], [your subjects] arrived by land, capturing [our subjects’] property,\(^7\) and your envoy, who had brought deficient gifts, answered [to our query]: “one should not measure a [freely given] tip.”

From now on, we resign from any [past] claims; hereafter we will be friends and brothers, and you should observe and respect the agreement contained in the imperial ‘ahdname. Our oath [‘ahd] is based on the imperial ‘ahdname of his excellency, our prosperous and mighty elder brother, the khan (may his caliphate last until the Day of Resurrection and Judgment!). If you desire friendship and brotherhood, you should act in accordance with that imperial ‘ahdname and fulfill the ceremonial duties of friendship and the conditions of brotherhood. Moreover, you should forbid the Cossack brigands with a firm order so that hereafter they do not commit any damage or harm, by land or by sea, to our own dominions or to the Ottoman dominions. We also forbade with a firm order our beys, mirzas, and aghas, [who usually commit] small raids [beş-baş],\(^9\) being our servants and officials, so that they do not set out against your villages, towns, and cities, display enmity, or commit damage and harm.

\(^6\) The qalga refers to a large raid into the area of Fastiv (southwest from Kiev), effected under his command in January and February 1640; according to Baranowski, this was the most successful Tatar raid since the Hotin campaign in 1621; see idem, Stosunki polsko-tatarskie w latach 1632–1648, pp. 105–113.

\(^7\) The term *mal* refers to any kind of property, but in the given context especially to cattle.

\(^8\) The expression *baḥṣişīn yüzüne baqılmaz* is similar to the Turkish proverb *atın dişine baqılmaz* (“never look into the mouth of a gift horse”); on the royal envoy, Krzysztof Dzierżek, cf. Document 55, n. 10.

\(^9\) Lit. “[a raid committed by] five heads.”
“Nobody from among the troops or Tatars should go!”—thus we ordered. And we have entered a long lasting friendship and brotherhood [with you]. You should know that we are a friend of your friend and an enemy of your enemy. Your friend is our friend and your enemy is our enemy. Also you, our brother, his [i.e., your] excellency, the king prosperous like Zal,10 should be a friend of our friend and an enemy of our enemy.

And according to the ancient custom, your envoys and merchants may come to the Crimea and depart without fear. God—may He be exalted!—willing, they will not experience any damage or harm from our side. Moreover, if you have any matter [i.e., wish], you should communicate it to me, our excellency, the great victorious qalga, Islam Giray Sultan. According to your wish, we will submit it to his excellency, the prosperous, majestic, fortunate, and mighty khan (may he remain safe under protection of the Munificent King!), and we will strive for good and amity. We will endeavor with heart and soul to attain friendship.

While firmly keeping our word, we have sent our friendly letter and remained a friend of your friend and an enemy of your enemy. You should not worry about anything as we will truly keep friendship. And you, our brother, his [i.e., your] excellency, the king, should display the sign[s] of friendship and fulfill the ceremonial duties of [common] wellbeing, and keep friendship and brotherhood until the end of your life. Thus you must know!

Thus saying, the letter has been written. I have nothing to add but a salutation unto whomsoever has followed the right path [i.e., Islam]! Written in the first decade of the month of Djumada I of the year 1050, in the tent of [i.e., near] the moat of Ferahkerman.11 The end.12

[seal] Islam Giray Sultan, son of Selamet Giray Khan13

---

10 Zal was the legendary Persian prince and father of Rustem. Yet, the name is written in erroneous orthography (cf. n. d above) and thus the phrase could be alternatively read as “the king prosperous like an idolater.” Apparently the scribal error was done inadvertently as the qalga had no reason to offend the addressee.

11 Ferahkerman, also known as Or (“ditch”) in the Turkic languages and as Perekop or Przekop (“ditch”) in the Slavic languages, was situated on the moat dug out in order to separate the Crimean peninsula from the mainland thus providing its security; see Jankowski, Historical-Etymological Dictionary, pp. 748–750.

12 A customary closing formula; cf. n. f above.

13 Unlike the khan’s seal, the qalga’s seal does not contain the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamğa).
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Hüve al-mu’în

İslam Gërey Han bin Selamet Gërey Han sözümüz


The document was delivered in Warsaw on 24 April 1646. It is undated, but probably issued in February like the letter of the qalga, Qırım Giray, sent with the same embassy and drawn in the third decade of Zilhijje 1055 A.H., i.e., 7–16 February 1646; see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 63, t. 38, no. 501; published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 846–847, but the date is omitted there.
İslam Gerey Han edame’l illahu eyyame devletihi mü’ebeddeten ila yevmi’l-mizan hazretlerinden köp Urusünü ve Purusünü ve Litvanı ve Mazavesquanı
ve İflansqanı ve Kiyovsqanı ve barça Qurystyan<br>

İslam Gerey Han edame’llahu eyyame devletihi mü‘ebbedeten ila yevmi’l-mizan hazretlerinin köp Urusünü ve Purusünü ve Litvanı ve Mazavesquanı
ve İflansqanı ve Kiyovsqanı ve barça Qurystyanın <ulug> padişahı bolan dördüncü qiral Vladislav qardaşımız Léh qirali olan qiral devlet -iştimal


ve İflansqanı ve Kiyovsqanı ve barça Qurystyanın <ulug> padişahı bolan dördüncü qiral Vladislav qardaşımız Léh qirali olan qiral devlet -iştimal


[8] dame musalahatuhu ila yevmi’l-mizan huzurıga muhabbetlik ve tatulq milen selam edüb nedir haliyįz ve hatırınuq iyımisiz ve hoşmısiz dep’sorjanımızdan sonra ma’llumları ola ki


[10] bir vaz’ olmayub ol canibden vilayetimize gelen eger tükcer ve eger gayəridir emin ü salim vilayetimize gezüb bir ferden zarar u ziyan götürmeyyüp kezialik bu vilayetden ol caniblere

[11] gidüb gelen sadırin ve varidine mazarrat ve hasaret ırısmeyüb ve her zaman hedaya ve pişkesleri la-yenqası’ gelüb muhabet çev ve meveddet üzere imişler ol ’ahd-i qadime ri’ayet olunub

[12] geçen sene ’ahdname-i hümayunumuz ile elçi gonderüb dostluq murad eylemişi idik varan adamımızi niçe zaman ali-qoyub mu’tad-i qadim olan helayanızıq gündürmeyyub sifr ül-yed gündürülüddünden

[13] gayrı Özude olan eşqıyarlarınızıza zapt etmyüb Qırım dişarısında olan maldan niçe def’a gelüb mal süüp gidülb hatırınuq görüb ve sulha ri’ayet olunup

[14] ardlarından qoğuq namında bir ferdi gündürmeyyub ‘askerimizi zapt u rapt eyledik ila yevmina haza zapt u rapt üzere iken ’azametlü ve şevketlü padişah ‘ali-veqar hastreleri

[15] tarafından bir qac def’a mektub gelüb Léh quarallarının qadimden vere-geldükleri vergülerin almyub vilayetlerine zarardan halı degil imişiz deyü yazmışlar qanun-i qadim üzere

[16] dostluq edüb hedayalarına adam gündürüb aldırasız deyü rica olunmaqla ’ahd-i qadimi tecdid edüb işbu ’ahdname-i şerifemiz tahrir ve tastir olu-nub inamlu ve emekdar qulumuz

[17] qudvetü’l-aqran zübdetü’l-erkan İslâm Ağa ile ırsal öldü fi’l-haqqar ’ahd-i qadimimiz üzere ma damki sizünü canibinüzden ve qazaq eşqıyası tarafından hudud-i memalikimize

[18] zarar ve hasaretiniz olmaya bu canibden dahi ‘asakır-i Tatardan bir ferd vilayetinüz hududuna zarar ırısmeyüb üslub-i sabıq üzere sizнюю adamlarınuq

---

* The unusual forms Mazavesqa, Iflansqa, and Kiyovsqa are apparently derived from the Polish adjectives: mazowiecka, inflancka, and kijowska (“the Mazovian, Livonian, and Kievian [lands]”).

* Apparently the scribe began to write a new word (uluğ) before having finished the preceding one (Qristyanın); then he noticed his error but did not cross out the inserted letters beginning the new word.

* It can be also read deyip.
[19] ve tacirlerininiz bize gelüb bizim adamlarımız tacirlerinimize size varub iki taraftan dostluq ve muhabbetlik olup Müslümanlar dahi emniyet ve refahiyet bulub sizin dahi re’aya ve fuqara özürdünüz istiráhat
[20] eleyüp memleketiniz ma’mur ve hal村党支部 mensür olmağa sebep oluşuz ve her senede qadimü’z-zamandan berü gündürülü-gelen hedâyânızı ke-ma kan tedarık eleyüb gündürülüs ‘ahdimiz anınla
[21] üstüvar olduğunu muqarrer bilüb mü’ayyen olan vergünüz qanun-i sabiq üzere bi-qusur ırsal eleyezisz ki inşa’lîhhü ta’ala bundan sonra sizenle ‘ahdimiz ve sulhuzum muhkm ve üstüvar olub
[22] ma damkı sizden ‘ahda mukhalif iş olmayubah hedâyânızı vérub ve Özünde olan eşqiyânızı muhkm zapt u rapt edûp sa’adetlü padişah memleketine ve Qırım diyarına ve dışarda olan
[23] Qırım maline mazarrat ve hasaretiiniz olmaya muhassal-i kelam mu’tad-i qadim olan vergünüz vérub ve neger-i Özünde olan eşqiyânızı zapt edüb qaradan ve deryadan memalik-i padişahiye ve Qırım memleketine
[24] ve maline zarar u ziyan olmayacaq olursa vallahi’l-‘azim ve tellahi’l-kerim bi‘z-zat kendimiz ve qaradaşımız qalğa Qırım Gérey Sultan hazırlretleri ve nureddin Gazi Gérey Sultan ve gayri selatin ve Şirin begi
[25] mirzalari ve Manqıt begi mirzalari ve Ulug Noğay mirzalari ve Küçük Noğay mirzalari ve Qırım töreleri ve bilcümle Qırım ve Noğay ’askerî ile vilayetinizde varilmazdır ve gördürülmezdir
[26] inşa’lîhhü ta’ala bizüm bu sözümüzde ve ‘ahd ü qavlimizde hilaf olmazdır işbu ‘ahdnamemiz bizüm kendi sözümüzdür ortalıqda fesade ba’is ve badi olan eşqiyaya aman vérilmeyüb iki tarafından
[27] haqlarından gelinüb mucib-i ‘ibret etmek lazımdir bi-’avni’lîhhü ta’ala bu tarafdan ol-maqule haramzadelere merhamet olunmayubah haqlarından gelinüb sizûn tarafınında dahi bozgânlıq isteyan
[28] eşqiyalarını haqlarından gelezis muradım mabeyinde olan sulh u salahın istihkak ve ibqası olub ’asker-i Tatara tenbih ve te’kid ve bellü başlarlarına muhkm tehdid vérilüb vilayetiñüz aqın olmadan bilkülliye men’
[29] ve zapt olunmuşuyken güz aylarından bu zamanın degin neger-i Özünde muhafaza hidmetinde olan qazaqlarınız ve sair avci ve eşqiyalarınız dört beş kerre Qırım maline çıqub mal sürüp gûtlüklerinden gayri niçe Müslümanları götürüp

bi-maqa"mi
[Bağçesaray
el-mahruse]d

İslam Gérey Han bin Selamet Gérey Hanc

---

d The place-name, missing in the original document, is reconstructed in the edition by Vel’jaminov-Zernov and Faizxanov; cf. Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, p. 844.

c Text of the seal.
Translation:

He, the Helper!

[tuğra] Islam Giray Khan, son of Selamet Giray Khan: our word:

Let the grateful praise and incomparable gratitude be pronounced to His Excellency, the eternal Creator and the Provider of the needs of the caliph of the inhabited portion of the earth (may His glory be exalted and may He be exalted!), whose beneficence is universal and continuous; also, let unlimited salutations and uncounted prayers be pronounced upon their excellencies: God’s beloved, Muhammad Mustafa2 (may salutation and praise be upon Him!), and [his] four sincere helpers,3 family and loyal companions (may the approbation of God—may He be exalted!—be upon them all!), for [God] placed the crown of caliphate on my blessed head and put the robe of sultanate on my stature full of integrity, adorned the Genghisid throne with my prosperous person, and turned my great gate [i.e., Porte] into the refuge of mankind and the shelter of Islam. Praise to God for those favors!

Thus, from his excellency of exalted dignity and great rank, of sunny appearance and mercurial intelligence [i.e., clever], Islam Giray Khan (may God eternally prolong the days of his reign until the Day of Judgment!), being the great padishah of the great country [yurt], the Crimean throne, the Kipchak Steppe, innumerable Tatars and countless Nogays, mountain Circassians,4 and Tats and Tavgaches,5 to the presence of the prosperous king of Poland (may his peace [with neighbors] last until the Day of Judgment!), our brother, King Vladislaus the Fourth, being the great emperor [padişah] of many Ruthenian, Prussian, Lithuanian, Mazovian, Livonian, and Kievian [lands], and of all Christians: after having expressed amicable and friendly salutations and asked: “how is your condition and health?,” “do you feel well?” and “are you doing well?,” they should know that:

Previously, in the prosperous times of their excellencies, our great grandfathers and munificent fathers, the former khakans, the oath and treaty with your predecessors was firmly observed and nothing happened from either side against the peace and oath; merchants or others, coming to our country from the other side, traveled in our country safe and sound and did not experience any damage or harm from anybody; likewise, those going from this country to the other side and coming [back] did not experience any detriment or loss while going and coming; as their [i.e., Polish] presents [hedaya] and gifts [pişkeşler]6 kept arriving incessantly all the time, they lived in affection and friendship.

Previous year, respecting the ancient oath, we sent [you] an envoy with our imperial ‘ahdname in desire of friendship. [Yet,] you detained our man [i.e.,

---

2 Mustafa (lit. “the Chosen”) is the second name of Prophet Muhammad.
3 I.e., the first four caliphs, venerated by the Sunni Muslims: Abu Bakr, Omar, Osman, and Ali.
5 On the Tats and Tavgaches, see Document 48, n. 8, and Document 49, n. 1.
6 On the term pişkeş, explained in the Redhouse dictionary as a “gift brought to a superior,” cf. Document 50, n. 23.
envoy], who arrived [at your court], for a long time, did not deliver your customary gifts, and sent him [back] empty-handed; besides, you did not hold your brigands, dwelling on the Dnieper, and they came many times and drove away the cattle7 grazing outside the Crimea.8 Having consideration for the friendship with you and respecting the peace, we did not send anybody to chase them, [on the contrary,] we held and restrained our troops. While we kept them in a perfect hold and restraint until our day, a few times letters arrived from his excellency, the great and mighty [Ottoman] padishah of high dignity, who wrote: “you reportedly have not received the gifts [vârgûler] that used to be given by the Polish kings since the ancient times, and [therefore] you have not spared their land from destruction.” As it was requested [by the padis- hah]: “you should send your man to fetch their presents [hedaya], [but at the same time] you should keep friendship according to the ancient law,” we have renewed the ancient oath ['âhd], and our present imperial 'âhdname has been composed, written, and sent through our trusted and loyal servant, Islam Agha, the model of [his] peers and the cream of great men.

Assuredly, as from your side and the side of the Cossack brigands no damage or loss should occur within the borders of our dominions, also from our side, according to our ancient oath, not a single Tatar soldier will bring damage to the borders of your country. Following the old manner, your subjects and merchants will be able to come to us, our subjects and merchants will be able to travel to you, and mutual friendship and amity will reign; while the Muslims will find safety and ease, also your subjects and the poor will rest; you should render your kingdom prosperous and your people happy.

Each year you should prepare and send your presents [hedaya] that used to be sent since the ancient times. As you certainly know that in this way our treaty ['âhd] will remain solid, you should send your fixed gifts [vârgû] without deficiency, according to the old law, so that, God—may He be exalted!—willing, thereafter our treaty and peace with you may be firm and solid, provided that from your side nothing happens contrary to the treaty, you give your presents and firmly hold and restrain your brigands dwelling on the Dnieper, and you do not bring any detriment or damage to the dominions of the prosperous [Ottoman] padishah, the Crimean country, or the Crimean cattle grazing outside the Crimea.

To resume: if you give your gifts according to the ancient custom, hold the brigands dwelling on the Dnieper river, and no damage or harm reaches by land or by sea the dominions of the [Ottoman] padishah, the Crimean land, or the Crimean cattle, then—by great God and through munificent God!—neither we personally, nor our brother, his excellency, the qalga Qırım Giray Sultan, nor the nureddin, Ghazi Giray Sultan, nor other princes [sultans], nor the bey [and] mirzas of the Shirins, the bey [and] mirzas of the Manghîts,9 the

---

7 The term mal refers to any kind of property, but in the given context especially to cattle.
8 I.e., in the steppe extending north from Perekop.
9 The term Manghîts or Mansurs referred to the earliest Nogay immigrants to the Crimean Khanate, who arrived around 1503, following Tevkel, a former adviser of Sheikh Ahmed, the khan of the Great Horde; Tevkel’s descendants rose to the post of qaraçı (i.e., qaraçı bey), second in hierarchy and power only to the qaraçı of the
mirzas of the Great Nogay [horde], the mirzas of the Little Nogay [horde], nor the Crimean officials will set out against your country with the Crimean and Nogay troops, or send [troops there].

God—may He be exalted!—willing, we will not act contrary to our agreement, oath, and word, as our present ‘ahdname equals our proper word. [Nevertheless,] in regard to the brigands, who cause and bring mischief in our surroundings, both sides should mercilessly punish them and thus set a warning [to others]. With the help of God, may He be exalted!, on this side no mercy will be given to such villains, and they will be punished. Also on your side, you should punish those looking for trouble.

While, in desire to render the peace and amity existing between [us] firm and stable, we have given repeated orders to the Tatar troops and severely threatened our notables, restraining them and forbidding any raids against your country, your Cossacks, serving as guards on the Dnieper river, and your other hunters and brigands have come four or five times from the autumn months until the present time and driven away the Crimean cattle; moreover, they have taken away many Muslims captured as prisoners. What kind of peace, brotherhood, and friendship is that? If you wish to make peace, you should observe your oath and punish your villains.

I have nothing to add but a prayer for whomsoever has followed the right path [i.e., Islam]!

In the abode of [Baghchasaray, the well-protected].

[seal] Islam Giray Khan, son of Selamet Giray Khan

---


10 In result of a civil war among the Nogays in 1554, a dissatisfied group led by Ghazi Mirza created the so-called Little Nogay horde (to discern from the Great Nogay horde on the Volga), whose grazing lands extended between the Don and northern Caucasus, on the territory loosely controlled by the Crimean khans. In the first half of the 17th century, especially in 1630s, also many clans of the Great Nogay horde, pressed by the Kalmyks, arrived in Budjak and the Black Sea steppes and found themselves under the sovereignty of the Crimean khans. On the particular Nogay clans, cf. Document 64, notes 12–16.

11 Cf. n. d above.

12 In the middle of the seal there is the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamğa).
DOCUMENT 59 (19 AUGUST 1649)
The Polish instrument of the Treaty of Zborów (Zboriv), issued
by King John Casimir

The original document is missing.

Polish copies:
A. AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 62, t. 3, no. 334.
B. AGAD, Metryka Koronna, Libri Legationum, no. 33, fol. 72a–72b.


Latin translations:

Zjechawszy się najjaśniejszy, najpotężniejszy i najsławniejszy między krółami, sławą i szczęściem od Bogaa uwielbiony, wielkich królestw i szerokich państw, i wielu narodów monarchy, Jan Kazimierz z łaski bożej b-król polski, wielkie książę litewskie, ruskie, pruskie, mazowieckie, żmudzkie, inflantskie, smoleńskie, czernihowskie, etc., i też szwedzki, gotts, wandalaki dziedziczny król c z wolnym Wielkiej Ordy carem Islan Giereiem, d cerkaskim, nahaiskim, perekopskim, petiorskim, szemskim, e i chanem krymskim, przyjacielom i bratem, takie między sobą pakta postanowili: iż od dnia dzisiejszego zawierają między sobą wieczną przyjaźń, która między najjaśniejszym, najpotężniejszym i najślawniejszym f Janem Kazimierzem, królem polskim, i następcami jego kró-

1 The copies A. and B., held in the Crown Archives, should be regarded as official ones, even though they do not contain the locatio and datatio that are present in the remaining copies and must have appeared on the original instrument that was corroborated by the king and sent to the khan. The B. copy also contains numerous shortenings. Nevertheless, these two copies form the basis of the present edition while only major textual variations of the remaining copies are annotated.

a B. w Bogu.
b–c B. król polski etc.; E. król polski, wielkie książę litewskie, ruskie, pruskie, mazowieckie, podlaskie, wołyńskie, żmudzkie, inflandskie, smoleńskie, czerniehowskie, i szwedzki, gotts, wandalaki dziedziczny król.
d B. Islan Giereiem.
e B. cerkaskim, nahayskim, perekopskim, petyorskim, szemskim; on the corrupt term szemski, cf. Document 46, n. e.
f B. najjaśniejszym etc.; hereafter the king is titled in this copy merely as najjaśniejszy.
lami polskimi, i domem Sultan® Gireiów wieczna i nienaruszona trwać ma; względem której przyjaźni obiecują sobie wzajem pomoc przeciwko spółnemu nieprzyjacielowi, kiedy jeden od drugiego tej pomocy potrzebować będzie.

Naśladowując tenże najjaśniejszy, najpotężniejszy i najsławniejszy Jan Kazimierz, król polski, chęci i hojności przodka swoich, królów polskich, przeciwko wolnym Wielkich Ord carom i chanom krymskim, obiecuje dawać zwyczajną™ temuż chanowi Isłan Gireiow™ według dawnych pakt upominki, z kondycjami w dawnych paktach wyrażonymi, które upominki najjaśniejszy, najpotężniejszy i najsławniejszy Król Jego Miłosty polski™ do Kamieńca™ na czas zwyczajny odsyłać rozkaże, a wolny Wielkich Ord car i chan krymski tamże posłanca swego po nie sobie ześle, który je odbierać będzie. Obiecuje przy tym wolny Wielkich Ord car i chan krymski, że od tego czasu wiecznie™ czasy ordy krymskie, nahaiskie, kałmudzkie, budziackie, oczakowskie, dobruckie, i zgoła żadne, także żaden z murzów i bełów,™ i namniejszą watahą w państwie najjaśniejszego, najpotężniejszego i najsławniejszego Króla Jego Miłosty polskiego nigdy wpadać ani szkód żadnych czynić nie będą, o co wszelakim sposobem starać się i bronić tego tenże Wielkiej Ordy wolny car i chan krymski za się i za potomki swe obiecuje.

A że tenże Wielkiej Ordy wolny car i chan krymski wniósł proszę do najjaśniejszego, najpotężniejszego i najsławniejszego Króla Jego Miłosty™ za wojskiem zaporońskim,™ aby im ten występek o' buntu i wzniesioną wojnę odpuścić, tedy najjaśniejszy, najpotężniejszy i najsławniejszy Król Jego Miłost, za upokorzeniem się i oddaniem wiernego poddaństwa tegoż wojska zaporońskiego uczynił z nimi™ miłosierdzie, że na przyczynę Wielkiej Ordy wolnego cara i chana krymskiego odpuszcza im ten występek i przy dawnych wojsko to zaporońskie wolnościach zostawuje, według osobnego z nimi postanowienia.

A gdyby wolny Wielkiej Ordy car i chan krymski potrzebował przeciwko spólnym nieprzyjaciołom posiłków, lub wojskiem zaporońskim [sic], lub inszym, tedy mu tego najjaśniejszy, najpotężniejszy i najsławniejszy Król Jego Miłost polski pozwości obiecuje. Wzajem też, gdyby najjaśniejszy, najpotężniejszy i najsławniejszy Król Jego Miłost polski tego potrzebował, tedy bądź wszystką™ ordą, bądź częścią jej według potrzeby najjaśniejszego, najpotężniejszego i najsławniejszego Króla Jego Miłosty polskiego™ posilkować go tenże

---

6 B. Sultan.
7 Missing in B.
1 B. Islan Giereiowi.
2 B. wyrażonymi.
5 B. Jan Kazimierz, król polski.
6 B. Kamieńca Podolskiego.
™ B. wiecznymi.
8 B. nahayskie, kałmudzkie.
9 B. bełów.
7 B. Króla Jego Miłości polskiego.
6 In B. here and hereafter: zaporozkim.
1 It should rather read i like in B.
5 B. nad nimi.
1 B. tenże.
6 B. wszystką.
wolny Wielkiej Ordy car i chan krymski obiecuje.\textsuperscript{9} Przyjaciołom zaś spólnym mają być przyjaciołami, jako i nieprzyjaciołom spólnym nieprzyjaciołami.\textsuperscript{4}

A iż z tego miejsca obrócić się nie może wolny Wielkiej Ordy car i chan krymski,\textsuperscript{7} tylko przez państwa najjaśniejszego, najpotężniejszego i najsławniejszego Króla Jego Miłości polskiego, starać się o to obiecuje\textsuperscript{8} tenże wolny Wielkiej Ordy car i chan krymski, aby to powrócenie jego było jako z najmniejszą szkodą państwa\textsuperscript{aa} najjaśniejszego, najpotężniejszego i najsławniejszego Króla Jego Miłości.

Wojsko to, pod Zbarażem które jest,\textsuperscript{ab} przy posłańcu najjaśniejszego, najpotężniejszego i najsławniejszego Króla Jego Miłości\textsuperscript{ac} na to naznaczonym i zesłanym ma być nieodwłocznie uwolnione tak, żeby i orda i to, cokolwiek jest wojska zaporoskiego bez wszelakiej odwolki odstąpiło, a wojsko to ze Zbaraża\textsuperscript{ad} bezpiecznie do Króla Jego Miłości ściągnąć się mogło.

Takie tedy między sobą umowy i pakta postanowili, obiecują sobie wszelkim\textsuperscript{ae} sposobem całe i nienaruszenie ich wiecznimi\textsuperscript{af} czasą dotrzymać.

[Działo się w obozie pod Zborowem, dnia XIX miesiąca sierpnia roku od narodzenia Boga i Zbawiciela naszego Jesusa Christusa tysiąc sześćset czterdziestego dziewiątego, panowania królestw naszych polskiego I, a szwedzkiego II roku].\textsuperscript{ag}

Translation:

Having met, the illustrious, most powerful and glorious among the kings, blessed by God with glory and good fortune, the monarch of great kingdoms, extensive states, and many nations, John Casimir, by the grace of God the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Smolensk, Černihiw, etc., and also the hereditary king of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals, with the free tsar\textsuperscript{2} of the Great Horde, Islam Giray, [the

\textsuperscript{9} B. posiłkować obiecuje.
\textsuperscript{4} B. Przyjaciołom zaś spólnym mają być przyjaciołami, jako i nieprzyjaciołom nieprzyjaciołami.
\textsuperscript{7} B. A iż z tego miejsca wolny Wielkiej Ordy car i chan krymski obrócić się nie może.
\textsuperscript{8} B. starać się o to obiecuje.
\textsuperscript{aa} B. państwa.
\textsuperscript{ab} In A. crossed out and corrected: wojsko to, które jest pod Zbarażem.
\textsuperscript{ac} B. Króla Jego Miłości polskiego.
\textsuperscript{ad} B. a wojsko z pod Zbaraża.
\textsuperscript{ae} B. wszelkim.
\textsuperscript{af} B. wiecznimi.
\textsuperscript{ag} Missing in A. and B. Thus in E. (a slightly different version appears in Pamjatniki: Działo się w obozie pod Zborowem, die 19 augusti 1649 roku od narodzenia Zbawiciela naszego Jezusa Christusa, panowania królęstw naszych polskiego pierwszego, szwedzkiego 16 [sic; apparently the copyist or editor mistook the Roman numeral II for the Arabic numeral 16] roku); in C. Działo się pod Zborowem die 19 Augusti 1649; in D. Działo się w obozie pod Zborowem, dnia 19 Augusti anno 1649.

\textsuperscript{2} On the expression wolny car ("free khan," lit. "free tsar"), cf. Document 44, n. 1. In the previous documents this expression is consequently translated as "free khan," but in the present one Islam Giray is repeatedly referred to as "the free tsar of the
ruler] of the Circassians, Nogays, Perekop, the Circassians⁴ and innumerable [Tatars],⁴ the Crimean khan, the [royal] friend and brother, they have mutually resolved to make the following agreement [stipulating] that from this day on they enter eternal friendship that should last forever and stay intact between the illustrious, most powerful and glorious king of Poland, John Casimir, as well as his successors, the kings of Poland, and the House of the Giray princes [sultans]; in regard to the aforementioned friendship they mutually engage to assist each other against a common enemy, whenever one needs the assistance from the other.

Following the goodwill and generosity of his ancestors, the kings of Poland, towards the free tsars of the Great Hordes, the Crimean khans, the illustrious, most powerful and glorious king of Poland, John Casimir, promises to give the customary gifts to the aforementioned khan, Islam Giray, according to the ancient agreements and following the conditions expressed in the ancient treaties; His illustrious, most powerful and glorious Majesty, the king of Poland, will order to send the above gifts to Kamieniec [Podolski] in due time, while the free tsar of the Great Hordes, the Crimean khan, will send his envoy there so that he may collect them. Consequently, the free tsar of the Great Hordes, the Crimean khan, engages that from now on in perpetuity the Crimean, Nogay, Kalmyk,⁵ Budjak, Očakiv, and Dobrudjan hordes, or any other [hordes], or any mirza or bey at the head of even a smallest band, will never invade or bring any damage to the states of His illustrious, most powerful and glorious Majesty, the king of Poland; the free tsar of the Great Horde and the Crimean khan promises on his behalf and on behalf of his descendants to look to it and forbid [such raids] by all means.

And because the free tsar of the Great Horde and the Crimean khan has submitted a request to His illustrious, most powerful and glorious Royal Majesty on behalf of the Zaporozhian troops [i.e., the Cossacks] so that he remit them their crime of rebellion and provoking the war, upon the prostration and declaration of loyal obedience by the Zaporozhian troops, His illustrious, most powerful and glorious Royal Majesty has granted them mercy, [announcing] that he remits their crime on the intercession of the free tsar of the Great Horde

---

³ The Circassians are first referred to by the Polish adjective cerkaski (it should rather read czerkaski or czerkieski), and then by another adjective petiorski (it should rather read petyhorski); cf. Document 40, n. 6 and Document 47, n. 3.

⁴ Cf. n. e above.

⁵ The Kalmyk westward migration to the lower Volga began in the early 17th century; in the 1630s, the Kalmyk pressure caused a massive flight of the Nagays towards the Black Sea steppes and Budjak; in 1644, the Kalmyks attacked Kabarda but were stopped by a local prince, Alayuk, assisted by Nogay horsemen sent by Mehmed IV Giray; in 1648, the Kalmyks crossed the Don in an abortive raid against the Crimea, but were stopped by heavy snow and frost; the Kalmyk raids then repeated several times in the 1650s; cf. Khodarkovsky, Where Two Worlds Met. The Russian State and the Kalmyk Nomads, 1600–1771, pp. 78–90. Hence, Islam III Giray had no ground to claim suzerainty over the Kalmyks in 1649, although some Kalmyk captives or volunteers might have served in his troops.
and the Crimean khan, and he confirms the ancient liberties [i.e., privileges] of the Zaporozhian troops according to a separate agreement with them.

And if the free tsar of the Great Horde, the Crimean khan, needs assistance against common enemies, either with the Zaporozhian troops, or other [troops], then His illustrious, most powerful and glorious Majesty, the king of Poland engages to lend him [these troops]. In return, if His illustrious, most powerful and glorious Majesty, the king of Poland, needs [assistance], then the free tsar of the Great Horde, the Crimean khan, engages to assist him either with the entire horde [i.e., army], or its part, according to the need of His illustrious, most powerful and glorious Majesty, the king of Poland. And they should be friends to common friends and enemies to common enemies.

And because the free tsar of the Great Horde, the Crimean khan, cannot return [home] from here but through the states of His illustrious, most powerful and glorious Majesty, the king of Poland, the free tsar of the Great Horde, the Crimean khan, promises to endeavor that his return would cause the least possible damage to the states of His illustrious, most powerful and glorious Royal Majesty.

The [Polish] troops that are [currently besieged] at Zbaraż should be immediately released in the presence of an envoy of His illustrious, most powerful and glorious Royal Majesty, appointed and sent to look to it, so that the [Crimean] horde and whichever Zaporozhian troops are there, should retreat without any delay, and the [Polish] troops may safely join His Royal Majesty.

Having thus concluded such an agreement and treaty, they [i.e., the two rulers] mutually engage to keep it, by all means, forever, entirely and without any violation.

Took place in a camp near Zboriv, on the 19th day of the month of August of the year 1649 from the birth of our God and Savior, Jesus Christ, in the 1st year of our reign in Poland and the 2nd year [of our reign] in Sweden.⁶

---

⁶ John Casimir claimed hereditary rights to the Swedish throne from the death of his older brother Vladislaus, i.e., from May 1648. As to the Polish throne, his reign began with his election in November 1648, and formally even later, with his coronation in January 1649.
DOCUMENT 60 (10 AUGUST–7 SEPTEMBER 1649)
The Crimean instrument of the Treaty of Zborów (Zboriv),
issued by Khan Islam III Giray
[Facs. XI]

Original paper document in Turkish (Ottoman Turkish mixed with Crimean Tatar): AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 62, t. 4, no. 335.
58 × 40.5 cm. (shorter on the right side: 57 × 40.5 cm.)
invocation (black): divani script
tuğra (black): 9 × 25.5 cm.
text (black): divani script
the black almond-like seal of Islam Giray (2.3 cm. in height) is impressed at the bottom

Polish 17th-century translation: a) (copied by Antoni Crutta on the original’s reverse side): AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 62, t. 4, no. 335; b) AGAD, Metryka Koronna, Libri Legationum, no. 33, fol. 72a–72b; c) L'viv's'ka Naukova Biblioteka im. V. Stefanyka NAN Ukrajiny, fond 5 (Oss.), opys 1, no. II-225 (a digital copy also available in Wroclaw in Bibli. Ossol.: kopia elektroniczna sygn. DE-508), fol. 245a–245b.

A 20th-century Polish translation by Abdullah Zihni Soysal is published in idem, Jarłyki krymskie, pp. 21–22.


Hüve

İslam Gérey Han bin Selamet Gérey Han sözümüz

[1] Tengri tebareke ve ta’ala hazretlerinin ruhmini ve ‘inayeti milen ulug orda
ulug yurtını ve taht-i Qırımını ve tağ-ara Çerkesini

---

1 The white paper contains a watermark (5 cm. in height) depicting a paschal lamb inscribed within a circle; similar paper was used in the same period by the Ottoman chancery; cf. Asparouh Velkov, Les filigranes dans les documents ottomans—Divers types d’images, pp. 1 and 55–56. The watermark was typical for Venetian paper-mills; see Briquet, Les Filigranes. Dictionnaire Historique des Marques du Papier, vol. 1, p. 19.
2 The inscription within the tuğra is corrupt and has been reconstructed on the basis of Islam Giray’s tuğra from the document of 1646 (cf. Document 58); apparently the clerk responsible for drawing the tuğra (tuğrakeş) did not accompany the Tatar army on the campaign.
[2] ve köp Tatarsının ve barça Noğayının ve Deşt-i Qıpçağın ve bi-hesab çerüvünin uluğ padrıahlı ola'n sa'adetli ve devletli ve mahabetli ve şeca'atlı mën uluğ İslam Gėrey Han
dame devletühü ila yevmi'l-mizan hazretlerininin devletli ve muhabetli Yan Qazimir Lêhni'n ve Litvanının ve 'Urusünün Prusünün ve Mazurünün ve Çernihov'un ve Hodünün
[4] ve Şvednin Vandalının ve cedinin ve barça hristyanın uluğ qralı qarduşmuz dördünci qral-i devlet-iştimal hazretlerinin hatırların muhabbetlik ve tatulüq milen
[5] sorganımızın sonra ma'ulumları ola ki mabeyinde vaq' olan bürudet refi' olunup meveddete tebdil ve 'ömr-i ahırçaça dostluq ve qardaşlıqda mühkem olmamız babında olan ricanız qabul-i
[6] qarin'i şahenmiz olmuşdur mabeyinde mün'aqid olan şurudur ki zikr olunur madde-i ula budur ki hala Özi hetmani olan İhmınlsikyı ve cem' edüp yazduqı qırq bi'n
[7] Qazaq taifesine bi'z-zat kendiinden vuğera ve ümeranızdan hasil-i kelam zir-i hükümetinde oalan qullarıınızdan 'adavet ve zarar [u] ziyan etmeyecekiniz ve bir harşa ve sefere gitmek
[8] lazım geldikde evleri halidir deyü zarar ve ziyan qasdında olmayacaqı'zıza saniya qanun-i qadım olan vergü ve pişkeşleriniz her yıl bila-özür gündürecekiniz ve Özi'nin canib-i simalinde İngil'
[9] ve Ungul ve Çubartul'un Qırım vilayetinin çera-gah ve olaqları olup hayvanatları gelüp olaqlarında taraflıqızdan ve ümeranızdan müdahale etmeyeceklerine sizi ve bizim 'ömrümü halihr olunca dostumuz da ziyan
[10] ve düşünmüşmiza düşmanlıq edecekiniz ve lazım gelüp 'asker ve imdad istendikde 'asker verüb imdad edecekni sa'adetli padişah-i rub'i meskun hazretlerinin vilayetlerine deryanız ve qaranız zarar ve ziyan
[12] vallahi'l-'azim ve tallahi'l-kerim bi'z-zat kendimizden ve qarduşmuz qalga sultan ve nureddin sultan ve gayri sultanlardan ve Şirin begi ve mirzaları ve Manqıt begi ve mirzaları ve Ulûg Nogay ve Küçük Nogay
[13] mirzaları ve 'askerleri ve ulan kü yênleri ve içki beklerimiz ve 'umu-men qara 'askerimizden vilayetlerinize 'asker gündürüp zarar ve ziyan etdirmezdir bu yazdıqımızın hilaflı sizin taraflıqızdan olursa
[14] naqz-i 'ahd kendi taraflıqızdan olmuş olan inşa'a'lıahu ta'ala naqz-i 'ahd bizim taraflıqızdan olmayüp 'ömr-i ahırçaça qızul qızuldan dostluq etmek mərədümizdir siz dahı dostluqda mühkem

b Written with a final Arabic he (احملسكيه)، which can be read as -i like in the word ki (كه).
c ائلل
d اونكي
e جزايل
f ولان كويتاري
e ف لئ لل ولأ ل ل ولأ ل ولأ ل ولأ ل ولأ ل ولأ ل ولأ ل ولأ ل ولأ L for a tentative interpretation of the word küyen, see Document 49, n. e.
From his excellency, me, the great, prosperous, illustrious, majestic, and brave Islam Giray Khan (may his [i.e., my] reign last till the Day of Judgment!), who am—by the compassion and grace of His Excellency, God (may He be blessed and exalted!)—the great padishah of the Great Horde, the great country [yurt], the Crimean throne, mountain Circassians, numerous Tatars, all the Nogays, the Kipchak Steppe, and countless troops:

After we have asked with affection and friendship about the health of his excellency, our illustrious and dear brother John Casimir, the great king of Poland, Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, and Černihiv, the hereditary [king]² of the Goths,³ Swedes, and Vandals, and [the great king] of all Christians, the fourth⁴ prosperous king, they [i.e., you] should know that your request to remove the unfriendliness existing between us and to replace it with affection,

---

² Zihni Soysal correctly assumed that the Turkish word cediş must have been a rendering of the Polish dziedzic, i.e., “heir” (see idem, Jarłyki krymskie, p. 21); as the Polish Vasas consistently claimed their hereditary rights to the Swedish throne, their intitulatio, written in Polish, contained the formula: szwedzki, gołski, wandaliski dziedziczny król, i.e., “the hereditary king of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals” (cf. Document 59); apparently the Crimean scribe had at his disposal a document in Polish, containing the intitulatio of the Polish king, and he erroneously took the word dziedziczny (“hereditary”) for its yet another geographic or ethnic component; thus instead of Vandalıŋ ve cedişniŋ . . . qıralı (“the king of the Vandals and of cediş”), the Turkish text should read: Vandalıŋ cedişi or rather Vandalıŋ varısı (“the heir of the Vandals”); cf. the Ottoman 'ahdname issued in 1640 by Sultan Ibrahim to Vladislaus IV, where the Polish king is referred to as İsveçya vilayetinin varısı ve kıralı olacak (“the heir and the future king of Sweden”); Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 460 and 465. The corrupt title of the Polish king might have already figured in an earlier Tatar document, addressed to Vladislaus IV, whose copy apparently served as a model for the Crimean scribe (cf. n. 4 below).

³ Hodınıŋ in the Turkish text; cf. the contemporary Polish translation: Gotskiego, i.e., “of the Goths.”

⁴ The Crimean scribe apparently copied the title of the Polish king from an older Tatar document addressed to Vladislaus IV (Tur. Dördüncü qıral Vladıslav, cf. Document 58), perhaps assuming that the word dördüncü (Tur., “the fourth”) was a permanent element of the royal intitulatio.
and to keep strongly friendship and brotherhood till the end of [our] lives, has been associated with our royal acceptance. The conditions agreed upon between [us] are as follows:

This is the first article:
Neither you in person, nor your representatives, ministers [viziers], and commanders, in short: nobody from among the servants being under your rule, should display hostility or commit harm or damage to the present Dnieper hetman, Xmel'nyck'yj, or to the registered forty thousand Cossacks; and if it is necessary that they go to earn [their living] or for a campaign, you should not commit harm or damage under the pretext that their houses are empty.

Secondly:
Your should send each year, without any excuse, the gifts [vėrgū]⁵ and presents [pişkes]⁶ due according to the old law. As on the northern side of the Dnieper, on the [rivers] Ingul, Ingulec’, and Chubartıl [Velykaja Vis’]⁷ there are pasturages and grasslands belonging to the Crimea, when animals arrive [there from the Crimea], while they graze, neither you, nor your commanders should interfere. Until the end of your life, and [the end of] ours, you should be a friend to our friend and an enemy to our enemy. And if we are in need of troops and help, when we ask you, you should provide us with troops and help. You should not commit harm or damage, either by sea, or by land, to the domains of his excellency, the prosperous padishah of the inhabited portion of the earth;⁸ you should be a friend to his friends and an enemy to his enemies.

If nothing arises contrary to our present writing on your part or on the part of your lords [beks] or your soldiers, and the peace and amity is observed, [then]—by powerful God and through munificent God!—no troops should be sent to your domains and no harm or damage should be committed by me in person, my brother, the qalga sultan, the nureddin sultan, and other princes [sultans], and the bey and mirzas of the Shirins, the bey and mirzas of the Manghıts, the mirzas and soldiers of the Great Nogay and Little Nogay [hordes],⁹ the ulans’ clan members, our courtiers [içki beks], and generally our common soldiers.

[But] if anything contrary to our present writing is done by you, it will be you who will have violated the engagement ['ahd]. God—may He be exalted!—willing, we will not violate the engagement ['ahd] as it is our wish to keep friendship till the end of [our] life, and [then] from father to son. You, too,

---

⁵ Vėrgū means also “tax” or “tribute.”
⁷ The Ingul is a left tributary of the Boh, the Ingulec’ is a right tributary of the Dnieper, and the Velykaja Vis’ (Tur. Chubartıl) is a left tributary of the Synjuxa (Pol. Sine Wody), which in turn is a left tributary of the Boh. All the three rivers were identified by Zygmunt Abrahamowicz on the basis of the campaign itinerary of Islam III Giray contained in the Crimean chronicle by Hadji Mehmed Senai; see Senai, Historia chana Islam Gereja III, pp. 33–34, 69–70 and 119.
⁸ I.e., the Ottoman sultan.
should keep strongly the friendship and brotherhood till the end of [your] life. Thus you must know!

Written in the esteemed month of Shaban of the year 1059, in the tent of [i.e., near] the fortress of Zboriv.

[seal] Islam Giray Khan, son of Selamet Giray Khan\(^{10}\)

\(^{10}\) In the middle of the seal there is the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (\textit{taraq tamğa}).
DOCUMENT 61 (18 JULY 1654)
The Polish instrument of peace and alliance, corroborated and sworn in Warsaw by King John Casimir, the representatives of the Senate and Diet, and the Crimean envoy, Süleyman Agha

The original document is missing.
Polish copies:
B. Bibl. Czart., ms. 147 (Teki Naruszewicza), pp. 597–600.1

An earlier rough draft, undated and lacking the corroborating formula is preserved in AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 62, t. 34, no. 365.
Published (with minor mistakes) along with a Russian translation in Dokumenty ob osvoboditel'noj vojne ukrainskogo naroda 1648–1654 (Kiev, 1965), pp. 759–763.

Najjaśniejszy, najpotężniejszy i najsławniejszy między królami, sławą i szczęściem od Boga uwielbiony, wielkich królestw i szerokich państw, i wielu narodów monarcha, Jan Kazimierz, z bożej łaski król polski, wielkie książę litewskie, ruskie, pruskie, mazowieckie, żmudzkie, inflantskie, smoleńskie, czerniehowskie, a szwedzki, gotski, wandaliski dziedziczny król, z wolnym wielkich ord carem Islan Gereiem, cyrkaskim, nahayskim, perekopskim, petiorskim, szemskim, a i chanem krymskim, przyjacielem i bratem, takie od dnia dzisiejszego pakta wieczne stanowią:

Torem idąc najjaśniejszych królów, przed sobą szczęśliwie panujących, którzy tego przestrzegali, aby z wolnymi wielkich ord carami i chanami krymskimi, i ordami ich w pokoju i przyjaźni żyli, najjaśniejszy Jan Kazimierz, król polski, od dnia dzisiejszego wedle dawnych i starożytnych pakt wieczną między sobą, królestwem swoim, i następcami swymi z jednej, a wolnym carem i Chanem Jego Miłością krymskim Islan Gereiem i następcami jego, i ordami wszystkimi jemu podległymi [z drugiej strony],b wieczną i nierozerwaną przyjaźń tymi paktami zawierają.

Ponieważ najjaśniejszy Król Jego Miłość, Jan Kazimierz zawziętą przyjaźń i braterski afekt wolnego wolnych ord cara i Chana Jego Miłości krymskiego, Islan Gereia przeciwko sobie i Rzeczypospolitej uznał, którą przez posła swego wielkiego Soliman age pod ten czas sejmu walnego koronnego

1 This copy is much later and incomplete, hence its minor variations are not annotated.
2 The adjective petiorski < petyhorski, following the adjective cyrkaski < czerkaski, seems redundant since both adjectives refer to the Circassians (cf. Document 59, n. 3); on the corrupt term szemski, see Document 46, n. e; cf. also Document 59, on whose preamble the present preamble is based.

b In B. only.

B. wielkich.
Warszawskiego najjaśniejszemu Królowi Jego Miłości, Janowi Kazimierzowi i wszystkim stanom Rzeczypospolitej ofiarował, i onę wiecznie dotrzymać i przysięgą swoją ztwarziedź obiecał, tedy najjaśniejszy Król Jego Miłość, Jan Kazimierz, za zgodą wszystkich stanów Rzeczypospolitej idąc, takaż przyjaźń wiecznie trwałą poprzysiężonym sumnieniem swoim królewskim wolnemu wolnym ord carowi Islan Gereiowi i następcom jego, i wielkim ordom do państw jego należącym ofiaruje i wiecznie dotrzymać obiecuje.

Wzajemnie wolny car i Chan Jego Miłość krymski Islan Gerei też z bejami, agami, murzami, i urzędnikami wszystkimi takaż przysięgę przed posłem Jego Królewskiej Miłosi najjaśniejszemu Królowi Jego Miłości polskiemu Janowi Kazimierzowi i nachępcem jego, w teź wszystkiej Rzeczypospolitej wykona.

Od tego tedy czasu ani najjaśniejszy Jan Kazimierz, król polski sam przez się, ani przez wojska swoje na państwa wolnego cara i Chana Jego Miłości krymskiego Islan Gereia i nachępców jego następców jego wstępować będzie; wžajem też wolny car i Chan Jego Miłość krymski ani sam przez się, ani przez najmniej-szą ordę swoją nie ma w państwa najjaśniejszego Króla Jego Miłości sposo-
bem nieprzyjaścielskim wchodzić i żadnych krzywd czynić wiecznemi cza
y. A nié tylko ordy krymskie, nahajshe, kalmuckie, budziackie, oczakowskie,
dobruckie, i zgoła żadne, które są pod panowaniem wolnego cara i Chana
Jego Miłości krymskiego, ale żaden z bejów, agów, murzów i najmniejszą
watą szkód żadnych w państwach najjaśniejszego Króla Jego Miłości pols-
skiego czynić nie mają i nie będą, co wszelakim sposobem zstrzymać i bronić
wolny car i Chan Jego Miłość krymski, z domem Sołtan Gereiów, póki trwać
będzie, ze wszystkimi nachępcami, wolnymi wielkich ord carami i Chanami
Ich Miłościami krymskimi obiecuje i poprzysięga.

Wzajemnie najjaśniejszy Król Jego Miłość polski Jan Kazimierz, naśla
dując hojności najjaśniejszych przodków swoich, wedle dawnych pakt wol
nemu carowi i Chanowi Jego Miłości krymskiego Islan Gereiowi na każdy
rok upominki zwyczajne, z kondycjami w dawnych paktach wyrażonymi
dawać obiecuje, które upominki najjaśniejszy Jan Kazimierz, król polski na
czas zwyczajny do Kamieńca Podolskiego odsyłać ma, a wolny car i Chan
Jego Miłości krymski posiła swego wedle zwyczaujo do odbierania przysyłać
powinien, a do tego na żądanie najjaśniejszego Króla Jego Miłości polskiego,
dotrzymywań obietnicę poprzysiężoną od przodków swoich, lubo wszystkimi
ordami, lub częścią, jako najjaśniejszy Król Jego Miłość polski potrzebować
będzie, przeciwko każdemu nieprzyjaścielowi Jego Królewskiej Miłości stawać
teraz i na potym obowiązuje się.

A że teraz car moskiewski bez żadnej* od najjaśniejszego Króla Jego Miłości polskiego danej przyczyny poprzysiężony złamał pokój i z Kozakami, wia
rolnym poddaństwem najjaśniejszego Króla Jego Miłości złączyla się, i do
przysięgi ich przywiodłs w państwa Jego Królewskiej Miłości ukrainne, w
Białłą Rus i Xięstwo Litewskie wtargnął, zamki częścią zdradliwie poddane,
częścią nieprzyjaścielsko opanowane wziął i ludźmi swymi osadził, tedy naj-
jaśniejszy Król Jego Miłość polski Jan Kazimierz, z wolnym carem i Chanem

---

* The B. copy abruptly ends here.
Jego Miłością krymskim Islan Gereiem i następcami jego, chanami krymskimi, tak przeciwko wiarolomnemu carowi moskiewskiemu, jako i przeciwko Kozakom zaporowskim zawiera przyjaźni i związek wojenny, mocą którego związku wolny car i Chan Jego Miłość krymski ze wszystkimi ordami swoimi, wespół z najjaśniejszym Królem Jego Miłością polskim, Pana Boga wziąwszy na pomoc, przeciwko wiarolomnemu carowi moskiewskiemu, i przeciwko rebelliantom Kozakom i chłopstwu, którzy by do dawnego poddaństwa wrócić się nie chcieli, wojnę podnieść i ich znosić, lubo wespół, lubo rozdzielnie, jako wojenna potrzeba pokaże, obiecuje i poprzysiąc ma. Poprzysiężony zaś ten związek nie tylko półki ta wojna trwać będzie w mocy swojej i zachowaniu całe zostawiać ma, ale też i na potym, na wieczne czasy najjaśniejszy Król Jego Miłość polski wolnemu carowi i Chanowi Jego Miłości krymskemu przeciwko Moskwie wojskami swymi pomagać, i nie odstępować go aż do skończenia wojny powinien będzie, jako też wzajem wolny car i Chan Jego Miłość krymski najjaśniejszemu królowi polskiemu ze wszystkimi ordami swoimi przeciwko Moskwie pomagać, a jego nie odstępować aż do skończenia wojny będzie powinien.

Do tego wolny car i Chan Jego Miłość krymski, i następcy jego, półki wojna trwać będzie, żadnego pokoju ani traktatów żadnych z posłami moskiewskimi ani kozackimi postanawiać i zawierać bez wiadomości i zezwolenia najjaśniejszego Króla Jego Miłości polskiego nie będzie, który też żadnej zgody z carem moskiewskim czynić nie będzie, jedno co by było z dobrym tak swoim, jako i wolnego cara i Chana Jego Miłości krymskiego; i owszem jeden drugiemu oznajmować ma, z czym by posłowie posyłani byli.


A że się to w dawnych zawiera paktach, żeby być przyjaciołami przyjaciółom, a nieprzyjaciołami nieprzyjaciołom, a Książę Jego Miłość siedmigrodzki Rakocy, także wojewoda wołoski, i wojewoda multański [w zawartej] przyjaźni zostają z najjaśniejszym Królem Jego Miłością polskim i państwami jego, a oraz są ci wszyscy trzej hołdownikami najjaśniejszego Cesarza Jego Miłości tureckiego, tedy wolny car i Chan Jego Miłość krymski ma ich mieć za przyjaciół swoich i tego przestrzegać, aby w państwa ich nie wpadał, spólną przyjaźń we wszystkim zatrzymując, ale owszem, żeby teraz posłał do nich posłów swoich, co i teraz najjaśniejszy Król Jego Miłość uczyni, żądając aby jako spółni przyjaciela tak najjaśniejszego Króla Jego Miłości polskiego, jako wolnego cara i Chana Jego Miłości krymskiego wojska swe znaczne na teraźniejszą potrzebę przeciwko Moskwie do wojsk Jego Królewskiej Miło-

---

1 The scribe erroneously repeated the fragment pokoju ani traktatów żadnych which appears in the paragraph above and forbids separatist negotiations with Moscow. This passage has been reconstructed on the basis of the draft preserved in AGAD.

2 Erroneously written wzajemnej; reconstructed on the basis of the draft preserved in AGAD.
ści posłali, tym przyjaźń swoją wyświadczając. Za co też powinien będzie wolny car i Chan Jego Miłości krymski, ku dobremu najjaśniejszego Cesarza Jego Miłości tureckiego, i ku oświadczeniu przyjaźni swojej najjaśniejszemu Królowi Jego Miłości polskiemu, ich od wszelakich najazdów ord swoich w pokoju zachować.

Które to pakta jako przez nas są sumnieniem poprzysiężonym potwierdzone, tak i od najwielebniejszego księdza Andrzeja z Leszna Lesczyńskiego, arcybiskupa gnieźnińskiego, i przez niektórych panów senatorów, wojewódów i hetmanów, jako też i przez wielmożnego Stephana z Pilce [sic] Korycińskiego, kanclerza wielkiego koronnego, i imieniem wszystkiego stanu rycerskiego urodziłego Krzysztofa Grzymałałtowskiego [sic], podkomorza kaliskiego, marszałka na ten czas Izby Poselskiej, na sejm teraźniejszy zgromadzonych.

Działo się w mieście naszym królewskim w Warszawie na sejmiewalnym koronnym, dnia XVIII miesiąca lipca, roku od narodzenia Christusa Jesusa, Pana i Zbawiciela naszego MDCLIV o, panowania królestw naszych polskiego VIo, a szwedzkiego VIIroku.

Translation:

The illustrious, most powerful and glorious among the kings, blessed by God with glory and good fortune, the monarch of great kingdoms, extensive states, and many nations, John Casimir, by the grace of God the king of Poland, the grand duke of Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, Livonia, Smolensk, Černihiv, and the hereditary king of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals, with the free tsar of great hordes, Islam Giray, [the ruler] of the Circassians, Nogays, Perekop, the Circassians and innumerable [Tatars], the Crimean khan, the [royal] friend and brother, from now on they proclaim [together] the following eternal treaty:

Following the example of the illustrious kings, who had happily reigned before him and observed to live in peace and friendship with the free tsars of great hordes, the Crimean khans and their hordes, John Casimir, the illustrious king of Poland, proclaims with the present treaty an eternal, inviolable friendship that is to last from now on, according to the old and ancient treaties, between him, his kingdom, and his successors on the one hand, and the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan Islam Giray, his successors, and all the hordes that obey him, on the other.

2 On the expression wolny car (“free khan,” lit. “free tsar”), cf. Document 44, n. 1. In the earlier documents this expression is consequently translated as “free khan,” but in the present one Islam Giray is referred to with both terms: car (“tsar”) and chan (“khan”), hence this differentiation is preserved in the translation; the same solution is adopted in the translation of the Polish instrument from 1649 (cf. Document 59, n. 2).

3 The Polish text should rather read Wielkiej Ordy (“of the Great Horde”) like in the draft preserved in AGAD, and not wielkich ord (“of great hordes”), since the former expression renders more precisely the original intitulatio of the Crimean khans: uluḡ orda uluḡ han. Nevertheless, the translation follows the actual Polish text of the royal instrument.

4 Cf. n. a above.
And since His illustrious Royal Majesty, John Casimir, has witnessed the persevering friendship and brotherly affection of the free tsar of free hordes, His Majesty, the Crimean khan, towards him and the Commonwealth, which [His Majesty, the khan] has offered through his great envoy, Süleyman Agha, to His illustrious Royal Majesty, John Casimir, and all the estates of the Commonwealth during the present time of the general Crown Diet held in Warsaw, and has promised to keep forever and confirm with his oath, then His illustrious Royal Majesty, John Casimir, following the consent of all the estates of the Commonwealth, likewise offers an eternal friendship, sworn with his royal conscience [i.e., heart], towards the free tsar of free hordes, Islam Giray, his successors, and the great hordes belonging to his states, and promises to keep it forever.

In return, the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan Islam Giray, along with all the beys, aghas, mirzas, and officials, will take an analogous oath to His Majesty, John Casimir, the illustrious king of Poland, his successors, and the whole Commonwealth, in front of His Royal Majesty’s envoy.

And from now on, John Casimir, the illustrious king of Poland, will never invade the states of the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan Islam Giray, or the latter’s successors, either in person or by sending his troops; likewise, the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan, should never bring enmity or cause harm to the states of His illustrious Royal Majesty, either in person or by sending even his smallest horde. Not only the Crimean, Nogay, Kalmyk, Budjak, Očakiv, Dobrudjan, or any other hordes that are under the rule of the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan, but even a single bey, agha, or mirza at the head of even a smallest band, should not and will not bring any damage to the states of His illustrious Majesty, the king of Poland; the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan, promises and swears, also on behalf of the House of the Giray princes [sultans], as long as it lasts, and on behalf of all his successors,
the free tsars of great hordes, Their Majesties, the Crimean khans, to prevent and forbid [such raids] by all means.

In return, His illustrious Majesty, John Casimir, the king of Poland, following the generosity of his illustrious ancestors, promises to give each year the customary gifts to the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan Islam Giray, according to the ancient agreements and following the conditions expressed in the ancient treaties; John Casimir, the illustrious king of Poland, should send the above gifts to Kamieniec Podolski in due time, while the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan, should send his envoy [there], according to the custom, in order to collect [them]; moreover, while keeping the promise sworn by his ancestors, [His Majesty, the khan,] promises to face—now and in the future—any enemy of His Royal Majesty on the request of His illustrious Majesty, the king of Poland, along with all the hordes, or with a part of them, depending on the need of His illustrious Majesty, the king of Poland.

And as the Muscovian tsar has recently broken the sworn peace without any reason given from the side of His illustrious Majesty, the king of Poland, united with the Cossacks, the traitorous subjects of His illustrious Royal Majesty, caused them to swear him their allegiance and invaded His Royal Majesty's border domains, Belarus and the Lithuanian Duchy, capturing and garrisoning with his troops the castles that had been treacherously surrendered or taken by force, therefore His illustrious Majesty, John Casimir, the king of Poland enters friendship and a military alliance with the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan Islam Giray, and the latter's successors, the Crimean khans, directed against the traitorous Muscovian tsar as well as the Zaporozhian Cossacks; with the force of the above alliance, the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan, promises and is to swear to wage war, at the head of all his hordes and in concert with His illustrious Majesty, the king of Poland, against the traitorous Muscovian tsar and against the rebellious Cossacks and peasants, who would object to return to their previous submission, and to rout them, with God's assistance, together [with the king] or separately, according to military needs. The sworn alliance should remain in force not only during the present war, but also in the future: His illustrious Majesty, the king of Poland should always assist with his troops the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan, against Muscovy, and should not desert him as long as there is a war; likewise, the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan, should assist with all his hordes the illustrious king of Poland, and should not desert him as long as there is a war.

Moreover, as long as the war lasts, the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan, and his successors, will not establish or negotiate any peace or treaty with Muscovian or Cossack envoys without the knowledge and authorization of His

---

* The original meaning of the Slavic word *ukraina* is “frontier,” hence the phrase *państwa ukraińskie* is translated here as “border domains” rather than “Ukrainian domains.” Admittedly, in the 17th century the term *ukraina* typically referred to the southeastern borderlands of Poland-Lithuania, gradually turning into a proper name (*Ukraina* = the Ukraine); yet, the Muscovian offensive in 1654 was primarily directed not against the Ukraine proper, but against the eastern provinces of Lithuania, situated today in western Russia (Smolensk) and Belarus.
Illustrious Majesty, the king of Poland, who likewise, on his part, will not reach any reconciliation with the Muscovian tsar, unless it is beneficial both to him [i.e., the king] and the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan; and they [i.e., the allies] should inform each other of the contents of any embassies.

And when the Cossacks and the licentious Ukrainian\(^9\) peasants reenter their previous state of due obedience towards His illustrious Royal Majesty and their lords, then His illustrious Royal Majesty will restrain them, as it is provided by the ancient treaties, so that they should not give any reason for breaking the peace between His Royal Majesty and His Majesty, the Crimean khan, and so that they should not raise arms\(^10\) against him.

As it is provided in the ancient treaties that [we] should be friends of [each other’s] friends and enemies of [each other’s] enemies, and His Majesty, the Transylvanian prince Rákóczi,\(^11\) as well as the Moldavian hospodor\(^12\) and the Wallachian hospodar,\(^13\) remain in the established friendship with His illustrious Majesty, the king of Poland, and his states, and all the three ones are tributaries of His illustrious Majesty, the Turkish emperor, then the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan, should regard them as his friends and restrain himself from raiding their states, maintaining mutual friendship; moreover, he should now send his envoys to them, as His illustrious Royal Majesty will do, requiring that they—as befits the common friends of both His illustrious Majesty, the king of Poland, and the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan—should send their troops in substantial quantity for the sake of the present campaign against Muscovy, to assist His Royal Majesty’s troops and thus demonstrate their friendship. In return, the free tsar, His Majesty, the Crimean khan, should protect them in peace from any raids of his hordes, for the benefit of His illustrious Majesty, the Turkish emperor, and in order to display his friendship towards His illustrious Majesty, the king of Poland.

---

\(^9\) Here the adjective *ukrainian* is rendered as “Ukrainian;” cf. n. 8 above.

\(^10\) Lit. “so that they should not rise against him;” yet, as the khan was not the Cossacks’ suzerain, the expression “raise arms” fits better in the context.

\(^11\) George [György] Rákóczi II (r. 1648–1660); in 1653, he assisted the Polish troops in expelling the Cossacks from Moldavia, but after the Swedish invasion of Poland (1655) he sided with Sweden and the Cossacks and in 1657 invaded Poland hoping to secure its throne for himself; defeated by a Polish-Crimean coalition in 1657, in 1658–1660 he faced an Ottoman-Crimean intervention that resulted in his deposal and death.

\(^12\) Gheorghe Ştefan (r. 1653–1658), introduced to the throne by a Transylvanian-Polish coalition that expelled the Cossacks from Moldavia and deposed Vasile Lupu, Bohdan Xmel’nyckyi’s son-in-law. He is referred to as *wojewoda wołoski*, whereas the term *wojewoda* (lit. “palatine,” cf. Tur. *voyvoda*) was used in Polish alternatively with the term *hospodor*, and the adjective *wołoski* referred to either Wallachia or Moldavia, but in the given case it refers to Moldavia since the ruler of Wallachia is listed below.

\(^13\) Constantin Şerban (r. 1654–1658), elected to the throne after the death of Mathias Basarab in April 1654. He is referred to as *wojewoda multański* (on the term *wojewoda*, see n. 12 above); in early modern Polish sources the adjective *multański*, derived from Muntenia (i.e., eastern Wallachia), referred to the whole of Wallachia.
The present treaty is hereby confirmed and sworn by us with our conscience [i.e., heart], and by the reverend priest, Andrzej from Leszo Leszczyński, the archbishop of Gniezno, and several lords senators, the palatines and hetmans, and also by the eminent Stefan from Pilcza Koryciński, the grand Crown chancellor, and—on behalf of the entire noble estate [stan rycerski]—by Krzysztof Grzymultowski, the chamberlain [podkomorzy] of Kalisz and the current marshal of the Lower Chamber [Izba Poselska], [all those present] assembled for the current Diet.

Took place in our royal city of Warsaw, during the general Crown Diet, on the 18th day of the month of July of the year 1654 from the birth of Christ Jesus, our Lord and Saviour, in the 6th year of our reign in Poland and the 7th year [of our reign] in Sweden.  

---

14 Andrzej Leszczyński, the archbishop of Gniezno since 1653; see his biography by Władysław Czapliński in PSB, vol. 17 (Wrocław etc., 1972), pp. 105–107.

15 Stefan Koryciński from Pilcza (today Pilica), the Crown chancellor since 1653, also the chief negotiator of the Treaty of Żwaniec; see his biography by Adam Przyboś in PSB, vol. 14, pp. 131–133.

16 Krzysztof Grzymultowski, the future palatine of Poznań and the envoy to Moscow who negotiated the treaty of 1686 that came to be known in Polish historiography as "Grzymultowski's Treaty;" see his biography (signed collectively by the Editorial Board) in PSB, vol. 9, pp. 124–126.

Ja, Jan Kazimierz król polski, sumnieniem moim Bogu widomym przyrzekam chanowi krzemskiemu Islan Gereiowi i wszytkim ordom jemu podległym stateczną przyjaźń, i że przeciwko państwom jego broni nie podniosę, ale postanowione pakta przeciwko Moskwie z nim zawieram i poprzysięgam, która to przysięga nasza moc swoją weźmie, gdy także chan krzemski Islan Gerei przy pośle naszym z przedniejszemi pany poprzysięże i ony na potym nie naruszy. Tak mi Panie Jesu dopomóż i Ewangelia jego święta!

Translation:

I, John Casimir, the king of Poland, promise with my [clean] conscience, which is known to God, to maintain stable friendship with Islam Giray, the khan of the Crimea, and all the hordes that obey him, and that I will not raise arms against his states, but I hereby enter and confirm with an oath the treaty against Muscovy that has been agreed on with him; our present oath will come into force when also Islam Giray, the khan of the Crimea, along with his most prominent lords, confirm [the treaty] with [their] oaths, taken in the presence of our envoy, and do not violate it in the future. So help me Lord Jesus and his Holy Gospel!
DOCUMENT 63 (20 JULY 1654)
The oath by the senators and high officials of the Commonwealth, taken in Warsaw in the presence of the Crimean envoy, Süleyman Agha

Polish copy: AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 62, t. 33, no. 364.
Published along with a Russian translation in Dokumenty ob osvoboditel’noj vojne ukrainskogo naroda 1648–1654, pp. 764–765.

My, senatorowie i urzędnicy poprzysięgamy Panu Bogu wszechmogącemu na świętą Pana Jesussa Ewangelię, że zawartą przyjaźń i pakta z Królem Jego Miłością, panem naszym a z Chanem Jego Miłością krymskim, i ze wszystkimi hordami jego cale i nienaruszenie trzymać będziemy, i związek przeciwko Moskwie uczyniony w cale zachowamy, która to przysięga nasza moc swoją weźmie, gdy w Krymie przy pośle Króla Jego Miłości Chan Jego Miłość krymski z przedniejszemi pany poprzysięże wzajem, i onej na potym nie naruszy.

Translation:

We, the senators and officials, swear to Almighty God upon the Holy Gospel of Lord Jesus that we will entirely and inviolably maintain the friendship and treaty concluded [by us] along with His Royal Majesty, our lord, with His Majesty, the Crimean khan, and all his hordes, and we will entirely preserve the alliance against Muscovy that has been agreed on; our present oath will come into force when, in return, His Majesty, the Crimean khan, along with his most prominent lords, confirm [the treaty] with [their] oaths, taken in the Crimea in the presence of an envoy of His Royal Majesty, and do not violate it in the future.
The ‘ahdname sent by Khan Mehmed IV Giray to King John Casimir

Original paper document in Turkish (Ottoman Turkish mixed with Crimean Tatar): AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 152, no. 733.
145 × 40.5 cm. (3 sheets glued together)
invocation (gold): divani script
tuğra (gold): 15 × 29 cm.
text (black): divani script
the black almond-like seal of Mehmed Giray (2 cm. in height) is impressed at the bottom
in addition, a round golden seal, measuring 4.8 cm in diameter, (now lost but visible on the microfilm made in 1976) was attached with a silvered string (the string is preserved)

Published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 494–496.

Polish 17th-century translation: a) AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 62, t. 72, no. 404; b) AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 65, t. 152, no. 734 (an 18th-century copy by Antoni Crutta); c) Bibl. Kórň., ms. 991, fol. 498b–499a.

Published along with a Russian translation from Polish in Dokumenty ob osvoboditelnoj vojne ukrainskogo naroda 1648–1654, pp. 768–771 [incomplete; the content of the last page of ms. no. 734 (copy b), which served as the basis, is omitted].

A 20th-century Polish translation by Abdullah Zihni Soysal is published in idem, Jarłyki krymskie, pp. 55–57.


Hüve

Mehmed Gërey Han bin Selamet Gërey Han sözümüz

[1] Hamd-i firavan ve şük-r-i bi-payan ol Haliq-i biçun ve Raziq-i rub‘-i meskun celle şanehü ve ta’ala ve ‘amme nevalühü ve tevalı hazretlerine olsun taqi salat bi‘-ad ve tahiyyat bi-hadd
ol müfahhar-i mevcudat ve server-i ka’iñat hatimü’l-enbiya şefi’-i ruz-i ceza a’ni hazret-i Muhammad el-Mustafa salla’llahu ta’ala ‘aleyhi ve sel-lem üzerine olsun ve al ve evlad ve ashab ke-zeyyene

rizvanu’llah ta’ala ‘aleyhim ecma’in üzerine olsun kim Allahu tebareke ve ta’ala meymun ve mübarek eyleye kemal-i qudretiyle menîñ zat-i sa’adet-aludumı cümleden berter edüp hil’at-i hilafeti
duș-i hümayunuma giyürüp ve tac-i kiyaseti faqr-i mübarekime urup taht-i ‘adalet-bahtımı vüçud-i bihbulb ‘adalet-nümudum ile müzeyyen ve müretteb eyledi ala bolsa ulûq orda

ve ulûq yurtınıñ ve Deşt-i Qıpçaqınıñ ve taht-i Qırımınıñ ve sansiz köb Tatarınıñ ve sağısız köp Noğayınıñ ve tağ-ara Çerkeçniñ ve Bat ile Tavgaçınıñ

ulûq padişahi olan ‘ali-hazret ma’ali-rübbet Hurşid-tal’at ‘Utarid-fıtnat mën ulûq Mehmeh Gerey Han dame devletübü ila yevmi l-mızan hazretlerinden

ulûq Urusınıñ ve Purusınıñ ve Lêhiniñ ve Litvanıñ ve Mazurnıñ ve Çerneaqovannıñ ve cümle millet-i nasraniyeniñ qıralı olan qıralımız Yan Qazimir

qıral musalahat-istimal dame musalahatubu ila yevmi l-mızan tarafina mubahbeltlik ile selam edüb nedir haliniz ve hatırınız iyümisiz ve hoşmisiz deyüp sorğanımızdan sonra

łam ve inhä-yi hani budur ki merhum ve mağfur qıralımız İslam Gerey Han ’aleyhi r rahmet ve r-rizvan hazretleri tarafindan siz qıralımız canûnûne Süleyman Ağa qulları
göndürilüp bu günden sonra Qırım hanları ile dost ve qıralıq olduq Qırım hanların dostuna dost ve düşmanlarına düşmanlıq edüp sizin düşmanlığınıñ olup

bu tarafdan yardım için ‘asker taleb etdiyekde bu canibden ‘asker vêrîlüp ve Qırım hanların dostuna olup sizden ‘asker taleb olunduqda siz dahi ‘asker vêrub

ömriñüz ahir olüncaya degin Qırım hanlardan ayrılmayıp dost ve qıralız olup birlik edeçinjüzü ve sizden sonra gelecek qırallar dahi bunun üzerinde dostluq ve qıralıq edeçeklerine ve Mosqov üzerine ‘asker çıpup Haq ta’ala hazretleri lutf ve ihsan edüb her ne zaman fethi nasib olduqda Ecderhan

ve Qazan ve Terek ve Tura ve her ne qadar Müsliman vilayetleri ve Tatar ve Noğay halqi var ise siz qıralıq ve cümle Lêh bekleri qarışmayup bizim olacaqna ve qadimi

pişkesinjüz her sene vaqût u zamânıñla Qamaniseyê göndürüp bu tarafdan adan varüp getürüp asla Qırım tarafına yanmalıq sanmayup qıralıq ve dostluq edeçinjüzü
siz qıralıq ve cümle Lêh bekleri ve ruhbanları Süleyman Ağa’nın önüne ‘ahd ü yemin edüp bünüñ üzerine ‘ahdnameñüz yazdıyüp Qırım tarafına elçiniz Maryûş İstanislav Yasluski

Written with a final Arabic he (ياصلوسке); its ending can be read -ki as in the word ki (क).
ta’yin olunduqda emr-i Haq ile biraderimiz İslam Gèrey Han rahmet-i Haqqa vasıl olup lutf-i Haq ile babamız tahtı bize nasib olduqda sizi̇nle dahi ʻahd ü yeminimiz budur deyü yeŋiden

ʻahd ü yemin ʻendip taraf-i haniye göndürmüşsüz gelüp vasıl olup ve ʻahdnamaz manzurumuz olup ve elçinjizle lisanen ʻismarladıgıŋuz cevalarınız ʻarz ʻendip

her ne qadar cevabınızı oldı ise maqbul-i hümayunum olup bu tarafımdan dahi altın baysalu ʻahdnamemiz yazdırılıp gönderilmüşdür siz ʻahd ü yemininizde saqıq olup

ʻömrinjüz ahir oluncaya degin Mosqov padişahı ile barışmayup üzerine ʻasker çiçek Haq ta’ala hazretleri lutf ʻendip fethi müyesser olursa Mosqov zaptında olan

Qazan ve Ecderhan ve Terek ve Tura ve ol vilayetde her ne qadar Tatar ve Nógay halkı var ise siz qardaşımız ile barışmayup üzerine ʻasker çiçek hasıl-i kelam birbirimizi̇n

dostuna dost ve düşmanınca düşmanlıq ʻendip sizi̇n vilayeti̇nzede saqıq olun ve her sene Qırım hanımlarına

Qırım gelüp ve bizim tükccarımızın qardaşımız ve cümle Lēh bekleri qarışmayup bizim olup ve bundan ʻendip tertüd ʻendip ve size ʻasker lazım olduqda bu tarafımdan ʻasker

gelüp ayaqımıza yıqılup hidmet ve ʻubudiyet qabul ʻedip anlara siz qardaşımızdan ve bekleri̇nüzden zarar u ziyan olmayup ve her sene Qırım hanımlarına

süzqarışımızda hilaf olmaq ihtimali yoqdur dostluqu̇nzda ve qardaşızlıkqızda bolunup dostına dost ve düşmanızı̇nzda düşman olacaqımıza

biz dahi ʻahd ü yemin ederiz ma damkı sizqın tarafınzdan ve beklərinüz qardaşızızdan qardaşızın ʻahd olmayup ʻahd ü yemininizde sadıq olasız

bayım ʻahd ü yeminimiz taqayyur ʻolunmaq eger bizim tarafımızdan ve eger qalğa sultan ve eger nureddin sultan tarafımdan ve sair sultanlar tarafımdan ve cemi’ Qırım bekleleri

ve mirzalarından ve ağalarından Ulu Nógay ve Küçük Nógay ve Oraq oğulları ve Şeydaq oğulları ve Mamay oğulları mirzalarından ve Or Mehmed Bey

oğulları mirzaları ve Toquz Çubar mirzalarından ve Aqkermen ve Can-kermende olan Tatar ve Nógay ʻaskerimizden qardaşı̇n vilayetini̇zze ve serhad qal’elerinize

zarar u ziyan olmaq ihtimalı yoqdur baqi ve’l-du’a ʻala men tabı̇’a’l-Hüda tahrire fı mah-i Muḥarrremü’l-haram sene-i 1065

bi-maqami
Bağçesaray
el-mahruse
Mehmed Gёrey Han bin Selamet Gёrey Han

La ilaha illa`llah Muhammadun ar-rasul`llah!  
‘ahdname-i Mehmed Gёrey Han

Translation:

He!

[tuğra] Mehmed Giray Khan, son of Selamet Giray Khan: our word:

Let the abundant praise and endless gratitude be pronounced to His Excellency, the eternal Creator and the Provider of the needs of the inhabited portion of the earth (may His fame be exalted and may He be exalted!), whose beneficence is universal and continuous; also, let uncounted prayers and unlimited salutations be pronounced upon the exalted of the universe, the prince of all creation, the seal of the prophets, the intercessor [for sinners] on the Day of Punishment, namely his excellency Muhammad el-Mustafa1 (may God—may He be exalted!—command and salute him!), and upon [his] family, descendants, and companions (may the approbation of God—may He be exalted!—embellish them all!), for God (may He be blessed and exalted and may He render [them] prosperous and blessed!) with all His might elevated my prosperous person above all, put the robe of caliphate on my imperial shoulder, placed the crown of sagacity on my blessed head, and adorned and filled my throne, fortuned with justice, with my sound, just body [i.e., person].

Thus, from his excellency of exalted dignity and great rank, of sunny appearance and mercurial intelligence [i.e., clever], me, the great Mehmed Giray Khan (may his [i.e., my] reign last until the Day of Judgment!), being the great padishah of the Great Horde and great country [yurt], the Kipchak Steppe, the Crimean throne, innumerable Tatars and countless Nogays, mountain Circassians,2 and Tats and Tavgaches,3 to our brother, the peace-seeking king John Casimir (may his peace [with neighbors] last until the Day of Judgment!), the king of great Ruthenia, Prussia, Poland, Lithuania, Mazovia, Černihiv, and the whole Nazarene [i.e., Christian] community: after having expressed amicable salutations and asked: “how is your condition and health?,” “do you feel

---

1 Mustafa (lit. “the Chosen”) is the second name of Prophet Muhammad.
3 On the Tats and Tavgaches, see Document 48, n. 8, and Document 49, n. 1.
well?” and “are you doing well?,” the monarchic message and communication is that:

Our late brother, whose sins are forgiven, his excellency Islam Giray Khan (God’s mercy and approbation be upon him!) sent to you, our brother, his servant Süleyman Agha; and you, our brother, and all the Polish lords and priests, swore and engaged in front of Süleyman Agha: “from this day on we will be friends and brothers with the Crimean khans.” [And you engaged that] while you should be a friend to a friend of the Crimean khans and an enemy to their enemy, when you face an enemy and ask for help in troops, troops should be given from this [i.e., our] side, and when the Crimean khans ask you for help in troops, you also should give [them] troops; until the end of your life you should not separate from the Crimean khans, but you should be united like friends and brothers; also the future kings, who will succeed you, should likewise keep friendship and brotherhood; and if we set out with troops against Muscovy and—by the grace and favor of His Excellency, God (may He be exalted)—it ever falls to our lot that we conquer Astrakhan, Kazan, Terek, Tura, or any other Muslim provinces, or any provinces inhabited by Tatars or Nogays, neither you, our brother, nor any of the Polish lords should interfere, as [these conquests] will belong to us; and each year you should punctually send your ancient gift [pişkeş] to Kamieniec, while a man will be appointed by us and sent in order to [collect it and] bring [here]; and [you engaged that], having no evil designs, you should keep brotherhood and friendship with the Crimea; and in accordance with that [engagement] you ordered to write down your 'ahdname and appointed your envoy to the Crimea, Mariusz Stanisław Jaskólski; meanwhile, by a divine order, our brother, Islam Giray Khan,

---

4 On Süleyman Agha, cf. Document 61, n. 5 and n. 10 below.
5 An apparent reference to Roman-Catholic bishops, who were members of the Polish-Lithuanian Senate.
6 The sentence is written in the past tense (dost ve qardaş olduq) but refers to the future.
7 I.e., the land on the Terek river in the northern Caucasus.
8 In Muslim sources the term Tura referred to the Siberian Khanate, conquered by Muscovy in the years 1582–1598. Originally the name Tura referred to a Siberian river as well as two important Siberian towns: Chingi-Tura (or Chimgi-Tura), the capital of the Siberian Khanate in the 15th century, and Kızıl-Tura, the seat of the Taybughid clan, prominent in Siberia in the 16th century; cf. Zaitsev, “The Khanate of Sibir,” pp. 860–866, and Gerxard F. Miller, Istorija Sibiri (Moscow-Leningrad, 1937), p. 193.
9 On the term pişkeş, explained in the Redhouse dictionary as a “gift brought to a superior,” cf. Document 50, n. 23.
10 Mariusz Stanisław Jaskólski, the Crown prefect (strażnik koronny), was sent to the Crimea in February 1654 in reaction to the recently concluded alliance between Muscovy and the Cossacks (the so-called Union of Perejaslav), dangerous for both Poland-Lithuania and the Crimea. In April 1654, the envoy was favorably received by Islam III Giray and his powerful vizier, Sefer Ghazi Agha, and sent back to Poland along with the Crimean envoy, Süleyman Agha. The articles of the Polish-Crimean alliance were composed during the Diet in Warsaw in July 1654, and Jaskólski was again sent to the Crimea along with the Polish instrument. In exchange, he received the present document from the new khan, Mehmed IV Giray, at a solemn audience on 22 November 1654; see Wójcik, “Feudalna Rzeczpospolita wobec umowy w Perejasławiu,” pp. 97–108; Baranowski, “Tatarszczyzna wobec wojny polsko-szwedzkiej,” pp. 460–465;
reached God’s mercy [i.e., died], and by the grace of God the throne of our father fell to our lot; and you announced: “our oath and engagement regard you as well,” and you swore and engaged anew, and sent [your envoy] to [our] monarchical side; upon his arrival we inspected your ‘ahdname, and your envoy submitted to us your answers [i.e., provisions] which you had instructed him with verbally; whatever you answered, it found our imperial acceptance; also on our part, we ordered to write down and sent our ‘ahdname, provided with the golden baysa.11

You should sincerely keep your oath and engagement, and until the end of your life you should not make peace with the Muscovian padishah, but you should set out with your troops against him; if—by the grace of His Excellency, God (may He be exalted)—God enables us the conquest of Kazan, Astrakhan, Terek, and Tura, being [presently] held by Muscovy, or any regions in that country inhabited by Tatars or Nogays, neither you, our brother, nor any of the Polish lords should interfere, as [these conquests] will belong to us; besides, wherever our enemy appears and we ask you for help in troops, you should give [us] troops without hesitation; and when you need troops, troops will be given [i.e., sent] by us; in short: we should be friends of the other’s friend and enemies of the other’s enemy; the merchants from your country should be able to come to the Crimea, our merchants should be able to travel to your country and return, and mutual communication should be established between us; we should live in amity and affection.

And if the Dnieper Cossacks are sorry for and regret their deeds, break with Muscovy, come and fall down to our feet, and accept [their] service and servitude, no damage or harm should be done to them by you, our brother, or your lords; and your gifts [pişkes] and presents [hedaya], which used to be given to the Crimean khans, should be punctually sent each year; provided that you and the Polish lords do not violate the oath, it is unlikely that anything contrary to the provisions [lit. answers] recorded in our present ‘ahdname could occur [from our side].

We also swear and engage that we will remain in friendship and brotherhood with you, we will be a friend of your friend and an enemy of your enemy. As no violation of the oath should occur from your side or from the side of your lords, and you should sincerely keep your oath and engagement, God—may He be exalted!—willing, there will be no change [either] in our oath and engagement; it is unlikely that any damage or harm will be done to your country or

11 The term baysa refers to the golden seal (now lost but visible on the microfilm made in 1976) that was attached with a silvered string to the present document. In the early Genghisid states, the Chinese term p’ai-tzŭ (hence Mongolian baisa) referred to oval or round “tablets of authority,” given to high officials as “badges of rank,” or to envoys as safe conduct, entitling their bearers to provisions and horses on their journey. Depending on the rank of recipient, tablets were made of wood, iron, copper, silver, or gold. The term baysa resurfaced in the seventeenth-century Crimean diplomatic correspondence with Moscow, and then with Warsaw. At that time it began to refer to a hanging seal attached by a string to a document, apparently adopted by the Crimean chancery under the influence of the Russian and Polish chanceries; cf. the paragraph on the baysa in Part II.

your border castles by us or by the qalga sultan, or the nureddin sultan, or by other princes [sultans], or by any of the Crimean beys, mirzas, or aghas, or by the mirzas of the Great Nogay and Little Nogay [hordes], of the [clan] Oraq-oghlu,12 Sheydaq-oghlu,13 and Mamay-oghlu,14 or by the mirzas of the [clan] Or-Membet-Bey-oghlu,15 the mirzas of Toquz Chubar,16 or by our Tatar and Nogay troops dwelling in [the vicinity of] Akkerman and Djankerman [i.e., Očakiv].

12 The Oraq-oghlu (“the sons of Oraq”), along with the Mamay-oghlu (see n. 14 below), descended from the Little Nogay horde, whose grazing lands extended between the Don and northern Caucasus. The clan protoplast, Oraq bin Alchagir bin Musa, was the father of Ghazi Mirza, who founded the Little Horde in mid-1550s. In the 17th and 18th centuries, the Oraq-oghlu constituted one of the two major Nogay clans dwelling in Budjak, along with the Or-Membet-oghlu (see n. 15 below). Sometimes confused with the Manghıts (Mansurs), in fact they arrived in the Crimean Khanate almost a century later. Although some of them came already in the 2nd half of the sixteenth century, their massive immigration occurred in the 1630s under the pressure of the Kalmyks; see “Précis de l’histoire des khans de Crimée depuis l’an 880 jusqu’à l’an 1198 de l’hégire.” Translated by [W.] Kazimirski, Nouveau Journal Asiatique 12 (1833): 349–380 and 428–458, esp. p. 438; Khodarkovsky, Where Two Worlds Met. The Russian State and the Kalmyk Nomads, 1600–1771, pp. 80–81; Senai, Historia chana Islam Gereja III, p. 186, n. 478; and especially Trepavlov, Istorija Nogajskoj Ordy, pp. 178–179, 311, 409, 431, 434, 453–454, 656–657. In the 18th century, both the Oraq-oghlu and the Or-Membet-oghlu had their own cadis; see Barbara Kellner-Heinkele, Aus den Aufzeichnungen des Sa’id Giray Sultān. Eine zeitgenössische Quelle zur Geschichte des Chanats der Krim um die Mitte des 18. Jahrhunderts (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1975), p. 126.

13 The Sheydaq-oghlu (“the sons of Sheydaq”) constituted another clan descending from the Little Nogay horde, although its protoplast, Sheydaq (Seyyid Ahmed) bin Muhammed bin Ismail, belonged to the family branch that had remained in power in the Great Horde (actually Ghazi Mirza, the founder of the Little Horde, rioted against Sheydaq’s grandfather, Ismail); see Trepavlov, Istorija Nogajskoj Ordy, pp. 430–431, 434, 656–657.

14 The Mamay-oghlu (“the sons of Mamay”), along with the Oraq-oghlu (see n. 12 above), descended from the Little Nogay horde; their protoplast, Mamay bin Musa, was an uncle and tutor of its founder, Ghazi Mirza; see Trepavlov, Istorija Nogajskoj Ordy, pp. 178, 431, 464, 656–657.

15 The Or-Membet-Bey-oghlu or Or-Membet-oghlu (“the sons of Or-Membet,” whereas Membet is a Nogay form of the name Mehmed) descended from the Great Nogay horde. The clan’s protoplast, Or-Mehmed (Uraz-Muhammed) bin Din-Ahmed bin Ismail, was the horde’s leader, killed in 1598. His death resulted in a prolonged civil war on the Volga and a massive Nogay migration to the Crimean Khanate in the summer of 1608. This wave was followed by another one caused by the pressure of the Kalmyks, and especially massive in the fall of 1636. In the 17th and 18th centuries, the Or-Membet-oghlu constituted one of the two major Nogay clans in Budjak, along with the Oraq-oghlu, and in the 18th century the two clans even had their own cadis (cf. n. 12 above); see Trepavlov, Istorija Nogajskoj Ordy, pp. 388–394, 418, 430, 433–434, 453–454, 656–657.

16 Apparently identical with the Toquz clan (whereas toquz means “nine”), listed by an 18th-century chronicler, Seyyid Muhammed Riza, among the nine principal Nogay clans, along with the clans of Mansur, Oraq, Mamay, Or-Mehmed, Qasay, Yedidjeck, Djemboyluq, and Yedisan; cf. idem, Es-seb’u’s-seyyar fi ahbari muluki Tatar, p. 106 (the name of the Yedisan is missing in the printed edition and the Qasay-oghli should
I have nothing to add but a prayer for whomsoever has followed the right path [i.e., Islam]! Written in the sacred month of Muharrem of the year 1065, in the abode of Baghchasaray, the well-protected.

[seal] Mehmed Giray Khan, son of Selamet Giray Khan

[golden baysa] There is no god but God! Muhammad is the Prophet of God!

The ‘ahdname of Mehmed Giray Khan

be identified with the Sheydaq-oghlu, cf. Trepavlov, *Istorija Nogajskoj Ordy*, pp. 363 and 430–431). Though Seyyid Muhammed Riza referred to these names in a 16th-century context, the list reflected rather the realities of the 18th century.

17 Muharrem 1065 A.H. lasted from 11 November till 10 December 1654; for a more precise, tentative dating, namely ca. 22 November 1654, cf. n. 10 above.

18 In the middle of the seal there is the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamğa) and the Muslim year number 1064 (lasted between 22 November 1653 and 10 November 1654 A.D.). Moreover, a small signature دده is visible, identified by Zygmunt Abrahamowicz as an engraver’s mark (a separate sheet, containing the transcription and comments of Abrahamowicz, is attached to the document).

19 On the engravings on the baysa, see notes c–d above.
DOCUMENT 65 (3 SEPTEMBER 1666)
The oath by Dedesh Agha, the Crimean envoy, taken in Warsaw

Polish copies:
A. AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 60, t. 7, no. 7.
B. Bibl. Czart., ms. 1656, pp. 718–719.¹

Przysięga odprawiona przez Dedesz agę, posła nowego chana, 3 septembra w Warszawie 1666 w Pałacu Jego Królewskiej Miłości:

die [3] septembris 1666 w Warszawie w Pałacu Jego Królewskiej Miłości odprawiona:²

Ja, Dedesz³ aga, przysięgam Panu Bogu Wszechmogącemu, stworzycielowi nieba i ziemie, powietrza i morza, imieniem Chana Jego Miłości krymskiego Adil Gieraia,⁴ pana mego nowo na Państwo Krymskie i Perekopskie osadzonego, imieniem soltanów ichmości wszystkich, imieniem bejów, agów, murzą, i wszystkich inszych⁵ jakokolwiek nazwanych, i wszelkiej conditiei ludzi Państwa Krymskiego i Perekopskiego, iż jako wielkiej pamięci zmarły Islam Gierey,⁶ chan krymski przyjaźń swoię i całego Krymu z najjaśniejszym Królem Jego Miłością Janem Kazimierzem, z Bożej łaski polskim i szwedzkim królem, wielkim księciem lithewskim i całą Rzecząpospolitą, Koroną Polską i Wielkim Księstwem Lithewskim,⁷ tak swoim imieniem, jako i wszystkich Gierey⁸ soltanów i całego Krymu zawarł,⁹ i onę przysięgą swoją rzetelnie wyświadczył, którą też przyjaźń zeszły z państwa Mechmet Gieray chan także przysięgą swą potwierdził, i onę statecznie we wszyskim dotrzymał Jego Królewskiej Miłości i Rzeczypospolitej, i tak i teraźniejszy Adyl Gierey,¹⁰ Chan Jego Miłość krymski tejże przyjaźni ze wszyskim Krymem statecznie dotrzyma, nieprzyja-

---
¹ This copy contains several omissions and errors and is mistakenly ascribed to the year 1667.
² The B. copy is headed: Przysięga Dadey agi Królowi Jego Miłości anno 1667 [sic].
³ B. Dodey.
⁴ B. imieniem Chana Jego Miłości, pana mego miłościwego <i> Adel Gereia.
⁵ B. innych.
⁶ B. Gerey.
⁷ B. z najjaśniejszym Królem Jego Miłością Kazimierzem, z Bożej łaski polskim i szwedzkim, wielkim księciem litewskim, i całą Rzecząpospolitą Korony Polskiej.
⁸ Missing in B.
⁹ B. zostawał [sic].
¹⁰ B. i onym przysięgą swą rzetelnie oświadczał, którą też przyjaźń niegdy z państwem [sic] Machmet Gerey chan także przysięgą swą potwierdził, i onę dostatecznie we wszystkim dotrzymał Jego Królewskiej Miłości i wszelkiej Rzeczypospolitej.
¹¹ B. Adel Gerey.
cielem być chcąc każdemu nieprzyjacielowi Jego Królewskiej Miłości, Korony Polskiej i Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego, i przyjacielem przyjaciołom. Tak mi Boże Wszechmogący, stwórcie nieba i ziemi¹ dopomóż!

(po uczynionej przysiędze nazajutrz Dedesh Aga odprawiony w drogę)²

Translation:

[a heading on the reverse side] The oath taken by Dedesh Agha, the envoy of the new khan, on 3 September 1666 in Warsaw, in His Royal Majesty’s Palace:

[heading] taken on [3] September 1666 in Warsaw, in His Royal Majesty’s Palace:

I, Dedesh Agha, swear to Almighty God, the Creator of heaven and earth, air and sea, in the name of His Majesty, the Crimean khan Adil Giray, my lord, recently enthroned in the Crimean State,² in the name of their majesties, all the princes [sultans], and in the name of the beys, aghas, mirzas, and all the others, whatever their title, and the people of the Crimean State of any condition, that as the late Islam Giray, the Crimean khan of glorious memory, entered friendship on behalf of his and the whole Crimea with His illustrious Royal Majesty, John Casimir, by the grace of God the king of Poland and Sweden, the grand duke of Lithuania, and with the whole Commonwealth, the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, in the name of his, all the Giray princes [sultans], and the whole Crimea, and sincerely confirmed it with his oath, and as the deposed khan, Mehmed Giray, also confirmed this friendship with his oath and firmly observed it in all aspects towards His Royal Majesty and the Commonwealth, so His Majesty, the present Crimean khan, Adil Giray, will firmly observe this friendship along with the whole Crimea, in desire to be an enemy of every enemy of His Royal Majesty, the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and a friend of [their] friends. So help me Almighty God, the Creator of heaven and earth!

[a note at the bottom] (the day after taking his oath, Dedesh Agha was sent back)

² Pol. Państwo Krymskie i Perekopskie; the adjective perekopskie derived from Perekop but referred to the whole Crimean Peninsula and was synonymous with krymskie, therefore it is not translated separately.
DOCUMENT 66 (16 OCTOBER 1667)
The Crimean instrument of the Treaty of Podhajce (Pidhajci)
[Facs. XIII]

Original paper document in Polish: AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 60, t. 125, no. 131.
A folded sheet of paper, written on both sides, thereby making 4 pages
(1 page is blank).
sheet format: 30.5 × 38.5 cm; page format: 30.5 × 19.5 cm.
text (black)
four almond-like seals and six oval seals are impressed at the bottom

Polish copies:
A. AGAD, Metryka Koronna, Libri Inscriptionum, no. 206, fol. 717a–718a.
B. AGAD, Archiwum Zamyskich, no. 3036, fol. 123a–123b [pp. 205–206].
E. L’vivs’ka Naukova Biblioteka im. V. Stefanyka NAN Ukrajiny, fond 5
   (Oss.), opys 1, no. II-1848 (a digital copy also available in Wrocław in

Published in Acta Historica res gestas Poloniae illustrantia, vol. 2: Acta

Ponieważ Sołtan Jego Miłość Krym Gerey gałąz nie z inną tu w państwa Jego
Królewskiej Miłości i Rzeczypospolitej z wojskami krymskimi, nohayskimi,
budziackimi, bilogrodziemi wszedł intencyją, jeno aby dawne i od tak wielu

---

1 This copy also contains a list of the Polish commissioners who countersigned a
copy of the treaty that was kept by the Tatars (today lost): Strony zaś naszych na też
punkta co się podpisali: Jan Sobieski m[arszałek] w[ielki], h[etman] p[olny] k[oronny],
Alexander Polanowski, Michał Zbrożek obożny wojskowy, Jerzy Bałaban, Władysław
Wielowski, Marek Mateczyński [it should rather read Matczyński], Hieronim Kuro-
patnicki, Jędrzej Chelmiński, Samuel Czaplicki, stolnik chelmński, strażnik wojskowy.
Jerzy Bałaban and Samuel Czaplicki belonged to the most experienced officers in the
Polish army (cf. their biographies by Eugeniusz Latacz and Tadeusz Nowak in
PSB, although the first one ignores Bałaban’s activity after 1663 and the second one erro-
neously states that Czaplicki was absent at Pidhajci). Hieronim Kropatnicki, Marek
Mateczyński, Aleksander Polanowski and Michał Zbrożek were close confidants of Het-
man Jan Sobieski and owed their future careers to his patronage (cf. the biographies of
the first three ones by Zofia Trawicka, Henryk Kotarski, and Eugeniusz Janas in PSB);
on Bałaban, Matczyński, Polanowski and Zbrożek, see also Marek Wagner,
Kadra oficerska armii koronnej w drugiej połowie XVII wieku (Toruń, 1995), pp. 102–103,
116, 121, and 135.

2 After the E. copy, with a note: z odpisu sporządzonego przez St. Przyłęckiego. This
copy (and consequently the published version as well) is full of errors and spelling
mistakes; for instance, instead of Islam Gereiemi it reads: i z Langurciem, and instead
of Orakołów and Urumbetolów it reads Oczakowców and Vizabetików.
lat nieraz przysięgą stwierdzone z Królem Jego Miłością i Rzeczpospolitą imieniem Chana Jego Miłości teraźniejszego i po nim następującego, także i całego Krymu potwierdził i ponowił pacta, a mianowicie te, które świeże stanęły pamięci tak z Chanem Jego Miłością Islam Gereiem, z świata tego zeszłym, jako i następcą jego, Chanem Jego Miłością Mechmet Gereiem. Tedy tu na tym pod Podhaycami zsiedzyszy się z sobą miejscu, takowe do wiecznej przyjaźni i nigdy nie rozerwanego pokoju—Jego Miłość Pan hetman imieniem Jego Królewskiej Miłości i całej Rzeczypospolitej, a Sołtan Jego Miłość imieniem Chana Jego Miłości teraźniejszego i na potym następującego, jako i całego Krymu i ord wszystkich—umożliwia, spółnie poprzysięgli punkta:

Naprzód: co się kolwiek stało miedzy obiema narodami, tak zimy przeszły, jako i teraźniejszych czasów, w wieczną puścić niepamięć, oddawszy to skrytym sądom boskim, ktokolwiek był przyczyną i okazyją rozerwania tak dobrze ugruntowanej przyjaźni.

Żeby tedy teraz i na potym do takowego między sobą nie przychodzić przyjaźni rozerwania, tedy to sobie pod tąz przysięgą warus Jego Miłość Pan hetman, iż kiedy by jakieś kolwiek w z którykolwiek okazyjnej między pomienionemi państwy miały zachodzić różności, urazy, i pretensyje, takowe przez posłów odniesione być mają, do powrotu których spokojnie, żadnego nie zaczynając nieprzyjaźni znaku, zachować się powinno wojska Chana Jego Miłości.


A że niektóre ordy, jako to budziacka, biłogrodzka, także i Nohaiów, to jest Orakołów, Urumbetołów niemała część, nie mienią się być pod posłuszeństwom Chana Jego Miłości, tedy i w tym Sołtan Jego Miłość assekuruje Jego Miłości [sic] Pana hetmana i upewnia, że jeżeliby swobolnie lub torhakami, lub też wielkimi chcieli w państwa Jego Królewskiej Miłości chodzić kupami, tedy onych Sołtan Jego Miłość imieniem Chana Jego Miłości powściągać obiecuje, żadnej im nie dając protekcji, ani swoim z nimi się dopuszczać łączyć wojskom.

Kozaków ponieważ za instancją Chana Jego Miłości i sołtan gałgi Jego Królewskiej Miłości i Rzeczypospolita jako własnych swoich przyjmuje do łaski

---

* In the original orthography: *residentię*.

* In the original orthography: *długą*. 
poddanych, aby tym się kontentowali, cokolwiek onym przez kommissją od Jego Królewskiej Miłości naznaczoną deklarowano będzie, i w tym uczynność swoje przysięgą stwierdzając obiecuje Sołtan Jego Miłość.

Na utwierdzenie zaś gruntowniejszej przyjaźni i wiecznego braterstwa obiecuje Sołtan Jego Miłość sprawić to u Chana Jego Miłości, iż więźniów pobranych pod Brayłowem, jako to pana Machowskiego i innych, którzy się już odzywają i odzywać będą, Chan Jego Miłość do Polski powróci. A Jego Miłość Pan hetman wzajem obiecuje to uprosić u Jego Królewskiej Miłości, iż na znak szczerego braterstwa z Chanem Jego Miłością Tatarów różnie do więzienia pobranych wypuścić na wolę każe.

Assekuruje i w tym Sołtan Jego Miłość ze wszystkimi ordami Jego Miłości Pana hetmana prawdziwie obiecując, iż tak z miejsca, jako i powracając do Krymu żadnych zagonów za wiadomością swoją i murzów w żadną stronę puścić nie każe, i owszem, aby nie chodziły surową, a swowolnych gromić pozwala, co się ma i przysięgą stwierdzić, a to na znak gruntowniejszego braterstwa.

Co dla lepszej wiary z podpisiem rąk naszych i pieczęci przyciśnieli. Data pod Podhayciami 16 oktobra Anno 1667.

[1] Qırım Gërey Sultan
bin Devlet Gërey Sultan
[2] İnąyet Gërey Sultan bin
Feth Gërey Sultan
[3] Taht Gërey Sultan ibn Feth
Gërey Sultan
Hacı Gërey Han
[5] xxx
[6] xxx Murtaza Bek

In the original orthography:
surową.

* From here written by another hand, perhaps by a Tatar scribe who knew Polish and entered a corroborating formula along with the names of the Crimean dignitaries, whose seals are impressed below.

* In the original orthography: rok.

* Text of the seal in Arabic script; the almond-like seal measures 2 cm. in height.

* Here and in the column below all signatures in Latin script are entered by the same hand, perhaps by a Tatar scribe who knew Polish; cf. n. d above.

* Text of the seal in Arabic script; the almond-like seal measures 2 cm. in height.

* Text of the seal in Arabic script; the almond-like seal measures 1.8 cm. in height.

* Text of the seal in Arabic script; the almond-like seal measures 1.9 cm. in height. The same seal is impressed on the three letters in Polish, sent by Mengli Giray Bey to the Polish king and chancellor in the years 1661–1664; see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 61, t. 97, no. 239; t. 98, no. 240; t. 151, no. 295 (his forth letter, preserved in the Polish archives, is not provided with a seal; cf. ibidem, k. 61, t. 163, no. 307).

* The text of the seal is hardly legible; the oval seal, impressed upside down, measures 1.7 × 1.9 cm.

* The upper text of the seal is hardly legible; the oval seal measures 1.4 × 1.7 cm.
As His Majesty, the prince [sultan],³ Qalga Qırım Giray, has entered the domains of His Royal Majesty and the Commonwealth along with the Crimean, Nogay, Budjak, and Akkerman troops with no other intention but to confirm and renew in the name of His Majesty, the present khan, his successor, and the whole Crimea, the ancient treaties with His Royal Majesty and the Commonwealth that had been repeatedly sworn since so many years: namely those [treaties] of recent memory that had been concluded with His Majesty, the late khan Islam Giray, and with his successor, His Majesty, the khan Mehmed Giray. Thus, having met at the present place near Pidhajci, they—His Majesty, the hetman,⁴ in the name of His Royal Majesty and the whole Commonwealth, and His Majesty, the prince,⁵ in the name of His Majesty, the present khan, his successor, and the whole Crimea and all the hordes—have agreed and mutually sworn the following articles of eternal friendship and unbreakable peace:

Firstly: whatever has happened between both nations, either last winter, or presently, one should forget it forever and leave it to the secret divine judgment, no matter who gave the reason and occasion for breaking of such well grounded friendship.

In order to prevent such breaking of mutual friendship, at present and in the future, His Majesty, the hetman, provides that, under the present oath, if any dissent, resentment, or claim arises between the aforementioned states for whatever reason, it should be committed to envoys, until whose return the troops of His Majesty, the khan, should behave peacefully, without displaying any sign of enmity.

As His Majesty, the prince, engages and swears in the name of His Majesty, the present khan, his successors, and the whole Crimea, to be an enemy of all

---

³ In the Crimea, the term sultan referred to a prince from the Giray dynasty; in the text of the present document it consequently refers to the qalga and is translated as “prince”; the original term sultan has been preserved in the translation only in occurrences, where it constitutes an integral part of a title (e.g., qalga sultan) or of a proper name (e.g., Qırım Giray Sultan).

⁴ I.e., the field hetman, Jan Sobieski, the future king John III; he is referred to with the Polish title pan (Jego Miłości Pan hetman).

⁵ I.e., the qalga, Qırım Giray; cf. n. 3 above.
the enemies of His Royal Majesty and the Commonwealth, and to arrive with
the number of troops required by His Royal Majesty and the Commonwealth,
whenever the Commonwealth needs assistance, in return His Majesty, the het-
man, engages and assures in the name of His Royal Majesty and the Common-
wealth to send the gifts due to His Majesty, the khan, and the Crimean hordes,
in accordance with the ancient customs, from the beginning of the present,
mutually sworn friendship, in future annual installments; and—as a warranty
of the above [engagement] and of his eternal friendship with His Majesty, the
khan, and with the Crimea—he appoints his two men \(^6\) to accompany His Maj-
esty, the prince, [to the Crimea] to reside at the side of His Majesty, the khan,
and to remain there until the [Tatar] envoy, sent to the [Polish-Lithuanian]
Diet in order to collect the gifts, returns to His Majesty, the khan. Yet, His Maj-
esty, the khan, should not send any troops to the Ukraine and to the domains
of His Royal Majesty without knowledge and explicit permission of His Royal
Majesty and the whole Commonwealth.

And as some hordes, namely the Budjak and Akkerman ones, as well as a
substantial part of the Nogays, namely of the Oraq-oghlu and Or-Membet-
oghlu,\( ^7 \) do not regard themselves as subjects of His Majesty, the khan, also in
this matter His Majesty, the prince, assures and convokes His Majesty, the
hetman, that if they willfully enter the domains of His Royal Majesty in forays
[torhaks]\( ^8 \) or in big groups, then His Majesty, the prince, promises in the name
of His Majesty, the khan, to restrain them without giving them any protection
or letting their own [i.e., Crimean] troops join them.

As at the instance of His Majesty, the khan, and the qalga sultan, His Royal
Majesty and the Commonwealth extend their grace towards the Cossacks as
their proper subjects, the latter should be content with any provision to be
passed by the commission appointed by His Royal Majesty, while His Majesty,
the prince, declares his assistance in this matter, confirming it with his oath.

In order to strengthen the complete friendship and eternal brotherhood, His
Majesty, the prince, promises to persuade His Majesty, the khan, so that His
Majesty, the khan, send back to Poland the captives taken at Brajiliv, namely
Pan Machowski and others, who have already given notice [of their where-
abouts], or who will do so in the future.\( ^9 \) In return His Majesty, the hetman,

---

\( ^6 \) Not mentioned by names; these were Lieutenant [porucznik] Mikołaj Złotnicki and Standard-bearer [chorąży] Adam Łychowski; cf Document 69, n. 1.

\( ^7 \) The Oraq-oghlu (“the sons of Oraq”) and the Or-Membet-oghlu (“the sons of Or-Membet,” whereas Membet is a Nogay form of the name Mehmed) constituted the two major Nogay clans dwelling in Budjak; cf. Document 64, notes 12 and 15.

\( ^8 \) The word torhak (“foray”) was used in seventeenth-century Polish; cf. Stanisław Stachowski, Słownik historyczny turcyzmów w języku polskim (Cracow, 2007), pp. 426–427. It apparently origins from the Turkish word turğa (“guard” or “watchman”); see Radlov, Ópyt slovarja tjurkskix narečij, vol. 3, pt. 2 (St. Petersburg, 1905), col. 1458. I am very thankful to Henryk Jankowski for his help in tracing this etymology.

\( ^9 \) On 19 December 1666, a regiment of Polish troops commanded by Colonel Sebastian Machowski was defeated by the Cossack-Tatar army in the battle of Brajiliv (Pol. Braików or Brahiłów; a town situated between Bar and Vinnycja). Machowski and a number of Polish officers were taken prisoner by the Tatar commander, Nureddin Devlet Giray; see Majewski, “Podhajce,” p. 50. The identity of the Tatar commander,
promises to request His Royal Majesty to order to set free the Tatars taken prisoner in various circumstances, in display of his sincere brotherhood with His Majesty, the khan.

Moreover, His Majesty, the prince, along with all his hordes, assures and truly promises His Majesty, the hetman, that neither here, nor on his way back to the Crimea, will he or [his] mirzas authorize any incursion in any direction; on the contrary, he will severely forbid [such incursions] and he allows to rout marauders, which [declaration] should be confirmed with an oath in display of the most complete brotherhood.

To strengthen [the mutual] trust we have signed with our hands and stamped. Given near Pidhajci on 16 October 1667.

[seals]  [names entered in Latin script]
[1] Qırım Giray Sultan, son of Devlet Giray Sultan\textsuperscript{10}  Qırım Giray, the galga sultan\textsuperscript{10} of the great Crimean hordes
[2] Inayet Giray Sultan, son of Feth Giray Sultan  Inayet\textsuperscript{11} Giray Sultan
[3] Takht Giray Sultan, son of Feth Giray Sultan  Takht\textsuperscript{12} Giray Sultan
[4] Mengli Giray Bey, his forefather [was] Hadji Giray Han\textsuperscript{14}  Mengli\textsuperscript{13} Giray, the bey of the Shirins

unnamed in the Polish historiography, can be established on the basis of the khan’s letter to the king dated in Redjeb 1078 A.H. (17 December 1667–15 January 1668), announcing Machowski’s release; see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 64, t. 3, nos. 531–532. Machowski indeed returned to Poland in the spring of 1668; see his biography by Wiesław Majewski in PSB, vol. 18, pp. 637–639.

\textsuperscript{10} Devlet Giray, also known as Choban Mustafa, was the illegitimate son of Khan Feth Giray (r. 1596–1597) and the founder of a side branch of the Giray dynasty, known as the Choban Girays. He was the father of Khan Adil Giray, his brother and galga, Qırım Giray, and their older brother, Feth Giray, who in turn fathered Nured-din Devlet Giray and the princes Inayet and Takht Girays (see below); cf. Josef Matuz, “Eine Beschreibung des Khanats der Krim aus dem Jahre 1669,” pp. 132–133. On the Choban Girays, see also notes 388 and 495 in Part I.

\textsuperscript{11} Recorded in a corrupt form as Nit.

\textsuperscript{12} Recorded in a corrupt form as Tachti.

\textsuperscript{13} Recorded in a corrupt form as Min.

\textsuperscript{14} Mengli Giray Bey, the leader of the Shirin clan, is already mentioned in the Crimean chronicle of Senai as a participant of the campaign of 1649; see Senai, Historia chana Islam Gereja III, p. 109. The fact that he was named after the former khan provokes the ambitions of the Shirins, who customarily married princesses from the Giray dynasty (on the position of the Shirins, cf. Matuz, “Eine Beschreibung,” p. 145). Personal ambitions of Mengli Giray Bey are best confirmed by his adoption of an almond-like seal, otherwise reserved for the Genghisids. A Shirin tradition, recorded after the Russian annexation of the Crimea, claimed that the right to use an almond-like seal had been first granted to Ruktemir, the then Shirin leader, by Tokhtamish Khan. The tradition is convincingly dismissed as spurious by Usmanov; cf. idem, Žalovanne akty Džučieva ulusa XIV–XVI vv., p. 171. Yet, as we see, it might have been current long before the Russian conquest. Strikingly, the inscription of the Shirin leader’s seal does not contain the name of his own father, but instead invokes Hadji Giray, his distant Genghisid forefather who had been the founder of the Giray dynasty.
and the Crimean Khanate. Having in mind the controversy regarding the legitimacy of the Choban Girays (cf. n. 10), this demonstration was telling.

15 Perhaps identical with Adil-shah Mirza, the Crimean envoy sent to Sweden in December 1654; cf. Karl Zetterstéen, Türkische, tatarische und persische Urkunden im Schwedischen Reichsarchiv (Uppsala, 1945), pp. 90–91.

16 I.e., from the Mansur clan; on the Mansurs (i.e., Manghıts), cf. Document 58, n. 9.

17 Qutlu-shah Bey should be probably identified with Bahadır Giray’s envoy to Poland in 1637, whose long detainment the khan reproached in his following instrument from 1640; cf. Documents 52 and 55.
DOCUMENT 67 (16 OCTOBER 1667)
The oath by the Crimean plenipotentiaries sworn at Pidhajci (Podhajce)
[Facs. XIV]

The oath by the Crimean plenipotentiaries sworn at Pidhajci (Podhajce)

Authenticated text in Polish: AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 60, t. 126, no. 132.
A folded sheet of paper, inscribed on one inside page.
Sheet format: 31 × 39 cm; page format: 31 × 19.5 cm.
Text (black)

Polish copies:
A. AGAD, Metryka Koronna, Libri Inscriptionum, no. 206, fol. 718a–718b.

Przysięgamy Panu Bogu Jedynemu, temu, który stworzył niebo, ziemię, morze, i wszystko, że tego dotrzymamy wszystkiego i każdego z osobna z tych punktów, które są napisane i wyrażone w traktacie podpisanym. A jeźli w czymkolwiek nie dotrzymamy i złamiemy przysięgę naszę, niech nas ten Pan Bóg, którego wzywamy, karze na tym i na tamtym świecie, i aby szabla nieprzyjacielska górę zawsze nad nami miała i nad potomkami naszymi. A to imieniem Chana Jego Miłości, soltanów galgi, nuradyna, i innych, jako i wszystkich bejów, agów, murzów, i całego Krymu, i innych ord i państw pod Chanem Jego Miłością będących.

J. Sobieski

Translation:

We swear to the one and only God, who created heaven, earth, sea, and everything, that we will keep all and one by one from among those articles that are written and formulated in the signed treaty. And if we do not keep and break our oath in any way, may the same God, whom we invoke, punish us in this and in the other world, and may the enemy's saber always prevail over us and

Handwritten signature.
our descendants. [And we swore this oath] in the name of His Majesty, the khan, the sultans: qalga, nureddin, and others, also all the beys, aghas, mirzas, and the whole Crimea, and other hordes and domains being under His Majesty, the khan.

[authentication] J. Sobieski

---

1 The signature by the field hetman, Jan Sobieski, served to attest that the oath actually took place.
We, the commissioners of His Royal Majesty and the Commonwealth, appointed by His Majesty, the Crown grand marshal and field hetman,¹ to confirm the friendship between His Majesty, the Polish king and the Commonwealth, and [—on the other side—] His Majesty, the Crimean khan and all the beys, murzas, and all the hordes, we swear to God, One in the Holy Trinity, before the Holy Virgin and all the saints, that we will keep all [the points] that we have mutually agreed upon and confirmed in writing, adding on the occasion of this oath that if it came to negotiate an eternal peace with Muscovy, we would not proceed without the knowledge of His Majesty, the khan, and his commissioner

¹ Handwritten signature.

¹ I.e., Jan Sobieski, the future king John III; he is referred to with the Polish title _pan_ (Jego Miłość Pan marszałek wielki i hetman polny koronny).
[being present]; moreover, we assure that His Majesty, the hetman, will not send the Crown troops of His Royal Majesty to the Ukraine before the Diet [is held to confirm this agreement]. So help us God and His Holy Passion!

[authentication] J. Sobieski²

² The signature by the field hetman, Jan Sobieski, served to attest that the oath actually took place.
DOCUMENT 69 (15 APRIL 1668)
The instrument, confirming the Treaty of Podhajce (Pidhajci), issued by Khan Adil Giray and invoking his oath taken in Baghchasaray in the presence of two Polish residents


Chwała Bogu Najwyższemu, który stworzył wszystkie narody, i nasze [sic] według naszych proroków biszurmański[ej] wiary!

Wielkich Ord, wielkiego państwa, stolice krymskiej, i ord kupczackich, i bez licby ordy, i Nahaiów, Tatów i Tumanów, w górach cerkieskich wielki car, wielki Adilgierey chan.

Króla Jego Miłości wielkich państw Korony Polski i Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego, Ruskiego, Pruskiego, Mazowieckiego, i wiele chrześcijańskich państw będący teraz Królem Jego Miłością polskim Janem Kazimierzem, bratem naszym, przyjaźni i braterstwa zawarte między nami przedtem omylkiem przyjaźni i braterstwa naruszone były z naszej strony, względem dawnej przyjaźni i prawdziwego słowa naszego dla potwierdzenia, z wojskiem naszym brata naszego kalgi soltana, i innych soltana, i starszych bejów, agów, i murzów z polskiej strony gdyśmy wyprawili, z Królem Jego Miłością polskim, bratem naszym, z wielmożnym Sobieskim hetmanem potkawszy się pod Podhaycami, umówiliśmy się traktowali:

Jako niebosczyk brat nasz starszy Asłgierey chan, i Mechmet Gieray chan, i Krym wszeląz z Rzecząpospolitą Polską zostawali w przyjaźni, i teraz także według przeszłej przyjaźni zgodzieli się, i poprzysięgli sobie między sobą, wiarę dawszy z obudwu stron, poprzysiężone wykonać punkta między sobą wiarę dawszy między się tak z tej strony, jako i z tej, podawszy. Wiel-

---

1 These were Lieutenant Mikołaj Złotnicki, the cup-bearer (cześnik) of Poznań, and Standard-bearer (chorąży) Adam Łychowski, two officers, who had participated in the campaign of 1667 and, according to the Treaty of Podhajce, had accompanied the qalga to the Crimea in order to remain there as guarantees until the khan would receive the promised gifts; cf. Document 66, n. 6. In the heading, entered in the copy, Złotnicki is erroneously referred to as Jan Mikołaj (whereas Jan is probably a copyist’s error and should read pan) while Łychowski’s first name is not given. For the correct form of their names and surnames, cf. their signatures under their letter sent to Sobieski from the Crimea on 17 April 1668; cf. Acta Historica res gestas Poloniae illustrantia, vol. 2: Acta Joannis Sobieski. Edited by F. Kluczycki, vol. 1, pt. 1 (Cracow, 1880), p. 358 (curiously, in the heading of the same letter, the second signatory is referred to as Lichocki).

2 It should rather read: z Króla Jego Miłości polskiego, brata naszego […] hetmanem, as the king was not present at Pidhajci.
możny hetman Sobieski\(^b\) podpisane nam i poprzysiężone punkta obaczywszy i zrozumiawszy, przyjaźni i braterstwa przysięgę utwierdzone\(^c\) przyjęliśmy to wszystko, a kalka sołtan, brat nasz, ze wszystkimi sołtanami i bejami, agami, murzami wielkimi, i wszystkimi naszymi ordami, cokolwiek oni umówili i postanowili i poprzysięgły, na to pozwolić. Jako i przedtym Królowi Jego Miłości polskiemu, bratu naszemu, przyjaciołom być przyjaciołami, nieprzyjacielowi zaś nieprzyjacielem zostawać będziemy, i pod władzą moį[ją] zostającą orzą, jako to krymskim, nahayskim, czerkieskim, perekopskim, oczakowskim, białogrodzkim wojska powściągnąć, w państwa Korony Polskiej i Wielkiego Księstwa Litewskiego aby nie wpadali, i niedozwalać im iść assekuruję.

Podczas zaś nuradyn sołtana, Batysara murzy, podczas zniesienia wojska, i zabranych niewolników powrócić, i oddać żołnierzy, szlachtę, szlachcianek, i dziaiek ich, żeby nie przedawali na żadne strony, zakazaliśmy.

A strony zaś Kozaków, aby byli w poddaństwie Królowi Jego Miłości według poprzysiężonych pakt, i nam na usłudze będąc, z polskiej strony krzywdy im nie będzie i wojska na nich nie przyjdą. I z naszej strony wojska Kozakom nie damy przeciwko wojsku polskiemu. A jeśli Kozacy nie byli posłusni Królowi polskiemu Jego Miłości, bratu naszemu, a panu swemu, i poddaństwa nie oddawali, i według pakt, i przysięgę, i napomnienia naszego nie przyszli, a przysięgę swoją złamali, tedy z Królem Jego Miłością bratem naszym i wojskiem jego złączyć się wojska nasze, na nich iść i znosić ich będziem powinni.

Ażeby tedy strony Polski według umowy we wszystkim dotrzymali, my z naszej strony we wszystkim dotrzymać obiecujem, że żadnej odmiany nie będzie według przysięgi naszej, i słowu swemu uczyniwszy we wszystkim dosyć. Przysięgam Bogu Najwyższemu, który stworzył niebo i ziemię, morze, że w słowie moim żadnej zmazy nie będzie tej przysięgi.

Dla utwierdzenia przyjaźni pieczęcią moją utwierdziłem i przycisnąłem.

Niech będzie Bogu cześć i chwała!

Interpretative translation:\(^2\)

Glory to the highest God, who created all nations, by our prophets of the Muslim faith!

The great khan of the Great Horde, the great state, the Crimean throne, the Kipchak horde and countless hordes, and the Nogays, Tats and (Tavgaches),\(^3\) and the mountain Circassians, the great khan Adil Giray.

---

\(^1\) It should rather read: Wielmożnego hetmana Sobieskiego.

\(^2\) The Polish 17th-century translation is so corrupt that at places I decided to follow the spirit rather than the letter of the text in order to reconstruct the most likely meaning of the lost Turkish original.

\(^3\) The Polish text reads: Tatów i Tumanów (lit. “of the Tats and Tumans”). Although the word Tuman could make sense here and refer either to a traditional Turkic-Mongolian army unit (tümen, i.e., “ten thousand”) or the town of Tiumen in Siberia (cf. Document 70, n. 2), most likely the original document referred to the Tavgaches, who were typically paired with the Tats in the official intitulatio of the Crimean khans.
As formerly the friendship and brotherhood established between us and our brother, His Royal Majesty, the present king of the great states: the Polish Crown, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, Ruthenia, Prussia, Mazovia, and many other Christian domains, His Majesty John Casimir, the king of Poland, had been mistakenly broken by our side, in order to confirm the ancient friendship and the sincerity of our word we sent our brother, the qalga sultan, and other princes [sultans], elder beys, aghas, and mirzas, along with our troops to Poland; and they met near Pidhajci with His Magnificence, Hetman Sobieski, from the side of our brother, His Majesty, the king of Poland, and they negotiated [the following] agreement:

As our late elder brother, Islam Giray Khan, and Mehmed Giray Khan, and the whole Crimea used to maintain friendship with the Polish Commonwealth, also now they have agreed to act in accordance with the former friendship, and have mutually engaged to execute the sworn articles, having mutually exchanged them [i.e., the instruments, containing these articles]. Having seen and comprehended the articles signed and sworn by His Magnificence, Hetman Sobieski, confirmed with an oath to keep friendship and brotherhood, we have accepted all this and resolved to authorize everything that had been stipulated, decided, and sworn by our brother, the qalga, along with all the princes [sultans], beys, aghas, great mirzas, and all our hordes. As in the past, we will be friends to the friends of His Majesty, the king of Poland, and enemies to his enemies; and I engage to retain the horde being under my power, namely the Crimean, Nogay, Circassian, Perekop, Očakiv, and Akkerman troops, from invading the domains of the Polish Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. And we have ordered to send back the captives taken by the nureddin sultan\(^4\) and Batır-shah Mirza,\(^5\) when they had routed the [Polish] troops; and we have forbidden to sell the [captured] soldiers, nobles, noble women, and their children, in whichever direction.

As regards the Cossacks, as long as they remain subjects of His Royal Majesty, according to the sworn treaty, remaining simultaneously in our service, they should not suffer any harm from the Polish side and no [Polish] troops should attack them. On our part, we will not assist the Cossacks with our troops against the Polish troops. But if the Cossacks display disobedience towards our brother and their lord, His Majesty, the king of Poland, if they deny their service and ignore the treaty, oath, and our admonition, and if they break their

---

\(^{4}\) I.e., Devlet Giray, the son of Feth Giray and the khan’s nephew; on 19 December 1666, he commanded the Tatar troops in the battle of Brajiliv and took prisoner Colonel Sebastian Machowski and other Polish officers; cf. Document 66, notes 9–10.

\(^{5}\) In May and June 1667, a foray commanded by Batır-shah Mirza, who had wintered in the Ukraine, raided Podolia and Volhynia, taking numerous captives; see Majewski, “Podhajce,” pp. 61 and 67–68. Batır-shah Mirza was perhaps identical with a member of the Sulesh-oghlu clan, who had participated in the Crimean embassy to Moscow in 1655 and escorted the Russian envoys sent to the Crimea in 1657; cf. Sanin, Otnošenija Rossii i Ukrainy s Krymskim xanstvom v seredine XVII veka, pp. 184 and 189–190.
oath, then we should attack and rout them, having joined our brother, His Royal Majesty, and his troops, with our troops.

As this agreement should be thoroughly observed from the Polish side, [also] from our side we promise to observe it thoroughly and to keep our word without any deviation from our oath. I swear to the highest God, who created heaven, earth, air, and sea, that there will be no erasing of my word and this oath.

In order to corroborate the friendship, I have confirmed and stamped with my seal. Veneration and glory be to God!
DOCUMENT 70 (23 OCTOBER 1672)
Guarantee issued by the khan along with the Ottoman sultan’s ‘ahdname
[Facs. XVI]

Original paper¹ document in Polish: AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 60, t. 60, no. 64.
A folded sheet of paper, inscribed on one inside page.
sheet format: 29.5 × 42.5 cm; page format: 29.5 × 21 cm.
text (black)
the black almond-like seal of Selim Giray (2.6 cm. in height) is impressed at the bottom

Polish copy: AGAD, Metryka Koronna, Libri Legationum, no. 25, fol. 483a–483b.a

Selim Giray⁶ z bożej łaski chan krzymski, oczakowski, perekopski, białogrodzki, budziacki, czerkieski, kipczacki, tumienski, baszkurtski, Wielkiego i Małego Nogaiu⁷ dziedziczny chan.

Daję tę assekurację naszą Króliowi Jego Miłości Mychałowi⁸ e z bożej łaski polskiemu, bratu naszemu, i Rzeczypospolitej, w ręce kommissarom⁹ do pakt z Cesarzem Jego Miłością tureckim naznaczonych g daną, że mając sobie paktami dawnemi upominki od Korony Polskiej pozwolone, a teraz do dawnych przydatku tysiąc czerwonych złotych przez tychże kommisarzów assekurowany, ordy trzymać będziemy, i żadnej inkursyjej w państwa Królewstwah Polskiego nie uczynią. A jeśliby przez inkursyje swawolnie tatarskie szkody miało ponieść Królestwo Polskie, tedy za ten rok ani upominków, ani przydatku upominać się nie powinni będziemy, na co się ręką naszą podpisujemy i pieczęć naszą przycisnąć rozkazaliśmy.

1 The paper contains a watermark depicting a crown topped with a star topped with a crescent and in a countermark a trefoil with initials BB; paper provided with watermarks with similar motives (croissants, étoiles, couronne) was used in the Ottoman chancery, but the examples provided by Velkov are of different shape and origin from the late 18th century; cf. Asparouh Velkov, Les filigranes dans les documents ottomans—Divers types d’images, pp. 14 and 200–205.
2 In the copy corrected: krymski.
3 Nohaiu in the copy.
4 Królowi Jego Miłości Michalow⁵ in the copy.
5 In the copy corrected: kommisarzom.
6 Sic; it should read: naznaczonym.
7 Królestwa in the copy.
8 In the copy corrected: swawolne.
Działo się pode Żwańcem, w obozie naszym, dnia 23 octobra 1672.1

Sielim Giray chan Jego Chańska Miłość k

Selim Gērey Han bin Bahadır Gērey Han

Translation:

Selim Giray, by the grace of God the Crimean khan, the hereditary khan of Očakiv, Perekop, Akkerman, Budjak, Circassia, the Kipchak [Steppe], Tiumen,2 the Bashkirs,3 and the Great and Little Nogay [hordes].

I give our present guarantee to our brother, His Majesty Michael, by the grace of God the king of Poland, and to the Commonwealth, in the hands of the [Polish] commissioners appointed to the negotiations with His Majesty, the Turkish emperor, stipulating that—on being entitled by the ancient treaties to the receipt of the [annual] gifts from the Polish Crown, and now being assured by the aforementioned commissioners a supplement to the ancient sum amounting to a thousand golden florins [Pol. czerwonych złotych]—we will retain the [Crimean] hordes so that they do not make any incursion to the Polish Kingdom. And if the Polish Kingdom suffers any harm due to willful Tatar incursions, then we should demand neither the gifts nor the supplement due for the given year; in order to attest it, we hereby sign with our hand and we have ordered to impress our seal.

Took place in our camp near Žvanec’, on the 23rd day of October 1672.

His Majesty the khan, Selim Giray Khan

[seal] Selim Giray Khan, son of Bahadır Giray Khan4

---

1 The last numeral in 1672 initially read 1 and was corrected; in the copy: dwudziesteego trzeciego octobra 1672.

2 The khan’s name was apparently entered by the scribe who wrote the entire document; the uncommon abbreviation JCM can be solved as Jego Chańska Miłość or Jego Carska Miłość in analogy to the abbreviation JKM, solved as Jego Królewska Miłość.

3 Text of the seal.

4 Apparently a reference to Siberia, referred to as Tura in Mehmed IV Giray’s instrument from 1654 (cf. Document 64, n. 8). Tiumen (or Tümen) was a Russian town, founded in 1586 in the place of Chingi-Tura, the former capital of the Siberian Khanate. Admittedly, there was also another Tümen in Daghestan; see Zaitsev, “The Khanate of Sibir,” p. 864.

5 This is the sole mention of the Bashkirs and Bashkortostan in the documents published in the present volume. Nevertheless, it is known that during the Bashkir uprising against the Russian rule in the years 1662–1664, Mehmed IV Giray envisioned a broad anti-Muscovian coalition, composed of the Poles, Ukrainian Cossacks, Tatars, Nogays, Bashkirs, and even Kalmyks, although the latter had no wish to join it; see Khodarkovsky, Where Two Worlds Met. The Russian State and the Kalmyk Nomads, 1600–1771, p. 98.

6 In the middle of the seal there is the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamğa).
DOCUMENT 71 (6 DECEMBER 1742)
The instrument of peace (yarlıq) sent by Khan Selamet II Giray to King Augustus III
[Facs. XVII]

Original paper document in Ottoman Turkish: AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 60, t. 132, no. 138.
75 × 51 cm.1 (shorter on the left side: 74 × 51 cm.)
invocation (gold): nesih script
tuğra (gold): 20 × 29.5 cm.
text (black, ornamented with scattered golden dots): nesih script
the black almond-like seal of Selamet Giray (2.3 cm. in height) is impressed at the bottom
Published in Materialy dlja istorii Krymskago xanstva, pp. 774–777.

French translation: a) AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 64, t. 30, no. 566; b) AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 60, t. 132, no. 139 (by Antoni Crutta).2

Hüve

Selamet-Gērey Han bin el-Hacc Selim Gērey Han sözümüz

1 Pasted onto a wider piece of linen that measures 53.5 cm.
2 The second translation is more precise.
3 Written together: سلامتکرای.
4 Fridirik Augusto.
dostluq tağayıyurat-i zaman ile bir qaç senelerden beri inqîta‘ olunub bu evan-i ümmiyyet-bünaya dostane muhabere ve mükatebe tevarûdine müteraqqaq iken bu def‘a teccid-i huyquq-i qadime ve te‘bid-i revâbîd-i müsafat-î mûstedime zmnînda tebrîk-i merkez-i vala-i

hâniyetimizi havi irsal olunan muhabbetnamenî işbu bin yüz elli beş senesi şehr-i Ramazan-i şerif evaîînde tebliğ ve isalîne mu‘ayyen mura-hhas elçînî Yuzuf Lopuvskî’ pisar hilîmski yediîîne vasîl olub mu‘tad üzere tercîmê etdîrîldîkde hulasa-i ma’alînde tebrîk-i

mesned-i hâniyetimiz ile teccid-i sulh-i qadime ve te‘bid-i revâbîd-i müsa-leme-i mûstedîmê zmnînda olduğu ma‘îm-i dostanemîz olduqda izhâr-i dosti ve icra-i müvalatdan inşîrah-i fu‘adîmiz müzîdol olub öte-den berê miyânêde mu‘teber olan qadîmi müsafat her halde tağayyûr

ve halelden masun ve gün günden mütezayîd ve efzûn olduğunda ca-i kelam olunmayub name-i meveddeß-üsîlubunuzde meqrêm elçînî mura-hhas deyû zîkr olunub ba‘z husus lisanen taqrîrîne hâvale olunûğuna bina’en kendüden su‘al ve istintaq olunûğda

yedi madde tasrih ve beyan edûb taqrîr ve ta‘bir etdigi mevadden evvelki madde Qarlovîsede vaqi‘ ve mûn‘aqdî sulh u salahî i‘tibar ve şûrût-i müsa-leme ve quyu-dat-i musafat taraß-i dostanelerinden müîr‘at olunub fi-ma ba‘d taraßeynden

ke-ma fi‘l-evvel istîfîhaz olunûşunîς ‘ayan ve izah etmekte miyânêde qadîmi rabb et ve te‘bid olunan emr-i müsa-la-meyeye ke-ma kan rî‘ayet ve merasîm-i müvalatla esîlafîmdzan ziyade siya net olunacağında ıştîbah olunmaya ve ikinci madde tüccar ta‘ifesinden Bucuq

bîl taraßlarînî ve beri semtlerî gelerîlenden mu‘tad olan vêrûgîlîrînîde ziyade şey taleb olunmamâq hûsusî olmâsta erbab-i tîccardan olub bu hâvallîyê gelüb gidenler qadîmi vêrû ile ticaretlerîni serbestîyet üzere emîlînîn ıstîrîva ve bir taraßîdan qadîmlînden

ziyade şey talebiyle bir ferde cevr ve iza olunmamâq hûsusî hala Bucuqda zabît ta‘înî olunan yalî ağasına ve sa‘îr iqtîza ilden mahallere te‘kîd ve şehid yarîlgîr tahrîr ve isra olunmâsta bunun so’nra ta‘îfe-i mezküre bu taraßîrda azar‘da olunmayaçağîna

sûbhe olunmaya ve üçüncü madde ruhban ta‘ifesinden seyyahat‘ tariqîyle bu hâvallîlere vûrûdlerînî ve meks etdîklîrînî bir dürût taraß‘ adî olunmamâsî serd ü beyan olunmaga ruhban maqûlesinden olub bu taraßlara vûrûd ve hasbe

‘l-iqtîza iqqamê yeleddîklîrê qalam-rev-i hûkûmetîmidze olan bilad ve qasabatda bi‘vech-i na-şer‘î bir taraßîrîn rençide ve ta‘addî olunmayaçağî ma‘îm-i dostanelerî ola ve dördüncü madde bundan evvel Amasyada halîk Lehliî bazarganîn

metrukatî Leh memleketine naqîl tasmîmîyle sefîneye vaz‘ ve Aqkerman iskelesine lengerendaz olduğu evanda sabıqa Bender canbi ser-‘askeri

\begin{itemize}
\item[6] hâniyetimizi havi irsal olunan muhabbetnamenî işbu bin yüz elli beş senesi şehr-i Ramazan-i şerîf evaîînde tebliğ ve isalîne mu‘ayyen mura-hhas elçînî Yuzuf Lopuvskî’ pisar hilîmski yediîîne vasîl olub mu‘tad üzere tercîmê etdîrîldîkde hulasa-i ma’alînde tebrîk-i
\item[7] mesned-i hâniyetimiz ile teccid-i sulh-i qadime ve te‘bid-i revâbîd-i müsa-leme-i mûstedîmê zmnînda olduğu ma‘îm-i dostanemîz olduqda izhâr-i dosti ve icra-i müvalatdan inşîrah-i fu‘adîmiz müzîdol olub öte-den berê miyânêde mu‘teber olan qadîmi müsafat her halde tağayyûr
\item[8] ve halelden masun ve gün günden mütezayîd ve efzûn olduğunda ca-i kelam olunmayub name-i meveddeß-üsîlubunuzde meqrêm elçînî mura-hhas deyû zîkr olunub ba‘z husus lisanen taqrîrîne hâvale olunûğuna bina’en kendüden su‘al ve istintaq olunûğda
\item[9] yedi madde tasrih ve beyan edûb taqrîr ve ta‘bir etdigi mevadden evvelki madde Qarlovîsede vaqi‘ ve mûn‘aqdî sulh u salahî i‘tibar ve şûrût-i müsa-leme ve quyu-dat-i musafat taraß-i dostanelerinden müîr‘at olunub fi-ma ba‘d taraßeynden
\item[10] ke-ma fi‘l-evvel istîfîhaz olunûşunîς ‘ayan ve izah etmekte miyânêde qadîmi rabb et ve te‘bid olunan emr-i müsa-la-meyeye ke-ma kan rî‘ayet ve merasîm-i müvalatla esîlafîmdzan ziyade siya net olunacağında ıştîbah olunmaya ve ikinci madde tüccar ta‘ifesinden Bucuq
\item[11] taraßlarînî ve beri semtlerî gelerîlenden mu‘tad olan vêrûgîlîrînîde ziyade şey taleb olunmamâq hûsusî olmâsta erbab-i tîccardan olub bu hâvallîyê gelüb gidenler qadîmi vêrû ile ticaretlerîni serbestîyet üzere emîlînîn ıstîrîva ve bir taraßîdan qadîmlînden
\item[12] ziyade şey talebiyle bir ferde cevr ve iza olunmamâq hûsusî hala Bucuqda zabît ta‘înî olunan yalî ağasına ve sa‘îr iqtîza ilden mahallere te‘kîd ve şehid yarîlgîr tahrîr ve isra olunmâsta bunun so’nra ta‘îfe-i mezküre bu taraßîrda azar‘da olunmayaçağîna
\item[13] sûbhe olunmaya ve üçüncü madde ruhban ta‘ifesinden seyyahat‘ tariqîyle bu hâvallîlere vûrûdlerînî ve meks etdîklîrînî bir dürût taraß‘ adî olunmamâsî serd ü beyan olunmaga ruhban maqûlesinden olub bu taraßlara vûrûd ve hasbe
\item[14] ‘l-iqtîza iqqamê yeleddîklîrê qalam-rev-i hûkûmetîmidze olan bilad ve qasabatda bi‘vech-i na-şer‘î bir taraßîrîn rençide ve ta‘addî olunmayaçağî ma‘îm-i dostanelerî ola ve dördüncü madde bundan evvel Amasyada halîk Lehliî bazarganîn
\item[15] metrukatî Leh memleketine naqîl tasmîmîyle sefîneye vaz‘ ve Aqkerman iskelesine lengerendaz olduğu evanda sabıqa Bender canbi ser-‘askeri
\end{itemize}
olan vezir-i ruşen-zamir sa’adetli Veli paşa hazırlretleri taraflarından ahz olunan iki bin yedi yüz

[16] görüşün istirdadı asitane-i devlet-aşiyane ‘arz ve inhasi olmağa inşa’a’ llahu ta’ala husus-i mezbur canib-i dostten vuqu’t-ü üzere devlet-i ‘aliye-i ebedi’l-qarara tahrir olunacağında istibah olunmaya ve beşinci madde

[17] Potqaludan bir miqdard eşqıya saydı ve şezik tariqiyyle Aqsu taraflarında me’va ittihaz ve ta’ife-i Noğayluyandan ba’zi mirzayan ve sa’irleriyle mu’arefe peyda etmek taqribi ile re’aya ta’ifesine etdikleri itale-i dest-i ta’addilleri

[18] ve şehvetleri olunma olmağa mahall-i mezbur adamlar ta’vin ve bi-eşqı halin ahz ve haqlarında içtizâ eden cezaları tertib olunub ve ba’de’l-yevm ol tarafları tecessüs etdirmeden hali olunmayub bu maqule saqlilerin def’ine diqqat olunacağında

[19] istibah olunmaya ve altını madde merasim-i sulh u salah taviyet babinda canibebyenden bî’l-iqtizat elçiler ba’s ve isra olunma olmağa ba’zi umur-i memleketi de’ar kıyifiyyet muhabere zimindinde muqtaba vaqt ve hale göre taraf-i destanedemizden

[20] elçi gönderileceğinde ca-i istibah olunmaya ve yenici madde bundan evvel Mosqovlu tabur Hotin qal’esi üzerine hümûmunda Leh memleketine duhul ve ol vaqıtda hasbe’l-iqtiza ‘Osmanlu ve Tatar ‘askerinden


[22] Hotin qal’esi istila ve hala vilayetiniye emanet tariqiyyle vai’ ceyledigi bir qaz qta’ toplar ile bir miqdar cebehaneyi kendü vilayetlerine nail etmeleriyle taraflar-i dostanelerinden bir qaz def’a adam gündürülükde mühümmat-i mezkür qiyam billyeştira

[23] ve yahud taraf-i sahaqmet-iittisâfinzîha hibe ve ihda olmaq üzere Mosqov-ludan haber vûrûdünde be her taqdir memleketiniye ali-qonunmasına rizada-dade olunmadugü ve bir kerre zayı’at muqabili verilmek tekliﬁ olur ise de qabul olunmagaçaq yegan


[26] qadıme ve qanun-i mu’tade-i müstedime üzere ifa-i huquq-i dostluq ve icra-i merasim-i hemicvarlıq için bir qaz gün zarfinda mahsus adammiz gonürülmek üzere qarar-dade olunduğu siz haşmetlü mezid-i menziletli dostumuzun ma’lumlîrî

[27] olmaq için dostane yarlıq-i meveddet-beliq tahrir ve merqum adanmûz savb-i haşmet-masîrîlerine i’ade ve tesyîr olunmuşdur inşa’a’ l-MevlA lede’l-vusul tecdid-i müsâlele ve te’kid-i musafat için bi’l-has qaribien taraf-i dostanemizden
dahi adammız ba‘s ve irsal olunacağı ma‘lum-i dostaneleriŋiz olduqda bundan böyle dostluğa layıq ve hemcivarlığa muvaṭiq halati izhar ve muris-i inşirah-i fu‘ad olur peyam-i ʿafiyetlerin tahrir ve iş’ardan hali olmamaları me‘mul-i dostanemiz dir işbu biŋ yüz elli beş senesi şehr-i Şevval-i şerifin doquzu[n]be günı tahrir olundı baqi hemvare sıhhat ʿafiyet ʿaqıbet bad (sahh)8

Selamet Gėrey Han bin el-Hacc Selamet Gėrey Han9

Translation:

He!

[tuğra] Selamet Giray Khan, son of El-Hajj Selim Giray Khan: our word:

From our excellency, the brave, majestic, gracious, and valorous Selamet Giray Khan, [being]—by the aid of the monotheistic grace and by the favor of the eternal spiritual guidance of His Majesty [God] (may He be blessed and exalted)—the greatest khan of the exalted sphere between the sky and earth, of the Crimea, Or [Perekop], Budjak, Kuban,3 the mountain Circassians, and all tribes of the Nogays, dwelling in the steppe:

After we have sent and directed—with the utmost delight of mind—propitious salutations to his excellency, our venerable, esteemed, high-ranked, and respected friend of perfect esteem, the majestic king Frederick Augustus, being the present king of the Polish Commonwealth, the ruler of Lithuania,4 Ruthenia,5 Prussia,6 Mazovia,7 Samogitia,8 Kiev,9 Volhynia,10 Podolia,11 Podlachia [Podlasie],12 Livonia,13 Smolensk,14 and many other domains, and the ancient [i.e., heredi-

---

8 Written in gold.
9 Text of the seal.
3 The territory on the right shore of the Kuban river, inhabited mainly by the Nogays, bordering on the south with Circassia and on the north with Cossack settlements along the Don; on its role in the Crimean-Russian relations in the years 1739–1774, see Kočekaev, Nogajsko-russkie otnošenija, pp. 133–191; Feofilaktova, “Kubanskij vopros v russko-tureckix otnošenijax v 1768–1774 godax,” pp. 69–74. For a Russian map of Kuban from the late 18th century, see Khodarkovsky, Russia’s Steppe Frontier, p. 219.
4 Pol. adjective litewski is rendered in the Turkish text as līteviski.
5 Pol. adjective ruski is thus rendered in the Turkish text.
6 Pol. adjective pruski is rendered in the Turkish text as puruski.
7 Pol. adjective mazowiecki is rendered in the Turkish text as mazewiske.
8 Pol. adjective żmudzi (or perhaps its alternative żmudziński) is rendered in the Turkish text as zmodoniski.
9 Pol. adjective kijowski is rendered in the Turkish text as kiyoviski. Though Kiev was officially ceded to Russia in 1686 (in fact earlier), a part of its ancient palatinate remained in Poland-Lithuania.
10 Pol. adjective wołyński is rendered in the Turkish text as voloniski.
11 Pol. adjective podolski is rendered in the Turkish text as podoloski.
12 Pol. adjective podlaski is thus rendered in the Turkish text.
13 Pol. adjective inflancki is rendered in the Turkish text as inflaniski.
14 Pol. adjective smoleński is rendered in the Turkish text as ismoloniski. Though
tary] prince [beg] of Saxony, and after we have performed and pronounced ceremonial and friendly inquiries about his health, the auspicious monarchic [hani, i.e., of the khan] announcement is that:

In the last few years, with the lapse of time, the reciprocal correspondence and performance of amicable ceremonies requisite for [keeping] peace and amity, which since the old days used to conform with the liaison between our monarchic dynasty and your majestic predecessors, and the whole Polish Commonwealth, have been interrupted; while in these auspicious years we were watching for the arrival of friendly news and correspondence, this time your friendly letter [muhabbetname], including the congratulations of our lofty monarchic office [i.e., accession] and sent with the purpose of renewing the old laws and perpetuating the bonds of lasting amity, arrived in the first decade of the noble month of Ramadan of the present year 1155, by the hands of your deputed envoy, appointed to its transmitting and delivery, Józef Łopuski, the scribe of Chełm; when it was translated, according to the custom, it was revealed to our friendly side that its summary purport was the congratulations on our monarchic dignity [i.e., accession] with the purpose of renewing the old peace and perpetuating the bonds of lasting reconciliation; [such] display of friendliness and performance of mutual reliance have increased the relief of our mind; [hence] it is indisputable that the respected ancient amity, existing heretofore between [us], should be safe from any change or injury under any circumstances, and should increase and augment from day to day; as in your friendly letter [name-i meveddet-üslub] it was mentioned that the said envoy was your plenipotentiary, and some matters had been confided to him so that he could report them orally, while he was being questioned and interrogated, seven articles were pronounced and declared:

[This is] the first article from among the confirmed and phrased articles:

The peace and amity effected and concluded in Karlowitz should be honored, and the conditions of reconciliation along with the clauses of amity should be observed by the friendly sides; while it has been made clear and explained that hereafter one should guard them from both sides, as it had been before, there should be no doubt that the ancient matters of reconciliation, bound and perpetuated between [us], will be observed as it used to be, and the ceremonies leading to mutual confidence will be preserved stronger than by our predecessors.

Smolensk was conquered by the Russian army in 1654 and officially ceded to Russia in 1686, the city and its palatinate were still listed in the intitulatio of the Polish kings.

15 Pol. Saksonia is rendered in the Turkish text as Saqsonya.
16 I.e., the decade between 30 October and 8 November 1742.
17 Pol. pisar [grodzki] chełmski, rendered in the Turkish text as pisar hilimski. In the second French translation (b) his name is erroneously rendered as Laprowski. On his mission, see Konopczyński, Polska a Turcja 1683–1792, pp. 149–152, and Historia dyplomacji polskiej, vol. 2, pp. 382 and 412.
18 The Polish and Ottoman instruments of the Treaty of Karlowitz, signed and exchanged on 26 January 1699, are published in Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish Diplomatic Relations, pp. 581–598.
The second article:
Those merchants, who come to Budjak and [other] regions of the hither side, should not be asked [to give] anything above the customary taxes [vėrgü]; in particular those merchants, who come to these regions and go, having paid the ancient taxes should be able to conduct their trade and buy their goods freely, and no individual should be oppressed or tormented by demands from whichever direction [to give] anything above the ancient [taxes]; in particular, firm and severe orders [yarlık] have been now written and sent to the yali agha, appointed to command over Budjak, and to other places, wherever it is necessary, so that there should be no doubt that hereafter the said [merchants] will not be molested in these regions.

The third article:
It has been set forth and declared that no sort of oppression should happen to the traveling [Christian] monks, who would arrive and stay in these regions; [therefore,] let it be notified to the friendly sides that while such monks arrive in these regions and reside as long as it is necessary, in the towns and boroughs under my rule, where my written mandates are obeyed, they will not be annoyed or oppressed in any manner contrary to the Islamic law [şeri‘at], and from whichever direction.

The fourth article:
In regard to the request and memorandum, directed to the prosperous threshold [i.e., the Ottoman Porte] and demanding the restitution of 2,700 piasters [gurush] as an equivalent for the effects of a Polish merchant, who had died in Amasya, which—loaded on a ship anchored in the port of Akkerman with the purpose of being transported to Poland—had been seized by his excellency, the enlightened and prosperous Veli Pasha, being formerly the commander-in-chief [serasker] on the Bender front. God—may He be

---

19 Yalı agha (“the agha of the seashore”) was the khan’s deputy in Budjak; he commanded over the Budjak Tatars, collected tribute from the local Christians, and resided in Hanqıshla/Hanqıshlası (lit. “the khan’s winter quarters;” today a Ukrainian village named Udobne) near Ottoman Akkerman; cf. Senai, Historia chana Islam Gereja III, p. 184, n. 447; Księga podróży Ewliji Czelebiego, p. 427, n. 103; Trepavlov, Istorija Nogajskoj Ordy, p. 451.

20 The term ruhban also applies to friars, priests, and in this case especially missionaries; from Łopuski’s report, submitted after his return to the king, we learn that this article regarded both the “Latin and Greek Fathers missionaries” (OO. missionarzów łacińskich i greckich); it seems that the latter term referred to Greek-Catholic rather than Orthodox priests; see AGAD, AKW, Dz. tat., k. 64, t. 26, no. 560.

21 On the value and silver content of an Ottoman piaster, see Pamuk, Monetary History of the Ottoman Empire, p. 163.

22 During the war of 1736–1739, the serasker of Bender commanded the main Ottoman army on the Russian front. In 1738, Veli Pasha, assisted by the Crimean troops headed by a Giray prince, Safa Giray, pushed back a Russian offensive from the Dniester. Although the Ottomans were unable to reconquer Očakiv, lost in 1737, the Russian commander-in-chief, Field Marshal Münnich, ordered its evacuation as his soldiers were facing famine. In 1739, during the next Russian offensive, Veli Pasha was unable to prevent the Russian invasion of Moldavia and his defeat at Stavučany
exalted!—willing, there should be no doubt that [also from this side] a friendly writing will be directed to the eternal, high [Ottoman] state, describing the aforementioned matter as it really happened.

The fifth article:
A number of plundering brigands from among the Zaporozhian Cossacks [Potqalu]23 have taken shelter on the Boh river;24 also some Nogay mirzas, along with others, have extended the hand of oppression and have been committing villainous acts against the [peaceful] subjects [re'yaya] under the pretext of reconnoitering; [therefore,] trusted men have been appointed to the aforementioned place in order to capture [the culprits] and distribute necessary punishments without fail; from now on, these regions should not remain unpatrolled and deserted, and there should be no doubt that the utmost attention will be paid in order to expel such brigands.

The sixth article:
Dispatching and sending envoys from hither and other side, whenever necessary, strengthens the celebration of peace and amity; [therefore,] it should not be doubted that envoys will be sent from our friendly side with the aim to communicate the conditions regarding some state matters, while keeping with the exigencies of time and situation.

The seventh article:
Formerly, when the Muscovian army had been storming the fortress of Hotin,25 it had entered Poland; at that time also a number of men from the Ottoman and Tatar troops had found themselves [in Poland,] according to the necessity; [therefore,] your envoys were sent to the high [Ottoman] state and to Muscovy gave way to the Russian conquest of Hotin. A further Russian march was prevented by the Peace of Belgrade; see Hammer, Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches, vol. 7, pp. 513–515 and 531–532.

23 According to Omeljan Pritsak, the Ottomans referred to the Cossacks dwelling on the right (i.e., western) bank of the Dnieper as Sarı Qamış, to those dwelling on the left bank as Barabaş, and to the Zaporozhian Cossacks as Potqal or Potqalı; this typology is generally correct though the Ottoman sources are not always as precise as a modern historian would like them to be; see Pritsak, “Das erste türkisch-ukrainische Bündnis (1648),” pp. 292–296.

24 During the Ottoman-Russian demarcation, following the Peace of Belgrade, the Porte refused the Russian subjects access to the lower Boh and Dnieper, fearing border skirmishes; cf. Rumjana Mixneva, Rossija i Osmanskaja imperija, pp. 58–59. Yet, even after the border convention was signed on 12/23 October 1742 (the first date according to the Old Style), in a note dated 22 December 1742/2 January 1743, the Russian resident in Constantinople, Aleksej Vešnjakov, was instructed to raise this issue again and demand to grant the Cossacks the right to fish, hunt, and extract salt in the vicinity of Qılburun; see Moscow, Arxiv vnešnej politiki Rossijskoj imperii, f. 89, op. 1, 1742 (year number), no. 6, pt. 2, fol. 481a–485b.

25 Hotin was conquered by the Russians on 30 August 1739, after Münich’s victory over Veli Pasha (cf. n. 22 above) at Stavučany on 28 August 1739; see Zinkeisen, Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches in Europa, vol. 5, p. 797; Iorga, Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches, vol. 4, pp. 440–441; Solov’ev, Istorija Rossi s drevnejšix vremen, vol. 20, p. 443.
with the intention to claim [indemnities] for the casualties that had been committed in that period to individuals from among the Polish people, both by the Muscovians, and by the Ottoman and Tatar troops; also, at that time, the aforementioned [Muscovian] army had conquered Hotin and deposited a few pieces of guns along with munitions in your country, in order to transport them to their own country; as they are still in your country, several times men have been sent from our friendly side [with the proposal] to buy the aforementioned munitions at their value; yet, a rumor has arrived from the Muscovians that they are about to give them as present to your majesty; in any case, no consent has been given so that they might be kept in your country; likewise, if a proposal is made that they may be given [to you] as an indemnity, we all know that there will be no consent, even though it is evident that the fruit of the amity, concluded between [us], brings and advances the conditions, requisite for reconciliation, in any possible manner; still, when [ultimate] answers are given to the envoys sent [previously] in the said matter to the eternal, high [Ottoman] state, and to Muscovy, either from the high state, or from Muscovy, also from our friendly side one will obey and proceed accordingly with the utmost attention;

in order to fulfill the laws of friendship and execute the customs of neighborliness according to the ancient observed rule and the lasting customary code, it has been decided that within a few days our special man [i.e., envoy] will be sent; in order to notify [of his coming] you, our majestic and highly ranked friend, a friendly yarlıq full of affection has been written, and your said man [i.e., envoy] has been returned and sent [back] to the abode of your majesty. God willing, when he arrives, your friendly side will be notified that in a short time also our man [i.e., envoy] will be sent and dispatched from our friendly side particularly in order to renew the reconciliation and perpetuate the amity; it is our friendly hope that henceforth there will be no lack of letters and notices letting known their [i.e., your and our] health, which would manifest the conditions fitting for friendship and suitable for neighborliness, and [which would] bring the relief of mind.

Written on Thursday, on the ninth day of the noble month of Shawwal, of this year 1155. I have nothing to add but: let [us] always be healthy and sound. ("correct")

[seal] Selamet Giray Khan, son of El-Hajj Selim Giray Khan

---

26 Lit. “to your majestic side.”
27 9 Shawwal 1155 A.H. coincides with Friday, 7 December 1742; however, as in the Muslim calendar a day is counted from the preceding evening, this document was apparently issued in the evening of 6 December.
28 Sahh, a typical bureaucratic formula of approval appended at the end of the text.
29 In the middle of the seal there is the trident-shaped emblem of the Girays (taraq tamğa).
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td>--------------</td>
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<td>Slovnyk</td>
<td>Slovnyk staroukrajins'koji movy XIV–XV st. Edited by L. Humec'ka and I. Kernyc'kyj, 2 vols. (Kiev, 1977)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Słownik geograficzny</td>
<td>Słownik geograficzny Królestwa Polskiego i innych krajów słowiańskich. Edited by F. Sulimierski, B. Chlebowski, and W. Walewski [then also J. Krzywicki], 15 vols. (Warsaw, 1880–1902)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tat.</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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Królowa, a nadal Królowa Polski
Zaszczytnym i lubością
Pomocniczym i posługującym
Hermes de Corcos Marty. June 2174.

Antonius Pulton.
Facs. IXa-c DOC. 57 (19-28 August 1640) The 'ahdname sent by Qalga İslam Giray to King Vladislaus IV
Facsimile of a document dated February 1646, sent by Khan Islam III Giray to King Vladislaus IV. The document is in Latin and appears to be a diplomatic note or letter, possibly with a seal or signature at the bottom. The image is a detailed reproduction of the original document, showing the original handwriting and layout.
Fac. Xc
Facs. XI  DOC. 60 (10 August-7 September 1649) The Crimean instrument of the Treaty of Zborów (Zboriv), issued by Khan Islam III Giray
Facsimile XIIa-c  DOC. 64 (11 November – 10 December 1654) The 'ahdname sent by Khan Mehmed IV Giray to King John Casimir
Facs. XIIId The *baysa* (now lost) as visible on the microfilm from 1976
Fac. XIIIa-c  DOC. 66 (16 October 1667) The Crimean instrument of the Treaty of Podhajce (Pidhajci)
The oath by the Crimean plenipotentiaries sworn at Pidhajci (Podhajce)
Facs. XV DOC. 68 (16 October 1667) The oath by the Polish commissioners sworn at Pidhajci (Podhajce)
Fac. XVI  DOC. 70 (23 October 1672) Guarantee issued by the khan along with the
Ottoman sultan's 'ahdname
Fac. XVII  DOC. 71 (6 December 1742) The instrument of peace (yarlıq) sent by Khan Selamet II Giray to King Augustus III
Map 1 Poland, Lithuania, and the Crimean Khanate around 1503
Map 2 Poland-Lithuania and the Crimean Khanate around 1648